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IN THE STUD.
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''"""'>"' i^if' I'd under this heading at
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QwiVEtER
IRISH SETTKR

18410.)

SETTERS & POINTERS C^^^^'ON GORDON SETTER OF AMERICA,

DESMOND II I

LITTLE BOY
nl,^.'.""tL

"'''' J'^llK'ish ami American chain-pions Winner at Toledo of special "Best soort-

W?,n,°Jf ".V'^''°>^"
^'^ Jol"> Davidson ju'dgeWinner at Cincinnati o( Mjecial, "Best setter orpolii or sl.iddoB. that is tfie sire of the greatestnumber of prixeu in ners." Winner of FORTV(Kid hrsts and specials, under judges :

Major J. M. Taylor,
IJr. Jarvis.
Mr. Tallman, . Mr. MIkkuis, etc.

Mr. V. C. Stcrlinjf.
Shown l)y Mr. B V. I.ewis
Stud lee \i^ for a limited number of bitches

WAVKKI.Y KKNNKI,S

IJULV 5, ,890
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CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
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Mr. John Davidson.
Mr. Tracy,

WIMHER FIRST. CHALLENGE CLASS,

HEW YORK, 1890,

BKATING

Blarney, Tim,
Oerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For term.,
extended pediKii«= ,nd full list of winnings ad-
dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 State Street, Chicago, III.
5O-I0I

JRISn SKTTKR AT STUD.

nHmriUN bLAKNbY
FHK, I25.

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODKrEGO—GEM.) FEE. $25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

^''^ Merion P. O., Pa.

v^Jr^A t "t'=
'"'^ ^y '**^- K. OCallaghan,

hi?,?L wi "y i^'^'*^.*-™"'* " This doK com-
wV., fi

."' **^''* "'"1 ^""^ show qualities. He
field fn^i^"^! '"

i,''^ "f*'^ «' the^Philadelphia

Phil r? l?^/"''°"'*"^l*"c'' has won. first,

R^h-i; '''""c..''''*'i J''''y-
fi"^"'. Albany; firstRochester 18M and first, challenge classV Phila^delphia 1889. stud fee. $35.

^ '

SIR TATTON
B^'iH''?"7''y.**''^^"*'""-B'-"e of Kumess.
K^ J """'^I"^ special at Philadelphia, iSHo
first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
wl ^*°f^?V' ^"5? '^"P* '" England. This dog
18 a woncfcrful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigrree as Sir Tatton. A young dog ojgreat promise; excellent in the field. Vee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton— Princess Charlotte II. Winnerof numerous prizes in punpy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

J^}^y!'^^^°7f^
bitches sent to us to be served

™il^ pSiiT^' °\ exi.ense. Terms cash in ad-

^uSS^. ?'"^"" "."t proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

I
titra"'^"''*^

pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

East End Kennel Club,
Carb W. H. Weiss,

*^"9< Bethlehem, Pa.

J<mN SANDEKSON, care Dk. DlxON,
<*» fN 5«lh St. and Elmwootl Ave., Phila

£JNGI.ISH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771)

None but approved bitches accepted. For studcard and particulars address

J. B. STODDARD,
CONCORD, N. C.

'^7-79

GORDON SETTER
BEAUMONT

•""."•'l P«'l'I>i^s by Beaumont otTt of Ch "npi"^
«i'"'>^t;,?,'.'*^

''y Champion Pilot out of Co" ite^s

BEAUMONT KENNELS,
65-68 ,5y West 34th St., New York.

KOR SALE
Collies & Irish Terriers

abS;*efeT '?!fl,?e's"^f
"""""^ °' P"PP'" °f

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION SCOTILLA,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

R08LYN WILKES.

•^^rfi™'."!'""'!'^ ^J°^ bitches (in whelp) and

^r™da Trn^y"""
'"""" °"' "'^ Champion

We have also for sale at our English kennels^^veral good collie bitches in whefp to Christo*

PRICES I150 TO $250 (delivered).

PINTER IN STUD.

yORKSHIRK TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
wiij^e^,^'^^SKS"?:'iHo^%e^^*^^i-r^^
Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from
free ^'ueri!.'; .

''^'"'"'^'^ Pjlig^ee an^'^in'.Un
™

free. Reliable young stock for sale.

UV-.C ^ ^ ^- "• COOMBS,
50-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

TEMPEST.

I *.h^rt UnlV^^*
*''" ^^ KENNELS FOR A

CH. BEAUFORT,
leteaUi:i!^;sr.tt.ISr^nch^''„Td''rs
mr^.V""'".'"' '''^« '"'^'- P'"^^ him th" bestmastiff ever known He is the sire of more and
S?n^HffK''"f *V'"7J' '»"" "" othe" livingMastiff brec<lers should make the most of this

i[Sd"'feeW5.* ' ""'• »-""'°K«Ph"'5 cenli"

J.WINCHELL,
55""* FAIRHAVEN, Vx.

Heavy-weight, liver and whitg pointer dog, by
Beppo Ill—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of
third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where
he ran against English setters entirely and the
other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M
Simonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the
highest order. He is also a high<las8 show dog.
Kee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial
winners and the dams of field trial winners, J15*-^'''»

J. H. WINSLOW,
54-tf P- O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

SCOTCH COLLIE.

ROSLYN DANDY
AT STUD.

Sired by the famous champion,

SCOTILLA (7379),
Out of Cora II (11640), and winner of

ist at Cincinnati, 1890.
(His jir.U appearance at any show.)

^KK. »I5
To approved bitches.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
^7' Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
7< Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12

hril^y °u'-
".«""«'"» Ihe names of many cele-brated champion dogs and bitches now offered

.^„jr''"n''K*''^''"' "">* Nearly 200 dogs ofnearly all breeds are offered for kale. Now isthe time of year to buy good dogs cheap I istmailed on application
^ '^^ '

"

63-tf

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

140 S. 8th St., Phila., Pa.

poiNTER IN STUD.

LEBANON

gT. BERNARD AT STUD.

THE PRIZE WINNER

ALPINE CHIEF
(9736)

Kondi'r^S c"''„'"''*^V"','." ' ,l?7fi5)
;

Red Boy by
s*in!s Tuik-Belion^!'

^"" <** ** » '^"' "^ ^""^

Bred by Herr Tuchschmid, Switzerland.

FEE $40.

Address j. h. GAULT,
60-72 f.aul and Adams St., Phlln., Pa.

Irish Setter at Stud.

SCOTLAND CHIEF,
(A. K. C. S. B. 14357)

(Kelsey-s Red II-Le.ster» Champion Maud II).

Winner of 2d at Cincinnati, iSyo. (His first ai>-pearanoe at any show
)

-y" v i>» nrsi ai>-

lio""Kxf«Idi.H'^''
"""'*'" o*" approved bitches.Jio. Extended pedigree on application.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
**"'' Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.
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Pngc.

BY TIM—PEG.
RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
first at Central Field Trials, 1H89.

VV.n, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,

^^^
LEBANON, PA.

JRISH SETTERS AT STID

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. KI.CIIO NOKI-KN

GLENMAR
I (13.426) CH. <;lencho-mavoi;rneen.

f .u"'''*)'^'' ''Y^''^ above dogs. Ch Elcho Ir and
I

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNe/,S.
62tf Tremonl. N. V.
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53 104 LANCASTER, MASS.
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PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

At ii South Third St., I'iiilauklphia, Pa.,

By the

FflNciERS' Publishing %q.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES iIN ADVANCE):

S2.50 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $2.00 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreig^n Subecriptlons, 128.

ADVERTISINQ RATES:

CLASStPiBD Advkhtising, without display, two
cents per word for every iu.sertioii.

SritD AND Brkkdkhk' Cards, Ii.jo per inch
for single insertion. $,s.40 fur one month, $15 for
three months, $28 for six months and I50 per
year.

Disi-LAVRD Advertising, $3 per inch for first

and $2 per inch for subsequent insertions.

Advertisements must reach us by Thursday to
insure insertion in the current week.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all coniniiDiications to

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
P. O. Box. yi6.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

^Class Matter.

PHILADELPHIA. PA., JULY 5, 1890.

Subscription Agents Wanted
We wish to appoint an agent in every

town iu the United Stales and Canada to

solicit subscriptions for The Fanciers'
Journal. A liberal ca.sh cotnniission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write
for terms to agents.

> FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
Sept. 2-4—Midland Central Fair Association

Bench Show, Kingston, Ont., Canada. C. H.
Corbett, superintendent; R. W. Meek, secretary.
Sept. 2-s.—Wilmington Fair Association Bench

Show. T. D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington,
Del.

Sept. 2-5—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit.
Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary.
Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,

O. . Charles E. Rowland, secretary.
Sept. 15-19.—Second International Dog Show of

the Industri.il Exhibition Association, at To-
ronto. Canada. C. A. Stone, secretary.
Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada P^xhibition A.sso-

ciation. at Ottawa. Canada. Alfred Geddes,
chairman.

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-
ana Kennel Club at Carlisle, Ind., P. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary.
Nov. 10—Second annual field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham. Ont., C. A.
Stone, Toronto, Out., secretary.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

Pastern Field Trials Club, aKJtterbnrn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster. Saratoga Springs. N. Y.. sec-
retary.

Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.
H. Odcll, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

Dec, 15.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh
annual field trials at Deatotisville, Va.

1«J>1.

Jan, 19.—Eighth aiiiiunl field trials cf the Pa-
cific Kennel Club, at Uakersfield. Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby. .secretary,
Marietta. Ga.

Coni-sliijU'.

Oct. 21-25.—Hifth annual meet of the American
Coursing Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D.
Brougher, secretary.

Poultry ami Pl^oon iShows
Sept. 1-6.—Wilmington Fair Association Poul-

try and Bird Department. T.D.Brown, .secre-
tary, Wilmington, Del.
Sept. K-i 2.—Burlington County, N. J., Poultry

Association. T. Farrer Kackham, secretary,
East Orange. N. J.
Sept. 29-Oct. 3,— Inter-State Fair Association,

Trenton. N, J., Poultry, Pigeons and Pets De-
partment. Franklyn Dye. superintendent.
Nov. S- 12.—Southern Exposition. Montgomery,

Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Kackham,
superintendent, F^sl Orange, N. J.
Jan. 13-17.— International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Slock Associa-
tion nt Charleston, S. C. Benjamin Mclnnis, Jr.,
secretarv. H. A. Bridge, superintendant.
Aug. 2fi-Sept. 5— Detroit International Fair

ami Exhibition Association, Detroit. E. W.
Cottrell, secretary. •

Sept. i-i2.-F:iniira Inter-State Fair. Mr. George
W. Robinson, secretary.

Sept. 0-20.—Buffalo International Pair. Mr.
Charles W. Robinson, secretary.

Sept. 22-27,—Indiana State Fair. Alex Heron,
secretary.
Dec. 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Rockford. A. H. Currier,
secretary.
Dec. 10-12.-Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock

Association. Brockton. Mass. William F. Bond,
secretary. Box 795.

Dec. 23-26.— p^astern Middlesex Poultrv Asso-
ciation, Stoneham, Mass. Mr. G. W. Cormack,
secretary.
Dec. 30,-Jan. 6 —Illinois State Poultry Associa-

tion, Peoria. J. W. Burton, secretary.
Jan. 23-16. Mohawk Valley Poultrv and Pet

Stock Association. Amsterdam, N. Y.' Mr. Wil-
liam C. House, secretary, Freys Bush, N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are currenfhere in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Mr. Vredenburgh has chosen an inop-

portune moment to prefer charges

against Mr. Peshall. It has already been

stated in the kennel papers that the

former gentleman and his friends on the

Advisory Committee have adopted this

means of getting rid of Mr. Peshall.

•
« «

We regret exceedingly that A. K. C.

affairs are in this state, and we believe

that such things would not have come to

pass had diplomatic courtesy existed at

headquarters.
«

• *

The most unfortunate part of this con-

troversy is the incalculable harm it will

work iu our kennel world. Maryland

and other clubs, ostracised by selfish

majorities, will form a circuit of shows
and ignore the A. K. C. entirely.

Our note stating that Mr. R. F. May-
hew is no longer with Turf, Field and
Farm was crowded out last week. Doggy
friends can now find him at the office of

the Sporting World, 16 Spruce Street,

New York.

* «

We are sorry to learn that Dr. Alex-

ander Glass was severely kicked by a

horse a few days since. His clinical

lectures will be missed. We hope only for

a short time, however.

In the neighborhoo<l of our office the

other day, two rogues entered the ofiSce

of an old gentleman and, snatching his

watch, ran down the street with the old

gentleman at their heels calling " stop

thief" A business bull terrier in a

wagon near by took in the situation at a

glance. Springing out he dashed at the

foremost of the two thieves and sinking

his fangs into the calf of his leg held on
with that tenacity for which this breed is

famous. This diversion enabled the

pursuers to come up, and both men were

captureil after a short fight.

*
• •

Mr. J. H. Gault writes: "I am very

sorry to have to inform you that my
rotigh-coated St. Hernard stud dog Alpine

Chief died on Saturday last. The cause

of his death was inflammation of the

stomach."

•%
Mr. C. C. Springer has sold to Mr. A.

J. Drexel, Jr., the ftd Irish setter dog
Mark Tapley by Champion Blarney

—

Leigh Doaiie III. Mark was bred by Mr.

W. H. Child.

• »

The English Schippcrke Club has re-

fused to endorse a resolution of the Bel-

gian Club making white hairs a point for

disqualification, whereupon the Belgian

Club has written to P.iigland as follows:

"The Belgian Club consider such a diver-

gence of opinion as most serious for the

prosperity of the breed, and would sug-

gest a thorough revision of the points by

both clubo, with an understanding that

the new points could not be altered ex-

cept by common consent. We hope
some arrangement of this sort may be

devised to enable us to march hand in

hand in the good cause."

»
« *

Pick, considered the best Schipperke in

England. has some white hairs and would
consequently l>e disqualified under the

new rules.
»

« »

Mr. C. A. Stone writes: "The premium
lists of the Industri.il Exhibition Associ-

ation's second grand international bench
show of dogs, to be held in the city of

Toronto, Canada, Septetnlier 15 to ly. are

now ready and can \>e had by applying

to the secretary. A new building two

hundred feet long by one hundred

feet wide and costing fHuutj is being

erected sjjecially for the show. A large

numl)er of enquiries regarding the show
are already coming in, and it promises to

be the largest and most important ever

held in the Dominion. The Toronto ex-

hibition is annually visited by over two

hundred and fifty thousand people, and

the majority will undoubtedly watit to

see the caliines."

» •

Mr. h. A. Rice writes: "My little

daughter and my Irish setter Shamrock
were sitting on my door step yesterday

afternoon when a boy named Ryon at-

tempted to strike the dog with a stick.

Shamrock, like a true Irishman, resented

the insult and bit the boy. Sooner than

have any trouble with the Ryon people

I had the dog killed at the Refuge for

-.» . . f^~.
*

Shamrock was a valuable stud dog,

and we think Mr. Rice made a great

mistake in having him put out of the

way.
*

Mr. James F. Hall's rough-coated St.

Bernard bitch has lately paid a visit

across the water to Dr. Robert's Cham-
pion Pouf

* «

The American Stock-Keeper will here-

after appear weekly. It's as progressive

as the typical Yankee. Peregrine's con-

tributions to this paper have taken well

with its readers.

• «

We understand, says the Stock-Keeper,

that Mr. R. McEwen, of Alloway Lodge,

Byron, Ontario, has purchased from Mr.

L. P. C. Astley, Scent, by Sefton—Min-

nie, a young brother of the Champion
Metchley Wonder. This is a very nice

young dog, with the head of the strain,

plenty of bone, a goo<l coat, and his in-

fluence for good on the Canadian bitches

should be very great. Mr. McP^weu has

also bought Mr. Astley's bitch by Chris-

topher—Sweet Phyllis, by The Squire,

who goes out, served by Mr. T. H.

Stretch's dog, Omiskirk Amazement.

Mr. McEwen will thus possess not only

a brother to Mr. Megson's champion, but

will soon have a litter of puppies by the

liest son of Christopher, out of one of his

best-bred daughters.

•
* «

We have received a nic^y arranged

catalogue of the Hollyrood Kennels of

collies, the property of Messrs. McP'wen
& Giljson.

• *

Is the owner of a stud do^ liable for

damage done to a bitch while tempo-

rarily Imarding at his kennel ? "In my
opinion," says Namquoit, "the owner of I

the bitch sends her at his own risk."

We certainly do not agree with Namquoit.
The hoarding kennel proprietor should
always lie held responsible in order that

lie be made careful of his charges. We
had a dug literally starved to death
while we were paying well for his keep,
and we have always felt since the ken-
iielmau should have been made pay the
value of tlie starved animal. Namquoit
sj>eaks of accidents to the dogs en route
or their dying at the kennels soon after

arrival. Of course under those circum-
stances the man keeping the boarding
kennel could not be held responsible.

In all ca.ses. however, he should l)e made
prove that it was from no lack of care or
vigilance on his part that the animal
was hurt or died. There is no excuse
whatever for allowing a dog to escape
and become lost while it is under your
charge. It is simply a proof of groM
negligence.

» «

On this subject Fanciers' Gazette says
this week : "A discussion is going on in
America on a subject which is of great
itiiixirlaiice to dog-breeders. Mrs. Grant
sent one of her dogs on a visit to the
kennels of Mr. Emken, from which it

escHfjed in consequence, as Mrs. Grant
states, of its not being properly taken
care of This opens up the question of
liability for damages under such circum-
stances against owners of stud dogs,
which, if allowe<l, would be a serious
item when the condition in which the
auini.ils are sent is considered. Experi-
ence has proved that great negligence is

sometimes shown when visits of this sort
are made, and iliseases and parasites are
often conveyed frotn one kennel to
another, besides the possibility of the
visitor escaping. When stud dogs are
kept, projK-r arrangements should be
made for the safe and clean custody of
animals that are sent to thetn, in the ab-
sence of which the owner of the dog is

undoubtedly liable for damages.

« •

Pontius Pilate, the oldest foxhound in
Connecticut, who, with his master, Alden
Miner, the famous North Stonington
hunter, ha<l cha.sed several hundred
foxes to their death, died this week, aged
14 years. For several years the dog had
been almost totally deaf, and was feeble,

but he followed the chase successfully

until within a few months of his death.

He was a good coon dog, too. In one
season Mr. Miner bagged fifty-eight

foxes, including little fellows he dug out
of burrows.

*
* «

" Our contemporary, the Forest and
Stream, in the latest issue to hand, gives

sketclies of the English Beagle Champion
Ringwood and the American Champion
Little Duke. On comparing the two, it

will Ih; seen that the latter is made on
the liiur- of the nioflern English Fox-
hound ; whilst Ringwood, like the old

southern hound, shows the throatiness

and type of the hounds of ancient da)rs.

As we stated after visiting the far West
last year, our friends in America have got

the start of us in l)eagles, for whilst we
have been standing still they have been
modelling the breed, which General
Rowett originally got from this country,

into miniature foxhounds."

The alwve cutting from the Fanciers'

Gazette seems to bear out the statement

of our correspondent " Hibernia " that

the beagle is a miniature foxhound.

•

1024 tlogs were licensed in Lynn,
Mass., this year.
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

A Very Quiet Sunday.

BY HIBBRNIA.

So completely tired out was I with my
duties as club secretary that the Sunday
before the show opened I made up my
mind to rest the entire day in order to be
able to get through the week without
breaking down.

After finishing my post-breakfast cigar
I went up to my room and was soon fast

asleep.

1 had a very curious dream. I was
dead. The place where my soul was
wandering was a vast bench show.
Whether this wonderful exhibition was
given in the upper or lower regions of
eternity I did not know, but as the few
angels I met in my wanderings were fur-
nished with bat's wings I supposed the
place must l)e purgatory.

Very curiously all the creatures on ex-
hibition had human heads, but the bodies
of dogs. The first I noticed was a Mason-
headed pointer (his hindquarters looked
very much like Beaufort's). Next to this
monstrosity was a Mortimer-headed fox
terrier. It paid no attention to its

neighbor, but devoted its attention to a
Westminster Kennel Club catalogue that
it held underneath its paws.

The next creature was a Taylor-headed
English setter, lieautifully ticked blue
and white. In front of the bench were a
number of other human -faced setters
(most of them out at the elljows or badly
cow-hocked) running loose and barking
furiously, but the Major'; counterpart
did not seem to mind them in the least.

In walking along the aisle I saw a
Schellhass-headed beagle, a Porter-
headed bull dog, a Thayer-headed deer-
hound, a Dole headetl l)ull terrier a
Foote-headed black and tan (it had a big
white streak on its breast), a Harrison-
headed collie, a Cryer-headed pug, and
many other curious kinds. Strange to
say all were males and all looked un-
happy as if they hatl some terrible griev-
ance. The only females I saw in the en-
tire collection were two. One was a
Whitney-headed St. Ilemard and the
other a Wheatleigh-lieade'l pug. The
former was the most contented-looking
creature I saw in all my wonderings.
Next I came to a door over which were

the words "Veterinary Department." En-
tering I saw a lot of human-headed dogs
in boxes. All hafl some kind of disease
I retreated as nuickly as possible and inmy haste stumbled over a crate contain-
ing a Winslow-hcaded pointer. There
were several sore patches on it. In the
formation of body and legs I thought I
recognized "Bang."
The next place that attracted my at-

tention was a judging ring. The prizes
had evidently l)een awarded (although
none were tacked up in the stalls) 1^-
cause the enclosure was filled with
human-headed .logs of all sorts, bii;
mejliumand little. All were snapping
and snarling. In one corner was a Bel-
niont-headed fox terrier that was being
badly worried by several other human
headed canines.tlie foremost among them
being a Feshall -headed pointer (the other
parts I saw once belonged to "Jimmie")
Then there was a bocly that I did not

recognize as belonging to any particular
breefl, but with a head like Vreden-
burgh's. It was sitting up on its
naunches and howling woefully.
Four of the mon.strosities had jumped

up on the railings out of harm's wavand were soljerly viewing the pande-monium reigning lieneath. They were
all perched in a row. The first had
the hindquarters of a Siberian wolf-hound and the frontlegs of a mastiff
on Its nose it wore spectacles. The
•econd had the body of a collie (it
•eemedas if one of its legs had l>een in-
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jured) and its human eyes were gray and
piercing. The third had a blue-ticked
beagle Ixxly and a beautiful blonde mous-
tache. The last had the body of a St.
Bernard (the hind legs were the straight-
est I ever saw), and in its human mouth
was a horn which looked very familiar to
me.
Most of the human-headed canines ap-

peared to be parched for thirst. Moved
by pity I went to a fountain from which
a stream of water was jrushing and filled
some pans with the cooling liquid. I
offered it to several, but they all refused
to drink and made a barking noi.se that
sounded like " Milk."
Dashing the pan to the floor in my

anger at their ingratitude, they one and
all set up such a terrible barking and
howling that I awoke to hear a pounding
on my bed-room door.
"Wake up, Filz, for gracious sake!

There is a man out front with a wagon
load of dogs, and he insists upon leaving
them here. Wake up ! wake up !

"

I recognized Aunt Bess' voice. Dress-
ing as quickly as possible, I rushed down
stairs. Sure enough, before the front
gate was a big two-horse wagon belonging
to Adams Express Company, piled up
with boxes of dogs. They were raising
a terrible row, and the neighbors who
were just returning from church were
gathered m groups on the sidewalk curi-
ously watching the strange scene.

" What the d 1 does this mean .> " I
shouted to the driver.

"Is your name Mr. Fitz-PootUe ?" he
inquired.
"Yes."
"You're goin' to run the dog show wot

comes off next week ?"

"Yes."
"Well, I've orders from headquarters

to unload this lot of dogs at your house
Where I'll put 'em, out here or take 'eni
'round back ?"

"This dog show isn't to be held here
and if you take a Iwx off that wagon I'll
get a pistol and blow out your brains
Whose infernal stupidity is this, anv-
how?" ^

"I reckon nobody's to blame, it's only
force of circumstan ces, " he replied "I'll
tell you all about it if you'll just keep
your temper."
As I uiu not know what else to do I

told him to proceed and get through as
quickly as possible, and haul that whelp-
ing load away.
Here is his story :

"You see, sir. the express office is next
door to a MethwJist church. To-day's
Sunday, ain't it ? Well, they're holding
a revival meeting there, and when the
choir started in this morning to sing
these here dogs that had come on Satur-
day night's trains joined in. Sich a
howlin' vou never heard. The meetin'
folks paid no attention to it at first but
every tune a brother or si.ster would shout
"Amen" every dog would bark. Patience
at last ceased to lie even a Christian virtue
they stopped the services till the sexton
could hunt up the company's superin-
tendent.
"He came to the office as mad as a

hornet and told me to hitch up the horses
to the wagon, load in the dogs and take
'em to the. hall, and if I couldn't get in
there to bring 'em down to you
I'urthermore he told me if you wouldn't
receive them to dump the hull load inter
-the river. You see. sir, the company
don t propose to take any chances of
gettm' sued for distnrbin' religious
services. I've been to the hall and can't
get in. and I've got to obey orders and
deliver these dogs som' ares. Now
where shall I put them off. front or
back ?

...
?*"'.^^*^'*'"''' ^^^^^ man," I answered

Uke them to the hall. I have the key
and will let you in. Only drive out of
this neighborhood as (juickly as possible

In the excitement of the moment I
jumped on the seat beside him. Taking
the whip I gave the horses a lash and
they went down the street on a dead run

But, alas, we had to pass the house ofmy l>e8t girl, and she was sitting on the
front porch. She looked at tub in open-
eyed wonder as I .lashed by, an.l when I
calle.l that night she had gone to church
with another fellow.
How bitterly then I cursed the exhibi-

tors who ignored the rules printed in the
front of the premium list (which .lis-
tinctly stated in black type : "No dogs will
fje receive<l before Mondav morning at
9 o'clock"), and shipped their exhibits!
so as. to reach the show on Saturday
night. -^

DISEASES OF THE DOG.

A Most Interesting Article of Great

Value to Dog Men.

[continued.]
From thf Fanciers' Gazette.

I also would wish the reader to be-
lieve that during the whole period of life

these cells are being constantly used up
in the performance of their respective
duties, and that fresh ones arise to con-
tinue the work, just as in a machine cer-
tain delicate parts become useless in
time, and are replaced by the hand of
man to carry on the work that is ex-
pected of them.

I^t us now go a step further. The
skeleton of a dog is laid .lowu in a carti-
laginous mass of cells, and begins as
cartilage

;
into this mass is gradually de-

posited a calcareous material by which it

is strengthened into the hardened mass
we know it to be

; a slight variation on
this becomes the teeth. The muscles,
which are moved by the will, are com-
posed of another form of cell. The invol-
untary ones, which cause foo<l to be
moved along the intestines, etc., are of
another. The organs—such as the brain,
stomach, heart, lungs, pancreas, liver,
spleen, reproductive, etc.—all have differ-
ent groups

; whilst the walls of the ali-
menUry. respiratory, urinary, and repro-
ductive canals differ again. The arteries,
veins, nerves, skin, hair and nails are
again different, and in many ca.ses elalx)-
rated^ Finally, such special organs as
those of taste, smell, sight, hearing and
touch are marvellous examples of com-
plicated cell construction, which bring
us back to what I originallv stated
namely, that the dog began as one cell'
became many, and when Ijorn is a huge
conit>licate<l mnrliino on...^, i r .. "

Now, what IS the use of all this com-
plicity ? It is this-for the maintenance
of the cells, for their growth, for their
government and general order. If any
thing goes wrong the dog becomes ill.More than half the diseases to which the
dog IS heir is .hie to something wrong in
the cells of the alimentary canal Why
IS this ? Taking the alimentary canal i«
commencing at the mouth and ending at
the rectum, we will at once perceive the
cause if we take into consideration the
duties It has to perform.
The use of the tongue is to inform the

brain whether the foo.l is desirable or
not

;
if so. to pass it to the teeth It is

here ground up and nia.le into smaller
proportions, in such a form that it can
tlien be formed by the tongue into a bolus
This IS lubricated by the saliva, which
also changes certain constituents in itand IS then thrown backward by the
tongue, and propelled by muscular powerdown to the stomach. Its presence in
the stomach at once calls into action the
cells of the organ which furnish a di-
gestive material. Passing through the
stomach It enters the bowels, where fresh
iligestive material is added by the liver
and the pancreas, and the fowl is now in
a con.litioii to lie aljsorbe.l. This action
IS the work of the intestinal cells, and
food pas.ses through them into a special
network of fine vessels, which eventually
lead to one of the veins in the neck, by
which food as a fine fluid becomes mixed
with the blood, an.l also to the liver by
which it IS passed into the circulation
What IS not absorlied is passed out as
HL'Ces.

Froii, what I have stated it may l)e
readily un.lerstood that anything which
interferes with the fTTofl »)eing broken upby the teeth—anything which stops theMow of the necessary digestive fluids
anything which causes interference iti
the work of the alimentary canal—cau.ses
Illness to ensue in the dog, not only lo-
cally luit everywhere.
We have now to .lo with the other in-

let to the (log—the respiratory tract This
commences at the nostrils, passes .lown
the win.lpipe. an.l then into the two
tubes which lea.l to the lungs, where the
latter tubes break up into numerous
smaller, and finally into millions of
lesser, which finally come to a cul-de-sac

m the au- sacs. The object of this pas-
sage IS to supply another species of food
to the dog, namely, fresh air (in inspira-
tion); it also carries away the used-up
air in expiration. Anything, therefore,
which causes mischief or illness to the
cells of which the whole air tract is com-
posed, causes illness to the rest of the
dog.

In an exactly similar manner as solid
foo.1 IS taken in, so is air. Every
single air sac is surrounded by minute
blood vessels, and it is by them that this
second food is taken up and carried
away to its ultimate destination. If this
then, be understood, we can move on to
the machine on which devolves the duty
of propelling the blood—the heart ; in a
wor.l, the heart is a force pump. Every
beat sends a certain quantity up themam pipe, from which it is distributed
to every cell in the body by a pipe sys-
tem which requires the aid of the micro-
scope to detect. Thus the whole Ixxiy is
nourished.
My readers will remember that I stated

that there was a constant breaking down
going on in the cells. This breaking
down and used dp food of both kinds
must lie taken away. For this purpose
every cell of the b<idy has a waste-pipe
These are the veins. They are at first
microscopic, then come together to form
larger, and finally find their way back
again as one to the heart, again to re-
commence the cycle of cell nourishment,
but not liefore two most important func-
tions have been carried out. The first I
have alluded to, namely, the giving up
of use.l up air by the lungs. The second
IS the elimination of the waste products
This brings us to the kidneys, an organ

set apart for this purpose. In them the
blood IS cleared of this unnecessary ma-
terial, filtering into the bladder, and
issues from the body by the urinary pas-
sage. If, then, anything goes wrong
with this necessary organ, the animd
suffers.

I have now dealt with all the organs of
the dog except the eyes, the ear and the
brain.

Of the eye I need say but little. It is
very delicate, and I do not propose to
enter into an explanation of it. Nor will
1 say much regarding the ear, except to
repeat what I have already said, namely
that when disease makes its appearance
It is due to mischief in the cells of which
the organs are composed.

Finally, I pass on to the brain. Like
the rest of the dog, it is of cellular con-
struction, and from it passes the spinal
cord, which gives off numerous nerves
These are of three kinds : Nerves to
carry messages to the muscles which
move the body

; nerves which inform the
brain of feeling, and other senses

; nerves
which regulate the entire bo<ly ; and every
cell in the l>ody is connected by nerves
with the regulating Ixxly, the brain. If
then, we have injury to some of the cells
of the brain, we get injury or disease in
certain portions of the body which are
regulate.l by that portion of the brain
Again, if we get mischief in certain por-
tions of the body, we may get mischief in
the brain, l)ecause the nerve terminations
in the cells of that portion of the Ixxly
l)ecoine affected, an.l in this manner the
nerves lea.ling back to the brain, and
eventually i)erh.-ips to the brain itself,may suffer

; an.l in conclusion, if the
sijinal cord be cut near the brain, the
whole machine ceases to work, because "

tlie controlling power is destroyed.

[to be continued.]
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Couldn't Stand the Suspense.

The following amusing ancedote ap-
peared in a contemporary:
"Why did you shoot the mnn'sdog?" asked the

justice of a western .settlement.
•He says he was perfectly quiet and never dis-

turbed anyone."
•Well, n<j," the defendant admitted, "I never

heard him howl in all his life ; but he always
looked as though he was goin' to. He would
come out into the front yard a dojien times at
night, s<iuat down, look at the mo<m as if there
wor one, draw his breath, open his mouth, and
fix liimself fas a howl from here to Jericho, then
change his mind and crawl under the porch and
go to sleep, I never heard him howl ; but the
suspense was killing me !"

-She: I didn't hear anything of father's dog
He held his peace to-night,^idn't he'
He (bitterly) Yes. his piece of my fifteen-dollar

trousers,—Yale Record.

A REASONABLE REQUEST.

Mr. Peshall Asks Mr. Vredenburgh to

Give the Items.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : In reply to Mr. Vredenburgh's

letter, appearing in your last issue in

answer to my article, I will say that I am
surprised that he has now at this late

day become so indignant at my attacks

u|K)n what I have designated repeatedly

in the sporting papers for the last year

the reckless clique management of the

A. K. C.

I have substantially charged that the

accounts were juggled and false over and

over again.

He does not answer in one instance

any of the questions which I have often

kindly asked him, neither has he even

in his last communication denied any of

the statements that I have ma.le regard-

ing the management. I know that you

and your readers will agree with me when
I say that his- letter is too silly to notice.

He has evidently just lost his temper.

^In regar.l to my recommending him
for a position of trust and confidence (it

was that of private secretary), I will now
say that I would gladly .lo so again, for

I consider him in every way qualified

for that position.

Ever since his return from Europe he
has had great experience in that position,

and hrfnow possesses one of ihe most
necessary .lualificatioiis, which is simply
to ol)ey ortlers and do what he is torn.

I long ago stated in the sporting press
that he had ceased to be the secretary of
the A. K. C. except in name.

If I have made any charges which are
untrue, or even distorted, against him or
the clique management and they will

convince me of that fact, I will say now,
as I've sai.i txifore, ihere is no apology
too great for he or they to demand, or
too abject for me to make. Will Mr.
Vredenburgh now give us the items ?

Peshali..

Jersey City, June 27, 1890.

Mr. PoHliall .Says the Auditing C'oin-

mtttet) Did Not Audit.

Editor P-anciers' Journal.

.
Sir: In reply to the card, published

and signed by Major Taylor, Mr. VVil-

merding and Mr. La Rue, in which they

deny the statement made by me in a for-

mer issiJe of your paper, so far as said

statement applies to them individually

wherein I stated, substantially, that two
of said committee had stated that they
had not audited the acoiinta of Mr. Vre-
den burgh, but ha.l signed the statement
that lirfd lieeii prepare.l by him, permit
me now in reply to sai.l card signed by
the aforesai.l gentlemen to say that so
far as Major Taylor is concerned that I

have never had any conversation with
him in regard to said matter, and that
the two members of the committee, to
whom I referred are Mr. Wilmerding and
Mr. La Rue. Mr. Wilmerding has been
for the year past an.l is now the delegate
of the New Jersey Kennel Club.
He has known for some time and for a

long time l^fore bis appointment upon
sai.l committee that the accounts of the
treasurer of the A. K. C. had been ques-
tioned in many ways by several mem-
bers of the N. J. K. C, and especially
the item which has been so often re-

ferred to—1 1 228. 28. Mr. Wilmerding
knew at the time of his appointment on
said committee and at the time he signed
the statement that I had charged in all

the sporting papers that it was not
earned by the club; that it had been book
keeped and juggled into the accounts

;

that myself auff others, members of the
N. J. K. C. had hail conversations with
nim regarding this item, an.l notwith-
standing these facts, Mr. Wilmerding,
down to and including the time of the
last meeting of the N. J. K. C, which
was held on the first Thursday in this
month, was in tcrtal ignorance of the
items going to makt up this sum.
A few days after the publication of the

January, 1890, issue of the Kennel Ga-

zette; in fact, on February 18. 1890, about
12 o'clock, I called at the office of Mr.
Wilmerding and stated to him that as he
was well aware I wanted to get those
items, and that as he w.is on that com-
mittee appointed to audit the treasurer's
accounts, "I supposed he could and
woul.l give them to me." In reply
thereto, he said, substantially, "that he
had simply looked over Mr. Vreden-
burgh's lx>oksthat were presented to him
and had signe.l the statement. He ha.l

fonii.l that the accounts had been added
up correctly, but that he could not give
me any of the items, and that he was
there only a short time." In fact, from
his conversation I soon .liscovered that
he knew less alxjut the accounts than I

did.

I then stated to him that as he was the
delegate of the N. J. K. C, and as it had
been stated that delegates could get those
items, or information regarding the books
of the A. K. C, I would write a letter to
the secretary of the A. K. C, stating
what I wanted, and then get him to also
write a letter, endorsing my request.
This was agree.l to and I sat .lown at Mr.
Wilmerding's desk and wrote this letter :

New York, February 18, 1890.

A. P. Vredenbi^r<;h, Esq., Secretary A. K. C.

Will you kindly give me the items thiil go to
make tip the sum of $1228 balance on hand as ap
pears m your rep<jrt made to the annual niectine
in February, 1889. or in other words the items of
receipts from December 5, 18S8, to January 11,

1889, also the items of expense between said
dates. And \'erv much oblige,

C. J. Peshall,
Member of the N. J. K. C.

When I finished this letter Mr. Wil-
merding rea.l it and then wrote the fol-

lowing letter to Mr. Vredenburgh :

Mr. a. p. VrK1)KNbi;rgh, Secretary.

Dear Sir: The writer of the enclosed letter is

the president of the New Jersey Kennel Club
Will you kindly give him such information as
he desires and oblige, A. C. WiLMERniNG,

Delegate N, J. K, C.

Mr. Wilmerding then called his clerk,

and enclosing both the above letters in

one envelope addressed to Mr. Vreden-
burg, sent it to No. 44 Broadway with
instructions to bring back the answer.
A short time thereafter Mr. VVilnier.iing's

clerk returned and said that Mr. Vreden-
burgh sai.l. substantially, "that he w,is so
busy he hadn't time to eat his lunch, let

alone go over his books."
Mr. Wilmerding and myself smiled

upon each other, as we always .lo when
we are to.gether, and parted. The next
morning I received the following letter :

( American Kennel Club.
Office of-< American Kennel Ciazette.

(American Kennel Club Stud-Book.
44 and 46 Broadway.

New York, February 18, 1890.

Mr. C. J. PK.SHALL, Jersey City. N, J,

Dkar Sir: Replying to your communication
of even date, I beg to refer you to Mr. A, C,
Wilmerding, delegate N. J. K. C, for the infor-
n^ation yon desire, as he again examined ray
books on the 17th inst., and is therefore in a
position to supply it. Yours truly,

A. P. Vredenbuegh, Secretary."

The envelope covering the above letter

liears on its left upper corner the address
of the American Kennel Club, the New
York Post Office stamp as follows : "New
York, Feb. 18. 5 P. M.," and on its

back is the following : "Jersey City, N.

J., Feb. 18, 7.30 P. M., 1890 Rec'd." and
it is a.ldressed to Mr. C. J. Peshall, Jer-
sey City. N. J.

After reading Mr. Vredenburgh's letter

I thought it very strange that Mr. Wil-
mer.ling had, as Mr. Vredenburgh said,

"again examine.l my books on the 17th
inst. and is therefore in a position to sup-
ply it," that he (Mr. Wilmer.ling), one
of the Au.liting Committee, could not
give me this information.
The same morning I received this let-

ter I again called upon Mr. Wilmerding
at his office, an.l after a cordial greeting,
I asked him if he had those items for

me. His reply was, substantially, "No,
I have not hear.l anything more alx)ut

them." I then took from my pocket
Mr. Vredenburgh's letter, han.le.l it to

him an.l he read it. He returned the
letter t.j me and said, substantially, "I
have not got the items. I can't give
them to you."

1 then concluded that as I .li.l not care
to become a shuttlecock l)etween the
.lelegate ami the secretary that 1 would
pursue the chase no longer in that
quarter.

.•\t the last meeting of the New Jersey
Kennel Club, and in the presence of all

the members then assembled, and in re-

ply to a question by me, Mr. Wilmerding
stated that "he couldn't get the items."

Before I sent in my letter, to which the
card ofthe Auditing Committee refers, I

left it with Mr. Wilmerding for his pe-
rusal. He objected to that portion re-

ferring to the two members of the Audit-
ing Committee, and I then said to him :

"Well, Mr. Wilmerding, I have hereto-
fore understood from you that you did
not audit these accounts, anil know
nothing alx)Ut these items," and his re-

ply, substantially, was that Mr. Vreden-
burgh had presented the annual state-

ment and the lxK>ksand that he had gone
oyer them. I asked him if he had looked
at the vouchers, etc., and he said no.

I then told him that I would leave the
letter as it was, as the accounts had not
been audited, and that he, in answer to

it, could state just -what he had done.
So far as Mr. La Rue, the other mem-

ber of this committee, is concerned, I

will say that I have had several conver-
sations with him since he signed that re-

jK)rt, and I found from his conversations
that he was not present with Mr. Wil-
merding and Major Taylor, but went to
the office of the A. K. C. by himself and
ma.le his examination of the books that
were presented to him by the treasurer.

I also asked him if he had gone over the
vouchers, etc., and had audited the ac-

counts, and his reply was, no. I asked
him if he could give me those items, and
he said "No."

I recollect reading a letter written by
Mr. La Rue in which he stated, substan-
tially, "that he had looked over the
books an.l the statement submitted to
him for his examination," and I now
affirm that the accounts have never been
audited by any committee. The salad
was prepared by Mr. Vredenburgh on the
.lay this so-called Auditing Committee
was appointed, for I find in the Kennel
Gazette for December, 1889, in the re-

port made by Mr. Vredenburgh, the fol-

lowing :

The secretary suggested that he should make
out his statement for the year 1889 for publica-

tion, and that the Chair appoint a committee
who would endorse on the bottom of his account

that they had examined his accounts and found

This committee evidently ate that
salad, and from their card I should judge
that it had soured upon their stomachs.
That the officers of the A. K. C. imposed
upon the committee is evident for the
reason that the salad, which is now nau-
seating them, Was garnished with the
private books or accounts which were
kept by Mr. Lewis, under his exhaustive
contract with the Stud-Book Committee

;

that is, if they .li.l not inform this com-
mittee of the facts regarding that con-
tract. Peshall.

Jersey City, June 27, 1890.

Mr. Vredenbnrach Prefers Chanres
AKHinat Mr. Pcwiiall.

f American Kennel Club.
Office OF-< Araeri<»n Kennel Gazette.

(American Kennel Club Stud-Book.
44 and 46 Broadway.

New York, June 27, 1890.

Mr. Chakles J. Peshall. Jersey City, N. J.

Dear Sir : I beg to forward vou hen^
with a copy of the charges and specifications
preferred against you, and to advi.se you that a
meeting of the Advisory Committee has been
orderea for Wednesday, July 2, 1890, at 1,30 P.
M., to be held at the office of the club for the
purpose of considering said charges,

I am instructed by the committee to inform
you that all the books and papers l>elonging to
the club will be in the cu.stocK' of said cx>mmittee,
and that you will be afforded the privilege of
(minting out such items that you may find in
support of your accusations, as published iti the
sporting papers of June 19-21, 1.S90, The com-
mittee will afford you every facility you desire in
conducting your defense. Yours, etc,

A. P. Vredenburgh, Secretary.

THE CHARGES.
(American Kennel Club.

Office of < American Kennel Gazette,
(American Kennel Club Stud-Book.

44 and 46 Broadway.

\. V. VRKDENDt'R.JH, Secretary,
vs.

Charles J, Peshall.

CHAR.iK I. That Charles J. Peshall did circulate
and continue to circulate, false, malicious
and libelous letters calculated to impair the
authority and usefulness or the American
Kennel Club and its publications, and to in-
jure my reputation and .standing as an officer
of said club.

Specification—In that he caused to be published
in the Forest and Stream, June 19, iHgo;
Turf, Field and Fiirm, June 19. 1890: Ameri-
can Field, June 21, 1890, a letter signed by
himself containing false statements regara-
ing the management and financial condition
of the club.

Charge II. That Charles J. Peshall wilfully vio-
lated RuU 22, of the rules governing l)ench
shows as adopted May, 1887.

Specification—\n that he exhibited a dog at a
show held under A. K. C. rules in his own
name as owner, at which time said dog was
not his property.

Charge III. That Charles J. Peshall wilfully
violated Rule 25 of the rules governing bench
shows, as adopted December 6, 1888.

Specification—In that he misrepresented the value
of a dog at the time of making a sale.

Specification—In thit he conspired with one John
N. Lewis to give a fictitious value to a dog,
for the purpose of enabling said Lewis to
oflersaia dog for sale, at a price t>eyond its
real value.

The subscriber believes that he can
substantiate the above charges, and would
ask for a sentence of }>ermanent disquali-
fication against said Charles J. Peshall.

(Signed,)

A. P. VREDENBintOH, Secretary.

THE SPECIAL PRIZE FOR PUGS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I think it's about time for me to

say something as to the much-talked of

special kennel prize for the best four

pugs, which was won—fair and square

—

at the late Cincinnati Bench Show by
the Eberhart Pug Kennels. Your item

in issue of June 2 1 , wherein you say that

"Dr. Cryer will protest this award," tends

to mislead.

You state that "the prize not being in

the judges' book, was not awarded by
Mr. Mortimer, etc., and that after he left,

the management gave it to the Eberhart
Pug Kennels." You have lieen misin-
formed. The prize zvas in Mr. Morti-
mer's book, being the only one on the
first page, and it was awarded by Mr.
James Mortimer himself to the Eberhart
Kennels. These are the plain facts of
the case, as the book will show.

I was ring steward for Mr. Mortimer,
and while assisting him in that capacity
in awarding the specials the mommg of
the second day of the show, I saw him
write it down in the book, Eberhart Ken-
nels. I said to him then, "much obliged,
Mr. Mortimer." He re^^lied "L)cn**
mention it, my boy." Now here you
have it straight, the whole thing in a nut
shell.

Mr. Mortimer's reputation as a judge
and of knowing just what he is doing, is

so well known to us all that further com-
ment is unnecessary. Dr. Cryer has pro-
tested the award, and the Cincinnati
Kennel Club decided that the award must
stand as made at a meeting called to act
on this matter Monday, June 23, 1890. I

will only add that it seems funny that
every time the Eberhart Pug Kennels
have made a win there has been someone
to do some "kicking." This is getting
monotonous. Yours for a square deal,

Al. G. Eberhart,
Manager Eberhart Pug Kennels.

KEm<rEL. REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column ; all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form. Write
plainly.

VISITS.

JAMEL F. halls rough coated St. Bernard
bitch Lady I.x>wnEN (Champion Plinlimmon
—L«dy Linton), to Dr. Roberts' Champion
PoiTF (Garnet—Bo- Peep), May 31.

F. OWKNS' Gordon seller bitch MAt'D, to
Beaumont Kennels' Champion Beai;mont,
June 14.

GEORGE H. COVERT'S Irish setter bitch Lone
Star Queen (8467), to his Dick Swiveler
(8410), June 23,

GEORGE H, COVERT'S Irish settler bitch
Glidelia (15,9,^6), to his Dick Swivelbk
(8410), June 9.

GEORGE H. COVERTS Irish setter bitch Lit-
tle Nell (3951). to his Dick Swivelbk
(8410), June 19.

WHKLPS.
M. H. MILLS' Irish setter bitch Stella IV

(B. 20.485), whelped June 19, 1890, eleven,
seven dogs, to George H. Covert's Dick
Swiveler (8410).

T. J. TYRRELL'S fox terrier bitch New Forest
R1188ETT (New Forest Rustic—Gay), whelped
June 27, nine, six dogs, to Tblforo (Cham-
pion Raby Mixer—Temptation).

He Washed the Dishes.

"I say, stranger," said a cottage ur-

chin to a Yankee pedlar, "don't whistle that 'ere

dog away."
"Why, he ain't no use no how ; he'a too ugly."

"Oh, but he saves heaps of work."
"How?"
"Why, he licks the plates and dishes clean so

that they never wants washing, and mother says

she would not part with him no how, for out

new dog hain't got used to mustard yet."
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

Interestin)^ Facts and Fancies Culled

from the DogRv World.

Special Correspondence Fanciers' Journal.

Things (doggy, I mean,) are surely

reaching a climax. No sooner do the

papers publish Mr. Peshall's manifesta-

tion than the next week's issues contain

a total refutal not only from Mr. Vredeu-
burgh, but the Auditing Committee as

well. The air is too overcharged ; some-
thing must go bang, but what it will l>e

time, the devourer of all things, will

alone show. Mr. Vredenburgh's last

Bcntence i-elatiug to preferring charges

against Mr. Peshall and asking his per-

manent disqualification is somewhat of a

puzzle to me. What is he to be dis(juali-

fied for ? Because he has accused Mr.

Vredenburgh and others of^uot exactly

cooking the accounts to the A. K. C.'s

loss, but of manipulating them to the

latter's advantage ? Or because his per-

sonal allusions to Mr. Vredenburgh are

not correct ? Or what ? If either of the

first two are to be preferred, they are

surely very slender grounds with which
to place a gentleman on an equality with

fraud, dishonesty and thieving, which I

take it are the three components generally

attached to those who are "ruled off." I

can quite understand Mr. Vredenburgh
and others feeling sore at Mr. Peshall's

continual harping on the account busi-

ness, as well as persistently claiming cer-

tain inaccuracies, which are probably not

true, but this can give no reason for an

attempt to brand an ultra opponent with

such a disgraceful stigma.

Such a course, if the A. K. C. are un-

wiac cuiiugli iw linien io, i.s not only ex-

ceeding all rights of the liljerty of the

subject, hut is practically laying down a

precedent which, literally interpreted,

would say : "All ye who hold not with
our methods and doubt them shall be
adjudged fit only to rank with the

basest criminals." Were one in Russia

this would be all very well, but emanat-
ing as it does from a country which
boasts of "freedom," it transforms the

emblem into a mockery.

Personally I have never agreed with

Mr. Peshall or his actions with relation

to the A. K. C.'s debit and credit balance.

It had too much the appearance of seiz-

ing an opportunity to fight the "person-
nel" of the A. K. C. Also, many
months back when he first commenced
this crusade he was assured with an em-
phasis which was equivalent to "the as-

surer's word of honor," that his surniists

were entirely wrong. This should have
satisfied him ; but, no, the thing had be-

come so deeply rooted in his mind that I

verily l)elieve if .\menca's whole popula-

tion had told him he was on a wrong
tack, he would have still maintained his

views to be correct. The whole business

had become part of himself, and for the
past few months it has held him in liond-

age as much as opium does a Cliiiianiaii
;

morphine a fiend of its designation, and
drink the many who are its slave. Con-
sidering this and knowing with what
persistency he was capable of continuing
his accusations, the A. K. C. would
probably have saved an immense amount
of bickering, ink slinging and whatnot
if they had satiated his mania by giving
way to it and allowing him to go into the
most minute details. It would jicrhaps

have l>een without precedent, nor would
it probably have l>een acting strictly up
to the letter of its constitution, but it

vould have been a diplomatic move, and

one that would have effectually pre-

vented all these undesirable crimina-
tions.

The A. K. C, though it may not agree
with me, cannot afford to i>ut its foot on
Mr. Peshall any more than the public

allow the A. K. C. to shik into oblivion.

The latter is very improbable, whilst the
fornicr at pre.sent looks probable. By
saying "the A. K. C. cannot afford" I do
not mean it in the way of a threat, but
simply that Mr. Peshall's ultra views are

as desirable for its welfare as are the ex-
treme radicals a necessity in any govern-
ment. They both act as propellers, and
force the less headstrong to move a little

quicker than they otherwise would do.

Again it must be remembered the A.
K. C. is only past cutting its front

teeth, and has not nearly approached
that time when the tooth of wisdom
shows sighs of being perfected. There-
fore due allowance must be made for its

little exhibitions of temper and indiscre-

tions, and here it is that Mr. Peshall

could have used his judgment to advant-
age, instead of wasting his time in dol-

lars and cents, and the why and where-
fore of their expenditure and incoming.
However, no matter how aggravating and
I may say blindly rash in his assertions

Mr. Peshall may have been, it will be a
far wiser course, as well as having a more
salutary effect, if Mr. Vredenburgh lets

the subject rest with his letters, thereby
leaving it with the public to judge just

how many of Mr. Peshall's assertions are
valuable and how many are not. For
if the committee of the A. K. C. listens

to his charges, whatever they may
be, one of two things musl happen,
either Mr. Peshall's acquittal, or condem-
nation. In the one Mr. Vredenburgh
will to a certain extent receive a rebuff,

which is most undesirable. In the other
the A. K. C. will be accused of cliquism,

which is equally as undesirable. So
that, take it all in all, it would be the
better policy to let the matter drop un-
less the whole thing is brought before "a
general meeting."

to my mind the "beau ideal." They
were not foxhound type. In fact,

many of the winners I have seen have
been of the "type " which Kugland ad-

mires, and which America does also, but
the latter gives it a "misnomer," and
calls it foxhound, when it is no such
thing.

On the other hand, seeing what a stick-

ler Hiliemia is for foxhound type, I will

take the beagle that won the cup for the
Ijest at New York—Storm. Is he like

a foxhound, or anything else, in head,

character and expression that Hibemia
ever saw ? I trow not. Can Hibernia or
any other fair-minded man feel proud of
such a specimen carrying offsuch honors ?

I hope not ! And without wishing to be

personal as regards Mr. Schellhass, or

hurting the feelings of Storm's owner, in

my humble opinion he was about the
worst in the class. Nor can such an as-

sertion be classified as that of English
ideas when there were certainly four ex-

hibits coinciding with them, ' 'and in the

challenge class," so that the four must
have won somewhere, and that noi in

England under an English judge. There-
fore how can one reconcile the fact that

beagles win in this country that are

"English type," and yet, according to

popular ideas, nol English type. The
fact is, judges—at least those I have
seen—give first as a rule to the P^nglish

type, and flatter themselves they are

going in quite another direction and one
that has been created by themselves, and
the truth is, they are unable to distinguish

between foxhound characteristics and
those of a real beagle. No, Hibernia,

the standard, with one exception, is all

right, but the application of it, in many
cases, is all wrong. The exception is re-

lating to the feet, in which it is laid down
they can be "harelike in form." Such a

feature to me would lie an abhorrence,

and I think it would to most people.

Hibernia's letter last week in answer to

my remarks about beagles requires a
few explanations from me. In the first

place I would like to speak about the fox-

hound type, which Hibernia lays such
store by. Of course all honnd-s—fox-
hounds, harriers and l)eagles—resemble
one another in color, and, to an inexpe-
rienced eye, type ; also all domestic ani-

mals used for a similar purpose, to one in

which speed, strength and hardihood are
required, have practically the same ana-
tomical construction. Therefore in shape
and make the beagle is a miniature fox-

hound, harrier or bloodhound, for do
they not all recjuire sufficient strength of
bone to carry them

; good, oblique shoul-
ders

; capacious, well-sprung ribs
;
pow-

erful loin, etc. ? So that in this respect,

or, as most people would put it, "gen-
eral appearance," there can l)e no specific

difference except in size. But in head
there is a difference, and as I have
heard the type I admire called that of
the "southern hound," southern hound
it shall be. Nor do American breeders
really disagree with me, if one is to

judge by many of the hounds winning
here, except that they fail to make any
•listiiiction of a " tyjie," which seems to

me apart from that of " fox-hound." At
New York I admired Trinket—putting on
one side her evident infirmity—and was
told when all right she carried all before
her. She is not of " foxhound " type.
Then there were two oHier champions
(names forgotten) whose expression was

to Hibernia'sWith regard to Hibernia's remark
about Ringwood not getting a "c" ac-

cording to the American standard, I

must differ from him, for I firmly be-

lieve if he were judged according to such
a rotten system that he would come out
of the ordeal with flying colors. Also I

fail to see in what particular Blue Belle

II resembles a bloodhound any more
than does any other beagle ; in fact, I

am sure she is very far from it. Con-
cerning Ringwootl's not having a pedi-

gree this is l)ecoming (juite a chestnut in

this country. Hibernia says ; "Does
anyone know of a collie, etc., whose
breeding is unknown ?" Certainly.

Champion Melody, and I believe Pick-

mere, whose picture appeared a short

time back in the English Stock-Keeper.
Also two champion wire-haired fox ter-

riers, both of whom have won the Fifly-

guinea Cup, viz., Briggs, who was one of
the best ever shown, and Brusier, of
whom his owners are justly proud. I

have yet to see the dog who, possessing
no pedigree, but having "true type and
character," that was not a good-bred one.
The whys and wherefores would take up
too much of my present letter, no matter
how much I would like to enter into
them. After answering Hibernia's allu-

sion about getting new blood I will give
beagles a rest. As far as I have seen Sir

Martein Lloyd has the purest and most
reliable strain in England, so if Hibernia
or any other breeder is desirous of im-
porting fresh stock, his are the kennels
I would advise them to go to.

:*v
j^ j} j^

.-%>«

Meersbrook Maiden made her first ap-

pearance in England since her departure
from here at a small show at Thome, in

the North of P^ngland. It was a success-

ful one, though, unfortunately, marred
by the fact that it was a bloodless vic-

tory.

I want to compliment you on the
article which appeared in two of your
issues on ferrets. It was certainly a long
way the best I have seen. With regard
to iodide of potass, for distemper in these
little animals, "l had cajoled myself I was
the only man who had tried it, and with
great success in the bargain, but I also ad-

ministered two drops of Fowler's solution

of arsenic twice a day. This I stated

some months back in the Turf, Field and
Farm, and it is the only treatment I ever
discovered to have any beneficial effect.

In fact the form in which distemper at-

tacks these "critters " resembles so
much the most dangerous in dogs that I

have always resolved to give the same
treatment in their case when I again
have a kennel.

It was refreshing to see a par. in last

week's Turf, Field and Farm stating that
paper would no longer publish the many
letters in which owners did nothing but
"puff" their own dogs and abuse others.

It is quite time this thing ceased, as who
the deuce wants to know what Sarsfield

can do and what he cannot—on paper

—

as well as the hundreds of other moderate
specimens that have gained a wide repu-

tation by this means. BRiTTLii.

A COLLIE YARN.

From the Stock-Keeper.

- -1.. . ^ . ^,.v, .,..4,,^ «».»Cv.%tv/i.v» 111 yoiif

paper about the sagacity, instinct, etc., of
dogs, so I thought the following might
interest your readers, and collie men in

particular. I heard the story told after

dinner by a North-country parson, who
said he believed the story was true, and
I really think he did. A farmer living

just over the boarder in Scotland came
down to Yorkshire to visit a friend,
taking with him a collie bitch. A few
<lays before he was returning the bitch
gave birth to five whelps. The North-
countryman went home, leaving the bitch
vyithhis friend in Yorkshire, with direc-
tions to send her on as soon as she was
fit to travel. On arriving home he found
he had left his high hat, and wrote to his
friend informing him of the circum-
stance. He received a reply from York-
shire :

" Dear A—. There has been a
robbery at my house, and the bitch and
pups have been stolen. I know they
have been stolen, because your hat is gone
too," etc. In a few days the Yorksshire-
man received the following :

" Dear B—

.

It is all right. The bitch turned up safely
here this morning, carrying the puppies
in my hat."

An IntelliRent and Faithful Collie.

From the Boston I'osl.

Several corresjwndents send clippings
containing <Iok stories, one of which illustrates
the well-known faithriilness and tenacity of the
collie. A Mexican shepherd had a bet with his
employer in California that his dog; would stay
alone on the ranch for five days, taking the
sheep out to pasture in the morning and (jenning
them up at night. The stakes were the dog and
a year's work on the shepherds side, and $100 on
the employer's. The dog was duly instructed by
his ma.ster, plenty of meat was hung up within
reach to support him, the shepherd went off,

the dog faithfully discharged his duties, and the
bet was won.
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—Uncle Hiram: This is a queer world.
Gothamite: What makes you think so?
Uncle Hiram Wal, a painter feller came down

to my place last summer, and while he was
loafin' aroun' painted a picter of my yaller dog.
I heerd afterward that he sold it fer Jjoo, so I

brought up tin- iliig, Ihiuking I n.uld gi( at least
a cuol thoiisan' for him, but, by gosh, I can't
ewn give him away.—Munseys Weekly.

I^EXICflN yaiRLESS DOG.

From the New York Times.

Mr. Matthew Arnold, upon his return

to England after his first American tour,

delighted the more thoughtful of his

countrymen by asserting that, while we

were a progressive and energetic people,

we were almost "soulless in art," and

owe what little of the lieautiful we possess

"entirely to Old World sources." As

regards art this must be strictly true,

for Mr. Arnold has said it, but in reply

to the statement that America is destitute

of indigenous things of beauty and joys

forever, we beg to call Mr. Arnold's re-

spectful attention to the following adver-

tisement, which recently appeared in a

well-known periodical in this city :

"Lady wishes to dispose of Mexican

hairless hound ; no other in city
;
young,

affectiotiate, house broken ; pink points.

Particular in securing good home."

It is to \y& regretted that the phrase-

ology of the aliove is somewhat obscure,

and Mr. Arnold may be in doubt at first

glance as to whether the clause "young,

affectionate, house broken, pink points,"

refers to the lady or to the dog ; but he

cannot fail to seize and appreciate the
vital fact that we are firmly in possession

of at least one genuine Mexican hairless

hound, and in justice to our patriotism

he must feel assured we will not allow it

• to pa.ss from us without a struggle.

The Mexican hairless dog may justl)'

be considered the pinacle achieved by
our sister republic in decorative canicul-
tnre, but it is etjually obvious that he was
designed by nature purely for ornamental
purposes. The inexorable law of predes-
tination, which forces upon us the belief

that all things have their fit sphere, com-
pels us to acknowledge the calling of the
Mexican hairless dog to l)e that of a
household pet purely, since for any other
ini!i"iii'ible ^i!r^o**e we fiTid hitis worth-
less to a degree that is amazing.

It is abundantly manifest that nature
did not intend him to be a hunter, for

while his Ijody is disposed to a corpulence
which puts field sports entirely out of the
question, his legs have a lasting tendency
to extreme emaciation and palsy, and
his sense of smell must necessarily be
blunted by the average of nine colds a
day which he catches, even in his native
climate. He is also gifted with chronic
sore eyes and a perpetual chill, two pecu-
liarities wliich, according to accepted
canons, somewhat detract from the value
of a dog to a sportsman. He is also unfit

to be eaten, being in the judgment of
those who have tried him inferior both to
pug and French jxxjdle, and as he pos-
sesses no medicinal qualities, so far as is

known, cannot be thoughtfully consid-
ered from a dietetic standpoint at all.

Furriers have declared that if all creatures
were destroyed but bullfrogs and this
breed of Mexican dogs they would have
to go out of business, for although he has
kindly been allowed nine hairs on his
tail and four on each ear as a protection
against very cold weather, his fur has
qualities which make it safe to say that it

will never be in fashionable demand.
But as a pet the Mexican hairless dog

is fairly luminous. Partly to keep warm
and partly because he feels it his duty to
be a nuisance, he can content himself
only when held on the laj) or when
wrapped in a blanket and put by the fire.

This has been accurately determined by
careful observers, who have noted that
Mexican dogs invariably how^ when for-

cibly removed from either of Hiese posi-
tions, and continue to howl until re-

placed. This affection ualurallv endears
him to his owner and to sensitive jier-

soiis living within anything like a rea-

sonable acoustic radius. In matter of
food the Mexican hairless dog is not
more captious than are most (fyspeptic
convalescents, the only drawback being
that his meals usually disagree with him.
With the excci)tioii of ophthalmia, influ-
enza, bronchitis, colic, nervous exhaus-
tion, asthma, hysterics, his general health
is fair, and he never suffers from mange,
or if he does nobody can discover that it

makes any difference in his appearance.
His prevalenl coniplcxioti is that of cast-
iron, with liver-colored markings alluded
toby fanciers as "pink points, " and he
can claim exemptior from the entomo-

logical accumulations usually accom-
panying dogs, and hence except when in

a fit never gyrates madly in quest of the
tip of his elustive tail.

Even from this brief sketch it can lie

seen how the thoroughbred Mexican dog
may enter into commerce as an article

for purchase or sale, particularly sale,

but it is impossible to give but a faint

idea of his ]iersoiial charms. It only re-

mains to say that in reply to Mr. Arnold's
perhaps once-deserve<l contumely Amer-
ica can now come forward with at

lea.st one native thing of l)eauty entirely
within reach of his heartiest apprecia-
tion, and if the above advertisement con-
tinues to appear it would be well for

Mr. Arnold's many local admirers and
disciples to make up a generous collec-

tion, purchase the delicate treasure, and
ship it to England as a symbol of reci-

procity and esteem.

THE GREYHOU.NU.

ItH OrlKlii Dates Back to the Time of
the Angflu-StixonH.

We have evidence of the renhund, or

greyhound l)eing an inmate of .\nglo-

Saxon kennels as early as the days of

Aelfric of Mercia. The Saxons got these

dogs from Wales ; they always seem to

have l>een favorite hounds, and there can

Ix; little doubt from illustrations in old

manuscripts that coursing was an .Anglo-

Saxon pastime, and that the hounds there

depicted in the leash in couples were

slipped at game very much as greyhounds

always have l)een. For a long time after

the Norman conquest we know nothing
of coursing, though there are frequent
incidental allusions to the greyhound
and his high repute, but principally as

distinctive of the rank and grandeur of
his possessor.

A greyhound was of the most highly
prized of gifts in times when the custom
of making presents was an important
point in social ceremony. It was an

: ^\ c ..:*- ...:*t. i.,.i:.,.. — -i -.-:*t. .i,-
capc\.tni lavvjiitv: n ilii laiticn ami Willi Liic

clergy. In the old metrical romance of
"Sir Eglainore" a Princess tells the
knight that she would, as an especial
mark of her favor, give him a greyhound,
so swift in deer coursing that nothing
could escape him :

"Sir, if you be on hunting bound,
I shall give you a gcKxl greyhound
That is dun as n doe.
For as I am true gentlewoman.
There was never deer that he at ran
That might escape him fro."

While among the gifts the King of Hun-
gary promises his daughter in the
"Squyer of lowe Degre" is

"A lese of her hounds with her to strake."

We find Richard I giving to Henry de
Grey, of Co«lnor, permission to hunt the
hare in any lands belonging to the crown,
and probably this refers to coursing,
especially as we know that King John
had a large stud of greyhounds which he
used ill hare-coursing. It was in the
reign of K<lward I, however, that the
sport was first established on a scientific

footing, with regular rules for its guid-
ance. Edward was himself a courser, if

we may judge by a giirious tenure by
which Bertram tie Crio held the manor of
Seatoii in Kent from the King ; he was
to provide a veltrarius, or greyhound-
keei>er, to lead three greyhounds when
the King went into fiascony, so long as a

f)air of shoes, valued at 4 pence, sliould

ast him.

THE DOG WAS CROSS-EYED.

From the Shooting Times.

"Is that dog of yours good for any-

thing ?" he askeil of the publican, as he

motioned to a canine that lay behind the

bar. "Is he ? Von just lay your hand
on my shoulder and utter a whoo." The
man did so, and the dog sprang up and
bit bis owner in the leg and gracefully
retired. "How do you account for that ?"

asked the inquir<'r, as a general laugh
went round. "Hang it, I had forgotten
that he was cross-eyeil I" was the reply,

"I ought to have put my hand on your
shoulder and veiled."

Drown Did the dog eal up nun h ivheu he got
into the pantry '

Mrs. Brown' Yes , everything hut the dog bis-

cuit.—Harper's Bazar.

guC(3E55FUL pUPPY HeSRINCS.

Megson in the Canine World.

Upon so important and momentous a

subject—to all dogdom in point of fact

—

it may, to beginners at any rate, l>e inter-

esting to offer the experience and advice

of one like myself, who has been par-

ticularly successful in this matter.

One of the great secrets of the puppy's

successful career depends greatly on the

condition of the dam at the time of

whelping, plain and careful feeding dur-

ing the last month of pregnancy is es-

sential, as excess of food or indulgence

in luxurious diet will cause the mother's

milk to be too rich, and numbers of the

offspring die because they have not suf-

ficient strength to draw the milk which

at first is glutinous. The bitch should

also be allowed continual but gentle ex-

ercise during the week prior to whelping,
and a most important consideration is

that the Ixiwels be regulated with a mild
apperient, such as buckthorne or castor

;
oil a few days before she is due to whelp.

I

The mother often does lietter when her
time arrives if left to nature, though it is

' always wise to watch her attentively, es-

I

pecially with the first litter, as a young
I
bitch is often wild and puppyish, and in

her excitement will be very liable to

crush some of the little ones. My own
plan has always been ' to take away the
first pnp as soon as the second one
arrives, and so on with the next until all

are lK>rn, leaving only one with the
mother. I place them in a small basket
lined with hay or flannel near to a fire,

and when the event is over prepare a
comfortable lied and bring all the pups
back, which by this time have got nicely
dry and fairly strong. They do not neces-
sarily require nourishment for five or six

hours after birth, but it is a good plan to

draw a little of the milk from the dam
l)efore the pups are allowed to commence
sucking. .Sometimes they are obstinate

which case the mouth should be opened
aiul the teat placed within, when the
youngster will generally suck freely, and
for a few days all goes smoothly.

AI)OHt the third or fourth day a change
often takes place, and the anxious fan-

cier will notice one or two of his pups
getting smaller than the rest, and, utter-

ing a pitiful cry, refuse to take the moth-
er's milk. The result is that they grad-
ually sink and die. This is owing to the
dieting of the dam ; the broth she has
had may possibly have been too greasy,
or she may have been fed injudiciously,

and the frail state of the weaker pups
has rendered the weakened state of their

digestive organs unable to cope with the
impurities of the mother's milk. The
diet I always use the first week is boiled
bread and milk or groat gruel, boiled
sheep's head and mutton broth. Spratt's

puppy food boiled with milk is also in-

valuable for the bitch, and is a great milk
producer.

I have often l)een asked the earliest

age a bitch should be bred from, and my
experience is that if she protluces young
before she is a year old the progeny are
generally weak, and the mother has not
so much milk at this age as one older,

and should never l)e allowed to rear
more than four puppies. A bitch three
years old or upwards will rear six to

eight pups well, but if there are more
than seven puppies in a litter, I always
procure a foster^nother.
When the pups are a fortnight old I

give the dam more meat, and mix bread
with the broth, but never allow her to

have dog biscuits, as the meal they con-
tain is too relaxing, and the bitch lie-

comes overheated. At three weeks old
I begin to feed the little ones, commenc-
ing with Sjiratl's ptippy food, boiled,

with milk, twice a day, and I know of
nothing so successful ; from this time
they liegin to grow fast, ami at a month
f)ld I take the mother from them, entirely

during the day time, and at six weeks
old Ihc pups should In' weaned, and fed

three times a clay as follows : Morning,
boile<l bread anrl milk ; noon, broth, or
a little wholesome meat ; evening,
Spratt's puppy food ; exercise liefore each
meal, but tiitt iininrifinlrly after. A great
mistake is made by ]K'rs<ms giving a

puppy a hearty meal anil then turning
It out for exercise, the result being that

its legs grow crooked, inasmuch as the

weight of its body is too much for its

tender pedestals to support.
We have now brought the puppies up

to six weeks old, and let us suppose suc-
cessfully, with a fair future before them ;

but there are innumerable contingencies
to encounter before they arrive at ma-
turity, not the least of which is that
dreaded disease, distemper. In fact,

their troubles practically In-gin only when
they relinquish the maternal care of their
dam, and their little ailments are not by
any means always "imbilied with the
mother's milk."

A WONDERFUL DOG.

A Story That 1h Said to be .Strictly the
Truth.

From the New York Sim.

"I have owned a good many hunting
dogs," said F. H. Jermyn, a well-known

Scranton sportsman, the other evening,

"but the greatest one I ever had was a

spaniel, and my last experience with him
was peculiar. I got the spaniel when he
was a few months old, and he soon be-

came so much attached to me that he
wouldn't follow any other member of the
family anywhere. But before I got
through with him he provoked me more
than all the dogs I ever had put together.
I owned two more spaniels that were ex-
cellent fwrtridge or rabbit hunters, and
when the young dog was a little more
than a year old 1 liegan to try to teach
him to hunt with them. He was better
bred than they were, but I couldn't get
him to run with them for a rod. He
kept close to mv heels from the time I

started for the field till I got back. I let
him smell of dead birds and rabbits and
did everything I could think of to teach
him how to range, but it was useless. I

took him afield every time I did the
others, and I exhausted all of my tact
and patience to make something of him
—never abused him, always treated him
kindly, but away from my heels I couldn't
drive him. He obeyed me everywhere
eirrent in the fiplrls anA wooHc anA /^-

wards the end of the hunting season I

made up my mind to kill him.
"I was out shooting for the last time

over in Benton township. The dog had
behaved in the same provoking way all

day, and as I sat resting on a log, I called
him to me, looked him in the eye and
said to him in an ordinary tone : 'Old
fellow, I'm going to blow the top of your
head off when I get you up in the woods.'
I intended to shoot him to death just as
much as I intended to go to bed that
night, and when I got to an out-of-
the-way place in the woods I cocked
my gun without looking around and
said : 'Come on, old fellow, I'll put an
end to you right here,' supposing that the
dog was at my heels as usual. He didn't
bound forward, as I expected him to, and
I looked behind me. The dog wasn't
there and I haven't seen him from that
day to this. My name was on his collar
and I knew that somebody in the country
would run across him, but I didn't care
whether they did or not.

"The strangest thing alwut the dog
came later. More than three months
after that a Benton farmer called at my
house and wanted to know if I had lost a
dog. I told him the queer circumstances,
and he went on to say that after dark, on
the same day that I had come so near
killing the spaniel, he heard something
scratching on his kitchen door, followed
by a faint whine. He opened the door
and in came my dog. The man lived
four miles from where I had mis.sed the
spaniel, and he said that the dog made
himself perfectly at home from the
moment he entered the house, and took
to every member of the family right
along. He said that he had hunted with
the spaniel a number of times and that
he had never seen a lietter bird dog of
that breed. I told him he was welcome
to the spaniel and I suppose he has him
yet.

"Now, what puzzle<1 me was : Did that
dog know what I said to him when I

told him that 1 was going to blow the top
of his head off when I got him up in the
woods ? Or did he judj?e from my counte-
nance or the manner in which I spoke to
him that I meant to kill him ? He had
never left my heels licfore, and his seek-
ing protection among total strangers four
miles from the sjwt showed that he knew
a good deal more than I supposed he
did."
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It is difficult at this time of the year to
keep chicks growing and healthy. The
warm weather has an enervating effect

upon them, besides it induces diarrhoea
and other hot weather complaints.

[JULY 5. 1890

«
* «

When young chickens are troubled
with diarrhoea it is generally because
their food has been allowed to sour, and
their drinking vessels to become foul.

During the warm weather great care
must be exerciseii to prevent this trouble,
for perfect cleanliness is absolutely neces-
sary to prevent disease.

youngsters new ground, plow the old
yard up, or sjiade the ])lace over so as to
give your chicks new earth. It will do
much in preventing gapes.

*
* •

Hens are likely to forsake their broods
now about sundown and retire to a cool
perch in the coop, therefore they should
be confined in small coops. The old figure
A, bottomless Ijoxe.s, with slats nailed
across the front for ventilation are the

' handiest, cheapest and alK>ut the best.

• «

These coops during the <lay should \)e

kept in the shade. The good housewife
can easily spare a few minutes twice a
day to keep them from the direct rays of
the powerful sun. The growth of the
chicks will well repay the dame for her
kindness.

«
* •

Of course you will be troubled with
gapes, which is cau.sed by parasitic worms
in the wind-pipe. These must be got
out The easiest way to do this is to
take a feather, stripped partially of its

down, dip the feather into coal-oil or
tupentine and push it down the chicken's
Wmd-Rine. twist it arnniwl oti<1 »,.ill ;< ,....

and the worms will Ije ou the feather. If
all are not remove<l continue the treat-
ment until no more remain.

Some persons use for this operation
wire with one end bent over, making a
loop at the end. This is inserted in the
windpipe, and twisted around rapidly lie-

tween the thumb and finger, it loosens
the worms and they are drawn out. The
objection to the wire is that it lacerates
the parts, while the feather will not do
harm and seems to be quite as effective.

• *

A correspondent a short time since en-
(juired how he cuuld rid his jwultry
houses of rats. We suggested a few rem-
edies, and now give below a cutting from
the Liverpool Weekly Courier, which
contains what seems to us a capital idea,

inasmuch as we know only too well the
fondness of mice and rats for sunflower
seed. In fact we were never able to keep
the seed any length of time,owing to these
keen-nosed vermin always finding out
where we hid them. The item reads as
follows:

An interesting, not to sav valuable, dis-
covery has been made bv Captain Weediu,
in charge of the animal's at the Washing!
ton Zoo. The building is infested bv
rats, and how to get rid of them has long
been a perplexing question. Traps were
used, but nothing would tempt the rodent
to enter. In a store-room drawer was
placed a (juaiitity of sunflower seeds,
used as a food for some of the birds.
Into this drawer the rats gnawed their
way, a fact which led the Captain to ex-
periment with them for the bait in the
traps. The result was that the rats can't
l>e kept out. A trap which appears
crowded with six or eight rats is found
some mornings to hokl fifteen. Thev are
turned into cages containing weasels and
minks. The latter will kill a rat abso-
lutely almost Ijefore one can see it. so
rapid are its movements. The wea.sels
are a trifle slower, but none of the rats
escape them.

» •

Percy Shock says: "A hen which lias

laid consecutively over thirty double-
yolk eggs is owned by Edwin I'idler, of
Marietta, Pa. Recently that lieu wound
up its consecutive work by depositing
two soft-ehfll vflVc Ti>i» ;•• '

worth having." It is Shocking how
this Fidler draws the long Ixjw.

EGQ IMPREGNATION.

« «

"Profits m Poultry" gives a remedy
which we have never tried. It says the
worms can be destroyed by putting the
chicks in a box, covering the top with a
piece of muslin and dusting fine lime
through the cloth. The chicks breathe
the lime, and as it comes in contact witli
the worms, these let go of the mem-
branes, and are dislodged by the cough-
ing and sneezing of the chicks.

»
* •

An experienced poultry man writes :

"Pure, strong insect powder I believe to
be as good for gapes as anything which
can »)e given in the way of 'medicine.'
This powder, when pure and unadulter-
ated, it is well known, is sure death to
all forms of insect life. Where chicks
are running with hens, put all together
ill a tolerably tight box at night and
give them a thorough <lusting with the
powder

;
make the air perfectly thick

with it This causes the chicks to gape,
and the dust penetrates the windpipe,
when the worms lose their grip and are
easily sneezed out."

.%
If possible chicks should not be kept

upon ground where fowls have pre-
viously been. If you cannot give your

Fresh Egg's.

No one knows the difficulty, says the
Farm and Fireside, experienced by those
who are willing to purchase strictly first-

class eggs, in procuring them, esjjecially
persons living in the crowded cities
They can buy eggs, it is true, but they
are compelled to do so with a confidence
in the merchant that the eggs are fresh
and yet the merchant, with all the care
he can exercise, knows nothing of the
stock he has on hand, other than the
fact that he in turn places his confidence
in those who supply him.
Despite the care that may be shown bv

all parties, stale eggs will put in an ap'-
pearance, and when such is the case all
parties concerned are more or less dis-
gusted, and the result may Ik- an injury
to the merchant and but few eggs pur-
chased by the customer. Destroy the
confidence and prices decline. When a
reliable party pro<luces eggs on the farm
and makes it a point to sell thptn daily
so as to render it am iinpossil)ility tomake any mistake, he can build up a
custom that will »)e permanent and can
also command a price above the regular
market (juotations. Hut such person
cannot afford to Iniy eggs from other
parties also. In all cases where the
poultrymau has included eggs from other
parties he eventually meets with disaster.
The poultrymau who wishes good prices
and who can in time command his trade
mu.st not attempt to sell eggs from any
yards but his own. If he cannot fill
orders he should not attempt to do so
with eggs from other var.ls. In this way
letter prices will be obtained and confi-
dence retained.
We can jwint to parties who sell eggs

sixty cents a dozen the entire year The
eggs are no better than some that are
sold at twenty cents a dozen, but the
parties supplied bv them know that they
will never incur any risk of having a stale
egg among the lot. These men reallv
sell forty cents' worth of confidence with
every dozen eggs, for it is. after all. the
reliability of the parties that secures for'
them the higher prices.

A Number of Interesting Papers
Upon the Subject.

Two years ago the Rural New Yorker
published the opinions of our most
prominent anthorities on poultry upon
the above subject. Their communica-
tions were as follows

:

J. II. Drevonstodt.

I believe that nearly the whole litter of
eggs are impregnated at once by the
male, although I never made any really

reliable tests
; but observation extending

over a number of years leads me to the
above conclusion. When hens are
changed from one male to another, it

takes from four days to two weeks l)efore

the progeny will be affected, and a series

of exijeriments extending over several
years under all possible conditions.would
Ije necessary to determine the exact time,
and even then the condition and breed
of fowls would vary continuously in this

respect. Last year a friend of mine
turned his Hamburgs out of the pens in

June to run with Langshans. Eggs from
the fourth day showed the Langshan
cross. But if.one breed, say Asiatics, is

turned with a male of a totally different

blood, it is a question how long it will

take. I put two Brahmas in with a
white Wyindotte cockerel, waited five

days and began setting the eggs the next
ten days. None were fertile, but after

that time they were all fertile. I took
out a male Andalusian on February 27,

replaced him with another Andalusian.
then eight eggs were set March 23 and
none proved fertile. Eggs set after that
date proved fertile. It would seem ad-
visalde not to u.se or sell eggs from a
newly-mated pen until the cock and hens
have been together at least three weeks.
ahh<uij.'ii much depends on the breed and
the l)eginning or ending of a hen's litter
of eggs.

Mr. Felch. who has experimented in
this matter, says: "There are in the egg
passage, while a hen is in a healthv lay-
ing condition, from four to six eggs in

I

their different stages of development, the
last two nearest the vent being beyond

I the influence of the male, if the hen has
not l)een previously exposed. The fol-
lowing experiments seem to prove that
the spermatozoa will live, doing the work
of impregnation in this passage, only
about ten days, and we may sav the dam
is pregnant for that length of time. We
placed a hen that had hatched and reared
a brood of chicks, without exposure, with
a cock for three hours, then isolated her
in a coop bv herself The first two eggs
she laui in the next forty-eight hours
were not fertile

; eight of the nine laid
lu the ten days thereafter were fertile.
Those laid after that time were not fer-
tile. We placed a hen by herself, that
had been exposed while rearing her
brood, and seven out of the eight eggs
laid during the let) days afterward were
fertile—but all eggs laid after that time
were not. We took a hen that had just
finished her litter, wanting to incubate
and exposed her to the male for three
ilays, then co<iped her by herself None
of her eggs were fertile. In this case we
take It for granted that the incubation
lever had not abated so as to admit of ef-
fective copulation. These experiments
which we can vouch for, seem to indicate
that if females are cooped ten days be-
fore saving the eggs, it will protect the
breeder in the purity of the blood of the
chickens. But as some l>elieve that the
whole litter of eggs is affected it is a
better plan, m changing hens from one
male to another, to do it at the close of a
litter of eggs, but we are satisfied that
after the fifth egg. after the change is
made, the chicks would, in nineteen cases
out of twenty, be the progeny of the as-

showe<l no signs of the mismating three
weeks after they were taken from the
cock. That is, pullets from a light
Brahma which had run freely with Leg-
horn cocks and freely mated all winter
with brown Leghorn cocks were taken
away and kept only with Brahma cocks.
Three weeks afterward eggs were set and
gave Brahmas true to standard. Those
set in one week showed cross-blootl.
Those set two weeks did so likewise, but
far less. Without doubt the active si)erni
cells push up through the oviduct and
swarm on the ovaries. As soon as an
egg bursts its follicle, the sperm cells
push into the egg. become incorporated
in its substance and the egg is impreg-
nated. Now, any egg mav be impreg-
nated by any sperm cells that are active
at the ovaries, whether laid that day or
days before. I do not »)elieve that fowls
or l)ees are the least tarnished by impure
mating. I would value just as 'highly a
pure hen that had run with even a mon-
grel rooster, but I would wish to wait
three weeks after the removal of the im-
pure cock before I used her eees for
breeding.

^^

Philander WllliauiH.

If a hen is in just the right condition,
neither too fat nor too lean, a cock will
impregnate more eggs than if she was
over-fat. I have known the tenth egg a
hen laid after the cock was removed from
the pen to hatch, which proves that a
cock will impregnate ten eggs. It is not
safe to set eggs until a new cock has been
two weeks with the hens.

Ilonr.v IIal(>H.

From many exj)eriiiients which I have
seen reported, and from iiiv own exjieri-
ence, it seems that if a heti is with the
male at the right time a whole clutch of
eggs is impregnated, for the eggs will
show the effects of a certain Inrd from
two to three weeks after separation, so
that before that time it would not l>e safe
to calculate on the eggs from another
cock.

sociate sire."

ProfeBsor A. .1. Cook.

^

By careful experimentation I fouud in
rearing about one hundre<l chickens that
sjwrm ceils all died in al)out three weeks

.

This was iletermined in two ways—heiis
j

three weeks from the rooster laid oiilv

I

sterile eggs and hens impurely mated

P. II. Jacobs.

The subject is one upon which no con-
clusion has been reached. A single mat-
ing of a male and female turkey is kuown
to Ije sufficient for the impregnation of
all the eggs the female may lay until she
begins to incubate, whether they are few
or many. To give my experience with
hens, I will state that I once removed a
male from the flock, aud kept the eggs
for hatching after he was gone, and al-
though no male had been with the hens
for ten days, yet the eggs laid on the
tenth day hatched. When changing cocks
(using a Houdan in place of a Plvniouth
Rock) the eggs showed the Houdan blood
on the fifth day after the Plymouth Rock
had been removed. I conclude that the
whole matter depends on the stage of
progress of the eggs toward development,
and that there are periods, dependent
upon condition, when only one or two
eg^'s are fertilized, while at some stages
quite a number may be impregnated. I
iKjIieve the influence of the male extends
to at least five <lays after his removal, and
at some periods longer. It is a problem
I intend to solve.

II. S. Bubcock.
I am in doubt whether each egg is sep-

arately impregnated. I think that several
may be impregnated at once. In my
opinion, however, after a week, eggs will
come true to the cock which has been
running with the hen, provided he per-
forms his part and is not sterile. Cocks
are very rarely sterile, but I have heard
of such cases, though I never have had
such a fowl.

Function of the Gizzard.
Fowls swallow their food, broken or

not, and it enters the crop or first stom-
ach, aud remains in it until it has become
softened, more or less, when a small
quantity at a time, just as graiu runs into
a grist mill, is forced into the gizzard
among the gravel stones. This gizzard is
a strong muscular stomach, and plays
night and day, when there is a grist to
grind, similar to l)ellows, contracting
and expanding, thus forcing the gravel
stones into the grain and breaking it to
fragments, and triturating the whole
mass, after which it is in a suitable con-
dition to be quickly digested.
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Possessor of the Finest Flesh and
Skin in Existence.

W. Cook ill the Fanciers' Gazette.

I have heard it said by some persons

when going around a big poultry show
that there are so many useful varieties, it

is difficult to decide which breed of fowls

to go in for. It certainly is puzzling to

an amateur, and even those who have
kept fowls for years, -when they make a

change in their breed, are somewhat in a

fix as to which is the best for them to go
in for. Those who have kept a breed

successfully for years are loud in their

praises, and say they are the best breed

which can possibly be kept (and very

often they have not kept any other breed

at all—it is usually the amateur jxiultry

keepers who are so enthusiastic over

their results). Unfortunately many prac-

tical men and women will not take the

trouble to place their poultry results ou
record, by writing to say how they have
obtained such results, etc. I have heard
somesay, "If we tell others of our .suc-

cess and mode of working, they will be
as wise as ourselves." Since iwultry
papers have Ijecome so popular, the truth
of the old adage, "Giving does not im-
poverish," has l>een proved. There is a
class of people who say that we have
enough breeds of poultry as it is, without
making any fresh ones. The Aniencans,
however, have not paid any heed to
murmuriiigs, but have kept j)ace with the
times, and have brought out some breeds
of poultry which have been much appre-
cialetl, not only in .\nierica. 1)Ut through-
out the world, and perliai)S more in this
England of ours than in any other j):irt

of the globe. The Plymuurh Rock orig-
inated in America, and no breed has
held such a reputation as a useful fowl
all through England as the Plymouth
Rocks. The Americans saw that tliey
went well, and thev soon had another
for us, viz., the Wyandotte. This breed
has taken fairly well, and has been much
improved since its arrival in England

;

but what the Americans believe to be
perfection the English object to. They
think that a good yellow skin is the liest
for table fowls to possess, whereas Eng-
lish customers like to see a nice white
skin on fowls, especially when they have
to go through the markets.

I may mention here that I have had
many years' experience in crossing fowls,
and I have tried as many as fifty crosses
in a year, for the purpose of testing
which cross is the most suited to various
circumsUnces. I used to have birds at
different parts of the country, so as to
enable me to try experiments with the
various breeds and their crosses, and this
I did for many years, but had not at that
time the least idea of publishing the re-
sult The idea did not enter mv head
until after I had had twenty years'of ex-
perience in this line. I commenced very
young. To try so many crosses I had,
of course, to use pure varieties of almost
every breed, and in doing so I had a fair
opportunity to judge which were the best
pure breeds. I have found good layers
ofevery breed, and I have never yet kept
any breed of fowls some of which did not
lay all through the winter months. In
this way I proved that the laving powers
of the fowls are not so much regulated
by the breed as by the strain . I found
the Plymouth Rock stood at the head of
the list (for laying and table (jualities
combined) for some years, but an idea
occurred to me that I could improve
even on this. I will mention (i) how I

did it, and (2) why. I believed that a
better all-round fowl could be produced
for laving and table purposes, and which
would at the same time suit the public.
I found out (by visiting many exhibitions
and poultry yards) that some liked the
Minorca fowls, but that their white-
shelled eggs and big combs (which so
soon get frost-bitten) were drawbacks to
them. Then others fancied the Lang-
shan, but did not like the feathers on
their legs. Some had a fancy for the
black rocks, but as they were only
sports from the speckle<l, and not an
established breed, thev did not take as
they otherwise would have done. I

took this all in. aud resolved that from
the.se three useful breeds I could and

would produce a bird to suit the pulilic.
I took the three breeds, and commenced
mating Minorca cocks with black rock
hens, then Langshan cocks to the aljove
hens. I may mention that I used birds
which exhibitors would have termed
"useless"—Minorca cockerels with red
in their earlobes. which caused them to
l)e unsuitable for breeding pure birds

;

the black Plymouth Rock hens thrown
on one side by exhibitors as being sports
only from the grey ; and the clean-
legged Langshans of no use whatever to
breed birds such as were required by the
standard of the Langshan Club at that
time. vSuch birds as these were put on
one side for laying purposes or for the
pot.

Now, it is generally admitted by the
breeders of all these varieties (Langshans,
Minorcas and Plymouth Rocks) that the
birds which I selected (the so-called
"useless" ones) are the best layers of
their kind. Take Minorcas, for instance,
which have red or otherwise bad ear
lobes. They are usually the finest birds
and lay before their more perfect sisters.

I sold tUxtut two hundreti sittings of
eggs from them the first year. Classes
were provided for them in 1887, and they
were acknowledged as a pure breed. The
leading shows provided classes for them
in 1888, including the Crystal Palace,
Dairy and Windsor shows and others.
I may mention that in 1887 a club was
formed, which did a good work in pro-
viding specials, etc., at the various shows
for the further development of the breed.
Of course this interested secretaries in
the variety and induced them to provide
classes.

The Orpingtons have the finest flesh
and skin of any fowl in exi.stence, unless
it is the Langshan, and they develop
more quickly than do the Langshans or
Plymouth Rocks ; and if chickens of the
three kinds are reared together, it will
be found that the Orjjingtons will gen-
erally grow right away from the others.
I have seen cockerels turn the scale at
nine, nine and a half and ten pounds at
six months old. They are spoken of by
those who have tried them as the best of
table fowls. Of course they have black

Black rocks frequently lay a month or
six weeks l)efore the speckled birds and
they grow into the finest shaped birds
also.

Langshans that come clean on the leg
are also the best layers. When I l>egan
to breed I started with four pens of birds
so that I might have unrelated strains to
avoid in-breeding, and then I only kept
those which were the type which I had
in my mind's eye. It is only by careful
selection that a good bird or animal can
be produced. This breed has lieen before
the public for three and a half years, and
they have made such rapid .strides that
they have increased and spread over the
country with won<lerful rapidity. Wher-
ever a pen of birds or sitting of eggs go.
more are sent for. They are capital
winter and summer layers and very
hardy, as they stand the' wet and cold
climates well. I have found them the
best winter layers of brown eggs that I

have ever kept, and hundreds of other
breeders say the same. At the same
time they are very handsome fowls. The
first year they were out I only exhibited
two V)irds at the Crystal Palace, two at
the Dairy Show aiuf two at Birmingham,
and I received orders for them from all
parts of England. I was not prepared
for these orders and could not supply
them. I only had about sixty stock birdfs
on hand and could not spare any of these
until after I had done breeding.

legs which is against them in the I<ondon
markets, but after a person has once
dined off one he puts up with the black
legs for the sake of the delicious meat,
which IS much the same as a young tur-
key's in flavor and color. As regards the
eating part, I am sure no breed can sur-
pass them. As I have said, they are
splendid table fowls, good winter layers
of brown eggs, and very handsome into
the bargain. My pens are always open
for inspection six days in the week.
The Orpingtons have single combs,

standing erect in the cocks, and the hen's
may either stand up or fall over to one
side

; red face and ear-lobes, black t>eak,
very broad breast, and long breast bone

;

flesh white, plumage black throughout,
with a spleiKiid green sheen. The cocks
have long tails, with very fine hangers
(feathers) at the side of the tail. They
have a numl)er of these feathers, which
give the birds a very graceful appearance.
The tail should lie carried well back, not
straight up ; the legs are black, and free
from any tint of yellow, a little red, how-
ever, not l)eing objectionable ; four toes
on each foot. The feet should be white
underneath. The hens should in every
way correspond with the male bird, ex-
cept that tJie comb is smaller. If it is

evenly serrated and straight, it may fall

a little to one side. The tail, of course,
is smalle<r.

[to be continued.]

POULTRY GOSSIP.
Items of Interest for lioth Breeder and

Consumer.
Special Correspondence.

Does climate change or influence the
different breeds of fowls ? I believe it

does to a limited extent. The race
characteristics in the human family are
greatly affected by climate. A study of
the races will show the gradual transi-

tion from the foreign type to what is

called the distinctively American type.

The Brahma fowl ofEngland transplanted
on American soil will in time lose its

"pudginess," and our high stationed

Brahmas would on English soil become
more rotund and squatty. It is not the
skill or ideal of the breeder alone that

consummates these changes, but climate
aids in the matter materially. In our
own country it is a fact that certain

breeders grow to a higher degree of per-

fection in some localities where soil and
climate are congenial than in others

where the conditions are reversed. It

seems that New England has a "cinch"
on barred Plymouth Rocks as the cli-

mate and soil seems to conspire favorably

for the production of this standard
American fowl. This does not imply
that New England alone profluced the
best birds, and New York and other states

have produced grand specimens, but the
fact remains that the fountain head ir in

Yank eeland.

Plymouth Rock chickens suffer often

when transferred from their native dung-
hill to warmer climates. This I am sat-

isfied of by personal observation and be-

lieve I am not far from right when I ad-

vise the early liatching of Plymouth
Rock chickens in southern countries.

The critical period in a Plymouth Rock
chicken's life is during the second to the

fifth week. Hot, .sunny weather pro-

duces diarrhoea frequently where other
breeds are exempt. It has l)een also

stated by one of the most successful

broiler raisers in Southern New Jersey,

who is now retired, that the Plymouth
Rock blood in broiler chickens was
synonymous with disease. As broiler

chickens are forced in a light tempera-

ture, a partial explanation of the trouble

may be found in the latter.

Those who have raised Plymouth
Rocks in brooders will often have no-

ticed the loose and staring feathers.

This is seldom found in hen-raised chick-

ens and can be avoided by proper treat-

ment in the broilers. A Plymouth Rock,
like a Leghorn, feathers quite rapidly and
is a very active chicken. A wide range

and cool temperature will be found the

best conditions for the growth of fine

"Rocks."

The golden Wyandotte is climbing

steadily to the top in public favor. In

Europe it is becoming a prime favorite,

and it really deserves its success. It is a

good fowl in many ways. An excellent

layer, a very handsome plumage and a

good solid body, commend it to fancier

and poultrymau . As a fancier's fowl it is

still far from what it should be. The male
birds Tare far better than the females, but

they have serious faults that should be

remedied. Most all golden Wyandotte
males are blessed with too large combs
and I am inclined to think that the

golden spangled Hamburgh has Ijeen

called upon to furnish comb and color in

some instances. P'xcepting this defect

of comb, golden Wyandotte males aver-

age better than silver Wyandotte males.

Much progress has been made in silver
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Wyandotte Temales, and the winning
birds of the year showed better lacing on
the back. With the goldens but few goo<l

females have been shown. Nearly all

fail in the lacing of the back. The
feathers are as a rule deeply pencilled

where they should be clear bay in color.

Only two-year-old birds showing large

o})cn and clean centres in the feathers of
the back, wings and breast should Ije

selected to breed from. It may cut
down the breeding yards to isolated spec-

imens, but only from such can tjuality

be expected. " Blood tells."

[JULY 5, 1890

lesson in advertising for those who hold
their light under a bushel or spend a few
dollars in a cheap country paper adver-
tising their goods. The value of a poul-
try paper as an advertising medium de-

pends on the class of readers it caters to,

but as a rule any j>oultry paper is prefer-

able to local newspapers.
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INDIAN GAMES.

The Single and Double Lacing Dis-

cussed by a Non-partisan.

By J. H. DREVENSTEDT.

The Wyandotte cock Dandy Pat, illus-

trated in Thk Journal the other week,
is a remarkable show bird. He has won
at every show in the last two years, scor-

ing from 90 to 92^ points, and at one
show went even higher, but Mr. Felch's

score of 90 points, although a low one,

is about the value most judges have
placed on this bird. It is a good score

for an old bird, as Wyandotte males sel-

dom score as high in the second as in the
first year. Dandy Pat is an exception,

as, like good wine, he improves with age.

At New York last February he looked
better than he did a year ago at New-
burgh, and the carefnl judging of Mr.
Bridge gave him a higher score. He is

one of the most symmetrical birds I ever
saw, and I have bred Wyandottes since

their first appearance. The bird has a
good lK)dy and less daylight l)etween the
shanks than most birds. But the legs as

shown in the illustration are too short,

and breast and fluff too prominent. The
color defects,although appearing in every
section, are not sufficiently glaring to de-

mand a heavy coat and such gootl all-

round features are seldom found in one
bird OB ptuuuituceu as in Dandy Pat.

—0:0

—

A most remarkable Wyandotte cock
was exhibited by Mr. F. T. Underbill at
New York last winter. He was on exhi-
bition only and did not compete, hence
was unnoticed except by the Wyandotte
cranks. I was struck by the splendid
symmetry of the bird and the surpassing
hackle and saddle. The latter were as

near perfect as I ever saw. This bird

looks a sure winner, "out fails in perhaps
the finest section—the plumage of the
breast. The feathers were not laced but
a solid black, with a slight edging of
gray. Yet with this important defect the
bird is a hard one to l)eat in a show room.

Cheap eggs, cheap fowls and cheap
papers make cheaj) breeders. Thorough-
bred fowls and eggs cannot l>e produced
cheaply

; neither can thoroughbred
horses, cattle, dogs or swine. Yet the
breeders of the latter invariably select

those papers to advertise in which furni.sh

the thoroughbred buyers. In such
papers first-class stock will find buyers at

good prices.

There is still too much leniency in

judging Wyandottes. A fewof our judges
pass a solid wing bar with a trifling cut
or no cut at all, when the standard dis-

tinctly calls for double bar. The solid dark
Brahma bar may be proper enough in a
breeding bird, but in a show bird it is out
of place. It is, however, easier to breed,
and this accounts for its popularity in

seme quarters.
—0:0

—

The breeders of Indian games who
have had plenty of stock for sale as
well as abundant eggs to dispose of, have
enjoyed an "air-tight cinch" on the
pockets of American fanciers. One firm
alone had inquiries numbering some-
thing like 1500 during the past three
months. Eggs have l)een scarce at f to

per setting, and birds .sold readily at #25
each.

I met a P'renchman recently. He was
highly interested in poultry, and in ans-
wer to several- questions relative to
French poultry answered as follows:

"Ze French people are a nation of gour-
mands and ze French poultry is grand.
Ze take and feex up ze fowls much better
than in this countree. Ze skin is white
and transparent. Ah ! ze French know
how to fix it (with a wink). WA .' bien,

it is fine to ze eye and (smacking hxs
lips) splendid for ze stomach." Well,
that's the whole story in a nutshell why
French poultry is so superior. It is

"feexed" up. Much of our poultry goes
to market in a how-come-you-so condi-
tion and even the saffron-hued skin and
shanks often fail to tempt the buyer.
Quality tells in the sale of all products,
and the man or woman who caters to the
l)est trade will reap a substantial lienefit.

The race of gourmands is increasing in

this conntry and our national escutcheon,
' j>urk and beans, wiii have to t>e hauled
down in the future. The French cuisine
is marvellous, and its adoption in this

country is substantially assured, and with
it comes less demand for inferior pro-
duce but an increased demand for qual-
ity.

—0:0

—

The quality and weight of a broiler

chicken does not depend so nmch on the
breed as from tbe individual specimens
bred from. This fact is patent to those
who have bred and observed thorough
bred chickens. Certain females will pro-
duce larger and more vigorous chickens,
and whenever such can be selected in

sufficient num»>ers the l)est results will

be obtained. The severe culling the
French breeds have been subjected to

accounts in a measure for the uniformity
in the breeds of France. I have noticed
this in Houdan and La Fleche chickens.

What has caused this immense boom ?

Grantmg that the Inflian game possesses
great intrinsic value, it nevertheless
would never have reached its i)resent

position without the very liberal expen-
diture of printer's ink. This is a good

One lot of Plymouth Rock chickens
entrusted to a hen and given free range
was weighed when ten weeks old. All
were in perfect health but the eggs were
not from one hen and probably repre-
sented the entire flock of ten hens. The
l)est cockerel weighed a trifle over two
and a half pounds, the next best was a
pullet weighing two and a (juarter pounds,
the rest ranged from two pounds down
to one and a quarter pounds. When
broilers are worth over thirty cents per
pound it is easily apparent that the profit

depends largely on the proper selection
of individual specimens for breeding
pnrjwses.

J. H. Drkvknstkdt.

—At this season the importance of
affording poultry easy access to pure
water is too often overlooked. On many
farms, in fact, the hens arc left to find
water wherever they ran, and are often
obliged to drink from contaminated
pools, etc., that is pretty sure to brnig on

I diseases.

I was very nmch interested in Mr.
BaV)cock's explanation of the V-shaped
markings which he attributed to Indian
game females and which Mr. Crocker
criticised. Mr. Ral>cock's plea for both
double and single lacing is also extremely
interesting and timely. Being one of
the committee appointed to formulate a
standard, I will briefly advance my ideas.

I do this reluctantly as I am still groping
in the dark, not having had a proper op-
portunity to study the breed as thor-
oughly as I would like. Having no birds
to sell, nor any particular strain to boom,
I hope Hiy remarks will prove disinter-

ested.

The first specimens of Indian games I

saw at Buffalo in 1889, but owing to the
rough usage of the birds en route from
England, they looked bad and did not
inspire me to any large degree oC en-
thusiasm. I gave them a cold glance.
A few months after that a set of feathers

plucked from the most famous hen in

England was sent to me. I was instructed

to have these feathers photographed and
engraved, which I did, and the elegant
photo-engraving was published in nearly
all of our poultry papers. These feathers

were a revelation to me. They were ex-
quisitely beautiful. The ground color
was a rich bay and every feather was dis-

tinctly pencilled or laced by a deep lus-

trous black. The latter was double, i. e.,

a parallel band or lacing followed the
lines of the outer lacing. In one of the
winjj feathers the' lacing was triple. I

iianiiieii and aUniire<i tiiese feathers very
frequently, for they certainly o|)ene<l up
a field for the true fancier. To procluce
such feathers requires great skill and
perseverance, and it is just such difficult
tasks that delights the true fancier.
At New York in P'ebruary I spent con-

siderable time looking over the Indian
fames, and saw lx)th the single-laced and
ouble-laced birds. I will admit that at

the first glance the single-laced birds are
the most striking. The amount of color
admits that. In the double-laced birds
the brilliant black hides the rich bay
color, but when closely inspected the
wonderful pencilling of the feathers loom
up in irresistible beauty. The con-
comitant feature with such wonderful
pencilling is found in the delicate pen-
cilling of the secondaries, tail and tail
coverts. The whole effect is artistic, and
to pro<luce such an effect we must confine
ourselves to the double-laced birds. I do
not favor disqualifying single-laced birds,
but believe the club will make a mistake
in adopting a flexible standard. Because
our Ivnglish friends are tolerant and
lenient in rejjard to the single lacing, and
•)ecause leniency is prevalent in the
standanl of other breeds should not in-
fluence the Indian Game Club in the
lea.st. There must be some type to breed
to. To breed both single and double-
laced birds to a flexible standard that
admits both will cause serious trouble in
the future. Judges ivill have their pref-
erences under such circumstances, and a
premium won by single-laced l)irds under
the eye of one judge may prove worth-
less under the eye of a judge who advo-
cates double lacing.

It is hard to discard .< liandsome single-
laced bird, but there must be some hard-
ship in breeding, and the best time to
endure it is liefore any damage is done.
The advent of the golden Wyandotte has
given us a laced bird of superior beauty
and excellence, and 1 candidly believe
that single-laced Indian games will suffer
in comparison with the Wyandotte. You
cannot educate people to the game type
as readily as you can to the compact
Wyandotte type. The Indian game is
and should be entirely distinct in shape
and nluinage from any other breeil and
the (louble-laced plumage will prove the
royal road to success, at least it seems so
to me. From the very statements of
Indian game breeders I learn that double-
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laced birds are more frequent than single-
laced ones. This in a measure gives the
breed a more thoroughbred character. I
was instrumental in inducing several
friends to import Indian games and thus
far these breeders have found the double-
l.-»ced birds the ones that suit their fan-
cies best. They realize the difficulties in
obtaining the double lacing in perfection,
and know the task is a hard one, but the
ultimate reward is the protluction of their
ideal.

With single-laced birds less difficulty
will l)e experienced, and a larger number
of possible show birds would result. I

am certain that at the meeting of the In-
dian Cjame Club that this matter will l)e

amicaldy settled and every breeder will
abide by the decision. In the meantime
a decision will prove of value, as the in-
creasing experience of Indian game
breeders will guide their judgment.
There is one more point in the standard

that should be discussed—the valuation
of the comb. In most specimens the
comb is anything but beautiful, but I

think Mr. Babcock places a rather high
valuation on the comb in his proposed
standard, inasmuch as the comb may be
dubbed in the males. P'roni a utilitarian
point of view there is little sense in giv-
ing a value to the comb equivalent to
that of other more im])ortant sections.
Again, from a fancier's standfKiint, a
good comb is entitled to a high valua-
tion. My own opinion is that three
points are sufficient.

Re Indian Games.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Under the above title The Fan-
ciers' Journal has kindly allowed me
the privilege of correcting what I thought
was an unjust statement. I am some-
what hardened to printers' errors, and
would not ask for a correction of the
typographical mistakes that occur in this
article, but for one which has an im-
portant bearing upon the subject matter.
I can endure importation for imputation,
but the statement "a third initw->rt««i<->n

from Mr. J. Frayn gave me birds, ten of
which had single lacing, etc.," should
read "two of wliich had single lacing."
.\s I was endeavoring to show that but a
small minority of ray birds were single-
laced, this is a very material error and
ought to l*e corrected.
Trusting that you will publish this

brief note, I remain.

Very respectfully,

H. S. Baiicock.

POULTRY NOTES.

—This month many breeders begin to
cull their young stock.

—Some people are inclined to consider
white poultry delicate. They are not.
They stand our cold climate just as well
as the dark-pluinaged fowls.

—Look carefully after your fowls and
growing chicks • provide shade and
plenty of fresh water ; keep the young
chicks v,rowing ; don't starve or half
feed them.

—On some large seed farms, where a
sj>ecialty is made of raising garden seeds,
large flocks of guinea fowls are kept.
Guineas are great rangers and insect ae-
stroyers, and, as they do no scratching
of any account, they are valuable aids to
the seedsmen.

—The hen always alights on the top of
the fence liefore going over. To prevent
her from finding a lodging place on the
fence stretch a wirealx)ut six inches from
the top of the fence and on a line with
the top. by fastening a strip to the inside
of each post for that purpose. The wire
should be on the inside of the fence, par-
allel with the top and six inches from it.

When a hen attempts to flv over she
strikes the wire and is thrown back.

—Just al)OHt this time the farmer who
has no garden gates, or who keeps chick-
ens that are half fe<l and will fly like a
bird, concludes that it don't pay to keep
hens. Of course it don't pay him. It
doa't pay him to keep anything. His
cows don't pay because they destroy his
corn. The hogs don't pay, for they" root
Hp the garden and tear up the melon
vines. .\nrl nothing will pay him till he
mends his ways and his fences and keeps
his stock where it ought to be.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE VIIUG.

Last Wednesday, July 2, there were

shipped all birds that aie to compete in

the grand final 600 mile Concourse.

The liberating stations are Spartan-

burg, S. C, for Philadelphia. States-

ville, N. C, for New York and vicinity.

Charlotte, N. C, for Plainfield, P^liza-

beth and Keyport, N. J., and Lynch-
burg, Va., for Providence, R. I. The lat-

ter are not in competition for the special

prize.
*

» •

There will be about 300 birds in

this race which will reach their des-

tination early on the morning of the

4th and they will be allowed to rest until

the following morning. Should the day
be clear with southwest or south winds

the birds will be started from all four

stations by Mr. D. S. Rogers, of Phila-

delphia, an active fancier, non-interested

and a member of the Active Homing
Club, as near 5 A. M. as possible.

«
• •

Mr. Rogers lefl Philadelphia Tuesday
evening to see the diflferent liljerators to

give them instructions as to the proper

way to care for the birds while in their

charge. He will also consult with the tele-

graph operators and make such arrange-

ments that they can be reached by wire

as early as 4 A. M. Should the 5th be

unfavorable the birds will be held for a

desirable day. Mr. Rogers will first

visit Statesville, then Spartanburg, then

Cliarlotte, at which place he will stay,

and being in close communication with

the Signal Officer, who will give him all

tin: information at iiis disposal, thus giv-

ing a long opportunity of selecting such
a day as_would ensure a one-<lay record.

•
• •

A very interesting race was flown from
the ocean on Sunday, June 29, Mr. Wil-

liam D. Murray, president of the Y. M.
C. A., of Plainfield, N. J., acting as lib-

erator. Mr. Murray left for Europe on
Saturday, the 28th ult., and the next
morning at 6 A. M., then being al>out

360 miles out from Sandy Hook, he lib-

erated six birds owned by Charles

E. Doane, and James
Ingrain, all of Plainfield, N. J., three,

two and one respectively. There has
been quite a number of races in the past

few years, liberated from coasting

steaniers,but this is the first attempt from
an ocean steamship, outward bound, for

Federation record. Each bird carried a

message written on fine paper placed

around the leg in a small rubber pouch.
The first arrived was to the lofl of Charles

E. Doane, at 4.40 P.M., same day and
reported to Race Secretary by certified

telegram, making an average speed of
alx)ut irjfX) yards per minute and carrying

»he following message :

Stkamship Aijkania, June 28, 9 P. M.

Wc had a fine sail down the bay. The Man-
hattan Athletic Club tug followed us, snorting
and t(H)ting. We passed the Uinbria l>ound for

New York. I^ Normandie is beating us. We
gent off postal by pilot. Sailors amused us to-

night by their games. The sunset was worth the
trip ; moon to-night is elegant, and everytxidy
on deck enjoying it. Slight rolls beginning ; no
seasickness

; birds will be loosed at 6 V. M.
sharp. Weather promises to be fine; plenty of
good company ou board ; thank Mr Pierson
and Mr. Brower for the flowers, Hope the Y.
M. C. A. building is under way. Oirls are de-

lighted. We are in winter suits to-night.

Yours, Wm. D. Murray.

This message was immediately handed
to the mother and family of Mr. Murray,
who were delighted to receive word from
their folks from such a lon^f distance on

the ocean. The bird is a fine B. C. C,
whose grandmother was imported from
Antwerj). He is al>out three years old

and has never been flown further than
New Haven to Plainfield, a distance of
atiout 100 miles. The second arrival

was at daybreak the next morning,
which brought the following message :

Stkamsimi- Aurania, June 29.

Birds all released at 6 A. M., nearly on time.
Weather clear

; sea smooth ; each bird counter-
marked and carrying message. Yesterday the
sail down the bay was delightful. Sunset was
beautiful and moon fine. Mr. Thresher and Mr.
McCann are good companions. We passed
many ships ; but La Normandie is beating us.

Gus and Min are enjoying every minute. My
room-mate is congenial, ship is comfortable and
passengers all pleasant. Our first night at sea
was a good one. Not a soul sick. The oiily

trouble was the heat. This morning opens
beautiful. We are now under full sail and going
finely. Goodbye. Love to all.

William D. Mtrrav.
*

* *

Another arrival is reported to the loft

of Charles E. Doane at 6.15 P. M., June
30—three home out of six.

•
»

Mr. John C. Hunt's last arrival from
the 400-niile Concourse was Sunday morn-
ing last, carrying the following message :

If this bird reaches its loft, will the owner
please inform Wni. Casey, 117 North Schroeder
Street, Baltimore. Md. I have had it a week. It

flew in at my window. I took it to the Sun office

and they said that they would publish it, but did
not. May it reach its loft in safety and the owner
inform me. William Casby.

Mr. Hunt was fortunate his bird fell

into the hands of a gentleman and non-
fancier. Usually all's fish that comes to

the net wjth the Baltimore fancy.

The latest experiments made with car-

rier pigeons in connection with various

European armies show that the normal
velocity of the carrier in calm weather
and for a short distance is alK)Ut 12 10

yards a minute. With a very strong

wind in the direction of the flight, a bird

has reached 1980 yards a minute.

•
« »

Little Rhody, owned by Mr. J. A.

Boutelle, Providence, R. I., arrived at

its liberating station in South Carolina,

775 miles from home, and is ready for

the start when the weather is suitable.

«
« #

The Lawrence, Mass., birds will be
flown for record for the first this season

from 200 miles.

» »

The birds of Theo. P. Green, of Wood-
bury, N. J., that begin thfir journeys for

record this week, ended training with a

fly from Washington, D. C, last Satur-

day. The start was by Mr. T. B. Joslin,

at 7.40 A. M. The returns were all of

the flight together at 10.50. The distance,

120 miles, having been covered in three

hours and ten minutes. The average

speed was about nil yards per minute.

• •

W. W. Pouting, writing to Poultry,

says : "I have read in your valuable

paper of people having large eggs from
homers, but have not heard of anyone
having two eggs in one day. I have a

blue checkered homer hen that laid her

first egg vSunday, then to-day (Tuesday)

she laid two, but unfortunately one was
broken, owing to thinness of shell, other-

wise it was perfect.

The Hub Olub.

The birds of the Hub Club, Boston,

were liberated in their first journey for

reconl of the season Sunday. The start

was intended for Saturday, but the

weather being unfavorable the birds were
not let go.
The entry was John Hicks, of AHston,

2 ; George Gouhl, of Newton ville, 7 (two
of them of 1890 hatch) ; C. Kussmaul, of
Forest Hills, 3, antl Henry Wagner, of
Roslindale, 7. The start was at 8 o'clock
from East vSyracuse, N. Y. The Ijest

time to each loft, so far as reported, was
Gould's 363 at 2.20 P.M., distance 251.3
miles, average speed, 1005 yards per
minute, and Kussmaul's 105 at 3.25 P.
M., <listance alwut 252.5 miles ; average
speed, 998 yards per minute. The next
journey will l»e next Saturday or .Sunday,
from 350 miles.

Empire Oity Club.

The Empire City Flying Club had an

entry of forty-seven birds for its fly from
Statesville, N. C, June 21. The sUrt
was at 5 o'clock. The official report

gives three-fourths of the birds started

home by noon, of the 22d, and not a
good day for pigeon-flying either. The
prizes were won, first to T. V. Goldman,
race secretary

; second to P. J. Maguire,
third to Francis Whiteley, fourth to J.
W. Housel, fifth to J. Prior, sixth to M.
B. Maguire. The air line distance is

al)out 508 miles.

The Neponset River Olub.

The Neponset River Homing Club, of

Milton Mills, Mass., was organized June
19, and consists at the present time of
four members. It has adopted the same
course as that of the Hub Club, namely,
the northwest. Yours truly,

Wilbur C. Littlekikld, Secretary.

Milton, Mass., June 20, 1890.

KEEPING BIRDS.

From Poultry.

Food for starlings, thrushes, black-

birds, jackdaws, magpies and all l>elong-

iuj; to thai species of birds wiiich I have
found very suitable is bread crumbs
t Scotch oat cake) broken very fine, but

other bread crumbs do, I have used both

separate and mixed, say to half a teacup-

ful bread crumbs add about two tea-

spoonfuls ants' eggs, mix up with water
to a soft paste. I add also a pinch of

sharp grit, a mealworm now and again,

as well as very lean meat or ox liver cut

very fine. I have tried milk instead of

water, but prefer the latter, the milk be-
ing so apt to become sour ; sourness, I

need not add, being highly injurious.
So much for the foo<l. Well, about the

binls. I have taken them at all ages,
very young from the nest as well as run-
ning about. With the very young ones
you have less trouble at first. You have
not got to learn them to gape, but of
course they are longer on your hand,
while with some birds taken older they
will be a whole day before they become
familiar enough to open their bill, while
some of them will open the bill immedi-
ately you take them in your hand. Coax
the shy ones carefully, open the bill

gently, and in a short time they will lie

looking for their foster parent with open
mouth.

F<xi>erience, however, is required to
rear birds successfully. Under the ten-
der mercies of some the poor things only
live a day or two, and die sometimes in

great agony. Cold, I am sure, in many
cases brings on cramp or such like when
the birds are very young, while others
suffer from some disorder of the lowels,
brought on no doubt from unsuitable
food or the indiscriminate use of proper
food. The droppings get thick and
chalky, at other times tougl; and slimy,
and in both cases does not leave the vent
easy, but causes inconvenience to the
bird and filth to accumulate, and usually
death follows.

—Within a dozen years our geese,
ducks and turkeys have largely increased
in size.

— Filth is a foundation of part if not all

diseases, and the poultry yard is not
exempt.

— I'Vom large sized geese nearly three-
fourths of a pound of feathers may be
bad annually.

ORIGIN OF "WYANDOTTES.

No One Knows "When, Why or

How They Originated.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I notice The Fanciers' Journal
last week gives us the same old theory re-

garding the origin of Wyandottes as has
Ijeen going the rounds for several years,

viz., that they were produced by a cross

between a dark Brahma and a silver

spangled Hamburg. Possibly this is the

case, but all efforts to trace their origin

have been wholly fruitless. All the evi-

dence we have is circumstantial ; all

guess work. Repeated efforts have been
made to find the fountain head, but all

in vain,

As long ago as the year 1868 a neighbor
of mine residing in Oneida County,where
I then lived, bred them, and at that time
I made an effort to trace their origin, and
every line that I followed became oblit-

erated before I found its source. The
last man always said : "I don't know
anything at>out it," and this is the experi-
ence of everyone of the many who have
tried to solve the problem.
The writer has spent considerable time

on this question, not only in years long
past but recently, and it is safe to say
that this supposed origin of the Wyan-
dotte has not a shadow of foundation in
fact. No one knows anything atK>ut it

except what he sees in the makeup of
the bird. The fowl is a valuable one,
and the fact that no one knows when,
where or hotv it originated will not de-
tract from its merits.

J. Y. BlCKNBtl..
Buffalo, June 30.

ODDS AND ENDS.

—It costs no more to feed and care for
a flock of well-bred fowls than it does for
common stock.

—Feed all the onion scraps left from
the table or kitchen to the poultry that
is confined, also radish tops and parings;
they are seasonable food for the fowls.

—Never set a hen that is incliiie<l to
vacate her nest on approach of any one,
for if you do you will find her an unpay-
ing property—a poor sitter and a breaker
of many eggs.

—If farmers would take one good
breed of fowls and carefully study their
characteristics they would make double
the profit than if they keep trying to
originate some new breed. It sounds
nice to hear vourself spoken of as the
originator of' some new and valuable
breed, but few succeed in starting a vari-

ety of fowls that amount to anything.

—Poorly fed pigs will do considerable
work as composters of vegetable mat-
ter, but no better after all than a flock of
fowls rightly managed. Few men who
have not tried it Yiave any idea of the
value of fowls as pulverizers of straw,
potato tops, leaves, corn-stalks, seaweed,
salt hay, bog hay, garden weeds, or even
of light brush woofl, aided by the rain
and sun. Try it once.

—At a recent meeting of the Oxford
F'armers' Club, Mr. Linter said : F^our
geese are good for a pound of feathers
every six weeks, and their feathers are
worth fifty cents each year. We are
looking for something that pays. We
have it in the goose. But it is not fash-
ionable now for farmers' wives and
daughters to pick geese. It is hard to
find any fancy work that pays much.
Any smart girl can make muscle and
money raising geese.

—The I.,angshan fowls are becoming
an exceedingly popular breed, and on
their merits, without the noted booming
that has been given to some of the other
breeds. The Langshan is pronounced by
farmers as the best general purpose fowl
of any of the pure-breeds they have tried.

They make faithful sitters, without that
determined persistence characteristic of
other Asiatics, and are tonsequently
easily broken up. They are extra good
mothers, careful with the little chicks,
and it is a rare case they ever trample
one,which cannot be -^aid of the Brahmas
or Cochins.
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SCRAPPLE.
The Wyandotte Family—Peeding

YoutiK Chicks—Roup Cannot

Be Cured. Etc.

The foUowitig extracts are from the

pens of fanciers l)oth on this and the

other side of the water, givinjj their ex-

periences in raising, feeding and caring

for all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of

the readers of Thk Fancikrs' Journal.

The Wyandotte Family.

Take the Wyandotte family clean

through—the silver laced, golden laced,

whites and hlacks—and we have an

American bird of utility, and one that we

can well feel proud of. They are hardy,

excellent layers, good table l)irds, and

satisfactory clean through. They de-

serve the boom they are continually get-

ting. Although their 1)oon> has been

steady it has not l)een attended with a

great blow. First the silvers, then the

whites, then the gohlens, then the blacks

—and so thoroughly have they engrafted
themselves on the hearts of the fancy

that every year spreads their territory,

and every year brings them new cham-
pions. The white IMvmouth Rocks are

also meeting with gnat favor. They are

said to be by some writers hardier and
l)etter in every way than the barred va-

riety, and we have every rea.son to l)elieve

that they will continue to grow in uni-

versal favor.—M. K. Hoyer.

Clean Water for Fowls.

Wooflen troughs are excellent for hold-

ing the drinking vvater for fo>»ls, but

there is one thing to \ie guarded av;ain.st.

and that is, they will l)ecome filthy and

slimy. In such ca,ses they should be

cleaned with soap and warm water, rinsed

and refilled. The drinking water is of\en

contaminated by a diseased fowl, and
this endangers the health of the others,

but more so when the troughs are un-

clean. Drinking fountains are not easily

cleaned, but they should ')e well scalded

with hot soapsuds occa'^ionally.

What Do You Keep Poultry For

Some farmers ignore profits in keeping

hens. They want simply enough to sup-

ply their table with eggs and broilers.

Others aim for profit as well. Market

poultry is the foundation of the poultry

business, as pork is the foundation of

the fancy breeds of hogs. Like any other

business, it requires knowledge and ex-

perience. One who is without experience
should try a small numl)er, learn to care

for them and study the wants and charac-

teristics of each fowl. He will then Ije

able to increase his flock. Pleasure is a

secondary aim if the aim is to make a
business of poultry keeping. Every
farmer should keep a few fowls ; they
can be cared for with little attention,

when a large flock always means work to

the owner.—A. A.

Koup Cannot be Cured.

The writer has maintained for years

that roup could not be entirely eradi-

cated from the system. We may appar-

ently cure the fowl, but the system is left

weakened, and very little exposure will

bring on the dreaded disease again. Dur-
ing the past year we made a number of
experiments on this score, and have lieen

fully satisfied that it is impossible to ef-

fect a positive cure. We can heal up a

cold in the head, dislemjier, or any of the
forerunners of roup, but when the fearful

disease sets in the fowl is ruined forever.

Our plan is when roup has once estab-

lished itself chop off the head, and burn
or bury the carcass. There is no profit

in a sick chicken, besides there is too
much dangepof a spread of the disease.

Prevention is far better than cure, and
the only way of preventing disaster is a

quii-k use of the hati-het. We have tried

every method known, and have given the

best of care, yet not a single bird have
we brought back to the rugged constitu-

tion it had before being sick. "Preven-
tion" is a greater art than "cure," l)e-

cause it tells a man that certain condi-
tions are dangerous and we must avoid
them to steer clear of the ultimate re-

sults.—M. K. Beyer.

FeocUny: Voun^ Chleks.

"Give young chicks fresh milk scalded

with its weight <if hot water," is what

our friend Dreveiistedt says. "This for

the drink, and rolled oats, in a dry state,

for the feed. Start them on this, giving

cracked grains gradually, until he con-
fines them exclusively on it. He l)elieves

in fresh air auil a wide range, and follows

out his teaching. His stock, in con.se-

quence are not only rugged but grand in

every way."
Thh JotiRNAi. is always willing to give

the difficult methods employed by breed-

ers and fanciers generally, and would be
pleased to have the experiences of its

readers at any time.

Gapes.

When a chick has the gapes give a drop

or two of turpentine in the food ; when a

lamb pines from a similar cause give it

twenty drops in a teaspoonful of milk
;

when a calf coughs—a dry husky cough
—and becomes thin and poor, give it a

teaspoonful of the same in a pint of lin-

seed gruel. All these ills are caused by
the same ]iest, the throat .Tn<l lung thread

worm, which is destroye<l an<l ejected by
the fumes of the turpt ntine.

Feeding Chleks.

Although many foods have been re-

commended for young chicks, we have

always had excellent success with stale

bread and oatmeal, fefl in the dry con<li-

tinn, until the chicks are ten davs ol<l,

when they may then l>e given cracked
corn and wheat screenings also. Too
much soft food is not wholesome for

them. Clucks prefer dry food, ami it

serves the purpose better and entails less

labor in preparation. Corn bread alone
is insufficient, but it may be improved
when dipped in milk.—Kami and Fire-

side.

The L.yre-BIi-d.

The lyre-bird is a native of Australia.

He can not only imitate the notes of all

other birds, but also nearly every sound

made by man. Settlers are often de-

ceived by him. and many amusing stor-

ies are told. .Sometimes a man working-
on his clearing hears some1)ody choj)-

ping wood a short distance away, and a

dog barking at his heels. He goes in

search of the nitruder, and finds afler a

long walk that the lyre-bird has been
making game of him. A man using a
cross cut saw hears somel)ody doing tlie

same thing, and after searching unsuc-
cessfully for him, discovers that it is the
bird.

An KsrPT Tester.

To make an egg tester to use with a

common lamp, take a pasteboard box

about seven inches by six inches wide

and six inches deep. Cut a hole in

the bottom big enough to fit the large

part of the lamp chimney, add a hole op-
posite in the top just large enough to let

the top of the chimney through. Next
cut a hole about the shape of an egg, but
rather smaller, in one end so that it will

be opposite to the lamp flame when the
tester is slipped over the chimney. Now
cover the l)Ox outside with any dull

black cloth, so that no light can get

through, and you are ready for business.

Light the lamp, place the tester in posi-

tion, an<l the egg to be tested over the
oval opening in the side. Turn it gently
.is you look, and its condition will lie

clearly exposed to view.—Farm Journal.

H.vpoerlsy of Ihe Hen.

The Brooklyn Eagle has the following

fling at the average village "Biddy" :

When there is anything to eat the hen

feeds with the eager appetite of a Iwy

who hasn't had anything for ten minutes.
When there is al)solutely nothing, as on
a wind-swept, weather-beaten cellar

door, or the uewly-painted floor of the
piazza, she will scratch away lustily, and
pause at intervals in her scratching to

go through the motions of eating. She
will affect to pick up the most luscious
titl-bits from the bare, inhospitable face

of a i>olished marble doorstep that has
just Ijeen scrubed till it has a surface of
glass. She will scratch on it, although
it is all she can do to stand on its treach-
erous surface with all claws set. and then
with exultant clucks affect to j)ick up in

rapid succession a soft-shell grub, an
angle-worm, stall-fed and four inches
long, a couple of Iduepoint beetles and a
shedder lacfy-bug. Then she will walk
away, casting ujK)n you a glance of the
most hyiwcritical contentment and sat-

isfaction, as one who had <lined luxuri-

ously and escaped without tipping the
waiters.

AI)out Cats.

There are numerous species of fossil

cats found in North America and other

countries, some of which were of great

size, and must have possessed gigantic

powers. In some genera the upper

canine teeth were of enormous size, so
that the animal could not open its jaws
wide enough to use them for biting, but
must have used them as daggers, striking

like a wild boar, but in a reversed direc-

tion. Most terrible daggers they must
have been, the canines of some of these
"sabre-toothed tigers" being nearly
eight inches in length, and keen and
powerful in the extreme. These great

cats exhibit the highest known type of
caruivoran dentition, and their terrible

weapons must have made them most
deauly enemies to the great herbivorous
inpnitnals of that perio<l.

'I'he common house cat is the descend-
ant of the Egyptian cats domesticated
I5<xi years B. C., which were considered
sacred by that nation and embalmed
after death. After 30(x> years of famili-

arity with man. the cat yet retains many
of its wild instincts, fre(juently taking to

the woods and there bringing up its

V iittlig. Hliil ui H lew ^ciicidtUiiia "CCulii-

ing as \Mid. savage and destructive as

the genuine wild cat, for which these de-

scendants of domestic animals are often

mistaken.—Ralph W. Seiss.

l*lyniouths ami Leghorns.

A lady who seems well posted on the

the chicken business says : "One would

think that the size of a fowl would be

some index to his appetite, but I really

believe a Leghorn weighing three or four

pounds will consume twice as much food
in the course of a day as a Plymouth of
seven or eight. The lively little brownies
lake such a wonderful amount ofexercise,

they can fly like birds, and spend their

whole time, when not on the nest, poking
their inquisitive little bills into every-

thing, searching, no doubt, for that va-

riety of food which their great egg-pro-

duction demands. Stjll, I think, they
are prompte<l by curiosity as well as

hunger, for I fre<piemly see one walking
back and forth on the bare roof or the
comb of a hous'e, fully sixteen feet from
the ground. Though this breed by con-
tinual discouragement has l>ecome what
is termed a non-sitter, yet when domesti-
cated on the farm, given a wide range,

and not fed on stimulating, egg-produc-
ing foods, the hens will gradually return

to their original habits. I have never
allowed a pure Leghorn to sit, though
they sometimes show ;i great desire to do
.so, but many of the hall-breeds make ex-
cellent brootlers and mothers."

Weanlnjf Clilekens.

The Grange Bulletin has this para-

graph : "Unless for some special reason

there is no advantage in having hens

wean their chickens too young. They
will make a healthier, thriftier growth
with the hens to keep them than if they
are turned out loo young to lookout for

themselves. .And especially so when all

are allowed to run out and pick up the
best pari of their living." This idea of
chickens l)eing turned out "to lookout
for themselves" is something that is sel-

dom practiced. In the past chickens
were raised only by the natural process
and the care of tluni was accorded to the
mother who was always provided with
suitable focHl, and in such cases the

natural instinct of the mother is employed
in the abandonment by herself of the
chickens which are then cared for, foo<l

l)eing provided in sufficient quantity and
of a proper kind. But in these days arti-

ficial incubators and brocnlers have re-

duced the occupation of hens to the
simple act of producing the eggs, and all

of the care of^ the hatched chicks from
the first is by human hands, and the
hatch is continued healthy and thrifty so

we hardly think the necessity arises for

complaining of hens for weaniug their

young too early. They can be taken
care of.

l*yrethruni.

Under the name " Persian insect pow-

der," this material is sold everywhere in

drug stores. It is nothing more than the
pulverized flowers of a plant belonging
to the same family as the solidagos,

astors and sunflowers of roadsides and
neglected fence rows. The powder most
commonly .sold is imported from Asia,

but the plant {Pyrethrum roseum) is now
cultivated in the United States, and a
related plant from which an insect pow-
der known as " buhach " is made is

grown in California for commercial pur-
poses.

The powder has the advantage over
most powders recommended for the same
purpose in being jjerfectly harmless to

man and to the foliage of plants. In-

deed, it is surprising to find a substance
so completely harmless to man and plants
having so destructive an effect on insects.

The effect that it has on the latter is l>e-

lieve<l to be due to a volatile oil in the
powder. This is soon dissipated when
the powder is exposed ; consequently it

is necessary to keep it in a close jar or
other vessel to preserve its value as an
insecticide.

Applied to the bodies of insects it has
commonly a benumbing effect, followed
by death, or, if the powder is not good,
by complete recovery. If it does not
destroy them when first ai)plied, or soon
afterwards, it will have no further useful

effect, as it becomes perfectly inert when
pvTw>'»p<l to tVi(» »ir and insecls tnav then

eat it without suffering harm.
For use it should be mixed with wheat

flour, road dust, sifted ashes, etc., using
from two to ten times as much of the

flour or ashes as of the insect powder.
When used in the form of a powder it

may l)e simply dusted over plants infestetl

with insects, or, better, may be blown
upon them with powder-l>ellows. A so-

lution of the powder possesses the same
qualities as the dried material.

Pyrethrum is best when fresh, and in

buying it is to be remembered that pow-
der not kept in air-tight receptacles is

not worth using.—Kentucky Agricultural

Experiment Station.

A New Cross.

Experiments are about l)eing made to

cross Indian game cockerels on Brahma
hens, says Mr. Boyer. It will be a good
one for table qualities. The excellent

traits in the Brahma will be greatly in-

creased by those of the Indian game. The
same would come from the use of Cochin
hens. A cro.ss of Indian game on Ply-

mouth Rock would also be goo<l. In

fact, game blood in almost any good
table fowl would lie a grand improve-
ment. There will, do doubt, be some ex-

cellent tests ma<le the coming season.

We believe in judicious crossing, and our
readers well remember the success that

attended our Houdan-Cochin experiments
a year ago.

S. K. says: Many people think that

eggs are only used for culinary purposes,

and have no idea what an immense num-
ber are utilized in various trades. For
example, more than 80,000,000 eggs are

annually used in France alone for clari-

fying wine.

lluekwheat.

Buckwheat is one of the most staple

articles of poultry food. It is very fatten-

ing and stimulating. It is not largely

used in this country for poultry food,

being somewhat scarce and near in many
partsof the country. In England, France,
Russia and especially in Germany, it

forms not only an important part of
poultry food, but is mucn used for culin-

ary purposes.
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GAGE BIRDS AND • PETS.

The NlKhtlnsale's Sonv.
From the Literary World.

And I cried : "O nigtitiiigale I tell me true,

Is your music rapture or weeping?
Aud why do you sing the whole night through,

When the rest of the world is sleeping ?"

Then it fluted : "My notes are of love's pure
strain,

And could there be descant filter?

For why do you sever joy and pain,

Since love is both sweet aud bitter?

"My song now wails of the sighs, the tears,

The ab.sence that makes love languish
;

Then thrills with its uttering hopes and fears,

Its rapture ; again its anguish.

"And why should my notes l>e hushed at night ?

Why sing in the sunlight only ?

Love loves when 'tis dark, as when 'tis bright,

Nor ceaseth because 'tis lonely."

BY THE -WAY.

A singular incident, says the Stock-
Keeper, is to be witnessed on the farm
of Mr. Frederick Kirklaud, of .Soinerby,

England. A cat has been found suckling
three kittens and a young rat, and the
rodent is quite at home with the young
felines, the mother taking an equal inter-

est in all her family, natural and adopted.
One of our contemporaries, in an allu-

sion to this incident, humorously com-
mended the foresight of the cat in thus
providing for her young when other food
sources should fail.

OUR ILLUSTRATION.

The Beautiful and Sweet Songster
of the Nigrht.

The Nightingale (Anglo-Saxon Nighte-
gale ; literally " singer of the night "), is

justly celebrated beyond all other Euro-

powers, which, during some weeks after
its return from its winter-cjuarters in the
South, it exercises at all hours of the
day and night. In confinement they
sing a longer perio<l, beginning about
Noveml)er and ceasing after Easter.

The Nightingale's song is indescribable,
though severalattempts, from the time of
Aristophanes to the present, have l)een
made to express in syllables the sound of
its many notes. Us effects on those that
hear it depends so much on their per-
sonal disposition as to Ije as varied as are
its tones. To some they suggest melan-
choly

; and many poets have descanted
on the bird (which they nearly always
niake of the feminine gender) leaning
its brea.st against a thorn an<l pouring
fourth its melody in anguish. It is the
cock alone that sings, and there is no
reason to suppose thai the cause and in-
tent of his song, unsurpassed though it
be, differs in any respects from those of
other bird's songs. Sadness, therefore, is
certainly the last impelling sentiment
that can be properly assigned in this
case.

Its voice indicates its emotions by the
variet^y and peculiarity of its tones.

' The
niost insignificant note appears to be the
piping note witt which he utters when
alone. But if the harsh syllable krr be
a<lded it forms the call of the male to the
female. To express anger or fear the
note will is repeated with great lou<lness
and rapidity, before the teniiination krr
is added. When happy and contented,
after the enjoyment of a good meal, or
in confiding tenderness of its mate, it
utters a deep tack. When roused by
auger or jealousy, or alarm it utters aii
unpleasant shrieking tone which resem-
bles the cry of a jay or cat. In pairing
time, when they sport and chase each
other, which they frequently do from the
top of a tree to its base, they utter a very
soft chirping sound These are the notes
with which nature has endowed both
sexes.

The power of the male's vocal organ is
indeed striking

; it has been found that
the muscles of his throat are more robust
than those of any other singing bird
Pliny, speaking of the bird, aptly re-
marks

: "Is it uot remarkable that so
loud and clear a voice .should come from
«o small a body ?" But it is not merely

the strength of voice but the various and
agreeable transitions, and the beautiful
harmony of its song which renders the
Nightingale so estimable and so much
prized. Fflr a moment he warbles a suc-
cession of low melancholy notes, com-
mencing softly, but gradually increasing in
strength, and at last dying away upon the
ear. Then follows a variety of sharp notes,
or it gives a variety of hurried or sharp
notes, intermingled with some detached
ascending notes, with which he gradually
clo.ses his strain. There are at least
twenty-four different strains in the song
of a fine Nightingale, without reference
to slighter variations.

In great contrast to the Nightingale's
pre-eminent voice is the inconspicuous
coloration of its plumage, which is alike
in both sexes, and is of a reddish brown
al)ove and dull grayish-white beneath,
the breast l^eiiig rather darker, and the
rufous tail showing the only bright tint.
It is about the size of a sparrow, being
five inches long, of which two aud a
quarter inches comprise the Uil. In con-
finement, especially when reared from
the nest and well fed, it becomes larger,
being frequently as large as a lark.

Nightingales are found throughout
Europe, as far north as Sweden, aud in
the whole of Asia, as high as the temper-
ate portions of Siberia, ranging south-
ward to Africa, where it is found on the
abnks of the Nile.

The Nightingale holds a place in clas-
sical mythology. Procne and Philomela
were the daughters of Pandion, king of
Attica, who in return for warlike aid
rendered him by Tereus, king of Daulis
in Thrance, gave him the first named in
marriage. Tereus. however, being en-
amored of her sister, feigned that his wife
was dead, and induced Philomela to take
her place. On her discovering the truth,
he cut out her tongue to hinder her from
revealing his deceit ; but she depicted
her sad story on a rol>e which she sent to
Procne, and the two sisters then con-
trived a horrible revenge for the infi-
delity of Tereus by killing and serving
to him at table his son Itys. Thereupon
the gods interposed, changing Tereus
into a hootw*o Procne into « s'.va^''^"*

and Philomela into a nightingale, while
Itys was restored to life as a pheasant,
and Pandion (who had died of grief at
his daughter's dishonor) as a bird of prey.

Snakes.

"Speaking of snakes," said an ama-
teur naturalist, "but for man's insane
prejudice against them they would be
found to lie not only intelligent, but ex-
tremely sociable. When I was a boy I

lived at Sheppard's Park, N. Y. Near by
was a goml stream well stocked with fish.
Whenever I caught a mess—which was
very often—my father used to insist that
I clean and scale them at a distance from
the house, aud my habit was to thus pre-
pare the day's catch on the banks of the
stream before returning home. One day
while thus engaged a large blacksnake
appeared from under a huge rock near
by, and, approachinjj me, made a delib-
erate meal on the discarded portions of
the fish. He then retired. The next day
he came again, and after that he fell into
the habit of waiting for me. The spot
where I moored the dingy from which I

angled was the one selected by me for
cleaning the fish, and after a few days of
familiar friendship, Mr. Blacksnake ven-
tured into the dingy and went a fishing
with me. After that he liecame my
regular companion, but many genera-
tions of oppression had made' him sus-
picious of^my race, and if I made a vio-
lent motion he was over the side in a
second and swimming ashore for dear
life like an animatea cork.screw. On
such occasions I invariably found him
waiting for me with an appetite sharpened
'by his bath.

"I do not know how intimate we might
have become, but for the sad sequel
which cut short his earthly career. One
day I was called away, and during my
absence two neighbors repaired to the
bank of the stream with the intention of
doing a little fishing from the dingy. As
they approached it a large blacksnake
wriggled up to them in a confidential
manner. While one of them was almost
paralyzed with fright, the other raise<l a
heavy stone and, letting it fall, my harm-
less companion was no more. I am an"
old man now, but I never prized a friend-
ship more than that, and to this day I

have not forgiven the man who killed
my friend."

MONKEYS.

Their Peculiarities and Important
Characteristics Described.

[CONTINUKD.]

The gorilla has been hardly seen in

I';urope, though a specimen lived for a
time in the Westminster Aquarium and
in Berlin

; but the much smaller chim-
panzee has often been exhibited alive in

London, and is an attractive feature in

menageries,not only from its resemblance
to a child deformed by preternatural
wrinkles of age, but also from its liveli-

ness and the facility with which it ac-

quires a number of playful tricks.

There is at the present moment a chim-
panzee, known as Sally, at the Ix>ndon
Zoological Gardens which is in three
ways remarkable. To Ijegin with, it is
the first fully adult specimen which has
lived in Europe ; secondly, it differs
from all previously known ones by its
carnivorous habits. It will greedily
seize and devour small birds, whereas
such apes were previously supposed to
be naturally vegetarians only. But it is,

in the third place, most remarkable for
the tricks it has acquired. It will .sepa-
rately pick up from the ground, place in
its mouth, aud then present in one bunch,
two, three, four or five straws, as may be
demanded of it, or only one. It has dis-
tinctly associated the several sounds of
these numbers with corresponding
groups of picked-up straws. It will also,
on commond, pass a straw through a
large or s lall hole in the fastening of its

cage or through a particular intersuace of
its wire netting. It will also, when so
hid, put objects into its keeper's pocket,
play various odd tricks with boy visitors,
and howl horribly when told to sing.
A great contrast to the African chim-

panzee is presented by the third anthro-
poid form of ape, the Asiatic orang. It
IS red instead of blackish in color, and
its arms are so long that they reach to
the ankle when the animal stands erect,
iiu.-. It laiciy, II ever,does spontaneously.
It walks resting on its knuckles and the
outer ed^es of its feet, their soles being
turned inward. Thus resting on its
hands,it uses its arms as a pair ofcrutches
swinging the bo<ly and legs forward be-
tween them. Its'disposition is also very
different from that of the lively and pet-
ulant chimpanzee. Remarkably calm,
not to say languid, in its actions it has
in captivity a curiously melancholy de-
meanor. Its high, rounded forehead,
very different from the villianously low
brows of the chimpanzee and the gorilla,
gives it a singular intellectual aspect, so
that when we ol)serve it pensively squat-
ting with fat l>elly, like an image of Gau-
tam.i, we might fancy that the mind of
some esoteric Buddhist was imprisoned
within the apish body, incapable of
making its latest existence known and
mutely contemplating the longed-for
Nirvana.
The orang is found nowhere in the

world except in Sumatra and Borneo,
and even there only in lowland humid
forests, which supply it at once with
shelter and the vegetable food it loves.
A solitary and |)eaceful animal, it is or-
dinarily very slow aud deliberate in its

movements. Nevertheless,when attacked,
it can defend itself with alacrity and ef-
fect, as the following anecdote (from
Wallace's "Malay Archipelago") will
show : "A few miles down the river there
is a Dyak house, and the inhabitants saw
a large orang feeding on the young
shoots of a palm by the riverside. On
lieing observed he retreated toward the
jungle, which was close by, and a num-
ber of the men, armed with spears and
choppers, ran out to intercept him. The
man who was in front tried to run his
spear through the animal's bo<ly, but the
orang seized it in his hands and in an
instant got hold of the man's arm, which
he seized in his mouth, making his teeth
meet in the flesh alwve theellxiw, which
he tore and lacerated in a dreadful man-
ner. Had not the others lieen close be-
hind the man would have been more se-
riously injifWd, if not killed, as he was
(juite powerless, but they soon destroyed
the creature with their spears and chop-
j)ers. The man remained ill for a long
time, and never fully recovered the use
of his arm."
The only specially man-like or anthro-

poid apes are the long-armed apes or gib-
fions. They are generally much less re-

garded by the public than those more
celebrated creatures, the gorilla, chim-
panzee, and orang. Nevertheless, they
present several points of great interest,
and in some respects more resemble our-
selves than does anyone ofthe three kinds
just mentioned.* The gibbons are smaller
creatures, but are all as completely desti-
tute of a tail as their three more renowned
relatives. The largest gibbon sUnds
alx)Ut three feet high from head to heel.
There are various species, but they vary
so much in color, according to age, sex,
and other conditions, that the species
cannot yet be said to be very well defined.
They range over southeastern Asia, and
at present are no where else found ; but,
in tertiary times, a gibbon, much larger
than any uow existing, roamed through
the forests of the south of France.
Though some are to be found in Africa,
and others in Burmah, Malacca, and
Siam, their special abode is the Indian
Archipelago, in the great islands of Bor-
neo, Sumatra, Java and in others, for
they are there widely diffused save in the
Philippine Islands. There agility is most
wonderful. They will swing themselves
from branch to branch, by their long
arms, with such amazing rapidity that
they seem almost to fly through the
forest. We have often watched wonder-
ful motions in a large cage specially pro-
vided in the zoological gardens. We have
also listened to the remarkable manlike
sounds they emit (as before said, when
singing or shouting, as they so often do.
In spite of their great activity these ani-
mals are exceedingly gentle and make
excellent pets, although they can and
will inflict terrible wounds with their
elongated canine teeth. The siamang,
which is the largest of the gibbons, in-
habits Sumatra, and goes about in troops
there, making the wckmIs re-echo morning
and evening with its deafening sonorous
cries.

The gibbons have arms so long that
they reach the ground while the body is
perfectly erect. This great length of arm
tends to prevent one noticing the really
great proportional length of their legs.
In nothing do the gorilla, chimpanzee,
and orang ditler from man in structure
more notably than in the shortness of the
lower limbs. The gibbons go to an ex-
treme the other way, for if the leg be
compared with the body as to its length,
then the gibbons have even slightly
longer legs than man himself. This is a
very noteworthy approximation to hu-
man structure. There is yet another.
We have already said that only one mon-
key, a gibbon, has a chin. That mon-
key is the just-mentioned siamang of Su-
matra. Its chin IS more developed than
is that of not a few human beings. In
spite of these approximations they have
one noteworthy falling off l>ehind. The
body is bare where it rests on the ground
in a sitting posture, and the hardened
naked patches of skin thus situated are
spoken of as ischiatic callosities, on ac-
count of the bones (ischia) which they in-
vest. In possessing these callosities they
agree with all the other monkeys of the
Olil World, save the gorilla, chimpanzee,
and orang,which have them not. Neither
have any American apes, which more de-
corous than their transatlantic brethren,
have their region of the Iwdy copiously
clothed with hair.

Leaving now the anthropoid apes, with
which alone we have been hitherto occu-
pied, we find when we pass to the next
group of monkeys a remarkably different
aspect and a very different fonn of body.
The limbs are nearly of equal length, but
the arms are now the shorter ones, so
that a quadrupedal mode of progression
on the ground is natural to them.
Nevertheless, they are arboreal animals,
and both adroit climbers and dexterous
jumpers. They are aided in keeping
their balance during their movements by
the possession of a long tail

.

The first group of these monkeys is

one which is found only in central and
southeastern Asia, and consists of many
species which also have their headquar-
ters in the Indian Archipelago. They are
not very often seen in captivity save
that well-known kind, the entellus
monkey or hounaman, which is an ob-
ject of such religious veneration on the
part of the Hindoos. It has a coat of
whitish hair, but a jet-black face, and
once seen is not likely to be forgotten.
The largest and by far the most singular
species of the group, however, has never
been seen alive in F'urope. It is ex-
clusively a native of Borneo, where it

can hardly be common, since, though it
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was figured and described by Huffon in

1789, it has found its way to no menagerie,

not even the enterprising Mr. Baruum
having ever obtained a specimen. This

very remarkable beast is the kahan or

proboscis monkey, which differs from

every other ape in having»a long, project-

ing nose', like that of the Squire of Don
Quixote's rival knight, which so aston-

ished honest Sancho Panza. Two fine

stuflFed specimens of this creature are to

be seen in the British Museum, one
young, the other adult. The young of

this sjjecies instead of having a nose

similar to the adult save as regards size,

have it relatively, much shorter, and also

turned upward. A zealous and learned

Lazarist missionary, a Frenchman, the

Rev. Father David, has made many im-

portant zoological discoveries in central

Asia. There, high up in the cold forests of

Moupin, in Thibit, he found an ape

clothed with dense fur suitable for its

frigid abode. It lives in a region where
frost and snow last several months in the

year, and where it has little to eat but

the shoots and twigs of trees. Never-

theless, this ape, livinjj in a region so re-

mote from Borneo, with its hot, humid
forests, is very like the young form of

the proboscis monkey. It differs from
the latter, however, in having a nose

turned up to the highest possible degree,

on which account its describer, Professor

Alphonse Milne Edwards, named it "the

monkey of Roxailana," in honor of that

"tip-tilted" imperial beauty.

The Indian monkeys, which in general

structure are most like the kahan and
the entellus, are closely resembled by the

species of an African group, the members
of which are called colobi. These African

apes have had a too fatal popularity, the

glossy coats of their well-clothed skins

having been for a time the favorite ma-
terial for ladies' muffs, the well-known
monkey muffs. Several species of colobi

are very notable for their wonderfully
handsome fur, fringes or tippets of long
white hair accompanying a general livery

of the deepest V)lack. Their Indian allies

have very feebly developed thumbs, but

the colobi are remarkable for having no
tVintnhs at all A specimen presenting

his condition of hand may well seem to a

non-scientific observer as one accidentally

or purposely mutilated. We recollect a

few years ago having our attention ar-

rested by two very fine specimens of this

genus which we found mounted in a taxi-

dermist's window in London. To our
surprise we observed that they had
thumbs, and so we at once entered the

shop, and asked to be allowed to inspect

them. We then found that artificial

thumbs had been sewed on, and the pro-

prietor of the shop admitted that he had
had this done to restore the specimens to

what he supposed must have be«n their

natural conaition !

It is often assumed that wild animals
escape most of the evils to which civilized

human flesh is heir. No doubt in most
cases when such creaturers are sufferers

from disease, merciful nature calls in her
destructive powers to make a speedy end
of their sufferings. Nevertheless, skele-

tons in our museums show that these apes,

in their hot, damp, native forests, do oc-

casionally suffer severely from acute
rheumatism

.

The two groups of long-tailed apes just

noticed form together one very natural

and distinct section of sub-family of the
ape order. With the exception of the

lofty region of Thibet, they are confine<l

to the warmer parts of Africa and Asia,

although in Miocene times they ranged
through Europe from Greece to Mont-
pellier if not further north.

The next sub-family of monkeys to be
here noticed is one which is no less dis-

tinct, though the forms it contains are

more varied. In it we find as it were a
sliding scale of forms descending from
gracenil little African monkeys, such as

the Diana monkey, the Mona or the
while-nosed monkey, to the largest

and most brutal of the balioons.

The whole sub-family is imtjerfectly

divisibl e into three groups. The first

of these is made up of species exclu-
sively African, such as the three kinds
above mentioned, and their allies. The
Diana monkey is so-called from its white
concentric band of hair alxjve the fore-

head. The Mona is remarkable for its

brilliant coloration, its head l)eing yel-

lowish olive with a black stripe on the
forehead, yellow whiskers, and a purple
face. The back is chestnut brown, and
there is a white spot on each side of the
root of the tail, which is black. Various

species of this group are distinguished

by curious markings on the face. The
white-nosed monkeys are very attractive,

generally gentle animals, and most easy

to distinguish by the character their

name denotes. The mustache monkeys
have a hardly less conspicuous stripe

where the moustache should be. Other
monkeys of Western Africa are singu-

larly distinguished by having the eyelids

white, though the rest of the face is dark,

and they are named accordingly "white-

eyelid monkeys." The commonest of

the whole group is the green monkey,
which naturally inhabits the Cape de
Verde Islands, but which has been intro-

duced aiul has run wild in one of the An-
tilles.

All these African monkeys have long
tails and ischiatic callosities. They also

have better developed thumbs than the

Asiatic ones of the group containing the

entellus and proboscis monkeys. They
also show us a new character. I f a visitor

to a menagerie presents one of these

small African monkeys with first one and
then another nut, the nuts will not at

once be cracked and eaten, they will be
put successively inside the cheeks, which
will be observed to protrude in a remark-
able manner. These dilatable face pockets
are called cheek pouches. Nothing of the

kind is possessed by any of the higher
Old World apes that we have described,

though their possession is a constant
character not only of the group we are

considering, but also of all the Old World
monkeys which yet remain for us to

notice, and which may be taken to con-

stitute two more groups. The first of

them is entirely confined to the conti-

nent of Asia, with the one exception of

the Barbary ape, which also lives on the

rock of Gibraltar. The existing speci-

mens there abiding are, however, either

individuals which have l)een of late reiu-

tro<luced from Africa, or they are the off-

spring of such. The Barbary ape, or

"magot," has a special interest from the

fact that a time when prejudice did not
allow the human body to lie used for

medical study and di-ssection, the body of

that ape was employed as a sul)stitute, as

very old anatomical works conclusively

prove. The remaining, and exclusively

Asiatic, members of the group are known
as "macaques." Some of them have long
tails, some short tails, and a few, like the
Barbary ape, have none. They extend
further north than other monkeys,
namely, to Japan and northern China,
and one species was found by Father
David at Moupin, in Thibet. Including
the Barbary ape, tliis group may l)e said

to be most widely spread of all those
which compose the monkey order, ex-

tending in one direction from Gibraltar

and northern China down to the island

of Timor and the Cape of Good Hope,
and in another direction from north-
western Africa to Batavia, Japan and the
Philippine Islands in the east. In ancient
times this genus extended into France,
and even to England. One Indian species,

calle<l the wanderoo, has the face en-
circled by a kind of tissue of verj' long
hairs, which gives the ape a very conspic-
uous and characteristic appearance. It

is also somewhat distinguished as regards
its domestic habits, if there be truth in

the following singular reproach cast

upon the Veddahs of India by some of
their fellow countrymen : "The Veddahs
are like wanderoos ; they have only one
wife!"

In the Philippine Islands an excep-
tional kind of ape is found called "the
black macaque," which, by its structere,

leads us on to the low group of Old
World species, the baboons, in spite of
the remoteness of the region it inhabits
from th t which is their home. The
balloons are exclusively inhabitants of
Africa and of Arabia, which is consid-

ered, as regards its animal population, to

really form a part of Africa. These
baboons are the largest apes, after the
anthropoid ones, the more quadrupedal
in their mode of propulsion, and have by
far the most prominent muzzle, l)eing

known as the tynocefi/ta/iis, or dogheaden
ajjes. The ape with the most exaggerated
snout is the chacnia of South Africa. It

is a very powerful brute, which lives in

troo])S among rocks, and, though mainly
a vegetable feeder, will also eat eggs,
large insects and scorpions, which it is

said to deprive of their sting by a very
sudden and <lexterous pinch.
One of the most singular of the baboons

is the mandrill, which exceeds the chim-
panzee in bulk of Ixxly. It is remarkable
for the brilliant coloration of its face,

the cheeks l)eing brilliant blue, the nose
Vermillion, and the head golden yellow.

It was an example of this species which,
in the earlier years of this century, was
known at Exeter as "Happy Jerry," and
used to smoke his pipe and drink his

glass of gin and water In-fore adiniring

visitors. The venerable relics of this

felicitous ape are still carefully preserved
in the national collection at the British

Museum.
[to be continued.]
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ceipt of price.

-ADDRKSS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

.12 South ThliMl Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

VOL. 5, NO. 1.] -THEi FANcmRS' JOtTRNTAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

IvEG BANI>S
FOR ALL VARIKTIKS OF PIGKONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2>4c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. B. S STARR, Box 295,

Philauklphia, Pa.

I»

INCUBATORS.

Prairie State Incubator

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPF^R IS

THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS.

ItABBITS, C'AGE-BIRIJ.S, At'.

It is the recognized F:nglish organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of Its class. American breeders will find the
best English stock advertised in its columnsANNUAL SITBSCRIPTION, ^Ut.in,
Okfick: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

Twenty-seven i.st premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1S90 show, New York City,
for Ijest incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A mcfetridgf:.
General Agent,

Compassville,
63-tf Chester Co., Pa.

DOGS.
Advertiumenit without display inserted under

thts headingJor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion.

Bloodhouuds.

PUBLICATIONS.

The |+Gmir\^ Gxc^an^e.

*"'"''''•'> ""*K''>''"e of information c<mcern-
iiig the bret<liMK, caie and training of Homing
PiGKONS. The official journal of '"The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fancieis " Ji
per year. Address *

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

<;KRMANroWN, PA.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
i by Belhus^-Rosemary J. L. Winchell,
Fair Haven, Vt.

Collies.

FOR SALE.—Young stock from prize win-
ning blood. Prices reasonable. F. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del. 64-tf

RpERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II by
Mancy Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fox Terriers.

O

POULTRY.
AAtertisemenIs ivithout display inserUd under

this headingfor i cents pet uiordfor each insertion

Inonbators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-
class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-
ive circular free. las. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

Mlnoroas.

yOX TERRIER PUPPIES for sale out of thor-
oughbred dead game stock. Geo. M. Rich
ards, Binghanipton N. Y. 663 6H

OIPLOJVIAS

-FOR-

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THE USE OF

Club Secretaries.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station at-
mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and airename and sex of bird.

'

In lots of 50 or less, $2.50 ; each additional 50.
J2.00. Address

AMERICAN KEISTS^EL CL,T7B

Stud gooK.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.
the official monthly publication of the club con-
tains theJudges' reports and certified prize' listsofthe different shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and allkennel news of an official character. Subscrio-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broailway, New York.

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill kennels.
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

WANTED —Irish terrier bitch not over i9
lbs., hard coat, racy build. Address B
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa. 62-tf

'

King Charles Hpanlels.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for black minorca cir-
cular conuining list of cups and prizes
won: also catalogue of other leading varie-
ties. Eggs of best quality for fair price
Raceville, Washington Co., N. V. 58kif

Varions.

ELECTROTYPF.S of any variety of Fowls mip-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdelphU.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUde
phia. Pa.

ANTED—Thoroughbred black Spanish
cock. Give price delivered in German-
town. P. D. Q., Box 9i6,Philadelphia. 68-it

w

Y^RANK P. SMITH, 2622 North Fifth Street
]^ Philadelphia, has for sale a thoroughbred

King Charles spaniel. 67-tf

Poodles.

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

S2 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

Dogs for Sale^^^

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

"ft
C^OODBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 13: S. 8th STREET

Fhiladrlphia, Pa.

mm
Dogs boarded an<l treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

E8TABI..I8HKn 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pig-

eons. Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Bird's
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

fi^r.^S^*^* °" Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance)-One year, post free. United States and Canada
>2. 10.

'

Address Post-office Orders and communications
to the banciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E CEngland. . . v..,

FR SALE—Black French poodle pups, from
imported dogs. Very handsome and can
be easily trained to do any nunilier of tricks
Price $2j. Address T. A. Snider, Cincin-
>>"ti, Ohio. 67^

Pugrs.

FOR SALE.—Daughter of Champion Dude,
just bred to a son of Cryer's Othello. Also
a fine bitch pup. Chequasset Kennels
Lancaster, Mass. 67tf

PUPPIES by the famous Champion Kash
(10592)—Nun Nicer (14134). These are little
beauties and are full brothers to the first
•" -^^-•-•-"' "- ».a.t:n;orc, ioyo. Fiitcs ica-
sonable. Address, Seminole Kennels
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa. 6S-69 '

PIGE0N3.
AdvertisemenU without display inserted uiuier

thts headtnifor t cents per wordfor each insertion.

Blondlaettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for aale at all
tunes. Bunting Hankitts,Bordentown, N. J.

__^_ 50-75

Exchange.

L
S. CLARK, No 1505 Girard Avenue, Phila-

,^
delphia, Pa,will exchange homing pigeons
for owls, turbiU, blondincUes or satinettes

66<69

Fdntalls.

w

Setters.

FOR SALE —Sara C. by King Noble—Cricket
winner third, Setter Derby Central field
trials 1S89. Address H. Clay Glover, 1203
Broadway, New York City. 55-tf^

IRISH SETTER PUPPIES from three to five
months old, sired by Champion F^lcho Jrand Champion Tim

; out of thorough'bre<i
bitches. Very fine specimens. Will sell at
low pnces as we are overstocked. Address
Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Philadel-
Phia. Pa. 68-69

HITE PANS ONLY. Bred for thirty yearsSome grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
vUIe, lud. 5,.,f

JacobtoB.

TW. ^U<^LEnColumbus, Ga. Importer
, and breeder of Jacobins. jo-106

Owls.

BIRDS of the above variety for aale at all times
Bunting Hankins, Boidentown, N. J.

50-75

Parlor Performing Tnmblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

^ 50-75

PIGEON NEWS,
Subscribe for The American Cotumbarian Buf-

falo. N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the best advertising medium of any paper inAmerica devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year

SOME GOOD WOODCOCK DOGS.

Both setters and pointers for sale at reason-
able prices. Prices from $50 to Jioo each. .Satis-
faction guaranteed. Write for particulars

ASS0CIATF:D FANCIERS,

64tf 140 South Eighth St., Phila., Pa.

THE FANCIER.
PCnUSHED SEMI-MONTHLY.

Devoted excliisivnly to the Interest of
FanclerH of Pigeons.

SUBSCRIPTION BATES (in advance)!
$1.00 PER ANNUM.

Foreign Subscriptions, 6s. 6d.

JOHN D. ABEL S CO.,
626 CORSUCH KVENUB.

WAVKKLY. BALTIMORE, MD.

t

Spaniels.

-r*OR SALE—Black field spaniel bitches Jesse
*"* .Stubbs (third at Boston, 1890) and Flirt (V

H. C. at Boston, 1890). Also two bitcti
pups, Pompey (A. K R. 3y99)-Jesse Stubb.s.
Must be sold at once. No reasonable offer
refused. Address Fred Bowers, Fall River
Masa. 66^

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE.—Choice stock at reasonable
prices. Peninsular Kennels, P. O. Box s7
Detroit. Mich. c. 63-68

FOR SALF:-Beautiful pups, low. Also two
bitches; one rough, one smooth; lately
bred to imported dogs. Chequasset Ken-
nels, Lancaster, Mass. fij.tf

ENTHON KENNEI„S. Phicnixville, Pa
lireetlcrs and importers of St. Bernards. "

67-118

Rollers.

-pNGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS. Thoa" Grist Clementon, N. J., formerly of Bir-mingham, Bug.
" ' i^^"

^
Satinettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for aale at all Umea.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown. N. J.

50-75

Swallows.

M

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game andgame bantams. All progressive fanciers read itAnnual subscription price, $1.00; single number'
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre Pa

y^ORM POWDER
|i by mail.

FOR DOGS.
MOORF: BROS., Albiiny, N. Y.

OAMK BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Am«>rloiiii Fnxlioiinile*.

BROKEN FLINT FOR POULTRY, $1 PER
bushel. JNO. Merger, Leaman Place, Pa.

WE CLAIM FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA
Foxhounds that for actual field purposes
they are superior to any strain on earthWe control and .sell the surplus stock ofthe

maiority of foxhound kennels in this
vicinity (there are more than Hflv organizedhum clubs within a radius of fiOv miles
around Philadelphia). Prices moilernte
Send stamp for special list of foxhounds

A.SSOCIATED FANCIERS.
03 tf 140 S. «th St., Philadelphia.

Various.

ANEMV DOG WHISTLE. The ioudearimd
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of !•,
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company X2
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers'^Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
'"K Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

, 32 South Third St.,
Philadelphia. Pa.

I A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
r, "»ore, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all

^lors, with and without white bars plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tninblenu

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street.
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

ALL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilson's
Big Bird Store. Cleveland, O. 96

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
^ letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

THEO. ECKARD, 418 North Eutaw Street
Baltimore, Md., dealer in all kinds of fancy
pigeons, poultry, rabbits, etc. Write for
what^ou want. Reasonable prices. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. jfr^

Artists and Ensrravers.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserU'd under

this headingJor 2 cents per wordjor each insertion.

Enirllsh lMit<HHnnt EgBS.

I
AM NOW taking orders for English pheas-
ant eggs, $3 per dozen. Birds Tor sale. N.
L. Rockwell. Sanford Station, Conn. 57-tl

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph*
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing C0.T12
South Third St., PhiladelphU.

PRINTING estimatesgiven for Circulars, Catxla
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists Sched-
ules, labels. Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber 8t
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
t)est animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make specisl terms
for our subscribers who want photograph-
of their dog». The Fanciers' Pubfishinii
Co., 3a South Third 8t., PhiUdelphia, Pa.
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Homing Pigeons^

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 miles

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock."

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen

O-i

ss

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

PARROTS
PARROTS!

jus-i^ O^y
PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY THE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

CONTAININO A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THE

Recognized Varietim ok Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAIV, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

JUST ARRIVED

A LARGE LOT OF YOUIilQ

BCUBAN PARROTS

AT $5.00 EACH.

WARRANTED TO LEARN TO TALK.

Young Mexican

.
189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

m. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS

\

Grey African Parrots

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS.

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

&c., Ac, &c.

SEND FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

H. V^. VAHLE.
309 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

-THB

SmWBDGE & GLOMEB

MARKET, EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

phiijADELiPiila., pa.

SPORTSMEN'S
WAREHOUSE

Modern Training,

25-76

White, Black, Red and Yellow

ANTAIL PIGEONS.

No Other Variety.

$10.00 apiir

unci up.

Quality not excelled.

Saildfaction guaran-

t«e<l.

H.C.NORTON.
Geriiia"t<iwn,ra

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. waters.

Is invaluable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

you how 10 train a dog properly, and how t..

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way

so plain that all can comprehend.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

PRICE $2.50.

Address

« « THOROUGHBRED PUQS *

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SAlT)

PRICES VERY LOW

Fanciers' PnlilisliiiiE Coninauy,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IHt:. LjIKU I H to

My homers are^ested as record birds and as

narents of birds with records from 500, S^-S^?""

700 miles. I have fifty pairs of wcll-niatcd birds

from the above stock of 1W9 hatch for sale. Also

youngsters with Sportiiig Life bands. Can give

a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Moal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag. ••3.00

GrannlRte*! Rone, lOO »•">
Ground IJoef
SorBps, - - '

Calclto, - - -

CruHhcd Flint,
Cmsliexl Oyster
ShellH, -

100
SCO
soo

SOD

».oo

9.UO

ii.OO

Address

57-*9

M. S. THAYER,
Ashmont St., Dorchester District,

Boston, Mass.

Send for our New Price List and Samples. AH
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

'"^*''
C. 11. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

York Cliemlcal Works, York, I*a.

' PAMPHLET
ON

Bdward S. Schimid,
Successor to Louis Schiuid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrate<l catalogue anil price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

DOG - DISEASES
j+istor^ and Description

41-93

HANDLER OF DOGS.

Dogs boarded and conditioned for bench show.

ELM STATION,

,^.^5 Montgomery Co., P».

Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary 8nrsreon,

58-70 laoa KROAPWAY, NEW YORK.

-WITH-

I^eminiscences

-OF THE-

tmm FANCY GOODS CO,

44 & 46 DUANE St., N. Y.

I, BREMER, PRES. A TREA8.

We inn 1111 facture ten thou-

<aiid styles of dog collars, har-

nesses, locks, leads, brushes,

combs, bells coiipliugs.blaiik-

ets, whips and baskets for

dogs. Write tor catalogue A.

34-75

...FOX TERRIER...
BY

I^aWtJON LlEB,

EDITOR "THE FIELD."

lUustations by Arthur Wahdi-k.

Sr.coND Edition. Price Postpaid, fi.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

SPRATTS PATEST DOG CAKES

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

tarBeware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES f""" »" canine diseasea.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORIWi,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Spratts Patent

Challenge Poultry Meal

THE GREATEST EGG PRODUCING FOOD.

Thf most Nutii/ious and DiRtitible Food for Lay-

ing Hens and forgetting all kinds of
Itiiiltry into Show Condition.

Poultry! in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Unequaled for rearing Early Chickens.

Spratt» Hatent

PIGEON FOOD.
Re<luces the usual heavy mortality in rearing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.

Roup Paste P*' H°''
• -^^ Z«\l

Condition Paste per box . 50 cents

Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents

poultry and Pigeon Soap . per cake 25 cents

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SPRATTS PATENT (America), LIMIT'D,

239-145 Hart 56th St.. New York City. 44-69

Ml

vol.. r>, NO. «. )

WHOLE NO., 69.1
PHILADELPHIA, JULY 12, 1890. / ll¥«-A^N^_*'.!..»*:***'

SINGLE C'Ol'Y. 5o.

GREYHOUND CHAMPION BALKIS.
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IN THE STUD.
AdvertisemenU inserted under th is heading at the

following rates: One inch, single inset lion, $i^<io;

^.40/or the month: SJ5 /or three months: fiS/or
nx months, and tsofor the year.

DICK

WWIVEL^ER
IRISH SETTTER

(8410.)

WIHHEfi FIRST. CHALLEH6E CLASS,

HEW YORK, 1890,

BKATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terms,

extended pedign< *^ tnd full list of winnings ad-

dre«s

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

• 177 Stats Stkbbt, Chicago, III.
So-ioi

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, Jas

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODEREGO—GEM.) FEE, I25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

5g.7S Merion P. O., Pa.

ITORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

winner. Described in show reports as "best
Yorkshire in America." Two photo^aphs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
50-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
^ short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The properts; of Mr W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings un the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proved him the l)est

mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.
Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

frand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents,
tud fee $75.

J. WINCHELL,
55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

)OINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, ISO.

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.

^NTTHE^TUp^
Advertisements inserted tinder this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

t'-SO; Ss-fo for the month; $ii for three months;
S2S for six months, and Sso for the year.

BETTERS & pOINTEttS

DESMOND II

jNJIHE^STUp^
Adwrtisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

f'-5°! t5-40 for the month; $1$ for three months;
t»8 for six months, and fjo for theyear.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghau,
England, by Frisco—Grouse 11. This dog com-
bines both held and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia: first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, I35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Furness.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, J35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

grreat promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numeroms prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of^ second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, J25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, I25.

Aii approved bitches sent 10 us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Wkiss,

43-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

PINTER IN STUD.

TEMPEST.
Heavy-weight, liver and white pointer dog, by

Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow. Winner of

third in Southern Field Trial Derby, 1889, where
he ran against English setters entirely and the

other winners (the phenomenal Fannie M.,

Simonides and Dad Wilson, Jr.) were of the

highest order. He is also a high-class show dog.

Fee for ten approved bitches, $25. Field trial

winners and the dams of field trial winners, $15.

Address J. H. WINSLOW,
54-tf P. O. Box 1247, Philadelphia, Pa.

CT. BERNARD AT STUD

THE PRIZE WINNER

ALPINE CHIEF
(9736)

By Red Boy—f.emma I (9765) ; Red Boy by
Kondor (S. S. B. 103)—Cora (S. S. B. 96), by Saras-
sin's Turk—Bellone.

Bred by Herr Tuchschmid, Switzerland.

FEE $40.

Address J. H. GAULT,

60-72 Gaul and Adams St., Phila., Pa.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CM. KI.CIIO-NOKKKN.

GLENMAR
(13.426) TH. GLKNCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. HIcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,

QHAMPION GORDON SETTER OF AMERICA,

LITTLE BOY
Winner over English and American chatn-

f
lions. Winner at Toledo of special, "Best sport-
ng dog in show," Mr. John Davidson judge.
Winner at Cincinnati of special, "Best setter or
pointer stud dog, that is the sire of the greatest
number of prize winners." Winner of FORTY
odd firsts and speciaLs, under judges :

Miyor J. M. Taylor, Mr. John Davidson.
Dr. Jar^'is. Mr. Tracy.
Mr. Tallman, Mr. Higgin8,.etc.

Mr. E. C Sterling.

Shown by Mr. B. F. Lewis.
Stud fre \7% for a limited number of bitches.

WAVER LY KENNELS,
JOHN SANDERSON, care Dr. Dixon,

64-69 58th St. and Elmwood Ave., Phila.

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD

CASPER:
A. K. C. S. B. 14442.

pbdigkeb:

Sire, Champion f
^'^ ""^ ^^'"' ''"«^"' ' *'*7

P"°""""°"'« '5°5o)c-^a«rfZ?<,«, Bessie, 13793

(Grand Sire,
Dam, Effie ....-< Merchant Prince,

(Grand Dam, Chloris.
14742

FEE FORTY DOLLARS.

PENINSULAR KENNELS.
LEANDER TICHENOR, Manager.

CHELSEA MICH.

E^NGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(A771)

None but approved bitches accepted. For stud
card and particulars address

J. B. STODDARD,
67-79 CONCORD, N. C.

GORDON SETTER

BEAUMONT
The only Champion Gordon Setter of England

and America. Fee, $50. For sale—Beautifully
marked puppie.s by Beaumont out of Champion
Madge, also tiy Champion Pilot out of Countess
Flo. Will book order.s for puppies by Beaumont
out of Champion Bellmont.

BEAUMONT KENNELS.
65-68 159 West 34th St., New York.

SCOTCH COLLIE.

ROSLYN DANDY
AT STUD.

Sired by the famous champion,

SCOTILLA (7379),
Out of Cora II (11640), and winner of

ist at Cincinnati, 1890.
(His frst appearance at any show.)

FEE, SIS
To approved bitches.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
68-71 Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

THE KENNEL.

62tf Tremont. N. Y.

Irish Setter at Stud,

SCOTLAND CHIEF,
(A. K. C. S. B. 14357)

(Kelsey's Red II—Lester's Champion Maud II).

Winner of 2d at Cincinnati, 1890. (His first a\y-

pearance at any show.)
Fee to a limited numlier of approved bitches,

)io. Extended pedigree on application.

68-71

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

rORM POWDER

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,
the following rates: One inch, single insertioni
ti.50; $5.40 for the month; tis for three months;
$i8 for SIX months, and tfo for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

FOR SALE
Collies & Irish Terriers

We have for sale a large number of puppies of
altove breeds. Collies by

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION SCOTILLA,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

ROSLYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood bitches (in whelp) and
some first-class Irish terriers out of Champion
Breda Tiney.

We have also for sale at our English kennels
several good collie bitches in whelp to Christo-
pher.

PRICES »i5o TO J250 (delivered).

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

74 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele-
brated champion dogs and bitches now offered
for sale for the first time. Nearly 200 dogs of
nearly all breeds are offered for sale. Now is

the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

63-tf 140 S. 8th St., Phila., Pa.

W ~" FOR DOGS.
|i by mail. MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y.
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FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
Sept. 2-4.—Midland Central Fair Association

Bench Show, Kingston, Ont., Canada. C. H.
Corbett, superintendent; R. W. Meek, secretary.
Sept. 2-5.—Wilmington Fair Association Bench

Show. T. D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington,
Del.
Sept. 2-5.-Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit,

Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary.
Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,

O. . Charles E. Rowland, secretary.
Sept. 15-19.—Second International Dog Show of

the Industrial Exhibition Association, at To-
ronto, Canada. C. A. Stone, secretary.
Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Oeddes,
chairman.

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
tury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-
ana Kennel Club, at Carlisle, Iiid., P. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary.
Nov, 10.—Second nniiiiaf field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Out., C. A.
Stone, Toronto, Out., secretary.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

F^astern Field Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retary.

Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.
H- Odell, Mills Building. New York, secretary.

Dec. IS.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh
annual iicid trials at Deatonsville, Va.

18»1.

Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-
cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary,
Marietta, Ga.

Cmii'slng.

Oct. 21-25.—Fifth annual meet of the .\merican
Coursing Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D.
Brougher, secretary.

Poulti'y ami Pl^t^on Sho>vs
Sept. 1-6.—Wilmington Fair Association Poul-

try and Bird Department. T. D. Brown, secre-
tary, Wilmington, Del.
Sept. H-12 —Hurlington County, N. J, Poultry

.Association. T. Farrer Kackham, secretary,
East Orange, N. J.
Sept. 29-Oct. 3.— Interstate Fair Association,

Trenton, N. J., Poultry, Pigeons and Pets De-
partment. Franklyn Dye, superintendent.
Nov. 8-12.—Southern F;xpoSition, Montgomery,

Ala., Poultry Departnicnt. T. Farrer Rackham,
sui>eriiiteiid'enl, East Orange, N. J.
Jan. 13-17.—Internati<mal Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion ut Charleston, S. C. Benjamin Mclnnis. Jr.,
secretarv. H. A. Bridge, superintendnnl.
Aug. 26 Sept. .s.— Detroit Inteniatiuiinl Fair

and Exhibition Association, Detroit. E. W.
Cottrell. secretary.

Sept. 1-12.—F;imira Inter-State Fair. Mr. George
W. Robinson, secretary.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Not to embarrass the question to be be-

low referred to with any mention of the other

features of the attack of Messrs. Peshall, Mal-

colm and a few others upon the management of

the A. K. C, Mr. Vredenburgh and myself in par-

ticular (I refer only to official duties). I beg to

stale that I have not at any time or in any man-

ner paid into the treasury of the A. K. C. any

money whatsoever to fill a deficit directly or in-

directly, nor has anyone else.

The accounts of the club have been kept

strictly on business principles, and the earnings

and expenditures as stated from time to time by

the treasurer are the honest and legitimate work

rendered, and privileges granted by the A. K. C.

organization, disbursed for only that which was
honestly and legitimately required. There has

been no juggling with the accounts. The amount

of $1228.28 rendered as a balance in one of the

treasurer's reports, which it has l>een claimed

was not properly obtained has been explained

and proved to the satisfaction of the Auditing

Committee and any delegates who have desired

to see the books. Very respectfully yours,

AvGcsT Belmont, Jr.,

Ptesident American Kennel Club.

Hempstead, L. I., July 5, 1890.

It affords us much pleasure to publish

this communication from President Bel-

mont, and while we consider the above

straightforward denial of chicanery suffi-

cient, still when we add that Mr. Watson

kindly called upin us yesterday and

stated that he and Dr. Perry made a

thorough examination of all the books

and found Mr. Vredenburgh's accounts

to be entirely straight and regular, it

conclusively puts an end to Mr. Peshall's

I ofofo*«iAtiia cm#) ortrvar^nt fnntci It will.j^b.W^.*«^&A fc»> .AAA ..A h«B.^— -...'- .__._. .. .....

also be seen from Mr. Wilmerding's

letter on another page that the commit-

tee of which he was a member did ex-

amine the accounts and found them cor-

rect.

That Mr. Peshall was sincere in his

belief that the books were wrong we do

not doubt, but this belief was not suffi-

cient grounds to make the statements,

which having been made and now proven

false, cannot but reflect upon their

author.

At the special meeting of the Advisory

Committee of the A. K. C, held last

week, the following gentlemen were

present : Messrs. Perry, Terry, Wise,

Anthony and Belmont. Mr. Peshall

was not present. His letter declining

to appear, published elsewhere, was

read. The charges served upon Mr.

Peshall were printed in last week's issue.

I'rom Forest and Stream we learn that

the committee declined to recognize Mr.

Peshall's claim of unconstitutionality as

to its composition and jurisdiction. The

three charges were then voted upon. On
the first charge Messrs. Wise and Perry

voted that they could not consider the

charge. Mr. Belmont refused to vote on

the ground that this was a personal mat-

ter. The vote being a tie it was lost. It

was voted to take up the second charge,

whereupon, on motion of Mr. Belmont,

it was deferred until the coiimiittee

could assure itself that it had jurisdic-

tion.

» «

Charge three was then taken up. Mr.

Vredenburg stated that after the alleged

sale of the dog Nick of Naso, Mr. I'eshall

hail come into the office of the A. K, C.

and had exhibited to him a note for

|i(joo, which he asserted he had received

from Mr. John N. Lewis in payment for

the dog. Mr. Vredenburgh told Mr.

Peshall he understood Lewis had pre-

viously owned an interest in the dog,

which Mr. Peshall denied. Mr. A. D.

Lewis was present when this conversation

took place and corroborated Mr. Vreden-

burgh's account of it. Mr. Vredenburgh

further stated that in proceedings insti-

tuted by one Ralph to recover the sum
of 1 1000 from Mr. Peshall, Mr. Peshall

had stated in a deposition that Messrs.

Livesly, Lewis and himself had owned
the dog. The other two gentlemen not

having paid their share of the purcha.se,

Mr. Peshall took the dog b^k and had

subsequently sold it to Lewis for the

J 1 000 note which Mr. Lewis had never

intended to pay, nor Mr. Peshall ex-

pected paid, it being given in order that

the dog might have a fictitious price put

upon it. Mr. J. H. Elliott, the attorney

who was engaged in the action to recover

the |iax3 from Mr. Peshall in behalf of

Mr. Ralph, corroborated Mr. Vreden-

burgh's statement. He also stated that

the so-called deposition by Mr. Peshall,

quoted by Mr. Vredenburgh, had never

been signed by Mr. Peshall.

«

After the the testimony was taken the

following resolutions were adopted :

Resolved, That it is the sense of this com-
mitted that it should decline to act upon the

charges this day presented by A. P.Vredenburgh,

secretary, against C. J. Peshall.

Resolved, "That it is the unanimous sense of

this committee that the recent publications

made by Mr. Peshall in the sporting journals

concerning the American Kennel Club and its

secretary, Mr. A. P. Vredenburgh, are unjust,

untrue and libellous.

Resolved, That the secretary of this club be

authorized and directed to exhibit the books and
accounts and vouchers of this club to any dele-

gate member of this club at any time.

AbSOi^V CU, k.\. niJO^.w

in the integrity and veracity of the secretary of

this club.

Resolved, That the conduct and language of

Mr. Peshall in the controversy, out of which

these charges arose, have l>een in our opinion so

extraordinary and outrageous as to make us se-

riously doubt whether he is in possession of his

normal faculties.

Resolved, That the proceedings this day had

and the evidence this day taken be submitted to

the American Kennel Club for such action as it

may seem best.

» *

We are sorry to hear that Dr. Cryer

has lost his prize-winning pug dog Nap.

He died suddenly last Sunday night.

«
• *

B. F. Lewis has bought the well-

known Irish water spaniel Patsy O'Con-

nor from Joe Lewis. Ben was the first

man that took Patsy into the ring for a

prize. It was several years ago, at

Cleveland.
*

» *

The Stock-Keeper has for a frontis-

piece this week a portrait of Mr. Mitchell

Harrison's collie Wellsbourne Charlie.

• *

It is runtored that Dr. H. Clay Glover

will judge dogs at the Charleston show of

the South Carolina Poultry and Pet

Stock Association.

« •

Mr. W. W. Titus writes : "I regret to

have to inform you of the loss of my
English setter bitch Gill Gorham. She

died on the 25th ultimo. She was three

years old, by Count Noble—Mollie Belton,

litter sister to the famous Bohemian Girl.

I had bred her to Dr. Rowe's Peg Jim

by Cambridge—Marchioness Peg, and

she was due to whelp on the 8th inst."

»
« *

The two English setter clubs have con-

solidated. A meeting l)etween Major

Taylor, representing the new club, and

Mr. F. W. Whitlock, president of the

other club, was held at the Quincy House,

Boston. July 1, which resulted in the

consolidation of tlic two clubs, as follows :

We, the undersigned, as meinVjers rep-
resenting Conference Committee of the
English Setter Cluli of .\nicrica and the
English Setter Club, agree to unite as

one club to l>e kiiovMi as the English Set-

ter Club, with the following officers for

the year 1890 :

President—Pierre Lorillard. Jr.

First Vice-President-J. Tredwell Richards.

Second Vice-President— F. W. Whitlock.

Secretary—Percy C. OhI,

Treasurer— Dr. If. Clay Glover.

Executive Committee—In addition to the above
named officers. Major J. M. Taylor, T, H. Terry,

J. C. Long, J. A. Graham, P. H. Bryson, J. E.

Dagar, Wilson Fisk, W. A. Power.

It is hereby agreed that after the pay-
ment of all debts incurred by each club
the net balance shall tie paid to the treas-

urer of the united club, and all memljers
now in good standing in either club shall

be receivetl as such in the united club.

^.Signed) F. W. Whitlock,

J. M. Taylor.

A prominent Irish setter man, one

who is not afraid to run his dogs in field

trials, writes :
" I am awaiting patiently

to see some of the great reds come out

this fall. So much has been said about

their merits that it is due to the public

that an actual demonstration l>e mailc."

•
• •

The third annual Derby of the South-

ern Field Trial Club will he run at New
Albany, Miss., commencing on Monday,

February 2, 1891. It is open to all set-

ters and pointers whelped on or after

January 1, 1889. The competition,

which will be on quail, will l)e governed

by the rules of the club. The grounds

selected have a reputation for containing

an abundance of birds, and being well

adapted (or field trials ; therefore the

change of grounds will prove of benefit.

The prizes are very liberal, being I400 to

first, I250 to second and |2oo to third.

Entries close on August i.

•
Mr. Washington A. Coster, secretary

E. F. T. C, writes: "I wish to announce

to the public that Messrs. F. I. Stone, of

Chattanooga, Tenn.; Colonel Arthur Mer-

riman, of Memphis Tenn., and H. B.

Duryea, of Red Bank, N. J., have been,

written to requesting them to act as

judges at the Eastern Field Trials Club's

meeting, to be held at Ottenbum Springs,

Amelia County, Va., in November, and

the aforesaid gentletnen have signified

their acceotance."

• *

"To get into the money at the field

trials of this country," says the American

correspondent to the Stock-Keeper, "a

dog must possess the following quali-

fications : In the first place he must be

thoroughly broken and under perfect

control, so that he will dejiend more on

his haiiiller than himself Speed is the

main naiiiral quality, and this must be

combined with style. He must have a

fair nose, but not be too keen scented.

If he is he will be cautious and slacken

down before he has run close enough

into the birds. Our trials are every

year becoming more like ijuail coursing

than ordinary field hunting. Last

winter I was talking to the owner of a

winner of first place in the I>erby at one

of last year's trials. The gentleman

was about to go South on a three months'

hunting trip. 'Of course,' said I, 'you

will take the Derby winner wtth you?'

'You don't take me for a fool,' he

answered. 'I don't want to spoil his

speed, nor do 1 care about wearing my
legs off to keep up with him. No, he

stays with his handler. I will take Jim

and Bess along.' "
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

Selecting Attendants and the

Free Pass Fiend.

BV HIBERNIA.

Z.

On the Monday after the quiet Sunday

which I wrote about last week, I moved

my headquarters from the club rooms to

the hall.

The benching was furnished by Spratts

Patent, and under the direction of Billy

Tallman it was put up methodically and

expecHtiously, so I had no trouble on

that score.

The selection of attendants was a source

of great annoyance. Every club member

had some one or two persons to recom-

mend. All of these were supposed to

be poor and deserving, and would be

glad of an opportunity to work from

7 o'clock in the morning until 11 o'clock

at night to earn the munificent sum of

one and a half dollars per day.

I had arranged to meet all of these

would-be aspirants for the honor of wait-

ing on high-bred dogs early jn the

morning in a room which I had selected

for my own private office. I had calcu-

lated that the show would require fifteen

attendants, and there were by actual

count seventy-eight applicants. To test

their fitness to handle dogs I had bor-

rowed a vicious-looking bull dog from

one of our meml)ers and chained him in-

side a closet in the corner of the office.

The men were brought into me one at a

liuic.

The first comer was in Irishman.

Said I

:

''You want a job as attendant at the

dog show ?"

"I don't know phat a'tendant is to do
sur, but I want wurk."

I explained to him what his duties

would be—to report at 7 in the morning,
to put fresh t)edding under the dogs,

sweep out his aisle, sprinkle sawdust
along the benches, fill the pans with
fresh water, watch around all day to see

that the stalls were clean and in his

spare moments exercise the do^ under
his charge. When I had finished he
asked :

"An* is thot all?"

"All I can think of at present, but you
must cheerfully do any other duties that

you are called upon to perform."
"An' phat's the pay?"
"One dollar and a half per day."
"Well, sur, I'm afraid the wurk is too

aisy fur a man phat's used to carryin' the
hod, so I won't take the job. But you
tell Mr. Stovell, the man phat recom-
mended me to come here, an(f told me the
job would Ije the softest I ever had, thot

the next toime he wants me to vote fur

his candidate in my ward, to stay away
j.fj
- - -

on him."
from me, because I'll loikely put a head

The indignant Irishman marched scorn-

fully out and a see<ly-looking American
with a very red nose was ushered in.

I repeated to him the duties of an at-

tendant and the wages he would receive.

"You can see," said he, "that force of
circumstances have placed me in my
present position. I am capable of filling

a much higher place, and while it will l)e

galling for me to stand, broom in hand,
Ijefore a dog kennel and be recognized
by people who have known me in my
better clays, I'll accept the inevitable and
take the position. In order to brace my-
self for the trying ordeal I must have
.something to eat, and as I have unhap-
pily no money, I must request you to

give me a small advance on my salary.

Fifty cents will do."
I was foolish enough to give him this,

and when I went home that night in

passing a saloon a square below the hall

I saw the fellow dragged out by a police

officer in a helpless state of intoxication.

He had evidently overdone the "bracing"
business. When I asked Jones, whom

the fraud ha<l given as reference, he in-

dignantly denied all knowledge of such
a person.
The next aspirant was a gentleman of

color, who appeared perfectly willing to

accept the position, but to test his fitness

I asked :

"Are you afraid of dogs?"
"No, sah ; no dog kin skeer me."
"Well, then, I think you'll do. Open

the closet door behind you and take the
dog which is inside to the ball."

The darkey opened the door, but on
seeing the bull dog, shut it again in ex-

treme haste. Turning to me he asked in

trembling tones

:

"Is dem de kind of animals yer expect
me to take keer of ?"

"Some of them are like that."
"Well, sah, I ain't skeered of dogs,

but dat ting in de closet ain't no dog, its

a debil, and I won't wait on debits foh no
dollah an' a half a day. Good-bye, srfi."

The next man, however, stood the
bull dog test and was accepted, and by
the time I had examined forty applicants
I had selected the fifteen needed and
dismissed the rest.

But no sooner had I settled the selec-

tion of the attendants than I was beset
by the free-pass fiends. The newspapers
of course were entitled to what they
asked for because they gave value re-

ceived in notices of the show, and always
many times the money value of the
tickets. My red-headed friend who had
written up in the Sunday Times the il-

lustrated article of the celebrated canines
that were to be oa exhibition, modestly
requested fifty passes, but I thought he
was entitled to them and gave them to
him.

All of the members of the club natu-

rally wanted tickets for their friends, but
it was a remarkable thing that those who
did not contribute to the "guarantee
fund" wanted the most, and while they
only paid towards the success of the club
their annual dues of five dollars, they ex-
pected at least twice that amount of free

tickets. I saw at once that this distribu-

tion of passes would necessarily have to

be greatly curtailed. Otherwise the people
wbr> held them would sn rrowd the hall

that it would be impossible for those who
paid for their tickets at the box office to
squeeze into the hall. So I made myself
very unpopular by limiting the number
of members' free tickets to five to each.

Then there was a species of free pass
fiends that before this show I never knew
existed. Here is a description of the
type:

It's a fellow you have been introduced
to some time, but you have forgotten
when or where, and the acquaintance has
been kept up by a nod of recognition as

you pass him on the street. You can not
remember even his name. He pops in on
you the first day of the show and ex-
claims :

"Why, Mr. Fitz-Poodle, how do you do !

I didn't know you were managing this

dog show."
Then he inquires about your health,

your family and the prospective success
of the show.

After occupying about fifteen minutes
of your time on general subjects, he says :

"By the bye, I've some influential

friends on the papers, and I think I can
get you many valuable notices ; in fact,

I sometimes for amusement write up
things myself, and from friendship for

you I'll see personally that this show
is well taken care of." Then he adds:
"If you have a couple of tickets to spare
I'll be obliged."
He never looks you in the eyes, and

you can readily see that he is making a
request which he knows he has no right
to expect will l)e granted.
The first one got the tickets, but the

rest did not. They all "sang the same
tune" with but slight variations. I saw
their object—to use their speaking ac-

quaintance with me to the extent of
securing free tickets for the show.
Nearly all the local dogs were benched

by Monday night. Many of them were
brought without chains and some with-
out collars, but their owners willingly
Ixjught these necessities to the encourage-
ment and profit of a man who paid the
club for the privilege of selling such
articles.

Many of the out-of-town entries, too,

had arrived, and most of them in good
shape. Some owners, however, had for-

gotten to prepay express charges and
others neglected to tag their dogs cor-

rectly, but such trifling matters were but
petty annoyances. .

AMERICAN SPANIEL CLUB.

Minutes of the Annual Meeting'-'The

Treasurer's Report.

To the Members of the American Spaniel Club.

Gkntlkmkn : Herewith I beg to hand
you the minutes of the annual meeting of

the American Spaniel Club, held at the

American Institute Rink, February 12,

1890 ; also the treasurer's report, show-

ing the finances of the club.

It will be seen that the club has made
good progress during the past year in

many ways. Our classifications and

judges have been generally accepted by

the most important shows throughout

the circuit ; the state of our finances has

been improved, and we have Ijecome a

member of the American Kennel Club,

with an energetic delegate who represents

us at all meetings and carefully guards

the best interests of our club.

Several valuable cups have been offered

for competition by the club, open to its

members only, which promise to awaken

a healthful interest amongst the breeders,

and altogether the prospects for the

fnture look even brighter, if possible,

than in the past. Very respectfully,

Gkorge H. Whitehead,
Secretary.

A. Clinton Wilmerding,
President.

minutes of the annual meeting.

The annual meeting of the American

Spaniel Club was held at the American

Institute Rink, New York, February 12,

1890.

Present—Messrs. J. P. Willey, Jas.

Watson, Andrew Laidlaw, George H.

Bush, H. M. Oldham, Edwin H. Morris,

George H. Whitehead, J. Otis Fellows,

William West, W T. Payne and A. C.

Wilmerding.

Represented by Proxy— F. W. Kitchel,
William Barnes and F. H. F. Mercer.
Mr. Watson in the chair.

Regularly moved and seconded that
the minutes of the last annual meeting be
approved as printed and distributed.

Moved and carried that the treasurer's

rej)ort be accepte<l.

On motion, the action of the Executive
Committee in regard to allowing ex-
panses of the ofticers of the club in at-

tending meetings was approved.
Propositions for membership : H. S.

Reynolds, Poughkeepsie ; W. P. Bootli,

Poughkeepsie ; O. B. Oilman, Boston;
L. F. Whitman, Chicago. On a vote be-
ing taken, all were duly elected.

A discussion ensued in regard to rais-

ing funds for the purchase of the pro-
posed challenge cups, when the following
cash subscriptions were offered and ac-

cepted : George H. Bush, Jlio; George
Bell, |5 ; Jas. Watson, I5 ; William West,

|5 ; George H. Whitehead, Is ; A. C.
Wilmerding, I5 ; total, I35.

Mr. J. P. Willey also kindly relin-

quished all claims to his winnings in the
sweepstakes, which amounted to J15.60,
whereupon a vote of thanks was tendered
to him unanimously, and to the foregoing
members for their voluntary subscrip-
tions.

Moved by J. P. Willey that the pur-
chase of the cups be left entirely in the
hands of the committee. (Carried).

election ok committee.

The following gentlemen were nom-
inated and duly elected to serve as a
committee for the ensuing year : James
Watson, William West, George H.
Whitehead, Dr. F. W. Kitchel, A. C.
Wilmerding.
Moved and carried that the Challenge

Cub for cockers be offiered at the Bufl^alo

show (1890).

On motion adjourned.

A. Clinton Wilmerding,
Secretary.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.

A meeting of the Executive Committee
of the American Spaniel Club was held

immediately following the annual meet-
ing of the club.

Present—A. C. Wilmerding, James
Watson, William West, George H.
Whitehead and Dr. F. W. Kitchel (by
proxy).
The election of officers for the ensu-

ing year resulted as follows :

President—\. Clinton Wilmerding,
New York.
Treasurer—William West, Philadel-

phia, Pa*
Secretary—George H. Whitehead,

Trenton, N.J.
On motion adjourned.

George H. Whitehead,
Secretary.

TREASURER'S REPORT.

Balance (Trom annual meeting 1889). . . $58.84
Dues 10 date 91.00
Entries to Sweepstakes, New York, 1890 . 30.00

l>79.»4
Stationary and printing $22.25
Postage 6.30
Telegram 25
Expenses to committee meeting . 2.00

Dues to American Kennel Club 1890 10.00 40.80

Balanceon hand $139.04

William West, Treasurer.

Philadelphia, May 26, 1890.

ENGLISH SETTER WILD RAKE SOLD.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I have sold to Mr. G. F.Clark,

St. Georges, Delaware, my English setter

dog Wild Rake (12,453) by' old imported

Rake—Madame Llewellin ; she by Rake
— Roxie, which throws the strongest

combination of the Duke-Phoebe blood

into Wild Rake than any dog living that

I know of.

Wild Rake weighs about fifty-five

pounds, and is a dog of remarkable bone

and muscle and has a well-formed body

of fine proportions. In fact, so great is

the harmony of the above, and so com-
pactly is he made that on hrst glance no
one would take him for a large dog, but
on closer inspection his depth of ohest,

strong loins and tremendous forearm
you notice are those of a large dog and as

you run your eye carefully over him it

becomes apparent that he is a large dog
of such perfect proportions that at first

glance he appeared small. Wild Rake
has not been used extensively in the

stud, but his puppies have l)een uni-

formly good, not only in field quality

but also in appearance. His puppies all

possess the great amount of stamina com-
mon to the Rake blood. Mr. Clark has
a kennel well known in the east and in-

tends to head it with Wild Rake, and I

suppose will also offer his services to the.

puolic at a moderate fee.

While I was owner of the dog I re-

ceived many letters from parties that

had bred to him re(juesting me to inform
them whenever a change of ownership
occurred that they might know where to

send their bitches. I take this method
of answering all, the owner ot Wild Rake
and his address being given above.

Yours truly, W. W. TiTUS.

ENTRIES FOR THE DERBY.

Fonr Additional Dobs Entered In the
Kastem Field Trials.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Mr. George T. Hodgson, Athens,

Ga., one of the members of the Eastern

Field Trial Club, wrote me just before the

closing of the Eastern Field Trial Derby

not to let him or his four dogs be closed

out ; that he was going away and would
give me particulars on return. Not see-

ing his name or dogs in published list, he
at once wrote, senmng names of dogs as

below:

Bi.ACK Jack.—Black and white English setter
dog (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl), June,
i8f^.

Dave W.—Orange and white English setter dog
Gath's Mark—Daisy F), July, 1889.

Hal.—Liver and white English setter dog
(Gath's Mark—Daisy F.), July, 1889.

Tricksey—Orange and white English .setter

bitch, Gath's .Mark—Daisy F), July, 1889.

Washington A. Coster,

Secretary,

Saratoga Springs, June 25.

!

MR. PESHALL'S REPLY.

He Declines to Appear Before the Advis-

or)' Committee of the A. K. C.

Mr. a. P. Vredenburgh,

Secretary American Kennel Club.

Dear Sir: I beg to acknowledge your

letter dated June 27, 1890, wherein you

enclose charges and specifications made

against me and entitled. "A. P. Vreden-

burgh, secretary, vs. Charles J. Peshall,"

which charges are made by you as secre-

tary and so attested.

You have failed to enclose me a copy

of a resolution authorizing you, as secre-

tary of the A. K, C, to prefer said

charges or any charges against me. Per-

mit me to say that without such direction

I fail to find either in the constitution or

rules of the A. K. C. any authority for

you as secretary to prefer charges against

a meml^er of the club. Therefore I am
constrained to believe that in this matter

you have not only exceeded your author-

ity, but you are prostituting your office

for the purpose of directing the attention

of the dog men and breeders of this

country from the published charges that

I have made against the clique manage-
ment of the A. K. C. I am confident

that there has not been a meeting of the

A. K. C. held since the publication of the

articles by me, to which you have re-

ferred in your so-called charges.

You notify me to appear before the

Advisory Committee of the American
Kennel Club. I do not recognize that

there is any such committee having a

constitutional existence. I find nothing
whatever respecting an advisory commit-
tee in the constitution or rules of the

American Kennel Club as in force De-

cember 6, 1887. The constitution and
rules as then in force have never been

altered.

As you may learn by reference to the

American Kennel Gazette, Januar> , 1890,

still holds good, and that constitution

provides neither for an anvisory commit-
tee, nor for a Kennel Gazette, nor for

associate members ; nor does it anywhere
exempt the treasurer of the A. K. C.

from giving a detailed statement of the

items that go to make up that entry of

I1228.28. .

This Advisory Committee has no power
whatever to act and no authority what-

ever to try any person, and if they did so

it would be at their own individual peril

and subject them to an action by any one
feeling agrieved.

Again, at least four of the members of

this so-called Advisory Committee are

affected by the charges which you claim

I have made, and at least four of them
would l)e used as witnesses upon the

trial involving said issues. I am willing

to appear l>efore the American Kennel
Club at any time and substantiate all the

charges that I have made against the

management.
The charges you make in regard to my

violation of the rules are simply ridicu-

lous and untrue in every particular. These
being my views, I must respectfully de-

cline to accept your kind invitation to

appear before the so-called Advisory

Committee on Wednesday afternoon next.

Very respectfully,

C. J. Peshall.

Jersey City, N. J., July 7, 1890.

ANIMAL RENEGADES.

eci utiii
1.>„K-

1

ruary 23, 1888, by the Executive Com-
mittee ; but, as the Kennel Gazette

rightly states, the Executive Committee
had no power to amend the constitution

or rules of the American Kennel Club.

That power was by the constitution

vested in the club alone. Consequently,
as the Gazette states, the amendments,
which purported to have been adopted
by the Executive Committee, were null

and void.

Again on December 6, 1888, and on
December 19, 1889, further amendments
to the constitution and rules were
adopted by the Executive Commit-
tee, but these likewise, as the Gazette
states, were unconstitutional and void.

I find upon examination that it is

Rule 25 which provides : "Any person
mav prefer charges against any other
person before the American Kennel Club,

provided said charges be in writing, and
they shall be heard at the first oppor-
tunity by the Advisory Committee, from
whose decision, however, an appeal may
be taken to the full Executive Commit-
tee." But this is one of these rules

which are null and void, never having
been adopted by the club, but by the
Executive Committee.
As the Kennel Gazette of January, 1890,

reports : A "special meeting of the club"
was held January 10, to ratify the amend-
ments adopted by the Executive Com-
mittee as noted above. This was under
Article XI, adopted May, 1887.

This constitution may be revise<l or

amended at any meeting of the associa-

tion by a two-thirds vote, but no such
amendment shall be considered unless

the same shall have been submitted to

the members of the association at least

two weeks prior to such meeting.
If this meeting of January 18, 1890,

called to correct the blunders of Febru-
ary 23. 1888; December 6, 1888, and De-
cember 19, 1S89, had been "a meeting of
the association," that is to say, a meet-
ing of a majority of the members of the
association, the amendments adopted by
it would now be in force. But it was not
in any sense a meeting of the club. A
quorum was not present. There were
but eight clubs represented out of forty-

five. And in the absence of any stated

quorum a majority of the members is ab-

solutely necessary to constitute a quo-
rum. Therefore, the old constitution

which was in force December 6, 1887,

A LETTER FROM MR. WILMERDING.

His Position State<l at* to Examining
the Books of the A. K. C.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Mr. Peshall's letter in last week's

issue of your paper seems to be devoted

somewhat to me. Now I never tor a

moment expected to l)e drawn into this

controversy. I hate these things, and
would much rather be left out of them.

At a meeting of the American Kftinel

Club I was appointed one of a committee
of three to audit the club's accounts. I

did as requested and did so conscien-

tiously, but did not know thai I was ap-

pointed for the purpose of gathering

facts and figures for my friend, Mr.

Peshall.

I was strongly of the impression, with

the dog public in general, that my signa-

ture to a statement to the effect that I

had examined the accounts and found

them correct was sufficient. But it seems

that with Mr. Peshall this was quite the

opposite.

I am not a statistician, neither am I a

walking vocabulary, "full of wise saws

and modem instances," hence of the

several score of pages that we examined
of the A. K. C. accounts I could not for

the life of me carry in my mind what ex-

penditures occurred between such and
such a date, or to small fractions what
the receipts were l)etweeii one week and
another when Mr. Peshall asked me. I

never made a note, as the expectations

of my being cross-examined in my own
office (or anywhere else) were foreign

indeed to my mind. I found the Ixxxks

as they should have been after a most
careful examination, and thought that

enough. I am a very busy man, as is

well known among my friends, my office

hours fre(iuently being from nine in the

morning till anywhere from seven to ten

or eleven o'clock at night, so one can

readily imagine that canine matters in

general, and doggy ro7t>s in particular, do
not absorb my attention to any great

degree.
When I was asked to examine the A.

K. C. books I did so from a sense of duty,

devoting considerable time (about two or

three hours) of a busy afternoon to it,

and as I ol)8erved before, did not expect

to be called upon for data by anylKxly.

Hence when Mr. Peshall called upon me
so many times, buttonholing me in my
office during business hours and har-

anguing me by the half hour at thP time,

I have no doubt that I got up that stereo-

typed answer for him, "1 non't know,"
which after all seems to have been what
he was seeking.

I am entirely unbiased in the matter of

this dispute with the Kennel Club, and
am more than sorry that things should

be as they are, but still asseverate most
emphatically that our committee did ex-

amine the accounts and that said accounts

are absolutely correct in every particular.

A. Clinton Wilmerding.

New York, July 7, 1890.

Interesting Traits of Nature—Charac-

teristics of the Wild Dog.

Felix L. Oswald in "Zoological Sketches."

A singular character-trait of all animal

renegades is their hostility towards their

servile relatives. Travelers on the Rio

Grande have to be very careful in picket-

ing their saddle-horses, for if they stray

into the prairie thev are sure to be

"mobbed" and cruelly kicked by the

wild mustangs. A Bokhara courier, it

appears, would rather meet a panther

than a troop of wild camels ; the mere

sight of the gaunt monsters will frighten

a dromedarj' out of its wits, and, unless

the rider has much gunpowder to waste,

the renegades, in spite of their timidity,

come nearer and nearer, the cows stretch-

ing their long necks inquisitively, while

the old males prance around with snorts

that leave no doubt of their evil inten-

tions.

This rancor seems to be aggravated by

a sort of esprit de corps, for in private life

wild and tame beasts of the same species

agree well enough and even pair, volun-

tary alliances between a dog and a fe-

male dingo, wild and tame hogs, mares
and mustangs, etc. , are by no means rare,

but en masse their cast antagonism
promptly asserts itself; just as a man
may be the bosom friend of a partisan

whose greeting in a public assembly he
would hesitate to acknowledge ; during
the fever-heat of our sectional feud more
than one dweller in Dixie thought it his

duty to ku-klux his own brother. The
only animal I ever saw literally torn into

shreds was a Mexican butcher-dog that

had followed us ocross the Bolson de
Mapimi, the rocky plateau between the

plain of Durango and the Valley of the

Rio Grande. The dog's owner, a poor
Chinaco. had tried hard to sell him, but
finally decamped with my partner's sad-

dle-blanket, leaving his mastiff in lieu of

payment ; and, in accordance with a

queer but well-known law of human
nature, the poor quadruped then became
the target of retributive attacks both
verbal and practical ; but, apparently
mistaking our tent-wagon for the lurk-

ing-place of his missing master, he fol-

lowed us with the resignation of a

martyr.
The Bolson is a ravinous country, and

on the day after the Chinaco's departure

we passed a precipitous gully at a place

where a broken wheel and a lot of scat-

tered boards marked the scene of a re-

cent accident. It looked like a slippery

place, and, sure enough, down in the

gully some forty feet below the road lay

the carcass of a big mule, half buried in

debris and surrounded by a swarm of

tramp dogs. Thev had just begun their

feast, and most of them were evidently

in need of it ; there were about twenty
of them, two of the youngsters with a

faint resemblance to half-grown shep-

herd dogs, but all the rest of a more than

wolfish leanness.

Famine never reduces the body of a

wolf beyond a certain point ; his chest

bones make him look stout in spite of
his starved belly ; but the skeleton of a

dog seems to shrink together with his

Ixjwels ; some of the tramps in the gully

looked as if their ribs had been strajjped

back upon their backbones—"all legs

and spme," like spider monkeys. The
shrinking of the lips had barred their

teeth and gave them an unspeakably
savage appearance whenever they leered

at us with their deep-set eyes. Some-
thing or other seemed to excite them,

and, looking around, I saw our friend

the mastiff standing at the very edge of

the ravine and looking down with a sort

of pensive interest. "That's what folks

come to who loose their masters," he
might think to himself as he gazed upon
the hungry tramps. But, while he gazed,

one of the muleteers approached him
from behind, lifted his foot, and in the

next moment the mastiff's reflections

were cut short by a kick that sent him
head over heels through the air into the

abyss below.
What we call presence of mind is often

nothing but an instinctive impulse—one
of those instincts which a mortal danger
awakens even in the human soul. Dogs

are half human, guided partly by prin-

ciples and prejudices, but in critical mo-
ments they act rightly from intuition.

When the mastiff landed in the gully he
picked himself up and stood still, rigidly

still, facing the tramps, who had scat-

tered in every direction, but now gath-
ered around him with ominous looks.
They approached within ten or twelve
yards and then came to a halt, watching
the intruder with a steadfast gaze, si-

lently, and with a gradual contraction of
their haunches, like panthers crouching
for a spring. Where the first movement
is sure to be a signal of attack, even
great strategists somehow prefer to let

the enemy strike the first blow and thus
betray his tactics

—"forewarned, fore-

armed"—but circumstances are apt to
disconcert such plans. A thing not
larger than a hazelnut, a pebble thrown
from the top of the rock, made the mas-
tiff start just for a moment, but in that
moment the pack leaped upon him with
a simultaneous rush, and two seconds
after the sound of cracking bones an-
nounced the end of the unequal struggle.
They had borne him down at the nrst

onset, and when they finally dragged
him into the open gully 1 do not believe
that there was an unbroken joint in his

'

body. Three of the big tramps had done
most of the killing, but now the whole
pack laid hold, and in less time than it

takes me to write the words they had
torn him into pieces, not in the conven-
tional but in the literal sense of the word
—limb from limb and rib from rib—with
a fury and a rage of destructiveness
which plainly showed that hunger had
nothing to do with their motives. It was
evidently an act of revenge, provoked
proximately by his unceremonious in-

trusion, but chiefly, without doubt, by
the odium inmdit^, the pariah's deep-
seated and long-cherished hatred of the
privileged caste whose representative had
dared to beard them in their den. What
right had he to wax fat while they
starved—to fatten in the service of the
arch-usurper of all the good things of
this earth and then mock the leanness of
virtuous liberals? "La mart sans
phrase.'"

THE CINCINNATI PUG SPECIAL.

The Full ClronmstanoeM Under Which
It AVas A^varded.

Editor Fanciers' Jourkal.

Sir : In reply to Mr. Eberhart, permit

me to state that if, as he says, "the prize

was in the judge's book—I saw him
write it down to the Eberhart Kennels,"

all I can say is that I wrote it under

the impression that I was awarding the

special prize for the best kennel of four

pugs owned by a resident of Cincinnati.

I recollect Mr. Eberhart thanking me,

saying, "much obliged, Mr. Mortimer,"

which I took as a pleasantry, and, reply-

ing in the same jocular strain, said,

"Don't mention it, my l)oy," for I con-
sidered the prize a cast-iron bound one
on which he as the only exhibitor from
Cincinnati had the tightest kind of a

cinch.
I hadn't the remotest idea that I was

awarding an open special, neither did I

know such a prize had been offered byhad
the Cincinnati Club.

Mr. Eberhart, who very kindly acted
as my ring steward, will bear me out
when I say that neither his nor Dr.

Cryer's pugs were brought into the ring

to be judged for any special kennel prize.

For any act of negligence or careless-

ness on my part I offer a sincere apology
to Messrs. Cryer, Eberhart and the Cin-

cinnati Bench Show Committee individu-

ally and collectively, but I most posi-

tively deny that I wittingly awarded the

open special prize for the best kennel of
pugs to the Eberhart Kennel or to any
other kennel. Yours respectfully,

James Mortimer.
Babylon, L. I.. July 5.

Otherwise Engaged.

From Puck.

Tramp—Will that dog bite ?

Farmer—Yes; but I can't spare blm now.

You'll have to go somirwhere else. I want him
to keep the hens out of the garden.

—Man is ofteD fonder of his dogs than he it of
his kin, but then • dog can never contest • wilU
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

Interesting Pacts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

special Correspoudence Fancikrs' Journal.

I don't know whether readers of this

paper look upon the attitude taken by
the A. K. C, or, I should say, Mr. Vre-

denburgh against Mr. Peshall, in the

same light as I do, but for my part it

seems to be of a serious nature, and one
likely to lead America's kennel world

into a most undesirable conflict. With
this premise I trust no further explana-

tion is necessary for what may seem to

many an irksome harping on this sub-

ject. By this time it will have become
widely known that Mr. Peshall was sum-
moned to attend a meeting of the Ad-

visory, Executive, or whatever the com-
mittee is called, to look into the charges

laid against him by the secretary, Thurs-

day, July 3, Ijeing the day fixed for the

trial. The suddenness of this move must
have taken everj-one by surprise, nor did

I even know the date was so near at

hand until the day before. The charges

as published appear to me more in the

light of " curios " than the soberly seri-

ous infringements they are supposed to

prefer, and it is hard to believe that any
constitution would entertain with solemn
gravity the apparent thinness of such a

case.

However, the committee, whatever its

exact denomination may be, met in all

seriousness, being composed of Messrs.

Terry, Belmont, Anthony, Dr. Perry and
the Hon. J. Wise. The question of
libellous statements was, I believe,

quashed, Mr. Belmont not voting on any
oooastnn either with ret/ord to this Or

any other subject. Then came the

charge of misrepresentation with regard

to the pointer Naso Peshall, about which
opinions were equally divided, Messrs.

Terry and Anthony considering it of
sufficient gravity for disqualification, and
Dr. Perry and the Hon. Wise being of a

different opinion, so that it was decided
to lay it before the general meeting of

the A. K. C. or the Executive Commit-
tee, or whatever the more extensive

meeting is, and until then the matter
remains in obeyance.

With regard to the Naso Peshall busi-

ness, there are two things which have
struck me as being inconsistent. The
first is concerning the proprietorship in

which he was entered. It appears the
entry was made in the name of the "Naso
Kennels" (C. J. Peshall), whereas, John
Lewis had a third or some such share in

the dog. This occurred in 1887, and ac-

cording to the rules then in vogue, an ob-

jection must be lodged within twenty-
four hours of the last day of the show.
It is now, say, three years since the
"fraudulency" was perpetrated, and I do
not think at that time there was any
other rule negativing the time as stipu-

lated above, but supposing there were
It is only now Mr. Vredeuburgh has
discovered this flagrant breach of the
rules ? It is fair to presume not. It is

also fair to suppose he has known it for

some time. Therefore, allowing his

present charge to l}e presented from
purely disinterested and non-personal
motives, has he acted in an honorable
manner toward his employers—the A.

K. C.—by concealing these stupendous
irregularities for even a day ? I am of
course crediting Mr. Vredeuburgh with
having preferred the charge on a strictly

conscientious and moral basis, he having
no other motive than that of studiously

preserving the welfare of the body which
he serves. If, on the other hand, he
feels Mr. Peshall has been doing him a

grievous injury in his capacity as secre-

tary, is it not the duty of the A. K. C,
and noi the individual, to protect its ser-

vants ? The "et tu quoque" principle to

which Mr. Vredeuburgh has resorted,

will never have the effect he desires

amongst the outside public, and for this

reason I feel confitlent when the "three-

year-old" charge is brought before a

more "universal" tribunal, it will be dis-

missed w ith costs, if such were possible.

The next incident, which is beyond
my power of comprehension, is the "fic-

titious value" business. Without going
into the details of the transaction be-

tween the accused and John Lewis, it

(the accusation) can have no other ap-

pearance, than that of a drowning man
snatching at a feather by which to buoy
himself up. No matter whether Peshall

and John Lewis did conspire to catch

some "unsophisticated being" (which,

by-the-bye, is highly improbable), it can
only be surmised on Mr. Vredenburgh's
part. He can not possibly show con-
clusively that such was the case, and
when the fact stares him in the face that

John Ivcwis still has the dog and looks
like keeping him, it places such an ac-

cusation on a par with what he (Mr.
Vredeuburgh) describes Mr. Peshall's

charges to be—libellous, untrue, defama-
tory and all the other words embodying
such meaning. No ; this thing is getting

to be "too much of the 'you're another'

style" to be looked at in a sober light,

and as Mr. Peshall has gained a distinct

anvantage by this undiplomatic step on
the secretary's part, he will be very fool-

ish if he does not moderate the policy

which has been the cause of such an ad-

vantage.

Again, if Mr. Peshall's share in the
conspiracy to get a false value for the
pointer warrants his being hauled over
the coals, what has John Lewis done that

he should get off scot free ? Didn't he
have the dog? Hasn't he still got him ?

And if anyone offered him for sale, is

not John Lewis the more likely to do so ?

Bah ! It is the most wishy-washy affair I

ever came across, and gives, I am sorry

to say, such proof positive of a desire

amongst those in authority to " rule the
roost," that it is in sorry accordance with
the objects for which they were ap-

pointed. I have spoken—as Julius Ctesar,

or any other great man would say.

How different is the effect of the same
opinion given by two different beings. I

see the English papers are profusely re-

ferring to an article in the English Ken-
nel Gazette concerning specialist judges,
said article advocating the recognition of
men not necessarily members. It is some
months since I advocated the same policy

in this paper, but it required a greater

light than I to rouse the English scribes

to a ferment over such a suggestion. If

it is Merlin who has stirred such a feeling

I shall know from whence he got his

ideas, but if it is "s'm'other man" I can-
not do anything but suppose they (the

English scril)e) are hard up for news now,
whereas there was a plentiful supply of
it when I was grinding away at the sul>

ject. As I previously asserted, the utter

rottenness of all specialty clubs has been
in the fact that most of them have been
brought into existence for the sole pur-
pose of gratifying the vanity of four or
five men in order that they might lie

placed before the world as judges of a

certain breed, as this was probably the

only means by which they could soar to

the dignity of a judge of dogs, by Jove.

In taking the list of appointed judges
for any one specialty body, how many of

these propounders of what are the essen-

tial requisites in a good specimen would
an average-minded man recognize as pos-

sessing sufficient knowledge to undertake
the task of awarding prizes ? Few

;

"mighty few." Vet, they themselves

don't think so, and probably look upon
me either as an incurable lunatic, or

else think it is a case of .sour grapes,

but wild horses will never make me look

upon a "specialist" judge in any other

light than that of the rankest imposter

and a class of beings whose occupation

in life was cut out for wheeling peram-
bulators and looking after the children

whilst the "Missus" was out. This is

about all their brain capacity is capable

of grasping, but I suppose as long as dog
shows exist the general public must
suffer such an infliction. To enumerate
the farcical performances of these "self-

styled " judges would not only be out of

place, but would also be following too

closely in the footsteps of the egotistical

Mephisto, but a very fair sample of their

capabilities was made manifest at the

last New York show, a recurrence of

which would be enough to ruin any
man's liver. But avaunt such thoughts.

Let us pray their rope is not so verv

long—that they must hang themselves

some day.

I tee in my par. about curing distemper

in ferrets iodide of potass, is stated to be

the remedy. How I could have written

thi<* ĉrr»r»n tiAttQ ritiltr knowp, for it is, or

should be, chlorate of potass. What
effect iodide would have I know not, but

I am aware of the efficacy of the other.

[We have mailed Brittle his par. of last

week wherein he plainly wrote iodide of

potass., and the mistake is his.

—

Ed.]

The frequency with which Russian

wolf-hounds are being alluded to in the

various papers reminds me of an episode

relating to their Irish confreres. It will

be remembered the latter received a big

boom in England some three or four

years ago. At one of the shows where
this boom was receiving a lot of atten-

tion the following conversation is said

to have been overheard :

Friend of imjjecunious exhibitor.

—

"But what the devil's the use of reviving

this breed when there are no wolves to

drive away."

Impecunious exhibitor.—"My dear fel-

low, that's just where you're wrong.
'They keep the wolf from the door' in a

most determined manner I can tell you."
.\nother cocktail. Curtain.

Brittle.

I.NUIAXA PUPPY STAKES.

Editor FancieRvS' Journau.

Sir : At the earnest request of many
of its patrons, the Indiana Kennel Club
has decided to give a pujjpy stake for

dogs born on or after October i, 1889.
This stake will begin Thursday, October
30. The purse will be the entrance
money less the expenses ; forfeit, $5,
with $\o additional to start. Divided, 50
per cent to first, 30 per cent to second,
and 20 per cent to third. Entries will
close August I. Entry blanks are now
ready. Yours truly,

P. T. Madison, Secretary.

INDIANAI'OLIS, Ind., July 5, 1890.

—An Htlieator aiul a dog oiigaKed in a fight in
Florida and the latlpr came out victorious kill-
ing the 'gator.

FROM MR. WADE.

What He Says ItegardlnK Mr. l>eHliull

and the A. K. C
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Again has the American Kennel
Club manifested its unfortunate mania
for degrading itself in the public's esti-

mation in the "trial" or attempt to "try"

Mr. Peshall. i purposely eschew all

such suppositions as to the motives lead-

ing the actors in this serio comic drama.
Motives are among the things that "no
fellow can find out," but did kennel his-

tory in America ever present so degrad-

ing a piece of ruthless arrogance and
blind confidence that the public will be

ever tolerant ?

Here is a notice served on Mr. Peshall,

dated June 27, requiring him to appear
before his judges and accusers on July 2.

He is accused of low, dirty cheating, con-

spiring, in fact, and for his defense he
must produce certain other parties, how
easily accessible I do not know. It is

fair to presume that in the ordinary
course Mr. Peshall got this notice on Sat-
urday, June 28 ; next day being Sunday,
it must l>e counted out. He must appear
on Wednesday morning, so he is given
Saturday, Monday and Tuesday to stir

round and get his witnesses in shape !

There are many good lawyers among
doggy men, Messrs. Smith, Wise and
others, and I would ask them how such
a hasty pudding as this would be regarded
in our courts?
One of the gentlemen I name is a mem-

ber of the court that tries Mr. Peshall. I

would ask him how he relishes donning
the judicial ermine in such high pressure
proceedings? Then if there is one prin-
ciple of law (is it law ? or equity ? or
what?) that the layman most heartily
lielievesin it, is that no judge or jury
may sit in judgment in a case wherein
they are personally biased ; this is a fixed
and reco{jnized principle 500 years old

;

vet here is Mr Peshall recmireH in on.

pear before a court, a majority of whom
have just voted that he is a "Persona In-
grata" to them ! There is an old axiom
as to the wisdom of suing the devil and
holding court Ijelow ; would Mr. Peshall
be any wiser in appearing before this
modern Vehmegericht ? From his pre-
vious history I cannot but believe that
there is one member of the court who
voted aye in the "Persona Ingarta"
drama, who will not bow to this extra-
ordinary and scandalous proceeding.

I write this at the very hour this court
is to convene, and do not consider what
the verdict may, or may not be, and I

ask every honest American dog lover to
think carefully and soberly over this as-
tonishing affair, putting aside all pre-
vious opinions at all concerning the
points at issue, and make up his mind to
such action as he deems wisest and just.

Yours truly,

W. Wade.
HuLTON, Pa., July 2, 1890.

CONSTAXTINOPLE'S DOGS.

What a Great Harvest It WoulU Be
for Our Dog-catchers.

A correspondent of the Chicago Tribune
writes the following concerning the dogs
of the Turkish capital : The streets are

crowded with a motley mass of people,

Turks and Greeks, Syrians and Egypt-
ians, and dogs—300,000 of them, we are

told, and they are on the increase every

year. No one owns them, no one pets
them, although many feed them, and
you will often see them prowling around
a pile of refuse thrown out for their bene-
fit or lying in the middle of the street
and on the sidewalks, where you step
over them and around them and some-
times on them with impunity, for they
are very good natured and quiet, except
after nightfall when their privacy is in-
truded upon by one of their kind. These
dogs live in wards, and as the English-
man's house is his castle, so a Turkish
dog's ward is his fort, and woe to the
strange canine found near it at night,
and woe to the tired tourist when a bat-
tle between the invaders and invaded is

going on. I have heard such a battle and
know whereof I write.
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Our Illustration.

THE GREYHOUND CHAMPION BAI.KIS.

WlhlNER OF OVER FORTY PRIZES.

•Tis truly said that those things which

jump quickly into popular favor are sel-

dom of long duration, while those of

slow progress are infinitely more lasting,

in fact, never seem to lose their charm.

This can be truly said to apply to the

fancies of men for dogs. All the various

breeds except greyhounds quickly ab-

sorbed the attention of breedei-s and ex-

hibitors, while greyhounds were sadly

neglected, but those who owned speci-

mens of the breed felt their day would

come. And so it has ; come not simply

for a decade, but to stay with us and be

"a joy forever." Why this most grace-

ful and fleet of all the canine family

should have been neglected so long is ac-

countable for only in that coursing had

not yet gained a strong foothold among

us. Now we have three coursing clubs

and one specialty club devoted entirely

to the greyhound family, and with these

working all in harmony, the star of this

breed is surely in the a.scendant, and we

trust will never set. Grand specimens

are being bred as well as imported by

men who admire the dog for its useful-

ness as well as its beautiful outlines.

The bulky nondescript animals that

ten years ago took first prizes at our dog

shows and in the field were considered

uncomparable would to-day, if placed

beside our cracks, be unnoticed. In

fact, no one would take them as a gift.

It has been uphill work to get recogni-

tion for our dogs, but the constant breed-

ing and importation of a few fanciers

have produced the desired results, and

we now have some dogs native bred that

would win in any show in England, the

home of the breed. Rare good ones

have been bred here and we know of

some youngsters if they live will take a

deal of beating l)efore they take a back

seat.

F^oremost among our greyhound men
is Mr. H. W. Huntington, of 148 South

Eighth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., who
certainly has imported as many dogs as

any man in America, and surely has bred

more prize winners, having bred Haw-
thorne Belle, Harlequin, Hazelhurst

and Harmony, all of champion fame and

winners of over forty prizes, besides such

winning dogs as The Bard, Highland

Guard, Highland Laddie, Highland

Lassie and a score of others.

New aspirants are constantly springing

up since the grand advancement has been

made, and ere two years have passed we
will have as fine dogs and as of royal

blood as can be found the world over.

Such enthusiasts as Messrs.C. S. Wixom,
George Shepherd Page, Montgomery
Phister, N. Q. Pope, y. Von Kumniul,

H. C. Lowe, I). C. Luce, C. L. Griffiths,

J. H. Watson and L. C. Whiton are en-

larging their kennels and adding new
blood,and soon the rivalry will be greater

in greyhounds than in any other breed.

Tliis will stimulate more V)reeding and

importing, and with Messrs. Phister and

Page's recent importation we may look

for a grand display next year.

The recent enclosed coursing meets

held in St. Louis, Louisville, Kansas

City and St. Joseph have aroused such

an admiration lor the dog that nothing

can diminish it, and orders go flying to

breeders for the best and truest blood ob-

|[i tainable. The purity of the sport and

the alwolute freedom from all junketing

have found a generous response in every

"I true sportsman's heart and have at once

liimade it both popular and alluring.

The frontispiece of this week's issue is

Mr. Huntington's famous Champion

Balkis, winner of over forty prizes on the

bench and four coursing stakes. He is

without doubt the best stud dog in Amer-

ica, having sired half a score of notable

winners. The criticism of him is from

"Our Prize Dogs," by Mr. C. H. Mason,

and is as follows:

"Eyes and ears l)etter than the average. *

Neck of good length, well arched and exceed-

ingly muscular. Splendid legs and feet. No
man could wish for better. Chest deep. * * *

I..oin unusually hard, well turned, and showing

great muscular development. Quarters very fine,

the legs being truly formed and tremendously

powerful. Hocks strong, clean and well bent.

• • * We cannot see how any judge could over-

look his wonderful quarters and superb legs and

feet. Balkis comes of racing stock, on l)oth sides,

and his sire, Clyto. is one of the stoutest and

most resolute dogs that has ever been sent from

the slips. Jle won twenty-oue out of twenty-

three courses, losing the two by accidents. Balkis

is the fac-simile of his sire—in fact we have

ever seen two dogs that were more alike. For

a rasping trial, over a stiff country, give us the

sturdy sou of Clyto, and old Primrose (another

good one), and our neighbor over the way may
take the remainder."

Balkis is by Clyft's Clyto out of Prim-

rose, by Christ Church out of Pansy.

Clyto is by Caleb Garth out of Clytie.

The new National Greyhound Club is

a live and strong one, and it is bringing

the breed it represents to the very fore

and will keep it there beyond all ques-

tion. The officers as well as members

are enthusiasts in every sense of the

word, and each is using his influence with

his friend and neighbor to so direct his

mating or purchasing that the good of it

all will be felt throughout the fancy.

Unpedigreed dogs are now nearly value-

less, the one aim being to secure "blue

bloods," and so improve by each breed-

ing of the bitches.

WHO WROTE IT?

FIELD TRIALS.

Entries For the Philadelphia Kennel
Club's Derby.

The entries for the Philadelphia Ken-
nel Club's Derby, t) be run December 15,

at Deatonsville, Amelia County, Va.,

closed July i, with eighteen nominations
as follows

:

KNOLISH SETTERS.

Ai-i>ERT's Duchess.—White, black and tan bitch
(Warwick Albert—Princess Belton(, whelped
February M, 1889 ; John A. Hartman.

BKVERt.v.—Black, white and tan dog (Roi d'Or—
Mildred), whelped Pebruafy. 1889; Francis
G. Taylor.

Buster.—Black, white and tan dog (King Noble
—Cricket), whelped March, i88g ; B. Ridgway.

Clementine.—Black, white and tan bitch

(Ezra Noble—Cornelia G), whelped October
2, 1889 ;

Lawrence Shuster, Jr.

JEAN.— Black, white and tan bitch (Fritt—
Hazel), whelped October 8, 1889; John B.
Ellison.

Larry Noble.-Orange and white dog (Eire
Noble—Cornelia O.), whelped Octol)er 2.

1889; HildebraudFitigerald.

LiTCV Noble.—Black, white and tan bitch (Count
Noble—Alphonsine), whelped 1889 ; W. B.

Smith.
Madoe.—Bitch (Gun—Victoria), whelped Sep-

temt>er u. 1889; George Fox.

Old Smed.—Black and white dog (Eira Noble

—

Cornelia G.), whelped October 2, 1889; Law-
rence Shuster, Jr.

Peo Woffingto.n.—Black, white and tan bitch

(Ben Hill—Nora), whelped March 17, 1890;

Francis S. Brown.
.—Orange and while dog {Htra. Noble-

Cornelia O.), whelped October 2, 1889; Ger-
hard Schreiber.

IRISH setters.

Sparkle.—Red bitch (Desmond II—Lorraine),
whelped April 30, 1889; G. G. Davis.

POINTERS.

Beai'TY-spot.—Liver and white bitch (Half-and-

Half— Favette), whelped July 4,1889:1. W.
M. Cardeza.

Bessie Item.—Orange and white bitch (Gambol
—Mollie R.). whelt)ed January 19, 1890;
Hildebrand Fitzgerald.

Bon Toland.—Dog (Victor the Blue Stocking-
Charlotte Corday), whelped October 12, 1889;

John B F^llison.

Duchess of Hessen.—Liver and white bitch
(Duke of Hessen-Duchess of Waterloo),
whelped July, i«H9

; J. H. Winslow.

Jack Ellison.—Liver and white dog (Victor the
Blue Stocking- -Charlotte Corday), whelped
October 12, 1889; J. H Winslow.

London.—Dog (Beaumont ), whelped
October, 1889 ; George Fox.

IN MEMORY.

Never again shall his leaping welcome
Greet me when coming at eventide ;

Never again shall his glancing footfall

Range the fallow from side to side.

Under the rain drops, under the snowflakes,

Down in a narrow and darksome bed
;

Safe from sorrow or fear or loving,

Lieth my beautiful still and dead.

Mouth of silver and skin of satin,

Foot as fleet as an arrow's flight,

Statue still at the call of "steady,"

Eyes as clear as the stars at night.

Laughing breadths of the yellow stubble.

Now shall rustle to alien tread,

And rabbits run in the dew dim clover

Safe, for my beautiful lieth dead.

"Only a dog !" do you say. Sir Critic ?

Only a dog, but as truth I prize

The truest love I have won in living,

Lay in the deeps of his limpid eyes.

Frosts of winter nor heat of summer
Could make him fail if my footsteps led,

And memory holds in its treasur casket

The name of my darling that lieth dead.

DOGS AND THEIR HABITAT.

—She : "I didn't hear anything of father's

dog. He held his peace to-night, didn't he?"
He: "Yes-, his piece of my eight-dollar trou-

sers."

A Story from Mr. Stanley's Book About

a Fox Terrier.

From the New York Tribune.

There is a pathetic dog story in Mr.

Stanley's book. He took with him from

the Congo to the Nyanza a fox terrier.

Randy lx>re the fatigue of the terrible

march through the tropical forest remark-

ably well. He assisted in foraging for

game, and on one occasion distinguished

himself by capturing a fine guinea fowl

when the officers were ou the lowest pos-

sible rations. He was the pet of the ex-

pedition. When Mr. Stanley left Fort

Bodo to return westward to the Congo in

search of the rear column he left the dog

behind him with the garrison. Poor

Randy could not understand that he had

been mercifully spared the fatigue of a

journey of a thousand miles. He only

knew that he had been separated from

his master. From the hour of Mr.

Stanley's departure he moped and per-

sistently refused food. The attentions of

the officers were inadequate compensa-

tion for the loss of his master. He could

not be coaxed to eat anything, however

savory. He pined and languished, and
on the third day died of a broken heart.

That is a tale which servts to prove

that dogs are worth the risk of an occa-

sional hydrophobia scare. From their

intelligence, fidelity and development of

affections hardly distinguishable from
human feelings dogs were designed to be

trusted companions of merciful and sym-
pathetic men ; but so strong is the force

of unreasoning prejudice and of morbid
fear of one of the rarest diseases that

one-half the community, even in a

humane and civilized country, always

seems impatient to take up arms against

them. Two or three times in the course

of a year the journals of this town con-

tain accounts of what are widely heralded

as fatal cases of genuine hydrophobia.

Even if the diagnosis of medical ex-

perts in these cases be accurate and
scientific—and this is a most elastic con-

cession to credulity—the percentage for

a centre of population of over 3,500,000

served by the local press is so low as to

demonstrate that the disease is phenom-
enally rare and that there is no ground
for public panic on the subject. Yet,

whenever one of these exceedingly in-

frequent cases occurs the newspapers
bristle with letters from timorous men
and nervous women, demanding a general

slaughter of house and street dogs and
accusing those who hartwr and make
pets of poor brutes of criminal indiffer-

ence to human life.

These unusual cases are famous adver-

tisements for the specialists of the Pasteur

school, for, under the influence of public

excitement, slight wounds, instead of be-

ing washed with salt water and vinegar

and at once put out of mind, are scientifi-

cally treated and recorded as so-called

"hydrophobia cures."

If the enemies of dogs are unreason-

able in their prejudices and morbid appre-

hensions, so also are the friends of the
faithful and companionable brutes in

their ignorance and infatuation respect-

ing the requirements of nature and
habitat. There is a popular theory that

a dog, because he is the companion of
man, can live and thrive wherever his

master may be. This is surely a mis-
take. A dog's habitat is the open coun-
try, where he can get the exercise and
liberty which nature designed him to

have. A dog that is shut up in a city

house or cellar and restricted to the range
of a tiny backyard—and in a flat denied
even that meagre privilege—is not in his

natural habitat. An airing under chain
and with muzzle for a half hour on the
sidewalks does not answer the require-

ments of his being.

There are thousands of city dogs petted
and overfed by indulgent masters that

are mercilessly treated in this respect.

They belong in the suburbs and the
open country, aud not in the over-

crowded and strictly policed town. Their
masters would resent the insinuation

that they are anything but kind and
merciful in their treatment of their pets,

but it is essentially cruel and merciless

to take a dog out of his habitat. The in-

difference to the poor brute's welfare is

almost wanton when it involves his im-
prisonment in a flat where there is no
range even of a back-yard. Every dog,

and especially an overfed do^, needs
grass. It is nature's medicine instinct-

ively taken. Those who deprive their

pets, not only of liberty, exercise, but
also of their wholesome medicine, may
seem to be kind and indulgent, but they
are either ignorant or unreasonable.

KENlS^EIi REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column ; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write

plainly.
VISITS.

W. W. TITUS' English setter bitch Flora M.
(Don Gladstone—Margo) to San Roy (Count
Noble—Spark) May 6, 1890.

W W. TITUS' English setter bitch Daisy
Hope (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.) to Rid Glad-
stone (Roderigo— Pet Gladstone) May 22,

1890.

W W. TITUS' English setter bitch Amorbt
(Casaio—Allie James) to Wild Rake (Rake—
Madame Llewellin), June 9, 1890.

F. H. PERRY'S (Des Moines, la.) Iri.sh setter

bitch Nino to Elcho. Jr., June 24, 1890.

W. W. TITUS' English setter bitch Fannib
Gladltone (Gladstone—Florence I to RoD-
ERioo, June 8, 1890.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' pug bitch Ladv
Thora (1315) to their Bradford Rpby II

(9720), July 3, 1890.

MRS. R. STRAUSS' pug bitch RcBY S. to Ebcr-
hart Pug Kennels^ Kberhart'8 Cashier
(13901) June 30. 1890.

THOMAS HEEVEY'S Irish setter bitch Daisy
to F. L. Cheney's Henmore Shamrock
(Muskerry-Avoca), June 4 and 5, 1890.

SALES.

EBERHART Pt;G KENNELS (Cincinnati, O.)
have sold, July i, 1800. pug dog Sir Loris II

(Sir Loris—East Lake Virgie), whelped April

3, 1890, to Mrs. H. McGibbons, Sioux City, la.

WHELPS.

COL. CLIPPERTON'S Irish terrier bitch Erin,
whelped July 6, six puppies, two dogs, to

Lewis & Jarrett's BrRNSiDE.

F. L. CHENEY'S Irish setter bitch BizRBENA
(Nimrod— Bizorah), whelpe<l July 6, six, two
dogs, by his Henmore Shamrock (Mus-
kerry—Avoca).

A Dutiful Woman.

From the Detroit Free Press.

"Have you seen a small black dog go
past here ?" queried a woman of a boy who stood

at a street comer. "No, ma'am. Lost your

dog?" "Yes, and I am worried to death."

"Where do you live?" "In that brown house a

little ways down there." "Why. that's where

some children are sick, isn't it ?" "Yes my four

children are down and not expected to live, and

I've had to leave them all alone and hunt for the

dog " "That's right, ma'am, children hain't of

any earthly account, while small, black dogs i»

of the greatest importance. You keep on hunt-

ing for the dog.and I'll go down to the house and

kinder hang around to see if any of the chrildren

die while you are gone. If they do, I'll call in

the neighbors." She looked at him for a mo-

ment in a puzzled way and then started for

home without another mention of dog.

A Dog of Wide Information.

"Is your dog intelligent, Edith ?"

"Y«8. No matter on what subject you speak

to him, Fido alwaya wags his Uil juat the

••me."
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POULTRYan° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Judge Miller, of Washington, had occa-

sion to decide judicially this week that a

pigeon is not a fowl, and in support of

this decision a correspondent of the

Washington Star claims that the dividing

line between birds and fowls is this:

That fowls take their young to the food,

while birds take the food to their young.

•
• •

Beginners in pigeon raising have great

difficulty in learning to distinguish be-

tween the sexes. On this subject Moore's
Columbarian, published in 1735, says:

"I shall next give you some instructions

how to form a tolerable judgment
whether a pigeon be a cock or a hen, for

in this point the best and oldest fanciers

have been sometimes deceived. For
this purpose, therefore, take the follow-

ing rules: i. The hen has generally a

shorter breast-bone than the cock. 2.

Her vent and the os sacrum, or bone
near the vent, is more open than in the

cock. 3. Her head and cheeks are thin-

ner, and she does not look so bold as the

cock. 4. Her coo is shorter, and noth-

ing near so loud and masculine as the

cock's, besides, the cock frequently

makes a half round in his playing, which
the hen does not, though a merry rank
hen will sometimes show and play almost
like a cock, and if very salatious will

sometimes tread another pigeon. 5. And
lastly, in young pigeons, that which
squeaks longest in the nest is generally

reputed a hen.'
*

* *

At a recent meeting of the Oxford
xoiuicis' Cluii Ml. lyinicr said : '"Four

geese are good for a pound of feathers

every six weeks, and their feathers are

worth fifty cents each year. We are

lf)oking for something that pays. We
have it in the goose. But it is not fash-

ionable now for farmers' wives and
daughters to pick geese. It is hard to

find any fancy work that pays much.
Any smart girl can make muscle and
money raising geese." But look what a

nuisance geese are with their dirt and
noise. Besides a small flock of geese
will eat and destroy more grass than a

Jersey cow that will give you two pounds
of good butter daily. It has been our ex-
perience that ducks are more profitable

than geese. Still if there are those that

desire geese they should get the Toulouse
or Embden varieties.

.*
It is not too late to hatch duck eggs.

Try the Pekin ducks. Feed the young
ducklings in a yard until four to six

weeks old when they can be allowed the
run of the farm. They will need little or
no grain, as they find plenty of food on
the farm. Bran is the staple food, and to

this a little shorts or middlings, a hand-
ful or so of meat scraps, and some green
food chopped up, and all mixed together
gives them a feed which they not only
relish, but which is highly beneficial.

*
* »

About November begin to feed them
on cracked corn and bran and gradually
pen them up so that they can remain
quiet and take on fat rapidly during the
last week before killing. Ducks bring
good prices during the latter part of No-
vember, and if the system given above is

followed they will cost but little to raise.

*
« »

Examine your fowls and see that their

legs are not scaly. The chances are you
will find them in that condition. Now,
do not pick and scrape the legs, but rub

them with lard and coal oil. Many re-

commend coal oil alone, but it is too

severe and should be mixed with lard.

This mixture penetrates under the scales

and kills the mites which cause the

trouble. Do this a couple of times at in-

tervals of a few days. With this easy

and effective manner of curing the fowls

there is no excuse to see so many affected

by these parasites. Even at poultry shows
many birds are allowed on exhibition

which are not only a disgrace to their

careless owner but to the show commit-

tee as well for allowing them in the

room at all.

A recent innovation in the mode of

testing eggs, or "candling." as the trade

says, is the substituting of small incan-

descent electric lights for the tallow

candle. Some larger firms in Boston

have been using electric lights for this

purpose for six months, and are unani-

mous in expressing their approval of the

new adoption. It asserted that the electric

contrivance gives a stronger and more
searching light, which proves a great ad-

vantage when rapid and thorough work
is desired.

*
« »

Charleston and Greenville, S. C, are

having quite a fight over the organization

of the South Carolina Poultry and Pet

Stock Association. It appears the Charles-

ton people were organized under the

above heading when the Greenvilleites

quietly organized and filed a declaration

asking to be incorporated under the same
name. This is about the way matters

now stand, but unless they go together,

neither city can hold a successful show.

Our illustration descriptive of Orping-

ton fowls calls forth the following from
Mr. J. H. Drevenstedt : "I have positive

information that the breed is unreliable,

and the introducer is simply working on
the gullibility of the American fancier.

It resembles the black Java too closely

to ever become a distinct and popular
breed in this country. Before investing

in Orpingtons please investigate care-

fully. This is my advice."

Do not neglect to lay in a good supply
of clover hay for your poultry in winter.

To feed the dried clover hay chop it

fine, in pieces less than an inch long
;

them steam it, add a little salt, and mix
it with bran or other soft food and feed

warm.

The

DISEASES OP PO"WLS.

Various Causes "Which Often
Lead on to Death.

It is our duty to study whatever may
tend to alleviate the sufferings of domes-
tic animals kept for our own gratifica-

tion. They should not be allowed to

pine and die unaided. Everything
worth knowing we ought to know, and
our knowledge should be such as would
render us equal to all emergencies of
poultry sickness.

By far the greater proportion of poul-

try diseases arises either from cold and
wet or neglect in preserving cleanliness

—often both combined. It should be
noted aUo that the first symptoms of
nearly all such diseases is diarrhoea,

which we have observed manifests itself

even in roup, before any discharge from
the nostrils is perceptible. At this stage

much evil may be warded of Whenever
a fowl hangs its wings and looks droop-
ing, let it Ije seen at once whether it ap-

pears purgtd, and if so, give immedi-

ately, in a tablespoon ful of warm water,
a teaspoonful of strong brandy saturated
with camphor. Repeat this next morn-
ing, and in most cases the disease, what-
ever it is. will be checked. Care must
of course be taken to give the invalid
warmth and good .sheller, with ale in its

food. If the evacuation continues, ad-
minister the stronger prescription given
for diarrhoea.

Gapes is a fatal disease of chickens,
and which we believe infectious ; it is at
all events epidemic. Unless, perhaps,
thus communicated by others, it never
occurs except there has been foul water,
exposure to wet and want of nourishing
food. The disease is caused—at least so
far as actual symptoms extend—to a
number of small worms, which infest the
windpipe and cause the jx)or chicken to
gasp for breath. If taken early it will be
sufficient to give, every day, a morsel of
camphor the size of a ^rain of wheat,
and to put camphor in the drinking
water ; or a little turpentine may be
given daily in meal, taking care, of
course, that the deficiencies in diet and
shelter be amended. In fully developed
cases the worms must be removed by in-

troducing a loop of horsehair into the
trachea : the operation to be repeated
several times till after the worms appear
to be extracted. A feather, stripped al-

most up to the top, may Ije used instead
of the horsehair. The frequent occur-
rence of gafies is a disgrace to any poul-
try yard.
Apoplexy occurs from over-feeding,

and can seldom be treated in time to be
of service. If the fowl, however, although
insensible, does not appear actually dead,
the wing may l>e lifted, and a large vein
which will be seen underneath freely
opened, after which hold the bird's head
under a cold water tap for a few minutes.
It is just po.ssible it may recover; if so,

feed sparingly on soft food only for a few
days. In over-fed hens this disease
usually occurs during the exertion of
laying ; if, therefore, a laying hen be
found dead upon the nest, let the owner
at once examme the remainder, and
should they appear in too hieh condition
reduce their allowance of food accord-
ingly.

Loss of feathers is almost always caused
either by want of green food or having
no dust bath. Let these wants, there-
fore, be properly supplied, removing the
fowls'if possible to a grass run. For local
application we would recommend mer-
curial ointment, but we ourselves prefer
an unguent composed of sulphur and
creosote. Nothing, however, will bring
the feathers before the next moult.
Roup is always caused by wet or verj-

cold winds. It begins with a common
cold and terminates in an offensive dis-
charge from the nostrils and eyes, often
hanging in froth about those organs. It

is most highly contagious, the disea.se
being, as we believe, communicated by
the sickly fowl's beak contaminating the
drinking water ; therefore let all fowls
affected by it be at once put bv them-
seh-es and have a separate water vessel.
Keep them warm and feed with meal
only, mixed with hot ale instead of
water. Feed on oat meal mixed with ale
and green food unlimited. Wash the
head with tepid water, and give daily
one grain sulphate of copper. We prefer
the above. Roup runs its course rapidly,
and in a week the bird will either be
almost well or so nearly dead that it had
better be killed at once. It is the worst
disease of poultry, and to be dreaded
accordingly. Fortunately the symptoms
are specific and the treatment equally so.
Pip is no disease and demands no

treatment, l)eing only analagous to a
"foul tongue" in human beings. Cure
the roup, or bad digestion, or whatever
else be the real evil, and the thickening
of the tongue will come all right. Fowls
sometimes waste away without any ap-
parent disorder. In such cases a tea-
spoonful of cod-liver oil per day will
often be found a most efficacious remedy.
Scouring or diarrhoea is caused by too
abundant use of relaxed food. Cayenne
pepper or chalk,or lK>th,mixed with meal
or boiled rice will check the complaint.
Leg weakness is generally caused by

the size and weight of the body being
more than the legs can bear. It is

shown by the bird resting on the first

joint. Being entirely the result of weak-
ness, the best treatment is that which
gives a general strength and stamina to
the sufferer. Tincture of iron, say five
drops to a saucer of water, must 1)€ given.
—Ohio Farmer.

Fhnciers' yaRNs.

"lu the old time."—My Annuity.

From Poultry.

Day dreams are generally said to be

pleasant. One sits in the twilight think-

ing and thinking, until the present l>e-

cotpes hazy, when in a pensive reverie of

half-waking dream the far away bygone
and nearly forgotten past gradually takes

form, as it were, and stands again re-

vealed as though but the action of to-

day. The mind somehow wanders back
to old times ; buried past events passing

others of more recent date in "leaps and
bounds." Things of yesterday, last week,
months only ago are forced from their

hold on memory to make room for lost

and forgotten hours and days of fifty to

sixty years since, and again we see, or

seem to see, the occurrences of these in

all their freshness and detail. Scenes,

forms, aye, and the very words then
uttered, rest before the eye and ear as

clearly or as audibly as then, and. yet

possibly if we tried our utmost to reniem-

Ijer certain facts they would utterly elude
our mental grasp.

But half an hour ago sitting in restful

pose with closed eyes, such like visions

were mine. The past of five and fifty

years ago became the present. At that

time I had a few pigeons, poultry, rab-

bits, etc. M}' neighbor next door was an
old fancier of all, besides keeping many
cage birds. These in summer were hung
in numbers around his bedroom window
except the larger kinds, which piped or

sang melodiously from beneath a lattice

outhouse built for their reception, and
that of a cat to protect them from mice
and rats.

My pigeons were tumblers, t1lo^t1v fiv.

ing blaclc baldheads, which soared to a
great height, and when so flying would
turn quickly, looking in the meanwhile
more like flashes of light than pigeons in
flight. My old fancier friend and myself
watched them often and often, and
although it is nearly sixty years since, I

can .see now his delighted expression as
bird after bird turned over without falling
from its place. But the time came when
I wanted a change of birds. He advo-
cated yellow dragons and knew of some
very good, but after a while it was settled
the new-comers should be mottled trum-
peters. I think it was a heavy time with
him when he helped to carry my bald-
heads to a dealer in I.,ock's Fields, and
the trumpeters were brought home, well
colored, nice birds, and they trumpeted
roundly, fully and musically, quite a
different en vocci to the present strain,
nothing alike either in size, rose or leg
feathering, but their cooing propensities
were loud and continuous.

After a while these were let out and all
went well, but in a few days, to my aston-
ishment, my black baldheads all returned.
There was a "battle royal," a struggle for
possession. Sometimes the trumpeters
won, and then the baldheads. At last I

secured the latter and took them back to
"the dealer," who had Iwught them, and
offered them to him. Not he. No, not
a bit of it. He didn't know who bought
them of him. He had sold them and
wouldn't have them again at any price,
nor as a gift. So I went further away to
another merchant in pigeons. "Yes,
they were pretty and clean cut." What
did I want for them? "Well," said I,

"not so much as I wish to be rid of them'
and they are not mine. I have sold them
once and they have come home again."
•"Have you?" said he. "Well you are
stupid when you say they are not yours.
Whose are they, then?" "Why," said
I, "I don't know." "And I don't care,"
said he, and he Iwught them.
About three weeks after I heard a great

noise in my pigeon shed, and thinking
it was a cat hadgot in, I ran out with a
stick to drive it away. On opening the
door and rushing in, I saw, net a cat, but
my old black baldheads had returned,
and matters were serious between them
and the trumpeters—two broken eggs
laid on the ground, and one small young
bird, and a baldhead was "pulling" at
another. In a few minutes the new
comers were safely lodged in a rabbit
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hutch, and there was then much musical

rejoicing from the trumpeters left in

po.ssession. My old friend "next door"

counselled to "sell them further away ;"

so the following morning found me on

my way to Mr. Raysdon. a dealer near

St. George's Church in the Boro'. The
worthy man was at home. I told him
that the birds had been sold twice.

"Have they ?" said he. "Well, sir, you

see there is birds as is 'a sort of annuity;'

and I should say these is of that there

breed." "But," said I, "it is not right

to keep selling them." "Isn't it though,"

said he, "I say sell 'em agin and agin, we
all does it, anyhow I'll buy 'em." So I

left "my annuity."
.Some time after while talking to my

fancier friend and neighl>or, he looked

up at the house, and with much glee

said, "Why there are two of the old bald-

heads back." .\nd true it was, and in

less than five minutes I had them trapped

and secured." "Well." said I, "this

time there are but two. " In a few days
I took these to Kent Street (neither of

the former buyers would even look at

them). I again related my story. "Well."
said Mr. Runciman, "What fools people

are to let such birds out. I'd bet a

guinea" (Mr. Runcimon was a truthful

man. so he added), "that is if I had one,

that you may sell them fifty times, and
each tune they'll come back." "I really

hope not," said I, "and please, if you
sell them, will you kiukly ask the ad-

dress of the buyer?" "Not I, not I,"

said he, "I should just have enough to do
to take down 'the housing' of all my cus-

tomers. No ! not a bit of it," and with
many a gurgling laugh as he put his pur-

chase into a pen, he ilisjointly said,

"They'll— Ije—home—a—fore—you, un-
less you run."
There had been a strange cat prowling

about some time, so I kept my birds in,

tied up the "bolt wires," and covered tlie

drop hole, and otherwise closed my trap

to prevent acci<leiits ; but going down
one morning to see after my stock and
to fee<l them, what should I see ! My
pair of old black baldlieads silting asleep
outside. Thev were so tireil and huiigrv

that I concluded they had come some
distance. I fed theni, let them in, and
caged them. Tlien what should 1 do
with Iheni ? I offered to give them away,
but just then 110 one I knew cared for

black baldheads ; so I thought I would
take them to Leadeiihall Market, as pos-

sibly someone buying them would live a

long way off. So to a Mr. Moonstone I

took them. I did not tell him their ad-

ventures or the "sort of annuity" they
were to me. but simply sold them for a

fair remunerative price, determining that

if they ever returned I would not sell

them again

.

Mr. Moonstone was a short-necked
square built man, with a ruddy purplish
face, adorned by small red whiskers ; his

eyes were grey excepting the portion
which should have been white, which
showed pink veined with scarlet. He
sold dogs, cats, besides fowls, pigeons,
guiuea pigs, rabbits, and ferrets. The
eyes of the latter animal and his own
were strangely alike, though with a dif-

ferent setting. Now, when he had put
the second bird into the empty pen he
stooped down, looked at "the beauties,"
turned round, looked at me, then at

the pen, chuckled, and after nearly
choking and shutting one eye he gasped
out, "Flyers! eh, fly—ers, eh ! Ah! you
know 'em, eh?" I comprehended his
meaning and fled.

Well, to shorten my story, in less than
ten days they were back again, and it so
happened that a young friend wanted to
keep pigeons, so I gave him my black
baldheads. He kept them shut up until

they reared a pair of young ones, and
then let them out ; his house not being
far from mine they used to come and
feed with my other stock, and back to

his loft afterwards, and so ended—my
annuity.

—In the summer, what more agreeable
pastime can l)e conceived for the occupa-
tion of a portion of the time daily of the
little ones upon the country estate than
that of caring for and feeding chickens,
so abundant at this time all over the
land ? What better amusement can these
young people have ? And by this means
they may many of them clothe them-
selves, purchase books, or other small
valuables ; and this, too, without inter-

fering with their school attendance, or
other duties at home upon the farm,

—

American Poultry Yard.

THE ORPINGTON FOWL.

The Rosecomb—It is Obtained by
a Preak of Natiu-e.

[continued.]

W. Cook in the Fanciers' Gazette.

Lately another variety has been intro-

dnce<l, namely, the rosecomb Orpington.

This is a breed which stands right away

from all the rest, and there is no other

large breed of black fowls with rosecombs

in England. The black Hamburgs are

small birds, with white ear-lobes, and lay

white eggs, whereas the rosecomb Or-

pingtons lay brown eggs. I am often

asked which of the two varieties (the

Orpington and the rosecomb ditto) are

the best to keep. My answer is, that it

is more a matter of fancy, as they differ

so very slightly as regards their useful

qualities. The rosecomb lay rather the

most eggs, but they are not so large in

the rosecomb is obtained by a freak of
nature, and not from any existing breed
of fowls. These freaks of nature are

called "sports."

All poultry-keepers who have had ex-

perience in breeding rosecomb breeds of

fowls know that they do uot all come
with rosecombs, although their parents

all possessed rosecombs. The rosecomb
Orpington is uot an exception to this

rule, and being a newly-made breed, it

can scarcely l)e expected, when an old-

established breed like the black Ham-
burg throws birds with siugle combs ; of

the cockerels also, a few come slightly

mismarked with red feathers, instead of

being black thoughout. as they should
l>e. Some people think it strange that

the cockerel should thus come mis-

marked, but it is a frequent occurrence

that when two black breeds are mated
together, their progeny will throw red

feathers in their hackles and saddles.

The rosecomb Orpington cock should

be black throughout, with a splendid

green gloss upon the plumage, broad in

the breast, and with a nice flowing tail.

POULTRY GOSSIP.
Items of lutorest for Both llreedur and

C'onBunier.

Special Correspondence.

Doctors, lawyers, chemists and poultry

editors are deep iu the oyster shell con-

troversy. The carlx>nate of lime in the

oyster shells seems to be the bone of con-

tention. The opponents of oyster shells

say it is insoluble, while the advocates

of shells say it is soluble. Deep into the

inner recesses of the hen do they delve,

and the amount of acids necessary to catch

that measly lime for the egg shell is be-

wildering. The amount of knowledge

displayed by men never before suspected

of being chemists or scientists is sur-

prising ; in fact, one hardly recognizes

even the former style of the writers—it is

so different. It is extremely difficult for

doctors to correctly explain some of

the assimilative processes of the human
organs, then how much more difficult

must it be to explain the functions of our

dumb animals. We do not believe oyster

shells to be absolutely necessary, but

from the weight of evidence presented by
its advocates it seems perfectly reasonable

to assume that the carbonate of lime is

assimilated.
—0:0

—

Mr. James Rankin, a practical author-

ity, positively asserts that oyster shells

are digested, and claims to have found

pieces of shell incorporated in the egg

shell. He claims that his ducks will lay far

better when supplied with shells. Grant-

ing that this may lie the case with Mr.

Rankin's ducks, it is nevertheless contra-

dicted by the experience of others, who
never feed any shells whatever. But the

feed and surroundings play an important

part in the matter. Mr. Rankin raises

thousands of ducks, and requires a large

flock of laying birds. The latter we be-

lieve he* pens up. He lielieves in corn

also as a principal food, and the well-

known deficiency of lime in this grain

would make the feeding of foods richer

in lime necessary, but Mr. Raukin feeds

the shells to supply this want of lime,

with the success above stated.

size as the Orpingtons

eggs produced in a year does not vary,

the quality of the flesh is equal, and also

the fowls' appearance, except that they

differ in the matter of their combs. Many
people, I find, have an idea that the rose-

comb variety have black Hamburg blood

in them, but this is altogether a mistake.

About fifteen years ago there were some

Langshans imported into England with

rosecombs. These were mated with

Langshans with the orthodox single

comb, but many of the progeny came

with rosecombs. No notice was taken of

this, and many were killed and eaten.

Fortunately I got hold of a few, and

bred from them, and I bought as many
as I could about the country, until I had

a nice flock together. Then I crossed

them in the same manner as I had done

to get the single comb variety, using the

rosecomb Langshan instead of the others.

I wish my readers to understand that

The weight of I
carried well back, black beak well curved,

dark or hazel eye, the former preferred,

and a neat rosecomb, closely fitted to the

head, with a short spike at the back,

red face and ear-lobes, black legs with

white toenails, four toes on each foot,

sole of the foot should be white. The
hen should match the male bird in all

pointi, only the comb and tail are

smaller. The chickens are very hardy,

and can be brought up in small runs, and
often then lay at six months old. No
one that has tried them is disappointed

with them, as they fill the egg basket

when the snow is on the ground.

Years ago we never heard of oyster

shells or bone meal, and even to-day

there are very successful poultry raisers

who never feed either. They invariably

allow their hens full range, and under

such conditions it is a waste ofmoney to

buy oyster shells. We have bought hun-

dreds of eggs when we were in the egg

business of neighboring farmers and

poultry raisers, but seldom found a place

where shells were fed. In our own ex-

perience, although we usually supply the

shells, we cannot state positively that

the lime in the shells is assimilated. We
have fed no shells for months, and found

no difference in the results, and all oor

fowls were yarded. A cardinal principle

in our feeding rations always has been

bran. The latter, in our estimation, is

the most indispensable egg food we have.

—During the warm weather the chick-

ens will do much better if kept out of

doors altogether. They then liecome hard-

ened,and grow more thriftily than if they

are shut up at night in hot, musty houses.

Those that average larger than the others

should be accommodated with roosting

places or huddling coops at night, apart

from the smaller broods, lest in tneir

scrambling for warm shelter they tread

upon and injure or destroy the younger
birds.—New York Mail and Express.

It has been claimed that clover will

supply the lime necessary to an egg

shell most easily. We fed clover till a

year ago, when a change of residence

prevented our securing it. We fed a

straight grain ration consisting of bran,

oats and com ground together with wheat,

corn or buckwheat as a night ration.

From November to F^ebruary we fed no

shells, but after that supplied the latter.

There was no difference in the results as

far as we could detect, and we will posi-

tively assert that we received more egg»

this season than last season when we fed
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clover. As we keep a record of what
our fowls do,we can easily detect whether

certain fowls influenced egg production

or not We have known instances where
whole wheat was fed exclusively to a

flock of Brahmas with splendid results.

The safest guide in feeding chickens is

the experience of successful poultrymen.

—0:0

—

This brings up the experiences of cat-

tle breeders. Bone meal has often been

recommended as a cure for abortion in

cows. It is on the supposition that the

foetus of the calf prematurely born is de-

ficient in bone or deficient in other par-

ticulars attributed to the foods, and th^ir

lack of the elements necessary for the

growth of the ftietus. Bone meal has

been recommended as a remedy for sofl-

shelled eggs and for leg weakness in

chickens. In every instance we believe

it will fail to accomplish what is claimed

for it. In milch cows where "slinking

of calves" is most prevalent, the forcing

for large yiield of milk without consider-

ing the growing calf is enough to pro-

duce the trouble. In hens the soft-

shelled eggs are due to diseased condi-

tions of the egg organs, and weak-legged

chickens have been forced either in too

high heat or fed too strongly. In an ex-

tended experience with cattle and poultry

we fed bran and oats after many various

trials as the safest foods for all growing
stock, and found the abortion in cattle,

and the leg weakness in chickens an un-

known quantity provided the sanitary

conditions were perfect. We have seen

chickens forced by artificial means in a

high temperature become weak in the

legs and also enjoyed the spectacle of

seeing them stufl°ed with green ground
bone again without success.

ciers are born, not made. It is easy

enough to treat the breeding of fancy

poultry lightly, and the very men who
believe it a very simple affair would fail

signally if compelled to produce first-

class stock themselves. But such men
would want to do the teaching. The
poultry farm, the show room and the

poultry press will be found to be the best

teachers.

Science is a great thing, but the laws

of nature are supreme. The whole secret

in feeding lies in following the* laws of

nature and studying the animals under
our care.

—0:0—

Attention was called to the fact that

hot weather produces diarrhoea in young
chicks in last week's Journal. The best

way to prevent it is to provide grass,

shade and pure water . A simple remedy
for diarrhoea is boiled milk. This latter

is used almost exclusively in France.

It is to l>e regretted that the South
Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion should have split up into factions.

It seems that one wing of the association

was dissatisfied with the management of

the old association, and formed a new
organization, assuming the name of the
old one, and at the same time applying
to the state officials to have it incorpo-

rated. The old association, not being in-

corporated, is making a strong fight to

prevent the "other fellows" from using
the old name, and a lively new.spaper
fight is the result. The new association

will hold its show in Greenville, S. C,
next February, and was included in the

southern circuit. The old association

with the help of the Greenville contingent
expected to make the Charleston show
next January a memorable one, as it

was confidently expected that the A. P.

A. would meet there. The unfortunate
dissensions among our southern friends

is calculated to injure the prospects

down there, and it is to be hoped that

an amicable settlement will be arrived at.

It is patent to all who have watched the
course of members of the A. P. A. that it

is an almost universal desire to see the
next meeting held in the South.

J. H. Drevenstedt.

T±ija oi'.ajNmu fowIj.

An old breeder speaking of gapes stated

that where many chickens are affected to

place them in closed rooms and fumigate
with carbolic acid. The latter is poured
on live coal held on a shovel or in an
iron vessel. It knocks the gape worms
out completely. Prevention, however, is

the best. In gape infested localities

plowing of the soil in the fall will help
matters, especially if a lil)eral supply of
air slaked lime is used in the chicken
coops and sprinkled on the fresh soil in

the spring.
—0:0

—

E. P. Cloud, the well-known poultry-

man and editor of the brilliant and spicy
little Poultry News, wants a college

started for educating people in judging,
scoring, mating and breeding of fowls

;

also teaching them capon izing, feeding,

etc. The best college. Brother Cloud, is

on the poultry farm,and the practical ex-
perience gained is the best teacher. \Ve
have plenty of men who preach well

enough on poultry topics, but very few
who have made a practical success of the
business. Our agricultural colleges

could combine poultry raising in all its

details in the curiculum of studies, but
the science of breeding fancy poultry can
scarcely be taught mechanically. Fan-

A Ohloken That Shows but Little

Disposition to Sit.

From the Stock-Keeper.

In the first place, before I say anything
about the Spanish fowl as fancy or show
birds, I should like to say what I think
of them as a thoroughly useful and profit-

able breed, more especially for those
who keep a few birds for the sake of
having genuine new-laid eggs, and who
have not a large space at their command
in which to keep them. I mean those
who live in town, or the suburbs of large

towns.

The complaint is so often heard of
people who have started poultry for that

purpose, that after their birds have laid

a few eggs their maternal feelings have
been so strongly and unplea.santly de-

veloped that they ignore all other con-
siderations, and simply represent so

many living incubators, and squat alx>ut

like bundles of feathers, to the infinite

disgust of their owners, who have neither

the will nor accommodation to rear

chickens. I would, therefore, strongly

recommend those who have a limited

space, and who are fond of a new-laid

egg for breakfast, to keep Spanish fowls,

as they bear confinement well, very sel-
dom show any disposition to sit, and are
most prolific layers of fine large eggs

—

yes, "all fine and large" will well express
it—and at the beginning of the year
many fanciers will l)e glad to sell their
birds which are deficient in show points
for a few shilling each.
These birds will be found to lav well,

look well and give no more trouble than
a lot of mongrels, the color of their
plumage beiiij^ well suited for close con
finemeut and the smoke and smuts of a
large town or city. The only thing they
require and must have is a good dry
house and to be fairly well fed ; they are
by no means large eaters, considering
the quantity of eggs they lay. Morning
and evening is quite often enough to feed
them, though they do not turn their

beaks up at a few house scraps in the
middle of the day. For the above rea-
sons I would strongly recommend them
as a most profitable breed to keep.
As a show or exhibition fowl they are

perhaps the only kind that can be' suc-
cessfully bred, kept and exhibited by
anyone who has only a limited space at
his command. I think that some home
hobby is a very good thing for anyone,
young or old, to have. Change of occu-
pation, like change of air or change of
diet, keeps both body and mind in a
healthy condition and often prevents
unhealthy thoughts and habits taking
possession of us.

I shall with pleasure endeavor to assist
those who may feel disposed to start in
this particular hobby and give them the
result of my e.xperience, extending over
thirty years, during which time I have
kept this variety, for Spanish were mv
first and only love (I mean in the poul-
try fancy), but I shall not carry out the
words of the nigger nreaclier who, before
he coininenced his sermon, was very fond
of repeating these lines :

THE FANCIER AND THE

MARKET POULTRYMAN.

BY J. H. DREVENSTEDT.

Come all of you who have disaming.
Lisen to the voice of larning;,
While I discourse, as is my wont,
'Bout what I know (in sotto voice), and what I

don't.

When a young man is about to get
married he very wisely and naturally be-
gins to think about the kind of house he
shall take his wife home to, and so I

would advise the Spanish fancies to be
very particular in starting with the proper
conveniences for keeping this breed, for
on this will depend much of his after
success or failure. Each one will, of
course, modify my suggestions to suit
their own circumstances. I shall give
what I consider actually necessary and
describe their uses as I go on.
Two good-sized sheds, not less than ten

feet bv ten feet, or equivalent, and six
feet high if you can, with as large a wired
run as you can give to each, but if

they are next to each other, thev must
have a Iwarded partition at least two feet
high to prevent the birds seeing each
other. If one or both of the sides are
brickwork, have these rouifhly painted so
as to leave as few holes and crannies as
possible to harbor insects. I would also
have the bottom concreted and done
over with Portland cement and made
quite smooth. This will, if well done,
keep out rats, mice and other vermin,
and have it well lime-whited with good
hot lime, in which put plenty of oil or
grease to prevent it easily rubbing off.

In the warmest of these sheds, and at
the warmest side, have .some pens about
two feet square, and not less than three
feet high, if higher so much the better,
but the bottom of these pens should be
about three feet off the ground, so that
the space could be made into one or
more runs if required. One or two
smaller sheds, about six feet by four feet,

covered, but with open runs the size of
which must be according to the space at
command, will be found very useful.
Do not have the doors too small, and

at the bottom of each of the enclosed
sheds, just inside the door, have a mov-
able slip, about six inches wide, to slide
in and out ; this will keep in the gravel
earth or grit at the bottom, and you can
slip it out when you are cleaning the
pens. Have movable slides to connect
the sheds and runs—mind, not too small—eighteen inches high, and to work over
a little puUy and cord, so that you can
easih- open or close them, have all your
wire netting sparrow proof, for those lit-

tle chaps have good appetites, and don't
wait for a formal invitation, and Ije sure
the roof is thoroughly watertight. In all

the enclosed houses grit of some kind

—

dry mould, or fine gravel, or some of
each mixed is a good thing, but mind it's

thoroughly dry. .\s regards nests for
laying and perches, you will, of course,
use your own judgment, and put them
in the most convenient places.

—Keep down the surplus stock. Market
all not needed.

—A collie dog and a terrier are indis-
pensable on a poultry farm ; the former
to keep off the chicken thieves, the latter
the rats.

—Feeding hens are very fastidious and
any attempts at experiments in color
feeding are speedily resented. There is

plenty of time for getting color into birds
if you start when they are two or three
months old.

A controversy is Ijeing carried on in

several poultry journals relative to the

fanciers vs. the market poultrymen.

One journal which represents the fan-

ciers states that "market poultrymen have
no business with or fraternal feelings for

fancy poultrymen." This ruses the ire

of the champion of the market poultry-

man, and he immediately pulls the house
to pieces which the other fellow built.

He claims that one is necessary to the

other, and in a broad sense this is true,

as most breeds depend for their popu-
larity with the masses on their economic
or practical qualities. But the masses

buy thoroughbred stock only for practi-

cal purposes as a rule, and seldom hang
themselves by diving deep into their

pockets in order to buy a real fancy bird.

They are really breeders of thorough-

bred stock—nothing else—and their sales

are to breeders, like themselves, and
farmers.

There is, however, one class of true

fanciers, men by nature qualified to

study and find pleasure in thoroughbred

fowls, who care more for the feathers

than the flesh and eggs.

This cla,ss, although not as numerous
as the breeders, is, however, the class

that buys and pays the prices for fine

birds.

Like the owner of thoroughbred race

horses, the true fancier of fowls cares

only for the possession of the best. There
are hundreds of farmers who breed
horses, and many breed thnrnngVihrpH

trotters, or race horses, we will say.

Does the sale of these animals depend on
their every-tlay qualities? If it did, every-
day prices would rule—as they do in
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred. It is

only the production of a colt of phenom-
enal speed that brings the price. The
breeder of coaching horses must produce
surpassing style and beauty to secure the
highest price. A noted instance is the
case of Robert Bonner. The thousands
of dollars expended by that true lover of
horse flesh was to gratify his fancy. The
thousands of dollars expended by Pierre
Lorillard and other turfmen was to
gratify their fancv and ambition. It is

only the rich and thoroughbred fanciers
of horse flesh that can and will breed and
purchase fancy thoroughbreds. So with
dogs. Does the payment of |2ooo for a
collie signify that his practical qualities
are worth so much ? No ; it is the hobby
or the fancy of the purchaser that induces
him to pay for the quality of the coat,
the hean, frill, etc. He wants the best
regardless of the price. It is true that
hundreds of collies are sold to farmers
and breeders as work dogs, but at what
price ? Five to ten dollars each.
There is the same condition existing

in the sale of thoroughbred poultry. Ad-
vertisers in poultry papers know this.
If you cater to the breeders and market
poultrymen it is your surplus stock
which you can sell at fair figures, but the
choice high-scoring fowl must find a pur-
chaser among the true fancier. No one
would suspect Captain Heaton, the
famous breeder of games, of catering to
market poultrymen. His birds are bred
to win at the shows, and no fancier of
games cares a fig for anything except
the station and the plumage. No breeder
or market poultryman would pay I250
for a single bird. It is the thoroughbred
fancier who will spend a small fortune to
secure the beat. We have in this country
rich and enthusiastic fanciers whose
chief delight is to secure the finest birds.
This class must be supplied, but it is only
from fanciers who make a specialty of
producing exhibition birds that they se-
cure their stock.
Breeding fancy fowls is a high art, al-

though there are individuals who believe
it simplicity itself. This is on a par with
laymen, who alway.s lielieve they can do
better in running a paper or expound
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ing the laws than the skilled editors and
lawyers. One of the most successful

breeders of Brahmas only accomplished

his purpose of breeding the most perfect

specimens by hard study and years of

experiment. This fancier never did

things by guess work.
We remember an instance which will

show the character ofthe man who breeds

for "points." Having occasion to take

out his pocket book in a store where
poultry supplies were kept, the fancier

was startled to find that a slip of paper

had ey^aped from the pocket book, and
was lost among the boxes and coops of

the store. After a long search the paper
was found. "Not for |iooo would I have
lost that slip," remarked the fancier.

That slip was a record of his matings of

the past five years, and that is the man
who wins the premiums. He is a fancier

only, and market poultry is as foreign

to him as hair is on a frog.

The high prices paid for games, ban-

tams and Indian games have l)een due
to feathers only. The good quality of

the Indian games as table fowls opens a

market for the culls and cheaper grade
of birds. The famous Indian game hen
of Whitfield valued at 100 or more pounds
sterling is a fancv fowl only. It would
make precious little difference whether
she laid ten eggs or io(j. While we be-

lieve that the breeding of thoroughbred
stock is dependent to a certain extent on
the market poultrymen, it is neverthe-
less true that the genuine fancier has
nothing in common with the latter. He
lives ill a world of his own, and the com-
mercial value of the eggs his pets lay or

their value when in the butchers' stalls

disturbs him not in the least.

THE MT. HOLLY PAIR.

the fact

Liberal Premiums Offered and a Very

Large Entry Looked for.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Will you kindly allow me space

in your paper to make known

ent of the poultry, pigeon and pet stock

department of the Mount Holly Fair, it

will give me pleasure to answer any
questions relating to it. I will guarantee

that any birds entrusted to my care will

receive my best attention.

This is the forty-fourth annual exhibit,

and the poultry department ranks as one

of the best, if not the best, in this state.

Last year its entries numbered looo, and

with the liberal premiums offered by the

association at their coming show, which
takes place September 8 to 12, if the
entries do not exceed that number I shall

be greatly disappointed.
The association spares no expense for

the safety and comfort of the birds, pro-
viding feed, attendant and night watch-
man free of charge to the exhibitor.
Premiums are offered for nearly all

kinds of fowls and are as follows: For
best pair of fowl (cock and hen), ist

prize, |2 ; 2d prize, |i. For best pair of
chicks (cockerel and pullet), ist prize,

Jt2 ; 2d prize, $\. Prizes ranging from
$1 to |io are offered on incubators,
l)rooders, coops and feed hoppers.

I shall be pleased to mail a premium
list with every entry blank and informa-
tion upon receipt of a letter from any in-

tending exhibitor desiring one.

Yours very truly,

T. Farrek Rackham,
Superintendent.

East Orange, N. J., July 2.

—If your hens lay soft-shelled eggs it

is an indication that there is a lack of
lime in their food. They should have
ground oyster shells or bone, with a

change of food. If neither is handy, put
lime in their drinking water. However,
soft-shelled eggs may be laid from other
causes than from a lack of lime. It is

often due from the cause of hens Ijeiug

too fat, or lack of proper exercise. In
such cases they should be fed on grass
during the day and given a small quantity
of oats at night, giving them plenty of
litter to work and scratch in. It is the
poor condition of hen houses, improper
care and over-fat that cause manv of the
difficulties in poultry raising and in pro-
ducing eggs.—National Stockman.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The birds of Mr. Michael Burks, of

Readville, Mass., being flown for record,

were liberated in this city at nineteen

minutes past 7 o'clock Sunday morning.

The first return was the Silver, reg., 58

M. B., at five minutes past 3 o'clock.

The air line distance is 262,'^ miles, the

average speed 1003 yards per minute.

*

The George W. Childs prize held since

the season opened by Little Nell's

journey of 428><j' miles to the John Diggle

loft, will now go, for a while at least, to

Yardley, Pa., the birds of the Messrs.

Twining and Cadwalader having made
the journey from Concord, N. C, Tues-

dav i>nd placed the figures for the day's

work at 452)4^ miles.

*
« *

The eight birds concerned in this jour-

ney were counterniarked and shipped

ten days ago, and, in the meantime,

have Ijeen waiting, shut up in their

traveling basket, for favorable weather.

The wonder is not that they were late,

but that they were able to travel at all.

The start was at 5.35 P. M. Tuesday.

The returns reported by wire were

:

Twining's reg. 136, in at 7.4S P. M.;

certified at 8.03 P. M.; distance 452'4'

miles ; average speed, 933 yards per

minute. Cadwallader's Adam. reg. 18,

in at 7.50 P. M.; certified at 8 P. M.

;

distance, 452^ miles; average speed,

930 yards per minute.

«
• *

The red checker cock Little Rhody,

owned by Mi. J. A. j>Outciic, oi 1 rovi-

dence, R. I., that was lilierated in Green-

ville, S. C, on the morning of Thursday,

July 3, was found in its home loft at

noon on Monday, having come in during

the morning. The airline distance is

760.7 miles, and the time from liberating

to finding four and one-fourth days.

The distance is the greatest from which a

bird has returned since 1887, and the

greatest ever made by a Rhode Island

bird.

»%
The best journey of the season from

200 miles was flown Wednesday from

Orange, Va., to Woodbury, N. J., by the

twenty-eight birds of T. P. Green that

returned in the journey from Washington

a week ago. The start was at ten minutes

to 9 o'clock. The first returning were

fourteen together at 1.45 P. M., the first

passing the wires into the loft thirty sec-

onds later. The air line distance covered

is 196 miles; the average speed 11 68

yards per minute.

» »

The following birds were to have been

liberated on Thursday : The second eight

of the Messrs. Twining and Cadwalader,

to fly from Concord, N. C, and the

twenty-eight of Mr. Theo. P. Green, of

Woodbury, N. J., that are to fly from

Danville, Va., 315 miles. Birds sent away

on that day were those of the Messrs.

John R. Hunsburger and W. P. Denagre,

of Chestnut Hill, Pa. Their start will be

at Charlotte, N. C, to-day.

*
»

The birds Butler and Bellview, owned

by Messrs. Frank Lane and John McFad-

den respectively, of the Virtue Club, were

shipped Wednesday evening for libera-

ting from a station in Florida that will

give sufficient distance to break the

record of Red Whizzer and China Bill

from Pensacola to this city, 940 miles,

made in i886. Butler has made the jour-

ney from 528 miles, but Bellview has

flown only from 325 miles.

*
» •

Mr. Lane Wednesday reported arrival

at home of Shamrock from the start in

the 528 miles journey, June 17. The
bird in the meantime had been a visitor

to Bowling Green, Va., This gives Mr.

Lane all of his entry of five birds at

home excepting Polly, now waiting with

clipped wings in Baltimore to be re-

turned by express.

« •

Mr. Cadwallader, of Yardley, Pa., re-

ports two other returns from the start in

Concord on Tuesday, making four of the

eight sent at home, two with same day

records.

* »

Reg. 303, of the John Blood loft, lib-

erated in Concord, N. C, June 17, has

been a prisoner in Lauraville, Md., since

the evening of that day. Its whereabouts

were made known to Dr. E. G. Darling,

of that town, who at once coinmnnicated

with its friends, and negotiations for its

ransom will be entered upon.

THE CONCOURSE RACES.

The Last One Flown Wednesday
Results Very Satisfactory.

From our Special Correspondent.

The last of the great concourse races

came to a conclusion July 9. There were

a series of four races from 200, 300, 400

and 500 miles, and the results have been

highly satisfactory to all concerned, and

has demonstrated that the condition of

wind and atmosphere can not be equal

only to sections, and have no doubt

in the future that some system will

Philadelphia, the charts showing the
winds to be south all the wav up and
past New York, all interested in this

race fully expected to have a bird home
the day of liberation, but the nearest
approach to it was the loft of Messrs
Williams and Goodby, Providence, R. I.,

at 4.40 A. M. and 4.55 A. M. respectively.

Time taken when the telegraph mes-
sage was filed. The following were at

home July 8:
a. h.

H. J. Williams, Providence, R. 1 5.1^
Wifliam H. Goodby. Providence, R. I . . . . 5.30
William Bennert, Newark, N. J 3.4J
W. L. Spaugehl, Brooklyn, N.Y 6.1a
C. A. Mnhr, Newark, N J 6.4a

J. D. Munro, Philadelphia 7.90
A. H. Kruge, Germantown, Pa 7.3a
B. Holder, Newark, N.J 8.10

E. K. Tucker, Eliiabeth, N. J 9.30
B. Hlwell, Irving^on, N. J 9.30
George R. Callaghan, Angora 9.35
John Shepherd, Angora 0.35
Eli Morton, Newark, N. J 10.00

J. Eberle, Philadelphia ii.ss

J. C. Conley, Philadelphia
George H. Bowerman, Ne>

la.iS
Newark, N. J 12.4S

- J—*^A <.»..u ....
MWfcaVTAA

their races separate and distinct for

diplomas and special prizes under one

management. The entries for this race

from Philadelphia were :

p. D. Krouse 6 J. Eberle 4
W. C. Glory .S Geo. R. Callaghan.. . 1

Kendall.H. Kendall 3

Join G. Hunt .... 2

W. S. Torkington . . 5

J. C. Conley 6

George T. Morgan. 5
Dan Kane 2

J. A. Stovell I

Geo. Hornberger. . . 2

Wm. Hunter 2

John Diggle 2

R. I,. Hayes 3
A. Gordon 1

L. Schreiber i

James Work • 5
E. S. Devlin ...... i

John Shepherd. ... 3
P. F. Suyder 2
G. H. Goldbeck ... 2

J. Curran i

H, Heinrich 1

James Boyd 1

John Love i

A. H. Kniger 4
William Uarnaves. . i

C. Hub 3
L. Hub 3
F. Rogers 2
Wm. Dounton 2

C. Adams 4
J. D. Munro . . . . 4

H. Walker 2
C. A. Mahr 3
B. Holder 2

Ben Hlwell 6
Thos. Bonerman. . . 5
J. Fischer 2

W. B. Garrabrant. . . 5
Eli Morton 3
William Bennert. . . 3

Entries from Brooklyn, Jersey City,

New York, Newark, N. J., Plainfield,

Keyport and Elizabeth, N. J., were :

I,. W. Spangehl . . . ti

K. Aken 3
John Cadoo 3
W. E. Johnson 6

S. l.,amberton .... 6

J. H. Doane 3
F. R. Stevens 3
E. K. Tucker 3
W. A. Higgins 2

J. R. Husson 5

Total from Philadelphia, 92 birds, and
76 from other sections, making a grand
total of 168 birds.

D. S. Rogers, a fancier of this city,

started from Philadelphia July i and
visited all the four liberating points, and
after carefully instructing each liberator

he adjourned to Charlotte, N. C, where
he could be in close communication with
B. H. Bronson, the U. S. Signal Officer,

and there await a favorable day for the

loosing of all birds at the same moment.
It came on July 7, the Signal Officer and
Mr. Rogers both being up at 4 A. M., as

also were the telegraph operators at

Lynchburg, Va.; Statesville, N. C, and
Spartanburg, S. C, Plainfield, Elizabeth

and Keyport birds being at Charlotte.

To the former three places this message
was sent shortly after 4 o'clock: "What
are your weather conditions?" The reply

being satisfactory, they were again wired

to start all birds at 5 A. M. sharp, which
was acted upon. The weather was clear

and the wind south at all starting points

except Lynchburg, Va. There the wind
was southwest. At the Signal Office in

John G. Hunt, Philadelphia 1.30
George Uoruberger, Philadelphia, two birds hie-

fore 2 P. M.

Later in the day there were over fifty

birds reported home, while on July 9,
which is the last day for record from 500
miles, about twenty-five more arrivals

were heard from. Advices from States-

ville, N. C, says the birds circled there
for about seven minutes and then left,

flying in a northerly direction and the
wind changed shortly after the start to
southwest and remained there until

night. The start was from the top of the
First National Bank and was witnessed
by Ex-Congressman W. M. Robbins and
a number of other prominent gentlemen
of that place.

From Spartanburg, S. C, we learn
after making one or two circles they left,

going directly to the north. A few min-
utes later about one-third of them re-

turned,' coming from the northeast and
after flying around for about ten minutes
they left, going northeast. At about
noon a silver cock, 4249, belonging to

Mr. William Hunter, returned and re-

mained about the yard until night, when
it went to roost on the window of the lib-

erator's house. Mr. J. D. Steen. who
caught it as he also did a blue bird,

marked 725, that refused to leave the
basket. Both birds are being held by
Mr. Steen and are at the disposal of the

owner.
The following is an article clipped

from the Shreveport Times in refer-

ence to the liberation of eight birds

owned by the Quaker City Club:

AN INTERESTING EVENT.

Last week Mr. G. H. Wilson, sergeant of the

signal service corps, of this city, received from

the Quaker City Homing Club of Philadelphia,

seven homing pigeons. The object in sending
these noted birds here was to beat the longest
known record of 1041 miles, the distance now
essayed being over 1200 miles, and being under
the auspices of Federation of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers, No. 11 15 South Fifteenth Street,

Philadelphia Pa. These birds were evidently
selected for their powers of endurance, rapidity

of flight and record. They were lieautiful speci-

mens of the homing pigeon, strong, large and
powerful.
The morning was bright, clear and pleasant,

with every atmospheric condition indicative of a
propitious t>eginning for this remarkable jour-
ney. Quite a large number of citizens, among
them several l.idies. a.ssembled on the roof of the
government biiililinijr early Sunday morning to

witness the inception of what, if successful, will

prove the most memorable experiment in the
history of the intelligent carrier pigeon.

At 6 o'clock Mr. Wilson opened the trap of the
cage. They all gathered under the opening in

a cluster. One sprang on top and, as if by a
preconcerted signal at 6.03 the little flock arose,

up and out of the cage and were away. Their
flight at first was almost due north, with a slight

deviation eastward. After partially doubling
several times, but never backward or in a circle,

they were lost to view in an undevialing course
due northeast, in the exact line of their final des-

tination. Much wonder was expressed at the in-

telligent instinct which led the birds to at once
select the proper course. Great interest is

manifested here to learn the result of the long
journey of these l)eautiful birds of rapid flight.

However, no news has been heard from
them up to date.

Mr. A. F. Stofer liberated a number of
birds at Orange, Courthouse, Va., July 8,

for the Peekskill Homing Club, who are

competing for a 300-mile record. Re-

ports of arrivals not received up to going
to press.

A bird bearing a seamless band, marked
Z. 1217, came to the loft of J. W. Booth,

2419 Trenton Avenue, Philadelphia, and
is at the disposal of the owner.

Messrs. Garrabrant and Bennert, of

Newark, are not satisfied yet. They
wish to ship 600 miles and over.

A number of the Buffalo fanciers fly

from Circleville, .Ohio, for Federation

record.
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SCRAPPLE.
Baisiner Duoks—Vermin and Poul-

try—Roots for Poultry.

Disinfectants.

The followiug extracts are from the

pens of fanciers both on this and the

other side of the water, K'^ing their ex-

periences in raising, feeding and caring

for all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of

the readers of The Fancikrs' Journai..

Itoots for Poultry.

The value of roots for the poultry

stock for a winter food is hy the general

farmer neither appreciated nor under-

stood. During winter the lack of some

kind of green food is one of the principal

reasons why the hens do not lay. No
matter how elaborate their bill of fare

may be, unless the green element is in

some form supplied them, their rations

for egg production will be iucomplete.
Roots are excellent for winter feeding,

an ' as they can be so easily stored and
kept, there is no excuse for not having
a good supply put away for feeding* the
bens. What roots are best ? All are

good ; turnips, mangel wur7.e1s, rutabagas,

beets and carrots. Perhaps it would be
greatly preferable to sow some of each, as

the more varied the diet of green or

root food given the poultry the beiter

the results. Now is just the season to

put in these root crops for the poultry,

as they should be put in a little earlier

than when designed for table use, as the

larger the growth the Ijetter. These root

crops during winter may be utilized to

great advantage in several ways. They
may >je crushed and given to the ])oultry

anti susp>ended on an elevation alxtut

even with their heads, which will afford

them healthful exercise while pecking at
*i .-t-1 -

they will mash up into a fine pulp readily,

an<l then mix with meal and bran, freely

sprinkled with pepper, form a foo<i that
the fowls relish greatly, and it will l»e

found a great egg promoter. If farmers
who have during previous wmters thrown
out more corn than the fowls would eat
and wondered why the hens tlid not pro-
duce eggs should next winter try the
root feeding, with le»«» corn, they will

discover they have eggs to sell when they
are bringing holiday prices. Cabbages
are also excellent for fowls in winter, and
the loose heads that are of no account
for the table and are usually given to the
cows could be fed to the hens with far

greater profit. Judicious fee<ling of green
food to the fowls promotes health in

winter, and as an element to counteract
the evil effects of an exclusive grain diet
is of great value. Winter is the time to
make the hens profitable, and proper
diet is the only way to accomplish it,

and green food is the important element
that renders profit probable.—Baltimore
Sun.

Vermin and Poiiltrj-.

When warm weather has settled down
upon us in earnest, and the stifling heat

has a demoralizing influence on our am-
bition and enthusiasm, then is the time

when the little insect enemies are at their
worst and are most active in tantalizing
the poultry. During July and August
the red. nocturnal mite or louse, that
finds a lodgment iu the cracks and
crevices of the interior of the hen house
and under the ends of the roosts, will at
night attack the poultry, and their raids
are very severe, as they thrive on the
blood of the poultry. Poultry will often
desert the hen houses and roost in trees.
Many suppose the extreme heat causes
them to do so, but if careful examination
is made these deserted hen houses will be
found to be alive with these nocturnal
pests. A novice will, perhaps, think on
taking down the roosts that he has dis-

covered simply a mass of fine dirt at the
joints or ends, but close inspection will

show the dirt is moving, and it is, in

fact, myriads of these little pests, who
are simply awaiting night to make their
regular depredations on the fowls, which
tliey will prey upon until the first streak
of dawn, when they will again return to
Uicir biding places. The regular body

lice that infest the fowls also thrive in

hot weather.
There is no way to get rid of that

troublesome insect pest but by a radical

course of cleanliness, a constant warfare,
and managing so they cannot have an
unmolested place to breed in. The
cleaner and more carefully the hen house
has been kept during the cooler months
the less labor there will be in summer to

keep those vermin within bounds. Cease-
less vigilance is essential now ; neglect
now means a lot of fowls so reduced and
debilitated by the preving of insects that
their condition will subject them to many
diseases. In fact, vermin are the founda-
tion of about all the diseases known to
chickendom. .A fowl free from vermin
and vermin quarters rarely ever is .subject

to any disease. .\n- 1 a noticeable fact is

that an ailing or sick fowl is rarely ever
discovered that is not infested with
vermin. These facts, even though the
weather is warm, should cause chicken
breeders to look after the vermin sharply.
See that the hens have good, well pulver-
ized earth to dust in—a goo<l dust bath is

their mode of fighting vermin. Put some
insect powder in their dusting places and
assist them in exterminating the vermin
from their bodies. Clean out the hen
houses and drench the interior with
strongly-impregnated carliolic acid water.
—Baltimore Sun.

DIsinfeettuits.

A new era in poultry keeping was
marked by the introduction of carlx)lic

acid and petroleum. Before this time,

lime was the only thing used for disin-

fecting, but this had to l)e employed very
often to l>e of any avail, as its effects

soon die out ; but the addition of crude
carlwlic acid gives a lasting quality and
strength. Crude petroleum is an excel-
lent disinfectant alone ; but using it to
dilute carbolic acid is the most econom-
ical whv of utilizing the acid. The mix-
ture may be sprayed about walls, shelves,

etc., and the perches may be coated with
an old brush. These fluids leave a riark

yellow stain on the walls, etc., kerosene
|

leaves but little stain, and for the same
purpose it is cleaner. The best way to

use it is with a pair of spraying liellows

which will send it all over tlie building
in a fine spray, driving it into every
comer. When the color is not objec-
tionable a little cabolic acid may l)e

added to make it more effective. No
one who ha^ anything at stake in iKe
poultry need be told of the benefits of a
liberal use of these articles ; they drive
away disease, lice and the perch mites,
and secure to the fowls an endurable ex-
istence.—H. Hales.

MullKiiant Catarrh In Poultry.

Malignant catarrh or roup is a disease

in which the head swells, the throat,

nostrils and eyes are inflamed and sup-

purate freely, discharging a feted acrid

matter, which is greatly infectious. The
cause is contagion or blood poisoning
from some local inflammation. The
treatment is to wash the head with solu-
tion of one dram of chloride of zinc or
carbolic acid in a quart of water

; to give
each fowl a teaspoonful of a solution of
one dram of chlorate of potash in a tea-

cupful of water. Separate all the sick
fowls from the flock and dust the floor

where they are kept with chloride of
lime. Keep the fowl house clean and
use chloride of lime there freely, anil

give a dram of chlorate of potash dis-

solved in some mush once a clay to every
dozen fowls as a preventive.—W. R. A.

Redcaps.

What must be regarded as a variety of

the Hamburg is the redcap, though it

has never come into the regular list of

our domestic fowls. This is due to the

fact that it is only to be found in one or
two districts, namely, Yorkshire and
Derbyshire, chiefly in the latter, for it is

overshadowed in Yorkshire by its finer
and handsomer brethren. The redcap is

undoubtedly h golden -spangled Ham-
burg as found before the latter breed had
been produced in its present state of
perfection. They can not compare with
them in V)cauty. but are much larger, and
while quite as prolific, lay larger eggs.
They are also very hardy, capital winter
layers, aud make excellent table fowls.

In color of plumage they are very similar
to the golden-spangled Hamburg, but
the spangling is not nearly so regular or
the plumage so rich.

The most prominent feature in this
breed is the comb, which is very large. It

is of the rose character, but developed
very greatly, and in some cases hangs
right over to one side, giving the bird a
very coarse appearance. But for this
fact, I am sure the redcap would have be-
come more popular." as it is probably the
best laying fowl known, both as to the size

of the eggs and the number. A corre-
spondent ofone of the poultry papers re-

cently stated that he had known hens of
this breed to lay upwards of 200 eggs per
year. But the apfjearance of the comb
is so much against it that even this pro-
lificacy is not sufficient to overcome it in

the minds of poultry keepers. The va-

riety is most to be found in Derbyshire,
as already stated, and at some of the
shows held in that county and the ad-
joining district of Hallamshire, of which
Sheffield is the capital, classes for the
redcap are provided.—Stephen Beale.

I>lirei*ent Hiveds.

In an experiment in England for the

purpose of determining the daily amount
of food consumed by different breeds of

fowls, the following was the result :

Ozs. (grains.
Dorkings 6 ^91
Games 4 275
Buff Cochins 17 296
L.angshans 7 31
Dominiques 4 .y6
Browti Leghorns 4 J98
Hamburg.s ... 4 120
Polish 4 28
Guinea Fowls 4 iSj

It will be seen that the buff Cochins ate
nuuh more than any ofthe other breeds,
and to show the increase of weight in

proportion to food consumed, it may l)e

stated that each gained daily as follows
for twentv davs :

Egg8
Grams, per year.

Dorkings 138 130
Games 93 100
Hnflr Cfvhin* ,,,,.,,,,. 77 !!«,

I.angshans , mj. 115
Dominiques 92 110
Brown Leghorns 107 190
Hamlnirgs 92 zv)
Polish 46 98
Guineas — 75

It will l)e noticed that the Hamljurgs
gave the largest number of eggs, and the
brown Iveghorns next, but the Dorkings
and Langshans made the largest daily
gain in growth, while the Cochins,
though consuming enormously of food,
did not show its effects either in eggs or
the first twenty days' growth. Taking
the three highest for weight at six
months, the following was the result :

Dorkings weighed ten pounds one ounce
and 685 grains. Buff Cochins weighed
nine pounds thirteen and one-half ounces.
Langshans weighed ten pounds five

ounces and 437 grains. The greatest
gain was made by the Langshans, but for

the food allowed, the Dorkings are en-
titled to the honor.—From the Culti-
vator.

IIa>vk Fenders.

Cart in large piles of brush, and after

laying a low frame throw on the branches.

Under this the chickens can run when
hawks are around. In SnmmMCtime
plant morning glories and honey suckles
so as to twine through the brush, and a
very pretty mound of flowers will stand,
in acldition to your fender. They will

last several years, and also serve in

winter, when the snow is deep, except
under the fenders.—G. P.

A C-iinniiiK Blue Jay.

Investigating everything in the room
is one of my bird's greatest pleasures,

and most attractive of all he finds the

drawer of my desk, on the edge of which
he stands, delighted and bewildered by
the variety before him. Great would be
the havoc if I were not there ; and the
curious thing about it he will pull things
over carelessly, with one eye on me, to
see if I object. If, on touching some
particular thing, he sees that I do not
approve—and he recognizes my senti-

ment as quickly as a bright child would
—that thing, and that only, he will have.
At once he snatches it aud flies away
across the room, and I may chase him in

vain. He regards it as a frolic got up for

his amusement, and no child ever equaled
him in dotlging ; he cannot be driven,
and if cornered he uses his wings. I

simply put my wits against his, follow
him about till he has to drop his load to

breathe, when a sudden start sends him
off, and I secure it. If I cover up any-
thing, he knows at once it is some for-

bidden treasure, and devotes all his

energy and cunning, which are great, to

uncovering and possessing himself of it.

He oj)ens any box by delivering sharp
blows under the edge of the cover, atul

hides my postage stamps in books and
magazines.—Atlantic Monthly.

Treating: Roup.

Turpentine is not the thing to wash

"swelled-head fowls." I recommend warm
salt water wash, and at times warm
whiskey, weakened with water, and eye

and head carefully bathed ; also, a few
drops inwardly will revive drooping
spirits. The hardest case of roup in the
world can l)e cured with red pepper, sul-

phate of iron, salt and water and whiskey.
Leave the pills and tonics alone and use
the above articles, at the same time be-

ing practical in their use.—G. P.

The Chleks Dylnjir.

Every spring and summer the com-

plaints come that the chicks, despite the

best of care, are dying, and the query

follows : "What shall I do ?" It is hard

to advise—perhaps improper food
;

{jer-

haps no shade ;
perhaps allowed to be

caught in the rain
;
perhaps allowed out

iu the grass before the sun dries up the
dew

;
perhaps a too small range

;
perhaps

irregularly fed
;
perhaps lice ! There are

many causes. We have had considerable

difficulty in hatching this spring, but
have lost very few of what were hatched.
We feed several times a day ; we do not
forget a liberal amount of green food

;

we give a free run over our entire farm
;

we have sevciai liUiidicii liccs aUu uusiica

on our place to afford shade ; we watch
the approaching storms, and see that the
young stock do not get wet ; in short, we
use every precaution, and we are con-
tinually on the look-out. Perhaps that

is why we are raising our chicks. We
have several rules and they work well :

1

.

We feed corn, oats and wheat ground
fine, to which is added a handful of meat
scraps, the whole scalded and mixed to

a crumbly state with bran. This for the

feed during the morning. In the after-

noon we gjve oats, com and wheat in a
drj' state. A liberal supply of green food
is given them daily.

2. We give the chicks all the fresh air

possible. After the grass is dry we turn

them out, and it is surprising how full

their crops are by night. We keep forc-

ing them ahead on good, sound ground,
and we are more than gratified with our
success.

We lose some—some are hatched very
weak ; some catch cold or get bowel
troubles while the balance of the clutch

are hardy ; but our loss has l)eeii very
small this year. Before you get wonder-
ing what is the matter see that every re-

quirement is fulfilled.—M. K. Boyer.

O.vster Shells Nee<le<l.

We made a number of experiments

with oyster shell, gravel, flint, and other

grit, and find that our best egg records

come when the shells are given both

ducks and chickens. Some of the
writers are now having a tiissel about
the quantity of lime, etc., in the oyster
shells, but they will not agree. We
favor the oyster shell feed .iiid shall con-
tinue it as long as the fowls are greedy
after it and the egg production increas-

ing. The new theories gotton up have
failed to educate the people to the fact

that there is no lime in them.—M. K.
Boyer.

—If farmers would lake one good breed
of fowls and carefully study their char-
acteristics, they would make double the
profit than if they keep trying to origi-

nate some new breed. It sounds nice to
hear yourself spoken of as the originator
of some new and valuable breed, but few
succeed in starting a variety of fowls
that amount to anything.—New York
Mail and Express.
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GAGE BIRDS • AND * PETS.

BY THE WAY.

This is the season of the year- when

birds whose lilierty is not curtailed by

cage or pen are in their fullest glory.

Neither heat nor rain seems to interfere

with their work of nesting and rearing,

and when not engaged in either they can

be seen perched on bush or tree pealing

forth their merry notes as if the whole

world was an audience to their efforts. It

is indeed a pleasure to be out in the

woods these sultry days and listen to the

songs of the birds who never cease

carolling from the first rays of light in

the morning until twilight warns them

of approaching night. This is the happy

period of their lives, and if one wishes to

know what contentment really means he

has but to take a trip where the lark and

the thmsh, the robin, blue bird and jay,

the linnet, oriole and cat bird are wont

to indulge in sweet music to their heart's

content.

* *

The cat bird ( Turdus felivox) is often

looked upon by many as an intruder and

a robber. All of which is true, yet what

a great imitator it is and sweet singer be-

sides, and when at its best can fill the

air with music that would delight the

heart of the greatest singer. He is to

be found everywhere and at all times,

and is not easily frightened off at the

approach of anyone, and while we class

him as one of the commonest kinds, his

meritorious singing should command for

him a higher place in the category of the

bird family.
-•-^.-

THE MOT-MOT AND ITS TAIL

which is serrated, in lieu of a pair of scis-

sors. As soon as its tail is full grown it

begins about an inch from the extremity

of the two longest feathers in it, making
a gap about an inch long. Both male

and female adonise their tails in this

manner, which gives them a remarkable
appearance among all other birds. While
we consider the tail of the houton blem-

ished and defective, were he to come
among us he would probably consider our

beads, cropped and bald, in no better

light."—The Saturday Review.

Training Birds.

The droppings of a bird taken from

the nest has a glutinous appearance,

comes in large quantities, and leaves the

passage easily, while under hand-rearing

the quantity usually diminishes as well as

the quality. A drop or two of castor oil

I have found useful iu producing some
thing like the natural effect, but

all close attention. It

say " I have not time to

"Which It Swings Like the Pendu-

lum of a Clock.

At the present lime a bird of more

than ordinary interest is to be seen in

this house, which, though not "new to

the collection," will certainly be new to

a very large majority of the present visit-

ors to the Zoo, as it is a very long time

—

how long we cannot say with certainty,

but at least twenty years—since the last

specimen died there. The bird in ques-

tion is a mot-mot, presented about a week

since, and is to be seen in the large cage

nearest the keeper's room. It has not

vet been labeled, but is, we l>elieve,

Momotus brasiliensis. It is an extremely

striking though not very brilliantly col-

ored bird, al>oul the size of a jay, with a

long tail ; its brightest color, a most
beautiful blue, forms a band round the

crown of its head, which is black, and
there are smaller patches on its cheeks ;

it has a bold, bright eye, the iris of which
is red. Its tail, however, is without doubt
its most noticeable feature, not so much
from its length and color, as from the

extraordinary habit the bird jiossesses,

especiallv, it wOuld seem, when excited,

of swinging it from side to side after the

manner and with the regularity of the

pendulum of a clock, occasionallv vary-

ing the monotony of the proceeding by
jerking it straight up over its back—an
odd habit, calculated to attract the atten-

tion of the least observant.

The mot-mot's tail has the further

jieculiarity that the two middle feathers,

which are longer than the others, are

racket-shaped at the end—that is to say,

that for about an inch the feather is per-

fect, and then for another inch, or rather

more, the shaft is entirely denuded of

web. This peculiarity has given rise to

some controversy, one side contending
that it is natural, while the other avers

that it is artificial,being caused by the bird

itself. Waterton first drew attention to

the fact that the bird acted as its own
barber, and descril)ed the process as fol-

lows : "This bird (the mot-mot, or houtou
as he called it ) seems to suppose that its

beauty can be increased by trimming the

tail, which undergoes the same operation

as one's hair in a barber's shop, only with

this difference, that it uses its own b««k,

above
will not do to

feed just now."
You must have time, as all the attention

that the most careful can give falls far

short of the parents whose work one
pretends to do. As a first attempt I

should suggest a jackdaw. If minus of

song they have many queer ways to

recommend them as a pet. In this case

more lean meat should be given. Jack is

not easily put about ; he will stretch up
his neck, open his broad bill with red

lining and yellow edge, and swallow with

a will just like posting letters.

Try a magpie next. More shy to com-
mence with than the former, requires

feeding oftener. does not care to take so

much at a time. It has also a more
restless disposition. It will sometimes
leave the nest prepared for it, and by

cold and over-exercise brings on an entire

failure of the use of its legs.

The thrush I have next found hardiest,

more so than the blackbird or starling
;

the latter I have found the most delicate

of the group. Any of them are easily

reared, however, if the rearer has a strong

love for them, which will induce him to

keep them warm and clean. Do not

overload but feed often, once an hour at

least. The heart must be with the work,

and how grand to see a thrush perched

on the finger giving its cry of pleasure

with outstretched wings vibrating, and
taking its morsel with appparent satis-

faction. I may add that the thrush, of

all the birds mentioned, requires the as-

sistance of its foster parents the longest,

and I have found that others while com-
mencing to pick for themselves, to induce

them to do so with more spirit they

would wait for y ju to stir amongst their

food. I noticed this particularly with

eight young starlings I had. When I

stirred their food they ale,when I stopped

so did they, every one of them.

But I might be asked, what is the birds

given their food with ? A spoon, of

course, made from a piece of wood, such

as a pen handle made flat at one end, the

sharp edges taken off so as not to hurt

the bird. Wash your spoon, too, very

carefully as well as your dishes, and
watch every movement of your young
family.

I know people by the score who would
like to rear a starling, and I say no
wonder, they are great favorites of mine,

but they say it is impossible to do so ;

but when asked what they feed on, in-

variably the answer is oatmeal and water.

They also believe strongly in the stupid

notion of cutting the tongue to make
them talk, but cannot tell me where or

how to cut.

MONKEYS.

Conclusion of the Interesting His-

tory of the Different Species.

[CONTINUKD.]

With the ljal)oons, we end the series of

Old World forms. In America we can

find nothing which at all closely resem-

bles them. It has been suggested that

the howling monkeys, the largest in bulk,

may be taken as the representatives in

the New World of the baboons of the Old,

but we know nothing which really war-

rants the suggestion, either in their or-

ganization, or their habits. Instead of

rock dwellers and being quadrupedal in

locomotion, howling monkeys are ex-

tremely arboreal, being one of those

groups which, as before observed, are

furnished with a perfectly prehensile tail.

As their name implies, they are most

noted for their prodigious cries, which

are said to be sometimes almost deafen-

ing. A curious modification of structure

goes with this portentous clamor. At

the root of the tongue in ourselves, and

iu beasts generally, is a small, solid,

transversely extended bone. In these

apes the bone in question is of enormous

Feeding Young Canaries.

Take the flight feather of a common
fowl (goose quills are too large) ;

cut off

the hollow part and fit a piece of wood
the size and length of a piece of quill.

Fill the quill three parts with e^g food

nicely moistened (or chewed in the

mouth is better still), insert end of piece

of wood in upper part. Take the quill

between the middle fingers, the portion

to be inserted in the bird's mouth to pro-

ject through the back of the fingers, plac-

ing the ball of the thumb on the piece of

wood, insert the other end of the quill in

the bird's mouth well back over the

tongue
;
press the wood through the

quill with the ball of the thumb and the

bird's crop is filled at once without any
trouble. I have found this by far the

easiest plan for feeding young birds.

—

Newlyn.

size, being a great bony bladder with

very thin walls. There can l)e little

doubt but that the resonance of their

voice is enormously augmented by this

l)ony drum. In captivity, howling mon-
keys seem sullen and morose, and,

though not petulant, have not that gentle

amiability which is to be found among
the next group of American apes, the

spider monkeys.
These latter are no less wonderfully

adapted for tree life, while they are more
active, and seem to represent to a certain

extent in the New World the long-armed
apes of the Old, although thej^ are very

slow animals compared with the gibbons.

Ix)ng arms they have indeed, and also

legs, whence their name, but the former

do^ not predominate over the latter at all,

as in the gibbons. So powerful is the

grip of the spider monkey's prehensile

tail, and so dexterous is its use of it, that

not only can the animal's whole body be

sustained hanging by means of it, but it

even serves as a fifth hand, grasping and
bringing to the mouth or paws objects

otherwise out of reach. Tneir prehen-

sion in some other respects is singularly

defective, as they alone among American
monkeys resemble the colobi of Africa,

in having no thumbs, or only a minute
rudiment of one. They have no cheek
pouches, nor has any other New World
ape, and none of them (as has been al-

ready mentioned) has ischiatic callosi-

ties.

Certain monkeys known as woolly

monkeys closely resemble those just de-

scribed, save that they have well-devel-

oped thumbs.
Next comes the group composed of

those commonest and most frequently

seen of the New World apes, the sapa-

jous, already referred to as being so much
in request for tricks and exhibitions.

They are considerably smaller in size

than the spider or howling monkeys, and
make good pets, grinning with the most
curious grimaces and uttering flute-like

sounds when responding to caresses or

endearments. They are very numerous,
and there are probably at least some
twenty different species, though they

vary so remarkably in color that their

real number is by no means satisfactorily

determined. It is possible that in the

sapajous and in the howling monkeys
are the groups of animals where new
species are now in actual process of for-

mation. That careful naturalist. Dr. Reng-
ger, managed to obtain some rare oppor-

tunities of observing these watchful,

timid animals in Paraguary, which is

about their southern boundary. There
they pa.ss their lives almost constantly in

trees, which they only quit to drink at

some spring or stream, or to forage in

some tempting field of maize. Sleeping

at night between conveniently branching

twigs, they pass the day ranging from

tree to tree in search of*^ fmit. buds, in-

sects, honey, or for some ne9t|s eggs or

callow brood, going about in family

groups of from five to ten individuals.

On one occasion a large troop approached

him while he was hidden from their ob-

servation. First came an old male, pass-

ing from one tree's summit to another

and keeping a careful lookout in all di-

rections. He was followed by about a

dozen others of both sexes, three of the

females carrying a young one on the

back or under the arm. One monkey
quickly espying a neighboring orange
tree covered with ripe fruit, with a

loud cry sprang upon it, followed by all

the others, who immediately fell to work,
some remaining on it to enjoy their feast,

while others retreated to adjoining trees,

there to enjoy in quiet the booty they

had secured. The sapajous are to bie

found in every menagerie, and if one
happens to be observed in proximity to

one of the Asiatic or African monkeys,
the characteristic difference in the coun-

tenances of Old and New World species

will be at once apparent. In those of the

Old World the nose is not only (save in

the proboscis monkeys) very small, but

also very narrow, its nostrils being in

close proximity. In the sapajou ana the

New World form, however, the nose is

remarkably broad, the two nostrils being

widely separated. In leaving the sapa-

jous we bid adieu to the groups furnished

with prehensile tails, and come upon a

very different set of forms, which ter-

minates the order of apes.

First we may notice the group of

monkeys of about the size of sapajous,

aud known as sakis. They are somewhat
widely spread over the South American
continent, but are nowhere very abund-

ant, living in pairs, alone, or accom-
panied by their young They are gentle,

timid animals, which sleep much by day
and go abroad at night, thus escaping the

persecution they would otherwise suflFer

from the oppressive and more active and
powerful sapajous. Sakis are seldom
seen alive in captivity, but several of

them are very singular in appearance.

One is known as the "capuchin," on ac-

count of its brown color and long beard
;

while another kind, also provided with a

beard, has, on account of its fine black

color, been called the satanic saki.

Another species is black, with a white

head, while another has its pate com-
pletely bald. This last mentioned kind

agrees with some others in having a very

short tail . In this they ditter not only from

the other sakis, but 'from all the rest of

the monkeys in America, every one of

which is provided with an elongated

caudal appendage. One of these excep-

tional apes has the tail not only ex-

tremely short, but furnished with long

hair, so that it forms a prominent ball

which would serve as an excellent "dress

improver," were there only a dress to

improve. It inhabits the upper part of

the enormous valley of the Amazon. The
young traveler, Deville, whose premature

death was a sad loss to science, tells us

that a specimen of this species which he

capturetl had the frequent habit of rising

spontaneously and walking erect, and

that it soon learned to drink from a glaaa

held in iU hand, drinking regularly twice

a day. It was very fond of milk, bananas

and sweetmeats, but had, unlike "Happy
Jerry," a horror of tobacco, snatching a

cigar from the mouth of anyone who sent

smoke toward it and grinding it on the

ground. When several bananas were

given it, it held one with its hands and

the rest with iU feet. It was gentle and
affectionate to its master and some
others, and liked to lick their hands or

face ; but it was very hostile to a young
Indian, and when in a passion would rub

its hands together with extreme rapidity.

The douroucoulis, or night apes, are,

as their name implies, truly nocturnal

animals, passing the whole day rolled up,

asleep, within some hollow tree. Their

great eyes,which are said to be luminous

at night, seem to suffer much from strong

daylight. Humboldt, who kept one for

five months, tells us that it slept regularly

for from between sometime after dawn
(at 9 o'clock at the latest) till 7 in the

evening. At night they are as active as

other apes are by day, and will make a

great npise with their cries. They are

reported to be exemplary monogamists.

We have more than once spoken of

those graceful little animals, the squirrel

monkeys, or "saimiris." They are

slender in form, with pretty rounded

faces and long heads, which contain

more brains, in proportion to their bulk,

than does the skull of man himself. Their

brilliant coloring also makes them at-

tractive, and they are said to be affec-

tionate and sensitive as well as gentle,

their eyes filling with tears if treated

harshly. They are greedy pursuers of
iuMcts, and have a somewhat singular
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taste, as spiders, which they are very
dexterous in catching, are their supreme
delight.

The last set of monkeys we have to

enumerate is one which differs greatlv
from all those hitherto brietly noticed.

It is composed of the marmosets, or
ouistitis, a very numerous group of very
small animals exclusively confined to the
warmer parts of America. All the
monkeys hitherto noticed have had nails,

which, though more convex and pointed
than those of man, are nevertheless sub-

stantially like his. The marmosets,
however, have all their fingers and toes

provided with long pointed claws, with
the single exception of the nail of each
great toe, which is flattened like our
own. All the monkeys hitherto noticed,

except the colobi and spider monkeys,
whicn have no thumb at all, have a
thumb which is more or less opposable
to the fingers, although very imperfectly
in the American forms. The thumbs of
the marmosets, however, are not op-
posable at all. The monkeys hitherto
noticed, whether they have two or three
wisdom teeth on either side of each jaw,
all agree with us in having three g^rind-

ers, which have milk predecessors, and
are technically known as premolars. But
the marmosets alone have only two such
on either side of either jaw.
Various species of this pigmy group,

each about the size of a squirrel, or even
smaller, are remarkable for the beauty
of their furry coat. Thus the "marileina,"
or silky marmoset, is clothed with fur of
a golden yellow, that of the head and
shoulders being long and forming a sort

of mane. The pmcha has the haii of
the head greatly elongated. Another
kind has a dark bidy, while the hands
and feet are clothed with bright red hair.

Several species have a long tuft of hair
projecting outward from either side of
the head.
We have compared these animals with

squirrels as regards their size, but they
may be similarly compared with respect
to their movements among trees, to
which they cling with their sharp-pointed
claws, just as squirrels do. But though
the^ thii? re*eHiil?l^ squirrels ss *'^ Vi<»i»-

mode of motion, their activity is by no
means so great. They live in small
troops, feeding on fruit and insects,

which, like the saimiris.they eat greedily.
They are very delicate in constitution, so
that when brought into northern climes
they generally live but a short time.
Nevertheless, they breed occasionally in
Europe, and bring forth as many as three
at a birth, while all the other apes habit-
ually bring forth but one. The father
shares, at least sometimes, the mother's
parental cares with great amiability, tak-
mg the young ones from her and carry-
ing them about, when she is fatigued, till

they need another supply of food.
With this notice of the marmosets,

ends our brief review of the entire group
of apes, an order of animals consisting,
as we have said, of two sections, each
made up of the various subordinate
groups which have now been enumerated
and briefly noticed. Considered as one
whole, the ape order ranges through the
warmer parts of the earth, from Gibraltar
and northern China to the Cape of Good
Hope and the island ofc,Timor, in the Old
World, and from 23° north latitude to
about 30° south latitude in the New
World. Individuals of the entellus mon-
key group have been seen near Simla at
an altitude of 11,000 feet. Some of the
localities richest in monkeys are islands,
as Ceylon, Borneo, Sumatra, Java, Fer-
nando Po, and Trinidad.
There are, however, certain islands

which seem eminently well suited to
support a large ape population. There
are apes, nevertheless, conspicuous by
their absence. Such are Madagascar,
New Guinea and the West Indies.
Moreover, no ape is found even in the
most tropical or best-wooded parts of
Australia. It is the more remarkable
that no ape should be found in the great
island of Madagascar, so rich in forests,
seeing that it is the special home of those
beasts, before referred to, named lemurs,
which have generally lieen supposed to
l)e very closely related to the apes.

In one or two of the West Indian
islands monkeys have been introduced
and have run wild, showing that they
could very well have lived there had they
been able to enter the Antilles without
the aid of man. Trinidad is not a West
Indian island. It is a detached portion
of the South American continent.
As to past time, we have as y«t, so far

as we know, no certain evidence of the
existence of apes antecedent to the
miocene perio<l. This fact, however,
can not be deemed decisive evidence of
their non-existence, for they are not
animals very likely to leave many traces
of their past existence, since their powers
of climbing give them exceptional facili-

ties in escaping any flood, that cause of
death and speedy burial which has pio-
vided us with so many fossils. When
monkeys die lu a wild state they are
sure to be quickly devoured by some
carnivorous animals or carrion feeders,
and the rarity of such a thing as a
monkey corpse has led the Hindoos to
believe that they bury their dead.

We come now to the question concern-
ing the existence of any special resem-
blance of these animals to some other
given order of beasts. This is a problem
by no means easy to answer. As we
have said, apes are commonly thought to
be more nearly approached by the lemurs,
but the advance of anatomical knowledge
hardly favors that, view. Such resem-
blance is mainly due to the formation of
the extremities. Lemurs, with one ex-
ception, certainly have opposable thumbs
and great toes to both hands and feet.

But o{x>ssums have feet with opposable
great toes, and yet no one supposes that
there is even the faintest special affinity

between an ape and an opossum.

In brain structure and in the more in-

timate processes of reproduction (gener-
ally deemed a valuable test of aflSnity)

the af>es and lemurs stand far apart, and
on the principles of evolution we are con-
vinced that there can be no close rela-

tionship between them, although it has
been hastily assumed that lemurs were
the direct ancestors of apes. Apes in the
present day stand, as it were, in a sort of
zoological island, and we have no clear
evidence indicating from what neighbor-
ing strand they may be conceived to
have entered upon it.

Their origin thus still remains wrapped
in mystery. Nor is it clear that the apes
of the New World and those of the Old
ever had any ape ancestors common to
K/%fVi t'qcqiKIv farther ^^ic/^/^^^^yi^o t«

the miocene or eocene deposites of North
America (which are such veritable treas-

ure houses of relics of ancient life) will

reveal to us the past existence of transi-

tional forms between the monkeys of
America and of Asia and Africa ; but, in

spite of all that has been published, this
has not, to our minds, been done, and we
think it quite possible that these two
families have had different origins, and
have come to resemble each other inde-
pendently. The possibility of "the inde-
pendent origin of^similar structures" is a
doctrine we maintained in the first work
we ever published ; an increased knowl-
edge and experience has more and more
convinced us we were right in maintain-
ing it. But whether the monkeys now
existing on both sides of the Atlantic
have had a single or a bifold origin,
there can be no question but that they
together constitute one very distinct and
natural group, a group which, on account
of the obvious and unquestionably close
resemblance to ourselves of the creatures
which compose it, must be ranked as
constituting the highest order of animals
which exist, or, so far as we know, have
ever existed.
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liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free, United States and Canada,
$2.10.
Address Post-Office Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C,
England.

ERBY ENTRIES. Also some young
setter puppies out of bench show winners
and field dogs. For illustrated circular ad-

dress F. H. Perry, Des Moines, Iowa. 69-71

X^OR SALE.—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner third. Setter Derby Central field

trials. 1^9. Address H. Clay Glover, 1293
Idway, New York City. 55-tf

to five

months old. sired by Champion Elcho, Jr..

and Champion Tim ; out of thoroughbred
bitches. Verv fine specimens. Will sell at

Address,
Philadel-
68-6q

Broadway, New York City.

I
RISH SETTER PUPPIES from three

low prices as we are overstocked.
Seminole Kennels. Chestnut Hill,

nhiA Pa.

TW. TUUGLB, Columbus,
and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
50-106

Owls.

BIRD8 of the above variety for aale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Parior Peribnnlns Ttunblers.

B
IRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J-

50-75

Satinettes.

BIRDS of the above variety tor sale at ^1 times.
Bunting HanUna, Boraentown, N. J.

50-75

Swallows.

THREE RED IRISH SETTER BITCHES,
whelped July, 1889; all of dark color, up to

show form and promise to make unusually
good fielders. Pedigree of the best. Price,

$25 each. Associated Fanciers. 140 S. 8th

St., Philadelphia, Pa. 69-it

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE—Beautiful pups, low. Also two
bitches; one rough, one smooth; lately

bred to imported dogs. Chequasset Ken-
nels, Lancaster, Ma.ss. 65-tf

ENTHON KENNELS, Phocnixville, Pa.,

breeders and importers of St. Bernards.
67-118

G.
A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Bam-
more, Mn., breeder of Swallows only, of all

colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his sto^ of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

M
Terriers.

M R. OWENS, successor to Kerl>y, 137 8. 8th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa., has the finest

Sky, Yorkshire and King Charles terriers.

Also all other breeds for sale. 69-73

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading for 3 cents per word for each insertion

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchell,
Pair Haven, Vt.

Dogs for Sale

If you want to buy
kind write to the

a goo<l dog of any

Collies.

FR SALE—Young stock from pri«e win-
ning blood. Prices reasonable. F. R Cars-

well, Wilmington, Del. 64-tf

ORDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-

lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry 111, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Varioos.

X

i^

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pigeons
'-'^Pub-

-r-^ LECTROTYPES of any variety of" Fanciers'supplied at low prices,

lishing Co., 32 South
phia. Pa.

The
Third St.. Philadel-

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street.
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers excluaiviely. 86

Various.

FDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-

rectness, and printed in an attractive form,

at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

in(( Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

cents per doren, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50

cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DoK Trainers.

0900DBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 137 S. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rata* reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

DOGS TRAINED or preoared for field trials.

J. B. Stoddard, Concord, N. C."
69-tf

Fox Terriers.

FOR SALE.—The fox terrier puppies Leamerd
Lee and Learnerd Stopper, wlielped March
18, 1890; of first class pedigree. Learnerd
Kennels, Hudson, N. Y. 69

GEORGE EWALD, Box 501 Cincinnati, O.,

offers for sale puppies of both sexes of the
above breed, whelped from fine pedigreed
bitches and sired by the best of dogs Now
is your time to get a fine fox terrier puppy
reasonable; price and description as to

breeding a matter of correspondence, h 69

POULTRY. _
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor » centsper wordfor each tusertton.

Inontiators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly firat-

class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-

ive circular free. las. E- Warner, 19 Park
PUce, New York City. S?-7«

ALL KINDS of birds and animals. Wllaon'ii

Big Biixl Store, Cleveland, O. 96

FOR SALE—Banded youngsters from tested
strains. John R. Hunsberger, Chestnut
Hill, Pa. 64-69.

-f-^RED H. HYDE, Lock Box 523, Poultney, Vt.,

breeder of Morgan horses, Ayreshire cattle,

bull terrier <K>gs, eight varieties game
fowls, white Plymouth Rocks, silver Wy-
andottes. Mammoth light Brahmas and
Pekin ducks. All stock shipped extra
light by special express rates and guaran-
t^d correct. a 69-70

O. GABRIEL, Allentown, Pa., will sell five

pairs of good fantails in solid black and
gure white. Alao two pairs of Jacobins,
reeding; pen of Part. Cochins and Ham

monton incubator. Write. 69-lf

PRINTING estimates riven for circulars, cards,

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Phitadel-

phia

r

J-

"K
Ix>p Rabbits.

FR SALE—Imported stock, winner* of
many first prizes in England. Ears meas-
ure 24 by 6 inches. These rabbits are ex
tra large and the best
Stahrer, 119 Abbott St.

in the world. Fred
,
Lawrence, Mass.

a 69-70

Wild Animals.

PRAIRIE WOLVES, prairie dogs, deer, foxes,

owls, Angora kids, raccoons, oposaoms,
CM. Scott, Arkan-Mexican burros, etc.

sas City, Kansas. 69-72

Artists and Enirravers.

Mlnorcas.

GEORGE n. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder Send for black minorca cir-

cular containing list of cups and prizes

won also catalogue of other leading varie-

tlea. Eggs of best quality for fair price.

Racevil^, Washington Co., N. Y. 58-tf

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 52

South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards.

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules. Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 3a South Third St., Philadel-

phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber tk

Sons, who are acknowledged to be the

oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special lemis
for our subacribers who wantphotograph'^
of their dosa. The Panders' PubHahuiK
Co., y South Thixd M., PhUadelphia, Pa
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, Wue checker cock, 81 1 miles.

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen . .

Orders for youngsters of I890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PARROTS!

PARROTS!

Just Out
...„ PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS AOOPTKD BY THE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete DESCRfPTiON of the
Recognized Varieties of Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAN, Editor.

Seut prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

^JUST ARRIVED

A LARGE LOT OF YOUNG

CUBAN PARROTS!

AT $5.00 EACH.
WARRANTED TO I EARN TO TALK.

Young Mexican

Grey African Parrots

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

&c., &c., &c.

SEND FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

H. V^. VAHLE,
309 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

.180

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME-

ADDRESS

White, Diack, Red and Yellow
pANTAIL P IGEONS.

Ko Other Variety.

$10.00 a piir

un<l up.

Quality not excelled.
8aiiNfarti<in giiaran-
tpetl.

H.C. NORTON,
Germartown, I'a.

FOR POULTRY.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

nTTTlTG TJTIT'T T7C! T\JC}riyr\i oKAt^AMkj, xa.aA a^A^t^, a AOAVfl-O

AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

ADStin's CeleMeil Dog Calfes

Gloyer's Imperial Dog Remeiiies

* THOROUQHBREt) PUPS •

PUPPIES AND MATURED PUGS FOR SALE?)

PRICES VERY LOW
AddrcHS

M. S. THAYER, .

Ashmont St., Dorchester District,

57-69 Boston, Mass.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

Bv B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how i-

handle a dog after it ha.s been trained in a wa-.

so plain that all can comprehend.

STRAWBRIDGE k GLOMEB

MARKET, EIGHTH and FILBERT STS.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' Pnblisliiug Coinpauy,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

I rl c ijittU THEO.

' PAMPHLET
ON

Bone Mnal. - - Per lOO lb. Bag, aS.OO
Granulated Kone, " lOO " 8.76Ground Heef
Scraps, - -

C;aU>lt<^ ...
Cru«he«l Flint,
CrushcNl Oyster
Shells, -

100
SOO
30O

200

3.00
3.00
S.OO

8.00
Send for our New Price List and Samples. "aII
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. II. DEMPWOIvF «fe CO.,
42^.1 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

B. F. I^EWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

ELM STATION,

M-TS Montgomtrjr Co., Pa.

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary' Surpreon,

58-70 1893 BROADWAY. XEW YOUK.

Bd-ward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD,

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list
No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

ffistor^ and Description

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.,

J4-75

44 & 46 DiJANB St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, lucks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings.blank-
et.H, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write for catalogue A.

-WITH-

l^eminiscences

-OF THE-

HIVE YOU LICE ""^'^XVilTi'iM*
loif-. ».mu.i». i.iiriwA.-. l^.^tl.,.VHl,llllBI,,<.;l»; a dliiln-
rwt.inl.lr.iii iHiiKoliiMi,. lbi.li H iiiaki-»!(lK«lii. \'TWft\.
RotkiiiKham^'niilirv Farm. rro,n.. « MfitH, No. Epplns,
N. H. flw). g. I1..W. (fPM, Aift. .s, ml f..r cirt-ular 0/ Vln,
Puultry, Uuga atui Slrawlwii} |>laiiU.

...FOX TERRIER..
BY

HawboN LiEE,

EDITOR "THE FIELD."

Illustations by Arthur Wardlb.

Skcond Edition. Price PosTPAin, $1.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 52s and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well "matrd birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Ciiii give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

SPRAHS PATENT DOG CAKES

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

**•Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,
and see that each cake is stamped:

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Spratta Patent

Challenge Poultry Meal
THE GREATEST EGG-PRODUCING FOOD.
TTie most .Vutritious and nij^esliblf Food for Imv-

ing Hens and for getltng all kinds n/
htulliy into Show Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

ITnequaled for rearing Early Chickens.

Spratts Patent

PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy morlalitv in rearing

H.incy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap . per cake . 25 cents

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

8PRATTS PATKXT (America), LIMIT'D,
»39-UJ East j6th St., New York City. 44^

von. «, NO. 3. 1

whoijE no., to.;
PHILADELPHIA, JULY 19, 1890 PEIl ANNUM. 98.SO.

SINGL.K COPY, So.

INDIAN GAMES.
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IN THE STUD.

AdvertisemeHUiHstrted under thts heading at the

toUowing rates: One inch, single insertion, Sijo;

Pi.4o/or the month; tis Jo^ '*''" fonths; USfor
Hx months, and tso/or the year.

ICK

sWIVELER

IN THE ST^JD^

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

t'-so; $$.40 for the month; $1$ for three months;

ta for six months, and Sso for the year.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

IRISH SETTER
<8410.)

DICK 8WIVELER.

WIMHER FIRST, CHALLENGE CLASS,

MEW YORK, 1890,

BEATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

IN THE STUDi.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

Si-5o; ts-4o for the month; Jts for three months;

US for six months, and tso for the year.

QHAMPION GORDON SETTER OF AMERICA.

LITTLE BOY

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single inserttont

St .so; Ss .40 for the month; S'S for three months
uS for SIX months, and tso for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

winner over Knglish and American cham-
pions. Winner at Toledo of special, "Best sport-

ing dog in show," Mr. John Davidson judge.

Winner at Cincinnati of special, "Best setter or

pointer stud dog, that is the sire of the greatest

number of prize winners." Winner of FORTY
odd firsts and specials, under judges :

Major J. M. Taylor,
Dr. Jarvis.
Mr. Tallman,

Mr. E. C.

Mr. John Davidson.
Mr. Tracy,
Mr. Higgins, etc.

Sterling.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terras,

extended pedign'= <ind full list of winnings ad-

dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 Statf. Street, Chicaoo, III.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,

England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-

ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog ot

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO

by »._-- _ - - .

Stud fee $25 for a limited number of bitches.

WAVERLY KENNELS,

JOHN SANDERSON, care Dr. Dixon,

70-75 58th St. and Elmwood Ave., Phila.

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD

FOR SAI^K

Collies & Irish Terriers

--CASPER

50-I0I

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, $25-

ENGLISH SETTER.

ROD GEM
(RODEREGO—GEM.) FEE, $25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

53-78

By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Out., when out of com ""

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

dition.

GAMBOL

A. K. C. S. B. 14442-

pedigree:

Sire, Champion (
^'^""'^ •^"^'- *'"«"'"• '*'*'

Plinlimmon, E. ^V^^Xcrand Dam, Bessie, 13793

( Grand Sire,

Dam. Effie ....-{ Merchant Prince, 14742
\ Grand Dam, Chloris.

PEE FORTY DOLLARS.

PENINSULAR KENNELS,
LEANDER riCHENOR, MANAGER.

CHELSEA MICH,

Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, »25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be serv«l

will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

Extended pedig^rees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB.
Garb W. H. Weiss,

43-^ Bethlehem, Pa.

pNGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771)

None but approved bitches accepted,
card and particulars address

For stud

67-79

J. B. STODDARD,
CONCORD, N. C.

We have for sale a large number of puppies of

above breeds. Collies by

CHRISTOPHER,

• CHAMPION SCOTILLA,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE.

MANEY TREFOIL AND

ROSLYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood bitches (in whelp) and
some first-class Irish terriers out of Champion
Breda Tiney.

We have also for sale at our English kennels
several good collie bitches in whelp to Christo-

^ "'
PRICES »i5o TO J250 (delivered).

74

ADDRESS

CHKSTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Merion P. O., Pa.

ITORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American priee

winner. Described in show reports as ' best

Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
5IK7S < Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

TRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. RLCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62tf Tremont. N. Y.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
i short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his

record as a stud dog have proved him the best

mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.

Studfee,75.
J.WINCHELL.

55rIo6 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

5OINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889. .

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

47-98

scotch collie,

ROSLYN DANDY
AT STUD.

Sired by the famous champion,

SCOTILLA (7379),
Out of Cora II ( 1 1640), and winner of

ist at Cincinnati, 1890.

(His first appearance at any show.)

FEK, WIS
To approved bitches.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
68-71 Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

PNGLISH PUG AT STUD.

HAYSEED
(11.807)

Douglass II—Rose, by Champion Bradford Ruby.

FEE - - - FIVE DOLLARS.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
70-73 Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

Pedigrees Printed

-IN-

ATTRACTIVE FORM-

AT MODERATE PRICES.

AT THIS OFFICE.

THE kennel.

Irish Setter at Stud,

SCOTLAND CHIEF,
(A. K. C. S. B. 14357)

(Kelsey's Re<l II—Lester's Champion Maud 11).

Winner of 2d at Cincinnati, 1890. (His first ap-

rFox Terriers.
IOfllMC%JU»0i^ l^fll»»< M«ff«MlW««e^U^Ml«W**

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and

prize-winning dams

53-104

yiLLSiDE Kennels,
LANCASTER. MASS.

Fee to a limitcil 11umber of approved bitches,

Extcnili-d pedigree on application.

poarnnce nt any show.)
F • '

$10

SEMINOLE KENNELS,

68-71 Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa

^ORM
$1 by mail.

POWDER
MOORE BROS

FOR DOGS.
, Albany, N. Y.

niPO Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
rlUO. Hounds, neagles,CoIlies,Setters.W.GIB-
BONS & CO.,W. Chester. Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

GAMK BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
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PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

AT 32 South Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.,

By the

PflNCiERS' Publishing (Jo.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES (IN ADVANCE):

$2.50 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $2.00 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreign Subscriptions, 128.

ADVERTISING RATES:

CLA8.SIPIBD Advertising, without display, two
cents tier word for every insertion.

Stud and Breeders' Cards, $1.50 P" »"ch

for single insertion; J5.40 for one month, $15 for

three months, $28 for six months and $50 per

year.

DISPLAYED Advertising, $3 per inch for first

and $2 per inch for subsequent insertions.

Advertisements must reach us by Thursday to

insure insertion in the current week.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communicatious to

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
P. O. Box, 916.

Our Illustration.

We present this week an illustration

of a pair of Indian games, owned by

Messrs. Frayn and Bowman, of Elmira,

N. Y. Both birds are well-known prize

winners, havinj^ won first and gold cup

special prizes two years in succession at

the Crystal Palace shows, first Birming-

ham and the Dairy, and all the leading

shows in England. They will be for-

warded from England to Mr. Bowman
next month, and will make their first

public appearance at the Interstate Fair

Poultry Show at Elmira, N. Y., in Sep-

tember.

Entered at the Pfiiladelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.
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THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

FIXTURES.

DojjT Shows.
Sept. 2-4.—Midland Central Fair Association

Bench Show, Kingston. Out., Canada. C. H.
Corbelt. secretary.

Sept. 2-5.—Wilmington Fair Association Bench
Show. T. D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington,
Del

.

Sept. 2-.S.—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit.

Mich. Ml V. B. Saunders, .secretary.

Sept. 9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,
Q_ f^l,orl,»o V WowlntiH fi*»rretnrv

Sept. 15-19.—Second International Dog Show of
the Industrial Exhibition Association, at To-
ronto, Canada. C. A. Stone, secretary.

Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-
ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes,
chairman.

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Daiibury. Conh.,
B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-

ana Kennel Club. at Carlisle, Ind.. P. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary.
Nov. 10.—Second annual field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Out., C. A.
Stone, Toronto, Ont., secretary.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. V., sec-

retary.

Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.

H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.
Dec. 15.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh

annual field trials at Deatonsville, Va.

18'Jl.

Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the
cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H.

Pa-
H.

Briggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third II annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary.
Marietta, Ga.

Cuiii'sliig.

Oct. ai-25.—Fifth annual meet of the American
Coursing Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D.
Brougher, secretary.

Poiiltr^V' ami Pljjfcon Shows
Aug. 26-Sept. 5.—Detroit International Fair

and Exhibition Association, Detroit. E. W.
CottrcU, secretary.

Sept. 1-12.—F;imira Inter-State Fair. Mr. George
W. KoViinson. secretary.
Sept. 1-6.—Wilmington Fair Association Poul-

try and Bird Department. T. I). Brown, secre-
tary, Wilmington, Del.
Sept. »-i 2.—Burlington County, N. J., Poultry

Association. T. Farrer Rackhani, secretary,
F;ast Orange, N. J.
Sept. 9-20.—Buffalo Intrrnational Fair. Mr.

Charles W. Robinson, secretary.
Sept. 22-27.—Indiana State Fair. Alex Heron,

secretary.
Sept. 22-27.—Central Canada Fair, Ottawa,

Canada. Alfred Ge<ldes, chairman.
Sept. 29-Oct. 3.—Inter-State Fair Association,

Trenton. N. J., Poultry, Pigeons and Pets De-
partment. Franklyn Dye, superintendent.
Nov. 8-12.—Southern Kxposition, Montgomery,

Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Rackhani,
superintendent, East Orange, N. J.
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion at Charleston, S. C. Benjamin Mclnnis, Jr.,
secretary. H. A. llridge. superintendant.
Dec. 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Rockford. A. H. Currier,
secretary.

Dec. 10-12.—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock
Association. Brockton, Mass. Willinni V. Bond,
secretary. Box 795.

Dec. 23-26.— Kastern Middlesex Poultry Asso-
ciation, Stoneham, Mass, Mr. G. W. Cormack.
secretary.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.
— jyie Spanish Student.

When Mr. Peshall made his first defi-

nite statement regarding Secretary Vre-

denburgh's book-keeping, which was

published in our issue of June 21, we

stated that prima facie it was a strong

one and one that could not be ignored.

*
» •

Nor was it ! President Belmont and the

Auditing Committee denied Mr. Peshall's

assertions in the most unequivocal man-

ner. Mr. Watson then made a thorough

examination of the books and found

them correct in every particular. It will

be seen by reading Dr. Perry's letter in

this issue that he has reached the same

conclusion as did Mr. Watson.

•
« *

Mr. Peshall can uolonger carry convic-

tion to his readers by reiterating the

Quixotic charges of "huggermuggling."

No, Mr. Peshall
;

your charges have

fallen flat, and there is no mistake about

it.

* «

Mr. Peshall has called upon Mr. Lewis,

Mr. Schellhass and Mr. Terry to answer

certain questions as to the exact nature

of the contract which Mr. L/Cwis had with

the Stud-Book Committee for the publi-

cation of the Stud-Book.

* •

The same questions were asked these

gentlemen by Forest and Stream which

journal publishes their replies as follows:

Mr. A. D. Lewis writes : "Replying to

your letter of this date, in which you ask

if I had an 'exhaustive contract' with the

A. K. C. for editing the A. K. C. S. B.,

would say, most emphatically, no. I

took charge of the l)ook on precisely the

same terms as did Mr. Vredenburgh, and

drew the same remuneration as he did

up to February i, 1889, after which date

I drew a stated salary." Mr. Terry

writes : "I have yours of the nth, and in

reply beg to say that I have been a mem-

ber of the Stud-Book Committee of the

A. K. C since its inception, and with my
knowledge and consent no such contract

has ever been made." Mr. vSchellhass

writes :
"* * * I would say that it

was understoo<l that, should there be no

profits from the said publication. Mr.

Lewis was not to hold the A. K. C. for

salary, and in any event his salary was

not to exceed any profits that arose from

the publication."

* »

The Maryland Kennel Club has held an

indignation meeting over the rejection

of their delegate, Mr. Peshall, to the late

A. K. C. meeting, and ha.s unanimously

elected Mr. Peshall as its delegate. It

also instructed its secretary to convey

the feeling of the club to the A. K. C.

for having rejected its delegate.

« •

Messrs. John Davidson and Hermann

F. Schellhass will judge dogs at New Or-

leans, January 20 to 25, 1891.

«
* »

Secretary C. H. Corbett writes : "The

Kingston, Out., Kennel Club's prize list

for their liench show to be held at Mid-

land Central Fair, September 2 to 4, is

now ready aad can be had by applying

to him. Kingston is so close to New
York State that we trust Americans will

find it convenient to send their dogs to

our show. Our prize list is a liberal one,

and two American gentlemen will act as

judges—Mr. Floyd Vail, of New York, all

pointers and setters, and Mr. J. "Otis Fel-

lows, of Homellsville, N. Y., the other

breeds. The express companies will re-

turn dogs, and will also deliver them at

the exhibition building free of cartage."

«
* *

Mr. E. H. Moore informs us he has

purchased the crack rough-coated St.

Bernard dog Alton by Champion Plin-

limmon—Champion Queen Jura. His

head kennel man, Arthur Trickett, left

Liverpool with Alton July 10, on the

Cunard steamer Scythia. Alton is said

to be the best rough-coated dog living,

bar Sir Bedivere, whom he runs close.

We see by Mr. Moore's circular Alton

measures thirty-four and one-half inches

at shoulder, and weighs 208 pounds.

Trickett has also bought a crack rough-

coated bitch and is leaving her to be bred

in England.
* •

Mr. J as. Watson is to judge dogs at the

Central Canada Fair, Ottawa, Canada.

Sixty classes are provided for, and the

prizes will be |7, $i and certificate for

first, second and third prizes respectively.

We are in receipt of the new catalogue

of the Medford Fancy Goods Company,

and it is alx)Ut the handsomest thing of

its kind we have ever seen.

«
» «

The premium lists of the Industrial Ex-

hibition Association's grand second inter-

national bench show of dogs, to be held

in the city of Toronto, September 15 to

19, are now ready and can be procured by

applying to the secretary, Mr. C. A.

Stone, Industrial Exhibition Office, To-

ronto. The Association is presenting a

very liberal list consisting of cash and

silver and bronze medals.

•
* «

There are one hundred different

classes all cash prizes, composed of chal-

lenge, open, novice and puppy classes,

t)esides cash prizes for the best kennels

to consist of four or more of the follow-

ing breeds : St. Bernards, Great Danes,

greyhounds, foxhounds, pointers, Eng-

lish, Irish and Gordon setters, collies,

spaniels and fox terriers, and bronze

medals for the best kennels owned in

Canada, and silver and bronze medals for

the best dog or bitch of the following

breeds : Mastiffs, St. Bernards, Great

Danes, greyhounds, pointers, English,

Irish and Gordon setters, field, cocker,

clumber and Sussex spaniels, collies, fox,

black and tan, Irish, bull and Bedlington

terriers, pugs, beagles and dachshunds.

Mr. F. G. Veriety donates a special

valued at I25 for the l)est English setter

dog or bitch bred in America.

« •

In addition to the above the Associa-

tion is donating two specials, viz.: I35

in cash to the party or a gentleman mak-

ing the largest number of entries at the

show, not less than ten, and |I5 for the

second largest number of entries, not Isss

than eight.

« «

The National Greyhound Club held a

meeting on July 1, at the Metropolitan

Hotel, New York, for the electien of

vice-presidents, board of directors and

the several committees which were in-

complete. The minutes of the last meet*

ing were read and approved. The treas-

urer's report was read and approved.

The chairman on the Committee on Ad-

mission reported the roll of membership

to l)e thirty-nine. The election for vice-

presidents resulted as follows : Dr. N.

Rowe, M. Pfister, H. C. Lowe and C. S.

Wixom. The election of nine directors

resulted as follows : E. C. M. Fitzgerald,

George Sheppard Page and L. C. Whiton
for three years ; J. H. Watson, N. Q.

Pope and John E. Thayer for two years
;

H. W. Huntington, C. L. Griffith and L.

M. Bates for one year. By resolution

pa.ssed at the last meeting the four vice-

presidents were elected ejf officio members
of the Board of Directors. The Board of

Directors resolved at their meeting that

the following were elected : President,

N. Q. Pope ; first vice-president, J. H.

Watson ; secretary, H. W. Huntington
;

treasurer, L. M. Bates.

• •

The following committees on pedi-

grees were elected : Greyhounds, Messrs.

Watson, Lowe and Luse ; wolf-hounds,

W. Wade ; deerhounds, J. E. Thayer.

Committee on Admission: Messrs. Hun-
tington, Pfister and Lacy. Chairman of

Stud-Book Committee, Mr. J. H.Watson.

Mr. L. C. Whiton was elected delegate

to the American Kennel Club. The
Committee on Publication, Messrs.

Whiton, Webl)er and Austin ; Commit-

tee on Prizes, Dr. N. Rowe, Messrs.

Pfister and Whiton ; Committee on En-

tertainment, Messrs. Luse, Groutage and

Fitzgerald. Dr. N. Rowe, Messrs.Whiton,

Lowe, Pope and Huntington as ex officio

were appointed a committee to report on

the appointment of judges. The officers

were installed and th« meeting adjourned.

»
•

Mr. Sears writes : "I am just in receipt

of another rough-coaled St. Bernard dog

Lord Dante, from England, se«it me by

Mr. George Booth, of Hull. He was

represented to me by letter as a little on

the small side, but on his arrival last Sat-

urday I measured him and I am happily

surprised to find in him such a grand

dog.

» *

"It is true he is not as tall as some,

standing only thirty-two inches high, and

not as heavy, weighing on his arrival

only one hundred and forty pounds, but

his skull measures twenty-six and one-

half inches and muzzle sixteen and one-

half inches. Such limljs I never saw on

but one dog, Hesper ; they are very mas-

sive for such a sized dog. His coat is a

perfectly flat, orange-tawny, with abso-

lutely correct white markings and black

shadings ; his ears and tail are carried

perfectly. In fact, I consider him a

thoroughly typical St. Bernard and one

that should be much sought after by St.

Bernard breeders. He is only sixteen

months old."

• •

Pound-keeper Finn, of New York, es-

timates the dog population of that city

at froni 25,000 to 30,000. During the

past year the dog-catchers caught 7468

dogs, 300 of which were redeemed by

their owners paying I3 fine, the remandsr

being asphyxiated.
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

'WHERE'S THE SECRETflRY?"

BY HIBKRNIA.

XI.

Tuesday—judging day—found me, in

my dual capacity of superiutendent and
secretary, at the hall bright and early.

New brooms sweep clean, and in the
hands of the attendants they soon cleared

the hall of surplus straw and other rub-

bish. Most of the local entries were on
the benches and some of the out of-town
exhibits. By 9 o'clock the rest of the
dogs came in with a rush . Crates and
baskets coutaining celebrated canines
were piled up three or four deep in the
receiving hall, and express wagons wait-

ing to unload occupied the entire street.

Of course several owners forgot to tag
their dogs, and some canines, to break
the monotony of their railroad jouniey,
had chewed up their tags, but these things
were remedied after a time, and by 11

o'clock we were ready to go ahead with
the judging. The books for the judges'
and stewards' use had been made out the
night before. A description of what fol-

lowed can best be given in the present
tense.

The rings are well covered with saw-
dust. The judges and stewards are in-

side, the boards stand in one comer, their

ebony faces beaming as if in anticipation

of the happiness and misery they will

bring to the exhibitors when the time
comes to sully their blackness with the
white chalk marks, announcing the de-

cision of the Judges. Everything is ready
The stewards (some of the' club meniljers)
are gotten up as if for a morning wedding.
Suddenly a cry goes up from Ring

No. I :

"Where's the secretary ?"

I hear it and hasten to the enclosure.
"There are no ribbons here," says the

steward.
I am mad, so I answer :

"Look here, Jones, if you wouldn't put
on so much style and do more work,
things would go on better. The ribbons
are in the office, as you ought to have
sense enough to know. Send someone
for them."
Jones glares at me, but says nothing.

Five niinutes later the cry goes up again :

"Where's the secretary ?"

This time it conies from Ring No. 2, so
I hasten to see what is wanted.
"Say," says the steward, "there's no

chalk here."
I am getting madder every minute, so

I fairly shout

:

"What the d 1 do you take me for,
anyhow ? Do you suppose I've got noth-
ing to do but wait on a lot of idiotic
stewards? Send to the office for the
chalk."
Two minutes afterwards once more the

cr3' goes up
"Where's the secretary ?"

I rush to Ring No. 3 with murder in
my soul, but find that the trouble here is
something I can best remedy myself An
attendant has been sent to bring in some
dogs to be judged, and has not turned
up again, so I hunt him up and find a
small Irishman struggling with three
mastiffij, who insist upon going every-
where but the right direction. I take
one of the chains myself and press a by-
stander into taking another, and we
march triumphantly to the ring.

"I'd a' brunjr 'em, sur, if you'd a given
me toinie," said the attendant.
While 1 stand wiping the perspiration

from my forehead an attendant rushes up
to me and says :

"You are wanted, sir. at Ring No. i."
I rush there and ask :

"What is it this time, Jones?"
"Nothing, except we cannot get a

blessed attendant to bring a dog. Per-
haps you would like me to leave the
ring and hunt them up."
Jones is trying to get even for hauling

him over the coals a short time before.

the

I mn to the aisle where the dogs are
located and find a solemn-looking indi-
vidual in an attendant's uniform busily
engaged in sweeping the floor.

"Why aren't you taking the dogs in
the ring, as you were told ?" I yell.

"I hain't been told nothin'. I took
several dogs off their benches, but Ijefore
I could get 'em inter the ring some fellar
'uld snatch the chains out of my hands
and holler, 'What the d 1 are yerdoin'
with my dogs ?' So I've gove it up fer a
bad job."
"Where is the other fellow who is on

the aisle with you ?"

"Overcome by the heat, I reckon. He
wanted ter go ter sleep wid that ornery
dog that's got a sign over him as says
"Don't handle," but I coaxed him to
crawl under the benches. If he ain't
kilt, he's there yet."

vSure enough, under the Ijenchts is the
other attendant, fast asleep. I take a
broom and poke him vigorously.
"Stop yer ticklin', " feebly says

drunken man.
I poke him harder. He crawls out and

staggers to his feet with :

"Say, young fellar, yer can't fool wid
me. I'll mash yer jaw."
Then recognizing his "poker" as the

secretary, he adds :

"I beg yur pardon, sur, but I didn't
know who yer was. The smell of de
dogs made me sick and I had to lay
down. What kin I do?"
"Nothing," I answer, "except to go to

the office, change vour hat and coat and
get out of the hall."

"All right, sur. I've got enough of
such wurk for a dollar an' a half a day"
he hiccups and staggers away. '

'

With the aid of the other attendant I
succeed in getting the needed dogs to the
ring.

This done I hear the familiar cry :

"Where's the secretary?"
This time it emanates from one of the

judges, who says :

"I've made a sad blunder. I've award-
ed first prize in the puppy class to a
bitch. The steward read the number of
the tag wrongly when it was brought in
What's to be done ?"

"TJn^nll *!,_ _1 -.. J ! » ., .. .
»>•>.«.€».« n»v, «.iass auu JUUge it over," I

reply.

"All right, but, as a personal favor,
plea.'^e do not mention this thing. I

wouldn't have the papers to get hold of
it for the world."
"Where's the secretary ?"

More trouble. The steward of Ring
No. 2 pours a grievous tale in my ear.

"Say, Fitz-Poodle, I'm in a pretty
pickle. The judge got rattled, and I
guess I did, too. In looking over his
book I find he has only awarded first,
second and third prize in all his classes.''

"Well, call him back and have him
award the letters."

"That's the trouble. He slapped his
book on the table when he got through
and said he would make a break for his
train. He is gone now, and I don't l)e-
lieve a team of horses could pull him
back. The exhibitors are raising Cain."

"If that is the case, things will have to
stand as they are," I reply, and hurry
away to answer the now familiar call of
"Where's the secretary ?"

The trouble in this ring is soon ex-
plained to me. A local exhibitor, not
satisfied with the decisions, has issued a
challenge to whip both the judge and
the steward. He has chained his dog to
the railing and, with coat off, is sUnding
in that attitude known to the sporting
community as "come on." I go up to
him and try to passify him, but he says :

"111 wallup you, too, ifyou give me any
of yer jaw."
So I send for a police officer and have

him ejected from the hall. I allow him to
take his dog with him without exacting
the five-dollar penalty.

"Wliere's the secretary ?"

I now begin to feel as if I am on a six
days' go-as-you-please walking match.
Hurrying to the last summons I find a
middle-aged woman in tears in the ring.
I inquire what the trouble is and the
judge and steward make mysterious signs,
placing their hands on their mouths, etc.

,

which I inteqjret as meaning for me to
"shut up." But their warning comes too
late. The woman breaks out afresh and
sobbed :

"It-s-s too-0-0 ba-d-d. The judg-e-e
never-r-r-r looked at my dog-g-g but
onc-e-e-e, and he-e-e-s much hand-

than all the res-t-t-t

of the ring, so the judging can go on, I
invite her into my office, where she can
weep 111 private to her heart's content.
This invitation she scornfully refused,
and after a few more deep-drawn sobs
walks out of the ring, awakening the
sympathy of the crowd, which Ijy this
time has gathered around the ring. Of
course all the lookers-on think I am a
brute.

A LETTER FROM IDAHO.

("elebratluB the Fou rth—Xot<»8 on Dogn,
I'lfftMiuH and Game.

From an Occasional Correspondent.

C(EIR D'AtKNE, Idaho, July 6.

As the National Day has again come
and gone, and the hurry and bustle which
usually precede and accompany it is over,
I find that I have a leisure hour to de-
vote to Thk R\ncikrs' Journal, in my
opinion the best sporting paper published
in the United States.

The Fourth was a great day in Coeur D'
Alene. The streets, lawns and commons
were literally crowded with men, women
and children, and the lake, as far as the
eye could observe, was alive with lx>ats

of every description. Besides the usual
trains, two specials with niue coaches
each, crowded with excursionists from
all parts of Washington, Oregon and
Idaho, contriI)uted to our picnic. The
day was spent in dancing, boat riding,

horse racing and other sports, and ended
with a grand display of fireworks.

This place is attracting more attention
as a summer resort and a sporting field
than any other locality in the northwest.
Although our little city is still in its in-
fancy, one can find any kind of sport here.
Here you will see lofts of finely bred
carriers and homers and coops of Irish
red and blue clipper games, besides ken-
nels of setters, pointers and greyhounds.
Fox and deerhounds are very numerous.
T. P. Dickey, one of our live saloonists.
will accommodate one with a cock fight
at any time. He keeps the Irish red and
blue clippers. He secured his stock in
Kentucky and Arkansas. Your humble
servant has a loft of fine carriers which
he uses when out on a camp hunt. They
are of the same stock that is used by the
military at Fort Sherman, Idaho, in the
Signal Service Department.
The open season on chickens, par-

tridges and grouse commences on the
15th, which day is anxiously awaited by
the boys. Chickens and partridges are
more numerous than ever, the coveys are
much larger and average from twelve to
eighteen.

Bear and deer are more plentiful than
usual. The ranchers near town complain
that they cannot raise garden "sass" on
account of the deer, and huckle Ijcrrying
parties claim that bruin infests every
huckle berry thicket in Kootenai County.
The Coeur D'Alene Rod and Gnu Club

has ordered three gold medals to be given
in revolver, rifle and shotgun contests.
A member is re(|uired to make the high-
est score three times l)efore either be-
comes his proi)erty. Trouting is still
lively followed by the delighted tourists
who stop here, and a great many of our
speckled l)eauties are sent to Spokane
Falls and neighboring cities.

With another invitation to any brother
sport to visit us and share our pleasures,
I remain very respectfully,

R. K. McFarland.

^VAXCH noos.
ART OF TRfllNING THEM.

WHAT BREED IS BEST ADAPTED TO
WARD OFF INTRUDERS.

some-r-r-r ....

I try my I,est to soothe her, but it is of I This indiscriminate slaughterno avail. At last, m order to get her out
| surd as it is cruel.

—The war cry raised against dogs as a
cla,ss because there is such a thing as
hydrophobia is about as sensible as to
propose the abolition of railroads becau.se
there are so many accidents. To those
fond of dogs there is a comradeship in
their society that otliers cannot imagine,
and a man may often look in vain froni
his own kind for the forgiving love and
patient loyalty he gets from a dog. They
are vigilant and faithful guardians, inac-
cessible to a bribe where their masters'
interests are concerned, and to condemn
them for the vicious and i)ariahs of their
race is downright ungrateful. A child
leases or tortures a poor <log and because
the suffering animal uses in self-defense
the weapons nature has given him, there
is an instant denian<l for his execution.

is as ab-

EdiTOR FANCIER.S' JOURNAI..

Sir : You will, I am sure, agree with
me that it is a sad and humiliating truth
that in what I may call the "community
of the pen" there are tho.se who interpret
that expression as conveying to all who
scribble a common right in all that has
been written, no matter by whom. In a
certain sense this is true, for a Ijook does
not care who reads it, and is intended,
if it has any good in it, to become the
common property of all. The sad and
humiliating spectacle is that of knaves
who steal into our honorable craft and
appropriate, as their own, work not of
their doing, and not only palm it on the
public as the production of their pen, but
pocket the money of publishers by pur-
veying stolen goods.

I am of opinion that the pursuit of
literature, in however humble a way,
should raise men above the meanness of
petty pilfering and make wholesale theft
abhorrant to the soul. There are, how-
ever, men who send contributions to the
public press and get paid for them who
may in a geueral way possess the kind
of honesty which keeps them outside the
walls of a jail, but whose base minds are
incapable of understanding what honor
means. These rascals are the scabbed
sheep that attach themselves like mange
insects to our honorable body and dis-

figure it as far as such inRio^itfi^anf /^.-o,,.!

ers can, and it behoves every honest
journalist to douse them with Spratts
Patent Mange Lotion or some such sarcop-
ticide whenever and wherever found.
This ill-begotten class of thieves sub-
divides itself into several varieties.

There are the "pickers and stealers," the
small fry of the shoal of stinking fish

;

the "bold pirate," whose audacity
astonishes and makes us at a first im-
pulse almost forgive the robber in ad-
miration of his marvellous impudence,
and not to waste too much time on the
unnatural history of this disreputable
family, I will merely mention the
"burglar section," meml>ers of which
break into our privacy and despoil us,
frequently destroying or injuring where
they cannot steal.

After such an unconscionably long pro-
logue let me get to business by at once
turning back the hand of time till it

points to March 8, 1889, and call the at-
tention of yourself and readers to Thk
Fancikr.s' Journal of that date, and
particularly to an article on page 149
bearing the title which heads this letter.
Some who read this will say I am mak-

ing a fuss about very little, but truly I do
not own much to make a fuss alwut, and
must e'en take the letter care of the little
I have. Besides, the sin of the sinner is
none the less sin liecause the theft is
small—nay, on the contrary, how often
do we see that thieves on the wholesale
scale are applauded and promoted to
great honors, whilst the tatterdemalion
who appropriates a frozen turnip to stay
the gnawings of a hungry belly gets four-
teen days on the treadmill to teach him
the distinction between meum and teum.
Parson Nathan made it very clear to King
David—adulterer, murderer, liar, thief—
that to steal one ewe lamb of I'riah the
Hittite wa,s, if anything, worse than if he
had "lifted" a whole herd belonging to
the rich

; and which to be sure any
"Highland shentlemaus"—of a century
ago—would have done, and been "fery
proud of it too, wliatefer."
Revenous a ttos moiilons. Yes, and to

to the point. The article you reprcwluced
in your issue of March 8, and honorably
credited by you to the Dublin Farmers'
Gazette (it appeared in that journal of
April, 1887) is a disgraceful crib, a piracy
from Part II, "Breaking and Training

Dogs," bv "Pathfinder" and myself, and
published in 1885 by L. Upcott Gill, 170

Strand, London. I wrote Part II of that

book, and, writing from memory, I be

lieve I left the MSS. with the publisher

when I sailed for New York in the spring

of 1885, to judge at the Westminster
Kennel Club's show, and that the book
was published during my absence in

America.

The petty pilferer may after the lape
of so long a time have »)een hugging him-

self in assurance of safety from exposure,

and if so, it proves he has l)een no dili-

gent student of your poet I/ongfellow,

who expresses an everlasting truth more
beautifully than the story of Nemesis

:

"Though the mills of God grinA slowly,

Yet they grind exceeding small."

If you will kindly print in opposite

and corresponding columns the following,

your readers will see my justification for

the .strong terms of opprobrium I have
used towards the pilferer. The book I

mav say is solely the property of the

publisher, and I have drawn his attention

to the fraud.

Fioni Training Dogs,
Pari II. By Hugh Dal-
zifl. Piihliiheii hy A.

f'pcott Gill, 170 Strand,
Litndon, iH&s-

Page 171. If, as is sup-
posed, the dog was first

used by man when he
was, as yet, himself a
purely predatory ani-
mal, it is equally prob-
able that as soon as
man began to own prop-
erty in flocks and herds,
or even his first rude
dwellin^place,the dog's
instinctive impulse to
defend these against
all intruders would be
quicklyappreciated and
encouraged.
• ***•«

In the chase his nose,
speed and courage had

. been utilized ; in the
wars consequent on the
struggle for life the
dog's fierceness of at-

tack, his fearle.ssness

and determination with
the ready power of dis-

criminaiing between
friend and enemy made
him a powerful ally and
a foe to be feared by
man, as yet all but un-
armed ; and when man
had himself advanced
further toward civiliza-

tion, the dog, also ad-
vancing, found scope
for his energies in the
protection of the family
und their stock in a
manner milder than
war, yet sufficiently ar-
duous and requiring
courage as well as
watchfulness against
depredators, both men
and wild beasts.

From Training Dogs,
page ITJ. Many people
content themselves
with getting a dog of a
breed they are told are
"gix)d guards " The
animal is chained up in

a damp dismal corner
of a yard, and if he
barks enough, and
makes attempts to
break from his chain,
the owner is satisfied.

Indeed manv persons
desire such (logs to be
ferocious, so as to terri-

fy all trespassers ; but
such animals are poor
substitutes for well-
trained watch dogs.
Ferocity and good

sense do not go to-

gether. * * t High
courage which is a
nobler quality, and is

compatahle with culti-

vated mental faculties,
.stands them in twtter
stead. The inaslifT may
be taken as the typical
canis defemitr.

His size and apparent
strength together with
his loud, deep voice
make him an awe to
evil-doers. * • »

A watch dog should
be a rearming animal,
and not a senseless
barker at every noise
he hears. • * •

There are cases where
a watch dog must be
chained ; but he can
never be anything ap-
proaching to a perfect
guard ; frequently such
a dog contracts the hab-
it of rushing to the end
ofhis chain at everyone
who passes him. • * *

This habit is often en-
couraged, and the ani-
mal's temper is soured
by mischievous anil
thoughtless people,
when they think them-
selves safe.

From the Dublin Far-
mrr's Gazrtle, April g,

iSSj. Reproducfd in
" Thf Fanciers Journal"
March X, iSijo.

"When- man began to
have property in nocks
and herds, or even his
first rude hut to live in,

he would quickly appre-
ciate his faithfiil com-
panion's instinctive im-
pulse to defend and
guard his master's pro-
perty." • * « *

"The fierceness of his
attack and his ready
power of discrimina-
tion between friend and
foe made him a power-
ful ally, and as an ene-
my one to be feared.
"When man, there-

fore, advanced in civili-

/.uiiuii inc dog woulti
naturally advance as
well, so that the scope
of his energies was
found in the protection
of his master's family
and stock, which, al-

thoiij^h not requiring
the fierceness of his at-

tacks in war, still need-
ed a large amount of
courage and watchful-
ness against enemies "

From "Tlu Fanciers'
Journal," page 149.
"Many people • • *

contenting themselves
with an animal they are
told 'is a good guard.'
"The dog is tnen tak-

en home, chained up
in the back premises,
and if he barks and
lugs at his chain the
owner is quite content,
think he has got a
watch dog at la.st. * * *

Many are quite satisfied
if the poor brute terri-
fies all trespassers. * * •

Kerocily in a watch dog
is not needed, but high
courage which is a
nobler quality and com-
pntable with cultivated
mental faculties, is.

"The mastiff may
safely be taken as tbe
tj'pical tttni.s dr/'cnsot,
for owing to his size
and strength, together
with his loud deep voice
he is a terror to evil-
doers."

"A watch do^ must be
a rea.soning animal and
not a stupiil cur, to hark
senselessly at all and
everything. A dog that
is continually chainerl
can never he a perfect
guard, as he gets fretted
with being fastened up,
and he gets into the
habit of rushing to the
end of his chain at any-
body that approaches.
"Many think this is a

sign that the dog is a
capital watch, and actu-
ally encourage him in
such practices "

From Training Dogs,
page 17^. Dogs chained
run a greater risk of
l>eing neglected than
those that are loose and
can, in many ways,
make their wants
known.
Nothing but absolute

necessity would induce
me to keep a dog of any
kind constantly on the
chain.

i

» « * * * *

Dlge 174. It is an es-
sential preliminary les-

.son in the training of
the guard or defender
that he should promptly
come to your call and
lie down when bid.

Karly in his training
take .something—if an
article you have carried
about or handled a good
deal, it will be better—
and place it carefully
down, calling the dog's
attention to it ; point
to it admonishiiigly.
using such words as
"take care." "guard it,"

but keep to one form of
giving your order.

Walk away from him,
and get somewhere that
you may know when
he deserts his charge.

If he does so, at once
go to him, or call hini,

and with stern, disap-
proving voice—but not
blusterin^ly or so as to

confuse him—scold him
and take him back, and
again make him lie

down by the article,

and repeat this process
until he perceives your
wisli ana obeys.
With this obedience

comes a danger, for if

the lesson is made too
severe, and if he is kept
on guard too long he
will be disgusted with
his work.

From Training Dogs,
|

page 17^. The giiarding
of a single article has
an excellent eflfect on
the dog and gives him
a distinct idea of pro-
tection as a duty ;

• * *

it also leads him to

take all his master's
property under his care.******

It is well known that
many dogs that would
not offer the slightest
objection to the ap-
proach of a well-<lressed
person, arc up in arms
at once on the unwar-
rantable intrusion of a
beggar. So far as my
observation goes, I be-
lieve do^s exercise this
discrimination intui-

tively ; I have never
known it taught. By
what signs they distin-
guish a possible .source

of danger to property
in such persons I do
not know, but all who
have had experience of
dogs will acKiiowledge
the fact that they do so.

There is generally
.something furtive in

the manner and even
the gait of such people,
and the dog being a
keen observer probably
notices the somewhat
stealthy appioach and
challenges accordingly.
Dogs displaying such
instructive knowledge
of character should Be
encouraged and their
powers cultivated,
whilst at the same time
a watchful eye and a
firm restraint .should be
kept on them lest they
develop a latent savage
nature.

From "The Fanciers'
Journal" page 14'), "The
chaine<l nog is apt to be
neglected, as he is un-
able to make his wants
known, as he would do
were he free * * •

"Never, except in
cases of absolute neces-
sity, should a dog l>e

kept constantly on the
chain."

"He must be prompt
in coming to your call,

and lie down immedi-
ately he is ordereil. In
one'of the first lessons
something should be
placed on the ground
that the owner has car-
ried about with him or
has handled for some
lime, calling the dog's
attention to it, and
making him lie on it,

pointing to it, and cau-
tioning nim with such
words as "guard it,"

"take care of it," etc.

It is necessary to be
careful that one form of
order is used, so as not
to confuse the dog."******
"The trainer should

go away and hide be-
hind something, so that
he may see whether the
dog deserts his charge.
If so take him back,
speaking sternly to
him, so that he may
know that he is being
scolded and has done
wrong. Make him lie

down again and repeat
the lesson till he under-
stands and obeys.
"Care must l>e taken

that the lesson is not
too severe, and that he
is not kept too long on
guard, otherwise he
will become disgusted
with his work."

I From " The Fanciers'
Journal," page rig.—
"When he has learned
to guard a certain arti-

cle it gives him a dis-

tinct idea of protection
and soon leads him to

take all his master's
property under his
care/' • • • »

"One thing we never
could exactly u n d e r-

staiid is. why so many
dogs have such an an-
tipathy to lieggars or
ragged people. We have
never known it taueht,
and all who have had to
do with dogs will have
noticed this dislike. It

may be, and probably
is, that generally such
characters approach in

a stealthy manner, and
the dog, being a keen
observer, sees there is

something wrong and
so challenges. Watch
dogs showing such dis-

like should be encour-
aged, but at the same
time a firm restraint
.should he kept upon
them lest they get too
savage."

But I think I can hear you, Mr. Editor,

say somewhat tersely, "Hold ; enough,"
and truly I do not wonder if I have
wearied you and your readers, and al-

though I might go on, I think I have
quoted at sufficient length to show the
tortuous slimy track of one of these para-

sites of the kennel who steal brains they
can make but poor use of

I am yours truly,

Hugh Dawikl.

The Do^ in Humane Literature.

George T. Angell in Our Dumb Animals.

Every now and then we get a letter

from one of those unfortunate i>eopIe who would

he glad to have all the dogs exterminated. To
such we would saj-. you might as well attempt to

strike out the tlospel of St. John trom the New
Testament as the songs, stories and pictures of

the dog from our humane literature. The world

has settled that matter long ago, and through

the ages the dog will occupy a high place in the

regard and affection of millions of human be-

ings.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.

Financial Condition of the Organiza-

tion and Its Gazette.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : During the past year communi-
cations have from time to time appeared

in the columns of the sporting press con-

taining reflections upon the management
of the American Kennel Club and grave

doubts as to the financial soundness of

that organization. Occasionally denials

have come from officials of the club, but,

unfortunately they have been too general

to fully refute the statemetits which drew

them out,many of which had an air of

truth, and doubtless carried conviction

to those who only look up»on the surface

of things.

As an officer of the A. K. C. I consider

it right and proper for me to put before

the breeders of this country certain facts

with which I am conversant, that they

may l.)e able to judge understandingly

whether or not the affairs of the A. K. C.

are rightly conducted, and •whether it is

prosperous or on the verge of insolvency,

as some have intimated ; also, to throw

light uix)n certain seeming discrepancies

in the financial reports of the club.

Those who know me will need no assur-

ance that in writing this I am actuated

purely by a sense of duty and a love of

fair play. The affairs of men connected
with the A. K. C. do not concern me ; it

is to the club only that I owe allegiance.

I shall study to be as concise as possible,

and leave speculation to others.

At the last meeting of the Advisory
Committee in New York I examined the

lx)oks of the treasurer, Mr. Vredenburgh,
with the purpose of determining whether
his reported statement made early in

1890 was a true one or not. Here I will
aa\' tliot frvmsiHprina tVn» onmmiinir'ationQ

already alluded to, there was some rea-

son to suspect that the accounts had been
"juggled," or that by connivance some
friend of the club had managed to swell

its funds by about $1000. To be more
explicit, considering the published state-

ments, it certainly seemed possible for

Mr. Belmont to have entered into an ar-

rangement with Mr. Lewis by which the

latter was to renounce his claim to the

profits from the Stud-Book of nearly
|iooo, and leave the same in the treasury,

to be made good by Mr. Belmont. In

other words, there was a possible chance
that Mr. Belmont desired to make the

A. K. C. a present of about |iooo, and
was forced to trickery and fraud to ac-

complish his benevolent purpose.
With this far-fetched theory in mind I

went over the treasurer's accounts. I

found that January 11, 1889, the A. K. C.

had a balance on hand from receipts of
club dues only to the amount of I285.39.
In the Stud-Book account on that date
there was a balance of I942.89 from re-

ceipts of its income only. These sums
added together constitute the balance
on hand, "from all sources," ^1228.28,

which was duly reported in the January
number of the Kennel Gazette.

It appeared that it had been the cus-

tom of the treasurer to report at the A.

K. C. meetings solely his orim accounts as
treasurer of that club, which were en-

tirely distinct and separate from Stud-
Book income. To report the latter was
the duty of the Stud-Book Committee.
On January ii, 1889, /or the first time
Mr. Vredenburgh included in his report
to the A. K. C. the receipts in the Stud-
Book department. This J942.89 explains
the sudden and considerable increase in

the funds of the A. K. C, and nearly that

sum was supposed to have Ijeen donated
surreptitiously by the president.

Now, in Februarj' numljer, same year,

of the Kennel Gazette, we find reported

a balance of $333.45. This is but a con-

tinuation of Mr. Vredenburgh's account
as treasurer, carried on to February 16,

1889 ; and it included further receipts

from dues and prefix fees, also expenses
incurred. This amount was combined
with the receipts from all sources ; hence
his two reports at the annual meeting.

It appears that Mr. Vredenburgh was in

charge ofthe Stud-Book sixteen months,
for which he received a salary of |iioo,

or |68,75 per month. Mr. Lewis, it seems,

did not take the book on speculation, as
has been frequently state<l, but he was
appointed on the same terms and under
the same conditions as those which had
been acceptable to Mr. Vredenburgh.
This is the statement made by the treas-

urer, by Mr. Lewis and by Mr. Terry.
And the books of the treasurer show that
Mr. Lewis drew exactly the same sum
per month as did Mr. Vredenburgh.
Here is Mr. Lewis' account in brief

:

April, 1888, to January 31, 1889, ten
months' salary, I687.50. During 1888 he
drew 1400, and I am informed that in

order that the Stud-Book might have the
benefit of as large a balance as possible,
until it could afford to pay the rest of his
claim without inconvenience, he drew
what remained, amounting to $1287. 50, in

different amounts, from January 28,

1889, to November 30, 1889. Thereafter
Mr. Lewis made a new arrangement with
the club whereby he was to receive a
salary of $1000 p>er year.

I have this morning received from Mr.
Vredenburgh the following statement

:

The A. K. C. has at this date, January 9,
a balance on hand of |2 14 1.35. The total
liabilities are I178.09. Few of the assets
of the club can be estimated. The furni-

ture of the office is worth alx>ut |ii2o.

There are bound volumes of the Stud-
Book, which, if sold at the regular price
--and it is very likely that they some
time will be—would bring over |iooo.
There are also files of the Gazette, other
Srinted matter, electrotypes, artist's

rawings of dr^, etc., which may bring
liioo, and they might bring near f 1000.

A word as to the Gazette. The treas-
urer informs me that it has cost for the
last six months I983.34 to print, bind,
wrap and mail, together with all other
expenses of every description. For the
same period the receipts have been
J1071.60. During the next six months
the expenses will probably be about the
same as the first ; very likely they will

be a trifle less. There is now due the
Gazette for advertisements J1257.97,
bill for which have been sent out this

week. This sum, if paid, will defray all

expenses for the balance of the year, and
r»rrtKaKlv 1*»«va a morcrin of riAorlv €inn
t - -

'

J
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profit, without considering any other in-

come.
And now to the end. On January i,

1887, the A. K. C. had a capital of less

than $100. It has bought the Kennel
Register, for which it paid the sum of

I50Q. It has never received any financial

aid—has had only its legitimate income
—and to-day has a cash balance of nearly

I2200. During the present year the Ga-
zette is ahead of its expenses ; and prob-
ably at the end of 1890 it will have a
balance on the right side of $200 or $300.
The foregoing statements I submit,

without comment, to all interested in the
affairs of the A. K. C. The books of the
club are open to all delegates, and ifthere
is anyone who (juestions what I have
written he can easily reach the truth.

J. Frank Perry.
Boston, July 9, 1890.

The "Advernary" Coniniltte« of the

American Kennel Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The rules of the American Ken-

nel Club have again perpetrated one of

those gigantic blunders, yes, monstrous

crimes, that seem mile-stones in their

daily walks, and illustrate far more

clearly than words can the hollowness of

their claim that they are acting for the

good of the general public, and shows
that after all their own personal feelings

and wishes guide them. The initiation

of the impeachment proceedings against

Mr. Peshall was bad enough, but the

mode of carrying them out was tenfold

worse. Just look at it. The secretary,

as such, brings charges against Mr.
Peshall, first, for having written injurious

public letters against the club, and sec-

ondly—still as secretary—that Mr.
Peshall has been guilty of very discred-

itable deceit and conspiracy to defratid.

Now I hold that it wa-s entirely within

the scope of the secretary's duties to

bring the first charge. Whether there is

any express warrant for it in constitu-

tion, rules or by-laws does not matter. It

seems to me that such a right inheres in

every bo<ly organized for public ends as a

measure ofself protection, but, as a mat-
ter of course, its exercise is only permissa-

ble in extreme cases, its policy being gen-
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erally most doubtful. Yet this charge
the Advisory Committee, decided beyond
their juris<liction.

Now, how is it to be shown that the
secretary, as such, has a right to briug
charges involving dishonor against any-
body. Is it not certain that in the onfi-

nary course of events such charges pre-

ferred by tne secretary of a body will re-

ceive an undue share of consideration
from the botly ? It certainly is no share
of the clerical routine work that is the
official and proper duty of a secretary.

And is it not beyond dispute that to bring
such charges in his official capacity the
secretary must show express warrant for

such an act ? Is there any such warrant ?

Now, as to the probability of sustain-

ing such charges as personal hishonor, I

just challenge the man to say that he
believes that Mr. Peshall could be guilty
of any act reflecting dishonor on him.
This is broad, but I wish I could make it

broader. I insist that an unbroken record
for justice, honor and the utmost good
faith must be allowed place in considera-
tion of charges against any man, if not in

passing on the question itself, certainly
m considering the wisdom and right of
bringing the charges, and could senseless
and childish malice go further than to
charge Mr. Peshall with corruptly enter-
ing a dog wrongly, or conspiring with as
honest a man as John Lewis to cheat
some unknown in a dog deal ? It is quite

Sossible that he may have entered a
ozen dogs in such manner that the dog

might be disqualified, but that he ever
did anything to warrant his disqualifica-
tion—? Gowl Lord !

Now I say most unhesitatingly that the
attempt to brand Mr. Peshall with dis-

honesty, sprung entirely from personal
malice, a weak desire to "get,even" with
the man who had stung them to despera-
tion, and was buoyed up by the hope that
if "'official" mud was thrown some would
stick, and failing to find anything tangi-
ble to go on, apparent or imaginary dis-

crepancies were taken as a foundation
with the hope that they might in some
way be twisted to his damage.
So much for the preliminaries. How

did the trial progress ? Mr. Belmont
seems to have taken the view that he was
an interested party, and therefore should
not vote (don't understand that—not long
since Mr. Peshall was "unworthy" of
his personal notice), but this does not
seem to have extended to the point of
abstaining from speaking on the ques-
tion and urging to the utmost that Mr.
Peshall be convicted, i. e., that the
brand of dishonest conspiracy l)e affixed
to him, that he continually attacked "the
A. K. C." (that really meant "us"), and
led othars into doing the same, etc., etc.

In this I understand the secretary most
vijjorously joinad. Messrs. Perry and
Wise resisted conviction (bravo, "Plover!"
I knew "we" would get you at last)

;

Mvssrs. Terry and Anthony voted straight
to convict. Here my exact information
ends, but we; can all imagine the fervor
with which the recalcitrants were urged
to "fall in," and I for one can imagine
"Doc" setting himself like a mountain
of adamant against the solicitations. I

have tackleil "Doc" so often myself that
I know what a seasoned old mule he can
become, and while it has been my mis-
fortune never to make Mr. Wise's ac-
quaintance, I can well imagine from his
"Otis" letter how useless it was to at-

tempt to persuade him into doing a mean
act.

These facts and the added theory ex-
plain that remarkable deliverance of the
committee, as miss fire a pronunciameflto
as ever I read, the opinion as to Mr.
Peshall's mental health lieingex cruciat
ingly funny, Messrs. Perry and Wise
"unanimously" acceded to it as a meas-
ure of compromise to let the president
and secretary down as easily as possible,
and in this light perhaps their action was
the wisest possible.

How characteristic because weak, nar-
row-minded and cliqueish was the plea
that Mr. Peshall led others into attacks
on the A. K. C. Indirectly perhaps he
does, but it is through the enormous folly
of the rulers' actions and utterances iii

reply to his attacks. The "hypocrisy"
editorials, the "persona ingrata" slump,
the "mud bedaubing" enterprise were
what called forth the censures visited on
the heads of the rulers, and it is in hav-
ing drawn out in the replies to his as-,
saults, the selfish, arrogant spirit that
dominates a few rulers o( the A. K. C,
their fixed conviction that an attack on
ww» ii ont on the A. K. C, and their

determination to rule their own way,
that Mr. Peshall has harmed the "A.
K. C."

I just ask any fair-minded man to re-

flect on what the career of the A. K. C.

has been for two years past, and decide
if it would have been a possibility under
the presidencies of Mr. Smith or Mr.
Child? The immortal "Whither are we
drifting" seems most pressing just now.

. Yours truly,

W. Wade.
HULTON, Pa., July 11, 1890.

Mr. I'oHhall and the A. K. C.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.
Sir : If Mr. Watson in his endeavor to

answer the charges that I have made
against the management of the A. K. C.

of juggling and huggermuggering the
accounts, would contine himself to the
articles or letters that I have sent to the
sporting press, and not drag in either

casual or convivial conversations, per-

haps conclusions reached would, at least,

be more satisfactory to not only those
interested in the welfare of the A. K. C,
but to your readers generally. The con-
versation to which he refers, if I reniem-
Ijer, occurred either very late at night or
verj' early in the morning. We were sit-

ting at opposite sides of the table with
glass bottles between us that perhaps
were not so full, or were not as needful
of stoppers as ourselves ; and, if I re-

meml>er, the end of the table as well as
ourselves was not only graced but enter-

tained by and with the presence of
Brother Wiuslow. In this conversation
Brother Watson unfolded to me the en-
velope which contained thereon the fig-

ures made and income given by Mr.
Vredenburgh, of the A. K. C. accounts
from January 2 to 11, 1889, amounting to
|i22 and some odd cents. In this conver-
sation I might have said the month of
June, but I evidently intended the month
of May, as will appear from the following
taken from my letter of June 20, 1890 :

"Mr. Lewis was to assume the duties of editor
of the Stud-Book, was to compile the pedigrees,
and do all the work as editor of the SHid-llook.
He was to publish the Stud-Book quarterly, was
to t>av all tne bills and expenses thereof, as well
as one-half the office rent, and for his services he
was to receive the entire receipts coming into
the office, as well as the proceeds of the sale of
the book. If after paying all of these bills there
was nothing left. Mr. Lewis agreed that he
would make no claim upon the American Ken-
nel Club. This was substantially our contract,
and it was faithfully, honestly and efficiently car-
ried out. At the meeting of the American Ken-
nel Club, which was held May S, ili88. the Stud-
Book Committee reported tfiis change to the
club, and at the same meeting Mr. Vreaeuburgh
made his report as treasurer, .showing the bal-
ance on hand in the American Kennel Club to
be the sura of JiaS.oi. After this Mr. Vreden-
burgh went to Europe, and he returned on Mon-
day, Decemt>er 3."

Consequently there is no point to be
made in the first contradiction made by
Mr. Watson in his letter to Forest and
Stream in the last issue.

In reply to his second contradiction I

will say that I was chairman of the Stud-
Book Committee, and at the meeting in
May, 1888, the change made by Mr.
Tredenburgh's resignation as editor of
the Stud-Book, and the appointment of
Mr. I<ewis as editor, was reported to the
meeting, as will appear from the pub-
lished reports. From April i until the
end of the year 1888, Mr. Lewis published
the Stud-Book under au exhaustive con-
tract made between the Stud-Book Com-
mittee and himself Mr. Vredenburgh at
the time was well aware of that fact, and
is now, and Any statement he makes to
the contrary is simply done to cover up
the huggerniuggery heretofore stated of
the management. Three weekly issues of
the sporting press have appeared since
my letter, and no denial of my statement
as to said exhaustive contract and terms
thereof has yet been made by either Mr.
Lewis, who was the editor, Mr. Schellhass
or Mr. Terry, who were the other mem-
bers of the Stud-Book Committee, and
the only explanation that has appeared
is what Mr. Watson says in his letter
that Mr. Vredenburgh told him what Mr.
Terry and Mr. Lewis would tell him. If
Mr. Ivcwis a^d Mr. Terry were willing to
comply with Mr. Vredenburgh's state-
ment, the denial would have appeared
long since ; in fact it would have been
furnished with the same eager prompt-
ness for publication in the sporting press
as was the denial of the so-called Audit-
ing Committee ; and 1 will now say that
the denial would have been squelched
with equal promptness. If Mr. Vreden-
burgh will promptly publish the denial of
these two gentlemen, and that Mr. Lewis
was drawing I68.75 » month as a fixed

salary, I will with equal promptness not
only convince your readers but these two
gentlemen themselves by evidence over
their own signature of their error.

As to the third conclusion in contra-
diction made by Mr. Watson thereto,

which I believe will be sufficient to con-
vince the dog men of the country that
his conclusion is not well founded, I will

say that Mr. Vredenburgh has kept and
does keep the books ; and that whenever
a treasurer of a public club does not
court, and, in fact, invite the most
searching scrutiny of his accounts, when
the same have been questioned, as his

have been by menil)ers of local clubs and
the sporting press, that when an investi-

gation is made in the way in which it

should be made, and the shell is broken,
that in ninety-nine times out of one
hundred the meat in the egg is usually to
be found, almost generally always, some-
what putrid. I stated shortly after the
account containing the item of I1228.28
was published that it was not earned by
the club, that it had been book-keeped
in, and I am now as fully convinced that
I am right, notwithstanding Mr. Watson's
last letter.

These accounts have never been au-
dited ; the Auditing Committee that was
appointed under Mr. Anthony's resolu-

tion, and which was made palatable by
Mr. Vredenburgh's suggestion, simply
looked at the lKX)ks that were presented
to them by the treasurer, and added up,
perhaps, the figures given to them by
him. There was no comparison of
vouchers with items charged, there was
no looking through bank statements, re-

turned checks, etc., that an auditor is ex-
pected to do ; and evidently this commit-
tee was huggermuggered by the manage-
ment when the private books of Mr.
Lewis were imposed upon them.
A man named Webster, who lived

some years ago, defines in his dictionary
the word "auditor" as follows: "A per-
son appointed and authorized to audit or
to examine an account or accounts, com-
pare the charges with vouchers, examine
the parties and witnesses, allow or reject

charges, and state the balance." This
d'"fitiition i«s ttip usual ntiH arnpnteil one
pertaining to the duties imposed upon an
auditor, and I don't believe that any one
of the distinguished gentlemen who acted
upon this so-called committee will now
claim that they audited these accounts.
Everyone of them knew th.it not only
myself but others had questioned, and
that the sporting press had contained
articles questioning the accounts, especi-

ally the delegate from the N. J. K. C,
who was well aware that I had protested
against that item of 1 1228. 28, and yet
upon the most casual glancing over of
books, he, and the other members of this
so-called auditing committee, attach their
names and certify that they examined
the accounts and found them correct in

every particular. I will not state that
this report made by the Auditing Com-
mittee emanated from coagulated liebetu-

dinosity, but that the gentlemen were
easily satisfied we must all admit. And
we find that within a few days after this

report is published that two memfjers of
said committee, when applied to for the
items going to make up this |i 228.28
which had been carried as a balance from
the preceding year, and had been talked
about and written against by the dog men
and sporting press throughout the coun-
try until it had become more popular and
notorious than the negro's gig 4-11-44,
were unable to give the items.

Mr. Vredenburgh down to and at the
so-called annual meeting, held without a
quorum, evidently had some doubts or
misgivings himself about this balance of

I1228.28, because in reply to a question
by Mr. Watson, as appeared afterward in

his own report of said meeting, he said
the balance happened to be I1228.28.
Now it is an old maxim, which we per-
haps obtain from the Arabians, that fig-

ures never lie, while we do know that
sometimes under some circumstances that
sometimes treasurers are mistaken.
They're not always and under all circum-
stances infallible or altogether accurate,
and it is for these reasons and under
these circumstances and usual for clubs
and other public bodies to appoint an
auditing committee whose duties are now
so well defined ; not only by the afore-
saifl Webster, but by custom. The casual
examination of the books which was
made by the so-called auditing committee
and the fleeting examination made by
Brother Watson do not show iufficlent

scrutiny of the accounts to satisfy a

skeptic, or even convert a captious critic

to a skeptic. I would like to l>econie a
convert to the views expressed by Brother
Watson and become thoroughly con-
vinced of my error in this matter, not
only that thereby I might be enabled to
offer a sufficient apology for the grievous
wrong that I have done this A. K. C.
management, but that I could convince
not only myself but the Advisory Com-
mittee that I had regained my normal
condition. Will Mr. Vredenburgh publish
over his own signature the itemized ex-
pense account for the j'ear ending De-
cember 31, 188S, the itemized receipts for

the some period, and then give us the
items to make up "Peshall's gig"

—

12-28-28—and not only thereby oblige a
host of dog men throughout the country,
but a captious critic ? Will Mr. Vreden-
burgh kindly give us the figures ?

Pkshall.

Jersey City, N. J., July 12.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : It is really unfortunate that the
delegate of the New Jersey Kennel Club
should be drawn into a controversy over
the A. K. C. finances, but I do not think
that by his letter in your last issue he
makes his side of the ca,se any stronger.
At the meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee of the A. K. C, held December 19,

1889, the following motion offered by the
delegate of the Southern Field Trials
Club was carried :

" In order to comply with the sugges-
tions made by Mr. Watson and Mr. Vre-
denburgh, I will add to my motion that,

l>efore publication an auditing committee
consisting of Messrs. A. C. Wilmerding,
Major Taylor and !•'. B. Fay be appointed
to audit the accounts. I name these
gentlemen because they are ex-officio,

and I ask that they be apjK)iiited to audit
the accounts, and to state whether they
have been correctly kept, i;tc." If the
New Jersey delegate will read the above
motion, and then recall the certificate,

with the word " only " italicized, ap-
pended to the A. K. C. statement for the
year i88q. and signed by him. I think he
will find one reason for his unfortunate
position, and if the secretary-treasurer of
the A. K. C. referred others, as he did
me, to the Auditing Committee for in-

formation concerning his accounts, the
delegate may find another reason.
A short time after the A. K. C. account

for 1889 appeared I called on the secre-
tary-treasurer for some information. He
answered one or two immaterial questions
relative to his accounts. On my putting
a further question his manner quite
changed. He told me he didn't propose
being catechised, didn't know that I had
any standing there, and finally referred
me to the Auditing Committee.
On February 17, 1890, the New Jersey

delegate wrote down at my dictation some
six or seven items of the A. K. C. ac-
counts, of which I told him I would like
to get in full, or such information as I

could. He replied : "I will see if I can
get them for you," and on my calling on
him later the same day he said to me :

"They won't give them." On this same
day, February 17, 1890, the New Jersey
delegate, according to a letter written by
the secretary-treasurer of the A. K. C.
examined the books of that club. I do
not think it would necessitate a member
of the Auditing Committee being a sta-

tistican or a walking vocabulary to carry
in his mind for a few hours a few figures,

or if it was necessary for a member of
the said committee to be a statistican or
a walking vocabulary to do so, why did
not the New Jersey delegate, who is

neither one nor the other, make a memo-
randum of them. The New Jersey dele-
gate says in his letter : "I did as re-

quested. * * *" Will the New Jersey
(lelegate state what he was requested to
do in this matter, and who it was that
made the request, also if he did examine
the Iwoks of the A. K. C. on February
17, 1890.

I want to know the items that make a
total of I365.64, the expenses of the Ken-
nel Gazette from January 1 1 to February
16, 1889, as appears in one of the treas-
urer's reports ; also the items of receipt
and items ofexpenditure of the secretary-
treasurer of the A. K. C. from December
5, 1888, to January 11, 1889, l)oth dates
inclusive.

Will the New Jersey delegate give me
any part or all of the above asked (or in-
formation ? L. LiVESBY.
jRRflEY City, N. J., July 10, 1889.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

Special Correspondence Fanciers' Journal.

The "cause celebre " — Vredenburgh

vs. Peshall—looks as if the whole thing

will end in smoke, for which let us return

thanks—if it does. Also, Mr. Belmont's

letter last week should now put to rest

all disquieting doubts in Mr. Peshall's

mind as to the way the finances have

been worked. If it doesn't, then the sym-

pathies of all right thinking men must be

on the side of the president and chair-

man of the committee (just which com-

mittee I won't compromise myself by

nomenclature), and the advantage which

Mr. Peshall has gained will be irretriev-

ably lost, though I do hope and trust

we have heard the last of all this bicker-

ing concerning the A. K. C. debit and

credit balance. It may be an all-absorb-

ing topic to those who devote themselves

to the study of "political economy,"

but, " dimme," what can it matter where

the A. K. C. gets its money from, as long

as it gets it. Therefore, if the ultra mem-
ber does continue to harp on this subject,

let all good doggy men band together and

draw lots as to which of them shall under-

take the task of annihilating him. That

his death may be a speedy and painless

one is the best 1 can wish him under the

circumstances.

The lot of the canine scribe in England

may be a busy one at this time of the

year, but it is more than can be said of

his confrere on this side. News ! Items ! !

What are they ? Where are they ? Answer

echoeth "at the bottom of the sea."

What would happen to different papers

were not Irish setters infinitely the superi-

ors of all other dogs in the field, every-

where and anywhere but just where

their superiority should undergo the

test I know not How you, Mr. Editor,

must thank Providence that it has still

permitted a fair percentage of inflated

windy personages to remain on this

earth, and how stuck Irish setters must

always l)e on themselves at this time of

the year, when no other breed can get in

a word edgeways. Thank goo<lness it

does not last long, and as at no other sea-

son does the red setter get a show, per-

haps it is only right the public should be

reminded that such wonderful dogs have

not wholly been wiped off the face of

existence.

Kennel news in the summer :

To the Editor 0/ the .

Dear Sir : It may interest your readers to

know that ray champion Irish setter bitch, who
is the most perfect on point—at a bone—in the

world, was seen to scrJlch herself. The kennel

man declared it was a little skin trouble, but I

am positive it was a stray flea that must have

come from Mr. 's in the next state. She has

now eight splendid puppies five minutes old, the

finest and largest I ever saw, by my celebrated

champion dog, who, in spite of Mr. 's allu-

sions to being spikey-faceil, undersized and soft-

looking (the outcome of envy and jealousy) is the

greatest wonder of the age, as his record of 300

H. C.'s at big shows, and 2000 firsts where there

was no competition will show. As a true lover

of this breed, and having spared no expense in

procuring the purest bloo<l, both imported and

otherwise, to give breeders a chance I will book

orders for this young st<x:k at a price which such

goods have never before been offered, and if not

found to be the most genuine article yet put

on the market, I will forward all claims to be

considered a connoisseur of the breed, for having

devote<l a few hours of my life in reading Vero

Shaw, Dalziel and Stonehenge, I think I can

justly lay claim to knowing Mmething about

dogs. Yours truly, ,

Proprietor of the Long-winded Kennels.

none knows better than myself, for it does away

with the expense of advertising) but cannot allow

the assertions of Mr. to pass unchallenged.

He speaks about his dog being the staunchest

and best that was ever seen in the field, when I

know for a fact he is like all his breed, his father

l>e(ore him, and his grandfather as well, the most

gun-shy brute that ever stepped. It is all very

well for Mr. to offer to back his dog for J2,-

000,000 again.st my Champion , as he knows

full well it cannot be accepted, as my dog is

already 20 years old, and never having yet been

seen working except by my sisters, ray cousins

and my aunts, it is not likely I shall run him in

public now. Yes, much as I regret it, it is impos-

sible for me to give the pubic even one chance of

ever seeing the most perfect field dog as ever

was, wipe up the earth with such potterers as

Roderigo, Rowdy Rod, Roger, Toledo Blade, etc.,

but I willl>et$ioo,ooo(forfeit of one cent enclosed)

that his great, great grandson, if he is out of

ray champion bitch's great, great, great gran-

daughter, will beat, within eighteen months

after he is Ixjrn, anything that such a notoriety

seeker as Mr. can narae. Kindly acknowl-

edge receipt of one cent starap.

Yours truly, ,

Proprietor of the Blow-Their-Own-Trumpet Ken-

nels.

Such are the interesting items which

one gathers from the doggy journals. In

fact, // the champion of the Long-winded

Kennels had not had a stye in his eye, or

»/he had been a little different to that

which he really is, and ;/the proprietor's

aunt had been a man she would have

been his uncle, then, and only then,

would the sun have been enforced to re-

volve around the earth, and until the ifs

are completed, the Long-winded Kennels'

champion must remain an or'nin'ry

critter, and the long-winded 'un him-

self a very or'nin'ry circumstance in this

unappreciative world.

I

To the Editor:

Bear Sir ; I must again apologiie for tren-

passing on your valuable space (how valuable

The notification from Thames His

Tattler, regarding the unsophisticated

lady and her Italian greyhound, being

cajoled into objccuug, icujiUus uic of the

piece of pleasantry on L. P. C. Astley's

part, which worked so effectually—in

fact, too effectually—on a poor, thor-

oughly earnest and lone lorn maiden at

one of the terrier shows at the Aquarium.

The said maiden—she must have been

thirty, with dead cod-like eyes, and

bleached carrot-colored hair—exhibited a

colossal fox terrier possessing besides

size and other defects a sweet liver-col-

ored nose, which was somewhat in unison

with the "maiding's" hair. Mr. Astley

was far too gallant to dismiss such a cu-

riosity with rash abruptness, so after

gazing long and mournfully he heaved

three deep sighs, and thus exclaimed to

himself in a stage whisper : "What a

pity ! Oh, what a shame ! !

"

Owneress.—"What's a pity, please,

Mr. Judge?"

L. P. C. A.—"Why, you've entered

your dog in the wrong class. He should

have been in the Dudley-nosed terriet

class."

Owneress.—"Is that so? But there is

no such class."

L. P. C. A.—"What, madam? Do you

mean to tell me these people have not

provided a class for Dudley-nosed ter-

riers ? I'll resign my duties at once. I'll

have no more to do with such an in-

justice, for that dog is the best Dudley-

nosed terrier I ever saw in my life ; he's

simply perfect." At this moment Cruft

and the committee rushed in and, kneel-

ing, begged his judgeship to continue his

duties, vowing never to neglect such a

grand breed again. Astley was appeased

and continued. But the lady, alas, had

been so impressed with what he had said,

that, borrowing a chair, the poor thing

sat by her pet's side for three whole

days and never ceased telling everyone

who came near how the judge would

have given her dog first if he had been

entered in the right class, and how en-

raged he was that the breed had been so

neglected. I often think of that poor

woman with her awful pale red hair, and

her still more dreadful looking terrier,

and wonder if she ever went to another

show. Maybe her champion died, thus

leaving his mistress in blissful ignorance

of the imposition.

The following also may not be out of

place. It was at one of the big shows

that a gentleman exhibited two blood-

hounds, the only competitors in their

class, they being awarded first and sec-

ond. A well-known character in doggy

circles was officiating as vet., and on the

second day three or four of the "bloods"

went to him clamoring against the dread-

ful mangey state of the said bloodhounds.

The vet. was never so happy as when

acting in an official capacity, and will-

ingly offered to examine said hounds, for

here was an opportunity to show off his

"eras ignorance" again. He looked

them all over, with great fussing and

ostentations, but was fain to confess they

seemed all right, when a voice from the

back ground said : "Smell them, man
;

smell them," which the idiot immediatelv

did, at once pronouncing them in an al-

most incurable state, and much to the

surprise of everyone ordered them from

the show, which meant forfeiting all

prizes, money, etc. This was going

further than anyone had intended, but

like all ignorant people the vet. had com-

promised himselfand wild horses wouldn't

alter his decision. So that owing to a bit

of thoughtless fun two dogs were disqual-

ified and the owner bereft of his winnings.

I will not give the name of the vet., as

he is still the cause of many bits of

amusement in English doggy circles, and

is quite an oddity in his way.

living wonders they have for sale, etc., I

would respectfully beg to refrain from

continuing to do so, as I am not an ad-

vertising agent, nor am I a believer in

the wholesale free notice which is given

to every individual who chooses to run

dogs as he would a second-hand clothes

shop, and if they only knew what con-

tempt I feel for them I think I would be

the last person on whom they would

waste stationery and postage. This is

one of my cranks, and as long as I am
what I am I intend to continually harp

on this cold blood bartering of dogs as if

they were so many boxes of soap, or so

many ounces of tea. The man who keeps

dogs for their own sake will always have

my heartiest sympathies, but he who
only keeps them for what he can make

out of them will always be looked upon

as my greatest enemy, and a mean con-

temptible one at that.

How seriously you took the "iodide,"

Mr. FMitor. I never for one moment
considered you or the printer's devil had

perpetrated the error. I am entirely to

blame, but where, oh where, is the copy

you said you had sent, and where, oh

where, are the last two numbers of The
Fanciers' Journal. Have you sent

them via Hong Kong, or Hulton, Pa., or

where ? I would like to see a copy

—

sometimes. Brittle.

A DIVING HOUND.

I have only just now had the opportu-

nity of reading J. W.'s letter in last

week's Forest and Stream concerning the

much debated |iooo. Surely after its

publication we shall now hear no more of

the A. K. C.'s lavish expenditure. What

a mare's nest Mr. Peshall has been boom-

ing all this time, and how he must regret

having filled such an amount of space in

all the weekly papers. Truly has his been

a wasted life for the past six months. The

curtain has now fallen on a most fitting

tableau for this domestic comedy.

I see Meersbrook Maiden won in a

mixed class at Belfast ; Leed's Elect, a

white English with whom I fell in love

two years ago, getting third to her ; the

black and tan who took second I don't

know. Dr. Foote also informs me that

Me Too is suffering from skin trouble,

and that he is now, for the first time in

his life, legitimately hairless, no "ton-

sorial" operation being necessary to

present him in this perfect state of nudity.

George Thomas, who took the much-<lis-

cussed Maiden over to her native shores,

is or has returned without her, she not

having yet been willing to consummate

the matrimonial project which her owner

had planned for her.

The Canine World, which has only just

lately appeared on the other side, gives

all its contemporaries a long start in the

matter of "doggy" enterprise. Those in-

terested in matters canine on this side

would do well to give it a perusal, and

the colored frontispieces far exceed any-

thing that has yet been attempted in its

predecessors. This free ad. is not paid

for. Let honor be given where honor is

due.
.sx*

jj «J JJ »-

To all those who have sent me stud

cards, history of their kennels, list of the

A Fox Tries to Bvade Pursuit, but Is

Finally Captured.

The following story of a diving hotind,

taken from the London Illustrated Sport-

ing and Dramatic News, may interest

our readers: "The hounds killed a fox

after four hours' hunt, and ii is believed

that it was the same fox they first found

—eight and a half miles as a crow flies

from find to kill—and they must have

run twenty miles as they went. They

ran up to the fox on the banks of the

Bristol Avon, iust above Chippenham

Railway Station, and to save his life he

took to the river. Being very tired he

could not swim as fast as the hounds, so

they overtook him antl dro-vned him,

and then kept swimming round and

round, as hounds will do under these cir-

cumstances. There were six to eight

feet of water in the river. Suddenly

Worcester saw Daphne, a two-season

bitch, bred at Belvoir Castle, dive just

like a man . She was some time under
water ; when she came up she had the

fox in her mouth, and swam ashore with
it to the opposite bank. Beginning to

shake it about and growl, she attracted

the attention of the other bitches, and
they quickly got to her, and broke up
and ate the fox. It was lucky they did

not find out that she had the fox before

she got out of the water, or no doubt he
would have been again lost in the water.

There was no one that side of the river,

so they had it all to themselves. Wor-
cester afterwards crossed by the railroad

bridge and took them back over it. I

have never heard ofa hound diving be-

fore. I know that some few retrievers

have been known to dive after wounded
wild ducks, and I have known three or

four terriers that would dive to get into

an ottor hole, but for a hound to dive is

new to me."

He Wanted the Dog Fed.

From Shooting Times.

A lady's favorite dog having bitten a

piece ofa male visitor's leg, the lady said ; "Poor

dear little creature, I hope it will not make him
sick !"

I will hasten, dearest Mabel,

I'll be with you if I'm able.

Ere the evening insects bum ;

If you'll promise, Mabel, darling,

That youll feed the bull dog Snarling—

Feed him well before I come.
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POULTRYan° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Poultry interests have surely advanced
sufficiently that the now misleading score

card should make way for judging by
comparison. The score card has long
since been abandoned at dog shows.
Cattlemen are now throwing it aside, and
notwithstanding the protests of some
prominent poultry judges, the time has
now arrived when poultry judging should
be done in the proper manner.

* »

The Poultry Bulletin says upon this

subject : "Our voice is emphatically in

favor of sticking to the score card. It is

certainly the only correct way of arriv-

ing at the true quality of a fowl. By ap-

plying the rules and scales of the Ameri-
can Standard, deficiencies are discovered
that would not be apparent by compari-
son or surface judging, and it is by the
points as indicated on the score card,

that the exhibitor is enabled to see where
his bird is deficient according to the
judgment of the judge. Comparison
judging would not enable him to see this,

as there is nothing to show why the
judge should pa.ss him entirely, or simply
award a second or third premium ; con-
sequently the exhibitor goes away satis-

fied that the judge has made a grave
mistake, when, if a score card is tacked
on the cage of his bird, the deficiencies

are plainly indicated and he sees the de-

fects that were not before apparent to

him."
••«

The above would be all right if a bird
could be scored by able judgts alike, l)ut

such is not the case
; it is a fact that the

samp iiidir«> rannrtt aont-e ftic <>n«^<. I.i.,< -

second time within a few hours without
varying more or less in his figures, con-
sequently of what value is such a card ?

» *

Defeated exhibitors of the present day
should certainly possess intelligence

enough to see why and how they were
Ijcaten

; with the numerous publications
devoted to poultry these persons can
readily learn all alwut the particular va-

riety they breed, and if they cannot dis-

tinguish the various good points and de-
fects, in their own and other's fowls, they
have no business attempting to breed
exhibition stock, which can only be
done by a bom fancier and an intelligent

student as well.

»

The Bulletin is unnecessarily solicitous

about the defeated and disappointed ex-
hibitor. He will very quickly discover
the reasons for his defeat, and if he is

true to himself and his fancy he will take
his reverses philosophically and renew
his determination to Ijeat the winner the
next time they meet.

•
« •

Mr. P. Passmore, of Northampton,
England, a well-known Jacobin fancier,

died the 24th of last month, after a short
illness.

the front. The list of menil)ers includes

some of the best and most noted fanciers

of this country, men who will spare

neither trouble nor expense to elevate

the breed. A fair-sized boom may Ije ex-

pected in buff Cochins in the future.

There is no use denying that they are

the aristocrats of the Asiatics.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE LACING.

»
* *

• *

The American Buff Cochin Club has
decl»re<l against admitting anything but
the "Royal Buflfe," and decided not to
change its name. This no doubt is a
wise decision, as a specialty club is for

the manifest purpose of improving and
creating a demand for a specially. To in-

clude black, white and partridge Cochins
would load the club up with dead timber
and create dissensions.

The circular sent out by the secretary

contains the following extremely sensible

words, to which we call our readers' par-

ticular attention : "Remember that your
home paper is your best friend ; support

it by your subscription and liberal ads."

To this we will add that The Fancikrs'
Journal is the weekly medium of the

specialty clubs. Its columns are always
open for discussion among members, and
the latest news regarding the transactions

of the clubs and the result at the shows
will find prompt publication.

*

We are in receipt of the prize list of
the Central Canada Fair. It contains the
usual classes for poultry, pigions, etc.

Mr. John McClelland will judge.

* «

The premium list of the Ohio State

Fair is also to hand. The poultry de-

partment is well taken care of Mr. H.
A. Bridge and Dr. L. A. Bassett are to be
the judges.

*
• »

Franklin, Ga., has a monstrosity in the

shai)e of a chicken. A peculiarly shajx-d

egg did not hatch, and was broken. It

contained a chicken with four well formed
legs and three wings.

As a general rule, for the hatching of
chickens twenty-one days are required

;

for pitiliiugcs, twenty-four days; lor

phea.sants, twenty-five days ; for guinea
hens, twenty-five days ; for common
ducks, twenty-eight days ; for pea fowls,

twenty-eight days ; for turkeys, twenty-
eight days ; for Barbary ducks, thirty

days, and for geese, thirty days.

*
« *

We are informed that Messrs. P. H.
Scudder and George E. Peer will judge
pigeons and fowls at the Chattanooga
Valley Exposition Show, November 10 to

15. More competent men could not have
been selected.

«
• «

Hens should not be set at this season
of the year, but as many do set them we
would suggest pfacing an inverted sod in

the bottom of their nests, as the moist
earth will assist in keeping the poor
biddy cool. A correspondent recom-
mends digging a ditch about six inches
deep and then fasten a barrel in it. side
down

; then throw in dirt, level it off
and make the nest in the back part.

*
» •

The club has an energetic secretarv in

Mr. G. P, Reynaud, who is pushing it to

—In every town there are a few fami-
lies that will pay a little more than
market price for eggs that they know are
fresh.

—The golden Wyandotte has proven
itself a good bird, but we do not believe
there are any better than our silver va-
riety.

—It pays to kill and eat the too fat
hens, as it generally occurs that it is quite
a long while before they will ))egin lay-
ing again.

—Nearly all the writers on artificial
incubation are giving the hot water ma-
chines a good word. They are, without
a doubt, the safest to use, an<l will have
a big sale the coming fall and winter.

—Again we raise the warning : Do not
set poison about the hennerv to kill the
rats and mice. We know of several in-
stances where fowls were thus killed by
eatmg the dead vermin that had partaken
of the poison.

The Former More Difficult to Pro-
duce Than the Latter.

For The Fa.nciers' Joiknal.

Mr. J. H. Drevenstedt discusses the

plumage of the Indian game hen in a
calm and judicious manner, and though,
as he confesses, his opportunities for ob-
servation and study of the breed have
been limited, his opinions are worthy of
careful and respectful consideration.

With much of what he says I am in

hearty accord. He admits "that at the
first glance the single-laced birds are the
most striking," and this is an important
admission. As the general public forms
its opinion, not by the careful study of
the individual features, but "at first

glance" at the surface, these single-laced

birds have an important mission in cre-

ating a popular sentiment in favor of the
breed. Some fanciers even are at one
with the public on this matter, and per-

sist in thinking that under the closest

examination, as well as at first glance,
the single-laced birds are the handsomer.
But Mr. Drevenstedt favors the double-

laced birds. So do I. I think that the
perfection of lacing is when it is dupli-
cated or re-duplicated, each lacing sharply
defined and the ground color free from
any foreign mixture. In this, too, I am
in hearty accord with Mr. Drevenstedt.

But Mr. Drevenstedt goes still further
and so far that I am not able to follow
him with unqualified assent. He says :

"To breed both single and double-laced
birds to a flexible standani that admits
l>oth will cause serious trouble in the
future. Judges will have their prefer-
ences under such circumstances, and a
premium won by single-laced birds under
the eye of one judge may prove worthless
under the eye of a judge who advocates
douV)le lacing.

It seems tome that the fact that the
golden and silver Polish have l)een bred
.....I i,.A^^A r„_ t . I , . . .
''•"^

.; ""6«-^" »«J' JV.C11S i»y a. siuiKiani wnicn
admits two styles of markings, lacing
and spangling, more distinct and differ-
ent than single and double lacing, with-
out causing serious trouble, is a complete
answer to the first of these assertions.
If this can be done, as it has, with the
Polish, there is no apparent reason, cer-
tainly none has yet been advanced, why
something similar cannot be done with
the Indian game. I have yet to learn
of a single case where this flexibility in
the Polish standard has caused the
slightest trouble. The second statement
arraigns the honesty of the judges. It
says in effect that if two styles of lacings
are allowed to compete on an equality
the judges will not obey the require-
ments of the standard, but will follow
their own private preferences. I am not
prepared to believe this, but if it be true
It IS not an argument against such a
standard, but an indictment against such
judges. But have they done so with the
Polish fowl ? And if they have not, why
is it to be supjwsed they will with the
Indian game ?

Mr. Drevenstedt is certainly mistakenm supposing that the double-laced birds
are the more iliflicult to breed. He says :

"They realize the difficulties in obtaining
the double lacing in perfection, and
know the task is a hard one, but the ulti-
mate reward is the production of their
ideal. With single-laced birds less diffi-
culty will Ije experienced and a larger
nnmlier of possible show birds would re-
sult." If Mr. Drevenstedt had had
much experience in breeding Indian
games, which he does not profess to
have, he never would have written these
sentences. The truth is just the reverse.
The single-laced birds are vastly more
difficult to produce than the double-laced
ones. I make this statement as a
breeder who had bred winning birds be-
fore Mr. Drevenstedt saw the Whitfield
birds at Buffalo, N. Y.. which were sub-
sequently purchased by Sharp & Co. In
the first trio I imported from England
there was one hen with single lacing.
From that trio in two years' breeding I

produced only one pullet with single
lacing, all of the.others being double-
laced. If the Indian Game Club wishes
to make a standard as difficult as possi-
ble it will not make one requiring double-
lacing, but one which shall demand

,

single lacing only. Such « utendard
|

would give Indian game breeders all the
difficulties they wished to contend with,
and a handsome surplus which would re-
quire additional legislation to reduce.

I think I see a compromise ground
upon which the advocates of single and
double lacing can meet. Let the stand-
ard describe the features, as I have sug-
gested, with one or more distinct lacings
of black, antl then add that when two
specimens have an equal score and one
is single and the other double-laced, the
preference shall be given to the double-
laced specimen, and in awards for prizes
the prize shall lie given to this bird. If
such a compromise is made the ultimate
result will be that double-laced birds will
fill our shows and the yards of the breed-
ers. Inasmuch as the double-laced birds
are the easiest to breed, and as the single-
laced hens will produce a majority of
pullets with double lacing, in a short
time, without resorting to the sunimarj'
method of getting rid of the single-laced
birds by a rigid standard, the single-laced
birds would disappear, and that, too,
without giving their owners any chance
to complain that they had been unjustly
dealt with and that the standard was an
injurious one.
And now a few words as to combs.

Many strains of Indian games have coinljs
which are "anything but beautiful," but
this is not true of all strains. Mo.st of
the birds shown at New York, and from
which Mr. Drevenstedt obtained his
opinions al>out the combs, would have
retjuired to \te cut from three to five
points on a valuation of ten points for
comb. But I have bred cockerels which
would not have required a cut of more
than one and a half points on comb.
The comb of the Indian game can and

ought to be improved. The que.stion of
how to do this must be considered by the
makers of its standard. It seems to me
that this can l)e accomplished by giving
preference to undubbed birds over dubljed
birds. But to do this, as probably the
club would not be ready to disqualify the
dubljed cocks as is practically done in
England by some judges, the standard
must be so made that the undubbed birds
stand the better chance of winning. This
can t)e done by making two scales of
points, in which little valuation is given
to the dubbed bird's comb and the extra
points are placed on sections most likely
to Ije defective and heavily cut, while a
greater value is given to the comb of the
undubtied birds and a smaller value to
some section or sections where defects
are most likely to occu».
This plan is objectionable, perhaps,

because of the two scales of points which
must be kept in view in judging the two
classes of birds. The objection is a real
but not a serious one to a judge who con-
scientiously follows the percentage sys-
tem of making cuts, and does not place,
as I fear some do, an arbitrary value upon
specific defects. Another and perhaps
the better method would be to place a
handicap of from one to three points
upon tliose birds where the scissors had
taken the place of the breeder's art. If
a dubl)ed bird to tie an undubljed one
had to score from one to three points
more

;
if, for example a dubr)ed bird had

to score 93 to tie an undubljed one which
scored 90, the undubbed ones would have
some chance of winning, and if the value
of the comb was not i)laced at to points,
defective combs woulij rapiilly disappear
and better ones would take their place.
It is also possible that by reducing the
number of jwiiits to three or four for
comb and then giving an uiidubl)ed bird
a preference on an equal score over a
dublx:d one the same result would be
more slowly but as surely obtained. For
dubbed birds but a small valuation for
comb certainly ought to l)e given, for
mere manual dexterity in trimming ought
not to count much in the score. Look-
ing at (he birds as dubbed, Mr. Dreven-
9t«tlt was right in saying that I placed
too high a valuation upon the comb.
But the mischief with this point of view
is that the females, which are the more
numerous class, are not dubl>ed, and per-
fection of comb ought to count some-
thing more than three points with them.
These are matters worthy of serious

attention by the Indian Game Club, and
especially by its committee upon a stand-
ard for the breed. I sincerely hope that
whatever standard is adopted by the club,
it will be the one best adapted to advance
the interests of this fowl. If it will do
that, it is the standard which has my
heartiest support.

H. S. Babcock.
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The Pekin duck is un(juestionably the

favorite water fowl. The Rouen duck

has always been considered the heaviest

and finest of all ducks, but notwithstand-

ing the handsome tilumage and useful

qualities it possesses, the Pekin has

forged ahead in late years, and bids fair

to exceed it in weight in the future. The

winning pair of Pekins at New York last

February weighed twenty-one and a half

pounds. Mr. F. Rowland, of Woodbridge,

N. J., who raised this famous pair, told

me that he will place a pair in the ring

weighing twenty-four pounds next win-

ter. A letter received from him recently

says : "My Pekins are doing very well.

I weighed a pair yesterday (July 1) that

were hatched April 19 ; the largest

weighed six pounds thirteen ounces, the

other weighed six pounds five ounces,

making thirteen pounds two ounces for

the pair. There is no mistake about the

age or weight of these ducklings." These

ducks it will l>e seen are only seventy-

three days old, and if they keep on doing

well there will be a surprise in the way
of Pekins next winter. We never heard

of Rouen ducks that exceeded twenty

pounds to the pair in this country, but

in F^ngland it is claimed that twenty-two

pounds have Ijeen reconled for a pair of

Roneiis.

Bulmch. the California insect powder,

is far superior to the imi)orted article. It

is made from the flowers only, and not

the whole plant ground up, as is the case

with fbe other. The fresh rron is now
ready, but it seems hard to procure. Ex-
periments made recently show that it is

sure death to hen lice, fleas and potato

bugs, even when diluted considerably. It

should be advertised more extensively,

as its merits certainly demand its uni-

versal use.

"Annie Roouey" Cloud, of Pennsyl-

vania, is the witty oracle of the Poultry

News. He is driving his quill vigor-

ously, and in the July issue of his paper

"hoists his petard" as follows :

"Conipariston judging vs. score card is tieing

agitated in all the poultry papers. As the season

is warm now, some hot air must necessarily be

blown off. After a while cool breezes will blow
and the discu.ssion will get tired and tuck its

head snugly under its wing and peacefully slum-

ber during the winter, to come forth again in

the spring when the ground hog makes its ap-

pearance."

No, Annie ; like Banquo's ghost, "it

will not down." Breeders are seriously

considering the comparison judging, and
while they "blow hot" in favor of it,

they will also make it pretty cold for the

score card. The latter has its virtues,

but its vices are getting too well under-

stood.
—0:0

—

Wanted—a true description of the color

of a barred Plymouth Rock. I. K. Felch,

who formerly described it as "a stone

color," now calls the dark bars an "in-

digo blue." Correctly speaking, there is

no such color as blue in domestic poul-

try. I have several feathers from one of

the finest barred hens ever exhibited,

but cannot discover a trace of blue or

indigo blue. To describe the feathers as

black and white would be literally true,

but the effect nevertheless is a bluish

grey when viewed at a distance.

of introducing this new breed is con-

cerned. It is a speculation pure and

simple, and from the originator's own
pen we learn that it is a very new ])reed.

The rose-combed Orpington then must

be extremely fresh. The breed was got-

ten up to sell, which is legitimate enough

when there is really a breed to sell, but

cross-bred birds can be found in this

country at fifteen cents per pound. Our
information regarding this breed conies

from a gentleman who visited the yanls

of the originator in England for the ex-

press purpose of buyirtg Orpingtons. He
was thoroughly disappointed in the latter,

and stated to us that there was nothing

uniform about the look of the birds.

The JoiTRNAL of last week quotes me
as being antagonistic to the Orpington

fowl. This is true as far as the method

In reading Mr. Cook's article one can

plainly see the attempt to push these

b'rds ahead of all other breeds. It is a

transparent dodge to catch the usual

dollar. They are so immensely superior

to other varieties that alx)ut the only

thing we can do is to invest at once and

buy a few. The black Java is one of

the best fowls we have, and the single-

combed Orpington could scarcely t>e

mentioned in the same breath with that

thoroughbred fowl. The assertion that

the rose-combed Orpington fills a place

of its own is erroneous, as we have a

black Wyandotte in this country which

will fully equal the Orpington in useful

qualities, and surpass it in breeding

qualities. The black Wyandotte is a

true sport—not a cross.

—0:0—

In bolstering up the excessive good

qualities of the Orpington the originator

makes some very queer statements. He
says : "Take Minorcas, for instance,

which have red or otherwise bad ear

loljes. They are usually the finest birds

and lay before their more perfect sis-

ters." This will surprise many breeders

who pin their faith on white ear-loljed

birds as layers. The great records made
by Hamburgs, Leghorns and Andalusians

as egg-producers would, according to the

a1x)ve statement, be vastly improved if

the white ear lobes were bred out The
whole statement is a trifle thin. He
goes on to say : "Black Rocks frequently

lay a month or six weeks before the

speckled birds, and they grow into the

finest shaped birds also." This is an-

other surprise. Close observer that Mr.

Cook, but Plymouth Rock breeders will

smile at the as.sertioii. It reminds me of

the statement made by a friend who
bought some white Rocks. He claimed

that they laid "way ahead of the barred,"

V)ut subsequently found out that he was
breeding a cross-bred Leghorn-Brahma

instead of a white Rock.

The most radical statement made is

that "Langshans that come clean on the

leg are also the best layers." Anything

to boom the clean-legged, black, re<l ear-

lol>ed Orpington will answer the fertile-

brained originator. The feathers on the

legs of birds have nothing to do with

laying eggs. If so we had better discard

all feather-legged breeds. Taking the

standard of the Orpington by the articles

that appeared in Thk Journai.,, I am in-

clined to think the breed (?) has been

praised just a little too much.

—0:0

—

The I'nited States census, recently

completed, was exf>ected to furnish some
very valuable statistics regarding the

immense extent of our poultry business.

Judging by the work of several census

enumerators in New Jersey a great many
fowls have lieen "counted out." The fact

is a hen is such a trivial thing that she

seldom receives the attention she de-

serves. Ducks have fared Ijetter. One
of the New Jersey enumerators has filed

his blanks and filled them out with great

care. He reports one lady as jxissessing

a duck that lays just two eggs every day.

As this lady has but one duck, and her

statements are i)erfectly reliable, the

credit must go to the United States

Governuient for discovering the duck

that laj's two eggs daily.

Mr. Ross A. Smith, of Charleston, in

speaking of the advantages of the South

to the poultryman, remarks in the South-

ern Fancier :
" Ducks will lay here from

November on ; will they do so in the

the North ? Who ever heard of putting

ducks on the market in January and

February?" To the first question I will

say that there is no trouble to get ducks

in laying condition before November in

in the North. I have known many cases

where ducks started to lay in Septemljer.

It all depends on the handling and feed-

ing. Ducks have lieeii seut to the market

as early as February, but there is not the

demand for them at that time as later on.

Spring chickens and spring ducks usu-

ally do best after Easter as regards prices.

Eggs in the North are usually very high

during the fall and winter, so it pays

best to sell them. When eggs are cheap

is the time to set them

.

There is considerable fuss made over

"how to pack eggs for hatching." It is

a very simple affair, but some must ex-

haust their scientific knowledge in stat-

ing the whys and wherefores of this

highly mysterious business of packing

eggs. One writer went so far as to

recommentl cushions made of springs to

avoid jarring on the cars during transit.

Another places his eggs in certain jjosi-

tions, and uses only certain packing

materials. I have seen a great many
different egg packages, and often can

read the breeder's character in his

method of shipping eggs. The careful^

methodical man will certainly send a

package that reflects his methods. The
careless man trusts to the patent egg

packages, and the express company to

supply what he lacks. Those who have

had a taste of the great care the express

companies take will hesitate to accept

the latter as a proper guardian of a valu-

able basket of eggs. The safest and liest

package I ever used, and one in use by

many old breeders, is the basket. I

wrap all eggs in paper, and then pack

them snugly in a bed of fine excelsior,

using plenty of the latter. Such a

basket is light, but a trifle more bulky

thfin a l)ox, but it is absolutely safe dur-

ing transit. Having received and shipped

hundreds of eggs by this method I have

yet to find or hear of a broken one when
proper care had been taken in packing.

The excelsior is elastic, and the jarring

cannot be serious, as we have had splen-

did hatches from eggs shipped in this

manner over a long distance. There are

several good patent egg packages on the

market which facilitate the packing

somewhat, but the principle is the same

as in the method given above.

—0:0—

Poultry editors are apt to get in strange

places. One recently found himself in

a church. He was, however, more inter-

ested in solving the mystery of certain

theories than in the sermon ; in fact, he

was absent-minded. t*he worthy minis-

ter's good words failed to arouse the

erring brother, but when the reverend

gentleman came to the following sen-

tence : * * "From dust to dust,"

our editor jumped up and cried : "That's

it ! give 'em a dust bath, but put in some
Persian insect jwwder, it'll kjjl the lice

every time. Sample package sent pre-

paid only twenty-five cents."

In the California CacklerC. R. Harker,

in an interesting article, calls attention

to the fact that yellow legs in chickens

are dei>endcnt somewhat on the soil, and
^ves as his reason that chickens raised

on grass always have bright yellow legs,

and those on barren sandy soils are just

the reverse. While we believe that rich

grassy land pro<luces the finest of chick-

ens, and very golden shanks, it is also true

that a barren sandy soil will produce the

same. Hammonton certainly has plenty

of white sand and very little grass—in

fact, in hot dry weather there is no grass

at all on many places. Yet I have seen

just as many yellow legs on chickens

here as when I lived in the luxuriant

Orange County, N. J. But I believe

there is a difference in the individuals of

every breed as regards yellow legs. Wyan-
dottes and Plymouth Rocks in their

second year vary greatly in color of

shanks, some retaining a goose yellow

color, others fading to a dingy white.

The real orange yellow showing the red

beneath is a color that seldom fades out,

but the lemon colored shanks will do so.

Mr. Harker is right, no doubt, in also at-

tributing this loss of color to wind and
weather. Exhibition birds must be kept

sheltered from sun, wind and rain unless

they are growing pullets or cockerels.

The latter develop the Ijest in a shady

run or orchard.

J. H. Drkvenstbdt.

T.lgrht or Dark Plnmaflre 9

I read often of the claims of enthusi-

astic fanciers for the great market qual-

ity of their black-fleshed breeds of fowls,

namely, the Spanish family, which con-

sists of several standard varieties, and

also the game fowl to a certain extent.

The fowl for the farmer or poor man who
expects to sell his poultry for table use

is not the black-feathered most certainly,

but the fowl that has a white or parti-

colored plumage. The flesh of light-

feathered fowls is yellow, and when
properly dressed and "plumped" by im-
mersions in warm water presents a most
inviting appearance, while next to it are
carca.sses blue-looking and the black pin-
feathers peeping out, suggesting a "cold-
day chicken" that died with the shivers

for lack of blood. A black-featliered

fowl is strictly "N. G." as a table pro-
duct, and when the farmers discard them
and introduce light-plumaged poultry,
better prices will be paid for shipped,
dressed poultry. Thousands of pounds
of poultry bring "middling prices" for

the reason that shipments are mixed
with black and yellow-skinned fowls,

and as the yellows go first, leaving the
poor blacks last, the market man (who
generally sells the remaining at a low
price as the market day is closing) will

most decidedly give le.ss for mixed ship-

ments than if containing bright and rich
yellow carcasses only. A j)oor grade
can never compete for the cream of the
pot

Bear in mind that I do not in the least

condemn the black-plumaged fowl. The
best layers we have are the varieties of
the Spanish family. I can take a pen of
white-faced black Spanish and beat any
egg record of any other variety outside
of the family named, but they are harder
to raise than turkeys, which is another
point against black-j)luniaged fowls. If

the Houdans had yellow fle.sh instead of
a pinkish white they would stand well as
an all-round fowl. Why is it that the
Wvandotte, Rocks and American Dom-
infques stand first in public estimation ?

Common sense answers "Feathers cover,
but flesh makes the bird."—G. P.

—Next month is a good time to mar-
ket young ducks. 1 hey should be fed

into a good condition.
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Origin of the Indian (Jhme.

From the Poultry World.

Breeders of Indian games have noticed

that the chickens when first hatched are

not uniform in color, and buyers are

often under the impression, when they

see this unevenness, that they have been

swindled. I have this season receive<l a

letter from a. j<entlentaii who wrote me
that he had purchased ejjgs from a lead-

ing breeder—not myself—and that some

of the chickens were a dark brown with

a ruddy cast—similar, I imagined, to

some of the chickens from the golden

Wyandotte—and asking me if he had not

been swindled. I advised him to wait

till they matured, for they probably were

all right.

From what I have observed myself,

and from what I have heard from those

who have bought eggs of other bree<lers,

the following styles of chickens may be

found in broods hatched from stock

which I believe to Ije genuine.

1. Chickens with broad brown longi-

tudinal stripes, varying somewhat in

shade, similar to the chickens of the

brown Leghorn and black red game.
2. Chickens of a light buff color, with

more or less black specks.

3. Chickens a very dark brown in

color, with more or less of a rudy cast.

4. Very rarely, chickens nearly black,

with a little canary color or white on the
skull, breast and tips of wings.
Of these, numl>ers i and 2 are quite

common, tiumber i usually proving to
be pullets, while number 2 are generally
cockerels. These are the usual colors,

so far as my experience goes. Numl)er 3
I am not familiar with, {personally, never
having hatched such a chicken, but of
number 4 I have hatcheil two, one of
them proving to be an exquisite bird in

shape, and almost jet black in color, with
some purple markings, while the other
<a.n« n ,4 #. a-lr l>^.-.<«.r* *40«%^K. Ulnr^l- K*.*
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fairly marked specimens, both proving to
be pullets.

This irregularity in the color of chick-
ens points to a union of different colors
in the making of the fowl. The Indian
game, I believe, and have all along be-

lieve ', was of a mixed origin, although
not a few leading English fanciers have
held to its absolute purity. Still its mixed
origin was suspected by some, and it was
believed that the Malay had something
to do with it. The following extract
from an article in a recent numl>er of the
Fanciers' Gazette, of London, will, per-
haps serve to clear up this mystery and
assist us iu explaining some matters about
the breeding of this fowl which hereto-
fore have seemed inexplicable :

"Mr. Frayn has l>een a breeder of In-
dian game ever since he was a boy, fol-

lowing in the footsteps of his father, and
his experience of more than thirty years"
—mark this those who think the Indian
game a new-fangled notion, a breed with-
out a history—"makes him one of the
oldest fanciers of this variety living. In
his earlier days it was a short, squabby
fowl, ginger in color. The great change
which has come over the breed is due to
crossing with the rich-plumaged black
Indian game, and not to Malay blood, as
many aver. About sixteen years ago Mr.
Frayn began to pav attention to the
markings of the femnles. He owned one
famous hen, which was ten years old
when she died, and to her influence is

attributable the great improvement in the
direction named, her bloo<l being para-
mount even to-day.

"So far as Mr. Frayn is aware, the ori-

gin of the breed is due to direct impor-
tation. His father secured the first speci-
mens from a farm in the West, which
were of the type already named. Later
on Squire Hay, of Redruth, received
some of the black Indian game, and
these were then added. As proving the
purity of the blood, a man now living
near Launceston, and who has spent
much of his life in India, returning some
years ago, came to see the stock at St.

Stephen's, and exclaimed at once, 'You
have got some true Indian game. I

have seen hundreds of them in India.'.

These, then, form the basis of the pres-
ent strain, which has for a long period
l)«en moat carefullv bred."

Here, then, is tiic explanation of the

want of uniformity in the chickens when
first hatched. Here is definite fact in

place of conjecture upon the origin of the
fowl. Here is the rea.son why a black
pullet may occasionally appear through
reversion, especially if very dark males
and females are mated together. Here
is also an explanation of what I

did not before understand when I read in

an Knglish prize list a winner described
as a o/ac^ Indian game. Here is the
reason why once in a while an Indian
game pullet shows some dark color upon
the shanks. And here, too, is a cause
given to American breeders for carefully
studying the mating of this fowl, in

order to produce the finest specimens.
As it has been suggested that it is only

in America that the Indian game is popu-
lar, I think it advisable to quote a little

further from this article. "No variety of
poultry has made greater progress of late

years than the Indian game, whether at

home or abroad. * * * Its position
is assured. * » * It is now just about
ten years ago that Indian game l)egan to
attract notice. * * Possiblj', nay
probably, the favor with which it is now
regarded is due as much to its external
beauties, which are great, as to its merits,
from the economic point of view, for

which too much can hardly be said."
Let those who think the American

breeders are extravagant in their praises
of this variety, ponder these few sen-
tences, uttered, not by a breeder of Indian
game, but by an editor of a leading poul-
try publication, who naturally would l)e

careful not to give undue praise to any
single breed. H. S. Babcock.

REARING TURKEYS.

Employ the Best Methods and Get
the Largest Rewards.

Rearing Turkeys is a very itnportant

matter at this time of the year. It is the

first six weeks of their existence when
great care should be l>estowed noon them.

After that they will take care of them-

selves. There are no birds more hardy

when once ihey have iheir feaihers than

turkeys. So hardy are they that they

will roost in the open in any weather.

My stock turkeys, all through the severe

winter and spring, preferred to roost in

the open, not a bit of covering over them,

merely a pole in the run to sit upon, and
they have kept perfectly healthy and
commenced laying earlier than any I

know of.

At this time of the year also it is im-

portant, to those who have only a few

stock birds, that they should be managed
properly, or otherwise many of the eggs

will be unfertile. When there are only

two or three or four henS to one male
bird, he should only l)e allowed to run in

for al)out an hour every day or two, or
three times a week will lie quite sufficient

;

if more, he is apt to injure the hens, and
many of the eggs are liable to be un-
fertile.

When turkeys come on broody, and
eggs are required for sitting or for sale,

ordinary sitting hens should lie sat upon
turkey eggs. Put aliout ten turkey eggs
under one hen ; but if the hen is large
and the eggs are small, more can l)e put
under; but if it is the other way about,
the hen small and the eggs extra large,
not more than seven or eight should l>e

given them. Always put one egg too few
rather than one too many. The eggs
should be tested at the eigth d.iy to see if

they are fertile. Shouhl any of them
prove unfertile, the silling can be made
up with hen's eggs, which should be
taken warm from the nest where they
are laid, and then they will hatch out at
the same time as the turkeys. If they are
taken out of the nest warm, just as soon
as the hen has laid them, then they will
hatch in twenty days, and the turkeys
usually come out on the twenty-eighth
day.
When they are first hatched it is well

lo let them have a little hard-boiled egg
chopped fine, and stale bread crumbs.
The second day it is well to mix a little

pepper or mustard, the latter I prefer,
with the stale bread crunilis, or a few
pieces of chopped onions or leeks ; dan-
delions or waterrresses chopjied up fine

are also very good things for them. I do
not think that anything lacks h«at so

much as a young turkey, therefore they
want something of a very hot nature with
their food.

After they are two days old always give
them a little poultry powder mixed with
their meal—biscuit meal or oatmeal. They
should not lie allowed much water, and it

is well to mix their food with skim milk
where it can l>e obtaine<l, as they will not
eat very nmch, and the more nutritious
it is the lietter it is for them.—Fanciers'
Gazette.

i^flisiNG AND Dressing Ducks

More Easily Reared Than Ohiok-
ens, but DiflBoult to Hatch.

HOW TO RAISK THEM.

The earlier in the year the ducks are

hatched the earlier they will liegin to lay

the following year, and the earlier you
can have ducklings in the market the

higher the price given for them.

Ducks are unlike hens in being by no
means early roosters. During the hot

part of a summer day they may be seen

sleeping or lying alwut in the grass, do-

ing nothing, but whenever it becomes
cool and the dew begins to rise they be-

come very active and will wander long

distances hunting for slugs and worms.

It is therefore much better that they

have a separate house from the poultry,

the trap of which should be the last

thing shut at night and the first thing

opened in the morning, except in the

case of laying ducks, unless you find

they have laid in the night. It is a bad

thing leaving the ducks out all night.

It teaches them to lay astray, even if

they do not lay their eggs in water.

Ducks are bad mothers. As far as my
experience goes, Aylesbury ducks never

was to sit, but even with a breed which
does sit, it is much better to set the eggs

under hens, as the ducks make rarelpsa

mothers, and very often insist on leaving
the nest when only a few of the eggs
have hatched. Ducks' eggs take from
twenty-eight to twenty-nine days to
come out.

The ducklings require a much shorter
time of Ijeing taken care of than chick-
ens. They, to a great extent, keep each
other warm ; therefore, one hen will
easily take care of from twenty to forty
ducklings, and in alx)Ut a fortnight they
will be almost independent of her.
Ducks' eggs are very easily hatched in
an incubator. Mine come out at the
same temperature as the hens' eggs, 104°,

and the ducklings are strong and thriv-
ing ; but I am told that they do equally
well .it a temperature of 94°, and I know
by experience that mistakes and changes
of temperature, which would ruin all

hope of hatching hens' eggs, seem to
have little or no effect on ducks' eggs.
As in hens, however, the only way to
have strong ducklings is to have some
strong parent birds, and to most carefully
avoid all in-breeding.
Ducklings are much more easily fed

than chickens. Nothing seems ^o disa-
gree with them as long as it is sweet.
Skim-milk, buttermilk, meal, potatoes,
everything they seem to take kindly to,

aiul on everything, if there be but enough
of it, they thrive.

Stock ducks should not be allowed to
get too fat. With a free run in summer
and autumn they will not need very much
food, but in winter, when eggs are de-
sired, they should have plenty of straw
or peat moss litter in their houses, and
be given food as hot as they will take it.

This soon starts them laying.

If there happens to be a good outhouse,
free from drafts and well ventilated, I am
told it is not a bad plan to keep the stock
ducks in it if snow is on the ground or
the weather is verj- cold, giving them a
tub of water to swim in. I have never
tried this plan myself, as I find with
early hatched ducks, well fed and not too
fat, no difficulty about getting early eggs.
The great danger of the ducklings is

rats. They seem to have as great a love
for a tender young duckling as the great-
est gourmand on earth. It is, however,
easy to make the coops rat-proof by nail-
ing a bit of wire netting over the bottom
and edges. If a duck house is built on
purpose, « flooring of wire netting laid

down will prevent the rats burrowing in

and stealing the eggs or ducklings.

—

Farming World.

PREPARING THUM FOR MARKKT.

James Rankin, of South Kaston, Mass.,

the noted Pekin Duck breeder, tells the

Ploughman how experts prepare the

birds for market. He says : "A fair day's

work for an expert is forty ducks per

day, though I have men who could pick

sixty and do it weil. The process is

very simple. All that is necessary is a
chair, a box two by three feet and two
feet high for the feathers, a few knives
and a smart man to handle them. One
knife should be double-edged and sharp-
pointed for bleeding.
The bird should be held between the

knees, the bill held open with the left

hand and a cut made across the roof of
the mouth just below the eyes. The
bird should then be stunned by striking
its head against a post or some hard sub-
stance. The picker seats himself in a
chair with the bird in his lap, its head
held firmly l)etween one knee and the
box. The sooner he gets at it the better,

and if he is smart he will have the bird
well plucked bv the time life is extinct.
The feathers should be carefully sorted
while picking, the wing and tail feathers
and pins thrown away and the body
feathers and down thrown into the box.
Care should be taken about this, as tlie

feathers are no mean source of income,
and will always pay for the picking. A
duli knife should be used in connection
with the thumb in removing the long
pins, and in fact, all that can be removed
without tearing the skin. The down can
usually Ije rubbed ofTby slightly moisten-
ing the hand and holding the skin tight.

As there are often some pins which
cannot be taken out without tearing and
disfiguring the skin, and some down that
will not rub off, they must be shaved
ofiF. A knife should be kept for the pur-
pose. The knife should be made of the
finest oil-tempered steel, and must be
sharper than the l)est razor. The tops of
the wings should be lefl on and the bird
picked half way down the neck. The
bird should not be drawn, nor the head
removed.
The bird on being picked, should,

after tlie blood is washed carefully from
the head, be thrown into a barrel or tank
of floating ice. It will harden up so
that its rotundity of outline will be pre-
served. This method is far better than
that practiced by some parties, who pack
their birds in ice at once, where the
bodies are compressed into all manner of
shapes and harden up in that position,
ancf never again can acquire that at-

tractive appearance and rounded outline
which a well-fattened duckling should
present.

——
POULTRY NOTES.

—Fowls that are confined need plenty
of green food.

—Ducks should be kept out of the
water until feathered.

—Filth l)reeds disease at all times, but
is worse in summer.
—Millet or sorghum seed is a good feed

for young poultry.

—Change the fee<ling coops for the
young poultry every few days.

—In summer one of the best materials
to use under the roots is dry earth.

—Lice breed rapidly in hot weather
and care must l>e taken to keep them
down.

—It will often be an advantage to let

poultry that are kept confined run out
an hour every evening.

—By feeding the guineas iu the poultry
house they can be trained to roost and
lay there. The roost should have a
washing with coal oil at least once a
week iu hot weather.

—With the exception of the young
poultry, it is hardly necessary to feed
more than once a day now ; and if this
is given at night it will be a standing in-
ducement for them to come home.

—Dry oats and cracked corn, half and
half, with plenty of green vegetable food
during the summer season is a good
healthy diet. These are nourishing but
not fattening, and if the birds can have
good grass or pasture range also, they
will thrive excellently well upon such
allowance.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

Herman Alliers, a bird dealer of 153

Broome vStreet, New York City, was

arrested and placed under I500 bail for

examination because a number of stolen

homing pigeons were found in his place.

The birds were identified by marks on

their wings.
#

« »

Twenty-eight birds of Mr. Theo. P.

Green, of Woodbury, N. J., were liber-

ated in Danville, Va., at seventeen min-

utes past 6 o'clock on the morning of the

14th. The only returns at evening were

four together at 4.57 P. M. The airline

distance is 316.5 miles ; the average speed

870.8 yards per minute. The birds had

a hard day's work, as the wind was blow-

ing strong against them, giving them a

long journey around, unless they faced it,

which is not at all likely. When they

entered their loft they were scarcely able

to raise themselves to their perches. The

next journey will be from 425 miles.

•
• »

The three hen pigeons, True Blue,

Dolly Varden and the Maid of the Mill,

owned by John Diggle, of this city, were

liberated in Montgomery, Ala., at half-

past 5 o'clock A.M., Central time, Tues-

day. The airline distance to be covered

is al)out 875 miles. Only two of the three

birds left Evergreen, the two going away

out of sight at once, the third being too

ill to travel and returned to the basket.

Up to the time of going to press we had

not heard of their arrival home. The

last journey by airline of the three birds

was from Charlotte, N. C, alx)ut 450

miles

» »

The record to break which this journey

is undertaken is the best by a pigeon

from over 600 miles, and was made in

1886. The entry in the race was nine

birds, all owned in Newark, four by W.
Bennert, two each by W. B. Garrabrants

and A. P. Baldwin, and one by C. Mink,

Jr. The start was from Montgomery,

Ala., the morning of July 18. The first

return was Seargent Dunne, of Mr. Ben-

nert, found in the loft at noon of the 22d.

Time out, four and one-half days. Dis-

tance, 885 miles. The next best journey

for the record was that to Providence, R.

I., last week, when the 750 miles were

covered iu about the same time.

•
» »

Mr. Fred Bowers, of Fall River, Mass.,

reports the birds Dusky and Right Bower

as arriving home on the 15th inst., from

the start in Buffalo, N. Y., the morning

of the 6th inst., one at half-past 3 and the

other at 7 o'clock. Mr. Bowers says :

"There is just about enough of this season

left for them to make one more journey,

so let that be from 650 miles," The

station for this will probably be Detroit.,

Mich.

Mr. 5. A. Boutelle, of Providence, R. I.,

not content with the journey of his bird

Gladstone from 750 miles, asks for a sta-

tion for his bird Wagner that will give

1060 miles distance. The bird is ready

for the start and will be sent away as

soon as arrangements can be made.

«
»

The two homing pigeons, Bellview and

Butler, owned by the Messrs. John Mc-

Fadden and Frank Lane, of the Virtue

Club, of this city, were liberated in Pen-

sacola, Fla., at ten minutes after 8 o'clock

Monday morning. The distance (air

line) to be covered is 945}^ miles. The

record to be beaten is that of Red Wizzer

and China Bill, made in 1885, the only

record for distance of over 530 miles ever

made to a Philadelphia loft, and the best

for distance by a male pigeon excepting

that of Alabama and Montgomery of

1054 miles to Fa'l River, Mass. In that

journey the entry was : McGaughey,

three ; Paul Krouse and Charles Hensel,

two each
; J. A. Wimer, P. W. Murphy

and R. L. Hayes, one each. The start

was at 7.30 A. M. on July 21, 1885. The

first return was the Red Wizzer of R. L.

Hayes, found in the loft at 7.15 A. M. on

August 2. Time out, eleven days twen-

ty-three and one-half hours. Its traveling

that year, including that journey, was

over 2600 miles. The bird is now alive

and well in the Hayes loft, on Berks

street, and it is agreed if its record is

beaten by either of the Virtue birds, it,

with a brass band, will do honors to the

victor. The second and only other re-

turn in the journey, was China Bill,

owiied by Charles Hensel, which was

found in its loft on August 9.

**•

Of the Virtue birds, Butler returned

from 528 miles as its last station, but

Bellview has been iu only the two jour-

neys, one of 200 and one 325 miles.

Butler in his last journey made quite a

visit at a Baltimore loft, and it is pre-

dicted by those who know the ways of

the homing pigeon that it will stop at the

same place on its way home in this

journey, and by so doing lose time and

be beaten by Bellview.

CONCOURSE NEW^S.

The Late Arrivals in the Recent

Concourse Race.

Hrom our Special Correspondent.

Out of the 168 birds shipped to the 500-

miles stations in the recent Concourse

race, seventy-three birds returned by the

third day (which is the limit to receive

record). Many more came in too late.

F<vcry day brings home a few stragglers.

One of the first arrivals to the vicinity

of New York failed to comply with Race

Rule 14, second part, where it is optional

for the owner of the bird to report by

wire, and in the second instance the first

arrival to a Philadelphia loft omits one of

the very essential parts of telegram and

that is the operator's name certifying to

the time of arrival at telegraph office.

The genial treasurer of the Concourse

races is sojourning at the sea shore with

his family, and will be home in time to

attend to a meeting of the Concourse

and Executive Committees to lie held in

Philadelphia, Monday, July 28, to settle

up the old bird season and arrange for a

young bird concourse from 20a miles in

September or the early part of October.

Anywhere along the river between

Chester and Philadelphia is a bad place

for a young bird to be in the early part

of Septemlier, when the reed or rail bird

season opens.

Mr. William Verrinder, of Jersey City,

the able secretary and treasurer of the

Federation, will be in Philadelphia Sat-

urday, July 26, and will be the guest of

Mr. John Shepherd, at Angora, and while

this vicinity.

The la.st two of the birds sent to fly for

distartce record were lil>erate«l in Tampa,

Fla., at five minutes of 6 A. M. Tuesday.

The birds are McCuiioch and ivady Wash-

ington, ofJohn Diggle's loft.

*
» #

A homing pigeon owned by Patrick

F^lynn, Lowell, Mass., was set at liberty

at Valley Field Post Office Tuesday morn-

ing at 6.15 o'clock, and arrived there on

Wednesday morning at 8 o'clock, flying

a distance of between 600 and 700 miles

in a little more than twenty-six hours.

vShe lost in that time five ounces of her

weight, which is accounted for by the

extreme heat of the day.

A Pigeon Beats a Mail Train.

Between Dover and London some time

ago a race was run by an express train

and a carrier pigeon. The race took

place between the Continental mail ex-

press train and a carrier pigeon, convey-

ing an urgent document for the French

police. The rails, carriages and engine

of the express train were, as might l)e

expected, of the best possible construc-

tion for power and speed. The pigeon,

which was known as a "Belgian voyag-

eur," was tossed through the railway car-

riage window by a French official as the

train left the Admiralty Pier, the wind
being west and the atmosphere hazy.

The train had made more than a mile

V)efore the poor bird decided which direc-

tion to take. It circled up in the air,

rising all the time in wider rings, while

the train, which made no stop, was
speeding along at the rate of sixty miles

an hour, and the railway officials were
ready to lay any odds on their train. But
the race was not to the strong, for a tele-

gram nnnounced the arrival of the bird

twenty minutes ))efore the trtin was
heard of—Ivondon Telegraph.

in this vicinity, will make a visit to a

number of the West Philadelphia loft.

Mr. A. M. Wood, of the Belmont Hom-
ing Club, is building a handsome loft at

his new residence, 4910 Baltimore Ave-
nue, designed by John G. Hunt, of the

same club.

Mr. John G. Hunt's " Slasher" has re-

turned from his Washington trip with a

new growth of wing. John says he is a

first diploma bird next year.

Mr. John Shepherd's B. C. X. 2181 re-

turned from the 400-niile station with a

good part of his wing cut. He was not

in fit condition to go the 500 miles.

George R. Callaghan, after critically

surveying the wing, pronounces it the

work of "no fancier." Mr. Callaghan 's

first season's result is a 500-miler home
early on the morning of the second day.

James Boyd, of the Star Club, flys a

bird 500 miles for the first time and
gains first club honors.

What has become of John Love's old

timers ?

Dan Kane reports his first arrival from

500 miles too late for record.

Mr. Hargraves, of the Fanciers' Club
of Germantown, Pa., is desirous of send-

ing one or two birds to Shreveport, La.,

1 150 miles, to take a crack at the record

of Montgomery and Alabama. Anyone
wishing to enter one or more birds for

this race can do so by corresponding
with Mr. Hargraves, 84 Mehl Street,

Germantown, Pa. He ships Monday
evening, July 21.

Henry J. Williams, of Providence, is

after Soo-mile honors.

The number of 500 mile record birds to

the various lofts are :

QUICK AERIAL FLYERS.

"What the Crack Homing PlsreonB

Have Done This Year.

The innovation which the Federation

of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers

introduced this year, usually known as

concourse races, meets with unlimited

approval of all sportsmen connected

with the association. Under the new

rule the country has t>een divided into

sections, and the sections again into dis-

tricts. Atmospheric and climatic condi-

ditions make it necessary that some of

the sections located in the Northwestern,

Northern and New England States

should hold their races at a later date

than the Southern and Middle States sec-

tions. In the latter, the date for the

Concourse races has been fixed by the

Federation, and, although there have

been different liberation stations for the

several districts, the day of liberation, if

not the hour, has l)een the same for all.

Where in former years the liVjerator

simply wired the time of start, he also

includes now in his despatch a descrip-

tion of the weather, direction and ve-

locity of the wind, and anything else

that mijfht influence the flight of the

plucky little birds.

There has been, of course, much heart-

burning over shattered hopes, lost pets,

and vanished victories, and one of^ the

most aflSicted clubs iu the country has
been the Brooklyn Homing Club, which
was organized only last January. They
have met with misfortune after misfor-

tune, and the lofls of some of the old

fanciers belonging to the organization

have sustained such severe losses that

they are considerably crippled at present.

The Philadelphia district carried off

all the honors in the 2ao-mile race,

while the 300rfniles went to Newark,
Brooklyn and Jersey City. For the 400
miles honors were pretty evenly divided,

—New York Sun.

Transfers of Stock.

Mr. J. W. Allen, Needham, Mass., has

transferred from his loft to loft of Mr.

W. H. Perkins, Watertown, Mass., i pair

blacks, I pair duns, 2 pair whites, i pair

blue booted fantails, also, i pair yellow
Jacobins.

p. W. Kroune J John Shepherd
(Ont- ofthem H band)

CVeorgc HoriihtrRer . . 2

George R. Call.Tg!ian . i

James Worth 2

O. I,. Goldbeck .... I

William Hargraves . . i

William Doiinton . . . i

J. C. Conley 2

W. S. Torkington ... 1

W. C. Geary 3

I,. W. Spangehl .... 6

n Rllwell I

William Bennert ... 3
C. A. Mahr I

R. K. Hayes 3

3
J. Kberle 2

I,. Schrieber I

A. H. Kruger 4
J. V. Munroe 3
C Hub 2

Charles Adams 2

John G. Hunt .... 2

James A. Stovell . . . 1

H. Kendall I

B. Holder 2

Thomas Bowerraan. . 3
K. Morton i

W. B. Garrabraut. . . 5
J. R. Hus.son a

John I'"ischer i

Blue Checker Cock Pound,

Editor Fanciers' Joihinal.

Sir : I have a blue checker cock

which came to my premises four weeks

ago. He is stamped on wing T,

(646 or 464) and

marked N. 2097.

I always write to the owner of a bird

when I can find out to whom to write. In

regard to this 646 or 464, 1 do not remem-
ber which it was, as I pulled the feather

out, so would like to near from any of

your readers who can give me informa-

tion as to the owner of it.

* Yours respectfully,

Samitei, T. Miller,

707 South Broad Street,

Trenton, N. J.

July 12, 1890.

Pa Aa

has a seamless band

Importations.

Per steamship Nova Scotian, from the

loft of John Tanner, England, to that of

Charles J. Tanner, Cincinnati, O. : One
pair blue wing turbits, one strawberry
turbit cock, one red wing turbit hen, one
black wing turbit hen, one pair silver

English owls.

Neponset River Homing Club.

Editor F'anciers' Journal.

Sir : The second meeting of the N.

R. H. C, of Milton, Mass., was held July

7. It is in a very prosperous condition,

raising many youngsters from which they

expect good results in the fall races. Its

birds are from the best strains in the

United States.

The officers are : President, Charles

Karcher ; vice-president, Alfred Karcher •

treasurer, Charles Moulton ; secretary and
race reporter, Wilbur C. Littlefield.

In our local trials the birds have shown
extraordinary good results, and it is ex-

pected they will still keep it up.

Yours respectfully,

Wilbur C. Littlefield,

Secretary.

Subscription Agents Wanted

We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to

solicit subscriptions for Thk Fanciers'

Journal. A liberal cash commission is

oflFered on all new iuhscriptions. Write

for terms to agents.
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SCRAPPLE.
Indian Oame va. India Oame.

Younff Turkeys—The Farmer's

Best Friends—Green Food.

The follmving extracts arc from the

pens 0/fanciers both on this ami the other

side of the water, xii'ing their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fancikrs' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

Indian Game vs. India Game.
Quite a mistake is made in confounding

tlie Indian game witli the India game.

The latter is a pit breed from the West
Indies, generally shipped to America

from Calcutta, while the Indian, so-called,

is a table breed from England. What is

known in this country as the India breed
has been imported within the last half
dozen years and is yet very scarce and
hard to procure even at fancy prices.

These fowls are said to l>e terrific fighters,

with no end to wind and endurance.
The India games come in all or nearly
all of the game colors, usually red, either
black breasted red, dark red or brown
red, and generally yellow in shanks.
These fowls stand lower than the Indian
exhibition game or Maylav, with more
drooping wings. The distinguishing
feature of the India is the eye and head.
No other game has an eye like the India,
a regular eagle eye, %^ry "daw" and
piercmg, with a peculiar, cruel expres-
sion. The India is a large game fowl,
thniich tint «r> nliinin ami haTi\ in ViqikI

as the varieties mentioned. It takes a
good pit game of the common kind to
stand long l)efore an India.—Ohio Poul-
try Journal.

Green Food.

Nothing counts so fast in the growth
and health of l)oth old and young chick-

ens as green food ; aiul no kind of greens

are so beneficial as young, tender, rye,

when about two or three inches high. If
you have any spare room at all be sure
to sow it in rye, and let the chicks have
a harvest. You will notice the thrift at
once, and you will more than once thank
yourself for the little labor and expense
you spent. Chopped up lettuce, c^jbage,
onion tops, and other tender gieeus are
vpluable at all times. Don't miss this
important part of the feed.—M. K. Boyer.

Younu Tiirlteys.

Turkeys, when fully matured, can
probably stand more extremes of heat

and cold than any other kind of poultry
;

but, on the other hand, it is very difficult

to bring the young turkeys to this state
of maturity. In breeding young turkeys
eggs should not lie use<i from any bird
that is not two years old. Kggs from
birds that are not fully developed do not
do as well as those from older ones. The
young turkeys feather very rapidly, and
to keep pace with this ^reat demancl
upon their system it is necessary for
them to eat a great deal of good, whole-
some food. A variety of food is as nec-
essary for them as for chickens, and the
diet of the two is somewhat the same.
For the first two or three days they
should be fed corn meal, hard-boiled
eggs, chopped up and mixed with onion
tops ; then wheat bread, soaked in milk,
and lettuce. They should he fed often

—

at least four times a day. When they
get so that they run around, ground bone
should l>e given to them in the soft food,
and as much vegetables as they want.
Dampness is fatal to young turkeys, and
they should not be allowed to run around
in the wet grans or be out in showers.
Turkeys thrive l>est when given their

liberty and not kept in confinement;
hut even when allowed to run around
they should be watched carefully. They

will pick up a great many insects, but if

these are scarce, choppe<l meat should be
fed them twice a week. The milk and
drinking water should always lie given
them so that the birds cannot wet them-
selves. The essentials to success may
be summed up as follows : Nitrogenous
food in abundance, warntth, dryness and
frequent fee<ling. If the birds are of
goo<l stock they should grow rapidly
with such attention. When fattening
turkeys for the table or market they
should not be confined more than ten
days.—Farm and Vineyard.

The Farmer's llest Friends.

The birds, as a general rule, are the

farmer's l>est friends. Their natural food,

to a large extent, is composed of insects

injurious to the fields and gardens. To
have a swarm of hungry birds constantly
about the farm, ever on the alert for all

kinds of insects, is a great advantage.
Some birds destroy hundreds of insects
daily, and the work of such birds for just
one day iti spring prevents thesubsetjuent
increase of all those insects that are de-
stroyed. Since insects increase with
marvelous rapidity, the destruction of a
large number in spring, when the birds
find little else to eat, means far less in-

sects during the year than there would
be were it not for the destruction thus
effected. In some instances the birds
have been nearly exterminated in certain
.sections by the work of bird-shooting
matches, or in other ways, and the result
has been an enormous increase of destruc-
tive insects, which made the inhabitants
glad to welcome back the birds. Every
farmer and gardener should take a little

trouble to induce the birds to build their
nests about their premi.ses, by putting up
bird houses in the trees, or otherwise
provide bird nesting places, so as to have
the aid of their services in destroying
insects.—H. Reynolds.

Aneonas.
The Anconas, which were heralded as

a new breed, are in reality an oi(i one.

There are several strains in this country,

and lieing dubious about the breeding

qualities of the Anconas I secured some
eggs from the liest strain, through a
third party. The chicks are certainly
fine, and as uniform in color as any I

ever had of any breed. They resemble
the Houdans except in being without the
protuberance about the head. The
original flock I saw were marked like
Houdans, had gootl sized single combs,
white earlol>es and yellow legs. The
yellow in the legs, however, needs look-
ing after, as many specimens show up a
dingy black and yellow. They lay fine
sized white eggs and appear to l)e quite
hardy. I give the above in justice to the
breed, and will add that I have no eggs
for sale nor shall I breed the birds. I

simply test all breeds as they come along
to verify the reports of the introducers.
In this respect the Ancona has not l)een
misrepresented and will prove a decided
acquisition.—^J. H. Drevenstedt.

Egjfs by WelRht.
Perhaps the time will come when eggs

will be sold by weight. It is the only fair

way, for there is such a variety of sizes

that often there might be a vast difference

in the weight of two dozen of eggs. If
eggs are ever sold by weight it will be
the means of bringing to the front some
breeds of poultry whose merits are not as
bighly appreciated now as they deserve.
It is a noted fact that there are tlK)se en-
gaged in egg culture that prefer hens
that lay small eggs and they give two
reasons for it, namely, they can get no
more for larger eggs in the general
market, and l)elieve a hen that lays a
small egg does tiot necessarily consume
as nmch food as a hen that lays large
eggs. The last is mere theory, which
facts can do qway with The crossing of
common fowls with many of the pure
breeds will invariably result in securing
a progeny that will jay larger eggs than
the common ones did, and there need be
no increase in the amount of food given.
The following figures will give an idea of
the comparative sizes of eggs laid by
pure breeds :

The I'rench breeds, Houdans, La
Fleche and Creve Coeur, lay large eggs,
averaging seven to the pound. The writer

has had Houdans that laid eggs that
averaged six to the pound ; light Hrahmas,
.seven to the pound ; dark Rrahmas,
Cochins and Langshans, eight to the
pound ; Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes
and white Leghorns, eight to the i>onnd ;

other Iveghorns, nine to the pound

;

while-face black Spanish, seven to the
pound ; Minorcas and Javas, eight to the
|)ound

; games and Hambnrgs, Polish
and Doniini(|ues, nine to the pound
game bantams, sixteen to the |)oinid

Sebright bantams, fourteen to the j)ound
guineas, eleven to the pound. Some
writers give the numl)er of eggs each
breed will lay in a year, bnt that is de-
pendent ntore on the care, fee<l and sur-
roundings than the breed. Fanciers who
have studied the effects of food in pro-
ducing eggs are now feeding very little

corn. Judicious feeding, with the aim in
view of increasing egg production, has
already enabled fanciers to secure as
many eggs per year from light Brahmas
and other incubating breeds as has been
secured from Leghorns and other non-
incubating breeds. Giving egg-promot-
ing food and avoiding that of a fat pro-
<lucing nature has been the means of
breaking many egg-laying records. When
eggs are sold by weight the hen that per-
sists in producing double-yelked eggs
will be more appreciated, and every ab-
normal egg freak will bring its true
market value.—Baltimore Sun.

Moisture Needed.
"To our mind," Mr. Boyer says, "it is

a seltle<l fact that moisture must be sup-

plied to all hatches. Some require more
than others according to surrounding

circumstances. For instance, dry weather
and high temperature need moisture to

keep the shells from hardening. During
the months of June and July eggs set

under a hen should be sprinkled for two
days at least before the eggs pip, but not
after they arc pipped. This method has
given us good hatches of duck eggs with-
out having to assist the flucklines out of
the shell. We use lukewarm water even
in summer. A friend of the writer had
a hen sitting in a box under an ojjen
shed, and several days before the hatch
was due a heavy rainstorm came up and
fairly deluged the hen, nest and eggs.
Faithful biddy, however, stuck to her
charge and hatched fourteen out of fif-

teen eggs. All the eggs from this yard
this season gave poor hatches excepting
this instance, and it looks very much as
if the sudden deluge of rain gave the
moisture needed. We know of big
hatches being made by a liberal amount
of moisture and miserable ones without.
The experiments made on the moisture
question have not proven that it is un-
necessary to use any, but on the contrary
that it is very necessary—only that the
outside conditions may diminish or in-
crease the amount inside the incubators
or under the hens, as tlie case may be."

Freneli BroIIei-s.

A gentleman just from France has set-

tled in Ilammonton, N. J., and will at

once prepare to go into the raising of

French broilers. The Houdans and
Creve Crturs, two of the l)est table fowls
France ever produced, will Ije employed,
and the eggs will be hatched in hot water
machines, and the chicks raised in lamp
brooders, after the fashion of France. It

will be French all the way though, and
conducted by a I'renchman who under-
stands that system thoroughly. The
IVench are poultry raisers. The reports
that the big farms of IVance are myths is

untrue. They exist though, no doubt,
somewhat enil)ellished, as we Amiricans
have a style of doing. We can learn a
great deal from Fnince.—M. K. Boyer.

I'e relies.

If the growing fowls are not well pro-

vided for before cold weather, much of
the good gained during the summer will

be lost ; and if left to shift for themselves
during the day and no shelter at roosting
time, they will not thrive as rapidly as
desired. The young birds ought to perch
by themselves, and the perches ought to
be so arranged that six or eight birds
may comfortably find places on each, and
the others so far apart as to avoid quar-

reling lietween the occupants of each.
The young Asiatics and other heavy
breeds are inclined to rest on the floor

until quite large. Low perches should
be provided for them. The exercise of
wing power tends to development of
breast, and makes the bird more muscular
and its flesh firmer. Our large breeds are
deficient in fullness of breast. The loose
fluffy feathers make them appear larger
than they really are. Place a brood of
Asiatics along with a brood of game
chickens aii<l furnish tlic-ni a lathed feed-

ing place, then you will see the difference

in the depth of breast between the two
;

the Asiatic can pass through easily while
the younger game cannot effect a pas-
sage. We have noticed this very often,

and proved it by frequent experiments
without actual measurement. We have
on a few occasions measured the breasts
of a six-fKJund pit game and a ten-pound
Asiatic with a like result.—Ohio Poultry
Journal.

The l*rejutllee Fadlnjf.

It is a fact that the prejudice for yellow

skinned birds is fast fading in the New
York markets. A prominent commis-

sion merchant of thiit city says the

plumpest, finest and l>est selling chickens

he gets to-day arc the white skin, dark
legged ones. After the public once l)e-

comes acquainted "with the fine table

qualities of the Langshans, La F'leche

and other white skin fowls, they will be
more in demand in the markets. A yel-

low skin bird certainly looks attractive,

and that is the reason they have been
commanding such a big sale.

Nests for Turkeys.

A barrel laid on its side in a secluded

place, with a stone on each side to sup-

port it, makes a good place for a turkey

to lay in. Cover the top with an old

piece of oil cloth. This will keep out the

rain. The inside should be nicely white-

of damp earth, then straw or hay over

that shaped as a nest, making an invit-

ing place for the turkey to dejwsit her
eggs. It sometimes is well with a broody
hen to take and put her in for a day or
so ; she will become ac(juaiiited with the
new surroundings provided and settle

right down to business. On account of
their shyness turkeys are hard to manage,
preferring a fence corner to any nest
you could give them. This is the old
way of letting them run their affairs, but
we don't approve of it.—New York Mail
and Express.

Artificial Kk«s.

It has been said that the Americans

manufactured their eggs. The fact has

been confirmed, and here are the details

of this singular industry (states a French

authority). It comprises four operations

—the making up of the yolk, the white,

the pellicle and the shell. The yolk is

a mixture of maize, flour, wheaten starch,

oil and other ingredients. It is poured

when in a state of thick paste into the

opening of a machine that gives it a

rounded form. Then the yolk presses

into another compartment, where it is

surrounded by the white, which is com-
posed of albumen, as in the natural egg.
This new li(juid consolidates itself, and
by a peculiar rotary movement a.ssumcs
an oval shape. The egg is next passed
into a receptacle calleil the skiij ma-
chine ; there it is surrounded with a
slender pellicle. Finally it passes into
the sheller, where it receives its outer
envelope—that is to say, a shell of gyp-
sum a little thicker than the natural
shell. It is then placed on the drying
plates, where the shell becomes hard-
ened at once, while the interior concretes
rapidly. The result has all the appear-
ances of the actual egg. We are assured
that the supply of these eggs cannot
meet the demand for them. They are
nearly all taken by two wholesale firms
in New York. These eggs are, besides
l)eing altogether inoffensive, as sub-
stantial and wholesome as hens' eggs.
They never spoil, anil are more conveni-
ent for being carried about than are those
eggs laid by the>'ulgar natural process.

—

The yueenslander.
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CAGE . BIRDS AND PETS.

BY THE WAY.

Raising canaries is not only a pleasant

occupation for the housewife, but can be

made very profitable as well, and young

girls can easily earn their pin money by

following out the few suggestions given

in an article in the next column. Above

all cleanliness should l)e observed, for

nothing helps to ward off disease so much

as constant attention to the wants of the

bird and the care of the cage. Every

time you feed see that the bird's dish is

well cleaned and never put the same

footl in twice. Birds are just as dainty as

human beings, and who relishes sitting

down to the same table twice without the

dishes are washed and everything look-

ing fresh and clean ?

•**

Rabbit-keeping is another occupation

that can be carried on successfully and

profitably if the right means are em-

ployed. Rabbits soon l>ecome tame and

make very agreeable pets, but must not

lie handled too much by the children or

they will soon die. They must not l)e

allowed too much freedom, especially if

there are any dogs or cats in the neigh-

borhood, as they soon make short work
of any stray "bunnies" they chance to

meet.
9 '

THE STARIilNO.

A Very Good Imitator—Charac-
teristics of the Bird.

The starling becomes exceedingly tame

in the chamber, is very tractable and

cunning, and in this quality may be

compared with the dog. He is always

cheerful and lively, spee<lily catches all

the gestures and actions of the persons

•with whom he dwells and will accommo-
date himself to them, knows when they

are angry with him, walks about with a

waddling gait, but very cautiously, and,

notwithstanding his silly aspect, takes

everything at a glance. He will also

learn to repeat words without its Ijeing

necessary to loosen his tongue, can pipe

songs (the female also) and imitates the

human voice, the noises of all the ani-

mals and the song of all the birds he
hears. What he has learned, however,

he soon forgets or blends it with new
sounds. If it be therefore wished that a
starlii.g should l)ipe but one melody or
rejieat only certain words he must l)e

placed in a room where lie can hear no
other sound.
Old starlings are not always able to

learn songs and other notes. At the
present time I have one which, in the
midst of the multitude of birds which I

possess, sings only its natural song. They
sing almost throughout the year, moult-
ing time only excepted.

In size aiicl figure this bird resembles
the redwing thrush, aii<l is eight inches
anil a half long, of which the tail occupies
two inches and a half The beak is one
inch long, of the form of an awl, angu-
larly depressed, and rather obtuse, pale
yellow brown at the tip and blue at the
ends; in winter it becomes black blue ;

the irrides not brown ; the feet dark flesh

color and one inch high. The whole boily
is blackish at)ove half way along the
back, and lieneath half the breast merg-
ing into shining purple red, and the rest

of the ujjper and uiiiler side of the liody
into shining green

;
pinion feathers and

tail feathers black, covered, as it were,
with an a.sliy grey dust, and, as well as
all the coverts, enclosed with a rusty
color ; the feathers of the head and neck
with reildish white tips, which are rusty
colored in those of the back, and white
in those of the under part of the liody.

The starling has thus a spotted appear-
ance.

In the female the beak is more dark-
brown than yellow ; the bright spots,
especially on the head, neck and breast,

are larger, and the margin of the wing-
feathers stronger, and, therefore, it has a

much brighter and more variegated ap-
pearance. Old males have, l>esides,

scarcely any white s|)ots on the fore-

head, cheeks, throat and abdomen.
There are several varieties of this bird,

as, indeed, is the case with those birds

which are caught in large numbers—the
white starling, the checkered starling,

the white-headed starling, those that

are white on the body anil black only on
the head and the ashy-grey starlings.

—

George J. Barnesby.

Two Bird Stories.

On one dark afternoon the telegraph

ojjerators rattling away at the keys in

the Western Union office in New Haven,

Conn., suddenly heard a rustling over-

head, and glancing about saw a sparrow,

which having come in through the open

window was swiftly skimming about the

high-ceiled room. Then came a great

crash of thunder, jarring heavily under
the foundations of the buiMing, and the
little bird with a frightened "peep,"
fluttered down on the sounder at W. J.

Shephan's desk. Mr. Sheehan picked
up the sparrow and held it in his hand
until the fury of the tempest had some-
what abated, then took it to the window
and released it. But the bird would not
go out into the storm, and, after hesi-

tating on the window ledge for an instant,

returned to the operator, climbing on his

shoulder and .nestling against his face.

Finally he threw the sparrow far out of
doors and hastily shut the window, but
it came back and pecked at the window
panes.
On another evening a big night hawk

flew into the German Lutheran Church
in New Haven while Professor J. E.
Whittecker, of Rochester, was lecturing

on "The Follies and Foibles of Modern
Life," and for fifteen minutes excitement
reigned. A night hawk is a blundering
creature in its flight, and as the wide-
winged bird darted back and forth in the
sanctuary in great sweeps and circles

just above the audience, its spotted
piilioii!> gicauiiug apcclic-iikc a» il

hummed through the air, women
screamed and darted about the pews, and
finally the lecturer had to stop talking
for fifteen minutes. Everyone was
afraid of the bird, for as it skimmed
along the gallery front and shot among
the heads of the people, once passing so
close to the face of Professor Whittecker
it fairly took the words of his text out of
his mouth, it went with the speed of a
rocket, and it seemed it must go slam-
bang into somebody or something in its

dizzy turns. Once a wise man shouted :

"Catch that bird !" and the profound ad-

vice set the congregation to laughing.
Finally the hawk, in a random dash, ac-

ciileiitally scouted through a window,
and then the lecture went on again.

Money in Canaries.

One gooil way for a girl to earn her

own pin money is to raise canaries. Good
singers always bring good prices, and

even the jioor ones are worth something.

There is considerable amusement, too, to

be derived from the care of birds by one

who is fond of pets, and the cost is next

to nothing after the parent birds and a

cage are once purchased. The rules for

.success are simple. A big roomy cage,

a wide", shallow nest and cleanliness are
requisites. Paper spread on the floor of
the cage, sprinkled with sand, is easily

removed and renewed. A bird of light

color is best mated with one of darker
hue, or the offspring will look either
washeil out or too dingy. If the male
canary is a good singer, a cross with a

linnet will produce the liest results.

I<et the birds alone as much as possible.

Do not fuss over them. Do not be
alarmed if they fight a little at first

;

they soon settle upon which is to rule

the roost. Err rather on the side of too
little than too much food. Be careful to

give nothing salty or greasy. One pair
of birds will raise several broods in a
year. The little ones are perfect frights

at first, but grow fast. At four weeks
they begin to squeak. Their first efforts

arc positively painful, but in two weeks
notes should be distinctly audible if the
bird is to be a singer. The writer had a

hen bird that died when her brood was a
week old, but the widower raised the
whole family, and l^auties they were.

RABBIT-KEEPING.

How to Commence Successfully.

Selection of Stock.

To begin rabbit-keeping there are two

modes of obtaining stock which the

amateur has the choice of adopting. The
first plan is to purchase full-grown ani-

mals, a buck and as many does as may
lie required, and to let them breed at

once. Some persons are so little dis-

posed to wait for the produce that they

will buy a doe or two far advanced with

young in order to see her progeny arrive

as early as possible into the world.

The second mo<le is to obtain one or

two litters of young rabbits after they

are fairly weaned, at about nine or ten

weeks old, and to tend them and keep

them and feed them up till they are

arrived at an age capable of being pro-

ductive. Having ourselves repeatedly

tried these two modes at different times

of our life, we unhesitatingly recommend
the second for preference for the follow-

ing reasons :

In the first place, whoever sets about

keeping any species of domestic bird or

animal for the first time, will have a

great many details to learn, which will

be most easily acquired by the observa-

tion of individuals sufficiently advancetl

in life to do without the care of their

parents, and also so immature as not to

require quite yet the fulfillment of the

great law of nature—"increase and mul-

tiply." There will l)e nothing beyond

themselves to attend. We need only

hint at the many points of health, diet,

habits and jjeculiarities both of breeds,

individuals and sexes, with which the

amateur will thus become practically ac-

quaiiiLcu, and wuicu mil iciiuci uiiii

more competent for the management of

his pets when they come to have off-

spring in their turn. It is also a more
economical plan, requiring less outlay,

and less liable to loss.

Quite young rabbits of any ordinary
kind can be bought in the United States

for twenty-five cents each. In case of
failure, deaths are of less consequence

;

in the event of success, superabundant
males and ugly and unpromising females
will always be useful to make their ap-
pearance on the table. But to buy full-

grown does that have already reared two
or three litters of handsome apix-arance,

and probably the favorites of their owner,
the purchaser must expect to open his

purse-strings, especially if he applies to

a resi)ectable dealer ; a disrespectaole'one

might jxjssibly sell him, at a low price, a
doe which, though a good-looking ani-

mal, may have some unseen but serious

defect, such as an invincible propensity
to eat her young, or lurking symptoms
of pot l)elly and rot Another point
should not be forgotten ; some does,

which have proven excellent mothers
with their old masters, if changed to

fresh quarters (particularly if they have
to travel far) when near their time of
kindling, and tended ujx)n by unac-
customed hands and gazed at by strange
faces, will not do well in their new
alxxle. They are apt to make an im-
perfect nest, to neglect their young and
even to kill them ; and this habit once
begun is ever afterwards to be appre-
hended.

All these various mishaps which have
disgusted many a lieginner are avoided
by stocking the court or the hutches
with young individuals, which can be
selected from, thinned out or exchanged
till the amateur has a stud to his mind.
All the males, be it observed, must be
secluded as soon as they are four or five

months old. Indeed, unless the breeder
keeps a very large stock, or of particular

choice and rare kinds, or lives in an out-

of-the-way part of the country, it will be
found unnecessary to keep a buck at all.

For a very trifling payment, which in

most cases would amount to much less

in the course of the year than the keep
of a buck, the does may be sent when
required to a neighbor's, and the trouble

of maintaining a "royal hutch" will be
spared. '

'

Bnt whether old does are to be bought
in or young ones reared till they are
capable of V)ecouiing mothers it should
be carefully rememl>ered that rabbits
vary much in disposition as well as in
race, and it is very conducive to success-

ful breeding to keep such as are quiet
and tractable. Some does absolutely
like to lie fondled, will allow themselves
to be caught without attempting to es-

cape, will squat on the ground when
their owner approaches to stroke them,
and will submit to be carried about in

the arms as quietly as a doll, while others
will run away like wild things in a court,
and if distur1)ed in the privacy- of their
hutch will squeak, grunt, scratch and
kick their litter about to the destruction
of their nest, if they happen to have one.

If, after the foregoing caution, it be
still determined to begin with a stock of
full-grown animals, the points to be in-

sisted on are, in the doe, teats visibly in

a healthy and natural state, plump and
swelled with milk if the term of preg-
nancy is advanced or she has alreac^
littered ; the head with reference to the
length of the muzzle and the breadth and
development of the occiput, should form
a sort of wedge ; ears long, broad and
fine ; chest expanded ; legs strong, and
wide apart. As far as profit and fecun-
dity are concerned, a doe ought to bring
forth not less than eight at each birth on
an average. If she constantly produces
less it will be advisable to change her,

even although she may be young and in

good health ; for it is ah acknowledged
fact that all individuals are not equally
suited for production

.

The buck is at his best from one to
five years of age ; the doe from eight
months to four years ; of course care will

be taken to see that they are not pot-
bellied. Hard and well-pelleted dung is

a certain indication of gootl health. It

would be very convenient if there were
unfailing signs, as in oxen, sheep and
horses, by which the exact age of a rab-

bit up to a given {jeriod could be ascer-

tained ; but all that Mn be done is, to
distinguish vaguely an old one from a
young one. The least equivocal symp-
toms of old age are, the general solidity

and thickness of the skeleton, especially
at the joints, as far as they can be felt

by handling ; the development of the
Jielly to a considerable amount of obesity

;

and finally, the length and thickness of
the nails.

Breeding does, when kept in hutches,
are much better each in a hutch to her-
self than inhabiting one common dwell-
ing, however roomy it may be. When a
number of does live in the same butch
the consequences are sometimes quite as
unfortunate as if the buck were in com-
pany with them. If the doe kindles, and
leaves her little ones a moment to feed,

the other does immediately crowd around
the nest through an instinct of curiosity,

peep inlo it, and not seldom disturb it

with their paws. The mother rushes up
to drive the other does away ; a battle
ensues ; and half the little rabbits are
either killed or wounded for life. The
pregnant does which take part in these
skirmishes generally suffer alwrtion
in consequence of their excitement and
the blows which they give and receive in

the combat. Their owner may read the
Riot Act afterwards, but the mischief is

done.—E. S. Delamer.

Handling Rabbits.

Rabbits are sometimes injured by be-

ing handled clumsily. The proper way
to take hold of them is to grasp the ears

with the right hand and to support the

rump with the left. To seize them by
the leg isjpt to dislocate a limb, especi-

ally in the case of creatures that are shy
;

an injudicious grip around the neck or

the iKMly may prove unexpecteilly and

suddenly fatal by injurv to the verte-

bra;, compression of the lungs or break-

ing of the riljs ; a hasty clutch at the

tail may cause the fur of that ornamental
menil)er to come off in one piece and
sjwil the animal's beauty for life. The
instantaneous way in which an adroit

hand will Icill a rabbit, apparently by
the merest touch, gives a forcible hint of
the caution we should use in allowing a
favorite animal to l>e captured and pulled
alx)ut by inexperienced persons. For
does with young, the greatest tenderness
is indispensable.—E. S. Delamer.
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BUPP OOOHIN CLUB.

Ckjnatitutlon and By-La-wre—OflB-

oers for 1890.

To the Members of the Ameriian Buff
Cochin Club.

Dkar Sir : The annual meeting of the

American Buff Cochin Club was held at

the American Institute Building, New
York City, February 22, 1890. Fifteen

new members were admitted and the fol-

lowing officers were elected for 1890 :

Presidknt—Charles H. Crosby.

Vick-Prisidents — Philander Wil-
liams, Charles H. Johnson, Robert Col-

gate, T. F. McGrew, Jr., Newton Adams
and Charles Feldman.

Skcrrtary—G. P. Reynaud.

Treasurer—J. H. L. Todd.

Executive Committee — M. A.
Sprouts, M. M. Connor, Frank C. Hare,
William F. M. Smith, E. J. Sanderson,
George E. Peer and F. W. Gaylor.

Delay in making report of meeting was
caused by instructions received then to

make a poll by mail of all the members
of the club as to the advisability of
changing the name of the American
Cochin Club in order to include all va-
rieties of Cochins. Poles closed June I,

a majority voting to retain the olcf name.
I would now beg to appeal to all those
interested in Buff Cochins for assistance
and co-operation in pushing this to the
head of all specialty clubs.

Send in two dollars for initiation fee

and annual dues or one dollar for dues if

you are a member, and send also as much
as your liberality may suggest, to make
up a fund for special prizes to be offered
at three of the principal shows of the
coming season.
Send also your views as to where and

when the club should hold its atinual meet-
ing and the place and mode of offering its

specials.

Concerted action now, backed by suffi-

cient liberality in specials, will create a
Vfcnotn i*' Pi>ff« «pch R^ no oth^r brscd or
variety ever experienced.
Remember tnat your home paper is

your best friend. Support it by your
subscription and lil>eral ads.

Please act at once and address

G. P. Reynaud, Secretary,

3 Bowling Green, New York City.

The following is the constitution and
by-laws of the club :

constitution.

Art. I. This organization shall be
known as the American Buff Cochin
Club.

ART. II. The object of this club shall
be the improvement and advancement of
the buff Cochin fowl. The offering of
such special prizes as will be deemed ad-
visable. The appointment of competent
judges. In fact, to carefully guard the
interest of the buff Cochin fowl in
America.

Art. III. The active officers of the
club shall consist of a president, six vice-
presidents, a secret»ry and treasurer, and
an executive committee of seven, whose
term of office shall continue for one year,
and who shall be elected at the annual
meetings of the club.
Art. IV. The meetings of this club

shall be held at such time and place as
the Executive Committee may elect.
Art. V. The members of this club shall

consist of all who shall receive a two-
thirds vote ofmembers present at a meet-
ing of the club, or are approved of by
the Executive Committee, and the pay-
ment of |i membership fee, and |i an-
nual dues thereafter. ~~

Art. VI. The officers of the club shall
be elected at the time and place of the
annual meetings of the club, except in
case of resignation, suspension or death,
when the office" so made vacant shall be
filled by appointment by the Executive
Committee, said appointment to continue
until the next annual meeting of the
club.

Art. VII. Any member of this club
being proven dishonest in his dealings,
or of falsely representing his stock, may
be expelled l)y a two-thirds vote of the
members present at any regular meeting.
Art. VIII. No alteration or amend-

ment shall be made to this constitution
except in writing, and then not to be
acted upon until the next regular meet-

ing after it has been presented, and can
only be carried by a two-thirds vole of
the members present.

BY-I.AWS.

Art. I. The president shall preside at
all meetings of the club or Executive
Committee.
Art. II. The vice-presidents, in the

order of their election, shall preside in

the absence of the president from any
meeting of the club.

Art. III. The secretary shall keep the
minutes of all meetings of the club, and
conduct its corresjiondeuce. He shall
receive all moneys belonging to the club
and turn them over to the treasurer, and
receive his receipt for the same.
Art. IV. The treasurer shall receive

from the secretary all moneys belonging
to the club, and give a receipt for the
same. He shall also disburse all moneys
upon a voucher signed by the president,
which shall serve as his receipt for the
same.
Art. V. The Executive Committee

shall pass upon all applications for mem-
bership not made at the regular meeting
of the club, and have charge of such
other matters as may be submitted to
them.
Art. VI. Any member one year in

arrears shall not be entitled to vote. If
he is in arrears he shall be suspended,
and can only l)e restored by a two-thirds
vote of the members present, and pay-
ment of all arrears.

order of business.

1. Calling to order.
2. Reading minutes of previous meet-

ing.

3. Application for ineinbership.
4. Report of committees.
5. Election of officers.

6. Unfinished business.

7. New business.

OKKICKRS for 1890.

President.—Chas. H. Crosby, Bridge-
port, Conn.
Vice-Presidents. — Philander Wil-

liams, Taunton, Mass.; Charles H. lohu-
son, Rushville, Ind.; Robert Colgate.
New York City; T. F. McGrew, Jr.,
Springfield, 111,; Newton Adams, Utica,
N. Y., and Charles Feldman, Hagers-
town, Md.
Secretary.—G. P. Reynaud, 3 Bowl-

ing Green, New York City.
Treasurer.—T. H. L. Todd, New

York City.

Executive Committee. — M. A.
Spruots, Carlisle, Pa.; M. M. Connor.
Ada, Ohio ; Franc C. Hare, Whitby, Can-
ada

; William F. M. Smith, Pine Hill,
N. Y.; E.J. Sauuderson, Waltharn, Mass.;
George E. Peer, Rochester, N. Y., and
F. W. Gaylor, Quogue, L. I.

A GOOD POULTRY HOUSE.

Thoroughbred Poultry Should, of
Course, Have "Warm Quarters.

If you keep thoroughbred poultry, you
of course should have a warm house for

them, but if this is your trial year do not
invest too much. There are as many
nice ways to build a poultry house as

you can read about. The most sensible

one is the plainest inside ; if you want
fixings, hang a few fixtures ou the wall.

The most convenient jwultry house I

ever saw, excepting those costing hun-
dreds of dollars, was in H . It was
for two different breeds, and at that time,
August I, contained some thirty or thirty-
five birds. The buililing was about
thirty-two feet long, eight feet wide and
seven and one-half feet high in front,
facing southeast, four and one-half feet
rear. It had four pens, two for breeders
and two for surplus stock. The feed
boxes, etc., were in the first pen ; run
eight by twenty-five feet. The nests
were in empty cheese boxes, thoroughly
cleaned once a week. Roosts were small
saw horses, legs well apart, with trays
underneath, which were cleaned every
other day. Each pen has its dust box.
Fixing nests and roosts is where we fool
ourselves by nailing them fast, or in any
way fastening them to tiie building.
Another point of interest in this build-

ing was the light. Most writers say
"give lots of sunlight, put the south side
all ^lass." 1 think differently. If you
let in sunlight and warmth in the day-

time, you cannot help letting in cold at
night ; therefore do not put in too much
glass. In the eight-foot front these
windows were about four by four feet.

Unless you have double glass do not put
in much. This hou.se had no "nice long
narrow hallway ;" each pen was siinply
slats and a door lietween them. The
floors were kepi well sprinkled with coal
ashes or sand and cut straw. The feed
was scattered around and in this way the
poultry could get exercise in getting it.

When you go into a poultry house and
have to f>eep through the grates, it seems
like a prison, dull and gloomy, Ijut when
you can go into a pen of birds, take one
up, go to the window without going
through the prison door, examine it, then
let it go, it is much better than the hall-

way plan. Therefore build plain or fancy
if you wish, but think of the cleanliness
necessary to have healthy poultry. I

have been into farmer's hen houses that
were cleaned only once a year. Would
it be possible for any living thing to be
healthy in such filth ?

Every farmer who keeps poultry should
take care of the house and keep it as
clean as the horse bam. What fanner
takes pride in owning a fine horse ? What
man that keeps jjoultry is not proud of a
flock of full blcKxls ?" How he likes to
talk about their laying or how nice a meal
they make, but when asked how much
care they get, he has little to say only
that "the woman enjoys itaking care of
them, so he lets her."

It is seldom "the woman" does not see
to the little chickens and feeding. Here
is the trial of their lives, the first four or
six weeks, and a woman who likes poul-
try is the best hand. Careful, easy and
watchful, she soon has them so that they
will climb about her without fear. How
many women have the pleasure of being
in their poultry houses on a stormy day ?

Any why not ?—Cultivator and Country
Gentleman.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

txx>ks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.

American Kennel. Surges | 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie Dog, History, Poiuts, etc.; colored
portrait '. i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel .80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill a.oo
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . i.oo
Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6nio . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Kngli.she Dogges. Reprint of 1576 .... .50
Engli.sh K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4 50
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. DaTziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

Our Priie Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000
dogs, with ji illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth, $7.50; leather 10.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Motleni Training. Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date JO

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan '

i.oo
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait ofpiinlimmon, 1.25
Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50
The Dog, by Idstone 1^25
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5 00
The Mastitf, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Setter. I,averack 2.75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31
prize dogs; in leather 7.50

Youatt on the Dok 2 50
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir «>
Cloth ."^5

CAGE. BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover en
Cloth ;„

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illu.strations 15 00

Chanil>er and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds George J. Barnesby. . i!oo
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. O. J. Barnesby 50

PIC.KONS.

Book of Pigeons. I.udlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeoni and numerous
wood cuts 8 00

THE

•PRACTICAL PIGEON-

•KEEPER"

BY LEWIS WRIGHT.

FIFTH EDITION? :60 ILLUSTRATIONS

PRICE $1.50

CONTENTS

:

Chapter I.—The Pigeon Loft.—Importance of
Proper Space.—Plans for a Moderate Loft.—I.,oft

in tne Roof of a House.—Internal Fitting of Loft
—Various Breeding Arrangements.—Perches.

Chapter II.—Food and Feeding.—Why Food
Differs in Winter and Summer.—Proper Diet for

Pigeons.—Quantity a Pigeon Kats.—Hoppers —
Green Food.—Fountains.—Salt Cat.

Chapter III.—Breeding and General Manage
ment.—The Sexes in Pigeons.—Mating —Settling
in the I^oft.—Nest Pans.—Insect Vermin.—Sit-

ting.—Hatching.—Holding a Pigeon.—Shifting.
—The Squeakers —Nurses or Feeders.—Artificial

Feeding.—Moulting.

Chapter IV.—Pedigree Breeding.—What Is a
Strain?—Tendency to Transmit Features to Pos-
terity.—Accumulation of such Tendencies.—In-
breeding and Crossing.—Kffects of Selection .

—

Comparison with the Hap-hazard Process.—Ne-
cessity of Keeping up a Connective Chain.— Prac-
tical Mode i)f Procedure.—This Method Followed
by All Practical Fanciers.

Chapter V.—Exhibiting Pigeons.—Necessity of
Exhibition in Some Form.—Coluiubarian Society
Shows.—Boxes anA B.-iskets.—Washing.—Various
Means of Improving the Appearance of Pigeons.

Chapter VI.—Carriers.

Chapter VII.—Dragoons.

Chapter VIII.—Barbs.

Chapter IX.—Short-faced Tumblers.—Almonds
and Tneir Origin.— Kites, Agates and Splashes.
—Mottles, Baldheads and Beards.

Chapter X.—Common and Performing Tum-
blers.—Origin of Tumbling.—Oriental Rollers.

—

Training of Flying Tumbftrs.

Chapter XI.—Pouters.—Pigmy Pouters.

Chapter XII.—Fantails.

Chapter XIII.—Jacobins.

Chapter XIV.—Frilled Pigeons.—Owls, Turbits,
Turbiteens, Satinettes, Blondinettes, Vizors.

Chapter XV.—Exhibition Antwerps.

Chapter XVI —Tnirapeters, Archangels, Nuns,
Magpies, Runts.

Chapter XVII.—Eastern Toy Pigeons, Capu-
chins, Damascenes, Swifts, Scandaroons, Indian
Pigeons.

Chapter XVIII.—Mi.scellaneous Toys, Priests,
Frillbacks, Florentines, Swallows, Brunswicks,
Letz Pigeons, Fairies or Fairy Swallows, Shields,
Crescents, Starlings, Fire Picons or Firebacks,
Ice Pigeons, Hyacinths, Victorias, Porcelains,
Suabians, Helmets, St>ots.

Chapter XIX.—Homing Pigeons.—Modcnese
Flying Pigeons.

Chapter XX.—Disease of Pigeons.

\* Sent /^repaid by mail from Ihis office on re-
ceipt 0/ price.

-ADDRESS*-

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

.32 South Tlilwl Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

L®G BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-

tered, each 2j4c. Open bands for old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon

on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. B. S. STARR, Box 295,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS. POULTRY, PIGEONS,

RABBITS, CAGE-BIKDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofanv pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best Engli.sh stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, flia. 15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, I/>ndon,

England.

DIPLOMAS

-FOR-

PIGEON • FLYERS
-FOR THE USE OF-

Club Secretaries.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station, at-
mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and age,
name and sex of bird.

In lots of 50 or less, $1.50 ; each additional 50,
(3.00. Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

Dogs for Sale-

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

(/900DBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 13s S. 8th STREET

Philadf.lphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guaratecd.

63-114

-\^BIRD
ThoUreataecrt'tof

the Ham Mountain. (ler
will rHHtiirc tliu 8<>UK
Tent their allmenUt and
condition. ItmaknscAiiarl
heddlngfrathora. Sfint
I'M). Sold by all druirKlsta.
Bird Kiwd Co., 4W N. 3d

MANNA
tile Canary Breeders of
many. Bird Manna

'age Birds, will pre-
':i-ep tbein In good
csHlng, even while
mallon recelutof
DIrectloni free.
St.. PhlU.. Pa.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
game bantnms. All progressive fanciers read it.

Annual subscription price, $1.00; single number,
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre, Pa.

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscrilic for The Anifrican Columbaiian, Buf

falo. N. V. It has the largest circulation and is
the best advertising medium of any paper in
America devotetl exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year.

INCUBATORS.

Prairie Stafe Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator coutest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,

63-tf Chester Co., Pa.

PUBLICATIONS.

^\ie j4omir\^ 6xcJ?an|e.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The oflficinl journal of 'The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." $1
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

AMERICAN KENNEL CL.UB

Stud BOOK,

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains theJudges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leadin^f Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free, United States and Canada,
IJ.IO.
Address Post-Office Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, K. C,
England.

DOGS.

Advertisements un'thout display inserted under
thir headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Haven, Vt.

Colllea.

FR SALE.—Young stock from prize win-
ning blood. Prices reasonable. F. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del.

O

tf

64-tf

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Priniro.se, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Koslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyti
(>aylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maiiey Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels. Philadelphia, Pa.

DoK Trainers.

DOGS TRAINED or prepared for field trials.

J. B. Stoddard, Concord, N. C.
69-tf

Great Danes.

GERMAN DOGGE (Great Dane) bitches, one
of them in whelp, and stud dog, all im-
ported prize winners. Also puppies for
sale on account of sickness in family and
for want of room. J. H. H. Maenuer, 404
S. Paca Street, Baltimore, Md. 69-70

Irish Terriers.

T->OR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
M Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

DOGS.
Advertisements utithout display inserted under

this headingJor j cents per wordfor each insertion.

w
Irish Terriers.

ANTED.—Irish terrier bitch not over 18

lbs., hard coat, racy build. Address B.,

Box 916, Philadelphia. Pa. 63-tf

Pointers.

FOR SALE.—The liver and white pointer dog
Donald G. (13.655) (Champion Donold—
Ladv Bow), whelped September 12, 1888,

partly broken and will make a gr»nd field

dog. A grand opportunity for someone to
secure a very proraisiiig dog very cheap.

70-it Wni. H. Hyland, North Tarrytown, N. Y.

Poodles.

FR SALE.—Black French poodle pups, from
imported dogs. V'ery handsome and can
be easily trained todo any number of tricks.

Price $25. Address T. A. Snider, Cincin-
nati, Ohio. . 67-70

Puss.

u

FOR SALE.—Daughter of Champion Dude,
just bred to a son of Cryer's Othello. Also
a fine bitch pup. Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass. 67tf

ITTLE WONDER, full brother to the first

prize winner at Baltimore, 1890; by the
famous Champion Kash (10.592)—Nun
Nicer (14,134), whelped May 13. 1890. He is

a perfect beauty and a coming prize win-
ner. First $35 gets him. Address Sem-
inole Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

PUPPIES by the famous Champion Ka.sh
(10592)—Nun Nicer (14134). These are little

beauties and are full brothers to the first

prize winner at Baltimore, 1890. Prices rea-
sonable. Address, Seminole Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa. 68-69

Setters.

DERBY ENTRIES. Also some young Irish
setter puppies out of bench show winners
and field dogs. For illustrated circular ad-
dress F. H. Perry, Des Moines, Iowa. 69-71

FOR SALE —Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner third. Setter Derby Central field

trials, 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1233
Broadway, New York City. 55-tf^

IRISH SETTER PUPPIES from three to five
months old. sired by Champion Elcho, Jr.,
and Champion Tim ; out of thoroughbred
bitches. Very fine specimens. Will sell at
low prices as we are overstocked. Address,
Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Philadel-
phia, Fa. 00-09

St. Bernards.

Y^OR SALE—Beautiful pups, low. Also two
bitches ; one rough, one smooth ; lately
bred to imported dogs. Chequasset Ken-
nels, Lancaster, Mass. 65-tf

ENTHON KENNELS, Phoenixville, Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

Terriers.

M

ON ACCOUNT of the owner going abroad
will sell fox terrier dog Tony by Reckoner
Lady Mixture, twelve months old, very
game and perfectly house broken. Ad-
dress A. M. Sparks, The Nobscussett, Den-
nis, Mass. 70-71

Torkshlre Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Two dog puppies by P. H.
Coombs' Champion Braaford Harry (Craw-
shaw's Bruce—Beals Lady), out of Bessie.
Statts Ye Newsman, Lockport, N. Y. 70-it

Varlons.

M

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

R. OWENS, successor to Kerby, 137 S. 8th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa., has the finest

Sky and Yorkshire terriers and King
Charles spaniels. Also all other breeds for

sale. 69-75

vEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-

rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing; Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

kEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10

cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per aozeii, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 1 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Incnbators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-

class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic ill the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for descript-
ive circular free. Jas. U- Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor » cents per wordfor each insertion

Mlnoroas.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for black minorca cir-

cular containing list of cups and prizes
won; also catalogue of other leading varie-
ties. Eggs of best quality for fair price.
Racevil^, Washington Co., N. Y. s8-t<°

VartouB.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publisn-
Ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

FINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules labels, lags, etc. 'The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philade
phia, Pa.

SEND TWENTY-FIVE CENTS for book en-
titled Amateur's Duck Raising, 55 pages.
The beat lKX)k for beginners ever written.
C. R. Bridges, No., New Salem, Mass. 71-72

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor t cents per wordfor each insertion

Blondinettes.

BIRDS of the atx>ve variety lor sale at all

times. Bunting Hmnkins^ordentown, N. J.
Si>-7S

Fantails.

wKITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.
Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Svans-
ville, Ind. 6j-tf

Jaooblns.

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus,
^ and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
30-106

Owls.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Boraentown, N. J.

50-75

B
Parlor ' PerformlnK Tumblers.

IRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Boraentown, N. J.

50-75

Satinettes.

BIRDS of the above variety tor sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Boraentown, N. J.

50-75

S'wallows.

GA. PICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all

* colors, with and without white bars plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tomblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD. 438 W. Court Street.
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Varlons.

A'
LL KINDS of birds and animaU.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Wilson's
96

FRED H. HYDE, Lock Box 523, Poultney, Vt.,
breeder of Morgan horses, Ayreshira cattle,
bull terrier dogs, eight varieties game
fowls, white Plymouth Rocks, silver Wy-
andottes. Mammoth light Brahmas and
Pekin ducks. All stock shipped extra
light by special express rates and guaran-
teed correct. a 69-70

PRINTING estimatesgiven for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

liop Babbits.

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners of
many first prizes in England. Ears meas-
ure 24 by 6 inches. These rabbits are ex-
tra large and the best in the world. Fred
Stahrer, 119 Abbott St., Lawrence, Mass.

a 69-70

"Wild Animals.
1

PRAIRIE WOLVES, prairie dogs, deer, foxes,
owls. Angora kids, raccoons, opossoms,
Mexican burros, etc. CM. Scott, Arkan-
sas City, Kansas. 69-73

Artists and Envravers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of (logs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., \i

South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards.
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing «:o., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
nest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who wsiit photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers Pubhsliing
Co., 32 South Third St., Pblladelphia, Pa.
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 mile*.

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

LOTTIK, blue checker hen

BLACK BKSS. black checker hen . . J^
Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PARROTS!

PARROTS!
JUST ARRIVED

A LARGE LOT OF YOUIVQ

iCUBAN PARROTS:

AT $5.00 EACH.

WARRANTKO TO LKARN TO TALK.

Young Mexican

Grey African Parrots

AND ALL OTHER

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

Ac, Ac, Ac.

SEND FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

H. y^. VAHLE,
3og Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
25-76

White, Black, Red and Yellow

pAN TAIL PIGEONS.

No otlier Variety.

$10.00 a pair

und up.

Qiiallly not eioplleil.

Halii'fiu'tiou giiarsii-

toi'fl.

H.C. NORTON,
{Jpriiiantowii, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.

JUSX Out. • • « * •

•****•«**•«« PRICE 500. 1

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTKD BV THK

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Desckiption op the

Rkcoj'.nizei) Varieties of Ph-.kons.

CHARLES TAULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from thin office on re-

ceipt of price.

180

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Tmo Dollars and Fiiiy Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS ,.

THR

SPORTSMEIV'S

Honn Moal, -

Uraiiiiliitotl Hone, " lOO
(Jrountl lli^at

Hcraps, - - - ' 1(K»
C^Blcltfl, -..-•' 8(M)
Cmfihe<l Flint, - " 80()
Cmnh«d Oyster
8hellH, - - - " 8O0

Per KM) lb, Bng, l«.0«)
a. 75

3.m)
2.<M»

a.00

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS. ANIMAI„S. KISH AND RKPTILKS

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OK
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILAnELPHIA AGENT SPKATTS PflC

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

#»
PAMPHLET

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (Kratiii) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

58-70 l«9.'l BUOAI>WAY, NEW YOKK.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.,

Send (or our New Price List and Samples. All

ortlers shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. It. DKMPWOI.F & CO.,
43-93 York Chemical Worlw, York, I*a.

B. F. LEWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dof(s to condition for the De-

troit Show.

KLM STATION,

H-n Montgomery Co., Pa.

44 & 46 DUANK St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. A TREA8.
Wi- iiianuracture ten thou-

sand .styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, l(x;ks, leads, brushes,
combs, bt-Ils, couplines.blank-
ets. wbips and baskets for

dogs Write for catalogue A.

By B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner of a doff. It tells

you how 10 train a <log properly, and how to

handle ;i dog after it has l>een traine<l in a way

so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' PnlJlishiiig Conmany,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward S. Schmld,
Successf>r to Louis Schniid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated cntaloguc and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, 1). C.

j+istory and Description

»4-75

SPECIAL LIST IMO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele-
brated champion dogs and bitches now offered
lor sale for tne first time. Nearly 20o dogs of
nearly all breeds are offered for sale. Now is

the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on api)licali<)ii.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

63-tf 140 S. 8th St., Phila., Fa.

-WITH-

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

SmWBME I CLOMEB

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

P111I^ADEL.PHIA, 1-A.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Secure.

•Irtii L^iItU TH fc-O.

l^eminiscences

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-inateil birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sjwrting Life bauds. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send lor Price List. 44-95

-OF THE-

..FOX TERRIER...
BY

P{flWt)ON IjEE,

EDITOR "THK FIELD."

Illustations by Arthur Wardlk.

Second Edition. Price Postpaid, $1.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

*9-Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES f'"' <>" canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Spratts Patent

Challenge Poultry Meal
THE oreatf:st ec.c producinc; food.

T/ie mnst Nnhiliniis and Digestible Fomi for Ijiy-
ing Hens and for getting all kinds of

Diultty into Show Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive loonderfully on it.

Unec|ualc(l fur rearing Early Chickens.

Sprtitt» Ratent

PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortality in rearing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per l>ox . . 50 cents
Conuition Paste per l>ox . . 50 cents
Cure for (Japes per Ixjltle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap . per cake 25 cents

Order from your dealer. Full particulars Irom

SPRATTS PATKNT (America), l,IMIT»r>,

339-345 East s6tta St., New York City. 44-69

VOL. S, NO. 4. 1

., 71.;WIIOL-K NO PHILADELPHIA, JULY 26, 1890. PER ANNUM, »8.60.
SINOUB COPY, So.

I
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CHAMPION COLLIE, MANEY TREFOIL.
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BENCH SHOWS.

82500.00

TORONTO
PRIZES

BENCH SHOWS^

$2500.00

BXHIHITION.INUTJSTRIAL
SECOf/D GRAND

INTERNATIONAL BENCH SHOW OF
TO BE HEI-D AT

TORONTO, CANADA,
SEPTEMBER 15, 16, 17, 18 AND 19.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 3.

For Premium Lists, etf., apply to

DOGS,

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this keadtng at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

ti.w; $5.40 for the month; $/s for three months;

$iSfor six motfths, and Sio for the year.

BETTERS & pomTERS

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single inserliont

t'-SO; ts-40 for the month; fts for three months
|W for SIX months, and ttso for th4 year.

DESMOND II

71-76

C. A. STONE,
Secrbtarv anu Suherintendent, Toronto.

WILMINGTON AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION.

FIRST DOG bHOW FIRST DOG SHOW
FAIR GROUNDS, WILMINGTON, DEL,

SEPTEMBER 2 TO 5, 1890.

ENTRIKS CLOSE AUGUST 21. FEE, $2.00.

Fop Premium Lists, etc., apply to

FRANK R. CARSWELL, Superintendent,

101 "WEST SIXTH ST., "Wilminerton, Del.

Also POULTR/, PIGEON and BIRD EXHIBITION. 71-75

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev
F.ii^land, by Hrisco—Grouse II

R. O'CaUaghau,
Thi.s dog com-)y Y

.

_
bines liolh field and bench show qualities He

~ " at the Philadelphia
, first,

first,

IN THE STUD.

AdverUsements inserted under this heading at the

following rates: One inch, single insertion,J/Jo;
U 40for the month: Sis Jor three months; $28forM months, and $sofor the year.

DICK

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at
the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

$'.50; $5.40 for the month; t'S for three months;
tis for six months, and fyt for theyear.

SWIVELER

IRISH SETTER
(8410.)

DICK 8WIVELER.

WmMER FIRST. CHALLENGE CLASS,

NEW YORK, 1890,

BEATING

Blarney, Tim,
Gerald, Chief and

Desmond II.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NORKEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GUENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62tf Tremont. N. Y.

won first prize in the Derbv at the P!

field trials 1888, and on the fiench has won,
Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany;
Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, PhiU-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Furness.

Record; First and siwcial at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-

ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as sir Tatton. A young dog o<

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II.

of n

QHAMPION GORDON SETTER OF AMERICA,

LITTLE BOY
winner over English and American cham-

pions. Winner at Toledo of special, "Best sport-

ing dog in show," Mr. John Davidson judge.

Winner at Cincinnati of special, "Best setter or

pointer stud dog, that is the sire of the greatest

number of prize winners." Winner of FORTY
odd firsts and specials, under judges :

Major J M. Taylor
Dr. Jarvis,
Mr. Tallman,

Mr. E

Mr. John Davidson,
racy.Mr. T

Mr. Higg'ins, etc,

C. Sterling.

Lewis,Shown by Mr. B. F.
Stud fee $25 for a limited number of bitches.

WAVERLY KENNELS,

JOHN SANDERSON, care Dr. DiXon,

70-75 58th St. and Elmwood Ave., Phila.

puppy
dition.

SCOTCH COLLIE,

ROSLYN DANDY
AT STUD.

sired by the famous champion,

SCOTILLA (7379),
Out of Cora II (11640), and winner of

ist at Cincinnati, 1890.

(His first appearance at any show.)

FKK, ----- 915
To approved bitches.

SEMINOLE KENNEIvS.
68-7J Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

Winner
umerous prizes in puppy classes in England

last year ana winner of second prize,

class, at I,,ondon, Ont., when out of con
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, J25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served

will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W, H. Weiss,

43-9,1 Bbtblbbem, Pa.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
I short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his

record as a stud dog have proved him the best

mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

frand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents,

tud fee $75.
J.WINCHELL,

55-^06 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, J25.

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODEREGO—GEM.) FEE. $25-

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

53-78 Merion P. O., Fa.

pNGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771)

None but approved bitches accepted,
card and particulars address

For stud

Pedigrees Printed

-IN-

ATTRACTIVE FORM

AT MODERATE PRICES.

AT THIS OFFICE.

67-79

J. B. STODDARD,
CONCORD, N. C.

NOW IN STUD AT CHICAGO. For terms,

extended pedigree ind full list of winnings ad-

dress

GEO. H. COVERT (Owner),

177 State Street, Chicago, III.

50-101

Irish Setter at Stud,

SCOTLAND CHIEF,
(A. K. C. S. B. 14357)

(Kelsey's Red II—Lester's Champion Maud II).

(His first ap-

bitches.

R'
OUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD

CASPER

Plinlimmon
npio
El

K. C. S. B. 14443.

pedigree:

(Grand Sire, Pilgrim, 14067

13793

Sire, Champion
^y^°\Grand Dam, Bessie

Dam, Effie

FEB
r
Grand Sire,

Merchant Prince, 14742
Grand Dam, Chloris.

Winner of 2d at Cincinnati, 1890.

pearance at any show.)
Fee to a limited number of at

Jio. Extende*! pedigree on application.

68-71

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

JOINTER IN STUD.

pNGLISH PUG AT STUD.

HAYSEED
(11,807)

Douglass II—Rose, by Champion Bradford Ruby.

FEE - - HIVE DOLLARS.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
70-73 Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

LEBANON

FORTY DOLLARS.

PENINSULAR KENNELS,
LEANDER TICHENOR, Manacer.

CHELSEA ....- MICH.

BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD. Divide<l fourth Eastern Field Trials,

i88«; winner of second K.astern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,

lebanon, pa.
47-9*

IMPORTED WHITE BULL TERRIER
at STri>

KINGCRAFT.
FINE PEDIGREE. WEIGHT, FORTY LBS.

FEE, $10.
Photcxjraphs Fii-tv Cents. Address

E. F. Doty,
7itf 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada.

u
ORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

BRADFORD HARRY.
iRll

winner. Described in show rejiorts as "best
Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. Reliable young stock for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
50-7J I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.
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Subscription Agents Wanted
We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to

solicit subscriptions for The Fanciers'

Journal. A liberal cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write

for terms to agents.

FIXTURES.

Dog Sho-ws.

Sept. 2-4.—Midland Central Fair Association
Bench Show, Kingston, Ont., Canada. C. H.
Corbett, secretary.

Sept. 2-5.—Wilmington Fair Association Bench
D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington,Show.

Del.
Sept

Mich.
Sept

¥.

Detroit,2-5.—Michigan Kennel Club
M. V. B. Saunders, secretary.

9 to 12.—Toledo Kennel Club, Toledo,
O.. Charles E- Rowland, secretary.
Sept. 15-19.—Second International Dog Show of

the IndiLStrial Exhibition Association, at To-
ronto, Canada. C. A. Stone, secretary.
Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes,
chairman.

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. t. Lynes, secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-
ana Kennel Club, at Carli.sle, Ind., P. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary.
Nov. 10.—Second aiiniiaf field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Ont., C. A.
Stone, Toronto, Ont., secretary.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, atOtterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retary.

Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexingrton, N. C. C.
H. Otlell, Mills Building. New York, secretary.

Dec. 15.— Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh
annual field trials at Deatonsville, Ya.

1801.
Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary.
Marietta, Ga.

Coiii>!ilng.
Oct. 21-25.—Fifth annual meet of the American

Coursing Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D.
Brougher, secretary.

Poultry and Pljfeon 8ho\VH
Aug. 26-Sept. 5.—Detroit International Fair

and Exhibition Association, Detroit. E. W.
Cottrell, secretary.

Sept. 1-12.— Elinira Inter-State Fair. Mr. George
W. Robinson, secretary.
Sept. 1-6.—Wilmington Fair Association Poul-

try and Bird Department. T.D.Brown, secre-
tary, Wilinington. Del.
Sept. H-ij.—nurlingtoii County, N. J, Poultry

Association. T. Farrer Rackham, secretary.
East Orange, N. J.
Sept. 9-20.—Buffalo International Fair. Mr.

Charles W. Robinson ."secretary.
Sept. 22-27.—Indiana State Fair. Alex Heron,

secretary.
Sept. 22-27.—Central Canada Fair, Ottawa,

Canada. Alfred Geddes, chairman.
Sept. 29-Oct. 3.— Inter-State Fair Association,

Trenton. N. J , Poultry, Pigeons and Pets De-
partment. Pranklyn Dye, superintendent.
Nov. S- 1 2.—Southern Exposition, Montgomery,

Ala , Poultry Department. T. Farrer Rackham,
superintendent. East Orange, N. J.

Jail. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the
South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion at Charleston, S. C. Benjamin Mclnnis, Jr..

secretary. H. A. Bridge, superintendant.
Dec. 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Rockford. A. H. Currier,
secretary.

Dec. ib-12.—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, Brockton, Mass. William F. Bond,
secretary. Box 795.

Dec. 23-26—Eastern Middlesex Poultrv Asso-
ciation, Stoneham, Mass. Mr. <;. W. Cormack,
secrelary.

Dec. 3o.-Jau. 6.—Illinois State Poultry Associa-
tion, Peoria. J. W. Burton, secretary.

Jan. 23-16. Muhawk Valley Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, Amsterdam, N. Y. Mr. Wil-
liam C. House, secretary, Freys Bush, N. Y.

Our Illustration.

The collie Maney Trefoil, whelped

July 25, 1887, was bred by Mr. H. C.

While. He is by that grand old dog

The Squire, whom he much resembles

in color and quality, out of Scotch Pearl,

a very nice bitch by Champion Rutlantl.

Maney Trefoil was imported by the

Chestnut Hill Kennels in March, 1888,

after having won the Collie Club Chal-

lenge Trophy, beating his sire and Metch-

ley Wonder. He was shown at Boston,

Chicago and Philadelphia in the same

year, winning first prize on each occa-

sion. Mr. Harrison has been holding

him in the back ground in order to give

his young dogs a chance to win, but this

fall, however, Maney Trefoil will be seen

on the bench again in heavier coat than

ever before ; he is considered the heaviest

coated collie alive. In color he is a very

rich dark sable, with broad, white collar,

white legs, feet and tip of tail. He has a

perfect coat of great length, excellent

texture and very dense. His ears are

very small and well carried, expressigu

good, splendid legs and feet, and a grand

body. As a sire Maney Trefoil has

proven his ability, several high-class

puppies having already been thrown to

him.

fearless farmer, and, though it makes a

great noise in the neighliorhood, yet it is

a prompt and sure remedy for the dog

nuisance—the shot gun." We are aston-

ished that the American Agriculturist

should suggest such a cruel and cowardly

way of getting rid of marauding dogs.

You have no more right to shoot tres-

passing dogs than you have to put a load of

shot into the cows or pigs that break into

your cornfield, or the chickens that

scratch up your garden. There is a legal

remedy for all these petty annoyances,and

an influential journal like the American

Agriculturist should so inform its read-

ers, instead of recommending a method

which would certainly get its adopter

into serious trouble.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

—ne Spanish Student.

Mr. C. A. Stone, secretary and superin-

tendent, informs us that a meeting of the

Toronto Industrial Exhibition Dog Show
Committee was held this week when ar-

rangements were completed for the show-

to be held from the 15th to the 19th of

September next. There were present

Mr. J. Wilson in the chair, Messrs. J.

Massey, John Maughan, J. G. Mitchener,

H. B. Donovan, C. H. Nelson and C. A.

Stone, secretary and superintendent. It

was decided to add the following extra

cash specials to those already pub-

lished for the best kennel of four or more

owned by one exhibitor or kennel

:

Mastiffs, |20 ; St. Bernards, |20 ; Irish

setters, Jis ;
greyhounds, $15, blood-

hounds, f2S ;
English setters, I15 ; cock-

ers, |i5 ;
collies, I15 ; bull dogs, I15 ;

pugs, 115 ; fox terriers, $15 ; Great

Danes, $15 ; Gordons, I15, and a lover of

the greyhound has donated a silver cup

for the best greyhound dog or bitch

owne<l in Canada, value |io. It was also

decided to add |io in the open dog class

for mastiffs. The premium lists are now

ready and can be obtained by anyone on

dropping a postal card to the secretary at

Toronto.
*

Messrs. Mayhew and Glover will judge

at the Wilmington Fair dog show, Sep-

tcmlier 2-5. Premium list and other in-

formation can be obtained from F. R.

Carswell, superintendent, loi West Sixth

Street, Wilinington, Del.

»
» «

"There is a remedy for the resolute and

»

The kennels and stables of the Asso-

ciated Fanciers at Berlin, N. J., were de-

stroyed by an incendiary fire on Sunday

last. The dogs were all saved, but a fine

horse was burned. A discharged work-

man is suspected of having applied the

match.
*

• »

The woman's branch of the Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals of

this city has asked the assistance of the

police by notifying the Society by postal

card or messenger concerning dogs which

seem to l>e homeless, or which have l)een

abandoned by their owners, or which

frequent any particular place in the dis-

trict where the Society could send and

take them away. Miss Adele Biddle,

vice-president of the Society, says :

"Often a dog lingers in the same neigh-

borhood, either waiting for his master or

from some other cause, for a long time,

ucaiiy cvciyuw^y \.»»*»..*|^ ...... ^..^^ ..v....

their doors, until from hunger or fatigue

he begins to get sick or becomes so wild

that no one can approach him. Officers

who perceive animals shut up in empty

houses should inform the Society."

•••

The German Mastiff or Great Dane

Club of America has ptiblished a "Mono-

graph of the German Mastiff or Great

Dane dogs." It consists of eighty-two

pages, and is embellished by the portraits

of thirteen dogs. The book is compiled

by the club's president, W. F. Fox, and

it contains all the latest information re-

garding the breed, together with the

points adopted by the German, English

and American clubs. No one intereeted

in this breed can afford to be without the

book, nor is any canine library complete

that has not a copy on the shelves.

«
* *

Why the German ma.stiff, or better, the

Deutsche dogge, should have l>een called

the Great Dane is beyond our compre-

hension, for it is quite a German breed,

and even now seems scarcely known in

Denmark and none have been imported

from that country. Germany has been

their home for centuries and for that rea-

son they should have a German name.

••

"Espan" objects to our republishing

articles written by prominent fanciers for

the FInglish journals. In this "Espan"

differs from a large majority of our read-

ers, who much prefer reading essays

written by competent persons rather than

letters from dog dealers who fill the

reading columns of our kennel papers

with misleading accounts of the animals

they have for sale. This free reading

notice racket is being worked to death.

•
« •

James Thompson, secretary pro tern of

the Maryland Kennel Club, writes : "A

special meeting of the Maryland Kennel

Club was held on July 10 to take action

on the treatment of our delegate by the

American Kennel Club at their meeting

of May 22, and the following resolution

was passed :

Resolved, That the American Kennel Ctuh

be censured for refusing to receive our delegate

at their meeting of May 22, he being furnished

with proper credentials by the Maryland Kennel

Club.
«

« •

W. L. Washington spent a few hours

in town this week. We are sorry we
were not about when he dropped in to

see us.

.%
Probably some of our readers can

answer R. E. McFarland, who asks :
"!•

there any way of putting up pheasants or

other birds so as to preserve them for

winter use .'' I kill a great many during

the summer and fall, and the question

has often occurred to me that there ought

to be some method of keepuig them in

brine." •
Regarding the article on the "Origin

of the Dog," published on another page,

we think that it is now pretty well proved

that the domestic dog had its wild proto-

type. Mr. Boule has shown that ani-

mals having affinities with the dogs ex-

isted in France in the Miocene epoch,

and that the yuarternary epoch had

species with those identical of to-day.

This makes it difficult to admit, as has

often been done, that our races of

domestic dogs are all modifications of

their cogeners, the wolves and jackals.

*
• •

Ofthe six Ru.ssian greyhound puppies

by Krilut, out of Elsie, shipped the Hor-

ficU-Harniniiy-Victor Kennels (Messrs.

Fellows, Wixom and Wade), Mr. H. W.
Huntington, announces the arrival of

five. He speaks highly of their playful

and affectionate disposition.

•

Secretaries of bench shows to be held

in Septemljer should have their premium

lists out ere this, not five weeks before

the entries are to close. Be lively now,

gentlemen.
»

• •

The New York Times is responsible

for the following novel way to suMue
dogs : A gentleman who has had a good

deal of experience in the management of

dogs says that the most vicious brute can

be concjuered quickly by any powerful

odor especially a pungent odor like am-

monia. He tells how he once won a

wager on handling a dog that few per-

sons could approach. It was in a little

town in Canada. The conversation be-

ing on the subject of dogs, the proprietor

of the inn where he was stopping laid a

wager that his visitor could not put his

hands upon a dog chained up in the

back yard. 'All right,' said the visitor,

'but as a matter of precaution for the

protection of my hands I will go up stairs

and put ou a pair of gloves.' 'I put on

a pair of old buckskin gloves,' says the

old gentleman, in telling the story, 'and

saturated the right hand with ammonia.

We then went out to the dog. At my
approach he rushed from his kennel

with open mouth. As soon as he got

within reach I thrust out my right hand.

Instead of biting it he turned tail and

ran into his kennel. Then I went to the

kennel, and putting my hand inside,

made him come out again . The secret

ofthe matter is that a dog can't bite with-

out drawing in his breath, and as he does

so he inhales the ammonia, which par-

tially suffocates him and sulxlues for the

time being his biting propensity. vSome

dogs maybe subdued with cologne."

Notes in pass
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

THE PEOPLE WHO PROTEST.

BV HIBERNIA.

XII.

A secrelary-superintemlent- who dies

during his term of office should be can-

onized. No martyr of old suffered more

torture than this much-abused individual

during the same length of time.

In the first place he should be at the hall

before any one else and see that the at-

tendants do the cleaning up in a satis-

factory manner. He must look under

the benches to find if any rubbish is there

and pry into the stalls to be sure that no

lazy attendant has put in new bedding

without first removing the old. Then he

must remain ujitil every one except the

watchman leaves the hall for the night.

All the visitors and exhibitors consider

him an attendant distinguished from the

rest simply by his blue ribbon stamped

in gold with the word "Superintendent."

Everybody expects him to attend to all

their wishes in the most courteous and

expeditious manner.

To make his lot more miserable, the

aflemoon of judging day or next morn-

ing he is beseiged by the people with

protests. Here is my experience in this

line :

A local exhibitor enters the oflSce in a

high state of excitement.

" Is this the Secretary ?
"

"Yes, sir?"
" 1 want to protest the judging Ju the

Yorkshire terrier dog class."

" Kindly put your objections on pa-

per." He takes a sheet of paper and

writes the following

:

" 1 protest the decisions of the judge in

the Yorkshire terrier dog class ou the

grounds that it is unfair and that the

dog Charlie (his dog) was awarded 'c,'

whereas he ought to have had ' first.'
"

"That won't do," I answer, after look-

mg over the protest, and then read him

the rules of the A. K. C. in the catalogue

regarding protests.

"The whole show is a swindle," he

shouts, tearing up the protest, and goes

stamping out of the room.

Then in comes Mr. Green, an old ex-

hibitor of bull terriers, with a protest

Against the first prize winner in that class

on account of deafness. It is drawn up
properly and has the necessarj- five-dol-

lar note pinned to the back. I file it

away.
No sooner had Green gone than Black,

another exhibitor in the same class, comes
with a protest on similar grounds against

Green's dog, who has won second prize.

I say :

"Look here. Black, your dog, winner
of first, is protested by Green for the

same reason that you have brought
against his."

"The infernal scoundrel," shouts

Black.
"Now don't you think you had better

see him and get him to withdraw his pro-

test and you withdraw yours. The judge
has informed me that although lie was
not notified of it 'officially,' he is satisfied

that the two dogs are deaf, and if these

protests are acted upon by the club the

result will be that both your dog and
Green's will be disqualified."

Exit Black to hunt up Green to com-
promise the matter.

I have hardly finished my breakfast,

which has been brought to me from a

near-by restaurant, when in steps White,

an exhibitor of fox terriers. He says :

"I want to protest the winner of first

prize in the fox terrier dog class."

"On what grounds?"
"His ears have l)een 'faked.' "

"How?"
"Well, before the dog was taken in the

ring they were weighted dowu with lead,

stolen a couple of
owner has just

case in which a

which was fastened to them by wax.
They were carried beautifully during the

judging, but if you will go look at him
now on the bench his ears stick up like a

prick-eared skye's."

"Was the lead ou the ears when he
was judged ?"

"Of course not."

"Then that is not faking, and your pro-

test won't stand."
"What the d 1 is faking?"

I reply :

"Faking, my dear sir, is the using of

artificial means to better a dog's 'points'

in such a bungling manner that the fraud

is easily seen by anyone."
"Then if the job is so cleverly done

that it cannot be perceived, it is not

faking?"
"Kxactly so."

"Humph ! I believe you're right," and

out he goes, and another "protester"

comes in.

"I want to protest the award of first

prize in the collie puppy class," he says.

"For what reason ?"

"The judge gave him first prize and
then lx)ught him."

"That is bad form," I reply, "but not

sufficient grounds for a protest."

Then in rushes another local exhibitor.

"I want to file a protest against the

first prize winner in the Newfoundland
class on the grounds that it is not the

bona fide property of the man in whose
name it is entered."

"State your case."

"Well, the dog was
months ago and the

claimed it."

This certainly was a

protest will hold good, so I write it out

and get the five dollars to pin on the back

of it.

Before I have time to file this protest,

a little bald-headed man in a high state

of excitement rushes in the office and
drops into a chair.

"Well, sir," I inquire suavely, "what
can I do for you?"

"It's an outrage," he shouts.

"What's an outrage ?"

"I'he whole dog show. I have been

living in this neighborhood for the past

ten years and we are all quiet law-abiding

citizens, and I know we have never done
anything to merit such an infliction as

we are now suffering."

"What's the trouble ?"

"You would soon know what the

trouble is if you had to eat and sleep

within a square of this hall. Why the

stench from the dogs is something ter-

rible. It is so strong that you can

actually see it and it hangs over the

neighborhood like a London fog. Not a

soul in the block has been able eat since

the show began ; everything tastes of

dog. The few milk men that have ven-

tured to serve us have had to dump the

contents of t.heir cans in the gutter after

leaving the neighborhood so impregnated
does it become with the vile odor.

" I tell you, sir, we won't stand it. We
are going to get out an injunction to

have the show stopped. Why, none of us

have slept for nights. I, personally,

have gone to bed with cotton in lx)th ears

and even then cannot keep out the noise

the dogs make. If I do get into a doze I

have troubled dreams in which I imagine
that Pluto's three-headed dog is making
mincemeat of my throat and legs. Every
one who has a country relation has gone
to pay them a visit. I have none, so I've

got to stay home, but I'm going to get

out an injunction."

I reason with him and endeavor to get

him to give up his determination, but he
will not listen. Being fully aware that if

he applies for an injunction it will most
likely be granted and the show stopped,

as a last resort I say :

" You do not look well. A little fresh

air would undoubtedly be of great benefit

to you. Suppose the club pays your ex-

penses to the seashore until Saturday.

Would you go and drop the injunc-

tion ?

"

"Yes, I will do this, but only because

you have treated me so courteou.sly."

And so this matter is settled.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.

How to Overcome the Bad Habit

Gun-Shyness in the Dor.

of

BY LUKE W. WHITE.

Awnings for Kennel Yards.

From the Dog Owners' Annual.

These are spread by some in summer
to shelter the dogs from the heat of the sun, or

from the rnin. The idea is a gootl one. A
waterproof awning may be manufactured for a

few j>ence by sewing a few biscuit bags together,

and well tarring them over.

[continued.]

I do not believe that any young dog

can be shot over the first time game is

flushed before him without danger of

frightening and making him game shy,

gun-shy, or both. There is great dis-

parity in young dogs with regard to the

effects of their early experience under

the gun and on game. Some that are

bold ill all other places begin quite

cowardly on game, and absolutely

break down at the report of the gun,

while others that appeared naturally

timid Ijefore going into the field go to

work with surprising pluck and stand

the gun from the outset. While these

facts appear to indicate that gun-shyness

and game-shyness are inherited faults,

yet I claim they are not, and further-

more I say that any dog may be made

shy, and this fault can always be pre-

vented if the handler knows how and can

secure an opportunity to do it.

Now the question arises. Do competent
handlers always avoid or ward off shyness

in their dogs ? I answer no, because no
handler is so capable as to immediately
understand at all times and under all

circumstances the conditions which
effect his pupil's work on game and under
the gun. If a handler has had a puppy
a sufficient time before he undertakes to

work him on game and has fortified him
against nervous shock by making him
familiar with noise and excitement, then

it is more than probable he will have no
trouble with him on account of the game

.t «... :r «. - 1 .. „* 1— -i 4:
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and opportunity to so prepare his dog I

say he is then always in danger of bad
effects from his first experience.

By using proper precaution the danger
of shyness is greatly lessened, in fact,

almost entirely avoided. I find it a very
good plan to have my puppy lead on a

chain a safe distance from the gun, and
when I flush game over my trained dogs,

then bring up the youngster and let him
work on tne old scent a little time. If I

have a dead bird I always let him put his

nose to it, but when he attempts to bite

it I stop him by holding him, saying
"Ho!" but I never under any circum-
stances strike him a blow when he first

goes on game no matter how badly he
acts. In this way I excite and make the
youngster eager for his work. I then let

him go and hunt, always encouraging
him to go out instead of pottering on old

scent, which he is generally apt to do.

When he finds game the first time I

allow him to handle it as he pleases. If

he flushes and chases the game I stand
still and await his return with my trained

dog to a charge. When he returns I

bring him in to me, put him to a charge
or steady him to "ho," patting and en-

couraging him gently at the same time.

After a short time I let him go again and
repeat this performance every time he
comes on game.

I never shoot over a puppy until he
has seen game in this way several times,

and when I do shoot I content myself
with one shot each lesson for several suc-

cessive trials. When I see he is entirely

fearless of this one shot I soon give him
two, then three and so on till all danger
of shyness has passed. Do not imagine
that because a young dog will stand one
shot without showing fear that he will

surely stand two or more. Many times
I have seen a puppy show no fear at all

of the first or even the second shot and
yet become terribly gun-shy from "blaz-

ing away" over him.
When your dog once becomes con-

firmed in gun-shyness or game-shyness
there is but one course to pursue that I

am aware of if you wish to cure him of
his fault. Never shoot over him at all

until he has l)ecome deeply interested in

hunting. Let him find birds several times
l)efore you shoot, and when you do shoot
let it be but one shot, of woo<l powder,
at a safe distance from and not over
your puppy. Do not shoot again under
any circumstances until the effects of

this shot have passe<l off and your puppy
has several times again found or stumbled

on game. When you shoot if your dog
runs away from you do not call him or

make any fuss about him . Just work about

in that neighborhood till he comes to

you again, and then appear and act quite

natural and indifferent, neither scolding

nor applauding him for his conduct.

With a shy dog j-ou will often learn

the location of game by seeing him drop

his tail and skulk away from the place.

I always let him alone, flush the game
if possible and pass along as if nothing

had happened. After several repetitions

of this the dog usually steals up and
takes a scent. Soon he will potter a bit

on it ; finally he will stand away from

the birds instead of running, and eventu-

ally he will point them. During all these

stages of advancement nothing by waj- of

encouragement or otherwise should l)e

said until he stands on the birds. Then
you can applaud him as much as you feel

inclined to, which is likely to be a great

deal, as you will be so pleased with the

progress made.
l^t it be remenil)ered that profuse pat-

ting and encouragement out of place are

just as likely to create distrust and doubt

in a young dog as harsh treatment is to

confirm his timidity, and it is certain ruin

to arouse a dog's suspicion by uncom-
mon praising where it is not deserved,

and then change this puerile treatment

to harshness and abuse when conseqiient

anger comes on account of the doubting,

nervous animal's failure to be inspired

by the very cause of his distrust.

Be consistent with your dog. Do not

applaud him when he does not deserve

applause ; do not correct him unless you
understand his error ; do not punish him
unless you are sure he is aware of the

eause of his punishment, and never under
any circumstances abuse him. Be firm

and unswerving in your command and
let your dog become habituated to obedi-

ence. Be appreciative of his good con-

duct. Never let his bad actions pass un-

noticed, but always be merciful when he
appeals to you and he will love and obey
you uatUTaiiy.

[to bb continued.]

LITTLE JEWEL AT CINCINNATI.

He Was Out of Condition at the Time
of the Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Sir : Mr. Mortimer in his report of

the Cincinnati Bench Show on the open

pug dog class says: "Little Jewell,

coarse in coat and has not a vestige of

trace, etc." Now, we have l)een asked

for a reply to this, and will make a pub-

lic statement so one and all will know
how it comes. We have no fault to find

with Mr. Mortimer's judging, but we do
think when he saw the dog in such bad
condition he surely could see he had a

black scurf all over his body, and hair all

coming out, and hence did not show the

"trace."
Little Jewel has black ears, trace and

dark toe nails, and his pups show the

best of black points. He won second at

Rochester, Baltimore and Boston, and
first at Buffalo, beating Nap at Rochester,

Mr. Lacy judge, and was never lieaten at

any of the above shows only by Bob Ivy,

and if nothing happens to Little Jewel he
will be shown in the future under Morti-

mer as judge, and we have no fear of the

result, and hope this reply will lie satis-

factory until we can show him again.

Jewel Kennels.

Martin's Ferry, O., July 23.

The Dog Knew Too Much.

From the Boston Times.

"Is that an intelligent dog? Looks
like one." The response was quick and angry ;

"No, sir ! That dog is seventeen different kinds

of a fool. I'm engaged, you know, to Miss A.

She's profoundly jealous of Miss B., to whom 1

formerly paid attention. Well, the other even-

ing the dog was with me, when 1 happened to

meet Miss B. I walked home with her and stood

for a moment at the door. While we chatted the

young woman I belong to passed by on the other

side of the street, without noticing us, and then

that l)ea.st waketl out of a sound sleep, gave a

tremendous bark, rushed over to Miss A. and

then back and forth between us, until an electric

light couldn't have made things any clearer.

Say, would you drown him or poison him ?"
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DISEASES OF THE DOG.

Symptoms by Which We Can Tell

•What Ails the Dog When Sick.

[continued.]

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

Now when we come to deal with symp-

toms, we must rememljer that we must

not only use our eyes, but other of our

senses. In addition to the sense of sight,

the sense of touch, hearing and smell

must be made use of, otherwise we cannot

come to a sound conclusion. As an in-

stance in point, the eye will tell us that

if a dog is running at the nose and eyes

he is ill ; touch will tell us if his pulse is

rapid or slow ; the ear tells us whether it

is a simple cold, bronchitis, or pneu-

monia ; the nose tells us whether the

tissue of the lung has l)egun to break

down by the foetid character of the

breath. F.veryone of these senses must

be exercised ; and, in addition, the use

of a clinical thermometer is necessary.

It may be inserted into the mouth, be-

tween the gums and the cheek, or it

may be passed per rectum. This will

give the temperature ; and while on this

subject it must not be forgotten that the

temperature of the dog is higher than

our own. The normal temperature is

101.5° !*• Ptilse varies according to in-

dividual idiosyncrasy.

Having said this much we will at once
proceed to deal with the symptoms of
those diseases which attack the respira-

tory tract. Now we propose to deal with
this subject as if we had a dog before us
that was taken ill. We knew it well in

health ; we are about to know it in

trouble. The first symptom of illness is

a change in the habits of the dog. If it

i>c A puppy, iL IS aiG lOiigcr wappy aiiCt

playful ; if an old dog, it is, as the saying
goes, no longer itself. If it be a puppy,
in all probability you will have to make
acquaintance with distemper ; if an old
dog, it is probably a cold, which may
run on to bronchitis, pleurisy, or pneu-
monia. In everyone of them there is a
tendency to running at the nose and at
the eyes. As a rule, the nose is hot and
dry, the patient shivers, there is fever
and accompanying languor and thirst,

there is an increased hurry in the breath,
hoarseness, cough, expectoration and an
increased beat of the pulse.

WHAT THEY DENOTE.

Running at the nose . . } f i. A Cold.
Running at the eyes .

Nose hot autl dry . . .

Sneezing
Shivering
Fever
Thirst
Languor
Hoarseness
Rapid pulse
Impeded respiration .

Hurrie<l respiration ,

Wheeling
Panting
Cough
Expectoration ....
Vomiting
Fretid breath
High-colored urine . .

Bowel disturbance . .

Anxious look
J [ 5, Distemper.

Distemper may give rise to everyone
of these diseases, or they may arise from
other causes.

distinguishing symptoms.

In a cold, rapid recovery from the
symptoms noted above.

In bronchitis, the ear detects a thump-
ing heart, and the never-to-be-forgotten
rattle ; the eye perceives that the eye is

inflamed, and the expectoration frothy,
and sometimes bloody

;
pulse also is

rapid, and cough wheezy.
Ill pleurisy there is great distress ; the

animal has to support itself by sitting up
;

the beating is very rapid, and checked
now and again by excessive pain ; the
eye is very watery ; the countenance is

exceedingly haggard ; temperature high
;

pulse rapid. '

In pneumonia, same symptoms, and
can only be differentiated by eye and
ear ; the latter reveals a buV)bling sound,
due to air lieing pa.ssed through a fluid,
the origin of which is due to the break-
ing down of the lung tissue.
Distemper will be treated in its proper

place, but here we may observe tnat all

2. Bronchitis.

3. Plkitrisv.

4. PNEI'MOMIA.

the above symptoms are diagnostic, and
may vary in Ijeing present or not.

In over-fed old uogs, the short cough
and impeded or hurried respiration is

asthma.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

THE IRISH WATER SPANIEL.

standard of I'oIutHas Decided Upon by
the Club.

At a special meeting of the Irish Water

Spaniel Club held in the Hamman Hotel,

Dublin, on May 30, it was unanimously

decided that the folowing scale of points

should be adopted by the club's judges

at the different shows :

POSITIVE POINTS.

Head, jaws, eyes,
and topknot . . . zo

Ears 10

Neck 5
Body 10

Forelegs 7J4
Hindlegs y%

Feet 5
Stem (including car-
riage 10

Coat 15
General appearance. 10

Total 100

NEGATIVE POINTS.

White on chest 5
Paleness of coat 10

Light eye 10

WooUiness of coat 20
Feather on front part of hiodleg from hock to

foot ao

Splay feet 5

ToUl 70

Feather on stern and on face and white on
feet disqualifies.

Head.—Skull and muzzle should be of good

size ; skull high in dome, good length and fairly

wide, showing large brain capacity ; muzzle

long, strong and somewhat square in appear-

ance ; face perfectly smooth. Topknot should

consist of long loose curls, growing down into a

well-defined peak between the eyes, and should

not be in the form of a wig, i. e., growing straight

across.

KvKS.—Comparatively small, dark amber, and
very intelligent looking.

Ears.—Very long and lobe-shaped in the

leather, set low, hanging quite close to the
rlii.^V«i ond covered ivith Inner tivisted riirl«

Neck.—Fairly loug, strong and arching (car-

ving the head well above the level of the back),

and strongly set into the shoulders.

Body (including size and symmetry).- Fair
sized, round and barrel shaped ; so stout and
compact-like as to convey a "cobbiness" in ap-

pearance. Height—dogs, twenty-one to twenty-

three inches at shoulder ; bitches, twenty to

twenty-two inches.

Nose.—Large and well developed, and of a

dark liver color.

Shoulders and Chest.—Shoulders veTy pow-
erful, but not too straight or "cloddy." chest

deep, but not too wide or round between the

forelegs, though large in girth, with ribs well-

sprung behind the shoulders.

Back and Loins.— Back, short, broad, level

and very powerfully coupled to hindquarters.

Ribs carrie<l well back, and loins deep and wide.

Hindquarters.—Very powerful, with long,

well-bent stifles, and hocks set low.

Stern.—Short and smooth, strong and thick

at root (where it is covered for three or four

inches with short curls), and gradually tapering,

ending in a fine point. It should not be long

enough to reach the hock joint, and should be

Carried nearly level with the back in a straight

line.

Fket and Legs.-Feet large, somewhat round

and spreading, well clothed with hair, both over

and between the toes, but free from any super-

fluous feather. Forelegs,well boned and .straight,

with arms well let down and carrying the fore-

arm at elbow and knee in a straight line with

point of shoulders.

Coat.—Composed of dense, tight. cri.sp ring-

lets, entirely free from woolliness ; the forelegs

covered with feather, which should t>e abundant
all round, though shorter in front so as to give

only a rough appearance ; below the hocks the

hindlegs must l>e smooth in front, but feathered

behind down to the feet.

Color.—A very rich pure liver ; white ou chest

objectionable.

General Appearance.—That of a smart, up-

standing, strongly-built, but not leggy, dog, com-
bining great intelligence and endurance with a

bold and dashing eagerness of temperament.

—Veast: I understand you've bought a dog to
keep burglars away

'

Crinisoiibeak; Yes.
Yeast: You are not troubled any more at night

then, I suppose?
Crirosonbeak: Only by the dog.

—He (sympathetically): I am sorry to hear of
the death of your dog". What was the matter
with him '

She: I am sure I don't know. Poor Fido was
such a dear, and we did set everything by him.
He: Well, perhaps, he ate some of it.—Harvard

Lampoon.

TRAINING FIELD TRIAL DOGS

Some Good Suggestions From a Cor-

respondent on the Subject.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : In your editorial notes of July

1 2 you (}Uote from the American corre-

spondent of the English Stock-Keeper

the qualities necessary to be possessed

by a field trial winner. It is said that

"he must be thoroughly broken and

under perfect control, so that he will de-

pend ntore on his handler than himself."

What does this mean ? I take it to mean
that the dog must be so trained that when
his handler sees an opportunity to gain a

point by a bit of sharp practice, the dog

is ready and willing to second his efforts

either by embarrassing his opponent and
interfering with his work or else rushing

in and depriving him of the credit due

for a good performance. The handlers

are often just as much interested in a

dog's winning as the owner, and it is the

province of the judges to see that both

contestants have a fair chance to demon-
strate the capabilities of their dogs.

Stealing points and interfering with the

opponent's dog either by whistling, howl-

ing or other noisy demonstrations should

certainly be ruled out. The trials have

been established to demonstrate the

field qualities of the dogs, and if they

degenerate into a scramble of the hand-

lers, it is the judges that are to blame.

"Speed is the main natural qualitj',

and this must be combined with style."

How much speed is sought for in field

trial dogs ? Is it that of the greyhound ?

Is it desirable to encourage such a type
of bird dog? I believe not. A quail

doj^, I hold, should have a good, steady
gallop that he wiii keep up continuously.
He should also have enough chest room
and substance to stand the hard work
he will be subjected to bj- an exacting
master. The fine thin-skinned pointers
of to-day are said not to be as serviceable
animals for the hunter as the larger raw-
boned natives of the past decade ; so
that while a certain amount of speed is

essential and a potterer above all to be
avoided, still are we not carrying it to
excess? Ifit keeps up we will soon be
compelled to treat our pointers and set-

ters like the whippets are treated—dieted,

fed only at fixed intervals, kept muzzled
at other times, never allowed to go out
without a blanket and all such foolish-

ness. No ! it is just as necessary to a
hunting dog that he be able to keep him-
self in a serviceable condition with com-
Earatively little care as it is that he should
e able to run like a racehorse for one or

two hours of the day.
Style is another overrated quality.

What is style, anyway ? It seems to me
to consist mainly in a dog's making con-
tinual false points and eternally wagging
his tail. It IS hard enough to breed in-

dustrious workers that will hunt all day
and do their work satisfactorily without
wasting our efforts on the color of the
dog's coat and the manner in which he
shapes his tail. Beauty is well enough
for the show bench, but it is the way a
dog does his work that should be consid-
ered in the field. .\ Gordon setter man
once said to me : "We have the speed
and we have the nose, but what we want
is the style." What hope is there for

the Gordon setter if his admirers breed in

that line ?

Then again it is said: "He must have
a fair noise, but not be too keen-scented.
If he is he will be cautious and slacken
down before he has run close enough into
the birds." This is another interesting
point. Can a dog be too keen-scented ?

Can he have too good a nose ? Certainly
not. It is the way a dog handles his
birds that makes him good or bad. The
better a dog's nose is, just so much the
greater advantage he has in finding the
birds. I have heard an Irish setter
breeder argue that it is lack of nose that
causes the English setter and pointer to
make so many false points. He said that
they were unable to distinguish when
the birds were in front of them and when
not. No ! we want a dog with the best
nose possible ; one that will catch the
faintest scent and follow it up quickly

until he has the birds pinned in front of
him and then make his point and hold
it. Your article concludes with the
statement that when a man went for a
hunt he preferred to take a couple of
steady workers along that he could keep
up with rather than to wear himself out
trying to follow his field trial winner.
This IS a direct admission that an excess
of speed is encouraged by our present
trials. This is not just. Because it is

the custom in some parts of the South to

hunt on horseback it is no more a rea-

son that the speed desirable in such
hunting be made the standard than it is

to require a steady, close ranging dog
because such are most useful in hunting
in the hills and coverts of our northern
states. Such speed and ranging as are
exhibited at our trials the English would
be very apt to characterize as rambling.
Personally I lielieve that thev are right
in ttiis, and that a dog should never go
beyond the range of his handler's
whistle. A dog to be tiseful in hunting
does not require to go farther away than
this, and he does not need to go faster

than he can be followed with comfort by
bis master afoot. Pheasant.

ORIGIN OF THE DOG.

A Bit of History That May Throw
Some LlRht on This Sabjeot.

From the Live Stock Journal.

The origin of the dog is wrapped up

in so much obscurity that it has com-
pletely baffled the researches of the most
famous naturalists from the earliest

period. Many suggestions have been

made as to the source whence it has

been derived. Upon this "point Darwin

says : "Some authors believe that all the

breeds of dogs have descended from the

wolf, or frcm the jackal, or from an un-

known or extinct species. Others again

believe, and this of late has been the
fovnritp tenet tbat t>i#»v Viave At^act^nAt^A-—

"

—
• ^ - -^ — -

from several species, extinct or recent,

more or less commingled together. We
shall probably never be able to ascertain

their origin with certainty. Remains
have been found in the later tertiary de-

posits more like those of a large dog than
a wolf, which favors the belief of De
Blainville that our dogs are the descend-
ants of a single extinct species.

On the other hand, some authors go so
far as to assert that every chief domestic
breed must have had its wild prototype.
This latter view is extremely improbable.
It allows nothing for variation ; it passes
over the almost monstrous character of
some of the breeds, and it almost neces-
sarily assumes that a large number of
species have become extinct since man
domesticated the dog, whereas we see
that wild members of the dog family are
exterminated by human agency with
much difficulty. Even so recently as in

1710 the wolf existed in so small an
island as Ireland. The great naturalist
inclined to the belief that the various
breeds of the domestic dog are descended
from several wild species. The dog is a
member of the family Canida, which in-

cludes not only the dog, but also their
near allies, the foxes, wolves and jackals.
Cuvier's classification, which is founded
on natural laws, is divided into three
sections, as follows :

First, matins, which are characterized
by the head,being more or less elongated,
with the parietal bones insensibly ap-
proaching each other. In this section
are included half reclaimed dogs, such
as the dingo, the dhole, which hunt in
packs, and domesticated dogs hunting
singly or in packs, using the eye in
preference to the nose, such as deer-
hounds, greyhounds, etc.

Second^ spaniels, the characteristics of
which are that the head is moderately
elongated, with the parietal bones not
approaching each other, but diverging so
as to enlarge the forehead and cavity of
the brain. In this section are included
Eastoral dogs, water dogs, fowlers and
ounds.
Third, house dogs, the muzzles in

which are more or less shortened, the
skull high, the frontal sinuses consider-
able, and the cranium smaller than in
the two former groups. This section in-

cludes such dogs as are solely employed,
in the defense of man or his property,
such as the mastiff, ball dog, etc.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

special Corre»pondenc« Famcibiib' Journal.

MWhy should Blemton Rubicon contiuu-

ally be compelled to uuderKO the false allu-

sions as to the position Mr. Pirn awarded

him at the Midland Show at Birmingham,

as well as the scattering remarks Mr.

Pim did not write about him in the

English Kennel Gazette. Those who on

this side have once or twice flaunted the

"I told you so" in different weeklies with

regard to this dog's defects would give

their supreme knowledge a far greater

semblance of work did they not always

bring in Mr. Pirn's opinion of the dog in

order to corroborate that "they had told

you so." The fact is that Rubicon was

either on his way home or had arrived

when Mr. Pim judged at Birmingham, so

that the position held by the dog under

him, as well as the gentleman's criticism

is a purely imaginary occurrence emanat-

ing from a none too correct observance

of facts. Henceforth, I trust, Mr. Pim

no matter how much he may regret it, will

not be included as an English judge

who substantiated the "I told you so"

division on his side. It is also to t)e

hoped that Rubicon has survived the dis-

closures as regards his real worthlessness

and that his owner has not yet consigned

him to the bucket.

"Peshall Redivious." This in last

week's issue would have been a fit

" heading," and this week a welcome one

would be " Peshall Defmnctus." Only a

a weet ag" I was congratulating myself,

the A. K. C, Mr. Peshall and the doggy

world in general, that at last one would

have a cessation from the ceaseless accu-

sations hurled at the I1228 credit balance

of the A. K. C. But, no ! Up bobs the

accuser again, like a dunder-headed fly

who will persist in lighting on a partic-

ular spot on your bald head when you

are anxious to go to sleep. That I am

wholly with the A. K. C. now goes with-

out saying. In fact I feel so exasperated

at Mr. Peshall'* obstinacy, not only ob-

stinacy, but, in my humble opinion, d—

n

bad form, that th« M>oner "w«,"i. e.,

those interested in doggy affairs, give a

cold shoulder to all his charges and

simply treat them as so much waste

paper, the quicker will Mr. Peshall start

on some other defect in the A. K. C.'s

machinery, and i/he hits on a real flaw,

so much the better ; if not, no harm can

be done.

The assurance of Mr. Beliaont should

kavc been more than ample, and I am
sorry to see Mr. Peshall taking a course

anything but a gentlemanly one. It is

hard to think so, and still harder is it to

write so, but the fact remains, by his re-

currences to the subject of a week ago. A
man, no matter who he may be, makes a

public assertion, and if bis past actions

give no reason to doubt his word, it is

offering uncalled for insult to fly in the

face of what he proclaims to be true, and

this is what Mr. Peshall has done and is

doing. Gooilness knows none could feel

more relucUnce to write in this strain

than I do, but the president of the A. K.

C., as long as he remains so, has a right

to expect credence given to what official

statements he considers proper to pub-

lish. Furthermore, it must not be for-

gotten, even if Mr. Belmont ouce forgot

it himself, that he as president of the A.

K. C. has not the lil>erty of expressing

himself in print that he would have were

he a private individual. Every accusa-

tion made against him or the A. K. C.

must be met with reserve and silence.

He in his position is more powerless to

defend himself against any slurs which

private individuals might choose to cast

upon him than the veriest dummy who

could not write his name. Therefore

knowing this, and no one knows it better

than Mr. Peshall, is he acting in a fair

and open manner by eschewing without

even a passing allusion the positive de-

nial which Mr. Belmont as president

deemed necessary to publicly sUte ? I

trow not, aud the only action which Mr.

Peshall could take now to redeem him-

self with all right-thinking men would

l)e to openly acknowledge how unbecom-

ing is the position he has taken in the

last week.

Mr. Belmont may not have performed

the functions of president with a wholly

impartial hand, but certain it is he has

never nearly approached these limits

which would warrant anyone in totally

ignoring his word, aud when a man hold-

ing this position is treated in this way

he must either be a totally unfit person

for any community, or else his accuser

must have buried all ideas of common

decency before entering on such a course.

Again, two blacks do not make a white,

and because Mr. Vredenburgh, through

the A. K. C, overstepped the bounds of

liberty and freedom, that is no earthly

reason why Mr. Peshall should take the

unl>ecoming position he has done. The

more one looks into it the more regret-

Uble it is, and Mr. Peshall from having

scored a distinct advantage, has now put

the boot on the other leg by forcing peo-

ple who were willing to uphold him—in

reason—to forsake his cause. In the po-

sition in which Mr. Belmont is now

placed, it is to be hoped that everyone

who wishes to uphold the welfare and

dignity of the A. K. C. will realize how

extremely awkward and harrassing is his

at the present moment, aud the less

countenance one gives in future to the

unjust claims made by Mr. Peshall the

sooner will he realize he is pursuirg a

more than unreasonable course.

>=?!!?«

With regard to Mr. Peshall repesent-

ing the Maryland Kennel Club it would

be in bad taste on my part at present to

venture any opinion. That they (the

Maryland Kennel Club) should feel the

A. K. C.'s previous treatment a rebuff is

but human, but this latest action of

theirs is one which I think both they

and the A. K. C. will regret in the future,

even not forgetting they have a perfect

right to appoint whom they choose. At

all events, their present stand does not

seem likely to mend matters much.

The three versions of Mr. Lewis' salary

given by himself, Messrs. Perry and

Schellhass in the Forest and vStream are

about as conflicting as they make 'em.

Not one of the three gentlemen seems to

exactly know on what conditions Mr.

Lewis edited the Stud-Book, and the

latter, who should be the most interested,

does not even recollect how much he

really did receive. All this opens out a

new field for Mr. Peshall's keenness for

dollars and cents, which offers a subject

that can in no way impugn the veracity

of Mr. Belmont's statement. That Mr.

Lewis should know how much he received

for the work he undertook goes without

saying, and that he has endeavored to

avoid stating just exactly what the pay-

ment was, seems more than probable.

However, others more able than I will

undoubtedly discuss this extremely in-

tricate triangular puzzle, so that for the

present I will leave it to the care of those

who are more conversed in the inside

workings of the A. K. C.

I hear Mr. Harry Twyford, brother to

the well-known owner of the fox terrier

Pitcher, and breeder of Dominie, Ebro,

Enchantment and other good ones, is re-

turning to England on business for a few

months, and if anyone should have

doggy importations coming over about

the time of his return, he would be only

too glad to give an eye to them.

The apathy with which beagle men

have treated Hibemia's letters in the

Forest and Stream has caused a just re-

buke in last week's issue from that gen-

tleman, and in future he will probably

feel more inclined to let beagles take care

of themselves. There are one or two re-

marks of his to which I would like to

draw attention. The first concerns that

" never-to- be-agreed - upon " property,

"type." Hibemia, like many others,

falls into the mistake of supposing that

it is possible to have universal agree-

ment on this point. This will never be,

either in beagles or any other breed, and

those who have mixed much with doggy

men whose opinions are really worth hav-

ing, cannot but fail to have been struck

with the great difference which exists in

this respect. In speaking thus I do not

mean to say Hil)erniahas not mixed with

those whose respective ideas are worth

listening to, but this country is of such

vast expanse, and fanciers are so widely

separated that no man can have the op-

portunity on this side of continually con-

versing with authorities, as he has in

England. Were it possible to thoroughly

determine the beau ideal which men #f

repute have conjured in their mind's

eye, hardly two would be found to en-

tirely agree, so that this divergence of

type is not confined to beagles, but to

every breed.

Hibemia bewails the various type of

hounds which win on the bench here.

Is it not the same with every breed ?

Take fox terriers—can any rea-sonable

comparison be made between Rachel and

New Forest Ethel? Then again, take

the four challenge class dogs of to-day,

viz., Lucifer, Raby Mixer, Dusky Trap

and Rubicon. Does either one resemble

the other in "type?" No, Hiljernia
;

weep not over this variety of opinion.

Beagles are not the only breed to which

diversity of type is confined. And if uni-

versal agreement was arrived at, bench

shows would have been a thing of the

past long ago.

cal specimen, I hope (as far as my ideas

are concerned) there are some who do not

consider him a specimen whose charac-

teristics should be perpetuated. I may
be wrong, entirely so, but such are my
"sentimens." Then this judging by

standard is all poppy cock, for a man
who is capable of having ideas of his

own would be a perfect ninny if he were

going to bind himself to a definite course

prescribed by men for whom he may not

have the slightest regard. Nor could

anyone whose judgment was really worth

having bind himself to be ruled by ideas

which I repeat again may be the outcome

of minds far inferior to his own. If a

man who acted in a judicial capacity were

compelled to abide by other's ruling, an

automatic machine would be just as com-

petent to fulfill the duties required. As

far as judging to a standard, I will ask

Hibemia what standard? There is no

such thing, for that which he insists on

being "standard" is simply a proclama-

tion drawn up by a few men who have

of course done so to meet their own

ideas, and the first desideratum in a

judge is lieyond doubt "individuality."

Do away with this and his selections

cease to be original.

I don't know whether Mr. Wade's

wolf-hound puppies have ar

rived yet, but a letter from the other side

tells me they are very promising and

have grand bone, legs aud feet, aud as

my inforaiant knows what he is talking

about, this communication is highly sat-

isfactory. His remarks on Elsie are not

so flattering, so I will refrain from quot-

ing his opinion of her.

I have just received Mr. Rawdon Lee's

l)ook on the collie and sheep dog, which

with only a casual glance is certainly the

best that has yet lieen published. The

pictures and vignettes are capitally done

by the well-known artist, Mr. Wardle.

The frontispiece represents Old Cockie

and Charlemange—both being excellent

representations of the two dogs. Then

the picture of Metchley Wonder and

Great Alne Douglass is another good

effort on Mr. Wardle's part, but I cer-

tainly wouldn't recognize the bob-tail

Sir Cavendish. I have not yet had time

to study the book thoroughly, aud hope

next week to have more to say about it,

but the subject has undoubtedly been

treated in a thoroughly exhaustive man-

ner and is a volume in which all lovers

of the breeds will l)e interested.

Brittle.
•^-—

SYMPTOMS OF RABIES.

Another error over which Hibemia

seems to fall is in coupling the character

of the southern hound with that of the

bloodhound. In this he is entirely wrong,

and he would be convinced of this fact

had he seen the hounds which Mr. Rey-

nolds Ray pro<luced by crossing his

grand bloodhounds with their southern

confreres, and so entirely did this in-

fusion spoil the characteristics of the

former that no matter how he strived

afterwards, it was impossible to obliterate

the undesirable short, broad-skulled

heads which the southern blood had

brought with it. I refer to this liecause I

do not wish him to think 1 advocate

bloodhound type ; in fact, so far I have

failed to meet with any beagles resem-

bling a bloodhound.

With regard to his reference to Mr.

/Schellhass' Trailer being set up as a typi-

The Way h Doa: ActM When Attacked
by the Disease.

Mr. Vero Shaw says that the symp-

toms of rabies are usually an altered and

restless manner, accompanied by a desire

to get into out-of-the-way corners, and a.

strange look about the eyes. The dog

does not seem to care for his master's

caresses, nor does he reciprocate any of

them. He gets up and lies down again,

sometimes giving a sharp cry as if in

pain, and often his eyesight becomes

affected. The climax, however, is gen-

erally reached when the sufferer begins

to snap at invisible objects ;
and if he

has not already lieen put under safe re-

straint, not a moment should 1)e lost.

It is simply criminal carelessness on
the part of anybody if he' allows a dog
which shows the slightest symptoms of

rabies to be at large, and the animal
should be confined in a place where not

only can there be no chance in the world
of his getting loose, but where, if neces-

sary, he may be inspected from a safe po-

sition.
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rVlflNHGEMENT OF ROUNDS.

From the first volume of the Badminton

Library, edited by the Duke of Beau ford

and Mr. Mowbray Morris, we extract the

following on the breeding and manage-

ment of hounds

:

The breeding of hounds, perhaps even

more than the breeding of horses, is a

lottery. This is partly so because more
varied qualities are necessary in a hound
than in a horse. The latter—we are now
speaking of thoroughbred horses, to

which in this consideration hounds can

only l)e compared— fulfills the chief

object of his being if he can gallop and

is sound ; but the hound must possess

nose, stoutness, speed, courage and a

number of valuable qualities which may
be briefly summed up under the head of

intelligence. If a hound be handsome
so much the better, of course, but the best

hound is the one that works best, not the

handsomest. There is something particu-

larly pleasing to the eye in the sight of

a level, symmetrical pack. To breed a

pack of hounds, perfect alike in appear-

ance and in work, is, however, the labor

of a lifetime. Nose and stoutness are

the two things which the breeder of

hounds should first of all seek to obtain,

and experience shows that no two at-

tributes are most distinctly hereditary.

The beginner, therefore, especially in a

small kennel, should disregard all ideas

of pleasing his eyes and breed exclusively

from the l^est nosed and stoutest hounds
of l)oth sexes, irrespective of size and ap-

[learance.

The generative powers of the dog are

retained in their full strength longer than
those of the bitch. A promising clog may
begin his duties as a sire in his first season

;

he is at his best in his third. The bitch

cannot be trusted to produce a service-

able progeny after she is six years old.

That the parents should be m perfect

health is before all things essential. If

the bitch suffers from any ailment during
v>«v p<.i 1

..... t.....

state oflikely to be affected. The state of the
weather when the whelps are bom and
durinj^ the first three or four months of
their lives has an immense influence on
their future stoutness, usefulness, and
soundness. Under the most favorable con-
ditions the litter consist of seven or eight

—nearly twice as many have been known,
but this is a misfortune. A young bitch
will bring up aljout four puppies comfort-
ably to herself and with benefit to them.
If she is 3 or 4 years old she may bring
up five, but much depends upon whether
she is a good milker and a good mother.
How the breeder is to make his choice
which to leave with her and which to take
is a matter which must l)e left to his dis-

cretion, ImU if the puppies are from es-

pecially goml parents on both sides it

is desirable to get a sheepdog or spaniel
wet-nurse to bring up three or four
of the puppies l)eyond those which the
mother is capable of suckling.

Masters usually have prejudices about
color, preferring generally (lark hounds to
light. The mother's prejudices are not safe
guides, as she may devote herself chiefly

to the weakest of her progeny. An idea
prevails that light-colored hounds have
weak constitutions, and some suppose
them to l)e worse tempered than their
darker brethren ; but this is a baseless
theory, for some of the stoutest and l)est

hounds ever seen have been light colored.
The points of a whelp can, however, be
but faintly discerned if they can be per-
ceived at all, so that on the whole color
must be the guide.
The mother should suckle her whelps

for six or seven weeks according as her
milk lasts. When weaned their food
should l»e the best oatmeal (neither bar-
ley nor wheat should ever be given to
hounds), and dog biscuit, mixed in cow's
or goat's milk, with just enough soup

—

horse-flesh soup—to make it warm. This
should be given them twice a day, and in
addition, for the first few days after they
cease to suckle, alxjul half a pound of
parboiled horse-flesh chopped up into
mince. When two months old this meat
may be given them raw. It is desirable
that the puppies should be l)orn in Feb-
ruary. The young things thrive in the
early spring as they do at no other time
of year, and experience shows that pup-
pies so born grow into the best hounds.
When the mother is alx>ut to whelp

she is taken at Badminton to the bitch

and puppy houses. The kennel at the

back of each little run closes with a door

divided into two parts, over the bottom
half of which the mother can easily pass

to and from her puppies. Gates shut in

each run, so that the little creatures can

not stray, and the roof comes right over so

as to afford shelter. The divisions Ijetween

the half dozen little yards are movable,
and thus the puppies can have a fair-

sized run if the divisions are taken away.
The mother can be shut in if necessary,

ventilation being provided over every

door. That a good bed and an abundant
supply of footl must be given to the

mother is too obvious to need explana-

tion.

About May, when three or (our months
old—the period must be judged by the

growth and condition of the animals

—

puppies are ready to be sent to their

walks, where they remain to l>e tended
at the discretion of their temporary mas-
ters till the following spring. Those that

find quarters at a dairy farm are well

placed, but during this year of their lives

the puppies are usually well cared for.

Often, indeed, they return to their ken-
nels as fat as pigs going to market, and
this is bad ; a few are perhaps on the

other hand thin and poor, owing to the

ignorance or carelessness of those with

whom they have lieen living, and such
puppies are generally very shy and wild.

Their childhood is now over, and the

serious business of life begins. They
must be brought by degrees to be as

other hounds are ; but as different pup-
pies have been differently treated during
the past year at their various homes, some
are much longer than others l)efore they
accept the food and discipline of the ken-

nel. Puppies often take to kennel footl

at once, others are some ilays, occasion-

ally some weeks, before they eat with
relish. The food supplied to them is

much the same as that which they had
when they were first weaned. Putting

milk on the top of the food in the trough
will often induce those who do not take

kindly to their new table of dietary to

lay it up.

They are to be fed twice a day at first,

good appetite, the delicate feeders l>eing

drawn in for a few mouthfuls a second
time. It is very necessary to consider

these delicate feeders, which are to be
found in all establishments. Even when
they have begun to work they will digest

their food better, and consequently be
better, if they are fed twice a day.

Coarse oatmeal some twelve months old

is the only proper grain for hounds.
One great reason for keeping the pup-

pies temperate in the matter of diet and
for giving them due exercise on their re-

turn to the kennel, is that distemper, the

curse of all kennels, is likely soon to at-

tack them. It is far better that they
should have it now than some months
hence. In all probability if they escape
for the time being, the disease will take
them in the following February when
they are in good work, aud then they
have it, as a rule, much more severely.

If they do not die the master loses their

work for the rest of the season, and they

are thrown back, so that it is more con-

venient to get it over.

The severity and even the nature of
distemper varies so much from year to

year that it is impossible to suggest any
specific cure. One year it attacks the

lungs, and is then very fatal, particularly

if the yellows ( jaundice) is a symptom.
Another year it goes to the head, when
blindness, violent bleedings at the nose,

discharge of matter, and other troubles

ensue. Distemper occasionally affects

the limbs with fearful twitcliings, from
which in some cases the hounds never
recover.
Distemper appears to be especially

fatal to the finest, strongest, and l)est

hounds. Sucking puppies, if attacked, are

hardly ever known to survive. The master
is powerless to avoid the disease. Many
people vaccinati- their hounds as a pre-

ventive, but though few sane men doubt
the efficacy of vaccination as a safeguard
against small-pox, it can have no effect

against distemper in a hound, a disease of

a totally different character. Mr. F. Gil-

lard, huntsman to the Duke of Rutland,
at Belvoir, has compounded a medicine
which is perhaps as good as any that can
lie used, but it will be found much
more eft'icaciuus in some seasons than
in others on account of the various
methofls in which hounds are affected in

different years.

Origin hnd yoMS
OF THE ^T. gBRNflRt).

itkanslated prom professor
"Thierleben DER Alpenwelt'
Fanciers' Journal.]

TSCHUDl'S
' FOR The

In the opinion of some the St. Bernard

originated from a cross between the Eng-

lish bull dog and the Spanish wachtel-

hund. More reliable authorities, how-

ever, trace its origin to a Danish bull

dog, which the Count Mazzini brought

with him from some northern country,

crossed with a Wallis shepherd dog.

The St. Bernards are quite large, thick-

set and very strong dogs ; they are of

rare intelligence and extraordinarj' faith-

fulness. Their coat is of medium length,

the color a reddish brown and white

;

they generally have a white dish, white

nose and white frill.

The home of these noble animals is the

Hospice of the St. Bernard, 7680 feet

above the level of the sea, where the

winter lasts eight or nine months, and

the thermometer drops as low as 44° be-

low zero. Water freezes there in the

morning and evening during the summer

months, and there are hardly ten days of

perfectly clear weather, i. e., without

storm or snow flurries or fog. It is only

in summer that the snow falls in large

flakes, in winter it generally takes the

form of dry, small ice crystals, which are

so minute that they drift in through the

smalle.st crevice, and this snow is often

heaped up to the height of twenty to

thirty feet near the Hospice, covering up

all paths and ravines.

Crossing the old pass, which has lieen

accomplished in olden times by different

armies, is devoid of danger only in the

summer, and then only in perfectly clear

weather. In stormy weather and during

the long winter it is both difficult and
dangerous. Every year lives are lost on
this mountain, and the bodies of the vic-

tims are preserved and exhibited in a

special morgue. The greatest danger
when traveling at such an elevation and
exposed to the extreme cold is from be-

ing overtaken by sleep. The tendency

to sleep is so strong in this atmosphere
that people have been found in an up-

right position, with hand and leg lifted

as though alx)ut to step forward, in

which movement they were overcome by
sleep and froze to death.

Without the efforts and the assistance

of the good monks of Hospice, the Pass

of the St. Bernard could be crossed only

during a few months of the year. Since

the eighth century these monks devote

themselves to the care and rescue of

travellers. They shelter and feed annu-

ally from 16,000 to 20,000 persons at a cost

of 50,000 francs for which they never ac-

cept any pay. They can shelter at one
time a few hundred persons, if necessary.

The most remarkable feature, however,
is the regular "guard" that is sent

out to assist travellers, and which are

faithfully helped by the famous dogs
of this region. During the unfavor-

able seasons two dogs start out every

morning ; one old, reliable and well-

trained, and a younger one, its assist-

ant, which is undergoing its course of

training. They go down the Pass both

on the Swiss and Italian side, for a dis-

tance of three hours, as far dovra as the

lowest places of shelter, never swerving
from their path, and showing, by their

heavy tracks the way to many a wanderer.

Should they meet a traveller they greet

him pleasantly and offer their services.

Those that are tired and cold they try to

resuscitate by licking their hands and
faces, and there is an instance on record

when they brought back to con.sciousness

in this way a person overcome by cold

and fatigue". Tracks of strayed wander-

ers they follow up, new avalanches they

examine carefully, and dig away persist-

ently if they find that some poor traveller

has thus been buried under the snow.

If they arc unsuccessful in restoring a

person to life, they hasten back to the

Hospice,and by their howls call the monks
to accompany them to the spot. Even

without t>eing reminded by the dogs,

however, the monks go out in very stormy
weather taking with them all necessary
appliances to dig out, revive and trans-

port ai^ lost wanderer they may find.

The dogs accompany them, and are sent

out in all directions to scour the sur-

rounding country.
The number of lives saved by these

faithful and intelligent dogs is great, and
a careful record is kept of it in the annals
of the Hospice. The most famous dog
of this race was Barry, who saved more
than forty lives. When he saw a snow
storm or fog approaching no power could
retain him in the convent. Barking and
sniffing around he searched again and
again the most dangerous places. Dur-
ing his twelve years of service at the
hospice he accomplished wonderful feats.

The "pet" story told is how he once
found in an icy grotto a lost and half
frozen chill, which had just succumbed
to the fatal sleep. He immediately b^an
to lick and warm it until it awoke ; then
he coaxed it to sit on his back and hold
on to his neck, and thus he carried his

burden triumphantly to the convent. He
died in 1815, and is exhibited in the
Museum at Bern.
The race of St. Bernards was several

times in danger of dying out. In a heavy
snow storm in the year 1812 all the in-

mates of the Convent, and all the dogs,
including the bitches, which are gener-
ally left at home, had to go out on duty,
and the latter all perished. After many
years of experiments in crossing the
male dogs with Newfoundland bitches
they succeeded in procuring one bitch
that reverted back perfectly to the orig-

inal type. In 1850 the monks found
themselves again in the same predica-
ment. An attempt to train Newfound-
land dogs proved unsuccessful, owing to
their long coat, whict proved a serious

hindrance in snow storms. A careful
and intelligent breeder near Bern finally

succeeded in securing from dogs descend-
ing directly and indirectly from those
used originally at the Convent a strain

that closely resembled the old race of
dogs, amongst them specimens that were
very much like the famous Barry. They
received the "old tnedsl Bt th^ Pori« Ex-
position in 1867, and one of this strain is

doing such efficient work at the Convent
that It is considered on« of the best dogs
of the Hospice. L. B.

KENNEL. REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write

plainly.
SALES.

FRANK STANORTH, Portland, Me., Bold July
lo. pointer bitch White Pawn (Grafton—
Graphic Zitta), to J. H. Winslow, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FRANK STANFRRTH (Portland, Me.,) has sold

toJ.H. Winslow the pointer bitch White
Fawn (Grafton— Zitta), July i, 1890.

EBERHART PUO KENNELS (Cincinnati. O.,)

sold, July 17, iSyo, pug bitch Zaka (Champion
Kash—Lady Thunnan), whelped May 3, 1890,

to James Bowden, New York.
Mamie B., pug bitch, same litter, to aame
person.

WHELPS.

W. STEWART DIFFENDERFFER'S roug:h-

coated St. Bernard bitch Hlopwin (16,708)

whelped July i, eight, four dogs, by Cham-
pion Hesper.

W. STEWART DIFFENDERFFER'S rough-
coated St. Bernard bitch Lakmb (6573^

whelped July i, six, four dogs, by Imported
Pilgrim.

W. STEWART DIFFENDERFFER'S rough-
coated St. Bernard bitch Duchess whelped
July 5, eleven, .seven dogs, by Lord Hector.

JOHN ROGGES' English setter bitch Princess
Lilly (Temi)e»t—Lill), whelped July 14,

seven, three dogs, to Champion Rockingham.

VISITS.

W. STEWART DIFFENDERFFER'S smooth-
coate<l St. Bernard bitch Kara (9786) was bred
to his Lord Hector on July 11.

BOYD ROTHEROCK'S Irish .setter bitch Ypif
(Rob— Daisy) to F. L. Henmorb Shamrock
(Muskerry—Avoca), July 16, 1890.

DR. W. C. JOHNSON'S rough-coated collie bitch

Lady Tippins (13,301) to Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels' The Sqvirb, July 12, 1890.

NAMES CLAIMED.
EBERHART PUG KENNELS (Cincinnati O.,)

claim the name of DrsKV Bob for pug dog
whelped May 13, 1890, by Champion Kash—
Nun Nicer.

MR. CASSADY'S Irish water spaniel Dptchess
III to B. F. Lewis' Patsy O'Connor.

Readers of The Fanciers' Journal
corresponding or visiting with ad-

vertisers will confer a favor by

MENTIONING The JOURNAfc.
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POULTRYan° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

I 1

Be gentle to the new-laid e^g,

For eggs are brittle things :

They cannot fly until they're hactched,

And have a pair o{ wings
;

If once you break the tender shell,

The wrong you can't redress

;

The yolk and white will all run out,

And make a dreadTuI mess.

'Tis but a little while, at best,

That hens have power to lay

;

To-morrow eggs may addled be.

Although quite fresh to day,

So let the touch be very light

That takes it from the keg

;

There is no hand whose cunning skill

Can mend a broken egg.
—A. F. Cmt'lfs.

» •

Mr. M. K. Boyer has received a letter

from W. Cook, of England, the originator

of the Orpington breed of fowls, in which

he thinks Americans are not treating

him rightly in denouncing this breed.

He claims the birds to be good, all-pur-

pose fowls, and says he cannot meet the

home demand. American fanciers all

seem to agree there will be no boom for

the Orpingtons here, as we have so many
breeds now that fill the bill.

•
» «

On the 58th page will l)e found a com-
munication from Mr. W. A. Schrock,

giving another account of the recent

split in the South Carolina Poultry and

Pet Stock Association. It now appears

that the seceders were not a few dis-

gruntled fanciers, but quite a formidable

body of the workers of the old associa-

tion.

•*

The new association has secured the

pOpiimf jU<ij-cs, iMcssiS. Baucuc'k, Drev-

enstetlt and Davidson, to officiate at their

show. These gentlemen will certainly

draw out a large exhibit.

•**

The South Carolina Poultry and Pet

Stock Association (not incorporated) does

not propose to be knocked out on the first

bout with the seceders, but will hold
their show as announced on January 13

to 17, 1891. President Ross A. Smith
writes us: "The great success attend-

ing our former exhibitions has so en-

couraged us that we shall endeavor to

surpass, if possible, anything of the kind
ever before held in this country. The
American Poultry Association will, for

the first time since its organization, con-

vene in the South, its next annual meet-
ing being at Charleston, at the time of our
show, as will also the American Colum-
barian Association and many if not all

of the speciality clubs. This with the

fact that while the South is, comparatively

speaking, young in the breeding of

throughbred stock, she is making rapid

and phenomenal strides in that direc-

tion."

* «

Mr H. A. Bridge will superintend the

show and the following well-known gen-
tlemen will officiate in a judical capacity :

For poultry, B. N. Pierce, George O.

Brown, J. Y. Bicknell, P. Williams, I. K.
Felch, I). M. Owens ; and for pigeons,

Geo. E. Peer.

It is no use for the score card advo-

cates to fight against the inevitable.

President Colgate has decided that at

the coming Madison Square Garden
Show the judging shall be done by com-
parison. Other large shows must follow

in this direction else they will loose pat-

ronage at the turnstiles, for people who
visit shows wish to know the priie-win-

ning birds, and if the judging is not con-

cluded until the last day there is really

no inducement for the public to enter

Ijefore that day. President Colgate has

made a wise and important decision, and

we give his letter containing the same

herewith

:

QroGiTE, L. I
, June 27, 1890.

T. Farrer Rackham, Ksq.. Secretary New York
Poultry and Pigeon Association (Limited),

East Orange, New Jersey.

Dkar Sir ; Your favor of the i8th inst. came
duly to baud, having the copy of the resolution

passed at the meeting of the stockholders held

on the I7lh. and which has my careful attention.

The importance of the matter thus left to my
decision is so great that I have delayed acting

until I could give it due consideration.

As I understand the resolution, I am in no way
called upon to render any decision as to the re-

spective merits ofjudging by scortng or compati-

son, but merely to decide as to which method it

will be most expedient to adopt at the coming

New York show. That both methods are feasible

is shown from the fact that both are in practice

in different places and answer the ends for which

they are intended, and without doubt there is a

great deal to be said in favor of each method,

therefore, in rendering my decision I will be

governed entirely by the experience gained at

our show held last February.

At that show the only serious criticism made
by the public was that there was altogether too

much delay in awarding the prizes, and that it

was nearly the last day before they could tell

which were the prize winners ; this was a source

of great disappointment to many of the visitors,

and it seems to me a just cause of complaint

which should be obviated at future shows if pos-

sible. At the last show there were employed as

many and as able judges as we can ever hope to

get together again, and to my mind it is perfectly

clear that under the system of scoring it will be

impossible to do any better another year than

we did last year. As the delay in awarding
the prizes is a great drawback to the pleasure

of all the visitors and should be obviated, my
decision is that at the coining show to be held

in the Madison Square Garden this winter,

the judging shall be done by comparison, as by
this metho<l the judging can be got through with

and the prizes awarded much more quickly, thus

obviating what seems to me was a very just

cause of complaint made by the public at Insl

year's show.

I remain, <lcar sir, yours respectfully,

Robert Colcatk,
President N. Y. P. & P. Ass'n (I.td).

•%
G. H. A. Goodwin has purchased Poul-

try in California from the estate of the

late W. B. Nisbit, its founder.

* *

Bromide of potash is recommended by
I. K. Felch, for roup and brain disorders,

Give five to seven grains a day to each

sick fowl, also gargle the throats with

kerosene oil and inject a fc* drops into

the nostrils. .\s a preventive of roup

give two grains to each fowl in their

drinking water.

—If poultry cau be jiiven the run of
the orchard from now 'U they will l)e

able to destroy large i';:iMl)ers of insect
pests that prey upon tlu ees and fruits.

—The feed trough, or r; iher the feed
hopper, that is kept full >f food is the
lazy man's method of feeding, and is not
only expensive l>ecau8e it induces the
hens to eat at all hours of the day, but it

causes them to fatten and liecome subject
to disease, thus diminishing the supply
of eggs. When feeding the hens with
grain let it he scattered wide, which not
only prevents the greedy hens from se-
curing more than their share, but com-
pels all to hunt for it, thereby taking
exercise and remaining in l»etter condi-
tion for laying.—Field and Farm.

—If ducks are to be kept in limited
areas they may be fed all kinds of green
food. In fact as the duck is quite a gor-
mand it does not restrict itself to any
particular diet, and the various weeds
may be made to serve a valuable pur-
pose as food for ducks. The well-known
pigweed is quite a delicacy with ducks,
and purslane, dandelion, all kinds of
grass, and even young weeds that would
be rejected when matured, will be eaten.
It will pay to feed ducks on green food
principally. At this season they jieed
lint little grain, especially if they are not
laying.—New York Mail and Express.

TESTING EQQS.

How to Tell an Unfertile Eergr

from One That Is Fertile.

From the Feathered World.

Testing the eggs is of importance, as

we are able to set two or three hens at a

time, when neither eggs for sitting nor

sitting hens are over plentiful. Still,

forewarned is forearmed, and as many
of our readers have doubtless got their

incubators to work our hints may be use-

ful to them too. Many people are under

the impression that it is possible to tell a

fertile from an unfertile eggs even before

it has been set at all. We constantly

meet where purchasers of eggs for hatch-

ing write angry letters to the vendors,

implying that they have been defrauded,

l)ecause some or all the eggs sent them
were unfertile. It is only by experiment

in setting some of them himself that it is

possible for a vendor to know whether

the eggs from a particular hen or pen of

birds is likely to produce a good per-

centage of chickens. There is, of course,

a presumption that from a pen of birds

properly mated up there will be a fair

percentage of chickens, but it is a pre-

sumption which may prove to be errone-

ous.

The Aylesbury duckers, we believe, sell

eggs for hatching guaranteed to be fertile.

They have by long experience in egg

testing, become so skilled as to be able

to discern the embryo duckling when
only twenty-four hours or so of the period

of incubation has elapsed. They set the

eggs for the necessary period, test them,

and can then pick out the fertile ones

and guarantee their fertility. At this

early stage the hatching process can l)e

suspended without fear of harm, and the

eggs cau even be sent a journey without

any additional risk to that incurred by
eggs which have not l)een incubated at

all. The object of testing eggs is to ascer-

tain as soon as possible whether or not

they are fertile, so that the unfertile ones

may be removed and their places fille<l

by a fresh supply. If two or three hens
have been set at the same time, and
many of the eggs are found to be un-
fertile, all the fertile ones can be put
under one or two hens, as the case may
be, and the other hen started afresh with
another lot of eggs. Much valuable
time can be saved in this way.

In incubator work there is even less
difficulty ;

but care is necessary here that
the fresh batch of eggs lie warmed before
being put in the egg drawer, or that they
be carefully separated by wood or flannel
or some other non-conducting material,
from those eggs which are fairly ad vancetl
in the process of incubation. We have
known a good many eggs to he lost in
artificial inculialion by the introduction
of cold eggs into the drawer. If the in-

cubator be fitted with a drying l)ox, this
is a good place in which to warm the
eggs before putting them into the drawer.
In any ca,se, care must l)e taken that
they are not exposed to too high a tem-
perature.

VARIOUS MKTHODS OK TK.STING.

The most usual period at which to test

the eggs is about the eighth day of incu-

bation. At that time the merest tyro

can, without much difficulty, distinguish

an unfertile or clear egg from one in

which there is or has been a living em-
bryo. There are a good many egg test-

ers in the market, and they all answer
their purpose with more or less facility.

Any device which enables the operator
to get the egg between his eyes and a
fairly strong light, while at the same
time shading the eye from the light, ex-
cept so far as the light penetrates the
egg, is all that is necessary. A piece of
cardboard with a suitable oval aperture
is the simplest form of egg tester ; while
a skilled operator frecjuently prefers to
simply grasp the egg lengthwise in the
oval space lietween the thumb and fore-
finger, surrounding it as far as possible

with the thumb and forefinger. The
palm of the hand is kept toward the
light and a little practice will enable the
operator to effectually shade the light

with the other fingers held close to each
other in a curved form, one above the
other. We have found a small kerosene
lamp, with merely a clear glass chimney,
a very gootl light for egg testing, but any
fairly bright and concentrated light will

do.

We have tested hundreds of eggs by
the light of a common candle, but we ad-

vise the use of a somewhat brighter flame.

A tester of simple construction Consists

of a piece of cardboard lient round into

the shape of a funnel or hollow cone.

The smaller aperture is al)out the size of
an egg, the larger is big enough to cover
the two eyes of the person using it, and
is so shaped as to fit to the face fairly

close and to be readily held in position

by a piece of elastic stretched round the
back of the head. It seems to us that it

would be an improvement to make this

tester in such a shape as merely to cover
one eye of the person using it, and thus

leave the other free to lie opened at will,

so that the operator might see what he
was about without difficulty. We fancy
the operator who had the field of vision

of lx>th eyes limited, by the American
contrivance, might find his hair on fire

Ijefore he quite knew that he was in such
close proximity to the light used for the
testing.

A CLEAR EGG.

The test used will, or should, disclose

that the egg is clear, or, in other words,

unfertile, fertde or addled. The appear-

ance presented by a clear egg is simj)ly

that of a semi-opaque fluid of uniform, or

almost uniform, consistency. If a very

bright light is used there will be a

slightly darker patch indicating the po-

sition of the yolk. The best way to learn

what a clear egg looks like is to experi-

ment with a few newly laid eggs. A
white egg is much more transparent in

its shell than a yellow one, and again,
It 1 .1 .. 1 -.
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be found to have light spots all over
their shells when examined. These vari-

ous apj)earances of newly laid eggs can
readily be learned by a few ex])eriinents

and the sure knowledge of them saves
much trouble in testing eggs during incu-
bation. Eggs which upon being tested
are found to l)e clear, are those which
either contain no true ovum or germ

—

having been laid by a barren hen—or
those which, although containing an
ovum or germ, yet have not had that
germ fertilized. A clear egg remains
unaltered throughout the jirocess of
incubation except in vo far as it may Ije-

come musty or stale through the influ-

ence of the high temperature to which it

is subjected.- A clear egg, after merely
a week's incubation, is (|uite up to the
average eating quality of what are known
as market eggs—not fit perhaps for break-
fast, but fit enough for cooking purposes.
We prefer to keep them for the chicken's
footl during the first day or two, but
there is really no reason why they should
not be used for human food.

A FERTILE EGO.

A fertile egg, when tested about the

eighth day, presents a very different ap-

pearance to an unfertile one. About
three parts of it are (juitc opaque, and do
not allow any rays of light to pass

through. The degree of development
differs a good deal, some eggs being

quite opaque at the eighth day, while

others are not more than half so. It may
be that the embryo has developed four
or five <lays, and then died. In this
case the egg presents a merely clouded
appearance throughout, quite unlike that
of an egg containing a living embrvo. It

is not w>dl for young beginners to try to
do too much, and they shoidd at first

confine their efforts to removing the
clear eggs, merely marking those as to
which they are doubtful for a second ex-
amination. If by the fourteenth day
they still present the same cloudy ap-
pearance, they may be removed.

AN ADDLED EGG.

An egg is frequently said to be addled
when it would more proi)erly be descril)ed

as rotten. A genuine rotten egg is one
in which the process of development of
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the embryo itself has proceeded for a

few days and it has then died. The heat

of the hatchinjj process causes decompo-
sition to speedily set in ; foul gases are

generated, and in the end, such eggs

sometimes burst, with results disastrous

to the nest if they happen to be in it, or

still more disastrous to the poultry

keeper if he happens to have one of

them in his hand at the time of the ex-

plosion. An addled egg, on the con-

trary, is one in which, to the l)est of our
belief, there is no true development of

the germ or embryo at all, but merely a

false development of the membrane sur-

rounding the germ. Blood vessels are

formed, but as there is no proper circula-

tion set up these vessels soon become
ruptured, and a line of blood, usually in

an oval form, becomes attached to the

lining membrane of the shell. Such eggs
can readily be detected at the time of
testing ami shou'd be rejected.

EARLY TESTING.

We have referred to the Aylesbury

duckers testing the eggs at a very early-

period. With a little experience the

fertile can readily be distinguished from

the unfertile after forty-eight hours' in-

cubation. By that time the germ will

have so far developed th.tt, together with

its surrounding membrane, it is atx)ut the

size of a threepenny-piece. This circular
spot is a little darker than the rest of the
egg and floats close to the shell at the
upper side of the egg when it is held
horizontally. Now this spot is not easily
seen when the egg is at rest ; but, if the
egg l)e held between the forefinger and
thumb of the right hand, in the manner
we have descril)ed above, in a fairly hori-
zontal position, in front of a strong light,

and then pressed with the points of the
thumb and forefinger of the left hand,
and sharply (but not violently) twisted
round a little, the top being twisted to-
wards the eye of the operator, the circu-
lar spot, or embryo, will readily be seen
as it floats back to the top of the egg.
Try this first with a white-shelled egg, as

difficulty in seeing the embryo. With a
strong light, and a knowledge of what to
look for, even dark-brown eggs may he
successfully tested in this way.

SWIMMING THE EGG.

About the eighteenth day of incuba-

tion another method of testing may be
adopted. A vessel of water of a temper-
ature of 104° or thereabouts and large

enough to hold a sitting of eggs floating

on its surface should be got ready. A
soft dry towel should also be at hand.
The eggs are then taken from under the

hen and put Ixjdily in the water. It is

best to do this, not when the hen is off
to feed, but in the evening, leaving the
hen sitting on the nest. It is best also
to use a vessel with straight sides, as the
eggs are liable to be moved by touching
the sides of a sloping vessel. It is need-
ful, too, that the vessel be placed either
on the ground or on a solid or steady
foundation of some kind.
The accuracy of the test depends on

the stillness of the water. As soon as
the commotion caused by placing the
eggs in the water has calmed down it

will (if there are live chicks in any of the
eggs) l)e noticed that some of the eggs
bob al>out in a curious way. This is

caused by the movement of the living
chicks in the shell shifting the centre of
gravity of the egg and consequently its

floating position in the water. If'^ the
movement is strong the chicken is strong
too. If there is any movement at all the
chicken is living. It does not follow be-
cause an egg sinks that there is a dead
chicken in it. Those which float very
high out of the water are more likely to
l)e dead than those that sink.
As soon as an egg moves it should be

carefully lifted out so as to disturb the
water as little as possible, lightly dried
and placed under the hen. In very dry
weather it is better not to dry the eggs,
but to put them damp under the hen,
but eggs should never be put damp into
an incubator. Those eggs which do not
move in five minutes can be tested
further by examining them with a light.
If found to be partly clear they may be
rejected. If they seem full and quite
dark it is best to give them a chance
under the hen, as there may be some
little life in them.

POULTRY GOSSIP.
Items of Iiitoreat for Both Breeder and

Consumer.
Special Correspondence.

The show season is approaching, and

the premium lists will soon l>e flying "o'er

the land." One feature, and it is a decid-

edly bad one, in our premium lists is the

special premiums consisting of eggs, con-

dition powders, etc., offered in addition

to the regular prizes. These specials are

usually given by some of the smaller

breeders and dealers in poultry supplies.

They are oflen won by men who don't

care a picayune for either eggs or con-

dition powders, and simply serve as an

advertisement for the donors. Cash, cups

and articles of intrinsic value may be

legitimate, but the sole aim of the true

fancier is to obtain the much coveted

ribbons. The latter are worth more to

him than all the silver plate and cash.

Our poultry associations with very few

exceptions, are not self-sustaining, and

the liberal premiums they offer act as a

nail in their coffins. It is certainly time

that reform was instituted in our show
methods, or the whole thing will go to

the " deminition bow-wows."

Another unwholesome feature is offer-

ing premiums for "the largest display

of fowls." This brings in the man who
has a little of everything, and where

everything is a little less than nothing in

intrinsic value. There is enough poor

stock in the regular classes without fill-

ing the show room up with " a large dis-

play " consisting of the scum of the poul-

try yards.

There should be a change in the

methods of awarding premiums to incu-

bators and brooders at poultry shows.

Giving premiums to an incubator hatch-

ing the largest percentage during the ex-

hibition is a farce. Eighty to ninety-five

per cent hatched in a machine at a show
proves nothing. Eggs are set in such

large numbers, frequently under hens

also, that the final testing prior to the

day of hatching leaves in only the eggs

most likely to hatch. It is of course

difficult to start an incubator two or

three weeks prior to the show unless the

building could be secured for a period of

three or four weeks, and even then the

hatches would prove nothing. Prizes

given to incubators in operation are well

enough, as it is the attraction at the

show, but the best incubator should be

judged by practical experts as to its con-

struction, simplicity of operation, econo-

my of running and the proper supply of

moisture, etc. Brooders should lie judged

in the same manner. Too often premiums
go to toy machines and brooders. Incu-

bators and brooders are not toys, but

practical machines, and the great point

is to find out the simplest, most econom-

ical and safest methods of hatching and

brooding. There are men well qualified

to give an intelligent opinion and an un-

biased judgment on such exhibits, pro-

vided a standard is fixed for them to

judge by. Some of the awards on incu-

bators and brooders during the la.st three

years have caused no little dissatisfaction.

This was not due so much to any favorit-

ism of the judges, but more to their in-

competency.
—0:0

—

I have often thought that all disquali-

fications for color should be abolished.

It seems to me that the latter encourage

dishonesty in the show room, as exhibi-

tors will often do what they can to hide a

defect that, if seen, would debar the bird

from winning a premium. A heavy cut

would be better in such sections where

these defects exist. I have seen brown

Leghorns and black Langshans disquali-

fied for a very small amount of white in

the plumage that were far superior to

birds that won liecause of the absence of

this defect, or because the shrewd ex-

hibitor removed it. I have seen Lang-

shans exhibited whose wings looked as if

they had struck against a wire fence,

there was so much of the web missing.

One of the best brown Leghorn cockerels

of 1889 was disqualified for having a

small feather tipjied with white. Is there

justice in such requirements of the

standard ? Hardly. It will deteriorate

the breed more to compel the entire ab-

sence of white or gray than to allow it as

a serious defect. In golden Wyandottes

no mention is made of white or gray in

plumage, aud yet the breed is full of it,

and in black-breasted red games nothing

is said aljout white or gray in plumage.

This seems to me inconsistent.

The Brown Leghorn Club, organized

last winter with Mr. James Forsyth, of

Owego, N. Y., as president, and E. A.

Pierce, of Indianapolis, Ind., as secre-

tary, should, as soon as the club is large

enough, discuss the brown Leghorn

standard and seek to remedy whatever

existing inconsistencies there may be in

the present one. This will facilitate the

work at the next revision of the stand-

ard made by the A. P. A. I should think

that the disqualifying clause of game
standard, excepting the part relating to

dubbing, could l)e equally well applied to

the Leghorn, making a crooked breast a

disfnialification also if deemed neopRsnrv.

\

In solid black fowls, like the La
Fleche, Langshans, Javas and Minorcas,

white in the primaries, although a serious

defect, should not disqualify. Speaking
of La F'leche reminds me that the wonder-

ful thoroughbred character of the bird

was never secured by disqualifying for

white in the plumage. If this had been

done the race would have degenerated.

I have bred La Fleche fowls of late more
for study than anything else, and find

frequently that the finest and heaviest

birds must go to the block simply because

of a little white in plumage. Here is a

race of fowls bred for utility, and yet our

disqualifying clauses would injure the

breed seriously except in a show room
sense. A silver grey Dorking is disquali-

fied for having white feathers in the

breast. This often throws out the finest

plumaged birds, unless the exhibitor is

dishonest and plucks the white feathers.

The above suggestions may not meet the

approval of some breeders and judges,

but I am satisfied that there are many
who look at this question in the same
light as I do. —0:0

—

It has been rumored that A. C. Hawkins
has 1000 hens on " his farm at Atco,

N. J.
" Investigation has failed to find

the farm. The only extensive establish-

ment at Acto is the Dun barton Poultry

Farm. This is a very huge affair and it is

claimed is controlled by a company with

headquarters in Philadelphia. A great

many thousand dollars have found their

way Atcoward, and the immense array of

poultry houses scattered over 150 acres

are the result. What the ultimate pur-

pose of this large concern may be is still

in doubt, as a Sphinx-like silence is pre-

served by the managers as to their plans.

If Mr. Hawkins is in any way interested

in this company it is safe to say that he

would have announced the fact in a sub-

stantial way.
—0:0

—

Mr. Hawkins is perhaps one of the few
men qualified to make a large establish-

ment pay. This he has demonstrated
practically on his own farm at Lancaster,

Mass. Mr. Hawkins is .shrewd and a
very hard worker. vSentiment counts

very little in his business dealings.

Theories he has very little to do with,

and depends entirely on what he has
found practically to be "a bread-winner."

Notwithstanding the large number of

chickens he raises annually, Mr. Haw-
kins uses the old hen exclusively. He
has tried incubators and brooders, and
discarded them. Those who know Mr.
Hawkins will no doubt look upon his op-

position to artificial methods as'very sig-

nificant. Whether the incubator can re-

place the hen completely in raiiting of

thoroughbred fowls is a very mooted
question.

—0:0

—

I. K. Felch and Mr. B. N. Pierce, the
two veteran poultry judges, must "argy"
or be unhappy. In the June Fanciers'

Gazette Brother Pierce takes Uncle Isaac

to task for his opposition to a tariff on
eggs, and thinks we should take all the

benefits our Government will allow us.

This is true enough, but nevertheless Mr.
Felch is right when he says : "This tax

is a sop thrown to the agriculturist to

secure his vote." Throwing all political

feeling aside, we will wager that if a

tariff of five cents per dozen be imposed
on all foreign eggs, not one cent will

reach the pockets of the producers. Be-

sides, high prices are only governed by
the freshness of the eggs. If our farmers
wnnld nrnHiirp «trirt1v r«»1iohl»» oorrra
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there would be no trouble in getting big

prices. Having been in the egg business

I know whereof I speak when I state

that the hardest thing to obtain in the

country is a strictly fresh egg. I have

paid five to ten cents per dozen above

market price to secure such, but invari-

ably had to depend upon the professional

poultry raiser for prime and reliable

stock. I overheard the following con-

versation regarding a tariff on eggs :

Egg Buyer.—"Mr. B., have you any
eggs to-day?"

Mr. B.
—"No ; the pesky hens ain't

laying. Anyhow the price of eggs is too

low. We must put a tax on the foreign

product."

Egg Dealer.
—"Well, I will pay you

five cents per dozen more—the amount it

is proposed to tax foreign eggs—for all

the fresh eggs you can let tne have."

Mr. B.—"But I have not got any. Guess

we will have to buy some for Our own
use. What do you charge for a dozen ?"

Egg Dealer.— "Thirty-five cents."

Mr. B.—"Whew ! that's five cente

more than at the stores. I don't want
any."

Egg Dealer.—"Well, Mr. B., I put a

tax on of five cents per dozen on the

price, as you wanted it. Thought I'd see

how you liked it. You know that's the

way the tariff will work. I pull the

strings, old man. Good bye."

J. H. Drevenstedt.

—The goslings should now be beyond
the assistance of the poultryman, and
given plenty of room to help themselves
in the stubble field. They will in this
manner secure all the food they wish
and grow rapidly. They eat nearly all

kinds of weeds and grass, aud will come
up at night well satisfied and well fed.

They will need no assistance until two
weeks before marketing, when they
should have a mei>s of scalded cornmeal
morning and night, which will make
them very fat.—New York Mail and
Express.
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gcoRiNG VS. 3uDaiNa

BY (JOMPHRISON.

BY J. H. DREVENSTEDT.

Scoring fowls is an American inven-

tion, and I. K. Felch enjoys the distinc-

tion of being the "father of the score

card," as well as having done more than

any other man to establish it as the proper

method of "taking a bird's measure."

During the past few years, however, there

is a disposition among many breeders to

try judging by comparison. This natu-

rally meets with decided objection from

such veteran judges as B. N. Pierce, G.

O. Brown, I. K. Felch, and even the

lively Brother Zimmer objects. "Zim"

thinks judging by comparison is "Hing-

lish, you know," and that a few English

btteders in this country are at the bottom

of it One of the foremost American

breeders of Brahnias was the first to ad-

vocate judging by comparison. We refer

to Mr. George Purdue. The Game Club

we believe favors it also, and our friend

Zimmer goes as far as to say in the Fan-

ciers' Review that "there are, however,

two classes I think which could be judged

very satisfactorily and successfully by

comparison, viz., the games and game
bantams, as their most valuable quali-

ties can more readily be seen than

most breeds, and undercolor in most

breeds of games and game bantams is

considered of little value comparatively.

Consequently a man who knows what

goes to make up a valuable game bird

could come very close to judging the

winner by comparison, as he could at

once see which had the best surface

color, the best station and length of legs,

the broaucsi shouiuer>, cioschi iail, snori-

est wings, shortest, neatest hackle, long-
est head, strongest l>eak and hardest
feathers. But even if they were judged
by comparison, the weight in bantams
should be valued as highly as if scored."

Well, "what's sauce for the goose is

sauce for gander." Why not extend the
list ? The great objection the advocates
of the score card make is that the sur-

face color only can be judged. Now
what is to hinder a judge from looking at

the under color the same as if he scored
the birds ? We do not speak of the open
judging at fall shows where birds are
often not removed from the coops, but re-

fer to a system of judging that demands
a close, critical examination of the birds.

Judging by comparison certainly does
this as well as scoring. A judge of ex-
perience can award premiums more rap-
idly by comparison than by scoring.
The Buffalo show, 1889, and the New
York show, 1890, closed l)efore the scor-

ing was completed, and the army of
judges present was insufficient to do the
work. How long does it take an ex-
perienced judge to pick out the liest dog,
cow, horse or fowl by comparison in the
respective classes ? Does not the judge
have an ideal, and will not the latter in-

fluence his judgment ? Let a judge cast
his eye on a bird that fills his idesil, and,
score or no score, the bird stands a very
fair chance of winning. Must he score
twenty birds to find the winner when he
knows in his mind which bird approxi-
mates closest to his ideal ?

The argument is made that there can
be no uniformity among judges by the
comparison method. Is there more by
the scoring system ? G. O. Brown says :

"There is a wonderful uniformity now in

scoring of our prominent judges, but
with the compari.son system no rules can
be formulatea that would insure a like
uniformity." F. B. Zimmer is supposed
to be more liberal and says : "One man
may score a bird at one show 93, another
man at the same show would probably
score the same bird 94 'j, and both be
honest in their opinions. It always has
and always will tie so. It will be the
same if judge*! by comparison. A and B
show birds at one show and A wins first

;

at the next show with another judge B
wins. The birds arc very nenrlv equal,
not over one point difference if they had
tieen scored by both men. A difference of

opinion is what did the work at both
shows, and it would have been the same
if judged by either method."
H. S. Babcock says :

" Uniformity of
judging is desirable ; there is too little

now, but there would lie less if judging
by comparison were the practice." So
we see the doctors agree to disagree.

B. N. Pierce in the Fanciers' Gazette can-
didly admits that " neither is the scoring
system to lie condemned l)ecause fowls do
not score twice alike. It would be a rare
specimen which could Iw kept in con-
dition to score the same, week in and
week out— it is not impossible but quite
uncommon." Why should there l)e less

uniformity than in t'other nietho<l ? Mr.
Babcock says : "It opens wide the door
for fraud. If a judge wishes to be dishon-
est he can easily do so by having all left

to his discretion, and no special defects
noted." Granting that this may be the
case, is there no chance for fraud in the
scoring system ? Judging by the cries of
some soreheads the past few years there
is considerable to be said on the fraud
question. Birds have Ijeen scored high
in order to sell them at a good price.

This is no secret. Mr. Felch says :
" To-

day by the score system every bird in an
exhibition receives a l>enent as being
advertised and its score card if signed by
an intelligent judge helps to sell the
specimens."

This is true no doubt, but buying birds
on their scores is not always a satisfac-

tory proceeding. In many instances it

leads to positive dissatisfaction, as the
score may lie high and the bird totally

unsuitable to the purchaser. The best
breeders either buy at the shows or de-
scribe what they want. The score is no
consideration with them. Did anyone
ever hear of cows, horses or dogs sold on
their scores? A case happened last year
where one Brahma breeder sold to another
breeder a cockerel with a score of 92^
by one of the best judges in this country.
The score card an(l the judge's name was
the incentive. Vet the bird was returned
and another bird sent that scored four
points less which gave satisfaction. Does
the score help matters in such a case ?

The best thing to do is never to buy a
t :, 1 .- 1. 1. . . .1- 1 :. . : r /.n *
Ulltl WllllUUL LllC vicrsi:! ipLlUli 111 mil. 1

had score cards of pullets .sent to me in

order to furnish a cockerel to mate with
them. It was imf>ossible to do so, as not
a line was written to convey what the
pullets were like in color. The score
card certainly gave the cuts in each sec-

tion, but Greek would have been as in-

telligible to me. Mr. Felch further says :

"Comparison judging will give the best
birds in surface merit, and lead judges to
foster hobbies. In Brahnias, in compari-
son judging one has only to find out
what the judge's hobby is to win. I

knew a man so carried away with color
in the neck of Brahnias that all one would
have to do to win under him would be to
secure a perfect neck hackle. It would
be the most beautiful to him."
This seems rather too radical. There

are hobbies in judging Brahmas by the
score system, and nothing on earth will
prevent the judge having his hobby, or
ideal in other words. A good judge has
no business to look at only one section,
whether judging by either methods, for
his final decision. It is true that judg-
ing by comparison will introtluce more
special judges, and this meets with ob-
jection by Messrs. Pierce and Felch. ffhe
latter, as well as other old "all round"
judges, are in a minority. It is not
everyone who can judge all breeds, and
special judges must sooner or later l)e

encouraged. This will not interfere with
the employment of "all round" judges.
The latter no doubt can do as well as
specialty judges, but the fart remains
that the extjert and successful brce<ler
and judge of a specialty is the one most
sought after. The reputation of some of
our veteran judges depends greatly on
certain classes they judge. F'elch, Pierce
and Brown on Brahnias and Plymouth
Rocks ; Spalding on games ; Bicknell
on I/Cghoms, Wyandottes, etc., are
pretty closely identified with /heir
specialties. The specialty judge "gag"
will hardly prove an argument against
judging by comparison. It is useless to
decry the latter system of judging until
it has been fully and intelligently tried.

Neither would the influence of the stand-
ard Ije one whit less by the comparison
method.

RIVAL ASSOCIATIONS AT WAR.

The Split in the South Carolina

Poultry and Pet Stock Com-
pany Explained.

— A tariff" does not always raise prices.
This is especially true with most of farm
and poultry pro<luce that are protected.

Editor I'anciers' Journal.

Sir : I notice two short paragraphs in

"Notes in Passing" in your journal in

reference to the split in the South Caro-

lina Poultry and Pet Stock Association

which reflects rather hardlj' on our mid-

dle and up-country fanciers. We exerted

ourselves to the utmost to preserve intact

the old association but without success

owing to the bossism of Mr. Ross A.

Smith. He attempted to control the ac-

tion of the Executive Committee and con-

ducted himself in such a manner toward

all the association members outside of
Charleston, that a split was inevitable.

I enclose the report of the secretary to

the press of the proceedings of the meet-

ing which was held July 8, from which you
will see that we mean i^usiuess and that

we now have in fact, as well as in name,

a South Carolirfa Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, whose show in February next

will be the grandest southern show of the

season. Resfiectfully,

W. A. SCHROCK.
Camden, S. C, July 17, 1890.

PROCEEDINGS OK THE MEETING.

In spite of the antics of some dis-

gruntled fancy poultry fanciers the South

Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock A.ssocia-

tion is a fixture, firm as adamant. It was

organized on Thursday night in the

Court House, under the most auspicious
circumstances, and if the intense enthu-
siasm manifested at the meeting may be
taken as a guaraiilcc uf coufideuce and
good intention, the future of the associa-

tion is bright. The call for the meeting
had Ijeen published, and by 9 o'clock
there was a large gathering of people.
B. F. Perry was called to the chair, and
E. P. McKissick was requested to act as
temporary secretary.

In stating the object of the meeting.
Chairman Perry said that the promoters
of this new organization had every reason
to be gratified at the large attendance
and the interest manifested in this meet-
ing. "We want members," he said,

"from every county in the state, from the
mountains to the sea, and we propose to
make this a state institution. And we
are going to make this the biggest chicken
and pet stock show in the South—in

spite of the efforts of Ross A. Smith, the
self-constituted boss of the old poultry
show. When we met in Columbia last

winter we thought the association was in

a good condition, and especially when
there was a balance of f^ in the treasury.
But when it was found out that Greenville
wanted the show, somehow or other the
association was found to be in debt |!io65.

This is very peculiar, but the long and
short of it IS the old association expelled
some of us. They have the debts, and
we have the charter."
W. H. Irvine was made temporary sec-

retary and the nunilier of shares sub-
scribed were recounted. It was found
that nearly all the capital stock had been
taken, and after several excellent talks
by A. H. Cohu, of Prosperity

; Dr. S. T.
Lea, of Cokesbury ; VV. H. Irvine, J.
A. Mooiiey and V,. H. Fulenweider, of
Greenville, an election of directors was
held, wliicli resulted as follows :

W. A. Schrock, of Camden ; Rene
Ravenel, of Charleston ; B. F. Perry, of
Greenville ; S. T. Lea and G. L. Conner,
of Cokesbury ; Alec L. White, of Spar-
tanburg ; George E. Graham, of Chester

;

L. I). Childs, of Columbia, and A. II.

Kohn, of Prosperity.

After the transaction of some other
routine business the meeting adjourned.
Immediately after this adjournment a
meeting of the directors was held, and
the following officers were elected :

President, Dr. S. T. Lea, of Cokesbury
;

secretary, A. H. Kohn, of Prosperity
;

assistant secretary, C. W. D'Oyley, of
Greenville ; treasurer, L. D. Childs, of
Columbia ; vice-presidents, T. B. I,ee, Jr.,

of Anderson ; B. H. Fulenweider, of
Greenville ; Dr. Theodore Crofl.of Aiken;
W. J. Ro<ldy, of Rock Hill ; Dr. C. T.
White, of Newberry ; S. J. Wakefield, of
Abbeville

; John Dunnovaiit, of Chester
;

R. J. McCarley, of Wiunsboro ; G. T.

Graham, of Lexington ; Alfred Aldrich,

of Barnwell ; Joseph Walker, of Spartan-
burg ; W. H. Lockwood, of Beaufort

;

Ivouis F. Sloan, of Charleston ; W. H.
Hale, of Berkeley ; H. L. Buck, of Horry;
B. H. Moss, of Orangeburg ; R. S.

Pnngle, of Summerville ; W. A. Pringle,

of Sumter; T. H. Meighan, of Columbia
;

Dr. J. W. Corbitt, of Camden ; W. W.
Butler, of FMgefield ; R. A. Stewart, of
Williamsburg

;
Josiah Doar, of George-

town
; J. J. Jennings, of Florence ; R. C.

Johnson, of Union ; Dr. J. A. Barksdale,
of Laurens ; LeRoy Springs, of Lan-
caster ; M. B. McSweeuey, of Hampton ;

A. C. McBee, of Pickens ; R. E. Mason,
of Oconee ; C. S Nettles, of Darlington

;

Robert Macfarland, of Marion ; Hon. C.

S. McCall, of Bennettsville ; Hon. D. T.

Redfearn, of Chesterfield.

This having completed the regular
business of the meeting, the directors

adjoume<l. There can be no discount on
the future success of the association.

The members are very enthusiastic and
are determined to make the organization
a great success.

Since the meeting Mr. B. F. Perry and
Mr. E. H. Fulenweiner have made a can-
vass for subscriptions and have been re-

markably successful. Over I1500 have
been subscril)ed to the capital stock of
the association. The Columbia people
have also subscril>ed I500, and other
places have put in their proportion of
the capital stock. There can be no
doubt that the first show, which will be
given next February during the session

of the United States Court here will be a

great success.

CANADIAN NEWS.

Interesting Gossip About the Doings of

Fanciers in That Country.

Krom Our Special Correspondent.

Mr. A. J. Groves, Toronto, has just re-

turned from F<ngland, bringing with him
a consignment of pigeons as follows

:

Blue, silver and white owls ; blue, red

checker and silver dun Antwerps ; also

Dragons, frillbacks, satinettes, rollers,

tipplers and Peruvian cavies, which are

the first (excepting one owned by Mr.

McLaren, of Owen Sound,) to be brought
to Canada.

Mr. W. Fox has purchased the Peru-
vian cavies, imported by Mr. Groves, and
also some of the pigeons.

Mr. Groves informs us that he had
some Indian games and a large lot of
homers shipped to him from England.
He also purchased birds while across the
pond for the military service.

The fanciers of London, Out., who are
interested in the homer are about to form
a club for its Ijeiiefit.

W. Barber 8: Co. have purchased all of
Mr. Lawrence's game bantams, including
his recent purchases from Mr. John E.
Gill, of Franklin, Pa., and among them
are some birds of exceptional merit.
There are in the City of Toronto over

6000 licensed dogs. The license fees are
1 1 each for dogs and I5 each for bitches.

—We have frequently said that we be-
lieve in loose nest boxes, both for laying
and sitting hens. When they become
filthy and infested with vermin they can
be easily cleaned. After a hen has been
sitting it is a goo<l plan to sprinkle the
nest with kerosene and burn it out. This
puts an end to all lice, but, of course,
this cannot l)e done if the nests are sta-

tionary.—Poultry Monthly.

—Fowls should have their food scat-

tered, as picking it from the ground will
do them no harm, but foo<l intended for

chicks should always be placed in troughs
or on boards, in order that their feeding
places may be kept dean. This protects
against gapes, while the removal of the
food left over guanls against fermenta-
tion. Old food that is partially decom-
posed is unfit for chicks, and if they are
fed on the ground it is utterly impossible
for them to escai>c disease. In nearly all

rases of gapes it occurs from feeding
chicks in filthy places.—New York Mau
and Express.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WINQ.

In replying to the editorial of the

Baltimore Fancier in reference to our

statement that "usually all's fish that

comes to the net of the Baltimore fancy,"

we cannot understand why it should have

stirred up the indignation of the fanciers

of that city.

By the fanciers we understand them to

be the genuine fanciers and honorable

gentlemen who would not stoop to cut the

wing or otherwise seek to retain the

gamey little homer, who after buffeting

with adverse winds or storm, seeks food

and shelter for the night in one of the

many Baltimore lofts. Our remarks

were directed at those would-be fanciers

—unfortunately they are quite numerous

in Baltimore—who during the flying sea-

son capture and retain every homer that

can be enticed into their lofts. In some
cases these persons can be induced to give

the birds up, as the following article from

the Homing Exchange for July will

show :

HUMAN PIGEON HAWKS.
Brooklyn, N. Y., June 11, 1890.

EUITOR HXCHANOE.

Dear Sir : Last Sunday the Brooklyn Homing
Club had its club race from Washington, D. C,
and owing to the high winds some of the birds

got astray. I am in receipt of several communi-
cations from parties stating that they have in

possession niy birds. Among the letters is one
wliich I herewith enclose, and which speaks for

itself. I think it would be well to publish it in

the Exchange and thereby let the homing fancy

know who these "pigeon hawks" are.

Fraternally, C. Detrick,
Brooklyn Club.

Baltimore, June 9. 1R90.

Ukak Sir : I take pleasure to tniorin you that

a red checker Antwerp is now in my possession,

bearing the following name and address : C.

Detrick, 27 Boerum Place, Brooklyn, N. Y., and
band containing number and initial X 4929.

Please state reward given and all expenses of

freight paid by you. Address

H. Williams.
Cor. Saratoga and Howard Sts.,

(Answer prompt.) Baltimore, Md.
•

• «

Again we find in the Philadelphia Item

under the head of pigeon flying, about

June 9 or 10, the following :

"The greatest evil pigeon flyers have to contend
against is the imprisonment of birds that stop to

rest, or for food, or for any other reason, in

strange lofts. Baltimore and Washington lofls

have been for years the caravansaries for birds

owned to the northeast, but it is only of late that

the owner's rights have received any considera-

tion at the hands of the southern fanciers. The
Washington Federation had the returning of

visitors as one of the objects of its existence."

•
• «

This is the class of Baltimore fanciers

to which our remarks referred, for as we
have already said no fancier in the true

meaning of the word would detain a

stranger at his loft. We heard some very

harsh criticism during the old bird Con-

course races on these would-be fanciers of

Baltimore, and since the F'anciers' edi-

torial, apparently in defense of these per-

sons, we have received two letters from

Baltimore gentlemen who regretted that

our remarks were only too true.

•
• «

The Fancier intimates that there are

dishonest men in the fancy in this city.

We do not doubt it, for only two weeks
since we made a dishonest man disgorge

money he had wrongfully retained ; in-

stead of trying to shield trixters and
thieves we will endeavor to expose them,

and either make them honest or drive

them out of the fancy. We advise the

editor of the Fancier to do likewise.

«
» »

The eight birds of the Messrs. E. W.

Twining and A. J. Cadwallader, of

Yardley, Pa., were liberated in Concord,

N. C, at ten minutes of 6 o'clock 17th

iust. The returns were two Cadwallader

and two Twining at 5.42 P. M. But

"time" in pigeon flying is not when
birds arrive, but when they pass the wire

into the loft. This the Twinings did

after a seven minutes' wait, at 5.49 P. M.,

giving an average speed for the 452

miles of 1 106.8 yards per minute. The
first Cadwallader entered its loft eleven

minutes later, at 6 o'clock, its speed at

these figures being 1090 yards per min-

ute. The distance lieing greatest in the

day this season, gives the Yardley birds

a fresh hold upon the George W. Childs

prize.

« *

The birds Butler and Bellview, of the

Virtue Club, liberated in Pensacola on

the 14th inst., have not yet returned.

Two days after their liberation the two
birds were still together and spent the

night at Shellmound, Marion County,

Tenn., and the next morning they took

wing towards the South. Shellmound is

only 300 miles, or a half vlay's journey

from Pensacola, but lies to the west of

the Appalachian range, whereas the

home of the birds is to the east of it.

«
• «

The homing faculty directed the flight

to the northeast, but the mountain ranges

were an inseparable barrier, inasmuch as

the pigeon cannot sustain itself in the air

at a height to overtop them. The birds,

no doubt, proceeded two days' journey

along the range, then finding themselves

lost, so to say, acted as others have been

known to do under similar circumstances,

recovered the course to the starting point

to make a new beginning. The two birds

having kept together through three days

will doubtless return together, if at all,

unless one or the other meets with an ac-

cident or is held prisoner when it seeks

shelter.
*

« #

The birds of Theodore P. Green still

wait for favorable weather in Concord,

N. C. There has been but one week since

the last of May, when the season opened,

in which there have not l)eeii birds wait-

ing in Concord for favorable weather, or

one lot arriving the day others were lib-

erated.
«

»

The second lot of Theodore P. Green's

birds, of Woodbury, N. J., will be coun-

terniarked and shipped for their first

journey for record. The start was to be

on Thursday, or the first favorable day

after, for Orauge, Va., 195 miles.

»
« •

The French Minister of War lately

offered a prize for the swiftest bird in a

flight from Perigueux to Paris, 310 miles.

There were 2746 entries, and the winner

did the distance in seven hours and
thirty-four minutes.

* •

A carrier pigeon, bearing a mes.sage

written from some vessel, from A. Ross

to Mrs. A. Ross, Annapolis, Md., under

date of June 26, flew on Ijoard the

schooner Fleur de Lis, Captain Duffy, at

4 P. M., July II, when twenty-seven

miles off No Man's Land. The bird ap-

peared to be nearly dead, but has re-

covered.
*

— It is quite an item from now on to

provide good ventilation at night in order
to have the fowls comfortably healthy.
But be careful to avoid draughts.

—I'Yom now on it will not be advisable
to keep any of the hens .setting too long.

One hatch should be sufficient. It is bad
enough in cooler weather.

PIGEON PLYINQ NE-WS. TRAINING HOMERS.

Mr. Hub Loses His Homer While Com-
peting in the Concourse Race.

From our Special Correspondent

Charles Hub, of Philadelphia, shipped

his H 1866, R. C. C, to Spartanburg, S.

C, to fly in the Concourse race. The
bird was hatcheil in March, and on May
30 competed in the 200 mile race and

made excellent time. It was jumped

from 200 to 500, and on July 10 (four days

after being liberated) it arrived at Cox
Station, Ind., which is al)out sixty miles

south of Odentoii, Md., and from the

correspondence Mr. Hub had with a

gentleman from that place he learns that

some boys crippled it with stones, when
Mr. J. W. Newboy, of Cox Station, took

the bird away from the boys, and, finding

the owner's name on the wing, wrote

him as to its disposal, saying the bird

was wounded, and that his wife was doing

everything possible to bring the bird

round again. However, the bird died

two days later. Mr. Newboy took off the
seamless band and countermark and
mailed them to Mr. Hub, wilh a photo-
graph of the dead pigeon. Mr. Newboy
IS not a pigeon fancier. However, he has
tame crows, a jay, a couple of mocking
birds and a cat, which are all very do-
mesticated and live very happily to-

gether, and he is now looking out for a
magpie.

Mr. Hub has promised to send him a
pair of young homers. If I were New-
bury I should keep my eye on that cat.

It is very unfortunate the bird was
wounded, as no doubt it would have
reached its loft, which would be no
mean performance for an H band.

Mr. R. L. Hayes reports his H band
home the second day. Mr. P. W. Krouse
is erroneously credited with the same in

last week's issue.

A homing pigeon with a seamless band

& Bro., with the address indistinct, flew

into the window of Mr. W. S. Hoffman,
653 North Eighth Street, during the wind
storm of July 17.

Pigeon Flying in Detroit.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Last Sunday six birds belonging to C.

H. Gale and four lielonging to C. Wag-
ner flew from North Manchester, Ind.,

170 miles. The start was at 9.31 and the

returns were : Gale three at 2.36, Wag-
ner two at 2.43, two of Mr. Gales, arriving

nine minutes after the first birds and the
remaining straggled in during the day.

The day was clear, but wind from north-
east was nearly dead against the little

fellows, who were (juite exhausted and
worn out with their battle against the
breeze.

I see in the last issue of The Journal
that Mr. F'red Bowers intends sending
Dusty and Right Bower here for their

last journey this season. I should like

very much to know when they come, as

our boys would like to see the eastern

visitors and do them honor.
Cyclone.

Detroit, Mich., July 22, 1890.

—Goose feathers should lie kept sepa-

rate from the duck and chicken feathers.

They sell for the highest price.

—In selling young poultry now, select

out some of tjfie earliest and best, es-

pecially hens, for breeding next year.

—Turkeys must be pushed while the
weather is pleasant if they are to be made
ready for market early in the fall.

—Rub the top of the head and under
each wing of the voung poultry with
lard and kerosene mixed well together.

—Plant some sunflowers now. They
will make an excellent feed for fall and
winter. Grow them in drills.

— It rarely pays to set eggs for hatch-
ing much after the ist of June. The
weather is too hot to give a good start to

grow.

—Do not fee<l corn alone during the
summer ; it is too heating and fattening

at this time. Use it only in connection
with other materials.

A Yevf Notes on This the Most
Interesting Pigeon.

During the last few months so very

many new fanciers have started in with

homers (the most interesting of the

pigeon tribe) that a few notes may be of

interest. There is, my friends, almost,

if not quite as much in the training as in

the stock. The best of Belgian stock

will run out, and prove worthless in a

couple of years by being poorly handled.

Well, how shall we begin to train ? Begin

at the feed ; don't try to race and breed

from the same birds at the same time.

Why ? Because the proper food for breed-

ers is not what is required to sustain a

bird on the wing for hours at a stretch,

and enable it to make 1500 yards per

minute.

When the racing or training season be-

gins, select the birds you intend putting

on the road, and put them in a flying

loft without any nest boxes or straw, and
in every way prevent breeding ; change

the feed gradually to old peas and small

beans, with a little flax seed once in a

while, very little of the latter—an occa-

sional handful of canary seed is good for

an appetizer. Commence to exercise the

birds by flying them half an hour in the

moniing, leaving them closed up the
balance of the day. In a week increase

the exercise to half an hour morning and
evening, gradually increasing the tune
till the birds are hard and muscular.
After a' couple weeks' exercise, training

can begin, keeping the exercise up
systematically between each training.

First, take the birds a short distance

from the loft into an open space (as it

ruins a young bird to alight at the start),

and let them go all together ; repeat this

in all directions around the loft ; then
let each l>ird fly separately from the

same places ; now increase the distance

to say two miles and repeat. If the birds

home with confidence, and take their

bearings readily, increase to five miles,

and from there on increasing jumps of
ten to twenty miles, till fifty miles is

reached.
The birds should now be well on the

road, and should jump fifty miles in as

near an air line as possible, either singly

or in company, and should home well.

Avoid flying among mountains as much
as possible, and never fly in a fog.

Another point, "and don't you forget

it," train your birds to enter the loft as

soon as they return, for the time in a
race is taken from the time of start till

the bird enters the loft ; not the time it

alights on the roof ; and it is decidedly
aggravating to have one's first return sit

on the roof for eight or ten minutes,
while the timer sits holding his watch
and watching the precious minutes ^oby.
To train birds to enter lofts quickly is not
so easy as would appear. In the first

place the entrance must be convenient,
and so situated that an unruly old cock
on the inside cannot guard it and keep
out intruders.

Next, always feetl your birds inside,

and never before flying. By this I don't
mean to half starve your birds, Vmt leave
nothing in the hoppers over night, so
that in the morning they will want a
breakfast ; after each fly give a few grains
of hempseed as a relish and prize to the
first birds that enter, and after a race

have a few grains for the birds as they
come in. In shipping birds long dis-

tances feed should be provided^ but
should be so placed as to allow the lib-

erator to remove it the night before, or
at least several hours before he flies the
birds. It is needless to say water should
be provided, and accessiMfe to the birds

at all times. Always have birds started

early. After 12, even in loo-mile flies,

will mean delays and possibly losses, and
sometimes of the best birds, too. It is

not all play with homers by any means.
The fancier who intends to make a suc-

cessful memlier of the Homing Club must
work for it. These directions are simply
for the training ; he has the breeding and
care of his breeders and youngsters to

look after, which is as important a mat-
ter as training, and should l)e as care-

fully and systematically undertaken.

—

The California Cacklei.
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SCRAPPLE.
Profitable Poultry — Oaringr for

Pigreons—Rue for Cholera.

Fertillzlngr Eer^s.

The following extracts are from the

pens offanciers tioth on this and the other

side of the water, gii'ing their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of ThkVascw.v.s' }ovv.^s\^,. It

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore invite contributionsfrom ei'ery-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

Profitable Powlti-y.

There is money to be made in chick-

ens, but beginners cannot expect to get

rich at it for the first year or two. Usual-

ly it takes that length of time to learn

the first lessons thoroughly of poultry

raising. A great many young people go

into this branch of fam> work, imagin-

ing it is easy compared with other depart-

ments of farm labor, and that it pays bet-

ter and sooner. Such impressions are

likely to be followed by disappointments.

The successful poultryman needs capital

to begin with
;
plenty of grass and wood-

land ; a thorough knowledge of his busi-

ness, and then the willingness to work
indefatigably at it.

Poultry raising is now divided into two

general branches. One man makes a

special business of raising nothing but

fancy fowls for the market, while another

breeds the common stock. There is no

doubt but fancy fowls pay l)etter than rais-

ing the ordinary birds that have no great

name and good points. There is quite a

demand for fancy birds for breeding, and

even in the ordinary markets of our city

they command high prices. As a rule

their meat is of sui>erior flavor and ten-
derness, and like canvas-back ducks, they
are sought after by the epicures. Their
eggs for breeding purposes frequently sell

for licveral dollars a dozen, which, if there
is a steady market for them would make
the business a very paying one. But
breeding fancy j)oultry has its discourage-
ments and drawbacks, too. The field is a
limited one, and is nearly full now of
active competitors. Longer study and
experience with birds are demanded, and
great care and vigilance in tending them.
They bear less neglect than other fowl.
By ordinary or conmion stock I do not

mean poor breeds of fowl, nor mongrels
;

but the practical, everyday breeds, which
go about their business to lay eggs and
fatten up well for the markets without
strutting around to show their " fancy "

feathers and shapes. Many kinds of
breeds are inchuled in this list, an<l every
poultrymau knows what ones are good,
practical layers. In selecting breeds for
laying it may be laid down as a universal
rule that the best breeds are those which
are best suited to the climate in which
they are kept. Different localities require
different breeds, and to this may be due the
conflicting reports from all parts of the
country concerning certain well-known
kinds of poultry. The Leghorns are good
layers, but they do not lay eciually well
in all parts of the country, and under all

circumstances. They do l>etter in wanner
climates, although the double-comb vari-
eties will lay-better than the single in

cold weather. As soon as the comb of a
Leghorn is frozen it ceases to lay. If
the fowls are raised for the markets the
Plymouth Rocks carry a double recom-
mendation with them. They are good
layers, and have a fine uniform apf)ear-
ance when dressed for shipment. The
Brahams and Cochins are so slow of
growth that many do not like to raise
them for the market, but they make
handsome fowls when fully matured. In
selecting breeds for profit those should
bf chosen which are peculiarly adapted
to any particular section of the country,
cousiaerations being taken into the ques-

tion as to their fitness for market, time
of maturity, hardiness, laying qualities

and disposition. This is but the first

step in raising poultry for profit, and a
most important one.—Practical Farmer.

Riie for Cholera.

My first experience with rue for cholera

was several years ago. The disease ap-

peared in my place and in others in the

neighlwrhood. Many fowls died and

some lay to all appearances nearly deiid,

lying on their sides with closed eyes. I

picked up some and left a few others. I

chopped up rue leaves in some oatmeal
gruel and added a few drof^s of diluted
carbolic acid (white) and jwured a few
spoonfuls down their throats, and, to my
surprise, every bird so treated recovered
in three or four days ; while the ones
left never moved. I have applied the
same remedy to many fowls belonging to

my neighbors with the same results, and
feel satisfied that it is a sure cure and
preventive. Every Western and Southern
farmer should have it, as they are most
troubled with this complaint, and this

remedy costs next to nothing. I should
have stated that each bird was laid in a
box, with clean straw, and carlx)late of

lime was dusted into the box, until the
bird was able to get up of its own aceord.
Be careful that the carbolic acid is not
too strong, the carbolate should just taste

of it.—Henry Hales.

Fertlllzinp: Kkk**-

Although somewhat out of season it

may not be amiss to say a few words

al)out a matter that so few poultry raisers

seem to know so little about. It has not

received the attention in this country

that the subject deserves, and we can
assure our readers that it is a deep
study, and we have much to learn yet.

It has been asserted by .some writers

that a single visit of a turkey cock to a
hen will fertilize her eg^s the entire sea-

son. We have liieil lliis, aii<i riiitl thai

while a single visit fertilizes a part it will

not fertilize all, and it is necessary to

have at least two visits—one in the be-

ginning of the laying season and one
about midway in the season.

It is a common impression that the
more active the male bird the more fer-

tile the eggs. But if our readers will

carefully experiment, they will find that
the male who seems inactive gives more
fertile eg^ than the one that is after the
hens continually. A goo<l plan is to allow
the cock to run on alternate days with
the hens. It will pay to try this ex-
periment.

It will pay to make experiments, and
it will be interesting and valuable read-
ing to hear the experience of our readers
in these trials.—M. K. Boyer.

Oapes.

This death-dealing disease is easily

mastered if you will but note the follow-

ing : As a preventive keep the chickens

perfectly dry (on the barn floor is the

be.st place) the first four weeks. If the
ground is cold or damp do not let the:;!

out until it is dry. Dampness is the main
cause of gapes. I have had nine broods
of chickens to care for this spring and
have not lost one, nor has one been sick.

If you already have gapes in your flock,

give cruml>s of brea<l with a few drops of
turpentine on. The l)est way to prepare
it IS cut twelve small chunks of dry
bread

;
place the chunks on a hoard and

jHit a drop of turpentine on each. Cut
each chunk in two, and feed. Or to a
pint of cornmeal add one teaspoonful of
turpentine, mix thoroughly, then scald
and feed once a day. See that every gapy
chick eats ; if any refuse, put a pill of it

down them. Will those trying the above
please report.—Country Gentleman.

Carlnp: for Plpreons.

The wattles and eye-ceres of such va-

rieties as the carrier, dragon and barb
i require the simple attention of a nature

that is more often than not overlooked
by the young fancier, who frequently
allows dirt to accumulate in the folds and
crevices of both to such an extent as to
become a fruitful cause for trouble.

The wattles of the two first-named va-

rieties want looking to, especially at the

end of the breeding season, when every
nook and corner will often Ik* found
charged with a mixture of dirt, soft food,

etc., forming a by no means desirable

compjound. This should all l>e cleaned
out thoroughly with warm water and or-

dinary yellow soap, applied with a small
soft brush, and subsequently thoroughly
rinsed out.

In the case of the eye-cere, a small
piece of sponge is perhaps the most con-
venient weapon, and the soap should not
lie allowed to find its way into the eyes
themselves. If the washing is neglected
when required, the dirt will form into

hard dry scabs 1)etween the folds of the
skin, and a yellow cankery looking sub-
stance will also frequently be found. The
former very oflen occurs immediately
under the eye, where they become a
fruitful source of sprouts by pressing the
cere out of shape, and a bird was sent to
us for an opinion only the other day
which proved to be a case in point.
Both hands are required free play to

carry out the alx)ve proceedings sat-

isfactorily, and a second operator is there-
fore desirable. Wattles should, of course,
not l)e washed within some days of the
birds l)eing sent to a shoiv, as they re-

quire some time to recover their natural
bloom, and the same remark also applies

to the hard eye-cere of the dragon.

Feather Katinjuc.

This annoying and unnatural practice

is another habit formed under confine-

ment of the fowls, and seems to arise

from a want of grass and exercise. It is

generally prevented by good care and
giving grain, meat, shells, bone, and veg-
etables in variety. The habit may lie

checked by giving finely cut, well cured
rowen hay, and also by keeping con-
stantly liefore them a small bundle of
corn fodder, renewing as often as the
tender leaves are stripped from the stalks.

Another and more severe remedy, as a
last resort, is to pare down the sharp
edges of the beak of the offender, so it

learn that a sort of bit has been invented
to keep slightly open the beak, but have
not tried its merits.—W. N.

Chleken Feed.

I expect to extend my chicken interest.

During the past twelve years I have re-

alized over \vio per cent profit. I had on
March 10 about 425 laying hens, am
getting 235 to 250 eggs per day, and I get
22 cents per dozen wholesale for the
eggs, realizing over $^ a day. The food
costs not quite f\ a day. The fowls are
confined most of the time in their houses
through the winter. As to the mode of
feeding : Every day I boil half a bushel
of small iX)tatoes, mash them and mix
meal and middlings with them, adding
some ground tone, a little charcoal and
cayenne pepper.

I soak over night about four quarts of
pork scraps, boil them up in the morning
and mix the whole mess together, mak-
ing a large tubful in all, and give it

warm the first thing. I then cut up fine

over a bushel of clover hay
;
put it in a

i)arrel, pour over it a kettle of Injiling

water, cover with bags until it steams
;

at noon I mix in a little middlings and
serve it warm. The birds soon eat it up
clean. One hour before sundown I give
them wheat, oats, corn and buckwheat,
thrown in a lot of cut hay, so that they
have to scratch lively for the grain. In
every house a dust bath, oyster shells and
gravel are placed. Just now alxiut nil

one man can do is to attend to them. The
buildings are cleaned out twice a week.

—

A.J. in Rural New Yorker.

Preveiitliijf lleiis< from Slttliipr,

As the breaking up of broody hens is

oflen a matter of annoyance and incon-

venience, I should like to give my method
which has proved very effective, without

resortiug to any of the cruel methods in

use. I have a raised pen with a slat lx)t-

tom, just wide enough apart so thev can
stand comfortably, and feed nothing but
oats. As it is the over-supply of fat that
causes the hen to want to sit in the first

I

place, the most sensible plan is to reduce
her weight and thus cure her broody in

clinations, and get her in good condition
for laving at the same time. Three or
four days' confinement under such con-

ditions usually suffice to cure the most
persistent sitter. And I should like to

say that in case hens get too fat to lay,

which often happens, a diet of oats is the
best ration for reducing them to laying
form.—E. H. S.

A Goose Story from the South.

"When I was in Alabama, l)etween

Porter's Gap and Millerville," said a

gentleman living in Atlanta, "I came to

a country place where a man was driving

ten or twelve geese from a branch toward

a cotton patch. 'For Heaven's sake,'

said I, 'what is it you have on the necks
of those geese ?' 'Those are gourds, full

of water. I drive these geese into that

cotten patch and keep" them there all day
weeding out the cotton. There is no
water in the cotton patch, and I have to

give them water in this way to keep them
there.' 'But how do they get the water
out of those gourds under their necks ?'

They drink out of each other's gourds.
Each gourd has an opening in the side

so that another goose can put his bill into

the gourd and drink. If you will stay

here long enough you will see it your-
self.' I waited there half a day to see

that performance, and finally I saw it.

The geese did just as the man said they
would. When a goose got thirsty he
walked up to his neighbor and cooly
drank out of the gourd on his neck."

—

Atlanta Journal.

Bxhlbltlnsr Poultry.

The time for county and state agricul-

tural fairs is approaching, at which

poultry form an interesting feature. Only

a very few years ago the fowls sent to

such fairs were of a poor, miserable char-

acter ; such a lot of shabby mongrels as

to attract no attention. In fact, most of
them were sent by young folks who
wanted a free ticket to the fair. Now,
some of our Ijest birds are sent and in large

numbers, and have become quite an in-

teresting department of our agricultural

di.splays. Those who intend to exhibit
must look out in time to get their stock
in condition—not to fatten them, except
in the case of market fowls, but to see

that they are properly cared for and get
good food, and are not cooped up with
birds that disfigure their plumage. Get
them as tame as possible by little atten-

tions. Thin out the poorest birds and
send nothing but such stock as will be a

credit to the exhibitor.—Henry Hales.

Qiiafi In Fowl's Xests.

They have a breed of (juail in Ohio
which lay more eggs than they can hatch;

and call on the neighbors. The Ashta-

bula Sentinel gives this encouraging re-

port : "Joe Hamilton told us last week
that his boys found a turkey's nest with
several turkey eggs in it and fifteen quail
eggs. The turkey was sitting on the
whole lot, and father and mother quail
were standing near her, apparently watch-
ing an opportunity to get a chance at the
sitting business themselves. Royal
Edson, who was standing by and heard
the story, related one quite similar. He
sold a pair of guineas to a neighlx»r. A
few days ago they found the nest with
one guinea egg and fifteen or eighteen
(juail eggs.

NiimlKM* of liens to a Cock.

Of Asiatics, six to ten ; of games, I.^g-

horns, Houdaiis, .Spanish, and the smaller

creeds, ten to twenty. All breeding cocks

should lie strong and vigorous. When
eggs fail to hatch, the cock is invariably
blamed, which is not necessarily the
case. Too few hens with the cock, want
of exercise, oxtrfeeding, overfattening,
are all certain and prolific causes of ster-

ility.

IJutch llabl>it.

The characteristic markings of the

Dutch rabbit are the white streak or

blaze up the face, the collar round the

body behind and without touching the
forelegs, which should be white, and the
white tips on the hind feet. The most
popular colors are black and white, blue
and white, grev and white and tortoise-

shell,
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CAGE . BIRDS AND • PETS.

PUTS I HAVE HAD.

Strange Animals That an English

Globe-trotter Has Owned.
From the New York Tribune.

Children as a rule do not fear animals,

and dogs that are usually savage will fre-

quently not only play with but most

jealously guard their baby friends. Cats,

too, love to purr round a youngster. My
first recollections of living are wrapped

up with a cat. He was a Persian, long of

fur and of stately mien, that purred and

romped with me when I was a small boy.

There was also Spot, the terrier that my
father had brought from England, and

between these two there existed an

armed neutrality. Spot had been early

trained by several sound whippings to

know that Gulbadau, the Persian, was

none of his quarry. He might chase the

pariah cat that came poaching around,

and either kill it or whine "for the touch

of a vanished cat, or the sound of a purr

that is still," but the Persian he had to

hold sacred.

The cat might have made a record in

history, for, with the faithful of the

household, it found refuge in the Resi-

dency of Lucknow during the Indian

mutiny, but, owing to its errant habits,

had to be tied up, and then, "to suit some
private ends, went mad." Spot sur-

vived, and for a time was a hero, until

one day it returned to bark and snarl at

a leopard that crossed a road near Mis-
souri, in Bengal. The leopard went
away partly satisfied with a tid-bit of a
pampered pet. Spot was missing.

My next pet was a mongoose or ichneu-
mon, one of the ferret type. Savage as
f!«»nr1<! as a rule when taken vnmur ho«;-

ever, these creatures grow up into most
tractable pets. Many a soldier in India
has one, and it was a hoary old veteran
in my father's regiment who, at last re-

turning to England with only one leg,

gave to me "the Little General," his

much-prized companion.
Sharp-nosed, with little beady, yellow

eyes and sinuous body, it roamed all over
the house and became a general favorite,

angry only when, wandering in the gar-
den or compound,a luckless snake crossed
the path. It was a fight to the death.
He disappeared one day

;
perhaps killed

in some fight with a cobra, or, tempted,
by a companion, it sank back into its

parent savagery.
At a private school in England there

was not much chance of keeping pets,

but with no little difficulty I kept some
field mice in my desk, and shall never
forget my triumph in finding a nest of
dormice in a hawthoru hedge. Uninter-
esting pets however, for they have no
frolics aud mischief Now a shrewniouse
is a little imp. Blunt- leaded, stumpy-
tailed, with dark brown fur, it is, I be-
lieve, impossible to tame this little rodent.
Try all you will, kindness or harshness,
he will bury his sharp teeth on every op-
portunity into your fingers. "The taming
of a shrew" may be successful so far as a
woman is concerned ; it is a snare and a
delusion with regard to the mouse.

AT SCHOOI. AND COI.I.KGK.

Promotion to a public school, and a
room all to myself, in which I was a mon-
arch of all I surveyed, opened out vistas

of a small • menagerie. I started in a

very small way. A tame squirrel, bought
from an itinerant vender, which made its

teeth meet in my forefinger as I pulled it

out of the small cigar box iu which it

was confined, was my first venture. Squg
was not an unalloyed pleasure, for he bit
me whenever he could, aud iu my foolish
kindness I used to crack the nuts for
him. This used to make his teeth grow
longer and his bite grow stronger. One
day he vanished, I know not where, and
I certainly was not sorry.

I had started a colony of lizards which
I had discovered inhabited a sunny sandy
sjKJt in the heather close to a small water
hole. For pugilism and gluttony give
me the lizard. Many a laugh have I had
as I watched these miniature land croco-

diles, in almost every corner of the globe,

puff out their throat-bags nnd lash one
another with their tails, that, breaking
off, wriggled alx)ut in the sand. In the
old school days I neglected Virgil and
Homer to catch flies for lizards, and then
a part of my body wriggled too. But it

was all in a day's march.
I had nia<le friends with the game-

keeper of a gentleman whose property
was near by the school, and by him was
initiated into the art of ferreting, and
after much self-denial at the "tuck shop"
purchased a ferret myself Ferreting
was strictly prohibited. F'or that reason,

therefore, it was a sport to be sought
eagerly. The safekeeping of the ferret

was no small problem to solve. Its smell
would betray it if I kept it in my room,
so for a small weekly stipend a wood-
cutter housed it in a near woo<l. One
day, not having time to reach the wood-
cutter's hut, I entered the classroom
with "pill garlic" in my pocket. He had
been visiting a rabbit warren and had
had a hearty meal on some stupid bunny
that would not bolt, so I hope(f he would
doze peacefully. He did not. He turned
about in my pocket, then sneezed, and
as some of tnekboys laughed the master
looked up. At that moment "pill-gar-

lic's" white nose showed out from under
my coat.

"Come here, sir ! What have you got
there? Another snake?" thundered the
Rev. Mr. Penny. I had once come to

the class with a grass snake in my pocket.
I approached the desk and placed the
ferret upon it. He was a lovely white
one, with pink eyes, but it was his last

moment. The horror-stricken dominie
raised on high a Liddell and Scott's

Greek Lexicon, and all was over as far

as the ferret was concerned. I had no
pleasure in a sitting position for a week
afterward. %^

College days bring back only memo-
ries of dogs, man's truest companion
after all in the animal world. Tartar was
a brindled bull with about three kinks in

his tail, ugly as Cerberus, a devil when
aroused, but whose chiefjoy was to play
with small children. Trixy was a fox
terrier of Bedlington breed, an unequalled
ratter and by uo means averse to "draw-
ing" a badger. Stingo was a duck hound,
also partial to badgers, and Frogs a
French poodle that could do almost any
trick from eiving three cheers for his

Queen to dying for his country.

IN AFRICA.

A change to the tropics introduced a

new set of animals for piets. West Africa

was my first home, and here I made the

acquaintance of the monkey. All sorts

and conditions had I seen in the

Zoological Gardens, but never had pos-

sessed one. For pure illimitable wicked

ness the monkey is the champion. Wick-

edness lightened with so much fun and
almost human wisdom, however, that
you cannot help forgiving the mi.schief

they do. A brown- haired Cammeroous
monkey was my first possession. Jocko
was anything but tame at first. Kind-
ness soon made him friendly. Fowls,
however, he always hated, and his re-

venge on them for occasionally rushing
in and stealing some of his food was
comical but cruel. He would spread out
scraps of his meal temptingly and then
pretend to fall asleep. The fowls would
come around, stretch out their necks,
and, with a chuckle, look from the
monkey to the tempting morsels. One
by one they would pluck up courage and
hurry away with some tidbit, followed by
the more timid, who would try to rob
the merauder. At last some unfortunate
hen would come within the fatal circle.

In a moment Jocko had caught it, and,
mounting to his Ikjx, would uelil)erately

set to work to pluck that fowl of every
feather, and when he had completed the
operation would let it go, and begin
jumping around wildly to show his great
delight.

A brother oflicer had a parrot, a grey
one from the Congo, and one day in his
travels, Jocko, having got loose, ran
against the parrot and began to strip it.

The fight had evidently been a severe
one, for though the monkey had partly
succeeded, the bird had used its claws
and beak with good effect. When we
reached the room the half- feathered bird,

looking down from the top of a partition,

was "squawking" as only a parrot can,
while the simian was ruefully examining
his paws. From one of his escapades

Jocko came back with a broken leg, and
it was interesting to see him lying per-

fectly still on the straw while the surgeon
set the limb. But monkeys are very deli-

cate, and shortly afterwards he died from
the shock.
My next monkey was a chimpanzee. I

was on my way to England, and while
off the ivory coast of Africa a native pad-
pled out to the steamer in his dug-out.

He had with him a four-months old chim-
panzee, aivl this I bought for an old mess
jacket. It was a funny sight to see the
but lately naked savage, clad now to his

lx)dy m a scarlet coat, pull off in his

boat for the shore, where doubtless the
new garment was greatly admired. The
chimpanzee was a most affectionate little

thing, and must have missed her mother.
She thrived, however, while on board,

and, on reaching Liverpool, I sold her to

Jamr-^ch's for a handsome sum.
Among my other pets in Africa, I be-

came the possessor of two small leopards,

not much bigger when I first got them
than a decent-sized tom cat. Most amus-
ing they were in their gambols, but they
grew p.pace, and one night one of them,
getting loose, entered the doctor's quar-
ters, and finding that worthy in his ham-
mock began to play with him. It having
now grown to the size of a retriever, the
docter did not quite see where the fun
came in, and throwing his pillows—after

which the leopard jumped—to the other
end of the room, he fled through the
door. I had to send these pets home by
the next steamer, and they have now
grown old in the service of the Zoo.

IN BRITISH HONDURAS.

Duty sent me to British Honduras, a

fly-infested colony in Central America,

and here I had a small menagerie. My
first purchase was a coito, locally called

a "quash"—a long-nosed, long-tailed

member of the opossum family. They
make capital pets, but are very mis-

chievous, turning over everj-thing with

their long noses in search of grubs or
any insect life. Quashie learned many a

trick, and few more diverting sights

could be seen than this little fellow sit-

ting up on his hind legs and covering his

eyes with his front paws, a position he
has always took when told to say his

prayers. Nothing pleased him more than
having scent poured on the end of his

tail. He would sniff at it and rub it with
great glee, and then rolling himself into

a ball, would actually tiound about the
room.
To him was added an "attcles," or pre-

hensile-tailed monkey. Jenny was the
best tempered simian I ever saw, but,

like the rest of her race, full of mischief.

One day I found her on the breakfast
table. She had eaten as much jam as

she could, and was busily employed when
discovered in spreading the remainder
over the tablecloth. She was the only
monkey I ever knew that would take to

water. The temptation was a fig garden,
and she had to swim a canal to get to it,

which, I regret to say, she frequently did.

To these two was added a prehensile-
tailed porcupine, not exactly a pet, but
a great curiosity, for it shot out its short
quills most savagely whenever interfered

with. It was the first of its species that
ever reached England.
The menagerie was soon increased by

three "micro-de-nocle," or night-walkers,
and a peccary, or wild pig. The former
look like small bears with rich amber
fur, and are rightly called night-walkers,
for they retire with the sunrise and begin
their gambols and foraging with sun-
down. Prehensile-taile<L like most all

the mammalia of this part of the world,
they have a formidable set of teeth, but
eat only fruits and vegetables. They are
easily tamed and become very affection-

ate, and in their play are as amusing as

kittens, but much more destructive, for

their tail curves around whatever they
come iu contact with, and down the arti-

cle tumbles if not firmly fastened. Kit
and Bob and Chitabob, for his "tail was
the longest and strongest," were charm-
ing companions for the evening, but if

one wanted any sleep they haa to be
locked up for the night.

Abinanab, the peccary, early took to a
Iwrrack life and became a great favorite

with the soldiers. He took a certain in-

terest in drill and was passionately fond
of music, and would always wander off

to the band room during practice hours
and walk around and . around the band
when it played on parade. Abinadab had

never been known to leave the barrack
enclosure, but when the regiment was
relieved by another he headed the band
to the pier, and as soon as it stopped
playing turned around and ran straight
nonie again. But he was fickle, and he
had soon forgotten the old love and was
on with the new.
Other pets I have had, but chiefly of

the snake tril)e, and these I can hardly
recommend.
A return to life in big cities forced the

abandonment of pets, and now even the
dog seems fated before long only to be
the companion of memory. The man
who can walk about leading a terrier

with a string belongs to the class of the
great unkicked. and now that the safety

of the public demands a muzzle, the hap-
piest man is he that only looks back to
the many canine friends of the past.

MOUIiTINO CANARIES.

How to Peed for Color—Give
Them Plenty of Fresh Air.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

Canary breeders will shortly be turning

their attention to the moulting of the

young stock of this season's breeding.

The birds that were hatched iu the early

part of April will soon "begin to break."

To ensure success in feeding for color,

the birds that are to be fed should be

put uj)on "feed" before they show any
sign of breaking. Much has been writ-

ten during the last two or three seasons

on "feeding for color." Yet, as the fancy

is spreading day by day, it necessarily

follows that there are always some fan-

ciers who are ignorant ofmany of the lit-

tle details of management that are nec-

essary to success on the show bench
;

consequently it follows that if they are

to become successful exhibitors they

must be encouraged by the older fanciers,

aud the best encuuragemeut that can be

given a young fancier is to impart to

him the knowledge that has been gained

by experience.

Experiences vary nowhere more so

than in the aviary. This can be fuliy

borne out by all who have been breeders
of cage-birds for any length of time. The
experience of last season was not the ex-
perience of the one immediately before
It, while that in its turn differed from
the one which preceded it. This being
the case, any argument which is ad-

vanced on aviary management can gen-
erally be met and distinctly contradicted
by some other argument. It can at once
be seen that under different circumstances
the experience gained is also different.

The arrangements of one aviary are so
perfect that any theory put into practice
within its walls is certain to be subjected
to a genuine and exhaustive test. The
same theory put into practice in another
aviary cannot lie sufficiently tested owing
to the defective state of the aviary ar-

rangements.
Success or failure in the aviary, either

in breeding, moulting or showing, is in-

fluenced in no small measure by the
trifling details of management. Certain
pioints are essential to success, and unless
these are carefully kept in view and put
into practice, failure must inevitably be
chronicled, although it does sometimes
happen that an aviary in which method
is a thing unknown meets with such an
amount of success as to make the owners
of well-managed aviaries give up in de-

spair. Yet Ve are fully persuaded that
the fancier who has a reason for all he
does, and can give the why and the
wherefore of every detail of his system
of management, is the man that will

succeed in the long run. Now, m moult-
ing canaries, or any other cage bird, the
two great essentials to success are warmth
and freedom from draughts

;
yet while

these are secured, a plentiful supply of
fresh air is also needed. No bird can
thrive in a vitiated or impure atmosphere.
Consequently, to obtain the best results

during the moulting season, plenty of
fresh air must l)e provided.
To moult birds successfully they must

be kept strong and healthy. A sick bird
never moults well, and if the young
fancier aspires to a high position on the
show l)ench he must of all things keep
his stock healthy. Birds that are in
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good health come through the moult
greatly benefittetl by the change that has
taken place. Oti the other hand, the
moult often carries a sickly bird to those
happy buntine grounds from whence
none are ever known to return. Should
the sickly ones drag through the moult
they are, as a rule, useless in the next
season's breeding operations. Unfertile

eggs, shell-less eggs and egg-l)ouud hens
are nearly always the resuH of a slow
protracted moult. It consequently fol-

lows that to insure success the first sine

qua non in moulting is healthy stock.

To secure the best results from the
moult it is neetlful to keep the birds in

separate cages. This refers exclusively

to exhibition stock, and not to ordinary
stock or singing birds. The si/e of cage
most useful for this purpose is about ten
inches square, with two perches—one in

front to enable the bird to reach its food
and water easily, the other in the middle
of the cage, and running from side to

side. Two pot or pan holes should be
made in the bottom mainstay—one for

the food pan, the other for the water pan.
These pans are best if made of china,

earthenware or glass. If these should
not be easily obtainable, the small tins

used in linnets' cages are efficient sub-

stitutes ; these can easily be obtained at

any bird shop or cage maker's. Some
fanciers have these cages made in stacks

of twelve, sixteen, twenty or even larger,

but we much prefer each cage bemg
separate.

There are several reasons in favor of
using single cages. They are more
readily moved, more easy to clean, and
should any infectious disease break out
in the aviary, the affected specimens can
be easily and q licklv removed. The
cages may either be placed on shelves,

or hung on nails driven iu the aviary
wall. A little sand should be strewn on
the cage Ixjttom, aud then on top of this

shoulcfbe placed a handful of oat or rice

husks. This should be renewed every
week. The sand will be needed by the
bird for the proper mastication of its

food, whilst the oat or rice husks will

prevent the bird from soiling its plu-

ready, the next step is the selection of
the birds intended to represent the stud
on the show bench. The soft, silky-
feathered birds will, as a rule, take the
coloring matter much lietter than the
hard-feathered birds. This may not al-

ways be the case, yet in selecting stock
for color feeding it would be with us a
leading feature. In selecting the birds
be careful that they are thoroughly
healthy ; unhealthy birds are never worth
the time-and trouble that is needed to
moult them successfully for the show
bench.
The birds being selected and placed in

the cages, they may at once be put upon
feed. A practical fancier will have already
made a start in this direction by giving
the young birds an unlimited supply of
mangolds and nasturtiums whilst they
have been in the flight cages. In moult-
ing birds it must be remembered that the
chief point in the process is getting the
color aljsorbed into the birds' system.
It is not a question of how much color is

eaten by the bird, but how much it ab-
sorbs into its system. Sugar, glycerine
and oil are the best known agents for
facilitating the absorption or deposition
of color in the birds' system. It conse-
quently follows that one or more of these
agents must be used during the moulting
season whilst the birds are on "color
feed."

Many formulas have been given from
time to time, but those that have pro-
duced the best results are the following •

For "K N" or "red-fed" classes take one
pound of Brown's Canaryper (which is of
high color and yet not pungent, and the
same quantity of moist sugar

; mix well
together and give to the birds in the pro-
portion of two teaspoonfuls to each egg
and its usual quantity of biscuit. For
"Non-K N-fed" or "yellow-fed" classes
take one-half pound of Nepaul pepper,
one-fourth pound of mustard, one-half
pound of turmeric, two ounces of rcfl
sandalwood (powdered) and one pound
of moist sugar. These ingredients should
be well pounded and mixed in a mortar,
then placed in a tin and kept covered!
To each egg and its accompanying quan-
tity of biscuit should be added one tea-
spoonful of the above mixture. A few
drops of liquid extract of annatto will
improve it.

In the place of the usual drinking
water the following mixture should be

given : Water and solution of saffron in
equal proportions. To make the saffron
solution take one-fourth of an ounce of
the best saffron, ten or twelve chillies
and one-fourth pound of sugar. Pour
over it half a pint of boiling water, cover
<lown, let it stand till cold, then strain
off into a bottle and keep tightly corked.
This solution should also l)e given the
"red-fed" birds.
During the moulting season we use

drinking vessels about the sue of a
thimble. The birds should be allowed a
plentiful supply of carnation cloves,
marigolds, and dark red nasturtiums.
This treatment to be effectual should be-
gin immediately the old birds have fin-
ished breeding, and with young birds a
fancier must use his discretion. The
early birds may be put upon it when
about eight weeks old, and the later
broods at aliout six weeks. The carna-
tions, nasturtiums and marigolds should
be given directly the young birds are put
into the flight cages.
This system will be found of much

service in feeding Norwich, Yorkshires,
London Faucy or Lizards. In feeding
cinnamons a quarter of a pouud of madder
should be ad(led to the above ingredients.
During the moult the birds should be
covered over with a light cloth to protect
them from the full glare of the light, aud
also to prevent their plumage from being
soiled with dust or dirt of any kind that
may be floating about in the atmosphere.
The birds should be allowed a bath twice
a week

; it promotes the growth of the
new feathers to a great extent aud keeps
the birds iu a healthy condition. Plenty
of fresh air must be given at all times,
bntall draughts must be carefully avoided.
Where possible it is best to keep the
temperature of the moulting room at
seventy degrees. Birds moult more
quickly, aud the result is more satisfac-
tory, when one uniform temperature is

maintained. Yet many birds are year by
year successfully moulted iu rooms with-
out artificial heat.

HOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mall, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

KBNNtL.

American Kennel. Surges c
Book of tlie Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait
Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel .'

.
.'

Dogs, Diseases of Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd '. '.

Dog Breaking. Hutchinson .....'. '. '. 300Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . .
'50

Dog Training vs Breaking. Hammond 100
Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Knglishe Dogges. Reprint of isyis . .

English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I . .

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. XI to XllI.each
Fox Terrier, I,e«, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing '
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•PRACTICAL PIGEON'

•KEEPER-

BY LEWIS WRIGHT.

•50

Cat Birds.

A lively pair of cat birds are visitors

with us this summer and their favorite

summer house is a thickly-foliaged box-
alder. Here they sit for a brief time,
sending forth their rapid notes of mim-
icry in a bright flow that is always at-
tractive.

This spring I noticed one characteristic
of the cat bird that I never before noticed.
I heard it imitate correctly the song of
the true southern mocking bird. Is the
song of the mocking bird a natural attri-
bute, or is it acquired ? vSonie naturalists
say that its mimicry is learned from other
birds, yet this is not an established fact.
I believe the abilities of the mocking
bird to imitate the songs of other birds
are qualities quite natural to itself and
not at all mere education.—J. Blines.

Glover's Album
eases . .

Our Priie Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 7000
dogs, with 31 illustrations fron» life; 588
pages. Cloth, $7.50; leather jo 00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 300Modern Training. Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters j ,0

Pedigree Record Book, aoo pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. '.

Poiutsof Judging; new edition, correct to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables '....'.
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan
St. Benmrd, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait olPlinlimmon

Stonehenge on the Dog
The Dog, by Idstone

. . .

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. I.averack
Training Trick I)ogs;^ustrated
Typical Dogs, portraW from life of ' 31
prize dogs; in leather

Youatt on the Dog .
'. '

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With ijo Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir .

Cloth

a.50

.60

•50

•75

I.OO

2.50
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1.25

5.00

2.50
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•25

750
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FIFTH edition: :60 ILLUSTRATIONS

PRICE $1.50

CONTENTS:

Chapter I.—The pik<
Proper Space.—Plans ft

Pis
roper Space.—Pis
the Roof of a House.-

50
•75

CAGE BIROS.

Paper cover . . •SO

•75

15.00

1.50
I.OO

•50

•50

Canary Birds.
Cloth ...

Canaries and Casre Birds. Rlarkatnn Swo v«.
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bech.stein. New
Edition

Native Song Birds George J. Barnesby
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams . .

The Canary. G.J. Barnesby
'

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts g g^

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 200

Practical Pigeon Keeper. I.,ewi8 Wright i <;o
Pigeon Standard (new) .

'?„

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier .
'. '.

' '
c'So

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

•Ol'LTRV.

Farm

:eon Loft.—Importance ol
"or a Moderate Loft.— I.,oft

Internal Fitting of Loft
—Various Breeding Arrangements.—Perches.

Chapter II.—Food and Feeding.—Why Food
Differs in Winter and Summer.—Proper Diet for
Pigeons.-Quantity a Pigeon Eats.—Hoppers —
Orcen Food.— Fountains.—Salt Cat.

Chapter III.—Breeding and General Manage-
ment.—The Sexes in Pigeons.—Mating.—Settling
in the Loft.—Nest Pans.—Insect Vermin.—Sit-
ting.—Hatching.—Holding a Pigeon.—Shifting.—'rhe Squeakers.—Nurses or Feeders.—Artificial
Feeding.—Moulting.

Chapter IV.—Pedigree Breeding.—What Is a
Strain ?—Tendency to Transmit Features to Pos-
terity.—Accumulation of such Tendencies.—In-
breeding and Crossing.-Effects of Selection.

—

Comparison with the Hap hazard Process.—Ne-
cessity of Keeping up a Connective Chain.—Prac-
tical Mode ot Procedure.—This Method Followed
by All Practical Fanciers.

Chapter V.—Exhibiting Pigeons.—Necessity of
Exhibition in Some Form.—Columbarian Society
Shows.—Boxes and Baskets.—Washing.—Various
Means of Improving the Appearance of Pigeons.

Chapter VI.—Carriers.

Chapter VII.—Dragoons.

Chapter VIII.—Barbs.

Chapter IX.—Short-faced Tumblers.—Almonds
igiu.—Kites, Agates
dheads aud Beards.

and Their Ori
—Mottles, Bal

'in.—Kites, Agates and Splashes.

An Egi
Book Oi)f Poultry.

—Where there is no great risk from
thieves it will \>e a very good plan to
allow some of the fowls to roost in the
trees or on the fences.

—In shipping young poultry at this
time see that they are well watered and
fed l)efore cooping and do not crowd too
many into the coojjs.

—Hens that are set from now on .should
have their nests made on the ground or
have a fresh sod of earth turned upside
down in the bottom of the nests.

—If you want to be up with the times
in all matters pertaining to dog, poultry,
pigeons and pet stock you cannot do bet-
ter than suljscribe for The Fanciers'
Journal.

H. H. Stoddard ....
, ^. .- r-ewis Wright. 50 pUtes

of prize birds and other engravings. . .

Capons aud Caponizing. George Q Dow
Domestic Poultry. Saunders .

Duck Culture. Rankin ....
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier.
ored illustrations; woodc
son Weir. ,

cuts.
32 col-

By Harri-
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THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

THE STOCKKEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY. PIGEONS.
UABHITS, <;A0K-BIK1).S, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the Largest circulaticmofany pa-per of Its class. Anurican breeders will find the
best English stock advertiseii in its columnsANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, |U1, IS,

CO'""'"*
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Profitable Poultry Keeping.
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts.
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright
Poultry for the Many Plantagenet
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. .".',"."'"
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rniikin
.

Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso •

^•jf ''!?'li'*"''''>'°'^-'"''8ring. By Babcoc'k,
Felch St Lee '

, ,

The Game Fowl. Cooper , <

Poultry for the people. Comyns
Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Comyns

RABBITS.

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus .

Rabbits for Exhibition, Pleasure and Mar-
ket. R. O. Edwards

MISCKLLANKOUS.
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop
Cats

;
Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated)
Ferrets; Their Breeding aiid Working.
The Art of Training Animals; paper- il-
lustrated

Glimpses of Animal Life ;' the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals

.50

.50

1.50

'25

• '5

2.00

50

•50

1.50

Chapter X.—Common and Performing Tum-
blers.—Origin of Tumbling.—Oriental Rollers.—
Training of Flying Tumblers.

Chapter XL—Pouters.—Pigmy Pouters.

Chapter XII.—Pantails.

Chapter XIII.—Jacobins.

Chapter XIV.—Frilled Pigeons.-Owls, Turbits,
Turbiteens, Satinettes, Blondinettes, Vizors.

Chapter XV.—Exhibition Antwerps.

Chapter XVI —Trumpeters, Archangels, Nuns,
Magpies, Runts.

Chapter XVII.—Eastern Toy Pigeons, Capu-
chins, Damascenes, Swifts, Scandaroons, Indian
Pigeons.

Chapter XVIII.—Miscellaneous Toys, Priests,
Frillbacks, Florentines, Swallows Hrunswicks'
Letz Pigeons, Fairies or Fairy Swallows, Shields'
Crescents, Starlings, Fire Pigeons or Firebacksl
Ice Pigeons, Hyacinths, Victorias, Porcelains
Suabians, Helmets, Spots.

Chapter XIX.—Homing
Flying Pigeons.

Pigeons.—Modenese

Chapter XX.—Disease of Pigeons.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game andgame bantams. All progressive fanciers read itAnnual subscription price, |i.oo; single number
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre Pa

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for 7»c American Columbarian, Buf-

falo, N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the best advertising iiicdium of
America devoted exclusivel
and homing pigeons.

ly to high-class' fancy
Only ^"

*t* Sent prepaid h\
ceipt 0/ price.

mail from this office on re-

-ADDRESS-

any paper
_" ' IBS, fancy

fifty cents a year. I

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

33 South ThliMl Sti-eot,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-

tered, each 2^c. Open bands for old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to lie used.

SKNI) FOK SAMPLE.

MRS. E. S. STARR, Box .(95,

Philadelphia, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

qFox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLSlDE HENNELS,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.!!!

FOR SALE
Collies & Irish Terriers

We have for sale a large number of puppies of
above breeds. Collies by

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION SCOTILLA,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

ROSLYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood hitches (in whelp) and
some first-class Irish terriers out of Champion
Breda Tiney. .

*^

We have also for sale at our English kennels
several good collie bitches in whefp to Christo-
pher.

PRICES I150 TO $250 (delivered).

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

74 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Dogs for Sale ^^=^

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

O^OODBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8Tn STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guaratced.

63-114

WORM POWDER
FOR DOGS.

|i by maU. MOORE BROS , Albany, N. Y.

INCUBATORS.

Prairie §tafe Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETKIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,
6j tf Chester Co., Pa.

PUBLICATIONS.

'P^^e .pomir\^ 6xcl?an|e.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of "The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." $1
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB

S"""^^ BOOK,

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZEUE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains theJudges' reports and certified prize lists
of the different shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of e.ich month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the I.,eading Authorities. I.,ettera

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
f2.10.
Address Post-office Orders and communications

\.o\.\\c Fanciers' Ca*^«^, Limited, S4 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, Lomlon, E. C.
F^ngland.

OlHLOAdAS

-FOR-

PIGEON • FLYERS
-FOR THE USE OF-

Club Secretaries.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station, at-
mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and age,
name and sex of bird.

In lots of 50 or less, la.jo ; each additional 50,
$2.00. Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor t cents per wordfor each insertion.

BIoodlioiiudH.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhu/i—Rosemary. J. I,. Winchell,
Fair Haven, Vt.

Col Ilea.

FOR SALE.—Young stock ftxim prize win-
iiine blood. Prices reasonable. F. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del. 64-tf

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The S<iuire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

O

tf

Dandle Dlninonts.

W B ARE NOW booking orders for pups
from our great p'ize winners. Remem-
ber we have the only kennel in America
containing nothing but imported prize
winners. Lookout Kennels, Box 632, Chat-
tanooga, Tenn. p. 71-73

DoK Trainers.

DOGS TRAINED or prepared for field trials.

J. B. Stoddard, Concord, N. C.
69-tf

Gordon betters.

FOR SALE—Two handsome thoroughbred
Gordon setter puppies, eight months old.
Apply B F. Lewis, Elm Station, Mont-
gomery County, Pa 7t-72

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill kennels.
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

ANTED.—Irish terrier bitch not over 18
lbs., hard coat, racy build. Address B.,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Fa. 62-tf

w
I'olntera.

F

H

UR HANDSOME black and white pups,
whelped June 28. by Naso of Riverton

—

Flora by Mack Buelah, Naso of Riverton
by Naso of Kippeii—Zetta. Price, dogs,
|2o ; bitches, I15. A. H. Craig, Randolph
and Jefferson Sts., Philadelphia, Pa s.7i-it

OW IU IKAIN POINTKRS AND SET-
TERS. Price, 35 cents, postpaid. F. L.
Bevan, Ulah P. O., N. C. 71-72

Pugrs.

FOR SALE.—Daughter of Champion Dude,
just bre<l to a son of Cryer's Othello. Also
a fine bitch pup. Chequas.set Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass. 67tf

Setters.

DERBY ENTRIES. Also some young Irish
setter puppies out of bench show winners
and field dogs. For illu.strated circular ad-
dress F. H. Perry, Des Moines, Iowa. 69-71

FOR SALE —Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner third. Setter Derby Central field
trials, 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1293
Broadway, New York City. 55-tf^

St. Bernards.

B

M

ARGAINS IN BITCHES, of all ages. Sir
Herbert, litter brother of famous Alton, at
stud. Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster,
Mass. 7,.tf

ENTHON KENNELS, Phoenixville, Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

Terriers.

ON ACCOUNT of the owner going abroad
will sell fox terrier dog Tony by Reckoner
Lady Mixture, twelve months old, very
game and perfectly house broken. Ad-
dress A. M. Sparks, The Nobscussett, Den-
nis, Mass. 70-71

Variooa.

A

M

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. T^ancicrs' Publishing Company 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers"Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.

R. 0WF:NS, successor to Kerby, 137 S. 8th
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., has the finest

Sky and Yorkshire terriers and King
Charles spaniels. Also all other breeds for

sale. 69.75

jEDIGRF;ES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

jEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tenden four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. "The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

HITE BILL BITCH PUP for sale cheap.
Also black red game, Heaton and Mat-
hews' strains. E. F. Doty, 47 Wellington
Place, Toronto, Canada. 71-tf

w

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 1 cents per wordfor each inurlion

Inotibatofs.

/TpHH Thermostatic Inctibator. strictly first-

1 class machine iu every particular. ' Auto- .

maticin the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Send for dee<Mpt-
ive circular free. Jaa. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

MInoroas.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for bUck minorca cir-
cular containing list of cups and prizes
won; also catalogue of other leading varie-
ties. Eggs of be.st quality for fair price.
Raceville, Washington Co., N. Y. 58-tf

Varlona.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Pbilade
phia. Pa.

SEND TWENTY-FIVE CENTS for book en-
titled Amateur's Duck Raising, 55 pages.
The best book for beginners ever written.
C. R. Bridges, No., New Salem, Mass. 71-72

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor j centsper wordfor each insertion

Blondinettes.

BIRDS of the above variety lor sale at all
times. Bunting Hankina.Bordentown, N. J.

So-75

Fantalls.

wHITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.
Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbeft, Evans-
ville, Ind. 63.tf

Jacobins.

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus,
^ and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
50-106

Owls.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

EO. W. ECKERT, AUentown, Pa., to make
room for Orientals will sell his owls of all
colors including prize winners, 71-75

Parlor Perfbrmlnar Tumblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

So-75

Satinettes.

BIRDS of the above variety tor sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-7S

Swalloirs.

A. FICK, 1300 N. Washington Stivet, Balti-
^
more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white bars, plain
s»ip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tnmblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

A'
LL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Wilson's
96

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price li.sts, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Wild Animals.

DRAIRIE WOLVES, prairie dogs, deer, foxes,
* owls. Angora kids, raccoons,

Mexican burros, etc.
sas City, Kansas.

opossoms,
CM. Scott, Arkan-

69-7S

Artists and En|p*avers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph*
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

PRINTING estimatesgiven for Circulars, Cards
I.etter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched'-
ules Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers'^ PubHshing

w.

Co., 3a South Third St., PhlladelphU, Pa.
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 miles.

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY C. red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker heu

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

LOTTIK, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker heu . J^
Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

*
10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PARROTS!

PARROTS!
JUST ARRIVED

A LARGE LOT OF YOUNQ

ICUBAN PARROTS

AT $5.00 EACH.

WARRANTED TO LKARN TO TALK.

Young Mexican
AND

Grey African Parrots

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FiNE BRED FCWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

&c., &c., &c.

SEND FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

H. MT. VAHLE,
309 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
25-76

White, Black, Red and Yellow

pANTAIL PIGEONS.

No Other Variety.

$10.00 a plir

and up.

Quality nnt excelled.
BaiiHfBi-tion guaran-
tc'eil.

H.C. NORTON,
(iernnanlown, I'a,

JUST^ OUX.

«*«•**••**•* PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY TH8

AMERICAN GOLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Description of thk

Recognized Varieties of Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS.

WITHOUT A SI.\GLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS
AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Anstiii's CeleWei Dog Cate - ^

Glover's MDerial Dog Remedies

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, 9a.OH
Grannlatcxi Bone, " lOO " 2.75
Oronnd Beet
Scraps, - - - • lOO 8.00

Calotte, - - - - " 900 8.00
Crushed Flint, - " «00 " «.00
C'msh«Ml Oyster
Shells, - - - ' 8O0 " a.O<>

Send lor oiir New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped proinply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. II. DEMPWOLF & CO.,
42-93 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

#»
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterlnarj' S«rj<eon,

71-83 laes HUOADWAY, NEW YOIIK.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. waters.

Is invaluable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog atler it has been trained in a way

BO plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' Piililisliing Company,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

24-75

I

44 & 46 DUANK St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sniid styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couptings.blanlc-
ets, whips and baskets for

dogs. Write tor catalogue A.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

KLM STATION,

M-75 Montgomery Co., Pa.

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele-

brated chatnpion dogs and liitches now offered
lor sale for the first time. Nearly 200 dogs of
nearly all breeds are offered for sale. Now is

the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

63-tr MO S. 8th St., Phila., Pa.

DIPQ Chesters, Berkshires, I'olands. Fox
r lUO. Hounds, Bengles,Collies,Setters.W.r,IB-
BONS & CO.W, Chester. Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

OAMK BANTAM8.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

Ed>varci S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schraid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOMEB

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PIIIIiADEL.PHIA, PA.

f+isfor^ and Description

-WITH-

l^eminiscences

-OF THE-

..FOX TERRIER..
BY

I^awDON liEE,

EDITOR "THE FIELD."

Illustations by Arthur Wardle.

Second Edition. Prick Postpaid, $1.30.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

1^, ONLY ONE

QUALITY

—OP-

BREEDING

STOCK

and that the

BEST

\,,^ Money can

<» ^ Secure.

I J 1 I 1 , I . 1 1 I M 1 .1 J.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, ,S25 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

SPRAPTS PATENT DOG CAKES

The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

*»'BeTmre ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, an<l

MEDICINES f"^ bU canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING,"
(Post free, 28c.).

Spratts Patent

Challenge Poultry Meal
THE GREATEST EGG-PRODUCING FOOD.

T/ie most Nutritious and Digestible Food for iMy-
ing Hens and for getting all kinds of

l\tultty into Shmv Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

^ Unequaled for rearing Early Chickens.

Spratt» Patent

PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortality in rearing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . .so cents
Condition Paste per box . . .^o cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle .10 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap . per cake 25 cents

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SI'IIAITS I'ATENT (America), MMIT'D,
239-245 East s6th St., New York City. 44-69

VOL. t>, NO. 5. 1

WIIOLJC NO., Ti. f
PHILADELPHIA, AUGUST 2, 1890. PER ANNUM, 9S. SO.

SINGLE COPY, 60.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS, "MAPLEWOOD IV" AND MATES.
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BENCH SHOWS. BENCH SHOWS.

82600.00 PRIZES S2600.00

Toronto inuustrial exhibition.
second grand

INTERNATIONAL BENCH SHOW OF DOGS,
TO BK HKl,U AT

TORONTO, CANADA,
SEPTEMBER 15, 16, 17, 18 AND 19.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 3.

l"or Premtum Lista, eU-., apply to

C. A. STONE,
71-76 SECRKTAHY and SUI'EKlNTKNlJENT, TorOUto.

WILMINGTON AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION.

FIRST DOG SHOW- FIRST DOG SHOW
FAIR GROUNDS, WILMINGTON, DEL,

SEPTEMBER 2 TO 5, 1890.
ENTRIE8 CXOHK AUGU8T 21. FEE, f2.00.

For Premium Llstft, etc., apply to

FRANK R. CARSWELL, Superintendent.

101 -WEST SIXTH ST., Wilmington, Del.

Also POULTRY, PIGEON and BIRD EXHIBITION. 71-75

IN THE STUD.

Advertisemenls insetted utuUr th is heading at the

following rates: One inch, single insertion, frjo;

tf.fo/or the month; ti5 Jor three months; $28/or
SIX months, and Sso/or the year.

K

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the folUrwing rates: One inch, single insertion,
$'5": $5-4" fo*' the month; $is for three months;
fiS for six months, and f^o for the year.

ILLARNEY @^
t-lNIN

«//?£ BRED IRIiiH SETTERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

JRISH SETTRRS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(11,131) CH. HI.CHO—NORKKN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GMCNCHO—MAVOURNEKN.
Puppies by the above dog.s, Ch. KIcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CI.OUD KENNELS.
62lf Tremoiit. N. Y.

DICK 8WIVELER.

NOTED DOGS AT STUD :

DICK SWIVELER,
winner of first challcnKe prize, New York show,
1890 ; also first and special prizes all over the
United SUtes.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show,

1887 and i8«8 (only times shown).

FEE $25,

GARRYOWEN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Chamckin Gakrvowbn

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $25.
To a limited number of bitches of approved

breeding.
Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

tion.
Extra choice Irish puppies by the great DiCK

SwiVKLER for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KlI^KAUNEY KKNXKI.,S,

So-ioi 177 State Street, Chicaoo, III.

poiNTEK IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

479H

J^OUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following tales: (hie inch, single insettion,

$i.So; $5.40 for the month; fs /"'' three months;
fi8 for six months, and Sjo for the year.

^^^CASPER—

^

A. K. C. S. B. 1444J.

PEDIGREE:

Sire, Champion f
'^'''""' ''^'''- P»irrim, 14067

Plinlimmon, E. 150501 ^ .„ „ .
r

•
o o (Grand Oam, Beafixe. 13793

{Grand Sire,
Merchant Prince, 1474J

Grand Dam. Chloris.

FEE : : FORTY DOLLARS.

I
RISK SETTER AT STUD.

PENINSULAR KENNELS.
I.KANDKK TICHF.NOR, Manaciek.

CHELSEA MICH.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FKK, $25

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODERIGO—GEM ) FEE, $25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

53-78 Merion P. O, Pa.

PNGI.ISH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771)

None but approved bitches accepted. For stud
card and particulars address

SETTERS & POmTERS
DESMOND II

67-79

J. B. STODDARD,
CONCORD, N. C

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
Ftngland, by Fri.sco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both held and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Ucibv at the Philadelphia
field trials 1H8S, and on the fcench has won, hrst,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir AUister— Belle of Furness.
Record: First and .special at Philadelphia, 1S89;

first and special at London, Onl., i88g, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful jierfornier in the field. Fee, J35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in punpy classes in F^ngland
last year and winner of .second prize, puppy
class, at London, Out., when out uf condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, J25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, |J5.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will J>e kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Weiss,

43-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

ENGLISH PUG AT STUD

HAYSEED
(ii,8o7>

Douglass II—Rose, by Champion Bradford Ruby.

FEE - - - FIVE DOLLARS.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
70-73 Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

fmportf;d wiiitf; bull tf;rrier
AT STl'D-^—

.KINGCRAFT.
FINE PEDIGREE. WKK.HT, FORTY LBS.

FEE, $10.
Photooraphs Fifty Cents. Address

E. F. Doty,
7itf 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada.

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single insertion t

Si.so; $5.40 for the month; Sj.S for three months
SlS for SIX months, and tin for the year.

QHAMPION GORDON SETTER OF AMERICA,

LITTLE BOY
winner over English and Ainerii-aii cliani-

pious. Winner at Toledo of special. "Best sport-
ing dog in show," Mr. John Davidson judge.
Winner at Cincinnati of special, "Best setter or
pointer stud dog, that is the sire of the greatest
iiiinibeiorprizt winners." Winner of FORTY
Olid firsts and specials, under judges :

Major J. M. Taylor, Mr. John Davidson.
l>r. Jarvis, Mr. Tracy.
Mr. Tallnian, Mr. Higgins, etc.

Mr. v.. C. Sterling.

Shown by Mr. B F. Lewis.
Stiiil fee $25 for a limited number of bitches.

WAVEKLY KENNELS,

JOHN SANDERSON, care Dr. Dixon,

70-75 S'*!!' St. and Elmwood Ave., Phila.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
t short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The propertj; of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proved him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.
Mastiff breeders should make the most of this
grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.
Stud fee $75.

J. WINCHELL,
55-'o6 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

JJORKSHIKK lOY IKKKIER .\T SlUI).

CH. BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated Kiiglish and .•Vniericaii prize

winner. Described in show reports as "best
Yorkshire in America." Two photographs from
life, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. A first-class show <iog for sale,

P. H. COOMBS.
5otf I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele-
brated champion dogs and bitches now offered
lor sale for the first time. Nearly 200 dogs of
nearly all breeds are offered for sale. Now is

the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application.

63-tl

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS.

140 S. 8th St., Phila., Pa.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

14-75

44 & 46 DUANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand .styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, Ux:ks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write tor catalogue A.

DIPQ Chesters, Berkshires, Poland*. Fox
I luO, Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Selters.W.GIB-

lr*eclijjreea Printed
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Subscription Agents Wanted
We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to

solicit subscriptions for The F.vnciers'

Journal. A liberal cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write

for terms to agents.

FIXTURES.

Dopf Shows.
Sept. 2-4.—Midland Central Fair Association

Bench Show, Kingston, Ont.. Canada. C. H.
Corbetl. secretary.

Sept. 2-5.—Wilmington Fair Association Bench
Show. 1. D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington,
Del.
Sept. a-5.—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit,

Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, .secretary
Sept. 15-19.—Second International Dog Show of

the Industrial Exhibition Association, at To-
ronto. Canada. C. A. Stone, secretary.
Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes,
chairman.

t>ct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbiiry. Conn.,
B. C. Lynes. secretary.

Feb. 24-27.—Westminster Kennel Club. New
York City. James Mortimer, superintendent.

Field Trials.

Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-
ana Kennel Club, at Carlisle, Ind., P. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary
Nov. 10—Second annual fielil trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham. Out . C A.
Stone. Toronto, Out., secretary.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual iielil trials of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, atOtterbiirn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster. Saratoga Springs, N. Y.. sec-
retary.

Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington. N. C. C.
H. Odell, Mills Hiiildiiig, New York, secretary.

Dec. 15.— Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh
annual field trials at Deatonsville. Va

1801.
Ian. 19.—Eighth annual field trials r.f the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H H
Uriggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual fielil trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. .M. Brunby, secretary
Marietta, Ga.

Coiii-sliiif.

Oci. 21-25.— Fifth annual meet of the American
C.nirsiiig Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D
Brougher, secretary.

Poultry and Pigeon Nh<»vs
.\ug. 26-Sept. 5.—Detroit International Fair

and Exhibition Association, Detroit. E W
Cottrell, secretary.

Sept. 1-12.— Elniiia Interstate Iriir. Mr. George
W. Kobinson. secretary.
Sept, 1-6—Wilmington Fair Association Poul-

try and Bird Department. T. D. Hrowii secre-
tary, Wilmington. Del.
Sept. H-12 — Itiirlington County, N J Poultry

Association. T, F.irrer Rackham, secretary
Ka.st Orange, N, J.
Sept, 9-20,— Iliiffalo International Fair. Mr.

Charles W. Robin.son, secretary.
Sept. 12-20— Kansas State Fair, Topeka, Kan

K. G. Moon, secretary.
Sept. 22-27.- Indiana State Fair. .Vlex Heron

secretary.
Sept. 22-27.—Central Canada Fair, Ottawa

Ciiuida Alfred Geddes, chairman.
Sept 27-Ocl 2— Inter slate Fair, Memphis,

Tenn. N. C. Perkins, Jr., secretary
Sept, 2v-Ocl. 3 —Inter State Fair Association,

Irenton, N J,, Poultry, Pigeons and Pets De-
partment, Franklyn Dye, superintendent

Nov. 8-12.- -Southern Exposition, Montgomery,
Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Rackham,
superintendent. East Orange. N, J,
Dec, 9-16,—Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Rockford. A. H. Currier,
secretary.

Dec, 10-12,—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, Brockton, Mass, William F,' Bond,
secretary. Box 795,

Dec, 2,(-26. — F^astern Middles(fx Poultry Asso-
ciation, Sloneham, Mass, .Mr, G. W. Corniack,
secreiary.

Dec. 30.-Jan. 6.— Illinois State Poultry Associa-
tion, Peoria. J. W. Burton, secretary.
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet St<x-k Associa-
tion (not incorporated) at Charleston, S. C. Ben-
jamin Mclunis, Jr , secretary. H. A. Bridge, su-
perintendent.
Jan. 23-16. Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet

Stuck AsstK^ialioii, Amsterdam, N. Y Mr. Wil-
liam C. House, secretary, Freys Bush, N, Y,

Our Illustration.

The illustration in this week's FAN-
CIERS' Journal represents the famous

pen of barred Plymouth Rocks that won
the Vanderbilt prize of |ioo in gold at

the great New York show last Feliruary.

These birds were bred by J. H. Thomp-
son, Jr., of Patterson, N. Y., an<l are

probably as fine as anything ever shown
in this country. Tlie competition was

exceedingly close, the crack birds of J.

B. FMge, Captain Griffing, K. H. Thomp-
son and other noted breeders, making
Mr. Thompson's victory all the more
valuable. The pullets and hens were

e.'^pecially strong in color, being lieauti-

fuUy barred ami "true blue," beaks and

legs being excellent. The cockerel was

an unusually fine bird, but being late

hatched was not as fully developed in

tail as he should have been. There was,

however, not a trace of white in the tail

and sickle feathers. Hackle and saddle

were beautifully barred and the color so

strong that his chances next season as a

cock will be first class in the strongest

competition. Notwithstanding the Ijooms

in other breeds, the Plymouth P.ock stil!

holds the fort. It is an .\inerican pro-

duction, aud the honored name it bears is

a salient reason of the Plymouth Rock's

great popularity.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.
— '/'he .Spanish Student.

C. A. Stone writes us : At the second

Grand International Hetich Show of Dogs

of the Industrial Exhibition of Toronto,

to be held at the city of Toronto, Canada,
' September 15 to 19, John Davidson, Ivsq.,

I

of Monroe, Mich., will judge setters,

' pointers, collies, blocKlhounds, beagles,

foxhounds and Dachshunds ; C. H. Mason,

Ksfj., of New York City, will judge deer-

hounds, greyhounds. Great Danes, New-
foundlands, pugs, terriers, mastiffs, St.

Kernards, bull dogs, foreign and miscel-

laneous breeds, and Mr. K. H. Oldham,

of Mamaroneck, N. Y., will judge all the

spaniel classes. F^ntries close the 3d of

September Premium lists can be pro-

cured by writing the secretary.

*

C. H. Corbett informs us that it has

been decided by the management of the

Kingston, Ont., Keniinel Club's Bench

Show to adil to the liberal premium list

alreailv published the following extra

cash specials for the l)«st kennel of four

or more of the following breeds, owned
by one kennel or exhibitor : Mastiffs,

;f 10 ;

St. Bernanls, fiu ; I-^nglish setters, fm ;

Irish setters, |io, aud cockers, Jtio. Ar-

rangements have been made by which all

.Vtncrican dogs will be passed through

the Custom House free of duty. Kntries

{Kjsitively close oti the 15th of August.

*
» «

Charles D. Cugle has receive<l per

steamer yueensmore the following bull

dogs : Bombardos, dog (Champion Brit-

ish Monarch—Gentle Gertrude), weight,

forty-five pounds ; white, with fawn

markings on face ; age, sixteen months.

Derby Nancy, bitch (Reeves' Crib

—

Derby Queen), age, two years; weight,

thirty-five pounds ; color, white ; in

whelp to Bagpipe (Cliampion British

Monarch—Scyllai. Derby Hebe, bitch

(Reeves' Crib—Champion Hebe), age,

two and one-half years ; white, with

fawn markings on head ; weight, thirty

jKjunils ; is now in season and will breed

her next week to my dog Bombardos.

Rosa de Mayo, bitch (The Skipper-
Derby Hebe), age, five months ; light

brindle and white. Derby May, bitch

(The Skipper—Derby Hebe), age, five

months ; color, light brindle.

»

Dr. Davis has lost his promising Irish

setter puppy Sparkle. His letter is of

interest and we give it herewith :

Sir : I beg leave to notify your readers of the

death of my Irish setter Sparkle. I have felt the

loss of this bitch very much for many reasons.

She was the only Irish setter pup entered in the

Philadelphia Kennel Club Derby, and I had
hoped to see her do some creditable work. Yes,

friend Brown, I "had kt in " for you. Last year I

bred and raised a nice pup until it was eight

months of age, and then it suldenly die<l or I

would have had a red dog of ray own breeding

to run Then 1 bought Sparkle, I raised her

until she was fifteen months olil, and now she is

dead. Like many Irish setters she developed

late anil it was only during the past two mouths
that sh<- began to work. When once she com-

menced it seemed to come all together. She was
very fast, pointed, backed and retrieved from
both land and water. What I valued her most

for was a perfect absence of that restlessness so

often objected to in the Irish dog. It is because

I wish to call the attention of your readers to

this fact that 1 bring the matter to their notice.

Sparkle was by Desuiond II out of Lorraine,

?jhe b** FlCho— Vr,r^»^ii nnd if aiiv itt' tnv lyy

laborers wish to obtain a mild-maiiuered, con-

tente<l Irish setter they may be able to obtain it

as I did from a like breeding.

I was sorry to see "Brittle ' give a fling at the

red dog. He must have been feeling uiiNvell, or

otherwise his pleasant writings would not have

been marred by an ill-natured remark. His

caustic hypothetical letters were perfectly

apropos, but I think there has been little inclina-

tion shown by the Irish .setter men to raise the

standard of llieir favorites by l>elittling the gf>od

(jiialities of the other breeds. Yes, Brittle, the

Irish dog is the under one in the fight, aii<l your

chivalric nature should, as 1 have no doubt it

will, move you in his favor. Do not confine your

gifts to your bright eyed little favorites, but let

us have some of the crumbs which fall from your

well-stored table.

In conclusion I humbly trust that the white,

tilack and tan Llewellin setter autocrats will

excuse the unseemly action of the little bitch

in dying at this inopportune moment, and
thus failing to come to time when the Derby en-

tries are called, but I can assure them that she

did not do it intentionally, an<l I will try to have

at some future date some more victims where-

with to satisfy their thirst for gore. u. «. D.

The exquisite Mr. Winslow wishes us

to correct the pedigree of his recently

purchased pointer bitch While F'awn,

the sale of which was noted in our Kennel

Register last week. White Fawn is by

Grafton out of FUhel, by Beaufort out of

Zulia. Grafton is by Graphic out of

Zitta. No extra charge for this mon ami.

«

The Radnor Hunt, which, it will be

remembered, recently poisoned their en-

tire puck of loshonnds on account of

rabies being epidentic in their keunels,

have recently purchased a fine pack of

I'^nglish hounds.
*
*

The Toletlo Kennel Club will not give

a show this fall owing to the failure of

the Tri-State F'air to hold a fair this year.

»
» »

The Philadelphia Kennel Club opened

its new rooms at 14 South Penn Square,

which it has lately l)een fitting up for

the accommodation of its members,
on last Wednesday evening. The most
attractive feature in the rooms was the

magnificent floral design presented to

the dull by one of its members, Mr.
Hildebraud Fitzgerald, sporting editor of

the Item. There was a large attendance

of members aud their friends, who spent

the evening very pleasantly. The club's

membership has been growing so rapidly

during the past year that it was found

necessary to fit up new and commodious
quarters, anil provide Ijetter facilities for

social intercourse, and the rooms on
Penn Square will answer this purpose to

a nicety, being centrally located.

•••

-\s there has been considerable corre-

spondence in some of our kennel papers

about the alleged viciousness of a certain

St. Bernard dog, we give the facts of an
important case bearing upon this matter,

which has lately been decided in England.
Laurent V'erhragen sued the Kennel Club
and Mr. W. K. Taunton, the owner of

the mastiff dog Hotspur, for fiftj' pounds
alleged damages for personal injuries,

caused by the bite of Mr. Taunton's dog
Hotspur at the show in Agricultural Hall,

April 15, 1890. The Kennel Club not

being a corporate Ixnly, and consequently

having no legal existence, the judge de-

cided he could not hear the case against

it. The case was, however, continued

against Mr. Taunton. It was proved by
testimony offered that Hotspur was tied

too long and that he reached out and bit

the plaintiff in the hand as he passed

along the aisle.

•

The uefe<Ianl's lawyer contended that

the evidence, so far as the dog was con-

cerijcii, lormcti no codc Mgaius»L Mi

.

Taunton for this reason. Ivord Coleridge,

in the case of "Applebee 7's. Percy" said :

"In order to sustain this action it was
necessary for the plaintiff not only to

prove that the defendant's dog, or the

dog for whose misconduct he was an-

swerable, had bitten him, but also to give

some evidence that the occasion was not

the first upon which the animal had
manifested a ferocious disposition, and
that the knowledge of the fact had been

brought to the mind of the defendant."

It was a Mell-known maxim in law

"every dog must have his l)ite." As the

dog was not shown to have been a dan-

gerous animal, and not having bitten

sotneone else, judgment was given for the

defendant with costs.

*
« *

Just as we go to press "Brittle" wires

us from New York that Dr. Foote's new
importation of three )>lack and tan ter-

riers has arrived. They are Br(x>mfield

Como, Br<M>mfiel<l Madge, with an un-

l)eaten record, and Beauty, in whelp to

Brooinfield Sultan.

« «

F. W. Chapman, secretary National

Beagle Club, writes that the first field

trials of the club will be held the first

Tuesday in November, 18913, aud the re-

mainder of the week. Particulars and
running rules will be s«nt later.

»

Premium lists of the following dog
shows have Ijeeti received : Kingston,

Ont. ; Detroit, Mich., and Wilmiugtiwi,

Del. Ben Lewis will take a string of dojs

to the Detroit show, and Frank Smith

will attend the Wilmington show. The
dogs from this city will be almut evenly

divided between the two handlers.
•

The Westminster Kennel Club claims

the dates February 24, 25, 26 and 27,

1891, for their fifteenth annual bench

show.
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FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.

I

The Kind of Dogs That Develop Into

Good Field Trial Candidates.

BY LUKE W. WHITE.

[continued.]

Wliile we have thus far managed to

handle our piippy without "breaking his

heart," we have no doubt to some extent

curbed his spirit, thereby re<lucing his

ambition and contracting his range. The

fact of his having learned that more is re-

quired of him than to race about and

flush birds would of itself tend to cool

his ardor for a time at least until the con-

fidence in self, consequent to experi-

ence, would again revive it. Now we

want to l)e particularly careful not to re-

strain our puppy too much at this stage

of his progress. Yet at the same time

we must see that he does not fall into

habits that would be difficult to alter

without great severity* later on. We
must not allow him to wilfully flush,

chase, break shot, potter too long on old

scent or do anything that we know is

wrong. Still we must not at present

whip him for any of these faults.

By wilful flushing I mean jumping at

birds after or l>efore he has ponited them.
For this act I always refuse to shoot,

bring the dog back a yard or two, steady
and keep him to "ho" for a few seconds.

If this does not eventually stop him and
you have to resort to the whip— except
m cases where dogs have been alloweil or

encouraged to flush for the gun—you
may make up your mind that your dog
will never make a fit candidate for field

trial honors. The idea which some
sceptics regarding the merits of field

trial dogs entertain that the latter are not
staunch, or at least that staunchness is not
sufficiently tested at field trials, is most
erroneous. To win a irial, or even a

heat, requires a perfectly staunch dog.

Nowhere is staunchness, and steadiness,

too, more severely teste<l than at field

trials. True, I have seen an unsteady
dog get to the top, but there were special

reasons for it, and I do not think it at all

likely that it will occur again. I allude

now to a dog unsteady on pnjint. A
staunch and well-trained dog may, under
some circumstances, act unsteady after

game is flushed, but he should not do so
while on point.

I believe I have already given my
methoil of stopping a pupp^ from chas-

ing, or at least of imi)ressing him with
the idea that he shoul(l not do so. Stand
right where you happen to be when he
started to chase. Put your trained dog,
if you have one with you, to a "charge"
or "ho." When the puppy returns call

him to you, stea 'y him to "ho" or
"charge" also, and keep him there for a
few seconds. If he repeats his bad con-

duct, call him in and put him on the
chain for awhile, and continue this treat-

ment until he understau<ls that you in-

tend to insist on l)etter behavior. To
secure steadiness I think it nmch l>etler,

however, to prevent a dog from chasing
than to dej)end ujkju correcting him for

so doing. This may generally be done
by going to him quietly when on ])oint

or back and securing him by the collar.

If the birds do not flush get an a.ssistant to

flush them. The puppy will uiidoul>tedly

try to dash after them. Hold him firmly,

talk to and steady him. Do this every op-
portuuitv you get, and your dog, if he is

any goo<l, will soon form the habit of re-

maining steady to wing. The same method
will steady him to shot also. I fancy now
that I hear some of the spike-collar advo-
cates saying nonsense ! It may be to
them, but I l)elieve I have shown my
dogs very steady generally, perfectly so
where I entirely traine<l them myself, and
I always use this plan. Certainly, later on
when my dogs are finished in their educa-
tion I then cha.stise them a little if they
break short or chase, because then I con-
sider they do so wilfully, knowing it to
l»e wrong, l>ut I never now use severity
with puppies. I try to mould their habits
and I attribute such faults as the a1>ove
more to ignorance than to bad intentions.

With regard to checking and curbing
I will say no more. I have not, by any
means, said all that might Ite said on this

subject, but I will have to depend on the

good judgment, tact and ability of my
readers tor a great deal. Therefore, I

will let experience suggest to them such
details as I have omitted.
A word now about developing the

natural instinct for ranging in our pupil
and I will have done.

It is a great and general mistake to
suppose that all fast dogs are good
rangers, or that they should necessarily
be such on account of their speed. A
dog may be the l>e8t of movers and the
poorest of rangers. Speed is certainly

a very valuable adjunct to range, and it

is not at all as difficult to develop good
ranging powers in a good, fast mover as

it is to do so in a poor, slow running dog,
even where the natural ranging sense is

equal. Yet I claim that ranging power
is located in the head. The legs only
furnish the means of exercising that

power. Lack of ambition, Iwd feet, poor
legs, weak loins, etc., each tend and
sometimes all combine to prevent a dog
from exercising his ranging faculty, but
without this brain faculty no dog can be
a good ranger. A dog of good heart and
going j>ower is of course pretty certain to

go to tlie extreme limit of his ability,and
proper handling and experience will

doubtless greiitly improve his range, but
unless power of location is a natural at-

tribute of his mind, he will always be re-

luctant about going away from his

haniller.

I believe that ranging po\\ei is natural
to all field dogs, although it is suppressed
in many families of them. Dogs that are

allowed to run at large generntion after

generation always make good rangers
unless they are spoiled in their training,

whereas those that are kenneled and
never allowed to go out of sight on their

own account lose almost all locating
faculty.

To develop the natural ranging capa-
bility of your dog then, give him every
possible opportunity to exercise his pow-
ers unrestrained. Let him get away on
his own account and come back without
the aid of the whistle. Be careful, how-
ever, not to practice your puppy by los-

ing him on purpose to let him find you.
'rt-.*- i.:..-i -,r :-„ 1 «t,„ .,.,.,

^

xiiis xkiLi\i ui cvci^iac iiiu^ Aiavi. bii\. oppo-
site effect. He may fail to locate you
and then be more than ever afraid to

leave you afterwards. Instead of this

let your effort t>e to prevent the puppy
from getting astray. At first keep a
straight regular course through the field

if practicable to do so. Make no short or
pu7.zling turns away from the direction

he thinks you are moving in. Be very
consistent, fair and honest with him.
Keep track of him and make it plain to

him where you are, but do not interfere

with him too much or call him too often
;

in fact, never do so at all without goo<l
reason.

>

ESKIMO DOGS.

What a Famous Traveler Has to Say
Alxiut the Falthrnl /VnlnuilH.

During his wonderful sledge journey

from Hudson's Bay to the Arctic Ocean,

Frederick Schwatka had abundant oppor-

tunity to learn the habits and the dispo-

sition of the Eskimo dog. He started out

with sixty of them, using them to draw

the sledges, and only nineteen were alive

when he returned to Hudson's Hay. The
others had died, mostly of starvation.

He says :

They were through all this horrible
time perfect respecters of their human
allies, an<l the little children used to go
among them and play with them by pelt-

ing them over the back with their toy
whips ; and yet the same dogs were starv-

ing, and should one of them die his com-
rades would eat him. I notice this par-

ticularly, as some sensational writers
have tried to make their readers l)elieve

that the Eskimo dogs are liable to be-

come dangerous fellows, even to a pow-
ertully built man, when simply hungry,
and to be worse than wild beasts when
ravenous. Any onslaught of Eskimo
dogs is unknown among the northern
natives where I traveled.

It was pitiable in the extreme to see
their sufferings as they so devotedly
helped us along, many of them up to the
very minute they had to l)e taken from
the harness and abandoned on the road.
As they droppe<l out along the way we
harnessed ourselves in their places to the
sledge traces, and it was only thus we
were not com|ielled to leave important
parts of our load.

THE POINTER OF TO-DAY.

Derived from the Spanish Pointer'^An

Interesting History.

Grasshopper in the Live Stock Journal.

It was not till about the commencement
of the present century that the modem,
or what is called the English, pointer is

spoken of by writers on dogs. History,

however, appears to be at fault as to the

origin of the breed, but there is no doubt

that it is derived from the Spanish

pointer, intermixed with some of the

lighter and more stylish hounds which

were to l)e found iu England about the

year 1800. When the practice of killing

game with the gun was introduced it was

found that the Spanish pointer was too

slow and cuml)ersome in his action to

suit the taste of the rising generation of

sportsmen, and it was then that certain

crosses were ma<le to protluce an animal

with more activity and equal scenting

powers and yet with Ixjue, substance and
courage to face a hard day's work. It

appears that by mating the Spanish

pointer with the F^uglish foxhound this

was accompli.shed, and although the pro-

duce required considerable care in break-

ing with the selection of those puppies

which most nearly resembled the pointer,

they soon became almost as staunch and

game as, with wider ranging qualities,

than their pointer ancestors, while they

were improved in legs and feet by their

foxhound parents.

On the subject of this mwle of crossing

some interesting letters, which were re-

produced from the Field, are to be found

in "The Dogs of the British Islands," by

Stoneheuge. The subject is so thoroughly
gone into in these documents that there
remains liille uuubi liiai ii was iu this

way the English pointer was manufac-
tured. It is probable that a dash of the
greyhound was also intro<luce<l, but this

was only to a slight extent, as the hunt-
ing qualities of that dog are so distinctly

opposite to those of the pointer that it

woulil have been dangerous in the ex-
treme to experiuientali/.e too much iu

that direction. It is, however, quite safe

to conjecture that it was from this source
that some of the smartness was derived,
as, at the time we were speaking of, the
foxhound was much coarser in contour
than those to be seen in the present day

;

and, therefore, any advantage in the way
of quality could not be made sure of,

cousecjuently few characteristic points
of the greyhound are to be seen in the
pointer of*^to-day, whereas it is not un-
common to find some that are decidedly
houiidy in appearance, from which it

may be gathered that much greater in-

fluence was derived from the foxhound
than from the greyhound. Still it seems
doubtful whether whilst the process of
improvement upon the Spanish pointer
was going on, some of the fine scenting
power and perseverance in finding game
peculiar to that breed have not been lost

sight of in favor of the more dashing
style of work lor which the modern
pointer is justly renowned. There can
l)e no question but that pace is an im-
l)ortant feature in the pointer, and the
dog which goes over the ground the
fastest, provided it (juarters properly and
does not miss its game, is superior to the
slower animal, but if it is not e<]ually

sure, it is probable that a larger bag will

l)e made by the sport.sman who is content
with less show but more stability.

Again, as regards the origin of the
mo(lern jH)inter there is a breed of dog
in Belgium called the Braque, from
which it is claimed by the natives of that
country that the English pointer is

sjjrung. But, after taking into consid-
eration the cliaracteristic points of this

breed, there seems good reason to l)e-

lieve that this is an erroneous impression,
as the Bra({ue under consideration differs

greatly in texture of coat, l)esi<les having
much more of the hound character,
which, by further crossing with fox-
hounds, would probably have developed
into a hound, instead of a dog suitable
for finding winged game.

In the several varieties of setters the
pointer has important rivals, but when it

is rememljered that the former are spoken
of by writers long before the latter, it

must be admitted that the pointer in its

short career has forced itself into a by
no means inconsiderable position amongst
sportsmen. Authorities differ as to the
suf>eriority to be claimed by one of these
breeds over the other for shooting pur-
poses, some averring that the pointer can
always beat the setter in the hot days
which are oflen to be met with in Sep-
teml)er, and when water is not easily to

be got at ; whilst others consider that the
setter is better able to range amongst the
heather and on rough ground, l)esides

which, from its thicker coat, it is able to

withstand rain with less inconvenience.
Almost all, however, admit that the
pointer holds a slight advantage when at

work on stubble and cultivated grouml.
No greater authority on sporting dogs

exists than Mr. William Ivort, the well-

known and much respected judge. In
the "Book of the Dog" he tells us that
Mattingley and Webb Edge did for the
pointer what Lavarack did for the setter,

and Mr. Moore, of Appleby, was one of the
most successful in raising the breed to

the t)osition it now holds. Later on, Mr.
Whitehouse took up the breed, and has
probably bred more good pointers than
any f>ther person liefore or since. Fol-

lowing Mr. Whitehouse came Mr. Lloyd
Price, who for several years was quite at

the top of the tree with, amongst other
gocnl performers, his grand dog Wagg,
who as a prize winner has probably dis-

tanced any pointer which has ever been
put on the show l)euch. His l)eauti-

ful bitch Belle also gaine«l the repu-
tation of l)eing one of the very l)est

field trial animals that ever had been
brought out, she having on one oc-

casion scored the full number of points
at a field trial meeting. Mr. S. Price
is another gentleman whose as.sociations

with the breed date back several years.

His name will always be remembered
as the breeder of Bang and Belle of Bow,
besides a long string of other fine dogs.
Mr. E. C. Norrish has also lieen most
successful in breeding and exhibiting,

his best dog being Graphic, who was
iasi year sold 10 an American buyer
at a long figure.

Having no great length of coat to cover
up weak points, the pointer, like the
greyhound, must be specially well formed.
In appearance it is gay, showing plenty
of quality, combined with substance.
The head is long, with rather prominent
frontal l)ones, showing a stop below the
eyes, which are medium size, dark hazel
in color in liver and black and white and
lighter in lemon and white, with intelli-

gent expression. The muzzle is rather
wide, with a fair amount of lip, the nose
being liver, flesh colored or black accord-
i)ig to the body color of the dog. The
ears hang flat to the side of the head, set

rather low and moderately long. The
neck is slightly arched, clean beneath
and lengthy, throaliness l)eing a most ob-
jectionable feature, the shoulders sloping
as those of all animals which are expected
to gallop fast must be, and there must
also be plenty of heart room with depth
of chest, the loin muscular and strong
with racing-like quarters, the muscle
.showing well down the thighs. The
stern is set well up and is rather fine and
carried from the Ijody and not at all

feathered. The forelegs come out straight
from the shoulders and are well set up
on compact feet, the hind being well l)ent

at the hocks. Liver and white and lemon
white are the most fancied colors, but
black and white is much sought after by
many admirers of the breed. In olden
days many pointers were to lie seen all

liver or all black, but their place has now
been taken by those of the before-named
colors.

• « •

A Renegade Dog.

From Sports Afield.

History furnishes many instances of
men who hnve renounced civilizntion nnil joined

saviige tribes ; hut Cecjrge Cnhlwcll.of I)e Ueque,

in northwestern Colornilo, hns 11 lurit inns in the

wiiy or n renegiide dog. This dog has spent

nearly a year with the wolves on the range, and
was induced to return to civilized life only alter

lieiiiK caught in a liear trap. lie still carries a

lame ffKit as a memento of his siivage life. He is

a fine-louking animal of the shepherd breed, and
is one of the best cattle dogs in that part of the

country.

—"Why do you keep that dog's tail tied up ?"

"Because it gives me such a chill when he wags
it '."—Shooting Times.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

special Correspondence Panciers' Journal.

Have readers seen the two insects

which last week's American Field pro-

duces by Jkiud permission of the Ameri-

can Kennel Gazette ? If not I hope they

will lje advised by me and refrain from

doing so, unless jim-jams, jumps and

blood-curdling nightmares will l>e con-

sidered a pleasant variation from one's

onlinary routine in life. Mr. Winchell,

in his explanatory article on these curios,

does not deny that they are exact repre-

sentations of two mummified cats which

were discovered intact amongst those

shipped to England recently ; in fact, he

makes no reference whatever to this in-

teresting incident, but endeavors to palm

them off as pictures of the two blood-

hounds. Duchess of Ripple anil Rose-

marj', and as Mr. Muss-Arnolt, the artist,

countenances this pleasantry, both gen-

tlemen must be accredited with the little

joke, but at the same time I would warn

readers that the original jiictures of the

bloodhounds were lost in transmission,

and Mr. Arnolt, not having time to exe-

cute duplicates, the mummified cats were

substituted. So rumor hath it.

In his article Mr. Winchell tells us, as

does Jesse, that somewhere alwut the

year one bloodhounds were used by
Monks on Mt. Vesuvius or Mt. ^^Ctna

for driving off unchaste jn-rsons, but on
one of them, making no distinction l>e-

tween an unchaste Monk and an unchaste

ordinarv l>einn, Ihev were discardetl. He
also tells us breeders in England could

lie counted on one hand, and those here

on one finger. This is not to be wondered
at if modern representatives of the breed

still possess the same attributes as their

ancestors of Mt. Vesuvius or Mt. .rl^tna

fame. In fact, after this announcement
doggy men will no doubt fight shy of
approaching this—as Mr. Winchell puts

it — self-confident, commanding and
kingly breed, and there should lie a diffi-

culty in finding anyone l>old enough to

appear in the judging ring. Here is the

"eureka" for the A. K. C. No longer
will they be compelled to delilierate

among themselves as to the fitness of the

man who enters their portals. All they
have to do is to buy a bloodhound and
there you are, don't you know, though
there would be every likelihood of the
A. K. C. being compelled to follow in the
footsteps of the Mt. /Etna fathers, for the
chances are a hundred to one some over-

zealous hound would prevent many of
the chosen from attending to the affairs

of state—iloggy, of course.

All these dollars and cents, and where
did you get that ha—excuse me, balance
business has evidently so affected Wm.
Wade, of Hulton, Pa., that he has been
forced to return to the revival—for posi-

tively not the la.st occasion by the one
billionth—of mastiffs, and tlipsey, who
has long rested in peace or quiet, is drag-
ged out tooth and nail. I have no desire
to rub W. W., of Hulton, Pa., the wrong
way, but a little friendly bickering on our
own account would be quite refreshing
in these days of particularly vindictive
mosquitoes, suffocatingly sultry weather
and tedious prolongation of the agony of
how Mr. Vredenburgh had |i22 odd one
month (January^ and J1200 odd the next.
I don't know if Mr. Wade has cxjieri-

cnced the tenacity with which a mos-
quito will pursue his victim, never rest-
ing until he has secured his (the victim's

not the 'squito's) gore, but if Gipsey pur-

sued her inclinations in the same deter-

mined spirit, I don't wonder at her owner
singing pteans after she hath departed.

That Gipsey was a domestic wonder I

will not dispute, but that she was as ugly

as sin in a show point of view, it is dol-

lars to doughnuts. It is also the same
rate of otlds that, were she living to day,

the public would still be in ignorance of

her existence, for I never knew one of

the much-lauded "has beens" that

amounted to a row of pins ; that is, those

who were too precious to risk the evils

of a bench show. No; in spite of the

fart that Mr. Wade is sure to assert to the

contrary, Gipsey's image as it was is not

as it is. for after a lapse of years and con-

tinual reiterations her beauties must have
become magnified into those of a Cam-
brian Princess.

1 don't know if Mr. Wade takes mental
note of the many scribes who are forever

inflicting some special favorite's traits on
the public's susceptibilities, but if so,

does he chuckle at their egotism, or does

he fume ? He must do one or the other

sure. In writing thus I do not mean to

infer W. W. has the monopoly, for there

is one can give him a long, long start ; to

wit, the j>reternatural excellencies of

Laura B., and without a word of exag-

geration I haven't i)icked up a doggy
pai)er fiir the la.st two months without

Laura B.'s name appearing in nearly

every column. Laura B. is all very well

in her way, as is her owner in his, but a

little oC lioth goes a precious long way.

OW.NKK'S KKHKAIN.

There's none .so fair,

The' she's carroty hair.

As I.aura n. Yes ! Laura B.

But I declare,

And positively swear,

Laura B d—d, Laura B A—d.

Till- aliove is not, perhaps, in the same
"dignified friendly style" with which her

owner is modest enough to say he an-

swere<l Mr. Perry, but it is the Ijest I can

offer, and should such vulgarity cause a

tinge of roseate hue to mantle the cheeks
of Laura B.'s owner, let us hope Laura B.

or Ruby Glenmore will l)e sufficiently

near to permit of his concealing the

temporary embarrasment. I say ad-

visedly "sufficiently near," as they

might Ixjth be out on point in the next

state, which would be most regretable.

CCtS ^ JJ jj .Wt

In justice to Laura B.'s owner, though
he has held the championship for blow-

ing his own trumpet in the very highest

key for the past few months, another

rival appears on the scene in last week's
Forest and Stream—Mr. Huntington

—

but his forte is evidently blowing that of

others, and in writing, as he has done,

for grand rhetoric, Ciceronian style, with

a little George Eliot thrown in, W.ishing-

ton's eulogies on Laura B. are but com-
monplace extravaganzas. In fact, so

poetically graceful is Mr. Huntington's
description of the Krilutt-Elsie puppies,

even to what they are going to eat and
what they are not going to eat, that I

honestly think it the "daisiest" (to use a

colloqualism) bit of composition I have
seen in a long time, and if the tri-

umvirate of which the Hornell Harmony
Kennels are seemingly composed don't

come down handsome then truly doth
base ingratitude still exist in the heart

of man.

I have for some time intended giving

my version in the Fanciers' Gazette

(England) about the Irish terrier Mr.

Astley sold to Australia, but as I have
l)een unable as yet to find time to do so,

perhaps its appearing in these columns
will answer the purpose nearly as well.

For some months l>efore Mr. Astley sold

him I had him at my kennels; in fact,

he went from my place to be shipped, so

that I should know something alxjut the

dog. That he was a rank bad one is all

nonsense, as he had an excellent expres-

sion, good bone, more than decent legs

and feet ; he was a nice size with lots of

style, an<l though not cheap to a man who
had a big kennel of the breed, he cer-

tainly wasn't dear to a beginner. When
Mr. Barnett gave him only H. C. at the

Barn Elms show and his kennel com-
panion, Breda Bill, first,whom I also had,

I told him at the time I preferred the

former as a terrier, for in the latter re-

spect he was worth 40,000 Breda Bills,

and the reason for his being placed so

low was on account of the judge's well-

known antipathy to cropped dogs. The
only other time I showed him was at II-

ford, when the advertised judge failing

to put in an appearance, a man never
heard of, whether in the ring or not, I

forget. At all events it was the cleanest

beat that ever happened to me, and I

only wish Jack's owner, Billy Graham,
had Ijeen there ; it would have tickled

him to death. As for the man who
ju<lged I have never seen or heard of him
since.

In case the alwve may give an im-

pression I was j)ecuniarily interested in

the dog, I may say I did not receive, did

not expect, did not want and was not en-

titled to a penny piece, as I ha<l him out

of friendship for "Billy Graham." nor did

I know he was sold. A stranger was
rung in to judge by .somelnxly or other,

though who the somebo<ly was I shall

always believe the editor of another well-

known English doggy paper, for just pre-

vious to the show he (the editor) had
.sold a terrier, Lynmouth Surprise or some
such name, to a lady, and, strange to re-

late, she won first, some other skate

second, the third prize being withheld,

Bre<la Jack getting "c." I may also add
the editor handled the dog be/ore being

judged, but until a cable came asking

me to forward him to Astley, I never

knew what he was sold for until it ap-

peared lately in the papers. So I think

I am a fairly disintere.sted person. The
whole thing seems to me to be a storm
in a teapot, emanating from the fact that

Astley and George Raper get far more
judging to do than the gentleman em-
ployed by the Fanciers' Gazette. This

may seem spiteful, but in my opinion it

is exceedingly bad taste of the Fanciers'

Gazette to publish attacks on two re-

porters when their own displays the most
anxiety of the three to be employed,
especially as his procedure has not been
hauled over the coals. So far the mi-

crobial. Basset Hound Sheet has made
fish of one and flesh of another, which is

surprising to say the least of it, after

reading the biography in this paper of

the gentleman who so conspicuously

holds the reins. Brittlk.

Grooming Dogs.

From the Dog Owner's Annual.

Daily grooming is essential to a dog's
appearance, if not, indee<t, to his very health

itself. Grooming causes the hair to grow and to

look glossy and beautiful. It is a natural stimu-

lant, and beats any other .stimulant which you
could invent or apply, for it sends just enough
blood and no more to the skin to nourish the
roots of the hair. Not once a month nor once a
week should grooming be done, but every morn-
ing. It is performed with a brush and comb. Go
well over the whole dog's body with the combjn
one hand and the brush in the other, the brush
following the comb up an you work.

REMEDY FOR HYDROPHOBIA.

The StrsDKe Manner of CurInK This
Disease In Bengal.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The interesting and timely article,

"The Hydrophobia Epidemic," in the

Medical Record, induces me to translate

the following from the "Koln Volks-

zeitung :

"

"Remedy for Hydrophobia.—In the

'Annals of the Propagation of Paith,'

1890-2, P. Hagenlieek, of the Society of

Jesus, missionary with the Uraus, relates

of a remarkable remedy for the Syssa
haniana used by the wild tribes of Bengal,

the following : A few years ago I had
arrived in the north of Dighia in Baram-
bai, and lived in the front house of a rich

Bunjari, whom I had christened in Janu-
ary of this year (1889). Then it occurred

that a mad bitch bit six or seven men,
among whom were two of my porters,

and inflicted deep wounds on them. I

immediately told them to make bars of
iron red hot to cauterize the wounds.
The men looked at me laughing and
said : 'Why, Saheb, that is nothing at
all

; we have an excellent remedy for
hydrophobia

;
you shall see.'

"The bitch came running back ; one
seizes a club and kills her on the spot

;

another ojjeiis her, tears the quivering
liver of the animal out, cuts it m pieces,
gives each of the wounded men one, and
they eat it quite raw and bleeding. There
is no danger for them anymore,' he said
to me. As I was unwilling to believe it

and still insisted on cauterizing, they
conducted to me a man having large scars
on his legs. He, having been bitten' by a
large dog five years before, had eaten a
bleeding piece of the animal's liver and
felt no consequences of his wounds at all.

The related fact occurred towards the
end of March, and we have «ow the ^d
ui \j\.\.\juci. luc wL>uii<i» iicaieu anu all

these men have been well all the time.
What may be thought of this singular
remedy, and what would Mr. Pasteur say
alx)ut It ? Our natives even venture to
assert that if the remedy lie given to a
person already attacked with hydrophobia
It will positively cure him."

J. H. H. Mabnnbr.
Baltimore, Md., July 30, 1890.

A HUNTER AND HIS DOG.

Poisoned by Robbers Heoanse He In-
terfered -wiVa. Them.

An old hunter in Mexico gave to the

anther of "Summerland Sketches" his

experience with a favorite hound, which
exhibited feelings that would honor hu-

manity.

"You have no idea, "said he, "how they

get used to you if you are alone with

them for weeks together ; the worst of it

is that it comes so awful hard on a fellow

to lose a creature of that kind.

"I bought a fine Scotch deerhound in

Baltimore in '66. I had him nearly eight

years, and, I tell you, sir, I felt like

shooting myself when I lost him. The
Mexicans poisoned him because he
wouldn't let them come near my smoke
house at night.

"No square, straightforward poiaon,
either, for it took him a whole week to
die. It just went through me like a
knife to near him whine, and perhaps I

ought to have put him out of his misery,
but I was thinking of all the scrapes we
had helped each other out of—we had
frozen and starved together all over
Texas and Arkansas—and I couldn't kill
him while there was a ghost of a chance
of his pulling through."
The voice of the old rough became in-

articulate at the recollection. He had
spread the dog's couch at the side of his
own bed, and patted his shaggy coat till

he lay silent and motionless.
But late in the evening, when the logs

in the fireplace had flickered almost their
last, the hound raised his head and
placed it upon his master's arm, looked
into his eyes and sank back dead, like
the last pressure of a human hand—"a
'farewell' mutely spoken, but not easy to
forget."
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

THE CLUBS DINNER

BY HIUKRNIA.

XIII.

Of fourse our club j^ave si dinner to the

judges and exhibitors, as all the proper

sort of clul)s do.

The memljers of the home club ap-

peared in "swallow tails," the visitnig

exhibitorr^ ni l)usine8s suits and the han-

dlers iu corduroys. It was consequently

a very dcnuicriilic a.ssembly. The mil-

lionaire fancier was .seated next lO the

handler whose income was <krived solely

from the dogs he took on the circuit for

other people, and the reporter next to the

man who dogs he had recently damned

iu the sporting papers.

But what did this matter ! It was a

dinner of goodftUowship and every one

locked up their petty jealousies in the

inmost recess of their hearts. On the

surface, at least, everything appeared

charming.

Glasses of various sizes from such as

would hold a thimbleful to those which

would contain a half pint wer« artistically

grouped V>efore each guest.

The man who occupied the seat of

honor at the head of the Uble was Mr.

Highbreeze, the most popular memlier

of the club, whose jovial and smooth

shaven face was well known to every

fancier of prominence in the land.

After the oysters, the soup, the fish,

the cnires, llic fowl ttiid the utsstrl had

disappeared and all the glasses had l)eeu

taken away except the ones in which a

succession of flashing bubbles arose from

a light amber fluitl and every person that

smoked had lighted a cigar or cigarette,

Mr. Highbreeze arose and said :

"Brethren of the doggy world, in be-

half of the meinl>ers of our club, I wel-

come you to our city. This is the last

show of the circuit
"

"Thank God !
" groaned an in<livi<lual

near the end of the table, who was hold-

ing his head l)etween his hands.

"I trust," continued Mr. Highbreeze,

taking no notice of the interruption,

"we will all meet again next season with

l)etter dogs picked from the puppies of

this year's breeding and show the public

that the standard of doggy perfection is

being raised higher each year."

EverylK)dy shouted "Hurrah !" except
some Englishmen, who roared "Hear !

hear!"
"And now, gentlemen, this show has

done what everything else has failed to

do—settled the differences between two
of the brightest lights of the dog world.

So let's drink to the Reconciliation."

"What's the reconciliation ?" sleepily

inquired a fellow in corduroys.
"If you had kept awake last night at

the hotel instead of going to sleep in a

chair, you would have known what it

was," replied one of his neifjhtx)rs.

Tlie toast was drunk standing.

As neither of the "reconcilers" ap-

peared to desire to respond to the toast,

Mr. Highbreeze continued :

"As the bashfulness of the gentlemen
alluded to in my toast is too well known
for me to embarra.ss them further by
calling them by name, I will propose
another toast

— "Here's to the pointers."

The judge of that breed arose in re-

sponse and said :

"The members of the club undoubtedly
did me a great honor in asking me to

judge the noblest of all hunting dogs

—

the pointer—

"

"Rats!" banteringly shouted several

setter men.
("That's the sort of game your long-

haired canines are best suited for") con-
tinued the judge in parenthesis.

"Bravo!" shout the pointer men, and
the setter fanciers, too, join in the laugh
at the judge's sally.

"i won't take upyonrtime," continued
the judge, "by telling you how immeas-

urably superior the pointer is to the set-

ter, because you all know it, or will if

you follow hunting long enough, but the

setter has one good trait—he makes a

good house pet, so let's drink to the

health of the Kiiglish setter."

A setter man rose iu response :

"Gentlemen, with your kind permis-

sion, I will give you a few 'pointers'- on
setters—

"

'"Put him out! Muzzle him!" shouted
the listeners, and the speaker, putting his

arm in front of his face as if to shield it

from exjiected missies, continued :

"The comments of our worthy pointer

friend who has just sat down eviilently

come from the heart, but the field trial

records of this country hardly bear out

his statement. Pointers are all well

enough in their way, but that way must
be a smooth and pleasant one, free from
briars, for them to make much showing
ill comparison to the English setter."

An Irish setter man, who was twisting

uneasily in his chair, iiUcrrupled the

speaker with :

"Why is it the honorable gentleman
|

qualifies his statement by using the words
|

English setter—what's the matter with
|

the Irish and Gordons ?"

"That's what we all want to know,"
responded the speaker. "I speak only

from what I have seen, and although the

two other sub-breeds referred to appear
in print to l)e the best field dogs in the

world, yet for some unknown reasons

they never appear in field trials to sus-

tain their paper reputatiou, and "

Just then a Gordon setter man who
was intensely interested in the speech

and who evidently intemled to reply,

alwent-mindedly jxjured the contents of

the vinegar bottle into his glass and
gulped it down. He spluttered and
coughed and had to tie pounded on the

back before he could catch his breath.

This caused such an excitement that

the English setter man forgot all the rest

of his sjieech and sat down.
At this stage of the dinner men who had

not .spoken for years, grew coiifirlential

with each other ; disappointed exhibitors

sililicii uirtmiiv at tiit jUiigta WiiO iiSii

failed to see any merit in their dogs, and
reporters on rival papers pledgecl each
other's health. It looked like a meeting
of the Peace Society.

Songs were sung in which everyone
around the table joineil in the chorus,

and what the voices lacked in music was
made up by noise.

A well-known gentleman, famous as

l)eing not a "kicker," but one of the

"kicke<l," rose and recited in a most
pathetic manner the following poem en-

titled :

THR UNDER DOG IN THE FIGHT.

"I know that Iht world, the great, big world,
From the peasant up to the king.

Has a different tale from the tale 1 tell,

And a different !)ong to sing.

"Bnl for ine (and I never will care a fig

If they say I am wrong or am light),

I shall always go for the weaker dog.
For the underdog in the fight.

"I know that the world, the great big world.
Will never for a moment stop

To sec which dog m:iy he in the fault,

Bnt will sliout for the dog on top.

"But for tne—and I never pause to ask
Which dog may be in right—

For my heart will beat, il bent at all.

For the under dog in the fight.

"Perhaps what I've said I had l)etter not said.
Or it was better I'd said it iiicni;.,

But with heart and glass filled chock to the
brim.

Here's health to the bottom dog '"

He was loudly applauded, and then
another man got off the following :

THE OUTSIDE DOG IN THE FIGHT.

'"Yon may sing of your dog, your bottom dog.
Or of any <log you please

I go for the dog, the wise old dog.
That knowingly takes his ease.

And wagging his tail outside the ring.
Keeping always his bone in sight.

Cares not a pin, in his wise oUlheail,
For either dog in the fight.

"Not his is the hone they arc fighting for.

And why should my dog sail in.

With nothing to gain' but a certain chance
To lose his own precious skin '

There may be a few. ^>erhaps, who fail

To see it in tiuite this light ;

But when the fur flies I hail rather be
The outside dog in the fight.

"I know there are dogs, most generous dogs.
Who think it quite the thing

To take the part of the tjottom dog,
.\nd go yelping into the ring

I care not "a pin what the world iiiav say
In regard to the wrong or the rigfit.

My money goes, as well as my «fjng,

For the dog that keeps out of the fight '

All the visitors bt-gan to look at one an-

other wonderingly, and one of them

shouted "Next." In response to which
another fellow recited :

THE DOG THAT 'LIGHTS ON TOP.

"They may sing, who will, of the outside dog.
Or the under dog, if they chot>se

;

1 tell you the dog that alights on top

—

Who knows how his chances to u.se—
Who gets there fairly, ami stays there, too,

Keepiiig ever in view the right,

Unmindful of everything else save fair play.

Is the dog for nie' in the fight.

"For, observe, thereare bones worth fighting for.

And the valiant do^ 'sails in,'

At risk of getting a nip or a scratch,
For which he cares not a pin.

.\nd though there be nlaiiy who fail to view
A fair contest in this same light-

Still, fly the fur, or fly it not.
Give me the top dog in the fight.

"I've seen and heard of the 'liberal dogs,"

Who, as a general thing.
Will assume the part of the under dog,
When venturing into the ring :

But I've found they're sure.when the fight is done,
To side with the victor—pop !

And, be the chance-winner in right or wrong,
"They yell for the dog that's on top.

"I've sailed in the North, I've been thro' the
South,

I have travel'd East and West

;

I have known the worst beaten—I've seen
Rare triumphs rewarding the best

;

But, in the assault I've heard of, or know.
Aimed at brain, at pelt, or at crop.

In the end I notice, we're pronest to shout
For the dog that alights on top.

"

Everybody roared "Broo," Hurrah !

Hear! Hear! and one man wanted to

know "When the poetry mill would cease

grinding." Aiitither individual immedi-
ately pojJped up with :

"Gentlemen, we have heard all alwut

the under dog, the outside dog, and the

dog that lights on top. Now I'll give my
sentiments regarding

THE UPPER DOG.

"You may sing of your dog, your under dog,
Or vour outside dog in a fight

;

I go for the dog, the boUI, brave dog.
That's up on th' top, in the right.

.\nd giving his wag. in a pleasant way.
He knowingly feels he is right

:

He 'sails forth in' with all his force—
The upper dog in the fight.

"Where will you find a dog of sense.
When he knows that he is right.

Will stand off afar, as the war goes on.
And not help th' just in the fight ?

Or. where'U yon find a dog of strength
In the cause of truth to delight.

That'll give right up and sneakinglybe
The under dog in the fight.

"You know that the world, the wide, wide world,
Always frowns on the lean ami the light

;

If vou're up on the top. with truth on your side.

You're the be.st dogthen. in the fight.

But if under you go, or standoff aloof,

Your name and your fame gets a blight ;

The wide, wide world will truly say,

Shame on that dog in the fight

!

"I know there are dogs, mean, sneaking pups.
Who say thev'Il leave you alone ;

But, as the figfu goes on, they'll sneak right in

And steal from both the bone.
I know there are dogs, big, ugly curs,

That fall under to^et out of sight.

But in truth and in right give me the dog.
The upper dog in the fight

'

After he liatl finished a well-known
club member said :

"The gentleman has just taken the

sentiments out of my mouth, but as

mine are somewhat of a variation on his,

I'll give them anyhow. He recitetl

:

THE TOP DOG.

"Who cares a cuss for under dog
When there's a dog on top .'

Man's sympathy is for success,
He lets the luckless drop :

Anil olleii will he give a kick
At any slender prop.

The under dog may think is sure
Reverses for to stop.

"There is no use for men to talk
Of what is wrong or right.

In this vain world the dog which wins.
By virtue of his might.

Is he for whom all men will shout
From morning until night.

Because he always proves himself
The top dog in the fight,

"So at lini, Tray, but stav on lop.

And shake the scoundrel well,
What business has the filthy cur
.Mong our street to smell ?

Have at him, boy, dcm't let him go,
Till you his hopes dispel.

And I will bet you ten to one
The crowd for yon will yell.

This was as much as the guests could
stand and the dinner party broke up in

great confusion.

KEXNKr^ llE<JIHTKIt.

VISITS

H. HASSELMEIR'S pug bitch to F:herhart Pug
Kennels' BRABFOKn Ri'nv 11, July 24. 1^90.

MRS. E TVI,f:k Spug bitch Kirkncv to Kber-
hart Pug Kennels' Joii.v Bci,L, July 6, 1S90.

FRANK I, GORDON S red Irish setter bitch
Flash to George H, Covert's Dick Swiv-
KI.ER, July iq, iHqo.

W. W.M.TERS' Yorkshire terrier bitch Nejxie
to James Foster's Bi.ackbtrn TF.nnv, July
29, 1S90.

T^EflRiNG Puppies.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

Of the many diflficiilties with which

breeders of valuable dogs have to con-

tend, none is so great as that of rearing

puppies, and it is a startling fact that

not more than one in ten that are born

ever reach maturity. The anxious time

of pupping having passed successfully, it

is by no means certain that a few days

will not disclose that things are not as

they should be. Healthy puppies should

lie in a heap, curled up together, their

whole time being spent in sucking and

sleeping. If, however, they feel limp and

chilly, lie away from each other, and

make a murmuring noise, it is a certain in-

dication that they are not l)eing properly

nourished, the mother's milk l)eing at

fault. This is generally to be detected

the thinl morning after their birth, and

they must at once be transferred to a

foster mother, or they will get from bad

to worse, and death will ensue m a few

days, the cause generally l)eiug inflam-

mation of the bowls.

In choosing a wet nurse,selection should

l)e made of one that has had its lil)erty,

running after a cart, or a rat-catcher's

dog, or one that has l>eeii at work on
sheep, as such rear puppies much better

than animals which leati an indolent life.

This fact points to the supposition that

the cause of so many high-bred bitches

experiencing so much difficulty in partu-

rition is due to the confined state in

which the^' are kept, and the artificial

way in which they are fed.

The breeder must be guided by the ap-

pearance of the mother as to how many
foster mothers will be required. Some
large dogs are so prolific that they will oc-

casionally multiply to the extent of eigh-

teen at a litter, t)ut thirteen or fourteen

are by no means an uncommon tiumljer.
01. 11 « t. » ..^....i.. l.r. '^r <.v«.-.>'-.«'/1«««n**«>

merit, or the bitch herself a prize-winner,

the value of each puppy will t)e in pro-

portion to that of its dam, it is, there-

fore, the more necessary that precaution

should be taken to provide proper suste-

nance for them. Six is the most that

should be left with the mother if fast

growth and speedy development are in-

despensable, and the remainder must lie

relegated to one, two, or three nurses

according to their capabilities to perform
the office. When size is not a consider-

ation, a larger number may be left with

the dam. Bringing up puppies tiy hand
has occasionally lieen trieil with more or

less success, but, under the most favor-

able circumstances, the result is not
worth the trouble.

Once having settled the puppies on
their respective nurses, they can remain
undisturbed for three weeks, as, if

healthy, they will thrive on the mother's
milk, provided she is fed three times a

a day on nourishing food. This should
be comj>osed of a farinaceous nature,

mixed with strong broth and a little meat,
to keep up her strength, and to enable
her to stand the drain upon her constitu-

tion during the remainder of the tima
that the puppies require her support. It

is important to remeiiiiier that when the

puppies can crawl about the mother
should not be fed in their presence, as,

unnatural as it may seem, she will often

growl at, and has sometimes t)eeii known
to kill, her offspring. At three weeks
old the little ones should be taught to lap

by putting their noses in a pan of milk,

at the same time passing the contents to

their mouths with the finger. Goats'

milk is preferable to cows' ; but if not

obtainable, the latter must be diluted

with one-third water. Both must l)e

scalded, and given about the temperature
of the mother's milk. A week later it

may l)e thickened with corn flour, which
may be continued till they are six weeks
old, this food being given four times a

day.
The period for weaning having now

arrived, it is advisable that more substan-

tial diet be given, in onler to tempt the

puppies to fill themselves. The broth

from a bullock's head, which has been
well boiled, thickened, with corn flour,

will supply this purpose ; or, better still,

that of a sheep's head, as all dogs thrive

on mutton better than on any other

meat. The mother should be taken quite

away, and not allowed either to see or
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hear the puppies, or she will strain every

effort to get to them, when, if successful,

her stale milk will most certainly upset

them, and their continued worrying will

induce her to throw tip food that she has

eaten, which is (juite unsuitetl to their

delicate digestion. A mild aj)erient should

l)e given to the mother when first taken

away ; her diet shoul<l be low, and her

breast rubbed with vinegar, or .some other

spirit, to prevent the falling of the teats,

which is so unsightly in m.iny brood
bitches.

I'or exercise, a good-sized run should be
provideil adjoining the kennel, so that

during the daytime the puppies can play

at will, and, if jxissible, they should be
taken into a grass field for half an hour
twice a dav, as great benefit is derived

from rolling in the grass ; and the dirt

antl gra.ss they swallow when playing as-

sists their digestive organs in performing
their proper functions. It is at this time
that great attention must be paid to iheir

skins, as front their inability to clean

themselves, they often become infested

with parasites, which, if unchecked, in-

crease to such an extent that the%' render
the puppies' lives miseraf^le, and by de-

priving them of their natural rest, retard

their growth.
Another source of annoyance, and one

which causes the death of many wheljis,

is the presence of worms ; and as there

are few young dogs which arc not troubled
by them, either in a greater or less de-
gree, a vermifuge should be given, and
of these we have found powders the most
harmless, one deing divided into three
(loses for young jiuppies. 1 1 is, however,
useless to aj)ply this remedy without
preparing the animals, and this must be
done with due regard to their age. At
six weeks old, when they first may be
tried, the last feed in the evening should
be of milk or brolii only. There will

then l)e no undigested food in the stomach
in the morning, and the powder may be
given. This should be followed by a tea-

sjjoonful of castor oil two or three hours
after, and the regular feed may be given
at a further interval of two hours. \Vlien
administere<l with care lAe have found no
injury sustaine<i t)y liie vermifuge.

All young animals thrive best on un-
stained ground. For this reason the re-

moval of puppies to some building which
has been untenanted by dogs will always
be found beneficial, but the)* should be
under the eye of the owner, as it is sel-

dom that ail)' other person can be found
to take sufficient interest in their man-
agement, which IS the pivot upon which
their jjrogress or retrogression depends.
Too imicli foo<l should not be given at a
time, nor should aiij- ever be left with
thetn, or the digestive organs will l)ecome
impaired, an<i the first step taken to-

wards the many ills to which puppies are
heirs. Il will have been observe<l bv
those who have watched puppies at plav,
that they have an innate disposition to
gnaw everything they can gel at. It is

not to play alone that this may be at-

tributed. It is ueces.sary for the well-
being of all dogs and their jiowers of di-
gestion that the flow of saliva should be
encouraged, and in order to induce this
large bones fresh from the butcher may
be daily thrown to the puppies.

.M four months a little meat may be
introduced, and the feed to be of a less
sloppy nature. Biscuits may now oe
given, and an occassional dose of castor
oil when the slightest loss of appetite is

observable. Food should never be forced
upon them if there is any disinclination
to take a meal. No greater mistake can
be made than to entice an ajipelite with
rich food, as it only increases the mis-
chief anci renders the chances of rectify-
ing what at first was a slight indisposition,
less certain than it would have been hatl
prompt measures been taken. The omis-
sion of one meal is generally sufficent to
correct the evil, but if on offering food
again it is not taken with avidity, recourse
must be had to medicine.

Puppies at five months old begin to
change their coats, when a falling off in
condition will be ob.scrvcd. Shoubl thev,
however, be in robust ht-allli Uiis will oii'lv

be slight, and the new coal will come on
quickly, after which thev will rapidly in-
crease in weight. If, on the other hand,
the old coat does not come off frcelv,
and there is a harshness about the tex-
ture, with perceptible loss of flesh, it will
be evident that the system is below par,
an<l that a tonic is lucessarv. Half a
wine-glassful of codliver oil once a dav
has been found a good remedv in such
cases.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

We are in receipt of the premium list

of the Great Inter-State Fair to l>e held

at Ivlmira, N. Y., September i to 12. The
poultry and pigeon department is pro-

vided for as usual, Ijesides quite a num-
ber of special prizes have been donated.

Chamijions of the score caril have re-

ceived another ilefeat, for the birds at

this show will l»e judged by comparison.

*
» *

Our Western readers should send for a

copy of the Kansas State Fair premium
list, a copy of which we have just re-

ceived. The poultry department is under

the care of Mr. C. H. Rhoiles.

»

.\ very important omission in both the

above premium lists is that the judges

are not announced. Judges should be

secure<l early and their natnes printed in

the premium lists. F^xhibitors of valu-

able stock do not care to send in their

entries until they know by whom they

are to be judged. As we pen these lines

we have been handed a letter asking :

"Why don't the Mt. Holly and Wil-

mington fairs announce their judges in

poultry, etc.?"

« *

We have received a circular letter

from Mr. Ross .'V. Smith, addressed to the

breeders and fanciers of .•\merica and the

public generally. It reads as follows :

The ik>uth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock
A.ssociation, with its principal place of business

at Charleston. S. C, and with a membership of

nearly .seven hundre<l, was, until a few days ago,

the only organization of the kind in South Caro-

lina. Within a few days past a private corpora-

tion, with its principal place of business at

Greenville, S. C, has been chartered under the

same name, for the same general purposes.

In view of the complications which may ensue
to either organization, because of the dual desig-

nation, we deem it prudent under the circum-

stances to inform our friends in other states that

no change whatsoever has been made in the

raanageiiient, the membership, or the legal

status of the old as.sociation, which, hereafter,

in its correspondence and business traiiKacti^ns.

will affix the words "not incorporated" to its

designation. The old association with its large

membership throughout the state finds it incon-

sistent with its popular aims, to narrow its or-

ganization within the limits prescribed for char-

tered liodies, and will continue its work as here-

tofore as an association of nicnit>ers.

With these remarks we have only to request

our friends to remember the distinction we have
made in our title, and to address us as "The
South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion (not incorporated), at Charleston, South
Carolina. Ross A. Smith, President.

Advocates of the score card fear that if

it be abandoned the standard will suffer.

Apparently all have not the same rever-

ential veneration for the standard, ami
one of the iconoclasts, Mr. Grant Parish,

writes the Countjy Gentleman about

"Our Transitory 'Standard' " as follows :

•'The .^uiericaii Poultry Association has met
and a<ljouriied for the year, and we find (as I ex-

pected) the suggestion 'to revise the .standard."

What nonsense it is to have a standard which
changes as often as the leaves of our forests—as

changeable as the feathers that cover our fowls !

What is a standard ? My conception is an ideal

guide, substantial and well constructed. A
standard should be lasting, or at least not ion-

.v/(;h//i moving here and there, as in the case of

our poultry stanilard. You can never put your
hand on it and be sure of a dead certainty. The
scale of excellence in our Jerseys, shorthorns,
Holsteins, horses, sheep and swine remains sta-

tionary, thus enatiling breeders and farmers to

breed to a certain point of usefulness with safety.

Our poultry standard is a skip and a hop. up and
down, which causes loss of capital and disgusts

many. Hence I say, discard this tissue of myths
and adopt the every-day, common-sense system
that English breeders have, namely, to scale the

birds at shows by the careful eye of a judge.
' tJur present standard is a fraud, as half-

nay, two thirds—of the judges are ignorant of

the art of scoring the fowls before them, and

hence it is necessary to resort to the sense of

distinguishing the superior birds from the many.
Thousands of breeders and amateurs who ad-

vertise birds scoring ninety-oight points, if

called upon to score them, would falter, and if

truthful would confess their ignorance. Hence,
I say, do not score, do not waste money on re-

vised standards, but let each show or club have
an honest and capable judge of the different

classes of fowls. I believe in .standards for man,
beasts, flowers, etc., but not to ruin what God
gave us strong and of utility. This standard has

ruined more breeds than a line of type can con-

tain the names, and it is about to be revised to

ruin more.

"That we are behind fanciers in the old coun-
try is an established fact, though not admitted
by fanatics. The finest poultry, pigeons and
dogs in the world will be found in Scotland and
England, They have a standard, but it is the

"unwritten law" in the eye of the judge. They
have more shows, more clubs and evince more
enthusiasm in a single hamlet than we do in

whgle states. There it is "cups" and "highly

coiuineuded." Here it is the greed for dollars

and cents and bankruptcy to associations. We
have much to learn from foreign breeders, but

you can't make the average American believe it.

We have fine stock, but if you want to see better,

visits the grand estates in Europe."

In the Fanciers' Gazette J. H. Dreven-

stedt asks the following questions:

"Why, Brother Pierce, are so many birds cut

one on symmetry? Are there no symmetrical

birds ? Take a breeding pen of birds at a show

—

they are cut one in symmetry each. Is there a

law that compels a symmetrical and an unsym-
metrical bird to be cut one point each for the de-

fect in the one bird ? Yet it is done ninety-nine

times in a hundred. Where is the amateur's

guide ? How does he know which bird is the most
symmetrical ? At the New York show the most
typical Laugshan cockerel did not receive a pre-

mium on the score, yet he was awarded the prize

as the most typical I<angshan. How is that ?

*
» »

Mr. Pierce answers as follows :

"Why are so many birds cut one on sym-
metry ?" This question is easily answered in

our judgment, as nine out of every ten speci-

mens placed on exhibition, .scoring from SS to 94

points, are out just about one point in the .sym-

metry section. It is unnecessary to go into an
extended argument on this question, but we will

remark that symmetry should always be judged
separate from all other considerations, and il

will be found that nearly all specimens fail suf-

ficiently either in one place <ir another to make a

total of one cut. and even then be a fine speci-

men. "Ninety-nine times out of a hundred" is

a greatly exaggerated statement, and a judge
who is so reckless as to u.se that cutting power
without reason or honesty should be relegated

to the walks in life he is adapted to. What may
have been done in New York on I^ngshaus has
nothing to do with the merits of scoring, and
further, "one swallow does not make a summer."

•
» *

Judge Pierce justly;condemns thejudge

who cuts symmetry ime without reason

or honesty. This seems exactly the

point Drevenstedt was driving at when
he stated : "Ninety-nine times out o( a

hundred." In order to get more light on

this point we (piote the following from

I. K. Felch in his Philosophy of Judging :

"Again, its (symmetry) flexibility, its

difficulty of close fixed definition or de-

scription, renders an easy cover for the

ignorance of one and the fraud of another

judge, rpon the tangible qualities the

judge can be held to account for any
marked departure from the definition,

but upon this intangible something, as

unsubstantial as the fabric of a dream, he

caunot be held to an account. His cut

may be one point—we have heard it said

that some judges mark their cards one

out in symmetry before leaving the sec-

retary's office, to save time—or it may be

more or less, and his only answer is that

he deems it a just cut. In a close score

he can give, if so disposed, the advantage

to the inferior fowl and defraud the bet-

ter bird of the deserved prize. Again, it

renders the score card unintelligible to

the exhibitor. He can understand a cut

for form or color, for weight or condi-

tion, but for symmetry he cannot, and

as he puzzles over his score card he is

none the wiser for the out on symmetry."
«

» »

So, after all, there must be some truth

in the "ninety-nine times out of a hun-

dred." If the score card is such a lucid

piece of work, why this halo of uncer-

tainty surrounding the symmetry cut ?

Verily, if the leading judges are at vari-

ance on the symtnetry question, how can

the breeders be blamed for opposing the

scoring system ? Judging by comparison

will certainly not be as muddled in its

entirety as the scoring is in one section.

* «

Present prospects are that the South
will outdo the North next winter in poul-

trj' shows. The fact that the American
Poultry .\ssociation will meet in the South
seems to have revived a wonderful inter-

est, and large poultry shows will lie

held in Greenville, SC; Atlanta, Ga.;

Montgomery, Ala.; Memphis, Tenn.; Au-
gusta, Ga., and Nashville, Tenn., as well

as Charleston, S. C.

*

Charleston expects to astonish the

members of the American Poultry Asso-

ciation with its Southern hospitality next

winter. The president of the Charleston

association writes that he has personally

secured over one thousand dollars in con-

tributions from the merchants, and thdt

much more will be given freely.

*
» «

We have received the following letter,

states the English Stock-Keeper, from
the secretary of the Victoria Poultry and
Dog Society, of Melbourne. Australia :

The Victoria Poultry anh Dog Society,!
... - r*n. . .«*.. (i-w «« .•* nn.-.. .. .. • . ..— .... I

May 20, 1890. j
Editor Slock-Keepfr.

Sir : I have the honor, by direction of thecom-
mittee of the above society, to write you for the
following information : Is a person who sells

SKK* "from which chickens are hatched" the

breeder of the .said chickens, or the purchaser of

the eggs ?

Will you kindly oblige by letting me know
whether there is any standing rule dealing with
the above and oblige, yours respectfully,

J. Maude,
Secretary Victoria Poultry and Dog Society.

We are not aware of any standing rule

on this point in this country. Techni-

cally the person who hatches the eggs is

the breeder. But in our opinion the

owner of the parent birds, who, by the

exercise of his skill and judgment in

putting the birds together to produce the

stock, should be regarded as the breeder.

We should be glad of the opinions of

our readers on the subject.

It has been decided in the doggy world

that the breeder of a dog is the person

owning or leasing the bitch at the time

of her being bred. We think it but

justice that the same rule should apply

in the poultrj- world.

Hlju-k, White or Partl-Colored.

We have l)een asked which is the hardi-

est—black, white or parti-colored fowls ?

We have kept all varieties and can see

no difference. As we have said before,

all breeds are healthy in certain locali-

ties. What might be a healthy fowl in

Pennsylvania and New Jersey might be
delicate iti the South or West. And so
on. When a fowl is chosen that suits
the purpose desired there must be a gen-
eral study of the nature of the variety,
and when we enforce the sanitary laws
we shall be enabled to keep our birds
thrifty and in good health.—M. K. Boyer.

—There is nothing in the theory that
round eggs produce pullets and long eggs
cockerels.
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POULTRY GOSSIP.

Items of Iiitwn^Ht fur Hotli Hit^udpr hiiiI

ConHiimer.

Special Corrfspondence.

The l)huk Wyandotte is certainly a

very handsome fowl, and when genuine

can hardly l)e excelled as a layer and

market fowl. To attempt breeding clean

yellow legs on the black Wyandotte will

prove abortive. It is true that we find

sooner or later they will find their way

to the dime museum.

H. S. Habcook devotes considerable

space in the Poultry Monthly to the .\n

dalusian fowl, and gives copious extracts

from English authorities, extolling the

merits of this rather handsome fowl. It

has never been as popular in this country

as it should be, but the rea.son is that

.\ndalusians do not breed true to color,

birds with nearly clean yellow legs, but
1 ,^^^f\ the statement made by one Ivnglish

it would be contrary to the established
1 breeder that from a yard of Andalusians

laws of breeding black pluniaged fowls if
| ^^ ^.g^ get three breeds—white and black

such would prove the rule instead of the

exception.
—0:0

—

Those who favor cross-bred fowls should

try a golden Wyandottelndian game

cross. A friend of mine who tried this

cross reports cockerels weighing four

pounds at less than three months of age.

It will take a magnificent thoroughbred

to beat that weight. He further reports

the fact that half-blood Indian game

pullets proved to be reninrkable layers.

Those in quest of a general purpose fowl

should make a note of the alx)ve

.

The reason why cross breeds are hardier

than thoroughbreds is Ijecause the latter

are pampered too nnich, and bred too

close. In-and-in breeding is necessary to

produce fine feathers, but nine times out

of ten it is carried too far at the expense

of stamina and the practical qualities.

Twisted feathers in the wings, crooked

beaks, crooked toes and wry tails are

danger signals that must be heeded, and

too close breeding is to a certain extent
...... ..:i.i» r„r ii.oj.- .....^<.....n«r.a i.itrr*.

duce new blood on the female side.

It has l)een lately reported that experi-

ments made in Kurope have proved that

water heated to 200 degrees, and forced

into the lungs by means of a fine sprayer,

will destroy all the germs of that dread

disease consumption. It is a well-known

fact that hot water has wonderful cura-

tive properties, and we believe, if fowls

afflicted with roup or throat diseases were

subjected to such a spraying process,

that it might destroy the germs of such

diseases. At all events it is a simple and

cheap rcnie<ly and worthy of trial.

Minorcas and Andalusians—is pretty near

correct. It has been positively stated

that the .\ndalusian is really an old and

genuine breed, imported years ago from

Spain, and that it can be found in the

latter country in perfection. All that I

have to say is that in my experience I

have not succeeded in getting a strain

that breeds true to the color. Neither

have I seen the weights attained which

are claimed for Andalusians. The latter

are exceptionally good layers, and highly

prized as such in France, but ask a

Frenchman what he thinks of them as a

table fowl and he will make a grimace

and say BaA ! Necessity forced me to

eat a few of these birds, but I confess

they were very poor eating. .\s egg pro-

ducers and for crossing on common stock

they are first class. The eggs are large

in size and of a chalky white appearance.

The male bir^s, when well bred, are very

handsome, the contrast of colors being

striking and pleasing to the eye.

—0:0—

Tlie famous incubators of France are

exceedingly simple, and the hatches

average far better out there than in tJiis

countrj-. This, however, is not due to

the supieriority of the I-'rench incubators,

but to the fact that a Frenchman believes

the egg to be the most important factor,

and the great fertility of the Iloudan egg

explains the big hatches. French breeds

are bred for a set pur]>ose—to produce

fine eggs and meat. The large incubator

houses near Paris use eggs from fowls

raised and bred on their own farms.

There is no guesswork about it. In this

country everything goes with a rush,

especially the broiler business. Money
is invested with a lavish hand, expensive

buildings go up, a large array of incu-

bators are procured and i)erhaps a man-

ager hired to take charge of the estab-

lishment. Kverything is figured out on

on the age and surroundings of the chick-

ens. W'ith an unlimited grass run and

plenty of shade, crackeil corn will I>e

found one of the best and most econom-

ical foo<ls we have. I have seen the

most magnificent chickens raised under

the above conditions. Chicks and fowls

that are yarded will require a totally

different treatment, and TiiK JorRN'.\i,'s

advice should be heeded, and little corn

be fed. Bran and oats are the most

valuable foods for chicks and fowls in

confinement.
—0:0

—

There is nothing superior to grass as a

green foo<l. This all practical dairymen

and poultrymefl know. Ensilage in a

measure furnishes succulent food when

grass is not at hand, but it must be fed

in moderation. The l)est green food

we can give fowls or chicks in confine-

ment is the tender stalks of green corn.

The latter is chopped up in a meat cut-

ter aii<l mixed with bran and ground oats

and Indian meal. Chickens will thrive

on such a diet amazingly.

Sweet com and tomatoes are eagerlj*

devoured by chickens, and often the sup-

ply of l>oth is so abundant that the in-

ferior ears and tomatoes could be profit-

ably fed to fowls. The health of man
and beast depends largely in hot weather

on a vegetable diet.

Some men live on excuses. This ap-

plies most charmingly to those individu- !
paper a»<l with pardonable jiride the

als who manipulate incubators unsuccess-

fully. A poor hatch is always due to the

eggs, or to the incubator, and perhaps to

the weather. It never occurs to these

individuals that they are to blame them-

selves. One man who made so many
consecu'ive failures exhausted his stock

of excuses and was at a loss to explain

why he failed to get a chicken, when one

of the facetious gentlemen to be found in

every community solved the mystery as

follows : "Ber gosh. Captain, no wonder

yer can't hatch eggs, you've been using

them artificial eggs made down in Jer-

sey." That settled it. The Captain now
has another excuse that will not wear

out.

Men often boast that their hens are not

lousy, and point with pardonable pride

to the dust bath and insect powder. Yet

we find that these very hens are tor-

mented by a species of lice that escapes

the poultryman's notice. It is the little

bloodsucker that hides by day and works

at night on the principle—if it has any

—

of the bed bug. Spraying the cracks o(

the building and the roosts with kerosene

oil once a week will kill the vermin.

—0:0

—

In a back-number of the English Siock-

Keeper we found the following :

iHave any of our readers noticed the e\Hl haliit

which Plymouth Rocks have, nnionust their

many other evil ways, of devourinfj each other's

combs ? The other week we paid a visit to one

of the largest -if not the largest— stock yards in

the North of KnKland. aii<l there was not a siiiRle

cock lobe seen on the place but had had his

comb partially eaten away by the hens. What
the cause of the habit can be we arc quite at a

loss to conceive. In some London runs it miKht

arise from mere mischief and from want of exer-

cise, much on the principle laid down by the ex-

cellent Ur. Watts, that Satan finds some mis-

chief still lor i le R<x:ks (we mean hanils) to do :

but here, in this particular case, the birds had

practically full liberty, and yet every jieii was
addicted to the same evil practice."

l-;vidently the Plymouth Rock is not a

sublime favorite of the editor, for the

amount of deviltry atlrtbuted by him to

our most famous breed is too much of a

good thing. The Plymouth Rocks have

coming returns from the thousands of

broilers that are to be sold are awaited.

Well, eggs are l>ouglit wherever an egg

exists. All kinds are dumped together

and j)laced in the machines. The hatches,

instead of being ninety per cent, dwindle

down to less than thirty per cent often-

times. The chicks fail to do well in the

brooders and at the time when chickens ' tl>e»r faults, the same as other breeds,

are high the supply at Mr. Novice's ''"^ the cannabalislic traits of these Ivng-

yards is low. He finds plenty of cripples Hsh Rocks are certainly not prevalent in

Hammonton has startled the world fre-

quently, but just now enjoj's the posses-

sion of two living freaks of nature. They
are two one-legged chickens, a cockerel

and a pullet. Both were hatched in the

^me nest, and each minus a leg. They

hop around cheerfully, and seem to enjoy

life. They have been dubbed anti-

scratchers. The party who owns the

"freaks" has refii»e«< fa* for them, but

also in his flock and pcrhaj)s blames his

manager, and discharges him. The latter

has some of the money ; the car])enters,

feed dealers and incubator men have the

balance and Mr. Novice has the experi-

ence. This is a very old story, but true.

The broiler business is no sugar trust.

There is more of the bitter than the

sweet to it, ami only the most cautious,

economical and intelligent management
will secure success.

— :o:

—

ThK JoiRNAt. of last week contains a

little note which states that corn should

not 1>e re<l alone during the summer, and

advises that it should be fed in connec-

tion with other food. This all depends

.American Rocks. I never saw or heartl

of such a thing as Plymouth Rocks eat-

ing their combs off, although it is true

that some have "eaten their heads off."

With the i)amjK;ring and feeding some
birds get it inav not be improbable that a

taste for "comb meat" is cultivated.

Perhaps the safest remedy to suggest is

that our ICnglish friend supply the neces-

sary meat bj- furnishing an l-'nglish Leg-

horn cockerel to the culprits. Such a

cockerel generally has comb enough to

supplv a pretty large yard of fowls.

—0:0

—

The editor, not satisfied to j)rod the

Plymouth Rocks on their bad habits,

goes for them "helow the belt." He

can't understand why the legs fade an

he speaketh thus

:

"Another thing also we cannot understand

about Rocks, and thrtt is their legs. Why do the

legs of Rocks gradually pale and fade away ?

Some people say it is all the fault of the ground
on which they run. that the lime does all the

harm. It may be so, but what wc cannot under-

stand is why it does not take the color out o(

Cochins' legs also. Can it Ik: that the beautiful

orange we sometimes see at the early shows is

due to art, and not to nature ' Has anyone tried

the effects of iodine ? We have heard it whispered

that sometimes the orange is due to this chem-
ical. We are certain it is due_ to some foreign

cause in many cases, for at the last Palace Show
we heard two Rock fanciers talking together,

and one said to the other, 'I say, B , that pul-

let did'nt do much winning after you sold her to

\ .' 'Nay ; but she did fairish well,' was
the answer, 'until the dye wore off her legs I '

"

Well, we never have heard of iodine

01; the legs of Plymouth Rocks in this

country, but we have heard of dye used

on the ear lobes of Cochins and on the

feathers and legs also. No, the Ply-

mouth Rock breeders over here are still

fairly innocent. There nmst be some-

thing wrong in the old country.

—0:0

—

Judging by the number of new poultry

papers that are forced upon the suffering

fraternity, "hen fever" must be an epi-

demic just now. Some of the new papers

are a little timid in depending on poultry

alone, but take a partner in the shape of

dogs, pet stock or garden "sass. " The
latest "thing on earth" is a paper called

Ham and P^ggs. The hog and the hen

shake (hands or i'eet). This familiar

sounding anil rather meaty sheet hails

from Topeka, Kan. It starts out in good

shape. As the name is very suggestive,

Ham and F^ggs should have a large cir-

culation. —0:0

—

The growth of the poultry press in this

country has l)een remarkable in the last

ten years. The old Poultry Bulletin and

its only companion the Poultrj- World

twentj' years ago struggled against heavy

odds, for the fancy then was m its in-

fancy, but both weathered the storm not-

withstanding the numerous and excellent

opposition both had to contend with.

This country can feel proud w hen it com-

pares its poultry j)apers with those of

ICngland and I'rance. There is a snap

and life in American papers that make
them readable. Foreign papers are more

staid and conservative, which hardly suits

the mercurial temperament of ' 'our boys. '

'

It is our candid opinion that, notwith-

standing the very large number of papers

devoted to jxjultry, each and everyone

e.xerts a beneficial influence. Americans

are grejit readers, and no one paper sat-

isfies them ; they must have several or a

half a dozen at one time.

—0:0

—

There is naturally considerable rivalry

among the poultry papers, and the circu-

lation of the different papers causes some
editors serious nightmares. One new
sheet was so impressed with its own cir-

culation that it cooly lumped the total

circulation of nearly all other poultry pa-

jK-rs, and claimed its circulation larger

than the latter. This naturally raised the

ire of papers who claimed the honor. The
whole substance of the matter is that the

papers with "fabulous circulations" re-

fuse to give the bonafitle circulation to

the newspaj)er <lirectories. Comment is

unnecessary. J. H. Drkvkn.stkdT.

—A handful of salt in a pail full of

soft feed about once a week, is a good
preventative of leg weakne-ss in ducks.

—Be on the lookout for feather eaters.

They generally acquire the habit about

now. Remove them at once from th«

flork.

INDIAN GAMES.

Proposed Ohangre of Name—Peti-

tion to the Indian Game Club.

For Tiir Vancikrs' JofRNAi,,

The following petition is circulating

among Indian game breeders :

"To TIIK A.MKRICAN iNDIA.N GaMK CMH.
"Respectfully represent your petitioners that

they are breedersof the large, highly ornamental

and very useful fowls known in this country as

Indian games, but which in Knglaiid are also

known as Cornish games and Cornish Indian

games ; that there are in this country other and
very differently shaped and colored game fowls

which have been imported from India and
which, therefore, seem ei|Ually entitled, from a

geographical standpoint, to the name of Indian

games ; that these latter fowls are bred for the

pit and differ widely in general characleri.stics

from the fowl which this club was formed to

foster and encourage 1 that the sale of these pit

fowls under the designation of Indian games, so

long as the fowls which we are breeding are so-

called, can be only detrimental to the variety

which has been imported from Knglaud ; that

the use of a generic term for all the kinds of

games from India will confuse the public and in-

terfere with the progress and welfare of the one
which we are breeding ; that, under such cir-

cumstances, it .seems advisable that some change
in name should be made for the protection of the
public as buyers and of ourselves as breeders

;

and that we therefore recommend that the Amer-
ican Indian Game Club shall change the name
of the breed to Cornish games or Cornish Indian
games, ami shall also change the name of the
cmb to the Cornish Game Club of .America, or
the Cornish Indian Game Club of America ; and
as in duty liound will ever pray."

It has been sugj^ested to me, as author
of the above petition, that further ex-
planation lie given publicly, and that the
merits of the petition be laid open for
discussion. I do this with pleasure.

I have until very recently Ijeen a firm
advocate of the name Indian game, with
no addition or change. But a year or so
ago I saw fowls exhibited as Indian
games which were no more like the
bre#»d whioh flie A!neric^!i l!;'.li:t:i (^;iji;'"

Club was formed to foster than a Texan
steer is like a short-horn bullock. Not
long ago Mr. H. P. Clarke called my at-
tention to the fact, which in a general
way I had for some time known, that
there were games in this country which
were descended from birds imported di-
rectly from India, and which were l)eing
advertised and largely sold as Indian
games, and suggested that our only pro-
tection was to use the adjective Cornish
iti connection with the name. We couhl
not very well claim that such pit fowls,
desceiKled from games imported from
India, were not Indian games. We could
not dej)rive them of the use of a name to
which they were geographically entitled,
and we certainly could not successfully
brand their breeders as frauds. Under
such circumstances it seemed to me de-
sirable to make some change in the name
of the breed, and if the name of the breed
was changed, that of the club should also
follow.

Of course it can be argued that as the
Indian game which we are breeding is

the most popular, the most numerous
and the most widely disseminated, and
as it is equally entitle<l from a geograph-
ical standpoint to this designation that it

should be called, as it certainly is, the
Indian game, and that the other varieties
should change their names. Ami this ar-
gument is a legitimate one and has with
me much force. It is an argument which
I have myself more than once used. But
sui)iK>se the breeders of the other varie-
ties will not change the names of their
fowls

; suppose that they still continue to
sell a smaller and less useful and less
ornamental fowl as an Indiati game

;

suppose the public buvs this smaller and
less valuable fowl and' from its qualities
judges the whole Indian game class

;how have we gained anything and how
has the public fared ? It certainly will be
a misfortune to have the Indian game
judged by these inferior fowls, and it as-
suredly will be equally a misfortune for
the public to buy such fowls for the
genuine breed. As one of the objects of
the American Indian Game Club is to
protect the public, will it not be likely to
fail, at least to some extent, in accom-
plishing this object, unless it changes the
name ol the breed ? And as another of its
objects is to protect the breeders, w ill it

not also fail in furnishing full protection
if it adopts a name under which verv
different fowls can I* legitimated *old '

If I am correct in supposing that it is

desirable to have the name changed, then
it becomes important to consider what
the change shall be. The petition sug-
gests two names, Cornish game and Cor-
nish Indian game. The first name has an
advantage in being shorter. It is a name
which correctly represents the geographi-
cal locality in which the fowl was brought
to its present state of perfection. It is

a name that is sometimes used in Eng-
land, although there the plain term Indian
game is most fretiuently used, but Cor-
nish game and Cornish Indian game are
also employed. Concerning this breed
Mr. Edward Brown, I-'. L. S., editor of
the Fanciers' Cazette (London, England)
says : "There has l)een brought into
prominence of late a variety known as
Indian game, in who.se interest a club
has recently l)een formed. The name is

a misnomer, for though the original birds
came from India, they have been crossed
* * *, and it would lie much l)etter if,

as has been suggested, they were called
'Cornish ganie.' " Mr. Clarke, however,
objects to this term as being quite as
bad as the one now in common use, for
he says if we should adopt it "we should
come in conflict with the Cornish Ilenny
game, a variety very much older than the
Cornish Indian, and one that is lietter
known among game breeders." This
objection should have due weight given
to it, though I do not think it very seri-
ous, as the Henny games would nndoubt-
e<lly be described as Henny from the lack
of sickles in the cock. A characteristic
like this would always go into the name,
just as much as would the terms rumplers
or frizzled when there were other fowls
of the same breed fully furnished. Should
the club decide to adopt the name Cor-
nish game, I do not think any confusion
would arise.

It is nij- impression, however, that
bree<lers will desire to retain the adjective
Indian, and if the name is changed it will
be likely to become Cornish IntUan game.
The only real objection to this is the
length of the name, and this is not a
very serious objection. While my personal
prCiCrciiCCs ^rc .or as Siiort n UctiUc a»
possible, yet I am aware that Cornish
Indian game is as short as or shorter
than some names in the "American
Standard of Perfection," e. g., pea comb
barred Plymouth Rocks, 1>eardcd golden
Polish, silver spangled Hamburg, black-
breasted red game and the like. This
objection aside, the name Cornish Indian
game is a very exact and accurate one.
The fowl is a game which originated in
and was imported from India, and which
was perfected in Cornwall, England. Its
history appears in this name, and the
name is sufficient protection to the pub-
lic, so far as a name can lie, for it will
prevent the s&le of other Indian games as
Cornish Indian games unless the seller
is an outright and downright fraud

;

against such no name can be a protec-
tion.

Whether the name is changed to Cor-
nish or Cornish Indian game is not verv
material to me. Were it not for accom-
plishing the objects of the club, protect-
ing the public and the breeders, I should
be opposed to anj' change of name. I

like the sound of Indian game far better
than Cornish or Cornish Indian game,
but the gratification of a musical ear is of
far less importance than the prevention of
fraud, and a bungling name with protec-
tion to the public is l)elter than the most
euphonious designation with the defraud-
ing of innocent buyers.

H. S. Babcock.

P. S.— If Indian game breeders who
see this article would write to the secre-
tary of the Indian Game Club whether or
not they are in favor of a change of name,
and if in favor of a change would designate
their preference, it would greatly facili-

tate matters. They could authorize the
secretary to add their name to the peti-
tion or record them as opposed to any
change. h. s. u.

above receiving goo<l.— I)o not be
sensible advice.

—Roll up your sleeves and pull up the
weeds and throw them into the hens.

— \jt\. your feed be light—wheat, oats,
bran and middlings. Give all they will
eat up clean, but no more.

— Feed only the >)est of feed. Dam-
agefl grain or fermented soft food is dan-
gerous, and is apt to produce • disease
akin to cholera.

THE POUTER.

A Pig'eon TVhose Beauty Depends
Altogether on One Point.

Hrom the Fanciers' Gazette.

Of the four standanl varieties of

pigeons there is not one whose beauty so

entirely dejiends iij>oii perfect symmetry
as tlie pouter. The carrier may be

slightly thick in Heck so long as it has

length of face, stoutness of l>euk and
projierly developed and placed l)eak and
eye wattle. The almond tumbler may lie

imperfect in spangling if it has height

of brow and width of skull, with a neat

little Ijeak and good carriage. The barb
may be minus the full flights and lengthy

tail which give it so much character, or

slightly high on leg if the head proper-

ties are correct, but the whole beauty of

the pouter is destroyed if it is defective

in one point. In fact, like the most deli-

cate piece of mechanical workmanship,
every fitting must l)e perfect in its bear-

ings.

Those who can carry their memories
back to upwards of a quarter of a century
ago, before the Crystal Palace in London
could boast of its great annual .show, will
rememl^er the deformity in the shape of
a blue pied cock which reigned supreme
as the result of the highest art in breed-
ing pouters, and with which Mr. Thack-
eray, then a prominent exhibitor, car-
riefl the fancy by storm, a creature shaped
like a boat set on two pegs with a head
and l)ody that a runt might be proud of

;

a monstrosity in every sense of the word
compared with the finest specimens of
the present day.
The pouter fancy at the period we

speak of was at a very low ebb in Eng-
land, the idea with most breeders evi-
dently being to produce quantity rather
than (juality, but there were some very
fan biiu.s liiudeii away in the country,
conspicuous amongst which were those
of Mr. Bult, who never could be induced
to exhibit his stock. It was about this
time that, owing to the death of that
gentleman, his pouters l)ecame distri-
buted, and a few energetic fanciers set to
work to improve the breed by introduc-
ing some of the Scottish strains, with the
result that the pouter has ever since been
improving in elegance of shape and style.
The canny vScot has always l>een famed

for his pouters, whether of high or low
degree, and there were high old times at
Glasgow in days gone by, when Mr. Ure,
of Dundee ; Mr. Wallace, of Glasgow

;

Mr. Montgomery, of Belfast ; Mr. Smith,'
of Halifax ; Mr. Huie and Mr. Matthew
.Stuart, of Glasj^ow, and others used to
exhibit their birds. But, alas ! time has
made a gap in the party, and of those
named only the first and last-named re-
main to tell the story. To the society
formed by these gentlemen the pouter
fancy owes much of its prosperity, for
they set the ball rolling by introducing
competition, and although the annual
meetings at Gla.sgow soon came to an
end, others have taken their place.

For some reason unexplained pigeon
shows at Glasgow and Edinburgh have
never been successful from a monetary
point of view, which is the more ex-
traordinary, as in the neighboring
towns these meetings have been annually
held where a fine display of pouters has
been seen, but nothing has ever come
up to the show which took place in the
Gymnasium at Ixlingburgh some fifteen
ye'ars ago, when all the best birds from
England, Scotland and Ireland were
pre-sent to compete for a valuable silver
cup which was given for the winner of
the largest number of points. This valu-
able trophy was won by Mr. R. Fulton,
but not without a struggle with Captain
Norman Hill. This was the only time
that 500 pouters have been exhib'itetl at
one time

; the fact that out of 9CX) pigeons
of all varieties 500 were pouters is evi-
dence of the interest taken in that breed
of I loo in Scotland. There are a few
pouter fanciers still left who will remem-
ber the fun we had with Jemmie McCul-
lock and his yellow pied cock—how a hoax
was played upon him after the show had
closed, that it had been claimed for /50,
after his having said that it could not be
bought for love nor money. McCullock
had a bad time of it that night. Bobbie
F'ulton, too, came in for a share of the

hoaxing, for a report was set about that
a conspiracy was on foot by which he
was not to win any prizes. Poor Rid-
peth, who was one of tte judges, with
Mr. V. Gresham and Mr. P. H. Jones,
had a hand in this, but he had not lonr
to enjoy his joke, for, picture of health
though he then was, he died soon after
returning home from the show.
The ten years that had elapsed from

the time we first spoke of and the Edin-
burgh show had wrought wonders in the
pouter, for even now it would l>e difficult
to find a lot of 500 l)etter than that which
was exhibited on that occasion. Still,

there has been an advance, but rather at
the expense of length of limb and feather,
the prevailing fault at the present time
Ijeing that many of the most perfect birds
are too small. It is the same with large
breeds of pigeons as with animals ; it is
more easy to get correct symmetry in
small specimens than in large. At the
same time there are a select few pouters
which are superior to anything that has
been seen before.

It is a remarkable fact that, notwith-
standing the large nunilier of people who
breed pouters, there are very few who
really know a good bird when they see
one, and a still less numljer who under-
stand how to breed one, most of the
celebrities of the day having come into
life more by acciden{ than judgment. In
matching up for breeding the early his-
tory of the parents should lie known, in
order that some idea may be formed as
to the color and markings that may be
expected, for pouters do not always re-
produce their offspring the same color
that they are themselves ; and as to
markings, a pair which are perfectly
marked only occasionally throw a young
one like themselves, unless they have
been bred from correctly marked birds for
several generations, and this is seldom
the case.

The tendency to protluce too much
white is very strong in the pouter, more
particularly on the pinion ; it is there-
fore advisable that one of the parents
should have only slight pinion markings,
iiiiccui luut icciuicia aic sumcieiu ana
these high up, so as to avoid any chance
of getting wings that are bishoped

; in
fact, rather solid markings throughout
must be chosen on one side if perfect bib,
moon and pinion-markings are to be
looked for. The covering of the limbs
is a feature that has to be taken into con-
sideration when matting. Many of the
best stock pouters are heavily flagged on
legs and toes, so much so that no amount
of trimming will make them fit for the
show pen, it is therefore necessary to use
them with birds whose legs are closely
feathered in order that stocking limbs
may be obtained. It is in the order of
things that the mother takes upon her-
self the more onerous part in breeding.
For this reason she should possess rather
more substance than the father, who can-
not be too slender in build. It will be
always found that the most satisfactory
results are secured when the quality is

on the side of the sire, and the substance
on that of the dam.

[TO BE CONTINUBD.]

Western Mass.PoultryAssociation

Editor Fanciers' Jourwal.

Sir : The above association has elected

the following officers : President, Colonel

R.J. Hamilton, Springfield ; treasurer,

E. A. Howe, Brightwood ; recording sec-

retary, F. K. Foulds, Springfield ; corre-

sponding secretary, S. W.Craig, Spring-
field ; Executive Committee, W. A. Hatch,
O. B. Deane, A. W. Gardiner, Spring-
field

; W. L. Hanchett, Westfield
; J. K.

Merrill, Holyoke.
The association will hold its show at

City Hall, Springfield, Mass., December
17, 18, 19 and 20, 1890. The officers are
live men and propose to make it the
biggest show ever held in this section,
they are making arrangements for five
thousand birds, besides pigeons and pet
stock. The thing is already l>eginning
to boom. S.W.Craig,

Corresponding Secretary.

Springfield, Mass.

—The slow feathering fowls are usually
the hardiest, as the drain on the system
occasioned by quick feathering does not
weaken them. It is indicative of hardi-
n«>«».
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OROP-BOUND FOW^LS.

The Cause and Cure Described by

a Thorousrh Poultryman.

W. Cook in Poultry.

This is a very important subject. Fowls

are very liable to it, not only through

overfeeding, but from the stuff" they pick

up and eat, which they should not.

There are several things which may be

avoided, where people only keep a few

fowls, to prevent their birds from being

crop-bound. It occurs tnore freejuently

perhaps with those who live in towns and

who have a ganlen than with those living

in the country. I have often seen people

pull up a little bunch of long grass that

was growing on their garden path and

throw it in to the poultry.

When these pieces are thrown in to the

birds they are almost sure to pick them

up, and this is one thing which causes a

stoppage in the crop. A number of

pieces of long grass, as soon as the fowls

swallow them, become a hard sulwtance

when put in a small compass, especially

when it is very coarse grass. It gets

over the passage leading to the gizzard,

and stops the food from passing, conse-

quently irritation is set up at once in the

crop, and the birds become very thirsty.

They drink a lot of water, which

causes the crop to be heavy, and the

weight of the crop makes the skin break

away from the body. The crop falls so

that the liottom of the latter is much

lower than the outlet leading into the

gizzard, and when the crop drops once,

it naturally keeps getting worse and

worse l>ecause it can not empty itself

The round ball of grass remains in the

crop for weeks, and in course of time In-

comes very sour, and a very disagreeable

smell comes from it. The hens may still

keep laying, as when the crop is fallen

the heavy bulk is sunk away from the

passage leading into the gizzard, and the

food can still pass, hut in such cases

many of the eggs which the hens lay

have a nasty taste, or in some cases a

musty smell. Viecause the food in the

crop gets sour, as it never empties itself

properly. Poultry people often wonder

why their eggs taste musty, and this is

one cause for it.

There are several other things which

are liable to block up the passage of the

crop. Bacon rind very frecjuently docs

it. When the housewife has l)een cut-

ting a piece of bacon there is often a rind

at one end, perhaps three-quarters of an

inch wide, while the other end of the

rind may be only an eighth of an inch

wide, so that really it is like a three-

cornered piece. vSuch a piece is almost

sure to stop up the passage leading to

the gizzard. It gets fast in the passage,

and nothing will move it unless an in-

cision is made. I often have post-

mortems sent to me with the bacon rind

fast in the passage. I do not object to

giving iKjultry bacon rind, but it shoul<l

never l)e more than two inches long, nor

should they \>e wide pieces, .\nother

dangerous thing for fowls is little pieces

of sharp tone splintered —that is to say,

poultry people often knock up l>one for

the birds themselves, which is a very fine

thing for them if prope'rly done, but in

some cases there are little sharp splinters

from the Ixine, and if these are allowed to

pass the birds will often swallow them,

and that also sets up inflammation in the

crop. After they are swallowed they

often lay in the crop a long time, and in

some cases prick right through the latter,

just in the same way as a needle would.

Sharp fish bones will serve them in the

same wav, though the latter are also a

verv good thing for fowls if they are

either cut into small pieces or smashed

up, but when the birds swallow them two

or three inches long it often causes a

stoppage in their crops. Where poultry

people have only a few birds, and the

refuse from the house is given them, it is

not much trouble to pick out the large

fish bones, or anything which is liable to

block up the passage of the crop. 1

aUvays preach the doctrine, " Prevention

is better than cure."

Referring again to the long grass, it is

very easy to cut it. If you get a handful

of long grass and lay it on a board, with a

sharp knife enough could be cut up in

al)out five minutes for too birds. Hold

the grass tight in the left hand, and it

will cut very easily. It should not l)e cut

more than al)OUt half or three-quarters of

an inch long, especially if it is coarse.

(ira,ss from a lawn that has been mowed
with a machine is splendid for them

;

though it is often more than an inch

long, it is generally, very fine. Many
jieople cut cabbage leaves up for their

binls, the stem of the leaves l>eing very

large they cut them up in three-cornered

pieces. When they are cut up in this

way they often cause a stoppage in the

crop. When the stems are given to the

fowls thev should be cut up in narrow

strips, not thick pieces, Ijecause the bird's

swallow is much larger than the passage

leading into the gizzard. Sometimes
when fowls are short of sharp grit they

will swallow large stones or pieces of coal,

which will cause a stoppage. If a fowl

has a stoppage through the food not be-

ing digested properly, two teaspoonfuls

of salad oil and half a teasi>oonful of

Epsom salts will often clear the passage,

but when it does not, an incision in the

crop should l)e made, and the hard or

solid substance should be removed.

When poultry first shows signs of a stop-

page in the crop it should be seen to at

once.
Whenever a hen is noticed to stretch her

neck as though she was trying to swallow

something, or rather when she has got

something which appears to be in her

throat, and she cannot get it any further,

she should be picked up at once and the

oil and Kpsom salts given to her. When
they are allowed to goon so long that the

crop falls very low there is not the slight-

est danger of opening the latter if it is

done properly, and it is a very easy opera-

tion ; very often the fowl does not make
one struggle or kick the whole of the

time. I find the best way to open the

crop is to lay the hen on her back on a

table and let a second person hold their

hands over the legs, keeping them
-*..-, .t. ...1 I— 1..*.4^) !»*».- i,,c* #.» U«>«>f-« tli^irH
atlct\-Ut»i ,n.iii»»*» »*,-., j»«..fc »" .-^*^

down, so that she has no power to kick

against anything. The second person

should also help to hold the feathers on

one side of the crop. The feathers should

l>e damped a little with clean water, if

not they are likely to 1>e in the -way.

Look for the blood' veins in the crop and

avoid them as much as possible. The
incision should be made from one to one

and a half inches long, that is in the

outer skin, according to the sul^stance

there is in the crop. The hole in the

under skin may be made rather smaller

than the other.

In the case of long grass l)eing in it

should be twisted round like a hay band,

a little at a time, with the thumb and

finj^er, gradually pulling at the same
time as you twist. If it cannot be done
this way the handle of a teaspoon is best. I

mention laying the hen upon a table to

make an incision in the crop, but when
the latter is being emptied it is l)est to

let her lay on the left knee of the opera-

tor, so that she can be tipped on the

slant. A pail or ImjwI shouUl l)e placed

underneath to catch the contents, so

that they can be well examined after-

wards. The ojierator must 1)e very care-

ful in making the incision in the crop,

and before the knife or lance is taken out

it should have the handle of a spoon or

something to put inside the crop ; if not,

they may turn round, and it is a difficult

maCter to find the incision again without

giving the bird a lot of pain. The crop

must be kept steady and in one position

all the time.

.\fter the croji is well cleanedo ut the

wound should be wipetl carefully, and it

there is blood 011 it, it is best to wash if

off with a sponge and a little tepid water,

so that it is nice and clean outside. If

this is not done the hen is apt to pluck

the feathers out of her breast in trying to

clean them, as the contents often dry 011

the feathers. A fine needle should then

l)e use(l with a piece of silk threail. Tie

a knot in the end of the thread so that

the first stitch does not pull through.

Should the crop be very large a piece

can lie rut out of it, or better still

stitched up—that is to say, fold a little

piece over to make it smaller. Stitch it

in that way, and the crop will take no
harm. In an incision an inch long I

usually take about six stitches, .\ftcr

the incision made in the crop is sewn
up, and the thread cut off, put a little oil

on the wound, so that it runs nicely

round the crop between the two skins.

This will prevent any irritation; then sew

the outer skin in the same way, but take

care that none of the feathers get pulled

in with the stitches.

Put a little oil or vaseline on the

stitches, and pour almost half a teaspoon

-

ful of salad oil down the bird's throat,

which will help to heal the insiile of the

crop. Some people wash the crop out l)e-

fore it is sewn up, but I never find that

necessary. The less you wet the bird's

feathers the l)etter. After the operation

is over they should have a little bread

soaked in cold water, and a few grains of

corn. They will usually eat as soon as

they are put on their feet. They should

be kept in a coop or place by themselves

for about two davs, so that they cannot

run to drink. If they are let drink the

water is apt to penetrate where the inci-

sion is made. If they are kept on soaked

bread and a little hard corn for alx)ut

three or four days no harm comes of the

operation. I have not lost a single bird

by this operation.
,

The Indian Games.

F. Rowland, the New Jersey duck king,

has been making some experiments with

the Indian games and Plymouth Rocks.

He put part Indian game and part

Plymouth Rock eggs under a hen and

had a good hatch. Hoth breeds were

raised together and right along from the

start the games kept way ahead of the

Rocks. There is no disputing the fact

the Indian games are grand birds and

have come to stay.—Germantown Tele-

grapli- _^.

The African Bantam.

The African bantam is one of the

handsomest as well as one of the most

interesting varieties of the bantam class.

With its neat rose comb, its small, per-

fectlv white and flat ear-lobes, its fine

Hamburg shape, and Itj^ iridescent black

plumage, it never fails to attract atten-

tion wherever it is shown. Its admirers

are many and its champion legion.

Withal it commands a good price for fine

specimens. It is (juite largely bred and
deserves all the popularity which it en-

joys.—American Poultry Yard.

A Duck That Steers With a Rudder
From thf Baltiiiiore Sun.

Mr. James Stewart of the York road,

opposite Guilford, yesterday exhibited at

the Sun office a white Pekiu duck with

four feet. It is two weeks old, and bids

fair to live. The duckling uses one of

its many legs as a rudder when swim-

ming.

POULTRY NOTES.

—Hay will generate vermin more
(juickly than straw.

—Now is a good time to separate the

males from the females.

—Cannot you allow the hens a few

hours free run each day ?

—Thoroughness in detail is what counts

in poultry raising.

In dosing poultry, remember that one-

tenth the dose given to a man is sufficient

for a fowl.

—The man that does not provide shade

and plenty of fresh water these hot days

is henrtless.

—A small seed j)epper Ijoiled in a

(juart of water, and while scalding hot,

poured over sufficient meal to make a

mush that will drop from the spoon,

and to which is a<ldetl three spoonsful

chopped suet, one tcaspoonful salt, anii

baked in a coveretl ]ian two hours, is a

splendid every other morning feed for

laying hens.

— In France the intestines are boiled,

the fat skimmed off, minced as food for

poultry, and the liquor fed to pigs. The
comV)s and kidneys are sold to pastry

rooks, the first for decorating ami the

latter for pies. The head, neck ami feet

are sold to hotels and restaurants, etc.,

for flavoring sauces, or boiled <lown to

make chicken jelly.

A REPLY TO MR. BABOOOK.

Single and Double Lacing of In-

dian Games.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : It is gratifying that so able a

critic and judge of Indian games as Mr.

Babcock certainly is should agree with

me in most particulars regarding the

single and double lacing of these birds.

I am glad Mr. Babcock favors double

lacing, ami that he advises giving the pre-

mium to a double-laced bird over a single-

laced bird having the same score. Well,

this knocks out the single-laced bird at

once, if the double-laced birds are so

much easier to breed than the single

laced ones, as Mr. Babcock intimates. I

am sorry that I shall have to disagree

with him on the latter point. I honestly

believe that a truly fine clean double-

laced bird is very, very scarce. I re-

cently took a special trip to view five

binls that cost $nx). They were supposed

to be of the very finest quality. I hantlled

the fiesl heu carefully, and plucked the

best feathers I could find, and took them

home with me. Yet it will take a big stretch

of imagination on my part to concede

that these feathers are one-half as l)eauti-

ful and perfect as those of the famous
Whitfield hen. The double lacing was

there, but not clearly defined, . the bay
ground l)eiug pencilled. This proves the

extreme ditTiculty of breeding fine double-

laced birds. Now let us see about the

single-laced birds and their difficulties. I

admit it is hard to get a clearly defined

single lacing on the Indian game, but

what is to hinder a breeder from using

golden Wyandotte females with an Indian

game male and producing finely laced

birds ? Nothing. It has been done by a

few as an experiment and resulted in

some very nice single-laced birds. Does
this not noint the wav for the single-

laced advocates ? "The end justifies the

means" is a popular fad with some breed-

ers, and I am afraid the puri/y of the

Indian game will suffer, although from

what I have heard the cross with the

golden Wyandotte is a decidedly good one

in point of color and practical purpose.

Now, friend Babcock, do you think it

will be so very difficult to produce single-

lace<l birds with above mentioned cross

in view? If a standard is made for

single-laced birds only, the country will

be flooded in two or three years with the

"cross-bred Indians." I say this in

utmost good faith, and in interest of the

pure Indian game.
Mr. Bal)C0ck errs when he says that I

"arraign the honesty of the judges," if

the latter should have their personal

preferences. How can a judge have one

ideal when the flexible standard provides

two? Judges are human, and no doubt
will do as the standard directs them to,

but we cannot impugn a judge's honesty
because he believes a single-laced bird

handsomer than a double-laced one. Even
with Mr. Babcock's compromise clause,

the single-laced bird in the eyes of some
will always be handsomer, and conse-

((uently score higher than a iirst-class and
equally meritorious double-laced bird.

First impression goes a great ways in

judging. As far as I am aware most all

the judges are inclined to accept the

double lacing, and there can hardly be

any cause for anxiety on this score at

present. I am glad Mr. Babcock has

called attention to the combs of Indian

games. I acknowledge that three points

for uudubbed birds is too small a valu-

ation for the comb, but as long as dubbing
is tolerated the comb of the male birds

amounts to very little. If dubbing is to

to be prohibited', then an attempt should
be made to breed a small pea comb on
these birds, giving comb a valuation of

five points. In a "bird of utility and
destinv" we must be careful not to figure

too high on the least inqxirtant sections. I

trust that all bree<lers interested in Indian

games will subuiit their views, as a

thorough discussion of the matter will

aid the committee iu formulating a proper

apd satisfactory standard.

J. H. Drevknstkdt.

—The Plymouth Kock cockerels make
an attractive appearance, more so than
when matured.
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AMERICAN POULTRY ASSOCIATION PRIZES

FOR SKETCHES ILH'STKATIN<i THE AMERICAN
STANDARD OI' I'ERKKCTION.

The undersigned committee on illus-

trating the standard, hereby announce in

the name and by the authority of the

American Poultry Association a competi-

tive concourse subject to the following

conditions : The object of this competi-

tion is to call out the best available talent

to illustrate the standard with jjictorial

interpretations of its language.

With this end in view we are author-

ized to offer in the name of the A. P. A.

the sum of (Jfticxxi) one thousand dollars

for the best series of sketches in black

and white delineating in detail all the

breeds recognized by the American Stand-
ard of Perfection.

Deeming it but fair to reward not alone
the ma.sters of the art of picturing fowl,

but that inducements should be held out
to all artists, one or more of whom may
excel in portraying certain breeds, to

enter the lists we consider it advisable to

divide the sum authorized into prizes of

I750 and I250.
Competition is open to the artists of

the world. The sketches to be black and
white, on heavy paper of a (juality to

write and wear.
All varieties recognized by the A. S. of

P. are to be <lepicted in detail in profile

and either iu full face or (juartenng as,

in the judgment of the artist, will be de-
linealeil the breed treated. The sketches
shall be of a male and female of each
variety. While failure to submit sketches
of all varieties will not debar any com-
petitor from winning the grand prize of

#750 ;
yeti all other things being equal,

the prize will be awarded to the artist

submitting drawings of the greatest
number of varieties.

Sketches are to be submitted Unsigned,
but each sketch shall l)e marke<l for iden-
tification with a nom-de plume.
A sealed envelope containing in dupli-

caf thf nrivat^ ninrU or !lon!-'le-'>lut!!e

of the artist, his name and address shall

accompany the sketches submitted. The
envelopes containing the nom-de-plumes
will be opened in the presence of all the
conn>etitors or their represenatives at
the annual meeting of the A. P. A. in

1892 at which meeting the awards will be
made public. All sketches submitted,
whether deemed worthy a prize or not,
shall, immediately on their receipt by the
committee, become the property of the
A. P. A. All sketches must be in the
hands of the committee previous to the
annual A. P. A. meeting in 1S91. Com-
petitors are requested, although com-
pliance is at the option of the competi-
tors, to forward to E. R. Spaulding, of
Jaflfrey, N. H., secretary of the commit-
tee, each sketch as completed. It is also
recjuested that sketches of the varieties
be made in the same order as they ap-
pear in the American Standard of Per-
fection.

Should but two artists compete and the
committee deem the work of neither
worthy of the first prize, the committee
reserves the right to withhold the same.
The committee also n.'serves the right

of extending the time of closing the com-
petition beyond the annual A. P. A.
meeting in 1891, if in the judgment of
the committee the l>est interests of the
A. P. A. are served by so doing.
The committee especiallv desires the

co-operatiou of all the specialty clubs, as,

under the resolutions empowering this
committee to act, it must, before report-
ing any sketch to the A. P. A. as ap-
proved, submit the same to the specialty
club interested in the variety.

It is patent to all that 'l)etter results
await the union of the moneys to be de-
voted to the purchase of cuts by clubs
with the prize money now offered by the
A. P. A. "In union is strength."
The committee particularly invites dis-

cussion of this subject in the "iwultry
press" and will feel under obligations for
advice from any fancier. Trusting the
response to our efforts may be worthy of
the cause we a«lvocate and that the sum
off^ered by the A. P. A. mav prompt all
our artists to put their best foot fore-
most and place the American Standard
of Perfection on a plane with the most
artistic productions of the age, we re-
main, very respectftilly,

Ja.mks E. Whitk, John ]•:. Dikhi.,
R. R. SPAr.DiNO, C. A. Swret,

P. H. SCUDUKR.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The birds of Theo. P. Green, of Wood-
bury, N. J., are doing very creditable

work, and last week made the best aver-

age speed of the .season, outside of the

Concourse races. Fifteen of his birds

were liberated at Orange, Va., at 9 A. M.,

two returned together at 1.39 P. M. The
air line distance covered was 194 miles

;

average speed, 1218 yards per minute.

Only two of the fifteen birds were lost in

this fly. Mr. ('ireen on Wednesday shipped

a basket of birds to be lil)erated at Dan-

ville, Va., distance to home, 316 miles.

« *

The two birds Dusky and Right Bow-

ers, of Fred. Bowers, Fall River, Mass.,

were liberated in Owa.ssa, Mich., Tues-

day morning at thirteen minutes past 6

o'clock. The distance to home is 671

miles. This is the first time eastern

flyers have l)een lilierated beyond Can-

ada, but, barring accident, it is believed

the birds will arrive at home. The record

to be beaten is "the best from over 550

miles from the West," that is, 640 miles

in twenty-one days, made by Garfield at

the very beginning of American flying.

*
« •

Two lots of birds are now out for the

George W. Childs prize, one of five birds

owned by E. W. Twining, of Yardley,

Pa., are at Greer's Depot, S. C, distance,

535 miles. The other lot of seven birds

owned by Henry Wagner and one bird

owned by Charles Kussmaul, lK)th of

Roslindale, Mass., are at Waterford, Ont.,

distance, 540 miles. Both lots are await-

ing favorable weather.

•
• «

F. M. Gillwrt, Evansville, Ind., has

just received another lot of grand fans

to a<ld to his already fine loft. These

last are from the noted lofts of Alexander,

of .Vrbroath, near Liverpool.

•
*

A carrier pigeon, apparently storm-

driven and very tired, flew into the house

of .Mphonso Blatchford, in Rockport,

Me., Saturday afternoon, during ^ heavy

rain storm. It had a metallic ring on

one leg marked "A. E. W., No. 9."

» *

P. F. Bolay, of the Fanciers' Club,

Germantown, Pa., has suffered an irre-

parable loss during the past few weeks iu

the death of two of his most valuable

birds, vs., b. c. c, 7241, Sam, and the b.

c. wt. flt. c, 4712, Black Jim, Ixith of

whom died after a short illness, and after

all remedies had proven futile. Sam had
a record three times from Sio'A miles,

and was the father of many excellent

birds ; Black Jim was an invincible racer

in his day, and won many j)rizes for his

owner, the most iinjiortant of which was

the Verrinder prize in 1S86 for 2uo miles
;

speed 1456 yards, 330 birds competing
;

he also held the record of four times

from 510 miles, once (1887) in thirteen

hours and one and three-fourths min-

utes, speed 1
1
50 yards. Such birds are

indeed hard to replace.

FEDERATION NEWS.

Meeting of the Concourse and Ex-
ecutive Committees.

A meeting of the Concourse Committee
was held July 26th, at the Belmont
Cricket grounds, West Philadelphia, Pa.

Meeting called to order at 3 P. M., Presi-

dent John Shepherd in the chair. Mem-
l>ers present : L. W. Spangehl, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. ; William Verrinder, Jr., Jersey

City, N. J. ; A. M. Wood, James Work,

J. C. Conley, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Messrs.

W. Bennert, Newark, N. J. ; F. K.

Rogers, G. T. Morgan, Philadelphia, Pa.,

present by invitation.

Diplomas were recommended to the

following winners in the 20(j-mile race

(provided the distances were verified):

J. W. Markley ist, James Roberts ad, J.

I). Munro 3d, P. F. Bolay 4th, F. K.
Rogers 5th.

In the 3ot)-mile race to W. B. Garra-
brauts 1st, T. F. Pittinger 2d. J. R. Hus-
son 3d, John Ballard 4tti, H. Walker 5th.

In the 4cK)-mile race to W. E. Johnson
ist, L. W. Spangehl 2d, B. Elwell 3d, J.
C. Conley 4th, C. A. Mahr. Jr., 5th.

In the 50f)-niile race to H. J. Williams
1st, W. H. Goodbv 2(1, Win. Bennert 3d,

L. W. Spangehl 4th, C. A. Mahr, Jr., 5th.

h. W. Spangehl objected to awarding
the first diploma to W. V.. Johnson, Key-
port, N. J., on account of the distance
beinj^ but 388.14, and apjiealed to the Ex-
ecutive Committee.
Moved by Mr. Verrinder, seconded by

Mr. Spangehl, that all returns entitled to
Federation record be prepared for publica-
tion iu the official paper, the same to give
registered number, owner, distance, time
of arrival, average speed, etc. Carried.
Moved and seconded that a young bird
race from 200 miles l)e arranged for Sat-
urday, October 4. Moved and seconded
that a vote of thanks be extended to Mir.

D. S. Rogers for his able management as
convoyer in the 500-mile race. Carried.

(Signed) Geo. T. Morgan,
Secretary.

A regularly calletl meeting of the Ex-
ecutive Committee was held at the Race
Secretary's office, 1 115 South Fifteenth
Street, Philadelphia, at 3 P. M., July 28,

President John .Shepherd in the chair
;

L. W. Spangehl, second vice president

;

J. C. Conley, race secretary ; William
Verrinder, secretary and treasurer

;

George T. Morgan, Paul W. Krouse. The
rejjorl ni the Concourse Ctunmiltee was
read and the following recommendations
adopteil :

L. W. Spangehl moved, P. W. Krouse,
seconded, that the recommendations of
the Concourse Committee, awarding di-

pl.jnias for the 2fx), 3cxj and 5a>inile
races, be accepted ; carried. P. W.
Krouse moved, J. C. Conley, seconded,
that the recommendations of the Con-
course Committee in the 400 mile race,

awarding first diploma to W. Iv Johnson,
be accejjted ; Conley, Morgan, Krouse
voting in the affirmative, .Spangehl in the
negative ; carried. The recommendation
of the Concourse Committee for a 200-

nnle young bird race, to be flown Octol)er

4, unanimously adopted. Moved and
seconded that the recommendations of

the Concourse Committee suggesting that
a full report of all returns entitled to Fed-
eration records be prepared by the Race
Secretary ; carried. A vote of thanks
was extended to the Committee on Ex-
press Rates for valuable services ren-
dered in securing so favorable a reduction
of rates on transportation of birds for lib-

eration ; carried.

Moved and seconded that the .baskets
containing birds flying for I'"ederation

record be sealed, as heretofore, at start,

and said seals no/ be broken until the time
0/ liberation. Carried. Moved and sec-

onded that the action of the Executive
Committee at the January meeting with
reference to the issue of seamless bands
be reconsidereil. Carried. The original
motion was now taken up, "that seam-
less bands be- issued to I"e<leration mem-
l)ers only ;" this being put to a vote was
lost. A vote of thanks was tendered
Vice-President Spangehl for his lil)eral

donation of a IkjuikI index book for the
use of the race secretary. Moved by L.
W. Spangehl that the annual meeting for

1890 t)e convened in New York City, and
that the fanciers of New York City and
vicinity be retpiested to jirovide a suitable

place for holding the annual meeting and
show. Carried.

L. W. Spangehl suggested that the
Executive Committee be recjuested to
consider the advisability of recommend-
ing at the annual meeting such changes
in the by-laws of the Federation as shall

give each section a deputy race secretary,
who shall, in conjunction with the Fed-
eration race secretary, conduct flights for

record in their several sections or locali-

ties, all working under eon set of national

rules. Moved that the president be au-

thorized to contract for the seamless
band for 1891. Carried. No further
business ; adjourned.

Signed, Wm. Verrinder, Jr.,

Secretary.

«

The committee, of which Mr. G. T.
Morgan is treasurer, who were entrusted
with the awarding of the money collected
for special prizes, recommended that
prizes of the following value be pur-
chased and awarded to the first three
winners in the se\'eral races :

Value.
200 Miles— i. J. D. Munro $2500

2. P. V. Bol.iy. ... 12.00
T,. V. K. Rogers 8.00

3<>o Miles— I. J. R. Husiion 30.00
2. H.Walker 10.00
3. William Bennert 5.00

400 Mii.es—I. U. W. Sipanifehl 50.00
J. Benjamin Elwell 10.00
3. J. C. Conley 5.00

In the 500-mile race no award could lie

made as there were no returns the same
day. The committee also appropriated
J25 toward the expenses of the convoyer
in the 500-niile race, and I30 for the
young bird race.

STRAYING HOMERS.

Why Homers Are Detained—A Lit-

tle Courtesy Would Obvi-

ate the Difficulty.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : There seems to be something of

"a tempest in a teapot" stirred up about
a few worthless, so railed, homers. The
amount of indignation (!) caused here by
j'our quotation may have been the cause

of the recent hot spell of weather, but it

is unlikely ; hardly of sufficient gravity.

There is more than one side to every

question ; there is to this one. We cut

from a paper here an "adv." from a

Philadelphia homing fancier giving num-
bers of pigeons lost, and stating that "a

rea.sonable price" would be given for

them. When the bird, that .seems to be

the casus belli, came into the loft of the

younjr boy, H. Williams, he supposed he
was doing the owner a kindness in noti-

fying him and supposed that he also

might be willing to pay -a reasonable re-

ward, but instead of a {K>lite acknowl-

edgment, asking for the liberation of the

bird, what might be called an offensive
postal was sent him to the effect that "he
ought to let it go, as any respectable fan-
cier would do, and that he ought not to
ask for any reward as there was none."
No word of thanks whatever.
As he had Ixjught birds at other times

and liberated them, having l)een promised
rewards, and never receiving them, and
this l)eing the experience of others, it is

scarcelv to be wondered at that no trouble
will be taken here even to waste stamps
reporting birds that the owners do not
value at a good word, or liberate such
birds if caught trespassing.

We know now of a pair of banded birds
that have been in the open Joft of a fan-
cier for more than a month ; now have
young and fly all about, but do not go
home.
Another homing fancier found a

marked bird in his loft and notified the
owner, receiving his thanks and request
to liberate after feeding and resting. This
was done and the return home of the bird
stated. This same bird has several times
since visited the loft here, making a so-

cial call, but what good is such a bird in
a close race ?

Last summer we found a bird with
band marked T. P. G.; do not remember
number ; countermarked 32 South Third
Street. After feeding the bird a day or
two we liberated it and wrote a postal to
an ac(iuaintance in Philadelphia to call

at the number given and notify them.
This bird went south from our resi-

dence towards Baltimore, it remaining
very doubtful if it went home.

In conclusion, would it not be better
to impress on everyone in this connec-
tion that a little civility would always
have better results tliHU calling opprobri-
ous name.s ? Yours ti uly,

Thomas W. Hooper.
Baltimore, July 26, 1890.
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SCRAPPLE.
The Arffus Pheasant—Bggrs

Food—The Frifirate Bird

as a Carrier.

as

The following extracts arc from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for

alt kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and 7ve

therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to pcmltry, pigeons andfancy stock.

The Arjfus Phettsiiiit.

In Sumatra the Argus occupies the

place held in Java by the peacock, which,

seen in its native wiklness, is unsurpassed

for brilliancy of color and decorative ap-

pendages, but its ornamentation is too

gaudy for long contemplatiou, while in

the case of the Argus pheasant one may
admire feather by feather, and the same

feather again and again, and daily see

new beauties. The tail of the peacock
is formed by a great development of the

upper tail coverts, while that of the
Argus pheasant is formed chiefly by an
enormous elongation of the two tail

quills and of the secondary wing feath-

ers, no two of which are exactly the
same, and the closer thev are examined
the greater is seen to be the extreme
chasteness of their markings, and their

rich, varied and harmonious coloring.

When alarmed the Argus escapes by
running through the thick scrub when
the brilliancy of its plumage, by be-

ing gathered close al>out Jts Ixxly, is

quite concealed. Till I had observed it

at a later period I was not aware of its

habit of making a large circus some
ten feet to twelve feet in diameter in the

forest, which it clears of every leaf and
twig and branch, till the ground is per-

fectly swept, and garnished. On the
margin of this circus there is invariably

a projecting branch or high, arched root,

at a lew feet elevation alK)ve the ground,
on which the female bird takes its place,

while in the ring the male—the male
birds alone possess great decoration

—

shows off all his magnificence for the
gratification and pleasure of his consort,

and to exalt himself in her eyes. It is a
strange fact that when the male bird has
been caught—these birds are much
trapped by the natives, their excessive
shyness making it impossible to shoot
them—the female invariably returns to

the same circus with a new mate, even if

two or three times in succession her lord
should be caught. The female bird is

rarely caught, owing to her flying to her
roost when approaching the circus, while
the great winged males walk into the
ring, which the native skillfully barri-

cades all round, except the one sjjot

where he sets his snare.—H. O. Forbes.

The Frigate Blnl as a Carrier.

Dr. Tnnier, of the London Missionary

Society, has the following in his book on

"Samoa :" "Funafuti, or Kllice Island,

lat. 8 deg. 29 min. S.. long. 179 deg. 12

min E. When I visited the group in

1876 I found that the Samoan native
pastors on four of the islands were in

the habit of corresponding by means of
carrier Frigate birds. While I was in

the pastor's home on Funafuti, on a Sun-
day afternoon, a bird arrived with a note
from another pastor on Nukufetau, sixty
miles distant. It was a foolscap 8vo.
leaf, dated on the Friday, done up inside
a light piece of reed, plugged up with a

bit of cloth, and attachen to the wing of
the bird. In former times the natives
sent pearl shell fish hooks by Frigate
birds from island to island. I observed
that they had them as pets on perches at

a number of islands in this Ellice group,
fed them on fish, and when there was a

favorable wind, the creatures had an in-

stinctive curiosity to go and visit another
island, where, on looking down, thev saw

a perch, and hence our Samoan pastors,

when they were located there, found an
ocean postal service all ready to their

hand !"

It is not quite clear, from the forego-

ing, if the Frigate bird is domesticable,
and after being sent from its home, like

a homing pigeon, returns to its domicile
on iit)eration. The time mentioned (two
days) is long for what would occupy a
goo<l pigeon under two hours ; but the
fact is iiiteresting,and shows the ingenuity
of those primitive natives of the Pacific

in making the discovery that a seabird
could l>e so employed.
Some time lately I saw it mentioned

that the raven could be used as a mes-
senger or homing bird, and that some of
them were actually so employed in

F'rance or Germany.—J. C. L.

Buff Cochins.

This grand old breed seems to be

growing more popular every day, and

deservedly so too. Too much cannot l)e

said alx)ut the excellence of this variety.

There is no breed that is more thorough-

bred, or that is more ardently admired by

the fraternity in general, and considering
them from a standpoint of utility, they
fill the bill splenuidly. They are re-

markable winter layers, and excellent for

the table ; the .secret of their great popu-
larity is l)ecause of their sui)eriority. The
American Buff Cochin Club is doing
much to advance them, and the secretary
of the club says he will have them at

the head of the list liefore long. If you
are not satisfied with your present breed,
try the old and reliable buff Cochin

;
you

won't be disappointed.—J. H. L. To<ld.

The Archangel.

The archangel pigeon is one of the

most beautiful varieties we have, for

when seen in a good light the ra<liancy of

its plumage is only excelled by that of the

tiparorlf • tViev also have the ndvnntairp
I . ^ *-»

-

of being healthy, sprightly birds and
gooil breeders, but it is not easy to breed
good specimens, as those who have bred
them will testify 10. Some years since,

when I first began keeping this variety, I

thought it was an easy task to breed win-
ning birds ; that I had only got to buy a
gooid lustred and peaked bird and cross it

with the black variety and get the black
tails and backs, but my experience now is

the difficulty to breed out the black cross
if you once introduce it. Generation
after generation the birds persist in

throwing black or nearly black birds, and
if by chance the rijjht color is bred then
with grey wing flights, outside edge of
same, grey in small quill feathers of
wings, black hocks and at vent, also grey
ticking in wings. One of the most diffi-

cult things is to breed sound winged
birds.—A. P. Maurice.

Kggs Conslderetl as Food.

The egg of a bird, says I^ Poussin,

contains in a small volume a larger quan-

tity of nutritive substance than most

other articles of food, which, considering

its abundance, the ease with which it is

preserved, and the advantage it claims

to l)e inaccessible to fraud, makes it one
of the most precious resources for ali-

mentary purposes.
The egg of a hen, by its digestibility,

its delicacy, and its eminently restoring
properties, is the egg par excellence.
Hippocrates, the father of medicine, has
extolled its praises. Hens' eggs were in

great veneration with the ancients. The
Romans exhibited them with great rev-
erence in their festivals of Ceres. The
Greeks equally honored them.
The Japanese are very fond of eggs.

They eat them at dessert like fruit and
verj- often with oranges. The rich Japa-
nese are very particular concerning them;
they will not eat those of fowls which
have full liberty and feed on what they
pick up ; they must l)e fed on rice and
they must lay their eggs in rooms pre-
pared for that purpose.
With us, eggs of fowls fed on barley

and other grain are most esteemed, and
numbers of people find those of fowls
fed on worms and insects detestable.

Next to fowls', pheasants' eggs are
considered the best. iThe Romans thought
a great deal about peahens' eggs, which

were sold in Rome at about 4d. apiece.
The}' are certainly very delicate, as also
are plovers' eggs. Make a dish of
"(Eufs brouilles" (jumbled eggs) or an
"omelette" with them, and the epicure
would show very bad ta-ste if he did not
find them exquisite.
The turkey and guinea fowls' eggs are

also very delicate, and are the nearest ap-
proach to hens' eggs. As to those of the
goose and duck, they are far from lieing

so delicate. They are .strong and indi-

gestible, but the larger volume of yolk
in them makes them sought after by con-
fectioners.

Finally, the giant eggs of the ostrich,

which are each equal to al>out three
dozen of ordinary hens' eggs, do not de-
serve the eulogy given to them by cer-

tain travelers, who, when they wrote
about them, were in all probability hard
pressed by hunger.
The substance of the egg is without

consistence—so much so that if an ome-
lette is made with it, it would fall to
pieces. Under these circumstances, the
natives and colonists only employ them
for ordinary purposes, such as for pastry.
—l,ive Stock Journal.

How to Ilegin Poultry Keeping.
The safe rule to follow in starting in

the poultry business, as in any other pur-

suit, is to know what you want. Never
mind what any interested person has to

say about some particular variety of

fowls. Make your own investigation

—

go to his yards, look over his different

varieties ; read up on the subject—and
know what you are doing. And then yon
can go ahead and make j'our selection
with a rea.soiiable prospect of success.
Get the bree<l Ijest suited to your pur-
pose. One who lives in a town with small
quarters should choose some of the Asiat-
ics. If there is plenty of range, and eggs
are the object—take some of the active,

large-comlied breeds, such as Leghorns,
Minorcas or Ilamburgs. If the object is

to raise tmnlfry for market—fake Home of
the middle-sized, quick -growing breeds

—

Plymouth Rocks or Wyandottes. While
for a goo<l all-around fowl the American
Langshan is the l>est, though there are
many other good breeds that would go in

this class. One thing that must 1^ re-

membered is that every one must suit

his own individual taste and purposes.
After having decided upon the breed or
breeds to keep, the next question that
conies up is where to procure the stock ?

Get it of some reliable, well-known fan-
cier who has a reputation at stake. You
have then the guarantee of good stock,
and, even if it does cost a little more,
you have the foundation of success. It is

particularly true in the poultry business
that the lowest priced is the dearest in

the end.—W. M. Bamiim in American
Agriculturist.

Curious Feat of a Jackdaw.
One of my sons possesses a tame jack-

daw, taken from the nest last year,which
has developed into a most precocious and
tricky bird. His latest achievement is to

perch on the garden wall, from whence
he can survey the proceedings of a num-
Ijer of small children from some neigh-
boring cottages, who amuse themselves
by erecting buildings of broken bricks on
a piece of waste ground adjoining the
garden. Jack watches until the building
is nearly completed, when, uttering two
or three croaks, he swoops down from
the garden wall and alights within a few
yards, amidst a fusillade of hats, stones,
etc. Heedlessof these missiles, he hops
along towards the children in a sidelong
fashion, with ruffled feathers and trailing
wings ; then suddenly makes a dash at
their bare legs, which he pecks most
vigorously, and soon puts the owners to
flight. He then demolishes the building,
the children meanwhile standing some
distance off and watching the work of de-
struction with lamentations. Jack hav-
ing demolished the fort to his satisfac-

tion, darts out again, causing a regular
stampede amongst the juveniles, pecking
the calves of their legs and biting the
tips of their ears ; and if any attempt is

made to strike him, he clings pertinaci-
ously to their hands, "back downwards,"
<^'KK"'K »*^ their fingers with his beak.
Having driven the enemy from the field,

he flies back to the garden wall, from
whence he again looks down on the va-

cated ruins, uttering loud cries of
"Jack ! Jack !" After all, there is no
harm in the bird. He leads a dull and
monotonous life, and cannot resist having
a frolic. Mj' groom, who first called my
attention to Jack's curious freak, assured
me that the storming of the fort was "as
good as a Punch and Judy show any
day." Many more of Jack's amusing
tricks could be related, for he is a bird
wiser in his generation than any who
have gone l)efore him within our ex-
perience.—^Janies Carter.

PljTnouth Rocks.

There is no fowl in existence better

adapted to general use than the Plymouth

Rock, but there has l)een such a con-

tamination in the breed, and so much
in-breeding, that the bird has been fairly

slaughtered. To see an ideal blue-barred
Plymouth Rock in the show pen, and the
average specimen on the farm, we meet
two different styles and qualities. It is a
pity that more care has not Ijeen taken of
this American breed. It has stoo<l the
l)ooins of a score of new varieties, and
has successfully met every new variety
brought out by the speculators, and
still it lives—a monument to American
ingenuity. With the introduction of the
white Plymouth Rock we are supplied
with a fowl equal in merits to all, and
superior to a great many. In fact, take
everyone of the American cla.ss, and we
find no better in any part of the world.
Before we keep on importing the breeds
from other countries let us see that our
own is l)eing perfected. There is plenty
of work here on breeders that can be
made as valuable and profitable as those
coming from John Chinaman or John
Bull.—Live Stock Journal.

To Kciiiove Pigeon Kggs.

In removing a pigeon egg from the

nest for examination place the hand over

the egg with the back to the breast of the

pigeon and keep il in this position wiiiie

withdrawing egg and hand from the

nest. If the hand is withdrawn with the
egg uppermost it is very likely to get
broken by the slapping of the wings of
the sitter, as most pigeons, no matter how
tame, have this habit of guarding their

nests and their valued contents. Have
we made ourselves plain ? It may l)e put
in a few words. Insert the hand under
the sitter with the back upwards, grasp
the egg with the finj;ers and withdraw
the hand, still keeping the back of the
hand upwards to act as a guard or shield
from the wing of the pigeon. Return in

same position. This is a little point we
have never seen in print and has l)een

learned by us by bitter experience.

—

Pigeons and Pets.

Dry PU'k Chickens.

A chicken when young is very tender,

and the skin is made flabby if scalded,

but appears firm when dry picked, which

renders it more attractive when on the

stall in market. Scalding also heats the
body, thereby promoting fermentation of
the contents of the bowels, which shows
first at the vent, and which soon changes
to a green color. If scalded they must
be sold at once, as even ice will keep
them but a few hours. The dealers are
therefore compelled to sell the scalded
stock immediately on arrival at any price
offered, owing to the keeping qualities
being injured,which is not the case when
the fowls are dry picked and thoroughly
cooled before being shipped to market.

—

Mirror and Farmer.

Over-fed liens.

When eggs are frequently found under
the roost or in the yard it is one of the

surest signs that your hens are overfed,

and that they are too fat. After awhile

they will cease to la}', or lay but few
eggs. The remedy is to shut off all

grain, and feed the hens once a day, al-

lowing a pound of lean meat (no fat) to
twenty hens. A slight allowance of
chopped green food may be given in the
morning, if the hens are confined in
yards. During the warm days of the
summer but little food is necessary to
easily make the hens too fat.—Baltitnoie
vSun.
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CAGE . BIRDS AND ; PETS.

BY THE WAY.
Curious antics are often heard of and

talked about that are performed by pets,

and in many cases we simply sniile ap-

proval and use our own judgment in be-

lieving many of the tales. The follow-

ing story of a fishing cat we give for what

it is worth as taken from the Boston

Post : "One of my neighbors keeps a

store quite near the harbor, and lately

he observed his cat bringing in a small

fish, which he laid upon the floor and re-

tired. He soon returned, however,

bringing a second, which he also laid

down, as if to give them to his master.

The next day he repeated it, and then

his proceedings were watched, and it was

found that he went to the shore and

watched for a school of fishes to approach,

when he would strike out like a flash,

fasten his claws into one of them, con-

vey it to his mouth and scamper off with

it. He seems to think it an amusing

and useful performance."
«

« •

Cats are funny creatures at all times,

but we never liefore heard of them fol-

lowing in the footsteps of Izaak Walton.

Still, fish stories always have a wide

margin attached to them, and we will

have to cla.ss this one in the same
cat-egory.

THE ROBIN.
The "Way He Makes Himself One

of the Family.

But though not much of a singer in

captivity, the robin is a pleasing pet.

He thrives best if allowed the run of a

room, but he is always cheerful if he has

only a large cage with plenty of gravel,
nicely prepared food and half a dozen
meal worms daily. If not caged he grows
very tame ; enjoys coming to the table
and partaking of the footl as well as the
life about him, in fact, making himself
one of the family. He is not slow of ex-
pressing his opinion of things that go on
about him, and though you may not
always understand just the point he
makes, you can readily see that he has
clear ideas of his own.
He has also well-defined notions about

the fitness of things. One that I know
of, seeing sliced cucumbers in a dish that
he considered suitable for his bath, de-
lil>erately lifted out each slice, threw it

on the floor and then proceeded to bathe
in the water left in the dish.—Olive
Thorne Miller in the Home-Maker.

The American Goshawk.
Of rather slender build, when full

grown, a hawk of this sort measures
from twenty to twenty-four inches in
length. It is bluish slate-color alwve,
below white, crossed with many zigzag
slate-colored lines. Though more nu-
merous in the mountains of the far West
and in the British ptissessions, the gos-
hawk is not uiuomnion in our northern-
niQst states in fall and winter, and occa-
sioiially even builds its nests in that
region. It loves the woods, and is oftener
met in the sha<le of the dense pine and
sj)rucc woods than any other hawk. F'or
strength and bravery this hawk is not
surpassed by any bird of prey.

Il feeds uj)on ducks, pigeons, hares,
grouse and poultry. It is the type of a
true hunting falcon, flying rapidly a few
feet above the ground and <lescending
with a swift ru.sli on the luckless prey de-
tected by its sharj) eyes. It is daring to
rashness, and unlucky is the farmer
whose poultry yard liecomes familiar
ground to one of these hawks. Almost
l)efore the frightened fowls have ha<l
time to sound the alarm it has selected
and seized its victim and is away.
Audubon once saw oue of these falcons

rush upon a flock of the birds called
grackles as they were crossing the Ohio
River. The birds in their fright collected
into a compact mass, the hawk dashed
among them, and, seizing first one and
then another, killed five »)efore the flock
could escape to the woods on the further
bank.—St. Nicholas.

CANARY BREEDING.

A Profitable and Pleasant Occu-

pation if Done Risrhtly.

W. A. Blakston in Live Stock Journal.

There are nearly as many opinions on

details connected with canary breeding

as there are breeders. Different patterns

of breetling cages, different fittings, dif-

ferent methotls and times of pairing, and
endlessly varied systems of feeding and
rearing are found in different districts,

the general principles followed by all

l)eing now and then varied by absurd

eccentricities which, according to theory,

ought to l)e right, but tried by experience

prove to be nonsense. Occasionally the

darkness of a Ijenighted world has prom-
ise of light from some star, presumably

of great splendor.whicb, while pitying

the ignorance on which it looks down
from a height so vast that its rays are

al>sorbed in the fogs through which it

essays to penetrate, after all leaves the

world of practical men not much the

brighter for its faint spasmodic flicker.

The fact is that the occupation of bird

breeding is now in so many hands, ama-
teur and for the purpose of trade, that

there is no system which has been

threshed out with any other result than

that there is no royal road to success in

respect to securing numbers of young
birds—not in the nest merely, but on the

wing in the flight cag^ Hatching results

can be calculated with tolerable pre-

cision ; the real difficulties begin after-

wards. Of course, it can be shown, on
paper, that these difliiculties ought not to
be ; and with every shoal and quicksand
pwinted out, by avoiding them and navi-
gating according to the sailing directions,
the ship is certain to arrive safely in
harl)or, all of which would be very useful
ifluc ccitaiuly wcic uoL as likely to turn
out shipwreck as anything else.

'

We have been led into this train of
thought through reading from time to
time in various serials, a lot of matter on
canary breeding and feeding in which,
in some instances, the results of very
limited experience are made the basis of
systems for entirely new departures in
the business of breeding. Success is

guaranteed, or corresponding failures re-

sulting from following some old-estab-
lished plan are made the ground of argu-
ment against its adoption, each in reality

being merely a relation of some episodes
in the history of every breeder of long
standing, who knows well that under
identical conditions and management
failure is as likely to lie the result of a
season's work as success may have on a
previous occasion crowned it.

We have in our mind two breeding
rooms in which, so far as this season has
progressed, widely different results have
been obtained. One is a model room,
well situated as to aspect, fitted up with
commotlious cages and every appliance
a lengthened exjierience can suggest as
necessary, and, what is of greater conse-
quence still, a breeding stock of unusual
excellence,whether as regards the (quality

of the birds or robust health. In this
room were reare<l last year over 100
young birds, and a portion of the present
breeding stock is the same as then used,
with a selection from the young birds
for pedigree breeding, for we may say it

is essentially a "crest" room.
Birds could not be fresher or in finer

condition than this stock, but so far the
first round has given more empty eggs
than full ones—not an unusual thing in
the first round in this uncertain climate

—

and the hens which have hatched have
not fed satisfactorily. In the other room,
if room it can l)e called, lieing little bet-
ter than a shed, a most comfortless place,
empty eggs have lieen the exception, ancl
not a bad feeder in the lot, under circum-
stances one would have thought most
unlikely to have favored a gooil round.
Every clTect has a cause, and though
looking for the cau.se of failure in the
breeding of senii-<lomesticated animals is

puzzling, apart from the fact that their
semi-domestication alone is a prime
cause, it will be sufficient for our purj)ose
to say that the successful room attributes
its success to its system of feeding, and
the failure of the other to the same cause,

the methods followed in each being
widely different. In the one the only
food given on which to rear the young is

crushed hempseed and egg, and in the
other egg mixed with stale bread soaked
and squeezed dry.
Of course the various advocates of

these two systems will each at once see
where the mischief lies and declare at

once which must be the successful room.
We will not now say which of the two it

is ; but if it will in any way assist specu-
lation in the matter, it may be interesting

to know that in two rooms last year, with
much the same stock and precisely the
same feeding, the result was just the
other way. As one gets older, and in

moving through the world doubtless gains
exf)erience, yet in the process the friction

ruljs oflF many corners and angularities,
and one feels inclined to be less dog-
matic.
When canaries mean going on satis-

factorily, there is usually exhibited a busi-
nesslike demeanor, activity and without
fuss, which, to the practiced eye, is an
outward and visible sign of an inward
and very desirable state of things . When
they seriously mean breeding it matters
very little what may be their surround-
ings ; they will make the l)est of them,
and under circumstances which admit of
choice will sometimes select the strangest
building sites and material. But there
is a fitness of things in the matter of
breeding appliances, and though canaries
can be bred in rough boxes, with galvan-
ized wire netting fronts, yet a medium
between this and the ajsthetic cabinet mak-
ing is desirable. The comfort of the birds
is the main thing, and though we have
seen a stack of cages not more than six
inches from back to front, it must be bet-
ter for the birds to have twice six, and
room at least to turn round. It is no
argument in favor of small cages that
birds have done well in them. They
have done and will do well in cages of
all sorts and sizes. Every available breed-
ing cage will now, however, have been
brought into use, and it is late in the
day to try and talk of manufacturing.
Presuming everything was thoroughly
cleaned previous to commencing the
season's work, the stock healthy and
feeding good, satisfactory results may be
looked for under any circumstances, how-
ever varied.

It is not by any means too late for
those who have not made a start to com-
mence. There will still be plenty of
birds in the hands of large breeders and
dealers to be hatl at reasonable prices,
atpply good enough for the purpose of
any beginner ; and although the very
liest breeding stock may now be paired
and at work, and not for sale, there can
still be had birds well bred, and from
which may be produced young ones which
may agreeably surprise the Ijeginner.
Most lads go through the various forms

of the fever of keeping animals of some
kind—from silkworms up, through white
mice and guinea pigs, to rabbits and
pigeons—but few seem to go into canary
breeding. It is very simple and inex-
pensive, and quite up to the standard of
any of the preceding in point of interest.

We know it. We have gone through a
lot of it, from the days when our desk at
school was lined out with paper fly cages
full of hairy caterpillars, which we use<l

to race up the desks for sticks of slate
pencil (first up to the top take the lot),

up to now. Paterfamilias couldn't do
l>etter than put up a pair of two for the
boys. And not only for them. Most
hou.ses have a song canary or two in
them, attended to by other hands than
boys'. These are great pets. For the
song cage sulistitute a neat brewling cage,
and give each bird a mate—yellow if the
cock be buff (that is a dull whitish color,
as distinct from the brighter shade known
as yellow), and vice versa—and we are
very sure which will prove the greatest
source of pleasure.

We do not, as a rule, advocate the use
of appliances of any kind which to a
practical hand are regarded as toys, but
there are certain conditions under which
such things become necessary. The
man whose poultry are accustomed to
wander where they will and forage for
themselves, sleeping on the branches of
trees or under a cart shed, is disposed to
look upon neatly-built poultry houses,
portable runs and all that sort of thing as
merely playthings. They are necessities
and valuable arrangements to suit par-
ticular circumstances. So a multuni in
parvo breeding cage, which is living
room, breeding room, nursery, flight

cage, moulting cage and perhaps a great
many more other things all in one, may
be looked upon by those who have no use
for such a thing as a complicated toy and
nothing else. It is nothing of the kind,
and to any who may be disposed to put
up a pair, but may not know just what
appliances to select and what reject, we
say you could not do better than pur-
chase such a cage. It is reasonable in
price, and can be had of any wire-worker
or cage maker.
Nest boxes of one description or

another and material will accompany the
cage, and therefore we need not in this
place go into the merits of tin, wood,
earthenware, basket or any other par-
ticular sort of nest. Make the best use
of what is supplied or what you may
have. Feed your birds on sound white
canary seed, with occasionally a little

light brown small summer rape—not the
large No. 6 size shot sold as black canary
seed. Now and then give a little hemp-
seed, either sprinkled on the bottom of
the cage or on the top of the ordinary
seed—not mixed with it, or the birds will
throw a great portion out in lookinj^ for
the hemp ; and, do as one will, some
small quantity of seed and chaflF will find
its way from the cage to the carpet be-
neath. Give plenty of green food.
Chickweed, groundsel, lettuce, water-
cress and dandelion are all good. Is it

necessary to say, let foo<i and water al-
ways be fresh and sweet ? To this may
be added every day a small portion of
hard-boiled egg, chopped small or passed
through perforated zinc and mixed with
crushed hempseed ; only a little, mind !

The supply will have to be increased by
and by, but at present the object is to
stimulate the birds and get them into a
high state of health and condition, not to
fatten them—a state of body not the most
conducive to the purpose desired.

A POET'S PETS.

CJowper's Hares and the Pleasure
He Had in Oaringr for Them.

"V^.. V1....A ..11 ,.w.^A .,» A^..^~.^ -r Ai..

great mental and physical depression

with which the poet.Cowper often suf-

fered. During one of these attacks a

neighbor gave him a pet hare, and two
others soon followed from someone else.

The poet named them Puss, Tiney and
Bess, and many happy hours they gave
him. Puss was his favorite, and she
would leap into his arms to be caressed
and often fall a-sleep on his knee. Once
she was ill for three days, and the poet
nursed her back to health. No creature
could be more grateful after her recovery

;

a sentiment which she most significantly
expressed by licking his hand, first the
back of it, then the palm, then every
finger separately, then lietween all the
fingers, as if to leave no spot unsaluted, a
ceremony which she never performe<l but
once again, uikiu a similar occasion.

Fintfing her extremely tractable, Cow-
per made it his custom to carry her al-

ways, af^er breakfast, into the garden,
where she hid herself, generally under
the leaves of the cucumber vine, sleeping
or chewing the cud till evening. In the
leaves also of that vine she found a
favorite repast. She had not been long
habituated to this taste of liljerty before
she l>egan to be impatient for the return
of the hour when she might enjoy it.

She would invite her master to the
garden by drumming upon his knee and
by a look of such expression as it was
not possible to misinterpret. If this did
not ininie<1iately succee<l she would take
the skirt of his coat lietweeu her teeth
and pull it with all her force.

In his poem, the "Task," Cowper thus
alludes to his favorite Puss :

If I survive thee I will dig thy grave,

And when I place thee in it, sighing, say
I knew at least one hare that had a friend.

—A Maine lad tells a story of the re-
markable sagacity of a pet cat which he
owns. The feline has a great fondness for
the flesh of birds, and in order to make
her quest for the same successful employs
a stratagem. F>idently understanding the
birds' fondness for angle-worms, she col-
lects a number of the same and buries
them in the ground. She then hides
nearby, and when the birds alight to
secure their coveted morsel, she springs
from her ooncealment and pounces upon
them.
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HYPNOTISING FOTVLS.

A Question Whether It Oan Be

Done Successfully.

From Poultry.

This is proverbially rare. Have we not

the authority of the wise man as to there

being nothing new umler the sun ? Still

the correspondent of the Spectator—who

recently imparted the results of his hyp-

notical experinieuts on a hen, his aim

being to induce her to incubate certain

eggs by way of experiment—may fairly

lay claim to an unusual amount of

originality. Was the hen selected for

her lack of innate will-power, as is the

human subject for similar demonstra-

tions ' or was the choice of a subject so

amenable to suggestions merely a happy

inspiration ? Was she a barndoor fowl of

vagrant tendencies? or a carefully se-

lected and tended specimen whose innate

impulses from early chickenhood had

been trained and modified, and led in

the way they should go ? These and

many other questions are prompted by

curiosity. There is no doubt in the

operator's mind apparently of the suc-

cess of the experiment ; nevertheless the

subject (hen ) seems to have rebelled by

day, doubtless when the hypnotiser was

absent, and to have refused to care for

the chicks she had been deluded into

hatching by suggestion. Probably she

thought her share of the work was suf-

ficiently done, and that the suggeslor

might look after the result of the ex-

periment. Whether the chicks were

hypnotised into caring for themselves

the deponent sayeth not. Perhaps they

went the way of most exjjeriments—the

latter a word of potent to living creatures

when they are ui the power of the ex-

perimenter.
Is the tb""'^*'* "f man exerting will

power capable of transmission to the

lower animals ? We assume a higher in-

telligence, yet transmit our orders and
wishes to animals by our own code of

language, which took us years of child-

hood to master ; many of these less-gifted

intelligences manifest flashes of compre-

hension of our self-elected code of com-
munication. Is the true link of command
and influence the skeleton of language

—

forcible thought—transmitted by the

hypnotic art ?

The speculation is an interesting one.

Any casual lover of animals must have
noticed how differently they observe

strangers ; to some they appear to take a

fancy, to others they evince dislike,

without apparent reason as far as human
critical -powers advance. Possibly, even
probably, arguing from the known laws

of compensation, cut off from much that

elicits our own powers of intelligence in

a civilized age, their's are develop>ed in

ways experienced by us. Does innate

will f>ower, exercised perhaps almost un-
consciously, tend to explain the wonder-
ful success such men as Rarey, the horse
tamer, and others have shown in subdu-
ing to their will the most apparently un-
tamable animals ? Should this be so, will

would seem to act on less highly pitched
intelligences more quickly and airectly

when compacted into forcible thought,
which is transmitted by some inexplicable
process, than when manifested in the or-

ainary form of languat^e.

Probably as each grain of sand on the
shore reacts by friction on its neighlwr-
ing atoms, as each tree in a forest visibly

afreets the shape of the surrounding trees

though not touching them, so the gift of
influence or will power, exerted either
consciously or unconsciously by the in-

dividual and frequently granted to react

on other individuals without the medium
of speech being employed, may not ter-

minate there, but may be the most potent
link to establish connection between the
so-calliMi dumb creatures and ourselves.

But to return to our hen. The ex{)eri-

ment of inducing her to sit by hypnotic
suggestion is certainly interesting, inas-

much as it seems to have partially suc-

ceeded. But there is also a practical

side to this remarkable occurrence—it is

claimed that the hen laid regularly while
sitting ! There is hope for the jioultry

farmer if the hen which up to now re-

fused to do more than one thing at once,
now listens to "the voice," or rather "the

will," of the thrifty "charmer" and con-

sents to undertake two at one and the

same time ! The pros{)ect is an enticing

one. Instead of "100 per cent by practi-

cal poultry farming" we shall now see

"200 per cent by hypnotic poultry farm-

ing" on all the railway Ixiokstalls, and

suggestors having properly learned the

art of clear suggestion to the denizens of

the poultry yard will be at a premium.
Unfortunately there are sundry scraps

and remnants of passages read long ago

in various treatises on incubation that

recur to memory and tend to discount

this brilliant prospect.

M. Kenioine stated many years ago

that many hens would sit if kept con-

fined in a small space with nothing visi-

ble but the nest and eggs. We have tried

the experiment, but it did not prove a

success. Probably the hen did not reach

the desired point of desperate ennue,

which causes prisoners to do anything to

while away the time.

Then an infallible receipt for awaking

a desire to incubate in a hen, in the olden

days, was the plucking off" of the under

feathers and the rubbing the denuded

skin with stinging nettles. Like many
ancient receipts, the treatment may have

been gootl, but is too heroic. We have

never seen it tried. Both these nietho<ls

claim success ; the new method does no

more, but they leave the intelligence of

the subject operated upon a neglectable

quantity.

The practical poultry farmer knows
well that the most diflicult thing is, not

to procure a sitting hen, but to persuade

them not to sit when the fancy takes

them to do so. However, how the new
meihoil has appeared in the land,

"don't" may have as great an effect

upon their sensitive intelligences, if prop-

erly represented, as a forcible collected

"do" api)ears to have had in the experi-

ence of the ingenious correspondent of

the Spectator.
Hypnotic experiments, or so called

hypnotic experiments, have l>een tried

ere now. Probably many of your readers

have seen the curious effect a chalk line

rapidly ilrawn on a dark surface pro<luces

on a fowl. The bird is held on a dark-

surfaced table, its l>cak touching the

wood, the line is «lrawn rapidly away
from the bird, starting from the point of

tiie beak, at the same time all hold on
the bird is released. It will, however,

remain a long time in the same position

staring at the chalked line. Unfortu-

nately we cannot tell if this immovability
is produced by the novelty of the sight

or by the shock of surprise experienced

in a rational bird's brain at the folly of

such an experiment. It is, however,
quite devoid of bad consequences to the

subject, who at the first slight noise

awakes with a start and quits contempla-
tion for active life as soon as possible.

This experiment is sometimes termed
an hypnotic one ; it lacks, however, the

recommendation of utility claimed by
the discoverer for the hypnotically in-

duced incubative tendencies manifested
by this sensitive hen. Tune may place

both facts in the class of natural curiosi-

ties, unaccountable, and also of slight

practical value. Many facts however,
are but the casual links in a chain of con-
nected, though unknown, evolution, that
strike most visably on our vision. Some
day the wanting links may be discov-

ered, and much that now appears puerile

and beneath attention may prove an in-

tegral portion of an harmonious whole,
whose rjeneficient laws when more com-
pletely understoofl will gain the admira-
tion of all. Let us gather carefully each
fact, oljserve, and note, that this desira-

ble end may lie the sooner attained.
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Bloodbniinda.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus -Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Havtui, Vl.

ColIieH.

t-^OR SALE.—Young stock from prize win-
* ning blood. Prices reasonable. F. R C»r»-

well, Wilmington, Del. 64-tf

ORDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Chanipion Flurry HI, by The Squife out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maiiey Trefoil out of Luella, by Maiiey
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

W
Dandle Dlnmonts.

E ARE NOW booking orders for pups
from our great p'ize winners. Remem-
ber we have the only kennel in America
containing nothing but imported prize
winners. Lookout Kennels, Box 622, Chat-
tanooga, Tenn. p. 71-73

UoK Trainers.

DOG8 TRAINED or preoared for field trials.

J. B. Stoddard, Concord, N. C.
69-tf

Gordon Setters.

FOR SALE—Two handsome thoroughbred
Gordon setter puppies, eight months old.
Apply B. F. Lewis, Elm Station, Mont-
gomery County, Pa. 71-72

Irish Terriers.

*OR SALE—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
< Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,

Chestnut Hill. Philadelphia.

Kni{ll.<4h Mastldk.

THREE CHOICH; thoroughbred English
mastiff puppies, six months old, sired by
BourlKiii Prince (13,323). Cheap. J. F.
Barbee, Millersburg. Ky. 73-73

Polnt«»r8.

rV>UR HANDSOME black and while pups,M whelped June 28, Vjy Naso of Riverton—

by Naso of Kippen—Zetta. Price, dogs.
|20; bitches, $15. A. H. Craig, Randolph
and Jefferson .Sts., Philadelphia. Pa s.7i-it

OW TO TRAIN POINTERS AND SET-
TERS. Price. 35 cents, postpaid. F. L.
Sevan, Ulah P. O., N. C. 71-7J

H
Pngs.

FR SALE.—Daughter of Champion Dude,
just bred to a son of Cryer's Othello. Also
a fine bitch pup. Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass. 67tf

D
Setters.

ERBY ENTRIES. Also some young Irish
setter puppies out of bench show winners
and field dogs. For illustrated circular ad-
dress V. H. Perry, Des Moines, Iowa. 69-71

FOR SALE—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner third. Setter Derby Central field
trials. 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1293
Broadway, New York City. 55-tf^

St. Bemarda.

BARGAINS IN BITCHES of all ages. Sir
Herbert, litter brother of famous Alton, at
stud. Chequasset Kennels, I.,ancaster
Mass. 7,.tf

ENTHON KENNEW. Phoenixville, Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118
M

Varlons.

A

M

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

a,ECTROTYPF:s of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.j 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

R. OWENS, successor to Kerby, 137 S. 8th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa., has the finest

Sky and Yorkshire terriers and King
Charles spaniels. Also all other breeds for

sale. 69-75

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co.. 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks. 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co.. 32 Soutn Third St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

HITE BILL BITCH PUP for sale cheap.
AI.S0 black re<l game, Heaton and Mat-
hews' strains. E. F. Doty, 47 Wellington
Place. Toronto, Canada. 71-tf

Artists.

W
V PECIAL engravings made from photograph*
) of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

POULTRY.
Adverftsemenls without display inserted under

this heading for 3 cents per word/or each insertion

Incnbators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-
class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic ill the regulation of (he heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recora-
nieiidatious from users. Send lor descript-
ive circular free. las. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50^76

MInorcaa.

GEORGE H. NORTHUP, importer, exporter
and breeder. Send for black minorca cir-
cular containing list of cups and prizes
won; also catalogue of other leading varie-
ties. Eggs of best >iuality for fair price.
Raceville, Washington Co., N. Y. s8-tf

Various.

ELPXTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

FINTING estimates given for circulars cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. 'The Fanciers' Put>-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadr
phia. Pa.

SEND TWENTY-FIVE CENTS for book en-
titled Amateur's Duck Raising, 55 pages.
The best book for beginners ever written.
C. R. Bridges, No., New Salem, Mass. 71-72

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted undet
this headingfor 7 cents per wordfor each insertion

Blondinettes.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all
times. Bunting Hankins,Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Fantalls.

wHITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.
Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville, Ind. 6»-tf

Jaooblns.

T W. TUGGLE. Columbus, Ga. Importer
^ and breeder of Jacobins. 50-106

Owl«.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75
EO. W ECKERT, Allentown, Pa., to make
room for Orientals will sell his owls of all
colors including prixe winners, 71-75

Parlor Performing Tumblers.

BIRDS of the above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

Satinettes.

BIRDS ofthe above variety for sale at all times.
Bunting Hankina, Bordentown, N. J.

507s

Swallows.

A. PICK 1

more. Ma.,
' colors.
snip ai ... _ .„..^.^.
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
s, with and without white bars plain
and full head. He is a true fancier,

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 Vt. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Varlons.

LL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilson's
^ Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

KGUIS HEPBURN, Carlisle, Pa.
for cheap fancy pigeons.

Wnte him
72-it

PRINTING estimates given forcirculars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 33 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Wild Animals.

pRAIRIE WOLVES, prairie dogs, deer, foxes,
' owls, Angora kids, raccoons, oposaoms,

Mexican burros, etc. C. M. Scott, Arkan-
sas City, Kansas. 69-72

Artists and Engrravers.

kR INTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets. Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber Hl

Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photogrsphcrs in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photc^raphs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing
Co., 3a South Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

w
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Homing Pigeons y

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 miles.

DAN WILUAMS, blue checker cock.

JIMMV C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker heu.

LOTTIE, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen . . J gg

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PARROTS!

PARROTS!
JUST ARRIVRI)

A LARGE IDT OF YOUNQ

BCUBAN PARROTS-

AT $5.00 EACH.

WARRANTED TO LEARN TO TALK.

Young Mexican

Grey African Parrots

AND ALL OTHBK

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS
li-ANCY PIGEONS.

Ac, Sec, ftc.

SEND FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CA TALOGUE

H. W. VAHLE.
309 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
25-76

White, Blaek, Red and Yellow

pANTAIL PIGEONS.

No Other Variety.

$10.00 a pair

JusT^ Out.

•*•••••••*•» PRICE 50C. ^

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY TUB

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Description of the

Recoonizkh Varieties of Pi<iKONS.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail rroin this office on re-

ceipt of price.

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.
j

! NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA. i

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS

1,.,_., _ . - - 1

^THE

SPORTSMEN'S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,.
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. KISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. PCKKETAND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILAnEWniA AGENT SPKA TTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEPICISES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

und up.

Quality nnt ezonlled.
Hal iHfactii.n guaran-
teed.

H.C. NORTON,
Uerniantown, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Rone Meal, - - Per KM) lb. Baft. 9<'t.<M»
nraniilHtfMl Hone, " KMI l.in
(Jmiind lt<Hf(

Som|M4, - - -

C^loite, - - - .

CrtiMliptl Klliit, '

CJrnMhcwl Oynter
HIiellN,

IO<> .'i.<M>

9fM» '^.(M>
ii<N» ii.(N>

8(>0 «.(>(>
Send lor our New Price Liol and Saniplen. All
orderanhippcl promply by IreiKht on receipt of
price.

<;. II. OKMI'WOI.F ACO.,
4a 93 York (lienitoal Works, Vi>rk, I*a.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
I* ready to take dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

ELM STATION,

H-75 Montffomeiy Co., Pa.

> PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
M-iiUtl (Kratis) liy the autlior,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Vot^^rlnai-j' Sii r«:o<>n,

7i-fi3 isewa imoAUWAY. nkw yohk.

Send for CIRCULARS

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

Bv B WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in n way

so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $3.50.

Address

Fanciers' PnWisliiiis Coinpauy,

3a S. Third St.. Philadclphin, Pa.

EdNvard S. Schmid,
Successor to I.,ouiH Schmid & Sons.

Denier in

SINGING BIROS, BIRO FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

Pir.EONS OH ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catnLiRue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Wnshinuton, D. C.

OAMK HANTAMH.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

^istory and Description

WITH

—

l^eminiscences

OF THE

...FOX TERRIER...
BY

HflWE)ON bEE,

EDITOR "THE FIELD."

lllustations by Arthur Wardle.

Second Edition. Price Postpaid, $1.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

SmWBEIDGE & CLOTHE

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT 8TS.,

rillLADELPHLA., PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Figeons a Specialty

I H E:.0.

My honiCTK are leste<l as record birds and S"
parents iifliinis with records Irnni 500. sj", and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs iif well-ni:ilrd birds
from the above sl<ick iy( i*<9 hntch ftir sale. Also
yonuKsters with SjiortiuK Life bunds. Can Rive
a clear pedi^jree .Scud lor Price List. 44 9s

SPRAHS PATENT BOG CAKES

The Beat and Cheapest Dog Kooii in

the Market.

**'BeiwireofwnrthlesKhnilnlmns, wmi' Kha^v.

'iiirt sei' that each cake is stamped:

DOG SOAP, Certain death to flfiis, snil

MEDICINES ''>' xll canine diseases.

"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTOKINr.,"
(Post free, aSc.).

Sprattw F*atent

Challenge Poultry Meal
THE r.RKATKST ECC. PRODUCINC. FOOD. *

Thf mosi .Viitritinus and fhf;fslifili- FiHni for Imv-
ing ///"Its iittil fill gfllini; all kiinh uf

Mnilh V I'lio .SVi/i.v ( 'oHthtiitn.

Poultry in confined runs thrive vtionderfully on it.

Une<iunlcd for reariiijj Eiirly Cliickens.

t^pratt» Hatent

PIGEON FOOD.
Reiluces the usual heavy mortality in rcarin)(

Fancy Pijfeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per Ixix . . 50 cents
Cure for Oapes per bottle .so cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap . per cake . as cents

Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SI'RATl'S I'ATKNT (America), MM ITT),

339-245 Kact s6th St., New York City. 44-69

v

vol... 5, NO. 6. IWHOLE NO., 78.;
PHILADELPHIA, AUGUST 9, 1890. r PKB ANNITM, fS.SO.

t STNGL.S COPY, 5o.

KING CHARLES SPANIEL ROMEO.
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BENCH SHOWS. BENCH SHOWS.

»2600.00 PRIZES $2600.00

XORONXO INDUSTRIAL^ EXHIBITION.
SECOND GRAMD

INTERNATIONAL BENCH SHOW OF DOGS,
TO BE HELD AT

TORONTO. CANADA,
SEPTEMBER 16, 16, 17, 18 AND 19.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 3.
For Premium L.l8t8, etc., apply to

C. A. STONE,
/"T* Secretary and Superintendent, Toronto.

WILMINGTON AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION,

FIRST DOG SHOW FIRST DOG SHOW
FAIR GROUNDS, WILMINGTON, DEL,

SEPTEMBER 2 TO 5. 1890.
ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 21. FEE, f2.00.

For Premium Lists, etc., apply to

FRANK R. CARSWELL, Superintendent

101 WEST SIXTH ST., Wilmington. Del.
Also POULTRY, PIGEON and BIRD EXHIBITION. 71-75

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

/oltowin

KILLARNEY @
rv

R.I Kl ^ I

PURE BRED IRIdH SETTERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

the yea

DICK SWIVELER

NOTED DOGS AT STUD :

DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challenge prize, New York show
1890; also first and special prizes all over the
United SUtes.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St, Paul show

1887 and 1888 (only times shown).

FEE $25,

GARRYOWKN IV, imp.
Grandson of the jfreat Chamhion Gaurvowen

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $26.
To a limited number of bitches of approved

breeding.
Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

tion.
"^"^

Extra choice Irish puppies by the great Dick
SwiVKi.ER for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KILLAllNKV KEN.NEIJS,
50-101 177 State Street, Chicago, III.

JRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(«a.l3l) CH. KI-CHO-NORKKN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GI.KNCHO-MAVOURNKKN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Hlcho Jr. and
I^^f*

""^ ^^^- ^"^ CLOUD KENNEU
°'" Tremont. N. Y.

PINTER IN ST0D.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Tnalg,
1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

HEE, J50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

4r98

gOUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD

CASPER-
A. K. C. S. B. 14442.

PBDIORBE:

5«>(r, Champion {Grand Sire, Pilgrim, 14067
Plinlimmon, E isoso 1 ^ ^ ,.,-^^ (Cr^onrfZJaiw, Bessie, 13793

JRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, »25-

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODERIGO-GEM.) FEE. |J5.

B. F. LRWIS, Box 13,

.•a-T* M«Tioii P. O.. Pa.

( Grand Sire,
< Merchant Prince, 14742
(Orand Dam, Chloris.

Dam, Effie .

FEB : : FORTY DOLLARS.

PENINSULAR KENNELS,
I.EANUKK TICHENOR, Manager,

CHELSEA MICH.
69-tf

gJNGI.lSH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771)

None hut approved bitches accepted. For stud
card and particularN address

67-79

J. B. STODDARD,
CONCORD, N. C.

IN THE STUD.
AdverHsements inserted under this heading at

the following rales: One inch, single insertion,
t'.w; fs-4o /<» the month; f'S for thtee months;
$28 for six months, and fio for the year.

SETTERS & POINTERS
DESMOND 11

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghau,
England, by Friscw-Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derbv at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,
Philadelphia; first Troy; first, Albany; first,
Rochester, 188S and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, I35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir AUistei- Belle of Furuess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;
first and special at Loudon, Onl., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog-
is a wonilerful i>ei former in the field. Fee, J35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A vouug dog ot
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, I25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton -Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy cla.sses in England
last year and winner ol^ second prize, puppy
class, at Loudon, Out., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Wooltun Game by Gough—I^arkapur. A superb field dog. Fee, I25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free ser\'ice.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Wkiss,

43-^ Bethlehem, Pa.

gNGUSH PUG AT STUD.

HAYSEED
(11,807)

Douglass II—Rose, by Champion Bradford Ruby.

FEE - - - FIVE DOLLARS.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
70-73 Che.stnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

JMPORTED WHITE BULL TERRIER
AT STUD

KINGCRAFT.
FINE PEDIGREE. WEIGHT, FORTY LBS.

FEE, $10.
Protooraphs Fifty Cents. Address

E. K. Doty,
7itf 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
* short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
Ihe properly of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winiririgs on the show bench and his
record as a stud clog have proved him the t)est
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living
Mastiff breeders should make the most of this
grand dog while here. Photographs 2S cents
Stud fee $75.

J. WINCHELL,
FAIRHAVEN. Vt.55-106

nORKSHlRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

CH. BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated Enclish and American prize

winner. Described in show rejwrts as "best
Yorkshire in America. Two photographs from
lite, 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. A first-class show dog for sale,

P. H. COOMBS,
50-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single insertiont
ti.50; t5-40 for the month; $13 for three months
tM for SIX months, and Sio for the year.

^HAMPION GORDON SETTER OF AMERICA,

LITTLE BOY
Winner over English and American cham-

pions. Winner at Toledo of special, "Best sport-
ing dog in show," Mr. John Davidson judge.
Winner at Cincinnati of special, "Best setter or
pointer stud dog, that is the sire of the greatest
number of prize winners." Winner of FORTY
odd firsts and specials, under judges :

Major J M. Taylor, Mr. John Davidson.
Dr. Jarvis, Mr. Tracy,
Mr. Tallman, Mr. Higgins. etc.

Mr. E C. Sterling.

Shown by Mr B F. Lewis.
Stud fee J25 for a limited numtier of bitches.

WAVER LY KENNELS,
JOHN SANDERSON, care Dr. Dixon,

70 75 58th St. and Elmwood Ave., Ffaila.

SPECIAL LIST KO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele-
brated champion dogs and bitches now offered
tor sale for the first time. Nearly 200 dogs of
nearly all breeds are offered for sale. Now is
the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
63-tf 140 S. 8th St., Phila., Pa.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

WmM
14-75

44 & 46 DUANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. A TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
ne8.ses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

pifiQ Chesters, Berkshires, Polauds. Fox
riuOi Hounds, Beagles, CoUie.s, Setters. W.GIB-
b«jNs <E to. , w . cne8ter,P«. send sUmp for cir.

Pedigrees Printed
IN

"ATTRACTIVE FORM-
AT MODERATE PRICES.
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dress all communications to

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

p. O. Box, 916.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.
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Subscription Agents Wanted
We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to

solicit subscriptions for THE Fanciers'

Journal. A liberal cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write

for terms to agents.

FIXTURES.

Dog 8hows.
Sept. 2-4.—Midland Central Fair Association

Bench Show, Kingston, Out., Canada. C. H.
Corbett. secretary.

Sept. 2-5.—Wilmington Fair Association Bench
Show. T. D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington,
Del,
Sept. 2-5.—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit,

Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary.
Sept. 15-19.—Second Intcrnalioual Dog Show of

the Industrial Exhibition Association, at To-
ronto, Canada. C. A. Stone, secretarj-.
Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at OtUwa, Canada. Alfred Geddes,
chairman.

Oct. 6-9,—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. C Lynes. secretary.

Feb, 24-27.—Westminster Kennel Club, New
York City. James Mortimer, superintendent.

Field Trials.
Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-

ana Kennel Club at Carlisle, Ind , P. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary.
Nov. 10.—Second annual field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Ont., C. A.
Stone, Toronto, Out., secretary.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, atOtterburn Springs,
Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. v., sec-
retary.

Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

Dec. 15— Philadelphia Kennel Clubs seventh
annual field trials at Deatonsville, Va.

1891.
Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Bnggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secreUry.
-MarietU, Ga.

Cmii*slnu:.
Oct. 21-25.—Fifth annual meet of the American

Coursing Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D.
Brougher, secretary.

Poultry and Pljureon 8howK
-Aug. 26-Sept. 5— Detroit International Fair

and Exhibition Association, Detroit. E. W.
Cotticll, secretary.

«,*^'''^!"'' ~^'''""™ I'lter SUte Fair. Mr. George
w. Kobiiison. secretary.
Sept. 1-6.—Wilmington Fair Association Poul-

try and Bird Department. T.D.Brown, .secre-
tary, Wilmington, Del.
Sept. tt-i2—Burlington County, N. J, Poultry

AsscKialion. T. Farrer Rackham, secretary,
hast Orange, N. J.
,,^P'- 9-20.—Buffalo International Pair. Mr.
Charles W. Robinson, secretary.

i.'^PV-'*"~~'^""'^'"''a»e I'a*'", Topeka, Kan.
r.. G. Moon, secretary.
Sept. 22-27—Indiana State Fair. Alex Heron,

secretary.
Sept. 22-27.—Central Canada Fair, Ottawa,

Canada. Alfred Geddes, chairman
Sept. 27-Oct 2—Inter state Fair, Memphis,

Tenn. N. C. Perkins. Jr., secreUry.
Sept. 29-Oct. 3 —Inter-State Fair Association,

trenton.N.
J,, Poultry, Pigeons and Pets De-

partment. Franklyn Dye, superintendent.

Nov. 8-12.—Southern Exposition, Montgomery,
Ala., Poultry Deirartineiit. T. Farrer Rackham,
superintendent. East Orange, N. J.
Dec. 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Rockford. A. H. Currier,
secretary.
Dec. 10-12.—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock

Association. Brockton, Mass. William F. Bond,
secretary. Box 795.
Dec. 23-26.—Eastern Middlesex Poultry Asso-

ciation, Stoneliam, Ma.>is. Mr G. W. Cormack,
secreiary.

Dec. 30.-Jan. 6.—Illinois State Poultry Associa-
tion. Peoria. J. W. Burton, secretary.

Jan. 1-6.—Southern Michigan Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, Mouroe, Mich. EHiot O.
Grosvenor, secretary.
Jan. 13-17,—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated) at Charleston, S. C. Ben-
jamin Mclnnis, Jr., secretary. H. A. Bridge, su-
perintendent.
Jan, 23-16. Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Amsterdam, N. Y. Mr. Wil-
liam C. House, secretary, Freys Bush, N. Y.

Gordon Setter Club. They will take

place early in October, andgame unit be

shot over the dogs

Our Illustration.

Mrs. P. Senn's King Charles spaniel

Romeo, whose portrait we give this week,

has a grand short and square muzzle, as a

glance at the picture will demonstrate.

His expression is excellent and his eyes

beautiful. He weighs about eight and

one-half pounds and is quite a typical

specimen of the breed. Romeo, bre<l by

his owner, was whelped November, 1887,

and is by Champion (9225 ) out of Flossy

He has won the following prizes : First,

puppy class. New York, 1888 ; first, open

class, and special, Philadelphia, 1889, and

first open class, New York, 1890.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

The judges officiating at Detroit's

coming dug show will I>e as follows

:

Miss Anna Whitney takes St. Bernards,

Newfoundlands and pugs ; Major Taylor

will have setters, pointers, beagles, Amer-
ican and shaggy foxhounds. Mr. Morti-

mer has been assigned mastiffs, Great

Danes, bull dogs, bull terriers, fox ter-

riers, collies, greyhounds, deerhouuds,

wolf-hounds, bloodhounds, English fox-

hounds and Chesapeake Bay dogs. Dr.

Charles M. Nelles makes his debut as the

judge of cocker and field spaniels, and

Mr. J. F. Kirk looks after the remaining

varieties.
«

« «

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.
— The Spanish Student.

"About the A. K. C. muddle as I look

at It," writes j. Utis Fellows, "it is of

very little consequence whether Mr.

Peshall's theory as to Mr. Belmont put-

ting money in is true or not. The most

important thing is to know if the ofl&cers

of the A. K. C. have administered it as

the Congress of American dogdom, or as

their private affair."

•
* *

The Michigan Kennel Club has added

an additional rule, Rule 15, which reads

as follows

:

XV, Any exhibitor conducting himself in a

manner unbecoming a gentleman, by appearing

in the judges' ring or in the t>ench show building

in an intoxicated condition, or by using profane

and boisterous language, or by attempting to

abuse or insult one of the judges, shall forfeit all

prizes won by his dogs at this show.

• •

Rule 25 in the A. K. C. rules covers the

same ground, and licsides an exhibitor

who makes an exhibition of himself is

not generally a prize winner, and conse-

quently the Michigan club rule will

hardly lie of any weight as far as he is

concerned.
*

« »

Rule 25, which says : "Any person

who has been guilty of misconduct of

any kind in connection with dogs, dog

shows, etc.," is all that is necessary, if it

would only l)e stringently enforced. It

is the duty of the show stewards, we
think, to see that judges in the ring are

not insulted by disappointed exhibitors

in an intoxicated condition. Manj'

jtidges, Mr. John Davidson for example,

will not make the necessary complaint,

and therefore ring stewards should pro-

tect the judges by reporting these people

immediately to their show committee.

It strikes us there is entirely too much of

this "talking back" allowed at our shows

now. %
Gordon setter trials, says Shooting

Times, are being organized by the French

Secretary M. V. B. Saunders, of the

Michigan Kennel Club, writes : "We ex-

pected to be able to announce in this

week's sporting journals a full list of the

special prizes to be offered by the Michi-

gan Kennel Club at its show beginning

September 2, but the committees ap-

pointed to solicit special prizes have met
with such unqualified success, and our

citizens have responded so liberally to

our demand for specials that we hope to

make our special prize list equal to that

offered by our club in 1887, which has

neven been excelled by any club in

America. It is now almost certain that,

aside from the specials offered on single-

specimens in various classes, our club

will offer kennel prizes on the following

breeds : For the best kennel of four

mastiffs, Great Danes, rough-coated St.

Bernards, smooth-coated St. Bernards,

deerhouuds. greyhounds, Siberian wolf-

hounds, pointers, English setters, Irish

setters, Gordon setters, Chesapeake Bay
dogs, Irish water spaniels, cocker

spaniels, collies, poodles, bull dogs, bull

terriers, lieagles, fox terriers, black and
tan terriers, over seven pounds

; pugs,

Italian greyhounds, bloodhounds ; tiest

pack of English foxhounds, not less than

six ; best pack of American foxhounds,

not less than six ; )>est pack of shaggy

foxhounds, not less than six. The follow-

ing changes and corrections have been

made : Owing to the large classes of

non-sporting dogs assigned Mr. James
Mortimer to judge, the classes of Chesa-

peake Bay dogs have, at his request, l)een

taken from his list and will be judged by

Major J. M. Taylor. A challenge class

has been made for both dog and bitch

black and tan terriers over seven pounds.

Entries are already coming in very lib-

erally, and everything promises a big

show."

Mr. Carswell, secretary of the Wil-

mington 1,I>;1.) bench show, writes us

that the Pennsylvania Railroad Company,

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Com-
pany and the Wilmington and Northern

Railroad Company will carry three dogs

to one person when accompanied by the

owner or care-taker in baggage car, at

owner's risk. He adds that, should the

entries so warrant, the Wilmington Bench

Show will divide the dog and bitch

classes according to sex.

« «

There is an impression abroad that the

Wilmington show will 1>e held in tents.

It is not so, the show will be in one of the

large permanent buildings. The l)ench-

ing will be like the Boston show, except-

ing there will Ix: wire partitions dividing

the stalls. It should slso be retneinl)ere<l

that the Wilmington Fair always has as

fine a display of live stock as can he seen

anywhere. The races are always first- |

class, so there will be no end of amuse-

ments for visiting exhibitors.

• *

The result of the British Monarch and
Dryad union was seven puppies, all of

which died, and the dam very nearly fol-

lowed in the wake of her unfortunate

litter. Thomas Tattler's comments in

Turf, Field and Farm are worthy of the

attention of American breeders. He
says :

" Let the mishap to Dryad be a

warning to others, too. I cannot help

thinking that if Dryad had been kept at

home instead of being benched at the

Bulldog Club Show, everything would
have gone on well. It is a crying shame
to put bitches in whelp on the bench for

three days, at the very time they require

nice exercise. The heat, worry and sur-

roundings are bound to affect a bitch,

and the consequence is that we hear

every now and then that some cele-

brated bitch has died in whelping. Who
can wonder when owners persist in ex-

hibiting bitches in whelp, a practice not

only cruel but unsightly.

"

«
• •

This week our esteemed contemporary

the Turf, Field and Farm has reached its

twenty-fifth anniversary under the same
management, and thinks the event is

worth celebrating. A review of its work
for the past quarter of a centuiy is mod-
estly and entertainingly given, a supple-

ment containing the portraits of the en-

tire staff accompanies the paper, and we
must say a more intelligent looking group

we have never seen.
*

« •

Rev. Arthur Carter's favorite St. Ber-

nard bitch Diane was destroyed last week
owing to the infirmities of age. An emi-

nent judge of the breed said of her that

"had it not been for her unevetily marked

face and the absence of the fifth toe, no

St. Bernard of her sex could compete

successfully against her on the show
betjch."

« •

V. H. Perry will start, barring acci-

dents, three Irish setters in the field

trials this fall. They are now in the

hands of an experienced trainer. L/Ouis

Contoit will run his Irish setter bitch

Veda ia the F^astern trials. Other breed-

ers of this variety might do well to emu-

late these gentlemen.

•
• •

Dr. N. Rowe, editor of the American

Field, sailed for Flurope in the Majestic

on Tuesday. Bon voyage, I->octor

!

•
» •

San Francisco dogs, according to the

F^xauiiner, of that city, have selected a

particular house, beneath which they

crawl when their time arrives to die.

Twenty-six carcasses have been removed

from beneath the old house already, in-

cluding dogs of all degrees, from the

l)eautiful and intelligent setter to the

measly little terrier who yelped his fare-

well to earth in the presence of scores of

hif. dead and lietter kind.

While Judge Gay, of Chicago, wa«

eating breakfast the other day, he heard

a howl of distress from his pet Scotch

terrier, and, hurrying out of doors, found

the dog in the hands of dog catchers. The

Judge at once made a decree that

promptly set the canine free, anil ac-

companied it with the extra judicial

opinion in vigorous and fluent terms

alKUit dog catchers in general. If

hizzoner had been a layman it would

have cost him about $2.50 to accomplish

the same result.
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SOME QUEER CHARACTERS

BV HIBERNIA.

iiv.

tt is remarkable what strange fatality

attaches to exhibitors' season tickets. A
large number of them are lost on the first

or second day of a show, and by a strange

coincidence are always found by the

friends of the losers. Some exhibitors

are so unfortunate as to lose their tickets

at every show of the circuit. People

whose names on a commercial note or on

a pedigree would pass current anywhere

will go to the secretary of the show and

tell him that they have lost their tickets

and would like duplicates, when in fact

they have g^ven them away to friends

only a few minutes liefore.

Some exhibitors I know of, members
of church and who scorn to tell a lie, will

whip the devil around the stump by say-

ing they cannot find their tickets (and

for a very good reason, because they have

given them away) and would like dupli-

cates. One individual is in the habit of

closing his eyes and then telling a friend,

"Now, I have dropped my ticket on the

floor ; you find it before I open my
peepers."
A secretary who goes about a show with

his ears free from wax will often hear

conversation like the following :

"I say, Smith, lend me your ticket for

a minute."

"What for ?"

"Why, I've got a friend outside that

wants to come into the show."
"Ifhe ticket is handed to Smith ; he

takes it out to his friend and the box
office is fifty cents poorer.

Another familiar pterson at a dog show
is the man who comes into the office

twenty times a day to inquire if there is

a letter for him. He has never been
known to receive any, au<l on the last day
of the show he buttonholes the secretary,
takes him into a corner and whispers :

"I've been expecting a remittance all

this week, but it hasn't come. I hoped
to win some prize money, but I didn't.
Now I have nothing to go home on. Can
you lend me a few dollars ?"

If the secretarj- is green and good-
natured he lends him the desired amount
and takes his due bill and which in many
cases is never taken up. If the secretary
is old in service and case-hardened he re-

fuses, and the man who is expecting a
remittance is compelled to put his dog in
pawn to raise the money to pay his pas-
sage home.
Then there is the exhibitor or judge

or reporter (sometimes it is all three) who
comes to the secretary the second morn-
ing of the .show and says :

"I understand this is a rather quiet
town."

"It has the reputation of being some-
what slow."

"It may be in the daytime, but it posi-
tively isn't at night."

"Is that so?"
"It's more than so. By-the-bye, please

cash a check for me ?"

The check is cashed, of course, as his
financial standing is In-'yond question.
The next morning the same man turns
up with deep circles around his eyes,
showing plainly how hard he is working
on his report, his criticism or over his
dogs, as the case may l)e. After the cus-
tomary greetings he says :

"Slow town this !"

"Very."
"That may be, but it's an expensive

one at any rate. Please cash another
check for me."
On the last day of the show he comes

once more to the office. The circles under
his eyes have grown darker and he has a
very tired expression noticeable not only
in his face but in his gait. He 1)egins :

"Slow town."
"I believe that's its reputation."
"Well, 8omel>ody has made a mistake,

and I believe it's myself. If you will

kindly cash another check for me I'll go
home. Next time I come here I will try
to bring enough money to last, but I

thought that it was such a quiet place I

would not need much."
With this the overworked gentleman

shakes the secretary by the hand, and as
he closes the door he utters the now
familiar refrain :

"Slow town, eh ?"

While walking along the aisles a secre-
tary will occasionally see a group en-
gaged in earnest conversation before a
stall containing adog marked "P'orsale."
The party generally consists of .a gentle-
man, lady and a child, and the owner or
handler of the dog. He will overhear a
dialogue something like the following :

Genti,km.\n : "Well, my dear, what
do you think of him ?"

Lady : "He certainly is handsome
enough. But are you sure he has no
vicious traits, because I would not have
Gertie bitten for the world."
OwNKR : "Why, madam, the dog was

lirou^ht up among children. At home
the little ones harness him to a wagon,
and the baby has cut his teeth by bitiug
on his tail."

Child : "Oh, papa, do buy him."
Gentleman : "The dog I think will

suit, and I do not object to the price, but
if I buy I must have him at once, as we
are not residents of this city and go
away to-day."
"Handler : "I think I can arrange

that."
A few minutes later the owner of the

dog hunts the secretary up. Says he :

"I'm sorry, sir, but mv dog number so
and so, is very sick and I want to get
him out of the show."
"You will have to see the veterinary

and get a certificate of sickness from
him."

In a short time the man comes back
with a proper certificate and, although
very much astonished, the secretary coun-
tersigns it, but remark :

"Don't you think it bad policy to sell a
sick dog ?

The man winks with one eye, but says
nothing.
The veterinary is hunted up and

asked :

"Whj the thunder did you give Jones
a certificate that his dog was sick ?"

"Because the dog is sick. He has dis-
temper and ought to be out of the show.
"Why, doctor, the dog ten minutes ago

was as lively as a cricket. Jones sold him
on condition that he would get him out
of the show and deliver him to-day."
The secretary is mad and so is the vet.

and they enter into a loud dispute. He
considers ihe secretary a fool and the
secretary thinks he has accepted a bribe.

Later it is discovered that Jones has
taken the vet. to the stall of a dog of the
same kind as his which has pronounced
symptoms of distemper, gets a certificate,
alters the number and takes out his own
dog on it. Of course he should be dis-
qualified, but the secretary does not be-
cause he does not think he would relish
the jibes of the boys if publicity is given
to the affair. The vet. is of the same
opinion.
There are always a number of members

in every club giving a show who come
into the box office twenty times a day to
inquire how many tickets have been sold.
After getting this information they
usually enter into a lengthy conversation
about the show being given too late or
too early in the season to be a financial
success. The ticket-seller, bothered by
them, makes mistakes in giving change
and sells half tickets to men weighing
200 and more pounds, and full tickets to
boys in Knickerbockers.

—The doggerels put into the mouths of
different doggy men in last weeks "Kx-
periences" were not original with either
them or myself. They appeared some
ten years ago in a paper with which I was
connected, and I used them simply l)e-

cause I thought them most appropriate
to the present stale of doggy affairs. If
I knew the writers' names I would be
only too glad to give them proper credit,
but I don't.

—Sprains in dogs should be treated in

the same way as with human lieiiigs.

The dog should be kept perfectly quiet,
have hot fomentations applie<l to ease the
pain and well rubbed in with arnica opo-
deldoc after the fomentation. -The Dog
Owners' Annual.

TO ADVANCE THE ENGLISH SETTER.

CoastitutioD and By-Laws of the English

Setter Club.

CONvSTITUTlON.—Article i.

The name of this club shall be the
English Setter Club.

ARTICLE II.

The objects and purposes for which
the club is organize<l, and in furtherance
of which it is intended to act, are as fol-

lows :

1. To fix the standard of phy.sical type
and conformation for this breed in ac-

cordance with the tests of modern ex-
perience derived from actual running in

field trials to the end that l>ench show
form may, as nearly as f>ossib1e, conform
to the requirements of actual work in

the field.

2. To select persons whose names shall

be suggestetl to the management of the
different bench shows as judges of Eng-
lish setters at such shows.

3. To take such action as the interests

of this breed may require in suggesting
or approving or disapproving the names
of persons to act as judges at the differ-

ent field trials.

4. To offer Knglish setter prizes at such
bench shows as shall adopt the standard
of type prescribed by this club and who
shall select judges from a list of names
approved by the club.

5. To offer prizes at field trials under
such restrictions and conditions as the
club may deem advisable.

6. To take such measures as may be
deemed advisable to secure legislation

and to maintain legal proceedings for the
protection of dogs, or to secure the title

and interest of owners therein, or for such
other and germane purposes as experi-
ence may demonstrate to be needed in

the interests of owners.
7. To undertake and advance any meas-

iir^« which it? th** ^'id*'Tn<?nt of the club
or its Executive Committee may be cal-

culated to further the interests of the
breed of English setters, or to promote
its improvement.

ARTICLE III.

All persons shall be eligible to mem-
bership in this club who own or breed
the English setter, or who handle the
breed at field trials, or who otherwi.se
have some special interest in, or knowl-
edge of, the breed.

ARTICLE IV.

The following named persons are the
organized niemliers of this club :

Pierre Ix)rillard, James L. Breese,
Thomas H. Terry, Percy Ohl, John S.

Wise, William Tallman, John E. Lon
W. A. Costar, Wilson Fiske, J. Treai
well Richards, J. M. Taylor, A. P. Vre-
denburgh, J. E. Quinotte, W. G. Peters,
F. B. Rice, W. T. Irwin, P. H. Bryson,
W. B. Gates, Arthur Merriman, J. M.
Avent, J. Shelley Hudson, George Wells,
Taylor Williams, General W. B. Shattuc,
F. W. Whitlock, George H. Hill, J. E.
Dager, Richard Morgan, William A.
Neddermeyer, H. Hulman, Jr., George
W. Pawing, Charles I,. Holmes, E.
Huidekoper, J. A. Graham, Dr. H. Clay
Glover, George Jarvis, S. T. Hammond,
Captain Patrick Henry, P. H. O'Banuon,
H. B. Rathl)one and James Tracy.

All applications for membership by
persons other than the organizing mem-
bers of the club shall be presented to the
Executive Committee upon a nomination
in writing by some member, seconded in
writing by another member. The Ex-
ecutive Committee shall examine into the
applications and accept or reject them as
they may deem the interests of the club
require. The action of the committee
shall be final. In case the Executive
Committee vote to meniljership the per-
son applying, the Secretary shall notify
him of his election and send to him for
his signature an agreement to be bound
by, and submit to, the constitution and
by-laws of the club, and upon returning
the same signed, accompanied by his ini-

tiation fee and the <lHes for the calendar
year, the applicant shall Iiecome and be
a fully admitted member 01 the club.

All the organizing members and all

members subsequently admitted shall
sign an agreement to be bound by and
submit to the provisions of the constitu-
tion and by-laws.

ARTICLE V.

The officers of this club shall be a

President, a First Vice-President, a Sec-
ond Vice-President, a Secretary and a
Treasurer.

ARTICLE VI.

The management of the affairs of the
club shall be vested in an Executive
Committee, which shall consist of the
President, both Vice Presidents, the
Treasurer, Secretary, and eight other
memliers, to be elected as hereinafter
provided. The Executive Committee
shall also have power and authority to
make by-laws regulating the mode of
procedure at meetings of members and
of the Executive Commitee, and de-
fining the duties of officers, and other-
wise prescribing the mode of transacting
business of the Club, provided that no
by-law shall conflict with any provision
of the constitution. The by-laws may
be changed or amended from time to
time by the Executive Committee, but
the proposed provision shall be filed with
the Secretary at least thirty days before
the meeting at which it is to Ije con-
sidered, and copies thereofshall \>e mailed
to members of ihe committee by the Sec-
retary at least three weeks before said
meeting, together with notice that the
amendment will be submitted at a meet-
ing to be held at a time and place men-
tioned in the notice. All meml)ers of
the Executive Committee and all officers

of the club shall be members of the club.

ARTICLE VII.

The officers of the club and the other
members of the Executive Committee
shall be elected at the annual meeting of
the memliers by secret ballot, and shall

hold office for the term of one year and
thereafter, until their successors are
elected, except that the first Executive
Committee and the first officers of the
Club shall be elected at the first meeting,
and &hall hold office until the first an-
nual meeting, and until their successors
are elected. The first meeting of mem-
bers shall be held on the 24th day of
June, 1890, and the regular annual meet-
ing shall be held in the City of New York
on some day in February, March, or
April, of each year to be fixed, together
with the place of meeting, by the Ex-
ecutive Committee at least six weeks be-
fore the day of the meeting. The Secre-
tary shall give one month's notice of the
time and place of meeting to each mem-
ber by mail at his last known post office

address. The Executive Committee shall
have power to call such special and extra
meetings of meml>ers as they may deem
needed for the proper transaction of busi-
ness upon such reasonable notice to mem-
bers as the committee may prescribe.

The President must call a special meeting
when requested in writing thereto by five
members, for some day within one month
from rect-ipt of the request, of which
meeting three weeks' notice by mail shall
be sent to each member at his last known
post office address.

ARTICLE VIII.

The first meeting of the Execntive
Committee shall l>e be held on the nth
day of July, 1890.

Regular meetings of the Executive
Committee shall be held quarterly, on the
first Thursday of January, April, July and
October ; and special meetings shall be
held at any time by direction of the Pres-
ident, or upon the written request of five
meml)ers of the club, upon two weeks'
notice by mail, at the last known post
office address of the members of the com-
mittee, respectively. Adjourned meetings
shall be deemed continuations of the
meeting adjourned, and no additional
notice of such adjourned meeting need be
given unless the Executive Committee
shall specially direct.

ARTICLE IX.

Any meml)er shall have the right to
be represented at any meeting of the
club by proxy, duly authenticated, as
provided by the by-laws. The proxy
shall only be given to, and can only be
used by, and voted upon by a member
of the club, and a person, not a member,
shall not be permitted to represent any
member by virtue of a proxy or other
wise.

No single metnl>er at any meeting of
the club shall be permitted to represent
or vote upon more than five proxies.
Absent members may also vote on any

question which they expect will come
before the club by sending their vote in
writing by registered letter through the
mails to the Secretary in seasonable time
for the meeting, and the same shall be
read at the meeting by the Secretary, and

If tiie vote be definitely expresse<l in such

fol-tU as to be applicable to thfc particular

f^ritl of the ,(juestion before the Itleetihg,

(lie voie shalf bfe rfel?ei*fed riHil.rt.COttled

The provision for a secret ballot shall not

apply to votes sent in writing by mails to

the Secretary

.

ARTICLE X.

Five members of the Executive Com-
tnlttee shall constitute a ouoruui for the

purpose of business, an«l their action

slitCll be filial, except in those cases where,

by s|ifcttrtl }jf<>*'slo« of the constitution,

a larger vote is required.

The action of the quorum shall, how-

ever, be subject to review in certain

cases in the manner hereinafter pre-

»C)'iJ)ed.

Ill Cdse dily jiltiilljfei- 01 the HxettitiVt

l^oHiiliiltefci Hlid d*it§ liot rfttetid <lt any
Hieellflg, or ttdjdtiriied mtetiii^j SHrili

lend to thfe Secretary, by registered Ifetter,

U,,^dt^tfcrfeq^festii^gthat all the proceed-

ings at the e>-iTetied Hieetin^, ot anj- par-

ticular proceetlings or motions thereat,

Shalt be submitted for the action of the

entire committee, and if the request

shall actually have been received prior to

the tittle appointed for holding the Uleet-

jtig, thtii utltl iu that event tilt Hctioii of

iiife (iiiot-util sllall be subject to fetlew,

fiH(i tH apptHVai or disapproval by tile fcn-

tire comttiitlce.

If a majority of the entire committee
are present at the meeting, and vote in

favor of the action taken at the meeting,

then such action shall be final In any
feVerit, arid no fttrlhef subtiiisslott of re-

view thereof shall be allo^^td. flut if a

^ftjoritv.Of thfeeritirt cohfiifiltee do hot
vols at 'this iileethi^ iH fatbf Of ijie ri<;tion

taken at the meeting, theh tile SeCrttary,

in accordance with the request contained
in the notice, shall, within five days from
the date of said meeting, send a tran-

ncript of the minutes of the whole meet-
lhj(, of of the mirtiltes felatinf! to the
iJaHitulat UtotiWil of- proPeediuK, itt re-

spect to which the aeliou of the ehlire

fcdntiriittee is desired, tO each riiemlifer of
the ExettltiVfe fc'onlniittee not present at
IHfi Hlt>Vt!f)t( at hita 1d«l WHrlwii addFoOa

by mad, acconlpamed by a Written notice,

that the action irieutionbd ill the miriutes
is submitted td hint for approval of dis-

Hpivfdvdl, (iiid tHetetibbit .the ftteiilber io
ijolihed shnll be eiititled to Seild to tile

Secretary, by niail, his Writteil vote, or
Votes, upon the question stated iti the
niinutes, and the vote, or votes, so sent,
If actually delivered to the Secretary's
address by mail, within three weeks from
Ihe date of said meeting, shall bfe fe-

corded a*. Votfes npoll the qutistiod with
im pallie fOfee and effect as if the mettl-

Ijer had attended the meeting and voted
in perspn, Th? l?ttQr shall be filed and
preserved for lefereuce.

If the non-attending members who shall

Vote agaltlst the action of the meeting on
1

my Mnl)jeCt, (thall, with the attending
Hletllbers who Voted against such action
i*t the iileeting, cotls'titute a majority of
i\\t6: ^iitlrt» comitiillee, Iheh the action of
the meeting shall be annulled alld of no
effect ; but otherwise it shall be deemed
flpproVed; and shall beconle ojierative at

the eilipifrttian of three weeks frOnl the
uateof the tiieetiiifj.

A review of the action of any lileetitlg

hiay also be had in like manner, upon the
request of any member w ho voted against
the action taken, and who may desire to

have the question submitted to the entire

committee. Such request must l)e made
immediately after the vote is announced,
and a reasonable opportunity for such
request shall be afforded by the presid-

ing officer. The request shall be voted
iu the minutes of the meeting as part of
the proceedings.
The same- proce<lure shall l)e followed

as in the case where the request is made
by mail by a non-attending member.

Votes by mail which are not actually
received at the Secretary's address by
mail within three weeks after the date of
the meeting shall not be recorded against
the action of the meeting, and the senders
shall be deemed to have acquiesced in

such action.

The failure of the Secretary to send the
requisite notices in season shall not in-

validate the action of the quorum, and the
action of the quorum shall 1)e deemed
confirmed if the necessary majority do not
vote against such action within three
weeks from date of said meeting.

But the failure of the Secretary to give
said notice shall be cause for his removal
from office, and it shall be the duty of the
Executive Coininittee to remove him after

due hearing and to choose allother secre-

tary for the unexpired term.

ARTICLE XI.

,
Vacatlcies ftttlong the officers or in the

Executive CbiflHfitlee shall In; filled by
the Executive Comiiiitiee tot the unex-
pired term.

ARTICLE XII.

The constitution may be amended by
a two-thirds vote at the nieetinj< of inem-
iHjrs of the club of which thirty days'

notice has been given, provided a written

draft of the proposed amendment shall

llaVe Ijeeh filed with the Secretary and
pubiislied 'tf *Odie recognized newspaper
devoted in whole or iri part to kettnel and
field topics at least thirty days bc'forSSald

meeting.
ARTICLE XIII.

The iliitiatiofl fee of each meml>er shall

be |5, rtfid the atfnital dues shall lie fa for

each cMleflclrff ftatr ; irittfatiofi fee pay-

able at time of liecOftfiiiJt »f y«e'nl)er, and
duKpavable iji advatlce at tiufe Of tie-

ctittlmgi inetiih^r; aiid thereafter on the

first day of January? If< i>a'cli .v^erfr.,

When any j>erson shall be aHd refe'ain

in arrears upon any indebtedness to the

club for a period of more than sixty days
after HOtiCe requesting payment has been
mailed to liilh hf the Treasurer, he may
lie dropped froth the foll by the Execu-
ii^k totfiiijitt^Cj and hi^ membership
forthwith shall U^sk attq dt,terihine.

When, for any reason, the i;#ecntive

Committee shall deem that the interests

of tile club will be protected or advanced
by terminating the membership of any
memtjer of the club and dropping his

hahfe ff-Otii the foil ot the club, they may
take, stich attidti bV a three-fottrths vote

of thJ; fctitlre tottittittee, the Vote to be

given either ill {^iboH bi ih wrtting by
mail ; and the person stt depfJ^ed of
memliership shall not be entitled to any
hearing, nor shall the committee be re-

quired to aMsign any reason for their ac-

tioil: The powers conferred bv this pro-

vision afe aistlret»onar>- and (fo not de-

Eend lipoti any misCofiduct of the mem-
er, nqr require that anv charges ."thall

The tJietlitiVe Coiiittiiliee nieif also by
a two-thirds vote, either in pefsoli Of iu

writing by mail, suspend or expel any
meniber froili niembefship for such term
as they thihk iifOpei- fbf ahv mli<conduct

in connection with dogs, field trials or

Ijench shows, upon charges duly made,
and after a hearing.

Aky member who has been dropped
from the roll and hla membenihip ter-

minated, or who has beeti stfspeaded

from titehlbership or fckpelled, may be
restored to membership by a three-

fourths vote of the entire Executive
Committee, upon grounds appearing to

their satisfaction and upon such terms as

they may prescribe.

The Executive Committee shall also

haVe power to remit the payment of any
initiation fees or dues, or both, of any
meml)er, whetl in their judgment the in-

terests of the Club require such action.

ARTtCLB XIV.

The Executive Committee shall have

powef by a three-fourths vote to remove
ally officer for misconduct or flagrant

neglect in matters appertaining to his

office, after notice and hearing.

Misconduct in matters connected with

bench shows, field trials or transactions

in dogs shall also be ground for such re-

moval.

BY-LAWS.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS—PRESIDENT.

Section i. The President shall preside

at all meetings of the club and of the

E^xecutive Committee, enforce the rules

and regulations of the club, and perform

all other duties usually pertaining to the

office of President.

vice PRESIDENTS.

Sec. 2. The first Vice-President shall

perform all the duties of the President in

his absence. In the al)sence of both the

President and First Vice-President, the

vSecoiid Vice-President will act. In the

absence of the President and I'irst and
Second Vice-Presidents, a temporary
chairman shall be chosen to preside.

SECRETARY.

Sec. 3. The Secretary shall keep a

record of the proceedings of all meetings

of the club and of the Executive Com-
mittee, conduct the official correspond-

ence of the club, give notice of the regu-

lar meetings of the club, and of the regu-

lar and special meetings of the E^xecutive

Committee, and when directed by the

President call special meetings thereof,

give all official notifications to meml)ers,

keep the l>ooks and papers of his office,

subject to inspection of members on order

of the Executive Committee. And no
member shall be entitled to such inspec-

tion except upon order of the Executive
Committee. The Secfetafy shall also per-

form such other duties- as lifaylje assigned

to him by the President and Executive
Committee.

TREASURER.

vSec. 4. The Treaanrer shall receive all

fees and dues from uieml)ef8, as well a."

other moneys coming to the club, keep
an acCotiMt'of all the receipts and ex-

pendittffes by the club, and a separate ac-

count with each frtettlber
;
pay all bills

approved, and make all purchases di-

rected by the EJxecutive Committee. All

bills or claims against the club shall Ije

first audited and approved by the Execu-
tive Committee before the Treasurer

shall pay the same, and no bills shall be

paid unless so audited. He shall make a

writteh report to the tjxeeutive Commit-
tee ii^htTie<fer recfirtsted ; he shall make
at each atlflrial mieetiftg a written report

of the financial doWdftioti of the cinb and
of the standing of each iliettibef , «ftid he
shall notify members in arrears to the

club forthwith as soon as the dues of

other iildelrtedness shall become payable,

reporting the same to the Executive Com-
mittee when requested.

OKifkk 0* BtJSlJlESS.

At all meetings of tie tliib the follow-

ing order of business shall \xt observed :

I. Roll call.

a. Reading the minutes and commuui-
catlotls.

3. Reports of officers.

4. Repotts of cOttimUtees.

5. UrifirijShed.btlsTnesS.

6. Electic* of oftcere.

7. New business.

At all meetings of the Exetrttive Com-
mittee the same order of business shall

be observed, except that applications for

membership and election of new mem-
bers shall be taken up immediately after

reports of committees,

Ol'FlGERs.

Pierre torillard, Jr., Fresident.

J . Tre«dwell Richards, First Vice-Presi-

detit. ,. ,

F. W.whiiloclt, J5ecofld Vice-President.

Percy C. Ohl, Secretary.

Dr. H. Clay Glover, Treasurer.

EXECUTIVE COMiaiTTEE.

The above officers, and
P. H. rirysoti, W. A. Power,

J. i^helley Hudson, Wilson Fiske,

J. E. Dager, John E. Long,

J. A. Graham, J. M. Taylor.

.STANDARD COMMITTEE.

Pierre Lorillard, Jr., P. H. Bryson,

William Tallman, Wilson Fiske,

J. M. Taylor.

come of the dog, and was informed that
he was still living, having recovered. It

was not necessary to examine any further

into the particulars of this case, for if the
dog had really l)een the subject of hydro-
phobia, he would have been dead very
shortly after biting my patient.

Again, it often happens that a person
easily affected by suggestion has what he
conceives to Ijie the symptoms of hydro-

Chobia developed very soon after having
eeii bitten by a' supf)o«ed rabid animal,

whereas the real disease rarely super-

venes until after a month has efcipsed

from the time of inoculation. It is true,

there are cases on record in which the
period of incubation was less than that,

but they are exceedingly rare. In my
own cases the time has varied from twen-
ty-five days to four months and a half.

Cases in which th« disease is said to hare
supervene*! many years after an alleged

inoculation ought to be received with
doubt. The interval probably never ex-
ceeds two years or is less than ten days.

FALSE AND REAL HYDROPHOBIA.

l>ul*atlon of Time Before Doatli Kiisuos

In True Hydrophobia.

Dr. Hanimonc] in North Americon Review.

It may l>e laid down in the very l)e-

ginning of our consideration of the sub-

ject that the victim of false hydrophobia

can only have those symptoms of which

he has knowledge. I'nfortuuately, the

real disease has received so much notice

from newspapers and other popular pub-

lications that a tolerably correct knowl-

edge of its phenomena has been acquired

by the laity. Hence, we find that the

picture ordinarily presented by the un-

conscious simulator is, at least to cursory

observation, not unlike the real affection.

There are, however, great differences,

which the educated physician will not

fail to detect, and which will enable him

to do what has never Iwen yet done with

real hydrophobia—cure the patient.

Hydrophobia never originates, in the

human subject at least, except by inocu-

lation from a rabid animal, and death

always occurs iu four or five days after

the development of the disease. A case

of so-called hvdrophobia came under my
notice in which it was stated that the

patient had been bitten some three months
previously by a dog undoubtedly hydro-

phobic. I inquired as to what had be-

CANADIA.^ NEWS.

luterestlnK Gossip About IXtfgm, Poul«^

try and Various Gamer.,

Special Correspondence.

Toronto, August 5.—I have not long"

since returned to the city from a month's

fishing in the vicinity <rf Trout Lake,

Muskoka. Tho»e wbo are fond of angling

can find something here to gratify their

taste—sturgeon, pickerel, pike, bass and

beantiful speckled trout. There are a

gfeat many lakes which are studded

with islands densely wooded. Most of

these islands are owned by individuals

and have dwellings upon them. It i»-

also a grand shoolhig country, sncb

game as deer, rabbits and many kinds of

large vermin l)eing in abundance, be-

sides partridges, ducks and all sorts of

feathered game. There are a great many
Americans summering in these regions,

the majority of whom are residents of

Pennsylvania. On one island is a party

of clergymeu and judges, who are thor-

oughly experienced fly-fishers, and each

day finds them with enough and to spare

of the speckled beauties, of which we are

all so fond. They share their catch with

their less fortunate islanders.

I am surprised at the small number of

public field trials held in Canada. There
are excellent facilities for holding such

and plenty of good <logs, setters and
pointers, and as for spaniels, we have

them of all shapes and sizes.

1 saw a most curious dog the other day
on the street. He was rather larger than

a setter, and in color between lemon and
liver. He had a very long head and
rather built on greyhound lines, heavy
"whiskers" and eyebrows. His master

informed me that he was a "tarrier," and
that he had lieen imported from Russia.

From all I can learn this has been a

very successful season for rearing poultry.

There seems an abundance of chicks

everywhere, and I expect to see large

chicken classes at the coming shows.

Most of the "dogyy'" papers at present

contain extended notices re Mr. Peshall,

etc. A true sjwrtsman gets tired reading

such stuff, and I am sorry it should occur,

but now that it is started I suppose it

must be cleared up before all will be

satisfied.

I have seen no notice in the American
papers of the importation of the bull

terriers Bendigo II and King and a

Yorkshire terrier bitch, all of exceptional

merit. They were imported by Mr. Wil-

liam Hammall, of Toronto, which town
shows signs of becoming the stronghold

of America for bull terriers. Several

kennels have been started about which
something will be said anon. Some of

our fanciers intend visiting the principal

kennels in England this fall in order to

get "something good," and a terrier club

has been talked of.

I am informed that Mr. Ernest Strike

is to ship a consignment of Indian

games to a well-known poultry exhibi-

tor in Toronto. Mr. Strike claims the

championship of the world for his favor-

ite variety, and justly, too, if breeding

cup-winners at the largest shows in Great

Britain count for anything.

Mr. Thompson, of bantam repute,

seemingly goes to extremes, for desert-

ing game bantams in favor of light brah-

mas looks that way. Anon.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

Interestini; Pacts and Fancies Culled

from the DokK) World.

special Correspomlence Fancikrs' Jot'rnai,.

I omitted to mention in my last com-

munication that an Irish setter puppy

distantly connected with Laura B. would

Ije given as first prize ; an edition de

luxe, gilt-edged, on the

wolf-hound by Mr. Morris, as second

prize, and a wootl engraving of the blood-

hounds Duchess of Ripple and Rosemary

(by kind permission of the A. K. C.) as

tliird prize to readers who could unravel

my last three paragraphs as they ap-

peared in the issue of July 26, all com-

munications to be sent in on or before

April I, 1 891, the nearest guesser to re-

ceive the puppy—on point—and if any-

one should connect all the various sen-

tences so that they Ijeconie perfectly in-

telligible, to him will I divulge the secret

of how Mr. Vredenburgh riggled the

1 1000 into the A. K. C. balance, for

though it has been stated it was between

the months of. January and February,

1S89, an<l again from the same source

somewhere aljont July, 1888, I am not

breaking that confidence entrusted to

me when I assure readers it was on

April I, 1891), and that Mr. Peshall was

the philanthropist—there, don't tell it to

everybody, but only to your most inti-

mate friends, and some day I hope to be

able to enlighten the doggy world how
this gentleman succeeded in persuading

the respected .secretary into countenanc-

ing such a dastardly act.

With regard to my paragraphs last week
I respectfully beg to assure readers they

were not written under the influence of

intoxicating liquors, as my wife is willing

to testify in a court of law, and the only

way I can account for such an occurrence

is that the pages of the manuscript must
have got mixed iu the numbering. How-
ever, perhaps it was for the best, as they

were decidedly spiteful, and what man
wouldn't be who had thou.sands of mos-

quitoes as big as eagles buzzmg around

him, and raising blisters as large as the

dome of St. Peters? In fact, such an

abnormal size have I become since being

victimized by these sanguinary reptiles

that the polite and ever obliging officials

on the elevated railroad have refused to

accept me as a passenger, one highly

polished gentleman informing me "they

did not run freight cars."

The arrivial of Dr. Koote's three black

and tans was, I see, duly published last

week. It is impossible, owing to sexual

differences to get a// of them mixed, but

with regard to Brooin field Madge and
Beauty, one pauses ere eschewing such

a thought, and I freely admit indulging

in a quiet chuckle at the base thought of

the "Maiden" recurrence. With so many
shows to l>e held in Septemtjer, there will

be ample scope for the inferior one to

come out on top, and if she does, another

record will have been established.

More beagle ! I cannot help it, and
those who have nothing in common with

the breed will I hope defer questioning

my sanity until I can assure theni the

fit has left me. A letter in Forest and
Stream signed "l/outre" again alludes to

the southern and bloodhound type as be-

ing identical, at least the writer leads one

to suppose that is his opinon. Again let

me reiterate the}' are most decidedly not,

and had I my Boston catalogue handy,

I could give you the name of a hound
shown in the foxhound class that was

distinctly southern in type, and were any-

one to see it, the difference would at

once be apparent. There is no such

thing as bloodhound type in beagles and

if anyone does come across such a speci-

men they can l)et their bottom dollar it

has an admixture of Bassett. I have no
desire to assume the role of dictating what
is a beagle and what is not. There are

hundreds more competent than I, but the

more confident I am that everyone is

going for the same thing uiuler a differ-

ent name. I should gather from what

has been published lately that the ac-

knowledged beagle type on this side is

wrongly termed "foxhound," but it has

Ijeen customary to do so, therefore cus-

tom has led breeders to call that which is

not foxhoimd foxhound. It may be of

interest to those who admire beagles,

especially of the colossal stamp, to quote

what Youatt has to say on the subject.

He says :
" The origin of this dimin-

utive hound is somewhat obscure. There

is evidently much of the harrier and
of the old southern connected with

a considerable decrease of size and
spee<l. * * * Beagles are rarely more
than ten or twelve inches ui height,

• * * occasionally carried to the field

in a pair of panniers on a horse's back.
* * * They were curiously distin-

guished by the name of ' deep Hewed '

and ' shallow flewed' iu proportion as

they had the depending lip of the south-

ern or the sharper muzzle and more con-

tracted lip of the northern dogs." In

speaking of the head he says: "They
have, or should have large heads de-

cidedly round and thick rather than

long ; there will then l>e room for the

V ^^^&ta.3i\y»« \j% ^A,\. tatAo^b, aAav.a*«*f4 cxiiv. Lliat

of smell—and for the reverberation of the

sound, so peculiarly pleasant in this

dog." Jesse has also a good deal to say

about this little hound, but as it is prac-

tically the same as Youatt, I will refrain

from inflicting more dry bones on
your readers. At all events, everj- old

authority agrees in the fact that they

should Ije small, with wide skulls, and
short but blunt muzzles, which I think

advocates of " foxhound " type will

admit does not resemble that hound one
little bit, but, on the other hand, follows

pretty closely on the lines of the south-

ern, and in future 1 trust correspondents

will not run away with the idea because

my opinion of beagle type favors that of

the southern hound that it must neces-

sarily be "bloodhound," which are two
totally different things.

An article in last week's Forest and
Stream on the abuse of dog snatchers in

New York touches a question which
should exert all lovers of dogs to enforce

some measures by which such inhumani-
ties shall cease. The atrocities to which
dogs are subjected in most of the big

cities, or for the matter of that, in nearly

all parts of the country, are what one
mif^ht expect in the most imcivilized

parts of Central Africa, but in a Christian

country, and one of (he greatest in this

world, one expects to lose sight of the

barbarian. That an educated and intel-

ligent race of people should submit their

most faithful of all friends, the dog, to

such a free system of abuse brands them
with such a stigma of disgrace as would
put to shame the lowest race on the face

of the earth. As a nation prospers, so

should its benevolence increase. Yet
with America's prosperity, are dogs treated

as living things capable of the deepest

and most lasting love ? Are they treated

as the most sensitive of all creatures

;

ever anxious to please, ever willing to

devote their lives? No, I think not,

when one reads of the brutalities coun-

tenanced by the authorities, who, as

long as they permit them, stamp them-

selves as competent only to act as turn-

keys in a Turkish prison.

The Forest and Stream advocates the

A. K. C. taking upon itself the protection

of dogs in New York City, and confines

itself to discussing the treatment to that

city, but would it not l>e possible to frame

laws suitable for all the big towns ? As
regards the A. K. C. looking after the

New York dogs, I would have thought

such a course would come more under the

scope of the Society for Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals, but of course it is

quite feasible for the A. K. C. to espouse

such a cause, though it is highly improb-

able it would consider this to be one of

the objects for which it was formed.

In fact, I can hanlly agree with the

Forest and Stream in considering the A.

K. C. to be the proper body to undertake

such a project, but it certainly would Ije

acting within its constitution were it to

advocate legislative measures by which
dogs should receive more consideration

from the Government, or the municipal

authorities (whichever body has the man-
agement of such affairs). The rottenness

of the present system lies in the fact that

under it dogs are not treated as property,

though I believe legally they are consid-

ered so. Therefore, in insisting upon a

more stringent law in this respect the A.

K. C. would only be doing what should

be expected of them, but in seeing them
carried out they could have no more
power than any other self-constituted

body.

With regard to the destruction of

mongrels the Forest and Stream makes
a distinction between them and well-

bred dogs. Again I must differ. A
mongrel is a dog just as much as any
bench show champion. He has the same
instincts, feelings and thoughts ; is just

as fond of life and as capable of render-

ing or receiving affections. Why he
who is not responsible for his existence

any more than the full-blown champion
should be maltreated whilst the other is

to be pampered, I fail to see. If the A.

K. C. or any other hotly is to oppose the

present dastardly ill-usage of our dogs,

it cannot make fish of one and flesh of

another. It is simply upholding the

rights of the genus "dog," and if it com-
mences to make distinctions the good
cause in which it is fighting loses that

dignity which is so desirable. At all

events, there is one thing certain, and
that is, the urgent necessity ofsomebody
and another awakening to the fact that

dogs in America are in due need of pro-

tection, and the sooner such disgraceful

practices are suppressed the sooner will

a nation V)e relieved of one of its most
disgraceful abuses, and it now remains to

be seen whether the A. K. C. has suffi-

cient "go" in it to take up this subject,

tooth and nail, and never relinquish it

until dogs have received some humane
consideration from the authorities. Now
is its opportunity to more than popular-

ize itself Will it make the attempt ?

Brittlk.

Asthma in Dogs.
From the Dog Owners' Annual.

This disease, in dogs, is very similar to
that which attacks the human being, and is

usually caused by an accumulation of fat about
the heart, the consequence of over-feeding, or by
a frequent distension of the stomach, so that its

capacity increases, and n morbid or deprave<l
appetite is the result.

FROM IDAHO.

Chatty News Abont Ounnlnsr, Plveon
FlylnK and Other Sport.

From an Occasional Correspouent.

CcEUR D' Alkne, Idaho, Aug. i.

Since the appearance of ray last article

in The Fancier's Jocrnai, I have re-

ceived numerous letters of inquiry con-

cerning this country. Parties living as

far west as Colorado have written me.

Surely The Journal has a large circula-

tion.

I have had some enjoyable chicken

hunts since I last wrote. On the 15th

ult. I took our photographer, Mr. W. N.

Hall, out with me to get some pictures

taken of my dogs, and met with splendid

success both in bagging game and getting

good pictures. I killed twenty-five in

about three hours.

Old Dinah's picture, as it was taken,

would do credit as a cut iu any sporting

paper. I never saw a more stylish or

gammy animal. I would very much like

to see the picture in The F'anci^R's

Journal, not because I want to advertise

my dogs, for I have none to sell, but Ije-

cause I would like the sporting world to

see what kind of an old "gal" she is.

I find prairies chickens more numer-

ous than I expected, though I knew the

crop to be greater than usual this season.

I have never killed less than eighteen any

day I have been out, and could have

killed more each time had I so desired.

Usually prairie chickens, grouse and
partridges are four-fifths grown by the

15th of July, but this season they were late

in hatching on account of the backward
spring we had, and even now some of the

birds are not more than two-thirds grown.
Grouse and partridges are even more
^ t 1 a ai, ^ ^_ :..:- t, : 1 - —
auuiiuctuk tiactu pidiiic %.iiic«k.cua.

The popular method of hunting them
here is with a dog that will chase them
into a tree and bark, a la squirrel hunt-
ing. Terriers and shepherd dogs are
principally used for that purpose by
hunters who care less for the sport ot
hunting than for the game. I use a
spaniel and find him especially adapted
to that kind of hunting, for he endures
the heat of the day and lack of water
much better than those alxjve named.
Hunting partridges and grouse in thick-
ets and canons is exactly like hunting
squirrels in the East. Occasionally these
birds are found in open timl)er and upon
Imrren mountain tops, in which event one
will find wing-shooting more pleasurable
than with prairie chickens, for no game
bird is swifter and more difficult to bring
down than a partridge (ruffed grouse)
on the wing. Yesterday morning I

sallied forth at 3 o'clock, spent the early
morning in grouse shooting, and enter-
tained the festive prairie chicken for the
remainder of the day. Upon looking
over my game in the evening I found I

had twenty-four grouse and twenty-one
prairie chickens.

I took three carriers with me, and after
the sun was fairly up I turned two out,
and they made straight for Cneur d'Alene
after prospecting a little for their course.
When I reached a point when I had to
abandon my buggy, about nine miles
from home, I turned the third one, a fine,
large red checkered cock, which had
been used in the Signal Service Depart-
ment at Fort Sherman, out, but he did
not take his course as readily as the
others. While he was .seemingly unde-
cided as to which direction to take, two
hawks suddenly appeared, and an inter-
esting chase followed. Home was almost
due south of me, but the hawks coming
so suddenly upon the bird forced him to
take a southwesterly course, which he
kept while in sight. I have often read
of hawks catching pigeons—have read of
such incidents in Thk Fanciers' Jour-
nal, and I have this much to say upon
the subject : I do not know what kind
of birds they have in the East, so far as
speed and endurance is concerned, but I
do know that those hawks did not "hold
a light" to my bird, though thev followed
him as far as I could observe. When I

reached home old "Early" was there
ffafe and sound, feathers intact.

R. E. McFarland.
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MR. PESHALL'S LETTER.

His Reply to the Correspondence in

Forest and Stream.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I believe that in the contest or

controversy between myself and the

management of the A. K. C. that I am
entitled to fair treatment and a full state-

ment of facts, and should not have my
side of the case prejudiced by your pub-

lishing a portion of an article from the

Forest and Stream, as you did in your
issue of July 19, iSgti. I therefore request

that you publish this letter that your
many readers may see and judge for

themselves and from the evidence the

true status of the case.

The editor of Forest and Stream sent a

question and received answers thereto and
then interviewed the members of the

Stud-Book Committee with the following

results, as published in the Forest and
Stream :

With a view of determining the exact
nature of the contract which Mr. I^wis
had with the Stud-Book Committee for
the publication of the Stud-Book, we last
week sent the following inquiry to Messrs.
Terry and Schellhass :

"Will you kindly advise us whether
the statement made by Mr. C. J. Peshall,
that for the publication of parts 2, 3 and 4
of Vol. V of^ the American Kennel Stud-
Book Mr. A. D. Lewis had an exhaustive
contract ; that is to say that the agree-
ment was that he should take all the
receipts and pay all the expenses and re-
tain the surplus as his remuneration ? If
there wa.s such an agreement, can you tell
us when it was changed ?"

The replies were as follows :

New York. July 12.
Editor Forest and Stream.

I have vours of the iiJh atiH in r»r,1<. u^r, \r,

say that I have been a member of the Stud-Book
Committee of the Ami rican Kennel Club since its

inception, and with my knowledge iind con.sent
no such contract has ever been made.

Thos. H. Tkkrv.

-a-. „ Nbw York. July 14.
Editor Forest and Stirum.
In reply to your note asking me on what terms

Mr. A. D. Lewis w;is to publish parts 2, 3 and ,t of
Vol. V. of the A. K C. S. B , I would say th.it it

was understood that, should there be no profits
from the said publication, Mr. Lewi.s was not to
hold the A. K. C, for any salary, and in any
event his .salary was not to exceed any profits
that arose from the publication.

Hkkman F. Schellhass.

In order to get more definite informa-
tion of their understanding of what the
contract actually was, we called upon
Messrs. Terry and Schellhass, and also
met Mr. I^wis.

Mr. Terry said that his recollection
was somewhat indefinite, but his impres-
sion was that Mr. Lewis was to have the
income or profits from the Stiul-Book up
to the sum of I1500, but that auv amount
which came in alwve that sum 'w,is to go
to the club

; that is to say, if the profits
should amount to i^isoi, the $1 would
not l)e Mr. Lewis', but the American
Kennel Cluh's. Mr. Schellhass said that
at the time of Mr. Lewis' appointment
he had been connected officially with
the club only a short time, and that he
had not known officially what Mr. Vre-
denburgh's arrangement with respect to
the Stud-Book was, but unofficially he
had always supposed that Mr. Vreden-
burgh was i)ublishing the l)ook and tak-
ing the surplus as his remuneration. As
to the arrangement made with Mr. I^ewis,
Mr, Schellhass said, his recollection was
indistinct; he would only sav that his
remembrance of the contract was that
Mr, Lewis was to take the l)ook for what
there was in it ; and in the event of any
loss he was not to hold the A. K. C. for
either salary or loss. As to whether all
the profits, however great, were to go to
Mr. I^wis, Mr. Schellhass was not verv
positive, but he did remember distinctly
that in no event was the club to stand
any loss.

Mr. Lewis himself being asked what
the contract was, said that he could not
tell definitely how much he ha<l received
'{'"" }^^ American Kennel Club, but
that Mr. Vredenburgh's Iwoks would
snow. He had, however, taken the pub-

lication on the same basis as Mr. Vre-
denburgh had done. Being given an
inquiry similar to that sent to Mr. Terry,
already noted, Mr. Ivewis replied as fol-

lows :

Hempstead, July 14.
Editor Foreit and Stream.

Replying to your letter of this date, In which
yon ask if I had an "exhaustive contract" with
the A. K C. for editing the A. K. C. S B., would
say, most emphatically, no. I took charge of
the t>ook on precisely the same terms as did Mr.
Vredeuburgh and drew the same remuneration
as he did up to February i, i8Sy, after which date
I drew a stated salary. A. D. Lewis.

I do not Ijelieve that there is any sen-
sible or intelligent dog man or bree<ler
who after reading these letters and state-
ments who will come to any other con-
clusion in regard to Mr. Lewis publishing
the Stud-Book under a contract with the
Stud-Book Committee as heretofore stated
by me : Mr. Lewis had an "exhaustive
contract."
Mr. Terry's explanation, while he dis-

agrees therein with Mr. Schellha.ss and
myself, not that there was a contract, but
that there was a jf 1500 profit limit for Mr.
Lewis, and as that limit was not reached,
even he in his explanation makes it an
"exhaustive contract." I will venture
this assertion now that there is not a law-
yer in Philadelphia that if asked his
opinion upon this question that will not
state that these facts clearly prove an
"exhaustive contract." Pkshall.

KKNNKI. RKGISTKR.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that regi.stration l>e

made in the following form. Write
plainly.

VISITS

L. OARDNER'S (Mt. Vernon, N. \.) pointer
bitch Miss Freetiom (Pilate—Fair^' U). to his
DritE OK Veknon (filendale—Spot'lessK June
26, 1S90.

C. H. WIN.SHir'S (Bar Harbor, Me.) pointer
bitch BosKtE to L. Gardner's DrKE of Vek-
non (tllendale—Spotless). July 26. 1S90.

P. H COOMBS (Bangor, Me^ Yorkshire terrier
bilrh MvRRV Ditcmk^u (\'aiiititr Uov.fll r,i*«.>t

to hi.s Champion BKAf)KORi)"HAHRV (Craw-
ahaw's Bruce— Seal's Lady). July 11. 1S90.

J. K. DOIOHERTY'S collie bitch Cki/.z-.r
(11,658) to his Boss (i2,6s.s). June 4, 1890,

J. W. M. CARDKZAS pointer bitch Dkvoxsiiirf.
Coi'NTESs to his David of Delphos, July
27, 189"-

SALES.
KBERHART PUG KENNELS (Cincinn.iti, O.)

sold July 2,1, iSoo, pug bitch Ocken Loris
(Sir Loris—East Lake Virgie), whelped April
.1, 1890, to James Howden, New York City.

JOSEPH WEAVER, Philadelphia, Pa., has sold
Yorkshire terrier bitch Nellie (Leo

),
whelped March 4, iSgn, to William Walter!
Philadelphia. Pa.

J. E. DOUGHERTY, Lotus, Iml., sold, June 17,
black and tan collie dog pup bv Wattie
(11,633)—Zella (ii.fiq'') to W. Hartzog," Elkhart
Ind.

Also black, white and tan bitch
litter to same person.

Also black, while and tan bitch puppy by Boss
(12,656)—Griiitie (i 1,658). to S. B. Strout. Ever
green, Ala., July 25.

Also sable and white bitch puppy, same litter
to A. R. Talbott, Qiiakertown. Ind.

ALSt) a black and tan dog pup by Boss (12 6';6)

-Nellie D.), to A. W. Crigler, Wilaon, Ind."

WHELPS.
GALAXY KENNELS' St. Bernard bitch Prin-

cess .\i.ma, whelped June 28, sixteen puppies,
eight dogs, to E. B. Sears' Hksprr.

GALAXY KENNELS' St. Bernard bitch Psyche,
whelped July 14, ten puppies, four dogs, to
E. B. Sears' Pli.nlim.mon, Jr.

G.G. D.WIS' Irish setter bitch Ci-rrer Bell II
(Scarsfield—Maud ID, whelped July jy. thir-
teen, one dog. to Max WeiiwI's Champion
Tl.M.

NAMES CLAIMED.
EBERHART PUG KENNELS (Cincinnati, O.)

claim the name of DtiSKY Bob for pug dog
whelped May 13, 1890, by Champion Kash—
Nun Nicer.

puppy, same

Diseases of the Bye.

From the Dog Owners' Annual.

The eyes of the dog are subject to in-

flammatory attacks, induced in most cases by
violent exertion, by exposure to wind, or by eat-

ing too much animal food. If from the latter

cause, the cure will be much more difficult than
if from cither of the precding.

Remedy—Keep the ilog on a goo<l but spare
diet. Milk and bread arc excellent in this case.

Give him a purgative of jalap and calomel Make
a wash of weak solution of sugar of lead, or sul-

phate of zinc, and use it as eye-water. Dogs in

more advanced life often have blear-eyes. To
cure this, use a little vinous tincture of opium,
or weak brandy and water

; either is a go<xl wash
for eyes so aflrccte<l. Or you may use, as a very
good wash, one drachm of white vitriol dissolved
in ten or twelve ounces of water—that is, be-

tween half a pint and three-quarters, the pint of
of water weighing sixteen ounces.

Dogs Ancient HNti ^Iodern.
From the Live Stock Journal.

In a recent number of the Zoologist,

the editor, Mr. J. H. Harting, has a long
and interesting article on this subject.

He commences by saying : "The great
French zoologist Cuvier has character-
ized the dog as the completes!, the most
singular and the most useful conquest
ever made by man. It was probably the
first animal selected by man to assist him
in his pursuits as a hunter, but it is by no
means clear that it was the first of the
beasts of the field to come under his sub-
jection. It is more likely that sheep and
cattle were the earliest subjects of human
conquest ; for with the skins of these
man formed for himself a defense and
clothing, and the milk which they
yielded, as well as the meat which they
supplied, furnished him with nutriment.
But as these would offer no companioii-
alde qualities, and could render him no
assistance in capturing wilder animals,
he would naturally be led to kwk around
him for such a companion and assistant
as the dog would be likely to prove.
The marflced prejudice which existed

against the dog in certain parts of the
Ea.st doubtless operated for some time to
protract its perfect domestication ; nor
was it likely that until its valuable quali-
ties had gradually but irresistably con-
tjuere<l this prejudice, it would be en-
listetl into the confidence and esteem of
man, and its services be duly appreciated.
But when it was found that in this animal
were united exquisite powers of scent
and vision, great strength, speed and
courage, and an instinctive ardor in the
pursuit of all wild animals, its future as-
sociation with man must have become
fixed by an indissoluble tie.

It is not unlikely that the unity of pur-
pose displayed by wild dogs in their gre-
garious state, when spontaneously pur-
suing game, may have first impressetl
man with the idea of enlLsting tnem, if

possible, into his service. How would
this be accomplished in the first instance ?
r>—t,-ui.. »t.„ n— • .1 . t
« tyjtrtktrty \.tl\, 1113V vioga wclc LttKCIi 111 pil-
falls, traps and snares formed for the
capture of deer and other wild animals
on which the hunter had to live. Such
as might prove with young would be pre-
served, in which case their progeny
would gradually liecome domesticated,
and as they yielded to future discipline
would prove u.seful, not only in the chase
but in giving notice of the atiproach of
enemies of their owners, or of their own-
ers' flocks.

In the wilds of Northeast Australia at
the present day, as I am informed by a
recent traveler there. Dr. Lumholz, the
natives, who employ the dingo in their
hunting, never capture the adult animal,
which will not breed in confinement (so
they allege), but search for a litter of
puppies, which they find in crevices in
the rocks, or in hollows at the base of
tree trunks, and bring them up by hand.
Thev gradually Ijecome familiar and
obedient, and, since they hunt by scent,
soon become useful in the chase. Dr.
Lumholz, however, remarked that they
do not long remain with their masters,
for as soon as the inclination of pairing
comes on (which with wild dogs happens
only once a year) they betake themselves
to the wilds, never to return. Thus their
owners are compelled to seek for fresh
puppies to reclaim and educate and keep
as long as they can.

It is evident, then, that the dog, which
we now know in such a great variety of
forms, has not always been domesticated,
but has, at a very remote period, l)een re-
claimed by man's agency from a feral
state. The means employed to capture
it I have just indicated. I^et us now
consider the question of origin.
Whence have arisen the numerous and

remarkably different breeds which are
now scattered all over the world ? Can
it be possible that they have originated
from the one wild prototype, whose de-
scendants by transjjortation to different
climates, and forced existence under
altered conditions of life, have in the
course of countless generations l)ecome
so modified as to assume the appearance
which they now present ? Or are we to
believe that more than one wild ancestor
has contributed to the formation of the
various existing breeds, the variations
presented by the wild types being still

further increased by the hybridization of
their progeny ? Their variability, their
universal commixture, the perfect fer-

tility of the produce of the most widely

separated varieties, are arguments in
favor of their Ijeing only one species. On
the other hand, the remarkable difference
Ijetween some of the varieties is the argu-
ment chiefly relied on for the plurality
of stock. As there is sufficient evidence
to show that the dog existed in a domes-
ticated state in pre-historic times, neither
history nor tradition enables us to solve
with certainty the question of origin—

a

question upon which so much difference
of opinion prevails that it is doubtful
whether it will ever be satisfactorily
settled.

I propose therefore to consider, first,

what was the appearance presented by
some of the earliest known forms of the
domestic dog amongst different nations

;

secondly, what are the existing wild
8}iecie« of dog from which it is lx)th pos-
sibly and probable they descend ; and.
thirdly, how far a knowledge of these ex-
isting wild types, and their geographical
distribntion, will enaVile us to classify the
various mo<lern domestic breeds and ac-
count for their origin.

After a careful examination of the sub-
ject under these branches, Mr. Harting
concludes :

Thus it seems pretty evident that more
than one wild ancestor has contributed
to the formation of the various domestic
breeds which now exist. Reviewing this
question of origin, in his "Animals and
Plants Under Domestication," Darwin
concludes that it is highly probable that
the domestic dogs of the world have de-
scended from two good species of wolf,
ranis lupus and c. latrans, and from two
or three other doubtful species of wolves—namely, the European, Indian and
North African forms—from at least one
or two South American canine species,
from several races or species of the jackal,
and perhaps from one or more extinct
species.

In this view I think we mn.st concur,
coming as it does from so high an au-
thority.

Then comes the c^uestion of the classi-
fication of the existing breeds of domes-
tic dog. I have already referred to the

Romans of old classi-way in wnicn me
fied their dogs :

C.\NE8.

VlLLATlCl. Pastorales. Vknatici.

PCGNACES. SAGACKS CKLERBS.
So simple a classification as this might

have done very well at that period when
the number of breeds then known was
comparatively few. At the present day,
of course, it would be quite inapplicable.

If we look at the cla.ssificatiou of Dr.
Cains, the author of a well-known Latin
treatise on Flnglish dogs, composed in

1576, at the request of his friend Conrad
Gesner, and translated into EuKlish by
one Abraham Fleming, we shall find that
although it brings us nearer to the pres-
ent day by taking in certain breeds which
were unnoticed l>ecause unknown to the
Romans, it is nevertheless at the present
time more curious than useful :

ENGLISHE DOGGES.
(Tcrrar.

Houude V Harrier.
( Bloudhounde.

{Gasehounde.
Grehounde.
Levjuer.
Tumbler.

Hawking and Fowling
{Spaniel.
Setter.
Water spaniel.

Wife
ti«n-

O { Delicate \ Spaniel gentle.

( Shepherdes doi
Country i Maative, or

I <logge.

( Wappe, or v
Degenerate -i Turnspete.

(Uauncer.

According to Professor Fitzinger, there
are at least 1S5 distinct varieties of the
domestic dog, and considering that the
origin of many, if not most of them, is

uncertain, it is not surprising that much
difference of opinion should exist as to
the most natural mode of grouping them
together.

Their arrangement into the following
six races, founded to a certain extent on
the form and development of the ears,
perhaps affords an approximation to a
natural cla.ssification: Wolf-like dogs,
greyhounds, spaniels, hounds, mastiffs
and terriers.

By the judicious crossing of these half
dozen types it would seem possible in
time to produce every one of the present
existing breeds of domestic dog.
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POULTRYan'^ PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

N. G. Temple, secretarj' of the Penn-
sylvania State Poultry Association, in-

forms us there will l>e a meeting of the

association at i P. M., August 13, in the

Hotel Penn, Reading, Pa. A full at-

tendance is earnestly desired, and we
hope all niem)>ers will try and be there at

the appointed time. Persons desirous of

joining should send in their applications,

with two references to the secretary,

whofee address is Procopson, Chester

County, Pa.

« *

The fees art- very moderate, being but

^1 to join, and |li yearly dues. The ob-

ject of this association is to encourage

and promote impiovcnient in the breed-

mg and management of poultry, pigeons

and game, and the preservation and pro-

tection of the latter. For this latter rea-

son alone every man in the state who is

interested in our game birds should give

his money and name to further the good
work of protecting the game from total

extermination.

Biddy Bedott in the American Stock-

Keeper agrees with us that the old scor-

ing system must go in favor of judging

by comparison. She writes : "The judg-

ing at the New York show will be done
by comparison. What will the 'time'

judges say to that ? We feel this is a

move in the right direction and will prove

more satisfactory than the scoring sys-

tem. It will also lessen the expense of

judging the show, an<l premiums can be

awarded Ijefore the show closes. It is

all uutiii to say that a prize can he thrown
easier by comparison than by scoring, for

when the judge luider scoring system
finds two birds tied for first prize and of

the same weight, what does he do ? He
gets those two l)irds together and com-
pares them, giving the prize to the one
he thinks the letter of the two, and we
have known of cases where he changed
the score card one-quarter of a point to

break the tie and thus throw the prize to

the bird he had selected by comparison to

win. Let other shows follow New York
in this matter and they will find less dis-

sention among exhibitors and more
money in the treasury."

«

The same entertaining writer says the
"breeding of pheasants, peacocks and
such attractive birds ought to be more
general, and we think it wouM be profit-

able for someone to make a specialty of
them. Many wealthy people who own
large places in the suburtw would be
ready purchasers if they were brought to

their attention, and good prices could be
realized. We have had two inquiries

lately for peacocks from parties willing

to pay a high figure for good specimens."
»

fifteen pounds
; and eight fine English

owls.

The Southern Michigan Poultry and
Pet Stock Association will hold its fourth

annual show at Monroe, Mich., January
I to 6. The judges appointed are J. Y.

Bicknelland Charles McClave.

•
• •

That pleasing writer "Namquoit," well

known in the doggy circles, writes from
England to the Poultry Monthly about
his visit to a poultry show. He says :

"I attended the Bradford Agricultural

Society's poultrj- and pet stock show last

Saturday, and with your permission will

give jour readers a few sketches of an

English poultry show. In 188S this show
had 284 entries in all classes, and gave
alx)ut 1 15 in ca.sh prizes. In 1889, 978
entries and I650 in prizes. This year

2(J39 entries and I2750 in prizes. These
figures include dogs, poultry, cattle,

horses and Tpets. The })oultry entries

this year numbered 530 ;
pigeons, 442 ;

rabbits, 280; cavies, 44; cats, 21. The
poultry were caged by the Calabar Biscuit

Company, in cages very similar to those

used by Spratts Patent in the United

States. The cages are placed under
marquees in an open field, nmch after

the manner of our own agricultural

shows. Though I do not think we have
any ploultry shows of only one day's

duration. The judging was done in

private to a certain extent, and it is at)So-

lutely necessary that it should be. If the

crowd of visitors and exhibitors were al-

lowed in the tent during judging, one-

half of the birds would be home before

the other half were judged.

«
» ir

"The judging is not strictly private, as

several of the officers of the show are

present and reporters have the carie

blanche, or your humble servant could
not now be writing of the show, as after

the crowd was admitted I found it im-
possible to make a single note, 7000
people having passed through the turn-

stile (at twenty-five cents a head) in

about five hours. The judging is done
by comparison, and in most cases I could
not find much fault with it, except in

laced Wyandottes. The judging was
finished by 2 P. M., apd cartls attached
to the cages. The show broke up alx)ut

6 P. M."
«

« «

The Los Angeles County Poultry Asso-
ciation of California holds its next show
at Ivos Angeles, December 9, 10, r i and
12, 1890. James FuUerton and Charles
R. Harker will be the judges.

(Comparison 3uE)Ging.

We can bear witness to the truth of the
above. When we were farming not lotig

since we tried in vain to find someone
having jieacocks for sale. Some neigh-
boring farmers and myself would have
purchased a flock of these birds had we
been able to do so. No doubt many
breeders had them for sale but were un-
willing to spend a little money in an-
nouncing it to the public.

George Ewald, Cincinnati, O.. writes

that he has just received from England
four grand Jacobins, a red cock and a
yellow cock, the grandest he ever saw

;

also a pair of blacks, they alone cost

George Purdue in Poultry Monthly.

It is very easy to write articles and
abuse every one that chooses to take
exception to any matter pertaining to
public interest. I have carefully noted
many of the articles written by the
score card advocates, in their endeavor to
show to the amateur all the great specu
lative advantages of the present system
of .scoring. Surely scoring looks to the
novice as just the thing, but as they
gradually become educated to its true
value it loses caste. The subject is a
grave one and it has never been a
pleasure to me to approach it. Should I

choose to answer the articles referred to
in the same spirit as the writers have
shown, it would call for many illustra-
tions of a personal nature to back the as-
sertions. I shall refrain from any per-
sonal comment on the judging of the
past and endeavor to answer a few of the
statements from a comparison point of
view.

The first objection that arises is, that
comparison will cripple the A. P. A.
How .' In no way except in the sale of
score cards, which I doubt is a source of
any revenue to the association.

It is just as essential to have a stand-
ard as ever. I trust we may have a more
instructive and better defined one than
we now have ; l)eautifully illustrated

;

one that will educate breeders up to all

that is within nature's limits ; based on
sound breeding principles, and not one
based to a great extent on speculation.
One writer asserts that the English stand-
ard has fallen info oblivion, and refers to
the two Buff Cochin cocks shown at New
York as its result. The birds had vul-
ture hocks. Why ? Because the Eng-
lish Cochin Club standard permits them

;

if it did not, they wouUf have to get
along without them. They are allowed
from the fart that hocks natually follow
extreme length of feather, which is es-
sential to hold true Cochin shape. It is

hard to find a Cochin breeder that does
not txjast of how near akin his birds are
to some recent importation. "Breed
them off and send for more" is the way
the breeders of this country keep as near
the type as they do. The two cocks re-
ferred to sold for 1 1 50 and the gentleman
who judged the Buff Cochins said to me,
' 'It is too bad that cock has hocks, as he
would beat anything in his class." One
other breeder forgets to mention that the
cock that sired his great games, crossed
the "Big Pond" and was not accompanied
by a score card

.

It has been asserted that the card is the
most progressive. Yes, it is ! It gives
scores of ninety to ninety-five to birds
that are not within eighty-five one-hun-
dredths of the perfection that is known
to l)e within the limits of nature.

In conversation with one of the score
card advocates at New York he made the
remark, "It is not the card, but the ones
that use it." I will put it in these words :

"Theoretically it is correct, practically it

is a failure." If the ones who have been
scoring birds for years cannot do it cor-
rectly, where are you going to find the
one who can ? In the same ronv«»raatir>!!

this remark was made : "I never sell a
a bird on its score, but after I have sold
it I will score the bird and send the pur-
chaser its card." Still societies will em-
ploy judges to score birds and send ex-
hibitors the cards. For what .> To help
crowd a false representation on the
amateur purchaser, and bring the whole
fancy into disrepute.
The card has had its "speculative

boom ;" the time has gone by when the
score card will lie of advantage to the
seller

; all are now fully aware that scor-
ing ninety per cent of all birds exhibited,
within five one-hundredths of each other,
is getting the business down too fine for
its prosperity.
Opinions based on score card judging

treat bad defects so lightly that great de-
velopments get no credit, hence it is not
an educator but a detriment to progress.
What progress has been made has been
due to the brains of the breeders, not to
the score card. The very name of a score
card gives nine out of ten such breeders
the cold chills. Comparison is the only
way by which one bird can be put above
another and progress be determined.
Bring the birds in question together and
what is the result ? The judge compares
each section in comparison with the best
developed section in the class ; in doing
this he studies symmetry, color and pen-
ciling, each section by comparison, and
does so intelligently

; all of which not
only does the breeder justice, but edu-
cates the judge. It maybe presumptu-
ous on my p»art to insinuate that judges
need educating, but as a bree<ler of one
variety for twenty years and still able to
.see room for more perfect development in
my birds, I know that if judges were al-
lowed to compare birds together, they
would l)ecome far better versed in the
standard recjuirements that are within
the limits of nature and the results of
scientific breeding.

vSonie say the card educates the ama-
teur

; I would like to have al)out five
minutes' conversation with any amateur
that ever became educated by the score
card, to learn in what way he became
enlightened on any section, further than
that 7/ was defective; if in color or shape,
in what way did it define it further than
the standard describes ? The score card,
in my opinion, is a mystery to every
amateur until by observation, close study
and practical ex^)erience, he finds the
card, as now applied, a "farce."

POULTRY GOSSIP.
Items of Interest for Both Breeder and

C'onHnnier.

Spetial Correspondence.

The poultry columns of the Baltimore

Sun contain many useful and valuable

hints. The veteran G. O. Brown is the

editor. In last week's Sun Bro. Brown
states that "white com is preferable

to yellow corn during warm weather."

Now that puzzles me. In my experience

I always found the yellow flint (twelve

rowed
) preferred by all fowls, but this

I attributed to the smaller kernels, not to

any difference in the chemical composi-

tion of the corn. —0:0

—

There is, however, a difference in the

corn grown in different countries accord-

ing to analyses made by chemists, the

greatest difference being between Ameri-

can aud Saxony corn. The latter contains

4.9 per cent bran and crude fibre, while

the American corn contains 15.8 percent.

The latter is about the average in most
countries. The Saxony com is 4 per

cent richer in starch, nearly 5 per cent

richer in fat, 3 per cent richer in gum
and sugar than the American corn, the

albuminoids being the same in both.

Perhaps there are similar differences ex-

isting among the different varieties of

com in this country. At all events Bro.

Brown should tell us why chickens pre-

fer the white corn.

The South is preparing for a grand
show season, and will make things fairly

hum. The American Poultry Associa-

tion goes South for its next meeting, and
this will add to the interest considerably.

Charleston is to have a Mardi Gras dur-

ing the same week of the poultry show.
Greenville S. C, will hold an immense
show during court week next February,

and Georgia will have two big shows at

at Augusta aud Atlanta. Montgomery,
Alabama; Memphis, Tenn., and Nash-
ville, Tenn., will also have rousing shows.
Most of these shows include dogs, so
they are really poultry and dog shows

—

a very profitable combination.

—0:0

—

This country needs more writers on
poultry topics. It is true we have a class

of "dead lieats." who cannot write an
article without advertising their .stock

and themselves, but such would be rele-

gated to oblivion if courteous, intelligent

and gentlemanly writers would give their

time to writing for the poultry papers.

F;ncourage the younger men by publish-
ing their screeds, and if they say a good
thing give them full credit. The foolish

policy egotistical writers pursue in ignor-
ing the young blood has its own reward.
The day has passed when one or two men
can run the poultry business or the A. P.
A. as they please. The poultry press is

educating a powerful lot of youngsters,
who only need a fair chance to make a
mark in the world of poultry writers.

—0:0

—

It is unfortunate that many of our best
breeders never write a line for publica-
tion. This is, however, tme in other pro-
fessions as well, the best and most prac-
tical men oflen say the least. The fact
is, unless a man is hopelessly lost in his
own conceit, he seldom writes about him-
self, but alwut facts concerning his pro-
fession only. We all know that to a
practical man time is precious, and the
everyday methods do not seem to inspire
him to write. Yet it is the everyday
methods of successful breeders the poul-
try fanciers like to read about.

—0:0

—

An article by Purdue or Williams on
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light Brahmas, or one by Newton Adams
on dark Brahmas will attract universal

attention and command respect. What
has Ijecome of that scholarly and grace-

ful writer, P. II. vScudder ? The latter

could certainly interest manj' readers.

We should like to read what the gallant

Ed. Thompson has to say alx>ut Plymouth
Rocks, or what his namesake, the sedate

J. H. Thompson, Jr., has to say on the

same subject. That old veteran, C. C.

Montague, could tell us much that is

practical and useful about the poultry

business and his pets—the rose-coml)ed

brown Leghorns.
—:o:—

The agricultural fairs in late years

have given poultry exhibits well-deserved

recognition. The premiums are lilieral,

as a rule, and the accommodations for

the fowls superior. Trenton has enlarged

its poultry building, so it is reported,

and bids fair to have an immense exhibit.

Mt. Holly is on deck again,, and its poul-

try department has been well advertised

by the superintendent, T. Farrer Rack-
ham. Waverly, N. J., and Wilmington,
Del., will as usual have large exhibits,

and the "l)oys" will have plenty of plums
to pick.

—0:0

—

It is, however, the worst season of the

year to show poultry, and a premium won
has only a local significance. Old fowls

might as well be barred out, unless re-

spectably dressed in new plumage, or

with enough of the old plumage left to

guide the judge in making his awards. It

is a pity that such shows cannot be held
later in the season.

regular poultrj- exhibitions later in the
season, and March is suggested as the
best month. In my opinion this will in-

terfere too much with the breeding sea-

son, which usually begins in February.
Birds in the show i)en need considerable
time to recover from its effects, and if

March is to be the banner month for

shows in the future, the bree<ling season
will extend into May and June.

association will seek its officers the day
it meeU and not before. The A. P. A. is

a national, not a sectional, concern, and
its officers must l)e selected on broad,
liberal principles. The F:ast has had the
chair long enough, and the West is

clearly entitled to it. There are plenty
of good men in the West who would fill

the chair accepUbly. The West has
given us such an excellent secretary in

Mr. Richard Twells that it is to be re-

gretted that he must he. replaced accord-
ing to the new law requiring a change of
officers every two years. Mr. Twells is

certainly one of the most popular officers

the A. P. A. ever had. The same is true

of Mr. Mitchell, the presiding officer.

His dignified and courteous administra-

tion should silence the A. P. A. "eaters"

and kickers. The old association is cer-

tainly stronger and better than it ever
was.

In the North this is no serious draw-
back, but further south chickens to do
well should l>e hatched eariy. The liest

chickens I have this season were hatched
in March. The hot, dry, sandy soils, and
aljsence of grass in this part of the world
after May is not calculated to grow
chickens as well as earlier in the season.
Splendid chickens are raised here in

winter, and Hammonton certainly has
no objection to early hatched chickens.
In the snowbound North, however, May
and June are preferable. After all the
season of the .shows should be regulated
by the climate to a certain extent.

—0:0

—

A Hibernian friend of mine heard that
Buff Cochins were good layers, and hav-
ing an eye for beauty and utility both,
besides plenty of money, he invested in
a fine pen. Meeting him some months
after his purchase I inquired how the
Cochins were «loing. "Oh ! my, me boy,
they are dandies

; splendid layers ! They
lay them so fast, by gorrah, that thev ate
them all up. I don't blame them ; its

too heavy a drain on the system."

—0:0

—

The amusing pastime of making a slate
of officers to serve the A» P. A. next year
is very popular at present. Nominations
are in order for president and secretary,
atid from present indications there is no
lack of nominating material. There is,

however, considerable time vet before
thinking of nominating new candidates,
and the inevitable result will l)e that the

'Tis said that dogs and chickens do not
harmonize well together. From a fancier's

standpoint this is far from true. A lover
of thoroughbred fowls is apt to appreciate

thoroughbred dogs as well. Mr. G. W.
Pressey, of Hammonton, N. J., the well-

known manufacturer of incubators and
brooilers, became interested in Langshans
years ago, and the same influence that

made him discard ordinary poultry taught
him to appreciate a thoroughbred dog.
He now possesses a fine sable collie bitch

that was entered for the Futurity Stakes
of next season. She was bred at Ford-
hook Farm and is out of imported Frisk
by Fordhook Squire. As this is Mr.
Pressey's first venture, he starts out well.

—0:0

—

be it of dogs or fowls, is to start out well.

The very best is the cheapest. In dogs
pedigree amounts to much ; in fowls it

docs not amount to anything, although
some would have us believe that a pedi-
gree lxK)k is indispensable. The breeder's
brains are the pedigree books of his fowls.

However, if a breeder wishes to fish for

suckers let him label his stock as follows :

"Plymouth Rocks—sire, McGinty, 2999;
dam, Annie Rooney, 3330, registered in

A. P. R. P. B." He will get plenty of
bites.

houses. One gentleman was so imbued
with this idea of having things warm and
comfortable that he followed the high
heat plan faithfully. He was a careful

man, and fed his chickens in the best

possible manner, had the top heat hot
water pipe system, kept the doors closed
so "chickies" wouldn't catch cold, and
did all he could to give the latter a sound,
theoretical and practical existence. Out
of every ioc» chicks hatched 100 existed
long enough to go to market. A brooder
house and a theory are for sale.

^0:0

—

I have two barred Plymouth Rock
chickens that sutler from a disea.se strange
to me, and which some reader of The
JotiRNAMnay be able to explain. One
has a large extension of the lower jaw
reaching to the throat, the other has a
pair of shanks that are puffed up to an
abnoraial size. Both cases resemble
blood poisoning, but the color of combs
and wattles hardly indicate sufficiently

any sign of ill health otherwise. If any
veterinarian or chicken doctor wishes to
experiment on the aljove chickens I will

cheerfully donate them for such a pur-
pose.

J. H. DREVKN.STKDT.

"The American people like to be hum-
bugged," is a common remark. Well

!

if pedigreeing fowls and selling powders
consi.stingof bone meal, charcoal, linseed
meal and cayenne pepper at fifty cents
per pound is not humbugging the Ameri-
can people, what is? Our experiment
stations in the different states could ren-
der no better service to the fraternity

than by analizing these so-called con-
dition powders for poultry, cattle and
dogs, and giving their commercial value,
the same as is done with commercial fer-

tilizers. Such proceedings would prick a
few bubbles, but prove of value in more
ways than one.

—0:0—
It was hot enough one day last week to

hatch eggs in the shade. I had a hen
just come off her nest with a good brood
of chickens. Hen and chickens were
both placed in a shed where the tem-
perature registered about 95° to 100°.

(It was the coolest place that day.) The
hen tried to hover those chickens, but
they refused her warm embrace, and
serenely squatted and panted on the
floor. Those chickens felt the heat fully

as much as I did, and the conclusion was
forcibly impressed upon me that no arti-

ficial brooder should have over 90° of
heat.

I know there are some who advocate a

THE POUTER.

The Second Paper on Breeding
and Rearing Them.

[continued.]

Pouters are among the most unsatis-
factory of all pigeons to breed, if they
are to be depended upon to rear their
own young

; for in every stage, from the
laying of the eggs to the youngsters com
iiig out of the nest, difficulties arise. The
eggs from a pair when the cock is a big
blower, are very often unfertile. Then
they are clumsy and destroy more eggs
than they hatch, more particularly if they
are heavily flagged

; aud if they do
hatch, they more often crush the little

ones to death than not. Furthermore, if

they get through the sitting and feed off
their soft meat, they generally fill their
young ones with wind instead of corn

;

and this is not all, for having got through
the preliminary stages, and the young
having begun to get nicely feathered, the
breeders' hopes are banished by finding
they have lost the use of their legs, and
this happens generally to those that prom-
ise to have the longest limbs. When
this is the case, they may l)e got up again
by judicious treatment, but their limbs
are invariably—we may say always
wide when they are full grown. The
plan to adopt under these circumstances
is to mix some cod liver oil with flour to
a substance that can he made into pills,
half a dozen or more of which may Ije
given daily, at the same time feeding
them with soaked beans or peas ; this
can be done very e <sily with the hand,
care Ijeing taken not to press on their
backs during the opeiation.
The nests for pouters should always be

made on the floor of the loft in which
they are kept ; and in order to avoid
handling more than is absolutely neces-
sary, a nest pan should be n.sed'for the
purpose, so that when it is necessary to
assist the parents in feeding the young,
the pan can be lifted to a ledge or Uble,
and replaced when the meal has l>ecn
given. The best way to feed young pout-
ers at this age is from the mouth, but
there is a knack in doing this which is

difficult to attain, so that recourse is gen-
erally had to hand-feeding. By passing
the back of the neck of the bin! Ix-tween
the third and fourth fingers of the hand
with the palm upwards, the first finger
and thumb can be placed on either side
of the l>eak and the mouth opened ; then
with the right hand pass the soaked l>eans
or peas down the gullet. To this style
of feeding the young ones soon become
accustomed, aiid if not roughlv handled
will open their mouths themselves, andhigh heat for brooders and brooder suck the corn down, when guide.l with

the fingers. Young pigeons, after they
are a fortnight old, can be reared in
this way without tlie aid of their parents,
but then water must be given, and also a
little grit with the food. There is no
difficulty in getting them to drink, for
they will suck the water as soon as their
beaks are placed in contact with it.

Few breeders attempt to rear pouters
without the aid of feeders, for the reasons
which we have already stated. To be
successful with pouters plenty of room
must be available—overcrowding has
been the cause of disaster in many
pigeon lofts. All birds as well as animals
must breathe pure air if they are ex-
pected to do well ; and this they cannot
do when they are too closely packed to-
gether

; not only do they suffer in their
health from this cause, but they interfere
with each other in every conceivable
manner. All lofts in which pouters are
kept should lie well ventilated, for they
are naturally hardy birds, and do not
suffer from cold, provided the loft is free
from draughts. There is a musty smell
about improperly ventilated pigeon lofts
which cannot lie mistaken, and this is
fatal to pouters, whose chief delight in
life is in drawing into their crops large
quantities of air.

Pouters are expensive to keep by com-
parison with many other breeds of
pigeons, for it takes ten birds to produce
two pairs of young ones, namely, two
pairs of pouters and three pairs of feed-
ers

;
for to make success tolerably sure

one and a half times as many foster
parents must be kept as pouters. The
plan to adopt with the feeders is to
change the eggs as soon as they are laid

;

It IS therefore necessary to have a pair
ready, for it is not safe to leave an egg
with the pouters, even for a night ; for
one egg spoilt, where very high-cla.ss
birds are kept, may mean the best pro-
duction of the season. In the event of
the pouters laying before the feeders it is
better to chance their breaking them
rather than to take the eggs away, as
pigeons' eggs seldom hatch if tbev'ar*
kept for more than a day or two. " The
pouters should be allowe<l to try to
hatch the feeders' eggs, and given others
if they break them, a youngster being
provided at the right time, in order that
they may feed off their soft meat. Nine
days will be sufficient for this, when it is
advisable to destroy the squabs, so that
as much vigor as possible may be left in
the birds for going to nest again.

It is a curious provision of nature that
when any animal or bird is deficient in
one property it generally excels in some
other, and so it is that mismarked pout-
ers are often more elegant in shape or
longer in limte than those that are
perfectly marked. For this reason it is
unwise to destroy a bad colored young
one before it has left the nest, for from
what are called off-colored and mis-
marked birds some of the best results in
breeding pouters have arisen. Judgment
must,however, be used in mating them and
their previous history known

; for in-
stance, some of the best blacks have Ijeen
bred from duns when the latter have been
soft in color, without any chequering in
the feathers. Sandies, which are bad reds
with black beaks, will generally province
good blacks. Blue chequers may be bred
with blues, but this alliance is not to be
encouraged, as the ofifepring are apt to
come ticked in feather, which is a bad
defect in a blue, and difficult to breed out.
Silvers are of little use for breeding, as
when mated with blues they generally
throw kite bars. Of the standard colors,
blacks and reds may be bred together
when both are very sound in color, the
advantage in this instance Ijeing that the
limbs of the blacks are made cleaner.
By matching yellows and reds together

the color of the former is improved at the
expense of the reds, but from this cross a
yellow cock is seldom prodifted. We do
not, however, wish it to be understood
that we advocate the mixing of colors in
breeding, without it is in view of obtain-
taining some specific object, for experi-
ence has taught us that the four standard
colors— blue, black, yellow and red—
when bred on their own lines, all become
more intensified, as generation follows
generation, if recourse is had to proper
selection.

[TO BE CONTINOBD.]

— U.se only planed lumber in construct-
ing poultry houses. It is al)out as cheap
as the rough tmards, and does not harbor
vermin, and looks Intter always.
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MR. BABOOOK'S liBTTBR.

In AnsMirer to Mr. Drevenstedt on
Single and Double Lacing.

For The Fancibrs' Joukwal.

It is a pleasure to find Mr. Drevenstedt

and myself so nearly at one on the essen-

tials of a standard for the Indian game.

There are, however, one or two points in

his "Reply to Mr. Babcock" that need

attention.

Mr. Drevenstedt asks, "Do you think

it will be so iiery difficult to pro<luce sin-

gle-laced birds with the above mentioned

cross in view ?" The cross with the

golden Wyandotte is meant, as the readers

of Mr. Dreveuste<lt's article know. He
further adds : "If a standard is made
for single-laced birds only, the country

will be flooded in two or three years with

the cross-bred Indians." In reply to this

I have to suggest that it is not proixwed

to have a standard made for single -laced

birds only ; that in my last article I sug-

geste<l that the double-laced birds, on an

equal score should have the preference.

I wish to further add that the shapes of

the Wyandotte and the Indian game are

so very different that a cross between

these birds would be easily detected by

anyone competent to judge poultry ; that

the birds from such a cross would be

rose-combed, another proof of their mixed
origin ; and that, as the golden Wyan-
dotte, like its prototype, the silver, has a

strong tendency towards something he-

sides single lacing, many of the cross-

bred birds would Ije double-laced. Un-
questionably some single-laced and some
(lonble-laced birds could l)e produce<l in
this way, but not birds that would read-
ily pass for Indian games. The cross is

as dangerous for a double lace<l stand-
ard as for one requiring single lacing.

I asserted in a former communication
that double-laced birds were more easily
bred than single-laced ones. I gave my
personal experience in practical breeding
as proof of this statement. I find nothing
m Mr. Drevenstedt's reply which causes
me to abandon that jjosition. He does,
however, show that he examineil five

birds that cost |ioo, and were supposed
to be of "the very finest quality," and
their lacing was imperfect. I do not doubt
it. I have never yet seen an al>solutely
perfect bird of any breed or variety. Bnt
I fail to see how the lack of ateolute per-
fection in double-laced birds is proof that
they are not more easily bred than
single-laced ones. Do not our Wyan-
dottes show pencilling in the centres of
the feathers ? Are these single-laced birds
perfect? Do not the Sebright bantams
also show great imperfections in mark-
ings, and they are single-laced ? The
single-laced feather is as difficult a feather
to produce in perfection as the doui>le-
laced, and single laced birds are vastly
more difficult to obtain in Indian games
than those with double lacing.

Mr. Drevenstedt further says : "Mr.
Babcock errs when he savs that I 'arraign
the honesty of the judges' if the latter
should have their personal preferences.
* * * Even with Mr. Babcock 's con»
promise clause the single-laced bird in
the eyes of some will always be the hand-
somer, and consequently score higher than
a first class and equally meritorious
double-laced Nrd." Please note the itali-

cized words. The italics are mine.
In this statement Mr. Drevenstedt has

unconsciously fallen into an error and
confounded two systems ofjudging fowls,
comparison and scoring. In comparison
the birds are compared with one another,
and the one Vhich looks the handsomer
is awarded the prize, but in scoring the
birds are not compared with one another,
but with the requirements of the stand-
ard. No question of which is the hand-
somer or what are his preferences con-
cerns the judge. Consequently, if he
knows how to score fowls, his preferences
for any style of marking will not affect
his score. If the standard allows birds
with single and double lacing to compete
together the judge, when he comes to a
single laced bird, does not ask himself
is this a handsomer bird than one with
double lacing, but how perfect are the
ground color and the lacings ; if perfect,
they cannot be cut ; if imperfect, they are
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to be cut according to the percentage of
their departure, not from his ideal, but
from the requirements of the standard.
And when a double-laced bird is met the
process is gone through with in the
same way. And so I reassert that to
state that if a bird looks handsomer with
a given style of lacing, if the judge pre-
fers that styte of lacing, and because of
this fact gives the bird a higher score, is

to "arraign the honesty of the judge" or
to impugn his competency.

If Mr. Drevenstedt had not written
that reply hastily and had thought out
the logical result of his statement, he
would never have made it, for such a
statement is tantamount to asserting
cither that the judge will allow his per-
sonal preferences to over-ride the plain
requirements of the standard, or that he
has not learned how to apply the stand-
ard. Neither of these statements would
so capable a judge as Mr. Drevenstedt
make intentionally or inferentially if he
had jjiven sufficient thought to the logical
implications of his words. I would not
call attention to this matter were it not
necessary to show that the objection
raised by Mr. Drevenstedt in allowing
both styles of markings, is one in form
onl)' and not in substance.

In conclusion I wish to quote with ap-
proval the concluding sentence of Mr.
Drevenste<U's reply : 'I trust that all

breeders interested in Indian games
will submit their views, as a thorough dis-
cussion of the matter will aid the com-
mittee in formulating a proper and satis-

factory standard." It is for this purpose
discussion has l)een carrietl on, for we
both are desirous of obtaining all the
light uiKju the subject which is attainable
in order that we may discharge our duties
to the satisfaction not only of the Indian
Game Cliab but to that of all the breeders
of Cornish Indian games in the country.

H. S. Babcock.

Bxperimenta In Keeping T^uga.

In January, 1889, I put three freshly-laid

^KKS in a Mason jar, having first packed
^^A^-sa • ^%%^nkt% aaaava |>«kv.ik^\a wasv J>^< U<I \Jt

oats. AAer screwing the top on tightly I

placed the jar in a dry cellar, and left it

undisturbed for sixteen mouths. When
taken out a few weeks ago the eggs were
as tratisparent as newly-laid eggs, and
when \>\\\ in a vessel of water they sank
to the l)ottom as if they had just been
laid. One was lioiled hard the next day,
and looked exactly like a fresh egg. The
other two were kept three days longer
where they were exposed to the air in a
warm room. When broken these were
found to l)e spoiled, the white and yelk
being mingled together in a fluid mass.
This experiment seems to show that eggs
can be preserved for an indefinite period
in an airtight receptacle, but that they
will spoil very soon on exposure to the
air.—Rural New Yorker.

Ornamental Fow^ls.

Many, nay, nearly all, of the varieties

classed as ornamental fowls have a de-

cidedly practical side. The game is

beautiful, but it is also a good layer and
excellent for the table ; the Hamburg is

exquisite in form an<l markings, yet it is

almost unapproachable as a producer of
eggs

; the Polish is lovely to look at, lays
abundantly, and added largely to the value
of the French table breeds ; and even
the conceited little bantams, exquisite as
they are to view, more than pay their
way in eggs and rival wild game upon
the table.—American Poultry Yard.

A CSkKJd Advertising Medium.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I am pleased to state that through

the small "ad." in last week's Journal
I have sold the bull bitch advertised, and

also sold a pen of black red games.

Respectfully, E. F. DoTY.

Toronto, Aug. 2, 1890.

—Hens are said to have attained the
age of thirty, and no man who has frit-

tered away a few \-ears of his life in a
boarding-house will dispute the record.

—

Indiana Fanner,

The Origin of the

Domestic Powl.

W. B. Tegetmier in the Field.

The origin of all the different varieties

or breeds of the domestic fowl is usually

lielieved to l)e the common wild Indian

jungle cock, the gallus ferrugineus of

mo<lern naturalists, but known also as the

bankiva fowl (gallus bankiva in the older

lx)oks). This bird may l)e readily de-

scril)ed as closely resembling a small

black-breasted red game cock, with a tail

carried more horizontally than usual.

It may be regarded as most presump-
tuous in me to dare to contest the conclu-

sions arrivetl at by the honored master
Darwin, with whom and for whom it was
for some years my privilege to work

;

but a careful and extended consideration

of the facts has led me to a different con-

clusion from that arrived at by him.

There are now existing four distinct

and well-marked species of the genus
gallus, namely : The common gallus

ferrugineus ; the Sonnerat jungle cock
(gallus sonuerati of naturalists),so readily

distinguished by the flattened shafts of

the feathers in the male ; the jungle cock
of Ceylon (gallus stanleyi), which is con-

fined to the island, and the fork-tailed or

single-wattled cock of Java (gallus fur-

catus).

That the domesticated fowl in India is

derived from the first species is evident

from the fact that sportsmen occasionally

confound the wild and tame birds. This,
taken into conjunction with the fact that
hybrids with the other species bred in
confinement have not Iieen remarkably
fertile, and has led probably to the conclu-
sion which has been arrived at ; but this
want of fertility has l)een due to the un-

have been placed. Everyone at all con-
versant with jX)iiltry keeping knows that.

eggs laid by fowls in confined runs art
mostly sterile, and it could hardly be ex-
pected that cross-breeding with distinct
species would, under the.se conditions,
conduce to greater fertility.

The hybrids between the different
species of gallus arc, in many cases, per-
fectly fertile. Some years since I saw
at Clumber numerous game bantams
roosting in the trees, that had for several
generations l>een bred from a Sonnerat
cock and domestic hens.

Last season at the Zoological Gardens
numerous half-bred birds reared from
gallus stanleyi, and in former years many
were bred from a single specimen of gal-
lus furcatus. There is no doubt that the
several wild galli will interbreeil and pro-
duce fertile offspring as readily as do the
corresponding and closely allied pheas-
ants, in which the three species, the
Chinese, the versicolor and the Colchi-
can, have lieconie so mixed, that pure
birds are rarer than mongrels.

I have no doubt in my own mind that
the wild Galli have intermixed in not a
few instances, and perhaps through not a
few centuries, in producing our domesti-
cated breeds.
But it is with regard to the eastern

Asiatic type of fowl (absurdly known as
Cochins and Brahmas) that niy doubts as
to the descent from the gallus ferru-
gineus are strongest.
We have in the Cochin a fowl so differ-

ent from the ordinary domestic birds
that, when first introduced, the most
ridiculous lej^ends were current respect-
ing it. Putting the.se on one side, we
have a bird with many structural pecu-
liarities that could hardly have been in-
duced by domestication. Thus the long
axis of the occipital foramen in the
Cochin is perpendicular, in our old breeds
horizontal, a difference that could never
have l)een bred for, and which it is diffi-

cult to see could l)e co-relative with any
other change. The same may l>e said re-
specting the deep sulcus or groove up
the centre of the frontal bone.
The extraordinary diminution in the

size of the flight feathers and that of the
pectoral muscles could hardly have been
the result of human selection and care-
ful breeding, as the value of the birds as
articles of food is considerably lessened
tiy the absence of flesh on the breast.

Nor is the extreme abundance of fluffy

soft body feathers character likely to be
desiderated in a fowl. The vastly in-

creased size may have been a matter
of selection, although, as the inhabitants
of Shanghai feed their poultry but scan-
tily, and, according to Mr. Fortune mainly
on paddy or unhusked rice, it is not easy
to see how the size of the breed was ob-
tained if, as generally surmised, it arose
from the little jungle fowl.

Taking all these facts into consider-
ation, I am induced to believe that the
birds of the cochin type did not descend
from the same species as our game fowl.

It may be asked what bird I would sug-
gest as the origin of these eastern Asiatic
breeds. In reply I would suggest the
possibility, or even probability, of their
being descended from some easily cap-
tured and readily domesticated short-
winged species that may have entirely
pas.sed into a state of domestication, as
has the camel and horse. I .see no in-

herent improbability in this suggestion,
nor any fatal objection to the theory I

have advanced.

The Rupicola.

Deep in the forests of Guiana lives a

bird rarely seen by travelers, but one of

the most beautiful of its kind. It is the

Rupicola, or Cock of the Rock. Right

royally is he clad in a suit of orange

with a splendid fan-shaped crest. The
female has to content herself with plainer

and less gorgeous apparel. Few are the

explorers who have watched this beauti-

ful bird, but one has brought us marvel-
ous tales of the home life, and none more
curious than those of its balls. We will

let him describe it in his own words :

"A troo]) of these bi-aiitiful birds was
celebrating its dances on tlie smooth sur-
face of a rock ; about a score of them
were seated on the branches as spectators
while one of the male birds, with proud
self-con fidenee, and spreading tail and
wings, was dancing on the rock. He
scratched the ground or leaped vertically
into the air, continuing these salutatory
movements until be was tired, when an-
other male took his place. The females
meanwhile looked on attentively and
applauded the performance with lauda-
tory c.ies." The Indians lie in wait with
their blowpijHfs near the places where
they are known to dance ami when the
half has begun, easily shoot several of
the spectators with the poisoned arrows
before the rest take the alarm.—L. N. J.

POULTRY NOTES.

—Do not neglect to furnish fowls the
little essentials, such as lime, gravel,
meat, clean water, plenty of green food,
dust bath, etc. When this is faithfully
carried out your egg l>asket ought to be
full.

—Imligeslioii is often mistaken for
cholera. The cause is too much concen-
trated food and a lack of gritty material.
The cholera may always \m distinguished
by the intense thirst which accompanies
it, while the bird suffering with indiges-
tion simply niojies and appears droopy.
The best remedy is to withhold all footl
for a few <lays, .tiid give each bird a
tablespoonful of linseed meal once in
stale bread, in which a teaspoon ful of a
mixture of ecjual ])arts of ground charcoal
and chalk has been ad<led.

—The small potatoes are just the thing
for poultry, first, l>ecause they can be
cooked in a short time, and second, be-
cause there are more of them in a bushel,
which permits the hens to eat them more
easily, as well as prevents the domineer-
ing hens frtmi nionoi>oliziiig more than
their share. Small jjotatoes are not
salable in market, but the poultryman
can get a ^ood price for them by convert-
ing them into meat and eggs. By keep-
ing hens there is no reason for wasting
anything, as turnips, small potatoes, cab-
bage leaves and many weeilscan be made
serviceable as food.

Special Notice.

Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the pai)er is sent you for examina-

tion. If interesting we should be ])1eased

to receive your subscription.

THE PBKIN BANTAM.

The Blue-leggred Fowl That Onoe
Reigned Supreme.

H. S. BatKOCk in Poultry and Pets.

Has the last word been said about this

lovely little pagan .' Do the writers no
longer praise it, and are its admirers

growing rare ? Or has the topic Ijecome

stale and the readers of the poultry press

weary of hearing praises sung in its

honor ?

I doubt if any of these questions can
be answered in the affirmative. I can
hardly conceive why they should, for its

claims are so many that it can never grow
stale, its variety is infinite (almost), and
"none name it but to praise."

There are not a few breeders who re-

gret that the year 1890 has arrived, for

now those little beauties that scored 95
and 96 points, even with their blue legs,

are disqualified. It seemed hard to have
it so. I argued as l)est I could to pre-

vent it when the standard was revised,

but it was so voted. Blue legs must go.

And yet the wise breeder will not kill all

of his blue-legged Pekins at once, unless

he has a good stock of yellow-legged ones.

Those exquisite pullets that were veri-

table nuggets of pure gold can still lie

profitably used by the breeder. I^et him
save them but mate them to a yellow-
legged male. The majority of the pro-
duce will probably be willow-legged, and
willow legs do not disqualify ; some will

be white, some yellow, perhaps, and
some blue. If, however, the breeder has
a sufficient number of yellow-legged
birds, then he will be wise to discard
those with blue-legs, for he does not care
to breed any di.squalified specimens. But
it will l)e the height of folly for a breeder
of Pekin bantams to breed from blue-
ieggeu birds on l>ot»i sules, for then he
willbut perpetuate a strain of disquali-
fied binls.

The call is now for pure buff birds.
The dark red cocks, which were once the
rule, are no longer in demand. They
are not desired, nor are they desirable.
A rich deep buff, from stem to stern, is
my ideal. I prefer the tail to be of the
same shade, and hope that when next the
standaad is icvised the description of the
tail will l>e changed. A strict interpre-
tation of the present standard will cause
our finest birds to be cut one-half to one
point on tail, and place a black-tailed
bird ahead of the most perfectly devel-
oped buff or light chestnut. The same
fault, if it be a fault, as I think it is, is
found in the standard of the buff Cochin
and I doubt if there is a buff Cochin
breeder in the country who would give
nearly so much for a black-tailed buff as
he would for one whose tail was a rich
deep buff without a particle of black in it.

Another change which I hope to see
when next the standard is revised is the
dropping of the term Pekin and calling
tlie bantam what it is, a buff Cochin.
This was a matter of little moment -al-
though we have Pekin ducks, and when
a man talks about his Pekins you need
to be informed whether he means ducks
or bantams—this, I say, was a matter of
little moment when there was but one
Cochin bantam, but when we have, as we
now do have, four flistinct varieties, the
class ought to l)e correctly named Cochin
tjrahmas and the varieties described bv
their colors as buff, partridge, black and
white.

And all these varieties ought to be ad-
mitted to the standard. They were not
ready for admission when the standard
was revised, and it would not have l)een
wise to admit them then, but they are
rapidly approaching such a degree of
perfection that their admission will be
desirable at the next revision. Three
years more of careful breeding will domuch towards perfecting them. Their
greatest failing to-day is in size, and in
three years the size can l)e reduced below
disoualifying weights. Even now the best
birds could compete under standard
weights, I think.
I^Iwercto be asked what is the most

to r>e f readed in brce.ling Pekin bantams

win^ T^-''
^^'^''' ^«P^^i«lly i" thewings This IS a common fault, as Inave found in judging even exhibition
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birds presumed to be the best specimens
produced by the breeders. I have for-
tunately, had little trouble with it, even
in breeding pure golden buff birds. I
have now an old cock, a beautiful shade
of buff, with not a tinge of black on him,
and his plumajje is absolutely free from
white. The wings, where white is most
commonly found, retain the rich buff
color from root to tip. But he has that
rich golden under-color, without which
white is likely to be found, or if not
white then black. Many of our best
birds have some black on their wings,
but this I care le.ss al)out than I do for
the white, for the black is easily found
in connection with a deep rich buff,
while the white is the accompaniment of
a faded buff. The one denotes strength,
the other weakness of color.

I have already intimated in a previous
article that the partridge Cochin was my
favorite feather-footed bantam, but when
I stand by the fence and see the par-
tridges on one side and the buffs on the
other, I am in some such stale of mind as
the lover who sang " How happy I could
be with either, were t'other dear charmer
away." Buff, a rich, deep, golden buff, is
one of the most beautiful colors upon a
fowl. I do not wonder that breeders of
Buff Cochins become so attached to their
fowls. If they are miserly, they can see
in them the hues of bullion ; if poetical,
they can but think they have stolen the
rol)e of the afternoon sky

; and if neither
miserly nor jioetical, they see a color
rich in hue, that neither sun nor shade
robs of its beauty, that wears well the
whole season through, a color that is
entirely consistent with the yellowest
skin and legs, and well fitted for a prac-
tical as well as an ornamental fowl.

I like the Pekin bantam. I like its
color, its shape, its adornmenU, its
charming wajs. It lays well and as a
setter is without a successful rival. When
manufacturers can produce an incubator
and brooder that will hatch and rear as
large a percentage of chickens as a Pekin
bantem, I shall wish one of each. I »je-
lieve the Pekin bantam is a profitable
fowl, but whether it is or not. in a wcu-
niary sense, it is highly ornamental", and
gives large dividends of pleasure, and
that makes it worth keeping and worthy
of its long array of admirers.

Silkies.

Silkies may be classed as purely fancy
poultry, having little but their unique
appearance to recommend them. Instead
of feathers they are covered with an
abundance of white silky hair

; the wing
and tail quills also lieing hung with long
silky fringe. The skin and legs are blue,

the face and comb a deep purple color,

earlol)es l>eing slightly tinged with white.
The best specimens have five toes and
are feathered on the legs. The plumage
should be pure white.

The cock should have a full prominent
breast ; neck medium size ; hackle very
full, flowing well round the shoulders
and on the back

; saddle square, and ris-

ing upwards to the tail, which should
gradually rise a few inches and then droop
over. The comb is double, but is wider
than long, having a lumpy appearance,
with scarcely any points on the top. It
should lie well on the front of the head,
and l)ehind it should be a spur or crest of
feathers projecting straight out, about
two inches in length. The weight of the
cock averages about four pounds. The
hen is rather small in proportion, weigh-
ing only about two and a half pounds.
She is very square and compactly built,
breast being full and round, neck rather
short, saddle square and well cushioned,
tail almost buried in fluff, which is very
abundant, and a very fine head. From
the top of the head should rise a small
globular crest. The general style and
shape are very attractive.

I consider silkies hardy. The chickens
are easily reared, and generally very true
to their parents. They are very moder-
ate layers, but capital setters.— F. Wragg.

The Tiirbit.

The turbit I consider is the chief of the
so-called "toy" varieties. The principal

point of the turbit is the head. This
should be as massive as }K>ssible ; the
forehead should 1^ broad between the
eyes. I think one and one-eighth inches
is the best attained as yet, but this may
be incorrect. The crown must be round
lx)th ways, from eye to eye and back to
front, and the eye in the centre A pe-
culiarity of the turbit is that for all colors
its eye is dull. The peak should be
high, so that if you look straight in the
face of a bird you see the peak rise above
the crown of the head. In crested birds
the crest should be as long as possible.
Bnt gooil birds of this type are seldom
seen now.
The beak is another important point.

A thick short l>eak, making a semi-circle
from the back ot the head to the front,
gives the finishing touch to an ideal l)eak.
Then closely connected with the beak is

the gullet. This should start as near the
point of the l)eak as pf>ssible, and be full,
that is of good depth.
The next point is the frill. This is the

prettiest part of the bird. It is formed
by the feathers growing cross-ways from
a split tlown the centre of the breast. It
should l)e profuse, Ixfginuing near the
foot of the gullet and extending to the
foot of the breast, getting fuller as it

goes down. The color must be sound.
Blues and silvers have the extra points of
the bars, and if these be kitey the bird
is spoilt. The whole apjjearance of the
bird should be neat, small and short. It
should hold its head erect, so that a line
drawn perpendicularly to the ground
touches the point of the beak and the
breast.

As to breeding, blues may be bred to-
gether with the occasional intermixture
of silver blood to keep the color light.
As before mentioned, great care must be
taken to keep the bars from getting
kitey. I would never, unless forced to,

or even blacks Breed a black with a
rich red or yellow, and the progeny will
be good reds or yellows and blacks, with
now and again an off color. The off col-
ors are very useful for breeding, as you
may mate them with blacks, reds or yel-
lows, according as they are bred, and, as
a rule, you will get birds of the parent
color. There is another variety appear-
ing now, the white turbit. It looks well,
but might as justly be termed a peaked
owl. In judging I think if a blue and a
black, lx)th good in color, arc equal in
other points, preference should lie given
the blue, as it has the extra point of the
bars on its wings. w. r. g.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The event of the week was the break-
ing of the American record for more than
525 and less than 890 miles by the hom-
ing pigeon Dusky, owned by Fred.
Bowers.of Fall River, Mass. On July 28, at
thirteen minutes past 6 o'clock, two birds,
Dusky and Right Bowers, both owned
by Mr. Bowers, were liberated in Owasso,
Mich. Dusky was reported at home on
the ^^ist at 4.01 P. M., covering the 671
miles in two and three-quarter days. The
best previous record was heKl by the bird
GarfieUl, which made 640 miles in twenty-
one days.

»
* •

Eddie H. and Walter N., two of the
three Twining birds, liberated in Orange,
Va., 225 miles from home, have returned.
The first named passed the wires of the
home loft at i o'clock on the second
day, and the second at 4 o'clock. The
third, John S., arrived home the afternoon
of the third day.

The next trial against the record will
be by four lots of Boston birds from Wal-
ford, Out. The distance is 535 miles.

The birds are now at their station, and
awaiting for favorable weather to make
the start.

—There is quite a difference in the
breeds of ducks. A Pekin can be made
to weigh five pounds when ten weeks old,
while the common puddle-duck will only
weigh three pouiidB when a year old.
Breeds make the profit or loss as well as
the food.

Golden Wyandottee.
Probably the most popular new breed

which this country has produced is the
golden Wyandotte. It has found great
favor in England and on the Continent.
Golden Wyandottes, when well bred, are
very handsome. With me they are ex-
tremely hardy, splenditl layers of large

brown eggs, and considerably more active

foragers than most of the heavier breeds.
The chickens, when first hatched, have
lieen rather more delicate than I like,
but this drawback may be confined to the
strain I am breeding, as new breeds are
often bred in-and-in too much. Others
report them as gootl layers and hardy.
A golden Wyandotte male should have a
well laced breast, the centers being a rich
bay with lustrous black lacing. The
hackle and saddle should l)e golden bay,
with black stripes ; wing bars reddish
bay, and secondaries golden bay when
folded, with a wing bar of golden bay
and black extending across the wing

;

tail, black ; shanks, yellow. The hen is

beautifully laced, each feather having a
golden bay center with a lustrous black
lacing.—j! II. Drevenstedt.

The Hub Hominer Olub.

Fifteen birds owned by Messrs. Gould,
Hicks, Kussmaul and Wagner, of the
Hub Club, Boston, were liberated in
Watford, Lambton County, Ontario, at
five minutes of 6 o'clock, central stand-
ard, on the 1st. in coninetitinn for tb?
George W. Childs prize for 1890, offered
for beating the record for distance in the
day of 526,'4 miles, from St. Thomas,
Out., to Boston, Mass., in 11 hours, 25
minutes, made a year ago yesterday.

The birds are owned as follows : H.
Wagner, 7; C. Kussmaul, i; (Red Ben-
nie); John Hicks, 2 ; G. W. Gould, 5 (two
of them hatched this year and wearing
the '90 band). The birds were shipped in
two lots, those of the Messrs. Wagner
and Kussmaul having l)een eleven days
in their baskets, and the others for seven
days. There were no returns reported
before we went to press.

Bellvieiv Homing Olub.

Philadelphia has a new club, the Bell-

view, and one that promises to give the
Virtue Club a tussle to hold the honors.
Each of the lofts represented in the
membership holds an average of thirty-

birds of as good stock as can be bought
or bred. The club was organized August
I, with these officers for the ensuing year :

President, William Adams ; secretary,
George S. Gilmore ; treasurer and race
secretary, L. A. Mehler. All of the lofts
are located in the vicinity of Eighteenth
Street and Columbia Avenue. Other
members are H. Skelton and T. T.
Mather. The club has organized for
work next year, but will probably fly for
the speed prize this season with birds of
this year from 200 miles.

—The duck will eat all the chopped
purslain and pig-weed it can get,while rag-
weed is not rejected. It will greedily eat
chopped pear vines in preference to clover
or grass, and the tops of Ijeets, turnips,
parsnips or carrots make excellent food
lor them. To properly keep ducks at

the least expense they shoubf be fed but
little if any grain at this season, and made
to do the work of scavengers.

Mr. BowerB' Dusky.
F^DiTOR Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I wish through the columns of
The Journal to thank Mr. C. H. Gale,

of Detroit, Mich., for the excellent care
bestowed upon my two birds, Dusky and
Right Bower, while in Detroit en route
to Owosso.

Mr. Gale kin<lly allowed my birds the

j

freedom of his loft, giving them a chance
to feed and bathe and recuperate from

I

the effects of their long railroad journey,
I thus making the fast record of Dusky
j

from f)7i miles a pos.sibility.

\

Yours fraternally,

i F'rho Bowers.

I
Fall Rivkr, Mass., Aug. 2.
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SCRAPPLE.
:The Oare of Young Duoks—Feed-

ing Hens—Worms In Rabblta.

Hatching Ohlcks In "Winter.

TAe folloujiHg exlraiis ahe J^-om tki

pens offanciers both on this and tke olhef

side of tke ivaler, givivg their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for

all kinds of ponllry, pigeons and pet

slock, and elicit Ike careful pernsAl '^f the

readers of Thh K.xncikr.s' J<A!knai,. //

is the desire in the.ietvlUMns to give the

experiences cf 4iii true fanciers, and ive

therefotr invite contributionsfrom eivty-

one nrko has anything to say pcH«ining

tojHnUJry, pigeons andfumcv stock.

The C»i*e of Youhk l)iu*k.s.

Young ducks require much the Haitle

"Care as chickens, hut are more lender.

In a day or two feed hard-boiled egjj;»

>with bread crumbs and «flerw<*nU scraps

from the table with bread made of coarse

flour and johnnycake. I have found the

extra trouble of baking bread and tXiitn

cake pay.s well in the good st«rt it gives
the young birds. TljeoM adage, "Well l)e-

euB is half done," is true in poultry rais-

ing as nmch as in other business. The
bread is made with yeast sponge, to which
some "drippings" or "shortening" of
beef or pork is adileil to make it Tender
or more nutritious. The «)ru bread is

made with buttermilk as in old-fashioned
johnnycakf. Altoul eight tea cups of
•of commeal, one cup of "shortening,"
ihalf a teftspoon of salt, two teaspoons (or
•enough to make sweetl of saleratus, but-
'termilk sufficient to make a batter easily
poure<l into the dripper. Bake half an
hour in a goo<l oven. Never forget the
"little salt" in preparinsr food for youne;
poultry. It assists the growth of the
feathers and helps ward off the gapes.
If buttermilk cannot be obtained, wet up
with milk or water and use baking pow-
der instead of saleratus. Sometimes for

a change make a shortcake of coarse
tlour. t do not intend to intimate that
Sue flour will hurt any kind of poultry,
but it is belter economy to use the cheajier
;(rade&.

Kate In Poultry Houses.

Having much poultry, I was afraid to

use poison, so I got a lot of shallow

dishes and mixed plaster of paris at the

rate of four big spoonfuls to alwut twelve

•of fine middlings atul fine Indian meal,
equal parts, with one or two sjK)onfuls of
flour and stirre<l and mashed all lumps
with a spoon. If the rats are very hun-
gry you can put in more plaster of paris
and set around where the)- run at night
and take the dishes up in the day time
and get some chloride of lime and
sprinkle or push down in their holes,
which will drive a good nianv away.
The last is better than bird lime. You
can dissolve copperas in water. Make a
strong solution and saturate the ground
where they run. This will also make
some leave, and by using the al)ove rem-
edies you will soon find relief—Orlando
Gregory

.

Feed Box fhr IVmltry.

1 made a feed box for my hens recently

and am .so well pleased with it that I send
you the dimensions. Take of common
lumber a board ten inches wide and one
inch thick. Saw off a piece thirty inches
long for the 1x)ttom. then saw two pieces
thirty inches long and four inches wide
for the sides and a piece for each end
four inches wide and twelve inches long.
These nailed together will make a box
ten by thirty inches inside and three
inches deep. Now take four pieces two
inches wide and twelve inches long with
a notch one inch square at the uoper in-

side corner. Nail these strips on at the
ends of the box, making them project
four itiches below the bottom and four
inches above the toji. These arc for the
legs to tlu- liox and for stamlards to sup.
port the cover, which is to Ik- ten inches
wide and thirty-two inches long, with ^
notch an inch square in each corner ^q

fit into those in the standards, fill the
box with feed and put on the cover. It

will accommodftle sixteen hehs. Tlife

principal objects in builditt^ sUcli a
structure are cleanliness And the prevent-
ing of frozen feet by Weeping Iheij^ q^^
of the wet food in cold WeAtntr
Kindlaub.

JlLt t
\\>eLtc\\\\\%i Chickens In WliiteK

A subscriber of the S'lin At Llilterville,

Md., writes : "I W4hl to try and raise

early spriVig chickens this winter. I in-

teUd to raise them in the incubator in

the house until they are I)artly gtowtl,

and then I want to pt»t iWm out. I

have an idea of Htaki'rig the house under
ground and \)utting glass over the top of
it."

The best plan would be, if our corre-

s{x>ndent has a situation where there i« a
sleep sloj>e to the south, to dig out Ihe
space requiretl for a building, throwing
the dirt on the lower hillside. \Vheh thip

spai-e is thus dug oUt, A stohte bt- Wick
wall laid in ceitieht snoljld be put up on
the tww shlw aiid liack, having the wall
al iVife reaf sufficiently high so that when
the roof is put on there would lie Slope
enough to run the w;fttV?r oHf. The walls
should of c'ouVst; hie built so that the sides
would Ate'6 sloj)e to correspon<l with the
pilcli of the roof, that is, the top of the
rear side wall, and shotdd !« the name
height as the top of the rear wall ahd
gradually slope to the top tif front end
side wal'l. The fh^hl of the building
should \k glatecl sash, with solid board
shutters to close over them at night.
I'he dirt should l)e leveled off in front
an<l a runway arranged for the chicks.
If this runway was covered with sash,
as hotbeds are made, it would lie of ad-
vantage. A house nnile in this way is

always snug and wttrMi, and if it has r>een

properl,v put Mp, the stock in it will not
Ije afftseled by even pretty severe cold
i^ealher.

A sash may l)e also placed in the roof,

and where it is desired to have an incu-
bator in the building a sash would be in-

dispensable, for to insure as uniform a
degree of temperature as possible it

would be necessary to hax-e a partition
run across and keep the incubators on
the further inside room, and this sky-
light would furnish the necessary light.
When a jierson has had experience in
nmning an incubator he or she will find
it requires \-ent- little time or attention,
but until this experience has been gained
it will be quite necessary to watch it

closely. People should not launch out
extensively until they have tried an in-

culMtor with a few eggs in it. Some men
have no trouble the first time they use
incubators, while others do not seein able
to grasp the situation at all, and the more
they try the less success they meet with.
It is easy enough to hatch the chickens
o»it in winter, but not so easy to raise
them, as they must be furnished with a
method of artificial brofxling known as
brootlers.—Baltimore Sun.

Hotip.

I have had some trouble with roup this

severe winter, and have used as one of
the difierenl remedies, onion water,

which I make by boiling cut onions in

•water, and using the water in mixing
fee<l and in their drinking water. I find
this most excellent for roup and colds

;

then again red pepper is a standard med-
icine. I have a brown-breasted game
cock which was severely attacked with
roup and warts ; I usee! red pepper in
water and foofl, and to-day he is strong
and vigorous as of yore. Poulterers
should not neglect sulphate of iron

; it is

the best tonic that can be safely used to
cheer up droopy fowls, clean out the
system, and redden up the comb and gills
for the exhibition room.—G. P.

Worms In Ilabhits.

Hares and rabbits harbor a large num-
l)er of internal parasites. They are at-

tacked by the liver fluke, which causes
the disease known as rot in sheep, and
frequently die in large numbers from
its ravages. Nearly all rabbits and hares
contain cysticerci or "bladder worms" of!
various species ; indeed I have seldom

\

opened an adult ilomcstic rabbit that ilid
i

not contain «t Ipa.st one or two of these
|)l(\tldei-likt cyals, They are found at-

I

tached lo Iht Atylclbtoiitaai orgahs, sur-

routo^ed by il t^yst Or sack derived frtohi

tbe Itssues of their liosl.
,
Jh'e larytt of

Tarnia serf'&la Afe especially cD^llhlbn in

ail the vLeporrd^. The adult forni of this

specif is the common tape-worjn of the
dog. The eggs of , the worin escaping
with the excreta of Ute dbg are difl'used

oVerthtgrAs^ iatid into the water, and
Ar^ frequently swallowed by rabbits and
hares ; then they at once hatch, and the
escaped embryo Ijores through the tissues

of its host and attaches itself to otle of
the alxlominal organs Here It slil-roiinds

itself with a shenln ahd remains quiescent,

rtht^illd Ihe entrals of the infested rabbit

lie devoured by a dog, the larvie pass
into its intestines, there attach them-
selves, and speedily develop into adtdt

tape worms. The ears of rabbits are fre-

quently infested by a species of artirtts,

or itch inseet, vvhitli bfleii prtxlncbs seri-

ous tilceralions atitl ruihs Ihts ahiihiii fl)r

food. Tiity Art bAsily tltslroyed wheh
fohliil oil laitife animals by applying car-

boiized oil—one part of pure carbolic acid
to six parts of olive oil—carefully oVer
the diseased surl^pe, tnilh'g pains to rub
it well into the skin.—R. W. Seiss.

Care of Goslinf^.

For the first three or four days, says a

western farmer, gtftllhgs Hlusl lie kept

warttt aM<l fl'ry, and fed on oatmeal or

barley meal, mixed with milk, if easily

procurable, if not, with water. They
will begin to grow in about a week. For
a week or two they should not be turned
out until late in the morning, and should
always be taken In earlv in tnfe evening.
Their great feneiiiy is the cramp, which
can be kept off" by making them sleep on
dry straw. A little boiled rice daily as-

sists their growth, with corn, of course,
as soon as they can eat it. When gos-
lings are first allowed to go at large with
their mother, every plant of hemlock
which grows within their rahge should
be pulled up, as they Are very apt ttJ eat
it, and it generally proves fatal. Niifht-
shade is equally perhlcioUs to them, and
they have lieeM kttown to be poisioned
by eating sprigs of yew tree.

t'ht^ Stolen Nt^st.

Nearly every farmer in his ex^ierience

with poiiltry cAto fetite the liatt tif tl hen
going Away to tlit w«oWii"s And stealing her

nest t» rettirtt,
^
'after many days," with a

big brctoA of chickens. Tliere is no
question about ft, hens running at large
show a greater fertility In the eggs, and
the chicks are more vigorous in conse-
quence of the concealed nest under the
bushel^. Exposed for three or fotir
weeks in the open air, subjwt \o the
many changes of climAte, and warmed
up every time the l\en adds another egg
to the lot. \Vith all these changes,
strange to say, nearly everyone of these
«Rgs produces a healthy and vigorous
chick. It becomes a question whether
we are using the l)est method when we
carefully collect them every day, and put
them one end upwards in a partitioned
box, or in bran.—M. K. Boyer.

Value of the Featheli*)«.

There is a market for nice, clean chick,

duck, geese and turkey feathers. Do not
throw them away. An authority on such
subjects says the quantities of poultry
feathers handled by the millinery houses
of New York City is surprising, and the
prices they bring make it possible to
nave the offal of even a fair-priced
market bird worth more than its flesh.
The primaries, secondaries, tail feathers,
stckels, hackle and saddle feathers are
dyed and used entire. Other and smaller
feathers are made into dusters or sold for
l)edding. Sorts of all kinds, and those
where the tpiill is more valuable for other
purposes, have the web stripped and
woven into a kind of cloth.—M. K.
Boyer.

UueklinjUTH Getting Wet.
A new writer and breeder of Pekin

ducks, speaking of raising ducklings in
the Poultry News, says : "Just as soon as
they can eat I i)ut wnter beff)re them, but
do not let them get more than their l)eaks
wet at first if the weather is cold, but if

the weather Is wartn I let tbepi swilii thfe

first ihihg if Ihfey wAnt lo, fpi- I do^ hbi

belieVfe ill the idea that ducklings must

the weather Is wartn 1 let thepi swilii thfe... Y . . . .

^ ^y
klings mhf

not get wet before they begin to feather,,

It has been stated pver and over, time
and again, that ilutklings are sure to

die if they get wet when quite young

—

a crauky theory that I have by practical

experience blown to atoms long ago."
How experiences differ. We are very

careful not to let our ducklings get wet,

If said correspotulrnt has tjeyet lost, aijy

by getting wet he has beeti more foftu^

hale tbaii instances we can recite. It is

the ducklings' backs that must be
shielded. We have had them dripping
wet on the breast and no evil effects, but

we do know of instant deaths where the

ducklings' backs got wet. Is it not rea-

sonable when fatal results come frptii

chicks gtttihg \vet that dlicklillgs Willi

only dt)wh oh tlitih, are apt tb suffer, thfe

satne fate. The whitt or regular fe^thei^-

ings of the ducks are oily^ and thi^ I&

why they are wAterprobf, and the woi^st

drenchihg rAin is hot able to reach the

Skin. Is it so with ducklings?

Feetllnjc liens.

There are many methods recomhiehded

by variotiB writers fbr. feedihg pohltry^=

sb inaHy in fact tliat there is hardly days

enough in the year to give them all a

trial. Most, if not all, say, in winter the

morning meal must be warm. In order to

test it, I fed during the winter of 1885-86

ground corn, oats and wheal bran Bcaldetl,

with wheAt, bucltvhettt, tjttte ttliil cblU
duHhg the day. So far this winter I

have not given anything warm ; in every
other particular the treatment has been
the same. The result shown by the egg
basket was for the month o( Decemlier
with, only twenty-five per cent more
fowls, one hundreu per cent more eggs.

For manv years I have pf-actice I ffeetilng

youhg chicks drAcked torh Ahtl wheal
frorti the tittie they Cotne but of the shell

till old etiough to e,at the whole graih;

five ittonths frohi the tllhfe of halchihg.—
Geo. bAytoh.

Breeding: TjJiylTiy: 8toek:

"The practical jpoultry kefel>er should

selet-t his liest-laying hens as breed'ers, as

there is no question but that Iht layihg

qualities of the stock can be improved

greatly in this way, and when fresh

blood is introduced it should be oft the

female side, and only hens known to bte

excellent layers should lie sele«ted. ill

breeding every thitd generation is oflen

enough to infu.se iresh blood into tjic

flock."

We wish we could make, from personal
experience, so positive a statement aS the
above. It is singular that so little is

known about this tnaltev. Altnost ahy
poultryman will sav : "Why, yes> bf
course, Inylng mirtlit(es Can be sttstaitted

and improved by prtjpef selection ahd
breeding," but nobody seems able to gi,ye

any exact figures lo prove it. Thfe R. Mi
Y. is trying a little txpteritileht irt this
line, as we have befoi-e ihdicated. We
haVe ohe hen, of no particular breed, that
lays more eggs than any other two that
we have. We have crossed her with
cocks of five different breeds and have
hatched all of her eggs that we possibly
could. Unfortunately most of her chick-
ens are roosters, but there are enough
pullets to enable us to test the theory.
We want to know if those pullets will
show their mother's ability to lay a great
many eggs, and whether there' will be
any difference in the laying powers of the
pullets 'from the different cocks.
We shall also try to see if the sons of

this hen are of any value in producing
superior laying stock. Several parties
have convinced themselves that much
can be done l)y proper selection of laying
stock, but we need accurate and long-
continued experiments to determine these
points. It does not seem to us likely
that the advice contained in the above
item, to introduce fresh blood only on
the female side, is sound. There seems
no good reason why, in this case, the
brother should not be as valuable as his
sister. With our present knowledge we
would jircfer one of our young roosters,
that we know has a good laving mother,
to a thoroughbre<l rooster that we know
nothing about.— Rural New Yorker.
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CAGE . BIRDS AND • PETS.

BY THE WAY.

The keeping and rearing of pets is one

of the most delightful and beneficial oc-

cupations that can be taken up in con-

nection with household duties or the

lighter occupations of young girls, and

even boys can fiud plenty of time to de-

vote to the care and management of some
favorite pet animal or bird. The matter

of choice lies with the tastes and inclina-

tions of the persons themselves, for while

one may be able to successfully raise and

care for one kind of pet, another person

will meet with absolute failure in that

direction. Some people are great suc-

cesses at raising canaries and make a

very profitable business out of it, but

many more fail in the same direction.

* *

Luck is a factor that enters largely in

the raising of most anything, as I have

myself seen it demonstrated time after

time, and while an absolute disbeliever in

superstitious ideas, there is a certain in-

describable something that seems to cling

to one person and bring with it luck

while to another it is just the opposite. I

have known persons who raised canaries

and never had the misfortune to lose one,

and they did not employ any special

means of raising them either, but luck

was with them, and when j'ou find this

to be the case you should follow it up,

for there is money in it. But the person

who never has any success in raising pets

should not follow it, but select something
else in which they can be more successful.

*

To make a success of raising pets you
should always start with the best stock,

even though it requires more money, for

time will .soon repay you in being able to

secure good prices for the stock you have
to sell. Always be on the lookout for

new ideas and put them in practice.

Cross-breeding is often attended with
success and it also adds interest to your
work.

« »

That good stock always brings good
prices is illustrated in the article in the
next column, where it is stated that as

much as forty dollars was paid for the
subject of our illlustration—a big price,

indeed, for a guinea pig. Whether they
would command such a large price in this

country is not probable, for the English
seem to place a much higher value on
all kinds of fancy stock, and take far

more interest in the bree<ling and rear-

ing of pets than we do in this country.
But we are steadily advancing in this

direction, and a few years from now we
may be able to compete with the English
on a more equal footing.

•
« •

With the increasing number of shows
an enlarging interest in pet stock of all

kinds will be taken. This will increase
the demand, and by making competition
keener, better prices can be obtained for
our specialties. The large prices paid
for pets in England is due to their
ability to win prizes at the many shows
Tvbich constantly occur in that country.
We are informed that a gentleman there
paid I150 for a rabbit, of the lop-eared
variety, we believe, and inside of a year
he had already double<l his money in
prizes and stud fees. The intrinsic value
of these animals is really the amount of
money they can bring to their owners.
Consequently when a person becomes
the possessor of an extra good specimen
it is worth many times more than the
ordinary animal that only wins an occa-
sional prize.

THE SMOOTH-OOATBD OAVY.

Sweep, the Famous Qulnea Pig,

Valued at Forty Dollars.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

Sweep, who is the property of Mr. J.

Hewson, of Hull, was bred by Mr Whit-

worth, of Beestoii, Notts, and is deserv-

ing of moie than passing notice, as until

lately he was the nearest approach to the

coveted self-colored cavy yet bred, and

furthermore, added to its value by being

the first self-colored black known to have

been introduced to the fancy. Sweep
appropriately made its debut at the last

Nottingham show, then a baby, taking

first, and has held a similar position at

several shows since, the last victory, we
l)elieve, being at Derby in its new owner's

name, who, we understand, previously

acquired it for the sum of I40, a nice

little price for a "guinea pig." Who
would have thought of such a price two or
three years ago ? While on the subject,

it only shows the jump these interesting

little animals have made, brought about
by exhibiting and the work of the Cavy
Club. The smooth, although not so
striking as the Abyssinian or more at-

tractive Peruvian, have much to recom-
mend them—the variety of colors and
markings, hardy constitution, to say
nothing of the little trouble required in

keeping them clean and in show form.

THE GOLDEN PHEASANT.

A Bird of Beautiful Plumage.
Breeding and Rearing Them.

Moormau in Fanciers' Gazette.

Although the golden pheasant ( Thau-

malea picta) does not belong to the true

genus phasianus, still it undoubtedly

holds premier position among the fancy

pheasants. Chief among its distinguish-

ing features is a crest and kind of feather

tippet or ruff surrounding its neck, and

it is moreover one of, if not the most

superbly beautiful of all Xhe phasianidte.

As early as the middle of the eighteenth

century it was estt;emed as an aviary bird,

but until late years very little was known
either of its true habitat or of its habits

in its native country. It is now known
to belong to the western and central dis-

tricts of China, and with the exception

of the northern portion of that enormous

territory it is more or less frequently met

with in all parts of the celestial empire.

In appearance the golden pheasant is a

truly gorgeous bird, but, as with most of

the pheasants, it is upon the male that

the extreme beauties of apparel are be-

stowed. In general outline, whilst main-

taining the distinguishing contour of its

tribe, this pheasant is somewhat dwarf in

stature and less deeply built
;
particularly

BLACK SMOOTH HAIR CAVY SWEEP.

In colors we have amongst the many
the handsome tortoiseshell, a beautiful

intermixture of black, red and yellow
hair, with no white ; the tortoiseshell

and white, i. e., red, black and white ; in

what is known as patch-marked, the col-

ors Ijeing very bright in color, and the
markings distinct and well defined. The
grey imported Agoutis and the more re-

cent and handsome production, the ma-
hogany Agoutis, during the past season
have probably been the most successful
color of any introduced. The Dutch
marked—named after its markings re-

sembling the Dutch rabbit—the even-
marked, and two-color are all strikingly
hand.some, and offer a wide field for ex-
tended classification. A noticeable and
marked change has come about in the
shape and make of the smooth cavy, the
old. long, thin -bodied, snipy-nosed ones
having to give way to their more fashion-
ably bred Roman-nosed,broad-shouldered
brethren, with size, large bright eye,
nice coat and condition, to be judged by
the following carefully-prepared standard
of the National Cavy Club :

Self color or evenneiw of markingR 15
Brighlnes* of color 10
Fine short fur 6
8izf 5
Rhnpe 5
Rye large and prominent 5
Condition 4

Total JO

— It is a source of gratification to ue
that this department of The F.\ncier.s'
JoiJRNAi, meets the approval of so many
of its readers. By exciting the interest
of the youngsters we become the means
of eventually making mature fanciers.

is this the case with the cock bird, the
hen maintaining more of the true pheas-
ant type. The head of the male is

adorned with a long sweeping crest of
orange feathers, extending back almost
to the extremity of the ruff, which con-
sists of broad flat feathers barred alter-

nately and laterally with dark blue and
deep orange. Below this tippet is a patch
of glossy black green feathers, the back
and rump being wholly of a bright golden
yellow.

The tail is very long, bowed in sweep
and angular in spread, the two central
feathers, which are the longest, being
covered all over with irregularly set cir-

cular markings of light brown upon a
darker surface. The remaining feathers
are similarly colored, but the markings
take the form of diagonal bars. The
upper tail coverts upon each si<le of the
tail are of the golden yellow of the back,
deepening into an orange crimson. The
throat in its upper and less visible parts
is a light brown, which develops into a
bright orange and scarlet upon the breast
and under portion of the bird. The
primary ana secondary flights of the
wings are of rich brown, barred with a
lighter, brighter color, the tertiary feath-
ers being a deep blue. The eye is bright
and of pale dull yellow.

The hen bird is of plain reddish brown,
streaked, spotted and otherwise marked
with brown of darker hue, the tail being
moreover short and similarly colored.

The beijutiful plumage of the male
does not appear until the autumn of the
second year of its life, its previous plu-
mage being similar, but not identical
with that of the mature hen bird. This
is in itself another distinctive mark, sep-

arating the thaumatece from the true
pheasants. Similarly to the common
pheasant, the golden sometimes sports in
Its coloring, assuming much darker color-
ing of its darker hues, so much so that
many such varieties have had the honor
of a separate sjjecies claimed for them,
but unjtistifiablv. The females, too, of
these birds will, when suffering from dis-

ease of the ovary—a common pheasant
malady—assume the splendid plumage of
the male in its beautiful entirety.

Of the habits of the golden pheasant
in its native country there is here no
necessity to enlarge, but as far as we
know in these islands, whether in covert
or aviary, they differ very immaterially
from the common pheasants. In dis-
position they are more timid, shy, and to
some extent more wary than these latter.

They nest aliout the same time, the
young hens laying from nine to a dozen
eggs, and the older ones from two to
three dozen when confined in aviaries.
It is during the courtship of these birds
that the male indulges in these remark-
able amatory displays for which the
golden pheasant is uoted among its kind.
In these displays the ruff plays an import-
ant function, for the bird is able at will
to move the whole arrangement and dis-
play it in fan fashion on either side of its

neck, according as the exigencies of
courtship may demand. Combined with
this, the raising of the crest, the spread-
ing of the tail and the general move-
ments of the bird, go to form as interest-
ing a picture of bird courtship as the
pheasant fancier can desire or hope to
witness and study.

The golden pheasant lietrays an early
desire to roost on trees, and its nightly
resort ever afterwards, except at nesting
time, would be the branches of some
thick-set tree, at the extremity of which
they are safer, alike from the attacks of
cats and other vermin as well as from
human enemies, than are the common
pheasants, nesting as they do near the
tree stem.

e5;sentially hardy, and in this respect it

surpasses the common variety. Wherever
in these islands pheasanls are bred, reared
and exist, golden pheasants are certain
to thrive, whether in aviary or covert.
They are, for more than one reason, more
suited to the former than the latter,
chiefly owing to the fact that other
fheasants speedily drive them away, but
certainly think that, whether it be con-

tinued wet or extreme cold, the beautiful
birds of western central China will always
prove their ability to withstand such in-
clemencies of weather, and also the pri-
vations to which this may give rise. The
young birds are as hard^ as their parents
and easily reared, while when mature
they will, under fairly favorable circum-
stances of life, attain an age of ten or
twelve years.

As birds of sport suited to the preserve,
I regard golden pheasants as inapplicable
to English coverts. To my t bin king

—

and those who know these birds will bear
me out in what I say—they are too beau-
tiful to be made birds of sport. By all

means let those who desire it encourage
them in our coverts and woods as orna-
ments of the woofUands, but don't let us
acquire these gorgeous creatures to sub-
ject them to the exigencies of sport.
They are rarely able to contend against
the opposition of their less gaudy breth-
ren, although sometimes they seem to
waive mutual resentments, commingle
and breed together ; and if they do this,

then rather let us foster them and en-
deavor to bring about their increase.

In the aviarj' they are undoubtedly
thoroughly in their proper place. They
are essentially aviary birds, and a pheas-
antry of these birds is at once an
institution of great beauty and interest.

Coming to the practical portion of the
subject, it must be 8aj<l that they require
considerable space. You may have a
large numlier together in an aviary, but
you cannot, with advantage, confine a
few in a small space.
The main point in constructing the

aviary for them is to provide them with
plenty of room, both above and around
them, for even when pinioned—a prac-
tice to be avoided with fancy pheasants

—

they will fly up twelve or fifteen feet

high. For ordinary purposes, from seven
to nine (eet is a goo<l height for the aviary,
and it should have a well-sheltered, but
partly open-fronted, shelter shed. If
]M>8sible, choose a spot which will give a
wall as one side of the enclosure, and en-
deavor to clothe this with a thick growth
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of ivy. In the enclosure one or two
small thick-set spruces, uutler which the
birds can hide and dust themselves, a
rugged old tree root, and some good fir

roosting poles one and one-half inches in
diameter must be provided. It is much
preferable to provide the aviary with a
well-glazed glass roof, which must be
whitewashed upon the inside, so as to
render it opaque. Furthermore, the
birds require to be kept free from all an-
noyance and fright. They are most
timid, and any person or animal passing
or prowling round the aviary at night is

certain to cause great alarm to the feath-
ered inhabitants. To prevent this, light
canvas hangings, not necessarily reach-
ing to the roof, are sometimes necessary
of adoption, in order to save the birds
from being frightened, which leads to
their excited and rapid flying and rush-
ing about the aviary, with but too evi-
dent damage to their apptearance and
health, as under the circumstances they
are very liable to seriously injure them-
selves.

As regards their general mode of breed-
ing ana rearing I need say but little.

The treatment necessary differs imma-
terially from that incidental to the hand-
rearing of the coumion pheasant. The
eggs laid will vary in number from one
to three dozen, according to the age of
the bird laying, but both old and young
seem to have a propensity—which I have
occasionally remarked in nearly all

pheasants—of pecking at and breaking
their eggs when laid, consequently it is

necessary to watch them closely at laying
time and remove the eggs speedily.
The young are extremely hardy and

grow to maturity very quickly. They
require close and regular feeding upon
the usual lines for hand-reared pheasants
and are particularly free from the usual
diseases, such as gapes, cramp and the
like, to which youthful pheasant flesh is

heir.

All these facts T)eiug borne in mind,
the reasons for the not more general
adoption of the golden pheasant as a
fancy pheasant are scarcely apparent.
Such a beautiful, such a gorgeous bird,
60 easily reared and so adapted for keep-
ing in confinement should commend it-

self to all sorts and conditions of men
interested in rural life.

that the squirrel has a bushy tail and tips hurt him he begins to eat somelhinc that

SQUIRRELS AND DORMICE.

From the New York Mail and Express.

The common or red squirrel is one of
the liveliest and most attractive of our
wild creatures. He belongs to the wood,
and although he makes very short excur-
sions now and then into the pastures
without, yet he never strays away far

from a tree or trees. He will, however,
cross a road, from one hedge to another,
in order to get the hazel nuts ; or he may
visit a meadow where trees are dotted
about, to get some of the good things to
be found there. And he will scratch
truffles up, aud make a meal of them.
He is not always after beechnuts when
you see him busy under the Ijeech trees.

I have been watching the squirrel and
his ways for some months lately, and
have found him to be a very interesting
little fellow. A very early 'riser he is

;

directly the sun is up he gets his break-
fast. You may see whole families of
squirrels in the course of a morning's
stroll through the woods and plantations
where they are not molested. To a prac-
ticed eye and ear squirrels betray their
whereabouts l)efore they are actually vis-
ible. For one thing, you will see one or
two scales of a fir-cone fall, which tells
you the little animal is eating the see<ls
of it

; or the tip of a bough will gently
bend down and rise again. Or you may
hear the tack, tack, tack of his claws
sometimes on the bark of a tree. If he
thinks you have no intention of coming
nearer, after having spied you out with
his bright, soft eyes, he will give one or
two chuck, chucks, just to let his com-
panions know that something strange is
about.
We need not go anv closer

; we can
see them well as they sit there ; father,
mother aud three half-grown ones. I
have a strong suspicion that they have
just come from the cottage garden at the
bottom of the plantation, for' the whole
roost are on the top of a larch fir. They
are in their summer dress, which is a
thin one

; their tails are only those of
dormice. It is only in the winter months

to his ears. This family has undoubt
edly had a good feed from the garden,
for they glide up and over the branches
in the calm, deliberate manner which
tells of full stomachs and satisfied appe-
tites.

For the sake of a little fun, we soon
change all this by imitating the hoot and
cry of the brown owl. It is eflectual
euough

; there is a rush and a scolding
chatter, the tack, tack of the claws on
the bark, and away they go, their tails
in a line with their bodies, fox-fashion

;

for the squirrel only holds his tail up over
bis ba( k when he is in a sitting position.
If he chance to he hunting over wet
grass, which is a frequent j)ursuit of his
after a shower, his tail is held up a little,

just sufficient to keep it from getting
wet through, but not in the fashion it is

when he is feeding or sitting up, enjoying
himself in the l)riuht sunshine.
He makes a twig cradle, or dray as the

country folks call it, in which to rear his
young ones ; U looks like some large
bird's nest His family are well looked
after, and it is one of the most interesting
sights, for one who is fond of out-door
life, to see a family of young squirrels
taking their first lessons in climbing aud
jumping. Here in England he is not per-
secuted to any great extent, aud he can
get plenty of food, especially in our
southern counties. Squirrels were intro-
duce<l into Scotland some years ago by
various gentlemen ; and there they have
spread and multiplied in all directions,
but have damaged the larch plantations
by eating off the tender top shoots and
peeling the bark to such an extent that
they have been destroyed wholesale.
The squirrel is a provident creature,

laying up stores for the winter, not only
iu one larder Vjut in several different ones;
aud he knows just where to go when he
wants a meal. Choice fruit is one of the
good things that he loves. I have fre-
quently seen him come from the woods
and run up the trees on a gentleman's
lawn, to wait until the gardeners had gone
to their meals. Then he would come down
aud actually enter the irreenhouses to
steal fruit The squirrels di<l this at one
time to such an extent that one of the men
was told to watch and shoot them. It is

only when they pilfer in the gardens that
they come to grief, however ; but they
have such an idea of quanity aud quality
that they will leave the hazel nuts aud
steal filberts aud cob nuts

; while such
common fruit as apples aiul pears they
will despise, if nectarines or peaches are
to l)e procured.

In spite of these little peccadilloes the
scjuirrel is, on the whole, a general favor-
ite, aud by all he is considered to be one
of the greatest ornaments of our woods.
In the mountains of Colorado we have
eaten him when no other flesh meat was
to Ije procured. He tasted goo*l, like
something between a rabbit and a chicken

;

but I confess I fell as though I were com-
mitting a sin and eating something that
was akin to human, as the rustics say.
That beautiful and gentle creature, the

dormouse, with his coat of fawn, and his
soft, dark eyes, is, we are sorry to say,
liecoming, comparatively speaking, rare.
Although a few years back I could have
fouud a dozen of'^them, I caunot now find
one in the same disUnce. The reason of
this is that he is a creature of the hedge-
rows and bushes. Before the present
system of farming was in vogue the fields
were smaller, aud divided by fine old
hedges, which furnished a home, and in
fact a sanctuary, for our wild creatures.
These hedges have been grubbed up;
shelter and food have gone with them,
and as a consequence the creatures also!
So much influence over living things has
this had that even insect life has been
affected by it, especially as regards the
moths, and the various species ofsphinxes
in particular.

To return to our favorite, the innocent
little dormouse. As you walk along the
meadow, by the hedge side, which is just
l)eginning to show by the slight change
iu its foliage and the undergrowth of
hedge plants, that the summer is drawing
to a close, you may hear a leaf rustle and
.see a twig or two move. On looking you
may see the dormouse gliding along. If
you frighten him he will jump, squirrel
fashion, from twig to twig, and drop
down among the roots; but we will stand
perfectly still. He stops, too ; we can see
him well as he sits up and looks wistfully
round with those soft eyes of his. He
looks like a little ball of fawn-colored
plush, and fancying there is nothing to

he had in his mouth when he was first

I

startled. What dainty little fore feet, we
might almost say hands, he has to hold
his food up to his mouth with ! He can
use thein deftly, too. Whenever I see
him I think of Oberoii aud his queen.

I have mis.sed him from his well-loved
haunts now for some time. It is long
siuce I last saw his nest in the hedgerow,
so cleverly made of dry grass blades, like
a long-tailed tit's nest in shape, iu which
he sleeps, rolled up in a ball the whole
winter through.

Like the squirrel, the dormouse pro-
vides for the colder mouths. The true
lover of natural life grieves to miss a
beautiful, harmless creature like the
gentle dormouse ; scientific farmings aud
the spread of bricks aud mortar have
done much to drive away this and other
pretty wild things. The changes briuK
compensation, however, to mauy, if not
to all of us.
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50-75

Swallows.

DIPLOMAS

Dogs for Sale

kinr;rile"to\he""^ '^ ^"^ ''°« °^ «">

0€)OODBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE. 135 S. 8th STREET
Philadki.phia, Pa.

mm
Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates rea«>nable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

-FOR-

lA/ORM POWDER
,
' FOR DOGS.

» by mad. MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y.

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THE USE OF

Club Secretaries.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station at-mosphere, start, entry, disUnce, speed and airename and sex of bird. '* '

In lots of so or less, $2.50 ; each additional so
>2.oo. Address ^'

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

M

Chief (16,028)—tady Floris (12,469)" They
have splendid heads, extra large Iwme andlong coat of fine color. Their sire is an
-l**"?

"."edogand grand.son of Plinlimmon
1 heir dam, I^dy Floris, is a spleiidi.l bitch
well known to breeders, she being dam ofNora of Addiewell, tady Abbess, Gair- firstNew York, 1S90

; granddam of I^dy Floris
HI, Young Plinlimmon and I.,ady tiving
ston, Mr. Moore's late importation There
are four dogs and four bitches. For full
particulars and prices address John Mar-
shall, Gair Kennels, Troy, N. Y. i73-tf

ENTHON KENNEI.^, Phcenixville, Pa
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

Various.

A ^^^» PpG .WHISTLE. The londert and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Somethinir
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of it
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Companv «
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELRCTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
sunnUed at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 3a South Third St., Philadel-
phia. Pa.

EF. DALY, 47 Wellington Place, Toronto
^ Canada, breeder of black red games Heat-
on's aiKl Matthews' .itraiiis. Also carrier
pigeons. Hedley Fulton's and others. High-
class exhibition birds lor sale. 73 tf

MR. OWENS, successor to Kerby, 137 s. 8th
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., has the finest
Sky and Yorkshire terriers and King
Charles spaniels. Also all other breeds for
Mie. 69.75

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Fublish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

' * "^"l^J '?" ^ Washington Street, Balti-
r, more, Md. breeder of Swallows only, of all

colors, with and without while bars. pUinsnip and full head. He is a true fancierkeeps pieeons tor pleasure only. Imported
his stfx:k of birds, and has steadily liproved them until he has now as fine
stock as can be found.

im-

Tamblera.

CHARLES LIENHARD. 438 W. Court Street
Cincinnati, O., brenler o« flying tumblersand Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

A

LL KINDS of birds and animals. WilMm's
^ Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. ,6

LOT OF FANCY PIGEONS for sale cheap
all together or singly. John T. BrewMer
Birmingkam, Conn. 73.75

'

jRINTING estimates given for circulars cards
letter sheets, bill heads price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Wild Animals.

>RAIRIE WOLVES, prairie dogs, deer, foxea
owls. Angora kids, raccoon., opoMoms'
Mexican burros, etc. CM. Scott, Arkan-
sas City, Kansas. 69-72

I<op Rabbits.

-"OR SALE-lmported stock, winners in Kng-
' land. Fred SUhrer. 119 Abbott Street

Mwreuce, Mass. 73-124

ArtlRts.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.. u
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Artists and Bnarravers.

p.

W.

INTINc; estimates given for Circulars, Cards
tetter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price tists, Sched'
ules, labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schrelber <k
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special term,
for our subscribei s who want photograph,
of their dogs. The Fanciers'^ PubU.hina
Co., 32 South Third St, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Homing Pigeons

<:»i

CHIEFTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 miles.

DAN WILUAMS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hcu

LOTTIE, blue checker heu. . . .

BLACK BESS, black checker hen . . J gg

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

JusT^ Qux
^

••••••••***•

PARROTS!

PARROTS!

PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY THE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Description of the
Recognized Varieties of Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

^JUST ARRIVKl)

A LARGE LOT OF YOUNQ

^ICUBAN PARROTS

AT $5.00 EACH.

WARRANTED TO LEARN TO TALK.

Young Mexican

Grey African t'arrots

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

Ac, ftc, &c.

SEND FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

.180

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME-

ADDRESS

WITHOUT A SINGLE E.XCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

STMWBRIDGE & CLOMEfi

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT STS.,

PHILADEIiPHIA, PA.

H. V^. VAHLE.
309 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
25-7*

White, Black, Red and Yellow
pANTAIL PIGEONS.

No Other Variety.

$10.00 ipiir

un.l up.

Quality not excelled.
Batixfactioii giiaran-
t»«<i.

C. NORTON,
(ieriiiantown, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Me»l, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, 9.3.OO
Grannlated Bone, " lOO 8.75
Gronnd Ho«f
Scri^pH, - - - " 100 .IMM)

Calclte, --..'• 900 a.mt
Crushed Flint, - " sioo 'i.mt
Ornsbed Oyster
iihellH, . - . •• ^00 a.oo

Send for our New Price Lint and Samples. All
onlers shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. n. DEMI'W0I.,F«ft(;O.,
4»-93 York C;hemloal Works, York, I»b.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DRALKRS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Anstin's Celebratei Dog Cato ^

Gioyer's Imperial Dog ReDieiies

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner ol a dog. It tellg

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a wa\-

so plain that all can comprehend.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

#-
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veteiiiinrj' Siirjfeon,

7>-«3 1893 BROADWAY, NEW YOllK.

iM&G^lIthai'a

%
s

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

ELM STATION,

H-7J Montgomery Co., Pa,

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' Pnliiisliing CompaBy,

3a S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to I^uis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRO FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD,

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list
No. 317 Twcllh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

My homers are tested as record birds and a^
parents of birds with records from 500 525 and
700 miles. I have filly pairs of well-mated "

birds
Irom the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
young.sters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

|tistory and Description

Ft
aiND roR ciRcuL«n«.

Th« Pantherapcan Company, N«w York.

BERKSHIRE PIGS,
For pctligreed stock (all ages, both sexes), lit.

Bernard Dogs, Light Hrahmns, CaponiiiinH Tools
Strawberry Plants, address (;HO. O IJOW '

73-3wm North Kpping, N. H

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

-WITH-

l^eminiscences

OF THE

...FOX TERRIER...
BY

HflWDON IjEE,

EDITOR "THE FIELD."

Illustations by Arthur Wardle.

Second Edition. Price Postpaid, $1.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
f^Beware ofworthless imitations,same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and
MEDICINES for all canine diseases.•COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING "

(Post free, j8c.).
'

^-PS,*JI?pt*Jr^F-.^"*'-LENGE POULTRY MEAL.JHK GRKATKST KGG-PRODUCINO FOOD
Thf most .Xulritioiis ami DigfslihU Fixni for Ijxy-

ing Hftn and for gftting all kinds of
h\)ullry into Slioiu Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive ivonderfully on it.

Unequaled for rearing Early Chickens.

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortality in rearing

Kancv Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box .. 50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap . i)er cake '25 cents

cSlrt'JiSS'JC""''^**''"- •^"" particulars iroraSPRATTS PATENT (Amerira), LIMIT'D.
239-245 East .56th St., New York City. 44-69

SHORTHAND
MORAN, Ann Arhor
lars. It will pay you.

Vou can earn 97S.(Kk
per month as n short-
hand writer. Learn at
home. Address S. A.
Mich., for full particu-

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for rhr Amrtican Columharian, Buf-

falo, N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the best advertising niediuin of any paper in
America devoted exclusively to high claaa, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year.

vol.,. 5, NO. 7. )WUOLK NO., 74.; PHILADELPHIA, AUGUST 16, 1890 PKR ANNUM, as.SO.
SINGLES copy; «o.

ENGLISH SETTER FIELD TRIAL WINNER ROGER,
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BENCH SHOWS.

82500.00 PRIZES

BENCH SHOWS.

$2500.00

TORONTO INOUSTRIAI. EXHIBITION.
SECOMD GRAMD

INTERNATIONAL BENCH SHOW OF DOGS,
TO BE HKIvI> AT

TORONTO, CANADA.
SEPTEMBER 15, 16, 17, 18 AlVD 19.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 3.
For Premium Lists, etc*., apply to

71-76

C. A. STONE,
SECKKTARV and SirPEKINTKNDtNT, TorOlltO.

WILMINGTON AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION.

FIRST DOG SHOW- FIRST DOG SHOW
FAIR GROUNDS, WILMINGTON, DEL,

SEPTEMBER 2^ TO 5, 1890.
ENTRIES CVLOSE*AUGU8T 21. FEE, ^2.00.

For Premium LlHtH, etc., apply to

FRANK R. CARSWELL, Superintendent

101 WEST SIXTH ST., Wilmington, Del.

Also POULTRY, PIGEON and BIRD EXHIBITION. 71-75

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.
Advertisrmenls inserted under this heading at the Advertisements inserted under this heading at

following rates: One inch, single insertion, tijo; the following rates: One inch single insertion
$^^for the month; SJi Jor three months; $j8/or ti^o; $5.40 for the monlh; $is for three months'-
stx months, and tsofor the year. tiS for six months, and fco for theyear

KILLARNEY

|^b.NNt.L:3

PURE BRED IRI6H SEUERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTICJ.

JRI8H SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ErXHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. OLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs. Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNEIvS.
62"' Treniont. N. Y.

DICK SWiVELER.

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:

DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challeiiKc priic, New York show,
1890; also first and special prizes all over the
United States.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLEIVICHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show

1887 and i8S,S (only times shown).

FEE $25,

GARRYOWEN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Garxvowkn

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $26.
To a limited number of bitches of approved

breediiij{.
Extended redixrccs of each sent on applica-

tion.

Extra choice Irish puppies hy the great Dick
SWIVELKR for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop),

KTLLAUNEY KENNEUS,
50-101 177 State Street, Chicago, III.

)OINTER IN 8TCD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, too.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

47-9«

JJOUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD

-at STIJI

^^CASPER--—
A. K. C. S. B. 14442.

PEDIGKBE:

Sire. Champion f
Grand Sire, Pilgrim, 14067

Plinlimmon, E.15050I ^ ._ „ ,j-j"
J Grand Dam, Bessie, 13793

(Grand Sire,
Dam, Effie . . . . -i Merchant I'rince, 14741

(Grand Dam, Chloris.

FEE
: : FORTY DOLLARS.

JRI8H SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
PEE, »25

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODERIGO—GEM.) FEE, J»s.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

53-7* Merion P. O., Pa.

PENINSULAR KENNELS,
I.EANDEK TICHENOR, Mana<;kr.

CHELSEA MICH.
69-tf

gNGMSH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771)

None but approved bitches accepted. For stud
card and particulars address

J. E. STODDARD,
67-79 CONCORD, N. C.

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements insetted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.
ti-SO; ii.40 for the month; fii for three months;
fiS for six months, and Sso for theyear.

SETTERS & POINTERS
DESMOND It

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines Ixjth field and tieiich show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester. i8S,S and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, I35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir A Mister- Belle of Furness.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1.S89;

first and special at London, Out., iS,S9, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, I35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte n. Winner
of numerous prizes in piippy cla.sses in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London. Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woollon Game by Gough
—L«ik.»pui, Asupcib uem dug. Fee, ^25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
g^RE W. H. Weiss,

43-94 Bbthlehem, Pa.

HE NOTED ENGLISH SETTER.T
ROGER

(8252), by ColNT NOHLE—gi-EEN MEO.

The great field trial and l)ench show winner
Winner of the Free-forAlI Stake of |i(xw. Central
Field Trial, 1889, defeating the Memphis St Avent
Kennels' celebrated setters Chance and Rowdy
Rod. and the noted pointers Roger Williams and
Lebanon. Fee fso.

THE MODEL POINTER,
nUKK OK VERNON

(11038), by Glendalb—Spotless,

White and liver ticked, magnificent in form, car-
riage and movement

; thoroughly broken afield,
and a stayer. A big winner on the bench. Fee
$50. Address JOHN H. DAVIS,

74-75 F.astchester, N. Y.

JMPORTED WHITE BULL TERRIER
AT STII)

KINGCRAFT.
FINE PEDIGREE. WEIGHT, FORTY LBS.

FEE, $10.
PHOTOGRAfllH FlKTV CE.NTS. ADDRESS

E. F. Ooty,
7itf 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada.

T SHALL HAVE AT MV KENNELS FOR A
' short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
Ihe properly of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Heanfort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proved him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living
Mastiff breeders should make the most of this
grand dog while here. Photographs as cents
Stud fee $75.

J WINCHELL,
55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

IN THE STUD.
Adverliumenls insetted under this heading a.

the following rates: One inch, single inset tiont
ti-io; fs-4'> f"*' '** month; $is for three months
tax for SIX wtonihs, and tso for Ike year.

QHAMPION GORDON SETTER OF AMERICA,

LITTLE BOY
winner over English and American cham-

pions. Winner at Toledo of special. "Best sport-
ing dog in show," Mr, John Davidson judge.
Winner at Cincinnati of succial, "Best setter or
pointer stud dog, that is the sire of the greatest
number of prize winners." Winner of FORTY
odd firsts and specials, under judges :

Major J. M. Taylor, Mr. John Davidson.
Dr. Jarvis, Mr. Tracy,
Mr. Tallman, Mr. Higgins. etc.

Mr, E, C. Sterling,

Shown by Mr. B F Lewis.
Stud fee |J5 for a limited number of bitches.

WAVERLY KENNELS,
JOHN SANDERSON, care Dr. Dixon,

70-75 .sSth St. and Elmwood Ave., Phila.

MORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER AT STUD.

CH. BRADFORD HARRY.
The celebrated English and American prize

winner. Describe*! in show reports as "best
Yorkshire in America," Two photographs from
life. 50 cents. Extended pedigree and winnings
free. A first-class show dog for sale,

P. H. COOMBS.
50-75 I Exchange Block, Bangor. Me.

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of maiiv cele
brated champion dogs and bitches now .offered
lor sale for the first lime. Nearly 200 dogs of
nearly all breeds are offered for sale. Now is
the time of year to buv good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application.

ASSOCIATED FAHCIERS,
63-tf 140 S. 8lh SI., Phlla,, Pa,

JPedigrees Printed.

IN

"ATTRACTIVE FORM-
AT MODERATE PRICES.

AT THIS OKF^ICE.

PinC Cherter*. Berkshires, Polands. Fox
riuO, Hounds, Beagles,Collies, Setters, W.GIB-BONS A CO..W, Chester Pa. Send sUmp for cir.
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PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

At 32 South Third St., Philadelphia. Pa.,

By the

PflNciERS' Publishing %o.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES (IN ADVANOB):

$2.50 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $2.00 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreigrn Subscriptions, 12s.

ADVERTISING RATES:

Classified Advertising, without di.splay.two
cents per word for every insertion.

Stud and Breeders' Cards, I1.50 per inch
for single insertion; $5.40 for one month, )is for
three months, $28 for six months and ^o per
vear.

Displayed Advertising, $3 per inch for first

and $2 per inch for subsequent insertions.

Advertisements must reach us by Thursday to
insure insertion in the current week.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all commuuications to

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
P. O. Box, 916.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

PHILADELPHIA, AITGUST 16, 1890.

Subscription Agents Wanted
We wish to appoiut an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to

solicit suljscriptions for The Fanciers'
Journal. A liberal cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write
for terms to agents.

Nov, 8-12.—Southern Exposition. Montgomery,
Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Rackhara,
superintendent. East Orange, N. J,
Dec. 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Rockford, A. H, Currier,
secretary,

Dec, 10-12,—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock
As,sociation, Brockton. Mass. William F. Bond,
secretary. Box 795,
Dec, 10-17.—Fifth annual .show of the Central

Poultry Association, Richmond, Ind, J. O. Myers,
secretai^.

Dec. 23-26.—Eastern Middlesex Poultry Asso-
ciation, Stoneham, Mass. Mr. G. W. Cormack,
secretary.

Dec. 3o.-Jan, 6,—Illinois State Poultry Associa-
tion. Peoria, J, W, Burton, secretary,

Jan. 1-6,—Southern Michigan Poultry and
Pel Stock Association, Moiirof, Mich. EHiot O.
Grosvenor. secretary,
Jan, 13-17,—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultrv and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated') at Charleston, S, C, Ben-
jamin Mclnnis. Jr , secretary. H. A, Bridge, su-
perintendent,
Jan, 23-16, Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Amsterdam, N. Y. Mr, Wil-
liam C. House, secretary, Freys Bush, N. Y.

as possible to enable the secretary to

complete his arrangements.

«
«

i?ivrmTni?C5

Dog Shews.
Sept. 2-4,—Midland Central Fair Association

Bench Show, Kingston, Ont., Canatla. C, H.
Corbett, secretary.

Sept. 2-5.—Wilmington Fair Association Bench
Show. T. D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington
Del.

"

Sept. 2-5.—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit,
Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary' - -

^j-j

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece this week is the well-

known white, black and tan Enfjlish set-

ter dog Roger (8252).

Roger is probably the best all-round

English setter dog in America, as his

record will show. His winnings on the
bench are as follows : Second at New
York, third at Boston, first at New Haven,
first at BufTalo and second at Richnioml
in 1888

; second aud special at New York,
1889, and second at New York, 1890. In
field trials he divided fourth prize in the
All-aged Setter Stake, Eastern Field
Trials, 1888 ; won third in the All-aged
Setter Stakes, Central Field Trials, 1889 ;

first prize (Jiooo) in the Free-for-all Stake.
Central Field Trials, 1S89. defeating the
Memphis and Avent Kennels' celebrated
setters Chance and Rowdy Rod, and
the noted pointers Roger Williams
and Lebanon. In the last stake Roger
was handir.inned witb a etrancr* Vioti>1lo.-

Mr. Aldrich, his trainer, meeting with an
accident, became disabled.

As a sire Roger is a great success,

transmitting to his progeny his grand
form and field qualities, his puppies de-

veloping into field dogs very young.

Rawdon Lee, in his new book on the

"Collie or Sheep Dog," gives the follow-

ing derivation of the word collie :

"But what is a collie ? asks my readers,
and why the name, and why not the older
one of shepherd's dog? The derivation
of this same word has excited the curi-
osity of many writers, leading them into
the troubles of research with about as
much result as has been reached as to
the origin of the dog itself Until within
recent years the word collie was used in
conjunction with the word dog, thus your
friend owned a collie dog or a Scotch
collie dog, as the case might be. A collie
dogwasju.st a dog used iti connection
with a 'collie,' a variety of sheep common
to Scotland, and while the Dictionary of
Husbandry, published in 1743, spelling it

colley, describes as 'such sheep as have
black faces ami legs. The wool of these
sheep is very harsh with hairs, and not
so while as other sheep.' Shakespeare
uses the word collie in one or two places,
with a similar meaning of blackened or
darkened, thus in the first scene of the
first act of 'A Midsummer Night's Dream'
Lysander speaks to Hermia thus :

Brief as the lightning in the collied night,

and in 'Othello' the passage occurs :

Having my beat judgment collied.

«

Sept. 15-19.-Second Internationaf Dog Show of
the Industrial Exhibition Association, at To-
ronto, Canada. C. A. Stone, secretary.
Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes
chairman.

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn.,
B. C. Lynes. secretarv.

Feb. 24-27—Westminster Kennel Club, New
York City. James Mortimer, superintendent.

Field Trials.
Jtov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-

ana Kennel Club at Cariisle, Ind., P. T. Madison
Indianapolis. Ind., secretary.
Nov. 10—Second annual field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Ont., C. A
Stone. Toronto, Ont,, secretary,
Nov. 17,—Twemh annual field trials of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, atotterburn Springs,
va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N, Y,, scc-

. ^^,\ VrSf'"'* annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C C
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary-
"«: '5 --.Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh

annual field trials at Deatonsville, Va.

18»1.
Jan i9.-F,ighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H HBnggs, secretary.

,r!! wi i.rJ^*'^,^
annual field trials of the South-

Mar^tta Ga
''* " B'^"n»>y, secretary,

Coiirslnj^.

r^.i*'"'5A7?!''**'
annual meet of the AmericanCoursing Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D.Brougher, secretary.

Poultry and Pljjrooii iSliows

n«H"*i ^.??P' 5-Detroit International Fair
Tv?!,

•^""'•"H"" Association, Detroit. E. W.coitrcU. secretary.

u/'^JP'i f-'^—Kl'iiira Inter State Fair. Mr, GeorgeW, Robinson, secretary.

trvtnVl '1^,7^.""''"'^'°" '"•'^ Association Poul-

arv Wi?^^f,. V^f'T'".'^"'- T- ^ B™*". «~re-lary. Wilniington, Del,
Sept, S-12.— Burlington County N I Poultrv

E^^TiVrge N^" J

'••""" •^-''^«"'' '•--"-y

Ch^r^U?v"R-;;a'nM^^'eIa"r;"""" ""'' ""

K./^Mi^.rs^c'^^'.r;^'"'*^*'""'
"^•^p"'"'' •^""

sw^r""^^ "'"''''""' ^'""^ •'"''• ^^" "f™"'

Cm^L ^Af?rZi^^"V?' ^r?'^^ ""'^ Ottawa,
«».!.

*"^"lfie<ldes, chairman,

Tenn N^^L't""",'^""'"'^ P'"^ Memphis,
<S.7:,

"-.^P"'"''*. Jr. secretary,

TP«rf„n^i^. 3 -Inter State Fair«Association,

Dartmenl B-'
• J^f'^-y,

Pigeons and Pets De-partment. Franklyn Dye, suiKrinteiident.

THE KENRIEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Last November the Fox Terrier Chron-
icle opened a prize competition on the

j

subject "Expression, as applied to fox

terriers, and its relation to the general

I

term 'character.'" This competition

j

was closed last month and the essay

signed "Tyro," which we publish on
another page, was awarded the prize.

The editor of the Chronicle s.iys

:

" 'Tryo' is rightly named and is a very
infrequent exhibitor ; indeed we believe

he possesses but a single terrier, and we
are certainly within the mark when we
say he does not attend half a dozen shows
in the year."

* *

Secretary C. A. Stone writes us that

"the prospects are that the coming Inter-

national Ikiich Show of the Industrial

P<xhil)itiou, to be held in Toronto, Sep-
tember 15 to 19, will be the finest show
ever held in Canada, liolli in regard to

the quality of the dogs and the entries."

The secretary is kept l)u.sy answering
correspondence from all over Canada and
the United .States. Exhiliitors will bear

in mind that railway arrangements have
been m.ide whereas cxhiliitors may
reach Toronto from the lines for one fare

for the round trip. The railway and ex-

press companies arrangements in regard

to the transportation of dogs will be pub-

lished next week. The entries close

September 3, and should be made as soon

"Blackened or darkened the word, now
quite obsolete, means, derived from the
Anglo-Saxon 'col,' black ; and so the
black-faced and black-legged sheep came
to be called 'colleys,' and the dogs that
drove them colley dogs. In due course
the word dog was dropped, and as the
name of this Scotch sheep was discon-
tinued, so far as they were concerned it

l)ecanie usurped by a variety of the
canine race, and what was once a sheep
by this odd process of transformation be-
came a dog. So, in fact, only by custom
an<i privilege is the collie a dog. The
former, too, might be something else al-
together, for in Ireland the loach, a small
bearded fish, which lives mostly under
the stones, a capital bate for salmon, is

known as the 'colley,' and always talked
of as such. Again, in hawking, a hawk is

said to 'colly' when she stretches out
her neck straight forward ; and there is

the same word in a different meaning, as
'to colly,' to embrace round the neck.
Still this word in its commonest use
means to darken or blacken. A friend
of mine says that about sixtj- years ago
in Northamptonshire there lived a man
who bore the nick-name of 'Colly,' a
notn de plume arising from his peculiarly
dark complexion and his coal black hair.
Thus it will be seen that our dog has in
this case obtained more than his just
rights, and the poor black-faced Scotch
sheep with its 'coarse wool-like hairs' is

robbed of its somewhat euphonious, if

comparatively obsolete name."
«

* «
The seventeenth volume of the English

Kennel Club ( 1890) Stud-Book has just

been published. The membership of the

club numbers 130, among which are one
American, one Belgian, one German and
three Frenchmen. The associates numljer

3,<)4, a decrease of 43 from last year. The
foreigners muster 27, divided as follows:

One Belgian, one Swiss, six Frenchmen,
three Germans, two Russians, eight

Americans, one Italian, one Dutch, three

Austrians and one .Australian.

*

Messrs. F. I. Stone, of Tennessee ; B.

V. Ilolliday, of Mississippi, and W. E.

Venable, of (ieorgia, have l)een selected

and have coiiscuteil to judge the South-

em Field Trials Club's Derby in Febru-

ary next.

.%
Frank Dole writes that he has received

a new lot of hull terriers as follows :

(irove Duchess, by Champion Baron, out

of Dutch Rose II, weight forty pounds
and wheljM?d DeceTnl)er, 1887. Young
Kit (litter sister to White Wonder or

Beryl), by Gully the Great, out of Kit,

weight thirty pounds, whelped June,

1888. Prince Bendigo, by Bendigo, out
of Gypsy, weight thirty-five pounds,
whelped May, 1889. White Prince, by
Spotless Prince, out of Rose, weight
thirty pounds, whelped March, 1889.

Sailor, by Spring, out of Rose, weight
twenty pounds, whelped April, 1889. He
is expecting a team of black and tan ter-

riers in time to compete with Dr. Foote
at the fall shows.

•*•

Dr. S. G. Dixon, the well-known Gor-
don setter breeder, is building at his

country home a fine large kennel at a
costof|25oo. As this kennel will be a
motlel of its kind we will give a descrip-

tion of it when finished.

•••

"Manhattan," the American (English?)
correspondent of the Canine World, does
not seem to be very well informed. Mr.
E. O. Damoud is called Mr. Dawson, and
Senator Hurst is spoken of as "a Mr.
Hurst, one of our California magistrates.

"

«
* •

The Irish terrier Pilgrim, owned by
the Messrs. Carey, of Ireland, has been
purchased by an English fancier for

£100.

» *

The English winning fox terrier Rusb-
ley Toff was sold at the Leicester show
for 200 guineas. A pretty stifiF price,

wasn't it.'

••
That the dog is ever a true aud tried

friend of mankind is only disputed by
people whose love for anything beyond
their own person never wanders. In fact

none but the selfish and ill-tempered can
turn a deaf ear to the devotion to man-
kind displayed by the dog. He appeals
to the sympathy of the worst human
brute that ever lived and will stick to him
to the very last. Even Bill Sykes' dog
loved his master, and only shrank from
him when he feared his threats to get rid

of him. Every ouce in a while some
enemy of the dog crops up and speaks
his brutal mind something like the fol-

lowing taken from the Detroit Free Press:

"Should every dog of .every breed in

America be killed to-morrow," says a
'

statistician, "the real loss to the country
would not be -fioo. On the contrary,
the gain would be at least 130,000,000 per
year. Nations famed for their thrift and
economy do not take to dogs."

•%
It is pleasing to turn from such absurd

nonsense and hatred for the dog to the
following touching incident that was
chronicled in the daily papers a few days
ago:

a devoted dog dibs op oriep.

RRADi.V(.,Pa.,Aug. 8.—The late Percy GraefT, of
this city, owned a very hand.some black-and-tan
dog. which was devoted to his master. On the
night that Mr. GreefT died the animal whined
and howled continually, and when no longer
able to see his master, the dog refused to eat,

and in a short time was dead also.

»

Many cases similar to the above have
been recorded, and where is another

animal whose devotion exceeds or even
equals that of the true friend of man,
the dog.

Railroad Jack is the name of Saratoga's

wandering dog, owne<l by nobody, but

beloved and cared for by railroad men all

over the country, whom he accompanies
on their trips. He returned not a fort-

night ago from a three weeks' trip which
had included Omaha. He then had a run

up to Montreal and back, and at last ac-

counts was "resting" at Saratoga, New
York.
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

THE MAD DOG SCARE
BY UIBEKNIA.

XV.

It would be wise ou my part, I believe,

if I drop the show remiuiscences for a

time. Scarcely any of the club boys will

talk to me now as they did before I

jumped into priut. Only the other day

I was up at the club rooms and was talk-

ing to a new member about English set-

ters. He was telliug me lots of interest-

ing things when in came one of the old

stand-bys and said :

"Mr. So-aud-So, allow me to intro<iuce

you to Mr. Fitz-Pootlle."

That man shut up like an oyster and
refused to continue the conversation.

Members of the club with whom I once
was as "chummy" as could l)e, now meet
me with a cold "howdy do" and pass on.
If pressed to tell "what has come over the
spirit of their ilreams" they say some-
thing like the following :

"It's infernally mean, Fitz, to write
what you did about me. I didn't believe
that little game of poker would have
made you so spiteful."

In truth, I never had the man in ray
mind at all. 1 was simply writing about
a class and not of an individual. So, for
a time at least, I'll keep "mum" about
the show happenings.

Now is the timeof year when the annual
mad dog scare makes its appearance.
This summer it has assumed greater pro-
portions than since the "slaughter of the
spitz" many years ago. Every newspaper
you pick up has harrowing details of the
....... .^.w ..^..k.. ....... »^k.««. .^, .5V»M«*, VlVtlllJ

of the dread disease. In certain places
the entire <log population has l)eeu wiped
out by zealous citizens. Every dog that
has a nmning fit, caused by the excite-
ment of having a tin can tied to his
caudal appeudaj^e by some mischief-mak-
ing small boy, is pronounced mad, and
the people turn out with clubs an<l fire-

arms to destroy the poor l)east.

While I do not dispute that there is

such a thing as rabies, I have never seen
a case, and I believe, in this country at
least, that it ranks with angels' visits as
to variety. The major portion of the
people who are suppose<l to have hydro-
phobia die from sheer fright. I know
how it is myself
When I was a lad I used to spend ray

vacation days with my grandmother, who
lived in the country. One summer I had
a black and tan terrier which I intended
to take with me. The dog had never
been outside of the house yard, and when
he saw the puffing locomotives he made
frantic eflforts to break the chain, of which
I held the other end. This proving futile,
he rolled over in a fit. In my efforts to
resuscitate him he bit nie on the hand.
Some meddlesome people set up the cry :

"The dog's mad ; he has bitten the boy.
Kill the brute!"
Then a brakesman hit him on the head

with a coupling pin, and poor Skip's
career on earth was ended.

I thought nothing of the bite at the time,
as it was only trifling and bled but little.

My aunt, who was accompanying, me Ix;-

gan to hug and kiss me and call nie her
poor darling 1)oy and her tears ran down
all over my shirt-waist. People gathered
in synjpathetic jjroups around and shook
their heads ominuously and said: "Thev
wouldn't be in my boots for the world,"
and made other remarks of a similar
nature, "calculated" to be soothing to any
one who had fears of hydrophobia.
As the train was about to start my aunt

and I got on. A passenger who had
witnessed the scene, suggested that salt
would l)e the thing to tie on the wound
until it could be cauterized. The conductor
went into the baggage car where some
cans of ice cream were in transit, and got
a handful of salt. This was bound ou my
hand, and with the terrible smarting that
followed the application came my first

fear that possibly I might go mad. After
I arrive<l at my grandmother's farm when
my numerous relations had the story

related to them by my aunt in )ill its

harrowing details, then one and all

embraced me tearfully. The village

doctor was sent for at once. As he had
no nitrate of silver he cauterized the
wound most generously with nitric acid.

I was then put to bed, bui I could not
sleep. The salt and acid had created in-

flammation ; my hand pained severely,
and I had become infected with the fear

of hydrophobia.
The next morning I was pale and

feverish. The minister was sent for to
administer spiritual consolation to me.
I was left alone with this reverend gefl-

tleman in the darkened parUir. He told

me of the joys that good little boys had
in Heaven forever and ever, in flying
around with snow-white wings on their
backs and harps in their hands. Then
by way of contrast he related most
graphically what bad little lioys had to

expect after death by being fried over a
brimstone fire, and as they never got
thoroughly cooked the operation was re-

peated eternally. The clergyman was a
Methodist.
He then advised me to read the Bible

and some Sunday-school books as as-

siduously as possible, and that possibly
inside of nine days, which he cousidere<l
my allotted time on earth, I might be in
a proper state to take the celestial voyage
with fair prospects of reaching the golden
shore.

I was now thoroughly frightened.
Everyone appeared to be of the one
opinion that I must necessarily go mad.
I began tol)elieve so too.

Things went on this way for several
days. I read the good books given me
with feverish haste, believing that my
salvation depended on getting through
them as quickly as possible. My aunts
were very kind to me. Everything that
would contribute to my comfort was done.
They had the habit of looking at me
steadfa.stly for a full minute and then
taking me up in their arms and sobbing
over me. In fact, my shirt waist had
generally to \ye changed twice a day lie-

cause it became so damp with their tears.
On the afternoon of the fourth day

-r»-.* 1:..- T .... .•'
aiici 1. mas uiiicii i was silliug on llie

front porch alone, reading in one of the
Sunday-school books about a good lx)y
who had lieen pushed into the river by a
bad l)oy, and caught cold and died. On
hia death-lied he had sent for the bad boy
and said : "Sammy, I forgive you, and
I want you to have all my toys."

I was trying to make myself believe
that I would rather be the good boy than
the bad Ixiy, when I was startled by hear-
ing someone shout

:

"Hello, Fitzy, when did you come
down ?"

I^eaning over the fence was a dirty-
faced, bare-footed urchin of my own age,
and who had the reputation of being the
worst boy in the village. He was locally
known as "Reddy."
"Comedown four days ago, " I answered

mournfully.
"Wot's the matter with you, anyhow ?

Wot's the reason you got your hand in a
sling and what are you talkin' like a
funeral for?"

"I've been bitten by a mad dog and
I'm going to die."
"Shoo I vou don't say so. Afore Sun-

day you'll be frothin' at the mouth and
snapin' and snarlin', and then the doctor
'nil have to smother you with the bed
clothes."

"I suppose so." I meekly answered.
"It's too bad," he replied sympatheti-

cally, "an' 'specially as I was goin' to ask
you to jine me to-night to take a look at
Uncle Reuben's watermelons. I never
seed sich a fine patch. I plugged some
last night, an' they're prime, I tell you."
My interest was awakened and my old

spirit of inate badness came back. I

shut up the book, invited "Reddy" to a
seat beside me on the porch and in a few
minutes had entered into an arrange-
ment to join him in his nocturnal visit.
But my fears about the possitiility of hy-
drophobia were not entirely calmed, so
I compromised matters that night by sit-
ting on the fence and eating the melons
which "Reddy" brought ine. I would
not steal until after the nine days of
danger had passed.

After returning from the midnight ex-
cursion I sank into a calm slumlier for
the first time since I had lieen bitten.
The next morning I was a new boy, and
in a short time entirely not over mv
fright.

'

The bad Ixiy "Reddy" had saved my
life.

DISEASES OF THE DOG.

Distingiiishini^ Symptoms and What

They May Denote.

[continued from paok 53.]

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

Ill describing the great tube running

right through the dog, the alimentary

canal, we stated that, commencing at

the mouth, it ran direct to the stomach
and from the stomach to the rectum, but

the passage leading to the stomach and
from the stomach are very difleriug char-

acters. The one is short and direct, the

other is of great length, and coiled over

itself again and again. The passage to

the stomach is for the purpose ol carry-

ing supplies to that organ, the passage

from to absorb those supplies which have
l)een rendered absorbable by the organ.

Ill nearly every case disease of the ali-

mentary tract is primarily due to irrita-

tion of the cells forming the internal

coat of the tube, and results often from
failure on the part of the stomach to

digest food, which, passing down the

tube in a crude state, causes damage to

the cells of which the tube is made up.

Again, the same condition of things

may be arrived at by the presence of

foreign bodies in the tube. We are aware
that when food is placed in the mouth, it

is partially broken up by the teeth, then

it is swallowed ; but in this condition it

cannot be held as digested, and as the

gullet plays no part in digestion or ab-
sorption of footl, such undigested food
causes no harm in its passage to the
stomach. .\s a result, the diseases of the
alimentary canal are all associated with
the stomach itself, and the tube leading
from it, not to ii, if we except the mouth,
with its two attributes, the toiijnie and
the teeth ; or disease in this district may
arise from disease in other portions of
the body.

In dealing, therefore, with the diseases
of the alimentary canal we will ilivide it

into two portions :

( The mouth, tongue and teeth.

\ The gullet.

( The stomach.
2.

( Bowels.

In dealing with the first division we
have not much trouble in arriving at the
cause of mischief, for as a rule the eye
at once spots the cause.

Tartar on teeth )
Decayed teeth ...
Inflamed gums
Ulcers
Abscesses
Fcctid breath
Inability to masticate .

Difficulty in swallowing
Ulcerated throat . . . .

I'lci-rated tongue ....
tJIcerated mouth ....

(

O
H

> a

stomach de-
rangement.

2. Toothache.

,1. Canker.

Distemper.

DI.STI NGUISHING SY.MPTOM.S.

If from any cause the <log cannot masti-
cate his food properly, it passes into the
stomach in such a form that that organ
has too much to do, or if the animal is

over-fed the same results occur. Again,
if there is any constitutional ill proceed-
ing from other causes, the stomach will

not do its work. As a result, tartar ap-
pears on the teeth. The presence of tartar
is at once seen on opening the mouth,
and generally opposite the affected teeth
ulcers are seen on the cheek, whilst the
gums are inflamed, and bleed on pressure
being applied to them. The tongue fre-
quently has corresponding sores.
Toothache may be diagnosed by the

presence of decaying teeth, fatid breath
and the general appearance of the ani-
mal, which is not unlike our own when
we suffer from a similar complaint.
Cankers may be recognized by the

same symptoms as in tartar, only greatly
aggravated, whilst abscesses form at the
roots of tartared and decaying teeth. It
not un frequently attacks the jaw bone
itself, and the ftttid character of the
breath is very marked.
The tongue and throat are frequently

in an ulcerated state, owing to the pres-
ence of decomposing matter. If the
throat be ulcerated alone, and none of

the foregoing symptoms Tie present, but
there is a rise of temperature, distemper
or some impending mischief may lie

about to manifest itself lender those
circumstances the animal should be
closely watched. At the same time an
ulcerate<l throat may proceed from
stomach derangement.
The cliseases of the stomach and bowels

are marked by a great similarity of symp-
toms, and many are the concomitants of
distemjier. If we except protrusion of
the gut at the rectum, piles and fistula,

all of which had far lietier not be treated
by the amateur at all, the symptoms of
disease are as follows :

EXPRESSION"

f
I
Round.

1. Worms J Tape.
( Rectal.

2. Dyspepsia.

3. Constipation.

4. Diarrhoea.

5. Dysentery.

6. Inflammation of the
stomach.

7 inflammation ofthe
bowels.

8. I n fln ni m at ion of
peritoneum.

.9. Colic.

JJitj!

Constipation ....
Diarrhica
Bloody discharges .

Fever
Thirst
R n II n i n g at the
mouth

Hot dry nose ....
Red eyes
Kmaoiation
Fcctid breath .

Want of appetite . .

Gross appetite .

Di.Hordered appetite
Shivering
Quick pulse ....
Staring coat , , . .

Irritation of skill . .

Ketchintf
Vomiting
Evident pain ....
Moaning
Restlessness ....
Knlarged belly . . .

Tucke<l-np loins . .

Rapid breathing , .

Dragxinx rectum on
ground

DISTINGUISHING SYMPTOMS.

Worms.—In young puppies, pot-belly,

fcEtid breath, fits, shivering, liowel dis-

turbance, vomiting, variation and disorder

of appetite, skin irritation and general

tucked-up appearance are indicative of

round worms ; and, as they frequent both

the stomach and the liowels, their pres-

ence may be visible in the vomit or the

fji'ces.

Puppies rarely sufTer from tajic worm
until four or five months of age. The
tape worm may be noted by its segments
appearing in the faces, by a hard staring
coat, skin irritation, bowel disturbance,
ftttid breath, vomiting, variation and di.s-

ordered appetite, and "iragging the rec-
tum on the ground ; and the observation
that no matter how well the animal may
be fed, its condition cannot be improved.
On the other hand, many dogs have tape-
worm without any ill effects liecoming
apparent. Rectal worms cause great ir-

ritation, and may lie diagnosed by ap-
pearing in the fstces.

Dyspepsia may be recognized by great
thirst, running "at the mouth, husky
cough, vomiting, enlarged lielly, de-
praved and whimsical appetite. It is

generally found in over-fed and pampered
dogs—very rarely in puppies and those
that have free daily exercise.

Constipation can lie at once recognized,
and is generally present in dyspepsia

;

but it also occurs in other diseases of the
bowels.

Diarrhoea points to improper feeding,
worms and accompanies many diseases
of the dog.

Dysentery is aggravated diarrhoea, ac-
companied by mucous and bloody evacu-
ations.

We now approach three diseases which
have almost similar symptoms ; and if

noted, we recommend the owner of the
dog to send at once for a skilled veterin-
ary surgeon. They are inflammation of
the belly, bowels and peritoneum.
The first is not of very common occur-

rence ; the second frequently follows
worms in puppies—improper fomi or dis-
temper

; the third in hitches after labor.
In every case we find vomiting, foetid
breath, a dry and hot nose, restlessness,
anxiety, well marked in manner and
facial expression, liowel disturbance,
swelling of alKlomen. shivering thirst,
high temperature and rapid pul.se, in-
flamed and sunken eyes, rapidity of
breath ami, what is most diagnostic,
moaning and cries of pain.

In colic we do not observe the gradual
symptoms as in the other diseases. The
dog may lie running about perfectly at
ease, when suddenly he has a sensation
of pain ; there is a sudden spasm, and the
muscles of the alMlomen are violently
contracted, causing him to give a cry of
anguish. We know it our.selves, and it

passes avflty almost as rapidly as it comes
on.

As Applied to Fox Terriers and Its Re-

lation to "Character."

Tyro in the Fox Terrier Chronicle.

Good morning, gentlemen ! I'm not

going to win "first and cup" to-day. It

is my debut in the open class, and if the

judges award me an h. c. and the critics

affirm that I have got both "expression

and character," and that I only want
time I—Bow. wow, wow ! Bow ! Wow !

Why should the term expression be

applied to humans as well as to dogs,

while character, in its doggy sense at

least, is confined to the latter? The
answer is plain. Expression applies

only to the frontispiece (which in man
means simply the face, but in the dog in-

cludes also the ears and the front of the

poll), whereas character applies to the

shape of the whole body, which in the
case of man is hidden partly by his

clothes but is also so distinct from the
character of every other species that it

goes without saying. We may say then
with one reservation, which I shall pres-
ently explain, that whatever expression
is, in speaking of the frontispiece, the
same is character in speaking ol^ the
whole shape of the liody, consequently to
note a dog's expression we take a view
of him in front, but it is the examination
"broadside" which determines our opin-
ion of his character. The distinction be-
tween the two terms we have just seen
lies primarily in the sphere of sipplica
tion, but there results another diflerence
which must be noted.
For the pur|)ose of simplification I shall

divide what is understood bv the term
expression into two parts—a mental part
and a physical part ; the latter being
simply what are known as the "points,"
and referring merely to the shape and
size of each of the separate parts

; the
..^. .«_.ivyi,.,jj vi»i»ov iiitiii,.ctiiuii» oi a

dog's character, using the wonl in the or-
dinary dictionary sense, which are appar-
ent in the pose of these separate parts.
Thus, in speaking ofthe fox terrier charl
acter, we mean, firstly, the contour of a
perfect foxhound, reduced to a particular
size which is a matter of convention

;

secondly, a corky carriage and springy
gait, joints conipactlv strung together and
braced up tightly, the extremities held
well up, keenly and merrilv—marks of
habitual alertness of the nifnd. So too
in the meaning of the phrase fox terrier
expression we shall find the same division
into two- parts, but these parts will have a
relatively different importance. For so
much of the mental characteristic of ani-
mals is visible in the eyes, that in the
meaning ofthe term expression the men-
tal part IS of far greater consequence than
the physical part, whereas in character it
is the physical part that is the more im-
portant. It IS for this reason that I stated
above that there was a further distinction
tjetweeii the two terms to be noticed, and
that It is incorrect lo say absolutely that
character is merely expression enlarged
to apply to the whole contour.

Before proceeding to dissect expression
It may lie well to illustrate the difference
i)etween the meanings of the two words
Dy means of examples.
A is perfect in shape of trunks and

inibs, but carries himself lazily. His
listless habit may lie an acquired thiiiK—
perhaps the re.sult of improper training,
or of a life of railway train and show
"H-nch

; however it mav be, no indgewould say that his mien indicated habitual

«ir Iffv. "[ """''' «"•• 't ^""I'i beagreed that he was deficient in character.

Sb;ri''"r'^*'"'*^
"lenythat he is alto-

Lin. • lu "V" ^^""^ re^]^^'^x, and would

claim to be described as possessing a cer-tain amount of fox terrier character.

lr>oi; T "'^ ^o"l'-a'-y. has thai "varmint"

front • f
.c«'-"«ge, but fails, sav. in

de8cri?;L;iV"'"
j»^«veseen such a dog

ficieiif^n\ ^"^ J"*^«^" «^ ""^"-'v rfe

rig^it (though I cannot think so^ the

non of^^
physical part is the sine qua

essential w""'"- '"* *''«' '>"th parts ire

ssr'n^t'irr''^
^^^^

C har^-rfi"."^
examples of expression,C has perfect sculpture of head and face!

yet we cannot read "varmint" written
there. In my opinion he fails altogether
in terrier expression.

D, on the other hand, has the correct
"superscription," but his ears are
faulty in shape ; he would thus have fox
terrier expression, but not to perfection,
that is according to the meaning, or
rather confusion of meaning, which ob-
tains nowadays in the signification ofthe
terni. But if^ these examples be allowed,
it is clear that the sine qua non of ex-
pression is the mental part, but that both
parts are Essential to perfection of ex-
pression.

But now to our main purpose, the de-
scription of "terrier expression." I shall
take the mental part first, as it is the
more important

; and in order to define
this I must try to portray the natural
temperament of a true specimen of the
bree<l.

The fox terrier has a mission
; his pur-

jiose in life is to wage ceaseless war on
the whole tribe of vermin ; and in his de-
votion to his work he sets a worthy ex-
ample to professors of other crafts. Now
to catch a rat you have to be pretty
sharp

; I have therefore said that the all-
prominent trail in a true terrier's charac-
ter is "habitual alertness of mind." We
sometimes find other qualities attributetl
to him

; bravery is one of these, but, in
my opinion, cjuite wrongly so. Such
courage as inspires you while vou thrash
that friendless small bov who" has lieen
impudent—something akin to this you
will find in every pure-bred and well-
trained fox terrier ; but the fearless
ferocity of the bull dog is utterly foreign
to his nature. Nor can it lie said that
affection is a noticeable characteristic of
the breed. His regard for you is quite
another class of thing from the semi-
human sympathy of one of Landseer's
Newfoundlands. "I know a thing or
two alxiut rats. I do. Ixive you ? Oh
yes! but I was just thinking aliout the
rats in that ditch we passed yesterday,
won't you go there again to-day? Do
you know I was dreaming of heaven
last night, and there were such glorious
rabbit warrens there. But let's go and
iook at liiat ditch. Oh, master, do come
for a walk." Not exactly this perhaps,
but the undeveloped eggs of ideas such
as these are flitting through his brain
while he wags his tail at you and you are
fondly thinking what a loving old' dog it
is. Bosh ! Sport is the only thing he
loves. Neither is the fox terrier as a
rule over-fond of sensuous delights. His
love of sport dominates all his other de-
sires. To hunt a rat, though he may be
half starved, he will leave the most
tempting of dinners. The scent of ver-
min is to a good terrier what grand music
is to a man that is music mad and pro-
duces a similar ecstatic condition of lie-
ing, kindling in his eves a light that is
otherwise absent. This light indeed is
very unlike that which appears in the
musician's eyes

; there is nothing senti-
mental about it, but it impresses you
with the idea that "I am a practical dog
and more than ready for business, where's
that rat?"
The martial strains of the military

liand have much the same effect on a
soldier going into action, and seem to
banish all the higher promptings of our
humanity, and leave him possessed of
nothing beyond that instinctive thirst for
blood which we share with tigers and ter-
riers. But the actual scent is unneces-
sary in order to summon this peculiar
look into the dog's eyes. Just as many
things beside musical sound can create
the corresponding excitation of feeling
in the musician, so the slightest sudden
movement of any kind, or the sight or
sound, or even suspicion, of anything
that is offensive to him, will at once
bring your result to attention, and put
him on the qui vive for rats in the twink-
ling of an eye. Then you may see a look
in his eyes as though he' sees right
through the barn door, and vou almost
expect to fiiiil that his eager gaze has
made holes in it. I don't indeed think
that this look of alertness and determina-
tion is always present, even in the most
typical specimens, but the terrier blootl
IS jiecnliar for the readiness with which
such a look can be called up ; and the
easier it is to pro<luce such a look in any
dog, the greater is his claim to be de-
scrified as possessing the mental part of
"terrier expression."
How now is this habitual alertness em-

bodied ? This is a very difficult question
to answer satisfactorily, but the more I
study it the more I am convinced that it

lies not so much in the actual .shape and
size of the different parts of the dog's
physiognomy as in their pose, and I
think that anyone who observes the
changing expression of his own features
in a mirror will agree with me in this.
Pose is entirely an effect of muscular
action, and this is governed by the char-
acter of the mind. If habitual alertness
is to lie expected, joined to the self-con-
fidence which arises from "feeling at
home" in the work and from a knowledge
of the enemy's inferiority of strength the
muscles will all be well braced up and
nothing will seem loose or flabby. The
muscular action which produces this
aopearance can not lie described with
mathematical accuracy, and none but the
anatomist is qualified even to attempt
such a task. The cause—the mental
characteristics of the terrier—we can de-
scribe, but the means we can only judge
by the effect, and this is why it is so hard
to define expression, though so easy to
discern it.

It now remains to descrilie the physical
part of expression. To my mind it is
very unfortunate that there should be
such a thing. The term expression
naturally means the indication of the
character, and this, as I said before, con-
sists in the relation which the separate
parts liear to each other. The particular
shapes prescrilied in the club standard of
points are no doubt the usual, though
not invariably, concomitant of the re-
quired frame of mind, but they are in no
wise a reliable indication of it. Pose,
and not form, is the only index of the
workings of the mind.
The head must be moderately long, or,

perhap. more correctly, not short. The
long, lean heads of the old-time terriers
were certainly pleasant to the eye, but
then they were generally accompanied
by long and often shellv bodies, and in
the present state of fox terrierdom, when
short liacks and well riblied-np bodies are
looked for, he would be unwise who
made it his object to reproduce the heads
of the earlier specimens. But however
long the head may be, it must be divided
into two parts of pomaI Ipnirtii o* tij» j..^
where there must be a break Ixith in the
line of profile fi«om the occiput to the
muzzle, and also in the side lines formed
by the jaws and the sides of the skull.
In both cases this break must be only
enough to mark the dog off as not lie-
longing to the bull terrier family

; any-
thing more than this detracts both from
lieanty of outline and strength of jaw.
The ears, whenever the dog is the

least bit excited, should hang square in
front, and rather high; they should be V-
shaped and rather small. Between the
ears and eyes the skull should be
moderately flat, rather narrow at the top
but still without any appearance of weak-
ness, and tapering gradually toward the
eyes. After the slight break here the
cheeks must taper offtowards the muzzle,
and should lie well-clad with muscle, not
prominent, but sufficient for strength of
jaw. The teeth should be as nearly level
as possible, but on no account must the
lower ones project; the nose quite black.
The eyes should be set moderately wide
apart, not prominent, but placed in such
a way that the natural lines of vision,
when the dog looks square to the front,'
are almost parallel with' the barrel of the
nose; they should be dark hazel in color
never black; shaped like an almond, and
never round.
Such, briefly, is the type of head aimed

at by moiiern breeders. CerUinly a
failure in any of these "points" detracts
from a dog's expression, nay more, may
even destroy it altogether. But what I
wish to lay stre.ss upon is the fact that
points alone are not sufficient to establish
a dog's claim to perfection of either
character or expre.ssion. We had an ex-
ceptional opportunity for studying this
subject at the show at the Agricultural
Hall. Taking the three winners, Rachel,
Hunton Prince and Vesuvienne, the first
two had the physical parts of expression
to perfection, but the champion, though
by no means bad in this respect, still is
inferior to the others. But no one would
say that Vesuvienne lacked expression,
where*s Hunton Prince, though perfect
in shapes, showed little of the terrier's
fire, at least it is not so easy to make him
show it, and to that extent fails in ex-
pression.

I-or my own part I think it is a great
pity that the words character and expres-
sion are not confined to the description
of mental qualities alone, and some other
terms, feay "type of body and head,"

used to signify what I have called the
physical part of the current meanings of
the words. For undoubtedly the present
custom is the cause of much unnecessary
confusion. We sometimes find the same
dog described by one competent judge
as "utterly lacking in expression," and
by another as "showing intense expres-
sion ;" the one perhaps referring to the
dog's badly-shaped ears, and the other to
his "varmint" bearing. This confusion
may have arisen from the different sig-
nifications given to the word "character"
in natural history and in ordinary con-
versation, the word "expression" 'being
afterwards infected with the same malady
—a double meaning. Possibly, too, the
fact that the given shapes are generally
the concomitant of the given class of
mind may have had some share in caus-
ing the confusion. At anv rate it would
lie a great advantage if the club were to
take the matter up and once for all define
the meanings of the words. If this were
done on the lines which I have suggested,
then out of the four imaginary examples
given above A would be described as per-
fect in type and body, but lacking char-
acter

; B vice versa
; C as perfect in type

of body, but failing in character, ami D
vice versa.

I am conscious of having laid myself
open to the charge of talking long-
winded and impractical platitudes, but
in my opinion the character of the sub-
ject demanded such kindergarten treat-
ment. I wish to show, too, that there is
much more in the meaning of the words
under di.spute that can lie measured with
tape, and though I may have failed to
make my points clear, yet I feel confi-
dent that I have set to work ou the right
lines.

CANADIAN NEWS.

Fox Terriers Then and Kow-Other
Notes of Interest.

Special Correspondence.

Toronto, Can., Aug. 12.

Is it the custom now, as formerly, to
employ fox terriers along with the fox-
hound pack to go into the burrows and
drive out the fox ? The fox terrier as now
seen on the show liench is evidently not
bred for such work, but the Toronto
Hunt Clnb has several terriers that are
invaluable for such ; and they are used
with the pack. They of course wouldn't
stand the slightest chance on the show
bench in goo<l company, but in my
opinion they are preferable, as you might
as well have the game as the name, and
what is a fox terrier ?

A gentleman in this city is the possessor
of a dog which is a cross from a St. Ber-
nard dog and collie bitch. Its appear-
ance is that of a large bobtail sheep dog
(it having its tail docked) and has the St.
Bernard coat, color and size ; has a collie
head and ears, and a more faithful or in-
telligent dog never lived, and he is a
good-looking one. Such a dog would be
valuable to farmers.

I paid a visit recently to the grounds
of the Industrial E)xhibition A.ssociation
to inspect the bench show building now
in the course of construction. It is rap-
idly nearing completion and will have
conveniences for exhibitors as well as
their dogs, and room in abundance.
Their poultry building, which was erectetl
last year, is perhaps the largest and most
complete building of the kind that is
known.

I am glad to see such interest taken
in the bull dog. This in part is probably
due to the formation of the American
Bull I>og Club, which has stirred the
fanciers up. Six animals of such breed-
ing as those imported recently by Mr.
Cugle, of Baltimore, will indeed be a
valuable adjunct to the bull dog fancy in
America should they thrive, and my beat
wishes are that they .shall.

Mr. J. F. Kirk, of Toronto, once cele-
brated for his spaniels, has again returned
to the kennel world, having loosened his
hold several years ago on account of ex-
tensive business. He has iraporte<i sev-
eral spaniel bitches ; he also owns the
good greyhound dog Milo (Memnon—
Hawthorne Belle).

If some breeder of first-clasa toy
spaniels in the United .States or Canada
wouUi advertise their productions in Thk
Fancikrs' Journal I am sure they
would be amply repaid for their trouble
and expense, as I know of several in this
vicinity in want of such animals.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the I)ogg>' World.

special CorreHpondence FANciRms' Journal.

One of Dr. Foote's latest black and tan

importations, Beauty, who, by-the-hye,

will probably be re-named Kn^lish Lady,
had not lonj; landed on this "furrin

shore" before she added seven more black

and tan specimens to her owner's kennels,

but unfortunately the .severe ordeal of

the sea voyage has had its effect, and only
two up to the present have survived.

They are both dogs, which is most unfor-

tunate when one considers their sire is

Mr. Ellis' latest crack Broonifield Sultan,

for a daughter of this undoubtedly good
young dog would have been an ornament
to any kennels.

The disastrous result attending Beauty's

shipment when in such an interesting

stale should act as a warning to others

who are desirous of imjwrting bitches in

pup. No danger could reasonably be

expected during the earlier stages, but
when it comes to two or three weeks
within the ordained time then it would
\ie far wiser policy to allow the pups to

be bom on the other side both from a
merciful as well as a lieneficial point of
view. In Beauty's case no blame can be
attached to her present owner, but at the
same time it has taught him a les-son he
will not soon forget.

My experience in sending dogs on a
sea voyage is limited, but to my sorrow
do I know the evil effects of the show
liench. In only two cases did I venture
to exhibit ladies who were well advanced
«»..»... »..* »...,«, „, v,«vn |^l«*ia|( IJIILII, MUll

that because of their phlegmatic nature,

but the result of all the pups being bom
dead did not encourage me in making
another venture.

I

Every breeder who has been sufficiently

long in the fancy has had the same expe-
rience, and owners who have taken the
risk of showing bitches as early as a
month after they have visited the dog,
have generally found the attempt a costly

one. As a rule the pups are bom dead,
but should they make their appearance
alive it is a hundred to one they are mis-
erable, puny, little things without an atom
of vitality, and utterly lacking strength
to suckle. No amount of nursing can do
them any good, and they gradually waste
away until the small amount of life they
did possess flickers out.

Whilst on this topic it may l>e as well
to draw breeders' attention to three car-
dinal rules which should guide them in

selecting a sire. vShould the bitch be one
who has already reared three or four
litters, choose a young, strong, robust
mate for her, and no matter how well she
may have nicked with some particular
sire previously, the gradual advancement
of age of both is against later litters hav-
ing that bone and substance generally,
which in most breeds is so desirable.
Where there is a limit to size select a
well matured sire for a young matron, as
if a young, vigorous dog is chosen the
pupe are likely to outgrow the prescribed
limiU. Above all, when breeding from
a bitch for the first time mate her to the
mo«t typical specimen that can be con-
veniently obtained, for first impressions
sometimes take a lasting hold on the sus-

ceptibilities of the youthful maiden, and
if her inclinations are swayed by a good
characteristic dog so much the better for

aU her future progeny.

The system of selecting a typical sire

for the first union in most cases does not

effect the dam's later litters, but as there

is a possibility of his doing so, it is prefer-

able to Ije on the safe side. Breeding
dogs is like breeding anything else,

theory governing the deep-thinking fan-

cier in most of his operations and gener-
ally getting knocked out in the first

round by "Nature," who invariably per-

sists in ordainine the very opposite result

to that which the breeder is trying to

obtain. So different are the results at-

tained by men pursuing the same course,

and so identical are those attained by
men following a totally opposite one,
that many give up in despair following

any fixed rules and leave the matter to

"Providence." This latter plan, which
was the only one that existed some thirty

years ago {with one or two exceptions) is

what baffles the most experienced breeder
of present times. The blending of vari-

ous types which is pursued even now
takes the more thoughtful many years of

disappointment liefore he can obtain
what is in his mind's eye, and even then
it may be only a partial success.

Volumes have lieen written and vol-

umes can be written on this most import-
ant as well as most puzzling subject.

The man who starts a kennel of dogs
with the firm conviction that he has only
to own the most popular winning strains

in order to pro<luce chanipiona,coinmenc-
es on a very unstable basis, and one that
will cost him many 3'ears of unprofitable

endeavors. Before he starts bree<ling

with the idea that he is going to set the
Hudson on fire, he wants to have studied
the different ciiaracteribtics oJ the lireed

he fancies with sufficient eiUhusiasm. and
length of time, to enable him to deter-

tnine what is in his opinion the most de-
sirable type. After this has l)een firmly

established in his mind, then he can com-
mence to buy only those dogs that possess
what is his idea of character, and never
on any account should he allow .some-
body else's opinion, to lead him into the
error of possessing a specimen other than
his ideal. Having gathered together a
collection of specimens all following the
same type, he must then reckon upon ex-
pending two, three or four years in dis-

covering the most pronounced faults

which look like being established from the
strain or strains he has got, and having
discovered them, must patiently bide his
time until he comes across some dog or
other that i>ossesses in a marked degree
the good qualities which his favorites are
lacking, but at the same time being simi-
lar in type. Ninety-nitie men out of a
hundred would rush to the first dog they
came across likely to eradicate tlie faulty
tendencies of his stock, irrespective of
type, and here it is where most of them
min that foundation which in the future
was likely to establish a noted kennel.

To find out the common faults pro-
duced in one's kennel is simple enough,
but to discover the suitable .sire or suit-
able matrons likely to eradicate these de-
fects is a cat of another color, and in-

variably proves the stumbling block of
success. The only way to overcome this
is by practice, and biding one's time un-
til the specimen, which is sure to turn up
some day and generally when least ex-
pected, has been found. To determine
what is required conies with experience,
but it is the interval which is the most
critical, as the breeder must have suffi-

cient determination to restrain from
breeding from a dog likely to establish

what is wanted, but still none likely to

pro<luce something still more undesirable

than the previous faults.

Directly a man deviates from the type
which he wishes to establish he will in-

deed be fortunate if he regains it in four

or five years, and as it takes a breeder a

goo<l ien years to profluce with consis-

tency that which he is seeking, one can
imagine the annoyance of having to com-
mence all over again, which he must do
if once he has mated two opposite types.

Taking everything into consideration,

the man who wants to become a success-

ful breeder must commence with the
firm resolve of mating nothing but the
same type to the same type, and also with
the conviction that he will not breed
anything sensational for at least ten years.

When a man can do this and starts with
an orthodox type the time is bound to

come when his patience will be more
than rewarded, but if he commences
with the idea that he is going to breed
winners at almost the first time of ask-

ing, his disappointment is invariably so
great that he loses all heart, and either
gives up altogether or gets rattled and
never rises much alxjve mediocrity.

I know, Mr. Editor, these are slack

times, and fully sympathize with you,
but I must protest the columns provided
for readable matter being choked up
with rules drawn up by all the different

specialist clubs who think fit to blossom
forth. The customs of the middle ages
are almost forgotten. People since then
have more scope for improving their

education and intellect, and why a civil-

ized nation should lie inflicted with

drowned, even though I have just pur-

posely bought an evening "extry." So
readers must patiently wait for sensa-

tional developments until next week.

I would remind exhibitors of the cozy

little show to be held in conjunction with

the Wilmington Fair on September a.

The latter is one of the biggest of its

kind in the country, and though the

prizes are not on an extensive scale, yet

the short distance it is from Philadelphia,

as well as the pleasant trip it' will afford,

.should prove an inducement to the many
who do not care to venture to the shows
to l)e held so far away. Also the execu-
tive will divide the sexes in those breeds

that are not provided with two classes, if

they are at all decently supported. It is

to be hoped entries will be sent in in

sufficient numbers to warrant the execu-
tive next year in holding a bench show
on a big scale, which is their intention, if

they receive a good support on this occa-

sion. Brittlk.

.^ ,. _^ — -,.,,^« »»i*,\,.A €*«v. nj con-
trol a self-constituted bo<ly exceeds all

rational comprehension. If the scheme
was a new one, or if anything original

was contained therein, one could under-
stand the why and wherefore, but as the
same thing has t)een published at least a
hundred times, such continual repetition
Ijecomes irksome. The other pai)ers pub-
lish their dry tones, I know, but this is

all the more reason why you should take
advantage of their reiterations and cast
the rules of constitution into the waste
paper basket. Let us fervently hope and
trust the publication of specialist mles
has appeared in your columns for the last

time.

Dr. Foote had his desire of Meersbrook
Maiden meeting Champion Pearl grati-
fied at Darlington the other week, when
the latter was successful. Royal Duke,
the pug that Ijeat her in a mixed class at

Pickering, is one of the best of his breed
that has yet been out, so that she suffered
no disgrace there. I hear Mr. Symonds
is getting over some more clinking gootl
Yorkshires, and at present it is his inten-
tion to send them to Detroit. They will
also probably be accompanied by a good
poodle bitch. One of the Yorkshires
won at the last Darlington show, beating
two of Mrs. Foster's cracks under George
Raper, so that he must be a real good
one.

•^???-'*»

I heard from a most reliable source
that Mr. Vreden burgh and many of the
most prominent officials of A. K. C. were
to be served with writs, summons, habeas
corpus, subpoenas or some such thing
last Tuesday or Wednesday, the cause of
so much blue paper flying aliout l)eing
Mr. Peshall. Whether the proceedings
have been executed I know not, but up
to the present writing I have not heard of
the secretary blowing his brains out or
any member of the committee being

A DOG'S PRESENCE OF MIND.

Wonilorfiil Intelllgonotf DlMplnytHl by a
]>OB When at tho Point of Death.

From the Helena Independent.

A direful accident to six men on a
hand-car near F^ast Helena was only
averted by the intelligence of a dog. A
large Newfoundland dog was in the habit
of following the men on their daily trip

down the road, and like all dogs it was
ambitious to keep up with its masters.

One evening when the men were re-
turning from work the dog took the lead
and tnere was a spirited race. The
animal was only a short distance ahead,
and instead of leaving the track and fall-
itlCT in tVl^ rt^ar U»r.f rry^i*^t* ..« - *a - -

1 a.»j.. f,^.u,f, ui. a K'cal
speed.
The men never thought of danger till

the car rounded a curve and came sudden-
ly upon a long trestle with the dog no
moi : than twenty feet ahead. He did
not realize the danger until he came to
the trestle. The men were horror-
stricken and expected to be thrown from
the track and perhaps killed. The intelli-
gent dog knew the danger instantly. It
flattened itself between the ties, and the
cars passed safely over without ruffling a
hair. It was the most remarkable piece of
intelligence ever exhibited by a dumb
animal. It could not go forward; to
stand still was death to the dog as we'll as
man. It was too late to jump, so the
intelligent animal crouched and saved its
own life as well as the men on the car.

THE WILMINGTON SHOW.

The Kallroads Will Carry Throe Dogs
Free on One Ticket.

Editor Fanciers' Journau.

Sir : All railroads centering in Wil-
mington, viz., the Pennsylvania, the
Baltimore and Ohio and the Wilmington
and Northern, will carry three dogs free
on one ticket. New York exhibitors can
obtain premium lists and entry blanks at
the offices of the Turf, Field and Farm,
251 Broadway

; the Forest and Stream,
31S Broadway; Percy C. Ohl, Esq., 50
Broadway, and the American Kennel
Club, 44 Broadway. Philadelphia exhib-
itors can obtain premium lists and entry
blanks at the offices of The Fanciers'
JoURNAi,. 32 South Third Street, and
Fred P. Kirby, 135 South Flighth Street.
All exhibitors and visitors to the liench
show will have the pleasure of witnessing
the races. They have one of the largest
trotting, pacing and running race meet-
ings m the country. Last year's exhibi-
tion of horses and cattle was excelled by
none in the country. There will be ex-
cursion rates on all the railroads and
steamboat lines, and all railroads run
directly to the grounds. The Adams,
I nited Stales and Baltimore and Ohio
express companies will return dogs free
to original shipping jxjint on the usual
^P«Tns. F. R. Carsweix,

Superintendent.
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The Irish Better.

V. Gresham iu Shooting Times.

Nowhere have I been able to find any

authentic information previous to the

present century as to the history of the

Irish setter, but after very careful and
diligent research I am compelled to give

my adhesion to the general Ijelief in the

descent of all setters from the spaniels,

and so have it on the authority of a visitor

in the Sportsman's Repository (1820)

that setters in Ireland used to be called

spaniels. How our modern setters have
been protluced from this cross is, in my
opinion, not difficult to explain. I believe

with Darwin in nature giving us success-

ive variations, and man building up
these in a certain direction useful to him-

self. If, for instance, we want a special

quality in' any animal, we have only to

watch carefully and breed sufficiently and
the required variety is always found, and
can be increased to any extent. Wallace
says : That instinct, speed, form and
color have always varied feo as to pro<iuce
the very races which the wants or fancies

[

of men led them to desire ; in a word, he
looks on natural or artificial selection as
the simple basis for indefinite modifica-
tion of the form of life. With the opinion
of two such distinguished authorities
before us, as well as our own experience
of what can and has been done in the way
of breeding I think there need be no
manner of doubt as to the origin of the
setter, and it will account also for the
difference between the Irish and English.

Irishmen have ever been a sporting
race, and the breeding of successive gen-
erations of the "setting spaniels" which
were required for hard work—hunting
the wet bogs and mountains of Ireland

—

has resulted in the production of a race
which may be equalled, but cannot be
excelled by any sporting dogs in the
world. Many Irish families were cele-
brated for l>eing in nossession of rare
strains of this "grand old breed, but
thriftless extravagance in the first place,
and the successive convulsions which
have rent unhappy Ireland, have had a
disastrous effect upon this noble race of
setters, and there are but few kennels of
this pure breed to be found in the old
country.
The Rev. R. O'Callaghan says : "I

have bred, broken and shot over them
for nearly forty years, and in fact I was
brought up with them. They have lieen
the playmates and companions of my
children, and are always counted part
and parcel of my familv. A word as to
the rich, dark red color. I have no
doubt that this was obuined by careful
selection, with an evident purpose to sub-
serve a useful end, by Irish sportsmen,
long before the days of firearms, and
most probably it was suggested by the
color of the red deer of their native
mountains and forests, a color which
harmonized so well with the hues of the
decaying bracken and purple heather as
to aid in concealing him from his ene-
mies. However this may lie, the deep,
dark red of the Irish setter would have
the advantages of enabling him to ap-
proach close to hiH game ; in fact, nia<fe
nim almost invisible, and thus enabled
hmi to serve his master's ends, and if
tnis be an advantage in the present day.
as I assert it is, how much greater must
ithavel)een in the days of our sturdy
torefathers, whose rude weapons neces.si-
tated a close approach to their game "
Another well-known writer of our own
day recognizes the advantages of suitable
colors 111 dress, and advises sportsmen
when they expect the birds to be wild, to
adopt garments of a sombre hue, avoid-
ing conspicuous colors.and "Stouehenge"
says that because of the wariness of the
grouse the color of the clothes should he
attended to. and he recommends the
heather pattern l)€cause of its resem-
blance to the general covert of the birds,
inner these circumstances I think wecan have no difficulty in tracing both the
origin and the distinctive color of the
Irish setter.

It is only however within the past tenor fifteen years that admirers of the Irish
setters hav-e made a decided stand hs to

hi "i^ru
" '^"^ "* P*'''^''^^ s})ccinieii should

nfrvc. f!l! ''?^ ^'^"^^ ^'"^^ fi'-«t mstitutedmost of the Irish setters had more or less
White upon their bodies, and even classes
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were made for red and white setters, but
by degrees the letter were altogether
abolished, and any white at all was looked
upon as a defect.

It is somewhat curious that the three
existing breeds of dogs which claim Ire-
land for their nationality—the Irish set-
ter, the Irish terrier and the Irish water
spaniel—are all more or less of a red tint
of color, an<i even some specimens of the
defunct Irish wolf-hound, according to
ancient writers, were of a wheaten color.
The color of the Irish setter is one of the
most imixirtant factors to denote purity
of blood, the rich red, with feathering
only slightly a shade lighter, having, no
doubt, as I have already stated, been fixed
upon as the most useful tint for the stvle
of country over which they are required
to work.

Before leaving the subject of color it

must lie remarked that anv tipping of
black on the coat, or very light feathering
Ijehind, are considered great defects in an
Irish setter, as showing a cross with the
black and tan setter, which was done for
the improvement of the tan of the latter,
but is highly detrimental to the former.
In fact, the black and tan gained all
round by the cross, as blood red blends
with black, improving its beauty more
than any other tint, and as mav be well
imagined, the tan also gains in richness.

In shape the Irish setter, as compared
with the Laverack or English setter, is

rather high on the leg, but not so much
so as to offer the suggestion of weakness
of constitution. He has a long, lean
head, with only moderate flew and me-
dium-sized ears, set rather low, but not
so low as those of the English setter,
sufficiently so, however, to show a slight
roundness of skull at the top, not on the
brow, as is stated to be correct by some
breeders, the nose brown, and the eyes
dark hazel in color, the neck slightly
arched, light and lengthy, with well-
sloped shoulders, such as denote free ac-
tion and great speed, chest deep and
rather inclined to l)e narrow, whilst the
inclination is often to flat sides, which
are not desirable ; the back should be
muscular, the quarters are rather droop-

well feathered and set rather low. Some
have described the back ribs as rather
short, giving the animal a tucked-up ap-
pearance, but this is so opposed to all
ideas of stoutness that it is much better
for all purposes that they lie properly
ribbed up, the forelegs straight and well
feathered, with well set up feet, the hind
legs properly bent, with strong hocks.
The Irish setter which is nearest the
standard of perfection presents the ap-
pearance of an animal of great elegance
and speed, which the showy red color
helps to increase. Then the coat is very
flat and rather hard in texture, the feath-
ering of the fore and hind legs and the
chest lieing nicely distributed, and as
near in shade to the Ijody color as possi-
ble.

There is no doubt that a well-broken
Irish .setter is capable of doing as much
work as any other sporting dog, in fact
with equal advantages as far as training
and use are concerned they can claim to
do more, as they are faster than either
the English or Gordon setter, and can
outrace an ordinary pointer. It is on
this account where speed is of so much
importance that they are so highly
thought of in America.' The great pace
they can go gives the idea that they are
headstrong and difficult to break, and a
bad nosed one will often cause sad havoc
in a field well stocked with birds. On
the other hand when properly broken,
and with goo<l scenting power, they can
hold their own with the liest of their com-
petitors. As an instance of this we can
<luote Mr. C. C. F;ilis' Mac's Little Nell,
who did so well at the late field trials in
Ireland. Mr. Ivllis has also several other
goo<l field <logs, notably his Droghe«la,
aiul he has no less than half d dozen cap-
ital puppies entered for the Kennel Club
Derby Stakes, which are doing well in
the hands of that skillful breaker. Tread-
well, who hopes to land some of the
plunder with one or other of the party.
Then there is always liefore us Mr. Mac-
dona's Plunket. who was bred by the Rev.
R. O'Callaghan, and afterwards sold to
Mr. R. Purcell Llewellyn for /150.
Plunket was a grand (log in the field

;

he was second in the Shrewsbury Stakes
at Shrewsbury, ami first in setters at
Vaynol in iS;*.

; first in Borough Stakes
and first with Countess in the lk)dfel
Stakes at Vaynol. and divided second
prize in the Hampshire vStakes, South-

ampton, in 1871, and second with Marvel
in the Bo<lfel SUkes at Vaynol in 1872.
Mr. O'Callaghan 's Aveline ran second in
the Field Trial Derby in 1885. Desmond
II, also bred by him, has since done well
in America. Mr. Perrin, of Kingston,
Dublin, has also brought some good dogs
out at field trials, and at the late meeting
at Oniagh in Ireland Mr. Hill Cooper
was very successful with his team, which
included Ilenmore Shotover, Henmore
Snow, Henmore Suredeath and Wood-
bine.

MR. PESHALL TO MR. WATSON.

KENITKI. REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column
; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write
plainly.

VISITS.

W. ATI.KE BURPKRS collie Daisv Dean to
Chestnut Hill Kennels' Champion Scotilla,
July 10.

^
CHE.STNI;T HIl.L KENNELS' collie Young

Meg to their Champion Scotilla, July 7.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie Roslvn
Pkimkoae to their Champion Scotilla,
July 16.

JOHN YAWDALL'S collie Lassie to Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Ma.vky Trefoil, July 7.

W. N. JENNINGS' collie RoSLVN FLIRT to
Chestnut Hill Kennels' Maney Trefoil
June 24.

LLOYD BARBER'S collie RosLVN Sable to
Chestnut Hill Kennels' The SgriRE, July 9.

DR. WILLIAM C. JOHNSON'S collie Lady Tip-
pins to Chestnut Hill Kennels' The Squire
July 12.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie Mbtch-
LEv Surprise to their Roslyn Wilkes,
July 9.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie Cham-
pion Flurry II to their Roslyn Conway,
June aa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie Cham-
pion LUELLA to their Roslyn Conway.
July 28.

MR. H. L. GOODMAN'S (Auburn Park, III)
pug bitch Cady to A. E. Pitts' Champion
Kash, July 7, 1890.

MR. T. J. BALLANTINE'S (Peoria, 111.) pug
bitch Money to A. E. Pitts' Champion
Kash. July 23, 1890.

MR. E. M. CROKER'S (Cannonsburg, Pa.) pug
bitch Kitti Patti to A. E. Pitts' Monsieur
DOTSERN, July 12, 1890.

WHELPS.
GEORGE M. RICHARDS' fox terrier bitch Ox

FORD Sprite, whelped July 4, 1S90, six, five
dogs, by his imported Sancho.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' collie Jakyr
Dean, two bitches, June 2.s, by Champion
Scotilla.

Flurry III, collie, two does and two bitches
June 23. by Charlkroi IT.

22, by Charlkroi II.
Pitch Dark, collie,one('og and one bitch June
Roslyn Parole, collie, two dogs and eight
bitches, June 22, by Manev Trefoil.

Bonnie Hkss, collie, four dogs, July i bvManev Trefoil.
Active, collie, one dog and five bitches. July

24. by Christopher.
Trusty, collie, one dog and two bitches, July

14, by Christopher.
Spoiled Miss, collie, four dogs, June a8 bv
The Squire. ' '

MR. GEORGE GILLIVAN'S pug bitch Puss B
whelped July 28, 1890. five puppies, four dogs!
to A. B. Pitts Champion Kash.

MR. C. S. SIDLER'S pug bitch Ladv Snukplf.s,
whelped July 9, 1890. seven puppies, five
dogs, to A. E. Pitts' Champion Kash.

MR. H. L. GOODMAN'S pug bitch Rustic
Queen, whelped August 7. 1890, three pup-
pies, two dogs, to A. E. Pitts' Champion
Kash.

SALES.

CHKSTNUT HILL KENNELS have sold the
following dogs and bitches :

Roslyn Sable, collie bitch, to Mr. Lloyd
Barber. Winona, Minn.

Roslyn Mischief, collie bitch, to Seminole
Kciiiiels, Chestnut Hill. I'hila.

KoSLVN Uandv. to same party.
Collie imh; pup by Maney Trefoil—Champion
Luella to Mr. Charles Lee McMillan New
Orleans.

Collie dog pup bv Christopher—Roslyn Tor-
frida to M. W. Ingham, New Jersey.

EBERHART pug KENNELS' (Cincinnati, O )
sold, August I. 1890, Dusky Bob, pug dog
whelped May 31, i8qo (Champion Kash—Nun
Nicer), to Mrs. Dan Williams, Bismark, Dak.

NAMES CLAIMED.

H. W. HUNTINGTON, Bro..klyn, N. Y., claims
the following iianirs :

Hk.hi.and Yorks for black with white points
grayhound dog, whelped April 21, 1S.10. by Ch.
HHlkis(Clytf^—Primrose) Ch. Cassendra (De-
bret -Dead Secret).

Highlant> Donald for red, white and brindle
dog, same litter.

Highland Clan for black, white and brindle
dog, same lifter.

Highland Abhk for black and white bitch
same litter.

H|(;hland Helen for black and white bitch,
same litter.

Highland Hairib for black bitch with white
points, same litter.

Easily Fixed.

Tramp : Say, mum, your dog bit me.
Lady : Well, never mind, I'll wash his mouth.
-Good News.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir: In reply to Mr. Watson's two

letters which have apjieared in Forest
and Stream regarding the finances of the
A. K. C, permit me to say that there is

nothing contained in any of his letters
since he has become the acknowledged
champion of the clique's metho<ls in
managing the A. K. C. affairs, as his
statements or conclusions which he claims
to have arrived at, are in no way sup-
ported by the known facts. The dog
men of this country to day, notwith-
standing the fact that figures have been
thrown at us from Philadelphia, Boston
and perhaps Rahway,have no more knowl-
edge of the true condition of the manage-
ment of the affairs of the club than they
had months ago. Mr. Watson has now
become the favorite at 44 Broadway. He
goes there and from the private account
book which was kept by Mr. I-do-not-

know-how-much-I-got-Lewis, he obtains
figures, and throws them at us from
Philadelphia through Forest and Stream.
What the dog men have been expecting,
and what they are entitled to as a matter
of right, are receipts and expenditures of
the club for the year ending December
31. 1888.

There is no disguising the fact that the
annual report made by Mr. Vredenburgh
for that year is a faked one, while even
Mr. Cugle would be fully entitled to call
it faked, for upon my life it is the worst
piece of cooking I have ever come across,
and Mr. Vredenburgh must take Carlyle's
estimate of dog men and believe they
are mostly fools. All fools apparently,
when he asks us to accept his statement
as correct Now I don't want Mr. Watson
to accuse me of plagiarism, so I will re-
mind him of this fact, that if he will
look at the file of Sporting Life for 1888
he wiii find that a correspondent who
si^ed himself "Porcupine," used about
this same language when Mr. Vreden-
burgh made his annual report for 1887,
and in that report he gave a Ubulated
statement showing the entire receipts and
the sources whence they came, as well as
a tabulated statement of the expenses.
He then certified that it was correct. Will
the present Mr. Watson, or the late Mr.
"Porcupine" now explain to us why he
ussd that language at that time, about a
statement that qpvered the entire period
and was so full and so satisfactory, and
now, at this time, attempts to bolster up
an annual report which simply says
"balance on hand 1:1228.28?" It does
not make any difference to me whose
money was used in thejuggle, whether it
was Mr. Belmont's, according to Mr.
Vreden burgh's statement, or Mr. Ixiwis'
money, according to Mr. Watson and Dr.
Perry.

I said long ago in a letter, and have
repeatedly said so, that those accounts
were juggled, and that Mr. Vredenburgh
would never, over his own signature,
give us the items of receipts and expendil
tures for the year 1888. Mr. Watson in-
vited me to go with him to the A. K. C.
office, and I might ask him questions and
he would answer them from the books.
Mr. Vredenburgh is supposed to be the
treasurer of the club, and for his services
the dog-men of this country pay him
1 1 500 a year, and every man who is a
member of a local club, or breet^er who
sends his money to 44 Broadway, is en-
titled to know what is done by the man-
agement with the funds they send and
the condition of the club, an(l it is the
duty of this |i5cx>a-year secretary-treas-
urer to make .such a report that a man of
ordinary intelligence mav understand it.

All the writing that Mr. Watson can do
in favor of these faked reports will never
settle in the minds of the breeders the
condition of the club's affairs. A large
majority of the breeders have no confi-
dence in the present management and if
the officials cannot keep their books cor-
rectly and even go so far as to fake the
minutes of their proceedings, can the
breeders hope to have any confidence in
pedigrees of our .stock which come from
such a .source ? Will Mr. Vredenburgh
kindly give us the figures going to make
up the sum, I1228.28, and then certify
that it is correct ? Peshall.
JERSEY City, N. J., Aug. 10, 1890.
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PpyLTRY AN ° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

The New York State Agricultural So-

ciety has issued an exceedingly plain

but business-like premium list. The
semi-centennial fair of this society will

l>e held in its new and permanent house,

Syracuse, N. Y., on S<:pteml)er 11 to 18,

1890. The premiums are very liberal,

especially those offered in the poultry

department. Five dollars is paid as first

premium on a breeding pen, with II3 for

the second best. On pairs $3 is oflfered

as the first premium, and $2 as the second

premium. Tm-keys are well provided

for, Jt5 for the J)est pair lieing offered.

The premiums offered on pigeons are JI3

for the first, and $2 for the second pre-

mium pair. No entry fees are charged

except the usual $1 membership ticket.

The English Stock-Keeper says : "Our
American cousins are evidently coming
ronnd to our system of judging, as they

are beginning to discover how utterly

worthless and unreliable is their plan of

scoring."

» •

The American Stock-Keeper upon the

same subject says : "Most every day we
meet some breeder that speaks out in favor

of judging by comparison. What does

this all mean ? Isn't there some great

fault in the present system of scoring

which is making it very unpopular? We
have always maintained that birds could

be judged with as much satisfaction, and

generally more, by comparison tlwn by

scoring. The tide is rapidly setting in

the direction of the former, and the com-
ing season will do doubt find many asso-

ciations adopting this system. 'The

world do move' in spile of the opposi-

tion of some of the old liners who in

previous years have had things all to

themselves."
*

• «

ISGeorge Eckert, of Allentown, Pa
selling out his old slock of pigeons pre-

paratory to going into blondinettes, of

which he is expecting daily from England
a fine shipment.

« •

The chief and most neces.sary points to

be observed in order to keep all kinds of

birds in gootl health are the following :

Perfect cleanliness, regular attention and
feeding at the same hour each day, a

plentiful supply of goml, appropriate and
well varied food, all unnatural dainties

being strictly withheld, pure fresh water,

constantly renewed for bathing and
drinking, light and sunshine in abund-
ance, taking care to provide sufficient

shady retreats and an equitable tempera-
ture, neither too high nor too low. Ex-
cessive heat either from the stove or the

rays of the sun is extremely hurtful, yet

even delicate birds may safely Ije accus-

tomed to a cool anrl even low tempera-
ture. Guard against drafts, damp, sud-

den and violent changes of temperature,
unsound seed, soiir food and impure
water, dirt and neglect.

• •
We had a pleasant call this week from

Mr. O. K. Sharp, secretary of the Game
Fowl Club. He sails on the Etruria for

England, where he will look in upon the
poultry shows and visit some prominent
breeders.

*
« •

lyook out for a poultry trust. Our es-

teemed contemporary, the Poultry Bulle-
tin, suggests that the State Government
should recognize and encourage the poul-
try industry by making annual appro-
priations of moneys to be awarded in

premiums to buccessful exhibitors of the
various varieties of poultry.

CAYUGA DUOK8.

Water Is Not an BBsential inan

Rearingr Them.
W. Cook in Poultry.

Ducks have made a very great head-
way these last few years. There are

more than ten times the numlier bred
and consume<I than there were eight years

ago. Even now the study of ducklings
is only a very little gone into to what it

ought to be. The breeding and bringing
up of ducklings ought to be taken up
very largely. They ought to form a

great part of the food for the millions, as

the food they consume is very cheap.
This fact should be more inducing
for people to go in for rearing them
for their own table. Ducks are not
oijy a luxury as food, but the birds are

easily reared, and can be brought up in

small spaces, that they ought to form a

prominent part in our bill of fare as an
everyday food. When I say an everyday
food, I do not wish to imply that one
should live upon ducks, but simply that
ever>- family where they have a portion
of ground at all, should hatch and bring
up a few ducklings. If they are managed
properly, and come froni good stock,
they are usually ready for the table when
thev have just turned eight weeks old,
and even the smallest should be killed at
the latest at eleven weeks old. If one has
only a small accommodation, thev can
rear several broods from March to August.
Ducks can be reared Ijetter without water
to swim in than when they have a pond.
They grow faster, fatten more quickly
and will often weigh a pound heavier at
ten weeks old if they are so brought up.
People living in towns have just as

good an opportunity of rearing ducks for
their own table as those who live in the
country. There are many good varieties
of ducks, but some are more adapted for
keeping in towns than others, and the
^".' ~8>» •' ""<- «." "•«; u^^i iwccus lor inis
purpose, as they do not show the dirt
being black ducks. This breed ought to
lie encouraged more than it is. Writers
tell us that this variety originated from
America, so of course thev must l>e goo<l
Lewis Wright, in his "Illustrated Book of
Poultry." says that they descend from
the wild duck, or mallard. Now. if they
have any mallard blood in them it comes
through the rouen blood, and not direct
from the mallard, as the rouens have
been established very many years.
For many years I have been trying ex-

periments on the crossing and re crossing
of ducks. When the rouen is crossed
with the Aylesbury many of the offspring
come black and white, and a few of them
at times come quite black. It is rather a
sooty kind of black, lacking the beetle-
green lustre. When this cross is pro-
duced it does not alter the shape of the
duck much, as the rouen and the Ayles-
bury- when pure arc very much the same
shape, though they differ entirely in
plumage. When writers descril)e" the
Cayuga ducks they usually say they are
much the same shape as the Aylesbury
Now it is said this breed originated from
America. When they were first im|>oned
into England a few of our poultry judges
as soon as they saw them, and noticed
particulariy the shaj>e and color, said at
once they were just about the same kind
of duck that we n.sad to have in England
long years ago, and which could be foun<l
in many parts of the country, esi>ecially
York.ihire. Ivincolnshire, Bedfordshire
and Huntingdonshire. I think these
were the five counties where there were
the largest nuinljer bred and kept.

I can remember as far back as thirtv-
five years ago seeing these black ducks
They were thought a great deal of by
most breeders, but those who f>ought the
ducklings for selling again (especially in
the market), objected to these black
ducks, and said they could not give so
much by three pence a head, and conse-
quently they were soon dispatched. I can
not say whether any of these were sent to
America, but they have been, or they mav

rather the other way about. I will do
all I can to encourage them, as they are
really a goo<l breed to keep for all pur-
poses, and especially where one has not
much room. Those who want to go in
for them, and like to try a few experi-
ments, need not send to America for
them, because we can produce quite as
goo<l in Ivngland.
Now if those who would like to try the

experiment of producing a fine race of
Cavuga ducks will only have a little
patience they can produce a first-class
duck by selecting the black ducks which
are produced from the Rouen-Aylesbury
cross. Thev must Imj got as large as
possible and at the same time get a very
dark Rouen duck and the largest East
Indian drake that can lie procured and
breed from the largest drakes which are
produced by the two last-named breeds.
There will he some of them come with a
brilliant plumage- a good beetle green.
Select those with the most sheen upon
their plumage and the largest frames and
re-mate them with the Rouen-Aylesbury
cross. Of course to save time, if a large
Cayuga duck can be procured, then mate
a cross East Indian and Rouen drake
with them. They may Ije a trifle smaller
than the average size the first breeding,
but the size can be gradually increased
every year if they are fed well. If those
who have bred Cayuga ducks have taken
particular notice of many of the ducks
and drakes they will have noticed a
heavy ring running from the top of the
head to about half way down the neck,
just the same shape as'that of the Rouen,
only not such a bright green. This ring
is very visible, especially in the drake.
Occa."ionally they will have a white ring
round their neck, and some of the ducks
frequently come with a few brown pen-
cilled feathers upon them, showing a dis-
tinct cross from the Ronen. In their
first adult moult they will often throw a
great many white feathers, and some-
times even when they get their first
feathers, there are symptoms of these
white patchy feathers, but if thev are
kept till they are from three to four years
old they will often moult out quite white,
almost as white as the Aylesburys. which
cviucuily points uireci 10 the kouen and
Aylesbury blood.

I am not losing sight of the fact that all
black ducks and fowls at times are liable
to moult out white feathers ; it seems na-
tural, and even the wild black bird will
sometimes do this. Ii appears to be the
ordinary course that black and white
auialgamate. For instance, the East In-
dian ducks occasionally moult out with a
few white feathers. I w'ill give the Ameri-
cans their due ; they are very clever at
reproducing various kinds of poultry and
ducks, but I cannot give them credit for
telling the public how it is done. I think,
as a rule, there is more interest taken
when one knows how certain breeds are
made or reproduced. The Cayuga ducks
are splendid layers

; as a rule they com-
mence laying eariier in the season than
any other variety, and keep on steadily
right through the season. Their eggs
vary in color like all other breeds of
ducks. Some come a creamy white while
others will come (juite blue. They uanally
lay late in the .season, and will frequently
lay a batch of eggs after they have shed
their feathers at the end of the stnnmer.
The ducklings are very hardy and

grow quickly
; they make splendid table

ducks, in some cases coining as large as
the Aylesburys, I have known them even
larger, but where the East Indian drake
lias been used that brings them rather
smaller. When great care has not been
liestowed upon them in mating their
plumage is of a very dark heavy black,
lacking the green sheen, but when they
have been carefully bred for show speci-
mens their plumage should lie black with
a nice beetle green upon them, especially
in the drakes. The head, neck and wings
show the most coloring. The drakes have
a curly feather in their tail, the same all
other breeds of ducks with the exception
of the Muscovy, and they have a straight
tail free from curis. Some people call
the beak a kind of blue black, but I like
to see them with a dark bill with a very
bright bronze green, showing almost
black. Legs should be dark. Those who
want a duck for useful pur|)oses I should

SOME DISBAS£?8 OP PIGEONS.

Their Nature and How to Treat
Them SuooessftiUy.

Among the diseases to which pigeons
are most subject, canker in the mouth
and ear holds an unpleasantly prominent
position, while its origin may lie traced

to a variety of causes, the most frequent
of which are want of cleanliness in the

loft, impure water and insufficient ven-
tilation. It appears also to lie more or

less hereditary, some strains lieing

especially subject to it, and we have
known of birds which, though showing
no signs of being themselves affected,
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not, but they were bred in the same way advise to try a pen of Cayugas as I feel
in that country. The Amprirai.o ..^^^ sure Ibfv «;ill ti«« K- Ai^„^Jl:^t^.l :.. ....in that country. The Americans soon
improved them, no doubt by using an
East Indian drake with them', as by do-
ing this they would im])rove the gloss in
their plumage. It is not my intention to
run the Cayuga race of ducks down, but

sure they will not be disappointed in the
results.

—.Save the best birds for next year's
breeding and send your culls to market
now.

have given it to every young one which
they have had to feed.

It is in our opinion decidedly con-

tagious, especially in its more active

form, and closely allied to diphtlieria.

As a case in point, we had a pair of birds

under treatment only the other day. Of
these the hen was first attacked, and
there was a profuse discharge of the too
well-known cheesy matter from one side
of the mouth, together with considerable
swelling of the head. Later on the cock
developed diphtheric roup, accompanied
by a very foul crop, but there was no dis-
charge, and this case was the more
troublesome of the two ; in short, the
safety valve, so to speak, was wanting,
and it is to this point that we desire to
draw particular attention.
Many people, directly they discover

the cheesy matter, apply a powerful lo-
tion without any other treatment. In
this way they will brobably sooner or
later check the discharge, but with the
result that the poison will be driven back
into the blood with which it has its

origin, thereby adding to its impurities
and provoking a fresh outbreak of^disease
at some future date, probably in a much
•worse form than before.
When we have a bird attacked we do

not attempt to stop the discharge at first,
contentinsr ourselves with retnov!!!" the
cheesy matter once or twice a day with
a strip of pofnted wood, taking care to
soak up any bloml that may come from
the wound with blotting paper previously
rolled up into a suitable shape in order
to prevent it running down the throat.
Our treatment commences with an ordi-
nary rhubarb pill, or half a one in the
case of the smaller varieties. This we
repeat forty-eight hours later, following
it up with halfdoses of the same every
fourth day so long as the discharge con-
tinues, feeding on sound maple peas and
giving an average of two co<l liver oil cap-
sules a day, selecting times when the
pills will lie in the least active operation.
To the immediate sources of the dis-

charge we apply no lotion, at any rate for

I

two or three days, and in the milder

I

cases such is sometimes not required at
all, the wound healing of its own accord,
thus showing that the source of the

j

trouble has been successfully overcome.
If, however, as is generally the case, the
matter continues to exude, a lotion of one
part of carlx)lic acid to ten parts of
glycerine should be applied with a small
brush twice a day to the wound from
which it comes. And the percentage of
glycerine may, if necessary, \>e subse-
quently reduced to seven or eight parts,
except in the case of particularly delicate
breeds or individual specimens. Even
then the desired result may not l)e at-
tained, for there are few diseases on
which the outcome of any particular treat-
ment is more uncertain, for we have
found that what will cure an apparently
bad ca.se in one bird will have little or no
effect upon another. Any of the remedies
recommended by various sound authori-
ties are therefore always worth a trial,
but it must lie carefully borne in mind
that a course of opening and cleansing
medicine is a most essential adjunct to the
local treatment, whatever it may be.
For canker in the ear the same treat-

ment applies, except that we prefer a
solution of sugar of lead (three grains to
the ounce), followed by a lotion of sul-
phate of zinc of like strength, as recom-
mended by Mr. Betty, in place of the car-
bolic and glycerine lotion already referred
to. This should be dropped or injected
gently into the ear, which should h)e kept
as free from the discharge as j)o.ssible.
while on no account must it be allowed
to accumulate long enough to cake and
block up the passage.—Fanciers' Gazette.

POULTRY GOSSIP.
Itema of lutorost for Both Ki-ccxlur hdiI

('oasuuior.

Special Correspoudence.

"Namquoit," who is well known to

dog and fioultry fanciers, in sjieaking of

the exhibits of poultry at the Bra<lford

show, F'ngland, says : "In Leghorns I

was not as well pleased ; their plumage
was all right, but the combs were far and
away too large and the general style

more squatty than ours. I much prefer

ours for beauty."

}:o

—

Big combs and large tails

According to some reports the brown
Leghorn of England is slowly becoming
a hash of black Spanish, game and par-
tridge Cochin. The brown I.,eghorns in

this country have no doubt decreased in

size in many sections, but most breeders
here prefer the trim, sprightly and grace-
ful small Leghorn, with a medium-sized
comb, to the heavy built Minorca-shaped
and beefy-comlied English bird. Felch
said once that if the comb and wattles
were trimmed off, the Leghorn would be
a pretty good game type. This is a
question for the Brown Leghorn Club to
discuss.

—0:0

—

Of games he writes : "In games the
English are on top of the heap. Some
of the pullets were higher in station than
our stags." Is not this craze for spindle-
legged and crane-necked birds going too
far ? The old English game needs resur-
rection .

—0:0

—

Buff Cothins did not suit our friend.
He remarked

: "The buff Cochin cock-
erels were of crand si^f an/? o«~» -r
good color. The pullets were very light
and, of course, vulture-hocked. The par-
tridge Cochin males were excellent in
coloring, size and symmetry, and females
were beautifully pencilled, but. like the
huffs, are bred with that abominable vul-
ture hock."

—0:0

—

There must lie some excuse for breed-
ing vulture hocks, if neariy all the finest
Cochins are blessed with a pair of them.
Such profuse feathering as Cochins pos-
sess can hardly be prmiuced without the
hock feathering. I„ a light Brahma it
may »)e an alroniination, but in a buff
Cochin it seems policy to treat vulture
hock with grave respect. The very fact
of disqualifying vulture hocks increases
the art of removing or remedying the de-
fects in show specimens—mechanically.
Vulture hocks may not lie fieantiful, but
they attract attention. As a Orman re-
marked at the late New York show when
he saw the English Cochins: "Yah, dose
vas funny birds, mister

; dey hev bustles
on derhips."

—0:0

—

Wyandotte,

"tell a tale."

Wilmington, Delaware, will have an
immense show this year. The energetic
and popular secretary, F. D. Brown,
writes us as follows : "Our room and
pens for exhibiting fowls this year I

think will be the finest and best arranged
of any association in the country, and if

our fair was later in the season we would
make this the jg-reat chicken show. The
season of the year is against us. Our
kennel club promises to be fine. Have
laid plans for 200 entries, but it looks as
if we might run beyond that." This
certainly looks like business. |8oo are
offered in premiums for poultry and J600
for dogs. Cattle premiums amount to
over f40oo, and horses get Jiooo in pre-
miums. Sheep, swine and other depart-
ments are liberally taken care of, and it

will take over ^20,000 to pay all premi-
ums. Nothing slow about Wilmington.
Remember the dates, September i to 6
1890.

The silver Wyandottes must have l)een
very poor according to "Namquoit."
The male binls seem to have had too large
combs, but the winner is reported to l,e
a good bird in hackle, saddle, wingbone
and tail. The females seem to have
struck him as particularly bad. too light

Jn
color, and some lieing regular moss-

backs. It would pay some American
breeder to send out a few extra silvers to
England.

—0:0—

Of golden Wyandottes the report is
meagre. It says : "The golden Wyan-
dotte males were better m coloring, but
most ha.l comb and tail enough for
three. The winners in pullets would not
score lightly under our standard." This
almost proves that the H-tmburg has
t*en used m improving

(.'j the golden

I believe it was Lewis Wright who
stated that early hatched chickens were
principally cockerels, and late hatched
ones usually protluced more pullets. This
is a very unsafe rule to depend on.
Breeding for sex is still a very unfathom-
able mystery, and probably will remain
so. This season about 75 per cent of my
Wyandotte chicks are pullets—all eariy
hatched. It was a pen of yearling hens
mated to a tw6-year-old male. Early
hatched Plymouth Rock chicks yiel ^ed
about 90 per cent cockerels. Pullets
mated to a strong cockerel constituted
this pen. From the aliove two results it

is easy to rush to conclusions, but in
another year the results might l>e re-

versed.

—0:0—
It is so with detecting the sex in eggs.

The "old chestnut" of .selecting pointed
eggs for cockerels and round eggs for
pullets is founded on the imagination
and solitary experiment of some breeder.
Experiments to be of value should be
carried on for a number of years, but we
believe the detection of the sex in eggs
will forever remain impenetrable to or-
dinary mortals. The constitution of the
egg organs <leterniine the shape of the
eggs, not the tiny germ that may be
either pullet or cockerel.

A hen will hatch eggs that an incu-
bator will* not. This some incubator
men concede, and it is to their credit
that they do. An incubator is an indispen-
sable fixture in practical poultry raising,

but for manufacturers to claim their ma-
chines superior to the hen and reporting
enormous percentages in hatching is very
misleading. No man doubts that Rankin
can hatch very large percentages in his
Monarch, or that the Thermostatic Prai-
rie State, Pineland Monitor, Eureka and
other good machines will hatch large per-
centages under expert management, but
the big.hatches are not every day occur-
rences. If .some of our incubator men
were a little more conservative, less dis-

appointment would result among those
who use the machines.

JtJDGING BY COMPARISON.
A Letter Prom Mr. G. O. Brown

on the Subject.
Special Correspoodenoe.

I received the following letter from G.
Brown, one of the best judges of poul-

O

Some men believe what is necessary
for their health is necessary for the
health of their hens also. Uncle Mike
Boyer says : "Three grains of quinine
daily to an adult fowl is an A No. i

tonic." As Boyer is an expert in the
use of this drug we will believe him.
Three grains daily would make about
three ounces of quinine for the year. At
ninety cents per ounce it would amount
to I2.75 to l>e charged against the hen.
This is expensive feeding. Better try
"Monogram" or applejack, nude. It's

cheaper and just as effective.

—0.0

—

I met a young man recently who had
charge of a lot of incubators the past
sea.son. Like hens, the incubators were
a little refractory, and eggs failed to hatch
as well as they should. He could not
get the ninety per cent hatches the books
tell about, so he sent for an expert. The
latter stood by him loyally for three
weeks, and after testing 1800 eggs clear
up to the day of hatching both the young
man and the expert were surprised to
find their efforts crowned with success.
They hatched just sixty-seven per cent or
238 chicks. This is incubator arithmetic.

Outside temperature plays such an im-
portant part in hatching eggs in incuba-
tors that it pays to have a suitable build-
ing expressly for that purpose. A well-
ventilated cellar is conceded to be the
best place, as the changes of tempera-
ture are least in such a place, and conse-
quently with intelligent management
the moisture in the air of the cellar
is apt to be more uniform. Moisture is

the little joker that determines success
or failure in hatching artificially. As the
humidity of the atmosphere varies more
in hot than in cold weather, greater care
must be taken to control it.

—0:0

—

This was forcibly explained to me this
season. A friend of mine who uses a hot
water incubator which is placed in his
cellar, succeeded in hatching over 200
•nc 7./eguOiu c'uickens during March. He
kept the outside cellar door closed, the
fresh air in the cellar being Lupplieil by
an air flue connected with the chimney.
Another hatch was due about May 15,

and the same kind of eggs and the same
amount ofmoisture was used. The chicks
began to pip on the twentieth day. but
none were able to get out of the shell it

seemed. The old gentleman who had
operated this machine was nonplussed.
Nothing daunted, however, he increased
the temperature, opened the egg drawer
slightly, and the next day found he had
165 chickens. He knew he had given too
much moisture, but could not tell why,
until he happened to think that he had
kept the outside cellar door open during
hot weather. This explained it, as the
hot air of the outside coming in contact
with the cooler air of the cellar made the
laUer moist. A good rule to follow is to
keep the cellar tightly closed when its

temperature is 60 degrees, and the outside
temperature about 60 degrees if you want
a dry cellar.

The veteran judge, G. O. Brown, told
a good story about a Hebrew fancier who
had a White Leghorn cockerel on exhi-
bition. Mr. Brown, it seems, cut the
comb of the bird severely, and this dis-

pleased the exhibitor. The latter re-

marked : "Say, Mr. Judge, vat for you
cut that comb?" Mr. Brown remarked
that the comb ha<l more than five points.

"Veil, vat does the standard say," says
the Hebrew. "Don't it say that a comb
should have five or six points. Veil,
mine ish got ten, and its vorth twice as
much. You're no judge.

"

J. H. Drevknstbdt.

—"Here, waiter, this egg is stale."
Waiter; "vStale, sir? Too bad, sir. But
such things will happen." Guest:
"Didn't I ask you for a fresh boiled egg ?"
Waiter

: "It is fresh boiled, sir. Just out
of the sauce pan."

try in the country. It gives his views on
the question ofjudging by comparison :

FKiENn Drkvbnstrdt: I just read in The
Fanciers' Journai, your remarks on 'Compari-
son Judg^ing" with much interest. I do not go so
far aa to say that a competent judge cannot easily
select the winners without resorting to any bcot-
iug. You and 1 know they can ; but one great
point in favor of the scoring system is where
there are several birds of quite uniform quality
the owners of those birds who do not win first
prize hnve a chance to compare points, and can
take the score cards, compare points and ascer-
tain to their satisfaction whether the judge has
been careful in his work. To exhibitors who
may not be fuHy posted the score card poinU out
the imperfections of the birds. The societies are
to blame for the length of time that intervenes
at the shows before the awards can be put up
for they compel the judges to score every speci-
men that is not disqualified, whereas the judge
is obliged to handle a majority in every class
that do not stand a chance. Judging would be
greatly facilitated at our shows by allowing the
judges to score only those they know would have
a chance for the prizes ./f,v>/, then send in their
report and afterwards handle those that were
simply worth scoring for a record for their own-
ers. But this plan " would even make endless
trouble, for the owners of many birds that
couldn't -get there- would at once stand up on
their hind legs and howl. Perhaps in your ex-
perience you have observed neariy all of the
trouble and kicks judges have to contend with
come from men who are not thoroughly posted,
and the less .so the more vigorous the kicker At
the fall agricultural fairs we are all obliged to
judge by comparison-though I have handled
birds at these fall shows which were half Hedged
that had been scored two -wetks previous at an
agricultural fair in the nineties. I do not know
whether there is any more diaaatisfacUon rcsult-
inir rrnm th«. *iiH«v{««.w t... . : - .. -

-. --./--»-..» -J ..^'upai isuu ut tficae tail
shows than there is from scoring at the winter
shows. At a majority of the large poultry shows
It IS a rare thing for turkeys or acqiiatic fowls to
be scored, so when we consider all these facts
one can but admit there is a proper incentive to
have the method tried Judging by comparison
must, however, be governed by the statutatd, and
specimens .should be handled the same as scoring,
and more than mere typical shape of the breed
and surface color should govern the awards. One
trouble I fear will occur where there are recog-
nized strains ofany breed that differ, one being,
for instance, compact, chunky, with medium
legs, and another more rangy, "nicky" and
"IfgRy'-will be one judge may lean to one of
these types. Had we an /Vira/cut that properly
displayed the characteristic or typical shape of
each individual breed, there would be no trouble
—but then, my boy, we haven't, hence the
henceness. New York will be a good pUce to
make the new departure, and the poultry world
will await the verdict with trating breath.

Fraternally yours,

(1. O. Brown.
It will thus be seen that the "old

judge" is willing to try the experiment
of having a show judged by comparison.
He makes the same arguments in favor
of score cards that have been advanced
from time to time, but which are, how-
ever, more theoretically than practically
correct. I have seen breeders who were
"not well posted" ponder over the .score
cards to find "which was which." Scor-
ing at fall shows is impracticable, except
as an approximate or possible value of a
bird in points. I met a pair of white
Cochin chicks at a fall show that were
half grown, yet they were scored a week
before over 93 points each. Hundreds
of birds are scored in the fall at breeders'
yards by judges, and sold on their scores
that fail to reach the same score in the
show room a few months later by a large
majority. The extreme gratification a
breeder feels when a judge scores his
birds high at home is often rudely dis-
pelled when the same judge cuts the life
out of them at the first show he meets
them. This is another little but not un-
common vice that must be laid at the
door of the score canl. I knew of a case
where birds were hastily scored in the
nineties by a judge io please the breeder.
Well, it pleased the latter, but it was a
piece of humbug and deceit. As an edu-
cational process it was a sublime failure.
However, Brother Brown, next winter
the ball will roll, and may the fwst sys-
tem win. J. H. Drevenstki>t,
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(^OLOR OF liEaS IN FoWLS.

The leg coloring of a fowl is in a thin

skin, like bloom, that covers the scales

of the shanks and toes. This coloring

varies in its shading according to the

breed and condition of the fowls. In the

black Spanish and Hamburg it is either

black or lead color ; in the game it is

either willow, slate or pink—rarely, if

ever, yellow, sometimes black. The La

Fleche and Creve Coeurs have black legs.

Tlie Cochins, Brahnias and Leghorns

have yellow shanks generally. The
Dominiques yellow or white. The Hou-
dans have white legs ; also the Dorkings.

The bantams have blue or slate-colored

legs. Towards fall there comes a change

over the birds. Their plumage grows

rusty, and the bright orange legs fade out

as the season advances toward the second

moult. Especially is this true of the per-

sistent layers. Often and again have I

been disappointed in my fine yellow-

legged birds of early spring, for as the

season advances and they pile the eggs

np the legs gradually bleach out until

they liecome by August a pale flesh, or,

as is generally termed, white. The bloom
is washed off, and in a I^eghorn is almost
a certain indication of a good layer.

Cocks' legs frequently l>ecome scurvy or
rough, an unbecoming feature, which
seldom wears off. Cocks' legs seldom
bleach out, but while-legged hens, at a
certain portion of the year must l>e tol-

erated, for we cannot dispense with good
layers even to give place to the show
bird. Much of the fading out is owing
to thinness of flesh, the excess of feed
beyond the natural stamina of the l)odily

strength being al)sorl)ed in the protluqtion
of eggs.

But when the feathers drop and the
bird stops laying, there comes a change
with the new dress ; the muscles give
way in their firmness, the skin l)ecomes
intMt^ anfi flnhSv in th#» r»r^r»orof ir»n a**A

cutting of the new feathers. This is a
delicate period for the hen that has in-

dustriously spent her summer and spring
months in supplying her owner with
fresh-laid eggs. Some birds do not mind
this change at all, particularly those that
have lounged their time away, eaten the
provender and then sat on the nest for it

to digest. They are always in good con-
dition, and the new coat comes to them
with no drain on the vitality, for that has
not been drawn on. The neglected
poultry yard presents a forlorn aspect at
all sea.sons, but as cold weather ap-
proaches the badly cared for fowls are
endeavoring to grow the new covering
on the scant provender allowed by their
owners. Fowls that are worth keeping
at all are worth keeping well. There is

a difference in breeds, and when the
breed is chosen that answers to our need,
the thing is to make them comfortable
if any profit is expected to be derived
therefrom.
The daily toil and constant plodding of

life may be relieved by the care of a few
fine, nicely kept fowls. There is no rest
for the wearied thought like that which is

Iwrrowed from close communion with
nature and the ways and means by which
she adapts to our requirements. There
are many avenues open in which we may
study these ways. Pov^ls form an inter-
esting feature, and the love and rearing
of them should be encouraged. There is

no place where they show to so great an
advantage as in the farmer's yard and
buildings, ne\-ertheless he is the last mnii
to exhibit an encouraging interest in
them. The majority of our fine show
birds are reared by people of cities and
villages, having a small acreage.

In leghorns, either brown or white,
the whitest ear-lol)ed bird is apt to pos-
sess the palest colored leg, often a pale
lemon that fades to flesh color. The deep
orange tint will fade with egg production,

jand yet the deep orange lint with Ihe red
stripe down the shank indicates more 1

frequently the lietter layers. Goo<l '

rangers always make the best table fowls.
The flesh of the indolent bird is tough,
coarse and stringy. It requires an epi-
cure to decide.
To .^ome anything that wears feathers

is chicken, and the larger the bird so
much the better, since it supplies the
greater amount of food. Not so with all.
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A delicate morsel fitted for the invalid or
the refined palate, is chicken to some,
while the ordinary taste cannot discrimi-
nate beyond the greater quantity fur-

nished, and called chicken. Small, pure-
bred birds, have small Ixxlies and sweet,
tender, juicv flesh. By the majority yel-

low-skinned birds often possess the tough-
est flesh, especially the flesh of the large
birds. Turkeys, when fatted on corn,
have a pale yellow skin, while the leg
coloring is either bronze, black or pink.
A yellow leg is not becoming to a blick
bird, and is out of place. Slate or blue is

is more in accordance.—The Country
Gentleman.

ASSOCIATION MEETHTQ.

The Pennsylvania Poultry Society

Convenes at Reading.

The Pennsylvania State Poultry Asso-

ciation held a meeeting at Reading on
Wednesday afternoon. Those in attend-

ance were M. S. Sprout, of Carlisle,

President; I. C. B. Sands. Pottsville, Vice

President; N. G. Temple, Pocopson,

Secretary; H. W. Vahle, Philadelphia,

Treasurer; M. S. Sprout, N. G. Temple,

W. S. Miller, Reading; A. H. Andres,

Kulpsville; E. A Dempwolf, York,

Executive Committee. The object ofthe
meeting was to arrange plans for giving
out cups and other prizes that may l)e

awarded at poultry shows during the year,
and to make application for a charter.
It was stated that an unusually large
number of bench and poultry showe will
be held in this State this year, and that
a renewed interest is lieing taken in the
affairs of the association. The object of
the a.ssociation is to encourage and
promote improvement in the breeding
and management of poultry, pigeons and
game. A resolution adopted by the so-
ciety will be presented to the Legislature
asking for aid from the State at the next
session of that )x)dy. The states of
New York and New Jersey make annual
appropriations for this purpose. The
members intend to work in harmony
with agricultural societies of the Stale.
The next meeting will be held at Harris-
burg in January.

HOW'S THIS FOR EXPRESSAGE .'

Mr. Gilbert's Costly Experience in

Having Birds Sent Across
the Big Pond.

Editor Fancier.s' Journai,.

Sir: As I see quite a discussion re-

garding extortionate express charges, let

me give you a little recent experience.

In July I bought five pairs of white fans

(ten birds) in England. They were
shipped from Liverpool, five hens in one
box, and five cocks in another. The
hens were together, but the cocks were
partitionetl off from each other. The
two boxes weighed over 150 pounds

!

Just think of it ! Ten little birds in over
150 pounds of boxing. The shipper
seemed to want to make the Ijoxes just
as heavy as jwssible, for even the parti-
tions between the little cocks were strong
enough to hold a cow. It cost me just

I47.95 and |2 for telegrams to get those
birds over, to say nothing of what
they cost me originally. I don't want to
scare off any brother fancier from im-
porting, but I give this recent experience
for the benefit of those who have the im-
porting fever. Frank M. Giubkrt.
EvANSviu,E, Ind., Aug. 12, 1890.

Function of the Qizzard.

Fowls swallow their food, broken or
not. and it enters the crop or first stomach,
and remains in it until it lias l)econie sofl-
ened, more or le.ss, when a small cjuantity
at a time, just as grain runs into a grist
mill, is forced into the gizzard among the
gravel stones. This gizzard is a strong
masculine stomach, and plays night and
day, when there is a grist to grind, simi-
lar to Ijcllows, contracting and expanding,
thus forcing the gravel stones into the
grain and breaking it to fragments, and
triturating the whole mass, after which it

is in a suitable condition to l)e quickly
digested.—The Farmer's Journal.

THE RIVAL ASSOOIATIONS.

A Letter ft-om the President of the

Incorporated S. O. P. & P. S. A.

Editor Fancikr.s' Journal,.

Sir : I notice Mr. Ross A Smith has a

card in the poultry journals headed "To
the Poultry Breeders and Fanciers of

America." In reply I would state a few

facts that perhaps would enlighten my
brother fanciers as regards the status of

the two associations. Notice Charleston, S.

C, News and Courier, January 25, 1890, in

which the article appears :
" The South

Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion, at their annual meeting last evening,

elected the following officers : President,

Ross A. Smith ; treasurer, Glenn E.

Davis ; secretary, Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr.

;

Executive Committee, F^l^er Blodgett, W.
L. Bicase, of Charleston, S. C; John A.

Grayham, of Chester, S. C; A. H. Kohn,
of Prosperity, S. C; Dr. S. T. Lea, of

Cokesbury, S. C; B. F. Perry, of Green-
ville, S. C, and C. F. Erwin, of Spartan-

burg, S. C." Mr. Ross A. Smith in his

card claims there has been no change "in
its management, memliership or legal
status."

Note the following change in its man-
agement and membership : The following
gentlemen have resigned—Glenn E
Davis and other Charleston members and
Messrs. Graham and Erwin. The follow-
ing gentlemen have been expelled by Mr.
Smith's expulsion act : Messrs. Kohn,
Perry and Lea (by the way Messrs. Cal-
houn and Grayham have declined to serve
on his new executive committee). Still,

brother fanciers, Mr. Smith gives to the
world no change in management or mem-
bership. Now as regards to his lx>asted
membership and legal status, why brother
fanciers, there are not 300 fanciers in the
state, much less in Charleston (when I

say fanciers. I do not mean every mer-
chant that pays or gives Jti.oo which con-
fttittit^c hi?n H nietnberV As rcsri's *'^

his association legal status, it has none.
There is but one legal poultry and pet stock
association in this state, and that is the
South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock As-
sociation, incorporatedJune 23, i890,under
the laws of the State of South Carolina,
(capital stock, I3000), and not as Mr.
Smith would have it appear—a "private
corporation," but a state association
backed by the leading fanciers of the
whole state, having stockholders in every
county (even Charleston) in the state (3.5
counties).

Yours fraternally,

Stephen T. Lea.
Cokesbury, S. C, Aug. 12, 1890.

Purchasing Birds.

In every case, whether one buys a large

and valuable bird, such as a talking par-

rot, or a number of small ones, such as

ornamental finches, attention should Ije

given in the first place to the following

indications of health : Each bird should
appear gay and sprightly, and have the
vivacity natural to it. The plumage
must be smooth and dainty, the abdomen
especially must not be soiled, the eyes
must be bright and clear, not dull or dim,
the nostrils neither stuffed up nor dirty,
nor must the breastbone project sharply.
The bird must not sit dull and motion-
less, with ruffled or puffy plumage, must
not be out of breath when at rest, nor
occasionally utter a moaning sound, as
this latter .sign indicates inflammation of
the lungs.

If the alxjve signs of good health are
not absent there is no danger in battered
plumage, want of tail and very djrty
feathers, more particularly with very wild
insectivorous birds, as with such birds
the best proof of health is the plumpness
of the body, thinness is always a sus-
picious sign with them, and in that con-
dition they require careful nursing, even
should all other indications of health te
there.

—"Mamma, won't you please ask Dr.
Doce to look at my little sick ducklings ?"

Mrs. Reddy : "No, no ; run away ! Dr.
Doce isn't a bird doctor." "Well, papa
said last night he was a quack doctor."

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL.
Dubbing Qames.

Dubbing, it is hardly necessary to say,

is the removal of comb, wattles and the

earlobes. That excellent publication,

the Ohio Poultry Journal, says :

Stags should be dubbed when they are

about six months old, or the time when
the comb has acquired full size, for a

Seat appearance. If dubbeil at an earlier

age the comb will not be so smooth ; it

will grow more or less and be wrinkled,

and will not spread evenly with the me-
dian fissure. If for the pit, the comb
should not be cut close, and a month or
two earlier would be more advantageous.
The bird should be held by an assist-

ant. Some cnt from front to back, but
this is immaterial. The head being
turned over and held by the comb, the
wattles should be cut with sharp scissors
of a slightly curved form. The cut
should commence at the back and come
forward to the front of the head.
The wattle should not be pulled while

being cut ; if it is it will show a jagged
and irregular edge. A long, straight, and
smooth cut is best, leaving a narrow strip
of skin along the center of the underjaw

;

this strip is important to preserve for if it

be cut away the throat is bare<l and a large
portion is exposed ; this heals slowly and
becomes uneven. After the wattles are
removed the earlobes should l>e taken off
with a single clean cut for each, care being
taken to include as much of the earlobe
as possible without injuring the orifice.

The bird should l)c turned over and the
scissors placetl at the back ofthe comb as
close as possible to the head, then closed
and the comb cut off with one smooth,
steady cut toward the point of the beak.
It is unnecessary to apply anything to the
bleeding parts unless it bleetfs proTu.sely

;

then some powdered alum or jjerchloride
of iron sprinkled over them. The bird's
head may be placed under a hydrant or
pouring water, and cooped away from
other birds until the cuts are healed.
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Rumplesa Fowls.

Rumpless fowls, says that eminent au-

thority on poultry, Lewis Wright, is a

race of fowls without tails and which
breed thus with great certainty, they
have been known for some hundreds of
years. They are not only destitute of
tail feathers but it is found on plucking
that the caudal projection, irrevently de-
nominated by many carvers "the par-
son's nose," and from which the tail

grows, is utterly wanting ; while on still

further investigation by dissection it is

discovered that even the spine itself is

deficient in the final vertebrft. These
peculiarities have lieconie so strongly
fixed by long descent that a rumpless
fowl cros-sed with any other almost always
produces a vast majority of rumpless
chickens. Hence, given a purely-bred
rumpless fowl and it is easy to establish a
rumpless breed of any character which
may be desired, and by this means rump-
less Polish, rumpless bantams, etc., have
been produced. The cross-bred birds,
however, are far less certain to reproduce
their kind.

—Sprinkling the nests with diluted car-
bolic acid will aid materially in keeping
down vermin.

—A hen pays in proportion to the num-
ber of eggs she produces ; therefore it is

an item to feed so as to secure plenty of
eggs-

—The scraps from the table soaked in
sweet milk until soft make a good feed
for young turkeys, especially in the sum-
mer.

—In buying birds, breeding pens or
eggs write to those who advertise and
have reputations to uphold. You will
have to pay the value of vonr stock but
you will not get cheated.

—The poultry-house nee<i not lie ex-
pensive. It should, if convenient, be
placed iu the orchard and l)e far enough
from the house to avoid the unpleasant
odors that arises during the summer.

— It is an item to have the hens moult
fairly early. They will not lav until
after moulting, and if delayed until late a
good time to -secure eggs will Ije lost.
From the time cold weather sets in until
spring is a good time to secure eggs.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

McLeay, reg. H 242, is first of the Bos-

ton birds to arrive at home from the start

in Watford, Out., Monday morning. The
bird was found in the lofl Tuesday, and
reported by mail that evening. Its owner
is Henry Wagner. The distance is 535
miles. The bird was so exhausted that it

was unable to fly at all the next day after

its return.

A second bird liberated at Watford,
Ont., has been heard from. It was shot on
Tuesday, at Geneva, N. Y., by J. B. Cor-
yell, of Romulus, N. Y. Mr. Coryell

writes : "We saw the pigeon alight on the
track, and four or five of the boys took
their guns and started for it. I got the

flrst shot and killed it, for which I am
very sorry. We had a big storm of wmd
and rain here on Monday, and the bird

probably got astray in it." The bird is

J. H., 240, and is owned by Mr. John
Hicks, of Allstoii, Mass. The storm in

central New York on Monday, the day of
the start, explains the delay of the birds'

arrival at home.
*

« •

A bird was recently shot under curious
circumstances, if the date given is cor-

rect, and the answer as to what the other
marks and by which the bird is to be
identified were. H. C. P. Horton, deputy
clerk of the Monroe County (Tenn.)
Court, under date of the 6lh inst., writes :

"It becomes my sad duty to report the
death of your pigeon bearing upon its
pinions, among other inscriptions, the
following: 'If caught or shot report to
Starr. %! South Third .Street. Philadel-
phia, Pa.' It came to its untimelv and
cruel death from the effects of a gunshot
wound inflicted by a mountain sports
man in the .Seventeenth Civil District of
this (Monroe) county, Flast Tennessee, on
the Allegheny range of mountains, by a
man of the name of John C. Duncan, on
the 23d day of May, 1890. The bird lit,

perhaps to enjoy a few moments' rest
after its long an<l wearisome flight, in the
top of a tree, when its flight and its life
was ended as before stated. Mr. Magill,
who is a candidate for re-election to the
office of county court clerk of this
county, came across the man who shot
the pigeon during his recent canvass of
the county and obtaine<l possession of
one of the wings of the bird—the right
wing—and, as he is verv busy now, re-
quests me to write in accordance with the
request upon the wing. He desires to
know the particulars of the bird's travels
etc."

through an open window to a room they
had occupied while waiting and began
housekeeping arrangements in one corner
of it. Why the six birds of Mr. Caldwell
should not have been started for home is

a mystery, unless we find out that the
air was too heavy for traveling in com-
fort. These birds have all flown from 452
miles, three covering the distance in the
day.

«
» «

One of the two birds of the Virtue Club
of this city, liberated in Pensacola, Fla.,

July 15, has been heard from as within a

day's journey of home. On Sunday Bell-

view, owned by John McFadden, was a

prisoner in Charlotte County, Va., and on
Wednestlay was reportetl from the caught
or shot stamp on its wings to the race

secretary in this city. The bird has been
ordered liberated. Bellview is one of the

two birds that spent the night at Shell

Mound, Tenn., the third day after leaving

Pensacola, and in the morning went away
towards the South, when it was surmised
that it had started north on the wrong
side of the mountains, and, finding it

impossible to cross them, was on its way
around the other course. Bellview had
Ijeen flown only from Danville, 323 miles,

before l>eing sent to Pensacola, and is,

therefore, now for {he first time within

known territory

• »

The English Stock-Keeper says that in

connection with the Belgian National
fetes on .Saturday, July 19, at 5 o'clock,

A. M., 3748 pigeons were set at liberty at

Dax, France, the first to enter the loft

Ijelonging to Monsieur Jolly, of Verviers,

(Belgium), and Rockstael, Brussels, at

6.30 P. M., with a velocity of iioo metres
pci uiinute. Only fourieen pigeons were
able to get home the first day, owing to

the bad state of the weather. Before 2

o'clock the next morning, however, the

400 winners got safely home.

cording to map, for home. I noticed one mottled
dark colored one with red ou shoulders who
seemed very vigorous, making big attempU to

get out just after sunrise. I fancy this bird took
the lead, although they alt flew about alike and
together a.s far as I could see them. I watched
them until they were out of sight, going in a
northeasterly direction. It is ray wish together
with my friends he^ that they may come safely
home. I would be pleased to hear from you
concerning these birds, as I feel a lively interest
in their welfare.

The birds as you can see from the above
have had the best of attention, and if any-
thing approaching this distance (1093
miles) has ever been made by a pigeon,
why surely some one of this splendid
batch of birds should return to tell the
tale. That they have to run a gauntlet of
gunners is too evident from the several
accounts received of birds being shot
that were liberated at Shreveport. La.
The morning the Quaker City Club birds
were liljerated and about thirty miles
from the starting point we learn the whole
flock of .seven were shot into by a negro,
and some were killetl; how many we have
have not been able to ascerUin. This
will probably account for the non -arrival

ofthe birds. Again a gentleman writes
from Shreveport: "I noticed a strange
pigeon among my flock for some days,
and on the 27th I shot at the bird, slightly

wounding it. The birtl turned out to be
one of two birds liberated at that place
the day previous. Blue Cock, reg., No.
191 and owned by Wm. Hargraves, of the
Fanciers' Club of Philadelphia. The bird
is »>eing well taken care of and as the
wound is only slight, it will probably re-

cover and try it once more." The same
day at Benton, La., another was shot
from a house top. As yet we have not been

PIOBON NEWS.
Doinjjs in the Various Homing

Olubs—Personal Gossip.
special Correspondence.

I hear the Active Club is at Manassas
Junction, Va., with their young birds.

We wish them Ijetter luck than they had
last year.

The Jersey Five Homing Club are go-
ing slowly along with their youngsters,
and will follow out their schedule, which
brings them to Washington about Sep-
tember 14.

I understand there is in contemplation
a great young bird race between the
Jersey Five and Newark's Five for prizes
and a banquet.

Messrs. Verrinder, Spangebl and Ben-

»
« •

The curious part is that a bird bearing
the caught and shot stamp should Ije

found to the west of the Allegheny Moun-
tains at a date which was really the open-
ing of the season. Up to that time the
only birds lilierated were from stations to
the east of the mountains. To have
found its way to Monroe County it must
have crossed three lofty ranges, a matter
of so much difficulty that it was hardly
done from choice.

A Berlin dispatch says that the quick-

est time on record made by a carrier

pigeon belongs to a bird which was sent
from here on Sunday last, at 6.30 o'clock
in the morning, to Metz, and returned
with an answer at 5 o'clock on Monday
afternoon. The distance from Berlin to

Metz is 370 miles.

* •

«
* *

The six birds of Mr. A. J. Cadwallader,
Yardley, shipped the last Monday in
July to Charlotte, N. C, 471 miles, to try
for distance in the day, were liberated at

7 o'clock the morning of the 7th inst.,
but evening found them still there. Mr.
M. J. Pegram, Jr., promises to try to
catch them again and give them a
fresh start. Old fanciers will remember
when the Keyport birds, including Baby
Mine, Atlanta and Lost One. were sent
to this same station, Charlotte, their
basket was kept in an upper room of a
hotel, from the roof of which the birds
were let go. Certain of the bir<ls went
away at once, but one pair remained al)out
the town for a while, and finally returned

Twelve birds owned by the Newark's
Five were shipped in sealed baskets to

Mississippi City, Miss., August 5. The
entry was : George H. Bowerman, three

;

W. B. Garrabrant, three ; William Ben-
uert, three, and Benjamin Elwell, three.

They were as fine a lot of birds as ever
were sent for liljeration, all cocks, and in

the pink of condition. Mr. Bowerman
writes : "My three birds have done 500
miles twice, and if previous performances
are any guarantee of gameness and
quality we should do the journey, and if

we are anything we are sanguine."

sblc to iiuu out wlittl bird it is, most
likely the other entry of Wm. Hargraves
from Gallatin County, III. We learn that a
farmer's attention was attracted to what
he supposed was a wild dove sitting on
a wheat shock. He fired and slightly

wounded it in both wings. It turns out to
be a B. C. C. 1293, owned by Alex. Fuerst,
a member of the Quaker City Club, and
is one of the seven birds loosed at

Shreveport, La., on June 22. This
wholesale slaughter of our birds is simply
disgusting, and no matter where you go
the "pot hunter " seems to l>e always on
the alert. This bird shot in the southren
part of Illinois is about 160 miles off his

direct course, and as he is wounded in

both wings, it would have a very slim
show of reaching its loft by flight. It is

at the disposal of the owner.

»
* «

The following letter gives the particu-

lars of arrival and lil>eration ;

Mississippi City, Miss., August 9, 1890.

J. C. CoHley, Philadelphia. f\i.

Dkar Sir : The pigeons arrived here yester-
day. As -soon as they came I cleane<l out the
can and gave them plenty of fresh drinking
water. They seemed very thirsty As 1 put
some tin cups inside the basket they all had a
good chance to drink freely, which they did. I

also gave them plenty of feed, but they did not
eat much. I noticeil at 6.30 last evening several
of them were sleeping ; the balance were busy
arranging their feathers. They were undislurbeu
last night and I had the basket where they had
an unobstnicled view of the rising sun. The
morning is beautiful, a very light breeze almost
south, and cleat . I gave them plenty more fresh
water and put a gallon pan inside the basket,
which they seemed to enjoy. I gave them their
liberty at 7 A. M. They made a direct line, ac-

Transfers of Stock.

From the loft of Theodore P. Green,
Woodbury, N. J., i—To William Ger-
lach, 159 Johnson Street, Buffalo, N. Y.,
Nos. 154, 155, 15.8, T P G and M 168 G.
2—To W. E. Russell, Queliec, Ont., Nos
172, 146, 147 T P G and M 1709. 3—To
John Liebold. Baltimore. Md., Nos. 126
and 169 T P G.

—Even in summer fresh earth is al-
most a necessity in a dust bath. It
affords the poultry the best means of
cleaning themselves of lice that can be
readily provided.

—When fattening geese, give a mixture
of corn and wheat. Tliey should also have
a cooked mess twice a day of potatoes,
turnips, chopped clover, cabbage and
onions—one or all—as green footl is es-
.sential. Add a small quantity of salt
and some water.

—One of the best preparations for win-
ter that can l>e made at this time is to
gather up and store away a good supply of
road dust to use during the winter. Dry
earth or dust is almost a necessity during
the winter, an<l a supply can be more
readily obtained now than any other time.
Store in boxes or barrels.—St. Ix>uis
Republic.

nert paid us a flying visit at the meeting
ofthe Executive and Concourse Commit-
tees, and went over a few ofthe Philadel-
phia lofts during their short sUv and had
a very enjoyable tiiAe. Spangeh'l and Ben-
uert drove a four-in-hand through Fair-
mount Park in company with two Phila-
delphia fanciers and expressed their ad-
miration of the beautiful scenery. Span-
gehl especially enjoyed the trip.
Henry G. Williams, of Providence, R.

I., will send a basket of young birds to
Bordentown, N. J , to fly for record Au-
gust 17 or the first favorable day. The
aistancc is 206 miles.

A. M. Wood's loft is complete, and he
is now busy settling his birds to their
new quarters. He proposes making
someone hustle with youngsters in the
Concourse race.

The Concourse race for young birds
will take place Saturday, October 4, when
the gunners are through with reed and
rail birds. Watchers will lie available on
that day. We have some splendid weather
in the early part of October as a general
mle.
The prizes for the race should be worth

about two hundred dollars, and should be
one tr» fivp th»> firat »-«f <"r>nr»» <n<i.....;__ ^tr

the most valuable one.
An entrance fee of twenty-five cents

per bird no doubt will be charged for
birds competing for prizes. Five first-
class diplomas will be awarded to the first
five returns.
New York, Newark and vicinitv intend

making the race hot for the Philadelphia
boys in the young bird race. However,
we'll be on deck. Some of the lofts are
starting out with thirty or forty birds.

Mr. James Work is sending seven
pairs of choice young homers to his son
m Colorado.
The Randolph Club has been to Man-

assas with youngsters. They fly for
rcconi from Orange Court House, Va.,
Aupst 23. SchaSer and Hutt, of this
club, got a complete cleaning out at Bay
View. It's too close to Baltimore for a
successful flight. Chasis is considered
far enough on this side. It is also a de-
sirable liberating station. Odenton, Md.,
should be the next journey.

T. M. Rivel, of West Philadelphia, has
built a handsome loft in his yard, and
will join the Belmont Club. He has
some fine youngsters from the best birds
of Conley and Shepherd. He will try a
few in the concourses this fall.

About three weeks ago a B. C. C, 2633,
owned by P. W. Krou.se, wandered into
the medical department of the United
States Army at Little Rock, Ark., injured
in some way. It is one of the seven
birds that %as liberated at Shreveport,
La., June 22 last.

"Walnuts for Turkeys.
A writer in a London paper says under

this head : "I stated last week that in

former days tame turkeys were fed with
walnuts to give them the taste of wild
turkeys. In Italy turkeys are always
fattened with walnuts. Thirty days be-
fore a turkey is to l)e killed one walnut
is stuffed down his throat. Each day he
is given an additional walnut, and on the
twenty-ninth day he has twenty-nine
walnuts. He is then immensely fat. I
have often wondered why our turkey
'breeders do not adopt the plan."

—"Did you see the feathers fly off that
bird when I fired V remarked one sports-
man to another. "Yes." replied the
other, "I saw them fly off—with the
bird."
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(JOLOR OF liEGS IN ffOWLS.

The leK coloring of a fowl is in a thin

skin, like bloom, that covers the scales

of the shanks and toes. This coloring

varies in its shading according to the

breed and condition of the fowls. In the

black Spanish and flaniburg it is either

black or lead color ; in the game it is

either willow, slate or pink—rarely, if

. ever, yellow, sometimes black. The La

Fleche and Creve Coeurs have black legs.

The Cochins, Brahmns and Leghorns

have yellow shanks generally. The
Dominiqnes yellow or white. The Hou-

dans have white legs ; also the Dorkings.

The bantams have blue or slate-colored

legs. Towards fall there comes a change

over the birds. Their plumage grows

rusty, and the bright orange legs fade out

as the season advances toward the second

moult. Especially is this tnie of the f)er-

sistent layers. Often and again have I

been disappointed in my fine yellow-

legged birds of early spring, for as the

season advances and they pile the eggs

up the legs gradually bleach out until

they become by August a pale flesh, or,

as is generally termed, white. The bloom
is washed off, and in a Leghorn is almost
a certain indication of a good layer.

Cocks' legs frequently become scurvy or
rough, an unbecoming feature, which
seldom wears off. Cocks' legs seldom
bleach out, but while-legged hens, at a
certain portion of the year must l)e tol-

erated, for we cannot dispense with good
layers even to give place to the show
bird. Much of the fading out is owing
to thinness of flesh, the excess of feed
beyond the natural stamina of the Inxlily

strength being alworlied in the production
of eggs.

But when the feathers drop and the
bird stops laying, there comes a change
with the new dress ; the muscles give
way in their firmness, the skin J)ecomes
loose and flabby in the preparation and
cutting of the new feathers. This is a
delicate period for the hen that has in-

dustriously spent her summer and spring
months in supplymg her owner with
frcsh-^laid eggs. Some birds do not mind
this change at all, particularly those that
have lounged their time away, eaten the
provender and then sat on the nest for it

to digest. They are alwaj-s in good con-
dition, and the new coat comes to them
with no drain on the vitality, for that has
not l)een drawn on. The neglected
poultry yard presents a forlorn aspect at
all sea-sons, but as cold weather ap-
proaches the badly cared for fowls are
endeavoring to grow the new covering
on the scant proveniler allowed by their
owners, p'owls that are worth keeping
at all are worth keeping well. There is

a difference in breeds, and when the
breed is chosen that answers to our need,
the thing is to make them comfortable
if any profit is exjiected to be derived
therefrom.
The daily toil and constant plo<1ding of

life may be relieved by the care of a few
fine, nicely kept fowls. There is no rest
for the wearicn thought like that which is

borrowed from close communion with
nature and the ways and means by which
she adapts to our reqiiirenients. There
are many avenues open in which we may
study these ways. Fowls form an inter-
esting feature, and the love and rearing
of them should be encouraged. There is

no place where they show to so great an
advantage as in the farmer's yard and
buildings, nevertheless he is the last man
to exhibit an encouraging interest in
them. The majority of our fine show
birds are reared by people of cities and
villages, having a small acreage.

In I/eghorns, either brown or white,
the whitest ear-lol)ed bird is apt to pos-
.scss the palest colored leg, often a pale
lemon that fades to flesh color. The deep
orange tint will fade with egg prwluction,
and yet the deep orange tint with the red
stripe down the shank indicates more
frequentlv the l)etter layers. Good
rangers always make the best table fowls.
The flesh of the indolent bird is tough,
coarse and stringy. It requires an epi-
cure to decide.

To some anything that wears feathers
is chicken, and the larger the bird sf)

much the better, since it supplies the
greater amount of food. Not so with all.

A delicate morsel fitted for the invalid or
the refined palate, is chicl«eu to some,
while the ordinary taste cannot discrimi-
nate lieyond the greater quantity fur-

nished, and called chicken. Small, pure-
bre<l birds, have small l»odies and sweet,
tender, juicy flesh. By the majority yel-
low-skinned birds often possess the tough-
est flesh, especially the flesh of the large
birds. Turkeys, when fatted on corn,
have a pale yellow skin, while the leg
coloring is either bronze, black or pink.
A yellow leg is not becoming to a black
bird, and is out of place. Slate or blue is

is more in accordance.—The Country
Gentleman.

THE RIVAL ASSOCIATIONS.

ASSOCIATION MEETING.

The Pennsylvania Poultry Society

Convenes at Readingr.

The Pennsylvania State Poultry Asso-

ciation held a meeetiug at Reading on
Wednesday afternoon. Those in attend-

ance were M. S. Sprout, of Carlisle,

President; I. C. B. Sands, Pottsville, Vice

President; N. G. Temple, Pocopsou,

Secretary; H. VV. Vahle, Philadelphia,

Treasurer; M. S. Sprout, N. G. Temple,

W. S. Miller, Reading; A. H. Andres,

Kulpsville; E. A, Dempwolf, York,

Executive Committee. The object ofthe
meeting was to arrange plans for giving
out cups and other prizes that may Ije

awarded at poultry shows during the year,
and to make application for a charter.
It was stated that an unusually large
number of Ijench and poultry showe wfll
be held in this State this year, and that
a renewed interest is being taken in the
affairs of the association. The object of
the association is to encourage and
promote improvement in the breeding
and management of poultry, pigeons and
game. A resolution adopted by the so-
ciety will be presented to the Legislature
asking for aid from the State at the next
session of that body. The states of
New York and New Jersey make annual
»r....— »..:..•: ^.. .- r--^ »i.:- . ...— _. '*^»

members intend to work in harmony
with agricultural societies of the State.
The next meeting will be held at Harris-
burg in January.

HOWS THIS FOR EXPRESSAGE .'

Mr. Gilbert's Costly Experience in

Haviner Birds Sent Across
the Big Pond.

Editor Fancikrs' Journai,.

Sir: As I see quite a discussion re-

garding extortionate express charges, let

me give you a little recent experience.

In July I bought five pairs of white fans

(ten birds) in England. They were
shipped from Liverpool, five hens in one
box, and five cocks in another. The
hens were together, but the cocks were
partitioned off from each other. The
two Ijoxes weighed over 150 pounds

!

Just think of it ! Ten little birds in over
150 pounds of lK>xing. The shipper
seemed to want to make the Iwxes just
as heavy as jiossible, for even the parti-
tions between the little cocks were strong
enough to hold a cow. It cost me just

I47.95 and $2 for telegrams to get those
birds over, to say nothing of what
they cost me originally. I don't want to
scare off any brother fancier from im-
porting, but I give this recent experience
for the l)enefit of those who have the im-
porting fever. I-rank M. Gilbkrt.
EvANSViu.E, Ind., Aug. 12, 1890.

Function of the Gizzard.

Fowls swallow their food, broken or
not. and it enters the crop or first stomach,
and remains in it until it has l)econie soft-
ened, more or le.ss, when a small ({uantity
at a time, just as grain runs into a grist
mill, is forced into the gi/zard among the
gravel stones. This giz/.ard is a strong
masculine stomach, an<l plays night and
day, when there is a grist to grind, simi-
lar to bellows, contracting and expanding,
thus forcing the gravel stones into the
grain and breaking it to fragments, and
triturating the whole mass, after which it

is in a suitable condition to be quickly
digested.—The Farmer's Journal.

A Letter from the President of the

Incorporated S. C. P. & P. S. A.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Sir : I notice Mr. Ross A Smith has a

card in the poultry journals headed "To
Poultry Breeders and Fanciers ofthe

America." In reply I would state a few

facts that perhaps would enlighten my
brother fanciers as regards the status of

the two associations. Notice Charleston, S.

C, News and Courier, January 25, 1890, in

which the article appears :
" The South

Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion, at their annual meeting last evening,

elected the following officers : President,

Ross A. .Smith ; treasurer, Glenn E.

Davis; secretary, Benjamin Mclnues, Jr.

;

Executive Committee, El>er Blodgett, W.
L. Bicase, of Charleston, S. C.

; John A.

Grayham, of Chester, S. C; A. H. Kohn,
of Prosperity, S. C; Dr. S. T. Lea, of

Cokesbury, S. C; B. F. Perry, of Green-
ville, .S. C, and C, F. Erwin, of Spartan-

burg, S. C." Mr. Ross A. Smith in his

card claims there has been no change "iu
its management, membership or legal
-Status."

Note the following change in its man-
agement and membership : The following
gentlemen have resigned—Glenn E.
Davis and other Charleston members and
Messrs. Graham and Erwin. The follow-
ing gentlemen have Iieen expelled by Mr.
Smith's expulsion act : Messrs. Kohn,
Perry and Lea (by the way Messrs. Cal-
houn and Grayham have declined to serve
on his new executive committee). Still,

brother fanciers, Mr. Smith gives to the
world no change in management or mem-
l)ership. Now as regards to his boasted
membership and legal status, why brother
fanciers, there are not 300 fanciers in the
state, much less in Charleston (when I

say fanciers, I do not mean every mer-
chant that pays or gives jli.oo which con-
stitutes him a member). As regards to
his association legal status, ?/ ^as none.
There is but one legal poultry and petstock
association in this state, and that is the
South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock As-
sociation, incorporatedJune 23, i89o,under
the laws of the State of South Carolina,
(capital stock, I3000), and not as Mr.
Smith would have it appear—a " private
corporation," but a state association
backed by the leading fanciers of the
whole state, having stockholders in every
county (even Charleston) in the state (35
counties).

Yours fraternally,

Stephen T. Lea.
C0KE.SBURY, S. C, Aug. 12, 1890.

Purchasing Birds.

Ill every case, whether one buys a large

and valuable bird, such as a talking par-

rot, or a number of small ones, such as

ornamental finches, attention should lie

given in the first place to the following

indications of health : Each bird should
appear gay and sprightly, and have the
vivacity natural to it. The plumage
must be smooth and dainty, the abdomen
especially must not be soiled, the eyes
must be bright and clear, not dull or dim,
the nostrils neither stuffed up nor dirty,
nor must the breastbone project sharply.
The bird must not sit dull and motion-
less, with ruffled or puffy plumage, must
not be out of breath when at rest, nor
occasionally utter a moaning sound, as
this latter sign indicates inflammation of
the lungs.

If the above signs of good health are
not absent there is no danger in battered
plumage, want of tail and very dirty
feathers, more particularly with very wild
insectivorous birds, as with such birds
the best proof of health is the plumpness
of the body, thinness is always a sus-
picious sign with them, and in that con-
dition they require careful nursing, even
should all other indications of health be
there.

—"Mamma, won't you please ask Dr.
Doce to look at my little sick ducklings ?"

Mrs. Reddy : "No, no ; run away ! Dr.
Doce isn't a bird doctor." "Well, papa
said last night he was a quack doctor."
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Dubbing, it is hardly necessary to say,

is the removal of comb, wattles and the

earlobes. That excellent publication,

the Ohio Poultry Journal, says :

Stags should be dubljed when they are

about six months old, or the time when
the comb has acquired full size, for a

Heal appearance. If dubbed at an earlier

age Uie comb will not be so smooth ; it

will grow more or less and be wrinkled,

and will not spread evenly with the me-

dian fissure. If for the pit, the comb
should not be cut close, and a month or
two earlier would be more advantageous.
The bird should be held by an assist-

ant. Some cut from front to back, but
this is immaterial. The head being
turned over and held by the comb, the
wattles should be cut with sharp scissors

of a slightly curved form. The cut
should commence at the back and come
forward to the front of the head.
The wattle should not be pulled while

being cut ; if it is it will show a jagged
and irregular edge. A long, straight, and
smooth cut is best, leaving a narrow strip

of skin along the center of^the underjaw
;

this strip is important to preserve for if it

be cut away the throat is baretl and a large
portion is exposed ; this heals slowly and
becomes uneven. After the wattles are
removed the earlobes should be taken off
with a single clean cut for each, care being
taken to include as much of the earlobe
as possible without injuring the orifice.

The bird should be turned over and the
scissors placed at the back of the comb as
close as ptossible to the head, then closed
and the comb cut off with one smooth,
steady cut toward the point of the beak.
It is unnecessary to apply anything to the
bleeding parts unless it bleeds profusely

;

then some powdered alum or jierchloride
of iron sprinkled over them. The bird's
head may be placed under a hydrant or
pourin]^ water, and cooped away from
other birds until the cuts are healed.

PIGEON PLYING.

R.iim-rhlAao TS'rtTKrlo

Rumpless fowls, says that eminent au-

thority on poultry, Lewis Wright, is a

race of fowls without tails and which
breed thus with great certainty, they
have been known for some hundreds of
years. They are not only destitute of

tail feathers but it is found on plucking
that the caudal projection, irrevently de-
nominated by many carvers "the par-
son's nose," and from which the tail

grows, is utterly wanting ; while on still

further investigation by dissection it is

discovered that even the spine itself is

deficient in the final vertebrit. These
peculiarities have become so strongly
fixed by long descent that a rumpless
fowl crossed with any other almost always
produces a vast majority of rumpless
chickens. Hence, given a purely-bred
rumpless fowl and it is easy to establish a
rumpless breed of any character which
may be desired, and by this means rump-
less Polish, rumpless bantams, etc., have
been produced. The cross-bred birds,
however, are far less certain to reproduce
their kind.

—Sprinkling the nests with diluted car-
bolic acid will aid materially in keeping
down vermin.

—A hen pays in proportion to the num-
ber of eggs she produces ; therefore it is

an item to feed so as to secure plenty of
eggs.

—The scraps from the table soaked in
sweet milk until soft make a good feed
for young turkeys, especially in the sum-
mer.

—In buying birds, breeding pens or
eggs write to those who advertise and
have reputations to uphold. You will
have to pay the value of your stock but
you will not get cheated.

—The poultry-house need not be ex-
jiensive. It should, if convenient, be
placed in the orchard and Ije far enough
from the house to avoid the unpleasant
odors that arises during the summer.

—It is an item to have the hens moult
fairly early. They will not lay until
after moulting, and if delayed until late a
good time to secure eggs will l)e lost.
From the time cold weather sets in until
spring is a good time to secure eggs.

ON THE WING.

McLeay, reg. H 242, is first of the Bos-

ton birds to arrive at home from the start

in Watford, Ont., Monday morning. The
bird was found in the loft Tuesday, and
reported by mail that evening. Its owner
is Henry Wagner. The distance is 535
miles. The bird was so exhausted that it

was unable to fly at all the next day after

its return.
*
»

A second bird liberated at Watford,

Ont., has been heard from. It was shot on
Tuesday, at Geneva, N. Y., by J. B. Cor-

yell, of Romulus, N. Y. Mr. Coryell

writes : "We saw the pigeon alight on the

track, and four or five of the boys took
their guns and started for it. I got the
.first shot and killed it, for which I am
Very sorry. We had a big storm of wind
and rain here on Monday, and the bird

probably got astray in it." The bird is

J. H., 240, and is owned by Mr. John
Hicks, of Allstou, Mass. The storm in

central New York on Monday, the day of
the start, explains the delay of the birds'

arrival at home.
*

« «

A bird was recently shot under curious
circumstances, if the date given is cor-

rect, and the answer as to what the other
marks and by which the bird is to be
identified were. H. C. P. Horton, deputy
clerk of the Monroe County (Tenn.)
Court, under date of the 6tli inst., writes :

through an open window to a room they
had occupied while waiting and began
housekeeping arrangements in one corner

of it. Why the six birds of Mr. Caldwell
should not have lieen started for home is

a mystery, unless we find out that the

air was too heavy for traveling in com-
fort. These birds have all flown from 452
miles, three covering the distance in the

day.
*

One of the two birds of the Virtue Club
of this city, liberated in Pensacola, Fla.,

July 15, has been heard from as within a

day's journey of home. On Sunday Bell-

view, owned by John McFadden, was a

prisoner in Charlotte County, Va., and on
Wednesday was reported from the caught
or shot stamp on its wings to the race

secretary iu this city. The bird has lieen

ordered liberated. Bellview is one of the

two birds that spent the night at Shell

Mound, Tenn., the third day after leaving

Pensacola, and in the morning went away
towards the South, when it was surmised
that it had started north on the wrong
side of the mountains, and, finding it

impossible to cross them, was on its way
around the other course. Bellview had
l>eeii flown only from Danville, 323 miles,

before being sent to Pensacola, and is,

therefore, now for £he first time within

known territory.

• «

"It becomes my sad duty to report the
death of your pigeon liearing upon its
pinions, among other inscriptions, the
following : 'If caught or shot report to
Stall, j,i oouih Third Street, i'uiiadel-
phia, Pa.' It came to its untimelv and
cruel death from the effects of a gunshot
wound inflicted by a mountain sports-
man in the Seventeenth Civil District of
this (Monroe) county. East Tennessee, on
the Allegheny range of mountains, by a
man of the name of John C. Duncan, on
the 23d day of May, 1890. The bird lit,

perhaps to enjoy a few moments' rest
after its long and wearisome flight, in the
top of a tree, when its flight and its life
was ended as before stated. Mr. Magill,
who is a candidate for re-election to the
office of county court clerk of this
county, came across the man who shot
the pigeon during his recent canva,ss of
the county and obtained possession of
one of the wings of the bird—the right
wing—and, as he is very busy now, re-
quests me to write in accordance with the
request upon the wing. He desires to
know the particulars of the bird's travels,
etc."

The curious part is that a bird bearing
the caught and shot stamp should be
found to the west of the Allegheny Moun-
tains at a date which was really the open-
ing of the season. Up to that time the
only birds liberated were from stations to
the east of the mountains. To have
found its way to Monroe County it must
have crossed three lofty ranges, a matter
of so much difficulty that it was hardly
done from choice.

»

The six birds of Mr. A. J. Cadwallader,
Yardley, shipjjed the last Monday in
July to Chariotte, N. C, 471 niiles, to try
for distance in the ilay, were liberated at

7 o'clock the morning of the 7th inst.,

but evening found them still there. Mr.
M. J. Pegram, Jr., promises to try to
catch them again and give them a
fresh start. Old fanciers will remember
when the Keyport birds, including Baby
Mine, Atlanta and Lost One, were sent
to this same station, Charlotte, their
basket was kept in an upper room of a
hotel, from the roof of which the birds
were let go. Certain of the birds went
away at once, but one pair remained about
the town for a while, and finally returned

The English Stock-Keeper says that in

connection with the Belgian National

fetes on Saturday, July 19, at 5 o'clock,

A. M., 3748 pigeons were set at liberty at

Dax, France, the first to enter the loft

l)elongingto Monsieur Jolly, of Verviers,

(Belgium), and Rockstael, Brussels, at

6.30 P. M., with a velocity of iioo metres
per minute. Only fourteen pigeons were
able to get home the first day, owing to

the bad state of the weather. Before 2

o'clock the next morning, however, the

400 winners got safely home.
•

« «

A Berlin dispatch says that the quick-

est time on record made by a carrier

pigeon belongs to a bird which was sent

from here on Sunday last, at 6.30 o'clock

in the morning, to Metz, and returned

with an answer at 5 o'clock on Monday
afternoon. The distance from Berlin to

Metz is 370 miles.
«

•

Twelve birds owned by the Newark's
Five were shipped in sealed baskets to

Mississippi City, Miss., August 5. The
entry was : George H. Bowerman, three

;

W. B. Garrabrant, three ; William Ben-
nert, three, and Benjamin Elwell, three.

They were as fine a lot of birds as ever
were sent for liberation, all cocks, and in

the pink of condition. Mr. Bowerman
writes : "My three birds have done 500
miles twice, and if previous performances
are any guarantee of gameness and
quality we should do the journey, and if

we are anything we are sanguine."

* #

The following letter gives the particu-

lars of arrival and liberation :

Mississippi City, Miss., August 9, 1890.

y. C Conlry. Philadelphia. Pti.

Deak Sir ; The pigeons arrived here yester-
day. A.* soon as they came I cleaned out the
cau and gave them plenty of fresh drinking
water. They seemed very thirsty. As I put
some tin cups inside the basket they all had n

good chance to drink freely, which they did. I

also gave them plenty of feed, hut they did not
eat much. I noticed at 6..?o last evening several
of them were sleeping ; the balance were busy
arranging their feathers. They were undisturbed
last night and I had the basket where they had
an unobstructed view of the rising sun. The
moi niiig is beautiful, a very light breeze almost
south, and clear. 1 gave Ihcm plenty more fresh

water and put a gallon pan inside the basket,
which they seemed to enjoy. I gave them their
liberty at 7 A. M. They made a direct line, ac-

cording to map, for home. I noticed one mottled
dark colored one with red on shoulders who
seemed very vigorous, making big attempts to

get out ju.st after sunrise. I fancy this bird took
the lead, although they all Hew about alike and
together as far as I could see them. I watched
them until they were out of sight, going in a

northeasterly direction. It is my wish together
with my frieuds hel'e that they may come safely
home. I would be pleased to hear from you
concerning these birds, as I feel a lively interest
in their welfare.

« «

The birds as you can see from the above
have had the best of attention, and if any-
thing approaching this dLstance (1093
miles) has ever been made by a pigeon,
why surely some one of this splendid
batch of birds should return to tell the
tale. That they have to run a gauutlet of
gunners is too evident from the several
accounts received of birds being shot
that were liberate*! at vShreveport. La.
The morning the Quaker City Club birds
were liberated and about thirty miles
from the starting point we learn the whole
flock of seven were shot into by a negro,
and some were killed; how many we have
have not l)een able to a.scertain. This
will probably account for the non-arrival
of the birds. Again a gentleman writes
from .Shreveport: "I noticed a strange
pigeon among my flock for some days,
and on the 27th I shot at the bird, slightly

wounding it. The bird turned out to be
one of two birds liberated at that place
the day previous, Blue Cock, reg.. No.
191 and owned by Wm. Hargraves, of the
Fanciers' Club of Philadelphia. The bird
is being well taken care of and as the
wound is only slight, it will probably re-

cover and try it once more." The same
day at Benton, La., another was shot
from a house top. As yet we have not lieen

able to find out what bird it is, most
likely the other entry of Wm. Hargraves
from Gallatin County, 111. We learn that a
farmer's attention was attracted to what
he supposed was a wild dove sitting on
a wheat shock. He fired and slightly

wounded it in both wings. It turns out to

be a B. C. C. 1293, owned by Alex. Fuerst,

a member of the Quaker City Club, and
is one of the seven birds loosed at

Shreveport, La., on June 22. This
wholesale slaughter of our birds is simply
disgusting, and no matter where you go
the "pot hunter " seems to be always on
the alert. This bird shot in the southren
part of Illinois is about 160 miles off his

direct course, and as he is wounded in

both wings, it would have a very slim
show of reaching iU loft by flight. It is

at the disposal of the owner.

PIGEON NBVT'S.

Doings in the Various Homing
Clubs—Personal Gossip.

special Corresixindence.

I hear the Active Club is at Manassas
Junction, Va., with their young birds.

We wish them better luck than they had
last year.

The Jersey Five Homing Club are go-
ing slowly along with their youngsters,
and will follow out their schedule, which
brings them to Washington about Sep-
tember 14.

I understand there is in contemplation
a great young bird race between the
Jersey Five and Newark's Five for prizes
and a banquet.

Messrs. Verrinder, Spangehl and Ben-
nert paid us a flying visit at the meeting

Transfers of Stock.

From the loft of Theodore P. Green,
Woodbury, N. J., i—To William Ger-
lach, 159 Johnson Street, Buffalo, N. Y.,

Nos. 154, 155, i5,S, T P G and M 168 G.
2—To W. E. Ru.ssell, Quelle, Ont., Nos.
172, 146, 147 T P G and M 1709. 3—To
John Liebold. Baltimore, Md., Nos. 126
and 169 T P G.

—Even in summer fresh earth is al-
most a necessity in a dust bath. It

affords the poultry the best means of
cleaning themselves of lice that can be
readily provided.

—When fattening geese, give a mixture
of corn and wheat. They should also have
a cooked mess twice a day of potatoes,
turnips, chopped clover, cabbage and
onions—one or all—as green food is es-
.sential. Add a small quantity of salt
and some water.

—One of the best preparations for win-
ter that can be made at this time is to
gather up and store away a good supply of
road dust to use during the winter. Dry
earth or dust is almost a necessity during
the winter, and a supply cau be more
readily obtained now than any other time.
Store in boxes or barrels.—St. Louis
Republic.

of the Executive and Concourse Commit-
tees, and went over a few of the Philadel-
phia lofts during their short stav and had
a very enjoyable tin^e. Spangehl and Ben-
nert drove a four-in-haud through Fair-
mount Park in company with two Phila-
delphia fanciers and expressed their ad-
miration of the beautiful scenery. Span-
gehl especially enjoyed the trip.

Henry G. Williams, of Providence, R.
I., will send a basket of young birds to
Bordentown, N. J , to fly for record Au-
fusti7orthe first favorable day. The
istance is 206 miles.
A. M. Wood's loft is complete, and he

is now busy settling his birds to their
new quarters. He proposes making
someone hustle with youngsters in the
Concourse race.

The Concourse race for young birds
will take place Saturday, October 4, when
the gunners are through with reed and
rail birds. Watchers will be available on
that day. We have some splendid weather
in the early part of October as a general
rule.

The prizes for the race should be worth
about two hundred dollars, and should be
one 10 five, the first ol course carrying off
the most valuable one.
An entrance fee of twenty-five cents

per bird no doubt will \ie charged for
birds competing for prizes. Five first-

class diplomas will be awarded to the first
five returns.

New York, Newark and vicinitv intend
making the race hot for the Philadelphia
boys in the young bird race. However,
we'll be on deck. Some of the lofts arc
starting out with thirty or forty birds.

Mr. James Work is sending seven
pairs of choice young homers to his son
in Colorado.
The Randolph Club has been to Man-

assas with youngsters. They fly for
record from Orange Court House, Va.,
August 23. Schaffer and Hutt, of this
club, got a complete cleaning out at Bay
View. It's too close to Baltimore for a
successful flight. Chasis is considered
far enough on this side. It is also a de-
sirable lioerating station. Odenton, Md.,
should be the next journey.

T. M. Rivel, of West Philadelphia, has
built a handsome loft in his yard, and
will join the Belmont Club. He has
some fine youngsters from the Ijest birds
of Conley and Shepherd. He will try a
few in the concourses this fall.

About three weeks ago a B. C. C, 8633,
owned by P. W. Krouse, wandered into
the medical department of the United
States Army at Little Rock, Ark., injured
in some way. It is one of the seven
birds that %as liberated at Shreveport,
La., June 22 last.

"Walnuts for Turkeys.

A writer in a London paper says under
this head : "I stated last week that in

former days tame turkeys were fed with
walnuts to give them the taste of wild
turkeys. In Italy turkeys are always
fattened with walnuts. Thirty days be-
fore a turkey is to lie killed one walnut
is stuffed down his throat. Each day he
is given an additional walnut, and on the
twenty-ninth day he has twenty-nine
walnuts. He is then immensely fat I
have often wondered why our turkey
Tjreeders do not adopt the plan."

—"Did you see the feathers fly off that
bird when I fired ?" remarked one sports-
man to another. "Yes," replied the
other, "I saw them fly off—with the
bird,"

IRREGULAR PAOlKfATION" '^^N^m SECOND EXpSure
'."5. '"«,"
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SCRAPPLE.
Ohioken Ooops—The Duclair Duok.

Queer Facts About Qold-

flsh—The Macaw.

TAe follovfing extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thk Fancif.r.s' Journai,. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of alt true fanciers, and we
therefore inz'ite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

Chicken Coops*.

According to my notion, a chicken

coop that is high enough to allow an old

hen to stand up straight without putting

her head out of doors, and large enough
other ways to allow her to turn around
without bumping her elbows and stepping
on two or three of her children, and so
constructed that it can be kept perfectly
dry and clean inside at all times, is

"model" enough for a premium hen to
raise a family in. Make your coops any
shape that you may fancy, only l>e sure
that you make them with a light roof
and a front that will keep the rain from
driving in, and can be closed up snugly
at night ; also make some provision for
ventilation.

The coop that has found most favor in

ray eyes is one with a gable roof, the
front projecting some eight or ten inches,
which keeps the rain from driving in.

The upper third of the front side of this
roof is covered with a strip of fine wire
netting, which fits close up under the
proiecting roof; the lower part is fixe<l

Willi (jcipciidicuiai »iaic in ihe usual way,
and provided with a door to close over
them at night. This door is hinged to a
cross-piece at the lK)ttom of the coop, and
when let down makes a good place to
feed the chicks. In one end, at the high-
est jHJint near the roof, there are three or
four auger holes ; these, in connection
with the meshes of the wire netting in
front, ventilate the coop at night when
the door is closed. A good size for this
style of coop is two feet lon^, eighteen
inches wide and two feet high at the
highest part. For a turkey hen and her
brood the coop should be larger.
When the coops are made the old-fash-

ioned V-shape, the upper half of the
front should be boarded, the lower half
arranged with horizontal slats and door
that turns upwards. When open, the door
must be held securely by hook and
staple. Bore auger holes in the upper
half, or leave a six-inch opening and
cover with wire netting. When the coops
can be placed on ground that is drv and
well draine<l, and can be moved often, I

would not advise floors; but otherwise
have floors, an<l keep them covered with
dry sand or dry earth, which should be
renewed often enough to keep clean.

—

Fannie Field in Prairie Farmer.

The Macaw.
Among the feathered ra^e there are

few, if any, more interesting or remark-
able than tho.se lielonging to the family
of parrots. Many species and varieties

of these birds are unrivalled for the

Ijeauty of their form and splendor of their

plumage, and they attract attention by
the tokens they display of sensibility to-
wards those by whom' they are fed and
caressed, l)ut above all, they are de-
servedly the subjects of admiration on
account of the extraordinary facility and
precision with which most of them imi-
tate the human voice.
Macaws make the best and most fluent

talkers, when raised from the nest. They
are the largest of the parrot tril)e, and
learn to repeat sentences with facility,
and sometimes they imitate the songs of
other birds, which they warble in a pecu-
liarly sweet manner. There are two va-
rieties of this beautiful species .imported
from South .America, the red and blue
and the orange and blue. The former

bird is alwut two feet eight inches in

length, and presents a peculiarly beauti-
ful plumage, the prevailing color of which
is the finest vermilion, the lower parts of
the back and the rump are a light blue,
and the large wing coverts are varied
with blue, yellow and green. The sides
of the face are covered with a wrinkled
skin. In domesticatifcn it requires a
large and strong cage, sufliciently roomy
to permit full free<lom of action and pre-

serve uninjured the beauty of its tail.

The orange and blue macaw is about
the .same size as the preceding, and is

considered by some as richer in color.

Its throat is encircled by a black collar,

the cheeks are flesh -colored, streaked in

a serpentine form and intermixed with
short, black feathers. The top of the
head, sides and parts of the wing are of
a dark green, the rest of the" plumage is

a beautiful blue.

The Kedeaii.

There are several breeds of poultry

which are very little known to the fancier,

and which, upon that account, perhaps,

are well worthy ol the attention of those

who keep poultry chiefly for egg pro-
duction, as also tho.se who, while anxious
tci keep and (.ccasionally exhibit a pure
breed, yet do not care to go into the work
of the fancy extensively, or keep a very
large stock. The redcap occurs to us
first as being a variety which is just
struggling out of a mere local fame, and
is beginning to find general .support for
Its useful qualities. So far as our experi-
ence goes the redcap is the very best all-

round layer, taking winter and summer
into consideration, to be found anywhere.
The eggs are not so large as those of
several varieties, but they are of fair

average size, and will pass muster in this
respect in most localities, though we
have met with a strain whicli laid rather
small eggs, hike most birds which are
first-rate layers, they are but indiflferent

table fowl, though l)etter in this respect
than their cousins, the Hamburgs. We
incline to agree with Mr. Wragg, that

Spangled Hamburg. There is one point
as to the redcap which Mr. Wragg omitted
to particularly mention when speaking of
the comb. It is distinct from every other
comb inasmuch as in good specimens it

fits the head of the bird like a cap in
both cock and hen alike. We are dis-
tinctly of opinion that it should do so,
and that Hamburg combs, only touching
the skull along the centre, should be
treated as a very serious defect. Ke it

remenil»ered, however, that the comb
should be spread evenly on both sides
of the head. Such a comb is little likely
to obstruct the bird's vision, as a comb
which falls heavily to one side frequently
does.— Feathered World.

Qticer Fact** About (;oh1fli<h.

Goldfish that swim in globes of water
in our parlors are very .sensible to changes
in the weather, and an observant person
may learn to rely on them to foretell the

coming of a storm. At such times the

fish are restless. They dart about from
place to place, and never remain long in
one spot as in mild, pleasant weather.
They may l>e taught, when kept in a large
tank, to approach their attendant by
ringing a IhjII. .\notlier of their pe-
culiarities is that they may l)e frozen in a
lump of ice in December and be thawed
out alive in April. Although goldfish are
now reared and kept as pets all over this
country, they were first brought here
from China only thirty years ago.—New
York Sun.

Ix><>k to the Moulting Fowls.
As the season of the year comes around

when the annual loss of feathers occurs

among the fowls, more than usual atten-

tion should be given to their delicate

condition. The l)est prepared and the
best disposed hen then declines to offer
so much as a solitary egg to her master.
She evidently misses her dainty dress
and dislikes the rags with which her
shivering b<idy is partially, clothed ; and
sick, dispirited an<l drooping, the poor
creature harflly uiulcrstancls herself Rut
we know that with all the supplies of her
system "ordered to the front," or rather
to the surface, for making new feathers,
she has little vitality left for ordinary

avocations, and tender nursing and extra
feed will soonest help to tide her over the
"evil days" upon which she has fallen.

Without making a chemical analysis of
the constituents of feathers, we know
that they smell enough like animal flesh

when burning to convince us that the
make-up of the two must l>e nearly alike,

and that what serves for the one must
also furnish the material for the other. It

is safe, therefore, to give her largely of
corn meal, wheat, milk and meat (lean
and fat). Iron in the drinking dish will

also give tone and vigor to the depleted
system, and if no tincture of iron is at
band, old rusty nails soaked in warm
water and the solution given daily will
answer equally as well.—The American
Poultry Yard.

CoinlJK and rjayfiiK-

It is a noteworthy fact, first taken into

account, we fancy, by our FVench neigh-

bors, that there is a marked connection,

or, perhaps, we should say, co-relation,

lietween the size of comb of a breed and
its laying qualities. A large-combed
breed will almost always be found to pro-
duce good layers. Take, for example,
redcaps, leghorns, mhiorcas and Anda-
lusians. All have exceptionally large
coml)s, and all are well reputed for their
laying qualities. Again, the experience
of our readers will, we think, liear out
our own, when we state as its .result that
any strain which has a tendency to run
to coarseness of comb produces better
layers than are to hk found in strains of
the same variety iu which the attempt to
breed very small combs has been success-
ful. The mere fact that a hen or pullet
always "springs her comb" to its full ex-
tent before she commences to lay also
seems to show that there is a marked
connection between growth of comb and
production of eggs. We shall be glad to
have the views of our readers as to this
matter.—Feathered World.

Advertising.

Fanny Field says : Do ii.se a liMle •u'nse

in the wording of your advertisement.

Don't claim to have the "l>est stock in

the country ;" if you modestly claim to

have some of the best it will sound better

to sensible people, and they will be quite
as apt to buy of you. Don't say that you
will "spare a few sittings of eggs," or a
few pairs of fowls, as the case may be

;

just as if it were an act of great conde-
scension , and people ought to be thank-
ful for the privilege of buying of you.
Of course you will "spare" your surplus
fowls and eggs, and be glad of a chance
to get rid of them for cash, and anyone
who reads your "ads" knows it, too.

And don't claim that your fowls "won
all the prizes at the leading poultry
shows last winter." Get up a straight-
forward, sensible advertisement if you
can, and if you cannot, get someone to
do it for you.

An Intelligent Baboon.
Jack, the baboon, so well known to all

who have ever passe<l through the Uiten-

hage {Cape Colony) Railway station, has

gone to that bourne from which no
balx)on ever returns. Jack was one of

the most intelligent specimens of the ape
tril)e ever captured, and he was regarded
as quite a regular railway employee at
Uitenhage. He took his turn at working
the signals and shoving trolleys about.
When told to do so, he would go to his
master's cottage, hunt for and find any
article required, and then, after carefully
locking the door, he would remove the
key and bring to his master both it and
the article he had been sent for. His
master had lost both his legs, and con-
sequently found Jack a valuable help-
mate. The baboon was noted through
the district as a fair light-weight boxer,
and he had also been trained to use the
singlestick with singular adroitness.

—

Colonies and India.

The Dnclair Dwck.
The variety of duck which bears the

name of Duclair is well known in France
as one of the best for table purposes, and
is in great demand at the Paris and other

markets. The name is derived from the
town of Duclair which is between Rouen
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and Havre, on the northern bank of the
river Seine, around which these ducks
are very largely bred, pretty much in the
same manner as is to be seen at Ayles-
bury. The breed is not kept to a very
high standard of purity in the district,

but its general characteristics are main-
tained. F'very year or two a pen may be
seen at the great Paris show, but there
has been no attempt to win for them a
wide popularity. A few years ago there
were several breeding lots of Duclairs
imported into England, but they have
taken no position. Though they have
distinct characteristics from the Rouen
it is most probable that they are from
the same stock, and are only noted for

their table qualities. Ducks of tTie Duclair
breed are usually black, with a white neck
and breast, and one snowy feather at the
end of each wing, though in some cases
the wings are tipped with violet. The
black it may l)e noted is of that purple
shade known as metallic black. The
drake is of a beautiful grey color, with
emerald green hea I and neck, and wings
of bluish green. At one period of the
year the drake assumes the black of the
duck. These birds are gocnl layers, are
large and lengthy in form, broad and
heavy behind, and grow very rapidly.

The eggs of this variety sell for high
prices during the breeding season in the
Duclair district, and it is no uncommon
thing for them to realize a franc apiece.

The breeding of these ducks is a profitable

business, and the eggs are valuable. Nor
is the breeding confined to the spring of
the year, for hatching very largely takes
place in the autumn for the supply of the
Christmas and Mardi Gras demand. A
fat duck at Duclair will at any time realize

twelve francs, and there are sea.sons of
the year when this price will l)e consid-
erably exceeded.—Stephen Beale.

Urt^edlng' Mealworms.
Mealworms are absolutely necessary

for the soft-billed and also for many of

the seed-eating birds, and as it is exjjen-

sive to buy them continually, a breeding

pan should be arranged as follows : A
spacious pan wider than it is deep and
glazed inside should I>e filled with

thoroughly dry wheaten bran, and on

this dry crusts of bread should be

packed, and above these again woolen
rags, with a thin layer of meal 1>etween
them. The teetles lay their eggs from
which the worms proceed among the
woolen rags. Several handfuls of full-

grown clearly picked mealworms, or still

better, beetles, should next be thrown
into the pot. .\s food, finely grated or
well-pressed carrots should be given on a
thick fold of blotting pai)er pierced
thickly with a knitting needle. After a
few months, when the mealworm breed-
ing is going on satisfactorily the neces-
sary number of worms can always be
collected off the woolen rags and lavers
of blotting paper, especially if two pans
are kept and used alternately. The pans
must be closely covered with gauze or
papter and kept in a warm place.

Fancy and Market Poultry.

The difference l)etwe*n fancy and
market poultry culture is that in the

former fine feathers are the object ; in

the latter egg records and fine carcasses.

The fancier's aim is to secure high-scor-

ing birds ; the farmer wants utility. The
fancier does not cater to the market poul-

tryman's trade, as the latter could not

afford to use the stock at the show value.
Therefore we think Mr. Pierce is right
when he asserts that the thoroughbred
man has no relationship with the farmer.
We take the stand of the farmer. We
want to keep poultry for eggs and meat.
We see no use in this "scientific breed-
ing," from the fact that in the attempt to
gain the <lesired points for the show birds
the vigor of the stock is equipped. Just
as the best cow is the one that gives the
most milk so the best breeds are those
that have the longest egg records and the
choicest meat. We keep nothing but
pure breeds, but we have selected such
varieties as come the nearest to our opin-
ion of what a good laying and table fowl
should be. We work for that and we add
just as many "points" as the health and
utility of the fowl will allow.—M. K.
Boyer.

CAGE. BIRDS . AND . PETS.

BY THE WAY.
Cats are the proverbial enemies of all

the bird race, yet the editor of Poultry

and Pets has a cat that insists upon sleep-

ing with a young pigeon which appears

to be perfectly satisfied with its strange

companion.
»

Mrs. Starr has a cat, an excellent ratter,

that stays iu her pigeon lofl and keeps it

free of these pests. She occasionally

lends pussy to her friends whose lofts are

infested, and the cat's presence soon
causes the rats to vacate the premises.

lOQ

not play for some time. Poor Spark !

Perhaps he found his way into the dog
catcher's net afld died an untimely death.
As for Jumbo, she is still liviug, although
she never .seems as playful and lively as
she did when Spark used to share her
pleasures.

*
• *

About the singular attachments that
cats often form the Fanciers' Gazette of
England relates the following : "The caf,

like many other animals, will often form
singular attachments. One I had would
sit in my horse's manger and purr and
rub against his nose, which undoubtedly
the horse enjoyed, for he would frequently
turn his head purposely to be so treated.

One went as consort with a Dorking
cock

; another took a great fancy to my
collie, Rover

; another loved Lina, the
cow

; while another would cosset up close
to a setting hen, and allowed the fresh-

hatched chickens to seek warmth by
creeping under her. Again, they will
rear other animals such as rats, rabbite,

squirrels, puppies, hedgehogs, and, when
motherly incliuetl, will take to almost
anything, even to a young pigeon. At
the last Brighton show there were two
cats, Ijoth reared by dogs, the foster-

mother and her bantling showing evident
signs of sincere affection."

For years it hiis been a conundrum to
the Government of New South Wales
how to get rid of the rabbits that over-
run the Australian colonies, and they
have offered a reward of ^25,000 for the
effectual extermination of rabbits. Nu-
merous schemes have been suggested,
many, as the commissioners say, "of a
surprising character and quite impracti-
cable ;" electricity, poisons, firing the
country, inundations, natural enemies
(including rats, wild cats, weasles, stoats,

skunks, snakes, Tasmauian tigers aud
Tasmauiau devils, more objectionable as
neighbors, one would think, than the rab-
bits), fencing, traps indefinite and combi-
nations of all the above.

*

The large introtluction of polecats,
stoats, ferrets and weasles into the Aus-
tralian colonies will in the end prove a
remedy worse than the disease. It is

said that children and lambs have already
been attacked by them, and yet the de-
mand for these ferocious little creatures
is so great that game keepers in England
are selling them for five shillings and
seven shillings each for exportation.

THE SCOTCH FANCY CANARY.

»
« «

The dog is the dreaded enemy of the
cat, yet if a cat is not able to get out of
the canine's way and turns upon him, the
dog will generally give up the fight and
scamper off. Even though the cat hates
the dog, there are many instances where
dogs and cats have lived together as lov-
ingly as two doves. The writer a few
years ago lived in a family who had a dog
and cat that became so attached to each
other that when the dog was out the cat
seemetl sad and dejected and hunted all
over the house for him. They played
with each other like little children, and it

was very amusing to watch their many
antics and ' 'games. '

' Never a day passed
that they did not play "hide and seek,"
and they did it so knowingly, too, that
they seemed almost human. Jumbo was
the name of the cat, and well she deserved
the name, for a larger and finer cat we
never saw. There were times when Jumbo
did not relish a romp, and Spark, a
well-built but small black and tan, would
get a slight dig, and he knew then that he
would have to look elsewhere for recre-
ation for the time being or wait until
Jumbo felt in the humor. Oftentimes
when Jumbo was fast asleep on the chair
and Spark was told to waken her he
would go to her and, taking her paw in
his mouth, would pull her off her bed as
unceremoniously as the country boy is
pulled out of bed on a cold winter's morn-
ing. But the cat was very good natured
and would soon begin playing, forgetting
all about her nap.

* «

nut all things -must have an end, and
their friendship terminated very sudden-
ly and sadly, too. for one day Spark went
out to take a walk and got lost. It is
presumed he was stolen, for he never re-
turned, although well acquainted in the
neighborhood. Jumbo mourned his loss
very much. She hunted all over the
house for him, and seemed sad and would

Their Deaorlption—How Best to
Match and Breed Them.

J. is. Adams in Feathered World.

The amount of popularity which this
valuable and beautiful variety of the
canary tribe has attained during recent
years leads me to believe" that a few sug-
gestions to amateurs beginning the fancy
would be of interest to a large numt)er
of your readers. I therefore, with your
permission, propose to deal with my sub-
ject under the following heads :

Description.—At the outset I must con-
fess this portion to be the most difficult

part of my voluntary task. I find that a
bird which takes the judge's eye in the
birthplace of the fancy, and throughout
Scotland generally, as well as the north
of Ireland, does not meet with any favor
comparatively at the principal .shows in

England and vice versa. Complainte are
loud and frequent from fanciers in Eng-
land who have purchased prize-winning
birds at Scotch shows that when they ex-
hibit them a^ain at home they remain un-
noticed. This is not as it should be. But
I am digressing, and shall refer to this
matter further at the conclusion of my
letter. My idea of a good Scotch fancy
canary is that it should be of a large size,
its head should be small and carried low'
the neck should \ye long and fine, the
shoulders should stand pretty prominent
but well filled in, and the back full and
round, but narrow, finishing with gocnl
long turned in tail. The wings should
be long, lying close to the body, not pro-
jecting at the points, which should not
cross. The front of the bird should be
as if hollowed out with a .spoke-sshave,
showing no prominence on the chest.
And the bird when posing should show
the shape to be almost a semi-circle both
front and back. The legs should be long
and the shins well set back. The feath-
ers should l)e smooth and fine. It should
also pos.sess a high degree of nerve, and
when traveling from perch to perch
should keep itself firm in shape. 1 may
say that such a bird as I have described
would not pass unnoticed in either Scot-
land or the north of Ireland. I now
come to my next heading, which is that
of matching.
This is one of the great secrets of breed-

ing prize-takers, and can only be thor-
oughly understood after years of practical
experience. A great many beginners are

lalwring under the impression that all
they have to do to breed birds fit for the
keenest competition is to purchase a pair
of birds that have each headed their class
at a show. In my opinion this is a very
great delusion, as in nine cases out often
their progeny will pass unnoticed and
justly so. As birds are judged from a scale
of points, so it stands to sense that the
bird with the highest total topw the tree.
This bird may be very deficient in im-
portant points, aud unless matched with
one po.ssessing a superabundance of these
points, is bound to produce inferior stock.
I would recommend amateurs, in pur-
chasing, not to mind the show cards, but
make sure that the Belgain blool in the
bird is more than skin deep, so that he
will >R' able with a degree of certainty to
calculate on the "shoulder" and graceful
neck inherited from that breed being re-
produced. Having selected, say, the cock,
let him carefully study his points, find out
what he lacks and what he can spare and
then set about procuring a hen the direct
opposite. With a pair such as I have en
deavored to describe I have no hesitation
iu saying winning stock would be pro-
duced. Scotch fanciers are well aware of
the great craze that at present exists for
"back," and if the Belgian blood be not
kept up this point will soon disappear. On
this account I would recommend always
breeding from birds that are no further
removed from the Belgian than a second
cross. Of course, one runs the chance of
breeding birds too stiff in carriage of tail,
but if properly matched this can easily
l)e couuteracted. Another good plan is to
breed first cross with the third remove,
but even then all points must l>e duly
considered. Before leaving this subject
I may say I have here endeavored to
give l)eginners the real beneficial result
of ten years' practical experience, and I
am convince*! if my suggestions are car-
ried out they will save many a sore dis-
appointment and failure, not to say dis-
gust. I now come to another important
matter, that of breeding.
Breeding.— I am afraid I have not

much room to dilate on this «nhiect. I

agree to a great extent with a good deal
that has already been written, but I may
say that I never at any time give my
birds ground.sel. I do not object to
watercress, but it is uot always easy to
obtain. I give my birds dandelion leaves
in abundance when rearing birds, and I
find it answers admirably. My experi-
ence with Scotch fancy hen canaries is
that they are very bad feeders. I have
known them to feed their young for only
thre^ days, some a week, an<l some even
ten days, and then suddenly stop and
allow the young birds to die. On this
account I always keep a few reliable
common hens, and as they sometimes
fail also, I wish to offer a few hints
thereon. I invariibly find these hens
fail in feeding about the eighth day, and
as the result of close observation I be-
lieve the blame should not be left on the
hen, as I am convinced it is sheer inabil-
ity to feed the young birds is the cause.
Young Scotch fancies at eight days old,
if of the right sort, are nearly all legs
and necks, and when stretching up to l)e
fed tower high above their foster parent,
consequently she cannot put food into
them. To remedy this I always give the
birds a deep nest and provide the front
of the nest Ikjx with a moveable rail,
which I raise in height as the young birds
increase in size. If fanciers would adopt
this method I believe they would find
their common feeding hens as reliable as
ever.

I feel my letter has already exceeded
reasonable l>ounds, so I must close for the
present. I cannot conclude, however, with-
out expressing the hope that the Feath-
ered World will lend its powerful aid in
bringing a1)out the adoption of a uniform
standard. I know you have done good
service in >)oth the Norwich and York-
shire canaries, and I trust you will do as
much for the Scotch fancy. I noticed
some time ago the standard adopted by
the Southern All>ert Ornithological So-
ciety of Glasgow. It is a very nice bird,
but I l)elieve it is far beyond what any of
us can breed. I must now finish, trust-
ing my contribution on l>elialf of this
splendid bird will be of interest aud in-
structive to many a "greenhorn." If so,
my lalxjr of love will uot have been in
vain.

—Feed your birds regularly aud give
them a variety of food Iwth dry and
cooked, meats and vegetables as well as
grain.

ABOUT CATS.

The Many Varieties and Breeds
That Are Known.

There are, says Fur aud Feather, of
England, some twenty-eight various
species of cats known in Great Britain,
but for this I cannot vouch, neither is its

truth or the contrary of much value to
us. It is of the various species, the dif-

ferent breeds and their respective values,
as known to exhibitors, and the classes
of cats to be met with round a show tent
that I intend to speak. Let us take the
short-haired pets first. Of these there are
to be found at large shows at least three
varieties—the ordinary cats, the Siamese
aud the Russian. In breeding EnglLsh
cats we must look more for honors than
profit. At the outset we may as well ex-
pect little in this line. I hope we may
in time educate fanciers into rightly re-

specting and duly appreciating these at
present rather overlooked classes, and I

am sure that there is more scope for the
breeder to give his energies play amongst
these pets than the more-favored long-
haired ones.

There is much to be done iu breeding
true markings and true self-colors. Let
some of our friends breed a thoroughly
spotted tabby, spotted to the toes, to the
lip of the tail, with no bands anywhere,
on chest, legs, spine or tail. In this and
many other directions there is room for
much to be done to improve our cats for
exhibition. Taking up almost any show
schedule we find the first class devoted
to tortoiseshell male cats ; most of us
know the rarity and value of these crea-
tures. Comparatively very few have ever
been exhibited. At one time they were
believed to Ije non-existent. Here is
another line for an eptbu9iastic bre^^"'
to take up. All tortoiseshell cats want
vastly improving, the markings being
generally very blurred and mixed, in-
stead of clean, clear au<l distinct, and
there is always the (as yet unattained)
goal of breeding, with certainty, both
sexes with these splendid markings.
Male tortoiseshell caU have always kept
up their value, and will doubtless con-
tinue to do so. For my own part, 1 feel
convinced that it is quite possible to
achieve this apparently diflScult point,
and to fill the first class at our shows
with certainty. All tortoiseshell cats
are favorites, and I believe kittens of this
color and markings are easily disposed
of.

The next class to be found on our
schednle is that for red tabbies, com-
monly called saudy. These cats, though
by no means favorites, when well marked
and of a good rich color, are undoubtedly
very handsome, and, I fear, are becoming
far too rare. F'emalcs of this color are
almost as uncommon as tortoiseshell
Toms, and should tje made more of than
they are. I fear this is owing to the fact
that they are almost without purchasers,
and breeders find that they cannot dis-
pose of their surplus stock.
And next we come to the tabbies, of

which there are several shades, the brown
tabbies, grey tabbies, silver-grey tabbies
and blue tabbies. Red tabbies we have
already referred to when speaking of the
remarkable rarity of tlie females, and
each of these various shades must again
be considered under the different classi-
fications of tabby markings—the banded,
striped, spotted and speckled tabbies.
Many, indeed all, of these when met
with in their perfection are exceeilingly
handsome, but I grieve to say are very
rare, there being one or two well-known
representatives of these varieties, an<l
many of these far from perfect. Dr.
Gordon Staliles tells us of one he found
in Wales, the ground color of which was
white like the driven siiotv, spotted all
over with reil almut the size of half-
crowns, sprea<l prodigally all over, like
those in a well-bred Dalmatian dog. This
cat certainly was a rarity, and might have
become valuable.

[to be continubd.]

—"John, what is the best thing to feed
a parrot 6n ?" aske<l an elderly lady of
her bachelor brother, who hate<l parrots.
"Arsenic," gruflay answered John.
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—Don't crotvd too many birds into one
house

;
they cannot be healthy if you do.

—"You have some fine ducks this
morning," said a schoolmaster to a
poulterer. "Yes, sir, all fresh to-day."
"I want to give my boys a treat ; but I

do not want them to l)e too tender. There
are a dozen here—pick out four of the
toughest." The poulterer dbeyed. "Here,
sir, you have four of the toughest birds
in my shop." "Thank you, sir," said
the schoolmaster, "I'll take the other
eight."

PIGEONS AS PETS.

The Experience of Two Boys and

Its Sad Ending.

While there are some parents of boys

and girls residing in cities who are op-

posed to the practice of keeping pets, no

child's life can be said to be complete

unless it has lieen intimately associated

with the smaller creatures of the domestic

animal kingdom. No toy, no matter how
beautiful its design or ingenious its

mechanism, ever gave the same innocent

delight as the tiny white mouse that

nestles in a bunch of cotton in one of

papa's old cigar boxes, to say nothiug of

the dogs, cats, squirrels, guinea pigs, rab-

bits, song birds aud pigeons, which in

succession follow as hobbies in a pet-lov-

ing family.

Never shall I forget the amusing but

sad experience of two little boys, who
were in partnership in the pigeon busi-

ness. Their stock-in-trade was a cock

an<l a hen, each owning one. They
talked and dreamed of nothiug but the

large flock they would raise aud the

squab pies they would demolish. They
kept their birds in a box nailed high up

on one end of the barn. Soon from the

action of the birds it was found that the

hen was a mother. More devoted parents
were never seeu. They were always fly-

ing in aud out of the little door of their

home, looking as chipper as possible.

The little boys climbea up a tree oppo-
site the pigeon house to look at the new
arrivals, but when they saw the papa
pigeon sei?.e a young squab's head in his

bill it looked so much as if he was a
feather ogre and had determined to swal-
low his offspring that the boys howled
with anguish and scrambling out of 'the
tree, ran off to the house shouting that
"the big pigeon was eating up his own
children." Then their lather with a grin
explained that this was the way pigeon
parents fed their babies, taking the young
bird's bills in their own, and by a pump-
ing action injecting soft, partly digested
food into the crops of their children,
this food being the veritable "pigeon
milk" regarded by so many persons as a
myth.

But it was fated that a feathered ogre
should smell the blood of the pigeon
family, and this was the way it came
about. One morning the two old birds
were among the missing. Then one of
the little boys got a ladder and placed it

against the barn. It did not nearly reach
np to the pigeon house, so the little boy
ciimed up and balanced himself on the
top rung, which enabled him just to
reach the entrance of the box. All this
while the other little Ixjy looked on very
much pleased, saying "circus, circus."
Then the bov ou the ladder put his hand
inside and for a second felt something
sofl, but the next second it seemed as if

a paper of tacks were driven into the
back of his hand, while his thumb felt as
if it was in the latch of the front gate.
Then he saw a huge head come poking
out, with two great eyes looking down
on him. The little boy was so frightened
that he lost his balance and fell back-
wards, but luckily landed unhurt in a
straw heap, while

"The owl came out and flew about
And the little bov ran away."

This misfortune which occurred to the
pigeon family caused the firm to come to
an abrupt ending, and its dissolution was
the cause of sorrow until a white rat
partnership was formed later on, but the
departed pigeons were always recalled
with grave and sober faces.—Harper's
Young People.

THE GRASSHOPPER MIMIO.

A Little Brown Bird That Imi-

tates the Insect's Son^

.

W. U. Gibaon in Harper's Young Feople.

But we have in our own August fields

a grasshopper mimic, which leaves

Kirby's bird far behind. So good a

mimic, indeed, that little is known of its

song except as it is credited to the com-
mon meadow grasshopper or one of its

kindred.

For years during my Iwyhood I heard

this fine insect-like strain, and was com-

pletely deceived. It is a peculiarly Au-

gust song, aud is in such perfect har-

mony with the locust and grasshopper

din that takes possession of the meadows
at this season—the bird-sougs having
now almost entirely ceased—that few
listeners would ever imagine it to pro-
ceed from the throat of a bird.

We all know the song of the meadow
grasshopper, "Zip, zip, zip, z-e-e-e-e-e-e !"

with the last strain cousideral)ly pro-
longed. We may hear it auywhere in the
fields almost any sunny summer day, but
it is especially prevalent in the vegetation
of the swamps. And if we .steal slyly
upou Its source,we may discern the green,
gauzy-winged musician head-downward
on the setljfe, aud with his shrilling tabo-
rets vibrating over his back.

Perhaps, however, as we approach the
sound the song may suddenly cease,
while a tiny brown bird flutters out close
by, and, skimming over the gra.ss tips,

disappears yonder among the herbage,
whither the gra.sshopi)er seems to have
suddenly flown unseen, for the buzzing
song is now heard again from the imme-
diate neighlwrhood of the bird.

A few lessons like this will soon fix the
mimic's song in our minds and enable us
to detect it even amid the meadow din,
for, although a most excellent imitation,
it has still a peculiar bird (juality, which
soon distinguishes it from the wing niu-
iiC 01 liic "lu^u-ciijuwcu grigs" ill the
grass, especially if we learn to identify
their individual songs.

Whitewashing the house inside and out
is a good remedy for vermin.

Climax Drinking
^--^

.^

^m
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Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

Hillside Kennels,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

INCUBATORS.

Prairie §fafe Incubator . .

Twenty-seven ist premi-
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1890 show. New York City,
for best incubator in show
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est incubator contest in the
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Compassville,
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• Fair Haven, Vt.
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A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
PiOKONs. The official journal of 'The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." $1
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

CHESTNUT HILL'^KENNELS.
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FOR SALE
Collies & Irish Terriers

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION SCOTILLA,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

ROSLYN WILKES.

•o^" fi''*'.''^'"*'''^
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Dandle IMnmontM.

E ARE NOW booking orders for pups
from our great p'ize winners. Remem-
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containing nothing but imported prize
winners. Lookout Kennels, Box 622 Chat-
tanooga, Tcnn. p. yi-yj
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OGS TRAINED or preoared for field trials.
J. B. Stoddard, Concord, N. C.
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or money refunded. La Fayette Kennels
La Fayette, Indiana. 74.77
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Blondlnettes.

BIRDS of the above variety tor sale at alltimes. Bunting Hankins.Boitleutown, N. j!
50-75

English Mastttlb.

FOR SALE—English mastiff, registered, light
lawn, one year old. Also one Irish setter
pup. Will sell cheap. Address J. Hof-
manu, 44 Main Street, Cincinnati, O 73-74

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game andgame bantams. All progressive fanciers read it.
Annual subscription price, |i.oo; single number
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre, Pa.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO,

Pointers.

FUR HANDSOME black and white pups
whelped June 2S, by Na.so of Rivertou—
Flora by Mack Bucfah, Naso of Riverlon
by Naso of Kippen—ZetU. Price, dogs
t^j }>^}P*^e8, $1$. A. H. Craig. Randolph
and Jefferson SU., Philadelphia, Pa 71-74

Fantalls.

WHITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty^^^^Some grand birds for sale very low Send

Jaoohlns.
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Owls.

Setters.

FOR SALE.—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket
winner third. Setter Derby Central field
trials 1889. Address H. Clay Glover 1207
Broadway, New York City. 55-tf^
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44 & 46 DuANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. & TREA8.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand .styles of dog collars, har-
nes,ses, locks, leads, brushes
combs, bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write for catalogue A.

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
'* Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Dogs for Sale
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0€)OODBURy KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE. 135 S. 8th STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.

DIPI^OMAS

-FOR-

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.
Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

\A/ORM POWDER" FOR DOGS.
»« bymaiL MOORE BROS., Albany, N. V.

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THE USE OF

Club Secretarieea.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station at-mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and airename and sex of bird.
'

In lots of 50 or less, $2.50 ; each additional 50,
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Fanciers' Publishing Co.,
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PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

St. Bernards.

B I ICHES AT BARGAINS.-A few grand pups
on sale. Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster"
Mass.

y^ pQ^

FOR SALE—A fine litter of puppies by White
Chief (16,028,-Lady FloAs '(,2,460)' Thevhave splendid heads, extra large bone and
long coat of line color Their sire is an
extra finedogand grandson of Plinlimmon
rheir dam. Lady Floris, is a splendid bilch
well known to breeders, she fK-ing dam ofNora of Addiewell, I^dy Abbess, Gair firstNew York, 1890; graiiddam of Lady Floris
III, Young Plinlimmon and Ijidy Living-
ston, Mr. Moore's late importation. There
are four dogs and four bitches. For full
particulars and prices address John Mar-
shall, Gair Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 73-tf

ENTHON KENNELS, Phccnixville Pa
breeders and importers of St. BcmaMs. '

67-118

TWO HIGHLYBRED young dogs for sale
cheap

; gojxl size and bone. F. f;. I.,anib
Tonawanda, N. Y. 874-70 '

F.GISTERED BITCH in whelp to Marquis
of Stafford (II,8«.) $100. Also bitch punpv
orange, perfect markings, five months old
Uo. Swiss Mountain Kennels, German-
town, Philadelphia, Pa. j^n
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GEO. W ECKERT, Allcntown, Pa., to makeroom for Orientals will sell his owls of allcolor" including prise winners. 71-75

Parlor Perfornilus Tumblers.

"\!?m.°i^l''H"'T' '"'[?*'3' for sale at all tiniii!Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

50-75

B
Satlnettes.

M

R

B'*'B^^t°i»l*'»"''u'J'
variety tor sale at all time..Btuting Hankins, Bordeatown. N. J.

5»75

S'vrallows.

,
A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Baiti

r. more, Md., breeder of Swallows only of all
colors, with and without while bars plainsnip and full head. He U a true fancierkeeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stoct of birds, and has steadifT im-proved them until he has now as fine astock as can be found.

Tamblers.

pHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street^ ^»H n12!.V.l °u-
'"^.e'^ of flying tumblersand Birmingham rollers excluai^ly. g6

Varlons.

A

M

''?^. DpG .WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. SoniethiuK
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of «
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company «
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
. supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

V F. DALY, 47 Wellington Place, Toronto
^^

Canada, breeder of black red games. Heat-
on's and Matthews' strains. Also carrier
pigeons, Hedley Fulton's and others. High-
class exhibition birds for sale. 73tr

R. OWENS, .successor to Kerby, 137 S. 8th
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., has the finest
Sky and Yorkshire terriers and King
Charles spaniels. Also all other breeds for
sale.

65.75

Varlons.

^^'^^^.''^^of ^irdsand animals. Wilson's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. ^
LOT OF FANCY PIGEONS for sale cheap
all together or singly. John T. Brewster
Birniiiigham, Conn. 73.^5

'

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill Reads, price lisU, sched-
ules labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Phitadel-
pntA, Pa.

A'

A

Lop Babbits.

FOR SALE--Imported stock, winners in Eng-
land. Fred SUhrer, 119 Abbott Street,
Lawrence, Mass. 73-ia4

ArtiHts ancl Knfrravers.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia.

WE HAVE atTHiiged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to t>e the
oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers'^ PubfiahinB
Co., ja South Third St., Philadelphia, Pa
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Homing Pigeons

CHIBPTAIN, blue checker cock, 811 mUes.

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIA'<, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen

LOTTItt, blue checker hen

BLACK BESS, black checker hen . .

Orders for youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Jusx^ Our -_L__

PRICE 50C.•*•••••****«

The American Pigeon Standard

AS At>OPTED HV THE

AMERICAN COLUMBAfilAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complkte Descriptio>J ok the
Recognized Varieties uk Pigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

PARROTS!

PARROTS!
JUST ARRIVED

A LARGE LOT OF YOUNG

^iCUBAN PARROTS

AT $5.00 EACH.

WARRANTED TO LEARN TO TALK.

Young Mexican

Grey African Parrots

AMD ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIQEONS.

&c., &c., &c.

SEND FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

H. W. VAHLE,
309 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
25-76

White, Black, Red and Yellow
pANTAIL PIGEONS.

No Other Yariety.

$10.00 a pair

Hiid up.

Quality not excelled.
HatiHrMtioii giiaran-
teeil.

H.C. NORTON,
Germantown, Pa.

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 82 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS

^THB

SPORTSMEN'S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Bool<s.

Playing Cards.
Fishing Taci<ie of tine Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMAUS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, f3.0<»Granulated Bone, " lOO 8.75
Groand Beef
SorapH, - - - •• 100

Calcite, - - . - " sou
Crnshe«l Flint, - " SOO
CruHlietl Oy»ter
Shells, - - - " 8OO

3.0()
8.00
8.00

„ -, , . ^ -w ' 8.00
Senrt lor our New Price Lint and Samples. All
orders Dhipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. II. I>EMPWOI.,F A CO.,
4»-93 York (,-hemIoal Works, York, Pa.

B. K. LEWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
1* ready to Uke dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

BLM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

,^1^. PAMPHLET
^H^ ON

W^DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (grnlis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinai-j- Surgeon,

71-83 18»3 BROADWAY, NEAV YORK.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. WATKRS.

Is invaluable to every owner 01 a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' PHMisliiiig Compauy,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

AMERICAN KENNKL. CLIFB

S"^^^ BOOK.

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book
will l)e mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' rt-jwrts and certified prize lists
of the dirterent shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway. New York.

GAMK BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawfoid Johnson, Frederick, Md.

EdAvard S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGKONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.
No. 317 Twclth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

fUstory and Description

-WITH-

l^eminiscences

OF THK

...FOX TERRIER...
BY

!^flWt)ON IjEE,

KDITOR "THK FIELD."

Illustations by Arthur Wardle.

Second Edition. Prick Postpaid, fi.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE,

WITHOUT A SiNGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

& i

MARKET, EIGHTH and FILBERT STS..

PH1L.ADEL.PHLA., PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pi ions a Specialty

ONLY ONE

My homers are tested as reconl birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send lor Price List. 44-95

SPMTTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
*fBeware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and
MEDICINES (or all canine diseases.
"CO.MMUN SHNSKOF DOC DOCTORINO,"

(Post free, 28c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.THK GKKATKST KtK; PKoDUClNC. HOOD.
The most Nutritious ami DigrstihU F<>od fni Lay-

ing Ileus anit for getting all kinds of
Miuttiy into .Show Londiliou.

Poultry' in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Uiuqiialed for rearing V,;\v\y Cliickeus.

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON POOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortality in rearing

Kancv Pigeons.

Poultri) Medicines and Soap.
Kouu Paste per Ixjx . . 511 cents
Condition Pnste per box ., 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry iiud I'iRcon Soap .jer cake . 25 cents
Order from your dealer. Full particulars Irom

81'RA'rrs r*ATKNT (Araerira), I.IMIT'D,
J39-J45 F.a»t s6th St., New York City. 44-69

UllUll 1UnilU fiand" writer."" Learn" at
home. Address S. A.MORAN, Ann Arbor, Mich., for full particu-

lar.s. It will pay you, 73-75

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Columbat ian , Buf-

falo, N, Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the best advertising medium of any paper in
America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year.

VOL. 5, NO. 8. IWHOLE NO., 75.; PHILADELPHIA. AUGUST 23, 1890. f PKR,ANNUMjpa.50.
SINtiLB COPY, 60.

GREAT DANE, PEDRO.
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_^ ^ BENCH SHOWS.

$2600.00

XHK FANCIERS- JOURNAL.

PRIZES

^ENCH SHOWS.

$2500.00

XORONXO INDUSTRIAL KXHIBIXION.
SECOHD GRAHD

INTERNATIONAL BENCH SHOW OF DOGS,
TO WV, IIKI.IJ AT

TORONTO. CANADA,
SEPTEMBER 15. 16, 17, 18 AIVI) 19.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 3.

IN THE STUD.
Adverlisfments inserted untler this heading at

the following tales; One inch, single insertion.
f'SO.- tS-t" J<J> IhfHiimlh: $iS for Ihiee months:
$lH for SIX months, and S.',o for theyear.

IN THE STUD.
AdvejtisemenU inserttd under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single inserlioni
$l.\o: $s.4o for the month; tis for thiee months
t2B for SIX months, and fso fur the vear.

For Premium LlntH, etc., apply t«»

71-76

C. A. STONE,
Secretary anh Si;i'Kkintenukm-, Torouto.

WILMINGTON AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION.

FIRST DOG SHOW^—FIRST DOG SHOW
FAIR GROUNDS. WILMINGTON, DEL,

SEPTEMBER 2 TO 5, 1890.

SETTERS & POINTERS C"*"'''^''
^^^^^^ ^^'^^^ ^^ AMERICA,

DESMOND~Ii I

LITTLE BOY
Winner over Knglihli hikI Anieriinn cham-

pions. Winner at Toledo of si«cin1. "He..l unort-
inKiloff in show," Mr. JoJin I):ivi(lson juilKe.
Winner III Cliicinnali of sprciiil. "Kest seller or

I

pointer sUkUIok, that is tlie sire oC the «u-iite'l
I number <irtiri-/e winners." Winner oi FoKTV
>ul.l tii.Kts .Mill :.)itcia1s, under judges :

Mr. John Davidson.
.Mr. Tracy.

Major J. M. Taylor.
Dr. Jarvis,
Mr. Tullmau, Mr. HigKnis, elc.

Mr. K C SUrlinK.
Shown by Mr. B F. I.ewis.
Slud (Vc I25 for a liinile.l number of bitclies.

WAVKKI.Y Ki;NNl-;tS.

JOHN SANDKRSDN, care Dh. Dixo.v,

70 75 5SII1 St. and l</1mwood Ave., Phila.

FKK, flia.OO.ENTRIES C'T.OSE AirouST Ul
For Premium LlstH, pIc, apply to

FRANK R. CARSWELL. Superintendent.

101 WEST SIXTH ST., Wilmingrton. Dol.
Also POULTRY, PIGEON and BIRD EXHIBITION. 71.75

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

six months, and fso/or the j/eat

.

m for sue months, and fso for the rear.

Ked Irish setter, bred by Rev. R OCallagliau,
hni<luiid, by Hriseo—(Jrouse J I. This dog coni-
biiirs both hehl and bench show ijiialities He
won first prize in the Derby at the Fhiladelphia
field trials i«(W, and on the tench has won. first,
Philadelphia; first, Trov; first, Albanv; first
Rochester, is.Hk „iid first, dial lenge class. Phila-
delphia istSy. stud fee, f^s.

SIR TATTON
Knglish setter by Sir A Ulster— IJelle of Furness
R«x)rd: First and siKcial at Philadelphia ihSy
first and spi-cial at I.oinlon, Out., i.SSy. and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in Kngland. This doif
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $3,s.

DASHING KENT
Same pedijfree as Sir Tatloii. A voung dog o»
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee. $25.

CARLTON PERO

MORKSHIRK lOY TKRRIKR AT STtlD.

CH. BRADFORD HARRY.
The ceUbiated Kiiulish and Americun prize

winner. Described in show reiM.its as "best
Yorkshire in America." Two photojfraphs fioiu
life, so cents. Hxtended pediinee and winnings
free. A first-class show dog kir sale,

P. H. COOMBS.
I Kxchauge Block, Bangor, Me.5"- 75

KILLARNEY

ICennels
PURE BRED IRHsHSEUERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

JRISII SETTKRS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12.131) CH. KLCHO—NORKKN.

I

IvLCnilVIAK
(13.426) CH. GLKNCHO—MAVOURNKKN.
Puppies by the above dogs. Ch. KIcho Jr. andothers for sale. ST. CI.OUD KENNELS,"" Tremont. N. Y.

By Sir Tatloii— Princess Charlotte II. Winner
ol numerous iirizes in pujipy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London. Onl., when out of condition

)OINTER IN STUD.

DICK 8WIVELER.

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:

DICK SWIVELER,
winner of first challenge prize, New York show,
\T^: fL^. ** ""** special prizes all over the
United States.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO.
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show

1887 and i88fi (only times shown).

FEE $26,

OARRYOWBN IV, imp.
Grandaon of the great Champion Garrvowbn

the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $26.
To a limited number of bitches of approved

breeding.
Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applies

Extra choice Irish puppies by the great DickhwiVRLKR foi sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KII.LAUNKV KKNN/.IJS,
50101 177 State Street, Chicaco, III.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
firat at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FSE, fco.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

last year and winner of Vecoiid prize
class, at London. Onl., when out
A grand doj; in the field. Fee, $^5,

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to WooUoii Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, fas.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms ca.sh in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

East End Kennel Club,
Carb W. H. Weiss,

'"94 Bethlehem, Pa.

J^OCHELLE KENNELS.

IMPORTED BLACK & TAN TERRIERS.

AT STUD

THE SENATOR,
Fifteen and Onk-half l»s. Fee, I15.

Puppies from nated sires and dams for sale.
7-'>" Box 231, New R,,cliellc, N. Y.

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12
Is now out. It coulains the names of many cele
brated champion <logs an<l bitches lujw oflered

l,"''.,!*' .1 w ,
*''*' '""^ Nearly icjo dugs ol

scar.;,- a., urcvda oic oiTeioi for .sale. Wow is
the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application.

f •- i

63-tf

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
140 S. 8th St., Phila., Pa.

MEDFORD FANCY MODS CO..

47-<J«

J^OUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD

AT STUD

CASPER

JRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
HEE, »J5

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(HODERIGO-GEM.) FEE. J25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

M-T* Merlon P. O.. Pa.

A. K. C. S. B. 14442.

PEDIGREE:

•S'fV^, Champion (Grand Sire, Pilgrim, 14067
Plinlinimon, E. 150501 ^ .„(Grand Dam, Bessie, 13793

_ ^^ ( Grand Sire,
Dam, Effie

. . . . ^ Merchant Prince, 14742
(Grand Dam, Chloris.

PEE
: : FORTY DOLLARS.

PENINSULAR KENNELS,
LEANDER TICIIENOR, Manac.kk.

CHELSEA

/pHE NOTED ENGLISH SETTER,

ROGER
(8252), by Count Noble—Qiteen Meg.

The great field trial and bench show winner.Winner of the Free-for-All Stake of |iooo. Central
Field Trial, .889, defeating the Memphis & Avent
D^'"^ !i

J^j'fbrated setters Chance and RowdyRod, and the noted pointers Roger Williams endLebanon. Fee I50.

THE MODEL POINTER,
duke; of VERNON

(11038), by Glendale—Spotless,

White and liver ticked, magnificent in form car-nage and movement
; thoroughly broken afieldandastaver. A big winner on the bench. Fee

fco. Address JOHN H. DAVIS,
74'75 Bastchester, N. Y.

M-li

44 & 46 DUANE St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dag collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write lor catalogue A

MICH.
i-y-tf

gNGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

j

GATH'S MARK.
I (4771)

None bill approved bitches accepted. For sludcard and parluiilars address

J. B. STODDARD,
*7-79 CONCORD, N. C.

JMPORTED WHITE BULL TERRIER
at stud^—

KINGCRAFT.
FINE lEDIC.KEE. WF:iGIIT, FORTY LBS.

FEE, $10.
Photographs Fifty Cents. Address

E. K. Doty,
47 Wellington Place, Toronto. Canada.
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FIXTURES.

Dog Sho>vs.
8*pt- i-S—Hirst annual bench show of the

Youngstown Kennel Club, at Voungstown, O. S
D. L. Jackson, secretary.
Sept. 2-4.-.Midland Central Fair Association

Bench Show, Kingston, Ont., Canada. C H
Corbett. secretary.

oi?*P'' 'j?—Wilmington Fair Association Bench
Show. T. D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington,

Sept. 2-5.—Michigan Kennel Club, Detroit
Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary

.J^^}- ;5-"9-—Second Iiilcrnational Dog Show of
the Industrial Exhibition Association at To-
ronto, Canada. C. A. Stone, secretary
Sept. 23-26.—Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

ciation, at OtUwa, Canada. Alfred Geddes
chairman.

-.uv.cn,

Oct 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-bup- Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn
B. C. Lynes, secreUrv. '

Be^ch ShlwT^*"*'"'^
Agricultural Society's

K^ '°"I?,-P''^*' annual bench show of the

finiT o^*? "i'^^i
Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion, at Rockford, III. John Teague, secreUry.
-„^'« 3;>-Jan. 3.-First bench show of the Buck-eye Poultrv and Pet Stock Association, afCan-

M^rket Stre".*"*
Sterling, secretary, 39 rJoith

1891.

viiohi
^"''•-ywe'fth annual bench show of the

tion at Jackson. Mich. W. F. Brace, secretary

ti^nVno.T""" '^""".'y =•"<' ''^t ^''^k Associa-tion (not inojrporatedl Bench Show at ChaHes-lon, t>. e. Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr., secretary

I X,?"-
'°"'^-".*''"' annual bench show of the

NewOH^n^"}^''^''?'^?^' ^^"^k Ass<.ciation at

16^ ^°- *- ^- **""*• secretary. Box

the*w»'';'^~*^''^'^^""' nnnual bench show of
UmeYM^"J""*'" ^"""^^ ^^"^- a' ^>w YorkJames Mortimore, superintendent

ih» M*^
24-27.-Second annual bench show of

D a wmf''"''^"^
^"""'-^ ^'"b. at Lynn, Mas.D- A. Williams, secretary.

ii««»».

Field Trials.

FieflT^„WM?r''!,^l.'^ '""'» "f 'he Manitoba
nVw ,

y"*" ^' homas Johnson, .secretary.

i-n.,=H- 3 -Second annual field trials of the
Ston,^ t" '^''r"^'

'^'"•'- «t Chatham, Ont. C AStone.Toronto. Ont, secretary

ana Kenn;r?l',Ii'' I'L""?' ^''^•^ ""'"'" "'"«''«^ Indi-ana nennel Club at Carlisle, Ind. P T MadisonIndianapolis, In(i., secretary
»• ^aaison,

MasT '•

F'^'w ""rl,
"^'"''^ ^'"''' "' Hyannia,

Mass!
Chapman, secretary, Melrose,

Canadian i!^1''.^?1""''' ^"^"^ »"«'" °f the
Stone Tor^n,^"J'J P"'"' "' Chatham, Ont.. C. A.oionc, I oronto, Ont, secretary.

Kartern Fi;w*Ti"V .S.^'i""'
'^'^'^ '"«'» °f the

Va w A OoJJr'''^
*^'"''' "' 0"frburn Springs,

retary^ ^°*'"'' ^a^'offa Springs, N. V., s?c-

tril Hel<rlr^,u o?"k'"'''
^«''' trials of the Cen-

M /-.J ..
^'^a'" Club, at Lextnalon N r r

D^ec^'s ^ h';,'","',^'^'^'
"^'^ V?rk"se?retary.*'-

annual'LT, ">,^<L'P^>« .'^^""F.l Clubs seveiath

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Uriggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary.
Marietta, Ga. '"

Coursing.
Oct. 21-25.—Fifth annual meet of the American

Coursing Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D.
Brougher, secretary.

Poultry and Pigeon 8hows
.\ug. 2&-Sept. 5—Detroit International Fair

ami F:xhibition Association, Detroit. E. W
Cottrell. secretary.
Sept. 1-12.—Elmira Inter-State Fair. Mr. George

W. Kobinson. secretary,
Sept. 1-6.—Wilmington Fair Association Poul-

try and Bird Department. T. D. Brown, secre-
tary, Wilmington, Del. ,

Sept. a-i2—Burlington County, N. J, Poultry
t

Association. T. Farrer Rackham, secretary,
East Orange, N. J.
S^pt- 9-»o-—International Fair Association at

Buffalo, N. Y. Charles W. Robinson, secretary.
Sept. 9-20.—Buffalo International Fair. Mr,

Charles W. Robinson, secretary.
Sept. 12-20 —Kansas State Fair, Topeka, Kan

E. G. Moon, secretary.
Sept. 22-27—Indiana Stale Fair. Alex Heron

secretary.
Sept. 22-27.—Central Canada Fair, OlUwa

Canada. Alfred Geddes, chairman.
Sept. 27-Oct 2.—Inter state Fair. Memphis

feun. N. C. Perkins, Jr., secretary
Sept. 29-Oct. 3—Inter-State Fair Association,

Irenton, N. J, Poultry, Pigeons and Pets De-
partment. Franklyn Dve, superintendent.
Oct. 15-N0V. I.—Piedmont Exposition, at At-

lanta, Ga. Charles Arnold, secretary.
Nov. 8-12.—Southern Exposition, Montgomery

Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Rackham'
superintendent, East Orange, N. J.Nov. 11-15.—Chattahoochee Valley Exposition
at Columbus, Ga. Cliff B. Grimes, secretary
Dec. 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Rockford. A. H. Currier
secretary.
Dec. 10-12.—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock

Ass<x:iation, Brockton, Mass. William F Bond
secretary. Box 795.
Dec. 10-17.—Firth annual show of the Central

Poultry Association, Richmond, Ind. J.O Myers
secretary.

Dec. 16-20.—Southwestern Poultry Association
at Memphis, Tenn. W. H. Brocket, secretary
Sardis, Miss.

Dec. 23-26.—Eastern Middlesex Pou.try Asso-
ciation, Stonehain, Mass. Mr. G. W Cormack
fiecreiary.

Dec. 29-Jaii. 1—Rhoile Island Poultry Associa-
tion, at Providence. R. G. Davis, secretary
Dec. 30-Jan. 3—Buckeye Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterliiiif
secretary.
Dec. 30.-Jan. 6.—Illinois State Poultry Associa-

tion, Peoria. J. W. Burton, secretary.

1891.
Jan. 1-6.—Southern Michigan Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, Monroe, Mich. Elliot O
Grosvenor, secretary.
Jan 5-9—Wabash Valley Poultry and Pet .Stock

Association, at Ml. Camiel, 111. Will F Chin
man, secretarj',

"^

Jan. 13-15.—Notthern Middlesex Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Clinton, Mass. A A
Fillebron, secretary,! Ayer, Mass.
Jan. 13-17—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock A.ssocia-
tion (not incorporated) at Charleston, S. C Ben-
jamin Mclnnis, Jr., secretary. U. A. Bridge su-
perintendent. '

Jan. 13-18.—Cleveland Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Cleveland. O. P. p. Fritzinger
secretary. *

Jan. 20-25.—Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at New Orleans. N. E Shaw sec-
retary. Box 1658.

'

Jan. 20-25.—Indiana SUte Poultry Aesociation
Ren. W. Crockett, cor. secretary, Delphi, Ind
Jan. 13-16. Mohawk Vallev Poultry and Pet

Stock Association. Amsterdam, N. Y. Mr Wil-
liam C. House, secretary, Freys Bush. N. Y
Jan. 27-31.—Tennessee Poultry and fet Stock

A.ssociation. at Nashville, Tenn P H Haeer
secretary " '

Feb. 3-7.—South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Greenville, S. C. A. H Rohn
secretary. Prosperity, S. C.
Feb. 4-10.—New York Poultry and Pigeon As-

sociation (limited), at New York. T Farrar
Rackham, secretary and superintendent F:ast
Orange, N. J.
Feb. 10-15.—Colorado Poultry Breeders' Associ-

ation, at Denver, Col. Geo. A. Parker, secretary.

the purpose of organizing a field trial

club. About twenty sportsmen were pres-

ent from Detroit, London, Forest and
other places. Sheriff Mercer, Chatham,
was elected president ; F. W. Efldy,

Detroit, first Vice-President ; Dr. Totten,
Forest, second Vice-President ; Kxecutive
Committee, J. B. Field, C. A. Davidson,
H. Avery, and another, lietroit; Mon-
tague Smith, Forest ; T. G. Davey, I^n-
don

; S. Holmes, C. R. Atkinson, Jr.,

Joseph Kince, V. S., and F. Burnett,

Chatham
; W. B. Wells, secretary and

treasurer.

No entrance fee is charged. Mr. James
Watson, their judge for the past three
years, will again oflBciate this year.

•

»

The feeling of the meeting was in favor
of the spotting system for judging trials

as against the heat system
; and also in

favor of three judges instead of one. The
trials will begin November 3 and will

take the place of the trials which were to

lie held under the auspices of the Can-
adian Kennel Club. The International
Field Trial Club was the name adopted.

In connection with the International
Exhibition at Detroit (Michigan, U. S.

A.), says an English contemporary, a
large dog show is to be held. Prize
money in value about 4.00 dols. will be
offered.

• *

»

The Loudon Standard a few weeks ago
published a curious account of the ex-
periments which are being made in the
French army for training dogs to act as

scouts, messengers and sentinels. Whtu
a dog is on messenger duty two men are
detached from an outjxist and walk al>out

a mile, their companion licing led by his

collar. One of the men then returns to

the starting point and the dog, whenever
he is let loose, runs back to the outpost
with the message in a b.tg tierl to his

back.
«

The sentinel dogs are said to scent
strangers one hundred yards off, and
uirccliy Ihey do SO i>egin to bark and
growl. The training necessary for the
scouts is more eleborate, as they have to
be taught to search fields and thickets in

which soldiers dressed in foreign uniforms
are lying in ambush. As soon as the
animals find the enemy it is their busi-

ness to run back to their own friends,

and so report what they have seen.

» *

'eld trials at Deatonsville. Va.

1891.
Jan. I9.-Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

Our Illustration.

The subject of our illustration is Mr. J.
H. H. Maenner's Pedro, winner of first

and special prizes at the late Maryland
Kennel Club's show.

Pedro is a typical dog, brindle in color.
He is by Mentor out of Minerva, by
Sultan II out of Cora. Mentor is by
Nero II out of Zampa II.

Black poodles are the right canine
wrinkle at present, and compounds for

giving them the fashionable hue are ad-
vertised not to run. When chased by a
small Ixjy, however, the poodles will dis-

regard the guarantee.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

—ne Spanish Student.

The National Beagle Club has decided
to hold their field trials at Hyannis,
Ma.ss., on November 4.

» «
.\ very enthusiastic meeting of sports-

men was held at the Garner House,
Chatham, Ont., on Tuesday evening, for

Fanciers Gazette says, and truthfully :

"There is likely to lie an interesting

competition with the Siberian Wolf-
hounds or Barzois at the Crystal Palace
show, emanating from the opinion that
has been expressed by Mr. Rousseau on
the dogs of the breed that are to be seen
in England. It appears that Mr. Hacke,
of Pittburg. U. S. A., has purchased a
brace of Barzois through Mr. Rousseau,
and that they have been or are to be sent
to England to be placed in charged of
Spratts Patent, to be kept till the Crys-
tal Palace Show, in order that they may
be shown against Colonel Wellesley's
Krillutt, who has agreed to exhibit his
dog. Mr. Hacke is Hying at high game,
as Krillutt is undoubtedly the best wolf-
hound that has ever been exhibited in
England. Should the two animals in

question be really good specimens of
their breed, it will be no sinecure tojudge
them with Krillutt, who for elegance and
beauty of outline is difficult to beat,

more particularly if they are of the
coarser breed that are kept in some
parts of Russia."

*
« •

The Danbury, Conn., dog show will be
held October 6 to 9. Premium lists are
now out. The prizes will be ^5 and I3.

We clip from a daily pap«r of this city
the following advertisement

:

^200 ^t'J^."?^,r,'?^riotg:
''"" '''' '^•"'

•••

We see by the daily papers that Charles
Myers receivefl from W. K. Vanderbilt a
check for I5000, in compensation for in-
juries inflicted upon him by Mr. Vander-
bilfs $^^M mastiff, Wallace. Myers wae
employed by Mr. Vanderbilt to train a
collection of bird dogs, and last October,
while he was walking out with a couple
of these dogs he was attacked and badly
bitten by a powerful mastiff. One of the
setter (h^v,^ that Myers had been training
assisteil ir !i!s rescue by attacking the
mabiiff, which then left the man to at-
tack the dog. Myers was iil in bed for
several weeks, aud when he finally re-

covered he was only the shadow of his
old self. His case attracted the personal
interest of Mr. Vanderbilt, who cabled
from Paris that he shouhl be given every
care until his complete recovery.

*
« •

Myers didn't hire a lawyer to secure
damages for him, but, armeil with bis
nhvsiriati'R reriitioaf*" 'hr. <ju»..» *.-. t »

Frank Loomis. one of the Vanderbilt
counsel, and pleaded his own case. Bv
order of W. K. Vanderbilt he received
his big check to-day. It was the exact
amount he had asked for. The expenses
incurred by Mr, Vanderbilt on account of
the young man's sickness ran up to (4000,
sf) that the whole expense chargeable to
an ugly dog is nearly $10,000.

We clip from the Fanciers' Gazette the
following : A story is told of a dog fan-
cier who once sold a bull terrier to an
elderly lady, who, distrusting serranU
and living all alone in a house, thought
she needed a good protector. Coming
down to light the fire one morning she
was horrified to find her dog grimly
watching a burly ruflSan in the kitchen.
"If you please, marm," said the man,
touching his cap as she entered, "I ain't
took nothing yet. That 'ere wild beast
o' yourn would a tore me to small bits if

I had. He's been a keeping his eyes on
me, marm, and if I stirred a step he'd a
been at me. I've put in a most uncom-
mon nasty night, marm, and I do hopes
you won't be hard on uie." She was not
hard on him. She gave him some break-
fast and allowed him to go unmolested.
Then she went to the man with the dog
and sold it back to him at half price, say-
ing that if he had told her it was so re-

morseless a brute she would never have
allowed it in her honse at all.

«

Also another yarn from the same
source : A lady who kept a poodle re-

cently lost her pet, and called upon a
detective to find it. The next day the
officer appeared with the dog, which was
wet and dirty. The lady, overjoyed,
asked, omongst other questions, "Where
did you find the dear darling?" "Why,
mum," replied the detective, "a big fel-

low had him tied to a pole, and was wash-
ing windows with him."
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DEUTSCHE DOGGEN IN PARIS

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Sir: While the German doggeor Great
Dane fanciers in this country in general
admire the elephant type, as some writer

remarked not long ago, the French taste

is in exactly the opposite direction, as

the following translation from the Hunde-
Sport of July 16 will show :

" We produce post festum a report from
'L'Acclimatation,' by Jean Robert, one
of the first cynological authorities of
France, about the Deutsche Dogge. Ac-
cordingto him, the opinion appears to

prevail lieyond the Rhine that he Grand
Danoisand Dogue d'Ulni represents dif-

ferent varieties. It may serve for an ex-
planation that in France in the group of
Dogues etrangers are included : i. Dogues
danois et allemauds. 2. Mastiffs. 3.

Dogues d'Espagne, de Cuba, etc. Of
Dogues francais (Bordeaux) are recog-
nized those de grande Uille et de petite
taille.

Of the dogges, that after Otto Fried-
rich's prescription are divided into the
light strain (Dan ische Doggen) and the
heavy strain (Ullmer Doggen) the prefer-
ence is mostly given in France to the
former elegance and fine movements
being appreciated more than size and
weight. With regard to color, the whole-
colored and the white and black spotted
ones are preferred to the brindles. The
report alx)ut Chiens d'utilite commences:
"The dogges. numbered 100, and les

Grands Danois were represented by 60.

Among those 60 were specimens worthy
of notice, especially in the collection of
Mr. Goute, who, it may l)e remarked, di<l

not receive all he could have expected.
A new element whose influence appears

to be predominant, was brought into the
jury and many decisions were very
strongly discusse*!. Valuable animals
that won prizes in former years did not
even get a letter. Moreover it appears
that the large, heavy dogs that are to be
considered Dogues d'Ulm, were preferred,
size and bulk having been valued more
than fine lines and powerful appearance
which distinguish the Grand Danois.
Ifthis influence should prevail in future,
it would \>e desirable not to have the
Grands Danois mixed with the Dogues
Allemands any longer, and that two va-
rieties would be distniguished by an ad-
mission—or entry-jury that will have to
determine in which class each dog will
have to compete. In this respect the
assertion of the exhibitor cannot be re-
lied on, he names his 'ogs Grand Danois
or Dogues d'UIni according to his fancy
The task of the jury would be a difficult
one, I admit. Where ends the Grand
Danois, where commences the Dogue
d'Ulin? But if in consequence of the
present identity of this group, the elegant
type should be sacrificed for the heavy
massive one, a separation appears nec-
essary. Better it would be to separate
the dogs according to their weight than
to keep up a confusion that injures just
the uoblest representative."
We need not pass lightly over such

assertions with a superior smile, know-
ing that there is only one dogge. It is less
than three years since a judge in Berlin
made a proposition in the Hunde-Sport
to divide the doggfes into a light and a
heavy vmety, to which Mr. Hartenstein
very appropriately replied that then the
spotted and blue dogs and all the bitches
should belong lo the heavier one, while
specimens of the same litter might Wong
partly to the heavy and partly to the light
variety. Besides it lasted long until the
newer designation Deutsche Dogge was
generally adopted. It is a fact that for-
merly there was no German Dogge, that
the former appellations Danische Dogee
Hatzrude Ulmer Dog^e, Fanghund!
Altdeutsche Dogge were m common use,
and that also the several varieties differed
in some points. It is, therefore, not sur-
prising that in France, which liesides this
confusion received from England and
Belgium the designation Grand Danois
a simlar obscruity prevails as formerly in
Germany. But it is easy to give France
information if it wishes to be instructed

Much sooner they will say Dogtie d'
Ulm than Dogue alleman<l. If the
French want to be enlightened, they
have to consider only where they get all
their dogges and wher all the prize win-
ners in Paris were bred.
Now follows a report of the prizes

awarded and decription of their winners,
of which I will mention only a few that
may be of particular interest. The
following five dogs are described as
Dogues d'Ulni, entirely too colossal and
heavy for Grands Danois, in which class
they were registered: Pirschpw, first prize
in class for briudle dogs, owned by Count
Sobotenski, formerly by Mr. Wied,
Cannstatt. He received v. h. c. in puppy
cla.ss at Ksslingeii and prize ol" honor at
Cologne. Mr. Aaron's Roland, prize of
honor and first in whole colored dog class.
His former owner is Mr. Blum, Ulin.
Mr. Goute's Ctesar got nothing this
year. Last year he won prize of honor.
In the harlequin class Mr. Goute's
Roland won first prize. In Stuttgart he
won first prize in the puppy class. He was
bought of Mr. Latz, of whom Mr. Goute
had also bought Fidelio, that has hardly
his peer among the briudle dogges in
Europe. In 1889 Fidelio won first prize
in Paris, this year he got nothing.

Mr. Goute's, formerly Saager's, Mar-
quise won prize of honor; she is by
Blankenhorn's Moreau, and won second
prize at Esslingen. It is interesting to
see her described as a fine Grand Danois
bitch, while Pirschow, also bv Moreau,
IS considered a Dogue d' Ulm'. Goute's
Leda, formerly Brodbeck's Minca, first
prize Stuttgart, l>ought by Mr. Goute of
Mr. Latz, won first prize in the whole
colored bitch class. She is of a fine black
color. Three bitches that Mr. Goute
bought from Mr. Latz, viz.: Perle, Li-
bussa and Calypso won nothing. The
last mentioned won first prize in Paris
last year. Libussa got second prize in
Zurich, and prize of honor in Stuttgart.
Perle, that won prize of honor in E.ss-
lingen and also prize of honor for the
best bitch of all classes last year in
Cologne, was disqualified on account of
dew claws.
The Hunde-Sport then proceeds : "We

are convince<l that all the points adopted
in Gei"niaiiv will 1m» n^oented in Franc"
but it may last long yet^ lest a corpora-
tion, be it the 'National Doggen Club' or
its section for Belgium and France, in-
tercedes. Not long at'o 'Chasse et
Peche' had a long article about the
Deutsche Dogge, agreeing exactly with
the points fixed in Germany. This ar-
ticle was copied in 'LeChenil ;' thus the
soil is already cleared. The sooner
France geU information on this subject
the better for us. Under favorable cir-
cumstances French dogge fanciers and
exhibitors will like to keep an<l popular-
ize the dogge, and the number of his ad-
mirers will constantly increase while the
French will have to get their material
from Germany. The German breeders
have to be careful always to keep a valu-
able breeding material. i;u(k)ubtedly
the fancy for noble breeds is constantly
progressing in France

; the St. Bernard.s
and Newfoundlands do not suit the taste
of the Frenchman, whose sense of tieauty
IS more highly developed than that of
the Englishman, so that there is a goo<l
prospect for the dogge to become in
France what the St. Bernard is in
America and England."

J. H. H. Maknnrr.
Baltimore, Aug. 18, 1890.

On the Theory of Breeding

Kste in the Kennel Gazette.

"The most general truth, not admitting of in-
clusion in any other, does not admit of inter-
pretation. Of necessity, therefore, explanation
must bring us down lo the inexplicable. The
deepest truth we cau get at must be unaccount-
able."— Herbert Spencer.

CANT DO WITHOUT IT.

"The Journal" the Coming Paper for
X>oKan(1 Ponltry Men.

Fanciers' Publishing Company.
Gentlemen : Enclosed please find

American Express money ortler for I2.50
for subscription to Thr Fanciers' Jour-
nal for one year. I could not gel along
without The Journal. Yours truly.

James J. Walsh.
North Adams, Mass., Aug. 15.

She Wanted a Fair-weather Dog.

A lady called upon Fred Kirby last
week and asilced If he had a fair weather terrier
for sale.

"What kind of a dog is that ?
"

"Why, a skye with a blue tint, of course," she
I
replied.

The philosophy of reproduction has,

for the minds of naturalists, possessed a

fascination scarcely excelled by any
other branch of biology, since Aristotle,

with the fiery touch of his genius first

kindled its na.scent flame. The undying
spirit of Aristotle was transferred, as a
living activity to his followers, who, with
belter means at their disposal, have been
enabled to attain a more exact knowledge
of the subject.

Biology is a science in which we are
obliged to arrive at our own conclusions

;

mainly by the inductive method ; we
cannot establish its truths by mathe-
matical calculations, being far too com-
plex to admit of any immediate solution
by such means, but we can, from the
mass of separate observations, draw gen-
eral conclusions which become more and
more approximately correct, in propor-
tion to the increase in the extent of the
experiences on which they are ba.sed.

In an attempt to explain a theory,which
is a matter of reasonable inference rather
than of demonstration, the danger of
dogmatizing is just in proportion to the
.strength of the faith which the writer
possesses on the subject. There may l>e

little that is very new in what I have to
say on this very complex subject, but
there is good to be done in every field of
research, by occasionally turning over
the soil—"putting your idea of a spade
into your idea of the ground" as J.
c*..^.'^ iv>r;ii ,i,.c i: *-

Johannes Muller said that "the indis-
]KMisabie conditions of the most import-
ant discoveries consisted in the continu-
ous interaction and harmonious balance
ol imagination and reason." It may,
however, in .some instances Ije permissi-
ble lo allow one's imagination to wander
into the mysterious by-paths of specula-
tive philosophy, provided it be kept under
check and control, and not permitted lo
"break fence" over any of those well-
defined landmarks, which have been
adopted as Ijoundaries and accepted as
rules and canons of the inductive method.
Darwin says : "The laws governing in-

heritance are quite unknown
; no one

can say why a peculiarity in different in-
dividuals of the same species or in in-
dividuals of different species, is .some-
times inherited and sometimes not so

;why the child often reverts in certain
characters lo its grand fath«r or grand-
mother or more remote ancestor, why a
peculiarity is often transmitted from one
sex tj both sexes, or to one sex alone,
more coniinonly but not exclusively to
the like sex."
There have been numerous workeis in

the field of evolution since Darwin wrote
those words in "Origin of Species" .some
twenty-tiglit years ago. Ontogeny
which embraces both embryology anti
metamorojihology, has received 'much
greater light by the researches and writ-
ings o» Haeckel, Gegeiibaur. Huxley
Herbert Spencer, Ray-Lankester ancl
others.

The theory of unfolding or preforma-
tion at one lime found almost general ac-
ceptance

; it consisted in the idea that
every part of the body in minute atoms
was preformed in the ovum from the
l)egiiining, and was unfolded by the de-
velopment and growth of the individual
organism.
The theory of encasement in the female

next bad its turn
; by this all the females

were supposed lo be encased one in the
other

;
and the ovary of the first female

was thought to have encased all future
generations of male and female.
The theory of encasement in the male

was adopted by Spallanzani, Hartsoeker
and Iveeuweiihock, when the last named
made the discovery of spermatozoa. F:ach
separate sperm cell was th jught to be a
genuine and complete animal, in which

all parts of the body were preformed, and
to contain within itself all future genera-
tions of its descendants. Both theories
were equally false and unfounded.

Wolff's theory of epigenesis (Theoria
Generationis. 1759), whereby he made
the real nature of evolution intelligible,
gave the death-blow to the entire theory
of preformation. By this he showed
that "the evolution of every organism
consists of a series of new formations,
and that no trace of the form of the de-
veloped organism exists, either in the
germ cells of the male or female. Though,
however, the form does not exist in esse
it does tn posse.
The art of breeding is reproduction

brought to an art. What is reproduction ?

This to many may seem a very simple
question. Professor Virchow savs : "The
origin and development of the' egg cell
in the body of the mother, the transfer
to it, by means of the seed, of the mental
and physical characteristics of the father,
affect all the questions which the human
mind has ever raised in regard to exist-
ence." It is then the bringing together
of all the physical and mental character-
istics of which the parents are severally
composed, and also those of their an-
cestors, concentrated in the ovum of the
female (containing the material from
which the new individual arises) and UK-
sperm cell of the male (containing the
fertilizing element), which fusing with
the contents of the egg cell, in a manner
which is as yet but imperfectly under-
stood, gives the impetus to the'develop-
ment of the ovum and the formation of
the embryo. Fertilization would, there-
fore, appear to depend upon the addition
of a new element, which regenerates the
ovum and forms the starting point of the
subsequent generation of cells which
build up the embryonic body.
Every female has, at birth, in her

ovaries all the ova which are to be cast
off in the future, and therefore they in-
herit all the forces which tend to make
the offspring resemble its parents ; but
these ova are subject to motlification by
evolution, or by reversion to a former or
primitive type, in accordance with their
conditions of environment. In the act
of breeding many male sperm cells and a
more limited number of female germ
cells are brought together. Offspring of
an intermediate form between the parents
is seldom the result

; »)ecause we have in
these germ cells complex elements of
unknown characters and potentialities,
which frequently produce progeny that
differ in many particular points from
either parent. A fixed type between two
distinct breeds is nearly impossible to
obtain, and if such an attempt be made,
the closest selection will be necessary to
maintain any sort of uniformity. It is
very seldom indeed that any improve-
ments are affected by such a cross.
WTien an animal, such as the bitch,

produces a plurality at a birth—especially
if by union with a male of different blood
or strain—the offspring is frequently of
varied and discordant character. Each
peculiarity must have its own efficient
cause, and there must be a natural law
which affects every individual conceptionm the litter. Probably the most dominant
potential energies in the various combi-
nations of cells which form each embryo
determine the result. These cells must
have within them forces in different com-
binations to produce a family, in which
the members, while possessing the hered-
itary qualities of both parents have but
little similitude to eath other. We know
that a striking likeness to some long by-
gone ancestor is frequently seen to reap-
pear after a lapse of many'years. Where
has the dormant force capable of repro-
ducing this likeness resided in the inter-
val of tinii; ?

It has never lieen dea<l, that is clear
;

it has been in existence and transmitted,
though invisibly, from generation to gen-
eration until it met with an affinitive force,
which enabled it.by combination of poten-
tial energies, to produce the erewhile lost
resemblance. Such is the explanation
of the theory of latent transmission or
atavism. Practically this fretpiently oc-
curs when two nearlv-relatc<l animals are
bred together.
A particular character aud type can

only be forme<l and perpetuated' 111 any
variety or strain, by selecting, for breed-
ing purposes, those members only which
exhibit centripetal attraction toward
specification, and possess prepotent forces
tending to revolve round a common
centre-point of characteristic type- in
plainer language, by breeding only from
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those specimens of the variety which
have certain desired characters in com-
mon ; but even then nnmlierless slight

differences will arise.

The period of life at which variations

are most liable to occur has always l>een

a disputed point among biologists,

whether before, or at the instant of
conception, or during the early or late

period of development of the embryo.
Darwin in "Origin of .Species" says, "I am
strongly inclined to suspect that the most
frequent cause of variability may be
allrilmted to the male and female elements
having iH-en affected jirior to the act of
concei)tioii" * * * "the cause may have
acted, and I believe generally has ac'.ed

even before the embryo was formed; and
the variations may be due to the male
and female sexual elements having been
affected by the conditions to which either
parent or their ancestors have l>een
exposed." Again in "Descent of Man"
he says: "In all cases of re\ersion, charac-
ters are transmitted through two, three,
or many generations, and are then under
certain unknown favorable conditions
developed. This imijortant distinction
between transmission aud development
will be easier kept in mind by the aid of
the hypothesis of pangenesi.s, whether or
not it lie accepted as true. According to
this hyptJthesis every unit or cell of the
body throws offgemniuk's or undeveloped
atoms, which are transmitted to the off-
spring of l)olh sexes, and are multiplied
by selfdivision. They may remain unde-
velope(l during the early years of life,

or during successive generations ; their
devtlo])nient into units or cells, like those
from which they were derived, depending
on their affinity for and union with other
units or cells previously develojied in due
order of growth."

Variatit>ns are more frequent in domes-
ticated than in wild species. By reason
of artificial selection and environment
there is a progressive increase in the
complexity of the molecular units which
form the germ cells aud a corresponding
decrease in the stability of their combina-
tion. Plato ascriljed to Socrates the ex-
pression of the idea "that ccnipoiinded
things or s'ich as are compoundable admit
of l>eing dissipated at the same rate that
they were com} ouiided. ' Plach individual
germ cell possesses the potentialities
which it acquired from its ancestors by
conservative heredity, plus its own sjie-
cific potentiality, acquired during its pro-
cess of development by environment and
adaptation while in the reproducing
organs of the parent, the former by
palingenesis (or new birth), the latter by
keuogenesis (strange birth viti.ition). It
follows therefore that every germ-cell
contains the same palingcnetic or hered-
itary principle, while the kenogenetic or
acquired principle will be in accordance
^

,f u""
'*1'*'^'*' conditions of a.laptation

If thesejjremises be correct, we must
invert the theory "that all future gener-
ations were encased in the primitive Eve
ofasix!cies"and adopt the belief that
the last of a race has its own potentiality
and includes within itself the poten-
lalities of both j)arents and of all ances-

tors, although some of these potentiali-
ties may have Ik-ch almost reache.l. In
each succeeding generation there would
therefore be a progressive increase in
the complexity of the molecular unitsormmg the germ cells, in some of which
tne inherited potential energies would
reniriin dormant until they united withsome alFimine cell, when their combina-
ion tn,j,ht result in the formation of an
nrtividnal po.sses.sing resemblance to along dead ancestor.

Ill the act of conception, which takes
Pla-

.
soon after, though not necessarily

at. the time of coition, each ovum ispenetrated l,y several sperm cells, whichso far as the highest p/.wer of a micro!S ^»^«^.. entirely .lisappear in its
Mibslance. but it is probably one only

oriemr'''"',""^'"^^''"«« t'he nucleus

first 'Jltrn"'';'^- V^'''
^'^ ''•^" have the

erL,« '^?*^''"*^ "' ^^''islence." Witherhaps 'the survival of the fittest" cell.

ZLll .r ^''yvos^ »l'«t the ovum i^tie apathetic ,n the matter of "selec-

lents nf 'r ^,^" ^''"^" '»> »he experi-

h!T . m ^''^ Honorable and Rev W'

ertiW /^'.r'"" P'«"»* ^'^ "'ore eas yfertilized by the pollen of another of th'e

Te^s nowir 7 t"' '" '''^ auimal cell a

M tl vn . ft'"'^'""
»'""' 'I possesse<l

some (emales will conceive by one male

Kirv'^''^ '^*° ^y another thoughboth ^'* known to be fertile ? A^ conce^^

"7
tion is sometimes delayed, a second act
of coition may succeed in fertilizing
some of the ova left unfertilized by the
first. Thus can lie explained such a case
as a bitch (who practically carries out
polyandry) having offspring which re-
sembles two different fathers. Soon,
however, the canal of the uterus is closed
and no further impregnation can take
place.

Now if we concede that every male and
female reproductive cell has within it the
aggregate of all the genimules of the
bo<l^- which prwluced it. as well as those
of Its progenitors, we can understand
how its own individual character and
potential energy are acquired by adap-
tation and environment—by the health,
nutrition, state of activity or education.'
etc., of the various parts of the body at
the time of its development and casting
off. When several ova are cast off at one
time, though jierhaps developed in the
ovary at different antecedent periods, we
can understand how they might possess
the same sum total, but vary in the differ-
ent proportious of their parts, ami as
each male sperm cell may vary from its
fellow in a similar manner, the various
combinations of cells may produce off-
spring differing much from eajh other,
though all were the result of the same
act of conception.
What is of greater importance to the

breeder is not only the mode of action of
the parent cells in the act of reproduc-
tion, but the fact that they bring together
latent potential energies which are trans-
mitted by heredity to them and through
them from all preceding generations of
their ancestors. It is from these latent
potential energies that we see the result
of the influence of ancestors whose char-
acteristics may have been dormant for
several genefations. If this be true—
and we see it daily verified by our expe-
rience--we have in every male and female
now existing the elements, some in more
and some in less degree, of all their pre-
decessors, and it is only a question of
potency or bias which will "crop out"
and give individuality to the offspring.

* ^x.-...«. .w..... v^. v.ti 4aLioii.-> ui lyi'e are
more readily transmitted to the same sex
as that in which they first originated,
and only in exceptional instances to the
opposite sex. These peculiarities which
develop late in life in either sex are tran.s-
mitted only to the same sex, while those
which occur early are generally trans-
mitted lo both (Darwin).
This would bear out the theory (which

I can only now refer to) that nutrition
and reprofiuction are very closely inter-
dependent

; Ijecause variations which
occur with maturity of growth would
develop simultaneously with the repro-
ductive organs, while those which occur
at the earlier period—not having any
sexual significance—would lie inherited
by both sexes alike. In breeds of dogs
in which the male is considerably larger
than the female, such as the mastiff, St.
Bernard or deerhound, the size being ac-
qtiired late in life, is transmitted only to
the male, Ixith sexes growing at an equal
rate until the period of pul>ertv. The
development of horns in cattle', sheep
and deer, fjeing generally possessed only
by the male, ol^ys the same rule ; but iii

those cases wherein both sexes are pro-
vided with horns, they appear at a much
earlier periwi of their existence. We
cannot follow these processet. step by
step as in a mathematical problem. In
dealing with the almost infinite it is our
mental rather than our physical eye that
must be u.sed

; still our inferences may
be justified by known facts and by ana-
logies, and our conclusions In- as logical
as though they wt re based on physical
demonstrations. Asan instance -a black
sheep has not been .seen in a flock for
many generations, when a specimen sud-
denly reapjiears we can only infer that
the combination of some two germ-rells
having in their molecules the energies of
black pigment dominant over white, has
occurreil to produce the black sheep. I

remenil)cr the remark of a man, who,
hearing of the disgrace of a young
noblcnian (a figurative black shccj)) said
"that in the pedigree probably a cook
would be found, and occasionally the
cook would crop out."

Variations of form and color are more
likely to occur in the male than in the
female. Mr. J. Wood (in Proceeding of
Royal Society, 1.S69). stated "that the
greatest amount of abnorinallies is
found in the malts." Professor Mac-
alister (Proc. Royal Irish Academy. 1868),
likewise remarks "that variations in the

males are probably more common than
in the females." Dr. Burt Wilder (Massa-
chusetts Medical Society, Translation),
has tabulated the cases of supernumerary
fingers in 152 individuals, of which there
were double the number of instances in
males to females. We see. therefoie,
that variations are more prone to occur
and be transmitted by the male ; if,

therefore, any acquired and desirable
characteristic is to be perpetuated, it is
especially necessary to Ije careful in the
selection of the male, and to breed only
from such as has the desired type of the
variety most pronounced. This particu-
larly applies to those breeds in which
the male is the larger and more developed
in character than the female, as in deer-
hounds, mastiffs or vSt. Bernards.

It may be gathered from the above re-
marks that in ordir to fix a type in any
breed of dog it is necessary that selection
should be made from those which are
somewhat related or at least of the same
strain. This may no doubt for a certain
time Ik! done with great advantage, but
must not be pursued too long, as too
close inter-breeding unqiiistionably les-
sons fertility

; and although the offspring
may possess a tendency to become fat,
the real nutrition and development of
the body will become arrested, especially
the tony an<l muscular sy.stem. A cross
at intervals is therefore indispensable
and is best made with a nearly-allied
strain, which while possessing somewhat
similar hereditary tendency has been
subjected to different conditions of en
vironment.

DISEASES OF THE DOG,

The Filth Paper on the 8ubJect-The
Thlnl Tube and ItB Outlet.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

SYMPTOM.S—CONTINUED.
As a rule disease in this organ and its

appendage, the bladder, may be traced to
exposure, or some cause which affects
the nerves which control these parts,
such as external blows injuring the
spinal column.

SYMPTOMS.
Difficulty in nioveraent
Arched back
Pain in loins. ..."
High temperature . .

Thirst
Dry hot nose . . . . ]

Ilowels disordered.
Red eyes
Constant demre to pass
water

Inability to pass much
Inability to pass any
Water mixed with

blooil
Blood passed by iti»elf .

Anxious expression .

Panting
Restleasness . . .

Enlarged l>elly ..'.'.
Vomiting

I. Inflammation of
the kidneys.

Hem orr hage
somewhere In
the canal.

3. Inflammation of
the bladder.

1 n 11 1) i I i t y to
make water.

Complete par-
alysis of the
bladder.

TRAIiMNG FIELD TRIAL DOGS.

They Should Not Depend on Their
Handler In Order to Win lleutM.

f:ditor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : A letter signed "Pheasant" in

your issue of July 26 and also a quotation
from the American correspondent of the
P:nglish Stock-Keeper, previously re-
nii hi i«li«»rl i« Tiji.' T^ • ...y. . ••*...* T ^.-
• .. .i.^viuivo JV>»JK«AL|
regarding the training of dogs for our
field trials, are misleading. The Eng-
lish paper says : "He must lie thoroughly
broken ami under perfect control, .so that
he will depend more on his handler than
himself." Dogs have won at our trials

in the past that were far from being "un-
der perfect control," and I have .seldom
seen those that depended on their handler
instead of on themselves win even a
heat.

"Pheasant" objects to speed and range.
If he prefers a slow working dog he can
always train down the very fastest of
them to just the degree of speed he wants.
On the other hand, I prefer a rapid
worker, but I never could make a fast

one out of a slow, over-cautious dog As
for a "rambling" dog I have no use for
him. nor do I Ijelieve that he finds much
favor with American sporUmeu gener-
ally.

While a few instances are on record
where dogs of ordinary nose willing to
use what iio.se they pos.ses.sed to the best
advantage won over dogf of apparently
very fine nose, but unwilling to use ft
much, yet it is certain that the average
American field trial winner is a dog of
the very keenest scenting powers.
The truth is that English dogs (judging

by some I have seen lately at our trials)
are the ones that depend too much on
their handlers. Our English friends can,
perhaps, beat us on the bench, but the
dogs they have lately shown against us
have no business in the field with our
l>est ones.

"Phea-sant" says : "What is style, any
way ?" Good style enhances the 'value of
many important features of a dog's
worth, but tr/T i^rtrt' .f/i'/^ embraces "con-
tinual false points and eternally waKeine
big tail." Yours truly.

Luke W. White.
Thomasvillh, N. C, Aug. 20.

distinguishing symptoms.
Arched back, apparent weakness in the

hind quarters, pain over the kidneys
constant desire to make water with bloody
discoloration of urine and high tempera-
ture, and the usual accompaniments of
fever, point to inflammation of the kid-
neys.

lu hemorrhage pain may or may not
be present. It is not uncommon in
bitches, in which case it proceeds from
the organs of reproduction, and has
nothing to do with the canal we are now
dealing with.
Anxious look, fever, bowel disturbance

and tlie same symptoms as appear in in-
Hammation of the kidneys, together with
thick foetid urine, point to inflammation
of the bladder. In this latter stage the
animal vomits and cries out with pain

Inability to make water requires no
descrmtion ns tli»» /•nri^fr.^t „..j.

to perform the necessary act cannot but
be observed. The belly grathially in-
creases in size, and the same symptoms
as are to be seen in uiflamination of the
kidneys are present, except that the ani-mal IS unable to void its urine,

.u^ui*
usually proceeds from paralysis of

the bladder, which not unfrequently ruD-
tures, and the animal dies.

If the bladder does not rupture or the
urine is not drawn off, then the animal
succumbs to unemic poisoning (urine
passing into the svstem through the
blood vessels).

Paralysis also for a time may accom-
pany severe and protracted labor, even
after the pups are born.

A Good Home for Them.

Cobwiggcr: What makes yon think
those four pups will please your wife >

Young Husband : Because I'm tur* she could
make such nice dog biscuit.

HAD THE DOG A CONSCIENCE?
From the Boston Transcript.

The Listener was at his luncheon when
a man entered the restaurant who was
followed by a collie dog. (It should be
stated that the word "collie" has not a
very exact meaning. The collie of the
liench shows is the Scotch sheep dog
and IS own brother to the English sheep
dog, to which breed our common "shep-
herd dog" belongs, but there are several
recognized forms of the Scotch sheep
dog.) As the man came into the res-
taurant he simply pointed toward one
corner of the room and v/ent about his
business of ordering his meal, without
looking at the dog

; and the dog at once
went to the comer indicated and lay
down. As the animal lav there he
looked with an interested but not a curi-
ous air about the room, preci.sely as a
well-bred gentleman from foreign parts
might have done. His master's back
was toward him. Taking advantage of
this fact to tempt the animal, the Listener
held out a piece of meat toward the col-
lie. The dog looked up at the Listener's
face, and was evidently satisfied with the
inspection, if the Listener does say it as
shouldn't; for he wagged his tail and
half rose from his place, as if to come
forward and get the meat. But then he
glanced at his master's back and moving
elbows, looked once more at the Listener
in an apologetic way, and settled back
definitely upon the floor. There was
nothing chnnging or fearful about the
movement. It was simply as much as
to say : "I'd like to, tbank you, but you
can see for yourself that lam hereonmy honor and it wouldn't be right."
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

interestias Facts and Fancies Culled

frem the Doggy World.

Stx^ial Corrcupondmce.

It must have struck readers very forci-

bly that every objector to the A. K. C.'s

present uianageuient always falls back
on the poor, inoffensive and unassuming
Kennel Gazette. If he starts off al>out

dogs in the North Pole the Gazette some
how or other has to \ic rung in. If it is

about fraudnlency, the Gazette must be

drngKcd in. Now, we dog men of

America (llie "we" cousi-sting of myself,

the ice cream man round the corner, my
next door neighlwr's Tom cat, and an old

umbrella without any cover which was
left in the passage), I reiterate we dog
men, beg to state to the sulitnry indi-

vidaalK who do the comnmnistic red hot

Socialist style about the "mongrel" or-

gan that there is another light in which
"the drain" out of the Stud-Book re-

ceipts can \>c looked at.

In the first place, all those who disa-

gree with the present legislature of 44
Broadway, take a very broad and expan-
sire view of what constitutes a " mon-
grel." There is certainly nothing nar-

row-minded alxjut their definition, fordo
they not embrace everything that is

unable to particularize its sire and dam,
and some even pro so far as to term "mon-
grels " those dogs that the three genera
tion clansc prohibits from appearing in

the Stud Book.

Because a dog's sire and dam are un-

known, is he a mongrel? That is, what
"we dog men of America" would ques-

tion. If iiiey aic " unknown,'' is 11 not

juit as presumptive to stigmatize the off-

spring as "mongrels" as it would be to

claim their parents were champions ?

What right has any man to assert posi-

tively when the grounds for his assertion

are "unknown ?" He makes a statement

oa supposition, and J>ecause no one can
gainsay him (though one can question

the authenticity of it), his assertion is

accepted as gospel.

These men whose high-strung and sen-

sitive natures revolt at the idea of dogs
with questionable pedigrees creeping into

the archives of America's canine govern-
m«nt, seem to utterly eschew the fact

that until within the last thirty years

ninety-nine out of a hundred blue-

blooded specimens were unable to partic-

ularize their parents. Were all these

mongrels? Again, "we dog men of
America" are still further at a loss to

comprehend their extremely exclusive
minds, when nearly all breeds are "mon-
grels," or (so that the shock may l)e ad-

mint«^tered in a lighter dose) manufac-
tured from the few that had existed for a

longer period.

image ? Answer echoeth, do they ? Do
these sticklers for blue "bleed" have a

«

monopoly for producing good specimens ?

"We dog men of America" do not think
so. "We" also would ask, what consti-

tutes a "non-mongrel?" Bah! What
petty insignificant quiblers these men
must be. How entirely they expose
their ignorance of things canine. What
a short time they must have owned a dog
whose father's recommendation was
probably an unimportant win at some
small show.

" We dog men of America " will now
discuss the "mongrel organ." It is

claimed that owners prefer paying twenty-
five cents to have their dogs registered in

the Gazette to forking out a dollar for the

honor of a Stud-Book number. How
utterly misleading this is. How totally

wrong is the a.ssertion. In the first

place, "we d. m. of Am." would point
out the fact that all dogs must be
registered before they can enter the pre-

cincts of a bench show, for which the
sum of " one quarter " is charged. Also,

should a breeder wish to obtain the right

of a name on which he is stuck, for the
same moderate sum his dog has to un-
dergo the same process. All this is com-
pulsory whether the Gazette exists or
not ; whether his dog is out of a kanga-
roo, or whether his parents had been de-

voured by the Emperor of China. So
that it will be seen that the Gazette has
naught whatever to do with the quarter
chai^d by the A. K. C. In fact it is a
mere monthly chronicle showing that a

certain number of dogs have been regis-

tered at the A. K. C. during that space of
time, and were it not for the Gazette, the
public would be in ignorance of what
names had been ciamied m the respective

breeds.
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ners will not be entered unless the

owners themselves send in the particu-

lars. As we said above, this is not mak-
ing the Stud-Book that reliable work
which it should be, for every breeder who
keeps it as a reference should l)e able to

place implicit confidence in the facts con-

tained, but if its contents are to be ob-

tained only from what the outside public

contribute, it fails to become the au-

thority it should be.

I see the last Fanciers' Gazette to hand
does me the honor of reproducing a par-

agraph of mine which appeared in this

paper some few weeks back, and though
I feel proud to receive such a mark of
distinction, I think it would have been
more courteous on their part had they
credited me with the matter. I am not
thin-skinned nor would I have taken any
notice of such an oversight only that

mine is an exceptional position, in this

way. I have many friends. in England,
to whom I am unable to find time to

write, and when a paper does consider
my notes worthy of reproduction, by
l>eing credited with them I feel that it

acts as a kind of me.ssage to my friends,

who, by this means see I am in the land
of the living. I may have no friends on
the Fanciers' Gazette, but I certainly

have some who read the doggy papers,

and in future should anything I write be
worthy of their notice I hope they will

not omit to let my friends see from whose
pen it originated.

Mongrels
! What a continual night-

mare some people must suffer. How
they must shudder when they walk along
the streets. Or do they shut their eyes
when they see the dim outline of a stray

dog in the distance ? What a grand ken-
nel of dogs these "exclusive," "highly-

tempered" mmds must possess. Of
course no dog entereth their portals

whose genealogical tr«e does not date
back to the pair that retired to the ark.

Yet "we dog men of America" are skep-
tical as to the results obtained by these
high-charged minds. Do all their blue-

blooded matrons produce their like ? Do
all their partrician sires beg«t their

With regard to the Gazette robbing the
Stud-Book of a certain income that is

only an assertion made by certain parties

to excite the anger of the doggy public
and made (though they know full well

they are mis-stating) to suit their own
ends. It might be said, and with a cer-

tain foundation of truth, that the com-
pulsory registration detracts from the
size of the Stud-Book, but to blame the
inoffensive Gazette is flying off at a
tangent that has no truth in it whatever.
Again, "wed. m. of Am." would draw
the attention to the new rule which
came in force at the beginning of this

year, which admitted prize winners free

in the Stud-Book. Therefore, why should
an owner pay a dollar when for a quarter
he runs a good chance of getting his dog
in the Stud-Book, and as these "purity"
gentlemen are such sticklers, no dog
should be admitted in the volume who is

not capable of winning a prize, and as
these who are, are enrolled free, what the
deuce are they kicking about ?

As far as "we d. m. of .Vm." are

concerned, it is our opinion that the
A. K. C. Stud-Book will never have ar-

rived at that standard which should con-
stitute a representative work until only
prize winners are recorded therein, and
these free gratis, for nothing. Also it

should l)e the secretary's duty or the
Stud-Book Committee's duty to record
all such winners without relying on the
owners to do so. In England this is so,

and why not in America ? Such a course
is sure to be adopted in time, and the
sooner the better. .\s the case stands
now, the A. K. C. Stud-Book is not by
any «ieans a representative one, for as

"we d. m. of Am." understand it, win-

It is with the deepest regret I have to

chronicle the death of the well-known
pointer Lad of Bow. Poor old chap ! I

saw him last Sunday at Babylon in such
<i helpless slate that it was far beyond
even the power of Mr. Mortimer to delay
the inevitable, and yesterday morning
(Wednesday) a letter reaches me that he
died on Tuesday night. It appears Mr.
Mortimer had been out last Monday week
when he moved and acted as well as ever,

but the next morning on going to his

kennel his hind extremities were found
to be totally paralyzed. Dr. Glover was
wired for, but his condition was far too
serious to admit of any aid bringing him
round, and when I saw him he was not
only perfectly helpless, but he seemed
also to have contracted either pneumonia
or bronchitis. However the post-mortem,
which will be held on him, will tell us
what was the cause of such a sudden and
fatal attack. As all know, his career was
a brilliant one. A winner in England
Ijefore he was imported here, it will be
a long time before the bench shows will

be graced with such a grand specimen

—

a gentleman from the tip of his nose to
the end of his tail, with a big heart and
noble disposition. A worthy son of a
worthy sire, and long will it be before such
a trio as Graphic and his son and daugh-
ter. Lad and Lass, will lie approached.
Long may Lad's memory remain in the
hearts of all lovers of dogs, and may he
have found that rest which we all hope
to attain.

The avidity with which the Fanciers'
Gazette seizes the slightest opportunity
for publishing letters to the detriment of
George Rapcr's decision at various
shows is only equalled by its consistency
in keeping lovers of Basset hounds au
fait as to their progress, etc. Another
peculiar circumstance with regard to the
attacks appearing not only against
George Raper, but also L. P. C. Astley,
is that no aspersion is ever made against
the gentleman who is employed by that
paper. Is he so immaculate that no dis-

contented exhibitor is to be found to

quibble at his awards ? Or is it that any
allusions to such au infallible gentle-

man would be in bad taste ? The past is

certainly remarkable and does not tend
to increa.se one's confidence in its im-

partiality, even though the biography,

which appeared in this paper of the "foun-

tain head," would lead one to suppose
that the most sensitive butter would not

melt in his mouth. I think Espan's re-

marks relative to the "microbes" are ap-

propriate in this case, and the best thing

that the paper with the "pompous air"

can do is to "dry up," or "wet up,"
whichever Aspen thought fit to apply.

1 am told that entries for Wilmington
are coming in very slowly, and that they
are far below expectations, especially the

fox terriers and collies. I hope by this

time the different classes have received

more support than is the case at the

time of writing.

Those who can appreciate terrier char-

acter would enjoy a visit to Ivlr. Mortimer,
who has three youngsters by Carlisle

Toby excelling in this respect. The sight

of these three puppies makes one regret

that their sire has not better opportunity
for showing his excellence in this direc-

tion. When will America recognize the

superiority of "wires" over the smooths
in this respect?

I promised readers sensational develop-

ments this week with regard to the A. K.
C. and Mr. Peshall, but as usual the
threats of "blue papers," guillotines,"

"thumb screws" and "war hatchets" were
only a slight windy outburst on the part
of he who threatftipH Rmivrri/

THE TORONTO DOG SHOW.

The Arrtinicements tor the Ti-HUMpor-
tatlon of the Itoics.

EniToR Fanc I ER.s' Journal.

Sir : The following arrangements have
been made with the railway and express
companies for the transportation of dogs
to and from the Grand International

Bench Show of Dogs of the Industrial

Exhibition Association, to l>e held m the
city of Toronto from September 15 to 19 :

The Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacific

railroads will return dogs free on pay-
ment of regular fare for outward journey.
The Canadian and Dominion Express
Companies will do the same. The trunk
lines, which include the entire Pennsyl-
vania Railroad system east of Erie and
Pittsburg, will carry dogs free when ac-
companied by owners, and will al.so carry
owners for a fare and a third upon pro-
curing certificate from ticket agent.

I he New York, Lake Erie and Western
and the Northern Central Railroads will
carry three dogs free. The Lake Shore
and Michigan Southern Railroads will
carry one dog free. The Chicago, Grand
Haven and Milwaukee, Toledo, Saginaw
and Muskegon Grand Trunk Michigan
system will carry one dog free.

Exhibitors will be carried over the Can-
adian railways for one fare for the double
journey. Exhibitors from the Detroit
show will be provided with accommoda-
tion the week previous to the show, thus
enabling parties to exhibit at Toronto
without returning home, thereby saving
the double journey.
Remember the entries close September

3 and should lie addressed to C. A. Stone,
.secretary, Toronto.

C. A. Stone. Secretary.-

Toronto, Out., Aug. 15, 1890.

Not in the Base Ball Business.

Chorus of Pupa: Hi, there, Fido,
what are you doing with your head in a bittl-
cage? Are you catcher for a l>aseball club.
Fido

: Not much. It's the latest style in New
York.—Judge.

THE GREAT DANE.

Germany Looked Upon as the Home of

This Species of the Canine Family.

p. Gresham in Shooting T imea.

For bold appearance and elegant car-

riage, with strength, muscular develop-

ment and fine proportions, there is no
dog to surpass a perfectly formed Great

Dane. It is the style of animal which
might have been produced by a cross be-

tween the English mastiffand greyhound,

as it combines to a certain extent the ac-

tiv'ty of the greyhound with the strength

and power of the mastiff. Germany
must be looked up as the home of the

Great Dane, although it is known there

as the Deutsche Doggen, or German
mastiff. All our best specimens have
hailed from that country, who fixed upon
this name when it was decided by the

German Canine Authorities to classify the

boarhound, Ulmer dog and Great Dane
under one headiug. Until .his was done
these breeds had been so much bred to-

gether that it was impossible to tell one
from the other. The name German
mastiff has never been in favor in Eng-
land, as any approach in type to a mastiff

is in great disfavor in England, so we
have always adhered to the original

name and have discarded that adopted by
the Germans.
The exact period at which the Great

Dane was brought into existence is, like
the history of most othirdogs, veiled in
mystery, but the Ulmer hound, which
was one of the three breeds that were
class ified in Germany under the heading
of German ma.stiffs, are mentioned by
.some of the oldest authorities on the
dog. It is, however, more of the Great
Dane, since it was introduced into Eng-
land, that it is my intention to write.
Those who rvnieniher the »>nrh' da'-s of
'tog show.s cannot have forgotteti' the
lirsi Great Dane tliat was brought into
I)roniinence in Knglaud. It was Mr.
I'rjink Adcock wlio introduced Satan to
tJiebhow ri.ig. This dog, which was a
blur, and ctrtainly not a high-tlass speci-
men, gave such a had impression that it
would have Iteeu better fx)r the future of
C.reat Danes in England ha<l he never
l)een .seen on the show l)etiches of Great
Britain. He was a dog of very uncertain
teinperainent, according to all accounts,
althougli I never saw him show the least
ill-tempfr, but from his l)eing barricaded
all r nii.l when exhibited, and his not
very aristocratic name, it was deemed
that he was a party rather to Ije avoided
than not.

It is quite certain, as was proved in the
rulure, that neither in appearance nor dis-

''f^l!'"i'
^^"^ ^"''"' " ^""'^ representative

of the fine Iwndsiine dog v.hicli is now a
lavorite amongst many of the l)est breed-
ers of .logs in England.

It has l)een very nnich to the advan-
tage of breeders in this country that the
h-nglish views about Great Danes do not
coincide with those of the German,
whereby some of the best dogs have been
miporte<l into this country at very reason-
able prices. There is no doubt that many
Oernian breedere admire thicker skulls
and more lip than we do in England • thiswas ev,-lent at the large .show' at Beriin
which has lately been hel.l, where out ofupwards of a hundred and thirty whichwere exhibited there were not above half
a dozen which English l)reeders wouldhave cared to own, and there certainlywas not one dog that they would care to

h!^ IT- .'^^'''"8 Ce^ric the Saxon as

and, and Vendetta a.s the best bitch,

cnniH ^V!" "° "°'"'«1=^ at Berlin thatcould hold a candle to either of themfrom our point of view, and this I havealways found to be the case at the many
Continental dog .shows at which I havelieen present.

^r^v^'^li'r
''"^ *^^" '"«<•« of (ireat Danesgrowing to an extraordinary height even

Is mTe 'i:? ''''''n'''
"'^''-' ''"t as far

seen o^^?f'"'.*'"'-'^^^" K*'"^ ^ ^^'•^ never

Placed at tl,
^"^''^ '""^^'^ ^^^ ^*«"dard if

TtVZa '!u"°^
to be desired, for it is

oroth^S°'''j"^"''"y^«» Great Daneor other dog of any breed is not deficientof muscular development, or some other
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property which entirely spoils the lines
of beauty which are necessary to make a
perfect whole. The desire to obtain great
height among breeders in England has
been disadvantageous to most of the large
breeds of dogs. ' Great height does not
tnean strength, it in fact means the oppo-
site, except were muscular development
is in proportion, and this is seldom or
never seen in a very tall dog. Everyone
who knows the Great Danes in this
country can ix>int to instances where but
for their great height certain dogs would
never be looked at in the show ring. It
has always been my opinion that the most
perfectly formed animal all through
should score before one which pos-sesses
one exaggerated good property ami others
that are faulty, but the specialists clulis
have decided otherwise, and so judges
have to bow to their decision. The horse
that can carry the most weight or do the
most draught work is the one that is com-
pactly formed and best put together, not
the tallest. I therefore contend that from
thirty-one to thirty-three inches is tall
enough for any Great Dane dog, and from
twenty-eight to thirty for a bitch.

In appearance the Great Dane, as
stated before, is active, with great bone
and power; in shape not so massive as
the mastiff, nor so slim as the greyhound.
If one could strike the liappv medium
between these two dogs, a very'good idea
of a Great Dane would be arrived at, but
there is a character about the animal
which stamps it a pure breed, and I have
only spoken of the mastiff and the grey-
hound to serve my own purpose. The
head is long, narrow in the skull, and with-
out being snipy is tight in the lips, the
ears, which are cropped, are well set up
on the top, the teeth level, the eyes dark
and tolerably small, the head carried high,
the neck lengthy, muscular, and well-
arched, the slioulders well sloped back,
with legs beneath them long in com-
parison to the depth of body, but straight
gun barrels, heavy in bone and set up on
round toes' the girth of chest deep with
fairiy well sprung rite, the flank slightly
cut and the back a little arched, the
quarters long,^^ muscular, and well let
viOnii Willi wcii-'ucui iiocks ciose to the
ground, the stern set rather high and
carried gaily, but not curled.
A Great Dane, when not moving, should

stand with his head high and fore-legs
advanced, and when moving should have
a raking ^ait, showing great freedom of
action, with a lash of the tail which be-
longs to the Great Dane, and to no other
dog.
The most admired colors for the Great

Dane are brindle and harlequin. The
latter, which is coining greatly into favor
at the present time, gives a verv hand-
some and showy appearance. Blue, fawn,
black and wheaten are admitted.

cative of the account being honest. The
items that carry any weight with me are:
Mr. Peshall's statement as to what was
said to him

; Mr. Belmont's denial ; Mr.
Aldrich's statement, and Mr. Watson's
checkingof the cash and Stud-Book en-
tries, and I certainly am not going to
wear my small brains out endeavoring to
extract the meat in this husk pile.
For ray own part I have absolutely no

opinion as to whether the books are
honest or faked, nor will I entertain any
opinion whatever on the matter until a
competent accountant of unquestionable
honesty has examined not only the books,
biit the vouchers on which the l)ook en-
tries were made. I do not l)elieve that
outside of Messrs. Peshall and Watson
there are half a dozen doggy readers who
have a definite idea at to what the charges
and denials, specifications and opposing
specifications are. .\11 of us have some-
thing else to consider and bear in mind
than interminable details of a wratgle
like this, and unless every detail is re-
membered, V e are in a fog.

I do most sincerely hope that the A.
K. C. will order an independent investi-
gation of its accounts, followed by a pub-
lic report of the results. Depend upon
it, gentlemen, you will make a most
grievous mistake if you shut vourselves
up any longer in your closet of a social
club. You represent, and should con-
sider, every man interested in doggy
matters, and while it is not necessarily
true that "where there is so much smoke
there must Ijesome fire," yet I do assure
you as honestly as I can that the affairs
of the A. K. C. are looked upon with sus-
picion by very, very many doggy men
who have taken no part in this row, and
any more of your shutting yourselves up
within yourselves will iust convert this
suspicion into certainty. Do be warned
in time. Yours truly,

W. Wadk.

now naturalized in this country, where
the largest and best dogs are bred.
The St. Bernard, sometimes called the

Alpine dog, or Alpine spaniel, or Ber-
nardine, or Alpine mastiff, is in all prob-
ability a cross between the mastiffand
the wolf-hound. They have now, how-
ever, come to be a distinct breed.

Tlie Scotch collie is quite a pure and
distinct breed, and belongs probably to
the oldest race of dogs in the world.
Some believe that it is directly descended
from the fox.

The Dalmation is an imported dog, as
his name indicates. He is sometimes
called the spotted carriage dog, and at
times the plum pudding dog. In his
own country he is trained to do duty
with the sport.sman.

WILMINGTON DOG SHOW.

HtaTON, Pa., August 18, 1890.

THEIR NATIVE BIRTH PLACE.

MR. WADE 0\ THE ACCOUNTS.

The Financial Aflblra of the American
Kennel Chib an lie Sees Them.

Editor Fancikrs' Journai..

Sir: As I don't want to further weary
an already "tired" public, I will not en-
gage in the Peshall-Watson war, but wish
to point out about how the present posi-
tion strikes most business men that I

have heard from on the matter. Mr.
Peshall has set forth certain statements
of the A. K. C. secretary, indicating that
the books have not shown the truth. Mr.
Aldrich's statement supports this view,
but neither /roz/f anything whatever as
to the books being "faked." At the
most, they are indicative only. Mr. Wat-
son stands triumphant on his examina-
tion of the books and insists that he ha«
disproved everything that Mr. Peshall
alleges. The truth is that he has not
proved or disproved one single thing.
I appeal to any business man as to the
weight he would attach to any investiga-
tion of mere books without the papers on
which the book entries are based. Mr.
Belmont does prove one thing, i. e., that
he did not pay in money, as no one that
I know seems disposed to doubt his
word. In a private note to me, Mr. Wat-
son adduces one item of proof that he
strangely seems to ha\e overlooked in
his public statements. As I understand
him, he roughly checked the cash ac-
count of receipts on Stud-Book account
with the entries in the book and found
they agreed fairly closely. This is indi-

Supposcd Origin of the Uitferent Breeds

of Dogs.

From Gordon Stables' Practical Kennel Guide.

The bloodhound, or sleuthhound, has
long been an inhabitant of Britain, and
mentioned in history as early as the
reign of Henry III. He was last used in

Scotland for tracking the deserters from
the mines. The name sleuthhound, or
sloughhound, comes from the dogs hav-
ing been used to track their prey over
"sloughs" or marshes.

The modern greyhound is very differ-

ent from the ancient, which was a
rougher and far less elegant dog; coat
and size varied with the climate in which
he lived. The greyhound is of very re-

mote lineage
; even the ancient Greeks

are supposed to have had a breed of this
sort. Greyhounds were introduced into
this country in the days of Elfric, Duke
of Mercia.
The deerhound is one of the oldest

breeds, and probably an imported one.
Some authorities think him identical
with the old strong Irish greyhound, and
say he is probably the last remnant of
the boarhound.
The foxhound is supposed to be a cross

between the old southern hound and the
gaze, or old-fashioned greyhound.
The harrier is the dwarf foxhound, and

the beagel is a smaller hound still.

The otterhound is now a distinct breed,
probably a cross at one time between the
southern hound and the rough terrier.
Otter hunting was practiced in the davs
of King John.
The setter used to be called a "setting

spaniel," and was known in England
long before the pointer, and was prob-
ably first introduced by the Romans.
The pointer was supposed to have been

originally brought from Spain at a much
later date than the setter.
The retriever was a breed originally

between the spaniel and Newfoundland
or Labrador.
The spaniel is a dog of Spanish origin,

hence the name. Supposed by some to
be the parent of the Newfoundland, and
also of the setter, although some believe
that the setter is the origin of the spaniel.
The Newfoundland (omes originally

from Newfoundland or Labrador, and u

An Krror In thePremium IJst^Xumer-
OII8 Special Prizes.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : I fitid a very annoying error has

fjeen made in our premium list. Pointers,
class 20 should read : Open class, dogs
under fifty-five pounds, instead of fifty

pounds, as printed.

A special prize will be given to the
owner or handler having the largest
numl)er or dogs in his care, and one to
the owner or handler having the second
largest number. The amount of the
above prizes has not yet been decided
upon.

Mr. M. V. Hayden offers twenty-five
rose plants, value |io, for the best fox-
terner in Wilmington

; twenty-five rosc
plants, value |io, for the best pug ownetl
in Wilmington

; twentv-five rose planU
value, |io, for the best fox-terrier'
twenty-five rose plants, value |io, for the
best Irish terrier. Other special prizes
will be announced in the catalogue.
The Adams. United States, and Balti-

more and Uhio Express Cos. have offices
on the grounds and will deliver direct
to the building. Those who intend ship-
ping dogs to the South for the field trials,
etc., can have them sent to the Wilmingl
ton show and afterwanl forwarded wher-
ever desired. All dogs are returnetl free
to original shipping point. Professor
Parker's troupe of trained dogs will
perform every day.

Exhibitors should notice that the en-
tries close on Thursday, August 21. The
entries are coming in rapidly, and our
show will be a success.

F. R. Carswkll, Supt.
» I .

INDIANA PUPPY STAKE.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The entries for. the Puppy Stake
of the Indiana Kennel Club closed Au-
gust 1, with thirteen nominations. All
were bom after October i, 1889.

P. T. Madison.
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 17.

ENGLISH setters.
Doctor W.—Black, white and tan dog (Glaa-

rtone Boy-Clara), L. C. Newman, Sunton
Tenn.

Effik K.—Black and white bitch, pedigree not
given, G. B. Gray. Appleton. Minn.

Flora.—Black, white and tan bitch (Gladstone
Boy-Clara), Dr. G. G. Ware, SUnton. Tenn.

Hope's Mark.—Black, white and tan doe
(Gath's Hope—Lady May), D. E. Rose, Lail^
renceburg, Tenn.

Idaho.—Lemon and white bitch (Monk of
Hurnesa—Pearl Laverack), Elm Kennels
Forest Lake, Minn.

Marie Burr.—Liver, white and tan bitch (Paul
Gladstone-Latonia), W. F. Burdell Colum-
l)U8, O.

Minnesota.—White and tan bitch (Monk ol Fur-
nesa—Lady Faydette), Elm Kennels, Forvst
Lake, Minn.

IRISH SETTERS.
ONOTA Don —Red dog (Chief—Biirena), F L

Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass.
'

Onota Peg.-Red bitch (Chief—Biirena) F L
Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass.

Rose of Clarkmont.—Red bitch (Claremont
Patsy—Nino), F. H. Perry, Des Moines, la.

POINTERS.
NrTwooD.—Liver and white dog (Ossian—Nellie

E.), Fairbank and Board, Indianapolis, Ind.
Paxico.—Liver and white dog (Ossian—Nellie

E). A. J. Gleason, Alma, Kan.
Tenksssee Joe.—Liver and white dog (OssUn

—Nellie E). D. B.. ROM,, LawranMburg,
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POULTRYan° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

The score system of judging, says the
English Stock-Keeper, appears to fje on
its last legs in America, it hr.viiig been de-
cided that at the coming Madison Square
Garden Show the birds will be judged by
comparison. Visitors to shows like to
know which are the prize winners, that
they may compare the birds. But when
the judging is not concluded until the
last day of the show, as is often the case
in America under the scoring system,
there is no inducement for the public to
visit the show before that day, and the
gate and sales must suffer in consequence.
Fancy a Crystal Palace or a Birmingham
show with the judging going on until the
last day ! Why, if the judging is not
finished and the cards fixed on the suc-
cessful pens on the first day, with the
awards printed in the margin of the cata-

logue, and ready for sale by 9 P. M. on
the second day of the show, the officials

would hear goniething not pleasant.

[AUG. 23. 1890

Mr. Brown's article is really ao impar-
tial statement of both sides of the case-
score card versus comparison. "Is not
then comparison judging simply the
mental arithmetic plan of the score
card >" he asks. To all intents and pur-
poses, yes.

* *

••#

Mr. G. O. Brown's article, "Judging
by Comparison," given on another page,
will Ije read with the attention this well-
known authority deserves. He says: "In
judging by comj)arison there should be
something more definite than the judge's
mere designation as to which bird should
receive the awards, that the judge's
opinion should be verified by actual
facts." We ask, does the score card give
us actual facts when no two judges can
score the same bird alike.? The same
judge could not for his life score twenty
or thirty birds to-day and repeat the per-
formance the next day with tlje same
result. The awarding of prizes is merely
an expression of opinion by the judge,
that this bird is l)etter than that one, etc'
The exhibitors having confidence in the
judge would have to l>e .satisfied, from the
very fact that they place their birds l)efore
him, asking his opinion as to their merits,
compared with other birds in the same
class.

•.
Mr. Brown admits this to a certain ex-

tent when he says: "Any competent
judge would experience no difficulty in
selecting the best three birds out of
twetity or more." He argues for the
score card because the owners of those
best three birds "would wish to know,
and with goo<l reason, wherein the first

bird was superior to the second, etc., and
that the judge's simple say, 'that settles
it' a la base ball umpire would not render
satisfaction." Why not? Valuable dogs
are judged in this manner, and it gives
general satisfaction. The fact is, the
judge's time is too valuable to be taken
up by giving explanation of his awards.
He has announced his opinion and "that
settles it."

Our esteemed contemporary, the Poul-
try Bulletin, in coumienting on our criti-

cisms on "Comparison Judging," says:
" These remarks would be a strong argu-
ment in favor of comparison judging, if

the fact did not exist that an exhibitor
sees through jealous eyes, and all his
reading and study will not convince him
in a strongly competitive class judged by
comparison, that his bird is not as good
as the winner."

***

We thus see that the editor of the Bulle-
tin admits our argument to be strong,
l)ut for the jealousy of the exhibitor.
Now jealousy has little to do with it, as a
man afflicted with that disease is a worse
nuisance around a score card than when'
no card is found. The score card gives
him a beautiful chance to exhibit this
jealousy and air his grievance.

•
« *

As to the latter part of the Bulletin's
remarks we would say that any person at
all observing would have noticed at the
late New York Show decided kicking
over some of the awards in a few classes
where the competition was hot. One
breeder was so disgusted with the scores
that he clamored for comparison judging,
and he was actually sustained by his
rivals. It wasn't a jealous crowd by any
means.

.••

The fact is all the opponents of com-
parisny judging fall In the same error
when they state that such means only the
outward looks of the birds. This is all
wrong. Birds to be properly judged by
comparison must l)e compared in every
section, just the same as if they are to »)e

scored. It will take but a very short time
to pick out these birds in each class that
are likely to coin a premium, and discard
all others not up to high water mark.

VOi.. 5. NO. 8 J

cussed thoroughly, vre would be pleased
to have the candid views of fanciers upon
it, no matter if they differ from us. We
would still be pleased to publish their
arguments.

•*•

Mr. George E. Peer writes as follows

:

"We learn that through press of busi-
ness Mr. W. C. Riedinger, secretary
of the American Columbariati Associa-
tion, has been obliged to resign his office,

and has already tendered his resignation
to the president, Mr. D. E. Newell. If

such be the case I recommend that the
president immediately appoint some one
else to fill this important position, for to
my certain knowledge no report of the
last meeting of the association which was
held in New York City last February has
as yet been published, and all the mem-
bers, as well as all pigeon fanciers
throughout the United States, no doubt
would enjoy hearing the report, also all

other business that transpired at the
above meeting."

»*.

It is now suggested that the American
Columbarian Association hold its next
annual meeting at Charleston, S. C,
during the week of the poultry show!
President Smith should communicate
with President Newell upon the subject.

•»
We have received the premium list of

the Chattahoochee Valley Exposition, to
l>e held at Columbus, Ga., comjnencing
November 5 and ending on the 15th.
The jwultry, pigeons, etc., will lie penned
and fed by Spratts Patent. P. H. Scud-
der will judge poultry, and George E.
Peer will have the pigeons and pet stock.
T. W. Tuggle is the director in chaige of
iuib department

LIME, CHICKENS AND EGGS.

A Dissertation on the Solvency of
Lime as Fed in the Form

* of Oyster Shells.
For The Kancikrs' Journal.

That oyster shells are beneficial to
fowls as serving a supply to the formatiou
of egg shell material has long been sup-
posed a fixed fact by the majority of the
pouliry fraternity, but of late theorists

and pseuilo-chemists have questioned this

fact, and even gone so far as to deny
that the fowl can absorb any lime out of
the shells when fed in any form, either

pulverized or broken.

Whether this question has been raised
for the sake of notoriety on the part of
the journal first advocating ft lam uiiable

to say, but euough has been said to throw
a veil of doubt over the absorbent func-
tions of many intelligent minds, and my
object in this article i.s, if possible, to

contribute such information as I am able
to substantiate, that the physical economy
can appropriate lime by virtue of the
solvent power of the digestive juices.

The advocates of "uo shells" say they
serve otily as grit, add that nothing of
them is appropriated to the economy's
use

;
besides using various subterfuges

of a Chemical and expefitliental nature
that in no instance prove that the all*

mentary Juices canhot dissolve and the
system then appropriate the lime and
other necessities contained in grits. I
do not mean to answer any a.ssertions
advocated in favor of "no shells," but
only comment on the digestive powers
of the alimentary juices. It is true we
can only form our conclusions by com-
parative .study, yet physiological re-
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The Bulletin gives importance to the
convincing score cards when the points
are figured up. and thinks that will settle
it. It may in one show, but let three
very closely matched birds compete at
different shows, and its dollars to dough-
nuts that the premiums will be reversed.
Uniformity in judging is simply impossi-
ble. This nearly all judges acknowledge.

* •

If, however, the judge is incompetent,
the awards may be unjust, in which case
the man will not be asked to judge again,
and the birds that should have won under
him will very quickly find their way into
the prizes at other shows. There is one
thing certain, and that is, a good bird can
not be kept from winning right along.
It will soon get what it deserves.

»
« »

Judging by comparison is meant to ex-
pedite judging. It is not the intention
to ignore the standard, which will always
be the guide by which the awards are
made. A competent judge knows the
standard thoroughly, and by it intuitively
picks out the prize winners. The ratioci-
native score card judge can do no better.

•%
The Bulletin also says that it "is in no

way anxious about the exhibitor, but
cannot say as much for the judge, and at
some of our large shows, judged by com-
parison, if he does not find it hot work
we are much mistaken. * * ••

j^
was ever thus, even with scoring. Old
exhibitors as a rule take things philoso-
phically and seldom kick, but the unripe,
badly seasoned an.l often ignorant novice
does the snarling and kicking.

«
#

Our contemporary is right, however
when it says

: "To tinderstand the stand-
ard, and to know how to apply the scale
of points requires thought and study, and
few men have the patience to study it,

and courage to attempt to put their study
in practice. This is why we have so few
good judges." Still we are told again

^f't^i^*'
,'^''°'^ ^y^'^^m of scoring is

child s play." which ran be learned in
half an hour.

« »

As this new departure should be dis-

Attcntion is called to the change of
date of the Indiana State Poultry Asso-
ciation. This change has been made to
enable its members to attend the meet-
ing of the A. P. A. in Charleston, S. C,
during the show given by the South
Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated) in that city on
the dates given in our fixtures.

*
*

We have received the Charleston papers
commenting upon the rival vSouth Caro-
lina Poultry and Pet Stock Asssociations.
A paragraph from one covers the whole
ground. The News says : "The organiza-
tion of other similar Ijodies should not
in anywise cdtjflict with the operations
of the original vSouth Carolina Associa-
tion. The fact is, there is room for sev-

I

eral such lx)dies in this state, and a com-
mon interest and advantage ought to sug-
gest fellowship and good feeling. These
associatio;:s have done marvellous work
in other sections of our country, which
is evident from the superiority of their
thoroughbred stock of all kii.'ds to ours
in the South."

Fanciers know the value of exhibiting
in South Carolina, and from all we can
learn there will be large entries at both
shows. The Charleston show will un-
doubtedly be a success, as it has been
worked up in a very efficient manner.

«
» #

We call special attention to Dr. W. F
Roth's erudite yet lucid communication
on the solvency of lime as fed to poultry
m the form of oyster shells. He clearly
shows and most conclusively proves that
the shells are necessary to give a supply
of lime for the formation of eag shell
material.

searches into the animal domains outside
of the human have obtained such as to
warrant us in makinir our conclu'^ions
quite definite. The (figestive process is
essentially alike in all creatures from
man down in so far as the physical econ-
omy is constituted of tissue, lx)ne and
blootl

; so from this we are to a.ssume
that the fowl is no exception. Thus I
shall reason.

First of all my readers will pardon me
for reframiug from the use ol^ technical
terms so far as posisible, for the reason
that I am not dealing with a fraternity
used to other than poultry technicalities.
To make the subject as lucid as possible

would demand a not limited explanation
of the formation of tissues and their com-
ponent parts as divided into their vari-
ous classifications, but I deem that un-
necessary for the limited remarks I shall
make.
The principal feature of my reasioning

shall therefore consist in discussing the
composition, digestive power and quan-
tity of the gastric and alimentary juices
Half a century ago the conijwsitiou of
the gastric juice was partially a mystery
but this fact has been decidedly con-
cluded by experiments on the livinghuman organism and in almost all the
domestic animals, as well as fishes In
all these it has l)een found that digestion
IS practically alike, and that the princi-
pal constitution of the gastric juice is
hydrochloric acid. It was at first sup-
posed that lactic acid was the solvent
factor m the gastric juice, but while this
IS present, and largely instrumental to
the formation of pepsin—the digestive
fernient of the stomach—it is only pri-
marily present when digestion l>eKinsand ceases. So soon as the proce^ of
food disintegration liegiiis tht tempera-
ture of the stomach somewhat ri.ses and
It IS then that hydrochloric acid appears
and makes itself felt as the gastric diees-
tive base. Dr. Prout maintained that
hydrochloric acid was the gastric fluid
base from the start, and this has been
verified by Dungli.son, Professor Graham
Enderlm and Hubl,enet. Professo;
punglison found the acid so abundant
Irom the first digestive stimuli that its
characteristic smell could not be mis-
taken. When such food as contains
condiments of pepper, salt or any soluble

nr"^'"/ 11 1^''^". the gastric juice ispoured forth m almost superabundant
quantities, and from all cir^msUnces
^^^r^'^A''\}'^y^ definitely concluded
that hydrochloric acid is the prime gas-

tric factor. Besides the above-mentioned
authorities, Bernard, Beaumont, Blondlot
and Richet have concluded their experi-
ments with the same opinion.
With regard to the formatiou of the

acid gastric juice its mechanism is not
thoroughly understood. It is a fixe<l

fact, however, that the blood is surcharged
with alkalinity during digestion, and
that it produces a sort of electrolytic de-
composition of chloride and phosphate
of soda. The carbonic acid in the blood
also plays an important part. Physiolo-
gists acknowledge, as well as chemists,
that there is something in the physical
economy that stands related to these
vital phenomena which they have hitherto
not been able to fathom. They may in-
vestigate and experiment i?o long as they
w-ill, yet they can never harmonize the
vital phenomena as they obtain in the
living organism with those that obtain in
the crucible. These mysterious changes
have their origin and result from that yet
unsolved problem—life, and philosophers
can go "thus far, but no farther." They
have definitely discovered that hydro-
chloric acid IS the gastric solvent ; or,
rather pepsin, as formed by the instru-
mentality of the acid, but they cannot
create a digestion by artificial means that
behaves exactly, or even comparatively
dear, like that ^oing on in the living
organs. But I wish to be as brief as pos-
sible.

I said it has definitely Ijeeii jjroven
that hydrochloric acid is the gastric base.
Now let us see its solvent power. Mark,
however, that the solvent power of the
gastric juice is far superior to hydro-
chloric acid when used as a unit. In the
gastric juice the acid is the base of the
ferment popularly known as pepsin, and
it is this ferment that is so i)owerfully
Solvent and that behaves so mysteriously,
for were the chemist to ailempt the pro-
cesses in a crucible as they obtain in the
process of digestion, the results would be
disastrous. Why these various processes
resulting only in the dissolution and ab-
sorption of the food tlenients without
the results one would suppose might
accrue when the powerful agents in har-
iUuuious action witii eacli other are con-
sidered can only l)e known when the life
problem has Ijeen solved.
The extraordinary solvent power of

the gastric juice is excellently illustrated
froni experiments by M. Wasmann, who
has found that an ounce of liquid con-
taining .0017 part of acetate of pepsin
and SIX drops hydrochloric acid will dis-
solve a slice of hard-boiled egg in eight
hours and with twelve drops of the acidm two hours. One-half a grain of acetate
of pepsm with hydrochloric acid will
dissolve 210 grains white of egg, and
Wasmann then says: "It would appear
trom this that hydrochloric acid is the
trie solvent of the gastric juice."

Iten't l)e afraid to feed yoiir chicks
hard-boiled eggs. Thev can digest it
and It IS the best food for them when
young.

If hydrochloride acid is the base of the
gastric juice and the ga.stric juice more
powerfully .solvent than the acid as a
unit, then we need not argue that what
the acid dissolves as a unit must neces-
sarily dissolve in the stomach with com-
parative ease. Exjieriments have con-
clusively demonstrated this. We know
tliat hydrochloric aci<l di.ssolves phos-
phate and carbonate of lime, even in aweak solution. Acetic acid will do it
which IS also present in the gastric di-
gestive. If this obtains in a watery so-
lution, can it not in so powerful a com-pound as the gastric juice .' for the blood
is able to furnish even more necessary
carbonic acid than water, and chemists
say that carlwnate of lime is freely takenup by water when carl>onic acid happensto be present at the same time. Then

t^LT.^
*" '" assuming that it will be

n^ri^^.^^^" ^*'' "'Ofe readily whenmixed with so consuming an agent ashe gastric iuice. Isn't this as true as its reasonabfe ? Why to be sure it is ; but

Th " r" "'7 '"" '"•^'^ J"«t « little of

lll7X "f^"''^-
•""•• •'°"'>t whether

^o diS^f'^V^ -'"'^'^ ^'" ''^ eliminated

food m''^
''"'^ "^""K ^*t»' tbe other

enoueh^^^r'r'"^''" ">" ''"'*'^- ^ot

utese;?n.'^^"^''?y*^«^« f«^l «='inii-

n !!^
«"0"Rh gastric and pancreatic juice

sSenLH*^'*'^*^°'^« «« »»"ch limi assne needs m a week

ne/la^t^J'?i!'
computed from actual ob-

uses fro^ ^^' \ ^".^'''>y '^"'"*'' tH^inguses from six and a half to eicht Quartsof gastric juice in a day to %T^^
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food. A dog weighing thirty-four pounds
needs two quarts, or a trifle less. Rea-
soning by comparison then, a fowl
weighing ei^;ht pounds would eliminate
something like ten ounces in a stomach
with not much more than an inch and a
half square space. Then the flow and
action of the gastric juice is considerably
influenced, as before noted, by the kind of
food taken. Outside of grits a fowl's
diet consists practically only of the azo-
tized substances—the albuminoid and
alkaline cereals,which also contain a large
percentage of sugar, a primary element
necessary to egg formation. According
to Routh and Barreswill sugar also plays
an important part in the absorption of
lime. As noted, the reaction of the gas-
tric juice in the stomach is acid by reason
of its acid base, but so soon as the
stomach digestion is accomplished and
the ferment passes into the small intes-
tines, the presence of the biliary and
pancreatic juices changes its reaction to
alkaline. Here sugar and the fats are
dissolved and absorption consummated
Routh says : "Even if some salt of lime
be present the sugar may, as in the fowl
combine with the alkali or lime in the
alkaline fluid and then dissolve the car-
bonate of lime as a compound of sugar
with lime or soda."
Rankin, the extensive duck breeder,

claims to have discovered pieces of lime
incorporated in the egg shell. Sincere
an advocate of the use of the shells as he
may Ije, this is impossible. The egg de-
rives its shell in the fourth department,
or last division of the oviduct, where the
structures of this organ are exceedingly
rich in the elimination of calcareous salts.
I might also here mention that soft-
shelled eggs are not necessarily, if at all
the result of deficiency of lime deposit
on the part of the fowl. To produce an
egg every day naturally causes great
activity in the repro-iuctive organs, and
since the egg moves through the oviduct
during its tour stages of development in
a peristaltic or sort of rope-twist motion
the discharge without a shell (and always
small end first) may lie only owing to
over-activitv of the duct. Tims i mwr»,f
continue, but let this suffice, with a lew
words more on grits.

It is useless to argue that the fowl's
physical economy does not need this
rough diet. The Creator would certain-
ly not have implanted this instinctive
desire into her nature were it not for a
purpose. Nothing depletes nature so
oppressingly and undermines her foun-
dation so completely a.s a deficient supply
of the luorganic .salts, foremost of all, the
lime constituents. Every physician,' and
even the farmer, can notice this fact in
his daily calling. During reproduction
the growth of the embryo calls con-
tinually for a supply of the natural Ijody
constituents, and it was during this period
that I have observed women eating plaster
off the walls, as well as ovster shells
gravel and bits ofbrick, and this stuff was
digested, too. Cows, sheep, horses, aud
hogs do the .same thing, aud so do fowls
To cover a daily egg with a strong lime
shell calls for a liberal supply of this salt
antl where the demand is hot supplied
through some source, the vital economy
suffers.

Then again, of what earthly use are
grits, if nothing of them is absorbed .' A
fowl eats nothing that can not be digested
aside from these coarse dainties. The
crop in the fowl answers the .same as the
mouth in man. While the fowl can not
masticate its food with teeth aud funiish
the necessary saliva to create alkalinity
the crop meets these requirements admi-
rably. Here the food is softened and
made into a semi-fermentative state,
ready for the stomach to start right in'
But I shall close. Without bias, I have
endeavored to present a few—a very few-
facts which I hope will throw a little light
on a subject so interesting, but withal so
incompletely understood.

Dr. W. F. Roth
Manheim, Pa., August 29.

INDIAN GAMES.

Single and Double Lacing Dis-
cussed in Reply to Mr. Babcook.

Special C ..rrespondeiice.

Mr. Babcock naturally supjxjrts his
previous assertions regarding single and
double lacing in Indian games. He
thinks the double-laced easier to pro-
duce than the single-laced, but I do not,
and altluiugh friend Babcock treats the
gohlen Wyandotte cross lightly, I can as-

sure him that it is a well established fact

that the Indian game blootl will assert as
wonderful influence when crossed on a
golden Wyandotte. There is no better
cross in existence, and even the first

cross gives birds closely resembling In-

dian games. A Wyaudotte is usually
well laced in the breast and on the wings,
but fails on the back. The Indian game
is strong in the latter section, but in all
the specimens I have seen fail on the
breast. Combine the two birds and cer-
tain defects in each will be remedied. As
to shape that can easily be obtained in
three-fourths bloo<ls by proper selections
in breeding. Weight will be increased,
as reports from those who have crossed
the Wyandotte and Indian game state
that chickens weighed four pounds
at scarcely twelve weeks of age, while
pure Indians weighed three and one-
fourth pounds at the same age. I do not
claim to have said anything about perfect
birds, but I will state that the feathers
from the Whitfield hen were remarkably
fine and as near perfect as I expect to see.
I should consider it the greate.st honor
to be able to breed just one such a bird
every year.

Brother Babcock asks me if I ever saw
perfect lacing on Wyandottes and Sebright
Bantams. No. but I have seen both
breeds approach such a high degree of
perfection that the lacing was perfect on
breast, wings and but slightly defective
y" .;aci(. »'. 1.. ZuiiLiici '» .>)ilvcr ser)righl
Bantams certainly can claim to produce
quite a few nearly perfectly laced birds
every year. Let Brother Babcock visit the
yards of those sterling silver Wyandotte
breeders, Irving Crocker and John I).
Thompkins, and he will find specimens
every year that can claim to be nearly
perfectly laced. Both these gentlemen
are fanciers who have but one hobbv, and
that is to produce an ideal Wyandotte.
There are the Thompsons and Mattisons,
Becketts, Hauleys and others, all pro^
ducing every year l)eautifully laced Wy-
andottes. yet the Indian game is a much
older breed, and in all these years but owr
nearly perfect double-laced hen was pro-
duced. The feathers I plucked from the
best hen in the flock nientioned in my
previous article, were double-laced, but
as far removed from the clean cut feath-
ers of the Whitfield hen as Wyandotte
feathers of five years ago are from those
of the present «lay. No, Brother Bab-
cock, to produce such wonderful double
lacing is not a light task. I would guar-
antee it easier to produce the single lac-
ing. In specimens where the double
lacing is not as distinct as it should be

one in Boston
; in New York the condi-

tions may be reversed. This would lead
to endless disputes, and the merits of the
respective birds will Ije measured by the
a<lhcrents of either single or double lac-
ing to suit their notions. I do not think
judges desire a flexible standard, and if
double lacing is made standard, all single-
laced birds must Ije cut for the absence
of such. Tolerate both single and
double lacing and things will l>e sorely
mixed, especially in the show room
Breeders and birds will wonder which is
which, and probably say to each other as
the two Irishmen did when they met •

I

'You thought it was me, and I thought
It was you, but be gob, it's nayther of
"*•"

J. H. Drkvknstkdt.

THE WYANDOTTE FOWL.

The Chinese population of Denver buy
upwards of twenty thou.sand ducks to cat
in the fall, winter and spring. The
Chinamen will give twice as much for a
duck as a chicken, even of the same
weight.

As a rule hens learn to eat eggs from
having them broken in the nests. In ar-
ranging the nests have them convenient
for the hens, so that in getting in and out
there will be little if any risk of the eees
being broken.

the bird will moult in single laced feath
ers. This a friend of mine recently ex-
perienced, and added that ihe new plu-
mage was magnificent, so after all there
must be less difficulty in producing the
single lacing and considerable more diffi-
culty in retaining the double lacing.
As to the judging of the birds Mr. Bab-

cock is bound to make it appear that I
impugn the honesty of the judges when I
say that judges are influenced by their
ideals. Well, they are, but every'judge
gets his ideal from the standar.l, and not
all judges agree on the same ideal. This
Mr. Babcock knows as well as I do. Take
the silver Wyandottes for instance. Look
at the scores and you will find .some able
judges pass a solid wing bar uncut, while
others follow the standard closely and cut
such a defect as it deserves." Some
judges pass a smooth comb without a cut,
while the standard calls for "small
points." Let any breeder of Wyandottes
take up the standard and compare the
specimens, and such work cannot occur.
But how can you compare single-laced
Indian games with the double-laced
birds ? Aljout as well as comparing
.smooth with rough-coated St. Bernards.
You can score each, and yet they cannot
be compared with each other. A single-
laced bird may win over a double-laced

Five Reasons Cited Why It la the
Best General Fowl at Present.

Ur. W. F. Kolh in Manheim Sentinel.

The more we read about this noble and
beautiful breed the more we become im-
pressed that it is the best general utility
fowl now l)efore the public. In the first

place, it merits our admiration because
it is distinctly an American breed—origi-
nated in this country

; second, it is just
of the right weight for an admiral market
fowl—from six to eight pounds when
standard

; third, it is probably the best
layer of all breeds that hatch, while not
being a persistent hatcher ; fourth, it is

as beautiful as any ; fifth, it matures
quicker for broiler or market purposes
than any of the so-called heavy breeds
and is an exceedingly hardy breeder to
rear. More and interesting points in its
favor might be cited. It kills yellow
skinned, even when not fat, that is if
pure bred, carrying the fat in the inter-
stices and under the meat, while most
birds of other breeds place the adipose
right beneath the skin.
Ofiaieii has pushed its way to the

front of all breeds in America and indis-
putably lays claim to first recognition
The barred Plymouth Rock was always
considered the farmer's fowl of America,
but the Wyandotte has the inside track
at present, and its merits must by com-
parison place it permanently in the win-
ning position.
No more satisfactory argument goes to

show its supremacy than the fact that of
all the advertisers in the poultry journals
over ninety per cent of them include the
Wyandotte on their list of breeds. Even
in England, the home of the Minorca
and Dorking, the Wyandotte stands sec-
ond. The order of popularity in this
country .stands as follows|: Wyandotte
Plymouth Rock, white Wyand6tte, light
Brahma, Lanpshan, white Leghorn, brown
leghorn, white Plymouth Rocks, gfimes
and .so on to the end of fiftytwo differ-
ent breeds. In consideration of these
conclusive facts, we have no apology to
make in favor of any breed to any one
desirous of obtaining the best general
utility fowl. Like all good breeds, the
Wyandotte does not tolerate neglect. It
requires study, care and a knowledge of
how to breed them pure and successfully,
but if so bred it gets there in all depart-
ments of usefulness.
Then its name, aside from the many

excellent qualifications it possesses, mer-
its our admiration. Mr. F. A, Houdlette,
than whom we have no better authority
on this noble .American breed, says this
as to naming it : "The breed originated
near the shores of Lake Huron, in the
vicinity of Detroit, and in that locality
among the first to raise them was one of
the first breeders at that time, though we
don't hear so much of him fo-day, Mr.
Whitakcr, of North Adams, who was
well known through all that section. I
made up my mind that time that some
of the Indian names would l)e best.

"In looking up the different tribes that
lived near and around the lakes, especi-
ally near Detroit, I found that the Hurons
and Wyandottes occupied nearly all that
territory. The Wyandottes were the
noblest of the tribes. I adopted that
name for my part and intended to push
it for all it was worth. When new names
came up in 1S83 the Ambright, Colum-
bias and Wyandottes were presented.
Suffice it to say that the Wyandotte war
accepted, and perhaps I have the honos
to be the one who placed that name be-
fore the public."
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POULTRY GOSSIP.
Items of Intereatfbr Botb Hfeeder and

Consamer.
Special Correnpondence.

That lively little sheet Farm Poultry is

making heroic efforts to start a National
Poultry Association. In doinjfso it pours
"vials of wrath" over the A. P. A. It is

generous enough to say that "There are

those in the American Poultry Associa-

tion like Mr. Philander Williams and
Mr. Mitchell, who hojje to effect the

needed reformation within the organiza-

tion itself; but unfortunately Mr. Wil-
liams and Mr. Mitchell are gtntlenien,

and they will not stoop to the intrigues

and "sewer politics" of their opponents,
and the >x>sses smile at their simple con-
fidence » * * " This is rich indeed.

For a number of years the cry has been
that Mr. Wijliams was "boss," and now
this wail from Boston conies that he is

unfortunately a gentleman, etc."
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other oflBcer was perhaps the outcome of
personal feeling, but this would be only
one case, if true, that could be charged
against the A. P. A. That abuse was
heaped upon honored members of the
A. P. A. is true, but it was not done in

meeting, and a private individual's re-

marks outside amount to nothing. There
is not a body of men who could meet
with the millennium-like innocence that

the critics of the A. P. A. would desire.

Both Mr. Williams and Mr. Mitchell
are gentlemen and a credit to the A. P.

A. and the fraternity. To name these

two gentlemen as "purifiers" and reform-
ers, and ignore the great majority of
solid, prominent and well meaning mem-
bers of the A. P. A. is just a bit selfish.

Our Eastern friends have no cause to

complain, as they have had the presi-

dency and the /oef/rr for many years. The
"wild and wooly West" is entitled to a
portion o{ \.\\\^ power -m long and fondly
held by the section that now sets up a
wail for a national association.

The A. P. A. has over 300 members,
and if the editor of Farm Poultry and
Mr. Atherton, who also shouts for a

national association, would look over the
-—» »*• -*«*.***i»^io Liicy niii iiuu a i'trry

representative body of })oultrynien en-

rolled there, men who are capable of
transacting such business as a poultry
association requires. If these 300 mem-
bers allow them-selvcs to be lea<l by a few
egotistical and selfish men it is their

own fault. The day of "Ijosses" is lim-

ited, however.
—0:0

—

The suggestion that a national associa
tion should be ma<le up of delegates from
ajl the different i>ouUry associations is

very nice on paper. As local poultry as-

sociations seldom live more than one or
two seasons the delegate system would
soon relapse into "innocuous desuetude."

—0:0—
The A. P. A. will in the future be a

gathering of specialty clubs. The latter

are a step forward. Breeders will here-
after have a voice in making a standard
for their favorites, thus depriving a few
men of the arbitrary power to make
staui lards for all breeds. The only seri-

ous objection to specialty clubs comes
from the East, and Farm Poultry should
not fail to make a note of this fact. Re-
forms should begin at home, and there
i;i a good chance down East. The West
and the East and the rest of the country
will take care of the scurrilous opposition.

—0:0

—

The fact is everything was lovely at the
last meeting. Everything was granted
that was asked for, and certainly better
oflScers than Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Twells
could not be desired. It is true two
oflScers were retired, but granting there
was an organized opposition, these were
men who opposed the re-election of one
man on evidence that was backed by
written documents.

Farm Poultry then states: "This na-
tional association should he broad
enough to include ' practical ' p<Mjltry

raisers—poultry for market and eggs—as

tvell as the ' fancy," as suggested by TnK
Fancikrs' Journal last winter, and
should take in all branches of the poul-
try industry."

—0:0—
This is a Utopian scheme, and if de-

pendence is placed on farmers and mar-
kel poultrymen for support, such an
association would go to sheol. The
shows are not patronized by farmers or
market poultrymen to any great extent.

I have lived on a farm and among
farmers, but the encouragement that
fancy poultry receives, or even thorough-
bred poultry, for practical purposes, is in-

finitesimal in the rural districts. The
village lots and the merchants, doctors
and lawyers residing thereon are the ones
to encourage thoroughbred poultry. How
many sales of thoroughbred poultry are
made to farmers ? Precious few. The A.
P. A. as a national association will never
educate such poultrymen, but the poultry
press can to a limited extent.

are supposed to be an old breed, is not
clear. Anconas look like black mottled
Leghorns, and the same liberality that

induced an American breeder to send
out white Plymouth Rocks and white

Javas from the same yard may serve the

breeders of either Anconas or black
mottled Leghorns.—0:0

—

From the American Stock-Keeper we
learn that Mr. J. Penfold Field introduced

the tri-colored Leghorns in England in

1S88. They were highly commended by
the club at the lalter's annual show.
They are claimed to l)e pure Leghorns,
aiul this color should be an evenly dis-

tributed mottling of black, white and red.

They ought to take well in Germany, the
red, white and black l)eiug the national

colors there.

I was not aware of this fact until after

the meeting, but it explained the vote of
some members. The removal of the

The A. P. A. should and can hold the
same position m the poultry fraternity

as the American Kennel Club dws in the
dog world. All exhil)itious should be
controlled by the rules of the A. P. A.,

and there is nothing in the wide world to
prevent the A. P. A. from encouraging
market poultry, eggs and incubator con-
tests. Let the timid men of the A. P. A.
speak out in meeting. They will get
what they sk for I am certain. Before
I joinefl the A. P. A.—not so long ago—
I had the same unfavorable opinion of
its character as its present critics have,
but contact with iU Ijest members has
convinced me that the timber is there,
but the latter still hesitates to be useful.

The A. P. A. can l>e purified from within,
and certainly has superior advantages
over a new and untried organization.
Brother Hunter, think the matter over
seriously, and what is lietter, join the
A. P. A., and your advice will be treated
with profound respect, and if practical,

will be followed. Not being identified
with any cliqu.; or ring, I am certain
that my position in relation to the A. P.
A. is due to a disinterested study of its

men and methods.
—0:0

—

The Leghorn mills of England have
turned out a pretty fair collection of new
varieties of the popular Iveghom fowl.
In this country the browns, whites and
cuckoos or Dominiques are about the
only recognized varieties. In England
the list is augmented by the pyle, buff,

duckwing, black mottled and tri-colored

Leghorns.
—0:0

—

Of all these new varieties I believe the
buff Iveghorns will Iiecome the most
popular. Buff is an aristocratic color,
and when seen in perfection is beautiful.
I am no prophet, but will venture the
opinion that buff Leghorns will have a
boom.

—0:0

—

What excuse there is for producing
black mottled Leghorns when Anconas

There seems to be a flurry on the other
side of the pond in the Leghorn camp.
Mr. Field tells some remarkable tales

about Mr. Payne's pile I^eghorns. It

seems that Mr. Field sent Mr. Payne ^15
for a trio of pile I^eghcrns and bought
them with a guarantee that they were
true Leghorns without alien blood. His
dismay and disgust will be readily under-
stood when he states that he found
"numbers of chickens coming with five

toes." Mr. Payne, on being informed of
this, laughed and said it must be a. freak
of nature. As some of Mr. Payne's pile

Leghorns have wandered over the seas to

America, the crop of freaks may soon be
hoard from here.

^UtlGINQ BY (^OMPHRISON.
G. O. Brown in Baltimore Sun.

At the next New York poultry show
the stock will be judged by comparison,
without using score cards. This method
will expedite the judging, but whether it

will give as much satisfaction as the
score card system is yet to be found out.

Unless some safe rules are established

which judges would be obliged to observe,

the method of judging by comparison
places too much dictatorial power in the
hands of the judges. In judging by com-
parison there should be something more
definite than the judge's mere designation

as to which birds should receive the
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It seems also that the silver grey
Dorking has played a»i important part in

the make up of the duckwing I/eghorn.

Verily, the name Iveghorn is l)eing used
for iinwnrltiv r)f>oHu Mr T I><»<<V%1r1 T?:«u

seems to be a geiitliman of candor, and
when he claims that the incubating ten-

dency of some of these so-called I^eg-

horiis was so pronounced that they would
set on bricks, it is tune to keep an eye on
the Leghorn mills of Ivngland.

Mr. W. B. Atherton is now associate

editor of the .\mcrio.in Stock Keeper,
and the latter pajxjr should be congratu-
lated. Mr. Atherton is quite prominent
in that hotbed of the fancy—New Eng-
land. He wields a graceful and fearless

pen, and his brother scribes, if I may
voice their feelings by my own. extend a
hearty welcome to him in the new field

he has entered.
—0:0

—

I am indebted to Mr. C. A. Bowman,
the noted Indian game breeder, for a
copy of the premium list of the great
Interstate Fair to lie held at Elmira, N.
Y., September i to 12. This is certainly
the most elal)orate and expensive list
ever issued. It is a work of art. Printed
on heavy calendered paper, profusely il-

lustrated with beautiful photo-engravings
representing the jioiuts of interest in and
about Elmira, and bound in a cover of
delicate tint embossed with gold. It
proves the great advance made in the art
of advertising, and at the same time in-
spires one with confidence in the great
exhibition. The premiums are liberal,
some 150,000 being offered.

An entrance fee of fifty cents is
charged for each entry. The premiums
are as follows : ^5 for first pen, I3 for
second pen. Single birds receive jt2 for
the first and /i for the second best.
Pigeons are to i)e exhibited in collections
of not less than three colors in each
Premiums, i^ for the first and |2 for the
second f>est collections. Incubators and
brooders receive liberal treatment, %io
for the first and f 10 for the second best in
each. With such liberal inducements
the show should be a rousing success,
especially with Mr. A. S. Stillman as
superintendent of poultry.

J. H. Drevknstedt,

awards. The judge should be obliged to

show why one bird is superior to another—his opinion should be verified by actual
facts, which the public can completely
comprehend. Any competent judge
would experience no difficulty in select-
ing, say for instance, the best three males
out of twenty or more of any pure breed,
but the owners of the best three birds, if
there is little difference in quality, would
wish to know, and with good reason,
wherein the first bird is superior to the
second, etc. The judge's simple say so
with that "settles it," a la base ball um-
pire, would not render satisfaction.
At all shows there are many birds in

each class that a glance will plainly indi-
cate stand no chance of winning any of
the awards, yet every specimen has to be
examined and scored by the judge before
the awards are made in the class. In
some large shows, like tlie la.st in New
York, over 200 birds have to be scored to
find say six prize birds, whereas, by the
system proposed of simply judging by
comparison, the time necessary to score
200 birds would nearly enable a compe-
tent judgs to pass on the entire display
of an ordinary sized show. The score
card system is also comparison judging,
the birds, by this method, being compared
by standard points, with their "outs," or
deficiencies from perfection in each sec-
viuu, viini^ctt <i^niii»L iiieiii on iiie score
card, and the bird that figures the high-
est becomes the winner of the first prize.
Comparison judgiug as proposed leaves
all this to the judge; yet to determine
the superiority of oue bird over another
the judge muse actually resort to a mental
memoranda of standard points, and in
his judgment weigh the quality of one
specimen against that of another, and
then sum up. With either method, if
loyalty to the standard and the American
Poultry Association is to lie observed, all
comparisons and conclusions must be se-
cured and governed by identically the
same reasons as though the score card
was used. Is not, then, comparison
judging simply the mental arithmetic
plan of the score card, and will not its
use be for the same purpose, a saving of
time ?

yinother question arises as to what will
be done with the many specimens that
are usually sent to the shows merely to
get their scores, etc.? Such could be ex-
amined after the awards ate made. Like
all new departures, there are many things
to be carefully considered, so that no in-
justice will result to any breeder. Make
haste slowly, very sloivly, and determine
what the poultry fraternity in general
feel on this proposed new departure in
our methods ofjuding poultry. There is
always wisdom in a multitude of coun-
selors. It is generally conceded the prin-
cipal reason why the score-card system
was inaugurated was the general dissatis-
faction that other methods gave. Then,
however there was no "standard" or
established rules to govern the de-
cision of the judges, and fanciers were
not as well informed regarding charac-
teristic points of the different breeds of
poultry as they now are. The average
poultry fancier is now a man of intelli-
gence in his calling. The greatest
trouble judges experience is with men
who are ignorant and have not become
thoroughly familar with the breeds they
are handling. There is rarely any
"kicking" on the judge's decisions where
the exhibitors are poultry men of ex-
perience. With the new era of the
standard as a guide, and a thorough and
mutual understanding among fanciers as
to what constitutes perfection and ex-
cellence in the different breeds of poultry,
judging by comparison may prove to be
more satisfactory than it was in past days.

POULTRY JUDGES'JSSOCIATION.

Oonstitutlon and By-lavrs—Names
of the Officers.

Following is the constitution and by-

laws of the American Judges' Association

and the presiding officials : President, J.

Y. Bicknell, Buffalo, N. Y.; Secretary

and Treasurer, H . A. Bridge, Columbus,

Ohio ; Vice-Presidents, Sharp Butterfield,

Windsor, Canada ; H. S. Ball, Shrews-

bury, Mass.; G. O. Brown, Baltimore ; B.

N. Pierce, Indianapolis. Executive Com-
mittee, J. D. Nevius, Philadelphia, and
all of the foregoing officers.

CONSTITUTION.

Article I.—The name of this orfiraiiization
shall be the Aniei-icaii Judges' Associatiun.
Article II.—The object of this associatiou

shall be the hannuniuus application of the
Standard of Perfection of the Ainencan Poultry
Association, and the Standard of the American
Columbaiian Ass<K?iaiioii, and to secure the co-
operation of all |>ersons who may act as judges,
either of thoroughbred poultry or pigeons, bv
the holding of meetings for discussion, anil
agreeing on a system or rule by which its mem-
bers can be guided in methods uf judging, and
for greater unity in the measure of valuation of
defects found in applying said Standards, to the
end that a better knowledge ofjudging the stock
premised may be acquired?
Articlk III —The members of this association

shall consist of such persons as may be approved
by the Kxecutive Committee on pavnitiit of a
membership fee of one dollar, aiuf annual dues
of fifty cents ; but no pers<m shall be entitled to
membership unless .said fee is paid.
Artkli-; IV—Sec. i. The officers of this asso-

ciation shall consi.Ht of a President, four Vice-
Presidents, a .Secretary and Trea.surer and an
Kxecutive Committee. The Executive Commit-
tee shall consist of the President, Vice-Presi-
dents, Secretary and Treasurer and one other
member.
Sec. a. All officers of this associatiou shall be

electtjd by ballot at the annual meeting, to hold
office for one year or until their succe.ssors are
elected. A majority of votes ca.st shall constitute
an election. Vacancies occurring during the
term shall be filled by the Executive Committee
The officers elected by this association, at its
meeting in New York City on February 20, 1890
shall be its officers until others are elected at the
next annual nieiting.
Article v.—The annual meetings shall l>e

held at any time between the first day of Sep-
tetnlicr and the first day of March following at
such place as shall bedecided utK)n bv a ninionfv
01 the Kxecutive Committee, twenty days' notice
ol the same to be given to each member by the
Secretary and Treasurer.
Article VI -The membership fee shall be

paid within ninety days after the election of amember, and the annual dues shall be paid each
year prior to the next annual nucling. and anymember who shall neglect to pay his animal
dues within the required time shall forfeit his
niemhcrship. The Executive Committee shall
have jKjwer to expel or restore any member for
cause, by a vote of three-fourths of all the mem-
bers of .said committee.
Article VII.—This constitution, as well as

the by-laws of this association, shall be approvedbv each member who shall sign his name to a
printed or written copy, and deliver it to the
Secretary and Treasurer, who shall file and pre-
serve the same. The constitution and by-lawscan be repealed or amended by a majority voteof the members of the association at any regularannual meeting provided the person or persons
offering the same shall cause such repeal oraiuendmeut to be filed with the SecreUry and
Treas^urer at least six months, and be published
in at lea.st three poultry or poultry and pigeon
periodicals for at least three months prior to themeeting, at which said repeal or amendment isto be con.sidered.

BY-LAWS.

Article I.-The President shall preside at allmeetings of this as.sociation. He will appoint
all special committees, unless otherwise ordrredby the association. He shall call extra or special

w! JffSh-Si^'"'
request of a majority of the membersof the Executive Committee

;„'.?.
^'.'*.°^"'* absence of the President, or hisinability to act, the Vice-President in attendance!who IS next named on the ticket elected shalact as presiding officer.

icx-iea, snaii

•hoiV'^T- I'.r''"''*'
Secretary and Treasurer

««2l!.i
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™«'"'« "J^H'e association all
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association, it shall be the duty of the President
or any member of the association, to call atten-
tion to the same, and the Executive Committee
tnaycallon him to resign, or may declare the
office vacant, and appoint his successor to serve
out the year.
Article VI —The Executive Committee shall

hold a session during the annual meeting ; also
at the call of four or more of its members, three
of whom are a quorum. It will have complete
control and supervision of the affairs of this
association, and will be its official organ at all
times and on all occasions.
Sec. 2. The Executive Committee of the asso-

ciation shall designate the localities for holding
Its meetings; provide suitable accommodation
lor, give publicity to and consummate (he same.
Sec. 3. The Executive Committee will make

reports at each stated meeting of the associa-
tion.

Article VII.—Order of Business.
I. Reading minutes of last meeting.
I. Report of Secretary and Treasurer.
3. Reports of committees.
4. Election of officers
5. Unfinished business.
6. New business.
7- Discus.sions, etc.

J. V. Bicknell,
B. N. Pierce,
r.Bo. K. Peer,
J. D. Nevius.

of John McFadden, at 12.28 P. M.; dis-

tance, 199. 1 miles ; average speed, 995.2
yards per minute. The next journey for

the returns will be from about 325 miles
next Sunday.

«
* *

Committee.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WINO.

The birds of the new Bellview Club, of
this city, will be sent on their first trial

for record and the speed prize next Sun-
day, from 2fX) miles.

»
» *

Dusky, the bird of Mr. Ered Bowers,
Fall River, Mass., that lately returned
from Owasso, Mich., covering the 670
miles in a trifle over two days' time, left

home on the 15th for a station in Minne-
sota that willgiv? it iioo miles distance,

that is, fifty more miles than is necessary
to beat Alabama's record from Montgom-
ery, Ala., to Fall River. That the bird
will cover it, if not caught or shot, no one
doubts. The opinion is, if this distance
is covered it will be from the West, as the
southwest presents natural conditions
which, with the binl's ignorance of the
lay of the land and in their lack of geo-
graphical knowledge, must prove insur-

mountable.

The first four birds of Mr. G. S. Fell, of
this city, made the distance from Cape
May on Sunday in ninety minutes, or
the average speed of about 1400 yards
per minute. Others came in over an hour
later.

»•»

Two more birds of the Hub Club, Bos-
ton, liberated at Walford, Ont., have lieen

heard from. Frill, reg. 363, to the lofl of
G. W. Gould, Newtonville, on Monday,
and H., 57, of John Hicks, Alliston, ar-

riving Friday. This last return accounts
for all of Mr. Hicks' entry, the others
having been shot. Mr. Wagner has three
at home and two killed. One was caught
in a hawk trap last Monday at Topfield,
Mass., and one is a visitor at Hudson,
Mass.

Four birds, the property of G. G.
Thurston, of Fall River, Mas.s., are wait-

ing at Hightstown, N. J., for a favorable
morning in which to fly home for record
and the speed prize. The distance is

al)out 200 miles.
*

» «

The four birds, Walter N., Eddie H.,
John S. and Daisy S., of E. W. Twining,
left at Yardley, were lilierated at Greers,
S. C, at sunrise Wednesday. There were
no returns at evening. The distance'is

;

about 535 miles.

»
» •

The birds now out and waiting to be
started are the six of Mr. A. J. Cadwalla-
der, Yardley, that were liberated in Char-
lotte, N. C, a week ago, started and re-

turned ami are there now in their basket,
and the fourteen of Mr. Theodore P.

Green, WooiUmry, at Greers, S. C, 510
miles distant.

!

Two birds are reported at home in the

j

loft of Theo. P. Green, of Woodbury. N.

jj., from the start in Greers, S. C, on
I
Monday morning. These are Greers, reg.

j

180 X. C, and Katie B.. reg. T. P. G. 12,

and both returned Tuesday afternoon.
The distance is about 510 miles.

«
» «

The English Stock-Keeper says : "In
the Grand National race of Belgium
nearly 3S00 birds were liberated at Dax.
Thi."! is the largest number of pigeons
ever liberated at one time. The distance
to Brussels was 580 miles, and it is ex-
pected the first prize will be of the value
of about jC(>o. The losses were unusually
great, and many lofts in that country
which in other races had done very well
lost every bird entered."

•• •

Twenty-eight young birds, owned by
Mr. Theodore P. Green, Woodbury, N.
J., were liberated from the Chief Signal
Office, Washington. D. C, at 9 A. M.,
August 15, and arrived home at three
minutes of 12 o'clock. This distance is

about 118 miles. The average speed was
1174 yards per minute.

«
« •

The young birds of the Virtue Club of
of this city were liberated in their first

journey for record and the speed prize in
Orange, Va., Monday morning. The
entry was Frtnk Lane, four

; John Mc-
Fadden, eight; John Adams, eight. Only
two of the Lane birds were trained, the
other two having been jumped from the
loft. The returns timed were : Betsy,
reg., X. C, 7.03, of John Adams, at 12.25
P. M.; distance, 199.3 miles; average
speed, 1004.7 yards ; Rag Baby, reg. 42,

A HOMING PIGEON SHOT.

Killed in Miseissippi by a Boy,

j

Who Thought It Was a Dove.
I

Special Correspondence.

West Point, Mis,s., Aug. 16.

One of a party of boys shooting bats
shot and killed a homing pigeon at this
place at 6 o'clock yesterday evening.
There were two pigeons an 1 they appar-
ently stopped to rest. The Ijoy thought
they were doves, but after killing one he
discovered his mistake, and it may be
that the one spared will reach his destina-
tion in safety. The pigeon killed is one
of the twelve turned loose at Mississippi
City on the loth inst., for a flight of 1093
miles to New York City. The bird was
mar .ted as follows: "If killed or caught
return number to J. C. Conley, 4133
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia." The
number of the bird was either 26,448 or
Z. 6448. The second four was blurred

;some contended it was a cipher and others
a figure one. But to me it looked like a
four. There were two primaries that had
been marked and cancelled or marked
out, so I suppose the bird has been flown
before. I did not see the bird, but under-
stand it had gold bands on both legs.
The distance from tbis place to Mis-

sissippi City, where the birds were started
on their lon^ journey, is three hundred
miles. Mississippi City is almost directly
south of this place, so I question if the
bird left ever strikes the correct course.
The last the boy saw of the remaining
one it had not resumed its journey.

W. W. TITU.S.

If the ducks and geese are picked reg-
ularly during the summer and early fall
they will not moult.
By keeping the pullets growing steadily

now thev will usually begin laying when
four or five months old, and generally at
a time when eggs sell at a good price.

NOTES OF THE FLTERS.

Wliat the Famous Homers of the
Clubs Are Dointf.

Special Correspondence.

The Jersey Five had a liberation at
Gerniantown on Sunday last and had over
fifty returns inside of two hours and not
half a dozen out over night. The start
was at 9 A. M. C. A. Mahr had a flock
of ten arrive nt 10.51. Five birds arrived
to the Verrinder loft in Jersey City at
10.55, and nine more five minutes later.
Both Walker and Holder had arrivals
about the same time.

I understand the Jersey Five have
made a proposition to the Newark Five
and King* County Cluljs in reply to a
publication in the Homing Exchange
over the signatures of Messrs. Garni-
brant and Bennert, which is that each
club make an appropriation of 130, mak-
ing a total of I90, one half to go as a
prize in the young bird Concourse race
October 4, and the other half be devoted
to a supper, the winning club to name
the guests ai-.d place. The Newarks
Five losses were so heavy at Bristol with
young birds a few days ago that it is
doubtful whether they will accept this ar-
rangement or not.
The Quaker City Club got a bad clean-

ing out at Odenton, Md.,on the 13th—
seventeen home out of fortv-five sent. A
strong north wind prevailed at the time
of lil)eration. They shipped thirteen to
Odenton again on Monday last for record
Entry: P. w. Krouse, 7; Alexander
Puerst, 4; W. C. Glory, 2, and H. Ken-
dall, I.

The Active Club shipped eight birds to
Orange Courthouse, Va., for record Mon-
day, Charles Hub six aiid I. K. Rogers
two.
Two of the meml>ers of the Randolph

Club lost all the young birds they had in
training at Bay View, Md. Devlin and
El)erle will ship twelve or fifteen young-
sters ^o wrangc, Va., uii T!iurs«iay next.
The Active lost twelve birds at Mana.s-

sas, Va. The last jump previous to this
lil)eratiou was Magnolia, Md. Its an
ugly jump for a youngster.
H. J. Williams reports 12, H. banders,m from Bordentown, N. J., to Provi-

dence. R. I., distance 206 miles and
speed 1232 yards for the first batch of
five. However, there was no official
timer at the loft, and owing to sickness
Mr. Williams was not able to report by
telegraph.

^
A blue cock. No. 1441, owned by W.

.C. Glory, was shot and killed by a negro.
The day it was liberated at Shreveport]
La., it was shot while resting on a cabin'
Ben Elwell's Z. 5512, B. C. C, stayed

three days to rest on a farm in Pike
County, Ala. It was easily caught and
on the I4lh resumed its journey. "This is
one of the twelve birds lilnsrated at Mis-
sissippi City a short time ago.

I learn that Ben Elwell's B. C. C. Z.
5512 was shot and killed in Barbour
County, Ala., right on the Georgia line.
This makes two killed out of twelve, ten
more to hear from yet. It seems to be
not a question whether a bird can fly this
distance, but how far can it come before

*

it will be shot. This is no doubt very
discouraging to long distance aspirants.
George Schuyler, of Bordentown, N.

J., is training three youngsters he got
from Mr. John Shepherd. They an do-
ing well.

•

Importations.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : I have again received a few daya

ago by the steamer British Princess a fine
lot of GrienUl friUs, from the East, con-
sisting of blondinettes, bluettes and sat-
inettes. The birds were all in first-class
condition, and amopg the lot were same
extra fine birds.

When the birds arrived at my home I
found them sitting on eggs and breeding.
Some of the eggs were broken, but I got
three good ones and put them under
some ofmy other pigeons and to my sur-
prise, in two days after the arrival of the
birds two of the eggs hatched and the
youngsters are getting along nicely. The
third egg is also fertile. I think I may
say these youngsters were imported in
the shell. Yours truly,

W. T. Erich.
AtLENTowN, Pa., Aug. 2a

mREGtJtM l^lNAflON
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SCRAPPLE.
The Malay—Fowls and Eggs for

Market—Malay Bantams.

Turkeys—Gapes

.

The following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thk Fancikrs' Journai,. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one 7vho has anything to say pertaining
to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

The Malay.
That excellent publication, the Ohio

Poultry Journal, puts in a strong plea for

the Malay when it says: "The Malay
has Ijeeu a much abused fowl and no
other breed has been more nei;lecte<l. It

has always been uiiderstooa by mai.y
that the Malay possessed not one re-
deeming characteristic. It now trans-
pires, after all these years, that no other
breed can excel the Malay as a table
bree<l; no other fowl from which can be
carveil larger slices of breast meat. Are
there any of the Indian games or any
breed containing Malay blo<xl that is not
a good table breed ? Not one. The Indian
game owes its popularity so far as table
quality is concerne<l to the grand old Ma-
lay, and who can gainsay it ? The fact is,

the fancy runs to hobbies. Once the Ma-
lay and his crosses were not popular, to-
day they are. It would ,eem that real
merit has had little to do with making
fwpular a certain breed of |K)ullry, else
the subject of this item would not have
remained in the back ground regardless
of the fact that it contains perhaps more
breast and wmg meat than any other
fowl."

Fowls and Kggs for Market.
In raising fowls for market flesh is the

first consideration. Select, therefore, a
breed which will make the greatest

growth in the shortest time and be of
good quality for the table. Select accord-
ing to the requirement of your own
special market and your fancy—Leg-
horns, Biahmas, 1 lymouth Roi-ks, Wy-
andottes, Javas or liorkings. These va-
rieties, with their crosses, are hardy, and,
if intelligently fed, attain a large size at
an early age. The Wyandotte just now
is a popular fowl, the silvers, goldeus
and blacks all having enthusiastic ad-
mirers

; the white Wyandottes are also
receiving high praise from their advo-
cates. It is claimed that they are not
only ornamental in the yards and tooth-
some of flesh, but goo<l layers as well.
The dark Brahnias are classed by many
"breeders as the best of the Brahma va-
rieties.

With careful management there is none
of our small imlustries that is more
profitable than raising eggs for our city
markets. When eggs alone are desired
the fowls selected should bo Leghorns,
white-faced black .Spanish, Minorcas or
other laying breeds. Avoid the common
mistake of giving too much stimulating
food. Bear in mind the elements that
enter into the composition of an egg and
feed accordingly. Oats, wheat and barley
are all goo<l for eggs, with just enough
corn to supply the proper degree of heat.
A sudden change from one kind of
?;rain to another will often stop hens
rom laying for a short time, as will sud-
den change of any feed. Whole corn,
being hard to digest, should f)e given
sparingly to laying pullets. Supjilement
the food of laying hens with an occa-
sional relish of ground bone, chopped
meat and charcoal.— Breeders' Guide.

Extraordinary Claims.
Breeders who are enthusiastic overcer-

U\\\ bree<l8 are liable to exaggerate re

garding the number of eggs laid by their
favorites. It is repeatedly stated that
Leghorns will lay 160 eggs each per year.

Brahmas 140, Wyandottes and Plymouth
Rocks 130, etc. But a little arithmetic
will easily show that such results are not
to be expected. It requires about ninety-
days for a hen to moult her feathers,
thiring which time she seldom lays. This
leaves only 275 days for work, and to lay
160 eggs a hen must average alnrnt four
eggs a week, and if she indulges in incu-
bation she will lose mere time. It is

true that occasionally some excellent hen
will exceed the average record, but if a
large flock of hens will yield 100 eggs per
hen in a year it will be fully up to the
average.—Mirror and I'armer.

I.,os.ses at NiK'lit.

There are more young chicks lo.st at

night than during the day. The family
cat will sometimes eat with the chickens
during the day and disarm all suspicion

;

but at nights he will not fail to secure
the unfortunate chick that may l>e ex-
posed. Rats also play havoc at night,
often killing all. It should l)e the aim
of owners to make sure that the chicks
are properly fastened in the coops at
night, and they should not be allowed
out unt'^1 the sun is well up. Bv so do-
ing many chicks will be saved.—^Agricul-
turalist.

Setting Hens.
Some hens leave their eggs longer than

otliers and still they hatch well. A good
sitter will regulate this herself and for

the first week sit very closely, the secon<l

week she will lengthen the time, the
third week a still longer period will be
taken for exercise. If your sitter is one
of the kind that needs watching, we
would say, be governed by the tempera
ture of the weather. If very cold, only
allow her time for feeil, water and a
short run the first week, lengthening the
time as the period advances. There can
be- no rule laid down, but one must use
his judgment in the matter after these
few hints. We have known hens to
leave the nest for twelve hour'; nlmni the
eighteenth or nineteenth day, and then
the hatch was a good one—the weather
was also favorable.—Breeders' Guide.

Domestlentlnif PheuKuiits.

When Captain Hogardus was here lately

he purchased a pair of Mongolian pheas-
ants from a man who ha<l raised them
from eggs placed under a hen. A party
who saw the birds in Butte, Mont., has
written here for a pair, and orders have
l)een received for pairs and trios to send
to North Carolina, California, Arizona
and other places. The man who raised
these pheasants saved three pairs, and
they are now laying and the prospects
are goo<l that he will raise a large num-
\rcT this season, and will have no trouble
in obtaining a good i>rice for them, say
ten or twelve dollars a pair. Another
man here has a trio of pheasants which
he capture<l last winter, while nearly
starved.

These birds are uneasy in confinement,
and wear themselves out in trying to
escape, while those reared in confinement
are quite tame, anil the voung ones
hatched from their eggs and reared by a
motherly old hen will probably he quite
domesticated and will fin.l a ready sale
to the visitors to the state. IVrson's who
can make a success of rearing these
pheasants ran make more money out of
them than by raising chickens' The
phea.sants are hardy and handsome, and
are admired by all who see them, and in
a few years, notwithstanding that they
have l)een much abused here the birds
will f)e found in every slate in the Union.—Portlaml Oregonian.

The Guinea Fowl.
The guinea fowl is peculiar in shape

and cfdor. but it breeds very accurately.
Here is what the Poultry World says of
of them : The hens are good layers, and
the two sexes are very like each other in
size, form and general appearance. The
flesh of the fowl is esteemed a delicacy
among epicures, having the gnmev flavor
of the partridge rather than that of com
nion domestic poultry. Us color is a dark
grey all over the body, dotted with white
speck* or spots quite evenly and prettily

distributed. There is also a variety en-
tirely white. The shrill, sharp squeak
which they keep up so constantly durtng
the day and often into the night hours
renders them objectionable to many
fanciers

; yet they are very useful upon
isolated poultry farms which hen hawks
incline to visit, their noisy challenge
proving a thorough "scarecrow" for this
.sort of chicken enemy.
The guinea hen begins to lay early in

the spring and lays pretty constantly
through the summer. Pintados are shy
and secretive, and will steal their nests
oyer and over again after they have been
fliscovered, if (listurl>ed. They require
al)out the same measure and kind of care
in breeding that are given to turkeys.

Turkey's.

In raising your turkeys be careful that

they do not get wet. Give hard-boiled

fKg!>. with "a few bread crumbs soaked in

milk for the first ten days, with a little

pepper dusted into it after. Chopjnid
corn scalded, with dandelion leaves or
onion tops chopped up fine and mixed
together, I find good and palatable food
for a month or so, then small wheat. See
that no lice gets on them or it is certain
death

; a little sulphur or insect powder
dusted over them is good, give the old
bird a good dusting also. Be sure they
are brought home every night, as I have
lost fifteen in one night from neglect to
house them. I generally feed them well
at night, and in a .short time they will
come home of their own accord for their
evening meal. Turkeys are very fond of
milk, and it is very good for them, in
fact I feed all my fowls all the milk I can
get for them.—The Farmer's Advocate.

Gapes.
This death-dealing disease is easily

ma.stered if you will but note the follow-

ing : As a preventive, keep the chickens
perfectly dry (on the barn floor is the
liest nlarp^ the firat four i»<w.|r<i ir t\,„

g.ouud is cold or d.-unp, do not let them
out until it is dry. Dampness is the
main cause of gapes. I have had nine
broods of chickens to care for this spring
and have not lost one, nor has one Ijeen
sick. If you already have gapes in
your flock, give crumbs of bread with a
few drops of turpentine on. The best
way to prepare it is cut twelve small
chunks of dry bread

;
place the chunks

on a board and put a drop of turpentine
oil each. Cut each chunk in two, and
fee<l. Or to one pint of corumeal add
one teaspoonful of turpentine, mix
thoroughly, then scald anil feed once a
day. See that every gapy chick eats ; if
any refuse, put a pill of it down them.
Will those trying the above please re-
port ?—The Cultivator and Country
Gentleman.

Malay Ttantnnis.

The writer of these notes has, during
the last ten or twelve years, been giving
his attention to the production of new
varieties of Bantams, and great success
has attended his efforts, of which more
will afterwards be said. Among the va-
rieties introduced by Mr. Entwisle, are
the Malays, and the following account of
the way in which these have been pro-
ducefl was given by that gentleman in
the Live Stock Journal Almanac of 1S87 :

"For two years I endeavored to obtain
the first cross betwetn small Malays and
game Bantams, but in this I failed en-
tirely until I met with a very small cin-
namon Malay i>ullet. which I put into a
run with a large black-red Bantam cock,
and from these I raised a broocl of chick-
ens. I then mated a cockerel of this
cross to his (Malay) mother, and their
chickens were in appearance weak-headed
Malays, i. e., they were deficient in the
cruel, heavy eyebrows, an«l their eyes were
too red. i then olitained a very small
cinnamon Aseel ben and mated her with
a three (juarter Malay cockerel, and each
year since I have succeeded in reducing
size, always using as small a cockerel as
I could breed from, but possessing the
Malay character of head and Malay out-
line of neck, body and tail'. I always
succeeded in making two crosses each
year, i. e., breeding in midsummer from
my January hatched birds, and breeding

in January from the summer and au-
tumn hatches, and I attribute the reduc-
tion in size as much to this point (using
immatured parents) as to mere selection
each year of^ the smallest. Yet, strange
to say, after twelve years, these Malays
appear hanlier and more vigorous and
better layers than their original parents
were with me a dozen years ago. ITp to
a couple of years ago I was comparatively
indifferent as to whether the comb of my
stock hens and pullets was of the pea or
strawlierry shape. Now I can find suf-
ficient chickens small enough, and hav-
ing most excellent strawberry combs,
and therefore discarded the others.
Though breeding each year from red
cocks and cinnamon hens, I had a few
whites among the chickens year after
year, and they have won as often as the
reds have ; the greatest difficulty has
been to obtain a pure white without any
sandy feathers. In a few cases I suc-
ceeded in this point, both last year and
the present. The average weight now of
my Malays, at six months, is twenty-four
ounces for cockerels and twenty ounces
for pullets, increasing one-third by the
twelve-months' end. I have recently in-
troduced the pheasant Malay bloo(l, and
hope in time to produce these handsome
markings on my Bantams."—Stephen
Beale, in Country Gentleman.

llow^ to Dress Poultry.
The following words of advice on the

subject of poultry dressing are from the
instructions sent out by a coiiimission

firm of Chicago to its patrons : In the

first place, poultry should Ije kept with-

out food twenty-four hours. Full crops

injure the appearance and are liable to

sour, and, when this does occur, corre-

spondingly lower prices must l>e accepted
than obtainable for choice stock. Never
kill poultry by wringing the neck. To
dress chickens kill by bleeding in the
mouth, or opening the veins of the neck.
Hang by the feet until properly bled.
Leave head and feet on and do not re-
move intestines or crop. Scalded chickens
sell best to home trade, and drv picked
l)est to shippers,.so that either manner of
dressing will do, if done projierly. For
scalded chickens the water should be as
near the boiling point as possible with-
out boiling. Pick the legs dry before
scalding. Hold by the legs and head
and immerse, and lift up and down three
times. If the head is immersed it turns
the color of the comb, an<l gives the eyes
a sunken appearance, which leads buyers
to think the fowl has b«en sick. The
feathers and pin feathers should then l^
removed immediately, very cleanly, and
without breaking the skin ; then "plump"
by dipping ten seconds in water nearly
or quite boiling hot and then immediately
into cold water. Hang in a cool place
until the animal heat is entirely out. To
dry-pick chickens properly the work
should be done while the chickens are
bleeding. Do not wait and let the l)odies
get cold. Dry-picking is much more
easily done while the bodies are warm.
Be careful and do not break and tear the
skin. In dressing turkeys observe the
same instructions as are given for pre-
paring chickens, but always drv-i>ick.
Dressed turkeys, when dry-picked, always
sell best and command lietter prices than
scalded ones.—Orange Judd Farmer.

Points About Poultry.
I have learned to choose such pullets

for eggs as in some respects resemble a
typical dairy cow. They incline to wedge-
shape, fjcing light and narrow in front,

and very wide and low-down behind.
Their legs are rather short and set wide
apart. These are the principal charac-
teristics of good layers ami breeders.
Carefully avoid the leggy, high-built,
reared-up hen of the game cock style.
They may make good racers, flyers and
fighters but they are rarely good layers
or profitable market birds. It is "the
short-legged, heavily-set, motherly-look-
ing hen that shells out the eggs, attends
strictly to business when sitting and is
successful in rearing a family. I have
learned, too, that a laying hen eats little
more than one not laying, and also that
it is a very easy matter to reduce the
profit of a flock of twenty to zero by
keeping five or six chronic non-layer's
among them.—The Examiner.

CAGE . BIRDS • AND . PETS.

BY THE "WAY.

We give place this week to a very in-

structive article in the form of a lecture

by the vice-president of the London
Provincial Ornithological Society, Mr.
George E. Russel, who gives his experi-
ence in breeding crested Norwich
canaries. His experience is valuable
from the fact that he has been a breeder
of canaries all his life. That it can be
made both profitable and instructive is

not in the least doubtful, but success
must not be looked for from the start, as
experience is always the best teaclier,and
it may take some years before your eflforts
in raising canaries are crowned with suc-
cess.

BRBEDINQ CANARIES.
An Interesting Lecture on Crested

and Crested-Bred Birds.
By Geo E. Russ«I, one of the Vice-Pre.sidents ofthe London Provincial Ornithological Society.

Mr

A hospital for birds sounds somewhat
odd, yet both in England and America
such places exist. The Pall Mall Gazette
has an interesting account of one in Ox
ford Street, London. It is kept by Mr.
Sumner, and is called the Crystal Palace
Bazaar. The proprietor hadn't very many
birds then, as most of the people who
own these pete were out of town, but in
another month his place will lie filled up
Mr. Sumner takes in any number of
birds to nurse. A family who left town
for eighteen months left him their aqua-
num and their .iviary to take care of, and
their bill came to $80.

«

In speaking about the ailments to
which bird flesh is heir, Mr. Sumner
has this to say : "Birds suflTer principally
from consumption and asthma-<liseases
brought on by the birds h^{»c „i„^^i .„

draughty windows. Consumptlor is
helped on by the birds being indisorim-
niately fed on all sorte of things that are
unsuitable as food. Birds are very fond
of luxuries, and the more you give them
the D.ore they will eat. When a bird is
going off into consumption it is always
eating. Physic will sometimes arrest the
disease."

» •

As yet exhibitors of pet stock in this
country are almost confined to children
and dealers, but the time is approaching
When mature fanciers will take up these
varieties and not consider it beneath their
dignity to endeavor to breed typical ani-
mals of their favorite breed. To accom-
plish this they will find it necessary to
bring all their intelligence and ingenuity
mto play, for successful breeding is a
scientific occupation in which many fail
and few succeed.

Feeding Birds.
All bird^ whether see.l-eating or in-

sectivorous, should always be given
finely crushed cuttle fish bone from time
to time, even though they may not touch
•t at first. For most birds a little green
food or fruit serves as a refreshment, and
« little piece of suet stuck between the
vv'ires helps to keep them healthy. From
time to time all seed-eating birds should
be offere.1 some animal food (ante' eecsmealworms or eaa bread 1 «.« i. ;

^^'
sary for their pfoVe't^urTshm^n/'X
-. fr^rL'r*''^

'^''""''^ '•* fed ierries

particulari V V'^''^''
°''" "P^ ^'"^U ^^^<particularly some rape anrl crushed

as fo^lfow^'''\<r."'r"*^«*'^^'^' '« '"-<J«

it i .f!! I
}^*^ ^'^'eat flour and knead

•"'";l«"Kh with a little milk, theuS
aTte'5hidfm'"L'' '"''' "'"' the dough

'.akeThorouS' t/° '™«1^ ^°"'' "'"^

drai^edTr Ji! finlV' '' "*'^^*^*^ «°«1 ^'^^

by iteelf ^ "^''y grated and given

Chairman and Gknti.emkn.
I intend this evening to give you, as far

I as I am able, an account of my experi-
ences as a crested Norwich breeder, and
think it will be better to commence at
the beginning of my career, so as to illus-
trate the difficulties I had to contend
against before I became a successful
breeder. I have been a breeder of canaries
from a boy. I commenced with Norwich
and cinnamons. After six or eight years
I had a craze for Belgians. I purchased
an exhibitor's stock of prize birds, also
imported some fine specimens; but at
that time I did not go to the expense of
having my room fitted up with hot water
pipes. The consequence was that after a
few years I lost the greater number of
my stock, and had to give up in despair
keeping this beautiful variety.

Visiting an exhibition of cage birds
twent_>- years ago I was struck with the
fjeauties of the crested Norwich, and
claimed the first prize, an evenly-marked
and crested yellow cock. I then had
what the old fanciers term the crested
fever, and I don't think it has yet left
°>e. I paid a visit to all the sucee.ssful
exhibitors, and. rarely came away with-
out buying some of the strain from their
winning birds. I was under the impres-
sion I had only to cross the Ijest from Mr
A's with Mr. B's stock, and 1 should be on
the same footing as those I had Ijought
them off. Change of blood was the cry
then, as it is now, amongst young fan-
ciers

;
the consequence was I mixed all

the different bloo<ls together—made a
regular plum pudding of them. The re-
sult was most of the birds threw back
and produced the bad points of their an-
cestors. Occasionally T hreri -. .Jcrc:;'
bird after a few years' breeding in" this
way, and came to the conclusion that all
crested show birds were bred by accident
and to win you must buy from the lucky
breeder. -^

About this time the Fanciers' Gazette
came into existence, and after a time
Mr. Lewis Wright wrote some excellent
articles upon pedigree breeding. From
them I gained that knowledge which ul-
timately led me step by step up the lad-
der, until I arrived at the goal which all
exhibitors seek. These articles gave me
fresh life. My ignorance laid bare I at
once set to work to build up a pure
strain upon the lines laid down in those
articles. I sold out most of my former
stock, and on buying in my new took
care to get a pair of the same strain
closely related, keeping the strain pure
(breeding from brother and sister) if by
chance I bred something exceptionally
gootl. In a few j^ears I had established
one strain in particular that I could al-
ways depend upon breeding true to type
About 1875 I determined to try double-
crested breeding. Old fanciers said I
should spoil my strain, etc. They had
tried it, and it turned out a failure They
never carried out this fine system the
secret of crested breeding, if you uiight
call It such.
My first specimen of the double-

crested cross was the most miserable
looking wretch you ever saw

; he was
from two buff crests. In color, clear buff
with a bald head, and ulcers continually
running from that part. I was most im-
patient for the next season, .ho that I
could try this cross. I ran him with one
of the l>est crested bred buff hens I had
In the first nest she hatched three—two
crests and a plainhead, and when they
were three or fVjur weeks old one ofthem
an evenly-marked hen, had the finest crest
I had ever seen; she was twice, if not
thrice, first at the Crystal Palace.
From this time, for ten or twelve

years, I became a successful breeder and
exhibitor, and fought hard to keep up
with the times, with my ideal of a
crested Norwich—short thick set bully
neck, broad chest, small l,eak, and show-
ing no coarseness at the vent, as much
like an English bullfinch as I could pos-
sibly breed them. I would rather have
for stock purposes a well-bred double-
crested cock than the finest show crest.
With this cross you improve the length

of feather upon the head without spoil-
ing the body feather. I prefer breeding
from the double-crested cock

; you will
often have some fine crested breds from
this cross. Should recommend you to
pair the two most perfect crests together,
and it is most important to have them
closely related.

Al)out six months ago a friend of mine
wanted a <louble-crested cock to try this
way of breeding. I bought him one for
fifteen shillings, bred from two good
crests. No doubt the fancier thought he
had made a good bargain. The bird,
judging by his appearance,was not worth
five shillings. My friend ran him with
a well-bred crest-bred hen, and the result
was he has bred the finest evenly-marked
crest I have seen this season. A few
years ago I had a fine sib-bred cinnamon
strain. I had sold to a fancier a few
birds-, and this year I wanted some of this
blood back again. I bought cock and
hen out of the same nest. Two from
this pair, yellow and buff, are as true to
the original type as it is possible to
imagine, and fine healthy birds. In all
varieties of the canary tribe you will find
that a few years of sib-breeding will
with careful matching, produce those
points that you are trying for to perfec-
tion. I have thoroughly tried it for
years, au<l I think all successful breeders
of poultry and pigeons will bear out
what I have said upon this subject.
Some years back the late Mr. W. A.

Blackston recommended the cross of the
Lancashire, and encouraged this cross by
giving them prizes. He said when he
had increased the .size of crest he could
then return to the original type of Nor-
wich, with the increased size of crest I
think myself it is quite time exhibitors
made a start. It will be quite easy to re-
tain the crest if they carry out my method
of double-crest breeding. The Lancashire
cross gives bone and size, and it is really
beneficial should your stock become
small or delicate. I advocate that the
Lancashire plainhead cock is best. By
this cross you increase your size without
losing your Norwich shape. I have bred
several winners in this way by the first
cioss. Reliance, an evenly marked and
crested yellow, a great winner, was bre<l
from a yellow-legged plainhead cock and
a heavily-marked sib-lired crested hen
Another bird noted in his day, Sunshine
I thought showed too much coppy, and
sold hull to a Birmingham fancier just
after the first moult. Judge of niy sur-
prise at the first show of the season—

I

believe it was Burton -on-Trent in Mr
Salt's time— I had to play .second fiddle
to my own stock. He proved a fine
stockgetter. I prefer a yellow-legged
plainhead one with an immense head
thick body and low on the legs. The
latter is a great fault in the eyes of the
Lancashire breeder, and you should buy
him cheaper on that account.

It is most difficult to meet with the
right article. Try to visit the breeders
and see what you are buying, and always
have a young one. "Bad Yorkshires will
not do at any price." My experience
with the coppy IS that it takes two years
to get a good crest. The first cross pro-
duce birds with long froiite, and instead
of the broad Norwich back crest it is nar-
row. In fact, the whole crest is coppy
shape. The next cross will often bring
It to the right standard. A few years
back I sent a friend at Norwich a yellow
coppy, and the first cross he bred a fine
clear bo<ly with dark crest yellow, the
next cross a very large clear crested
yellow. I could not tell you the result
of the first .season, but the secon<l he
asked me to let him have a green crest-
bretl hen from my best strain. I sent
hini one of the .sib bre<ls, small, thick-
set, etc., and he bre<l from this pair that
clear Ixidy dark crest, first at Crystal
Palace, iSSy, and mother of the Kjng of
Champions. You will find it most useful
to keep one of these pure Norwich strains
for crossing with the coppy, and take
care to keep in plenty of green.
To produce those large crested-bred

breed front a large legge<l plainhead
cock, and if you have one, a plaiuheaded
hen from double crests. If you have not
the latter a bullfinch-shaped hen with
large broa<l head, wide in front. To test
the (piahty of a crest-bred turn the feath-
ers over the beak, and they should reach
the end in a good specimen. The great
aim should be to get length of feather on
the head, and keep down coarse feathers
at the vent. To keep up that color don't
breed more than twice double buffs be-
fore you cross in again the yellows I

have bred more evenly-marked and clear
bodies with dark crests from a clear grey
crest on one side and a green on the
other. If you once get a pair of birds
that produce high-class show stock make
a strain of them by sib-breeding, and in-
stead of deteriorating they will improve
in excellence. Successful ' exhibitors are
obliged to buy to keep in the front It
IS not to be expected that individually he
can breed birds year after year and beat
all comers, and of course he is sure tomeet with a bad season, sometimes twoSome four or five years ago I thought
I had one of the best strains in the
country After the birds came backfrom a show I noticed several of them
looked queer, and instead of removingthem at once I left them for a week
thinking they would recover. In twomonths I had lost every bird in that
room. I took some cottages and isolated
theiu, but to no purpose, they died from
SIX to twelve per day. It was an epi-demic caught at that show. I lost mv
best strain, and if it had not have been
that I had another bird room should
have lost my entire stock. My advice is
to remove a sick bird from the bird room
at once, and if it is very bad kill it Ihave been very careful since. I am try-
ing to build up another strain like theone lost upon the same lines that I have
read to you. So that when you establish
a good strain, be careful not to sell toomany of them. Good strains are often
lost in this way.

If you should buy a show bird, andthink he would be likelv to improveyour stock, give him a thorough trial Ionce gave a long price for a crested yel-low cock In his class he was never^aten
;

I considered him almost perfect
1 was most anxious to retain this type of
crest. I tried him with several heiT tono purpose, the young were all wasteis.
I found out afterwards that he was agood one from a bad stock. If I had notbeen careful, and mixed his blood withmy pure strain, it would have ruined my
strain and taken years to have bred it
out. I might say I almost lived amongstmv birds for fifVf«»ti \roa.-c ..„....ii.. _....P
lip Sixty pairs, which found me plenty to
do. I have bred mules and all known
varieties of the canary, bnt crests and
crested-bred, also cinnamons, were mvwhole study. The highest price I ever
got for one single crest was ^35. I once
reAised ^90 for three creste. and at three
different seasons I sold my exhibiting
stock at long prices.

The Cockatoo.
This variety is the hardiest of the par-

rot tribe and are readily distinguished
by their tuft. It is a very diflicult task
to teach them to speak, but they are
easily tamed and soon learn to listen un-
derstand and ol)ey. In intelligence they
are superior to all other parrots, and
they have a mildness and grace in their
movements which add much to their
beauty and value.
The three principal varieties known in

this country are the great white cockatoo
the lesser white cockatoo and the great
red-creste<l cockatoo. The latter is the
largest of the species, lieing upwards of
two feet in length. Its principal color is
white, tinged with a palish rose-red the
l)eak is of a blue-black, the iris of the
eye a deep red, the circles peari grey
I he tail feathers are diversified with yel-
low, and the tuft, which usually appears
to fall back upon the head, is large, the
length of the feathers being neariy or
quite SIX inches. It has a noble carriage
and IS easily tamed. It readily imiutes
the voice of animals, and soon learns to
crow like a cock.
The great white cockatoo is seventeen

inches long, with a tuft of feathers on
the head about five inches in length
which it can raise or depress at pleasure'
Its plumage is white in color, except the
larger feathers of the wing, and a part ot
the tail, which have a yellowish hue on
the inner part. The iri's of the eye is a
dark brown tint, with a white circle.
The lesser white cockatoo is about

fourteen inches long and has a tuft also
on the head, which, together with a spot
beneath the eyes and the tip of the tail
feathers are of a beautiful lemon color
With this exception the color of the
bird IS white. This variety is very act-
ive and hops alwut much more nimbly
than any other of the parrot family It is
pleased with being noticed and returns
the caresses of ite owner with evident
gratification.
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THE OHARLESTON SHOW.

BJvery Effort Put Forth to Make It

a O-reat Success.

Special Correspondence.

Charlkston, S. C , August 20.

Now that there is no longer any doubt

about the A. P. A. and many of the

specialty clubs meeting here with us

next Januaiy, it is but natural that all

intending exhibitors at the forthcoming

show should write for information, an<l

every day many letters are received ask-

ing about the style of entiy, what the

entry fee will be, what premiums will

be offered and other information. In

auswex to these queries and for the in-

formation of your readers I l>eg leave to

say that in the poultry department all

entries will K-e made singly, excepting

turkeys, geese and ducks. The entry

fee will be ^1.50, which will include coop

fee, feed and attendance, and the pre-

miums will be as follows :

First, Is ; second, $2 ;
third, v. h. c;

fourth, he; fifth, c, or, first, I3 ; second,

$2 ; third, |i ; fourth, v. h. c; fifth, h. c.

For best male and four best females of

each variety, $5. For best and largest

display by one exhibitor, $50; second
best, $2$. Rare varieties, such as Sul-

tans, silkies, eniinettes, Russians, etc., a
prize of $10 is offered for best and largest

aisplay of each variety, six or more
specimens.

happens to be

(black bars), red, yellow, white and blue
checkered. Tumblers— Reil, yellow,bIack,
blue and silver. Priests- Red, yellow,
black, and blue. Short faced show Ant-
werps—silver, dun, blue, and blue and
red checkered. ConiinoM flying Ant-
werps—all colors to compete together and
the awards to lie made according to club
records. Runts -Rlack, blue, red anrl
yellow.

Misci:i,i,.\NKors.

BOOK8 FOR FANCIERS.
The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail. po.stpaid, any of the following
books on receipt of published price:

KKNNKI..
American Kennel. Burses

Brunettes. Iilondineltes, satiiiettes, Siia-
bians, Archangels, mooseheads, fairies,

Brunswicks, frillbacks, starlings, swifts,
latz, vigor and ice. All pure-bred varie-
ties not nientione<l al>ove will be assigned
to this class.

Our association is a member of the
American Kennel Club, and the rules
and regulations governing the dog show
will l>e the same as those of the A. K. C.
The entry fee has been fi.xed at $2, and
the premiums at $5 for first and I3 for
second, with |io in the challenge classes
and association specials for kennels, etc.

If there is anything in the many en-
couraging letters we are receivingdaily
from all sections of the country our show
will Ix? /Ae show of the season, and we
not only look forward to an entry that
will exceed the New York show of last
fall, but expect the largest number of
fanciers and bree<lers that was ever lielbre
congregated together.

Ross A. Smith.

8.00

3.00

I -.so

1.00
.80

2.00

•50
3.00

.S"

1.00

•50

•75

a.ooy
500
4-50

450

1.50

SO

RHODE ISLAND POULTRY ASSOCIATION.

In classes where tin e

but one specimen hav-ng sufiicieut merit
to win fiist, the first premium shall lje

awarded the same as if in competition.
All incubator and brooder manufactu-

rers are invited to exhibit their machi.es,
for which no entry fee will be charged,
but fifteen per cent will be charged for
all sales made.
A premium of $25 will be offered for

the best incubator on exhibition, and
|io for best incubator in operation that
sells tor I50 or less. Also |io for best
brooder in operation, and $5 for best
brooder which sells for $5 or less. For
breeding yards, ten birds, for sale or ex-
hibition only, entry fee, $5.
On pigeons regular association premi-

ums will be awarded on every standard
variety. The entry fee on singles or
pairs will Ije $1, and the premiums $2,
Ji, v. h. c, h. c. and association specials
for collections, etc.

CLASSIFICATION OF PIGEONS—SINGLES.
Carriers—Blue, dun, yellow, red and

white. Pouters—Yellow-pied, red-pied,
blue-pied, silver, mealy and solid white.
Short-faced tumblers—Red, black, yellow,
white, blue, almonds, kites, bald heads,
beards, red splash, black splash, yellow
splash and mottles. Barbs—Black, white,
red, yellow and dun. Jacobins— Red,'
yellow, black, blue, white, dun, silver
splash and strawberry. Fantails (smooth-
heads)—Blue, silver, black, white, yellow,
red, saddlebacks, silkies, frizzled, dun,
mealy, blue checkered and same colors
booted. Fantails (crested)—White, black,
blue, red, yellow, blue checkered and
same colors booted. Wing turbits
Black, blue, red, yellow, silver, blue
checkered and dun, with shell, peaked,
crested and smooth-heads all to compete
together. Owls—Black, white, blue, yel-
low, red, silver, blue powdered and check-
ered. Chinese owls—White, black, blue
silver, red and yellow. Solid turbits-^
Yellow, red. blue, silver, black, dun and
white shell, peaked crest and smooth
heads, all to compete together. Tail
turhits—Blue, black, red, yellow and dun,
shell peaked and sm(y>th heads, all to
compete together. Trumpeters—Black,
red, yellow, blue, black mottled, red mot-
tled, dun, dun mottled and solid white.

FAIRS.

Pigmy pouters—Red, yellow, black,
blue, lavender, silver, creamy, mealy,
checkered and solid while. Long faced
tumblers—Black, red, vellow, blue,
white, almond, kites, splashed, mottled,
bald heads and beards. Magpies—Blue,
black, red, yellow, siiiot)th-headed and
crested, all to compete together. Hel-
mets—Red, yellow, black, blue and
dun. Nuns—Black, red, yellow and
blue. Scandaroous—Red, yellow, black,
blue, white, black or blue saddles. Drag-
ons—Blue, silver (brown bars), silver

.4 Bench Show to He IIel<l In Connection
with the Ponltry Display.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The Rhode Island Poultry Asso-
ciation has engaged Music Hall for their

fifth annual exhibition, which is to be
held December 29, 30, 31, 1890, and Jan-
uary I, 1891. We have been very fortu-

nate in securing the services of Messrs.
P. Williams, W. B. Atherton, Geo. V.
Fletcher and Newton A. Knapp for

indirpQ of T»miltrv anrl rkirr»rvne
J o . t J ^.^^^.. __.

This year we have decided to hold a
bench show in connection with poultry,
and shall make an extra effort to have a
fine display of dogs. The judges of dogs
have not been engaged, but as soon as
they are will let you know.
The association will have space in their

premium list for special premiums and
would be pleased to receive as many from
their friends as they seem disposed to
contribute for either poultry, pigeons or
dogs. We shall be very glad to receive
advertisements for the premium list from
any reliable parties, as we shall have
space to sell. For further information
write to the secretary.
Send your name on a postal card to the

secretary and he will mail you a premium
list when they are issued.

R. G. Davis, Secretary.

DETROIT'S OOMINO SHOW.
The Entries Pouring in Par Be-

yond Expectations.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The entries in the department
of the Detroit International Fair and Ex-
position to l)e held August 26 to Septem-
ber 5, are beyond all expectations, and
point to a show such as the Northwest
has never witnessed. There are to date
over 1 100 entries and more coming by
every mail. There are a number of large-
entries, the latest I)eing that of Charles
Gammerdinger, of Columbus, O., with
over 200 specimens, but notwithstanding
this flood of entries the inauagement will
have ample space for all.

The Columbarian department promises
to greatly excell that of last year, and
the exhibit of homing pigeons will not
be the least of attractions. o. h. g.

Detroit, Mich., Aug. 19. 1890.

When desired to fatten rapidly there is
nothing that will equal good corn meal.
They should l)e given all that they will
eat up clean.

Two weeks feeding of all the fowls can
eat in clean, close quarters, with only
light enough to see the feed, will gener-
ally fatten sufficient to market.

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Cullic or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Let-

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; coloied
portrait

Dogs, Disen.ses of. Dalziel
Dogs, Diseases of Hill '.

Dog Breaking. F'.oyd
I>og Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of Ashniont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Haniniond .

Dog Training ami Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond. . .

Dogs, .Management of Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmunt

Knglishe Dogges, Reprint of 1576 ....
I

English K. C. S. Book, Vol. 1 .
.'

. . .

I

Kaglish K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, eacli
English K. C.S. Book, Vols. XI to XIII,each
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sious

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. DuTziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine bis-
eaaea

Our Priie Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
De.scriptious and criticisms of nearly 7000
dogs, with 31 illu.stralions from life; 58S
pages. Cloth, I7. 50; leather 1000

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3 00
•Moilern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters j 50

Monograph of tlie ('.ernian Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog ^.oo

Pedigree Record Book, aoo pages, tifih gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. !

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stable's '.'..'. '.

KatioDrtl Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. .Mi Man

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; coi'd jwrtrait ofPliulimmou,'

Stoneheage on the Dog
The Dog. by Idstone

! ! ! .

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 2$ portraits
The Mastiff, the History of M. B. Wyun
The .Setter. I.averack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31
prize dogs; in leather

Voimtt on the Doir
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir ....
Cloth ; .

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary Birds. Paper cover . . .

Cloth _

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackstoii, Sways-

Other illustrations
Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
F^ition

Native Song Birds George J. Barnesby
Cage and Singing Birds. A<lams . .

The Canary. G. J. Barnesby
I'lUEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts

Lofl Register, for fancy and homing
eons, too pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright
Pigeon Standard (new) ....
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier '.

'. ' c'oo
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer .50

POULTRY.
An F.gg Farm. H. H. Stoddard ....
Book of Poultry. I^wis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q Dow
Domestic Poultry. Saunders ....
Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; woodcuts. By Harri-
son Weir

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Be'ale
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright
Poultry for the Many Plantagenet
Poultry Doctor. J. R. Diehl.
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Fetch. . .

"
".

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial
Poultry Raising. James Rankin

Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. •

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock
Felch & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper. i'oo
Poultry for the people. Comyns
Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Comyns

RABBITS.
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . .

Rabbits for Exhibition. Pleasure and Mar-
ket. R. O. Edwards

MISCELLANEOUS.
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop
Cats

; Their Points and Classifieation (illus-
trated)

The Art of Training Animals; paper- ii-
lu.strated

Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals

j 50

yi^TORy k D^^(?HipTio(s

-OF THE-

COLLIE OR SHEEPDOG

2-SO
.60

•50

•75

1.00

"•25

2.50
!•«
"•as
5^oo

2.50

'-75

•as

7-50
2.50

50
•75

.50

-75

15.00

« 50
1.00
•.50

-50

/M HIS BRITISH VARIETIES.

-BY-

RAWDON LEE,

Kennel Editor of 'The Field," Author of the
"History and Description of the Fox Terrier."

The Illustrations Finely Engraved on Woodfrom
Drawings by Arthur Wardle.

PRICE $1.60

CONTENTS

:

CHAPTER I.

IJarly History—Varieties of the Shepherd's Dog.
Scriptural Allusion—Aldrovandus—An Early
Recfpe for Dyeing
Alleged Crosses.

a Dog—Supposed Origin.

CHAPTER II.

The Collie-The Meaning of the Word—The
Sportsman's Cabinet—Tail Cutting—North
Country Collies— lu Literature and Art—His
Character—Work and Show.

CHAPTER III.

Early Shows—The First Classes for Sheep Dogs.
The Winners Therein—Great Dojrs. Cockie
Charlemagne, Rutland, etc.—Notable Kennels.
High Prices.

CHAPTER IV.

The Smooth-coated Collie—What He
from—His Varieties and Types—His
Some of the Best D<»8—A Sagacious
Punishment of a Dog Thief.

Springs
Colors.
Bitch.

Pig-
8.00

2. 00
J-50

•SO

•50

5-0O

50
•30

.50

9'oo
1.50

•50
2.00

•50

•as
1.50

•as
1.00

1.00

•50

•50

1.50

I.as

• 15

2.00

.50

CHAPTER V.

The Old
Origin-
man's

THF. BEST ENGLISH PAPRR IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
A.NU

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS. POULTRY, PIGEONS.
RABBITS, ( AGE-BTRT>S, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of Its class. Americnii breeders will find the

. .Sv .???''??, „**'^'' advertised in its columns.ANNUAL si;bsckiption 93.ir>,
OFFICE: 139 ft 140 Fleet St., E. C, London.

Sngland.

English Bob-tailed Sheep Dog—His
Reinagle's Illustration in the Sports-
Cabinet—Richardson's Description.

F.ar1y Classes—Dr. Kdwardes Ker's Opinion.
Description and Standard of Points.

CHAPTER VI.

Trials with Sheep—The First Meeting—Chief
Gatherings—North of England and Wales.
The Queen Present—A Typical Trial-Descrip-
tion of Some Competing Dogs—Rules, Regula-
tions and General Management.

chaptf:r VIL

The Collie Clubs—Their Standard of Excellence
Scales and Points—The Scottish Club—Some
Anecdotes—Trained to Perform—Sheep Worry-
ing.

CHAPTER VIII.

Management—Rearing Puppies—Food—Bedding.
Some Ailments and Disorders—Preparing for
Show—Conclusion.

ADDENDA.

The Collie Clubs, their Rules and Regulations.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

"Old Cockie" and "Charlemagne."
A (",ood Head—Metchley Wonder's. Vignette.
"Of the Pvrenean Type." Vignette.
"Ivost and Found." Vignette.
"Metchley Wonder" and "Great AIne Douglas "
"On the Hillside." Vignette.
"Herdwick Herdman" and "Herdwick Eva "
"He Won't Budge an Inch." Vignette.
'•Sir Cavendish." (Old English Sheep Dog )

"Not Judged Yet." Vignette.
"The End of His Trial, safely penne<t" Vignette
"Look at Him Now. Sir !" Vignette.
"Pleasant Dreams." Vignette.

\*Sf>il prrpaid by mail from Ihh office on re-
ceipt 0/ price.

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

32 Hotith ThliHl Htreet,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

VOL. 5. NO. 8.] XHB B^ANCIERa- JOURNAL.
MISCELLANEOUS. INCUBATORS.
LEG BANOS

-FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGI':(iNS- Prairie State Incubator
Seamles^! for youiigstcis, every bsiid regis-

tered, each 2V4c. Open bauds for old birds,
each ic. lu ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the baud is to be used.

S/i/Vn FOR SAMPLE.

MRS E. S. STARR. Box 295,

Philauelphia, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

Fox Terriers.

Twenty .seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1S90 show, New York City,
for best ineubntor in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest 111 the
world. Send lor our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFKTKIDGE.
<".eneral Agent,

Conipassville.
Sj-lf Chester Co., Pa.

1^7

DOGS.
..^<'^*'Jf'i>»^ unthout display imerltd under
Ihu headingJor t cenUper wordfor each inurtion.

tireybounds.

POULTRY.

mraOVED EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

TJiiiiiSiDE Kennels,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

i? teiJ* ^VH" Per<»n«««e of CertlllreraSM taaaost jl,«a »„» otblr hatch," aSd

FR SALE VERY CHEAP.-Twenty-five Eng-
lish greyhound puppies and grown dogs.
All tirst-cIasB. All stock to be as represented
or money refunded. La Fayette Kennels,
La Fayette, Indiana. 74.77

IrlHh TerrlerB.

FR SALE—Some fine young pups by Roslyu
Dennis. Address Ch-.stnut Hill Kennels
Chestnut Hill. Philadelphia.

PnCB.

H
•oturUlust

PUBLICATIONS.

'Phe ftomir\^ GxcJ^an^e.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

F^OR SALE
Collies & Irish Terriers

i„t ^'^''"i^^yj"'*'^''""''
"f '"'""nation concem-

H^?, Ta ^'-"^ ""''-'"'' JO""'"! "f '^The Fedcra-

|L";ear"'Xddre's""'"""*''"^'^""
'"'"^•*"''

' »'

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

E.STABLI9HED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pit-eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies anS Cage Birds,

on^^ .'""'y
i*"^

I-^ading Authorities. Lettersand Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-liable Reports. Queries Atiswered by Specialists
Illustrations by Best Artists.

P«^<^iaii»is.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All
the Fancies.

Terms of Sub.scriptions (pavahle in «dv«nr»i^wuc year, post tree, United States and Canadi,

.o^J!-''^''*
Pos';Office Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Imr^nal BuUdings, Ludgate Circus, ' London E ^

K.H (.RADE PUG PUPS.-We are booking
orders for a later of Spokane (i3.6o.f)-Lad;
Verne (17.015). born August 5, 1840. Sm-ilf
correctly marked, no finer blood to be hadThis IS your chance to own a winner
Prices J2u to J35. Secure one by sending
deposit of |io-b«laiice to be paid whenpup IS old enough to ship. Promptness is
suggested to avoid disappointment. Ad-
dress the leading pug breeders on this side

ancinn'atl. ^^""^ ''^^*"'' «•"« ''^""^'»-

IN STUD.-John Bull, fee J15. Bradford
?'',/'• l'^"

*'5 Eberhart Cashier, fee
J15 Douglass II, fee |io b. 75-it

niNE PUPS ON SALE-Chequasset Kennels
X^ Lancaster, Mass.

^
75-eow

AdvtrtiitmenU without display inserted under
thts headingforjun^s per wordfor each insertion

VHrloiia.

P^iJT u
e"'"**^" given for circulars, cards,

letter sheets bill hearts, price lisU., sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. Tfie Fanciers' Pub-

phila°la '

^^ '^""' '^''''^''
'^^ •

•'•'••"'1'

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100 Vx-leuded four page Blanks, j cents each, or'»,
cents per doien, mailed postpaid The
tSlTTT' •>'''*«'""«: t "

.
32 S<.utt, Third St.:Philadelphia, Pa. '

PEDIGREES rarefiiUy revised to insure cor-rectness, and pniiled in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

IZa, Pa'.
^'' **""'" "^"'"^ *' •

Philadel-

PIGEOISIS.

R
Pointers.

^Ki^i'^"^?*^?~**'"°°K healty puppies com-bining the best blood obUiuable. Dogs
*ii bi ches $10. A. F. Hochwalt. 36 S.Main Street, Dayton, O. lyit

Setters.

Advertisements without display inserted •>•/«<.
this headingfor , e^uper wr^^o^^hhis^rlt:

Blondlnettea.

FOR SALE—Sam C. by Ring Noble—Cricketwinner third, Setter De^y Central field
trials ,889. Address H. Clay Glover .inBroadway

. New York City. y-tf

St. Bernards.

BIRDS of the above variety lor sale at alltimes. Bunting Hankins.Bordentown, N. J.
50-75

Fantails.

KITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirtyT^
S.irae grand birds for sale very low ^ndw

Jacobins.

T.
W TUGGLE, Columbus,
and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
So-106

Ortental Frills.

abTv^'lfret/r '^^uViif
'"""'-^ "^ P"PP'" °f

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION 8C0TILLA,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

R08LYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood bitches fin whelnl anrf

rrS;"T^^'?3j!""''''«'' '--- ou/'"of"c';,'a'M

>w^«'f g'^'^lf?;i?l'*L*'
?"" '^"?"'"' kennels^^verai good collie bitches in whefp to Christo-

PRICES J150 TO J350 (delivered).

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
« Chestnut Hill. Philadelphia.

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game and
5ZI;i^^" k"""- .^" Pr"K'-'^S-"'ive fancief"read"tAnnual subscription price. |i.oo; single number
10 cenu. Address C. L. Francis<k>. sfyre p« '

^OR SALh--A fine litter of puppies by White
* Chief (.6,028)-Lady Floi^s (ij,469J Theyhave splendid hea^s, extra large bone anS

J^lfJ"^'
A°^ ^"% ~'"'' Theif sire 's anextra finedogand grandson of PlinlimmonTheir dam, I^dy Floris. is a splendidbitch

well known to breeders, she feeing dam ofNora of Addiewell, Lady Abbess, 5air firstNew York, 1890
; grandSam of Lady Floris

III, Young Plinlimmon and ijidy LiviWston Mr. Moore's late importation. Thereare four dojrs and four >.i(oh». t7„, r...i

i'hlll'roL*^'"* P,"'^" address" "johtTMr;:
shall, Gair Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 73.tf

ENTHON KENNELS. Phoenixville, Pabreeders and importers of St. Bertiarcis.

67-118

TWO HIGHLY BRED young dogs for salecheap; good sire and boSe. I.E.LambTonawanda, N. V. , 7^n

HENRY E. OWEN, 40 West Fifly-sixth StreetNew York City, breeder of^^niaff^i
^^^~^".?^"" ^"^ bl.mdinettes and the

?nr^T.''^r"„"i
^"f^^y pure stock, withoutturblt or owl admixture. Price from 130

P!ft P".'^^ "P^*'^'*' according to qualitytofts at Oceanic, N.J.
*

b 7^76*^"

Owls.

M

Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. J.

GEO. W. ECKERT, Allentown, Pa. to^makeroom for OrienUls will sell his owls of allcolors including prite winners. 77.75

Varlona.

Dogs for Sale

iinrwrrWthe''"^ ' ^ ""^ °' ""

C/900DBURY Kennels,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8th .STREET

Philadblphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction giiarateed.

63-114

AJriii,?^.,,^,"^®^^? The loudest andshrillest whistle ever invented. Somethineentirely new. Mailed on receint of «cents. Fanciers' Publishing Comoanv «
South Third Street, PhiladefphU K '^^ ^

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeonssupplied at low prices The r^nciers^Put!

phta,"pa •

^' '^^"'^ ^'
•
Philadei:

Eo.n^H^^K' S Wellington Place, Toronto,
.
Canada, breeder of black red ganies. Heaton's and Matthews' strains. Also rarrierpigeons Hedley Fulton s and others. High-class exhibition birds for sale. 73-tf

R. OWENS, successor to Kerby, 137 s. 8th
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., has the finest
Skye and Yorkshire terriers and King
Charles spaniels. Also all other breeds for
""•

6<^75

B
Parlor Performing Tumblers.
IRDS of the above variety lor saleaTall timMBunting Hankins, Borlentowa. N? J

50-75

Satlnettea.

BIRDS of the above variety lor sale at all time*
deBunting Hankins, Bordentown. N. J.

50-75

Swallows.

M

G mV>~ S3Fj ^^ ^^ Washington Street, Balti-more, Md. /breeder of Swallows only of.n
s^p and full head. He is a true fancierk^ps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported^" f^^K °^ '•*"f»' ""d ha. steadify Im^proved them untU he has now m fine astock as can be found.

POULTRY.

Tomblers.

P ?ei^?^^' *'3,^""' Third street, PhiU-^« nJ^"t' ^1; ""f""^" pairs ofpar or a^flying tumblers. J7 for the lot. 75-it

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W Court 8»n.M
Cincinnati. O breeder*^! flying7umb7«;and Birmingham rollers exclusiwiy. 86

,

S«nd for ClHCULARfe^ ^

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

th,.' headingfor scents per word}or «ca'W/^
Bloodhonnds.

F°^ 1,^^S 7;* '^''S'"
""" whelped February

F^?Haven".Vt*°'^""'^- J'^' ^'""^'^

#i^l'*^'^*^f*'' •»»'*»•«' display inserted underlAts headingfor, centsper woi-dfor each insertSU^.

Artists.

South Third St., Philadelphia. ^

Barred Plymouth RoolMr

Collies.

O

FOR SALE. --Young stock from prize win-ning blood Prices reasonable. F R Cars-well, Wilmington, Del.
'

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred asfollows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ro^yn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out ofChampion Flurry III, by The Squire out of

Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of YoungMeg, by Charkroi H out of Cora II byMaiiey Trefoil out of Luell.i. by Man vTrefoil out of Ml tchky.Suipri.w Addresstf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia Pa
OING AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-

mTs's'
"' ^*""''''' Worcester,

O^rtr^^^^T^P^
MOVING, my entire yardfor sale. Thompson's strain. I. H Dre-

venstedt, Hammonton, N. J.

Turbits.

W HARRY ORR, Reading, Pa, breeder of

His l&irds took all the first and second p^
f'"%*«' New York show held in FeS^ary. They were owned by Mr. Gavin. 73^3

VarlouB.

LL KINDS of birds and animals
)^_

Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.
Witaon's

96

Incubators.

Y
Dob Trainers.

DOGS TR AINED or prepared
J. B Stoddard, Concord. N.

for field trials.
C.

69-tf

THE ThermosUtic Incubator, a strictly first-class machine in every particular. Auto-matic in the regulation of the heat, moisturesupply and ventilation. Highest recom-mendations from users. Send for deacriot-
ive circular free. las. E. Warner. 19 PaVkPlace, New York City. ^yy.j^

Red Caps.

p HICKS FOR SALE. J."h. Drevenstedt
\^ llummuntun, N. J.

'

A
PRINTING estimates given forcirxrulars cardsletter sheets, bill hea "

..»», caras

';?,'^,nT„'^'*'^^
PIGEONS for sale cheap

all together or singly. John T. BrewsterBirmingham, Conn.
73 75

ules, labels,
lishiug Co.
phia. Pa.

eads, price lists, sched-
Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
32 South Third St., Philadel-

Lop Rabbits.

FOR SALE-Imported stock, winners in Eng-

twrenc^.^ali""^"- "' ^"^'^
^^^f^-

Artists and Enirravers.

Various.

k ..H ?* °'^
P''"'l'^>' PiJffons and animals,

^ very cheap, at Sherman's Bird Store Lit-tiestown. Pa. 7j.,J

^ "^SiSL^S"^^^^.
of •"yvar^y of Fowls Zs^

'^ plied at low pncea. The Fanciers' Publisfc-
>ng Co., 3a South Third St., PhiladelphU.

> i^f. 5'u""'"?^'''''^"'*" for Circulars, c«r.l«
.'1,']''!;''^''^'"'^*'" "'^•"''' *'"ce Lists, Sched'
Vilj.^^'''' ^•''«"' ''*^ "The Fanciers' Pub-

phU ^^ *"''•' ''"'""' **'•• *'''"«de|-

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
toons, who are acknowledged to be thenest animal photographers in Americawhereby we are able to make special terms
«f ?SL ""V*""^.?.! ^^° "•'»» photograph'of their dc«s Th«^ Panaers' Pubfishinii
Co.. j2 ^outh Third St., Philadelphia, Pa

W.
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN blue checker cock, 811 mile«.

DAN WILtl^.MS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker heu

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker heu.

LOTflE, blu ; checker hen

BI,A(^K BKS3. black checker hen . .
.

Orders fo'- youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMBS A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

JU8T QUX.

••«••••**•*« PRICE 50C >

The American Pigeon Standard

Ms ADOPTED BV THE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

containino a complete description of tbb
Recognized Varieties of Iigeons.

CHARLES TAULMAJV. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

PARROTS!

PARROTS!
^JUST ARRIVED

A LARGE LOT OF YOUNQ

JUBAN PARROTS^
AT $5.00 EACH.

WARRANTED TO LEARN TO TALK.

Young Mexican

Am>—

-

Grey African Parrots

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

Ac, Ac, &c.

3END FOR OUR MEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

.189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

MO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME.

ADDRESS—

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMEBIC/

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

Kennedy & Curtis
I

Modern Training,

H. W^. VAHLE.
303 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
25-76

White, Black, Red and Yellow

pAN TAIL PIGEONS.
No Other Variety.

$10.00 a pair

und up.

Qnalily not excelled.
Hstiflfantion Ruaran-
t««d.

H.C. NORTON,
Oerniantown, Pa.

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUSIS, RIFLES, PISTOLS

AMMUNITIOai.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Austin's Celelirateil Dog Cato

rGloyer's Imperial Dog Rciiieilies

'

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, S.1.(M)
Granulated Bone, " lOO a. 76Ground Beef
HjirapH, ..." loo n.OO

Calelte, - - . . • gOO «.0«
Cru«h«»<l Flint, - " aOO " a.<X)
OruHhocl i)y»ter
Shells, . - - • aoo " a.oo

Send lor our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped prompt y by freight on receipt of
price.

V,. n. UKiMPWOKFA CO.,
42-93 York Cliemloal Works, York, Pa.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
I« ready to take dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

•^5

ELM STATION,

Mootfomery Co., Pa.

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (grntis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Vet<»rinHrj' Siii'Sreon,

71-83 1«03 BROADWAY. XKW YORK.

Handling, and

Kennel Management

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOIB
MARKET, EIGHTH and FIBERT i'TS..

PHIIiADELPHIA, P.\.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

By B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner 01 a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in .1 way
so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

AMERICAN KENNEL CLIfB

Stud B^^k.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will bv mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club con-
tains the jurlKCs' reports and cerlilie<l pri«c lists
of the diflerciit shows, Stud Bi>ok registrations
and nuniljers of each month's entries nnd all
kennel news of on official cliHrnclcr. Subscrip-
tion

, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

Fanciers' Pnlilisliiiig Coinpauy,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list
No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Til. 1 I I ; , ; 1 H Ir.CJ.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from ,500 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock of iS«9 hatch for sale Also
youngsters with Sportinij I.ife bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

ffistory and Description

-WITH-

I^eminiscences

-OF THH-

GAMK BANTAMS.
Or. Wm. Crawford Johnson. Frederick, Md.

lAIORM POWDER
fi by mail.

FOR DOGS.
MOORK BROS., Albany, N. Y.

PIfiQ Chesters. Berkshire!, Polands Fox
r lUUi Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Setters.W.GIB-BONS & CO.W. Chester.Pa. Send sUmp for cir

...FOX TERRIER...
BY

F^flwE)ON Lee,

EDITOR 'THE FIELD."

lUustations by Arthur Wardlr.

Second Edition. Prick Postpaid, J1.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

SPRAHS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
fd-Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and
MEDICINES for all canine diseases.
"LUM.MON SKNSH. OF DOG DOCTORINf; '

(Post free, 28c.).

8PRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
rHi-: GKKATKST 1;(;G HRODUCINO HOOD.
The most Nutritious and IhKestthlf I'imi for Imv-

ing Hens ami for Kfttinfr all kinds of
lliiiltry inlii Show Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

UiiK|iinlr(l for re.TriMK: Early Cliickeiis.

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortality in reaiing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . .50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure lor Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap . per cake . 25 cents
Order from your dealer. Full particulars tromSPRA'ITS PATENT (Araeri™), MMIT'lV.

239-245 East 56th St., New York City. 44-69

SHOETHMD
MORAN. Ann .Akuor
lars. It will pay you.

You can earn 975.4tO
per month as a short-
hand writer. I.^arn at
home. Address S. A.
Mich., for full particu-

73-75

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for ne Ametican Columharian, Buf-

falo, N. Y. It has the largest circulation and i«
the best advertising medium of any paper in
America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year.

{

vol... B, NO. O. 1

WHoiji NO., 70.

;

PHILADELPHIA, AUGUST 30, 1890 PER ANNUM, »a.50.SINGLE COPT, «o.

TWO TYPICAL SCOTTISH TERRIERS
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BENCH SHOWS. BENCH SHOWS.

S2500.00 PRIZES S2500.00
TORONTO INDUSTRIAI. EXHIBITION.

SECOND GRAND

INTERNATIONAL BENCH SHOW OF DOGS,
TO BE HELD AT

TORONTO, CANADA,
SEPTEMBER 15, 16, 17, 18 AIVD 19.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 3.

For Premium Lists, etc., apply to

C. A. STONE,
Secrbtaky and Supkrintenuent, Toronto.

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the /ollou'infc rates: One inch, single insertion.
*• 50; t5<lo for the month; $15 for three months:
f28 for sux months, and Jfeo for theyear.

SETTERS & pomTERS

71-76

IIN THE STUD.
Advertisements insertedunder this heading at the

following rates: One inch, single insertion, $1,$°;
tS.4ofor the month; Srs Jor three months; $28for
tix months, and $50for the year.

KILLARNEY

KENNELS

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion
f'So; is.40 for the month; tj$ for three months;
ttS for SIX months, and fjo for theyear.

DESMOND

TH^KENNEL.
Advertisemetits inserted under this heading a

the following raUs: One inch, single insertiont
tjM,-S5.40 for the month; $js for three months
fK for SIX months, and $$0 for the year

PURE BRED IRI6H SEUERS EXCLUSIVELY rilHI-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

DICK 8WIVELEK.

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:
DinK QIA/I\/C-| CD^ - — • • ^-» •^b^II|
winner of first challenge prize, New York show
1890; also first and special prizes all over the
united btates.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show

1887 and 18SS (only times shown).
'

FEE $25.

GARRYOWEN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Garryowen

the hero of the benclies of Europe."

JRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13.426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. KIcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,"" Treniont. N. Y.

JJOUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD
AT STUD

^^^CASPER
A. K. C. S. B. 1444J.

pedigree:

Sire, Champion f
Grand Sire, Pilgrim, 14067.-iire, unampton J
"^

Plinlimmon, E. 15050
JI Grand Dam, Bessie, 13793

f
Grand Sire,

uam. Effle . . . . -l^ ^ Merchant Prince, 14742
y\tf\ihd Dum, Chiuris.

FORTY DOLLARS.PEE

PENINSULAR KENNELS,
LEANDER TICHENOR, Manager.

CHELSEA MICH,
69-tf

FEE $25.
To a limited number of bitches of approved

breeding,

ti^***"
Pe<J'Kree8 of each sent on applica-

Extra choice Irish puppies by the great DickbwiVELKR for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop),

KII.LAIINKY KKNNKI.^,
177 State Street, Chicago, III.

gNGUSH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771)

None but approved bitches accepted. For stud
card and particulars address

67-79

J. E. STODDARD,
CONCORD, N. C.

50-101

JRISH SETTER AT STDD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
HKK, Ks.

ENGLISH SETTER.

ROD GEM
(RODERIGO-GEM.) • PEE. $25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. O., Pa.
53-78

JMPORTED WHITE BULL TERRIER
AT STUD

KINGCRAFT.
FINE PEDIGREE. WEIGHT, FORTY LBS.

FEE, $10.
Photographs Fifty Cents. Address

E. E. Doty,
7itf 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, bv Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field tnals i8«8, and on the bench has won, first,
Philadelphia; first Troy; first, Albany; first,
Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, I35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Furness
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;
first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog ol
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, J25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton— Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy clas-ses in England
last year and winner of seccnid prize, puppy
class, at London, Out., when out of condition
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vMiice. Biiches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

"'^

EAST END KENNEL CLUB.
Care W. H. Weiss,

*3-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

qFox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLsiDE "Kennels,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

Dogs for Sale=

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

(WOODBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

SPECIAL LIST KO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele
prated champion dogs and bitches now oflTered
lor sale for the first time. Nearly 200 does ol
unxxy an breeds are offered for sale. Now is
the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application.

63-tf

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
140 S. 8th St., Phila., Pa.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.

44 & 46 DUANK St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRE8. & TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings,blank-
ets, whips and ba.sket.s for
dogs. Write (or catalogue A.

poINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

HKK. I50.

Lebanon Kennels,

„ „ lebanon, pa.

I *sh5rt tii^*^^
*^ ^^ KENNELS FOR A

CH. BEAUFORT,
Rii'«„?o^'?f'^^

"'"•"' ^- ? Taunton. Champion

recoitl as a stud dog have proved him the bestmastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
ff ..JuP"?^ winners than all others livinuMastiff breeders should make th» ~'— -' '"'-

FOR SALE
Collies & Irish Terriers

Page

and
. . . 131

. . . 131

. . . 131

. 132
. . . 132
. . . 132

• • . "33
'33

?rand dog while here.
Stud fee I75.

55-106

most of this
Photographs 25 cents.

J. WINCHELL.
HAIKHAVEN, Vt.

jjochblle kennels.

IMPORTED BLACK & TAN TERRIERS.

AT STUD

THE SENATOR,
Fiktekn ani. One-hai.k Lbs. vb.f., Jis.

Puppies from noted sires and dams for sale.

We have for sale a large number of puppies ofabove breeds. Collies by
f fv " "•

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION 8C0TILU,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

ROSLYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood hitches (in whelp) and

Bredau'i'ney:""^'"^''
'"""" ""' °' Chai^i'pion

We have also for sale at our English kennels
iwveral good collie bitches in whefp to Christt^

PRICES »i5o TO I250 (delivered).

75lf Box 231, New Rochelle, N. Y.

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
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Class Matter.

ciBc Kennel Club, at Bakersfield Cal H H
"riggs, secretary.

.,'• ^.tJ'.'""' a"""al field trials of the South
rrn Fiel.l Trials Club. T. .M. Brunby, secretary
Marietta, Ga.

t'ourslnju:.

Oct. 21-25.—Fifth annual meet of the American
Coursing Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I U
Btoughcr. secretary.

Poultry and Pigeon Shows
^"«- ^'r'^P'- 5.—Detroit International Fairann Kxhibitioii Association, Detroit K W

Cottrell. secretary.
'

...^^iP',-
!-'' — Klniira Inter-SUte Fair. Mr. Georgew

.
Kobinsoii. secretary.

Sept 1-6.—Wilmington Fair A8.sociation Poul-
try "'I'l Bird Department. T. D. Brown, secre
tary, Wilmington. Del.
Sept. 8-12.— Burlington County, N. I, Poultry

.\8s.x.-iation. T. Farrer Rackham, secretary
hast Orange. N. J.

''

u^^y 9-20—International Fair Association, at
Buffalo. N. y. Charles W. Robinsou, secretary

^u •?' 9-20.—Buffalo International Fair. MrCharles W. Robinson, secretary
^f^%^\,'^-''°-^^^*«^^^^^eVaiT, Topeka, Kan.
K. G. Moon, secretary.

^^'ta
^^"^7 "-Indiana SUte Fair. Alex Heron

131

medal Scottish Kenuel Club, first Scot-
tish Terrier Derby, first and medal puppy
class Kdinburgh, first and medal novice
class and the fifteen-guiuea challenge cup
Edinburgh, first in open class at Glas-
gow Keuuel Club, and first and medal,
puppy class, same show, first in open
class at Crystal Palace, first in open and
first and medal in puppy class at Dun-
•It^e, /15 15s challenge cup Liverpool,
etc. The owner of these two bitches is

Mr. George Stephen, Aberdeen, an en-
thusiastic fancier and genuine lover of
the breed."

much atiout the breed as the next man or
woman in all dogdom. They are in
charge of Dr. Foote's man, who is return-
ing with some good black and tan ter-
riers.

« »

PHILADKLPIflA. AUGUST 30, 1890.

Subscription Agents Wanted
We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to
solicit subscriptions for The Fancikrs'
Journal. A liberal cash conitnission is

offered on all new suljscriptions. Write
for lenns to agents.

FIXTURES.

OoR Shows.
Sept. 1-5.— First annual bench .show of theVoungstown Kennel Club, at Vounj;stown, O. SD. I.,. Jack.son, secretary.

nilf.lJui;''"''^'!^''''''"'
^"^nl"""' Pair AssociationBench Show, Kingston, Ont., Canada. C HCorbett. secretary.

Rhl^w''
^_5 -WilmiiiBton Fair Association BenchShow. T. D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington,

MmF'' M-\7 »'*^-'^'*^'.' Kennel Club, Detroit,Mich. M. V. B. maunders, secretary

lu^^}'
'5-'9—i^ecoiid Iiiltrnationaf bog Show ofthe Industrial Exhibition Association, at To-ronto, Canada. C. A. Stone, secretary

Pi^^Ki'
'3-=!6.---Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

chai^an". "' ^'"""'''- ^"''"^ «"»<1'^''.

Oct, 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-bur^ Agricultural .Society, at Daiibury Com.B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Bei^h SwT"'""'"''*'
Asricnltural Society's

vii^^" '""l?,-*""''^''
«"""al bench show of theNorthern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock Associa

Dec^^S.?"/"''^' Li'- J""" '•-••'Rue^ecretr,1?

"

.?
3p-Jan. 3.— First bench show of the Buck-eye Poultry and Pet Stock Associatio i at'C^n-

Marke'ist^reeT'
'^'"""^'' ^"«"0. 39 N^Sath

1801.

ii^^il''
7-'4.—Twelfth annual bench show of theMichigan State Poultry and Pet St. ck As^jcil^t.oiiat Jackson, Mich. W. F. Brace, secretary

South ('=V^' "1'''",""'°"''' Kxhibition of theSouth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

ton
^""""^rporatrdf Bench Show at Cha^Js-lon s C. Benjamin Mcliincs, Jr., secretaryJan. 2o-25.-Firsl annual bench show of the

Ne"w"iTans"l!:^?r' i'*^' «J-''
As'^^rati^fn 'al

1658:
' ^'•- ^haw, secretary. Box

the^Wet7mir»V'^'t""' ^"""''' '«^"<^h show of
I

"fftmrnster kennel Club at New YorlcJames Mortimore, superinten.leiit
'

s, secretary.

Field Trials.

Fief<fTria^Cl2.7''T!,'' '"«'.« of 'he Manitoba
Nov ; ^" .Thomas Johnson, secretary.

Mas"s:'*F''"v^"'"^L "f,««'<^
^«">. at Hvannis,

Mass.
(-hapman, secretary, Melro.se,

Cauadiair K^f.^reT'ci","r„tVh*",'lJ '""''' "^ "'^
Stone. Toronto! o'nf;''''j'-,\\:;r'';''''''"'

"'" '' ''

i'rn'lldTillls .';!",'"'". ^^"1 '"«'« °f the
Va. V 'i°^"alsLlub, atotterburu Springs
retiry^- ^"*'"- ^'a^atoga .Springs, N. V., sfc-

tri^\'lT"THaKc?ub'a'l' 1'''' '"•'"'"'^ ""^ «^">-

annual
^eld\';X'{'t^'„|^-;:fl'le^'^r''

''^^^"'*'

18»1.
Jan. 19 -Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

Sept. 22-27.--CentraI Canada Fair, OttawaCanada. Alfred Geddes, chairman

xilf.?'' 7^^",^o l-^"\'=^ *'^'* ^^"' Memphis,lenn, N. C. Perkins. Jr., secretary
sept. 29-Oct .v-lnter-Statc Fair Association

Trenton. N. J., Poultry. Pigeons and Pets De-partment. Franklyn Dye, superintendent
Oct. 14-17.— Frederick County Agricultural So-

cie^j' Frederick, Md. H.C. Keefer, secretary
Oct. 15-Nov I -Piedmont Exposition, at At-

lanta, Ga. Charles Arnold, secretary
Nov S-12.—Southern Exposition. Montgomery

Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Rackham
superintendent. iCast Orange N J

"•"•'"'ani,

Nov. ii-is.-Chattahoochee Valley Exposition
at Columbus, Ga. Cliff B. Grimes, iecVelary
Dec. 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and PetSlock Association, Rockford. A. H Currier.

2»cl I cl8 rv,
Dec. 10-12.—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock

As.sociation. Brockton, Mass. William F Bond
stx-retary. Box 795.
Drc. io-i7.-Fifth annual show of the CeutralPoultry Ass<xnation, Richmond, Ind. J. O Myers

secretary. •* "•'"r«^'=.

Dec. i6-2o.-Southwestern Poultry Association,
at Meinphis, fenn. W. H. Brocket, secretary
Sardis, Miss. ''

Dec. 23-26.-Eastern Middlesex Pon.try Asso-
ciation, stoneham, Mass. Mr. G. W.'cormack
secreiary. ""<»<-».,

.,„^'-'^.'?"•'"'?;. '-**"^^'^'"'"' Ponltrv Associa-
tion, at Providence. R. G. Davis, secretary

«.J!fifA^'^-'"1 3 -Buckeye Poultry and Petstock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling,

Dec. 3o.-Jan. 6.—Illinois State Poultry A.ssociB-
tiou, Peoria. J. W. Burton, secretary.

"'''°""

1891.

i.i^'i;
'r^- Southern Michigan Poultry and

J et .stock Association, Monroe. Mich. Elliot OGrosvenor, secretary.
«."i"i u.

Jan 5-9—Wabash Valley Poultry and Pet StockAssociation, at Mt. Carmel, 111. Will F Chinman. secretary. P

pJ""- '3-'5.-Notthern Middlesex Poultry andPet stock Association, at Clinton, Mass. A APillebron, secretary,! Ayer, .Mass.

c J^'.'J^-'V—International Exhibition of theSouth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated) at Charleston, S. C Ben-jamin Mclnnis, Jr., secretary. H. A. Bridge su-perintendent. *

Jan. 13-18—Cleveland Poultry and Pet Stock
A.ssociation, at Cleveland. O. P. P Fritzina^r
secretary. "••ijcr,

Jan. 20-25.—Louisiana Poultry and Pet StockAssociation, at New Orleans. K E. Shaw are^
retary. Box 1658.

^naw, sec

uin Vr^l' "T"!?'"""
^'"'^ Poultry Aesociation.Ren. W. CrcK-kett. cor. secretary, Delphi, Ind

s.?^l'
'?''^ *?°hawl. Valley Poultry and' PetStock Association, Amsterdam, N. Y Mr Wil-liam C. House, secretary, Freys Bush, N y'

Jan. 27-31.—Tennessee Poultry and Pet StockAssociation, at Nashville, Tenn. P H Hai?er
secretary

' ""Ker,

Feb 3-7.—South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock
A.s.sociation, at Greenville, S. C. A H Rohn^secretary. Prosperity, S. C. '

'

"'

Feb. 4-10 —New York Poultry and Pigeon As-sociation (limited), at New York T Farrar

0?an c'n
".^''''"'y ""'^ superintendent. East

Feb. 10-15—Colorado Poultry Breeders' Associ-ation^t Denver, Col. Geo. a: Parker?^ret^.

JTHE KERINEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish .Student.

"Brittle "flashes a spark' on the subject
of his paper printing the dry-as-dust con-
tributions from the specialist clubs in
tlie way of constitutions and by-laws.
But he makes a mistake when he includes
Turf, I'ield and Farm among the papers
which indulges in this padding." We
would like to ask our esteemed contem-
porary, the Turf, Field and Farm, from
which the above paragraph is taken, if it

is not better to use for "padding" the
"contributions from specialist cluljs,"

which are certainly interesting, at least
to the members of the club sending the
contribution, rather than "pad" with the
effusions of an inexperienced dog dealer
who merely writes to create a demand
for his dogs, and whose letters are conse-
queutly of no interest to anyone but
himself.

*
* •

In our opinion the first duty of an
editor is to make his paper entertaining
to his readers. It is all right and proper
to try and please advertisers, but to place
the reading columns at their disposal is

giving a good deal more than we ever
propose to do.

»
» •

Our Illustration.

We are indebted to the Scottish Fan-
cier for our illustration this week—an
excellent picture of a typical brace of
prize-winning Scottish terrier bitches.
Our contemporary describes them as fol-

lows : "The one on the left hand side is

Aberdeen Lassie (by Rat—Bud), born in
June, 1887. In 1S88 this bitch won first

and two specials at Glasgow, following
this up liy a first at Edinburgh, first and
cup at Perth, first at Ax r, first at Blair-
gowrie, first, special and medal at Man-
chester, first at Glasgow, first and £15
15s challenge cup Kennel Club show,
London, and first and speci.il at Green-
ock, etc. Aberdeen Beauty has a more
fashionable pedigree, being by Champion
Alister—Alierdeen Lassie, and was born
on Noveuil)er 2, 1888. Like her dam, she
has been a frequent winner at our best
shows and under our best judges.
Amongst her winnings are first and

The Irish Setter Club of England will
begin its field trials September 16, on the
estate of the Duke of Abercorn. The
judges will be J. H. Salter and E. T.
Herdman. There will be a stake for
Irish setter puppies, a stake for Irish set-
ters, a stake for setters of any variety
and pointeis, a stake for braces of either
breed, and the Irish Field Trial St. Leger
Sweepstake for pointers and setters of all

breeds born in 1889. There is also an
International Challenge Sweepstakes of
^"25 each, and if there should be four en-
tries, a challenge cup, valued at fifty

guineas, will be given to the winning
dog.

»%
The colored illustrations of the Canine

World are, as a rule, excellent. This
week's issue has a capital picture of Mrs.
M. A. Foster's Yorkshire terrier Cham-
pion Ted. Mrs. Foster has had a very
tempting offer from America for this
wonderful dog.

•%
An American -bred collie captured th'rd

prize at Tunbridge Wells show, says the
Canine World. This dog. Moonstone, is

by Scotson, from Moonlight. He was
bred by Mr. G. A. Fletcher and took
second prize at the late Boston, Mass.,
show.

«
« «

From the same journal we learn that
some very well-bred and good-looking
pug puppies are crossing the Atlantic
this week, consigned to Mrs. R.J. May-
hew. They were sent out by Mrs. May-
hew, of Twickenham, who knows as

Pheasant, whose communication ap-
pears in another column, makes a good
point on the field trial rangers when he
says

: "We read in the reports of the
trials that the judges and spectators
flushed the birds. Had the dogs hunted
their ground properly there would have
been no birds l)etween them and the
judges to flush." This statement cannot
be denie<l, and it is for this reason that
sportsmen object to the field trial dog aa
a hunting companion. Such a dog hurries
you over acres of ground, and while his
points are stylish they are few and far
between. On the other hand, the slower
and more methodical dog will, in the
course of the day, get you more birds
with considerable less exertion on your
part. •

*
» •

The owner of the Derby winner who
was asked if he would take the dog on
his contemplated shooting trip South
showed he knew a thing or two when he
replied

: "You don't take me for a fool.
I don't want to spoil his speed, nor do I
care about wearing my legs off to keep
up with him." That's just it. When a
man goes shooting for pleasure he takes
the ordinary every day dog

••
The English Setter Club will hold its

first meeting at the office of the secretary
.September 25. %
The secretary, Percy C. OhI, has is-

sued a circular letter appealing to every
lover of the English setter to join the
club. We hope his effort to secure mem-
bers will be the means of drawing many
into the club.

*
* *

We are pleased to see the club will
make an effort to make better arrange-
ments with transporUtion companies.
Express rates are now entirely too high.
In this connection we wish to call the at-
tention of our doggy readers to the com-
munication of J. H. Drevenstedt in the
poultry department. This gentleman is
the chairman of the committee appointed
by the American Poultry Association to
secure lower rates on fancy poultry. If
the dog men united with the poultry fan-
ciers in their demands., something sub-
stantial might be gained by their conset-
tion.

•••
It seems to us this is a very important

matter and is worthy the attention of the
A. K. C, who might appoint a commit-
tee of one to assist Mr. Drevenstedt in
his efforts.

Mr. Symonds, the Yorkshire terrier
fancier, has bought the well-known Irish
terrier Breda Bill, by Benedict out of
Bogie Rattler. His winnings are many.

« *
The Stock-Keeper says : "The St

Bernard Lord Bute must be a gold mine
;

one week he is figuring at a dog show as
a great attraction, the next week we read
about his wonderful stock, and now he
is the great attraction at one of the l>est

Birmingham theatres. These numerous
engagements make his keeper (Smith) a
busy man. After taking first at Newport
show last Friday we saw him hurrying to
the station, and asking 'What are you in
such a hurry for?' the reply was: 'I

must catch the next train to Birming-
ham, as I have to catch Kliza in Uncle
Tom's Cabin at the Grand at nine o'clock.'
We are looking forward for the next de-
velopment with considerable intereat."
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FIT2-P00DLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

LYIN' TOMMY OTOOLE--1.

BY RIBRRNIA.

XVL

Every fancier of dogs, poultry, pigeous
or birds in New York City knows Tommy
O'Toole—Lyin' Tommy, as his intimate

friends affectionately call him.

He keeps a combination fanciers' shop
and sailors' boarding house down by the
Battery. He is a man of unmistakably
Irish origin and is about fifty-five years
of age. His face is very red, but not
from drink, as he never touches a drop
of anything intoxicating, and it is orna-
mented with a Ijeautiful pair of still

redder "Galaway sluggers." As he aptly
expresses it, he is "a rale ould Irish

gintleman that 'ull lie for the church and
stale for'lhe church, but not for himself."

His store is a veritable live curiosity shop.

The bulk window, which is rather dingy
from the lack of soap and water, is filled

with cages containing all sorts of song
and ornamental birds, some of them, it

must be confessed, rather ragged and
forlorn-looking as to feathers. The store

proper is divided into two parts. The
front contains large birds, queer-looking
animals and snakes, brought to him from
foreign parts by his sailor Iwarders. The
back apartment is tenanted by dogs
of various breeds, not kept exactly in

what is known as high-class show form.
The cellar, too, is occupied with dogs,
but mostly of the variety known as

"business bull terriers," more or less

scarred,the result of frequent battles. The
garret is filled with pigeons, and the hark
yard with poultry, including many "geny-
wiue Irish Derby game cocks" with
hackles and tail cut.

The first time I made the acquaintance
of Mr. O'Toole I was in search of a bull
terrier, a breed recommended to lue by
a friend as a sure preventive of Aunt
Bess' fat hens taking midnight strolls
from which ihey never returned.

I entered the shop and made known
my wants.

"Sure an' phal kind do yees want ?"
said he, "un of thiin long snouted ban-
shees or a nice short-headed sort wid a
brindle patch, that kin take a bit of a
wrassel if sich be wanted ?"

1 told him the purpose for which the
dog was required. He answered :

"Thin yees want a dog that kin hare-
most of them while divils air dafe as
adders. '

'

Without further conversation he dis-
api>eared down the trap door that led to
the cellar, and I heard a chorus of hoarse
barks as if every dog down there had
taken a cold from the dampness of their
subterranean home. Then there was a
sound of kicks accompanied by sharp
yells of dogs who felt the soothing effect
of the Irishman's lx>ot, and a Hibernian
voice .shouting :

"Be quiet, ye divils, or I'll kill ivery
mother's son of yees."

After this overture Mr. O'Toole
emerged again, hauling up with him by
means of a stout chain the wickedest
looking bull-and-terrier I had ever laid
eyes upon.

"This is the kind of a tarrier that 'ull
kape the thaves away from j'our chick-
ens," he said, pushing t'le brute towards
me, while I retreated in dismay.
"But isn't he cross—won't he bite me ?"

I asked.
"He's as gintle as a kitten to thiin he

knows, but he's a divil to thaves. He
can tell the difference Ijetween friends
and foes by their smell. He's a reg'lar
four-legged perlice. To show vees how
gintil he is. look at this."
Mr. O'Toole seized the dog by the

tail and lifted him from the ground. The
brute never whimpered or attempted to
bite.

^

"Now, you'll blave phat I am tell in'
yees," said Mr. O'Toole triumphantly.
This test was certainly proof positive

that the dog had lots of grit and would
certainly not bite the Irishman.
"How much do you ask for him?" I

enquired.
"Tin dollars; that is to go to a good

hum. Ye sees, I've a great love for me
dogs, an' I niver sell 'em to paple phat
'ud abuse 'em."
"Will you have him washed up and

send him home for me ?"

"No, sur ; this is not a clothin' house.
Every gintleman phat buys hare takes
hum his own packages. But I'll wash
him up nice and clane for yees. Sure
yees wouldn't be 'shamed to lead sich a
foine bred dog through the strates,"
Although I did not like the idea of

leading such a brute home, I was so im-
pressed with the fact that he was just the
sort of a dog I wanted for mv purpose
that I struck a bargain with Mr. O'Toole
at once. I paid the ten dollars and told
him I would call for the dog later in the
day.
About 4 o'clock in the afternoon I re-

turned to Mr. O'Toole's shop for the
dog. He had been washed but I cannot
say that the process had improved his
appearance materially. The soap used
in his bath was evidently the ordinary
yellow bar brand, and the white part of
his coat had assumed the dirty orange
tint seen in ferrets. The numerous scars
with which his head and legs were
adorned had assumed a livid ghastlincss
after the filth, with which they had been
previously covered, was removed.

Still I did not back out, and, chain in
hand, led the dog out of the place. As I

passed through the door I enquired of
Mr. O'Toole the canine's name.

"I call him Baby." he answered, "be-
cause he's so gintle. Good luck to both
yees and him."

I had not proceeded far before I met a
couple of urchins, one of whom queried :

"Say, mister, where did you get that
dog?"
Not replying to their inipertince, the

other boy said :

"Billy, that's O'Toole's Baby, an' the
gint is goin' to turn him up. Ain't he a
nice jay to go inter a pit."

I hurried on, rather red in the face.
After goinp several hlock;? farther I

noticed an individual in a blue shirt on
the opposite side of the street who was
evidently following me. Just as I
reached the ferry he accosted me.
"Look here, young fellar, where did

you get that dog?"
"I don't know as that is any of your

business," I replied.
"Don't yer give me any y'ur guff," he

said, grabbing the chain from my hands,
"that dorg b'longs to me. He was stole
last week." Before I could recover from
my astonishment he had disappeared in
the crowd with the dog.
Sorrowfully I retraced mv steps to Mr.

O'Toole's place and poured into his ears
my tale of woe.
"Too bad." he emphatically said, "but

I's not to blame. Some fellar has seen
phat a foine dog 'e was an' put up the
sneak act on yees."
Just then there was a sound of hurried

footsteps in the back yard and the rattle
of a chain, and Baby and the thief burst
into the room. Before he noticed my
presence the blue-shirted man shouted :

"O'Toole, I got him back fruui the guy
widout any trouble at all. Is de iol)
worth two balls ?" "^

"Yees area doni bloke," replied Lyin'
Jimmy.

I was going out after a policeman to
have both the rascals arrested, when
O'Toole stopped me.
"Don't yees make a row," said he,

"Take the dog and I'll guarantee you'li
have no more trouble. I'm your frind
from this out."
As I did not care to appear in court as

plaintiff in a bull-and-terrier case I re-
lented. Baby and I once more left to-
gether an«l reached home without further
trouble.

The gPHNiEL.

Great Difference in Dogs.

From the Shooting Times.

Inquirer wants to know if dogs can
find their way home from long dintflnces. It's
according to the dog. If it's one yon want to get
rid of he will find his way home from Kam-
tchatka. If it's a goo<l one he will be likely to
get lost if he walks round the corner.

—If at any lime necessity demands the nse of
muzzles, get them so that the dog may open his

I mouth to breathe and drink.

Grasshopper in Live Stock Journal.

Upwards of 500 years ago spaniels

were spoken of by the early writers on
dogs as animals used for finding game
when hawking was followed by sports-

men and netting was the order of the
day. Kveii at the present time the de-

scription of the formation of spaniels as

then given may be accepted as a very
fair idea of what working dogs should
be. It is supposed that spaniels are of
Spanish origin, hence their name. As
workers in the field on game they are
not surpassed by any dog, not excepting
pointers and setters.

It has been estimated on good au-
thority that when they are well broken,
more game can be shot over than any
other class of shooting dog. They are
more particularly suited for old men, as
they are very close workers, and neces-
sarily take more time to beat the ground,
on which account they are considered
slow by the fast walkers of the period.
It is, however, probable that a good shot
will make a larger bag over steady
spaniels, more particularly if he has a
good retriever at his heels, than another
who has to depend upon pointers or
setters. They are far less likely to miss
birds when the coyer is thick than the
faster and more dashing dogs, besides
which they do not range so wide, and are
less likely to flush birds. Before beaters
were employed for covert shooting it was
not uncommon to see a team of Clumbers
taking their place, the fact of their run-
ning mute making them most useful for
this sort of work.
There is, perhaps, no sporting dog that

can take priority over the Spaniel as a
distinct variety. It is considered proba-
uit >.»,c»t 11 uui liiia uiccu LUC iiiuueru sel-
ler sprung, in fact in early days the lat-
ter is spoken of as a larger spaniel, and,
indeed, amongst some of the foreign
dogs of this breed, there is a close resem-
blance to the English setter. At one
time spaniels were spoken of as setting
birds. An advantage which they have
over pointers or setters is that they can
be made more use of than the larger dogs
which are only available during the first
two months of the shooting season,
whereas they can be worked throughout
the whole time the season lasts.

Spaniels, as far as those are concerned
which hunt on land, are divided into two
kinds, the larger being called springers
and the smaller cockers. Springers tak-
ing their names from the fact of their
having been used for springing birds for
hawkers, as well as from the peculiar
jumping action which characterises them
when at work in turnips or any other
thick undergrowth. Cockers deriving
their name from the fact that they have
been much used for finding woodcock,
which afford admirable sport in some
parts of the United Kingdom.

In the foregoing remarks we have not
touched upon the water spaniel, but have
confined our attention to those spaniels
which are used for hunting in covert,
beating hedgerows, and finding game iii

the open fields. These embrace the
clumber, the Sussex, and other field
spaniels. To commence with, the first-
named, which from its grand appearance
and great character, we consider should
take the leading position. We find that
It IS agreed by all lovers of the breed that
it is by the Duke of Newcastle, whose
seat is at Clumber, that the variety has
been raised to the prominent place it
now fills in the records of the spaniel
tribe. His (irace having kept them ex-
clusively at his kennels for generations,
there is an ari.stocratic bearing alwut the
race which stamps it of pure lineage.
They have a further advantage in being
liigh-class performers, when properlv
trained.

From the description given of the
spaniel which existed a few centuries ago,
there seems reason to believe that the
Clumber may own a larger share in the
production of the other spaniel varieties
than has hitherto been nccorded to it.

The history of the dog points to it, and
moreover its resemblance to foreign

breeds of spaniels as another reason whv
this may be so.

For many years it was almost impos-
sible to find a typical Clumber outside the
Duke's kennel so strictly were they
guarded, and even there they were so in
bred that at one time owing to delicate
constitutions thus inculcated, and keep-
ing them always on the same ground,
there was danger that the breed would
be lost. Time, however, altered all this,
the Clumber kennels became distributed,
and now many fine specimens are to l)e

seen on the show bench.
The Clumber differs in .some points

froni the other races of spaniels, more
particularly as reganis giving tongue
when on the line of scent. Most other
spaniels open when they find game, the
Sussex being great babblers ; but the
Clumber works perfectly mute, it is also
slower in its paces and more sombre in
its appearance and manners, at the same
time it does not flinch from its work, but
keeps on a steady pace, and is particu-
larly useful in very thick cover, the text-
ure of its coat and its formation admitting
of its entering brambles and briars with-
out feeling any inconvenience.

In color the clumber is white with a
few lemon or light orange sjwts on the
body and head, the latter being evenly
marked round the eyes and on the ears

;

the color must not be dark orange, which
is a defect in many otherwise good dogs.
The head is heavy in appearance, large
and massive compared with the size of
the body

; the nose is fresh-colored with
a deep stop between the eyes ; the ears
being fairly long, and not set too low,
but close to the head ; eyes large and
expressive

; neck and shoulders par-
ticularly strong, body very long, with
great depth of girth, and wide loin with
powerful quarters

; the legs both before
and behind short, and verj- strong in
bone

; the feet large, and together with
the forelegs well feathered ; the stem set
rather low and carried down except when
at exercise or work, when it is carried on
a line with its back ; the coat, which is

an important feature in a Clumber, is

very thick and smooth in texture, with
no curl, which is most objectionable. The
average weight oi a dog is hftv-five to
sixty pounds, and of a bitch aljout ten
pounds less, height about eighteen inches.

"PHEASANT'S" REPLY.

Ills Ans'wer to L.nke White on Traln-
Injf Field Trial 1>obh.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Mr. Luke W. White, in your issue

of August 23, claims that my article and
your quotation are misleading. As re-

gards the part written by the American
correspondent whom you quote, I shall

leave him to defend himself I presume
he will not feel lost by my .so doing.

The points that Mr. White raises against
me are that I object to speed, range and
.style. Allow me to present my views
again. I must have written in a very
bungling manner if all your readers
formed the same conclusion. As regards
speed I want a fast, eag^er worker, but I

stick to it that I do not want a dog of the
greyhound type, but, to make my mean-
ing clearer, will say that I do want a dog
of the foxhound type. It is admitted
that for a short distance the grevhound
is the fastest of all dogs, but it is equally
well known that for a hard, long run the
foxhound can outlast him, although not
able to keep up with him at the start. I
believe the two qualities of speed and en-
durance are incompatible when each are
in a state of the greatest excellence.
The nearer an English setter is bred

to the greyhound type the faster he will
le, but after a certain point is reached
any further progress is only made at the
expense of his staying proj^erties. 1 be-
lieve we are now at just that point and
perhaps in some instances it has been
passed. As an evidence of this I would
call attention to an occurrence in the
four-hour trials in the South last fall. In
these some of the dogs were practically
run off their legs, one of them actually
lying down. This shows to the mind
that greyhound speed and not foxhound
speed was the order of the day on that
occasion. It is proof positive that they
are either breeding their tlogs wrong, or
running them wrong, and it is because I
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thought they were doing both, but prin-
cipally the latter, that I wrote that I

believed an excess of speed was being
encouraged.
As regards range I held and still hold

that a dog should not range beyond the
sound of his handler's whistle. This is

the rule. A possible exception might be
made in those cases 111 which in an open
country a dog can be guided by signs
alone, he being so trained.

The way I look at this matter is about
as follows : A dog in hunting should
not get (habitually) beyond the control
of his handler. A dog that ranges farther
than the sound of the whistle is lieyond
the handler's control ; therefore a dog
that ranges beyond the .sound of the
whistle is one that is no longer under
control and is one not trained after my
ideas of what is desirable.

I would be inclined to severely penalize
a dog that ranged so far away that birds
would be flushed by the sportsman in
following him, but how often do we read
in the reports of the trials that the judges
and spectators flushed birds. Had the
dogs hunted their grounds properlv there
would have been no birds between them
and the judges for the latter to flush. I
do not admire a dog that as soon as he is
let loose makes a rush for some distant
point on the horizon and then begins
hunting.

Birds have l^een so plenty at many of
our trials that thorough hunting of the
grounds has not been insisted on and so
covies have been left for the judges and
spectators to find. They seem to be too
much afraid of diminishing the speed
and contracting the range of their dogs
to make them hunt their ground thor-
oughly.
Mr. White's last arraignment is style.

I asked what it was, but he does not tell
me. I look in the rules for the trials and
they merely mention that it is something
that is included in pointing, but do not
define it. The general tendency of sports-
men is to regard style as something that
pertains to the appearance of the dog
while at work. It seems to be something
that leads them to iti/er that the doif
would do good work or otherwise. My
allusion to the wagging of a dog's tail
and false pointing being style was simply
iroiiK-al because I have heard sportsmen
.so often characterize a dog as being
stylish that did these very things. Let
siifficient chance be given a dog to show
his actual ability as a field dog, and even
ifhis tail action is deficient or he don't
hold his head just so, if he does his work
vvell without mistakes I think we can
afford to let him go at that.

Pheasant.

"^PEciflLisM" IN Dog gHOWS.
J. A. D. in the English Kennel Uazette.

We hear a good deal of this ques-
tion of "specialism," and the criticisms
passed on the so-called "specialist"
are quite as often as not condemna-
tory. On the face of it one would be
inclined to say at once that there can be
nothing in such complaints. Specialism,
as it is called, is in truth nothing more
than the division of labor. And anyone
would certainly suppose that a man would
jud^.e a particular breed better if he did
not burden his mind with the study of
breeds having nothing in common with
that one. No man in his senses would
deny that a man might be perfectly well
fitted to judge a class of shorthorns and
quite unfit to judge Channel Island cattleWe should get some rather odd results if
a judge of Brahma fowls was turned on
at Birmingham to award the prizes in
the game classes; and so one might
multiply instances ad infinilum. Yet
on the other hand vague discontent at a
system generally has some element of
truth underlying it. To entrust your
shows to so-called "all round" judges
would l)e putting the clock back ten
years. Still it is worth while to see
whether "specialism" has not its dangers-
if so, what they are and how they may be
guarded against.
Now to begin. There are breeds and

breeds. There are breeds into which
arbitrary points reckoned as merits by
some accepted convention among breed-
ers and exhibitors, but having no obvious
effect either on the untilitv or beauty of
the animal, enter. Now here the man
who is not a specialist is obviously help-
less. No amount of experience gained
say, among setters, will teach a man
whether a pug's head, or tail, or color is
of the correct pattern. It seems to me
however, that this in itself helps to illus-
trate the dangers which attend special-
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TOKONTOS BENCH SHOW.

Additional Classes and Specials Added
to the List.

Toronto, Out., Aug. 22.-At the com-
ing international bench show of dogs of
the Industrial Exhibition Association, to
be held in the city of Toronto, vSeplem'ber
15 to 19, the following classes have been
added to the list

:

SMOOTH-COATF.D .ST. BKRNARDS.-CIasS qKChallenge dogs, silver medal, value, |2o class
9>4. challenge bitches, silver medal, value $»
class ,o}^, open class, bitches, first prize in

'

second, $3 ; third, diploma.
GRKvi.oiNDs.-CIass 19M, challenge, bitches

bronze medal, value, Jio.
ExCLiSH SETTKKS.-Class 28>i, challenge,

bitches, bronze medal, value, |io and I5
luiSH SETTKKS.-Class 33H, Challenge, bitches

Jio donated by the Toronto Irish Setter Club for

„r'*'^,?~'^'"' 73!4. challenge, dogs, $5 ; class
73H, challenge, bitches. I5.
For best kennel of four beagles, $,0 ; for best

kernel of four black and tan terriers, $,0; for

tlT^r "' '""' ^-'""'-«. »-: for bestkennel of four poodles, silver medal, value, $20.Uass 6, rough-coaled St. Bernards (rough

eZ*' ""? '"• -"""th-coated St. Bernards;

class ;r?"""'''
'^"""'^«' «"«'•"»' "^""s;

TZi "'. "'" '*""^' "*" ^' fo*- dOK" only,
hntriesclose Wednesday, September 3.

C. A. Stone,
BecreUry and Superintendent.

ism. and which are nreKent to th^
of those who denounce the speciaTist
judge.

There are many breeds where the most
important points are those which common
sense shows are needful to the working
of the animal, and where convention has
established certain minor points as de-
sirable. Take, for example, an Irish
setter. He must have certain essential
points of make and shape needful for
pace and endurance. He must also
have a certain type of head and a certain
shade of color as indications of purity of
breed. Now these last are points where
no knowledge derived from any other
breed would help a judge. But in such
points as shoulders, legs, and feet, and
the like, the wider the judge's experience
the more equal will he be to the task of
criticism. If a judge of hounds were to
say "I really can't judge setters; there
are several detailed points proper to that
breed which I don't understand "

I
should say he showed his sense. But if

of something." So I should say of the
properly eouipped critic of dogs. Only
the "something of everything" will not
be enough to enable him to judge with
credit to himself or satisfaction to his
neighbors.
The dangers of specialist clubs are, it

seems to me, the same. There is no
doubt a fear that they may teach exhibi-
tors to overrate what I have before called
the arbitrary and conventional points of
the breed. And there is yet a further
danger. It is the business of a specialist
club to be for its own breed the respon-
sible department in the dog-showing
world to protect the interests of the
whole body of exhibitors in that breed.
And thus anything in the nature of ex-
clusiveness is fatal. A club which pro-
fesses to represent the whole body of
exhibitors and really represents a section
is worse than useless, it is misleading.
And this, it appears to me, is a very
strong argument against the policy of a
club which refuses to accept any judge
for Its own breed who is not a member of
the club. I know that I differ here from
persons who speak with high authority.
Certainly let a club draw up and revise a
list ofjudges

; let it encourage shows to
adopt that list and exhibitors to insist on
It. But good judges may stand aloof
from the club, possibly not from any
personal hostility to it, but from a scor^
bf reasons which do not in the least affect
their fitness for the post. A specialist
club ought to aim at making every
breeder and exhibitor, even if he remains
outside the club, into an ally.
The question of restricting certain

prizes to members of the club seems tome to be on a wholly different basis.
That IS really a question of finance. If
a club by so doing can attract fresh mem-
bers and thereby increase its funds and
consequently its utility, let it do so. If
the promise of a prize limited to mem-
bers brings subscriptions of an equal
amount, the prize is self-supporting, and
those who are not eligible fbr it are no
worse off than they would be otherwise
It IS not a question whether there shall
'»e a close prize or no prize at all.
Whatever may be the dangers or draw-

backs of the system. I can not doubt that
specialist cluljs have done and may do
great good to the breeds for which they
exist It is a great thing to keep up per-
sonal communication and exchange of
ideas between breeders, to set a number
of men working on what one mav roughly
call a co-operative system for the same
object, to substitute a corporate interest
in the whole breed for a merely individ-
ual interest in one's own kennel.

DISEASES OF THE DOG.

Bound to Make a Sale.
From the Shooting Times.
Householder to Hawker.-Get out ofhere or ni whistle for the dog.

.S:e\\".ue7"°°^'^°""'°'^^-"'''»»'>"y

he were to say "I know nothing about
these dogs," I should l)e tempted to say
then there is a good deal about your own
business that you also don't know. And
I" should certainly admit this. If a man
has by any misfortune to travel some-
what out of his own province to judge a
breed with which he is not thoroughly
conversant, the man who does know
three or four breeds will do better or
perhaps one should say fail less, than 'theman who only knows one.
On the other hand, there is, as it seems

to me, this overwhelming argument in
favor of the specialist judge. A man
can hardly have acquired the minute
knowledge necessan' for a judge—the
habit of patient and thoughtful compari-
son except by breeding and keeping con-
tinuously the kind of dog that he pro-
fesses to judge, and the man who has
done this is, in nine cases out of ten a
specialist. The man of many breeds' is
almost sure to be a man who may love
dogs, but who loves winning prizes bet-
ter, and of such, it seems to me, judges
are not made. The man who really loves
dogs for their own sake, to whom the
task of comparison is really a labor of
love, IS almost sure to settle down—if he
does not begin—with a special interest
in a very limited number of breeds.
Still he need not lie absolutely and
wholly a specialist. It is an old de-
scription of education that it should be
"something of everything and everything

The Sixth Chapter Bringrs Us to the
Generative Origans.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

We now proceed to deal with the last
of the canals leading from the body to
the exterior—the reproductive organs,
their tubes and appendages. In the male
there are only three diseases to be found,
if one may be classed as a disease. In
the female there are many.
The Male.—Inability to serve and in-

ability to get stock may denote absolute
impotency or want of fertility.

distinguishing symptoms.
Constitutional weakness, structural de-

formity, point to imiwtence, not to a want
of fertility. On the other hand, if the
animal is not constitutionally weak, and
is not impotent, but cannot get stock
the cause points to one of want of fer-
tility. In such a case the microscope
will at once decide. (An unfertile male
is exceedingly rare). Enlarged testicles
and scrotum requires no description as
It IS self-evident. Usually found in con-
nection with injury or abuse at stud.
Finally we have a constant exudation
from the prepuce,also .self-evident. These
make up the male diseases.
The Female.—Suppression of heat, in-

ability to produce stock or hemorrhage
may denote constitutional weakness, de-
generation of ovaries, barrenness or' in-
flammation of generative organs.

DISTINGUISHING SYMPTOMS.
If the bitch be young and fails to come

in season, then it is rather due to consti-
tutional weakness than degeneration of
the ovaries, which latter naturally brings
about barrenness. This is frequently to

be found in overfed, under-exercised
animals. Observe if this is the case. If,
however, hemorrhage be present, there is
probably some chronic inflammatory
condition in some part of the generative
organ which at once accounts for the
bitch not coming in season . If the bitch,
however, constantly conies in season
without producing stock, and there is no
hemorrhage, then the bitch may be put
down as barren, that is, always supposing
her to have plenty of exercise, and not
overfed so as to make her obese.

If, however, she has been a mother
and afterwards fails to breed, and there
IS hemorrha.ne during the period which
should be one of pregnancy, but is not
we may come to the conclusion that she
has either slipped her puppies, or that
there is some chronic inflammation in
the generative organs which prevents
subsequent maturity.

Protrusion, discharge, foetid discharge
desire to make water or fever may denote
inversion of vagina, inversion of uterus
or abnormal growth in vagina.

It would be useless here to give any
distinguishing symptoms, and were we
to do so, we fear that dog owners would
but benefit little. The protrusion of a
membrane at the vagina has to be treated
surgically, and immediately it is noticed
the sooner the animal is removed to a
veterinary surgeon the better, as any de-
lay makes a cure infinitely more difficult

Besides those disea-ses in the female
which we have already alluded to, there
are others which are of a peculiarly un-
fortunate character, arising, as they do
generally after labor.

Enlarged l)clly . . .

Pan
Fever
Fcetid discharge . . .

Suppression of milk .

Desire to make water
,

Vomiting
Nose hot and dry . ]

Thirst
Bowel disorder

. .... J [3. Puerperal fever.

DISTINGUISHING SYMPTOMS.
In inflammation of the womb there is

a foetid discharge, with great pain in the
•uwei puriion of the aixiomen. Fre-
quently inflammation of the womb leads
on to peritonitis. If this complication
should arise, then the same symptoms
•will appear as in inflaniinatioM of the
pritoneum. Thirst, suppression of milk
bowel disorder and fever denote milk
fever

; whilst fever, panting, red and
sunken eyes, accompanied by severe at-
tacks of shivering.denote puerperal fever.

DISEASES OF THE TEATS.

(t Inflammation ol
the womb.

J. Milk fever.

Suppression of milk in 1

teat
Blood in milk ....
Blood and pus ....
Pus alone
Inflamed appearance
Pain on pressure. . .

Hardness
Knotty feel
Great enlargement . .

I. Inflammation of
the organ

.

2. Tumor.

3- Cancerous tu-
mor.

DISTINGUI.SHING SYMPTOMS.
A gradual change from active produc-

tion of pure milk to blood, and finally
pus, with hardness and inflammation,
denotes inflammation of the teat and
milk gland which supplies it.

In tumor we find almost the same con-
dition as in the preceding case, but the
lump is harder, and frequently without
any pain whatever. It can likewise be
moved about by hand within the milk
bag.

In cancerous tumors the mass becomes
very large, indeed we have frequently
seen small bitches unable to take any ex-
ercise at all, owing to a large portion of
the milk bag becoming involved. A can-
cerous tumor as a rule commences at an
early period in the animal's life, and be-
comes enlarged by each successive occa-
sion on which the milk glands are called
into activity.

THE LIVER AND SPLEEN.
I. Inflammation of

liver.
Vomiting yellow mat-] «
ter H ,

Voiding yellow foeces. 1 S i
^- Jaundice, (gener-

Yellow eyes H ""y found when"-'— I--" • • • I <^ I distemper ia
present.

The symptoms here are so indicative
that nothing more need be added. At
the same time, the same symptoms
minus the yellow eyes and yellow belly,
may indicate inflammation of the liver.'
In this case we expect to find pain on
the side of the dog where the liver is
found (right), also dullness, foetid breath,
ulcerations on gums, thirst, fever, etc.
When the liver is affected the spleen

generally becomes involved and fre-
quently grows to a large size. In this
case the belly will become much enlarged.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

laterestini; Facts and Fancies C4jlled

from the Dogg}' World.

Special Correspondence.

Last week I made some observations

regarding the American Stud-Book and
the system of relying on owners to

supply particulars concerning their dogs
that were eligible to be entered. Since

then I see J. W. has a par. in the Forest

and Stream informing readers that Mr.
Vredenburgh has compiled a record of

every dog having received a mention
during the year. This is i ood news and
one for which the secretary deserves the

hearty congratulations of everyone. In

fact he has extended his classification

much further than I ventured to advo-
cate, but J. W. does not tell us whether
the prize winners will be apportioned

their proper place in the l)ook itself or

not, as he only refers to this list lieing

added as an append'x. I hope that it is

Mr. Vredenhurgh's intention to make his

good move as thorough as possible, and
assign all the winners, regardless of their

owner's consent, that position to which
they are entitled in the Stud-Book.

The appendix of all dogs who received

a notice is a capital idea, but it could lie

considerably improved by arranging them
undec the different shows at which the
honors were gained, with a list of the

judges who made the awards. Nor would
this necessitate much extra trouble, as it

would only require a pair of scisstirs and
the different Kennel Gazettes which con-
tain the list of awards. The English Stud-

Book does this, so far as those dogs in

the prize list are concerned, but it would
be far more complete were it to give

every award. Another thing in which
the English Stud Book could be improved
would be by recording the recipient of
the more important specials.

To my mind specials are of just as

much and in some cases far greater im
portance than the rec rds of first, second
and third. In this way ; Supposing a
certain dog has carried all l)efore him for

two or three years, or to please the most
exacting, say two or three have alternated

with one another, and a young dog conies
out, wins in the open class, and after-

wards dereats one of the hitherto invinci-

ble trio. According to the English Stud-
Book he is only accredited with his

maiden win; his real excellence cannot be
estimated by this record (mind I am
speaking of the awards given under the
list of shows, not as given under his

name), and if he afterwards proves him-
self worthy of such distinction, the man
who showed such good judgment does
not present himself so conspicuously
before one, as he would were the fact

recorded under the show at which it

occurred.

I know that nearly all the important
specials appear under the list of a .log's

wins. But this does not draw sufficient

attention to the importance of such an
honor. One has not the dog's names
that he l>eat placed before one, and un-
less a man has some special reason for

finding out the exact value of this award,
hardly any impression is made on the
casual observer. Furthermore, the Eng-
lish Stud-Book does not specify, even in

giving the list of wins, what the special

was for
; it simply dabs down the word

"cup," which, except to the highly initi-

ated,only conveys the fact that the dog won
a special of some sort or another, whereas
if "cup for the best in open elates, or

best in show" were added, one could the

more readily gauge the dog's true merits,

especially if it were given under the show
at whxch it was gained. Of course I

would not have the minor specials in-

cluded. They would only lead to con-
fusion, but I do think in the case of a

.special for the best in the show, or best

in open classes, that in justice to the
judge as well as the dog, and for the con-

venience of the doggy world in general,

such a distinction should be intelligibly

recorded.

How oflen one reads or hears of dogs
having an undefeated record when prob-

ably he has been beaten three or four

times for a special. It is possible for a

dog to be the best of his sex and have an
uninterrupted career for three or four

years, but at the same time always have
his colors lowered by two or even three

bitches when they meet for a special, yet
his stud advertisement invariably says he
is undefeated. Would this occur as fre-

quently if the Stud-Book was as precise in

recording the specials and their exact
value? I think not. The publicity of
his superiority to something of the oppo-
site sex would surely make the owner
pause before publishing what he knew
was untrue in substance and in fact. It

may be urged that exhibitors are fully

aware of the actual merits of the dog's

wins. This may be so in the case of the

very regular frequenter of bench shows,

but to the casual exhibitor these slight

technicalities as a rule escape his obser-

vation. Therefore what a protection it

would be were the Stud-Book to publish

as conspicuously as possible the more im-

portant specials, not only to the breeder,

but to the purchaser who relies more
....^A*. ^ A *.. ..^ ^1 .1 1.;^ . .w|>v<u a «^^^ *» 4».\,V»\A Luail Alia UWU lUUtf-

ment.

Another innovation I would like to see

in the Stud-Book would be a list of win-
ners under the heading of their sire's

name (I can hear the walls at 44 Broad-

way resounding with groans, early Saxon
and the fullest flavored adjectives).

There are many reasons for this, even
though it might be designated a free act

by the many who always oppose every-

thing. In the first place a really worthy
sire never comes in sufficient prominence
except by lavish advertisement. This is

of course a great expense to the owner,
besides being no special distinction by
which the public can be guided. Again,
under this advertisement may be a still

more conspicuous one of a dog that can-
not be compared with the less promi-
nently advanced meritorious sire, for in-

variably the more unworthy of the two is

blazoned forth with the greatest flourish

of trumpets and everyone knows that the
more flowery the ad. the more beguiling
it is to the public, especially when editors

naturally give the best paying owners the
greatest boom. Also it would be a most
interesting feature, especially if the sire

and dam of the stud dog were given, as
breeders could readily see which families

were the most jwtent. If Mr. Vreden-
burgh or the executive could see their way
to publishing such a list they would not
only l)e conferring the greatest possible
benefit to breeders, but they would be
transforming the Stud-Book into a more
than an ordinary record of pedigrees and
list of awards, and render the A. K. C.

Stud-Book an invaluable necessity to
every breeder in the country.
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to improvements in matters doggy.
Another important addition which has
been in vogue at many of the principal

shows in England for the past four or
five years, is the provision of large

badges with numbers corresponding to

those of a dog's in the catalogue, which
are banded to each exhibitor as he goes
in the ring, with a request that he will

wear them conspicuously. This enables
all lookers-on to identify by the cata-

logue every dog that enters the ring. It

is not only of the greatest convenience
to those desirous of making notes, but it

induces the general public to take a far

greater interest in the judging as well as

giving intetiding purchasers an oppor-
tunity of comparing the different speci-

mens with their opponents. It is to be
hoped that bench shows on this side will

see their way to establish this important
feature, one which has proved itself one
of the greatest booms to frequenters in

England. Britti.r.

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS.

FLUSHED A WHITE WOODCOCK.

A Rare Bird Shot In Akron, Ohio, by
Mr. It. B. Morgran.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I was more than surprised yester-

day when I walked in ahead of Colonel
Charles E. Felton's (Chicaga) Irish set-

ter bitch Whip, who was pointing in a
piece of standing corn, to flush a white
woo<\cock, which I killed.

I now claim Whip to be the only and
greatest Irish setter bitch alive. Who
has another Irish setter that has ever
pointed a woodcock, I mean a white
woodcock ?

The bird is a beauty. I am having him
mounted by Chubb, of Cleveland, O.
We are having a good many birds here

this year. I have bagged so far this sea-
son upwards of twelve dozen, and 1 ex-
pect more to follow. Yours truly,

R. B. Morgan.
Akron, O., Aug. 24, 1890.

The Entries for the Club's Third An-
nual Derby.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The entries for the third annual
trials of the Southern Field Trial Club's

Derby closed August i with seventy-

eight nominations, consisting of seventy

English setters, six pointers and two
Irish setters. The entries to the All-aged

Stake will close November i.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Bert Crane's CoMO Su Medre, by Roderigo

—

Maud.
Dr.-R. M. Smith's dog GRADV.by Yazoo—Dimple.
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s dog Dill, by Toledo Blade-

Dashing Lady.
NOPSA, bitch, bv Gath's Mark—Allie Jamen.
SiNTRAM, dog, by Gath's Mark—Allie James.
Paui.a, bitch, by Paul Gladstone—Bell of Stan-
ton.

Bold Biddy, bitch, by Paul Gladstone—Bell of
Stanton.

George T. Hodgson's dog Black Jack, by Paul
Gladstone—Bohemian Girl.

Dave W., dog, by Gath's Mark—naisy F.
Trixv, bitch, by Gath's Mark—Daisy F.
Gather, bitch, by Gath's Mark—Daisy F.

F. F. Myles' dog Jessie James, by Yaioo—Dim-
ple.

Belle Star, bitch, by Yazoo—Dimple.
B. Ridgcway'sdog Buster,by King Noble—Crick-

etle.

H. A. Renfroe's bitch Fashio.'«ette, by Dan
Gladstone—Bonsoline.

E. M. Myer's bitch Flora Gladstone, by Dan
Brysoii—-Grace Brysoii.

Bessie M., bitch, by Dan Brysou-Grace Bry-
son.

D. E. Rose's bitch MaOARIte, by Gath's Hope-
Sue J.

Ballyhoo, bitch, by Paul Gladstone—Bo-
hemian Girl.

by Roderigo—Bo-

WILMINGTON'S BENCH SHOW.

The Entries Close at One JIundrod and
Ninety-four.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The entries for the Wilmington
show closed with 194 entries classified as
follow :

Mastiffs 8
St, Bernards 9
Newfoundlands . . . i

Great Danes 6
Deerhounds i

Pointers 23
English Setters ... 16
Irish Setters 16
Black and Tan Set-
ters 6

American Foxhounds 4
Field Spaniels 2
Cocker .Spaniels.. . . 7
Collies aj
Bulldogs 3

Bull Terriers 4
Basset Hounds . . 3
Dachshuuds j

Beagles
yFox Terriers . . ! 18

Irish Terriers i

Skye Terri.^rs 3
Black and Tan Ter-

riers ... ... 2
Yorkshire Terriers. . 3Toy Terriers 3
Pugs

7
Miscellaneous 7

by King Noble—

by King Noble—Queen

Total 194

The American Beagle Club offers a
suitable collar for the best beagle in the
show, dog or bitch. F. R. Carswell.
Wilmington, Del., Aug. 28.

DOG NOTES.

J. M. Avent's bitch Rvper,
Peep.

Jennie May, bitch, by Roderigo—Bo- Peep.
Folly, bitch, by Roderigo—Bo- Peep.
Ravon, dog, by Jean Val Jean .

Aniiv, dog, byjean Val Jean .

, dog. by Jean Val Jean—Haydee.
, dog, by Jean Val Jean—Haydee.

H. S. Bevan's bitch Anddamedarby, by Count
Noble—Moonstone.

Jean's Boy, dog, by Jean Val Jean—Rowey B.
Rosa B., bitch, Dy Jean Val Jean—Rowey B.
lEANETTE. bitch. bv lean Val lean—Rowev B

J. I. Case. Jr.'s dog Cyote,
Crickette.

Queen Vic, bitch,
Vashti.

Charles Tucker's dog Blade, by Toledo Blade-
Sola C.

Eugene, dog, by Count Noble—Ruby's Girl.

F. R. Hitchcock's dog Tory Lieutenant, by
Jean Val Jean—Princess Helen.

Tory Rem, dog, by Roderigo—Belle of Bridse-
Bort.

"

T. H. Poindexters' lemon and white bitch bv
Toledo Blade—Rhet.

M. R. Rogers' dop Edwin Booth, by Roderigo—
Miss Llewelltn.

B. M. Stephcn.sou's dog Little Minch, by
Roderigo—Florence Glad.stone.

Our Pet, bitch, by The Corsair—Tchula.
Lela, bitch, by Tennessee Charlie—Maud.

J. W. Murnan's bitch Bell M., by Gladstone'^
Boy—Flame.

George W, Ware's bitch Flora, by Gladstone's
Boy—Clara.

J. E. Dager's dog Lemones, by Toledo Blade-
Lady G.

FiNGAL, dog, by Toledo Blade—Lady G.
S. Hudson's bitch Dolly Hill, by Ben Hill-
Dolly S.

W. Bocage's bit>-h Blanchess, by Dexter—
Patti.

H. Bryson'sdog Noble Gladstone, by Count
Noble—Girly Gladstone.

dog, by Roderigo—Florence Glad-

by Roderigo—Florence Glad-

by Roderigo—Florence

by Buckellew—

Whilst in the humor for reforms I trust

readers will not become wearied if I de-
vote this week's contribution entirely

There will be a dog show at San
Angelo, Tex., November 6 to 12, in con-
nection with the second annual exhibi-
tion of the Concho Valley Fair Associa-
tion. Twelve classes nre provided for,
two each for English, Irish and Gordon
setters, collies, pointers and foxhounds
with one prize of ^3 in each class.

The English Stock-Keeper says Mr.
Mitchell Harrison's collie bitch Red
Rose, by The Squire—Young Meg, died
in parturition. Three pups were born
dead and five alive, but although two
foster mothers had been prudently pro-
vided, it is feared none of these valuable
little Christophers will he saved.

Titus' bitch Cosbtte, by Jean Val Jean-
lena Van.

Readers OF The Fanciers" Journal
CORRESPONDING OR VISITING WITH AD-
VERTISERS WILL CONFER A FAVOR BY
MENTIONING The Journal.

Mkmphis
stone.

WhyTE B.. dog
stone.

Whyte Bedford's dog
Gladstone.

F. S. Ward's dog Alpho.nso S.,
Vic Vic.

, Bitch, bv Buckellew—Vic Vic.

W. W.
Shena

L. W. Smiths dog Atlanta, by Jean Val Jean—
Shena Van.

T. m. Brumby's dog Paul Bo, by Paul Gladstone
-Bohemian Girl.

M. F. Roger's hitch Ida Stewart, by MarshalNey—Miss LlewcUin.
George P. Jones' dog Sam R., by Dash Brysou-

Daisy's Hope.
H. Hulman's bitch Olivette, by Count Noble

—Ruby's Girl.

J. A. McCargo's dog PiNK, by Startle, 8r.—Clio.
Dave, dog, by Startlir Sr.—Clio.

E. F. Rochelle's dog Bangalano, by Quilt>—
Lexington. ^ » »-

J. W. Renfroe's dog Joe Blackburn, by Nortler
Winnie I).

John H. Young's dog Fox D., by Jack—Fannie.
J. E. Hart's Ji'bal Early, In Roderigo—Daisy

Fisher. •'

Messrs. Bennger;& Cox's Bingo, by Paul Glad-
stone—Bohemian.

P. Henry O'Banners' bitch Rod's Bell, by Rod-
erigo—Bell of Piedmont.

'' "en.ry O'Banners' bitch Gossip, byRoderiro-
Bell of Piedmont. *
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Will Wilson's bitch Vanity Pair, by Roderigo—

Pet Gladstone.

Bert Crane's dog Zuc Sera, by Jean Val Jean
—Little Gift.

POINTERS.

Graphic Kennel's bitch Lady Gay Spanker, by
Rumor—Lady Norris.

Miss Rumor, by Rumor—I^ady Norris.

Riik;kview Lass, bitch, by Graphic—Frivolity.
Lebanon Kennel's Hayward, by Lebanon

—

Virginia.

Peneix)PE II, bitch, by Lebanon—Penelope.
Lebanon's Boy, dog, by Lebanon—Penelope.

IRISH sf:tters.

F. H. Perry's dog Rancho, by Clareraont Patsy—Nino.

Rose ok Clakemont, bitch, by Claremont
Fatay—Nino.

Yours truly,

T. M. Brumbev.
Secretary and Treasurer S. F. 1'. C.

Marietta, Ga., Aug. 35, 1890.
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KENNEL. IIEGI8TEK.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form. Write
plainly.

SALF.5.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS sold. August 2^pug dog Sir LoR IS II (Sir Lons—East Lake
Virgie), whelped April 3, 1890, to Jules
Kampe, Cincinnati, O.

H. F. KELL.Y Providence, R. I., sold toy skye
terrier bitch Daisy to Max J. Baehn, Omaha
Neb.

ST. CLOUD KENNELS have sold the following
Irish .setter bitch by St. Cloud—Princess Ida toW H. Ferris, Franklinville, N. Y
Irish setter bitch by Roval Ruby—Zylla to H

I. Goodman, Lewisburg, Pa.
Irish setter bitch by Champion Tim—Ruby
Glencho. to J[ames B. Blossom, N. Y

Irish setter bitch by Champion Elcho Jr —
Bessie Glencho, to Louis M. Hilsendeiren
Detroit. Mich. * '

Irish setter bitch by Elcho Jr.—Bessie Glencho
to Charles B. Cory, Boston, Mass

Irish setter dog by St. Cloud-Julia, to Charles
S. Kennedy, J'., New York City.

Irish setter dog by St. Cloud—Julia, to Prof L
P. Braive, New York City.

'

Irish setter dog by Kelso II—Julia, to G. Muss-
Arnolt, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

^'l5''j5*"^l.^°K by Kelso-Zephyr, to JohnMaddox, New York City.
*

H. W HUNTINGTON, Brooklyn, N. Y has
sold ^eyhound puppies whelped April 23,
' 'j "' ^"^""•pioii uoikis-Cnampion t:as-
sandra, as follows :

Highland Clan, Highland Donald High-
*

'm o" n'""^ S",'*
Highland Fairie 'to Mrs.N. Q. Pope, Poland Corner. Me

Highland Helen to C. S. Wixom, Covert,

Highland Yorks to R. h. McClusky, No 80
I.,eouard Street, New York

"^hu Y KICHLER'S (Covington, Kv.) pug
vn^itll^^"^ S'"-'-'^

<'5,.92) to FibirhartPug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II (0720)August 17, 1S90. v\/i'"h

'^^^^^'^^'. KNOB'S fox terrier bitch Hillside
BouN>.E (15,034) to C. D. Purroy's Brocker-hurst Qi.icK, August 20, 1890.

*'"<-'•-«

^' ^^^'^f^T,^ '°""' Kreyhound bitch Henri-etta to H. W. Huntington's ChampionBALKIS, August 16, IS90.
V-HAMI-ION

^ "^ii^H^w^'u '''?'''' greyhound bitch Loisette

Ju"e4^89^""
^"^ Champion Balkis,

M. C. TursT'S Irish setter bitch Claremont
Br.^JJ*^'" ('^'W '° <^e«>-Jfe H. Coveri's Redriver Glencho (11,472), August 18, 1890

°^*i!o.';?,."v^''\^J^,'^'*'
^""h »««" hitch IM-

Glk.ncho (11,472), August 9, 1890.
ST. CLOUD KENNELS' Irish setter bitch AtJ-

fElch,^''rr'n^"''y-/ty"«' '° '"^i^ MinStre"l
(Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho), July i, 1890

^" ^^u'^Y-'^^^)^^ *'"l'^'^
^^^"^ Carrie (RoyalRuby-Bessie Glencho) to St. Cloud Kennels'

py^f
~^*« (« lencho-Mavourneen) August

WHELPS.
GEORGE W.NEAL'S (Westville. Conn ) Eng-

i'.^k'^v 1n*'"l''P^'.*^
FOREMAN (Foreman!jolly Nell), whelned August 18, seven, five

dholz'- '

POULTRYan'^PIGEPNS-
NOTES IN PASSING.

Messrs. Philander Williams, George
W. Mitchell, George E. Peer and W. T.
Fonda have resigned from the New York
Poultry Association. The gentlemen
mentioned have done so much to make a
show in New York a success that the as-

sociation can ill afford to lose their active
support.

*
* »

The success of the coming New York
show should stimulate the officers and
nieml)ers of the New York Poultry Asso-
ciation to work harmoniously, and if the
withdrawal of the gentlemen above men-
tioned is due to any personal diflterences

with others in the association, it is to be
hoped that these will be mutually and
satisfactorily settled, and that the same
efficient officers of 1890 will pilot the
show of 1891.

* »

The unfortunate differences tliat have
parted our South Carolina friends seem
far from being amicably settled. Both
of the rival organizations clamor for the
A. P. A. meeting. The Fanciers'
Journal will treat the subject impartially
and present both sides of the controversy
before its readers. The latter can form
its own opinions as to which association
is entitled to the A. P. A. We would be
pleased to see both associations prosper
and hold rousing good shows without
considering the A. P. A. at all. The
latter is not indispensable to a show-
room.

fanciers. G. P. Reynaud, the popular
secretary of the American Buff Cochin
Club, as will be seen from his letter in

another column, is heartily in favor of
the new departure. Fanciers at large,

even those who favor the score card, are
now in favor of giving comparison judg-
ing a fair trial at the New York show.

« *

As we wish to keep our readers well in-

formed on the comparison vs. score card
judging controversy, we give below what
the American Stock-Keeper has to say
upon the subject last week : "Which
shall it be, romparison judging or the
present system of scoring ? Many breed-
ers are strongly in favor of the former,
while others declare that the latter is the
only true way, and a gredt many are on
the fence and cannot decide.

The Merchants' Exchange, of Charles-
inn Hi P oont
- - 1-, .-. ^., — ...

association of that city, in which the
Exchange says it will heartily concur in

extending to the American Poultrj- Asso-
ciation an invitation to the next annual
meeting in that city. "The Merchants'
Exchange," says the letter, "recognizing
the importance and standing of the
American Poultry Association, will wil-
lingly co-operate with you in sending
them a welcome to this city." It is

stated that the other exchanges in the
city will take similar action in a short
while.

The communication from H. P. Clarke
in this issue is the first intimation we
have received that the Charleston Associ-
ation did not pay all its prizes last year.
No doubt there has been some misunder-
standing which the officers of the associa-
tion can satisfactorily explain.

dogs, to F. WindY
Allister—Meua).

L.

t's Count Howard (Sir

GEORGE H. COVERT'S Irish setter bitch I it-TLE NELL (395 >),whelped Augu.^t ,9 thirteennine dogs, to hi's Dick Swiveler (A4.0)

Aiip^.^r-^'? greyhound bitch, whelped

""

DAiSY^n'fiL'i'* Tr*'"^
»'"" "^"*" "itchdaisy II (Slick—Daisy whelped August 10eleven, four dogs, to f1 F. Doty™KVNc?CRA^(Champion Conno—vim).

"-'"GtRAPT

^' ^^J^\^.^^-^^^-^'^ German Dogge (Great

twelvl ^i"-" ?"'''^*' ^"'^'P*^'' August ?8twelve, seven dogs, to his Pedro

^"^ft.^J^'-'^'*'^
(^^t- P«"'. Mi"") PUK bitchCHRfit-ASSKT Tara, whelped Aulust %

Boycot""
''°^''- "*• K*'">»rt'^Pug Klnnel^i

'^^•julia'^whelned'^^''^''''' ^ri"" ««tter bitch

IhelrKEL^^*^ ^'^^^ ""' "'«' '"^^ ^°«».">

"""
Wch*rwl'NK':'^rn''^' ,^"'K Charles spaniel

August ,6,,^ ^'^fi""
n-Duches.s), whelped

rSs. • * ^""^ ''°«''' '° Mr. Philfps'

NAMES CIJVIMED.

nkme^s^^7u.rT'°^''^1-"' ^ ' •
^'-i"" the

„£K-^^ef;-, -^•'-- and white

The Southern Stockman and Farmer
says : "At a barbecue held near Colum-
bus, Ga., recently, there was a chicken
pie seven feet long, five feet broad and
deep enough to hold ten dozen chickens.
It is said the drumsticks went to the
babies, the wings to the girls. The bad
boys must have gotten the gizzards. We
regret our absence.

*
• »

H. C. Hopkins, of California, writes:
"From June i, 1889, to June i, 1890, my
one hundred and fifty S. C. brown I^eg-

horns have laid 22,632 eggs."

#%

H

A correspondent of the Field says that
the white of the egg of a fowl or duck
becomes opai^ue and white when lx>iled

;

that of pigeons, singing birds, and to a
certain extent, that of plovers, remain
colorless and transparent.

»
• «

Judging by comparison is still the com-
mon topic of conversation among poultry

* «

"Comparison judging is carried on
with fully as much success in Europe as
the scoring system is in this country. It

is folly to say that the best bird will not
win under comparison. If a judge knows
his business he should be able to place
the prize right either way. The best bird
will show up and it is not necessary to
have a score card to decide. In ninety-
nine cases out of a hundred where there
is a tie under the scoring sastem it is set-

tled by comparison. Perhaps some judges
will be loath to admit this, but watch
them at a show and see. Shall we see
the scoring system vanish after this sea-
son ?

• *

"If some system of scoring might be
adopted whereby uniformity would be
the result, no doubt it would be wel-
mmt^A K\T oil K..oArlA..a K..* .^^x^ _ i ; -i

—J w-w^..w..>, .^M». n&A«_ie a uiiu
is scored 90 points in one show and 95
points in another, both held within a
short time, the exhibitor begins to think
that scoring is a farce. What advantage
are those scores ? If you wanted to sell

that bird and the intending purchaser
asked for the score, which one would you
give him ? If you gave him both, how
would you explain the wide difference ?

It would no doubt puzzle you and it

might result in the loss of the sale.

Should you give him the score of 95
points and he purchased the birds shown
him and received only a score of 90
points, how will the customer feel towards
you and what opinion has he of the
scoring system ?

"How many birds are sold each year at

a good figure under the cover of the score
card that are not worth half the price?
If a man desires to be dishonest it is very
e»3y for him to say this bird scored so
many points, and I have the score card.
How are you going to prove that that
card does not belong with the bird ? The
score card has been used as a cloak to
work off many a poor bird at a good
price. We saw an 'ad' some time since
of a breeder which read : 'In my breed-
ing yard this season there is not a bird
scoring less than 96 points.' Just think
of it

! And this was not a solid colored
fowl either. Great Scott ! What would
that pen of fowls have been worth ? By
the way, the advertised price of eggs was
$2 per thirteen."

THE OOLUMBARIAN SOCIETY.

It Is Permanently Orgranized and
Starts in Auspiciously.

The pigeon fanciers of Cincinnati and
vicinity met last Sunday afternoon at 3
o'clock, at Hunt's Hotel, Cincinnati, to
effect a permanent organization for the
advancement and cultivation of their
beautiful pets and their qualities. Mr.
Charles Tallman was selected as tempo-
rary chairman, and Mr. Otto Reutinger
as temporary secretary. The name of
the organization selected was the Cin-
cinnati Columbarian Association. Mr.
Charles Tanner was elected president
unanimously, and, with a graceful speech,
accepted the office. Mr. Fred Hegner
was t-lected vice-president, Mr. George
Ewalt was elected secretary, and Mr.
Otto Reutinger as treasurer.
The following gentlemen were ap-

pointed by the president to act in con-
nection with the officers as an executive
board : Mr. L. E. Moreland, Mr. Miller
Mr. H. Harper, Mr. C. Lawler and Mr."
B. Haller. The following gentlemen
were enrolled as members : Messrs. Otto
Reutinger, A. Storis.H. Harper. C. Miller,
Chris Lawler, Louis Moreland, Charles
Tanner, B. Haller, J. M. Jenkins, Charles
Tallman, Fred Hegner, A. L. Kreichman,
H. F. Lackman and Colonel C. B. Hunt.
Messrs Charles Tallman and A. B. Hortoti
were elected honorary members. The
following committee were appointed to
draft a set of rules and by-laws to govern
the association : Messrs. Ewalt, Tallman
and Reutinger.
The association will give an annual ex-

hibition of pigeons of all descriptions

—

pouters, homers and all fancv birds—and
seek by the most energetic efforts to give
their favorite sport the proper place in
the public estimation. The association
will meet next Sunday afternoon at 3
o'clock at Hunt's Hotel. All lovers of
pigeons are invited to become members.

"White Fowls.
Snow-white fowls with yellow legs and

skin, with the general shape and charac-
teristics of the Plymouth Rock, are des-
tined to be very popular in this country,
and the rea.son is not far to seek. There
is many a man whose life is very busy
who would like to take up a hobby if he
felt he could spare the time, but who is
deterred by the intricacies of marked
plumage. Life to him seems too short
to study into barrings, lacings and spang-
lings. With such things he will not be
bothered. Yet he is unwilling to touch
anything in which he can not excel or at
least do respectably. If he has fowls,
they must approximate to standard re-
quirements so as to render them beyond
criticism and ceusurt by his poultry
friends. He must have fowls that will
extort a fair degree of admiration from
his visitors, although he can not spend
the time in study necessary to breed
parti-colored fowls" that will do this. But
he can breed a solid white fowl that will
come near the mark, and therefore he
desires such a breed. Such men make a
demand for the white breeds, and as such
men always have and always will exist
so long as the world stands, 'there will be
a permanent demand for fowls of this
character.—American Poultry Yard.

Black Javas.

«

F. M. Gilbert, of Evansville, Ind., who
is the largest breeder of fantails exclu-
sively in the West, has just received
another lot of white fans from England.
These are said to be the finest birds that
money could buy in that country.

Black Javas originated .some years ago
in Missouri, no one knows precisely how.
A doctor made and kept a breed for
many years, but would not sell an egg or
a fowl to any one. A servant was pre-
vailed upon to steal some eggs for a
friend, and from these eggs the breed
was disseminated. They are a large,
glos.sy black fowl with single comb, red
wattle and earlobes, black or willow legs
and yellow feet. It is a fine teble fowl
and hardy.—Texas Farm and Ranche.

It never pays to crowd the fowls at any
time, and least of all during the hot
weather of the next two months.

If the egg shells are fed to the poultry
care should always be taken to crush
them thoroughly before feeding.

It would be a good plan when the fowls
are molting to give tincture of iron, one
tablespoonful to every quart of their
drinking water.
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FRAUD IN POULTRY.

Mr. Drevenstedt Interviewel by
Mr. Boyer on the Subject.

Hroiu Guide and Friend.

We foiiii.l Mr. J. H. Drevenste«lt at

his houie the other day. He was in had
humor Hhont sonielhiiij^ he had read. "1

tell yoM, Bojer, it makes me tired to

read and hear this everlasting cry of
fraud goiiifj on in the poultry papers."
We ventured the remark that there were
frauds in the poultry business.

"Yes, you arc rijiht." said Mr. Dreven-
stedt, "Init the worst fraud is often the
fellow who yells 'fraud' the loudest. I

can feel with any young breeder who
gets swindh'd by a poiiltry shark, but his

young bloo<l is apt to boil over and fer-

ment. I remember the first time I got
'stuck,' and it was a bad case, so I thought
then. Since the years have rolled on
I have learned to discriminate in matters
relating to the sale of jwultry . Absolute
criminal dealings are very rare in the
fraternity. The 'big guns' have been
charged with all sorts of deviltry, but,

barring a few exceptions, these "big guns'
are the bone and sinew of the fraternity.

They pay big prices for stock and natu-
rally ask big prices. It is tit for tat. I

don't blame them. I lost many sales by
cutting the price below that charged by
older and sliarjjer i)reeders."

"Do you consider the prices charged
^y '*>ig g"us' unreasonable," we asked.
"No

;
as a rule the price is regulated by

the record of the breeder who sells the
stock. If the laltt-r is successful in the
show room, he gets the pudding.' Fancy
poultry to bring good prices must strike
the heart of the fancier. The latter don't
care a fig for the common qualities of the
fowl. He wants blood. By the way
Boyer, do you know that it takes a thor-
oughbred^ man^ to appreciate thorough-
.;...v.3 at thcir fu" irtlue.- Give suili a
fellow a purse and he will .spend lil)erally
to obtain what he wants. Selling eg><s
even at $s per .setting is a poor bu.siness.
This IS the conrhisiou arrived at bv most
of the veteran breeders."
"Wliy should a breeder object to pock-

etniK $5 for a setting of eggs ? It is al-
most all profit." '-No. it is not It is a
big loss to the breeder. Everybody
wante eggs when we ought to have them
ourselves. If eggs are reasonably fer-
tile you can exjK-cl to raise 50 per centm chickens, and it must be infernally
poor stock if you cannot realize at least
Jio from each setting Then again the
trouble with customers who kick about
the bad hatching of the eggs. Often a
setting IS duplicated, and that adds to
the JOSS."

"Do you find much trouble in selliuK
eggs for hatching to unknown purchas-
ers?" "Well, as far as I am concernedmy experience will not amount to much
I never sol.l a great iiianv eggs for hatch-
ing, but I must say that I have no cause
to growl, as with but few exceptions I
found the purchasers perfectly honorable.
Occasionally a kicker will appear butyou can usually tell by his letter whether
he IS a -chump' or a thoroughbred.
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than ^3 for a setting. This class, how-
ever, is among the best buyers, and the
only one that will keep the thoroughbred
fanciers active. The fancier is a bird of
another family. He has nothing in com-
mon with the market poultryman, and
what he breeds is for pleasure only."
"You mean to say the fancier and

market poultryman don't harmonize?"
"Yes

; the true fancier is more interested
in the markings of the fowl than the egg
product. You will find him at the shows,
and he is the man that pays the prices
for prize winners. To illustrate, a certain
breeder of a popular breed plodded along,
advertising his stock in the poultry
papers in a conventional way. He was
modest but had wonderfully good stock,
which, however, was lost to the world
until he startled the show room by his
grand exhibits. He advertised his pre-
miums, and the demand for his stock was
phenomenal. Fanciers bought up all his
surplus stock at big prices. This breeder
don't cater to market poultrvmen any
longer. He struck the paying vein that
brings in the 'ducats.' "

"But he must sell his culls to market
poultrvmen ?" "No, not if he is wise.
He will sell them to the butchers, or eat
them. It don't pay to sell culls at any
price, except for market purposes. If
)ou sell culls the buyer will often adver-
tise them as your strain. An instance
occurred a few years ago, which will
suffice to show the danger. A certain
'cheap John' breeder bought the culls
from a noted breeder at one dollar each.
These culls were used as a club after-
wards. He penned them up and visitors
were invariably told that they were Mr.
X.'s famous strain, and then comparison
was courted with the birds of his own
breeding, which naturally resulted in the
'cheap John's favor."

\oung breeders often do the most kick-
ing, but I invariably help to cure themby guaranteeing satisfaction. It don't
cost much to do so, and at the same time
gives them an idea that the fraternity is
not a lot of rascals. Still the duplication
of eggs for .setting is a dangerous prac-
tice, as many have been imposed uponby the statements of dishonest buyers
The general rule now is duplicate eggs at
half price." »ft ••

"What do you consider a fair price for
a setting of eggs?" "That depends on
the breed somewhat. Indian game egjre
from choice i>ens are cheap at iio per
setting

;
from ordinary pens they are

dear at any price. I thmk I3 per settinif

'VIaZ *''
^^'A "l^^ ^'"'" "»e best pens

should be sold for. Still we can sell etresfrom the non-sitting breeds at ta per
setting, at t good profit. It depends onwho buys the eggs. A fancier wantsonly
eggs from prize winners, and the price isno object An ordinary poultrvman,
although he breeds thoroughbreds for
market, and perhaps sells eggs to breed-
ers like myself, seldom cares to pay more

Indian Ghames at Charleston.
Editor Fancibrs* Journai,.

Sir : To show how rapidly Indian
games have come to the front it may not
be out of place to tell how the fowls were
treated at Charleston last year. In mat-
ing up their premium list that associa-
tion copied very largely from the Buffalo
International show of the year before, and
thus it happened that they offered regular
cash prizes on Indian games.
Supposing that these prizes were offered

in good faith, I sent birds down there
and won some of them. But the mem
bers of the association taking Indian
games to be merely some "new-fangled
invention" which they had never heard
of before and never expected to hear of
again, repudiated those oflfers and ma<le
a lot of foolish excuses to get out of pav-
ing the prizes. And they did not pay
them. Now, in less than a year's time,
that same association is show'iiig particu-
lar attention to the Indian game men
sending special invitations to the Indian
Game Club and making extra efforts in
every way to secure the attendance and
exhibits of the Indian game breeders
Wonderful change in so short a time is
It not ? But say, is that great inierna-
/«o«a/ i//OM' of the .South Carolina Foul-
try and Pet Stock A.ssociation (not in-
corporated) worthy the patronage of In-
dian game breeders as long as its last
year's prizes on this variety still stand
unpaid? And if the association would
serve one member of the Indian Game
Club in that manner, might it not be
"laying for" the others onlv waiting for
a chance to dupe them after the same
fashion? H. P. Clarkk.
Indianapoms, Ind., Aug. 27.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

Qrowing Chickens—Moulting Out
Old Stock Birds for Show.

W, C<x)k in Poultry.

Chickens which are well developed
and have got a good start grow rapidly
this month. Early chickens apiiear to

grow faster in August and September
than at any other time of the year, if

they are kept under favorable circum-
stances. It is just the same with the
hens which are moulting during this

month. If they have cast \ few feathers,

the new ones appear to come very
quickly. New feathers always grow much
quicker in hot weather. In the hot
sunny weather of August the later

hatched chickens require a little more
care. They should be cooped out of the
sun ; if not, many of them will droop
their wings and begin to waste away.
Those who have a lot of chickens of all

ages will find it better to separate the
late hatched ones, as even if they enclose
them in a confined run they will finl

they get on a great deal better. I have
had four chickens of different breeds
enclosed in a rabbit hutch this last month
with some peat moss on the bottom of
the hutch (of course these were late

hatched), and I find that those which
were running about with the hens have
not grown so fast. This may appear to
be against Nature, but it is nevertheless
true.

I always try a few every year in coops
against those which have a large range,
and in almost every case I find the
former do better. This should be a great
encouragement to those who rear birds
in towns, and have only got small accom-
modation. It is really remarkable how-
fast fowls grow in confined runs. One

-•>^ <n.otvviy k.icuii ii uuiesb mey tried

—The editor of the News would advise
secretaries of fairs wanting a firstcla.ss
all-round judge this fall on poultry to
correspond with J. H. Drevenstedt
Hammonton, N. J He is honest, fear-
less, aiKl we personally know that he
does his work -satisfactorily.—[Poultry
News. We endorse every word of that
Mr. Drevenstedt is not only an honest'
fearless and able judge, but a practical
poultry raiser. His opinion is sought by
nearly all the judges, and it is generally
believed that a decision by Dreven.stedt
is imperative and will stand. He will do
considerable judging in the South this
year, having already been engaged for
some of the leading shows to be held
there.—Poultry Guide and Friend

the experiment. One thing in their
favor, which no doubt helps them a great
deal, is they are sheltered more from the
wet and escape the dewy grass of the
early morning. This throws young
chickens back very much. Those farm-
ers who go in for rearhig a laree number
of fowls should always keep sheep in the
runs, as they keep the grass close, so
that what dew there is only wets the
feet and legs, and not the feathers.
Late hatched chickens should have a

little tonic to help them along, and care
should be taken to examine them well
for vermin. There are many people who
make a mistake here, and think that if
their chickens' houses and coops are
kept clean it is an impossibility for them
to have any vermin. The birds should
all be dusted over with insect powder,
and the best way to do this, so as to pre-
vent waste, is to have a large sheet of
paper on a table, then after the chickens
are well dusted the powder should be
just gently k-.ocked off the outside of
their plumage on to the paper, when it
can l)e put back into the tin again.
When vermin are once allowed to get

ahead they weaken the chickens very
much. I believe more chickens die
through being infested with vermin than
with all the diseases put together. When
vermin get upon them it weakens the
constitution, and they are much more
susceptible to the ailments which chick-
ens are liable to ; and last, but not least
thousands of chickens die with overflow
ofthe gall upon the liver. I often find
chickens that die of this disease covered
with vermin. These little pests cause the
birds to get so low and weak that the
liver does not act properiy, consequently
the gall overflows. I do not mean
to .say that this happens in all cases
where there is vermin, as in other cases
they may have vermin upon them and
still not have an overflow of gall. I
mention this because there have been so
many post-mortems come under my
notice these last few vears showing these
symptoms. Do not fbrget the sharp erit
for the young stock.

It is q'uite time all the early hatched
cockerels were disposed of that are not
required for breeding, as it gives those
which are left more room. When the
pullets are required for exhibition, if it is
convenient, the cockerels should be taken

away from them, because the combs of
the pullets may be injured by the male
birds. On the other hand, I have tried
the experiment of having some cockerels
taken away from the pullets and shut up
in a run by themselves, and in almost
every case those which were running with
the pullets grew faster and were of a
greater weight than the cockerels which
were running together. I mention this
last fact because some people are in such
trouble on account of not being able to
separate the birds, and they have an idea
that the cockerels will be ruined or
stunted in their growth, but this is not
my experience. By all means separate
them where it is convenient. When a
young cockerel has been allowed to run
with the pullets the flesh will be found
much darker on the thighs than it is
with those which have never run with
the hens. This should be remembered
where one wants the cockerels for killing
purposes.
When I say those cockerels which are

not intended for stock should be killed,
I meau those with crooked toes, bad
combs, wry backs or crooked breasts.
Pullets also with any of these deformi-
ties I never recommend to be used even
for crossing purposes, though they may
be pure bred birds, because those who
use pure bred cockerels always like to
see a nice-looking bird, or at any rate a
nice shap)ed bird. Some people will
throw a good cockerel away, or rather
kill him, because he has a crooked breast,
but before they do this they should notice
where the crook is in the breast, as this
makes a lot of difference. If the en<l of
the bone turns, and lays more on one
side than the other, and is what we call
a curved breast, it is not advisable to use
such birds for the table. But when it is
just a dent in the middle of the breast,
this often occurs through going to roost
eariy, and the weight of the bird on the
perch makes quite a hole or dent large
enough to lay two fingers in. Now this
looks bad when the bird comes on the
table, but when the breast is injured in
this way it does not make any difference
If they are required for stock birds, as of
course it is not constitutional but nierelv
an accident. As long as the breast bone
IS straight from end to end the birds can
1j€ used for stock. I mention this be-
cause there are many good early birds
often sacrificed because of this, and pur-
chasers are often very disappointed when
they buy young slock cockerels and find
they have this drawback.
At thi.s time of the year I have numer-

ous applications for advice as to the best
way of^ moulting out old stock birds that
are to be shown in the autumn or early in
the winter. The best thing to do with
them that I know of is to put each in a
large coop in an outbuilding where there
IS plenty of air and ventilation, and at
the same time nice and warm. Give
them a tonic powder that will not act
upon the egg organs, in their soft food
in the morning. If they are treated in
this way they will usually shed their
feathers much quicker. 'in all cases
they should have a coop to themselves.
When birds are put together while they

are moulting, and especially in the hot
weather, they are very liable to peck the
young quill feathers as soon as they be-
pin to shoot. It does not hurt the birds
in the least to be shut up, but in all
cases they should be kept clean and have
peat moss on the bottom of the coop
When the birds moult early it does not
weaken their system in the same way as
It does if they moult late in the season.
When they are shut up in this way they
should have sulphur put in their soft
food at the least four times a week. The
food should be given as hot as they can
eat It. This will help to make the old
feathers drop. When the tail feathers do
not drop out (juickly they should be
pulled out, as they are very loose and
they will not hurt the birds. Whether
the feathers are pulled out or not it is
always well to use a little vaseline on the
roots of the feathers, so that the vaseline
soaks into the holes where the feathers
come out of When this is doue the new
feathers break out so much easier, and at
the same time it prevents any vermin
^'etting round the quills as thev are shoot-
ing out. When the vaseline is not used
the vermin often suck the nutriment
from the young quills, so that they are
never able to open properly, and it gives
the tail feathers an appearance as though
they had a blight.

If poultry breeders will take care to do
this, especially in the male birds, they
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will find that the cockerels have no diffi-

culty in growing a good tail. Many peo-
ple write a-sking what they are to do with
their old birds' tails, as the young feath-
ers come out so very badly, but this
trouble can be avoided by cat rying out
these instructions. Care must be taken
where the vaseline is put. viz., two or
three times on the skin of the tail while
the feathers are growing, and not ou the
feather unless it is just on the end of the
quills when they begin to shoot out. I

hope readers will forgive me being so
particular about this, but I wish to make
it plain, as some people do not always
take hold of things so readily as others.

About two years ago I wrote and said
a little mustard and turpentine mixed
and rublied round the fowl's head where
the nits were, would kill all the.se pests,
and at the same time prevent other birds
from plucking the feathers out. A few
weeks afterward a gentleman came into
my office, pulling a very long face, and
bringing some birds with him, saying
that he was afraid that my remedy did
not answer at all. I said : "Why, my
good fellow, what have you been doing
with your birds?" He said: "Oh, I
made a solution of mustard and turpen-
tine and dipped my fowls in all over

;

several of them are dead, and I have
brought one for you to look at." I asked
him why he di<l this, and he said : "Be-
cause you recomtnended it." I told him
I hoped an officer from the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelly to Animals
would not meet him going home, as if he
did they would run him in. The poor
bird was blistered and as red as a piece
of raw beef. Now this all happened
through not noticing the paragraph prop-
erly, but I should mention thai he said
he thought if it was good for the nits it
was good for the lice, so he did them all
over.

SCORE CARD VS. COMPARISON
Another Arsrument in Pavorof the

Latter Mode of Judging.
Editor Fanciers' Journai..

vSiR
: The poultry fraternity is now

greatly agitated over the proper mode of
judging, and many are the able articles
written on the subject. Score cards have
had a lengthy and fair trial, and have
given rise to as many complaints as prob-
ably any other mode of judging would
give.

The competitors complain of unjust
cuts the judges complain of excess of
work and the public complains that as a
rule the prizes are awanled the last day
of the show and often only after its
close.

Now, as gentlemen of intelligence is it
not time for the breeders to devise somemeans of lessening complaints? Well
etussee what is proposed. Comparison
is offered, aud in support of its claim can
otter three positive points :

n^^i'I"^'
^^ ?" '" "'*•' •" England, where

poultry receives more attention than in
this country, and it gives as much satis-

i'^st'em
'°^ "'"''^^ """' '^^ ^*-'*"'^ *=*''

wm be decreased by seventy-five per

Thirdly All prizes can be awarded onthe second day of a show and the publicthereby made happy.
^

I will leave the di.scussing of the rela-

write'rsT .°M^''^"
->-tem1omore abfe

Xr « V
"'.

^'"i"
"'"^''

' ^''l ^"^y Until

Uk,i the score card is the best system I

mantahH,
'" «'?«.«''" comparison andmaintain its superiority.

com?.r
•''*" '""J',*"' ^''"'« l« f^o is to give

b^en^He"°," 1" /"'' '""' ^i"*^^ ^^ hasbeen decided that the New York show,

coi'*'-' '^ ^V' '^'' i'' t° '>e judged by-

maCh^A '"' *•" breeders' unite i^
"

onlv^^i
*" ^'''^\^^^ '^''"^ °f America,mA ^ * K'-^«J;,^bowcaii a fair decisive

ten ? f
'^^ ^"^" ^^^ »•' breeders at-

of he sl"*;'^'
'^^"''>'.'^lo«-ly the workings

01 the system )n trial on the last day of

Seji^V"^'*" --^ «»d fullfdt'uLme points at issue.

oni^com,^.^"
""^ ""'^ *^^ ^^'"^ '«terest,

free dUo I
" """*• "y '^ f"*"" l"«l an^ a

notl?nfro"lose "^
''Tfi''

*^'''" ^"^
8 lu lose. (,_ p Rkynaiid.

POULTRY GOSSIP.
IteniM of Intoreist (br Both Breeder and

C:on8anier.
Special Correspondence.

The Fanciers' Gazette (England), in its

issue of August 8, gives an excellent illus-

tration of a pair of Cayuga ducks. There
is a life and snap about Ludlow's duck
pictures that please the eye. This is in
decided contrast to the alleged illustra-
tions that occasionally appear in print.
Some ofthe latter look like a problem in
geometry. The Cayuga being an Ameri
can duck is not appreciated by Americans
it seems, but our English friends,knowing
what good meat is, take kindly to the
little black duck. Cayugas are certainly
very hardy, and the glistening plumage
of the drake is l>eautiful. As a table fowl
they are as good as the best, having less
offal than some of the larger breeds.
Several English breeders in this country
have given the Cayuga the prominence it

deserves, but most Americans seem to
associate a black plumaged bird with a
crow when it comes to quality of meat.
A greater error was never permitted to
take root.

—0:0

—

I was convinced of this last spring
when visiting Fulton Market, New York
City, where in conversation with one of
the principal dealers in dressed poultry I
was informed that the finest dressed fowls
came from a farm in New Jersey, and the
carcasses were white with black shanks
attached. They were Langshans. No
one objects to a white-skinned, black-
legged turkey, so why permit the "old
chestnut" of claiming yellow-legged
fowls superior to others to go the rounds
of the press ? We cannot eat the color.
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America. He was bound for old England
and will spend his vacation among the
fanciers of that country. Mr. Sharp cer-
tainly deserves a vacation, as the rush of
business caused by the Indian game boom
taxed him severely, mentally and phy-
sically. He reports having had some
1500 inquiries the past season for the
"bird of destiny."

—0:0

—

Mr. Sharp is also convinced that next
season will eclipse the past one as far as
the demand for Indian games is con-
cerned. Hundreds are waiting to inve.st

in birds, fondly hoping for a decline in
prices. Judging by the supply of birds
on hand, the prices will be if anything
higher than last season.

This would create a panic in the egg
market For the sake of the visitors at
the shows, keep the novice at home.
While incubator contests hardly decide
which is the best machine, it is neverthe-
less true that such experts as Rankin,
Cooper, Smith, Warner and others create
a powerful lot of amusement for the chil-
dren. A novice would make a sorry
mess of it, fully as bad as the fi-rst loaf
of bread a charming but inexperienced
woman will bake.

The Indian Game Club is growing rap-
idly in numbers. This is due to Secretary
Sharp's energetic management. Forty-
two nienil>ers have signed, and it is ex-
pected that the club will have loo mem-
bers by the New Year. The standard is

being thoroughly discussed and will be
ready for adoption the coming fall or at
the first meeting of the club.

The Fanciers' Gazette (England) in its
report of the Plymouth show, speaks of
the winner of first in the Indian game
cocks

: "The royal winner, looking again
like burnished steel, and is one of the
finest birds living." The winner was
bred by John Fray n. Apierican fanciers
may have a chance to see this famous bird
t^fore next spring.

—0:0—
In a previous issue of The Journal I

have called attention to the "Orpington
boom" and expressed my doubts as to
the value of this new breed. It is refresh-
ing and encouraging to read what that
able English journal, the Stock-Keeper,
has to say on this subject. It remarks

I started to read an interesting article
in a poultry journal recently and for a
few minutes the rich thoughts of the
author absorbed my attention, when sud-
denly the article became an advertise-
ment and I was told the old, old story of
how good a certain strain of birds were.
The journal that tolerates such glaring
free advertisements certainly does an in-
justice to "the boys" who have neither
the time nor the "gall" to puff up their
stock in print.

Recently a journal contained a very
conspicuous puff which gave the subject
such a hallowed character and his birds
such a superior prominence over all

others that one wonders where all this
egotism and conceit or deceit will end.
It is certainly pleasant to praise another,
but when a man does his own praising it

is well to remeinl)er an old German pro-
verb : "Self-praise is odoriferous." A
literal translation is out of place.

A French gentleman residing in Ham-
monton, N. J., received twelve Simon
Pure Houdans direct from the land of
"frog eaters." The expressage on these
birds amounted to |26. The distance
was about 3500 miles. Yet our American
express companies charged me, or at-
tempted to, I28 for a pair of birds from
New York to a point in Nevada. Yet I
am told the express companies carry
birds at a loss.

—0:0

—

There is too much descrimiuation in
express rates. A Brahma cock sent from
Indiana to Hammonton, N. J., cost I1.40
express charges

; a bird of the same breed
sent from East Orange, N. J., to Ham-
monton, N. J., I1.20 express charges. I
shipped a pen of eight birds to southern
Florida for $7, and I am asked I28 for a
pair to Nevada. A pig weighing the
same as a St. Bernard pup cost one-half
as much in express charges.

Some one ha.s been trying to l>ooni the Or-pingtons.n America.bul we letrn from the Amer-ican Fanciers' Journal that fanciers there 'allseem to a^ree there will be no boom' for these

h.ffil'nhebuV''^^ t""* '^ many breeds now
th.itfill thebUl.' So have we, but some peoplehave a weakness for anything with a new name.'

-?.iSru.';iro;i^„,5'.'°-''»'''

That's about the size of it

—0:0—
"Who is the breeder" still keeps our

cousins t'other side ofthe pond guessing.
The rule here is when a man wins with
his birds, he is the breeder; when he
loses, somebody else is the breeder. The
meanest biped, however, is the fellow
who sells a bird to another and if the
bird wins, the aforesaid biped loudly pro-
claims the fact that Ae is the breeder. A
bird once sold, all honors belong to the
purchaser, whether he is the breeder or
not I sometimes think there should be
a breeders' cup oflTtred for the male and
five of his progeny. This should induce
letter attention toward breeding fine
stock. Produce stakes are in vogue in
cattle and dog shows, so why not in poul-
try shows ?

—0:0

—

I recently met Mr. O. K. Sharp, of the
firm C. A. Sharp & Co., the largest im-
porters and breeders of Indian games in

An advertiser has certain rights, and it

must make him feel decidedly queer to
be told that some other fellow's stock is

so vastly superior to his own or implied
as such, especially when the other fellow
pays nothing for his advertisements. Yet
this is a monthly wenu served to the
lambs.

—0:0

—

The American Stock-Keeper comes out
squarely for abolishing disqualifications
in judging fowls. No bird should lie

disqualified for color defects. I saw the
best brown Leghorn of 1889 disqualified
for a slight gray tip on one of the small
feathers covering the primaries and an-
other fine bird win who had white in the
face. It was a case of misplaced eye-
sight on the part of the judge.

—:o:

—

A breeder of brown Leghorns cooly
told me once that he must color the
feathers of his crack birds occasionally
or they would get in the tureen. I have
seen flocks of brown Leghorns that were
free from white or grey to a considerable
extent, but the males and females were
altogether too black. White or grey
should be severely cut as a defect. Good
brown Leghorn males are getting very
scarce.

— :o:

—

The Germantown Telegraph "would
like to see an honest incubator contest,
the machines to be operated by novices.''

When I met one of the Traffic Com-
mittee in New York recently, all these
matters were discussed, and as usual the
companies denied thai they made any
discrimination in rates or gave special
rates to certain breeders. This breeders
and shippers know to be false and every-
one should secure receipts with charges
written out in full to use as evidence
against the companies. Being chairman
ofthe committee appointed by the A. P.
A. to secure lower rates on fancy poultry,
breeders will confer a favor by sending to
me all memorandas relating to express
charges.

When the red cap first made its bow
before the American poultry fraternity it

was confidently predicted that the boom
would be short-lived. There was a tem-
porary activity in the sales aud then
came a lull, but the intrinsic value ofthe
breed and the result of extensive adver-
tising it received in the start has created
a large demand for it. Several of the
largest bree<lers of red caps in this coun-
try assured me that they could scarcely
fill their orders, so steady was the demand
for choice birds. Young red cap cock-
erels are about as precocious as anything
in the fowl line. The chickens when
properiy handled are (juite hardy, but a
red cap chick must have unlimited range
to do well. This applies to Ham burgs
as well

.
If both these bree<ls are allowed

full liberty from the day they are a week
old, and allowed to roost in trees, in fact
lead an outdoor life, the cry of their be-
ing tender and roupy will cease. The
plumage will also be brighter and better.
This is my experience, and I have handled
both breeds under different treatments.

As layers red caps are in the first rank.
A breeder in Peunsylvania recently re-
ported pullets averaging over 200 eggs
each per annum. The chief objection to
red caps is the enormous comb they have.
Great care should be taken to select
combs set firmly on ihe head and not too
large, although in c Ider climates there
is a natural tendency toward smaller
combs.

J. H. Drevenstedt.

~:^^C
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WHERE WILL THE A. P. A. MEET?

Both Chfirlestcm and Greenville

Claim the Honor—Oomments
of the Press.

PROPOSKD SUBSTITUTE FOR GALA WEEK.
Charleston (3. C.) Daily Sun, Aug. 19.

The proposition to substitute a chicken
how in January for a gala week—or its

AMKRICAN POULTRY ASSOCIATION.

Greenville (S. C.) Daily News, Aug. 21, i8go.

The News and Courier and the Charles-

ton World, evidently by common inspira-

tion, printed last week editorial articles

regarding the place for the next show of

the American Poultry Association. We
suppose our esteemed contemporaries in-

tend to convey the idea that they were
giving rea.sons why that show should be
held in Charleston.

The truth is there is in this state but
one responsible organization for the pur-

pose of promoting the culture of fine

poultry and pet stock. That is the South
Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion, duly incorporated and capable of
suing and being sued, having a business

standing, the power to make contracts

and the liability to be held responsible

for them.

If our recollection is correct, Charles-
ton has established the record of failing
to give the last poultry and pet stock
show held there support sufficient to pay
its cost, even with the help of poultry
fanciers and persons interested in such
matters \rnty- every part of the state.
With the greater proportion of the fan-
ciers now iu the new association, it ap-
pears to us that there is rather a blue
outlook for any show of the kind in that
city. The whole trouV)le, as we under-
stand, was caused by the selfishness or
jealou.y of a few members of the old
association. The majority of the members
of the Executive Committee present at
the meeting held, we think, in Columbia,
decided that in the future the shows
should be held in alternatinsr vears at
Columbia, Charleston and Greenville.
This was objectionable to other members
and those who had favored the change
were expelled, wheupon they proceeded
to organize the new a.ssociation.
They have received every promise of

help and encouragement in Greenville
and throughout the stale. Their roll of
officers and active members includes
such pien as T. B. Lee, of Anderson

; L.
D. Childs, of Columbia ; B. F. Perry, of
Greenville; Stephen T. Lea, of Co'kes-
bury

;
Joseph Walker, of Spartanburg

;

Dr. Theodore Croft, of Aiken ; Dr. J. A.
Barksdale, of Laurens, and nianv others
of the same kind—bankers and business
and professional men who are leaders in
their communities and known throughout
the state. Their stock subscriptions as-
sures them of ample capital and they
are at work with energy and enterprise
determined to make the first show a splen-
did success. They give it in Greenville,
which is a live, progressive, wide awake
city, centrally located in one of the
finest farming and stock regions of the
South. The railroad facilities here are
ample, the climate and water are unex-
ceptionable and the accommodations to
be provided will be the best.

All the Sonth Carolina Poultry and Pet
Stock Association asks is that the Ameri-
can Poultry Association will before plac-
ing its next show, look into the subject
thoroughly, inform itself regarding the
strength and prospects of the two asso-
ciations—the windy one and the real—
and investigate the respective claims of
the two communities and the merits of
the territories surrounding them. It is
a business matter, and the South Carolina
Association wants the decision made on
a business basis. Newspaper flapdoodle
and gush and vague talk about future
festivals and gala weeks don't go. The
American Association wants to deal with
something real—not with a collection of
an unknown number of individuals rep-
resented only by a name, an assortment
of second-hand chicken coops and
lynches, some small debts, we believe,
and 1 record of failure.

equivalent, by whatever name it may be
called in the fall, for the benefit of our
city trade is a joke too tran.«parent for
comment.
There is no assurance whatever, beyond

the sanguine representations of some
personally interested "hustler," that the
American Poultry Association will hold
its next exhibit in Charleston.

If it did what benefit would accrue to
Charleston, bej-ond the temporary reve-
nue derived by the hotels and a few pub-
lic corporations, from the bare occasion of
the meeting in this city once in a gener-
tion of a collection of disinterested
strangers for the show ?

The country peo,)le—the natural allies
and mainstays of Charleston—whose
good will and patronage is our depend-
ence, alter all is said and done—would be
kept away and further estranged by a
continuation of that policy which has
been so hurtful to us in the" past.

For, though we do not know, nor do
we care, what were the merits of the
schism of the up-counir)- from this quasi
or pseudo public enterprise and the pri-
vate promotor or promotors thereof, we
deem it settled without the necessity of
further inquiry, so far as the usefulness
to this city of the institution is concerned,
that when the country people were alien-
ated and the undertaking placed in a po-
sition of antagonism to them, it was mis-
tnanaged for all the purposes which could
give it a claim to displace the gala week
festival. The gala week, was conceived, we
believe, for the double purpose of cultivat-
ing friendly intercourse with our country
cousins and inducing them to spend their
dollars with the merchants of their own
metropolis. The poultry show in Janu-
ary would defeat both these objects. The
country people would already have laid
in their stores, and they will prefer to
take their chickens to the up-country
show, where they are convinced, how-
ever mistakenly matters not, they can
alone get fair play.

Charleston's larger and more import-
ant public concerns have too often in the
past been sacrificed for personal interests
and private and narrow schemes.
Any scheme intended to take the place

Oi t«ie duiuiiiii icMuval must be on a
popular .scale . It is impossible to inspire
the necessary public interest in the suc-
cess of a private scheme, which is not
even incorporated.
Such a scheme may possess claims on

the public by virtue of its enterprise as
long as it is wi.sely managed. But, when
after a year's existence, its only result
appears to be a distinct injury to the
community in which it is located, does it

not appear to be publishing the proverbial
possibilities of "cheek" too tar to ask
the injured community to get up facti-
tious furore of excitement for its benefit
purely ?

We do not wish to appear harsh.
But we cannot shut our eyes to facts
which affect the public. And we have
remain*d silent as long as our duty to
the public would f)ermit us.

Silver- LiflCED Wyhndottes.

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL.

Canadian News.
Special Correspondence.

Toronto, Can., Aug. 27.

Mr. John Miles aud Mr. Arthurs have
received from Mr. Ernest Strike, of Corn-
wall, England, twelve Indian games.
They are very large typical birds, though
most are at present out of feather. One
cock scaled twelve pounds just after his
journey across the ocean.

The homing pigeon races in connection
with the Toronto Industrial Exhibition,
are to be given as follows : Two hundred-
mile race, from Sarnia, Out., and the ^00-
mile race from Charlotte, Mich.
The Industrial Exhibition people are

supplying coops for pigeons this year.
They are of good design and made so
that they can be tthoroughly cleansed.
There are 342 coops in all which I hope
to see filled.

I would like to see some American
feather fanciers take in the Canadian
shows this fall. I think they would suc-
ceed well.

Mr. A. J. Groves has received from
England per steamer Toronto, six pairs
of homers, some of which are sired by a
cock winner of races from 260 to 512
miles in Belgium. They are nil fine,
racy-looking birds and should prove val-
uable. He expects about sixty birds of
different varieties this month. Anon.

BY IRVING CROCKER.

It is claimed by some poultry breeders

that there is no such thing as a general

purpose fowl. If they mean by this that

there is no breed iu which is combined to

their full extent the laying qualities of
the Leghorn aud the fine table qualities

of the Indian game there is a show of
reason for the assertion. But if, as is

generally supposed, the term applies to

that breed in which these characteristics

are combined to a degree that makes it a

profitable breed, whether egg or market
poultry is desired, then there is such a

fowl and the silver-laced Wyandotte fills

the bill. For this and other reasons it is

the fowl for the farmer and the fancier.

Of course this claim will be denied by
some breeders of limited experience aud
unlimited prejudice. I hear them say :

"The chicks are slow in feathering, the
roosters backward in crowing, the hens
sitters from June tojanuarj'," and a whole
catalogue of chicken iniquities and per-

versities are laid at their door. Now a

controversy with these men would lie

neither interesting nor profitable. Facts
and arguments are alike unavailing.
Such are their prejudices that it would
be easier to win a Catholic over to Pro-
testentism or to convince an agnostic of
the truths of Revelation than to satisfy
them that there is any breed of fowls
equal to the particular one in their yards.
There is room for all. If the Plymouth
Rock breeder is satisfied with a dull
plumage, and the Minorca breeder with
a beefy comb, by all means let them sing
their praises to the end, and all good
Wyandotte breeders will applaud where
applause is deserved.
The origin of the Wvandotte fowl is

somewhat obscure. But it matters little
whether it was the result of systematic
crosses or of natural selection. It has
now reached the dignity ol a thorough-
bred where the chances of reversion are
reduced to a ininimum and the good
qualities of its ancestors retained and
thoroughly established.
At one time this breed was largely in

the hands of men who cared nothing for
its improvement. If they could buy a
speckled hen for fifty cents and sell her
for Is she was as good a Wyandotte as
they desired. These methods lasted only
while the demand was greater than the
supply, but it was long enough for them
to work great injury to the breed. Natu-
rally the victims of these questionable
practices are the most unreasonable crit-
ics of the breed to-day.
On the other hand, there were a few

breeders from the earliest history of the
breed who worked and studied for its

improvement. They were handicapped
by an imperfect standard, but with an
ideal of their own they made their .selec-
tions and every year brought them nearer
the perfect Wyandotte. Their numbers
have been increased by thorough fanciers
who have joined in the good work. The
results already attained show good judg-
ment on the part of these breeders. In
the greater uniformity, better proportions
and finer plumage they see much to en-
courage them to continue their efforts.
For, great as the improvements have
been, there are still obstacles to be over-
come and defects to be eliminated—de-
fects as old as the breed and established
by long years of neglect. Chief among
these is the pencilling in plumage of
females happily growing beautifully less.
It would seem that the earlier breeders
of this variety were satisfied if they could
get the breasts free from this defect and
never gave a thought to backs and wings.
To make matters worse—as already in-

timated—the original standard did not
recognize it as a defect, while its apolo-
gists said "pencilling is characteristic of
the breed," "you must not aim at im-
possibilities," "the breeder must be en-
couraged," "you must give him some-
thing easy." For fear that there mav be
some who are still haunted bv this ghost
I will say right here that such talk is un-
adulterated nonsense. Under careful
management we see this pencilling dis-
appearing, and no fancier with a particle
of true grit in his makeup gets discour-
aged during the necessarily slow process.
On the contrary, he finds sufficient in-

centive in knowing that the credit will
be in proportion to the difficulties which
he overcomes.
We sometimes hear it said that Wyan-

dottes are hard to breed. As compared
with solid colored fowls this may be true.
It is equally true of Plymouth Rocks and
of brown Leghorns. Those who are fa-

miliar with these breeds know how
quickly the one will degenerate into
ding3% brassy unattractive fowls and the
other develop white feathers and white
under color if carelessly bred, and yet
nothing is said about their being "hard
to breed." The fact is, the man who
seeks to breed any parti-colored fowl and
keep it up to standard—to say nothing of
improving—has no ea.sy task before him.
As layers the Wyaiidoltes are lieing

more highly prized with each succeeding
year, not only in this country, but in
England, where they are considered sec-
ond to none, in many cases surpassing
their so-called egg machines. It is safe
to say that as egg-producers they excel
all other breeds that hatch their own
young.
As a table fowl it is hard to imagine

anything finer. It is po.ssible that the
Indian game is superior iu this respect,
but there I draw the line. Time will tell

it even this exception is necessary so far
as quality of meat is concerned.
Regarding the future of the Wyandotte

it never looked more promising. Really
fine birds were never in greater demand
than at present, and better prices were
obtained last spring than ever before.
This demand is not the result of a l)oom,
but is a strong, healthy growth, and one
that will be felt for years to come. As a
breed it has recovered from the set back
it received by bad breeding and a system
of selling that was questionable if not
fraudulent. He is a poor prophet who
predicts for it other than a bright future.

Naturally of a quiet disposition but
great foragers if allowed to run, they are,
of all others, the fowl for the farmer who
has an eye not only to utility, but beauti-
ful plumage and fine symmetry as well.
The freedom of the farm serves to inten-
sify their good qualities, and the farmer
who embarks in Wyandotte culture and
gives it the study it deserves will find the
investment a paying one.

It is told of an eminent divine that he
once said he Ijelieved God could make a
better berry thau the strawlierry, but that
he never did. The .same sentiment ap-
plies with equal truth to the silver-laced
Wyandotte.

Seneca Falls, N. y., Aug. 27.

Rather Smart Sparro'ws.

A gentleman bought a lot of chickens
and commenced feeding them on rice,

but could not make out what they did

with the large quantities that were thrown
down to them. He determined to watch.

No sooner had the rice been scattered
over the ground than a cloud of sparrows
swooped down and made a splendid meal.
There was one consolation, and that was
the chickens would soon be "fowl"
enough to eat Indian corn. Next mot n-
ing came aud he threw down corn, think-
ing he would be one in front of the spar-
rows. But no such luck. They came as
usual and picking up the corn flew away
with it to the railway, placed it on the
rails, perched on the telegraph wires and
waited for a train to come by aud smash
it ! He has since given up keeping fowls
for profit. This is «o/ a Yankee yarn

;

it comes from Birmingham.—F-eathered
World.

B' f.ck-Breasted Bantams.
The most important of game jjantams

is undoubtedly the black-breasted reds.

They are undoubtedly of English produc-
tion, and probably at first were soured
by crossing the bantam with the large
black-red game. Now, however, all traces
of this cross have been breil out aud they
come perfectly true to color, which is

identically the same as that of the large
game. Many of the best birds are re-
markably small, and it would almost
appear as if they were the very concen-
tration of perfect beauty.

—"Commuter tells me he has named
all his hens Macduff."
"How assinine ! But why?"
"In hopes that they'll "lay on.' "—The

Jester.

PRflCTicflL Poultry (^otes.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

The chief aim of the poultry breeder

is to keep and rear the kind of fowls that

will make the largest return, or, in other

words, that pay the best. Where many
failures occur is through having fowls

that are notadapted to the locality or the
conditions under which they are kept, be-

cause it must be borne in mind that some
breeds require greater range than others,

and where some varieties will thrive and
do well in confined runs others will pine
and die. F'or instance, Dorkings (the

English breed) will not do on wet soil or
in close, confined runs, whereas some of
the light breeds, such as Minorcas, Leg-
horns, etc., would probably thrive and
yield a good return for their keep. To
those who are not satisfied with the
profit that their poultry pay, we would
say : Are your fowls suited to the con-
ditions and surroundings in which they
are kept ? If not, try a change of breed,
and probably you will find they will do
and pay better. The fancier who keeps
a few fowls in a run in his garden
naturally desires to get as many eggs as
lie possibly can, and perhaps an occa-
sional bird or two for the table

; there-
fore, if his birds no not lay well (the ex-
pense of feeding being just the same as
if they were first-class layers), he is con-
siderably out of pocket at the end of the
year. With a view to assist tho.se who
are thinking of changing their stock, we
give some statistics as to the weight of
eggs from the report of the manager of
the Central Flxperimental Farm at Ot
tawa, Canada, and the following table is
taken from the Canadian Poultry Review:

Single Per
Erks- Doz.

Plymouth Rocks, hens 2Ji i

'

°^',
"!_) iiiuiiiii Rui.W;», puiicia —

j q-
Wyandottes, hens

,
r?

Wyandollcs, pullets .' "

2 i „?
White Leghorn, hens ' jv , .J.
White l.eKliorn, pullets _

,
tz

Brahnias, hens 2V i
Rrantnas, pullets —

, ^1
Buff Cochins, hens 2W i V?
Buff Cochins, pullets '.'.'.

2 i 08Black Minorcas. hens . ..... 2ii 1

Biack Minorcas, pullets '2
, „

Black Hanil>urg9, hens ... ' —
, „?

Black Hamburgs, pullets ... _ , „.
Dingos, hens .... _ J r*
Dirigos, pullets '.'.'.—

i
„"

Bnihina-Minorcas, pullets . . . . i ,.
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pence each. It would be well indeed if
more new-laid eggs could be produced,
so that some of the vast sums of money
that annually goes out of this country
for these ever useful and necessary ;tr-

ticles of food could be kept in our pock-
ets.

^

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The birds of Mr. N. R . Wood, of the
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.
C, have done good work lately. They
have l)een shipped to Charlotte, N. C,
,^50 miles, liberated upon arrival, and
were found in the loft at 8.55 A. M. next
morning—a feat never tried before by
any other fancier. The general mle is to
ship the birds so that they reach their
destination about 12 o'clock noon, and
are held over until next day. In this
case they were let loose upon their
arrival.

birds. The start was at a quarter of 10

o'clock. The first returns, eleven in

number, were in the home loft at 2.55
P. M. This gave an average speed for

the 194 miles of about 11 19 yards per
minute. The returns were shipped on
Tuesday for a station alxmtjis miles dis-

tant.

» *

Twenty-seven birds hatched this year,
and the property of Theo. P. Green, of
Woodbury, were sent to the 315 miles
station Wednesday, for liberation on the
first favorable morning. In this fly the
birds will have about 125 miles of new
country to cover. In the previous jour-
ney they h.-id seventy-eight miles. Only
four youngsters have been lost from this

loft this sea.son.

• «

The races with young birds under the
Washington, D. C, l-ederation's man-
agement will be August 31, from Har-
bours ville, Va., for a Web.ster's diction-
ary

; September 7, from Covesville, Va..
for the Tappan gold medal, and 14th,
from Amherst, Va., 150 miles, for the
Voigt and Haas diamond badge. The
concluding race of the season will be
from Rocky Mount, Va., 205 miles.

»
« *

»
» #

From the above it will l)e seen that the
pullets of the Brahma-Minorca cross
laid very large eggs indeed. The Rock,
Leghorn, Brahma, Cochin and Minorca
hens' eggs all weigh the same, and there
IS very little difiFerence in the weight of
pulleU' eggs of the same breeds. Many
first crosses are producers of large eggs
as well as laying a good number; for in-
stance, the females produced from a cross
Ijetween the Leghorn and the Brahma
are capital layers, as al.so are the pullets
from a Mmorca-Langshan cross.
Large eggs always sell the best, and

buyers are generally particular in getting
as much as possible for their money
There ik also a great demand for colored
eggs, such as those laid by the Brahma
Cochm, etc.; and where the producer is
able, he should study the wishes of his
customers, and if dark-shelled eggs are

'u T.'"*"*^ '" liis neighborhood, he
should endeavor to keep fowls that lay
eggs of this description. By carefully
trying to please the requirements of
others a good profit mav be made out of
one 8 hobby. One other question that
requ;res consideration is to keep up the
i-upply, Dccause if one's customers can-
not rely on a continuous supply they
soon weary of sending for the eggs, and
go to where the supply never fails, viz.
the grocer's shop. To keep a regular
supply It is needful to breed a certain

ci?° i^u ° P""^^'' ^«ch year, and care
should be taken that th6se are not all

t^f,n . l"^'\''^']^
^"'"'^ ^"'"^

;
<« instance,

pidlets hatched in January will generally

thni ?'."? about July or August ; whilst
those hatched in April or Mav will comeon in Noyeml,er, when the fir^t hatch aregoing into moult, and they will thenkeep on during the winter. '

It must be

a^d^i'^l"""''
*''«^ during the autumn

anH Z l^' ^K«^ ^^^^'i ^''^ highest price,

wher^n "T-5^
instances in Targe townsWhere new-laid eggs have fetched three

The Washington fanciers have been
quite active of late. The Alpha Club's
birds made the twenty-two miles from
Fairfax in twenty-nine minutes, and the
Potomac's from the same station were
twenty-six minutes. The Post Club's
birds w;f>rp t^\ahi\' minntne fm_ r»-«

ton. forty-four miles. It is said the mem-
bers of the various clubs watch each
other's birds with a sharp eye, hoping by
the work of the present to form some
idea of the result when the competition
becomes general in the races for the
prizes.

» •

E. W. Twining, of Yardley, Pa., has
two out of three birds liberated home
from Gi-eers, S. C, 535 miles. Eddie H.
came in the day after liberation with its

leg badly wounded by shot. John S.,
the other bird, was discovered the day
after the return of Eddie H. in a chicken
coop. Mr. Twining thinks John S. ar-
rived before Eddie H.

» •

Six birds of A. J. Cadwallader were
liberated at Chariotte, N. C, on the 21st.
Two, Elinor and Scud, arrived home the
following morning.

» #

The young birds of the Bell view Club,
of this City, were lil)erated in Orange,
Va., on the 24th inst, at ten minutes of
8 o'clock for their first journey for record.
The first return was Charles M., of L.
A. Mehler, certified at 2.08 P. M., fol-

lowed by reg. 640 of Joseph Skeltou,
certified at 2.13 P. M. The distance was
about 200 miles air line, the speed about
950 yards per minute. The entry was L.
A. Mehler, six; T. T. Mather, three;
Joseph Skelton, four ; Charies Adam,"
five.

Dusky, owned by Fred Bowers, Fall
River, Mass., was liberated in Albert
Lea, Minn., on the 27th inst.. at 9 o'clock.
The distance, air line, to its home is

about 1 1 25 miles. Dusky's last journey
was from Owassa, Mich., when it made
670 miles in about three days. Dusky
makes the present journey to try and
beat the record, now held by Alabama,
of Samuel Hunt, Fall River, Mass., for

the journey from Montgomery, Ala.,

1050 miles ; time out twenty-one days.

PIGEON FLYING NEWS.

%
Mr. John Mcl'adden, of the Virtue

Club, reports Bell Boy at home from the
start in Orange the i6th, and that the
bird was a prisoner meantime in Balti-
more. This gives the club nine of its

entry of twenty at home.

DoingB of the Various Club Mem-
bers' Birds.

Special Correspondence.

The Newark's Five flew sixty-three
youngsters from Wilmington, Del., for

Federation record. The distance is 100
miles. The entry was : George H. Bow-
erman, 8 ; Thomas Bowerman, 4 ; B.
Elwell, 7 ; Eli Morton, 20 ; W. B. Garra-
brant, 5 ; William Bennert, 8, and F. F.
Pittinger, 11. The start was made at

9.01 Monday morning, with the wind
from the southwest. All home to the
Garrabrant loft by 1.20 o'clock. Speed,
1086 yards per minute. Pittinger's first

arrival was two birds at 11.34 A. M.
Speed, 1 143 yards per minute. B. El-
well's first arrival was at 11.45 A. M.
Speed, 1073 yards per minute. Messrs.
Bowerman and Bennert were not heard
from. The <lay was good and no doubt
the speed would have l^en better had
they been started under similar weather
conditions the day previous. Mr. Mc-
Cawley, the baggage agent, complained
that the basket was inadequate for the
number of birds.

The Quaker City had a liberation of
fourteen birds from Odenton, Md. The
entries were : P. W. Krouse, 7 • A
Fuerst, 4 I

W. C. C^eary, 2 ; H. Kendall,
I. A. G. Cook, the liberator, overlooked
the telegram of the start, and the first ar-
rival was to the Krouse loft at 11.38 A. M
Charles Hub and F. K. Rogers, of the

Active Club, shipped eight birds to
Orange Court House, Va. Entry six
and two respectively

; five reported home
same day.

J. Eberly, of the Randolph Club, sent
twelve birds to Orange Court House, Va.,
which were liberated on Saturday, the
23d, at 7 A. M.; clear, with wind from
the northwest. Nine birds arrived to-
gether at 1.28 P. M. Speed about 900
yards.
The Quaker City Club shipped twenty

was easily secured by a person into whose
house it flew. Whose bird this is I have
not yet been able to ascertain.
George E. Smith, the secretary of the

Kings County Club of Brooklyn, was in
Philadelphia on Sunday, and went over
the lofts of Mes-srs. Shepherd, Morgan,
Conley, Hunt. Torkington and Rivel.
He was on his way home from H.ivre-de-
Grace, at which place he had liberated
ninetv-nine birds of the Kings County
for club record and prizes. The speed
of the first bird was 1056 yar s. a very
good performance considering the wind
was from the north all day. Their next
fly will be from Washington, D. C, on
Sunday the 31st, for Federation record
and club prizes. The first prize, I under-
stand, will be a silver cup, valued at I50.The Jersey Five had their first race of
the season from Wilmington, Del., on
Sunday last. The start was at 8.30. The
birds commenced to arrive aboiit noon,
and l>efore i o'clock over half the entry
was in their lofts, C. A. Mahr capturing
first prize,William Verrinder second, and
H. Walker third. Their next fly will Ije
from Chasis, Md., August 31, and on
Septeml)er 7 from Washington for Fed-
eration record.
The entry in the Kings County for the

cup will be about eighty birds.
James Work, of Philadelphia, has had

seventeen birds from Stemmer's Run,
Md., twice without a single loss. He has
retired them until after the gunning is
over and will go on the road again and
train them for the Concourse race for
young birds, October 4.
Mr. Work has given away sixty-two

H.-banded youngsters this year, and still
has over thirty left.

John Shepherd is at Wawa with his
youngsters.

Messrs. Edwards, of New York, and
Shepherd and Work, of Philadelphia,
are breeding back to Silver Chief and
Lady F'lorence.

The race secretary will go on to Brook-
lyn and countermark the Kings County
birds in their cup race to take place
Sunday.

A Good Year for Pantails.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : My fan tails for 1890 have bred

the best quality ever yet produced by this
strain. Fresh blood from a noted Scottish
loft was introduced this spring and more
new blood will probably be used this
fall.

I notice the demand for typical broad-
tailed Shakers increases every yeap, and
food prices are readily realized for reallv
ne fantails. No variety is perhaps bet-

ter calculated to pay a good profit to
amateur fanciers, and no pigeon is more
popular with the general public than the
dainty fanteil. Cordially yours,

Jessk M. Rutter,
Lawrence, Mass., Aug. 19.

«
* »

The best young birds' race of the sea-
son was to the loft of Theodore P. Green,
at Woodbury. The entry was thirty-one

birds for I'ederatiot record to Manassas,
Va., for liberation Thursd.iy. The entry
was : P. W. Krouse, 9 ; A. Fuerst, 5 . W.
C. Geary, 3 ; H. Kendall, 2, and John A.
Webber, ol Atlantic Citv, i.

A B. C. H. Z. 2653, 6ne of the birds
started f.om Shreveport, La.. June 22,
was shot June 23, in Clay County, Ark.|
which IS about twenty miles from the
southern part of Missouri. The bird was
owned by W. C. Geary. The entry was
seven birds, four of which are known to
have been shot, two of W. C. Geary's
(which is the whole of his entry), one of
P. W. Krouse's and one of Alex. Fuerst's.
One of the birds that were liberated
from I loo-miles station is now in Mary-
land. It came there on the i6th, and

Oonsifrnment of Pigeons.

Editor Fanciers' Joihinal.

Sir : Mr. Max Dannhauser, of this
city, arrived by steamer Saale the 15th
inst., after a sojourn of ten weeks in
Germany. He brought back with him
twenty-nine pairs of pigeons. Among
the varieties are black, red and yellow
magpies, black, blue and silver bearded
highflyers and black, red an«l yellow
Holland tumblers. Yours truly,

George W. Pangborn.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Aug. 25.

Sale of Turblts.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : The white point crest turbiLs,

winnerat the last New York show, were
owned by Mr W. U. Erich, of Allen-
town, Pa., and were lately sold to W.
Harry Orr, of Reading, Pa.

Yours respectfully,

W. U. Erich.
Allentown, Pa., Aug. 26.

1^1 «!

special Notice.

Where this paragraph is marked, note
that the paper is sent yon for examina-
tion. If interesting we should be pleased
to receive your subscription.
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SCRAPPLE.
Profits In Ducks—The Pile Game

Bantams—Proper Food for

Laying Stock

The following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving; their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fanciers' Journai.. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore ininte contributionsfrom ei>ery-

one ivho has anything to say pertaining
to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

Profits In Ducks.
A well-known writer in the New York

World has this to say in favor of duck
raising : Raising ducks for market has
become, within a few years, a prominent
feature in the poultry business. The
average consumer has awakened to a re-

alization of the fact which epicures have
always known, that the duck properly
reared and cooked is a very desirable

delicacy. Poultrymen who have turned
• their attention more particularly to fur-

nishing the market with ducks claim
that there is big money in duck culture.
James Rankin, who rai.ses ducks by the
thousands for the Boston market, asserts
that there is nothing in the way of "farm
industry" or other legitimate occupation
which will compare with its profits when
artificially conducted.
The breeds l^st known are the Pekin,

Aylesbury, Rouen and Cayuga. Among
the most profitable varieties as egg pro-
ducers are the Pekms. These average

._, ^.ft..k^ »-SS» '"' «
yearling, and 100 and upwards for a birdm its second year. The Pekins mature
early, are hardy, large and uniform in
size, and thrive well without other water
than what is required for drinking.
Their feathers are o*f the best quality, l>e-
ing white with a yellowish tinge. Mr.
Rankin, who has experimented with va-
rious breeds and crossbreeds, pronounces
the Pekin his favorite.

The Aylesbury ducks are pure white,
with orange-coiored le^s, very pretty
birds to look upon. This is an old and
well established breed, for which its ad-
mirers claim manv merits, among which
are prolificacy and rapid fattening. The
Rouen is highly esteemed by many duck
breeders, owing perhaps to 'its quiet dis-
position. It attains to goo<l weight and
IS a prolific producer of eggs. These
birds are handsome^ with their colored
plumage. The color, however, detracts
somewhat from the value of the feath-
ers, as best prices are giveu for white
feathers. The Cayuga is hardv and a
good layer. It is inferior in size, how-
ever, to either the Avlesbury or Rouen,
although the flesh is' of better flavor.'
The plumage is black.

scattered among the litter on the floor.
This meal should Ije light. The last feed
in the afternoon should be generous.
Each hen should be sent to roost with a
full crop to carry her over the long night,
(ireen food, in the shape of vegetables
usually grown on every farm, will be
relished by the layers.

Cabbages, turi!ij>s, carrots are generally
the most convenient. Small potatoes
boiled and mixed with provender or bran
is a good change for the evening meal.
Some of the above named vegetables
should always be in the pens of the lay-
ers There is no danger of their eating
too much. Red clover hay, steamed,
chopped and mixed with bran, and given
while hot, is one of the healthiest foods
for the morning meal. Meat in some
shape must l»e given at least twice a
week, to furnish the blood-making ma-
terial. Hens fed on meat lay well. If
given no meat the hens will eat their
eggs and pick feathers from one another.

herbage contribute to the rations of fowls,
they can secure more food than they can
consume on a moderate range.

Proper Food for Trying: Stock.
In the cold weather of winter a warm

meal in the morning is necessary to start

and keep up a steady supply of eggs. A
good plan is to throw all the waste of the
kitchen, in the shape of scraps, pieces of
bread, uneaten vegetables, etc., into a
pot. heat up in the morning till nearly
lK)iling, and then mix bran, provender,
shorts, or whatever is most abundant or
cheap on the farm, into a hot mess, dust-
ing in a small quantity of red pepper be-
fore mixing. Let the mixture stand for
a few minutes until the meal is nearly
cooked

; then feed in a clean trough,
with laths over it, to keep the hens from
jumping in and fouling or wasting the
food in their eager anxiety.
Feed only enough of this soft stuff to

barely satisfy, never enough to gorge.
When a hen has had so much food that
she will go into a corner and mope, she
has had too much, and if the overfeeding
is continued will soon cease to lay. The
laying hens are the active ones. If food
is given at noon it should be oats, and

Tlie Pile Game Buntuiii.

The pile game bantam is usually re-

garded as the most l^eautiful of all the
bantam varieties, its rich-colored plu-

mage mingled with orange-red, crimson
and white, with yellow or willow legs, at
once forming a combination which is

most striking. And as the efforts of
breeders have resulted in the production
of splendid specimens, the piles generally
form a most attractive feature in any
show where they are gathered- in force.
This combination of color, as found in
the pile varieties of game and game ban-
tams, appears to lend itself specially to
the breeders' skill, and the result is a
very beautiful bird.

Pui*c-l)red Poiilti-joii the Farm
September is the month in which to

assort the chicks. Pick out the best to

carry over the winter and breed from
next season. Many do not realize the
importance of this ; but the inferior

chicks never pay for the food they con-
sume. The balance of the flock will have
more advantages after the culling has
been made. More revenue will be gamed
from the remaining lot than from the
entire flock if retained. It is now "fair"
times, here and there. Select the best
pure-bred poultry and exhibit them at
the nearest fair , incite an interest in
well-bred pt)ultry, if not already awak-
ened, and show iieighl)oring farmers
what you have. If they have not as good,
it will interest them, and you may sell
some stock, or take orders for eggs for
the coming season

; besides the chance
for carrying premiums. Next fair season
some of the neighbors will enter into
competition, and then you will want to
maintain your ground with your second
exhibit, aird have an extra lot of fine
l.irds to show. Farmers should learn the
advantages of rearing thorough-bred
poultry

;
by studying the exhibitions at

fairs he familiarizes himself with good
pure-bred poultry, and can compare it

with his common stock, which results in
giving preference to pure stock ever^'
time. Thus is laid the foundation and
incentive within him to improve his
stock. In time he will be found glorying
in the possession of as fine a flock of
pure-bred fowls as the surrounding coun-
try can boast. It is impossible to have
too many interested in this matter, and
the firmer especially should become
familiar with the advantages of breeding
and raising pure-bred poultry.—K. M.
Brow.: in American Agriculturist.

Feeding Poultry.
The feeding of grain, especially corn,

during the summer season is simply sup-
plying the body with that which is not
required, heat, and does more harm than
benefit. The natural instinct of the fowl
prompts it to forage and seek its food.
By so doing a variety is obtained, the
food is more evenly balanced and a
larger proportion of the elements that
compose the egg are secured. When the
hens receive grain they will not forage,
and the lack of exercise allows them to
liecome overfat, in which condition they
will lay but few e^gs. It is more econom-
ical to omit leed in very warm weather
and conduces to the health of the fowls.
As insects, seed and all kinds of tender

Feed L,Ittle and Often.

F'ew new beginners realize the import-
ance of the proper feeding of fowls. The
general idea among people is, that for

themselves.their children, and everything
that they wish to have in a flourishing

and healthy condition, the more they can
eat, and the ofteuer the better. Now
nothing is more absurd than this. Every-
one knows that his limbs need rest after
long exercise of toil ; everyone knows
that his head needs to lose its strain of
thought and calculation in sleep

; we all
know that oxen and horses cannot go on
interminably with work. But the human
and the animal stomach is, by the com-
mon consent and the common conduct
of the mass of the people, supposed to
be indestrtictible. Digestion in that or-
gan may "go on," like the brook, forever.
And, while all the rest of the bodily ma-
chinery is relaxing its working functions
in sleep, the stomach must go on digest-
ing the mass that is absurdly forced
upon it, and never rest from its labors.
There is little use in talking to the aver-
age person about the use and abuse of
that impoitant organ, nor will the dys-
pepsia and the thousand ills that come of
its cruel treatment teach them better, but
for the best management of his live farm
or barnyard stock there is some hope.
He will listen to reason there ; and so,
with the benevolent conviction that we
are doing good, we proceed to state what
experience has taught us. and many
other people, about feedinji poultry.
Never throw to them masses of food to
be gobbled up. till the swelled crop can
hold no more, and they stand moping
about, with no disposition to move or
seek any of the aids to digestion and
health which they would seek if not
already stuffed to repletion. Feed often
in small quantities and in variety. Hide
nrmirtc r\f \xi\\t%a* f\*- *^^\\^* «.««.4«.. .,1. .. /r
^.. ..- .^ . ....wuk v.* ••(Wk MUlA\_t ^.UClil,

broken .straw, forest leaves or other litter,

and let them hunt it out. Show judg-
ment there if you do not care to take it

to vour own dinner table.—American
Poultry Yard.

Feather Piilllnjjr.

Frequent inquiries are made why fowls

acquire the habit of feather pulling, and
how to eradicate it. The habit is acquired
when the fowls are kept in small quarters,

without grass, and where habits of indo-

lence become compulsory. Many claim
various causes, but we are loth to believe
any other than compulsory idleness. It

is a persistent habit and hard to break
up, but I would caution anyone against
killing valuable birds on its account.
The moulting season generally cures all
feather pullers. They will not eat dead
feathers, and by the time the new ones
come out the habit will be forgotten.
Cutting the margin and point of the
upper mandible will also cure it in such
just beginning the habit. In all cases,
however, where it is possible, feather
pullers should be separated from the rest
of the flock. I had a valuable pen of
silver Wyandottes, and before removing
it to my present place was compelled to
keep them in too small unsodded yards.
They all acquired the habit of feather
pulling, and in spite of everything I

could do in the way of feeding or treat-
ment persisted in pulling

; so not willing
to kill them I left them to their sin. So
soon as moulting began feather pulling
ceased, and I had no trouble afterward.

they are resting on the roofs or basking
in the sun, they retire apart for the pur-
pose of courtship and pay each other
little kind attentions, such as nestling
close and mutually tickling the heads of
each other. At last conies what is called
"billing," which is in fact the kiss of a
bird. As soon as this takes place the
union is complete. The pair are no^*
united companions, not necessarily for
life, though usually so, at least as long as
they continue satisfied with each other.

After a short honeymoon of play and
ftolic they settle down to work. The
male finds an eligible tenement. If it is

empty and bare he carries to it a few
sticks and straws, hut if the apartment
has already bee-i furnished for him he
does not take much further trouble in
that line. Here he settles himself and
begins complaining with a sort of moan-
ing noise. His appeal is sometimes
answered by the lady affording him her
presence, sometimes" not, in which latter
case he does not pine in solitude very
long, but goes and searches out his care-
less helpme.:t and with close pursuit and
a few sharp pecks if necessary insists
upon her attending to her business at
home. The hen obeys, occasionally how-
ever making or pretending to make .some
resistance. A day or two after she has
signified her acceptance of the new home
an egg may be expected to be found
there. Over this she stands sentinel till

after an intervening day a second egg is

laid and incubation really commences,
not hotly and energetically at first, as
w ith hens, turkeys and many other birds,
but gently and with increasing assiduity.
The cock does not leave his lady to bear
a solitary burden of matrimonial care.
He takes his share, though a minor one,
in the task of incubating, and he more
than perfonns his half share of the labor
of rearing the young. He feeds the hen
while she is setting and gives her drink
from his crop. He also takes his turn
at sitting on the eggs while the hen
leaves its nest for air and exercise, as
well as food.

When a hen pigeon has the misfortune
oflosinn her mate she is certainly un-
comfortable for a while, but not incon-
solable. She does not go pining on in
solitude for long, refusirg to be com-
forted. When she finds that her partner
is forever gone .she resigns herself to her
fate and takes up with another, whom,
however, she would probably desert were
her first love, the original mate, by some
fortunate chance to make his reappear-
ance.—E. S. Delamar.

Pigeon Mating and Nesting.
Pigeons are what is called platform

builders, that is, they make a flat, slight

nest of sticks, straws and hits of dry
grass, laid together with as little art or
trouble as it is possible to conceive in
thinking of a bird's nest. Some pigeons'
nests are so flat and slight that it is a
marvel the eggs do not fall off or through
them All pigeons lay two eggs with
one anomalous exception, the passenger
pigeon, which appears to lay but one.
When young pigeons are about six

mouths old, or before they begin to go in
pairs, except when associated with the
entire flock at feeding times, and when

Indian Game.
An old veteran Plymouth Rock breeder

bought some Indian game eggs and had
a good hatch. He weighed the chicks
when hatched and every week thereafter.

In comparison with Plymouth Rock
chicks of the same age the Indian games
outweighed them from the start. This
partly substantiates the claim made by
Indian game breeders that their favorites
grow more rapidly heavier than all the
other breeds. Our best bird this season
is a barred Plymouth Rock cockerel. He
weighed at ten weeks two and one-half
pounds and at fifteen weeks a trifle over
five pounds.—J. H. Drevenstedt.

Salt for Roup.
If you find a chicken with a "rattle" in

its throat, head-swelling and eyes water-
ing, remove it at once to a warm, dry
place. Take hold of it by the neck, rather
tightly so as to make it open its mouth,
and plunge its head into a pint of salt
water—a teaspooful of salt to a pint' of
water —then wipe the hea<l dry and inject
a little coal oil into the nostrils, using a
sewing machine oil can, also pour a few
drops of the oil into its mouth. Feed a
little soft (not sloppy) food and if you
have begun in time you will conquer.

—

C. C. Harper in Western Poultry Journal

.

James llankln's Kgg Food.
Ten pounds best ground beef scrap,

five pounds fine ground bone, two
pounds granulated charcoal or powdered
charcoal, one pound sulphur, two ounces
cayenne pepper, four ounces salt. One
quart of this mixture to every loo fowls
given in soft food will produce most ex-
cellent results.
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"SWEATING" CANARIES.

Exudation of Gastric Matter by
Canaries While Feedingr Young.

K. J. de la Poer in Poultry,

In his "Notes from the Bird Room"
your correspondent "J. N." dealt with a

most interesting subject when he directed

the attention of breeders to that disease

known to most breeders and called in the

vulgar tongue sweating.

Having given this disease some con-
siderable attention, I should like to be
allowed to offer some brief remarks on it,

at the same time suggesting a course of
treatment which will, if followed, destroy
for the time the germs of the disease.

I shall preface my remarks by saying I

doubt very much that many breeders
quite understand the part which caloric

plays in the life of all breeding stock, but
practical men will be able to follow me
when I try to show its exact position in

the life of a breeding hen canary, and
how it becomes, with the atmosphere
which surrounds it, a factor in giving us
the disease which has cost the fancy so
dearly. I have found from observation
that caloric and the atmosphere which
surrounds it come into full play in the
life of a breeding hen canary as the time
for depositing eggs approaches. I have
also observed that should a low range of
caloric exist as the time for depositing
eggs approaches, what is know as egg-
binding supervenes. With the deposit
of each egg caloric, and the atmosphere
which surrounds it, increase in volume,
reaching what I shall call hatching heat
with the deposit of the last egg. During
the time of nidificatioii, and for some
days subsequently, no alteration in the
inleubiiy of lue heat is noticeable, but as
the young arrive at that stage when
gastric juice is being fully secreted, and
foods on which this juice can act are be-
ing given by the hen, then slowly, but
certainly, caloric makes a retrograde
movement until it arrives at the point
when reproduction has again to be carried
out. Your readers will understand I am
dealing with a quite healthy hen canary
in the foregoing remarks.
Now, breeders having acquaintance

with the disease vulgarly called sweating,
are aware that hen canaries who will not
feed at all never exude. Then they will
sit, and would continue to sit if allowed,
until caloric and the atmosphere which
surrounds it begin to shrink in the direc-
tion of reproduction, when the dame as-
sumes the airs of the frisky matron.
Again, breeders when confronted with
exudation are aware that the disea.se
never makes is appearance until the
young are being fed with the usual foods
—that IS, when secreted food Incomes
smaller in quantity, and when, as a
natural consequence, caloric has Ijegun
to make the retrograde movement in the
<lirection of reproduction. With the ap-
pearance of the disea.se the refusal of the
hen to feed her young comes as a se-
quence, caloric is then arrested in its
retrogra<le movement, its volume becomes
enlarged to the point at which it stood
during the period of nidification, the hen
showing this in her resumption of those
< uties which she had already faithfully
discharged and wiiich belong to that
period. Practical men will therefore
note that the disease called sweating can
only appear during the time a double
strain is placed on the hen canary—when
llie claims of a growing family require tow such, and when the laws which govern
reproduction are being cf.rried out. One
of those laws is the secretion of sac-
elianne matter for coming eggs. In a
quite healthy hen this secretion goes on
witliout causing aiiv diminution in the
supply of secreted food still necessary
or the young stock, but in a hen with a
ten. ency to dcbilitv the secretions are
"either free nor regular, a ferment in a
particular quarter ensues (cau.sed by too
Kreat use of water to allow of food being

r rmL'f'' \'^ *''* y"""K). alcohol i1

Z. '
?'"' '^'y sP«^edily a tubercle de-

}K)sii (tubercle l)acillus) appears on the

failure of the hen to feed her young.
The ferment I refer to would, if caloric
were not in existence, cau.se a discharge
from the nostrils of the birds analogous
to catarrh as we are acquainted with it in
pigeons, fowls and humans, but the
calorific atmosphere prevents the gastric
matter from a.scending. It causes exuda-
tion, saving for the time the life of the
hen at the expense of the brood.

Exudation, as well as its sister disea.se.
enlargement of the liver, can be coped
with by the aid of carbolic. However,
unless in the hand of an expert, carbolic
is more dangerous than fire and must not
be used. To meet the difficulty I would
therefore suggest to those aflSicted with
hens exuding gastric matter that such
hens be washed with carbolic soap (the
common sort, not the toilet) and dried
slowly before the fire. I have used the
soap successfully, one bath being suffi-
cient. A bad case would require on the
morning following the bath to have the
breasts painted with the soapy solution
(if I may so call it) made in the usual
way. The free secretion of the gastric
juice will, plus the feeding of the young,
follow.

Pigeons do not exude for the good and
sufficient reason that, unlike our cage
birds, potash is not an absent quantity
from their daily food. The outer cover-
ing of the various kinds of grain with
which they are fed is full of potash, re-
quirinfi; only free secretions and sound
digestion for its extraction and assimila-
tion. Our cage birds, as we all know, re-
ject the outer covering of those various
seeds which we supply. Potash is there-
fore an unknown quantity to them with
the result that at moulting time and
agaia during the breeding season the
birds are open to the attacks of different
diseases which the use of potash would
make nugatory. .

T4I

ABOUT CATS.

A Nut-Craokingr Bird.

In the islands of the Malay Archipel-
ago is found the great black cockatoo,
whose special food is the kernel of the
kanari nut. the shell of which is said to
be harder than that of any other nut
and to protect a kernel of the most deli-

cate flavor. The kanari tree grows to a
great height and bears a fleshy fruit
which incloses an extremely hard shell
of glass like smoothness of surface.
Within this shell are from one to three

kernels covered with a thin skin. When
this is removed the nut falls into a num-
ber of irregular flakes of snowy white-
ness and delicious taste. The fleshy part
of the kanari fruit is eaten by many birds,
particularly by the large wood pigeons'
but only the black cockatoo is able to
get at the nut, which it does by the great
strength of its immense, sharply-pointed
and hooked beak. Taking a nut end-
wise in its bill and keeping it firm by a
pressure of the horny end of its tongue,
the cockatoo cuts a notch across the shell
by a sawing motion of the sharp edge of
the lower part of the beak, "niis done
the bird lakes hold of the nut with one
foot while biting off a piece of a thick
leaf. This it wraps around the nut to
prevent the glassy shell from slipping,
while it uses the upi)er part of its beak
to hold the nut and the under part to
insert in the notch already made and
wrench off a piece of the sh'ell by a pow-
erful nip. Again taking the nut in its
claw the bird inserts the very long and
sharp point of its bill into t'he hole just
made and picks out the kernel, which is
seized flake by flake by the horny end
of the long and flexible tongue. More
time is required to tell about this nut
cracking than the bird takes to perform
this operation, for the cockatoo is a very
rapid feeder and will consume a great
many nuts in an hour—Miss H. E. Smith
in American Agriculturist.

li

ii>er, affectinjj directly the secretion ofme gastric juice and accounting for the

Feeding: Rabbits.

Fancy rabbits in particular should Ije

well fed and regularly supplied with
wholesome and nourishing food, such as
oats, barley, buckwheat, peas, carrots
and carrot tops, boiled potatoes given
warm, sweat meadow grass or clover.
When succulent green food like cabbage
is occa.sionally given, water is not
necessary, but in the winter when the
animals are on dry food, two or three
spoonfuls of milk or water, but no more,
may be given daily.

The Many Varieties and Breeds
That Are Kno-wm.

[continued from pace 109.]

From Fur and Feather.

All the colors and markings that I have
mentioned want keeping entirely to

themselves ; there is not half enough
thought given to wise mating, and far

too much of the feeling "I have a prize

cat, and you have a prize cat, oh, by all

means mate them, and thus be sure of
prize kittens," no matter how dissimilar

the color or markings. Whole-color cats

are mated with tabbies, banded tabbies

with spotted ones, and it is no wonder
we see so few perfect specimens. Of
course all the above varieties can just

double their number when variegated
with white, all of which classes thus
added are perfectly admissable, and have
special classes and prizes devoted entirely

to themselves. Some of our best known
judges are particularly fond of the "and-
white" classes, but whatever might be
the opinion of those who are by far my
seniors in years and experience, I cannot
help disliking all these patchy introduc-
tions of white, and I am glad to say we
see very little of this mixture amongst
the long-haired cats. And now we come
to the self-color or whole-color classes,
and of these there are several—whites,
blacks, blues, reds, creams and some few
shades between these, such as beaver and
seal. These latter are very lovely, and
though I only know of one or two I hope
they may become more common and bet-
ter known. I do not fancy the former
colors are good stock, except for tinting
purposes, when of course they are useful
to lighten or darken the shade of any
special color.

Blue short-haired cats are by far the
most valuable of our English species, and

exquisite and delicate shades of French
grey. Cream colored cats are becoming
more known than they were, and form a
very pretty variety. 1 suppose they were
originally a cross ijetweeu a light self-
colored red and a white. And now we
come to those lovely cats, the Siamese.
I think they are one of the prettiest va-
rieties to be met with anywhere

; the rich
markings on the pug-colored ground
make an exceedingly handsome creature.
They are, however, I believe, delicate,
expensive to purchase and a little (iifficult

to manage
; but they are very rare, are

great prize winners and the kittens com-
mand tip-top prices.

Mr. Harrison Weir gives a long account
of these charming pets, and quotes from
the experience of^ several of our best-
known breeders of "the Royal Cat of
Siam." This is, I believe, a blue variety
of this cat—that is to say, I find one reg-
istered thus upon the stud lx>oks, but I
have not seen it or any to answer to this
description

.

And now we come to the other and
last variety of the short-haired cats that
I have mentioned—the Russian. There
are, I Ijelieve, longhaired Russian caU,
but the common one is the short-
haired blue, this lovely creature being as
common as our tabbies in Norway, and
also found extensively iu Canada. Ihese
cats are hardy, and possess all the advan-
tageous properties of our English cats,
while they are exceedingly pretty, rare
and valuable.
The coat is most beautifully soft and

satiny. The blues of Norway and
Canada are far more blue than the slate-
colored cats of Persia. And this brings
us to the subject of long-haired cats—
the Persian, Angoran, Indian, etc.
Whether in their own countries these
cats are to be found in all the various col-
ors that we find them at the shows is

highly doubtful. The self-colors are, I
believe, the native ones, and all admix-
tures and tabby markings have l>een ob-
tained by crosses with our English cats.
I am told whites are the common cats in
Persia, blues in India. We may, how-
ever, at any good show find almost every
catty color and marking represented
amongst the long-haired classes, and of
these colors and shades let us speak a
little. I am convinced that there is much
to be said about colors and quality of
coat, colors and delicacy, and colors and
temper. Fanciers will doubtless disagree

with me, but I believe the best-coated
cats are of the following colors : Red
tabbies (sandy), there seems something
al)out this shade that gives remarkable
pelage and length of coat ; then white
cats have splendid fur, brown tabbies and
smokes not quite so good, silver greys
and tortoiseshells come next, and blacks
and blues come last ; and of these colors,
the first I believe to l)e the strongest and
most healthy, so also the browns, talj-
bies and smokes, whilst silver greys and
blues are decidedly more delicate.
Blacks, brown tabbies and silver grevs I
have found the l)est tempeied and most
affectionate. This last qualification may
be purely a biassed and prejudicial imag-
ination. But of one thing I am sure,
that their colors affect greatly their
marketable value, and in this respect I
think should stand—iu the order of the
most valuable first—blues, cream, silver
greys, smokes, whites (if with blue eyes
may stand third), brown, tabbies, tor-
toiseshells, blacks and red tabbies. These
last are hard to find lovers for.

There is in India, besides the blue
long-haired cat, which is the most com-
mon, a most lovely red and black banded
long-haired cat, called the tiger cat there,
owing to the resemblance in its mark-
ings. This cat is easily domesticated,
and I am surprised has not been im-
ported, or appeared at the Crystal Pal-
lace Show, where it would make a strik-
ingly handsome addition. Amongst
other novelties at this show, I expect
some day to find a long-haired Siamese,
and if it ever does turn up. a most lovely
cross-bred it will be. Imagine a pug-
colored Persian, with his grand flowing
coat and almoist black face and ears set
off by a fine light pug puff, feet blkck,
ear tufts buff, carrving a sweeping black
brush. I think, quoting "Alice m Won-
derful," "it would be grand," and cer-
tainly quite possible. I have often
thought of starting this cross, and my
plan is to mate a female Siamese with a
pure white Persian with blue eyes, and
the kittens of this mating again crossed
with while Persians. In this way I be-
• icvc I could cslabiisu the coat and
length of hair and yet retain the Siamese
markings. I hope some day to see this
creature, as I am sure he would lie most
charming.
Our chapter being on varieties and

breeds, I might say something about
Manx cats, and as I saw advertised last
week Persian Manx cats, also about cats
with extraordinary numl)er3 of toes, but
I don't care for cats with no tails, and no
amount of toes makes up in my mind for
this lack. The cats found on the Isle of
Man are, however, very interesting owing
to this peculiarity, but I am glad to say
not very fashionable, or else puss would
come in for her share of the clipping
customs as well as our terriers. As to
breeding caU with extra toes, I do not
think this should be encouraged, as it is
doubtless a defect, and should be treated
as such at the shows.

Asthma iti Cagre Birds.

Asthma, panting and difliculty in breath-
ing is a very common ailment among
tropical birds. They generally proceed
from inflammation of the organs of res-
piration and fortunately slight affections
of the throat and windpipe occur more
frequently than inflammation of the
lungs. Yet nevertheless tie bird almost
always dies unless it it properly attended
to. As soon as a bird becomes ill it
should be put into a small cage, kept as
quiet as possible and fed stimulating or
plain food according to its state of health,
that is, fat or thin. The drinking water
should be the same temperature as the
air of the room. The inside of the mouth
and as far down the throat as possible
should l)e painted once a day with a fine
brush dipped into a weak solution of
salicylic acid. Should the nostrils l)e
wet or inflamed these should also l>e
lightly touched with it, and the cage
should be hung where the air is pure, the
temperature even and well protected from
drafts. Birds which suffer from difficulty
in breathing derive great relief from hav-
ing tepid water sprinkled round them for
a tew minutes once or twice a liav, the
room being kept warmer than usuarwhile
this is being done. The warm, damp air
alleviates the inflammation of the lungs
and helps the ulcers to break. Panting,
diflBculty iu breathing and similar symp-
toms also occur when a bird suffen from
minute worms in the windpipe.
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THE POUTER.

Pew Good Judflres Wlio Oan Tell

Where to Look for Points.

[continued.]

Prom the Fanciers' Gazette.

There are very few really good judges

of jwuters—few who know where to look

for points which wake the finish of a

perfect bird. An experienced eye, on the

other hand, can detect a good pouter in

whatever position it may be, whether in

the act of feeding, sitting in repose on

its block, or in full show. When the

girth of body is slender and the shoul-

ders and limbs are properly placed, it

cannot g^t into a bad position ; whereas

a faulty bird can sometimes show itself to

advantage.

Position is everything in a j>outer, and
to get this the legs must be placed far

enough back in the body ; however good
a crop it may possess; if it does not stand

at the right angle the whole beauty is lost.

If the legs are too forward a pouter loses

height, which is an important feature.

When passinjf along a row of pouter

pens, the bird that stands the highest is

generally a good one, though possibly it

may not have the longest limbs.

In breeding it is always well to use

birds with long limbs, hut it does not

follow that the result will be satisfactory;

the advantage of long limbs is lost if the

bird does not show them. Many pouters

will show six and one-half inches better
than others will seven or seven and-one-
fourth. This depends greatly upon the
length from the ankle to the hock, com-
monly called the lower joint, which
should l>e as long as possible ; then if the
high joints are close together and the
legs straight, little more can be wanted.
as far as limbs are concerned. It is not

should be too prominent, but seeing that
many of the most slender-bodied and
closest-limited pouters are so formed, al-

though it is a defect, it must not be too
readily condemned.
A slender waist is an important feature

in a pouter ; when taken iu an ordinary
sized hand the body should be easily
grasped. From both the front and hind
view it should be narrow, the back being
slightly concave rather than convex,
round shoulders or hog back, which
causes a bird to rump when playing, l)eing

great eyesores. The wings should be
lightly drawn up to the sides of the
body, the lower part resting just above
the thigh joints ; the tighter they are the
better will the division lx:tween the crop
and lx>dy be defined. The flights should
be broad, but gracefully lapping over
each side of the tail, without being crossed
and reaching nearly to the end ; droop-
ing wiugs are a great defect. The breast-
bone should not be prominent, nor should
there be any thickness above the vent.
The tail rather full, perfectly straight,
and carried off the ground. The forma-
tion, from set in of neck to end of tail

should be spiral, except as regards the
fullness of tail.

It is considered by some admirers of
pouters that the crop is the most im-
portant feature in the bird. We would
ask those who hold these views to place
a pouter with hog back, wide limbs, and
drooping wings, with the most perfect
crop, by the side of one that is tall and
sprv, with gracefully placed wings, tail,

and limbs. It will then be seen that
symmetrical formation of body and posi-
tion of the lets must always come before
crop, notwithstanding that the globe,
when perfectly formed, adds greatlv to
the beauty of the bird. The first thing
to look for in connection with the crop is

the division that marks where it is con-
nected with the body ; it should appear,
although under the complete control of
the bird, to be attached to the body by
such slight membranes that it should be
removed with the greatest ease. When
fully distended it should bulge out from
the neck in the shape of a perfect globe,
attached to the body in graceful lines,

slightly arched over the top of the neck,
and half hiding the head, which should
be small with a bold eye. In the act of
playing, the component parts of the
pouter should all work together in unison.

With the distention of the crop the
shoulders and wings l>ecome lightened,
the limbs elongated, the neck arched, and
the eye full of fire. It will thus be seen
that the narrower the wai.st the more
defined is the crop, and that on the cor-

rect position of the legs depends the style

and carriage of the pouter.

No pigeon takes so much preparation
for show as the pouter, for upon its lame-
ness and desire to exhibit its good
properties depends its chances of success.
The fancier who intends to show should
have a room fitted up with a number of
small pens, which should l>e at least two
feet square and three feet high; each pen
should be divided by a sliding partition,

so that the latter can be drawn out, and
the birds occasionally allowed to see each
other, its place supplied by a lattice par-
tition, to prevent them getting near each
other to fight. If possible, the pens
should all be on one side of the room, so
that the inmates cannot see each other,
solitude being verj' desirable when train-

ing is going on.

The chief object is to make the birds
hail your appearance with delight, and
this can more easily be done when you
are the only object that they see; then
the fact of associating the slides,

and a f>eep at their neighbors, gives to
them a favorable impression of a visit

from their trainer. The advantage in

keeping the birds in private during the
time they are being trained, is that when
put into the show pen they are so pleased
to get into company again thut they will

probably remain in good show form until

long after they have been j udged. It is not
advisable to keep the pupils more than a
fortnight in the pens, but during that
time, by talking to them in the language
that pouters love, they can be got into
show; the more time the trainer can spend
with them the sooner his work will be
done.
The best food for pouters are well

seasoned tares, small tick beans, and
maple peas, the first named to be given
in larger quantities than the others. A
little food should always be left with the
birds, and they should have free access to
water, for a pouter, if aiiowed to get
hungry or very thirsty, is liable to gorge,
and this is generally done by the largest

cropped birds. When a pouter was
gorged, the old fashioned plan was to
hang it up on a wall in a stocking; but
a better way to relieve it is to put it in a
box with its crop resting on hay. The
food will generally digest in this way, if

taken in time; but there is danger under
any circumstances. Sometimes it is

necessary to cut the crop open and take
the food out, but this must be done very
skilfully to be successful.

One more hint to breeders of pouters:
Cut the tails of the male birds during
the breeding season, leaving about one-
third. You will spoil the appearance of
the birds until they molt, but you will

get double the number of fertile eggs.

FEEDING OHIOKS.

Oarelessness in This Often the
Oause of Many Deaths.

Thoughtless and careless feeding is the

cause of a large percentage of the deaths

among the youngest chickens. The main
differences between these and full-grown

fowls iu this respect are due to the much
more feeble grinding power of the giz-

zard, and to the fact that the rapidly de-

veloping muscles, bones and feathers de-

mand a greater (relatively speaking) sup-

ply of flesh-forming and bone-making
substances than is given to adults. The
crops are also less capacious in propor-

tion to the size of the bird, their proper

food is more rapidly digested, and there-

fore they need to l)e fed oftener. Greater

care is needed in keeping everything

fresh and sweet.

For the first day no feed is needed

;

the remnants of tiie egg still continue to
afford nourishment. After this feeding
may l>e begun, and it seems natural to
continue their egg <liet, on which the
chick has hitherto lived. Hegin, there-
fore, with yolks, slightly cooked by be-
in^ dropped into hot water, not boiled,
mixed with stale wheat bread crumbs, or
an equal quantity of crumbs of com
cake, made by baking a dough of Indian
meal and milk. The bread crumbs are

most approved, wheat having more
growth mateirial than corn. Some breed-
ers continue the use of eggs for six
weeks, and report, as might be expected,
that the chicks do admirably uniler it.

One egg daily for six to eight is suffi-

cient at first, but during the first three
weeks may be gradually increased to two
per diem!" Feed every two hours during
the first week, beginning on removal
from the nest. Very weakly chicks
may be fed, if worth the trouble, with
raw egg beaten with brandy and given
through a glass tube. The English have
a practice, not to be approved, of cram-
ming with peppercorns and grains of
barley. The chicks will swallow clean
white sand of the size of mustard seed,
and it should be given them at the start.

At the age of one week the egg may
be gradually changed for boiled plucks
and livers, chopped very fine. As
already hinted, chicks need rather more
flesh food, in proportion, than grown
fowls. Too much, however, seems to
cause weak limbs, deformed toes and
loose joints. Coarse Indian meal may be
given, cooked as a thick, crumbly mush,
and should not be too wet ; too wet
dough destroys a great many young
chickens. Corn meal mixed with cold
water often scours young chicks. Te-
getmeier recoinniends a mixture two-
thirds sweet coarse oatmeal and one-third
barley meal, mixed with milk or water.
Dough should always be mixed fresh, as
it soon sours, especially if made with
milk.
For variety try wheat bran and ground

oats, mixed with corn meal. The green
foo<l must not be forgotten. Give all

they will eat of tender grass, chopped
very fine, and nia.shed Ixjiled potatoes.
Onions and cabbage cut very fine are
much enjoyed from the first till the last.

Oats planted in boxes and set in a warm,
light place in winter and early spring,
soon give plenty of green fodder. The
green food may he discontinued when the
chicks get large enough to pull it for
themselves, and they may be allowed to
run anvwhere, as they will do no harm
in gardens.
As they get older you may gradually

get into the grains. Good success is re-

fwrted from the use of rice alone, and
that almost or quite from the first.

Cracked corn (freshly cracked) and
crushed wheat screenings do for the be-
ginning

;
give them mixed half and half.

As they grow the smaller grains of corn
or wheat may be given, and after they
are well feathered out corn may Ije more
extensively used. But the meat diet
must still Ije persevered in ; chandlers'
greaves are useful, if very nice and sweet.
Maggots seem to agree with them par-
ticularly well, and it is well worth while
to go into the somewhat unsavory business
of breeding them. Milk "fills' the bill"
very well, and skimmed milk should be
used as the drink for the first two
months. Curds and clabbered milk are
excellent, and buttermilk is not to be
despised.
The feathering time is particularly

critical, and requires careful feeding,
with bone dust added to the diet. A lit-

tle powdered sulphur and charcoal should
be added occasionally.
The feeding time should be regular,

and may be gradually rendered less fre-

quent. After the third month five times
a day is best, although they will do
fairly well if fed thrice daily.—How to
Feed Fowls.

—Don't be dosing the well fowls.

—Introduce new blood into your poul-
try yard every year either by buying eggs
or cockerels.

—Several newly-hatched chickens (so
the story goes) were recently found in a
l>ale of hay at Belfast, Me. The owner
of the bale thinks that the eggs were
probably pressed into the hay when it

was green, and were hatched by the heat
generated.
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FR SALE.—Young stock from prize win-

ning blood Prices reasonable. F. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del.

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gayla.-is, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charlcroi II out of Cora II byManey Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
TrefoiloutofMetchleySurpri.se. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels. Philadelphia, Pa.

YOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-
logue. Lake View Kennels, Worcester

75-tf
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J

Varlons.

*^"iJ? V ^^^^^- P«ducah, Ky.. breederof
high-class poultry, light Brahmas, par-
tridge Cochins, blown Leghorns, bUck
Minocas, Houdans, W. C. B. Polish, whiteand barred Plymouth Rocks, white and
silver laced Wyandoltes, Emerald
and Pekin ducks. Stock and
son. Send for circular.

Mass.

Dog: Trainers.

DOGS TRAINED or preoared for field trials
J. B. Stoddard, Concord, N. C.

69-tf

Greyhounds.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of 'TThe Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers '

per year. Address
|i

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

•50
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ket. R.O.Edwards
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FR SALE VERY CHEAP.-Twenty-five Eng-
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Z^^/'?"""'' puppies and grown dogs.
All first-class. All stock to be as represented
or money refunded. La Fayette Greyhound
Kennels, La Fayette, Indiana.

Irish Terriers.
74-77

FR SALE.—Some 6ne young pups by Roslyn
?"'"":.. M*?''l^'..C'?=«t'.>?t *«11 Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, PhUadelphia.

geese
eggs in aea-
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CHOICE PUPS FOR SALE by Champion Kash—Nun Nicer and Fair Inez, dams of firstpnze winners at Baltimore and Cincinnati
this year. Thomas J. Ballenlina, 601 Ellis
Street, Peoria, 111. ^g.^^

Fir^ PUPS ON SALE.-Chequasset Kennels
Lancaster, Mass. 75-cow

'

Ebntalls.

EXTRA FINE red and yellow
to $3.00 per pair. W. D.
Pa.

r fantails, $3.50
C, Shawmout,

76

Setters.

FORSALE.—Same, by King Noble—Cricketwinner third. Setter Derby Central field
triaJs, 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1201
Broadway, New York City. S5-tf^
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FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS. POULTRY, PIGEONS,
KAHBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and eiiioys the largest circulation ofauy pa-
per of Its class. American breeders will find the
best English .stock adverti.sed
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, Sa
Offick: 139 & 140 Fleet St.,

England.

"C^'5,.^^5''^* ''"* ''"e"^ °* puppies by White
Jr Chief (16,028)—Lady Floris (i2,469) Thev

have splendid heads, extra large bone and
.ong Cv«.l u. uut color, i ncir sire is an
extra finedogand grandson of Plinlimmon
Their dam, I.ady Hloris. is a splendid bilch
well known to breeders, she being dam ofNora of Addiewell, Ladv Abbess, Gair firstNew York, 1890 ; granddam of Lady Floris
III, Young Plinliinmon and I..ady Living-
ston, Mr. Moore's late importation. There
are four dogs and four bitches. For full
particulars and prices address John Mar-
shall, Gair Kennels, Troy, N. Y. 76

MENTHON KENNELS, Phoenixville, Pa
breeders and importers of St. Bernards

67-118

ST. BERNARDS. —Grandly bred; perfect
markings. Lake View Kennels, Worcester,

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, No. i West Fayette
Street, Baltimore. Md., has for sale a few
choice fantails in white, black and blue
Pairs and old birds. Will exchange two
pairs of first^rlass blue fantails for two
white fantail hens, first-class, no culls. 76-77

ESSE M. RUTTER, I^wrence, Mass sells
typical Scottish shakers at $5 each and up-
wards. None better iu the fancy, b. 76-80

WHITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.Some grand birds for sale very low.

J

for circular.
\'ille, Ind.

Frank M. Gilbert,
Send

Evans-
62-tf

Jacobins.

TW TUGGLE, Columbus,
^ and breeder of Jacobins.

Or. Importer
50-106

Mass.

in its columns.
.15,
E. C, London,

THE GAME FOWL MONTHLY
Is an illustrated magazine devoted to game andgame bantams All progressive fanciers read it.Annual subscription price, |i.oo; single number
10 cents. Address C. L. Francisco, Sayre Pa

76-lf

TWO HIGHLY BRED young dogs for sale
cheap

; good size and bone. F. E. I.amb

OHental Frills.

HENRY E OWEN, 40 West Fifty-sixth Street,New York City, breeder of Oriental fnllionly—satinettes and bl.mdinettes and the
aub-yaneties. Perfectly pure stock, without
turbit or owl admixture. Price from Jto
per pair upward, according to gualitv
LoOs at Oce«nic, N. J. b. 75-76

Swallows.

G.

Tonawanda, N. Y. » 74-79

Varloos.

B. F.

50
2.00

•50

•25

•50

•^5
i.oo

•50

•50

1.50

.,, ., . MI.SCELLANEOtJ8.
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop .

traiedr""
*'"'"'* «'"J*^'ass'fic'«t'on ("Ilus-

' lusfVnted''^™'""'*
"^"''""'''^ P"P^^= •'

^' InJim"
"'" Ani'oial' Life ;' the Habiti and

Intelligence of Animals

'•'5

•»5

•50

i^SO

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to Uke dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. SomethinR
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 2s
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Companv «
South Third Street, PhiladeTphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

DALY, 47 Wellington Place, foronto
ada, breeder of black red games, Heat-

on's and Matthews' strains. Also carrier
pigeons, Hedley Fulton's and others. High-
class exhibition birds for sale. 73 tf

A. FICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
more, Md., breeder of Swallowsonly, of all
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true Saucier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Importe<i
his stock of birds, and has steadiW im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tomhlers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street
Cincinnati, O., breeder of living tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. tJ6

Tnrblts.

£.Cau

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserL'd under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordjor each insertion.

Artists.

WHARRYORR, Reading, Pa., breeder of
,
wing and solid white turbits exclusively
His birds took all ihe first and second Xin-miums at New York show held in Febru-

ary. They were owned by Mr. Gavin. 73-83

Various.

A.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph)-
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 12
South Third St., Philadelphia.

A'

F, 8TOLL. Royer's Ford, Pa., breeder and
fancier of black and white fantails, white
Duchess and homing pigeons. Has a few
pairs he wishes to sell to make rtxim.
These birds are mated ready for breeding
Prices low if sold soon. Stamp for reply
Satisfaction guaranteed. The homing
pigeons are from parents of high record.

b. 76-77

LL KINDS of birds and animals
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

t/ii.' headingfor i cents per word for each insertion

Blenheim Spaniels.

SOME VERY FINE PUPPIES from prize win-
ning stock for sale by Calumet Kennels
2821 Emerald Street, Chicago, III. 76-77

Bloodhounds.

PIfiS ,9*'*''*r"' Berkshire*, Polands. Fox
BONS» f',^"S^'^2*'''«'*^"''^°"'«'»'»«'"'^" W.GIB-"ONb Ik. CO.,W. Chester.Pa. Send stamp for cir

FOR SALE—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchell,

__ Fair Haven, Vt.

_ ColllM^

SCOTCH COLLIE PUPS for sale from priz^-
winning stock

; full pedigree furnished.
Geo. F. Mullett, 415 Commercial Stre«t
Boston, Mass. ^

Barred I'lymouth Books.

ON ACCOUNT OF MOVING, my enUre yard
forsal^e. Thompson's strain. J. H. Dre-
venstedt, Haninionton, N. J.

Incubators.

THE Thermostatic Incubator, a strictly first-
class machine in every particular. Auto-
matic in the regulation of the heat, moisture
supply and ventilation. Highest recom-
mendations from users. Stud for descript-
ive circular free. las. E. Warner, 19 Park
Place, New York City. 50-76

FANCY PIGEONS for sale cheap.
Collier, Jr., Salisbury, Md.

Wilson •.«

96

Levin
76-it

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists sched-
ules labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
Ushing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

I.<op Rabbits.

CHICKS FOR SALE.
Hammonton, N. J.

Red Caps.

U. Drevenstedt,

Various.

a.ECTROTYPES of an v variety of Fowls sup-
. plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Hublisn-

ing Co., 32 South Third St., Fhihidelphia.

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners in Eng-
land. Fred Stahrer. 119 Abbott Street
Lawrence, Mass. 73-124

Artists and Engravers.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets Bill Heads, Price Lists. Sched
ules Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers'^ Pubrishinit
Co., ja South Third St., PhUadelphia, Pa.
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Homing Pigeons

CHIEFTAIN bluechcckercock, 811 miles.

DAN WILLW.MS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MUPJAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

LOTTIE, blu ! checker hen

BLACK BES3. black checker hen . .

Orders fo'- youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

-^^|PS8»»-"V

JusT^Out.

PRICE 50c.**•«•••••••*

PARROTS!

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTKD BV THH

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Descru-tion of thk
Recocjnizku Varieties ok Iiokons.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

PARROTS!
^JUST ARRIVED

A LARGE LOT OF YOUNQ

^ICUBAN PARROTS iS7

AT $5.00 EACH.

WARRANTED TO I^ARN TO TALK.

Young Mexican
AND

Grey African Parrots

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS,

ftc., &c., ftc.

SE\D FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

H. \V. VAHLE,
3CJ Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

TO THE FANCIERS' POBLISHIN& COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifiy Cents for which send " The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME.

ADDRESS'^

I AH NOT IN THE FI9E01T BUSINESS,

but breed, for A FANCY , hich class

FAITTAILS
In Me, Black,

Red and Yellow,

And have for sal
at all times

Very Snuerior Blnl8,

anf!»<"''Ileii in qnal-
ity Ht $2.00 pach,
and II

i>. Satiafaotioa
guaranteed.

Am glad at all times to show my stock.
DO KOT ANSWKR PCS lAL CARDS.

H. C. NORTON,
-^ Oemnantown, Pa.
Of 287 So. Fonrth St., Phllada.

TAKEN FROM LIFE

^THE

SPORTSMEIVS
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEniClNF..S.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

jll^ PAMPHLET
MU^ ON

W^DOG . DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Vet<»rlnary 8iirjfeon,

71-83 I«9a BIIOADWAV. NEW YOllK.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - •

tiraniilRted Bone,
Or^iincl Heef
HorauM, - -

r:alclte, ...
Crnsbed Flint,
Crushed OyMt«r
Shells,

rer 10<> lb. Bag, 93 .OO
" »00 8.76

2O0

3.00
8.00
S.OO

«.0OSend for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

*^

C. II. DEMPWOI.F & CO.,
York Chemical Workn, York, l»a.42-93

^pBIRDnMANNA
The Ureat Secri't of

the Hans Mountaln.Oer
will rextore the song of
^rxA their allmenU and
condition. It make* canarl
fheddlngfeathenL Sent
IV). Soldhyall dnuglsto.
Bird Food Oo., 4WR. Sd

the Canarr Breeders of
many. Bird Manna
Cage Birds, will pre
keep them In good

slag, even while
matron receiptor
Dlreottona free.
,8t., nau.. Pa.

AMERICAN KKNNEIj CL.UU

Stud B^ok.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publicntion of the club, con-
tains theJudges' reports and certified priie lists
of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos, 44 and 46 Hroo<lwny, New York.

Kennel Management

By B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner ol a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $a.5o.

Address

Fanciers' Pnliljsliiug Company,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list
No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

—A-

OAMK BANTAMS.
Dr. Wra. Crawford Johnson. Frederick, Md.

l+istor^ and DescritDfion

WITH

l^eminiscences

OF THE

...FOX TERRIER...
BY

I^awtJON Lee,

EDITOR "THE FIELD."

Illustations by Arthur Wardi.e.

Srcond Edition. Prick Postpaid, $1.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

WITHOUT A SINGLE E.XCEI'TIO.N

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

k

MARKET. EIGHTH and FIBERT i'TS.,

PIIIL,ADET.P1IIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Piqeons a Specialty

tu rnu:o.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, "laj and
700 miles. I have fifty iHtirs ufwell-'mated birds
from the above stock o(^ tWkj hatch for sale. Alsto
youngsters with SportinR Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send lor Price List. 44-9.S

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
"i-Beiuare ofworthless imilatinns.same shnf>e.

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and
MEDICINES Tor all canine diseases.
"CU.MMUN SjHNSKOFDOO DOCTORINi;,"

(Post free, a8c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
THK OKF.ATKST HOC. PRODITCINC. I'OOI).
The mosl .Xu/rilioiis and IJigestiblf Foitd ftn Ijiy-

ing Hetis and for !i:etiin^ all kindi of
PniiUry into Shmv Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfiiify on it.

Unequnlrd for rcnrinjf Itarlv Chicken-f

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Rediicis tile usumI lieiivv niort.-iliiy in rem ing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per Im)x . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per lx)ttle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap per cake 25 cents
Order from your dealer. Full purticular-i Irom

SIMtAT-lN Patent (America I, i..lMIT'l».
«9-»4.S Fjist 5ftth St., New York City. 44-69

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for Thr American Columbarian , Buf-

falo, N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the best advertising medium of any paper in
America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a veer.

lAIORM POWDER
|i by mail.

FOR DOGS.
MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y.

VOL. 5, NO. lO. IWHOLK NO., 77.; PHILADELPHIA, SEPTEMBER 6, 1890. f PKU ANNUM, 98.SO.
t SINGltK copy; So.

THE FAMOUS FIELD TRIAL WHINNER RIP RAP.
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IN THE STUD.
Adverlisentents imerUdunder this headiug at the

follmtn'Hg rates: One inch, single insertion, S'jo;
t^.4ofor the month; tis Jor three months; )M/or
ttx months, and Jgo/br the year.

KILLARNEY

K
©

ENN
PURE BRED IRI6H SETTERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

DICK 8WIVELER.

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:

DICK SWIVELER,
winner of lii'sl challenge prize, New York »how,
1K90 ; also first aud special prizes all over the
United States.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
winner firot and special prizes, St. Paul show,

1S87 and 1888 (only times shown).

FEE $25,

GARRYOWEN IV, inap.
Graiidsou of the great Champion Gakryowbn

"the hero of the benches of Burope."

FEE $25.
To a limited number of bitches of approved

breeding.
Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

tion.
Extra choice Irish puppies by the great Dick

SwiVBLER for sate at reasonable prices.

KILI^AHNKY KENNELS,
30-101 177 State Street, Cuicaoo, III.

I
RISK SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FKK. »JS

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODERIGO—GEM.) FEE, $35.

B. P. LEWIS, Box 13,

53-78 Merion P. O., Pa.

POCHELI.E KENNEI-S.

IMPORTED BLACK & TAN TERRIERS.

AT STUD

THE SENATOR,
Fifteen and Onk-halk I,d«. Fee, $15.

Puppies from n.oled sires and dams for sale.
75tf Box 231, New Rochelle, N. Y.

IMPORTED WHITE BULL TERRIER
.\T RTrl>

KINGCRAFT.
PINE PEDicRKK wei(;ht, forty lbs.

FEE, $10.
Photographs Fifty Cents. Address

E. F. Doty,
7ilf 47 Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada.

I SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
» short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Ch:iiiipion
Beaufort's winnings cm the show bench ait.l his
record as h stud dog have proved him tin- best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.
Ma.stiff breeders should make the most of this
grand dog wliile here. Photographs 25 cents.
Stud fee J75.

J. WINCHELL.

^ ^N THE STUD^
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the follotuing rates: One inch, single insertion,

tl-SO; $$.40 for the month; fis for three months;
tK for six months, and f.iu for the year.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO- NOREKN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEKN.

Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and
-thers for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62tf Tremont. N. Y.

ROUGH-COATKD ST. BEKN.\KI)

CASPER
A. K. C. S. U. 14442.

pedigree:

Sire, Champion (
^'''""^ ^"'' ^"srrim, 14067

Plinlimmou, 6. i505o-|
^^^„rf ^„„, ^^^j^ .^^^^

I
Grand Sire,

Dam, Effie ....•< Merchant Prince, 14742
( Grand Dam, Chloris.

FEE FORTY DOLLARS.

PENINSULAR KENNELS,
LEANDER TICHENOR, Managbr.

CHELSEA MICH.
69-tf

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse 11. This dog com-
bines both held and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1S88, and on the beuch has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, J35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allisler—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;
first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog ol
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
01 numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year ana winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London. Ont., when nut of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will l>e kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cark W. H. Weiss,

43-94 Hmiii.KifKM, Pa.

E

55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

NGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771)

None but approved biti-ties accepted. For stud
card and particulars uildrcss

t J. E. STODDARD,
I 67-79 CONCORD, N. C.

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following lates: One inch, single insertion,

ft.so; Ss 40 for the month; $1$ for three months;
$i8 for six months, and Sso for the rear.

POINTKR IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

18N8; winner of second F,a8tern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, ISO.

Lebanon Kennels,
LEBANON. PA.

17- -l"-

THE kennel.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

FOR SAI^E

Collies & Irish Terriers

We have for sale a large number of puppies of
above breeds. Collies by

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION SCOTILLA.

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

ROSLYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood bitches (in whelp) and
some first-class Irish terriers out of Champion
Breda Tiney.

We have also for sale at our English kennels
several good collie bitches in whelp to Christo-
pher.

PRICES Jijo TO $250 (delivered).

ADDRESvS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

^^iU^K'i^tBtK I Chestnut^Hill, [Philadelphia.

'

Fox Terriers for Sale.

My entire kennel of pedigreed prize winning
fox terriers, including the well known stud fox
terrier

GENERAL GRANT (A.K.c.S.B.4 42).

Winnings (the only limes shown)—First puppy
and third open class, Newark. i8«j; first, open
class, Winsted. iHH(r, first, Atlanta, 1886; v. h. c.
and special, Philadelphia, 1H89; first, Wilming-
ton, 1889; third, Wilmington, 1890. This is a
grand stud dog and the best known in the slate.

Oxford Nora (A. K. C. S. B. 9347), a prize win-
ner and a good brood bitch. Gn> by tirip out of
Nell, a first class brood bilch. Dame Trot (Tom
out of Old Bess); a f^and brood bitch. Neli.ie,
a firstcla.ss brood bitch. Three dog puppies by
General Grant out of Oxford Nora; 111 ely markei'l
and will make sure winners.

This is a rare chance for anyone wishing a
choice lot of dogs, as I am anxious to close out
all my fox terriers. Or 1 will exchange these
for King Charles Spaniels or Italian Greyhounds.

M. W. TAYLOR,
2706 North Broad Street, Phila.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO..

44 vS: 4^ Di'ANK St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRE8. & TREA8.
We miiiiufaclure leu Ihou-

saiiil styles i>r dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, Ka<ls. brushes,
combs, bells, coiipliiigs.blank-
ets. whips and baskets for
dogs. Write lor catalogue A.

o
OAMK HANTAMJS.

Dr. Win. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

THE kennel.
Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the /olloiving rates: One inch, single insertion

t

$'.$0; tsio for the month; Si^ for three months
$iS for Six months, and S30 for the yeat

.

«k«X«M.V>.WX^.«xWXMC«9

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLSlElB HeNNELS,
53-104 LANCASTER. MASS.

Dogs for Sale-

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

O0OODBURY »CENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8th STREET

Philadeli-hia, Pa.

mm
Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Satisfaction gnaratecd.Rates reasonable.

63-114

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12
Is now out. It contains the nanus of many ceic
brated champion dogs ami bitches now oftereil

tor sale for the first time. Nearly 200 dogs ol
«^.^i.^. ..i| breeds src cfTcrcd fcr ;^!c Nuv.* i*^

the time of year to buy got>d dogs cheap. List
mailed on application'.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

63tf 140 S. 8lh St., rhila., Pa.

BERKSHIRE PIGS.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both sexe.s), St.

Bernard Dogs, Light Brahnias, Caponizing To<iIs,
Strawlwrry Plants, address GEO. y. DOW,
47-2wm North Epping, N. H.
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cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal H H
"'"'tfKS, secretary.

^'^h IrJ^^'^^ annual field trials of the South-
ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretory.
Marietta, Ga '

Coui"sln^.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

PHILADELPHIA, AUGUST 30, 1890.

Subscription Agents Wanted
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town in tlie United States and Canada to
solicit subscriptions for The Fanciers'
Journal. A liberal cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write
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FIXTURES.
Dog cjhows.

Sept. 1-5.—First annual bench show of the
^ ouugslown Kennel Club, at Youngstown O S
I>. L. Jackson, secretary. .

•••

ni^fJi!-
c.'' "^^j?'"'"^ Central Fair AssociationBench Show, Kingston, Ont., Canada. C HCorbett. secretary.

Sept. 2-j.--Wilraingtoii Fair Association Bench.Show. 1. D. Brown, secretary, Wilmington,

wtT' M^VT^''^'''*^?
Kennel Club, Detroit,

-Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, secretary

..'^H''
j'5"'9-~'.'^*^°"'* '"ternatioiial Dog Show ofthe Industrial Exhibition As.socialion at To-ronto, Canada. C. A. Stone, secretory

Sept. 23- 26.-Central Canada Exhibition Asso-cation, at Ottowa, Canada. Alfred Geddeschairman. v^-.-.uc:.,

Oct. fr^.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-buo- Agricultural i^ociety, at Danbury, Conn.B. C. Lynes. .secretary.
>-""..,

Be'i^ch Sh?w:"'*"*''"'y
Agricultural Society's

vs^Jii '"-If.-Pif^h annual bench show of theNorthern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
'•
n^i" K'fkford. III, j^hu Teague.^.^raa^"'

^„»^ 3c>-Jan. 3 -First bench show of the Buck-eye Poultry and Pet Stock Association, atVan-

Mark?i Slre«.^"
Steriing. secretory, 39 Jjojth

1801.
Jan. 7-i4._Twemh annual bench show of the

tionat Jackson, Mich. W. F. Brace, secretary

e^.f.i','.^"'^,"'"''"^'""'""-''' Kxhibiiion of theSouth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tr '"°*"'~^P"'^"'«l£Bench Show at Ch^etton, s C. Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr., secretary
Jan. 20-25.-First annual bench show of theLouisiana Poultry and Pet .Stock Association at

f?.5a
'*""'* ^•"- ^ «• ^*"'*. secretory, Box

the'"w^;l^-~';*''^''^"^*'
n"»"al bench show ofthe We,stniinster Kennel Club at New YorkJ""'" Mortimore, superintendent

'

ihi^M^.
24-27 -Second annual bench show of

". A. Williams, secretary.

Field Trials.

FiehfTrU^riVJ.':.''' '"«" °'' '^e Manitoba
Nov ,

«"''• 7''"'"as JohiLson, secretory.

rlt^A- 3 -Second annual field trials of the
Stone Tor"^",'"^.'

'^'"'»' «« ^•"ntham, Ont C AMone, Toronto. Ont., secretary
...„'?)'•

3 --Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-

I di^iSf ';',1:',«' ^-'r'-'
'"'«. P- T. Madi^n.'i.<iiHiiapoiis, Iiid., secretary

MaM^F^w''''^!. ""^""'^ C'""' «t Hyannis,
Mbm! Chapman, secretary, Melrose,

cIi,V{- '"—Second annual field trials of the

Eastern'^ lurrilii ,"," k"*'
'^^''' »"«'« °f '^e

Vn. W. ^cl'^r,"'!':!.".!!'
n^9"."biirn Springs

retarv

Oct. 2i.25.--Fifth annual meet of the American
Coursing club, at Great Bend, Kan. I DBroughcr, secretary.

Poultry and Plyreon Shows
A»K- 26-,Sept. 5—Detroit International Fairand Exhibition Association, Detroit. E W

Cottrell. secretary.
*^»».

^.'^J^'c
!-i2.-Elinira Inter-State Fair. Mr. George

VI. Kobiiison. secretary.
Sept i-f>.—Wilmington Fair AssocUtion Poul-

try and Bird Department. T. D. Brown, secre-
tary, Wilmington. Del.
Sept. 8-12.— Buriington County, N. J., Poultry

As.s<x:iation. T. Farrer Rackfiam, secretory
hast Orange, N. J.

>.>cutiy,

..'^.J'^
?-=°-J"t"national Fair Association, atBuffalo, N. Y. Charies W. Robinson, secretary

nu^^, ti'°;r?y^^^° International Fair. Mr.Charles W. Robinson, secretary
Sept^ 1 2-2o.-Kausas Stole Fair, Topcka, Kan.

E. G. Moon, secretary.
"^i..

Sept. 22-27.-lndiaiia State Fair. Alex Heron,

Sept. 22-27.-Central Canada Fair, OttowaCanada. Alfred Geddes, chairman
"^"""a.

Te^.fn'' T^^;?''^
2 -J"t<^'- Stole Fair, Memphis,lenn. N. C. Perkins. Jr., secretary

Sept. 29-Oct. 3.—Inter-Slate Fair Association
Irenlon N. J. Poultry, Pigeons and Pets De-partment. Franklyn Dye, superintendent
Oct. 14-17.- Frederick County Agricultural So-ciety Frederick, Md. H. C. Keefer, secretary

t,.^ r^^'^°'!u
'^-P'ed'nont Exposition, at At-lanta, Gn. Charles Arnold, secretory

Ain^p""!?"??""^*''" Exposition. Montgomery,
Ala., Poultry Deoarlment. T. Fairer Rackham
superintendent. East Orange N J

>-*""",

Nov. ii-is-Chaltahoochee Valley Exposition
at Columbus. Ga. Cliff B. Grimes, iecretory '

Dec. 9-16—Northern Illinois Poultry and PetStock Association, Rockford. A. H Curriersecretary. .-"...t.,

Dec. 10-12—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock
As.sociation. Brockton, Mass. William F Bond
secretary. Box 795.
Dec. io-i7.-Fifth annual show of the CentralPoultry Association, Richmond, Ind. J. o Myers

secretory.
j- >.'. .«yeis,

Dec. i6-2o.-Southwestern Poultry Association,

^rdlsMUs'' ^""- «^«B^°^te^, secretory,'

Dec. 23-26.—Eastern Middlesex Pou.try Asso-
ciation, Stoneham, Mass. Mr. G. W 'corn7a^
secretary. »-v^nuB<.it,

Dec. 29-Jan. I—Rhode Island Poultry Associa-Hon, at Providence. R. G. Davis, secretory

fiiSfv A^°~-'?°.-
-3 -Buckeye Poultry and Pet

^'^^j
Association, at Canton, O. James Steriing,

Dec 30.-Jan. 6.—Illinois Stole Poultry Associa-
tion. Peoria. J. W. Burton, secretory

"^"^"^

superintendent's (Mr. Carswell's) fault.

Who ever saw an agricultural fair ready
for work at the hour announced ? We
thing Mr. Caiswell did remarkably well
inasmuch as he had no assistanU. He
alone attended to the printing, receiving
entries, arranging for judges, and in fact
he did alone work that is generally done
by half a dozen men when kennel clubs
give a show.

» »

Consequently a good-humored crowd
waited until about 2 P. M. before the
first lot of dogs were led into the ring,
which was an enclosure outside of the
building in which the dogs were benched.

«

The judges, Messrs. Mayhew and
Glover, were well selected and gave g<ui-
eral satisfaction. The former handled his
classes expeditiously and had finished
before sundown, while Dr. Glover placed
his awards with a deliberation that pro-
longed his labors some hours.

1891.

pi"'i;Jlu r''*'"**'?™ Michigan Poultry andPet stock As.soctation, Monroe, Mich. Elliot OGrosvenor, secretary.
c.""t \j.

a.^^-
5-9 -Wabash Valley Poultry and Pet StockAssociation, at Ml. Carmel, 111. will F CWo-man, secretary, •• r. >.nip

pJt'H,'
'3-'5-Notthern Middlesex Poultry andPet Stock Association, at Clinton, Mass. A AFillebron. secretary,! Aver, Mass.

c '°.Vv'^"V ~'"'""'"'°"3' FIxhibilion of theSouth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated) at Charieston, S. C Ben-jamin Mclnnis, Jr. , secretory. H. A. Bridge su-pennleudent. """se, su

Jan. 1.V18.—Cleveland Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Cleveland, O. P. p Fritrin«r
secretory. . • .iiiiuger,

Jan. 20-25 —Louisiana Poultry and Pet StockAssociation, at New Orieans. N. E Shaw sm^retory. Box 16^8.
s'uaw, sec

Ren"w°r.?,u"«
'""* '^^^'^ ^""'"y Aesociation.Ren. W. Crockett, cor. secretary, Delphi, Ind

Jan. 13-16. Mohawk Valley Poultry and' PetStock Association. Amsterdam, N Y Mr Wil-liam C. House, .secretary, Freys Bush N y'
Jan. 27-31.—Tennessee Poultry and Pet Stock

A.s.sociation, at Nashville, Tenu. p a Haiersecretory ' n.. nagcr,

Feb 3-7—South Carolina Poultry and Pet StockAssociation, at Greenville, S. C. A H Rohnsecretary. Prosperity, S. C.
Konn,

Feb. 4-10.—New York Poultry and Pieeon As-sociation (limited), at New York T vlrnr
oPnnge'N l^'^'^^'^''^'

""^ superintendent, East

Feb. 10-15—Colorado Poultry Breeders' Associ-
ation, at Denver, Col. Geo. A^^Parker icreS^y.

The class of dogs on exhibition this
year was much superior to that of last

year. In St. Bernards W. Stewart Diffen-
derffer made a creditable showing. He
informs us he is now negotiating in Eng-
land for a couple of bitches that will
make Sears and Moore sick with envy
when they meet at the Westminster show
in February. We are pleased to see that
Mr. Diffenderffer has taken the advice of
Namquoit and Manhattan in buying
good bitches instead of dogs. If we on
this side of the water expect to breed
dogs that will be world beaters we must
use a little common sense and mate our
fine dogs to something better than an or-
dinary bitch.

^47

only Chauncey " is returning home to
settle the strike.

* •

Mrs. Smyth showed a very nice even
team of cocker spaniels, while the Chest-
nut Hill Kennels had on the bench a
strong string of collies, at the head of
which was the superb Scotilla. An in-
cident took place during the judging of
collies. Mr. Mayhew, after marking the
awards in his book handed Mr. Creswell,
who had Major Jum, the blue ribbon,'
whereupon those about the ring jumped
to the conclusion that Major Jum had
been placed over Roslyn Wilkes. Messrs.
Watson, Lacy and others marked their
catalogues in that way and fell to dis-
cussing the award. In the meantime we
took a peep into the judge's lx)ok and
found he had given Roslyn Wilkes first,

but had handed out the blue ribbon by
mistake to Major Jum. This was the
only bit of excitement we had during
the judging.

*
« *

Fox terriers were a strong lot Blem-
ton Kennels sent down a brace, as did
also h. &. W. Rutherford.

*
« •

The dog show was to have been an ex-
tra attraction at the Wilmington fair, aud
the admission fixed at ten cents. The
amount was certainly small enough for
those to pay who wished to see the dogs
and large enough to keep out the rabble.

«
* •

The doors were thrown open to visitors
late on Tuesday, yet by evening twenty-
one dollars had been taken in at the
door.

*
» *

Great Danes at Wilmington were a
fine lot. In this breed of dogs, as well as
in bull dogs, we are prejudiced in favor
of the brindle, that coler we think most
taking. Those mottled specimens with
their China eyes look like freaks of na-
ture in our eyes

* *

Our Illustration.

Mr. Edward Dexter's pointer dog Rip
Rap is the subject of our illu.stration this
week. Rip Rap was the absolute winner
of the Central Field Trial Club's Derby
at Lexington. N. C, and was also winner
of the All-aged Pointer Stake of the
Eastern Field Trials Club at High Point,
N. C. Both events took place last year.
Rip Rap was handled on both occasions
by Captain C. E. McMurdo.

The pointers were a good lot, all rather
heavy in flesh and out of coat, as were
most of the setters. Mr. J. H. Winslow,
who was interested m the special for the
best pointer, missed his train while wait-
ing to see it decided. Had he anticipated
the result he would have no doubt made
his train.

» *

E. W. Jester's entries saved the Eng-
lish setter classes. He had no trouble
capturing the special for the best exhibit.

Coster, Saratoga Springs, n! Y., sfc-

18»1.
Jan. I9.-Righih annual field trials cf the Pa-

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
Whal strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The Wilmington dog show was the
event of the week. It was not pleasant
loafing around half a day waiting for the
juilging to begin. Still it wasn't the

In Irish setters Larry S. made a team
by himself. His owner looked upon him
lovingly as the dog showed himself for
all he was worth.

» •

H. F. Smith was on hand with his
string of Gordons, and a strong string
they were. .\n eastern dog show can no
longer be a success without Smith and
his dogs are present, and he hasn't got
the Malcolm strain either.

«
« »

Did you see the curly-coated New-
foundland that Judge Mayhew was kind
enough to give second prize to.' He
wanted to let the owner of tlie mongrel
down easily, but the man indignantly
refused the prize and had a big notion to
"lick" the judge. Threats of bodily
harm come fast to Mr. Mayhew. He had
better secure the services of one of Pin-
kerton's detectives. We suppose 3d V. P.

Webb could spare one, now that "the

The management made a big mistake
when they announced on Wednesday the
dog .show would be free on account of
a few Sussex County crackers who wanted
the earth because they had paid to come
on the grounds. They might as well
have demanded a seat on the grand stand
to see the races.

• «

After the big crowd took possession of
the building it packed it so full that
locomotion was almost impossible. Had
the charge for admission been adhered
to the association would have come out
several hundred dollars ahead in their
venture.

*
• •

W. E. Hoff, Chattanooga, Tenn.. has
bought the entire kennel, save one
exception, ofJohn Naylor, Mount Forest,
Illinois.

• »

J. L. Winchell writes : " I have lost,

from inflammation of the bowels a mastiff
puppy that promised to be the greatest
show dog ever whelped in America.
Several judges who had seen him con-
sidered him equal to his sire. Champion
Beaufort, in every respect. Of great size
with the grandest short square head and
smallest ears, with the most dense black
markings. He was out of Gerda, so well
known in England on the show beuch,
also the winner of Mr. Wade's special
offered in England for the best moving
mastiff. Champion Beaufort's reputation
as the best stud dog ever known I am
sure must be correct. I have seen litters

sired by him out of inferior mastiff
bitches which are ..f great promise. He
is always sure to get good heads aud
black markings."

»
• •

We regret to learn of the death of Dr.
George B. Ayres, the well known Eng-
lish mastiff fancier. He died at the
home of his parents near Omaha, Neb.,
in the thirty-fourth year of his age.
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

LYIN' TOMMY OTOOLE--11.

BY HIBERNIA.

XVII.

The business bull terrier, Baby, that

I bought from Mr. O'Toole, was a perfect

success in keeping Aunt Bess' hens from

taking nocturnal strolls.

The night 1 brought him home 1 chained

him iu a corner of the hen house and

went to bed feeling perfectly sure that

not a hen would be missing iu the morn-

ing, and none were.

When I went out after breakfast to

feed the dog, I found Baby had broken

his chain during the night and with

blood-stained lips to which niauy feathers

were glued, was angrily eyeing the few

hens j)erched on the roosting poles be-

yond his reach which had escaped his

jaws. Round about hiia were piled in

dire confusion mangled carcasses of high-

bred fowls. Baby wagged his tail when
he saw me as if he felt he had done some-

thing he should be highly commended
for.

It would hardly pay to keep a dog to

watch three hens (all that were left) so

back to O'Toole's shop I took Baby.

"Phat's the matter now ?" asked Mr.

O'Toole when I entered.

He was sitting in his shirt sleeves near

the door, smoking a verj' short clay pipe

filled with strong tobacco.

I explained to him how Baby had
broken his chain and had killed most of

the fowls entrusted to his care in a

nicrht'o
"Too bo<l," said Mr. O'Toole, "but

thot's somethin' you certainly don't blame

me for. Now phat do yees intind to

do with Baby?"

I replied :

"I expect you to take him back and
some day or other 1 may want something
in your line, and then perhaps you will
allow me for the dog what you consider
right."

"Indade I will," said Mr. O'Toole.
"You belave because I got up a job on
yees that I'm crooked. We'll let be-
gones be begones. Whenever yees want
a favor, phat is in the power of Lyin'
Tommy to do he'll do it."

So I left the dog.
Shortly afterwanls I needed some fancy

pigeons to present to a youthful cousin
and I visited Mr. O'Toole once more. I

told him that I knew nothing at all about
pigeons and would trust to him to pick
out good specimens.

"That's the way to soy it," said Mr.
O'Toole, "Lyin" Tommy niver yet did a
mon up phat put confidence in his
word."
And so far as my experience was con-

cerned the rogue's words came true, as
friends of mine up in the pigeon fancy
told me when they saw the birds that
every pair was actually worth double
what he really charged me for them.

Lyin' Tommy had a peculiar code of
morals to whicli he strictly adhered. If
anyone went to him and relied on his
judgment (a good judge of a toy dog,
fancy pigeon or fowl he was in truth)
they never regretted it, but if they went
there and criticised unfavorably what he
showed them, he would cheat them if he
could

.

While I was in his place one day talk-
ing to him a man came in and said :

"I want to see a pug."
Lyin' Tommy showed him several.
"They won't .suit," said the man, "I

want one that is very smutty itucolor and
will weigh eighteen or twenty pounds."

"I can't accommo<late yees," replied
O'Toole.
The man then left and Lyin' Tonmiy

turning to me said :

"That mon is after a stolen dog, but he
can't work me. I know where his pug
is, but I wouldn't give it away."

Shortly afterwards another man came
in and said :

"Mr. O'Toole, I've had a black and tan

stolen. Have any been brought to you ?"

Lyin' Tommy showed him all he had,

but none of them answered the descrip-

tion. O'Toole had the stolen dog brought
to his place subsequently and bought it

for $1 and returned it to the owner, and
would only receive the amount he had
actually paid for it.

Everything Lyin' Tommy had in his

shop was said by him to be imported,
even Plym'-uth Rocks and Wyandotte
fowls, grcjDv^aks and bobolinks—all na-

tives of America. I even saw a very fair

Chesapeake Bay dog that Lyin' Tommy
said was just off a Liverpool steamer.
He always had a very nice lot of toy

dogs which unquestionably came from
the other side—imported without their

owner's knowledge or consent 1 am sure.

These were all brought to him by the
stokers, firemen and deck hands on the
various trans-Atlantic steamship lines.

He had very few large dogs that were of
any account, as these could not easily be
stowed away on board the steamers m a
surreptitious manner.
Lym' Tommy was never in the clutches

of the f)olice but once. Here is how it

occurred as he related it to me :

"Yees see, sur, a mon came here one
day and lookin' at a little long-haired
tarrier phat was in a cage near the wiudey
and says : 'That's my dog.' I knowed
it wasn't, so I said, bould like, 'you're a

a d n liar.' Says he, 'I'll have you
jugged.' 'Go ahead,' says I. And the
divil went down town to an alderman
phat didn't know me and got out a war-
rant. There was no hushin' the matter
up, so I had to appear. I knowed the
tarrier didn't b'long to him, but I railly

b'lave the feller thought it did. Says
the Alderman : 'Do yees sware this dog
is you property ?' and he said : 'Yes. I

raised it from a pup and I know it's

mine.' Thin the Alderman says to me,
'Phat have yees to say to this ?' 'I have
only one question to ask him, your
Honor,' I answered, and tumin' to the
mon phat had me arrested I asked : 'Was
the tarrier you lost a dog or a bitch ?' 'A
dog_ of roiirsp ' said he 'W*-!! thin '

said I, turn in' again to the jedge, 'If

your Honor will be kind enough to ex-
amine the tarrier (which I had brought
wid me) yees will see it is of the opposite
sex,' and sure the mon had really claimed
a bitch thin kin' it was a dog. I'd a had
him 'rested for intind to injure me char-
acter only I was afeard the rale owner of
the tarrier might get on to me."

"WHAT IS STYLE, ANYWAY?"

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I saw these words in a recent

number of your valuable journal, and
they reminded me of a fact that I have

often noticed—that the value of style is

not in general sufiBciently appreciated,

though the result of it, shown by good
work, is. There are three different ways
in which a dog can show style :

First, in movement. He should throw
out his legs freely and to the full extent,

letting himself down without any jar,

and, gathering again without apparent

effort, he should move in fact as if it

were no trouble. This is pretty to look

at and means slaying'.

Secondly, in his way of feeling for
scent. He should use the wind to the
best advantage, throwing his head very
high at times, at others lowering it con-
siderably, but generally carrying it atjout
level. A dog that hunts in thit, style
won't miss much game.

Thirdly, in his way of coming to a
point. If he scents birds at a distance
he should at once change his course,
.slackening his pace a little and move
right on without any pottering till he is

quite sure he has them, head well up all

the time.
Should they be close enough to him

when he first strikes the scent he should
stop as if he had been shot, never mov-
ing a muscle, and look as if "there was
no mistake at all about it." In my
humble opinion no dog can be firet class
without goo<l style, nor can he habitually
do good work without it.

C. E. McMijRDO.
Chari,ottsvii,i,b, Va., Sept. 3.

Intelligence of Dogs.

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

There cannot be any doubt at all that

some dogs are able to find their way
home over scores—and even hundreds

—

of miles, through a completely strange

country, and in a time which indicates

that they must have taken the "bee-

line," or, at any rate, the shortest avail-

able route, saj'S George J. Romanes in

the Canine World. Moreover, there can

be no doubt that this may be the case,

however circuitous the route in the out-

going journey may have been, and
whether or not the animal has had the

use of its eyes during the course of this

journey. Therefore, on whatever facul-

ties it may be that the homing instinct of

a dog depends, it certainly does not de-

pend upon the senses either of vision or

of smell. When—as has frequently been

the case—the out-going journey is taken

in a box, or in the boot of a railway train,

it is obvious that the sense of vision can

be of no use to the animal in alterwards

retracing the route, even if we were to

suppose (against the evidence afforded

by many of the cases), that the dogs re-

trace the exact route instead of taking
the "shortest cut." Again, that the sense
of smell need have nothing to do with
the matter is proved not only by the fact
just mentioned but also because even if

the out-going journey has been accom-
plished by sea the dog will return by
land, and therefore cannot possibly return
on any "recollection of smells in their
inverse order," as has been suggested bj'

Mr. A. R. Wallace.
The next thing to be noticed is, that

although the faculty in question is or-
dinarily called the "homing instinct," it

is certainly not an instinct in the psycho-
logical signification of this term. For it

is so far from being a common or uni-
versal endowment of all individuals of
the sneries^ that it annpar« in li^ a COH!
paratively rare endowment—probably
not one dog in a hundred being aide to
effect his return over as large a number
of miles. Lastly, it may be noted that
although this homing faculty is exhibited
by many other animals, these, so far as
any trustworthy evidence at present goes
—and if we accept the phenomena of
migration, which are probably due to
some other though equally mysterious
faculty—are all comprised within the
class mammalia. Carrier pigeons do not
present it in any degree at all. and there-
fore require to be taught their route be-
tween any two points (by flying them at
intermediate points) before they can find
their way back over distances which are
beyond their range or vision. Bees,
again, do not present the homing faculty

;

the "bee-line" which they take toward
their hive, when liberated from the box
of the wild honey-finder, being due to
their special knowledge of the land
marks in the district—as was proved
simultaneously and independently by Sir
John Luhlwck and myself in 1887. Thus,
the only evidence that we have of the
homing faculty properly so called—or as
not involving the sense of sight, knowl-
edge of a special district, etc.—refers to
sundry species among our domesticated
mammalia, particularly dogs,cats, horses,
cattle, sheep and pigs.

Now, what I desire is to find some dog
(or cat) that has already proved himself
an adept at way finding ; and therefore
I hope that any of your readers who may
know of such an animal will be kind
enough to communicate with me, either
with a view to my effecting a purchase
of the animal, or else to my suggesting a
course of experiments which might l^e

tried.

The other matter connected with canine
intelligence on which I desire to solicit
information is as follows: Until within
the last few years it was the universal
belief of biologists that the effects of
training (i. e. , of individual experience
uniforndy continued over a number of
generations) a<lniits of l)cing in some de-
gree transmitted by heredity to offspring.
In this way evolutionists were accustomed
in large measure to explain the phenom-
enon of instinct in general, viz., by re-
garding instinct as "inherited memory,"
or "organized experience." Great coun-
tenance was lent to this view by the facts

of what have been called the "artificial

instincts" of our domesticated animals

—

and especially those of the dog. Thus,
for instance, there can be no doubt that
our setters and f)ointers, when pure bred,
inherit a marked aptitude for setting and
pointing, which is prior to any individual
teaching, and therefore makes the process
of teaching more easv in dogs of this

kind than in those of* any other breed.
Similarlj", pure bred retrievers inherit an
artificially produced instinct of retriev-

ing ; sheep dogs an artificially produced
instinct of running around instead of at

a flock of sheep, and so on. But now
within the last few years Professor Weis-
mann has raised the question whether
individually acquired characters of any
kind—Ixjdily or mental—are ever trans-
mitted to progeny in any degree at all.

His view is that only congenital charac-
ters are so transmitted, or qualities which
hap]>en to arise as inate peculiarities in
the first instance. For example, there is

no doubt that by increased use of his
arms a blacksmith acquires a greater
muscularity of his arms, and therefore, if

there were a thousand generations of
blacksmiths it seems reasonable to infer
that the children of this race of black-
smiths would inherit stronger arms than
children saj' of a similarly long line of
watchmakers. Weismann, however, has
given very good reasons for doubting this
inference, and the question whether or
not it is any longer to be deemed a valid
inference is at present exercising a
keener interest in the world of biological
science than is any other question what-
soever.

If it be true that only congenital va-
riations are inherited, all the adaptive
machinery of organic nature, and all the
special aptitudes of animal instinct must
be set dow n to the unaided influence of
natural selection. There cannot be in
the species, as there obviously is in the
individual, any such thing as "function
producing structure," "practice making
perfect," etc. What happens is that
natural selection is always on the look-
out, so to speak, for those congenital va-
riations (whether of structure or of in-

stinct) which happen to be in the direc-

five growth of adaptations in special
lines thus secured through successive
generations, being never in any degree
assisted by functionally induced improve-
ments in the case of individuals. Now,
the analogue of natural selection in the
case of our domesticated animals, is arti-

ficial selection—or the careful mating to-
gether of their best animals by cattle
breeders, dog fanciers, etc. Therefore,
the question which I should like to put
to men of experience is the breeding of
dogs—and, if possible,to get the question
debated in your pages—is as follows :

Is it, or is it not, the case, that in
mating setters, retrievers, etc., profes-
sional dog breeders are in the habit of
paying attention to the special mental
aptitudes as distinguished from the gen-
eral corporeal excellencies of their pedi-
gree animals? If they pay comparatively
little or no attention to the special men-
tal aptitudes (pointing, setting, retriev-
ing, etc.), the fact of these having now
become instinctive would point to the
conclusion that they are the result of
many generations of special training. On
the other hand, if they do pay any special
attention to these special aptitudes, so
that they select for pairing together dogs
and bitches which from puppyhood have
proved the best pointers, setters and re-
trievers, it becomes quite possible that
individual training has had nothing what-
ever to do with the genesis of "artificial
instincts."

I O I

Red Mange.

A useful remedy for ordinary red
mange is as follows : Olive oil and oxide
of zinc, each one ounce ; tincture of

arnica, three drachms ; water, eight

ounces ; to be gently used on the sore
places about three times daily. An oint-
ment of green iodide of mercury, one
and one-half drachms to one and oiie-half
ounces of lard, is also good. A dose of
Kpsoni salts, about as much as will lie on
a silver quarter, should be given eacli
morning. Donovan's solution of arsenic
should also be given, begin with say
three drops a day and add one drop daily
until eight drops are given, then decrease
the dose in the same manner and stop.
Should the patient l>egin to stiffen stop
the arsenic.
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DISEASES OF THE DOG.

The Nervous System Being the Sev-

enth Chapter on the Subject

[continued.]

Hrora the fanciers' Gazette.

Of the first three diseases to be met
with the dog owner has no previous

warning. The animal frequently appears

in the best of health, when sudden'

v

there is

Reeliugr ' fi. Giddiness.
Staggt^ring
Halls S^
Kicks
Hites

3h

Froths at the mouth . . . ao
Yelps Sh 2. Epilepsy.

Kyes protrude M*
Runs round and round . .

SB 2Becomes insensible. . . .

Breathes heavily
*^iEyes become red ,3. Apoplexy.

DISTINGUISHING SYMPTOMS.

In giddiness, the dog suddenly stag-

gers, falls to the ground and remains par-

tially unconscious for a briefperiod, when
it suddenly rises, shakes itself and re-

sumes its natural habits.

In epilepsy the distinguishing symp-
toms are well marked. Without any
apparent reason the dog either com-
mences to stagger like a drunken man,
frequently makes or tries to bolt to some
place of safety as if he were possessed of
a devil. Before, however, he proceeds
far, he gives several yelps of pain, goes
oflF into a fit, bites, gnashes his teeth,

froths at the mouth and then lies still

with his eyes greatly distended. As a
rule, within five to twenty minutes he
comes to, and has for some time after-

wards a stupid, unnatural look, after

which he regains his usual spirits. Epi-
lepsy in puppies is generally due to
worms or distemper. In apoplexy there
is prolonged insensibility, blootlshot ej es,
and heavy pulse. adde<l'to whirVi labored'
stertorous breathing is diagnostic.
The same symptoms as in apoplexy

will also be noted in concussion of the
brain, and when by a blow the skull has
been depressed on to the surface of the
brain—at the same time symptoms such
as these are at once accounted for by out-
ward and visible signs, and clo not take
the dog owner by surprise as giddiness,
epilepsy and apoplexy do. When, how-
ever, they appear without the owner
having observed a blow or accident, it

may be certain that grave trouble is at
hand, and they may at once be sus-
pected if, on return to partial conscious-
ness, the animal wanders aimlessly about,
knocking himself against posts and ken-
nel fixings as if he were blind. Send at
once for a veterinary surgeon, as, if the
animal has not had a blow or an accident,
there is brain mischief

Finally under nervous diseases, we
have to deal with chorea and paralysis.
Twitching, shaking, shivering, partial
paralysis denote chorea. Any limb of
the body may be alfected, whilst the head
and neck are frequently included in the
action.

Chorea is in dogs generally the result
of a bad or neglected case of distemper
and is progressive in its grasp. Thus it
may commence in the head and extend
to every linil). Indeed we have some
cases where the animals were completely
paralyzed in the hind and fore quarters
and unable to move from the spot in
which they were placed. As a rule, how-
ever, chorea docs not extend to complete
paralysis, but shows itself in the hind or
fore quarters by twitching and tremor.

Paralysis, on the other hand, may Ije
noted as differing from chorea by a
gradual loss of power, and is not usually*""' "" young dogs. Chorea may

on gradually, then we must consider there
is disease in the brain itself.

If one side of the body becomes sud-
denly paralyzed, then we may look to a
blow or pressure on the brain, and burst-
ing of an artery, and effusion on the op-
posite side of the brain to the side af-
fected.

If only one limb becomes affected, then
there is either injury to that portion of
the brain which controls that limb. If
it be immediate paralysis, it is due to im-
mediate injury of the brain ; if gradu-
ally, in all probability to disease. Or it

may be due to injury or disea.se in the
tract of the nerve leading to the limb

;

or in the spinal column itself, and not
associated with brain mischief
With reference to this disease, we pro-

pose to give a diagram later on of the
mischief centres of the brain which con-
trol the body, and which will at once
show the reader where disease or injury
affects the motor areas of the brain, and
consequently those portions of the body
which it j;overns.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

WILMINGTON'S MAIDEN

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS.

Success Attends Her First Efforts

as an A. K. C. Show.

Nearly Two Hundred Entries of Dogs.

Beautiful Weather and a Large

Attendance the Rule.

MANITOBA FIELD TRIALS.

The Kntrles for the Derby and All-
Aged Strikes.

Editor Fanciers' Journai..

Sir : The entries for the Manitoba
Field Trial Club's trials closed on August
15, with eighteen nominations for the
Derby and twenty-one nominations for

the All-aged Stake,or a total of thirty-nine
entries, twenty-nine being FInglish set-

ters, nine pointers and one Gordon setter

against sixteen entries in 1886, twenty-
one in 1877 and twentv-five in 1888. The
club did not hold trials in 1889. The
trials will be run at Morris, commencing
on September 9. The following are the
entries

:

THE derby.

Name of Dog. I Owner. Class.
|Datkof
Birth.
18S0.

Prince Nohle D. Smith
Daisy NoBi.K. U.Smith
Frost . . .

BUNTV . .

Toss . . .

Man Frisk
Risii . . .

Vesta . .

Prairie .

Flip . . .

Cora . . .

Novelist
COTON . .

E. Setter May.
E. Setter May.

T. A. M'tgo'ry E. Setter March.
T. A. M'tgo'ry Pointer .June.
T. B. Johnson Bl..Setter August.
T. B. Johnson E. Setter Sept

E. SetterJuly.J. H. Brown
C. W. Young
E. D. Adams
Col . Bedsou
W. K. Ellis . .

E. Setter July.
E. Setter Feb.
E. Setter Feb.
E. Setter Miirch.

F. J. Dorsey . E. Setter March.
J. H. Ward . . Pointer . June.

L'pton .... Manitoba Ken Pointer . June
Bess Manitoba Ken E. Setter Sept
Grovse. . . . W. D. Monroe E. Setter March
Powni-R ... A. Hollowav . E. Setter March'
PoNTZ ,I,ouis Kastiier Pointer .March

THE Att-AGED STAKE.

Name of Doo. OWNBR. Class.

found in

gradually extencT into "a paralytic condi-
tion, but true paralysis is occasioned by
very different cause's to chorea. Paralysis
may l)e gradual or immediate. If it be
gradual, then it is in all probability due
to disease

; if it be sudden, to some sud-
den cause.

.

If the entire body becomes paralyzed
in a moment, then the animal has re-
ceived some sudden shock to the entire
brain (which is composed of two hemi-
spheres). A blow, or fall from a height
on to the head, would account for such
symptoms

; but if the symptoms come

I'ANNiE M D. Smith . . . . Eng setter
Prairie D. Smith .... Eng setter
Prince Noble . . . U. Smith .... Eng. setter
JKSS C. A. Boxer. . . Eng setter
VAN R C. A. Boxer. . . Eng. setter
Royal N.N. McCulIoch Pointer
Dash B W. H. Hogg . . Eng. sctt<T
RlBV W. H. Speuce . Eng. setter
Governor C. H. Fox. . .

Tom Y M. Putnam. .

Manitoua Belle. . Thos. Johnson
Dick Bondiii'. . . . Tho-. Johnson
lOHTllELH BUTHE. Thos Jnhnson
Novelist F. J. Dorsey .

Mac ED. Adams .

Fanny D E. D. Adams .

Prince U. Hope . . .

Bob Joe Baird. . . .

jK.NNv Deans. . . . N. Gait.. . .

Ely J. H. Ward. . .

Flip Col. Bedsou . ,

. Eng. setter
Kng. setter

. Eng. setter
Eng. setter

. Pointer
Eng. setter
Pomter
Eng. seller
Gor. setter
Pointer
Eng. setter
Pointer
Eng. setter

Yours truly,

Thos. Johnson.
WiNNEPEG, Man.

A Georgia Dog Story.

From the Savanah News.

John W. Jarrell, of Oglethorpe County,
tells of the sagacity of a shepherd dog. The dog
had been missed for two days and at la.st some
negroes discovereil that the animal had fallen

into a dry well, about twenty feel deep. Mr.
Martin, a young man living on Mr. Jarrcll's
place, went to the re.scue of the imprisoned dog,
and as soon as the animaf heard his voice he
went into raptures of delight. Mr. Martin pr<j-

cured a rope long enough to reach to the bottom
of the well, and lowering it was surprised to sec
the dog grasp the end firmly in his mouth and
hold on until he was drawn to the top. The dog
had received no serious injuries, and, being
given a hearty meal, was as frisky as ever,

The first show of dogs was held in con-
nection with the Wilmington Fair Asso-
ciation on Septembei 2, 3, 4 and 5, and
attracted an entry of nearly 200. This
number would undoubtedly have been
increased had it not been that Detroit,

Kingston and Youngstown were being
held on the same week. Mr. Carswell,

the secretary, gave every proof of being
the right man in the right place, and
when judging commenced everything
was in full swing. The show was held
under the most favorable circumstances,
both in the matter of attendance and
weather, some thousands putting in an
appearance. Dr. Glover, the well-known
veterinary surgeon, of New York, and
Mr. R. F. Mayhew were the judges, the
former taking St. Bernards, deerhounds
and all sporting classes, while the latter

judged the remaining classes. The fol-

lowing were the awards :

Masting

—

Open, dogs.

t. Brother, Kensington Kennels.
2. Lu I.u, Henry Barnelt.
3. Don, Woodbury Kennels.

OPEN, bitches.
I. Lady Caution, D. Woodson,
a. I^ady Tioga, Henry Bamett.

PUPPIES, DOOS ANI> bitches.
I. Lady Tioga, Henry Bamett.

ItoUKh-C'oated St. Bernards—Open, dogs.

I. Archduke, Swiss Mountain Kennels.
OPEN, bitches.

1. Blodwin, W. Stewart Diffenderffer.
2. Laknie, W. Stewart, Diffenderffer.

Smooth-Coated 8t. Bernards—Open, dogs
1. Lord Hector, W. Stewart Diffenderffer
2. Lord Clifton, Diffenderffer & Shewbrookes.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Queen Bess, Woodbury Kennels.

Newfoundlands—Open, dogs and bitches.

3. Carlo, Alexander McGowan.

Great Danes

—

Open, dogs.

1. Marko, Weisbrod & Hess.
2. Pedro, J. H. H. Maenner.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Flora. Weisbrod & Hess.
2. Irene, Teuton ia Kennels.
3. Minca Mia, J. H. H. Maenner.

Deerhounds—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Thora III, E. W. Jester.

Pointers

—

Challenge, dogs (over 55 pounds).

I. Brake, Stanton W. Peutz.

challenge, bitches (under 50 pounds).
I. Queen Fan, Hempstead Farm Kennels.

OPEN, dogs (over 55 pounds).
1. Tempest, J H. Winslow.
2. The ueau, Samuel D. Kiddle.
3. l»rince, John S. Colton.

OPEN, noos (under 55 pounds).
1. Pommery Sec, William H. Hyland.
2. Ossining Sec, William H. Hyland.
3. Spot Dash, Fleetview and Reading Pointer

Kennels.
R. Bing of Kippeu, J. S. Summers.

OPEN, bitches (over 50 pounds).

1. Belle Randolph, Fleetview and Reading
Pointer Kennels.

2. I.,arnock Elsa, William H. Hyland.
OPEN, bitches (under 50 pounds).

1. Merry Legs, Hempstead Farm Kennels.
2. White Fawn, J. H. Winslow.
3. Prince Bang, George H. Tindall.

Pl'PPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. McGinty, WUIiam H. Hyland.

KngHsh 8ett«rs—Open, dogs.

1. Dick Roy, St. George Kennels.
2. Punch, William H. Wallace.
.1. Don Del, St. George Kennel.i.
R. Dandy, Delray C. Brown.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Ruby, Edward Churchman.
2. Miss Dido, St. George Kennels.
3. Mel&a, Geotxe W. Stanley.
R. Maggie, St. George Kennels,
v. Mollie, Woodbury Kennels.

Pl'PPIEB, dogs and blTCHES.
1. Sam Randall, Thomas H. Hardy.
2. Ivy, W. R. Fieles & G. W. Williams.
3. Oakingham, William H. Wallace.
H. Dean.iW. R. Fieles & G. W. Williams.

Blue Girl, Thomas H. Hardy,

Irish Setters—Challenge, doos and bitches
I. I.arryS., Edward Maher.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Major, I. W. Kemble.
2. Don, Charles Stevenson.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Leda Glencho, W. W. Kendall.
2. Madge, I. W. Kemble.
3. Norah, George W. Bush, Jr.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Trix, A. Williams Thayer
2. Mona, A. Williams Thayer.
3. John L , William F. Aschenbach.
R. Nellie, Harry E. Aschenbach.

Gordon Setters—Challenge, dogs.
I. Champion Roxie, H. F. Smith.

OPEN, DOGS.
I. King Item, H. P. Smith.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Countess Roxie, H. F. Smith.
2. Ruby Royal, Joseph E. Gang.

American Foxhounds—Open, doos.
1. Brag, St. George Keueels.
2. 1 rag, Jr., St. George Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Iliz, St. George Kennels.
2. Joy, St. George Kennels.

Field Spaniels (over 28 pounds).
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Lady Daffodil, W. H. Smith.
2. Pascha, Truman Wallace.

Beagles—Open, bitches.
1. Floy, Associated Fanciers.
2. Tot, Associated Fanciers.
3. Belle, J. P. Prentiss.

PITPPIES, DOGS and bitches.
I. Miss Vixen, J. P. Prentiss.

Cocker Spaniels-Open, dogs.
1. Red Doc, Barnes & Rumney.
2. Toady Obo, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

OPEN. BITCHES.
1. Wiggles. Swiss Mountain Kennels.
2. Hazel OlK), Barnes & Rumney.

PUPPIES

—

dogs and bitches.
1. Banjo, Barnes & Rumney.
2. Wiggles, Swiss Mountain Kennels.
R.Carlo. George C. Whiteman.

Collies

—

Challenge, do<^s and bitches.
I. Scotilla, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

open, dogs.
1. Roslyn Wilkes. Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Major Jum, Frank R. Carswell.
3. Blair Athol, Jas. Watson,
a. Hempstead Zula, Hempstead Farm Kennels
V. Colonel Scot, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
H. Boskie, P. R. Carswell.

OPEN, bitches.
I Cora TT Cliealniit Hill Kr-t>n^\^

3. Jakyr Dean, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
3. Lady Moll, F. R. Carswell.
R. Iduna, F. R. Carswell.

PUPPIES, rKXJS AND BITCHES.
1. Attila Wonder, A. R. Kyle.
2. Noble Wonder, A. R. Kyle.
3. Rutland Pet, F. R. Carswell.

Bull Doirs—Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Bombardos, Charles D. Cugle.
2. Sykes, Woodbury Kennels.
3. Derby Nancy, Charles D. Cugle.

Bull Terriers-Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Meg Merrilles, Woodbury Kennels.
2. Chessels Fiver, Eugene D. Hays.
3. White Stubbs. Woixlbury Kennels.
R.White Violet. Woodbury' Kennels.

Bassets—Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Jocresse, Miss A. P. Stevenson.
2. Krooks, St. George Kennels.

Dachshunds—Open, dogs and bitches.
I. Waldmaun I, Benjamin Cannon.

Beagles—Open, orxts.

1. Mingo, James P. Prentiss.
2. Rowdv II, James P. Prentiss.
3. Gunner, Robert Blakely.

Fox Terriers—Challenge, dogs and bitches
1. Rlemton Rubicon, Blemton Kennels.
2. Blemton Consequence, Regent Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Blemton Brawler, Blemton Kennels.
2. Regent Brisk, Regent Kennels.
3. General Grant, M. W. Taylor.
H. Warren Caitiff, L. & W. Rutherford.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Warren Jenny, L. & W. Rutherford.
2. Regent Edna. Regent Kennels.
.J. Tennis, W. T. McAleers.
R. Nellie Bly, Charles H. Byron.

PUPPIES, DIMS and bitches.
1. Blemton Valour, Blemton Kennels.
2. Regent Reuben, Regent Kennels.
|. Warren Vain, L. & W. Rulherfotd.

Irish Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.
I. Ch. Breda Tiney, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

Skye Terriers

—

Ope.n, dogs and bitches.
I. Lovett, Cornelius Stevenson.

Black and Tans (over seven pounds).
DOGS AND bitches.

1. Dick, Rochelle Kennels.
2. Winnie, St. George Kennels.

Yorkshires—Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Prince, Ferd. Senn.
2. Ivady K., Central Kennels.
Toy Terriers—Open, docjs and bitches.
1. Tiney, Woodbury Kennels.
2. Do^ Alice Ethel Brown.
3. Frances, Lawrence A. Readasell.

Pugs

—

Open, bitches.
I. Nelly Bly, Roger T. Harrison.

PUPPIES, DOOS AND BITCHES.
1. Maud H., Roger T. Harrison.
2. Kasb, Jr., Seminole Kennels.

Continued on next pag«.
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Kins Charles Si>anlelB, Etc.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. King Victor, Mrs. Herd Seun.
3. Pansy, Central KeuiieU.
3. Frolic, Mrs. F. T. Clynier.
R. Nellie, Mrs. F. T. Clyiner.

MIscelluneouH—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Beautv (smooth-coated colhe), George C.
Whiteman.

2. Othello (.Schipperke), Chestnut Hill Kennels
3. Curley (poodle), Mrs. A. A. Cobb.
K. Dick I Dalmatian), Valentine Laubacker
H. Chief (French poodle), AUred C. Heck.

COMMENTS ON THE AWARDS.
Special Report by K. F. Mayhew.

MASTIFFS.

Brother, the winner, is much too small,
but he is very typical, having a sweet
head and expression, and a good bodv,
what there is of it.

Lu Lu, second, is much bigger, but
very plain and common in head, starey
in eye, and not particularly good in ribs.

Don, third, is a plain, moderate-sized
dog, lacking type and character

; he was
also handicappe<l by a bad wound in his
forearm.

In hitches, Lady Caution, the winner,
is much too cheeky and starey in eye,
but her ribs, loin and hindquarters are
exceptionally good.
Lady Tioga, a daughter of Beaufort's,

was far too young to compete against
more matured opponents, but she has a
good square muzzle, nice skull and beau-
tiful expression, with plenty of substance
and is a good made one. With time she
should make quite a nice bitch. She was
the only entry in puppies and of course
the award went to her.

ST. BKRNARDS.

Archduke was place! first in rough
dogs. He has a nice short head and
expression, and a good front, but he is

much too shelly in body and flat in ribs,
as well as being too .small to make a

atMent.
Blodwin, the winning rough bitch, is

mtich too narrow in skull, and she also
lacks bluntness and depth of muzzle, but
she is a fair size and a good made one.
Lakme, second, has a much better

head, Ijeing very good in type and ex-
pre,ssion, as well as l)eing excellently
marked and shaded, but she is far too
small.
The winner in smooth dogs turned up

in Lord Hector, who, like Lakme, is too
small, but has a sweet head and expres-
sion.

Lord Clifton, second, is a l)etter size,
but he has a plain common head, far too
cheeky and lacking depth of muzzle.
Queen Bess, the only smooth bitch, is

but moderate and lucky to not meet any
opponent.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.

Carlo, the only Newfoundland entered,
a black dog, with no pretention to type
or character, got second, first being wilh-
beld.

GREAT DANES.

Two very moderate ones of this breed
appeared in the dog class in Marco and
Pedro. The former is cleaner in head
and throat while both are shockingly bad
in ribs, set on of stern, ontlif.e and hind-
quarters, it being a matter which was the
worse and not the better of the twain.

riora, the winner in bitches, is too
small, but she is very good in head, type
and expression, has' good formed bone,
nice clean shoulders and good loin and
hindquarters.

Irene, the New York winner, was in a
shocking state, her skin being all out of
order and the deplorable condition which
her pups had left her in. I^ooks as if she
will never sufficiently recover to be ex-
hibitetl again.
Minca Mia, third, is wide in skull and

doglike in expression. She is also far
too throaty, heavy in shoulders and wide
ill front.

Bella, the other exhibit, is pot big
enough, carries one of her ears every-
where and lacks type and character.
Thora III, the only entry in deer-

hounds, is far too light and shelly.

POINTERS.

In the big challenge clasa Brake, lock-

ing in very had shape, won first, as
Golden Rod was absent.
Queen Fan, as usual, had a bloodless

victory iii the corresponding cla.ss for the
small weights.
Tempest, in very bad condition, secured

the prize in big dogs. He is far too
shelly, light in ril)s and common in type
and expression to be a good one.
The Beau, second, is too heavy in head,

wide in front and throaty, and Prince,
third, is but a fair black, his stern being
carried badly, as well as his hocks being
too straight and neck too short.
Pommery Sec, looking shelly and light,

gained the award in small dogs, with
Ossining, who had a plain head and ex-
pression, and looked verj- dirty, second.
Spot Dash, third, is common in head,

type and character and too wide iu front,
whilst Bing of Kippen, reserve, has a
fair head and expression but is flat-sided
and lacking in back ribs.

In big bitches Belle Randolph had only
Larnock Klsa to beat, the latter being a
moderate lemon and white, too long in
loin and none too good in front.
Merry I^egs came first in small bitches.

She has a nice head and expression and
plenty of quality, but is far too small and
lacking in depth of ribs.

While Fawn, second, possesses a good
square clean head but is much too cloddy
and thick in shoulders.

Princess Bang, third, has a plain head
and expression and much too coarse all
through.

SETTERS.

In the absence of Sir Tatton Dick
Roy was placed first in the open dog
class for English setters. He is too wide
in skull and strong in head, but he has
plenty of l)one and substance and is a
good-made one.
Punch, seoon<l, is too weak in muzzle

and lacking in back ribs to have deserved
a higher position.
Don Del, third, is a big, plain black,

white and tan, whose presence should be
more fitting in the field than the show
bench.
Ruby, the winning bitch, has an intel-

ligent head, but she is too wide in skull
and strong altogether in this respect.
Miss Dido fails still more "in head

properties, being very plain antl common
in type and expression.
The English puppies were only poorly

represented, Sam Randall, the winner,
having only a fair hea<l and expression
to recommend hitn. He is bad in legs
and feet and inclined to be coarse in
shoulder already.

Larry S., well known, had the chal-
lenge class for Irish setters all to himself.

In open dogs Major, the v;inner, is a
big upstanding dog, but far too strong and
coarse in head, whilst Don, who was
a\yarded second, is in the same lines, is
still coarser.

Leda Glencho, the winning bitch, has
plenty of Ixjue and substance with goo<l
legs and feet and a fair head and expres-
sion, but she might »)e deeper in ribs and
not quite so mixed in color.
Madge, second, is taller than Norah,

who came third, in head and expression,
besides having more tene and substance.
Roxie had a walk over in the challenge

class for black and tans, and in the open
dog class King Item smothere 1 his op-
ponents. He has good legs and feet and
plenty of substance with well placed
clean shoulders, has improved in riljs
and loin, and possesses a beautiful out-
line. His tan and markings are about as
good as anything and as he appeared at
this show it would take a real good one to
beat him. He afterwards won the .special
for the liest in the show, defeating Roxie
comfortably.
Countess Roxie, first in bitches, is in-

clined to be plain in head and expression,
nor are her ears set on any too well, but
she is a capital mover and has good
capacious rilw, showy loin and nice hind-
quarters.

Ruby Royal, second, is long and*
houndy in head, a.s she is in Ixidy, l)ut she
has plenty of substance, of gootl forma-
tion and stands well on her legs and
feet.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.

SPANIELS.

Lady Daffodil, the winner in the class
provided for both sexes of field spaniels,
has the correct expression, but she is too
high in the leg, the same remark apply-
ing to Pascha. who came .second, the lat-

ter also being too curly in coat and gross
in condition.
Red Doc and Toady Obo were the only

two cocker dogs forthcoming, the former,
who was awarded first, having a fair head
and expie.ssion, but he is too high on the
leg, whilst the latter has a wretched front
and follows the field spaniel too much in
type.

Waggles, the winning bitch, has a good
flat coat, and is nice in character and ex-
pression, but she might be closer to the
ground. Hazel Obo, second, is also too
high in the leg, as well as Iwing bad in
coat.

COIXIES.

Scotilla had a bloodless victorj' in the
challenge class for both sexes, and in
open dogs Roslyn Wilkes, though not in
good coat, had no diflSculty in defeating
his opponents. His sweet head and ex-
pression, nice clean lx»ne and beautiful
outline stamping him as one of the best
collies in the country.
Major Jum, second, was unfortunate in

tneeting such an opponent. Although a
little stilty and short in cuplings, he is

quite a nice one.
Blair Athol. third, is too small, light

of bone and lacking density in texture of
coat, but Hempstead Zulu, who could get
no higher than reserve, was dead out of
form, he being almost smooth, which did
not tend to hide his loose and somewhat
coarse shoulders, length of body and low-
ness to the ground ; he also put his el-
bows out.

Colonel Scot, v. h. c, has gone off
woefully si-.ce his last appearance, as he
is now thick in skull, which makes his
face look short. He is not straight in
front, stands wide, and is far too short
on his legs and close to the ground. His
ears and carriage of the latter are excel-
lent, as is his profuseness and texture of
coat.

The pretty and typical Cora II was
P'SCCiA i^rst iii opcu uitclica with Jakyr
Dean, who, as usual, was dead out of
coat, second, and Lady Moll, who was
far too fat, third.

Attila Wonder, the winning puppy, is
a daughter of Metchley Wonder, but ex-
cept that she possesses type and charac-
ter, she is not an offspring of whom the
sire need feel proud, and Noble Wonder,
an own brother, is only so in name, as he
has a coarse thick head and skull and is
verj' common throughout.

BULL DOGS.

Bombardos, the winner, has a fair
skull, but he might be shorter in face
and s<juarer in muzzle. He is also not
sufficiently out at shoulders and he is far
too flat-sided and proppy in shape.

Sykes, second, is far the better bull
dog, smothering his opponent in shape
and make, and for his size, skull and
breadth of jaw, but he was in such a
woeful condition that it would have been
impossible to give him first.

Derby Nancy, third, is but a poor one,
being too straight and long in face and
not at shoulders sufficiently.

BULL TKRRIKRS.

Only two stallion hounds appeared,
Brag, the winner, being in wretched con-
dition, but he beats his son, Brag, Jr., in
head and character, as well as lieing the
better made one of the two.

Biz, the winning bitch, is a black and
tan showing a cross at some time with the
southern hound.

Meg Merrilles, the winner, has a fair
head expression

; is good in front, clean
in shoulders and has a nice .set on of
stern, but Chessetts l-lyer, second, has
bad wedge-shaped head, is all wrong in
type and expression, loaded in shoulders
and stands very wide in front.
White Stublis, third, has a properly-

fomied head with an insane expression.
He is also too flat-sided, upright in his
shoulders, and stilty throughout.
White Violets, reserve, has seen her

best days, as her head has gone com-
pletely.

BASSET HOUNDS.

Two poor specimens were forward in
this breed, Jocres.se, the winner, being
too tight in skin and wrong in type and
character. His brother Krooks, who
came second, is the same type but loses
in substance and size generally.
Waldmann I, the only Dachshund pres-

ent, is too thick and common in head,
nor is he arched enough in loin.

BEAGLES.

Mingo, the winner, in the dog class, is
too narrow in skull, long in head and

body generally, but he has nice bone,
good shoulders and legs and feet.

Rowdy II, second, was of the same
type only more so, but Gunner, third,
though plain and somewhat sour in head
and expression, had good bone, well
placed shoulders, good ribs, loin and
hindquarters and was a nice short-backetl
hound, but the judge considered him too
colossal.

Floy, the winning bitch, is a very
pretty one, being a grand bodied little

hound with the correct carriage of stern.
She is too narrow in skull .ind weak in
jaw.

FOX TERRIERS.

Blemton Rubicon had only Conse-
quence to beat in the challenge class for
both sexes, and this he easily accom-
plished. He has improved in head a lot
since his last appearance, it having fined
considerably, and though his front
proved such an eyesore in England, yet
his beautiful top and general style is so
full of (quality and character that one for-
gives him this blemish.

In open dogs Blemton Brawler was
placed first. He has not fulfilled his
Boston promise, as he is now too big and
leggy, with a long but unterrier-like
head and ears like blacksmith's aprons.
Regent Brisk, second, smothers him in

head and expression, but he is so greatly
lacking in ribs and sulxstance generally
that he could not well be placed higher.
General Grant, third, is well known.

He was again shown too fat, which does
not improve his general tendency to
cobbiness.
Warren Jenny, the winning bitch, has

a i)retty weak head and expression with
large auricle appendages, but she has good
formed bone, nice clean shoulders and
an excellent top and set on of stern.
Regent Edna, second, was shown too

gross, which marred whatever chances
she had of winning.

Tennis, third, has bad coat, and is too
strong and dog-like in head.
Blemton Valour, the winning puppy,

is a real good one and will undoubtedly
i)e at the top of the tree for his owner.
He has a strong powerful paw, and good
sharipd sWiilI with faiK' (tryrUK ^ars. I;j •»—

.

pression he is hard and varment looking,
and reminds one something of New
Forest Danger in this respect. He has
enouj^h bone, of excellent formation,
beautifully placed shoulders, a good coat
and grand top, but at present he is light
in ribs and wants time to develop and let
down. This good youngster was too much
for Regent Reuljen, who, though a nice
youngster, was out-classed by his op-
ponent.
Breda Tiney was all by himself in Irish

Terriers, and Lovett only had two mon-
grels to defeat in his class.

Prince, the winning Yorkshire, excels
in color, texture of coat and richness of
tan points in which his opponent. Lady
K., IS somewhat lacking.
Tiney, the winning toy, is quite a nice

Ixxiied one, but she is too short and
round in head.

PUGS AND TOY SPANIELS.

Nelly Bly had no difficultv in lieating
Daisy in pugs, as the latter, besides being
weak in jaw, had two bad specks in her
eyes and is much too mixed in color.
King Victor, first in toy spaniels, is a

good headed and expressio'ned Blenheim,
but is too big and not flat enough in
coat, and Pansy, second, is too weak in
jaw, lacks feather, and is too insignificant
generally.

In the miscellaneous class a sweet
headed and expressioned smooth blue
marl collie came first, with Othello, the
vSchipperke, second, and a moderate black
poodle third.

SPECIAL PRIZES,

Best mastiff, Lady Caution. Best rough-
coated St. Bernard, Blodwin. Best
smooth-coated St. Bernard, Lord Hector.

Best exhibit of St. Bernards, W. Stew-
art Diffenderffer. .Best exhibit of Great
Danes, J. H. M. Maenner.

Best deerhound, Thora III. Best
pointer, Brake. Best owned iu Delaware,
Prince. Best dog owned in Delaware,
Prince. Best bitch owned in Delaware,
Princess Bang.

Best exhibit of pointers, W. H. Hy-
land. Best English setter, Dick Roy.
Best owned in Delaware, Dick Roy.
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Best dog owned in Delaware, Dick Roy.
Best bitch owned in Delaware, Ruby.

Best exhibit of English setters, vSt.

George Kennels. Best Irish setter,

Larry S. Best owned in Delaware, Nora.
Be.st dog owned in Delaware, Don. Best
bitch owned in Delaware, Norah.

Best exhibit of Irish setters, I. W.
Kemble. Best Gordon setter. King Item.
Best exhibit of Gordon setters, H. F.
Smith. Best brace of foxhounds, St.
George Kennels. Best owned in Dela-
ware, Brag. Best exhibit of foxhounds,
St. George Kennels.

Best cocker spaniel. Red Doc. Best
owned in Delaware, Carlo. Best exhibit
of cocker spaniels, Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels.

Best collie dog bred by member of the
Collie Club, Roslyn Wilkes. Best collie
bitch bred by member of the Collie Club,
Jakyr Dean. Best brace. Chestnut Hill
Kennels, Best exhibit. Chestnut Hill
Kennels. Best collie do^ owned in Dela-
ware, Boskie. Best collie bitch owned
in Delaware, Lady Moll.

Best bull dog, Bombardos. Best bull
terrier, Meg Merrilles. Best exhibit of
bull terriers, Woodbury Kennels.

Best brace of beagles, J. P. Prentiss.
Best beagle, Floy. Best owned in Dela-
ware, Mingo. Best dog owned in Dela-
ware, Mingo. Best bitch owned in Dela-
ware, Belle.

Best exhibit of beagles, J. P. Prentiss.
Best exhibit of fox terriers, Blemton
Kennels. Best fox terrier, Blemton Ru-
bicon. Best owned in Delaware, Nellie
Bly. Best Irish terrier, Champion Breda
Tiney. Best pug, Nellie Blv.
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THEIR NATIVE BIRTH PUCE.

Supposed Orlsrin of the Various Breeds
ot DoKs.

From Gordon Stables' Practical Kennel Guide.

The bulldog is a thorough old-fashioned

British dog. There is no importation,

apparently, alx)Ut him. He seems to be
indigenous to the soil. We find him
mentioned as far back as the early part

The mastiff is another old-fa.shioned

British dog, and a dog that was known
long ago, probably before the Christian

era. I myself favor the idea that he is

the father of the bull dog, but this ques-
tion is too long to enter into here.

Volumes could be written alx>ut the
game little terriers. Originally, I have
no doubt, they were all of one breed, or
rather all of no breed at all, merely dif-

fering in coat and color, the darker and
rough-haired ones being mostly confined
to the North, the lighter in color and the
smooth-coated being dogs from the South.
It has taken hundreds of years to bring
them to the state of perfection in which
we now find them, and climate and use
had much to do with it.

Great are the disputes about the origin
of the i)ug. Some say it was imported
from Holland, others that it is allied to
the hull dog, with a dash of the Danish.
The Italian greyhound is imported

from Italy and the south of France, and
is doubtless descended from the common
greyhound, but dwarfed by climate, etc.
The Maltese toy is not now imported

from Malta, being seldom or never seen
pure there. In the year of our Lord 25
It was imported into Greece from Malta,
and was even then a great pet with ladies.
The Pomeranian, or foxdog, now well

known in this country, was formerly a
great favorite in Germany, to which
country it cfync from the ea.st. vSome say
the original of this dog is a Chinese dog,
which It is usual to fatten and kill

; hut
this is only conjecture.
The King Charles and Blenheim are

both very ancient and well-known dogs.
There is a dog in Japan very like the
former, aiul it is just possible that we
have to look to that country for its origin
It u.sed to l)e, and still is, a great favorite
among ladies in high life. The Blenheim
IS also probably derived from the Japan-
ese, and comes to us from Spain. It has
been known as the Blenheim for over 150
years, but is much crossed and mixed up
with the King Charles.
The poodle has long lieen known not

only in this country but in France and
bpain and Italy, and was fashionable in
the days of Vay Evck, Durer and
Hogarth.

The Full List of Special Prizes Com-

piled to Date.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Our silence in regard to the dog
show to be held here in connection with
the Central Canada Fair on the 23d, 24th
and 25th of September must have ap-
peared peculiar to many, but it was our
desire to be able to announce the list of
special prizes when writing, and this has
only now become possible. The show is

to be held in a permanent building
erected and fitted for the purpose, amply
lighted and ventilated, with permanent
benching capable of accommodating
about 160 dogs. Should a sufficient

number of entries be received, it is the
intention to build an additional wing.
An ample exercising ground, surrounded
by a seven feet high fence insures the
dogs receiving sufficient exercise. Their
well-being will be looked after by a paid
superintendent, Mr. C. C. Rogers, and
an efficient staff of attendants, while
the members of the committee will con-
stantly be in attendance to personally
see to the wants of the dogs and their
owners.

Exhibitors who are unable to attend in
person need not hesitate to send their
pets to Ottawa, as they will receive un-
ceasing care and attention. Spratts
Patent will feed the show. All possible
precautions against fire have been taken,
and a fire engine, hose reels and brigade
of firemen are on duty night and day at
the grounds.

Besides the attraction of the dog show,
exhibitors should recollect that the
Houses of Parliament and <lepartniental
buildings of the Dominion Government,
situated on a bluff overlooking the beau-
tiful Ottawa River, not to mention the
wonderful lumber mills, are one of the
sights of the Continent and amply repay
a visit in themselves alone.
To those he.sitating between London

and Ottawa we would ask them to note
that while we do not offer quite as much
money in prizes as the westeni city, our
entry fee is but %\ as compared to |2 at
London, while.our special prize list is far
the more liberal of the two. No trouble
need l)e apprehended in crossing the
United States dogs over the border line,
for arrangements have been made with
the Customs authorities constituting the
show grounds a "bonded warehouse" for
the time being.
A special feature of the Ottawa show

is the Central Fair Association's special
first-class diploma for the best specimen
of each breed, which is a very handsome
affair of large size. Mr. Jas. Watson, the
popular ard veteran judge of Philadel-
phia, will adjudge all classes.

Arrangements have been made with
the express companies running into Ot-
tawa to return all dogs free of charge that
have paid full rates one way, also with
the railways, that have agreed to return
all dogs free when accompanied by their
owner or attendant, excess baggage rates
being charged one way. Our list of
special prizes as collected to the present
date is as follows :

Five dollars each for I)est mastiff, St.
Bernard, pug and black and tan terrier.
For best Newfoundland, one year's

subscription to Forest and Stream.
For best kennel of four setters, any

variety, not necessarily all of the same
breed, iio ; for best puppy, any varietv,
|io.

For best English setter, f^ ; best
puppy, ""e year's subscription to Sports
Afield.

^

For best Irish setter, I5 ; same for best
puppy.
For liest Gordon setter, $5 ; best puppy,

one year's subscription to Sports Afield.
For best pointer, I5 ; best puppy, one

year's subscription to American Stock-
Keeper.
For best greyhound, I5 ; best puppy,

one year's subscription to The Fan-
ciers' Journal.
For best foxhound, $2^ ; same for best

bull terrier.

For Ijest deerhound, one year's sub-
scription to American Stock-Keeper.

For Ijest kennel of four spaniels, any
variety, not necessarily all of the same
breed, $5.
For best novice spaniel, I3 ; and %2, for

best other than black.
Vox best Irish water spaniel, one vear's

subscription to Sports .\ field.

For best pair clumbers, dog and bitch,
in open and puppy classes, I5 ; best
puppy, one dozen cabinet photos ; l)est
owned outside of Ottawa city, one copy
"The Spaniel and Its Training;" best
American breed, the same.
For best cocker, I5 ; best puppy, one

year's subscription to the Ottawa Even-
ing Journal.
For best collie bitch. I5 ; best dog, $3 ;

liest puppy, one year's subscription to
the Canadian Kennel Gazette.
For best fox terrier bitch, I5 ; best dog.

For best pair fox terriers, dog and
bitch, pair %k, trousers ; best puppy, one
year's subscription to Canadian Kennel
Gazette.

For best toy spaniel, one year's sub-
scription to Sports Afield.
For best conditioned dog in show, %j, ;

for largest dog in show, one dozen cabi-
net photos of the dog.
To draw the attention of exhibitors

and breeders to the fact that Ottawa is

young in knowledge of dogs, and as its
people are now awakened to an apprecia-
tion of them, this city offers a promising
market for high-class stock of all kinds,
especially in setters of all breeds, point-
ers, greyhounds, beagles, terriers of all
bree(rs, and all the non-sporting varieties.
Entry blanks and information may be

had of F. Arthur Jackson, secretary.
Central Canada Fair, Ottawa. The regular
prizes are I7 to first, I3 to secondhand
certificate to third. There will be sixty
classes in all. Entries close September 13.

Bench Show Committee,
Central Canada Fair.

Dogs in the gusH.

For best beagle, $5 ; best puppy,
year's subscription to Sport* Afield.

one

Morley Roberts in The Field.

So far as I am acquainted with both
countries, I should say there is one great
difference in the handling or general
management of sheep in Australia and
North America. The sheep dogs in the
West are of the very poorest quality ; at

any rate, I never saw, either in California

or Texas, one that an Australian shep-
herd would have dignified with the name
of dog at all. One of the very few occa-
sions when I had to produce or procure
a weapon to protect myself, during three

years in America, was when a Texas
sheep herder flogged a wretched, unedu-
cated dog for hair an hour on account of
a stupid mistake it had made. My wrath
rose as the poor beast howled, and at last

I roared to him in very uncomplimentary
langu.'ige to leave it alone. This nearly
lead to bloodshed, though the animal iu

(juestion was not worth a crow's /eaiher

or a buffalo chip. In Australia the
shepherds delight in having well-bred

dogs, and devote immense care and pa-
tience to their education. Their animals
are all more or less collies (called, by the
way, in the bush coolies), very often

come of good imported strains, and are

often exceediuKly handsome and clever.
The price of a good one runs that of a
horse very close. Indeed, I have seen
many decent horses sold for less than
/,5, but never a sheep dog of any reputa-
tion. I have heard /15 a.sked for a
thoroughly-trained, well-bred bitch who
was exceptionally clever. There is no
doubt that such prices rule, owing to the
fact that the distemper is exceedingly
virulent in Australia, often destroying
half a promising litter. Yet when I was
thire hydrophobia was said to be un-
known. Certainly, I never saw a case of
rabies.

The training of pups usually com-
mences as soon as they are able to walk.
In the bush, being naturally on a sheep
station, they see their future charges
every day, and frequently watch the elder
dogs working. It is amusing to note the
instinct showing itself at a very early
stage ; a young puppy of mine, called
Bo'sun, voluntarily took charge of a

small mob of rams, having previously
had no experience at all, and I have
frequently seen similar instances.
The things the older dogs do verge

sometimes on the marvellous. I remem-
ber when mustering the sheep on Dora
Dora Station, a very beautiful bitch,
owned by a man in the place, brought,
with a young puppy of her own, a large
number of sheep to the meeting-place
and then disappear. I aske<l her owner
where she was, and he answered that he
did not know, but that she would probably
turn up directly. In half an hour we saw
a small flock of about 250 coming down a
gully on to the little plain, and behind
them was Flo. She had noticed them in
the distance when bringing down the
others, but evidently distrusted her son's
capabilities of managing the large flock.
She was quite ready to take charge ofany
number for hours together, and we could
be quite sure none would stray while she
was about. There was no other dog on
the station who know it as she did ; in-
deed; though it was a mass of hills,' she
seemed acquainted with every gulch
about it.

Yet I admired the dogs even more on
the great plains in the Lachlan Back
Blocks, where sheep were numbered in
tens and hundreds of thousands. Few
people in this country have ever seftn
20,000 sheep together, and can scarcely
imagine what a space of country they
cover when they are being slowly driven
along at a rate which permits them to
feed. Yet my own dog Sancho, at Moss-
giel, would handle so many with the
greatest ease ; indeed, the more they
were the better he seemed pleased. As a
matter of fact, I must acknowledge he
was not much good with a very small
number. But when I was riding on an
endless plain, with the flock spreading
out two miles, he would watch lor me to
wave my hand when all shouting was
useless by distance. When he was so far
off that I could not distinguish him, I
knew well that he was looking out for the
signal of a fluttering handkerchief to the
right or left, and that he could discern a
different motion which meant "That
Mrmild €\r\ " TXrUoM *Un fl 1. __» :.--.-. .. ..^u v.... .av>\.«v v*ao »CL IU
the right direction, he would make a
long bend to come to me, and with-
out any orders keep each wing up, first
going half a mile to the left and then as
far to the right.

In Australia, when the weather was
very hot, as it was when the great mus-
tering for shearing came on in spring,
we had to treat our dogs very carefully.
They were always fed at night, being
allowed to eat as much meat as they
could consume, but they never had any-
thing in the morning! If by accident
they found enough to gorge themselves
on, they did no work ; it was impossible
to urge them to it, even with a stock
whip. Perhaps at lunch-time we could
give them a bite of what we carried for
ourselves, but it was always very little.

There is one thing that colonial shep-
herds much dislike when there is going
to lie a big muster, and that is rain.
Though the next day may be fiercely
bright, and most of the plain dry enough
to be dusty a few hours after dawn, the
water will lie for some times in the pools.
As sheep work is thirsty work, the dogs
rush into these water holes, and drink
every time they come across one. Then
they come out on the parching ground,
and after a while their paws will crack,
unless in very gooti condition. It is no
good ordering the dog not to drink, he
thinks that does not come in the orders
which he is liound to obey. Consequently
they often get lame. At night-time I
used always to examine my dog's feet for
these cracks, or for thorns. Fortunately
there are no prickly pears in Australia,
or the collies would have a bad time of
it. Perhaps the prevalence of these pests
in America has prevented the common
use of dogs in herding.

In no place in the world are there so
many dogs kept as in Australia. There
certainly is no tax on them, and in such
a land of meat they are easily enough to
feed. Mine used to get mutton chops as
a general thing, and when we cooked on
Mossgiel, at the out-station, Strathavon,
we often put more in the pan for Sancho
or Bo'sun, or any other collie who might
be a tediporary visitor.

Readers op The Fanciers' Journal
corresponding or visiting with ad-
vertisers will confer a favor bv
mentioning The Journal.
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POULTRY an° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Dr. Roth oertainly handled tlie oyster
shell problem in a truly scienlific man-
ner in Thk Journal a few weeks ago.

Although formerly of the opinion that

the lime in oyster shell.^ was insoluble, I

am becomin>r convinced of my error, and
Dr. Roth's nrgumeiits clinch matters.

That hydrochloric acid is present in the
stomach is not disputed, I believe, and a
case is recor<led in the Medical Record
which would tend to prove the solubility

of oyster shells in the stomach of a fowl.

The case was that of a child who swal-

lowed accidentally a small jjearl button.

The latter it seems refuser! to appear
again, and it is claimed was di-solved by
the acid of the stomach. To further

verify such a statement a similar button
was placed in a weak solution of hydro-
chloric acid which shortly dissolved it.

As pearl buttons and oyster shells are of
a^siniilar composition it is safe to assume
that what holds good for the one holds
good for the other.

«
• »

Personally we do not diem oy.ster shells

altsolutely necessary provided hens have
unlimited range. Years ago no one ever
fed oyster shells or bone meal, yet hens
laid fully as well then as now. The
Doctor doubts Mr. Rankin's story of
finding a piece of oyster shell incorpo-
rated in the egg shell. Well, it was a
tough story, we a<lmit. but as there are
often "lime pimples" on eggs, perhaps
Mr. Rankin mistook one of these for a
piece of shell.

Soft shelled eges are usually due to the
ol)e8itv of the hen, and no amount
of shells will prevent them unless the
hens are reduced in flesh. I had a
flock of Hrahmas th^t were inclined that
way, thanks to ]>.< i.peiing they received.
Although siirrounde<l with shells, the
eggs for the most part were minus a solid
covering.

morning, but simply turns them loose

among the potato vines. They destroy
tlie potato bugs with a vim which only a

hungrj stomach can produce. .At noon
and night they are fed grain. This plan
is very successful and exceedingly simple.

The nearer chickens are raised as nature
demands the better will l)e the results.

»
"

»

Cxeorge Purdne. the famous light

Brahma breeder, has sold his residence in

i;a.st Orange, N. J., and will move his

chicken ranch to a farm near the village.

Property has advanced so much in price
in the Oranges that even t'.ie aristocratic

Rrahmas must seek cheaper pastures to

roam over. Still there is not a prettier

sight than a fine flock of light Brahmas
on rich velvety lawn, in fact, it is far

prettier than the young fellows in hid-
eous lilazers and dude bellybands play-
ing lawn tennis.

• *

The following is a sample of the way
condition powders are advertised : "This
powder will cure all diseases of poultry,"
and then follows a testimonial from some
poultrymaii .stating: "Your powder is

wonderful. Prior to using it my hens
had cholera, roup, etc., and laid no eggs,

but since I used the they are lay-

ing splendidly * * *." This is rubbish
of the worst kind. Condition powders
may help in some cases, but to advertise
them as a panacea for all the ills the flesh

of Callus batikiva is heir to is quackery.

will find it thoroughly American as well
as democratic.

»

Mr. T. Wilton Hill, of Jamesburg, N.

J., is an enthusiastic poultryman and fan-

cier. He IS at present engaged in build-
ing a new poultry ranch to accommodate
the hundreds of thoroughbred chicks he
has raised this season. W. J. Salter,
formerly of the large Dunbartort Poultry
Farm, Atco, N. J., has l>een engaged to
attend the poultry

The favorite breeds with Mr. Hill are
the white Wyandottes, although the
golden and silver Wyandottes are not
forgotten. A pen of silver Wyandotte
capons are the delight and admiration of
all visitors to the yards. They were
certainly the plumpest and handsomest
capons we ever saw. Mr.Hill wisely carves
the meat of the latter at home. Could
our best markets secure such birds there
is no knowing where the price would go.

*
• #

All chickens are hatched and reared
artificially at Mr. Hill's place, and the
hue appearance of the large flocks is a
complete answer to those >%ho do not be-
lieve in inculwtors and brooders. Mr.
Hill has tried n»ny styles of incubators
and brootlers but uses only the Pineland
incubators and broo<lers now, claiming
they are the most practical and success-
ful in existence. His chickens have a
grass range from the start.

Mr. Emory, who is one of the most
successful poultry raisers in Maryland,
l)!aces his brooders in the potato fields.

He does not feed his chickens in the

This reminds me of an acquaintance
who had a new and wonderful powder to

sell. He wanted a good send off and
sent to a prominent man in the fraternity

for a testimonial. The' p. m. cheerfully

sent the testimonial stating how wonder-
• ui were lut cuc«.i» ui mis powder, vet
he never used or saw the f)owder. Tes-
timonials are good enough when honestly
given, but nine times out of ten they are
of no value.

«
• «

The American Poultry and Pigeon
Judges' Association is enjoying pros-

perity. It now has some twenty-four
members and more in prosjiect. It will

live notwithstanding the virulent attacks
made against it. There is nothing se-

cret in its methods, and the only charge
that can lie made agatiist it is that its

members do not profess to "know it all,"

and formed the society for mutual ad-
vancement in the art of judging fowls
correctly.

* •

The idea that the association is a ring
is absurd, yet a few delude<l mortals per-
sist in pouring Billingsgate over its de-
voted head and charge the judges with
all sorts of devili.sh .schemes. But the
old English escutcheon "Honi soit qui
mal y pense" fits their case.

*

We believe if the Judges' As.sociation

were able to meet monthly and take up
the different breeds as a study, that more
uniformity in judging would result.

There are many young men in the asso-
ciation who have not had the experience
of its older heads, and from what we know
of Messrs. Pierce, Bicknell. Brown, But-
terfield and others, we are certain they
are entirely unselfish and would gladly
impart what they know, in fact. Brother
Pierce has never been slow to explain the
poinU of judging in his lanciers' Ga-
zette in the past. While the judges in
the association may not meet with the
approval of outside critics, they will

certainly work harmoniously. Every
breeder can join the association, and he

In England a very successful exhibition
was held where flowers, fruits and vege-
tables .shared the same building with the
poultry and pigeons. It strikes us that

.1 combined horticultural and poultry ex-
hibition would prove Iwth attractive and
profitable, and the next New York show
might do worse than consider its feasi-

bility.

#*»

A fine collection of plants would cer-

tainly relieve the monotony of the cages.

Past experience has shown that dogs and
poultry are not always a harmonious
gathering, and the introduction of a band
of music at a poultry show is impracti-

cable. Perhaps some of the exhibitors
probably would not object to a first-class

ballet, but after all a fine display of plants
seems the best addition to a show.

»
* •

Roup is about the worst and at the
same time the most popular disease
among fowls. If a chicken sneezes,

grunts, roars and the nostrils show moist-
ure it has the roup (?) Like malaria in

the human race, roup in fowls is a con-
venient excuse for a great many ills.

The diagnosis is often faulty and bad and
the remedies far worse. A great many
remedies h.ive been given as a sure cure
for roup, and we will quote from an ar-

ticle written by Dr. Roth.

*
• •

The Doctor says in commenting on
the statement made by P. H. Jacol>s that
roup can l>e cured by giving twenty pel-

lets of spongia, fifteen dissolved in a
pint of water and allowing fowls no other
water to drink : "Now we know a thing
or two about Homoeopathy, and we
know also the pathogenesis of \U spongia;
but that it is an applicable remedy for

roup is unsafe to believe. We doubt
very much whether Jacobs can differen-

tiate between roup, cataiYh, canker, big-

head and diphtheria in the fowl (fowls

may contract the latter disease, but we
doubt it), yet in all these spongia fails to

be indicated. In cases of malignant
roup the best cure is "amputation of the
head," as the fellow said, but the milder
cases can be safely treated with Laba-
raque's solution diluted in water used as

a wash, and tincture of aconite, twenty
drops to a pint of water as a drink."

«
*

He further says : "There are other
remedies that may Ije used, but since the
chief success lies in keeping the mouth
and nostrils clean with antiseptic washes,
almost any reliable disinfectant will

answer. Probably of all disinfectants,

or antiseptics, if you choose, the very
best, most thorough and probably most
applicable as a wash for roup, canker and
diphtheria, is mercuric chloHdc (corro-

sive sublimate), three grains to half a
pint of water ; but since this is a violent
and very dangerous poison, it needs to be
used in careful and knowing hands."

more and more inclined to believe roup
to l>e a constitutional disease, i. e., cer-

tain races of fowls are more liable to it

by inheritance. The well-known tendency
of games and Hamburgs to roup proves
that their constitutional vigor has been
impaired by unnatural conditions and
too close in and-in breeding. Both these
breeds when allowed unrestricted liberty

on farms seem to improve greatly in

respect to hardiness.
»

» «
A simple and successful treatment for

distemper is to place the afl!ected fowls in

a dry room where the temperature can
be kept about .seventy degrees. Peed
principally vegetable food and very little

grain. A teaspoon ful of kerosene oil

poured on a gallon of water should l>e

given as a drink. Swelled head we bathe
with hot water twice every day. A five

per cent solution of carbolic acid is good
to clean out the nostrils with and as a

wash around the eyes.

« «

This is really the whole case in a nut
shell, and the use of mercuric chloride in

careful hands will l>e found effective. A
physician years ago told us that the
above should be tried, but all mercury
compounds are dangerous to use by care-
less persons. Three grains to half a pint
of water seems a rather strong solution,
but fowls probably require a stronger
solution than is used for human beings.

*
» »

Distemper and catarrh are usually con-
founded with roup, although in our
opinion not related to it at p!1. We are

As roup is a contagious disease, it is

well to look after the buildings. Disin-

fection is of vital importance. Burning
sulphur is excellent, but a thorough
spraying with whitewash and chloride of

lime by means of a force pump will

purify a building completely. Before
placing hens in a building it is well to

see that they are healthy.

* »
The little squib that appeared in The

Fanciers' Journal a few weeks ago
anent buff Leghorns has caused "ye
editor" considerable anxiety, as letters

have been pouring in from all parts "of the
country asking where buff Leghorns can
l)e procured. The truth is that the latter

are very scarce and only a few breeders
in England have them. However, if

there are any in this country, now is the
time to make the fact known to the pub-
lic. The harvest will be rich.

*

A communication appears in this issue

from Secretary Rackham in relation to

incubator contests and displays at the
coming New York show. We hope our
incubator manufacturers will give this

subject their earnest attention, as a fine

display of hatchers and brooders in opera-
tion adds wonderfully to the attractions

of a show.
«

« «
The Mt. Holly fair takes place next

week. The poultry and pigeon exhibits
promi.se to be very large and will no doubt
be ably looked after by Superintendent
Rackham.

• •
It seems that Gala week will lie held at

Charleston, S. C, in October instead of
January, as was first supposed. Mr.
Smith made heroic efforts to enthuse
Charleston's citizens to hold the great
festival during the poultry show week
but the attempt failed. Fanciers, how-
ever, will not mind a little thing like
this, as they usually have a gala week of
their own.

Last week we published a communica-
tion from H. P. Clarke in which he
claimed that the South Carolina Poultry
and Pet Stock Association did riot pay all

its awards last year. Commenting upon
the letter we said there must have l)een

some misunderstanding which the officers

of the as.sociation could satisfactorily ex-
plain. We have received letters proving
that all the prizes awarded were promptly
paid and will explain the matter fully in

our next issue. We cannot this week l)e-

cause of our editor's absence at the Wil-
mington show. In the meantime we in-

sert this note in justice to the Charles-
ton Association.
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THE FIQHT STILL ON.

The Rival Associations in South
Carolina at Loggerheads.

Charleston News.

The prospects for Charleston's January
chicken show are growing brighter every
day. Both the Cotton Exchange and the
Merchants' Exchange have joined in the
invitation extended to the American
Poultry A.ssociation. and there is no
doubt now that this city will be its next
place of meeting.

The following letters were forwarded a
few days ago to the president of the A
P. A:

Charleston, S. C, August 23, 1S90.

Me.ssr-s.W. St. Julian Jcrvcy, J. Alwyn Hall,
NVilIiam H Welsh, committee i^outh Carolina
roul ry and I'et Stock A.s.^iocl.ilion. not incorpu-
ratea-Gentkraeii

: In reply to your communica-
tion dated 16th in.stant, I am directeil by the
Merchants' Kxcliaugc to say to you that they
heartily concur in extending to the American
Poultry Association an iuvitrition to hold their
next annual meeting in this city. The Mer-
chants' K.xchanKe recognizing the importance
and.standing of the American Poultrv Associa-
tion. will willingly co-operate with you in biddiiiirthem welcome to the city of Charlc.-ton.

I. P

153

O'Neill, President.

Chari,k.ston, S. C, August 28, 1890.
To THIi S^:CRETARV OF THK AMKKICAN POULTRY
AS.SOC1ATIO.N.

Dkar .Sir
: .\t a meeting of the Board of Di-rectors of the Cotton Kxchangc, held to-dav itwas unanmiotisly resolved that this exchange

join in the nn-itation already extended y ,u tohold your next »nuual meeting in our citv Iwas directed to convey this action of the boardto your association, which 1 take pleasure in do-ng and trust yon will (Ind it agreeable to cometo Charleston. Very respectfully.

J. .\ih;kr Smyth,
President Charleston Cotton Kxchange.

Such Strong endorsements as these will
certainly have influence wit'i ihe directors
of the association, and the people of
Charleston can feel assured tliai they
will see a big show here iu January

as we propose to have and will take in-
terest in them, help them and attend
them.
Talk is cheap. Promises are big and

easy Pen and ink can lie handled, after
a fashion, by almost anybodv. Facts and
dollars, feathers and people tell \v a
question of this kind. They are the
things for the American Association to
study before selecting the place for its
show. To th.;ni the South Carolina As-
sociation (incorporated and real, respon-
sible by law for what it says, with a body
to be sued if necessary and dollars to
pay judgments if found) appeals. The
people of Greenville and of the state gen-
erally back the assoc^iation and unite
with it in that appeal.

the

• Jreeuville (S. C > News.

There is no doubt that a show of
American .Association iii f !<e Sov.th v.t\'
l)e an immense advantage to this"*section
and to the association itself. There is as
little doubt that geographicallj-, financi-
ally and 111 every other respect the citv
of Greenville aud the vSouth Carolina
loultryand Pet Stock Association (in-
corjioiated and responsible) offer better
advantages for the show than any other
place or organization.

Let the memljers of the American As-
sociation who wish to form intelligent
Ideas on the subject stud\- the history of
the two state shows given in Charleston.
1 hey will find, we believe, gate receipt*
somewhere in the neighborhood of I50They will find records of delay in pay-
ment of premiums and of small deficits
in the expense accounts. If thev will
consult the catalogue of exhibitors at
lormer shows and the membership list of
the .South Carolina Association (incorpo-
rated and responsible) thev will gather
an idea of the kind of shoeing home ex-
hibits will make at the next Charleston
show.
Then let them stutly briefly a railroad

map and let them see the position of
Greenville in relation to New Orleans.
1 here is no Ashley Junction on the way
to this town to make necessary the trans-
fer of fine poultry bv hurried express
agents and changing cars by jiasseugers.
t lie car .starting Iroiii New York or New
Orleans for Greeville is unloaded here in
the wagon that will deliver the freight at
the grounds.
The people of Greenville take a prac-

tical and earnest interest in the matter
They have put up their dollars and have
plenty more to put up if they are needed.We do not count many millionaires
amonc us and w^ ,b. .,V.V

"^
.......v,..„..v.o ^v^.^^c ui aomiinnous lorce, out the dan-

seSiof ll UtrlT"i.'^..l!"^ «^^'^ of overstepping the bounds and

PROGRESS -WITH POULTRY.

Valuable Infoi-matlon Imparted by
a Practical Poultry Breeder.

During a recent meeting of the Massa-
chusetts Board of Agriculture, Dr. G. M.
Twitchell, an experienced poultry breed-
er, made an address on "Progress with
Poultry," which was full of interesting
information. Among other things he
said :

"The magnificent hen seen today that
weighs eight to ten pounds or producing
from twelve to fourteen dozen eggs a
year is not an accident. She has been
evolved out of the brain and hand of man
through centuries of breeding and feed-
ing. Success is not accident. Know the
steps leading to the present standard
and labor patiently to improve. Observ-
ing these in all their details, it is possible
for any breeder to realize yearly a profit
of two dollars from every hen.
"The necessity for the itemized account

is not appreciated. Pencil and note book
are the first requisites for the practical
poultry keeper. Without these it is im-
possible to know the worth of the in-

dustry.

"Towering far alwve the question of
breeding is that of feeding. Breeds are
what we make them by feeding and edu-
cation. \'ou have iu Massachusetts a
host of breeders who have stamped their
own individuality on their breeds. Any
man acquainted with light Brahmas
would recognize a Felch, Williams or
Coniey bird if .seen in California.
The development of eggs is entirely

dependent on the food question. What
IS an egg? It is an ounce and a half of
concentrated food made up of lime, soda,
sulphur, iron, phosphorus, magnesia, oii
and albumen. The hen is the mill to
grind, the crop the hopper and the egg
the grist. Every particle of the egg,
yelk, albumen and shell must come from
the assimilated food through the blood
cells. If we feed fat and heat-forming
food there can not follow the largest egg
production because the material for mak-
ing eggs will not be found. Com con-
tains eighty-six per cent fat and heat ele-
ments, hence can not be perfect egg food.
"The value of aiiv article is not the

cost per one hundred pounds, but its
power to produce what is wanted. The
cheapest egg food is that which will pro-
duce eggs at least cost. Again, the quan-
tity taken will not settle the question,
but rather the amount thoroughly digest-
ed and assimilated. If there be an ex-
cess the energies which would go to the
forming of eggs are expended in the
attempt to take care of and expend the
surplus. Thus food consumes food. Up
to a certain extent we mav force the
storage of albuminous force, but the dan

scraps. Cooking \egetable8 or steaming
chopped hay and adding, perhaps, three
quarts of this mixed ration to the bucket-
ful. I would allow the mess to cook all
night and feed them warm earlv in the
morning. Today I must relv more
largely on clover. For whole grain I
would be governed hv circumstances,
findiug the iK-st results when I reduced
the corn ration save in the coldest
weather. Fixed rations per head can not
be given because of the infinite variety
of temperaments, of habits created and
intensified by years of breeding, warmth
of buildings and want of or attention to
regularity in feeding. It costs as much
to keep an active Leghorn as a sluggish
Plymouth Rock.
"The normal crop of a hen is small,

but m;iy l)e distended many times by
providing appetizing food and feeding
generously. The idea that an animal
will eat only what it needs is a heresv we
must break from as quicklv as po.ss'ible.
The smallest quantity consistent with
health and productiveness must be the
motto. Here is the economy of feeding.
It is not niggardliness, but true liberality,
for It seeks first of all perfect health by
balancing the food to the needs of the
animal. Nature's method is a grain at a
time, a constant searching and scratching
for these. Ours too often is to crowd the
food into the crop in the shortest possi-
ble time.

"We must get back of the bird and
learn the controlling thought of the
breeder. The ideal of the excellence in
the individual breeder has more to do
with success than the breed. Any va-
riety may be transformed to meet the
requirements of the breeder.

"It was this spirit of unrest, this desire
to combine in a still more marked degree
the essentials of all breeds, that first led
to the crosses resulting in the Plymouth
Rocks, a variety ranking second to none
to-day in this country. By the applica-
tion of the same principle, weeding out
the inferior ones, breeding only from the
best and feeding for specific results, I be-
lieve it is possible for any farmer to take
what he now has and very soon reach
an avernap of (>l«>von i\t\^•^r^ ..««--i..

small flocks."

—--1,.

session of the "seven bank presidents,
two laiited States senators, two United
Mates congressmen, Governor of the
.state. Secretary of State, Commissioner
ot Agriculture, three .state senators, seven
Slate repre.sentatives" boastfully paradedHy Mr Smith as insuring the success of
a poultry show. We could probablymake a better official display, for the en-ure State Cabinet, General Assembly
anil congressional representation would
'loiibtless give us a dollar apiece and
their iiame,s. Our showing is in business
men, practical breeders, dealers in and
lovers of poultry and stock and peoplewho know the value of such exhibitions

causing a weakened and diseased condi
tion of the liver and kidney.s.
"Good .second crop clover contains

lime for shell material and albuminoids
for flesh and muscle-forming in excess of
corn, and is equal to wheat as a nitro-
genous food. Pound for pound it is worth
more than corn. Oats, wheat, bran,
chopped hay aud vegetables must form
the bulk of the egg food, leaving com as
our sheet anchor for fuel to supply ani-
mal heat and produce fat. In my own
experience I found the best results by
mixing twenty-five per cent each of oats,
wheat and bran ground together, ten
each of com and Unseed and five of meat

INCUBATORS AT NE^W YORK.
Those Interested Invited to Ofifer

Sugffestions to the Secretary.
Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Sir : Will you kindly allow me space
in your valuable journal to call the at
tention of incubator manufacturers and
fanciers interested in artificial incubation
to the fact that before I compile the pre-
mium list for the New York show of 1891
I shall esteem it a gfreat favor if any one
can give me ideas or suggestions which
will tend to make that department of our
show even more interesting to the public
than it was at the last exhibition, and
shall be equally obliged for any sugges-
tions or ways and means by which the
prizes offered can bring about a better
test for proving the capabilities of the
various machines.

I trust the manufacturers will not think
that I am dissatisfied with the last dis-
play. Far from it, for fanciers who have
had much experience and numbers of
visitors besides told me that it was the
best and most interesting display of its
nature they had ever seen. Therefore I
hope those who supported the show will
accept my best thanks for the a.ssistance
they rendered. But my object is to cre-
ate a still greater interest in the industry
and boom it for all it is worth. This I
can only do with the united assistance of
all who have its welfare at heart.
Remember the Crystal Palace show of

America is the best place to advertise
your machine. Ask those who were with
ns last February if it paid them to come
and if they are coming again. Present
indications point to a far Iietter display
in this as well as the other departments.
So shower in your suggestions, for they

are cordially invited by yours very truly,

T. Farrer Rackham,
Secretary and Superintendent.

East Orange, N. J., Aug. ai.

PieraON KEEPING AS A HOBBY.

Experience of One 'Who Has Been
at It Fourteen Years.

Ruffle in Feathered World.

It is now al)out fourteen years since I

had my first pair of pigeons, which were
homers

; how delighted I used to be to
get home from school so that I could be
with my birds, as they afiforded me all

the pleasure and amusement 1 wished for.

It was not long l)efore I had my house
crowded with all kinds of pigeons, and I

used to wonder how it was my birds did
not get on well. But I made the same
mistake as many other young fanciers
make—overcrowding and injudicious
feeding. I used to keep the boxes full

of. food, so that they could go to them
just whenever they liked, and I could
not understand how it was they used to
mope and die. But I know now it was
through being "crop bound," and from
disease caused by having so many birds.
About this time a friend advised me to
get rid of a lot of birds and not keep so
many varieties, but pick up one or two
sorts,which I know was good advice. The
question that arose now was what sorts
should I keep, and that was a very big
question with me, as I was fond of them
all

; however, I went to the show held in
the city, and the .sorts that pleased me
most were jacobins. I accordingly de-
cided to keep those ; the next job was to
get a pair, which I did in a very short
time. I shall not forget how proud I
was when I took them home, and what
castles in the air I built as to the prizes I

should take (as I thought they only had
to be shown to win), aud how my hopes
were increased when they laid their first
eggs.

How I watched over them to see that
the other birds did not disturb them dur-
ing .setting, but these hopes soon fell to
the ground when the other bird laid two
eggs, and commenced setting. Hence my

Nothing daunted I purcha.sed more until
I got a proper pair, and they hatched
their first young, which I can assure you
I thought perfect, but to skip over the
many trials and troubles I had during

Young chickens that are just beginning
to run about should be fed regularly
every day.

the months I had to wait until the show
came round again. On the morning I
waited two hours for the doors to open
to go iu and see what prize my birds had
got, but you can judge my disappoint-
ment when I found my birds were not
noticed. I did not stop to see the show,
but went home heart-broken

; I soon got
ove it, aud on the old piinciple "if
at first you don't succeed, try again," and
try again I did, for I was determined to
go in and win. But it took me a few
years to do it, until after four years of
constant attention one of my birds took
an h. c. card, and I felt I was repaid for
all my trouble, and I have still plodded
on from that day to this with many ups
and downs, till now I can sometimes see
myself in the money at some of our
leading shows. Each time I feel more
and more repaid for all the time and at-
tention I spend on my pets.

I should like to give a few words of ad-
vice to young fanciers in the management
of their birds. In building the house
pay particiilar attention to the ventila-
tion, as this is absolutely necessary to
the health of the birds, but do not let it

be in the form of a draught. If possible
have the floor of the breeding place of
wood, covered with sawdust, as this keeps
the young squabs warm and clean. The
flying place should be covered with
sharp sand or grit. In buying birds al-
ways get them Iroiii a laiicier, whose ob-
ject it is to send birds out that will be a
credit to his loft, and do not be led away
by the high-sounding advertisements of
some people, who tell you the birds have
only to be shown to win, and when they
do not will tell you the competition was
very keen. When you have got your
birds give them good attention, go.xl
food at regular periods and time, with al-
ways a plentiful supply of "clean water"
both for drinking purposes and the bath
(as dirty water is the cause of many dis-
eases of our birds), giving them occasion-
ally apperients or tonics as thev may re-
quire. I find it is the best way of giving
medicine through tlie water, and above
all things keep the 111 clean. Do not be
discouraged by the irst break down—try,
try again and you will succeed.

1

1
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WIIiMINOTON'S SHOW.

!i|||i!l

The Poultry and Pigeon Display.

List of Awards.
Owing to our limited time, which was

consume<l in securing the awards of the

Wilmington show, wliich opened last

Monday and closes to-day, we are unable

this week to give more than a passing

comment upon the show.

The judges of poultry, Messrs. G.

O. Brown and J. H. Drevenstedt, began

their work promptly Tuesday morning
and finished their duties the same day.

Mr. Fox, the judge of pigeons, did

not get started as early, but finished in

good time the following day. The
awards were well received by both exhib-

itors and visitors. We will have more to

say alx>ut the show next week. Following

were the prizes as awarded :

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Barred,—Fowls, first, T. J. Mayne ; second, J.

B. Edge. Chicks, first and second, K. R. Tat-

nall.

White.—Fowls, first, Headley and Day ; sec-

ond, ^. J. Chandler. Chicks, first, M. B. Ma-
gargee.

WYANDOTTES.

Silver—Fowls, first, E. J. Chandler ; second,

Headley and Day. Chicks, first, E. J. Chandler

;

second, Headley and Day.

White—Fowls, first, J. J. Kester. Chicks,
first, J. J. Kester.

Golden.— Fowls, second, Headley and Day.
Chicks, first, J. E. Smith.

DOMINIQUB.
Fowls.— First, E. J. Chandler; second, A. H.

Robinson & Co. Chicks, first and second, E. J.

Chandler.

White.—Chicks, first, E. J. Chandler.

LEGHORNS.
Single Comb Brown.—Fowls, second, Headley

and Day. Chicks, first, J. E. Smith ; second, J.

J. Kester.

White.—Fowls, first, Headley and Day, sec-

ond. H. W. Thomas.
Dominique Fowls.—First, H. W. Thomas.

Fowls.-First, H. M. Thomas.

SPANISH.

White-faced Black.—Fowls, first and second,
H. M. Thomas. Chicks, first and" second,
Thomas Powell.

MINORCAS.
Black.—Fowls, first, Headley and Day. Chicks,

first and second, Headley and Day.
White.—Fowls, first and second, Headley and

Day. Chicks, first and second, Headley and
Day.

DORKINGS.
White.-Fowls, first and second, H. M. Thomas.

Chicks, second, H. M. Thomas.
Silver-grey.— Fowls, second, H. M. Thomas.
Colored.—Chicks, second, H. M . Thomas.
Cuckoo—Chicks, second, H. M Thomas.

I^NGSHANS.
Fowls, first, H. M. Thomas. Chicks, first, H.

M. Thomas.
GAMES.

Golden Duckwing. — Fowls, first, Joseph
Krouse.

Red Pyle.—Fowls, Joseph Krouse. Chicks, first

S. A. Williamson.

Ginger Red.—Fowls, first, S. A. Williamson.
Brown Red —Fowls, first, S. A. Williamson.

Chicks, first, James G. Shaw ; second, S. A. Wil-
liamson.

HAMBURGS.
Silver Spangled.—Fowls, first, H. A. Beyler.

Cnicks, first, and second, H. A. Beyler.

Black.—Fowls, first, H. A. Beyler; second. Dr.
Maple.
Golden S|>angled.—Fowls, second, H. M.

Thomas.
Silver Pencilled.— Fowls, first, H. M. Thomas

;

second, H. A. Beyler. Golden Pencilled.—Fowls,
first and second, H. A. Beyler.

COCHINS.
White.—Fowls, second, E. J. Chandler. Chicks

second, E. J. Chandler.
'

Buff— Fowls, first and second, Robinson & Co.
Chicks, first, E. J. Chandler; second, H. M.
Thomas.
Patridge.—Fowls, first, H. M. Thomas.

BRAHMAS.
Dark —Fowls, second, H. M. Thomas. Chicks,

second, H. M. Thomas.
Light.—Fowls, first, T. J. Mayne; second, Rob-

inson & Co. Chicks, first and second, Fieles &
Bro.

POLISH.

Golden Bearded.—All premiums to H. M.
Thomas.

Silver Bearded.—All premiums to H. M.
Thomas.
White.—All premiums to H. M. Thomas.

BANTAMS.
Black Breasted Red Game.—Fowls, first, A. H.

Robinson & Co.; second, P. M. Orth & Bro.

Chicks, first, A. H. Robinson &Co.; second, P.

M. Orth & Bro.

Silver Duckwing Game.—Fowls, first and .sec-

ond, Dr. Maples. Chicks, first and second, A.
H. Rnbin.son & Co.

Golden Duckwing Game.—Fowls, first. Dr.

Maple, .second, A. H.Robinson &Co.
Red Pile Game —Fowls, first, P. M Orth «l

Bro.; second. Dr. Maple.
White Pile Game.—Fowls, first and second. Dr.

Maple.

Black African.—Fows, first and second. Dr.

Maple.

White Rose-combed.—Fowls, first and second.
Dr. Maple.

Golden Sebright.—Fowls, first and second, Dr.

Maple. Chicks, first, Dr. Maple.
Silver Sebright.—Fowls, first and second. Dr.

Maple. Chicks, first and second. Dr. Maple.
Cuckoo.—Fowls, second, Dr. Maole. Chicks,

econd. Dr. Maple.

Single-combed White.—Fowls, second, Dr.

Maple. Chicks, first and second. Dr. Maple.

Japanese.-Fowls, first and second. Dr. Maple-
White-crested White Polish.—Fowls, first and

second. Dr. Maple.
Pekin.—Fowls, first, A. H. Robinson & Co.;

second, E. J. Chandler.

DUCKS.
Pekin.—Old, first, T. J. Mayne ; second, R. R.

Tatnall. Young, first, R. R. Tatnall ; second, T.

J. Mayne.
Muscovy.—First and second, J. J. Kester.

PIGEONS.

Jacobins —Red, first, H. W. Vahle ; second,

Bailey. Black, first, Bailey; second, H. W.
Vahle. Blue, first and second, H. W. Vahle.

Yellow, first, Baily ; second, Vahle. Dun, first,

Vahle ; second, Bailey. White, first, Vahle

;

second, Bailey. Mottled, first and second, Bailey.

All other jacobin prizes to Vahle.

Swallows.—Red, first and second, Vahle. Red
with white bars, first, Vahle. Black, first, Vnhle.

Black-homed swallows, first, Vahle. Blue with
white bars, first and second. Vahle. Blue with
black bars, first and second, Vahle. Blue check-

Yellow, first and second, Vahle. Yellow with
white bars, first, Vahle. Blue Barless, first,

Phillis & Bro. Silver, first, Bailey.

Plain Maopies.-Red, first, James Morgan.
Black, first, Vahle ; second, Phillis fie Bro. Blue,

first, Morgan ; second, Vahle. Yellow, first,

Vahle ; second, Morgan.
Crested Magpies.-Red, first and second,

Morgan. Dun, first, Morgan ; second, Bailey.

Black, first, Vahle ; second, Bailey. Blue, first

and second, Morgan. Yellow, first, Morg^an
;

second, Bailey.

Capped German Helmets.—Black, first,

Morgan. Yellow, first, Morgan.
Priests -Red, blue, black, yellow and white

barbed, all to Vahle.

Quakers.—Red, black, blue, silver, yellow and
starling, all to Vahle.

Nuns, all to Vahle, except black, first, Phillis

81 Bro.

Trumpktebs.—Black, while, blue, black mot-
tled and white mottled Engli.sh, all to Vahle.
Black with white bars, Vahle. Black, white,
black mottled, white mottled and white splashed
Russians, all to Phillis & Bro. Shield trumpet-
ers, all prizes to Vahle.

Balds —Red, first, G. P. Prentiss; second,
James Morgan. Black, first. Morgan; second,
Prentiss. Blue, first, Prentiss; .second, Morgan.
Yellow, first and second, Prentiss. Silver, first,

Morgan.

Beards.—Red, blue and silver, to Vahle.
Black, to Morgan.

Tumblers.—All prizes to Phillis Bros., except-
ing hooted black mottled, first, Bailey & Almond.
Tnrablers, first and second, Bailey.

Antwerps.—Short-faced, all to Phillis fit Bro.
Long-faced, alt to Bailey.

The prizes for pigmy jMuters, archangles,
starlings, ice. Suabians and sports were all

awarded to Vahle.

English Carriers—All to Vahle, except
blue, first, and dun, first, to phillis & Bro.

Povtters.—All to Vahle, except three seconds,
to Bailey.

Barbs,—All to Vahle, except Dunn, first;

White, second ; red, second to Bailey.

Chinese Owls.—Black, first, Bailey ; blue, first,

Morgan
;
second, Bailey ; silver, first, Morgan

;

White, first, Bailey.

English Owls —Blue wings, white, bars, first,

Vahle. Blue, first. Phillis; second, Morgan. Yel-
low, first, Morgan ; silver, first, Morgan ; second,
Bailey. White, first, Bailey; second Morgan.
White with black Uils, first, Morgan

; second
|

Vahle. Blue tails, first and stcoud, Morgan.
Yellow tails, first and second, Vahle.

African Oils, and fantails—all to Vahle.

Turbits—all to Vahle, except four firsts to

Bailey, and two firsts to Morgan.

H. W. Vahle also secured the premium for the
largest collection. He exhibited 196 pairs and
captured 140 first prizes and 3S .second prizes.

His magnificient display fairly smothered his

competitors, and was the feature of the show.

Errors in Poultry Keepingr-

Although there are many widely differ-

ent breeds of fowls, adapted more or

less to the varied wants of the farmer,

there are some general rules for their

management which are applicable every-

where ; and many flagrant errors are

made by most farmers. One seri-

ous error is the common custom of
keeping hens until they become too old
for profit, because they were choice
birds and gooil layers when young. A
hen of any breed will lay only about half

as many eggs the second year after she
commences laying. All fowls kept by a

farmer after they are two years old are

kept at a loss, as far as money is con-
cerned. When a whole flock is allowed
to run without killing oflf the old ones
and replacing them by pullets, disease is

sure to attack them. If the plan of
keeping only pullets is followed, I am
sure that no farmer will ever abandon it.

Another bad practice is that of allow-
ing the fowls to Ijecome wild, so that
they are afraid of anyone and hide away
their nests, and the few chickens they
hatch lose their lives from want of food,
care and shelter. To be sure, chickens
hatched late in the summer and brought
up in the fields by a wild mother, are
hardy, but this practice is not profitable,
as the cost of wintering exceeds the
summer returns. As a general rule, how-
ever, summer chickens are more profit-
able than the very early ones, as they
get a more varied diet, better exercise
.,«.-l I.— i*i.:_.- ^
uii«k <M\_ iicajLiiici 111 cvciy way. Wui
fowls to be profitable must be kept lame.
If, however, the chickens are to be
grown for sale, for breeding or for show-
purposes, it is necessary that the chick-
ens should be hatched as early in the sea-
son as possible, so that they may attain
full growth and feathering by fall.

The Asiatics and other large t'owls re-
quire much more feed and care than the
Polish and other small breeds. As far as
my experience goes, the black Spanish
and white IvCghoms are even more profit-
able than the Polish. I find, also, that
if any breed is allowed to run year after
year without change of cocks, it" does not
take long to make that breed luiDrofitable
and liable to disease. Some poiiltry fan-
ciers say it is necessary to breed in-and-
in to keep up the purity of the Ijlood. If
this is so, then I prefer fowls that are not
pure bred. It will not do to transgress
the laws of nature in any direction, and
nothing shows quicker a deviation from
these laws than a flock of fowls.—Ameri-
can Stock Journal.

Protection from Hawks.
E. R. Spaulding tells the Poultry

World that the best protection from
hawks is an abundance of natural cover.
" My chicken-runs are among trees,

shrubs and vines, growing quite closely

together. This furnishes l)oth shade,

protection from hawks, and goo<l scratch-

iiig ground among the fallen leaves.
Since adopting this plan, I have not lost
a chicken from hawks in four years, and
I find chicks will grow and mature more
rapidly in runs of this kind than in any
others. Game chickens hatched in June
are in feather fit for the show pen by
December. I give a brood of 15 birds "a

run of this kind, containing about .v> by
100 feet, and they grow fjetter and niature
quicker than those that have the run of
the whole farm. Raspberry, blackl)erry
bushes and grape vines make good cover
for chicken-yards. Sunflowers, or corn,
planted closely together, answer a good
purpose, after getting two feet high.
Natural shade is much better, both as a
cover from hawks and a shade, than any
kind of artificial cover that can be pro-
duced."

POULTRY NOTES.

—Dampness and too much whole grain
give ducks the craifip.

—Keep the Brahmas, Plymouth Rocks
and Wyandottes growing. There is a
good demand for fine roasters in the fall.

—Pen up all the cockerels and allow
the pullets free range. F'eed the latter
bran, oats, barley and corn, This will
force them to lay early and often.

—The most valuable layer is the two-
year-old hen that has moulted early. Her
eggs are larger and better than those
from pullets in the fall and early winter.

—Cull the stock now. Prices remain
good until the summer season of the
hotels closes. Leghorn cockerels as well
as cockerels from most of the smaller
breeds should be sold at once.

—Bread soaked in warm milk and
squeezed out is good as a change for a
feed for young chicks. A clean Iward
should be used to spread it before them.
Don't make it wet and sloppy, such food
is not fit for chicks at any time.

—The best breed is gcnerall)' the one
you like best. Fancy leads a man in
strange places and among strange ani-
mals sometimes, but as long as he is con-
tent why deny him the satisfaction of
possessing what he terms the best.

—There is no /wsi breed. Give a care-
less man the Ijest strain of Wyandottes,
Brahmas, Leghorns, etc., and in a few
years he will have an elegant collection
of scrubs. Every breed can be improved
in laying qualities by careful selection
and proper feeding.

—Don't trust too much to the honesty
of your tame cats. Youn>; chickens are
very tempting and cats are very fond of
them. So, if you occasionally miss a
chick, and cannot account for its myste-
rious disappearance, your innocent-look-
ing feline may know more than it pre-
tends.

—If you want one of the best laying
and eating fowls, cross the Indian game
cockerel and golden Wyandottes. Re-
ports from those who have made the
cross are astonishing. The result is a
verA" handsome hardy fowl of great size
aiHl wonderful egg production. By the
way don't forget to make the cross.

—The value of the Indian game as a
cross on Wyandottes is shown by the fol-

lowing extract from a private letter :

"* * * I weighed a half-blood (golden
Wyandotte and Indian game) that pulled
the points down to four pounds. He is

not three months old. A fuU-blojd of
the same brood weighed three and one-
half pounds."

—You could hardly believe the fact that
44,oc>o,(X)u eggs are consumeil every day
in the I'nited States. If this be true the
hers are not idle ; somebody is stimulat-
ing them to work. A market so large as
ours should not be neglected by the farm-
ers. It is part of the farmitig industry
and should certainly not be permitted to
fall into the hands of others. There is

plenty of room for all, and those who
attend to it will reap the profits.

—There is a tendcncj- each sea.son to
hold the poultry shows later, sometimes
running into March. If this wouM like-
wise do away with early hatching in
February, which some breeders follow to
get "winners" for the early shows, it

would l)e well. There is no reason for
artificial brooders if the laws of nature
are not transgressed, and chicks that are
hatched out after April i, often .it the
end of the sea.son, etjual tho.se hatched
two months sooner, and they are raised
with less trouble and expense.

—While admitting that there is an in-
herent difference in quality of the flesh
of difTerent breeds of poultry, some
being naturally more toothsome than
others, it is well to be.ir in mind that
the kind of food given and the manage-
ment pursued have such influence on
the quality of flesh of any breed. A
writer well says :

" There is no breed of
fowls under 'the sun the chickens of
which, if well fed all their lives, will not
be tender, juicy and toothsome if killed
before they are too old. ,\nd there is no
breed that will be plump, tender and fit

for the table unless fed thus. Mind, we
do not say that there is no difference at
all in breeds, but we say that of the two
things, the breed and feeding, the latter
is the most important."
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WINQ.

The twenty-seven youngsters of the

Theo. P. Green loft, of Woodbury, N. J.,

were liberated in Danville, Va., August
30. The only return the same day was
S. T. Nowlin, reg. 61, at 5. 25 P. M. Two
others returned Sunday. The air line

distance is 316 miles. The previous
journey was from 194 miles, thus giving

the birds about 120 miles of new country.

This was a severe test for the birds and
one to which youngsters are rarely put.

The other birds will, no doubt, return un-
less they fall victims to the opening of
the gunning season. One other bird is

reported to the Green loft from the start

in Greer's. This is Dannie Mills, reg.

165, which returned August 30.

>55

*
* *

The bird detained at the sheriffs office

in Baltimore, Md., supposed to be one of
the Twining pair, still out from Greer's,

S. C, proves to be M. 150 G., of Theo. P.

Green's loft. When captured it was on
its way home from the start in Concord,
N. H.,425 miles.

ing with the enemy, was sent as a pris-

oner of war to the Princess Charles, by
her son, into whose hands it had fallen,

and was condemned to imprisonment for

life in the lady's extensive aviaries. The
bird, after several years of imprisonment,
escaped and returned to its old home,
near Paris."

• *

At the present moment they are organ-
izing in F^ast Africa, between Zanzibar
and the most important centres of the
interior, a postal service of carrier

pigeons, says La Nature. The results

have been most favorable, and stations at

distances of fifty kilometres are to be
established between the coast and Lake
Nyassa, over an extent of 300 kilometres

(upwards of 150 miles). It is estimated

that a pigeon starting from this last point

can reaeh Zanzibar in six hours.

»%
All of the five birds of M. J. Burke,

Readville, Mass., liberated in Montreal,
Va., the i6th of last month, are now ac-

counted for one, reg. 24, arrived home
on the 24th inst., two more have since

been reported home, one was shot in

Morris County, N. J., and the other is a
prisoner, with cut wings, in Sing Sing,

N. Y.
«

• •

The Ledger, of this city says :
" A. P.

Baldwin, of Newark, N. J., claims to

have at home the Anionx hen whirh
was liberated ill Boutte, La., 1150 miles
from home, in October. 1885. Although
the proofs are lacking which go to estab-

lish a performance and rank it among
the records, no one who knows Mr.
Baldwin's remarkable memory for birds,

coupled with the fact that the bird in

question at once upon its return took up
its old nest-box and perch, will doubt
that this is the Arnoux hen.

»*»

"The bird .\rnoux was one of the most
remarkable birds ever flown to an Ameri-
can loft. It was bred in the Baldwin
loft, from a bird that in Belgium won
two Government prizes for distance in
the day, besides many club honors, and
was only sold upon condition that it

should be taken out of Belgium. During
the year 1885 this bird, Arnoux, returned
from Morgantown, N. C, 535 miles, then
later from Bristol, Tenn., 510 miles, and
finally from Pensacola, Fla., 1019 miles,
in which journey it had the record for
the greatest di.stance by a hen pigeon.
Its journeys that year were, all told, 3150
miles, air line. Less than a fortnight
after iu return from Pensacola it was
sent to the care of Sergeant Hermann,
Signal Observer of New Orleans Station,
and by him forwarded to Boutte, La.,
where it was liberated at 9.36 A. M.,
Octolier 18.

«
* #

"The only proof of the journey from
Boutte is Mr. Baldwin's word, and this,

based upon his remarkable memory for
birds, and the fact that this newcomer
took its place upon the perch occupied
by the Arnoux hen in the old days, leads
many to believe that it is the same bird.

* •

"Birds have returned to the old home
after as long an absence, notably one of
the messenger birds of the Siege of Paris.
This, captured in the act of communicat-

WASHINGTON NEWS.

"What the Homers are Doingr

Dow^n at the Capital.

Special Correspondence.

Washington, Sept. 4.—The first race

of a series of four for birds of 1890 hatch,

under the management of the Washington
Federation, took place last Sunday,
August 31, from Barboursville, Va., en-

gaging the birds of Messrs. Colburn,

Wallace, HofTer, Stockmann, Miller,

Glorious, Turner, Eaton and Youngs.
The start was by Mr. G. S. Parker at 7.30

A. M., and the result as follows :

onlyest Herman has been sojourn during
the summer.
Frank Miller has lost his dog. Heavy

loaded wagon run over it. Cut her in
half, just as natural as life. Frank
picked up both halves and put them to-
gether as a man would a broken pipe
stem.

Captain Tajjpan is not a little inter-
ested in the race for his medal. The
Captain is not much on pigeon English,
but he can " spout " hunting, fishing and
the necessaries for the above sport (and
sell them, too) at any and all times.

" Homer."

Owner. Reg. No. I

^''?* ' Distance '
*"•

of instance.
«, ^

[Return Miles. Yds. Yds.

Colburn. . .

Wallace . .

Hoffer. . .

Stockmann.
Miller. . . .

Glut luus. . .

Turner. . .

Eaton. . . .

Youngs. . .

H. 9304
H. 5173

5190
5183
2,258

L.T~.8"
H. 7035
H. 12,352

H.
H.

10.06 101

io.<8 loi

10.09 ,101

10.09 >oi

10.10^ loi

lu.ii^ lui

10.13 102
10.36 lOI

10.57 100

1
1
70

3.S3

1 1 20

1020

653
"43^

•93

703

56i

1146
1127
II25
1 1 24
IIII

1109
iro2

959
S52

The above race was for a Webster's
dictionary, donated by J. C. Burnett, of
the United States Treasury Department.
The next race will take place Septem-

l)er7, from Covesville, Va., 120 miles, in
competition for the Tappan medal.
The winner. Little Cavalier, has always

been a favorite with Mr. Colburn, prov-
ing a very consistent performer all
through his training.

This is the Messrs. Ringgold and Col-
burn's first race under the Washington
Federation rules, and they naturally feel
ver^ much elated over their victory.
1 he second arrival was Billy Mac to

President Samuel Wallace's loft two
minutes after the winner, while five
minutes later all of his entry were in the
loft.

It is whispered about that Mr. Lou
Schmidt is going into the fancy again
next season, and with a stronger loft than
ever, so the boys will have to look out for
their laurels. Just at present Lou is too
busy with the excursion business to pay
much attention to flying pigeons.

Mr. Nelson R. Wood, or, as he is bet-
ter known among the lx)ys, "Minstrel"
Wood, is off on his vacation, so for the
present his birds are resting, but earlier
in the season were very successful. He
started six birds on the road, and so far
he has had them to 328 miles with the
loss of only one bird.

The birds of some of the fanciers here
are troubled with the warts. They seem
to attack the wattle and eye cere, and in
some instances the neck and wing. Can
not some brother fancier suggest a cure .-'

Mr. White-flight Phillips is having a
huge training basket built to accommo-
date his youngsters, which number, I

believe, over sixty, and he savs he is

going right down the road lintil he
breaks " Montgomery's " record. By the
way, I wonder why it is that Phillip hates
to have the boys ask him if he can catch
a bird in the dark.
Look out for Colburn, boys. Don't

get him into a debate. Remember, he
has won a dictionary.

J. H. Stockmann left the city Wednes-
day and will visit the fanciers of New
York City, Philadelphia, Brooklyn and
Easton, Pa., where Mrs. S. and the

NEWS OP THE FLYERS.

What the Noted Homers Have
Done and Are Doing.

Special Correspondence.

No returns from the long di.stance

journey are reported at home up to the
present writing. Two of them, however,
are between Washington and Baltimore
in good condition, and at 7 A. M. Friday
morning, weather permitting, they will

be given their liberty and should arrive

home the same day, that is September 5.

One of the birds is W. B. Garrabrant's b.

c. c. B. 771 and George H. Bowermau's
silver cock B. 564. So you see they are

both old stagers of 1S87 hatch, and have
flown over this course iu many a close

race. The only stumbling block in their

way now is the reed bird gunners. They
have passed through the fire so far and
may gladden the hearts of the owners ere

you read this. As tho.se two are so near
home, it is only reasonable to suppose
that some of the eight still unheard from
may be still closer yet and reach their

destination first. B. 771 was easily caught
on August 16, that is, eight days after the
start it had covered nine hundred miles,
wliil** TJ rAr va.oc! /^'....-rV,* :., *V..-
.. ^ *-. ^-^ .....^ ......^..k xit kit«_ aailic
county August 27, both on a direct line
for home and within a very few miles of
one .mother, and it looks like nip and
tuck for first place.

The race secretary of the American
Federation went on to Brooklyn Friday,
having to countermark the Kings County
birds in their 2oomile race from Wash-
ington, D. C, for two very handsome
prizes, both to go to the one bird with the
best average speed. The birds were
countermarked at C. A. Tonak's Hotel,
60 Hewes Street, Brooklyn, and were
shipped to the Chief Signal Officer per
Adams Express in locked and sealed
baskets. The total entry was sixty-six
birds divided as follows :

rr

A few minutes later another from the
Cadoo loft, 1.08.40. The first three ar-
rivals were :

_ . _ . Yds.John Cadoo's H 4461 gp^^ ,008
J. II, Watjen'.s H. 2568 s^ ,004
C. W. Spangehls H. ao speed 995

Spangehl had sixteen birds home be-
fore two o'clock, Watjen ten. Cadoo ten,
Aten seven, Tonak three. Smith two,
Schimmel one and Wendell one. Out of
the sixty-six birds there was upwards of
sixty home the same day, a very good
showing considering the weather con-
ditions. The prize was a very handsome
fruit stand valued at I50 and a silver
cup. This was one of the finest races that
has ever flown to Brooklyn, after which
four of the Kings sixty memljers hitched
up their roatl flyers for Coney Island.
.\fter staying a short time with the Regi-
mental Baud in Prospect Park we struck
the Boulevard, stopping only occasionally
until we reached the Island, which you
would never mistake for Philadelphia on
a Sunday. We all had a good time and
some of the boys were rather inclined to
be a trifle sporty. They are thoroughly
organized and fully ei^uipped for pigeon
flying, and are keenly in earnest in their
pastime. j. c. Conley,

Race Secretary.

L. W. Spangehl ... 22
John Cadoo 12

J. H. Watjen 11

H. K. Aten 9

A. Schimmel .... 4
C. A. Tonak 3
George K. Smith . . 3
S. Wandelt, Jr. . . . 3

The Start was at 7. 10 A. M., Sunday,
August 31, telegram reading : "Weather
exceptionally clear, wind brisk, north-
erly."

The pigeons left the basket well to-
gether and made a fine start, disappear-
ing in a northeasterly direction within
two minutes after circling once. In the
meantime six watchers were started run-
ning together. They were movements
in sealed cases, and it was impossible for
them to Ije tampered w ith, and anyone
wirtJ was unfortunate enough to acci-
dentally break a crystal or otherwise de-
face the seals, was counted out of the
race. It is a new innovation by Spangehl,
and they ran so closely together that there
was scarcely a second difference between
four of them, the fifth being five seconds
fast, and the other thirty-five seconds
slow. It is a splendid arrangement and
all first-class clubs should lie provided
with them
Conley and Bennert timed at the

Spangehl loft, while the secretary and
treasurer, William Verrinder, went to
the Waljen loft. The wind was so strong
from the northwest that no birds were
expected before two o'clock. However,
at eleven minutes after one five birds
dropped at the Spangehl loft and all

passing the holes in about half a minute,
the arrangements being almost perfect
for a bird to pass in the moment it

arrives. We had not long to wait be-
fore a message bird of Spangehl 's came
from the Watjen loft—first oird 1.08.33.

The Empire CJlub.

Editor Fancibrs' Journal.

Sir: The Empire City Flying Club
concluded its young bird race schedule
in a fly from Washington for a handsome
gold medal on Sunday. The birds en-
gaged were from the lofts of Messrs.
Goldman, Clarke and Scholl, of the
Brooklyn section, and Mr. J. W. House 1,

of the Newark, N. J., section. Consid-
erable interest was attached to the race,
the journey of 200 miles air line being a
splendid test of the working qualities of
the youngsters engaged. The start was
at 6.45 A. M. by Chief Signal Officer Gen-
eral Greely, the wind being brisk north
and the weather clear. These conditions
r>revailf»H thrr»iicr>ir»nt iUn otiti«.A «^.. «..««*.

and the result was quite flattering to the
lofts engaged. The result was :

First club diploma and champion
medal to T.J. Clarke—In coop 12.24)^;
distance, 204.53 miles ; average speed,
'057. 1 yards.
Second club diploma to T. F. Gold-

man—In coop, i2.26,!'i ; distance, 204.55
miles; average spec 3, 1054.5 yards.
Third club diploma to J. W. Housel—In coop, 12.20; distance, 196.97 miles;

average speed, 1034.8 yards.

T. Fred Goldman, Secretary.

Neponset River Homing: Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : The birds of the Neponset River

Homing Club, having finished their local

training, are now at their third long dis-

tance station.

From the first long distance station the
birds were kept over and on liberation
made very poor time. From the second
station they averaged 1350 yards per
minute. So far not a youngster has been
lost in training.

Records of other flies to come will be
sent as fast as birds arrive from station.

W. C. LiTTLEFlHLD,
Secretary N. R. H. C.

Transfers of Stock.

Two transfers of considerable import-
ance were reported for change upon the

record on Thursday. One was of the

the birds Chieftain, Black Bess and Lot-

tie from the loft of J. A. Stovell, West
Philadelphia, to W. P. Repshur. of the
Virtue Club. The others are from the
loft of Theo. P. Green, i. To George
Gocbel.M. D., of this city, the birds reg.
122, 175, 161 and 76. 2. To C. R. Sin-
foot, Montclair, N. J., reg. 96, 7, 75 and
169 G. 3. To D. Pnrnell, Oak Park, 111.,

reg. 137, 157, I7« and 174 G.

—The income derived b}' French peo-
ple who rear fowls, according to official

returns, is 337,ooo,f<<) francs, of which
153.500.000 francs represent the value of
the flesh and 183,000,000 francs that of
the eggs.
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SCRAPPLE.
Remedy for Red Mites—Object of

Feedingr—Keepingr Egse.

Turkey Breellng.

TAe following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and raring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

She Wont to Pot.

A Brahma hen, in the morning cold,

Awoke on the fence by a farinhonse olJ,

Aud wondered much, as chickens will.

How her empty craw she could quickly fill.

Her supper, eaten late the night before,

Consisted of nothing lens nor more
Than some rusty nails, an old screw-eye,

Some hickory chips and wood-ash lye.

Kor the farmer who owned this chicken bold.

Though his hogs were fed and sheltered from
cold,

Gave not water nor food uorcare

To his chickens ; they must "rustle" their fare.

So this "pullet" scratched the side of her head.

With a claw as blue and ruld as the dead.

And hungrier grew as the sun arose,

And the kitchen aroma reached her nose.

Hor the farmer's wife was up betimes

That earlier her wash might grace the lines ;

80 breakfast was ready, the help called in.

And soon began the early meal's din.

And when the farmer the last bite did take,

Aud his wife stepped out the cloth to shake,

Now, thoijght the Brahma, a crumb I'll 5nd,
And toward the door he steps inclined.

But lying on the sill was a mongrel cur

;

He saw Brahma approach, but did not stir

rntil with exultant cackle she snw
A bit of a hone that lay near his paw.
She gave it a peck ; cur arose in his might,

And grabt>ed her neck in his mouth so tight

That not another breath did she pass.

But lay a lifeless lump on the grass.

The wife appeared ; "flood doggy." she said.

And then chopped off the Brahma's head.

And at noon-day meal they fcas ed when
Appeared a pie made from poor old hen.

IM'MOHAL.

Some farmers will care for their cows and
Will feed and protect their cats and theirdog.

Will shelter their sheep, their horses and bees,

But their chickens they leave to starve and to

frecie.

—//. »'. Shoitfellfw. in IVeslern l^ultry Herald.

Cataract a Cause of llllndnes.s
In Crested Canaries.

There are, I iinagiiie, few breeders of

prize-creste<l and crested-bred canaries

who have not noticed, if their experience

has extended over a few years, that sonic

of their slock, and especially their most
valuable specimens, Ijecome blind when
alK>ut three or four years old. The catise

of this blindness will l>e found in most
if not in all ca.ses tu l)e due to the devel-
opment of cataract. This disease is a de-
generation of a structure in the eye called
the crystalline lens, a structure which, as
its name implies, should lie as clear as
crjfstal. Owing, however, to rlegeiier-
attve changes taking place, it becomes
opaque and prevents the rays of light
from being focussed as a clear image on
the retina.

In advanced cases the disease is partic-
ularly easy to recognize, for if the affect-
ed eye be exaniine<l there will l>e seen a
milky white film which obscures the
l)upii. In earlier cases the filtn will be
s.-cn only indistinctly, but there will be
little iloubt of its existence, for the bird
will creep about on the flo<jr of its cage
groping for its fmid and will attempt to
fly on only the lowest perches of the
cage. The disease usually affects both
eyes, but uot necessarily simultaneously
n>d progresses towards" complete blinrf-
neM.
The predisposing cause is the fact that

the lens is a non-vascular structure, that
19, it does not contain in itb own snb-

stance blood vessels and has therefore an
inherent tendency to degenerate. In ad-
dition there is the fact that in the em-
bryo the lens is developed from the same
layer of cells as are the feathers, and an
excess of development of a portion of
these cells at the expense of another por-
tion is liable to be attended with an im-
pairment of the function of the weaker
and more delicate structure. The more
immediate cause is the heavily drooping
crest which in the best specimens com-
pletely covers the eyes aud thus brings
about by the comparative disti.se of the
organ the degeneration of a structure
which has a peculiar tendency to degen-
erate.

The treatment consists of the removal
of the diseased lens by extraction, an
operation which I, having some skill as
an oculist, have performed and which for
a time was attended with considerable
success, but which, probably owing to
the devolopment of secondary degi^nera-
tion, resulted in a relapse into the former
condition of blindness.

I do not think that cock birds affected
with this disease will prove of anv use
for breeding purposes. Whether hens
will or will not i-. another question. I
have tried both but with unsatisfactory
results Still, there is obviously not the
same degree of improbability in the two
sexes. I should not, however, be inclined
to waste the breeding powers of any
valuable sire upon so remote a possi-
bility. The development of the cataract
might I think be delayed by cropping
the crest and only allowing it to attain
its complete beauty during the show
season. This is a plan which I invariably
adopt.
Reasoning from analogous conditions

in the human being, I should say that a
tendency to cataract would be inherited,
anil although the conditions are not iden-
tically similar, I have found that crested-
bred as well as crested canaries suffer
from this cause of blindness.—Frederick
Dale, M. D.

Turkey Bree<liniur.

The age for breeding turkeys is two to

three years old for both cock and hen. as

such birds produce larger and stronger

stock than yearlings do. There is. how-
ever, a difficulty here, as great trouble is

experienced during the breeding season
in having the backs of the hens skinned,
and the birds sometimes killed by the
great weight of the gobbler. The plan
has l)een tried of confining the old gob-
bler before the breeding season, thus re-
ducing his weight. This has proved a
perfect success, and is, I think, the best
course to pursue. The. first eggs are to
be set under a common hen, and then
let the turkey hatch out a set. A few
days before hatching out take the hen off
her nest, dust flowers of sulphur through
her feathers and sprinkle plenty on the
nest. This generally frees her from
vermin, if not, repeat it after hatching
and rub some on the chicks. When the
eggs are hatched the mother should be
confined in a roomy coop, with a slatted
front open to the .south, on a clean piece
of short grass. The young should be
fed a little at a time, and as often as pos-
sible. For the first few days hard Imiled
eggs are to be preferred. The eggs are
to lie chopped very fine. Curd made
from sour milk with young onion tops
cut very fine with a pair of scissors and
mixed through it is excellent for them.
This food should be given out of reach
of the mother, who can l)e fed on v^ole
grain. When the young are a week old
they can have some cracked corn or oats
and wheat grits. Oatmeal with al)out
one-tenth pure bone meal with it is ex-
ceedingly good, but as the oatmeal is so
dear, a substitute may be found in
Iwiled Indian corn. When the voung are
al)out three weeks old the mother may be
let out with them every morning after
the dew is off the grass. Do not fail to
j<ive fresh cool water every day, and milk
IS good for an occasional drink. They
should be shut up every evening. Food
should l)e j)laced for tlietn under a frame
with slats so as to keep the old birds from
it. When the young get so that they can
fly up to the roost their quarters should
be changed to the turkey house. This
house can be built to the taste of the
owner, but a rough boanl shed, made
secure against dogs, cats, foxes, etc.,
will be sufficient. It should be provided
with broad perches, of easy access from
the ground, so as to avoid crooked breasts

and other injuries. The old and young
should be confined in this house every
evening, and well fed every night and
morning with a variety of food. During
the day they will roam about the place
and devour quantities of grasshoppers
and other insects. The turkey does not
attain his full weight until the third year.
—Lewis Wright.

Keeping: Kjfjurs.

Those who market eggs and have a

surplus on hand may keep them over

nicely for higher prices at Christm ;s.

They can be packed in small barrels or

firkins by using nice fresh salt, perfectly

dry. Put a layer of salt on the bottom,
about two inches deep, then place the
the eggs down in circles with small end
down and just far enough apart to pre-
vent touching ; cover these with a laver
of salt, enough to prevent the sec<)nd
layer from pressing on the first. Put
down each layer in the same nianner un-
til the vessel is full. Cover on top with
two inches of salt, and keep them in a
dry, cool cellar. When you want them
for use, wash and wipe them and they
are ready for market, be sure your eggs
are fresh and that none are cracked.

—

Poultry Chum.

Cholei-a.

Cholera is more dreaded than any other

disease. It is epidemic and very con-

tagious. It is caused by overcrowding,

keeping too many in one place, bad sani-

tary arrangement, unwholesome food and
water. The fowl has a dejected, sleepy

and drooping appearance ; is thirsty, has
a slow, stalking gait, sometimes weak,
and falls down. The comb and wattles
lose their color, turning pale and dark

;

discharge is greenish like sulphur and
water mixed, afterwards becomes thin
and frothy. The crop fills with mucus
and wind, and the food is not digested

;

the breathing heavy and fast with the
eyes closed, and in a few hours death.
.'\s a preventive remove all sick fowls

;

give loiiics tii»i will aiu uigestiou, give
the fowls more space, keep the house
well ventilated, clean and dry ; the yards
and places of resort should l)e thoroiighly
disinfected with five ounces of suphuri'c
acid to one gallon of water ; spade up the
yards and runs, give the fowls a prevent-
ive that will render inert the poison in
their system. There is notliing so ef-
fectual as kerosene. It should l)e given
two or three times a week as follows :

Take corn or wheat and let it soak in the
oil a few hours ; then feed to the fowls,
or mix it in soft feed, one taVilespoonful
to two quarts of corn meal.—Poultry
Chum.

Women for Poultry.

Woman, with her large stock of pa-

tience, is best fitted to care for the poul-

try. Many a woman suffering from the

ill effect of close confinement indoor is

recovering her health and cheerfulness

in the interesting and pleasing occupation
of poultry keeping. The time is coming
when hosts of women of America will vie
with their French sisters in controlling
the poultry cidture of the land. Woman
has a.sserted herself and has forced an
acknowledgment of her ability. No pro-
fession, trade or calling exists in which
women are uot inchnlcd. Flvcry place is

open to woman. She is embracing it,

and success for her is sure ; for in any
business where attention to detail in
small things is an imperative demand,
woman excels man.—American Poultry
Journal.

Fattenlnjf by French I»roccs.s.

Professor H. A. Mott, the well-known
chemical expert, recently took fifty

chickens direct from the West and placed
them in separate compartments, where
they were fed with buttermilk, com meal
and buckwheat meal, mixed and pumped
through a tube attached to the throat of
the chicken All the food was taken into
the crop instead of into the stomach. The
chickens were fed three times a day at
regular intervals for three *\ceks. Then
by roasting, broiling and boiling, the
digestive aud nutritive qualities of these
chickens, fattened on the French method,
were compared with those of the common

western and Philadelphia birds. The
proportion of fat on the breast of the
western fowl was three per cent, on the
Philadelphia fowl ten and seven-tenths
per cent, on the French fattened fowl
sixty-four per cent. The breast of the
first was yellow white, tough and stringy.
The breast of the Philadelphia fowl was
creamy white and tender, while that of
the French fowl was pure white, mellow,
especially tender and of delicious flavor.
Stress is laid on the point that the birds
were fed with certain quantities at regular
times and their livers were not affected
Ijecause they were not gorged.
According to the experiment made, as

above stated, the fowls fatted by the
French system made mich the larger
gain. The French use a "stuffing ma-
chine," which crams the fowl, and they
confine the fowls in single coops for that
purpose. We know of no one in this
country who makes these machines or
who can explain the process in detail.

—

Hartford Times.

Turpentine for Iloup.

Rxperinients made show that the germs
of roup are destroyed when brought in

contact with spirits of turpentine. Tur-

pentine, however, is a severe dose to give,
even if effectual, and if too much is

given it may tlo damage itself To prop-
erly prepare it, mix one part of spirits of
turpentine, one part of^ kerosene, and
three parts glycerine in a sewing ma-
chine oil can. and always shake well be-
fore using. With the point of the oil can
force three drops of the mixture in each
nostril, and five or six drops down the
throat of the fowl, twice a day. Roup is

a disease that is almost incurable, being
contagious and gradually exhausts the
bird instead of causing instant death. If
it appears in the entire flock the labor of
handling the sick birds is often more than
the value of the flock, and as roup can-
not well be treated on the wholesale plan
(that is, without handling the fowl), it is

better to clean them t)Ut, burn the car-
casses, thoroughly disinfect and begin
anew. The building should be very
warm and dry.—Our Country Home.

Object of Feedlnflf.

Young and old fowls need enough of

nutritious footl to keep them in thrift

and good condition. The object of feed-

ing well is to increase size as rapidly as
possible, and to furnish nutriment an<l
the material for the eggs for the laying
hens. With young fowls the rapid
growth of body, bone and feathers is a
great drain, and to supply these and push
the bird along as fast as possible, an<l
consistent with good growth and strong
constitution, we must have resource to a
supply of proper food during certain
periods of growth, and <luring the .season
when we desire the greatest number of
egg!*-—California Cackler.

Remedy for Red Mites.

I have seen nothing in your journal

yet about getting rid of that parasite, the
red mite. For the last three years I

have been using a renie<ly that has proved
very effective. I take a young cedar tree
up in the spring and plant it in my bird
room and I have not been troubled with
lice since neither on my canaries nor
jwultry.—James Hunt.

Rat-pi-oof lien House.
A hen house can be Iniilt rat proof by

'''Rgi'ig a ditch a foot or more deeji and
place in the bottom of the ditch flat

stones laying out six or eight inches be-

yond the outside of an underpinning to
be built for the house to stantl on a foot
above the surface of the ground surround-
ing the house. Fill up the ditch level
with the surface, and no rat will ever get
into the house unless let in through the
door. They will dig down to the pro-
jecting stones and give it up. They
never w ill go out to the outer edge of the
stones and dig under.
To be more explicit, the ditch must be

six or eight inches wider than the house
to give space for the projecting stones.
Sufficient amount of dirt to fill the open-
ing outside of the underpinning wall
must be thrown outside. The remainder
may be thrown in to make a dirt floor if
dirt floor is wanted.—E. Reynolds in
Fartn Poultry.
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PET MICE.

They Can Easily Be Taught to Do
Many Tricks.

The fancy mouse is both elegant and
graceful and fully repays any pains be-

stowed on it, as the smell is nearly if not

entirely destroyed by keeping their cages

properly clean. Mice are easily taught

various tricks. They are gentle and
somewhat timid, but with encouragement
their timidity soon wears off, and they

will then allow themselves to be handled.

Unlike many domestic jjets, they are

easily kept, take up little room and do
not require expensive food. Th« colors

of fancy mice may be classed as self, or

entire colored, and variegated or mixed
colors.

The white mouse is perhaps the most
common, and it is certainly a pretty ani-

mal when viewed without prejudice. As
a rule the white mice have pink feet aud
eyes, and the ears at times appear pale

pink through the light passing through
them to a certain extent. Whether from
a more delicate constitution and tractable

disposition, or from some innate cause or

inherent nature, they are the easiest of

all fancy mice to tame aud teach tricks.

They alio, as a rule, form the basis from
which all the variegated forms are raised,

and are consequently much in demand.
Occasionally impure breeds or strains are
raised, in which there are black ears, eyes
and feet, and these look well as a change
with the others, but it is needless to state
that they should not be raised as a fixed
variety, which they are not. For cross-
breeding, too, they are not so gootl as the
pure white on account of black being, as
a rule, largely introduced into the young
ones obtained.

After the white come the black, some
of which are black, and others shade off
to a sooty brown color. All dark mice
are lighter underneath, and therefore the
darker they are the more will this be ob-
served. The best to be purchased for
breeding purposes are the darkest, as it

is a comparatively easy matter to reduce
the color, but it is an infinitude of trouble
to raise them up to full black. The
blacks are not of so delicate constitution
as the whites, and they are more wild
and savage, and although they can easily
be taught tricks, etc., they do not learn
so readily' as the fawn-colored ones or the
white.
The fawn colored mouse is perhaps the

most variable as regards color, which
runs from reddish grey to bright golden
fawn (not yellow). Some care has to be
taken in the selection of the original
stock, for although in the different
crosses the various shades are useful, still

it is far preferable to have the best colors
to start with. The fawn mice are very
much lighter underneath than on the
back, are far larger than the white and
black varieties, &nd have longer tails.

These are as easy to keep as the white,
and as easy to train, and, besides, they
are very handsome in appearance—

a

point not to be despised. There is one
kind of fawn mouse we have not men-
tioned, and that is bright fawn shading
off to white, and white or grey shading
off to fawn, i. e., the ground color of the
coat is white, and the hairs are tipped
with fawn or the coat is mixed. This
variety looks very well, but it is difficult
to breed. It is produced by crossing the
two colors together, but not too often.
The various parti-colored or variegated

mice are many, but we will only notice
the chief, as other combinations may be
olitained by judicious crossing on the
part of the breeder, the same as with
dogs or cats, as, to a great extent, like
liegL-ts like. Black and white, fawn and
white, plum and white, brown and white,
tortoiseshell

;
])lum, white and fawn

;

black, white aud fawn ; black and fawn,
grey and fawn, silver grey, brown and
white, and grey and white are some of.
the principal combinations which result,
though some of these are only obtained
with much trouble. Kven then much
depends on chances, many of the colors
coining through reversion to previous
crosses.—An Old Fancier.

The Belerian Canary.

The peculiarities of the Belgian canary

are not presented to the eye until, in a

state of nervous excitement, he braces

himself together and shows what the lit-

tle frame is capable of doing in the way
of "position," much in the same way as

the pouter among pigeons shows himself

in his pride. On entering a room in

which a numl)er of Belgians may be

caged singly or in numbers in flight-

cages we are not at first struck with the

peculiar merit of any one specimen. The
very best of them, which when put in

position may exhibit the most remarkable
conformation, is seen hopping in a slov-

enly manner from one perch to another,

or sitting apparently in meditation. His
legs are certainly too long and set too far

back. He cannot, when on the bottom
of the cage, keep his tail off the ground,

and when pecking at a grain of seed

stiffens his legs into two splinters,

straightens his tail into the same line with
the body, like those artistic conceptions
on children's toys, and looks eminently
uncomfortable. And this is one of those
most extraordinary Belgians of which
one has heard so much ? No wonder his
beauties have no charm for the profanum
I'ulgus, and well may it require an edu-
cated eye to discover them.
Wait awhile. He hops on a low perch,

and from that to a higher, drops his tail,

which was never intended to be dragged
about on the ground, pulls himself to-

gether, stretches an inch or two, aud is

already not the swan out of water he was
a moment ago. You pass him into an
open show cage, and possibly one or two
others hop in at the same time. But we
must get them on even terms, for one is

standing turned in an opposite direction
to the rest. Don't hurry or frighten them
in any way. Possibly they may look a
little alarmed aud not be very steady, or
may even heave a little with the excite-
ment, but a few minutes will .set them to

rights. Our well-bred Belgian is not a
bird to l>e jostled about roughly ; he is

accustomed to polite society and is not
unseemingly boisterous. Hang the cage
a little higher, on that nail just above
the level of the eve in the far corner of
the room, where the attention of the
birds will not be distracted by the bustle
and twittering in the other cages. Don't
lift the cage by the top, or the bird will
perhaps cower aud become more fright-

ened at the novelty of the situation.
Take it by the bottom and keep the
hand out of sight. Surely these cannot
be the same birds we saw in the flight ?

They are already standing in an erect
attitude with their legs straightened,
their wings tucked up closely, tails so
nearly in the same line with the back
that a plumb line would not show much
deflection.—Canaries and Cage Birds.

Superstitions About Birds.

In France the handsome white owl,

with its plumage, is accepted everywhere
as a forerunner of death. As if that were
not enough to draw upon it the animad-
version of all, this bird is often accused

of sacrilege, for in Providence and
Lauguedoc it is charged with drinking

the oil of the church lamps. In the

south of Germany the crow bespeaks

good luck, but in France anything but

that if seen in the morning.

Among the negroes of the southern
states the moaninj^ dove moans to save a
man's soul. To kill one of these doves
is a sign of death, but more frequently
the death of a child. A buzzard or a crow
upon the housetop is believed by the
same people to be an invariable sign of
death or clisaster ; a visit at the door from
a rooster, the approaching visit of a
friend ; the notes of the screeching owl,
or "shivering owl, are a bad omen of
many interpretations, while, if the com-
mon owl hoots on your right good luck
will follow, but bad luck, should he take
up his position on your left side and hoot
therefrom. The reputation of all night
birds, great or small, is no better ; but
southern imagination has discovered a
remedy for all their spells. It consists
of throwing a pinch of salt into the fire

as soon as the sound is heard.

Dr. W. T. Greene in Poultry.

Most people remember the story of the

Roman cobbler who trained one of these

birds to flap its wings and repeat the

words "Ave, Caesar, Imperator !" (Hail,

Ca?sar, Emperor) when that victorious

general was returning in triumph from
one of his contests with his rival Pom-
pey, and, struck with the novelty of the

occurrence, the victor stopped the pro-

cession to buy the well-taught bird for a

very large sum of money, but many
probably have looked upon the narrative

as fictitious, or at least exaggerated, but
experience has taught me that it can well

be true.

A friend of mine had possessed one of
these birds for some time without, I be-

lieve, fully recognizing its merits, and,

being for some reason desirous of parting

with it, offered it to me. Never having
owned a raven previously, I accepted the
offer with thanks and went myself to

fetch it home. Grip was quite tame and
let himself be shut up in a box with a

very moderate amount of resistance, but
in the train he astonished our fellow pas-

sengers by a series of double knocks on
the side of his prison. The people looked
about, up and nowu, but never suspected
the unexpected sound to proceed from
the deal box I had placed above my head
ill the hat rack, but concluded at last
that the noise was due to some person in
the next compartment, and I of course
kept my own counsel.

Well, when we reached home I opened
the box in the wash house and Grip
hopped out with a kind of frightened
croak and flew on to the copper, which
was cold, and there he sat looking sulky
or perhaps astonished. I gave him a
dead bird to eat, but he was uot hungry
or was too tnnch llriSAfr ir% tiav.* ant. nr^rx*^

tite, and after tossing it about in his bill

a few times, let it fall to the ground and
composed himself to sleep.

Next morning, however, there were
only the feathers to be seen, the raven
had plucked and eaten the dead bird. I

gave him a breakfast of sop, of which he
partook freel.y and when I opened the
door he hopped out into the ganlen (one
of his wings was clipped), and took up
his quarters on a rockery under the shade
of a small goldeu-leaved elder. It was
my intention to let him have the run of
the place, but as he l>egan by plucking
the elder bush to pieces, and cut or tore
up every vestige of vegetation he could
reach, I soon found that that would not
do, and put my gentleman into an old
summer-house, to which a moderate
sized covered run was attached, aud there
he has remained ever since, rarely going
into the run, and absolutely refusing to
"step into the garden."
For some weeks after I got him,

"Grip" made no sign, but sat ver/
quietly in his summer-house, rarely giv-
ing utterance to his natural inharmoni-
ous croak ; but one day I heard someone
coughing badly either in my own or my
neighbor's garden ; it was really a shock-
ing bad cough, and made me feel quite
sorry for the sufferer. I looked about,
but could uot see anyone, and, calling a
member of the family, we both looked
and listened, and at last concluded that
the lugubrious sounds must proceed from
the raven, so we went down to see. Yes,
there was master "Grip" sitting on his
perch with outspread wings, turning up
the whites of his eyes, as if he were at
the point of death, and caughing as if

exhausted nature was about to give in !

It was all imitation, however, for as soon
as he saw us he ceased making the sep-
ulchral sounds that had attracted my at-

tention, spruced himself up, and ex-
claimed "Hullo!" in a particularly
hearty manner, as much as to say,
"What's the matter, good people ? What
on earth are you staring at ?"

Then I remembered that some time pre-
viously my friend had suffered from a
bad cold and his cough (soiiiewhal exag-
gerated) it was that the raven was imi-
tating, "Hullo !" was the first articulate
sound I heard the bird repeating, but he
made rapid progress with bis education,
and very soon began to call the servants
and the children by name. "Come along

Ann," or "Hurry up Joe," "What's the
matter Charley ?" and other phrases too
numerous to mention. He also learned
to imitate the hens. He quacked like a
duck, and rendered the note of his neigh-
bors, the jackdaws, to the life. The
only thing that baffled him was the crow
of Chanticleer, but he called "puss" as
naturally as possible, barked like a dog,
and even mocked the pigeons in the
adjoining dovecot, though I must say in
a slightly exaggerated key.

I have never heard a parrot speak more
plainly, and v^heu he coughs or laughs
I am certain that no stranger would ever
take the sounds to proceed from a bird,
they are so remarkably life-like. He is

easily satisfied, too, as regards feeding,
but prefers his meat raw. I give him a
good many dead birds, which he stands
on and plucks daintily feather by feather
before eating them, unless he happens to
be hungry, in which case he merely
pulls out the wing and tail quills and
bolts the remainder, casting up after-
wards the indigestible parts in the shape
of pellets, after the fashion of other birds
of prey

.

Grip is very playful and is a great
favorite with the boys. He runs about
and dances with a piece of stick in his
mouth and executes the most absunl
gambols, walking along very gravely
with his head on one side for a few steps
and then giving a mo.st comical sidelong
hop. If he did not pluck his breast
feathers he would be a gem, but he does,
has done so long before I had him and I

suppose will continue to do so to the end
of the chapter, quite regardless of his
personal appearance which this unfortu-
nate habit considerably mars. Why does
he do it ? It is difficult to say. I thought
he had given it up, for when he moulted
some time ago his breast was quite
clothed, and I was flattering myself that
he had turned over a new leaf when lo
and behold one morning I found every
feather gone, plucked out and eaten no
doubt, for I could uot see one anywhere.
My friend thought perhaps that Grip

was a lady and that the desire to nest
had led to the self-mutilation, but I don't
lliiuH, so, lu(.iugu I must say that siie or he
is fond of picking up sticks and stones
and laying them in a heap in different
places, but as they are constantly re-
moved from one corner to another, I

fancy it is only done in play, and that
like pet parrots and other birds, the
feather plucking had its origin in sheer
ennui. Whatever the cause, it is a pity,
for it spoils the appearance of one of the
cleverest birds I have ever come across.
Every day almost we find the raven has
picked up something fresh, and often for
an hour at a time and while digesting a
good meal he will go over his repertoire
in the most amusing fashion.

I have heard that these birds will some-
times breed in confinement, and were I

sure of Grip's sex I should get a compan-
ion, when the instinct of race preserva-
tion might lead to the abandonment of
the bad habit of self mutilation, as I have
known it to do in the case of a parrot I

had some years ago.

Feeilinjf Pai'rots.

Birds of all kinds in a state of confine-

ment are more liable to disorders than

those living in their natural state, owing
to want of exercise and inability to pro-

cure for themselves those remedies in-

finite wisdom has provided for them, and
which their natural instinct has taught
them to seek and obtain. Many of these
diseases may, however, be prevented by
cleanliness and change of proper footl,

and a due regard to a warm temperature.
A few peppers cut into pieces and given
now and then, say about once a month,
will act as a preventive against some in-

ternal diseases. Avoid, by all means,
giving meat, flesh or Ikjucs, however
clean aud bare, to parrots. It is the cause
generally of their imbibing a degree of
irritability which prompts them to lie

continually pecking at their feathers and
sometimes causes them to pick holes in

their skin, so as to injure their appear-
ance very materially. Rub the IkkIv

with a little cooling lotion made of a little

common salt in spring water, once a dav
for a few daysaixl give it bread and milk
paste for two or three days.

—K saturated solution of borrcic acid
is an excellent cure for swel'ed heads
and eyes. Apply with a soft sponge.
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THE AROHANOBL.

A Beautiful Bird, but the Most Dif-

ficult to Breed to Perfection.
Rarriaon Wier in Poultry.

Few if any of the old English works
ou pigeons, such as Moore and Girton,

mention this beautiful bird. It is better

known in Austria and Germany, and
there, too, the difficulty as to breeding it

true to color apparently is more easily

overcome, some of the best I have seen

being imported from the latter country,

while it is only within the last half cen-

tury that it has been recognized among
fanciers as a distinct breed, being one of

the family known as starlings, diamond
wings, suabiaus and other names for the

same shaped bird, with the same form of

peak, though only varying in point of

markings and colorings.

About the Archangel there have been
disputes as to what is right, some main-
taining the crimson, others the orange
breast and head to be the true, but these

are never got with the dense brilliant

black wings and tail, there being always
a blueness and a black bar in the tail of

the latter, while those with the deep
crimson scarlet breast possess ns a rule

thf desired wing and tail coloring, but

even this or any color is often lost when
a good pair are bred from, so seldom do
they breed equal properties.

Of all the fanciers wliose birds have
come under my own observation, the

Archangels belouging to Mr. Adkius, of

Lightwoods, Birmingham, were the Ijest.

Shown in large or small classes or in

strong competition they always held

their own and were never beaten. I have
never seen their equal, and yet their

progeny were generally inferior in all

respects, and I believe they never bred
any ottsprmg good enough to Ije shown.
They were of the dark colored type, the
wings and tail Ijeing a jetty black full of
iridescent colors of green and purple,
while that of the head, neck, breast and
body was a deep crimson scarlet olive
with brilliant lights of carmine, green
aud red, which gleamed and daxzled as
the birds clothed in such loveliness
moved in the strong sunlight. And what
a pair ! no variation or tint even from the
other. No wonder they were never beaten,
they were in all ways so perfect, so neat
and small ; birds once seen never to be
forgotten.

Next to these were some of my dear
friend's, Mr. Mathew Wicking, one

go on trying on the same lines, but could
find none.
One day I went to see a friend, a

farmer, vho was very fond of pigeons,
and on inspecting his premises I came
across an old dovecot, a grand old speci-
men of the by-gone times, when blue
rock pigeons were kept by the hundred.
Yes ; here was an ojiportunity for my
Archangels. Inside tlie old place was a
marvel of neatness and order ; all round,
tier above tier, were holes in the walls for
nesting places, a swing ladder in the
centre, aud in the roof opening for egress
and ingress of the stock. My friend agreed
to take my Archangels, and let them
breed as they would, matching according
to their likes and dislikes, and no other
pigeon should be kept nor allowed to
come. Well, the upshot was I sent three
pairs of my best. They were kept in
until they bred, and all went well so far.

But now came in "reversion." In a couple
of years there were blacks, reds, browns,
a very few yellows, and some nearly blue.
Blue was the tendency. Another year or
two and the flight was large, but no yel-
lows were left excepting one old bird,
aud blues with bars were appearing.
In most cases the peak had disappeared,
and excepting the shape of the Archangel,
which is very much like that of blue
rocks, some of them might be taken for
the latter bird.

My friend had done his work well, aud
the result was almost what I expected.
They had reverted to the orignal stock,
and on my telling him now he might do
what he liked with them, as it was a very
large flight, he commenced lessening it by
shooting, and the last 1 heard of the ex-
periment was that nearly all were blues
or blue and black checkers.
As may Ije gathered from the foregoing

the old fanciers' points for the Archangel
were a small neat made bird rather long
in the head, a well turned peak apart
from the very slight mane, eye bright red
(though old Mr. Bowler contended the eye
should l)e pearl ; in this I agreed with him),
feet small and legs rather long, both
bright red, wings and tail deep black,
head, neck, breast and belly a bright deep
glowing crimson purplish red and the
wholp rolorincr tn shin»» and crlistoti arjtli

iridescent colors of various hues ; thus
when all these points of beauty aud ex-
cellence are produced a lovely bird is

present. Of all toy pigeons I know of no
more difficult bird to breed to perfection
than the Archaugel.

out satisfactorily, and can place confi-
dence in them not dropping away you
can commence to train them. Fly them
each evening, taking care to put a few
hungry birds on top when they look like
dropping. If this practice is continued
they will in time sail away for hours,
until birds are nut out for that purpose,
and as the birds get stronger and well
accustomed to what they are expecteil to
do they can be let out earlier for their
daily exercise. At the end of the breed-
ing season weed out all faulty birds. This
will improve the stock ; it is also of great
importance to dispose of birds that drop
away, or they will most likely drop the
whole of the kit on some high building.
Clean them out once a day, giving them
a fresh .supply of coarse sand. Their
staple food should consist of good old
maple peas for supper, and plump barley
for breakfast, with clean water to drink.
This will keep them in good health.—
Old Champion in Feathered World.

yi^TORy ^ D]^g(^HlpTlOCl
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old
of the best toy fanciers I ever knew.
His best pair were imported from Ger-
many, and though fine in themselves,
never bred their equal nor any way near
it.

Old Mr. Bowler, a grand old fancier,
had one or two of the dark variety, and
tried to breed them up to the mark, but
with more ill success than Mr. Wicking,
for the outcome of all his efforts were
mostly of metallic reds or yellows, and
at last he gave up in despair.
As regards myself I had one or two

goo<l imported pairs of the deep orange
red-breasted variety, and good in wings
and tail. Handsome birds, very, but
they never got more than second to Mr.
Adkins' and Mr. Wicking's birds. I got
a deep colored bird from Mr. Bowler, and
was better pleased with the results. I
then found how hopeless it was to try
and breed good birds from right and jier-
fect birds. I got on far better with a
metallic red and nearly a black, or a me-
tallic orange yellow and a crimson black,
than any other way. I found that it was
best to have the hen red or yellor color,
and, by the way, these reds or yellows
were always of a different tone and me-
tallic lustre and hardness to anv other
breed of pigeon, at least this was my ex-
perience. None ever had the softness
and sweetness of tint that is to be found
so often in the tumbler or the yellow
Dragon. After a while I bred several
fairly good parti-colored birds, and
though nothing first rate, yet some were
creditable, but yet my ill-success was dis-
heartening, although I crossed in now
aud then with imported strains, so I lie-

gan to look about for a fancier who would

Pliffht of High Flyiug Tumblers.
A good kit of highflyeis are great

favorites amongst many fanciers through-
out England ; in fact, I do not know of
any variety that is so enjoyable in sum-
mer time. The great advantage is that

yoa can sit in your garden and watch
your pets soar in the clouds until invisi-

ble, aud if they are a good strain and
properly managed they will fly for hours.

When a fancier commences to keep this

variety, the first consideration should be
the loft, which must be built as far away
from the houses as possible, so as to
give the birds every chance of dropping
ou it without first alighting elsewhere.
Under such circumstances it should be at
least eight feet high and seven feet wide,
with a partition down the centre so as to
have two places, which would be neces-
sary for parting the cocks from the hens
when the breeding season is over, or
otherwise to put the youngsters in. It
should be perfectly waterproof, and the
floor fixed eighteen inches from the
ground, so as to prevent the damp from
rising. Good ventilation is also neces-
sary, and, in aihlitiou to the ordinary
door, one made of wirework will be
found beneficial to the stock.
Make a start with a dozen squeakers,

and see you get them before they can fly;

bui, above all, have good ones, as they
cost no more in feeding than duffers. Get
them from a well known fancier that
flies a first-class kit. Run them on the
top of the place for al)out a fortnight,
always having them peckish, so that in
case of any of them striking up for a fly
a handful of small see<l thrown on the
top to the remainder will induce them to
drop again. Now the fancier's object
must be to learn them to drop on one
place only, and when a low place of this
description is chosen you have your birds
uuder your control, which is half the
iMttle. When you have carried this idea
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GREAT SALE OF HOMERS.

IMPORTANT OFFER.
Kirst come, first aerved

I am requested by Mr. Frances Whiteley, of
Newark, N. J. to conduct for hiin by private
treaty a sale of his surplusstock homing pigeons,
aud am now prepared to offer to the flying fancy
at low prices some 300 or 400 birds of allages

—

both trained and untrained. These birds are all
ill prime condition and bred from Mr, Whitcley's
choice imported and own crack record stock.
The name of Mr. Whiteley as a successful flying
fancier needs no endorsment, for his good work
during the past ten years speaks for itself

It is reasonable therefore that this is a golden
opportunity for young aud old fanciers alike to
.secure at ridiculously low figures some of the
blood that has made Mr. Whiteley's lofts famous
in America.
All correspondence will be conducted by me

and to whom all inquiries must be made.
Intending purchasers would do well to visit

Mr. Wliilelcy's lofts and can do so by arranging
a date with me for the purpose.
Those who cannot visit and make their pur-

chases in person should address me as to number
of birds required when I will advise as to price
and other detail.
Address T. FRFCD GOLDMAN,

(Secretary Empire City Flying Club),
77-78 15 Suydara Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

Ihir headingfor 1 cents per word for each insertion

Blenlielin Spaniels.

vOMK VERY FINE PUPPIES from prtze win-
) ning stock for sale by Calumet Kennels,

28J1 Emerald Street, Chicago, III. 76-77

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 1 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Bloodlioands.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchell,
Fair Haven, V t.

Colllea.

O
FR SALE.—Young stock from prize win-

ning blood. Prices reasonable. P. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del.

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The S<juire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels. Philadelphia, Pa.

YOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-
logue. Lake View Kennels, Worcester,
Mass. 75-tf

Dob Trainers.

Dcos TRAINED or preoared for field trials.

J. B. Stoddard, Concord, N. C.
69-tS

Greyhounds.

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP.—Twenty-five Eng-
lish greyhound puppies and grown dogs.
All first-class. .\U stock to be as represented
or money refunded. La Fayette Greyhound
Kennels, La Fayette, Indiana. 74-77

Irish Terriers.

FR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut HIU Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Pass.

CHOICE POPS FOR SALE by Champion Kash
—Nun Nicer and Fair Inez, dams of first

prize winners at Baltimore and Cincinnati
this year. Thomas J. Ballentine, 601 Ellis
Street, Peoria, 111. 76-77

FINE PUPS ON SALE —Chequassct Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass. 7s-eow

Setters.

FOR SALE—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner third. Setter Derby Central field
trials, 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1203
"

'

"
55-tfBroadway, New York City.

St. Bernards.

M ENTHON KENNELS, Phoenixville, Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

ST. BERNARDS. — Grandly bred; perfect
markings. Lake View Kennels, Worcester,
Mass. 76-tf

TWO HIGHLY-BRED young dogs for sale
cheap; good size aud bone. F. E. Lamb,
Tonawanda, N. Y. s 74-79

WENTWORTH KENNELS. Utica, N. Y.,
have for disposal a splendid litter of R. C.
St. Bernards at from I25 to I35. Are bar
gains at these prices. 77-11

Various.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, PhiladelthU, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.

EF. DALY. 47 Wellington Place, Toronto,
^ Canada, breeder of black red games. Heat-
' on's and Matthews' strains. Also carrier
pigeons, Hedley Fulton's and others. High-
class exhibition birds for sale. 73-ti

A

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserltd under

this headingfor » ctnlsper tuordJor tack insertion.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph:'
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publianing Co., 3a
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Barred Plymouth Rooks.

ON ACCOUNT OF MOVING, my entire yard
for sale. Thompson's strain. J. H. Dre-
venstedt, Hammonton, N. J.

B.

Brahnias.

WARRINGTON, Hammonton, N. J.,
twenty-five years a breeder of light Bran-
mas. All my breeding and exhibition stock
for sale at reasonable rates. b. 77-80

Bed Caps.

CHICKS FOR SALE.
Hammonton, N. J.

J. H. Dt«yenstedt,

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publisn-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PEDIGRFCE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 bouth Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 1 cents per wordfor each inurlion

Various.

J
OHN C. BEYER. Paducah, Ky., breeder of

high-class poultry, light Brahmas, par-
triage Cocliiiis. brown Leghorns, black
Minocas, Houdans, W. C. B. Polish, white
and barred Plymouth Rocks, white and
silver laced Wyandottes, Emerald geese
and Pekin ducks. Stock and eggs in sea-
son. Send for circular. t. 76-77

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philade
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or » centsper wordfor each insertion

Fantalls.

EXTRA FINE red and yellow fanUiU, $2.50
to $3.00 per pair. W. D. C, Shawmont,
Pa. 76

GEORGE N. HOFFMAN, No. i West Fayette
Street, Baltimore, Md., has for sale a few
choice fantails in white, black and blue.
Pairs and odd birds. Will exchange two
pairs of fir8t<la8s blue fantails for two
white fantail hens, first<la8s, no culls. 76-78

JESSE M. HUTTER, I<awrence, Mass., sells
typical Scottish shakers at {5 each and up-
wards. None better in the fancy, b. 76-80

WHITE FANS ONLY Bred for thirty years.
Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville, lud. 62-tf

Homluflr Plseons.

OF THE VERY BEST strains, with long dis-
tance records. Selected young birds with
pedigrees for sale at I3 per pair. M. G.
Richardson, Milton, Mass. 77-78

Jaooblns.

T W. TUGGLE. Columbus, Ga.
and breeder of Jacobins.

Importer
50-106

Oriental Frills.

HENRY B. OWEN, 40 West Fifty-sixth Street,
New York City, breeder of Onental frills
only—satinettes and blimdinettes and the
sub-varieties. Perfectly pure stock, without
tiirbit or owl admixture. Price from $30
per pair upward, according to quality.
Lofts at Oceanic, N. J. b. 75-76

Swallo'vrs.

GA. PICK, 1100 N. Washington Street, Balti-

^ more, Md. breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. IiupDrted
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as nne a
stock as can tie found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street.
Cincinnati, O., breeder o< fiying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Turblts.

W HARRY ORR, Reading, Pa., breeder of
^
wing and solid white turbits exclusively.

* His birds took all the first and second pre-
miums at New York show held in Febru-
ary. They were owned by Mr. Gavin. 75-83

Various.

A F. STOLL, Royer's Ford, Pa., breeder and
^ fancier of black and white fantails, white
Duchess and homing pigeons. Has a few
pairs he wishes to self to make room.
These binis are mated ready for breeding.
Prices low if sold' soon. Stamp for reply.
Satisfaction guaranteed. The homing
pigeons are from parents of high record.

b. 76-77

LL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Wilson'
96A

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

RITE TO LEWIS HEPBURN, Carlisle,
Pa., for cheap fancy pigeons. 77-itw

Ix>p Babbits.

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners in Eng;
land. Fred Stahrer. 119 Abtx>tt Street;
Lawrence, Mass. 73-124

F

W

Artists and EnKravers.

I NTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets Bill Heads, Price Lists, Schetl
ulcs Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreil)er A
Sons, who are acknowledges! to be the
Ixst animal photogriipherR in America
whereby we are able to make special lernii
for our subscriliers who want photograph

.

of their dogs. The Fanciers^ PubFishiag
Co., sa Sooth Tbird St., Philadelphia, Pa.

! LSI
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Homing Pigeons

CHIF.FTAIN blue checker cock, 81 1 miles.

DAN WILLW.MS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MUKIAI,, blue checker hen

MISS WIUI.IAMS, blue checker hen

LOrriK.blu.- checker hen

BI.A<;K BKS3, black checker hen . .

Orders fo'- youngsters of I890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

[SEPT. 6, 1890

Just Qut
PRICE 50C. ]

The American Pigeon Standard

AS AUOPTKI) IIV TIIK

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

C0NTAJNI.no a COMl'LETK DeSIRII'TION OF THK
KECOGNIZKII VaRIKTIES Ol- riUEONS.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail froii) this office on re-

ceipt of price.

PARROTS!

PARROTS!
JUST ARKIVBIi

A LARGE LOT OF YOUNQ

^iCUBAK PARROTS rf

AT $5.00 EACH.
WARRANTED TO LEARN TO TALK.

Young Mexican

Grey African Parrots

AND ALI, OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

etc., etc., etc.

8E\D FOR OUR IVEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

—.189

TO THE FANCIERS' PaBLISHING COMPANY.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEniON'

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERIC/

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

.
NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

ADDRESS

BIDGE & CLOTHIEfi

MARKET. EIGHTH and FIBERT i'TS..

PIIILA1>KLPIIIA, PA.

H. AV. VAHLE,
303 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA. PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES. PISTOLS
AND

AMMUmTIOM.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Austin's CeleWed Dog Caies.

Modern Training,

• Handling, and

I AM NOT IN THE PISEON BUSINESS,

but breed, for A FANCY , high class

FAITTAILS
In Ms, Black,

Red andMow,
And hare for sal

Bt till times

TAKEN FROM LIFE

Very Snuerlor Biit.

anex(<(>llei1 in qual-
ity at $2.00 e&ch,
sn<lu|>. SiitiafactioQ
guaranteed.

Gloyer's Imperial Dog Remeilies

PAMPHLET
ON

^r DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER.
Veterinary Siirj<eon,

71-83 ia08 BUOADWAY, NKW YORK.

i».GnneI I'laimyement

By B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner 01 a dog. It tells

you how 10 train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Piqcons a Speci.alty

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' Mlishing Coinnauy,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia. Pa.

.«« ^"'™'^''"* "* "" tfnips to show my stock.DO NOT ANSWER POSTAL CARDS.

H. C. NORTON,
Or mRo. Fourth at. Phil.da.

««™'"''°''°. ?«-

^G^lIilhGi*^
_ <
o
c

i 9

«Tr\', i-i>iji. OUKis.
Th. Panthar.p..n Company, N«w V«,|,.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLIfB

Stud gooK.
Blanks for icKi.steriiig in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZEUE.
the official monthly publication of the club con-
tains thejudges' reports and certified prize' listsof the different shows. Stud Book registrationsand iiunil)er8 of each months entries and allkennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum. "^

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

EdAA^ard S. ScHmid,
Successor to I.^uiH Schmid & Souk.

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR .SAI.K.

Send for illu.strate.1 catalogue and price listNo. 317 Twelth Street. N. W. Washington, D. C.

A-

-WITH-

-OF THK-

B. K. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

RI.M STATION,

Moutgoinery Co., Pa.

l+istor^ and Descnpfion

I^eminiscences

...FOX TERRIER...
BY

T^awDoN Ijee,

F.DITOR "THE FIKI.D."

Illusutions by Arthur Wardlr.

Second Rdition. Prick Postpaid, $1.50.

ADDRESS Tms OFI'ICR.

My hoMiers are tested as rroird birds and as
parents of birds with records from soo SJS and

i L'T..'".*,"- ,' '''•^^'•."-VJ'-'i'-s of wellinated birds
I

from the above sl<x:k of 1S89 hatch for sale Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can givea clear pedigree. Send for Price Li.st. 44.^5

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
'^•Beuiare ofviorthless imitations, same shape

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and
MEDICINES for all canine disea.sesCOM.MON SH.NSK Ol' UOG DOCTORINi; •

( Post free. j8c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.•IHK (VKKATKST I'r.G-l.RoOfCING FOOD
Ihf most .\HftilwHsaiiU Dijreslihle htwit for /my-

inn //'•"* "»d fix Kftl'tn all Hindi 11/
/'Oiilhy int., Sliiiw Conililioii.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

«ill";''.iiii.'"'
^"'^ '"••" '"K Knrly Chickens.

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.Reduces the usual heavy luort.ilily in reaiiiig
Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 ceiitf
Loiidition Paste per box . . so cents
Uire for G.-5PCS per iKittle Ho cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap . pir cake 2s cents

aiMit'''^Tw^'l"i,'i""'.^J'-,
••'"" particulars from.SlMlAns PATKNT (America I, hlMIT'II

nt-Mh F.ast s6th St . New York City. 44.69

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Columharian, Buf-

jBlo. N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the best advertising medium of any paper inAmerica devoted extlusivelv to high class fancy
an<l homing pigeons, only fiOy cents a vt-ar

WORM POWDER
FOR DOGS.

I $1 by mail. MOORK BROS., Albany, N. Y.

VOL. «, NO. 11.1WHOLK NO., 7H.; PHILADELPHIA, SEPTEMBER 13. 1890. f PKU ANNXTM, »8.50.
t SINGLE COI'yT 6o.

I

I
THE ENGLISH SETTER DOG, TOLEDO BLADE.
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BENCH SHOWS. BENCH SHOWS.

THE SECOND
ANNUAL BENCH SHOW OF DOGS

IN CONNKCTION WITH THK

CBNTRAI^ CANADA KXHIBITION
WILL BE HELD IN THE

CITY OF OTTAWA, SEPT. 23, 24, 25, 1890.
For Premium List and other inrormatioii nddress

F. ARTHUR JACKSON, Secretary.
N. B.—For special prizes s«:c last week's sjiortiug papers. 78-79

FIELD TRIALS. FIELD TRIALS.

INDIANA KBNNEL CLUBS'
FOURTH ANNUAL FIELD TRIALS,

AT BiCKNELL, IND. BEGINNING NOVEMBER 3.

OPEN TO THE WORLD.
All-Aged Setter Stake, All-Aged Pointer Stake, open to dogs that have never won

a first prize in an all-aged stake at any recognized field trial in America.
Purse entrance money less expense, first, 50 per cent ; second, 30 per cent ; third, 20 per cent

Forfeit |io, with $x> adflitlonal lo hll. F.ntries close October i, 1890. For further particulars address

7»-*> P. T. MADISON, SECY, Lock Box 4, Indiauapolis.Iud.

IN THE STUD.
Advfrtisfments inserlrii under this heading at the

follmving rates: One inch, single insertion, tt^o;
$$.40far the month; Si<i for three months; $iSJor
six months, and tsofor the year.

KILLARNEY

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,
tj-S"; tS-4o Jor the month; S'S for three months;
t2S for SIX months, and t^o for the year.

KENNELS

J^OUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD

AT STCD—

PURE BRED IRIiiH SEUERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTFh AA/n rM)MFST!0>

CASPER
A. K. C. S. B. 14442.

PEDIGREE:

Sire, Champion (Grand Sire, Pilgrim, 14067

Plinlimnion, K. 15050 1 ^ . ,. „ •

•" (Grand Dam, Besste, 13793

Dam. Effie

PEE

(Grand Sire,
. <, Merchant Prince, 14742

(Grand Dam, Chloris.

FORTY DOLLARS.

DICK SWIVELER.

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:

DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challenge prize, New York show,
1890 ; al»<5 first and special prizes all over the
United SUtes.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show,

1887 and 18.S.S (only limes shown).

FEE $25,

GARRYOWKN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Garrvowkn

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $25.
To a limited number of bitches of approved

breedinR.
Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

tion.
Extra choice Irish puppies by the great Dick

SWIVELEK foi sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KII.KAHNKY KENXEI.S,
50-101 177 State STKtKT, Chicago, III.

PENINSULAR KENNELS,
I.KANDKR TICHENOR, Manager.

CHELSEA MICH.
6.^tf

rINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD; Divided fourth F^stem Field Trials,

i888; winner of second F^stern Field Trials and
Brut at Central Field TrUls, 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

47-9«

SETTERS & pomrjERS

DESMOND II

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
Kniflaud, bv Frisco—Grouse II. This dog' com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,
Philadelphia; first, Troy; fir.st, Albany; first,
Rochester, 188H and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1S89;
first and .special at London, Ont., i88y, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton— Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in punpy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough—Mrkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kejit free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extendetl pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END Kennel Club,
Cabk W. H. Wkiss,

43-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

P fiQ Chesters, Berkshires, Polauds. Fox
r \\HJ, Hounds, Beagles,Collies.Setters.W GIB-BONS & CO.,W. Chester.Pa. Send stamp for cir

„ jNJTHE STUD.
Adveriisemenli inserted under (his heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.
tl-SO; ts-4o for the month; $1$ for three months;
$38 for six months, and fjo for the year.

RISK SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, $25.

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODERIGO—GEM.) FEE, Jl5.

B. F. LEWIS, Box ij,

53-78 Merton P. O., Pa.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
> short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The propertj; of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proved him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than a\\ others living.
Mastiflf breeders should make the most of this
grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.
Stud fee $75.

J. WINCHCLL,
55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

gNGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771)

None but approved bitches accepted. For stud
card and particulars address

67-79

J. E. STODDARD,
CONCORD, N. C.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHo—mavournef:n.
Puppies by the above dogs. Ch. KIcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS.
62tf Tremont. N. V.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

FOR SAI^E

Collies & Irish Terriers

We have for sale a large number of puppies of
above breeds. Collies by

CHRISTOPHER,
*

CHAMPION SCOTILLA,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

R08LYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood bitches (in whelp) and
some first-class Iri.sh terriers ont of Champion
Breda Tiney.

We have also for sale at our English kennels
several good collie bitches in wliclp to Christo-
pher.

PRICES J150 TO $250 (delivered).

ADDRESvS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

Cheslmit Hill, Philadelphia.

j^ochf;i^,e kennels.

IMPORTED BLACK & TAN TERRIERS.

AT STUD

THE SBNAXOR,
Fifteen and Onk-hai.k Lbs. Fee, $15.

Puppies from uated sires and dams for sale.
75" Box 862, New Rochelle, N. Y

.

THE KENNEL.
Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

tht following rates: One inch, single insertiont
St.50; Ss.40 for the month; $is for three months
t» for ux months, and tfo for the year.

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLSlDE HeNNELS,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

Dogs for Sale^

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

O^OODBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8tii STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele
brated champion dogs and bitches now oflTered
lor sale tor the first time. Nearly 200 clogs ol
nearly all breeds are offered for sale. Now is

the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application.
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Poultry and Pigeon Shows
M.^Pi'' ^^"-{."i!'^''.""''"""' ^^" AssocUtion, atBuffalo, N. Y. Charles W. Robinson, .secretary

-.j'^V 9-20—Buffalo International Fair MrCharles W. Robinson, secretary
Sept I j-2o.-Kan8as state Fair, Topeka, Kan.

K. G. Moon, secretary.

•e^etar""''^
"'"'*'""' ^'"" ''"''^ '^'" "'""'•

Sept. 22-27. -Central Canada Fair, OttawaCanada. Alfred Geddes, chairman
""«'a.

Te^n'' ^1^1 l-"".*'^ "»'«^ •"«""• -Memphis,lenn. N. C. Perkins, Jr., secretary

Tr^e^tL'^i ^ o
"','^'^"^'?'' P«"" Association,ireuton N. J.. Poultry, Pigeons and Pets De-partment. Frauklyn Dve. superintendent

sept 30-Oct. 3.-CumberIand County Agriculturaf Society, Carlisle, Pa. W. E. Miller
lulendeiit.

""ler, super-

™^ «''"V~^''*''*r"^'''^°""'y Agricultural So-ciety Fredenck, Md. H. C. Keefc?, secretary
Oct. 15-N0V. I.—Piedmont Exposition at At-

lanta, Ga. Charles Arnold, secretary

Ia°''p„^l';7?S.""',r„e:fP°^'".?"'M°»'Komery

PHILADELPHIA. SEPTEMBER 13, 1890.

Subscription Agents Wanted
We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to
solicit subscriptions for The Fanciers'
Joi'RNAL. A liberal cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write
for terms to agents.

FivrTToi^a

Dog Shows.

.i.**^n''i^'9-~,*'**^""'' '"lernatioiial Dog Show ofthe Industrial Exhibition Association at To-ronto, Canada. C. A Stone, secretary
Sept. 23-26.-Central Canada Exhibition Asso-

chai'rman '

^""'"'°- ^^^"^ ^"'^
Oct 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-bur;y Agricultural Society, at Danbury. Connn. C. Lynes. secretarv.

»-"".,

BeVich s'howT"""''"''''
AJf^*^""""" Society's

Niiww '""i?,.-*"!''^''
annual bench show of theNorthern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion. at Rockford. III. jj;hn Teague secreta^
.„- ?• 3?-Jan. 3 -First bench show of the Buck-eye Poultry and Pet Stock Association, afCan-

Marketstfeer"
'''"''"''' '^'^'"^y- ^9 ^^-th

1891.

Jan. 7-14,-Twemh annual bench show of theMichigan State Poultry and Pet Stock Associatioiiat Jackson. Mich. W. F. Brace, secreia^
e.,^''.u',l^"'l~'"'''"""'°"«' Hxhibition of theSouth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion OiotincorporatclfBench Show at cStton, s. C. Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr., secretarv
Jan 20-25.—First annual bench show of theLouisiana Poultry and Pet Stock AssocUtion atNew Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, secretary, Bo"

ih!;^«7^7^^~^''^''*'""' «""ual l>ench show of
Wm.YM"'.""""''' ^"'"''^ '-'•'»' «' New YorkJames Morlimore, superintendent

ih.'i.^
*«:27 -St^co'id annual bench show of

t-*. A. Williams, secretary.

Flehl Trials.

Fief.rTrTn^^'r^J;^."' •""'* "f ^^^ Manitoba
Nov ,

«'•"' .T''°'"a» Johnson, secretary.

r,..oHi
3—^'^o'."l annual field trials of the

Slof. t"^^'.'"^^^'"'''''' Chatham, Ont. C. AStone, Toronto, Ont, secretary

a a Kennel Club, at Bicknell,Ind., P. T. MadisonIndianapolis, Ind., secretary
i. maaison,

Mas8'"'p^w'T! "^""'^ ^^"^' «» Hyannis,
MaM.'

Chapman, secretary, Melrose.

Nov 10.—Second annual field trials of theCanadian Kennel Club, at Chatham Ont C Ai-tone, Toronto, Ont., secretary
'

Eas^e^ru'lurrif^V n,"',""" *^^'^ '^*»'s of thenasiern eld Trials Club, atOtterburii Springs,

retarJ^-
'""'"". S««l"8:a .Springs, N. Y., s«:

raf^iJ,-75!f","').?."""«' «-'<>. trials of the Cen

Ala., Poultry Denartment. T. Farrer Rackham'
superintendent. East Orange N J

">-''"»"'.

Nov. 11-15 -Chattahoochee Valley Exposition
at Columbus. Ga. Cliff B. Grimes, iecretary

'

^,^ 9->6.-Northern Illinois Poultry and PetStock Association, Rockford. A. H Currier
secretary. ' ^"""-'.

Dec. 10-12—Brocktou Poultry and Pet St<jckAssociation, Brockton, Mass. William F Bondsecretary. 80x795.
""",

Dec. 10-17—Fifth annual show of the CentralPoultry Association, Richmond, Ind. J. O MveMsecretary. j. "."•>«:»,

o.^M '<^?<?-^"H>western Poultry Association

lirSiI,"fc
'"'" W.H, Brocket, secretary.'

Dec. 23-26. -Eastern Middlesex Pou.try Asso-ciation, Stoneham, Mass, Mr. G. W 'corraa^secretary. "«-"• matn.
Dec. 29-Jan. I—Rhode Island Poultrv Associa-

tion, at Providence. R. G, Davis, secretary

c.Ji^A^'^-'?". 3 -Buckeye Poultry and Pet
^eta'^yi"^' °"' "' ^''"'°"' °- '*'"" Steriing'

Dec 3o.-Jan. 6.—Illinois State Poultry Associa-tion, Peorik. J. w. Burton, secretary.^
Associa-

1891.

D l^t: '7* -Southern Michigan Poultrv andPet Stock A.s.sociation, Monro?. Mich. EfHotOOrosvenor. secretary.
^-oioi \j.

i/"-^-^"^
""*"''""' ^a"*y Poultry and Pet StockAssociation, at Mt. Carmel. HI. Will F Chin-man, secretary,

i-nip-

pJt°^u^l'i~^°'\^"" Middlesex Poultry and
Wliilt^

Association, at Clinton, Mass. A. AFillebron, secretary,! Aver, Mass
sif.hV'^'V—^li'".""'"'""' Exhibition of theSouth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-tion (not incorporated) at Charieston,S C^u-
rri'n'te':i^dl"nt."''

"'^
'
^^^^"^ «• ^ ""'^^^ -"

Jan. i3-i8.-^leveland Poultry and Pet StockAssociation, at Cleveland. O. P. P FrilVin^r
scviciaiy. "

Jan. 20-25.—Louisiana Poultrv and Pet StockAssociation, at New Orleans. R E. Shaw^-
retary. Box 165S,

aimw. sec

Re^"W"rr^"!?''"'" '^'"'^ '•"""'y Aesociation.Ren. W. Crockett, cor. secretary, Delphi, Ind
c.-^"n-

y~'^ Mohawk Valley Poultry and' PetStock Association. Amsterdam, N. Y Mr Wil-irnii C. House, secretary, Freys Bush N y"
Jan. 27-31.-Tennessee Poultry and Pet StockAssociation, at Nashville. Tenn. p H Ha^rsecretary « . «. aager,

way, New York. Messrs. A. D. Lewis,
of Brooklyn, and H. Hulmau, of Terre
Haute, were posted for membership. The
club's twelfth annual meeting is arranj/ed
as follows :

Members' Stake, three prizes cups or
cash

; first, f.u>o second. I75 ; third,
»5u- nntnes close night l>efore running
One entry free, each additional one, |io'
hastern Field Trial Derby commences
November 17, iHgo. All-Age Setter and
lointer .Stake, <)}.en to all setters and
pointers that have never won a first
prize in an all age open stake at any
recognized field trial in America. First
prize, fcoo; second, j(t25o ; third, iiso
Forfeit, jfio, ami JP20 additional to fill
Entries close October i, 1890. Cham-
pion Stake, open only to winners of all-
age open stakes at recognized field trials
in America. Entries close Octo»)er i

1890. excejit to dogs l>eeoining winners
after closing of stake ; such are eligible
to enter night previous to running. For-

a\
''°' ^'^ additional to start. Club

adds |ioo to entrance money, and the
American Fithl adds cup, iioo. Any
trainer or owner working or shooting
over dog or dogs entered in the trials on
the preserved grounds will be disquali-
fied and forfeit all entrance moneys
purses and cups. The trials begin with
the Members' Stake, on Thursday, No-
vember 13, at Otterburn Springs, Amelia
County, Va.

#
* »

tion without delaying the issue of the
paper, we have our revenge. A new fore-
man has set up his private letter to us
as part of his article and hia base motives
are made plain to everyone. It is need-
less to add that his reference to us at the
New York show is entirely misleading
Instead of him taking care of the editor
we had to miss an important engagement
because we were compelled to put him to
Ijed or leave him to the tender mercies
of the hotel porter.

«
« *

Oiir esteemed contemporary, the Fox
Terrier Chronicle, in quoting from our
journal gives its local habitation as New
York. The Fanciers' Journal is
published in Philadelphia.

Otterburn Springs is near Amelia
Court House, which is the post-office and
newest railroad station to the springs.
The cheapest route to the springs will be
via Old Dominion Steamship Company
to West Point and thence by rail. The
steamship company will transport the
dogs free.

P. T. Maduson informs us that the In-
diana Kennel Club will again hold its
field trials at Bicknell. This decision was
reached by the club after repeatetl over-
tures by the good people of Bicknell.
In making this change the expenses will
lie materially reduced. Consequently the
purses will be enlarged accordingly. The
The club in making this change feels
that it has acted vrisely in the interest of
its patrons.

»*
The entries to the .Southern Field Trial

Club Derby were seventy-eight. List
crowded out this week.

« «

I-eb 3-7.—South Carolina Poultry and Pet StockAssociation, at Greenville, S. C. A H Rohnsecretary. Prosperity, S C.
/» ". Konn,

Feb. 4-10.—New York Poultrv and Pigeon As-sociation (limite<l). at New York. T ~^rrar
0?ange.'N.

'^""^"^ ^"^ superintendent. East

Feb. 10-15—Colorado Poultiy Breeders' Associ-ation, at Denver. Col. Geo. A'^Parkert^ret^jI.

Our Illustration.

Toledo Blade, the subject of our illus-

tration this week is a black, white and tan
English setter dog by Rotlerigo—Lillian-
He is owned by J. E. Dager. Toll do

Blade has credit of the following wins :

In field trials, second in the All -Aged
Stike at the Southern Field Trials, 1888

;

second in the All-Aged Stake at the East-
ern Field Trials, 1889, and first in the All-
Aged Stake in the Southern Field Trials,

1889. He has been shown upon two oc-
casions. He took second prize at Chicago
1889 and v. h. c. at Columbus, 1889.

John K. Renaud, secretary, writes : "A
o ^.-w^...,.,,. v-uiiimuice 01

the Southern Sportsmen's Association
was held on Monday evening, August 25
at No. 71 Baronne Street, New Orleans'
La. The following members, and a
quorum, were present: Omar Villere
General Allen Thomas, R. \V. Foster'
General Fred. F. Myles and J. K.'
Renaud

; Mr. Villere in the chair. The
matter of field trials was taken up and
January 12 next was the date fixed for
their starting. The members of the com-
mittee were directed to personally inspect
different points along the Illinois Central
Northeastern and Southern Pacific Rail-
roads, and select the most favorable loca-
tion, where birds are abundant, fields
large, and hotel and livery accommoda-
tions are ample. The first race will be
for members, owners to handle their
dogs. Prize, a breech-loading gun. The
second race will be the Derby

;
prize,

I350; first, J200 ; second, |ioo;' third'
foo- The third race will Ije the All-Age

'•

prize, I700; first, f^oo ; second. j;2oo
;'

third, $i<x>. Entrance to members' race
will be I5. Entrance to the Derby will
be $5 forfeit, and ^10 additional to run
Entrance to the All-Age Stake will be
|io forfeit, and lioadditional to run. The
judges to be named at a future meeting
of the committee. The following new
nieml)ers were elected : James T. Hayden
Thomas Sully, H. M. Sloan, Captain b'
S. Leathers and Harry H. Hall. The
committee then adjourned to meet on
Monday evening, October 6."

The fox hunting fraternity of this
vicinity won a victory in the Norristown
court over the Society for the Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Animals in a case
certioraried from the HnrVet of s. Iccil
justice of the peace, growing out of a fox
chase by the Radnor Hunt on Novemlxr
23 last. On that date the club gave a
hunt,and it was alleged a fox was lilierated
from a bag for the occasion by John
Matthews and John Delany. The fox, it

was alleged, was not a vigorous animal,
and to pursue it in its debilitated condi-
tion was cruel. The animal was pursued
by hounds and by them captured and
killed.

Subsequently Matthews and Delany,
two employees of the Hunt, were ar-
rested on complaint of the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
charging them with crueltry, under the
act of 1869, for liljerating the fox. At
the hearing before a justice they were
fined |2o each, with costs. Exceptions
were filed by the Radnor Hunt, and the
Norristown court has now sustained the
exceptions and reversed the judgment of
the justice. This action is emphatically
endorsed by huntsmen, and it practically
decides a similar case that is pending.

«
• »

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

tral Field -i-Hni. ,•?..' ." trials of the Cen-
lIoTlellMriiJ «*-'!'** Lexington, N. C. C.

Dec c' iin"'r '''i'^'
^"^^ Y"*^"' s«retary.

«n'i:!ral'ileTd' tVilTi'-^r^'.^^roSel^'vt*
^^^"'"^

1891.

ciilc"kenn;T^'?l"r """""' '•''''' trials of the Pa-

Brigg^rcrlt.^;"''- "' """""field. Cal. H. H.

crn Fiel,nv^',''^^,\r"'./-'J 'n'''"^"^
'^' ''""t""

Marietta, Ga. ' ^ B""'by, secretary.

Coursing.

Co^^sing'^aub "^''"n"'".'"^^''
^'""^ Americmn

Broughe*r,^crVry. ""'"' ^""^- *'-°- ' ^

I thought it but a friendly part to telfyou
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish .Student.

Secretary Stone writes us that "the
entries for the Industrial Exhibition As-
.sociation's grand international bench
show of dogs from Septenit)er 15 to 19
closed with some 500 entries, comprising
the grandest dogs on this continent. The
buildings are completed and everything
is in good shape for the show."

* *

C. A. Davidson, of Detroit, owning the
English .setter Voker, has challenged
Thomas Johnson, of Winnepeg, owner of
the setter Manitoba Belle, to a field trial

on quail to follow the trials of the Inter-
national Association in November. It

will be for a cup.

» «

John J. Scanlon, Fall River, Mass., re-
ceived on the 6th inst. the Irish setter
Inchiquin, which he bought of the Rev.
Robert O'Callaghan, and is very much
plea.sed with his purchase. The Kildare
Kennels have also purchased an Irish
setter on " the other side, it is the dog
Tore, Cockshure out of Granuaile.

*
* *

*

The Eastern Field Trials Club held a
meeting Tuesday afteruoon at 44 Broad-

\Ve must apologize to our readers for
printing in our columns this week the
free advertising stuff Fitz-Poodle sends
us. Heretofore this contributor's articles

have l>eeii of such a harmless nature that
we never read the proofs, feeling sure
that nothing objectionable would emanate
from his pen. But although it was too
late when we harl read the proofs of the
first form to "kill" his present contribu-

The Irish Setter Club has offered two
specials of |i2S to first and $75 to sec-
ond for the two l>est Irish setters regu-
larly entered in the Eastern Field Trials
Club's All-Aged or Derby Stakes. No
special entry is required.

The Executive Committee of the Eng-
lish Setter Club met in the office of the
secretary, P. C. Ohl, on Tuesday, and
elected Wilson Fisk delegate to the A.
K. C.
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

Working the Papers.

BY HIBERNIA.

XVIII.

[Strictly private and conjidential.]

My Dbar Mr. Editor.

I want you to do nie a favor. This

time I am not going to strike you for a

small loan, but only to request the inser-

tion of the accompanying article. I

have gone broke again—very badly this

time.

A couple of weeks ago after much elo-

quence I pursuaded Aunt Bess to advance

me a whole quarter's allowance. This I

invested in horses and put the entire

amount on Mr. Kelmout's ecjuine, which,

as was afterward discovered, started be-

cause of a false telegram (I do hope if

ever the rascal who put up this job is

discoveretl that he will Ije hung, and that

I will be invited to his funeral). It is

needless to say I lost all, and here I am
left with a hard winter staring me in the

face, without a cent. Of course I have a

good home and all I can eat, but there

are several little tilings I need which

you can aid me to get without it costing

you a penny. Please help me out. I see

the columns of all of your contemporaries

filled with just such matter, and I feel

sure the writers have not half the hold on

the editors that I have on you. You re-

member the last New York show—how I

took care of you, etc., but I'll say no

more about this, as it must be a painful

subject to you.
Now please let the stuff go in as writ-

ten, ana I'll be fixed for the winter so
far as doggy requisites go. I want you
to send me copies of the paper for all the
names I mention in the article, and I

will mark same with blue pencil and
forward send to the parties with a re-

quest to them me an equivalent in goods
for the amount they consider such an ad-

vertisement worth. Respectfully,

Chauncey Fitz-Poodle.

P. S.— I have not put a head on this

article, preferring to leave that to your
own judgment.

A NOBLE SETTER.

Everybody who is interested in fine

setters knows John A. Smith, of Smith-
ville, Indiana. He does not advertise in
the papers, but all who have had the
good fortune to obtain one of his cele-

brated strain of Laverack setters are
walking endorsements of what I am
alx>ut to relate of my experience with one
of his dogs.

I ordered the dog on August i, and the
day after the next day I received a solid
rosewood box, fastened together with
nickleplated nails with a solid silver plate
on top neatly engraved with :

C. FiTZ-POODLE, Esq.,

Pt Uamiltou,

New York.

This shipping box was made, as I

noticed by a sign on the bottom, by V.
Harris, Steubensville, O., and I would ad-
vise all my fancier friends who are in

need of shipping boxes to send to this
maker for a catalogue. They are the
finest I have ever seen.

Every one knows that a poor dog in
a fine crate will give Ijetter satisfaction

to the majority of buyers than a good dog
in a clumsy lx>x.

Well, this crate contained a setter—one
of Smith's choicest young Derby entries.

Quite a crowd had gathered around when
the setter arrived, as all interested in

dogs in the town knew that I was expect-
ing a canine from abroad.

I opened the door of the crate and out
came with a proud and lordly step the

finest specimen of an English setter that

was ever seen in our parts. The crowd
threw up their hats and shouted "Hur-
rah !" At the sound of the many voices

the dog "droppe<l to shot." I remarked :

"That's a very pretty charge." The ex-

press agent, who knows nothing of fine-

bred dogs and who was standing by my
side, said: "No charge."

I called him a fool, and he said I was
an idiot, and we were about to come to

blows when a bystander explained mat-
ters by saying the agent meant that there
was no expressage on dog, and that the
freight had been prepaid by the consignor.

The dog's name was Count of Monke
Carlo, and he had the finest shoulders,
hams, spare ribs, feet, head, tenderloins,

ears and eyes I ever saw. The coat was
perfect, l)eing ,* and of the correct

texture. His teeth were as white as ivory,

and no city belle who uses sozodont daily

with one of 'White's best tooth brushes
has more beautiful pearls in her mouth.
In fact, I never saw such incisors ex-

celled, except perhaps by one of the ar-

tificial sets made by Dr. Gum, on Third
Avenue, New York.
His tail was a poem, and the feathering

on his hind legs reminded me of angels'

wings. The pads on his feet resembled
the soft stuffed Ottomans for which Ar-
nold, Constable & Co. are so famous.
His eyes were like two opals only to be
obtained from Tiffany & Co. , and the color

of his tongue and gums could only be
matched by Lucas & Co's. carmine paint.

Such a typical dog has never been seen
on the liench and never will be, because
the owners of such are by far too gener-
ous to exhibit them and make their fel-

low fanciers wild with jealousy. A paltry

|20 for first prize and a cook stove for

special would not be a sufficent induce-
ment for a kind-hearted fancier to hurt
the feelings of his brethren.
As soon as the crowd were through ex-

amining the dog I led him home while
little girls, dressed in white strewed flow-

ers in his path.
The tiext morning I washed him with

w oodhill's soap (best thing I know of
for a doir's fnilpf^ riiblied him drv witli

one of Macy's 50 cent towels and sprink-
led him over with Colgate's cologne.
Then I combed him out with one of the
Medford Co.'s electric combs and gave
him his breakfast of Spratt's dog biscuit.

I noticed during the day that his eyes
watered some and he suee/ed occasionally,
so I procured a bottle of Peshall's Hay
Fever Remedy. The affect of the first

spoonful was magical and 111 five minutes
he was cured. Afterwards wheneter he
showed symptoms of desiring to sne«ze
all I had to do was to show him a Ixjttle

of this truly marvelous remedy and he
would swallow the sneeze and run away
and hide himself. I never had to repeat
the dose.

In order to put him into the best pos-
sible condition I gave him a course of
Glover's Canine Tonic, which, needless
to say, had the desired effect.

The first time I saw him on game was
at Coney Island. I was walking aluug
the beach front, and came to where a
man had a circular table with a row of
numbers around the edge. A metal arrow
revolved swiftly in the centre of this
table, and when it stopped at a number
the lucky man who had put his money
on the space pocketed ten limes the
amount he had invested.

The intelligent canine, as soon as he
winded this table, roaded stylishly up to
it and came to a staunchpoint before the
figure eight. Taking the hint I placed a
dollar on the number, and sure enough
the arrow stopped directly over the spot.

Without moving his body the dog slowly
turned his head and his nose pointetl at

the figure four. Again I won. The
crowd applauded, but the owner of the
table, shoving the money I had won to
me, cried out aghast :

" That'll do, young fellar. I'm not
goin' to be queered by a dog."
Thinking that the setter would prob-

ably be as successful with the large
game to be found at Long Branch as on
the small game of Coney Island, I imme-
diately started for that resort, taking the
Palace steamer, which is by far the most
pleasant route of getting there from New
York. But, alas, Mr. Daley, the owner of
the preserves, would not allow the dog
on his grounds, so I could not test him
on that noblest of all game, the Tiger
bird.

•I am not very well up in setters, and I don't
know whether coat should be silky or wirey.
Will the editor please put in the right word.

Shortly afterwards I took him down to

Babylon, Ivong Island, to try him on
woodcock. Mr. Mortimer was kind
enough to go out with me. .\fter seeing

the grand work of Duke of Monte Carlo

in tj\e field he atlmitted that the West-
miualer Kennel Club had not a dog in

their kennels that could equal him. He
persisted in saying, however, that he be-

lieved he had a fox terrier or two that

conld beat him killing rats. As all the

hoVels there charged ten cents for whiskey
there was no way of getting up a match
Ijetween my dog and his. I feel sure,

however, the setter could get away with
more rats than any fox terrier living.

A strange thing happeiiecl as we were
coming back from the day's hunt. Cross-

ing a field the setter, who had never
missed a point that day, trotted through
a covey of young (juail without noticing

them. I was thunderstruck and excused
the dog by remarking that he probably
was tired and had had enough pointing

for one day.
Said Mr. Mortimer with a smile :

"Vou are wrong, my boy. Quail, you
know, are out of season now, and the

brute knows it. I wouldn't give a cent for

a dog that would hunt game in the close

season."
"You are right," replied I, much re-

lieved; ''many thanks for the suggestion."
"Don't mention it, my boy," said Mr.

Mortimer.

[For an explanation of how such an
article as the above, written simply to ad-

vertise certain firms without cost, crept

into our columns, see comment in "Cur-
rent Notes."—Et'.]

Running Rules of The

^ailONflL gEHGLE (?LUB.

THE DANBURY SHOW.

Mr. VredonbuneU Gives Notice That
A>vai*dii Will Not Ko UecoBmlxtHl.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : In reply to many inquiries re-

ceived from intending exhibitors, and

for the general information of the pub-
lic, 1 desire to give notice through your
columns that the wins at the forthcoming
bench show to be held at Danbury, Conn.,
will n«>t Ije recognize<l, the Connecticut
State Kennel Club, under whose auspices
Danbury show was held last year, having
in the meantime ceased to be a member
of the American Kennel Club.

Yours truly,

A. V. VREDENBURGH,
Secretary.

New York, Sept. 4, 1890.

ERRORS IN BLACK AND TANS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Thfla-e are errors in the entries

of bjack aud tan terriers »spul>ltshcd in the cat-

alogue «f the Detroit Uench Show, which I tear

will lead to confusion uuless corrected. Roch-

elle Nudjy's date of birth should have been in the

year of 1889, not 1890. The Senator was shown in

England as Broonifield Como, and was not "for-

merly Broeinfield Sultan. This probably was uiy

error in making out his entry.

Sir Wallace, who was awarded first prize, has

January, 1S89, given as his date of birth. This

must be the same dog that was shown extensive-

ly during iSSH and 1889, under the siime name
and having the same breeder and same pedigree,

l>ut date of birth given as Jan. 9, 18K7. I'resum-

ing this Detroit winner to be the same that was
pervioudly shown, his award is a fair specimen

ofinucji of the judging of black and tan terriers

during the recent years, and which has been de-

trimental to the breed and misleading to its sup-

porters. This dog has been shown nearly a

dozen limes, and been beaten by nearly every

competitor he has met, only winning once be-

fore, and that at Cincinnati in i8h8, while at

Detroit in a stronger class than he has usually

had contest with he scores a second win. Many
who act as judge of this breed seem competent

ill other breeds of terriers, excepting, perhaps,

the white English. The most general erroris

taking the bull terrier type as a standard for this

breed. I am opposed to specialty clubs naming
judges whom their members favor, but I fear, in

self-defense, the black and tan breeders will

have to fall in line ifjudges uufrmiliar with the

breed coiitiuue to abuse it. Yours truly,

H. T. FooTE, M., D., v., S.

New Rochelle, N. Y., Sept. s, 1890.

Readers ok The Fanciers' Journal
corrksl'dnding or visiting with ad-
vertisers will conker a kavor by
MENTIONING The Journal.

MANAGEMENT.

Rule I. The mniagement of the

meeting shall be under the control of the

Field Trial Committee. They shall de-

cide all matters pertaining to the trials

not provided for in these rules. The in-

terpretation of these rules lies with them.

ENTRIES.

Rule II. For all stakes, the names,

pedigrees (as far as known), ages, colors

and distinguishing marks of the dogs

shall l)e detailed in writing to the Secre-

tary of the club at the time of making

the entry. Any dog who shall be proven

not to correspond with the entry, shall

be disqualified, and all stake winnings

and entry money shall l>e forfeite<l to the

club.

The entrance fee and forfeit money

must accompany every nomination.

Any objection to an entry must lie

made in writing aud addressed to the

Field Trial Committee, whose action

shall lie final.

Dogs afflicted with any contagions dis-

ease, or bitches in season, shall not lie

permitted on the grounds.

FIELD TRIAL COMMITTEE.

Rule III. The Field Trial Committee

may refuse any entry they may think

proper to exclude ; shall have power to

suspend or debar from handling or enter-

ing dogs in any field trials of this club

any person who uses abusive language to

the judges or officers of the club, and no

person who has been found, to the satis-

faction of the Field Trial 0"riit>iittpp_ to

have conducted himseJf improperly in

any manner in connection with dogs,

dog shows or dog trials, or who is a de-

faulter for either stakes or forfeit in con-

nection with either thereof, or for money
due under an arrangement for division

of winnings, or for penalties or infraction

of rules, or for any payment required by
a decision of the club, shall be allowed

to compete in any trials that may be held

under the auspices of the National Beagle

Club.

DRAWING AND ORDER OF RUNNING.

Rule IV. Dogs shall be drawn by lot

and numbered in the order drawn. Each
dog shall run in the first series as a brace

with the next available dog in that order.

After the first series has been run through,
the judges shall announce which dogs
they wish to see run again and order of
running them. Discretion is given the
judges to run the dogs as often and in

what order they think best until they are

satisfied which are the best dogs, but
they may announce the winners any time
after the second series provided the first,

second and third prize winners shall have
run tpgether. Any dog al)sent during
the first series for more than twenty
minutes after his number has been called

shall be disqualified from further com-
petition.

Rule V, Sec. i. Each brace shall be
run thirty minutes, and at the expiration
of that time a decision shall be rendered
if the judges are satisfied. If not satis-

fied thej shall be run fifteen minutes
and decision made, and so on in inter-

vals of fifteen minutes.
Sec. 2. Dogs can be taken up only at

end of periods as above except as herein-
after provided.

Sec. 3. Immediately after the dogs are
drawn the name of the first brace, to-

gether with the place and time of start-

ing, shall be posted by the Secretary of
the club 111 a prominent place.

Sec. 4. The Secretary shall announce
the order of running in the first series,

but each subsequent series shall be ar-

ranged and announced by the judges be-
fore its beginning.
Rule VI. If two dogs owned or han-

dled by the same person shall come to-

gether in the first or subsequent series

the second dog so owned shall change
place with the first dog not so owned or
handled. This change shall be made in

the order of running if possible. If not
possible, then in the reverse order of
running. The running together of two
such dogs may be permitted when a sep-
aration is impossible, but in no other
case.

Rule VII. No person shall be allowed
to accompany the judges except owneis
of dogs running in charge of handlers,
giiides, marshal and reporters of recog-
nized journals. In case where the re-
porters or owners expect to handle a dog
in the series they will not be allowed to
accompany the judges.

Sec. 2. Gentlemen authorized to ac-
company the judges under these rules
will not be allowed to converse with the
judges on any subject while the dogs are
under judgment. The spectators will not
be allowed nearer the judges than fifty
yards to the rear. The marshal and
judges shall strictly enforce this rule.

Sec. 3. The judges shall appoint a
spokesman from their number, and all
orders or information upon anv point
concerning the heat shall be given by
him in a clear and impartial manner, so
that each handler may have full benefit
thereof.

Rule VIII. No dog can be withdrawn
except with the unanimous consent of
the judges. Should a dog be drawn
without such consent, the owner or
handler shall l)e barred from further
trials, and all prizes won by such owner
or handler in tlie stake shall he forfeited
to the club. If a dog be withdrawn with
the consent of the judges from a stake
on the field, or at any time during the
holding of the trial, its owner or deputy

,
having authority shall notify in wniting
the Secretary or one of the" Field Trial
Committee. If the dog belongs to either
or any of those officials, the notice must
l>e handed to one of the others. When a
winner of one or more heats is with-
drawn, for any cause other than defeat,
the dog or dogs previously beaten by him
shall not l)e deprived of competing for
second or third prize if, in the opinion
of the judges, they have a chance to win.
Rule IX. No person shall make any

remarks within hearing of the '".''"es cr
handlers concerning location of game,
or give any information whatever calcu-
lated to affect the action of the handlers
or result of the heat. Any person so
offen<ling shall l>e expelled from the
grounds, and points of merit shall not be
allowed any dog whose handler acts
upon information imparted by such per-
son, or uses any unfair means whatever.
A protest on this point must l)e made to
the judfjes before the close of the heat
and their decision shall be final.

vSkc. 2. If any handler or owner of
dogs annoys the judges after having been
onlered to desist, the judges may order
such dog as he owns or is handling ui)
and out of the stake, or may impose a
fine not exceeding ten dollars.
Rule X. Owners and handlers are

allowed the privilege of asking the judges
for information, or for an explanation
that has a direct bearing upon any point
at issue. Pending such questions the
dogs shall not be under judgment.
Rule XI. At the commencement of a

heat the handlers in the next heat shall
be notified, and be required to keep to-
gether until ordered down, and any dog
absent more than twenty minutes when
called shall be debarred at the discretion
of the judges, and his competitor subject
to Rule VI.
Rule XII. The bye dog in any series

shall run with a dog selected by the
judges or alone as they may direct.
Rule XIII. An owner, his handler,

or Ills deputy may hunt a dog, but it
must be one or the other ; and when
•logs are down an owner must not inter-
fere with his dog if he has deputed an-
other person to handle and hunt him
Rule XIV. Sec. i. Handlers of dogs

running shall go together and keep with-
in sight of the judges and each otherwhen possible.
Sec. 2. The dog shall be handled in

all respects as nearly as possil)le as in an
orninary day's hunting.

i,.^^'*^.,-^'
^'"'^'^ '^"K ^'i*'! ^^ required tohunt throughout a heat, except onlywhen ordered up by the judges When

unZ !*' "P ^''^^ ''°« *b«» be keptunder restraint.

A-^^^'
'*

'^^f
I'andler of a dog shall

discharge one barrel of his gun over his

j-ud Ts
" ''""*'"« ^'len directed by the

at^^^'.^' ^° shooting shall be allowed

•^H kI^u -^ o^ *"y P«'"Son unless direct-el by the judges. When so done it shall

be considered as irregular, and a dog shall
not be penalized in case of irregular shoot-
ing. If a dog exhibits signs of gun-shy-
ness or unsteadiness to shot, the fact .shall
be proven by requiring his handler to
discharge both barrels when on the trail.

Sec. 6. Handlers shall be required to
use blank cartridges. Guns must be
carried empty.

Sec. 7. The person handling a dog
may speak or whistle to him, or work
him in any way that hejmay deem proper,
if not contrary to the rule of this club-
but he shall be called to order by the
judges for making any unnecessary noise
or for any disorderly conduct calculated
to interfere in any way with an opponent's
dog. In such cases an appeal should be
made to the judges, but. should the hand-
ler of the dog interfered with not ask for
protection, it shall be Uie duty of the
judges to call the offending party to order,
and see that this rule is at «11 times
strictly adhered to.

Rule XV. All protests, when practi-
cable, except as hereinl)efore provided,
must be made to the Secretary of the
club, or in case of his absence, to one of
the Field Trial Committee, at or before
midnight of the date of running the
final heat.

instruction to JUDGK.S.

Sec. I. Should there arise at any time
during the running of the trials, quae-
tions not provitled for in these rifles, the
judges are instructed to u.se their discre-
tion, and so decide the matter as to give
to each dog equal opportunities.
Sec. 2. Each heat will be conducted in

a manner calculated to eive the competi-
tors an opportunity to display the several
qualities under juflgment.
Sec. 3. The judges shall give «ach

brace in first series at least thir^ min-
utes, and shall order up the dogs as soon
thereafter as thev have deternrined which
is the better.

Sec. 4. Trailing game other than an-
nounced, if the judges deem the same ex-
cusable, shall not be considered a de-
merit.

.ji»-. J. iiit jiiu^cs hiiaii give a nog
ample opportunity to discover whether
he IS on a true trail.

Sec. 6. The number of times a dog
finds shall not necessarily give him the
preference, but the judges shall consider
the quality of the performance rather
than the frequency of the occurence.
Sec. 7. In order to prevent the handlers

rushing or unduly exciting the dogs, dis-
cretion is given the judges to try each
dog of a brace separately on game, the
competing dog being kept under re-
straint.

Sec. 8. The judges are requested to
give greater credit to the dog that main-
tains the most effective range thoughout
Sec. 9. The judges are requested to.

give greater credit to the dog that shows
ihe greatest hunting sense. Hunting
sense is shown in a dog by his desire to
hunt for game, his selection of likely
places to hunt in, his method oi^ hunting
the places, his industry in staying out at
his work and his skill in handling and
trailing the game after he finds it.

Sec. 10. The judges are instructed not
to place; undue credit on speed, it Ixjing
the desire of the club that accuracy in
trailing, voice, gun-shyness, endurance,
and style, together with a moderate
speed maintained throughout the trial,
be the principal points of merit, but that
nothing in the foregoing shall excuse a
dog when pottering.
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ORDER OF RUNNING, TUESDAY, NOVEM-
BER 4, 1890.

First.—Race for dogs thirteen inches
and under. Entrance fee and forfeit, five
dollars. Each heat run, one dollar addi-
tional.

Second.—Race for bitches thirteen
inches and under. Entrance fee and for-
feit, five dollars. Each heat run, one
dollar additional.
Third.—Race for dogs, fifteen inches

and under. Entrance fee and forfeit
five dollars. Each heat run, one dollar
additional.

Fourth.—Race for bitches, fifteen
inches and under. Entrance fee and for-
feit, five dollars. Each heat run, one
dollar additional.

Fifth.—Race for puppies under fifteen
months (dogs or bitches) at time of clos-
ing of entries. Entrance fee and forfeit
five dollars. Each heat run, one dollar
additional.

PRIZES.

In all cla.sses—First, $25 ; second, $15 ;

third, ;Jio. No class to be run unless at
least six entries are secured.

TEMPER OF THE MASTIFF.

TO OWNERS AND HANDLERS.
The club has these principles which it

wishes to express, namely :

Six. I. That each and every trial is
simply a trial in the true .sense of the
word, and not a competition in which
the number of points made by either dog
will necessarily count in his favor. The
club desires handlers competing in their
trials to show their dogs to the best ad-
vantage, assuring them that each dog
will be given a thorough test both as to
finding and hunting qualities.
Sec. 2. That the judge will give greater

credit to the dogs showing the best natural
qualities, it being the desire of the club
to have the best dogs placed to the front
irrespective of the luck which is supl
posed to attend competitions of this
nature. The judges will be requested to
give more attention to a dog's natural
qualities, and the time saved by weeding
out the poorer dogs in the first series will
enable them to thoroughly test the best
dog in each stake.

The Most Genial of Companions and a
True Friend to Children.

John D. I'iddocke in Fanciers' Gazette.

Certainly the question as to the temper
af the mastiff is one deserving the gravest
consideration. I venture, as a breeder of
that noble animal for upwards of eigh-
teen years, and as having been associated
with the breed from my infancy (the first

dog I can remember was a mastiff of my
father's, of the Lyme Hall breed), to give
you the result of my experience as to
their temper.

r breed from sixty to ninety mastiffs
annually, and those I rear are constantly
under my eye, so that I daily have an
opportunity of judging their characters
and dispositions. In .selecting those I

intend to keep I am invariably very par-
ticular about their temper, and I never
keep .1 surly or morose puppy, the con-
sequence of which has l)een that I have
never had a surly or savage dog or bitch
in my kennels.
The mastiff is, in my opinion, as a rule

the most temperate of dogs and genial
of companions, friendly to other dogs
with whom he associates, no matter
what breed, seldom or ever attacks a
.strange dog unless molested by him

; he
is a true friend to children, always most
anxious to protect them, and I have never
seen a child attacked by a mastiff, al-
though I have seen the'm continually
playing together; and I have seen a
mastiff dog walk round a perambulator
(contaniingachild) on the approach of
a stranger, evidently with the intention
of protecting the child from attack.
Then agnin, the mastiff, if taken con-
tinually in the fields where there is game,
very soon l)ecomesas skilled as a spaniel

';

I have had mastiff bitches who would
work a hedgerow as well as any sporting
dog. As a yard or watch dog he is in-
valuable, being very alert, and most ju-
dicious in dealing with persons who ap-
proach the house. He will seldom at-
tack anyone, but should a person of
doubtful appearance attempt to force his
or her way past him he will not permit
it. I have seen my old bitch Champion
Toozie put a tramp on his back in the
yard, but never attempt to bite him
when he was down, simply keeping him
in that position until she was called
away. No doubt mastiffs' tempers are
sorely tried at shows, and I am surprised
that more persons are not bitten than
are. through the idiotic way in which
they interfere with the dogs. I keep
collies, fox terriers, pointers and spaniels,
in addition to mastiffs, and as to temper
I give the palm to the mastiff.

Lime Water.

Lime water should always be kept in
the kennel medicine chest. It is e.specially valu-
able in correcting the irratabilily of the stomach
and intestines. It is easily made by dropping a
piece o( unslaked lime about the size of an egg
into a quart of water. When dissolved and set-
tled pour off the clear water nnd bottle it for
use.

KINGSTON 'S BENCH SHOW.

A Succes.sful Exhibition—Sonie of the

Judging Not Satisfactory.

Special Report.

The Kingston dog show was a very
successful little venture and all exhibitors
had an enjoyable time while there
Cockers, Irish setters, greyhounds, fox
terriers, clumber spaniels and beagles
were the best classes, about in the order
given.

Mr. Vail judged setters and pointers
and Mr. Osborne collies. Neither placed
their awards correctly. Mr. Geddes had
l>eagles and made no mistakes. Mr
Fellows handled the remaining classes
satisfactorily. Professor Mills, of the
McGill College, paid him a complement
when he said

: "Mr. Fellows is the most
careful judge in America. " Mr. Corbett
the secretary of the show, is pronounced
a "good fellow" and a hustler. He had
the best lot of attendants I ever met at a
show.

An important and enjoyable feature ofthis show- was a room tastefully deco-
rated, where exhibitors could wash

^-oW •'^T'n'*'.""«^ «"*^ d"n>^ good!cold water at all times. A railing in froniof the dogs prevented the people from
getting close to them. FolWiug werethe awards :

*

[R.. reserve; v., very highly commended; H
highly commended; C, commended.]

MastllTi*—Open, doos.
1. Lord Caution, Mont Royal Kennels.

OPEN. BITCHES.
2. Victor. Charles Hamilton.

ItouKh-Coated St. Bernards-OpsN, doos.
1. Benmore. Laidlaw & McBain.

OPEN, BITCHES.
2. Queen Vic. PhilinHnrt
v. Daisy May. A. B." Vanblaricom.

KOUGII AND SMOOTH—PUPPIES.
I. Queen Vic, Philip Hart.

NewfoundlandB-opEN, dogs and bitches.
I. Czar. James A. Minnes.
H. Duke. William Saulter.

Foxhoniida-OPEN. doos and BncBBS.
I. Trailer, M. Switzer.
a. Leo. A. R. Milne,
v. Bell, M. Switzer.
H. Dash. A. K. Milne,
c. Dot. A. R. Milne.

Greyhounds—CHALLENGE, dogs.
I. Balkis, H. W. Huntington.

CHALLKNOB, BITCHES.
I. Cassandria. H. W. Huntington.

OPEN, D<x;s.
1. Klcho, Mount Royal Kennels
2. Volunteer, A. K Thompson
H. Sancho, C. L. Curti.s.
H. Jupiter, E. C. Hill.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Calatea, A. W. Bate.
2. I^dy I^ngtry, H. P, Thompson,
v. Mora, C. L. Curtis.
H. Fanny M., W. G. Young.

Btsajrles—OPEN, dogs.

\ S,7i°l'^'""J«^'^'
,""">e"-Harmony Kennels.

2. Whi.sker, Homell-Harmony Kennels.
OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Una, Hornell-Harmony Kennels
2. Elf, Hornell-Harmony Kennels
3. Klora Blue Bell, Elora KenneLs.

Ennrllsh Setters—Open, doos.
1. Grouse, C. H. Corbett.
2. Forest Fred, C. A. Stone,
v. Forest Spot, C. A. Stone.

OPEN. BITCHES.
1

.

Forest Nettie, C. A . Stone.
2. Nellie Dale, Mount Royal Kennels
3. Gladys, C. A. Stone.
v. Lady Rose, W. C. Darby.

PUPPIES.
2. Ruby K., R. E. Kent.

Irish .Setters—Open, dogs.

I Ko /R"''"o"e. A. W, PearsalL
'' (Shan Rau, John Quill.

2. Jack Malone, A. W. Peamall.
3. O'Donovan Rossa. M. Flynn
v. Jock, J. B. Walker.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Lillie Ban. A. W. Pearsall.
2. Molly Glyndine, M. Flynn, Jr.
3. Belle Ida, A. W. Pearsall.
R. Keary Gow, John Quill.
H. Sedan, M. Flynn, Jr.

PUPPIES-DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Phil Sheridan, Toronto Irish Setter Kennel

Club.
2. Lisniore, Michael Flynn, Jr.

Gordon Setters—Open, bitcrkb.
I. Hilda, Mount Royal Kennels.

Pointers—Opbn, bitches.
I. Devon Nell. Mount Royal Kennel*.

''*<l

CoDtlnned on next Pt^yv,
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Irish Water Spanlelft—Open, doos.

1. Major. M. C. Darby.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. FI0B8, T. A. Carson.

PUPPIES.

I. Duck It, T. A. Carson.

Clumber Spaniels—Open, dogs.

1. Boss III, Bate & Geddcs.
2. Darby, G. Bo|(ue Smart.

open, bitches.

I. Bromine, Bates & Grddes.
3. Belle of Ottawa, W. G. Young.

PUPPIES.

1. Belle of Ottawa, W. G. Young,
a. Darby, J. Bogue Smart.
3. Our Joau, U. Kent.

Field Spaniels—Opbn, dogs <t bitches.

t. Gipsey Queen , W. G. McCulIagh.
2. Sport, J. B. Walkem.

Cocker Spaulela.

challenge, tXXiS AND BITCHES.

I. Champion Mike, Brant Cocker Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. King of Obos, George Bell.

2. Obo, Jr., P. G. Keycs.
„ ( Bob Obo, P. G. Keyes.

3. cq.
i j)„„a I Q Mitchener.

v.Ipswick Boy. Grant Cocker Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Finey Obo, P. G. Keyes.
2. Busy, Brant Cocker Kennels.
, .. j Black Fly, George Bell.
3. cq

I Black Vic, I. G. Mitchener.
v.Uno, l.G. Mitchener.
H.Dora, Brant Cocker Kennels.

OTHER THAN BLACK—OPEN, DOGS.

1. Crosley, George Bell.

2. Dunn, Brant Cocker Kennels.

OTHER THAN BLACK—OPEN. BItCHES.

I, Little Red Ridinghood, George Bell.

a. MoUie, T. J. Fitrsimincns.
3. Blondie, Mount Royal Kennels.
V. Zetta, Brant Cocker Kennels.

PUPPIES—ANY COLOR.

1. Dot Smirle, Corktowu Cocker Kennels.
-, j Ula, Brant Cocker Kennels.

2. nq.
^ patin,4_ Brant Cocker Kennels.

V. Kideau KoUie, P. G. Keyes.
Leo, R. J. Gowdey.

Collies—Open, dogs.

1. Sir John, Mrs. Andrew Pattullo.
2. Byrun Bute. McKwen & Gibson.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Floss, John v. Dunum.
2. Flora, John D. Dunum.
3. Manilla, McKwen & Gibson.

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Norman, McKwen S. Gibson.
"•.,

f Reality, John D. Dunum.
2. tvq.

^ p,^ j^,,„ jj i,„„„„
V. Gadie, G. S. Oldrieve.

Bull Terriers

—

Open, dogs.

I. Count Dick, W. Couch.

Fox Terriers—Open, dogs.

1. Zigzag, H. P. Thompson.
2. Punch, G. W. Prescolt.
3. Shyboots, George Hell.

V. Stanley, A. W. Garrett.

open, BITCHES.

1. Clytie, P. G. Keyes.
2. Carlton Vic. J. G. Mitchener,
, -o- i Judy, G. W. Prescott.
3. cq.

I Overshoes, George Bell.

V. Vic, William Lee.
H. Flip, W. C. Kent.
H. Dudley Slave. George Oldrieve.

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Pickle, H. P. Thompson.
2. Punch, G. W. Prescott.
3. Sly B<K)l», George Bell.

V. Belvoir Bachus, C. K. Clark.
H. Judy. G. W. Prescott.

Dnisy, G. S. Oldrieve.

Soottih, Skye and Dandle Ulnmonts.
I. Fan, J. C. Daniels.

DIack and Tan Terriers.
1. Vortex. Alfred Oeddes.
2. S<iunw, Alfred Geddes.

KIuK Charlos. KU>iilieiin, Ktiby and
I'riuce C'hurlos Spaniels.

I. Prince, K<lwnrd Bradford.
a. Spot, Kdward Bradford.
3. Juliet, Kdward Bradford.

Pnirs.
1. Withheld.
2. Jewell, A. G. H. Luxton.
3 Budge, J. C. Walkem.
V. Migger, A. G. H. Luxton.

Mlsoellaneous.

I Eo / f'*"^ (Yorkshire terrier), A. EElnier.
•
""

' I l/jrd (Great Dane), J. Rrx-dler.
2. Frit7. (Yorkshire terrier). E. Thornton.
V.Lena 11 (retriever), S. McCullough.

FIELD TRIALS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The ninth annual field trials of
the Robin's Island Club will be held on
Friday, November 7.

Yours truly,

Walter L. Wellington,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Secretary.

DETROIT'S BENCH SHOW.

Visited by a Large Crowd of People.

Awards and Comments.

Special Report by Jas. Mortimer.

The second annual bench show of the

Michigan Kennel Club, held last week in

connection with the Detroit International

Fair and Exposition, was one of the

most interesting gatherings of the year,

and being free to all who had paid to

enter the grounds it was estimated that

8o,<ioo or more visited the dogs. It was
conceded by all that this department
was by far the most crowded ; in fact, so

dense was the throng even on Monday
that it was found impossible to work,
and on this account so much delay was
occasioned in putting up and nutnberiiig
the benching that it was not until 2 I'.

M. that judging commenced. The list

ofjudges was as follows :

Miss Annie Whitney, Lancaster, Mass.,
rough-coated St. Bernards, smooth-coated
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands and pugs.
Major J. M. Taylor, New York City,

English setters, Irish setters, Gordon set-
ters, pointers, beagles, American and
shaggy foxhounds, Chesapeake Bay dogs.

Mr. James Mortimer, Babylon, I,. I.,

N. Y., mastiffs, Great Danes, bull dogs,
bull terriers, fox terriers, collies, grey-
bounds, deerhounds, wolf-hounds, blood-
hounds, English foxhounds and Dach-
shunde.

Dr. Charles M. Nelles, Brantford, Ont.,
Canada, cocker and field spaniels.
Mr. J. F. Kirk, Toronto, Canada, black

and tan terriers, Dandie Diuniont ter-
riers, Irish terriers, Skye terriers, Irish
water spaniels, King Charles spaniels,
Blenheim spaniels, Clumlier spaniels,
poodles, Italian greyhounds and miscel-
laneous.
Some dissatisfaction was occasioned

in the minds of exhibitors because the
committee had sulwtiluted cups for ken-
nel specials instead of cash as advertised.
Tl..,* .!.« ^U^. Ml 1 : 1
A sAu^ kiat. \,iiaAj^«. WOO All lll-clLl\ ir^Ctl UllC
and calculated to destroy confidence in
the good faith of the management is self-

evident, but exhibitors have their means
of redress should any departure be made
from the publicly announced prize list.

We have the assurance of Mr. H. E.
Cook, superintendent, that the matter
will be rectified, aiul any further un-
pleasantness avoided.

Several of the special prizes offered be-
ing purely of a statistical nature could
only be awarded by the secretary, for in-
stance, a special prize for the largest en-
try made by one owner, another for the
second largest, etc., etc. But to B. F.
Lewis was awarde<l that for "the kennel-
man having the largest and best collec-
tion of dogs in charge, the condition of
the dogs and manner of handling them
to l)e taken into consideration." And
well he deserved it ; the dogs in his
charge were with scarcely an exception
in perfect conditi n, and Ben's masterful
handling is a matter of record. A few
words of commendaliou for the courtesy
of the active members and officials of the
committee will not be out of place, and
to Dr. Saunders, secretary ; Mr. H. E.
Cook, superintendent, and Thomas Blake,
assistant superintendent, who were un-
tiring in their attention to the exhibitors,
our thanks and congratulations are
heartily offered.

Spratts fed the dogs, and it was a mat-
ter of remark that many of them left the
show in much better condition than
when they arrived, and Morris, Little &
Son did the disinfecting in their most
thorough and salisfaclorv manner.

Following is the full list of awards :

Mastlfln*—Challengi;, dogs.

I. Moses, Charles C.Cook.
nPKN, lAKlS.

1. Kdric, Dr. G. W. Avers andC. N. Powell.
2. Mode, Hugh KalcoiKr.
3. Captain K., Char e» C. Cook.
K. Prince Leo, Hli/.nbelh Oestcrrcich.
V.Asliniout Tiger, Fred K. Fisher.
H. Beaufoy. James J. Lynn.

open, uitchks.
1. Pharaoh Queen, Charles C. Cook.
2. Duchess of York, Charles C. Cook.
3. Bess, Hugh Galconer.

puppies—DOtiS.

I. Captain R., Charles C. Cook.

PUPPIF.S— BITCHES.
1. Duchess of York, Charles C. Cc«)k.
2. Miss Beaufort. Charles C. Cook.
3. Leo's Nell, Tracy Brothers.

Specials.—Best kennel, Charles C. Cook ; beat
dog in open claw, Edric.

ItoiiKh-Coated St. Bernards—Open, dogs.
1. Bruce, Pottersburg Kennels.
2. Pioneer, C. E. Waskeenan
3. Max, Royal St. Bernard Kennels.

open, bitches.
I. PhylH.s. Pottersburg Kennels.

puppies—BITCHES.
1. Santa Rosa, Alta Kennels.
2. Withheld.
3. Lute, Hugh P'alconer.

.Smooth-Coated 8t. Bernards.
CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I. Victor Joseph, J. B. Lewis.

open, dogs.

I. l!^onB.,W. H. Burtenshaw.
open, BITCHES.

I. Cleopatra, Gramercy Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOCS.

1. Leon B., W. H. Burtenshaw.
2. Fluto, W. C. I^ntner.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
I. Keepsake, Alta Kennels

.Specials.—Best smooth-coated dog in open
class, Leon B.; licst American-bred smooth-
coated bitch over eighteen months shown by a
member of the St. Bernard Club of America.
Cleopatra ; best American-bred smooth-coated
bitch under eighteen mouths shown by a mem-
ber of the St. Bernard Club of America, Santa
Rosa.

Xewfoundlands—Open, doos.
1. Withheld.
2. Dutch, Mrs. John Wardrop.

Great Danes—Open, dogs.
1. Melac.Herbest G. Nichols.
2. Favor, Wolverine Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Minca II, Wolverine Kennels.
2. Francis. H. C. Farnura.
3. Duchess, H. C. Farnum.

PUPPIES—DOOS.

1. Pasche II, Wolverine Kennels.
2. Brutus, Wolverine Kennels.
3. Captain, Chas. Witherspoon.
v.Czar, C. H. Ruhl.

PUPPIES—BITC HES.
1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Gypsy, H. C. Farnum.
Special.—Best Kennel, Wolverine Kennels.

I>oerhounds—Open, bitches. .

1. Nora, Brinley Silvester Dering.

Greyhounds—Challenge, dogs.
I. Master Rich, Rookwood Greyhound Kennels.

challenge, bitches.

I. Miss Rare, Rookwood Greyhound Kennels.
opFN. noo«.

1. Scavenger. George C. Taylor.
2. Milo, George C. Taylor.
3. Dash. Jr., John Hochheimer.
V. Nibs, George C. Taylor.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Second Sight, George C. Taylor.
2. Lady O'Livia, C. W. Sarvis.

Special.—Best Kennel, George C. Taylor.

Pointers-Challenge, Do<is (over 55 pounds.)
I. Robert le Diable, Hempstead Farm Kennels.

challenge, bitches (over 50 pounds.)

I. I^assof Bow, Westminister Kennel Club.

OPEN, DOGS (over 5,s pounds.)

1. Chief, Acme Kennels.
2. Lansdown, Gillman and Barnes.
3. Westminster Drake, Wesrain-ster Kennel

Club.
V. King Bow's Bow, J. Ward Taylor.

OPEN, BITCHES (over 50 pounds).

1. Madstotie, Westmin.ster Kennel Club.
2. Countess Lill, Detroit Kennel Club.
3. Ruby Croxteth, Detroit Kennel Club.

CHALLENGE, wxis (under ^5 pounds).

I. Ch. Naso of Kippen, Westminster Kennel
Club.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (under 50 pouuds).

I. Glanca, Westminster Kennel Club.

OPEN, DOGS (under 55 pounds).

1. Bangstone, Bruno Meissmer.
2. Wonderful Lad, Kalamazoo Kennels.
3. Westmin.ster Glitter, Westminster Kennel

Club.
V. Westrainsler Gladstone, Westminster Ken-

nel Club.

OPEN, BITCHES (under 50 pounds).
I Fan N., J. A. Heether.
2. Karl, Fred Weis.
3. Westminster Nan, Westminster Kennel Club
V. Flirtation, Grayburn Kennels.
H. Galena, John E. Gill.

PUPPIES— IXMiS.

1. Westminster Glitter, Westminster Kennel
Club.

2. Westminster Gladstone, Westminster Ken-
nel Club,

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Westminster Nan, Westminster Kennel

Club.
2, Lord Graphic Trinket, W. W. Sweeney.
Specials.— Best pointer dog or bitch in show,

the judgment to be rendered in reference to their
fitness for field work, their form, their blood and
their suitableness for breeding to each otlier.
Lass of How and Champion Naso of Kippen; best
kennel, Westminster Kennel Club , best pointer
in heavy-weight classes, Robert le Diable ; best
pointer m light weight classes. Champion Naso
of Kippen.

Kngllsh Setters—Challenge, dogs.
I. Dad Wilson, J. Shelley Hudson.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Cincinnatus, J. E. Dager.
2. Toeldo Blade, r. E. Dager.
3 Dad Wilson s Boy, J. Shelley Hudson.
R.Chickasaw II, J. Shelley Hudson.
V. Dad Wilson, Jr., J. Shelley Hudson.

Doncaster II, J. E. Patterson.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Bohemian Girl, J. Shelley Hudson.

2. Sunshine J. Shelley Huds<m.
3. Victory, IK-troit Kennel Club.
H. Gue.ss Gladstone, A. J. Hiscox.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Shelbark, Henry Waruf.
SPECIALS.—Best kennel and best brace, J.

Shelley Hudson ; best bitch 111 open class, Bo-
hemian Girl

; dog or bitch with best head and
tail, regardless ofother points. Dad Wilson.

Irish Setters—Challenge, dogs.

I. Blarney, E. W. Clark, Jr.

challenge, bitches.

I. Laura B., W. L. Washington.
open, DOIiS.

1. Kildare, W. L. Washington.
2. Chiefs., A. W. Stephenson.
3. Shanmore, St. Cloud Kennels.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Winnie II, W. L, Washington.
2. Biddy Clare, Louis N. Hil.scndegen.
3. Duchess of Avondale, J. H. Duuiiigaii.
T. Italia Rookh, L. N. Hilseiulegen.
H. Miss Boots, Gillman & Barnes.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Darby HI, W. L. Washington.

Pt7PPIBS—BITCHES.

I. Bonny Elcho, Seminole Kennels.

SPECIALS.— Best kennel, W. L. Washington ;

best dog in open class, Kildare ; best bitch in
open class, Winnie II.

Gordon Setters

—

Challenge, ixxis.

1. Leo B., Samuel G. Dixon.
2. Field Marshall, Samuel G. Dixon

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Rose, W. S. Hammet.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Ivanhoe, Samuel G. Dixon.
H. Sultan, J. A. Heether.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Blossom, Samuel G. Dixon.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

I. Fred, R. J. Morrison.

Special.—Best Kennel, Samuel G. Dixon.

American Foxhounds

—

Challenge, doos.

I. Champion Brave, Cook Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Roderick, Cook Kennels.
3. Dan, Cook Kennels.
3. Drum II, Ccxik Kennels.
R. Willie H., L. Bowser.
V. Bill, Cook Kennels.

Rover, Cook Kennels.
Streak, Cook Kennels.

h. Tuck, Cook Kennels.
Dick II, L. Bowser.

OPE.N, BITCHES.

I. Bernhardt, Cook Kennels.

3. Fly, Cook Kennels.
R. Jewel, Cook Kennels.
V. Flying Kate, Cook Kennels.
May Queen, Cook Kennels.
Jet, Cook Kennels.

H. Fanny, Cook Kennels.
Vixen, Cook Kennels.
Black Bess, Cook Kennels.

PUPPIE.S—DOGS.

I. Bill, Cook Kennels.

Specials.— Best kennel, Cook Kennels.

Shagfiey Foxhounds

—

Open, dogi>.

1. Pierce, A. B. Whitlock.
2. Bard, A. B. Whitlock.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Clara II, A. B. Whitlock.
2. Patti, A. B. Whitlock.
3. Modesty, A. B. Whitlock.
V.Claude, A. B. Whitlock.

Spbcials.—Beat kennel, A. B. Whitlock.

Irish Water Spaniels—Challenge, dogs.
I. Patsey O'Connor, B. F. Lewis.

Field Spaniels (any color).

CHALLKN<iK, DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Bridfard Gladys,Woodstock Spaniel Kennels

OPEN, DOGS (any color).

1. Black Diamond, B. F. Lewis.
2. Sampson, Woodstock Spaiiitl Kennels.
3. Napoleon, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels.
V. Newton Abbot Farmer, Cook Kennels,
H. Don C, Guy Connor.
C. Don, A. (i. ahafer.

OPEN, BITCHES (any color).

1. I.ady, R. P. Kea.sby.
2. Topsy, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels.
3. Miss Ben d'Or, K. V. Keasby.

Specials.-Best kennel, Woodstock Spaniel
kennels.

Cocker Spaniels (any color).

ciialle.ngb, ihk'.s.

I. Ralibi, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels.

OPEN, DOCS (black).

1. Brock, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels.
2. Roy Obo, Detroit Kennel Club.
3. Kifdare, H. B. Nicol.
V. I.addie O., A. W. Paiicoast.

Rex, Miss E. M. Chope.
II. Black Obo, Detroit Kennel Club.

opK.N, HITCHES (black).

1. Bessy W., Geo. F. Bush.
2. Novel, Geo. F. Bush.
3. Flossy W., Frank F. Dole.
V. Nina, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS (other Ihan black).

I. Bambo, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels.
OPEN, BITCHES (other than black).

I. Trixey, A. W. Pancoast.

PUPPIES—DOGS (any color).

1. Bambo, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels.
2. Pippo, A. W. Pancoast.
3. George Obo, Detroit Kennel Club.
V. Judge Obo, Detroit Kennel Club.

Special.—Best kennel.Woodstock Spaniel Ken-
nels ; best cocker bitch in open class, Bessie W.

Collies—Open, dogs.
I. Bonnie Stewart, Grampian Kennels.
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2. Langhan, McEwen & Gibson.
3. Koslyii Dandy, .Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Money Musk, McEwen & Gibson.
PUPPIP.S, dogs.

1. Drury, McKwen «: Gib.son,
2. Lord iCdward. Grayburn Kennels.
Special.—Best dog or bitch, Bonnie Stewart.

Poo«lles—Open, Do<is.

I. Dexter, Arthur W. Purbeck.
p ( Kava II, Arthur W. Purbeck.

•« »q.
I Hr„ce, Mrs. E. Chalmcis.

OPEN, HITCHES.
1. Nell, Arthur W. Purbeck.
2. Cora. Arthur W. Purbeck.
H. (Jrisette, Detroit Kennel Club.
Special.—Best kennel, Arthur W. Purbeck.

Bull Dours-Challenge, ikmis.

I. Champion Harper, R. B. Sawyer.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Carisbrook, R, B. Sawyer.
OPEN, HITCHES.

1. Dolly Lester, A. B. Sawyer.
2. Diiche.ss of Palmer, Woodward & Herrick.
Special —Best dog. champion Harper : best

bitch, Dolly Lester.

Bull Terriers—Challengb, bitches.

:. Starlight, Frank F. Dole
open, dogs.

1. Prince Bendigo, Frank F. Dole.
2. Wait For Me, Northfield Yorkshire Kennels
3. White Prince, Frank F. Dole.

open, bitches.
1. Attraction, W. Mariner.
2. Grove Duchess, Frank F. Dole.
3. Miss Gladstone, Frank F. Dole.
Special—Best kennel, Frank F. Dole; beat

dog or bitch. Attraction.

Dachshunds

—

Open, dogs.
1. Felduianii K., Joe Lewis.
2. Duke II, (Wllinan S: Barnes.
V.Carl, Oxford Kennels.

open, bitches.
1. Lina L., Joe Lewis.
2. Duchess, Gilman & Barnes.
V. Tnxey, Alice T. Hurst.

Gill, B. F. I^wis.

Special— Best dog or bitch, Feldmann K.

BeaKlcs—Ch.vllenge, dogs.
I. Little Duke, H. Bennet.

open, dogs.
1. Joe, W. H. Wherry.
2. Bross, Detroit Kennel Club.
3. 1'riiiccp.s, Middletown Kennels.
V. Stormy, Middletown Kennels.

Rock, Detroit Kennels.

open, bitchf-s.

i. June .vi., Mitiuieiown Kennels.
2. Pearl of Hollywood, Hollywood Beagle

Kennels.
3. Romp, Detroit Kennel Club.
R. Voiinie W., Middletown Kenm-ls.
V. Queen of Hollywood, Hollywood Beagle

Kennels.
H.Sanky, S. V. Bradrick.
c. Racy, Detroit Kennel Club.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Truman, Hollywoo<l Beagle Kennels.
Specials.—Best kennels, Middletown Ken-

nels
;
best dog or bitch. Little Duke.

Fox Terriers—Challenge, dogs.
I. Lucifer, Blemton Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Diadem, Blemton Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Starken's Jfack, Wootiale Kennels.
2. Blemton Victor II, Blemton Kennels
3. W. Siibre, I., and W. Kiitherford.
V. Hillside Mix, Wyotlale Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Kbor Nettle, Oxford Kennels.
2. Warren Isabel, L. and W. Rutherford.
3. Blemton I-;nid. Blemton Kennels.

PUPPIES— i>o<;s.

1. Blemton Victor II, Blemton Kennels,
SpIvCi.vl,— Best keiiiR'l, Blemton Kennels.

\Vlre-lialr<«l Fox Terriers—Open, dogs.
1. Kskdalc nriH>m, Wentworth Kennels
2. Wentworth Wonder, Wentworth Kennels.

open, hitches.
I. Nettie Topjjcr, Oxfortl Kennels.

Irish Terriers.
Challenge, ixmis and hitches.

I. Burnside, Lewis «t Jarret.

OPEN, DIXiS OR hitches.
I. Breda Bill, North Field Yorkshire Kennels.

S<fotch Terriers—OPEN, dogs.
I. Glencho, A. J. Hartzlor.

"PEN, BITCHES.
1. Meadowthorpe Glen Effie, .Sawyer & Shoe-

maker.

>*kye Terriers—Open, dogs.
1. Sir Stafford, ClilTord A. Shinn.

Black and Tan Terriers.
Challenge, dogs.

I- Buffalo General, A. W. Smith.
OPEN, IHKJS.

1. Sir Wallace. Bliike S: Herbcrt.son.
2. I he .Sciiiilor, Kochille Ktunels
V. Prince, Blake «: Herberlson.

OPt.N. BITCAES.
'• S'^!?«!je Grit, John H. Hawley.
2. Rochelle Nadjy. Rr«rhelle Kennels.
R. Buttercup, Blake St Heibertson,
V. Nanon, Blake & Herbertson.

Yorkshire Terrlers-OPEN, dogs.
'

'"J^fs
'*"^"'' ^°''"' '"''''' Yorkshire Ken-

5. '''sJ?jP""I Cem, North Field Yorkshire Ken-

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Daisy. North Field Yorkshire Kennels.
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2. Venus, North Field Yorkshire Kennels.

Special.—Best kennel, North Field Yorkshire
Kennels.

I'UKs—Challenge, dogs.
1. Bob Ivy, M. H. Cryer.
2. Lord Nelson, Acme Kennels.

challenge, bitches.
I. Bessie, M. H. Cryer.

open, dogs.
I Eberhart's Cashier, Eberhart Pug Kennels
2- I. C. P. Sprake. Sarah K. Davis.
3- Chequasset Kubv, James J. Lynn.
V. Duke, Detroit Kennel Club.
H. Climax, M. H. Cryer.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Cassina, M. H. Cryer.
2. Lady Thurman. Rberhart Pug Kennels.

PUPPIES—i)o<;s.

1. BanjoG., Eberhat Pug Kennels.
2. Dave Day, F. C. Nims.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Mabel R., F:berhart Pug Kennels
H. Pansy, Mabel Munger.
Specials—Best kennel. Dr. M. H. Czar ; best

dog or bitch, Bob Ivy.

King Charles Spaniels—Open, ixxis.

1. Toronto Charlie, Allen Trebilcock
2. Bentrick, Henry Niemann.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Jennie, Henry Niemann,

Italian Greyhounds.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Wenona, H. K. Gay.
2. Trix, H. K. Gay.

BuKllsh Whippets.
1. Ben Bone, Campbell & Blake.
2. Nellie Gray, Campbell f<t Blake.
V. Maggie, Camplwll & Blake.

Miscellaneous—OPEN, dogs.
I. Anno, Miss Rose M. prince.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Eyah, F.J.Wakefield.
2. Pepity, Mrs. F. J. Wakefield.

LITTERS OF PUPPIE.S.

I. Pointers, Fred Weis.

Speciaij* —To the kennclman having the
best collection of dogs in charge, B. F. Lewis.
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collection. Leon B., the open class win-
ner, winning again in dog puppies, and
Keepsake, nice in expression but faulty
in muzzle and none too large for her aue
in bitches. * '

GREAT DANF.S.

an

COMMENTS ON THE AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.

In the class for challenge dogs Moses
had a walkover. The corresponding bitch
class failetl to draw an entry. The open
dog class was headed by Edric, whose
size and soundiiesss of linih nii*

\\\x>.\ over
the Canadian dog Mode, grand in skuTl
and muzzle, but weak at his pasterns and
light in eye.
Captain R. lacks the head properties of

those placed over him, but is a well-
grown youngster, well put upon good
legs and feet, with nice coat. Prince Leo,
the reserve, is a very grand Ixjdied dog,
with good limbs, but lacks character in
head and is coarse in coat and stern.
Ashmont Tiger, v. h. c, a brindle. is plain
Ijelow the eye and lacks size. Beaufoy,
h. c, in point of tjuality does not belie
his grand pedigree, but he is small, light
in Iwne, weak in muzzle and light in eye.
Pharaoh Queen's wonderful head placed
her easily in front of her class. Duchess
of York coming second and Bess, a grand-
bodied bitch but too plain in head, thin I.

Captain R., third in open class, was
alone in the dog puppy class, and Duchess
of York, from the same kennel, won de-
cisively in bitch puppies, with Miss Beau-
fort, a very promising March puppy, sec-
ond, and Leo's Nell, rather plain all
over, third.

ST. BERNARDS.
The challenge classes for roughs were

tlrawii blank.
In open rough dogs first piize was

easily won by Bruce, a good all-round
dog of more than average size, a gootl
mover, with fair head and nice coat

;

head markings would improve htm'
Pioneer, second, is .small and short in
l>ody, straight behind, full and light in
color of eye and not deep or blunt
enough in muzzle ; he is nicely marked,
of good color, strong lioiie and dense
coat, which is inclined to curl. Max,
third, is too small.

Phyllis, the winning bitch, is weak in
head

;
she is a fine, upstanding, lengthy

animal, with a nice flat coat, good car-
riage of stern, straight bone and a good
mover. Santa Rosa, the winning puppy,
barring a rather long face, shows rail-
quality, but will never be large enough.

Victor Joseph, looking remarkably
well ill coat but a trifle thin in flesh, was
alone in the smooth challenge classess.
Leon B., the winner in open dogs, is

spikey, flat in ribs and leggy. Darby is
not a St. Bernard. Mascot Royal and in
fact all R. J. Sawyer's entries were absent.
Cleopatra was alone in the open bitch
class. She was in grand condition and
^ood coat and has improved very much
tn head and expression.
Smooth puppies were a very moderate

In the open class Melac. the Chicago
id Cincinnati winner, was pitted against

the Wolverine Kennels' Favor, who came
with a great European reputation. He
is a dog of great quality, with beautiful
outline, nice coat and color and good
stern

; he is, however, weak in head for
a dog, has a very light eve, is weak at the
pasterns, flat ribbed and light in loin and
second thighs. Melac has a great ad-
vantage in height and size, and while
very much the stronger built all over
particularly in bone, ribs, back, loin anil
hindquarters, he loses nothing in point
of elegance or activity, except that he
carries his stern a bit too high at times.
Minca II, the winning bitch, is of good
size, and very little fault can be found
with her; she is a bit flat in rib and
coarse in her coat, but her head, expres-
sion, bone, legs and feet and carriage
leave little to be desired. Francis, sec-
ond, is too short in head and throaty •

body, hnibs and stern fair. Duchess,'
third, shows more quality in head, but is
small and was in poor show condition
owing to maternal cares.

'

The winning puppies, Pasche II and
Brutus, are well grown, upstanding dogs
and very active

; the latter not quite as
good as the former in head properties.
Captain, third, has a coarse head strong
limbs and good body, but is too heavily
built throughout. Czar, v. h. c, a black
dog. has a very nice outline and good
legs and feet, but is very much too small
for his age. Third prize was awarded to
t.ypsey in the bitch class; slie is well
grown for her age, but very faulty below
the eye and throaty.

DEERHOUNDS.
Nora was the only entrv in the classes

provided for deerhounds
; a small bitch

with fair head and good coat, but light
in bone and wanting in jwwer and mus-
cular development.

GREYHOUNDS.
The well-known " Master Rich " and

Miss Rare from the Rookwood Kennels
had the challenge classes to themselves'
In open dogs first prize went to Scavl
eiiger, who shows a great deal of qualitv
for a dog of his size. Milo, second is
well known. Dash, Jr., third, is goo<i in
ribs, loin and quarters ; coarse in head
lengthy neck, a bit straight in shoulders
and faulty in front. Nibs, v. h. c, is
weak in pasterns, flat ribbed, and light in
quarters and second thighs. vSecond
vSight, the winning bitch, is full of
quality with goo<l boue. but looked light
and short of work. Latly Olivia was
much too fat.

straight in stifles, a backward puppy that
wants time Fan N.. the Chicago and
Boston winner, was rightly first in
bitches. Barring a rather short muzzle
lightish bone and soft condition

; she is a
good bitch. Karl, second, has a good
pointer head and expression

; she is
lumpy al)out the shoulders, out at elljow
and round in barrel. Westminster Nan
third, has small eyes and rather a plain
head, good neck, ahoulders, legs and*
feet, and good stifles, hocks and stern
Flirtation, v. h. c, is very small and light
in eye. Galena, h. c, has a very good
head and neck, nice outline and good
stern

; she is a trifle out at ell)ow and
light in loin, but looks like galloping In
better condition she should beat several
that were placed over her. Westminster
Glitter and Westminster Gladsome were
first and second in dog puppies, and
Westminster Nan first in bitches, second
goiiix to Lord Graphic's Trinket ; in nice
condiiiou as to coat, but very light in
botly and bone.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

POINTERS.
Rol)ert le Diable was alone in the heavy-

weight challenge dog class and looked
well. Lass of Bow winning in the cor-
responding bitch class. In the oi)en
heavy-weight class for dogs fir.st prize
was awarded to Chief, whose good neck,
l)ody and stern are heavily haiidicapped
by a thick, heavy skull, light, .starey eye
and sour expression. Lansdowne, sec-
ond, has a very good {winter head, fair
neck, just a trifle throaty, good shoulders
legs and feet, strong back and loin, well-
sprung ribs and goo<l stern; he is a
pointer, every inch of him and should
have won. Third prize went to West-
minster Drake, a .strongly put up but as
yet unfurnished puppy, bv Lad of Bow
outof Kate VIII. He has a nice head,
clean bone, good shoulders, hind-
quarters and stern, and a verv serviceable
set of legs and feet. King Bow's Bow, v.
h. c, is flat-ribbed and light in loin.
Bangstone was under weight and trans-
ferred to the light-weight tlivision. Fleet
was absent. In the bitch class, old Mail-
slone won easily from Countess Lill, verv
throaty and faulty in her hind action,
and Ruby Croxteth, short in head,
throaty and straight in stifle, and show-
ing age. Naso of Kippen, and Glanca
were the challenge winners in the light-
weights. In open dogs, first went to
Bangstone, whose most prominent faults
were a thick head, ears set on too high,
light eves and coarse muzzle. Wonder-
ful Lad, a racy-looking black and white
dog, with a light eye and dished face,
coining second. Westminster Glitter,
third, is faulty in muzzle, has good neck,
shoulders and legs and feet. Westmin-
ster Gsadsome, v. h. c, is leggy and

Dad Wilson was alone in the challenge
dog class. In the bitch class there was
no entry. Cincinnatus and Toledo Blade
were first and second in the open dog
class, the former scoring in head neck
and shoulders. Dad Wilson's Boy is very
like his sire in head, also in rilw and loin.
Chickasaw II, the reserve, is a grand-
bodied dog, with a beautiful coat ; he is
a trifle leggy and straight behind, 'faulty
in eye, muzzle and carriage of stern. Dad
Wilson, Jr., v. h. c, is plain in head and
markings, added to which he was in low
condition. Doncaster II, v. h. c, has a
nice head, good bone, legs and feet, eye a
shade light, not sufficiently sprung in
ribs and is rather leggy. 'Royal Kent
and Kent II were absent. Bohemian Girl
headed the bitch class, followetl by Sun-
shine, a grand-lwdied little bitch, with
capital neck, shoulders, legs and feet
well-bent stifles and nice stem ; she is
plain in muzzle and handicapped by a
wall eye. Victory, placed third, shows
her age

; she is a good-bodied bitch but
absolutely toothless and badly under-
shot. Guess Glad.stone, h. c, is sour in
expression, light in bone and second
thighs. The only puppy shown is very
promising.

IRISH SETTERS.
Blarney and Laura B. had walkovers in

the challenge class, and Kildare. from
the same kennel, was an easv winner in
the open dog class. Chief S.', second, is
too broad in skull, short-necked and
does not stand true in front. Shanmore,
third, has a nice coat and good color'
but is very leggy and light in l)ody at
present.

Winnie II won in the bitch class
closely pressed by Biddy Clare, a very
useful bitch with good body, legs and
feet and characteristic head, but in poor
condition as to coat and feather. Duchess
of Avondale is too long-coupled and weak
in stifles and hocks.

Lalla Rookh, v. h. c. has character,
but is a trifle light in bone and lacks
substance all over. Mi.ss Boots, h. c, is
very small and light in color.
The puppies, Darby II and Bonnie

FMcho, are very promising.

GORDON SETTERS.
Ben Lewis showed a capital string of

Gordons from the kennels of Dr. Dixon.
Little Boy was on exhibition only, leaving
his well-known sons Leo B. and Field
Marshall (formerly Dixon) to take care
of the money in the challenge dog class

;

the well-known Rose, very much out of
coat and feather, having no opponent in
the bitch class.

Ivanhoe (formerly Rob Roy), the Cin-
cinnati winner, was an easy winner again
here from Sultan, a goo<l-Iooking, well-
fonned dog with a good coat but short of
tan

. Meadowthorpe Blossom was alone in
the bitch class. Lady Pilot being absent.
The winner is a very good sort of bitch, a
bit light in lioiie and faulty in color.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.
These were principally from the Cook

Kennels, and have all been pretty thor-
oughly described. Shaggy foxhounds
were those from the kenuel'of Mr. A. B.
Whitlock and were noticed in your report
of the Cincinnati show.

.SPANIELS.
Patsey O'Connor was the only Irish

water spaniel. In the challenge class for
field spaniels Bridford Gladys,in wretchetl
condition, was awarded the prize, but had
the veterinarian been watchful she would

Continued on Pao* t74-
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POULTRY an° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

In another column we publish a reply

from Mr. Ross A. Smith regarding the

charge made by Mr. H. P. Clarke that

his premiums were not paid at the late

Charleston show. Mr. Smith also lectures

ThkJournal as to what it should publish

and what it should not publish. For this

we thank Mr. Smith and beg to say that

the columns of this paper are not for the

exclusive use oi one side. Both societies

in South Carolina have the same privi-

lege accorded to them, and we really can-

not accommodate either by suppressing

what may hurt the one or the other.

»
« «

Mr. Smith makes such unwarranted
assertions against The Journai, and at

the same time charges one of the Green-

ville judges of poultry of being jealous

that" we deem it in order to request Mr.

Smith to be more careful in his state-

ments hereafter. The letter was shown
to Mr. Drevenstedt and he was utterly

at a loss to understand the motives that

led the presiilent of the South Carolina

Poultry Association to make such a glar-

ing and unfounded statement. We
should kindly advise Mr. Smith to con-

sider Davy Crockett's advice : "Be sure

you are right, then go ahead."
*

• »
Mr. Smith sends us another letter with

vouchers showing that H. P. Clarke was
paid two dollars for premiums, and also

showing that A. H. Kohn, W. A. Schrock
and Dr. S. T. Lea received their premium
money. We gladly publish anything
that will set matters right before the

public.

« «

The following is taken from a letter

received from Dr. S. T. Lea, president of
the South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock
Association (incorporated):

"I notice in your issue of August 30, 1890, the
foltowing article : "The communication from H.
P. Clarke is the first intimation we have received
that the Charleston Association did not pay all

its prijtcs last year, etc' I thought I had mailed
you circulars giving the status of Mr. Smith's
associatiuu in which you could see what they
(Charleston) had not paid, however I send you
one with this letter. I have the letters on file

and if necessary can forward them you to ex-
amine. All we ask is for a just criticism of the
affairs."

•

Dr. Lea calls attention to an article

written by Mr. Smith that appeared in

the Poultry Motithly last May and where
Mr. Smith states that the old association

had a membership of over 700, and that

it don't owe a dollar to any one. This
Dr. I/ea denies, and in the circulars sent

broadcast over the land the whole matter
is discussed. We can not, in justice to

our readers, thresh over the old straw,

but give the alwve extracts in justice to

both parties.

• •

The editor of the Guide and Friend,

M. K. Boyer, dropped in the office last

week. "Uncle Mike," as he is familiarly

called, has long been connected with a
number of poultry and farm papers. He
edits departments in Texas Farm and
Ranch, Germantown Telegraph, Iowa
Homestead and other journals. He
formerly contributed articles on cage
birds to Godey's Magazine, and will con-
tribute articles on the same subject in

the near future for Thk Journal. Mr.
Boyer's articles as a rule are conservative

and interesting, and have the merit of
being honestly written.

*
« »

Mr. Babcock is booming tlie white pea-

tomb Plymouth Rock as the general pur-

pose fowl. Granting its good qualities

and the value of that salamander non-

freezing peacomb, it is nevertheless in

the same class with the other Rocks and
the Wyandottes. The white Wyandotte
has certainly as much right to claim pre-

eminence as the general purpose fowl as

the peacomb white Rock. As a layer

and a table fowl it is very hard to excel.

Hut, Bro. B., there is no general purpose

fowl in the strict application of the word.

« »

"Trixie" contributes an interesting

article on "Is Flavor Affected by Food?"
which we reprint from the Poultry

Monthly. "Trixie" is evidently a gour-

mand and a staunch admirer of that

famous French epicure, Brillat-Savarin.

The latter's book, "Gastronomy as a Fine

Art," will pay all to peruse. It is a poem
on eating a dinner and enjoying it. It

would certainly induce many poultrymen

after reading it to pay a little more at-

tention to feeding fowls properly.

• «

The entries of poultry and pigeons at

the great Inter-State Fair at Trenton, N.

J., September 29 to October 3 are likely

to foot up 3000. The excellent accom-

modations and the fact that the veteran

poultry breeder, B. F. I^ewis, is the su-

perintendent makes Trenton a veritable

Mecca of fanciers.

• «

. In one of our poultry exchanges a

champion of the score card calls attention

to the fact that scoring is supplanting

comparison judging at cattle shows. The
truth i.s that excepting Jerseys and Hol-

steins very few of the other breeds are

scored. The Jersey Cattle Club changes

.»" .>»&>. ^SkAA .-» vj\^ * X. vivav >• L 1^ ««tt»V eft ^V.V/*V.

card is of no value at all. To score a

large nuuiber of cattle requires much
more time than even a six-day fair will

admit.
»

• »

At Wilmington. Delaware, where per-

haps the finest and largest show of cattle

was exhibited in many years, J. H. Dre-

venstedt judged by comparison four

classes and states that with tlvi exception

of one breeder all others favored com-
parison. There was no kicking, as the

exhibitors were present and any breeder

of intelligence could readily understand
the awards or was at liberty to ask ques-

tions. Not one day was consumed in

judging the four breeds.

*
• *

The Holstcins were judged by the
score card, and Mr. Bradley, well known
also to poultry breeders, is one of the
most competent judges in the country.

His work of scoring was not completed
by Thursday although the fair opened on
Monday. This shows the impracticability

of scoring large classes, especially when
couscieutiously done, as is the case with
Mr. Bradley always. vSome judges prob-
ably would score with a duplex motion,
but their score cards would prove value-

less.
»

« «

Among the numerous dog fanciers and
juilges present, not one could be found
to advocate the score card. Yet no one
will accuse dog fanciers and judges of l)e-

ing inferior in intelligence to poultry fan-

ciers and judges. To jildge by some ar-

ticles against comparison judging one
naturally is imbued with the belief that

the only intelligence possessed is that of
the writer of the articles. It is well to be
fair and just in this matter.

• «

H. W. Vahle, the well-known pigeon,
poultrjr ftn(} cage bird dealer, had a

grand display of birds at the Wilmington
fair. He informed us that his trade in

parrots has been unusually large, having

sold some 800 in the past month. Fan-

ciers visiting Philadelphia should not

f»il to stop in Vahle's.

«

The veteran poultryman John R. Diehl

informs us that an attempt will be made
next month to revive interest in the New
Jersey State Poultry Association. Mr.
Diehl is very much in earnest, and with

the assistance of President T. Wilton
Hill should succeed in forming an active

association that will do honor to the

great poultry state of New Jersey. The
meeting will be held at Trenton during
the week of the fair.

The good and straight-laced Poultry

World, after devoting some two pages to

cock fighting and how to prepare birds

for the pit, concludes as follows : "It is

only in the sections of the United States

that are lowest in intelligence and moral-

ity, or in the slums of our cities, or

among so-called 'gentlemen' with shiny

hats, perchance, and a pretense of refine-

ment, but who, all the same, are 'sports'

or blacklegs, that cock fighting prevails

to any considerable extent."

»
« «

This is a startling arraignment, and
devotees of cock fighting may well shud-

der at the thought that they belong to

either of the above collection of individ-

uals. It is all well enough to decry the

practice of fighting birds. No one doubts
it is cruel, but there are plenty of good
men left who enjoy a fight, and even the

straight-laced Puritans were not averse
to if olf Virkii<rii the^' deen* **

h*'**'.*
*" i^.^!-

througli the hole of a fence or through
their hands. %

If our esteemed contemporary would
only banish the whole pit game business

from its innocent pages it would seem
more consistent. As long as civilizations

tolerate a brutal war between nations,

cock fighting per se is far more intelli-

gent and less dangerous. Considering
all things, we are getting too aesthetic

and at the same time inconsistent.

*
« •

The English Stock-Keeper says

:

"There is an old-fashioned saying dating
back, we believe, to very early times,

which tells us that every time a cock
crows a lie is somewhere being told !"

This probably accounts for the mendacity
prevalent at poultry shows.

*
• »

Aylesbury ducks are still sublime fa-

vorites in England, and evidently grow
larger in that country than here. The
Stock-Keeper, in speaking of the recent
show, says :

"Ayleshurys were quite as goo<l in quality.

There was a wager made as to the length of the
winning drake, but as a rule could not be found
the bet was off. However, he was some inches
longer than the longest walking stick that could
be procured."

Makinsr Up Lost Time.

Mrs. Yotuigthing—"How long have
these eggs been boiling, Bridget?"

Bridget—"FMghteen minutes, mum."
Mrs. Youngthing—"Why, I told you

to boil them only three minutes."
Bridget—"Oi know that, mum, but the

kitchen clock is fifteen minutes slow,
mum."—Burlington Free Press.

—Encourage the young chicks to seek
pastures new, and they will grow faster
than if constantly confined to one run or
locality. A good plan is to have a new
place every year in which to set the
coops with the broods.

THE "WILMINGTON SHOW.

An Extended Review of the En-

tries and A-wards.
special Report.

The number of entries of poultry and
pigeons were larger than last year at

Wilmington, Del., but there were many
empty coops. This was partly owing to

the rule recjuiring all birds on the

grounds by 8 A. M. Monday morning.
As the latter day would necessitate ship-

ping birds on Saturday, with Sunday in-

tervening, many breeders would hesitate

sending their birds. Pigeons were allotted

a separate building, which, however, was
not large enough to hold the great dis-

play. If poultry and pigeons could be
properly classified in the buildings it

would prove a great benefit to exhibi-

tors, judges and visitors. The poultry

department was too promiscuously ar-

ranged, and as one of the judges re-

marked, "They ought to give us a direc-

tory and a map of the route, and a

bicycle to hurt up the different classes."

Bantams were sandwiched between Asi-

atics and Americans and over French
and Spanish breeds. The barred Plymouth
Rocks were well arranged on one side of
the aisles, but the light was iusufTicient
to show off the birds in the centre of the
building to any advantage. The judges
were compelled to take these birds to the
windows in order to examine them.
The barretl Plymouth Rocks were,

however, by far the largest and best class
on exhibition. The winners of first on
fowls were a good pair, well matched in
plumage, good legs and in fine coiulition
for the season of the year. They belongetl
to Thomas J. Mayiie, who also hail a very
promising lot of chicks, hut hardly large
enough to win against the chicks of R.
R. Talnall. The latter showed two pair,
and the first premium pair were clearly
the i>esi aiui pronounced l)y many the
finest pair ever seen at this season of the
year. The cockerel was a large bird of
excellent symmetry, good, clean blue
barred plumage, small fine comb, but
having two side sprigs. He failed in
color of legs a trifle, and was tie void of
tail feathers. Shoul<l the latter come in
right he will be a hard bird to beat at
the shows. The winning pullet was a
dark bird, well barred, good symmetry
and comb, but bad in color of the legs.
The second premium pair won simply on
their size and condition. They were al-

together too dark, and the cockerel's
comb was too large. A fine pair of
chicks which would have won second
had they been exhibited a little later were
those of J. B. Etige. We thought they
were a sure second, but the cockerel was
devoid of wing feathers. The latter had
been removed in order to give the new
feathers a chance to grow out, and miti-
gated against the chances of the pair, as
the pullet was excee<lingly good in color
and legs. Mr. Pklge showed the second
premium pair of fowls. The hen was
clearly the t>est in the show as far as the
color of the plumage ami legs were con-
cerned. She was a little too much of the
loose Cochin type to be a symmetrical
Plymouth Rock. The cock was still in
old plumage, and did not show up well.
White Plymouth Rocks were few in
numbers, Headley & Day showing the
best pair of fowls, M. B. Magargee the
best pair ofchicks. American Dotniniqnes,
as usual, were scarce, E. J. Chandler and
A. C. Robinson & Co. being the only ex-
hibitors. Chandler had some very fair
birds, and also exhibited a pair of white
Dominiques. Wyandottes were a small
class, the silvers being in the lea<l. U.
J. Chandler took both first on fowls and
chicks, Headley & Day taking Insth sec-
onds. The first i)reniiuni pair of fowls
were above the average in merit. The
chicks were good, but a trifle loo light in
color.

White Wyandottes were fairly numer-
ous but some exhibitors should procure a
standard. Quite a numl)er were disqual-
ified for having feathers on the shanks.
J. J. Kester took all the premiums with
really excellent stock. J. Emlen Smith
had a nice pair of Golden Wyandotte
chicks on exhibition. The pullet was
well laced, and the cockerel promises to
be a very fine bird. It was the best pair
of chicks we have seen in a long time of
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the breed. The only old fowls were
shown by Headley & Day. They were out
of condition.

Single comb brown Leghorns brought
out some good birds, especially in chicks;
J. E. Smith and J. J.

Kester winning
first and second with birds above the aver-
age in merit. Headley & Day won on
fowls with a good pair. Headley and
Day also won first honors on white Leg-
horns, the male being an extra one.
H. M. Thomas walked away with the

Andalusian premiums, although Headley
and Day had decidedly the best pair
The latter were evidently overlooked as
they came in late. Thomas' birds were
light in color, the male having a brown-
ish hackle and saddle

; those of Headley
and Day were dark birds, the male having
black hackle and saddle, and altogether
the best pair for show and breeding pur-
poses. Thomas Powell, who always has
something good in W. F. Black Spanish
made a grand show, and won everything
"hands down." His cockerels were un-
usually gootl in face and comb.
Headley & Day did the same trick

with black Minorca^. Their birds were
good. S. S. Hamburgs were quite numer-
ous, but H. A. Beyler had little trouble
in wmnmg the coveted prize. He had
two pair of very fine chicks. The tail
feathers of the males were standard color
a thing rather rare nowadays. S. P. and
G. P. Hamburgs were only fair in quality
H. M. Thomas and H. A. Bevler divid-mg the honors. Black Hamburgs were
good, Beyler winning first and Dr. Maple
second on fowls. A number of pairs
were disqualified for white in plumage
Games were not a hand.some lot by any

means, pit games predominating. Stand-
ard games were confined to silver and
golden duckwings, red piles and brown
breasted reds, the brown breasted reds
being represented by only a few pair
Joseph Krouse, Samuel A. Williams ami
James G. Shaw taking abcut all there
was in premiums. A number of pairs
were thrown out, their legs not matchiuKm color. °

Probably the most meritorious exhibit
was that of tli*. Knnto..... 'n.. ...

and quality was extra. Game bantams
were excellent, A. C. Robinson & Co
showing the best black breasted reds'
although P. M. Orth & Bro. and Dr.Maple had extra birds.

Dr. Maple, who is "all bantam," cap-
tured first and second with his silver
duckwing fowls, but A. C. Robinson beat
hiin on chicks. Golden duckwings were
again divided Ixjtween Dr. Maple and
Robinson & Co. First on red piles went

the rest of the bantam exhibit with his
black Africans, while rose comb, sebriuhts
cuckoo, single comb white, Japanese,'
Polish, etc. J. B. Edge won second on ^
nice pair of golden spangled banUnis.

iItT .Y5''^«»o<i. ^'"t owing to placing
a hen with a cockerel A. C. Robinson &Co lost a premium, they winning firstwith a good pair, however, E. J. Chandler
getting second. Dr. Maple had a nice
pair of Pekins, but the male was a darkmahogany, and not a buff. The females
as a rule were too light in color. There" still room for improvement in the

Water fowls, excepting Pekins, werevery conspicuous by their absence. The
I ekms were fine, T. J. Mayne and R. R
talnall winning the honors. T. I Kesterhad a fine exhibit of Brazilia,/ and miis-covy ducks. Geese were fwn est. Turkeyswere of excellent quality, but lookedsadly uncomfortable m the coops. Thelatter were too small.
Probably the most attractive exhibit in

tlie pigeon department was that of H. Wvanie. He had an immense array ofpigeons of nearly every variety, a fine
collection of cage birds and peis, andwas the means of attracting hundreds ofpeople to the tent.

"uurecis 01

noTi'ifi
^'^^^^ *'"• courteous management,

coS^ ^*="*=tary Brown, did all the;could to make every department a suc-cess, and we trust they will in anothervear facilitate the entries and the judging

inVall'f
",^ «>'f^^."'«tizing an<l ^la.ssify^-

blt L ""/^ "'"' P'«^""^- A new judges'

present wl '""'" ^^sirable, as 'in the

^l^H r°[^"^"^"'
tlie judges being com-

Kr tn^''","'
*" «^'*^'- '^^ building in

Cf fowls ThTs'^p*'' '" '''''' ^»"*^^y

and r~o.
consumes much time

tenH..^f ^"u''''"^"^'^"- The superin-

l^nJZJ^^ ?''?E^''
classification ancVar-rangement of the fowls in the show

room. The judging we believe was en-
tirely satisfactorv. G. O. Brown J H
Drevenstedt and B. A. Fox doing the
work, the latter also judging the pigeons.We made a mistake last week in the
pigeon awards in giving Dt. Morgan
"^* '.t of the winnings made by Mr
William Ehinger, Jn.^ofthis city, who
w-on forty-one premiums with fifty pairs
01 birds--an excellent record and'one to
be proud of. We give the prizes won by
Mr. Ehinger, which are as follows :

Pair each yellow, red and silver shell-crested
wing turbits, first prize

; pair each yellow, red
and blue magpies, first prize ; pair each yellow,
red, blue and dun crested magpies, first prize
pair each red and blue creUed magpies, s^^cond
prize; pair white solid turbits, second prize;
pair black beards, first prize

; pair black sati-
nette.s, first prize ; pair spangle satineltes, first
prize

;
pair each silver and yellow Knglish owls,

first prize
; pair each white and blue English

owls, second prize
; pair each blue and silver

Chinese owls, first prize
; pair black tail owls,

first prize
; two pairs blue tail owls, first and

second prize
;

pair pouted English owls, first
prize

;
pair each black and yellow helmets, first

prize
;
pair black plain snells, first prize

; pair
each black and silver balds, first prize, and pair
red balds, second prize

; pair black button head
b.ild9. first prize, and pair blue button head
balds, second prize

; pair blue bariess swallows,
first prize

;
two pairs laced blondinettes, first and

second prize
; pair each black and blue tail tur-

bits. second prize.
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AT MORGAN'S GROVE.

Successful Opening of the Sixth
Annual Exhibition.

Morgan's Grove, W. Va.—The open-
ing of the sixth annual agricultural exhi-
bition at Morgan's Grove,near this place,
was attended with the most favorable
circumstances in point of fine weather, a
large crowd of people, increased exhibits
of farm products, agricultural imple-
ments. t)onltrv and livpstnob- tu..

ciation under whose management its ex-
hibition is conducted is composed of well-
known farmers of Jefferson and Berkeley
Counties, V W. Va., and Washington
County, Md., with the following officers •

President, Dr. A. S. Reynolds, assisted'
by thirteeen vice-presidents; secretary
W. N. Lemon

; treasurer, G. T. Licklider'
chief marshall, Colonel Wm. A. Morgan'
Poultry—Shedandoah Valley Poultry

A.ssociation, white Brahma, Monorca
Wyandottes,Scotch Brahma, black Lang-
shans, white Spanish; Lee H.Moler, blackUghoms; A. L. Moore, black game •

Mason Bennett, Belfast game
; Abraham'

Shepherd, Plymouth Rock
; W. H Sei-

bert, partridge Cochin and brown Leg-
horn

;
Wm. Crowl, buffCochin

; John C
Reinhart, silver spangled Hamburg- Gus"
Creamer, frizzled

; D. W. Border' Sea-

'A",^^l • ,^"^, ^*''^'"' Langshans
; Albert

Hill, Pekin ducks
; George T. Sperow

geese
; C. D. Wyson, turkeys

; Abraham
Shepherd, Rouen ducks

; William Rein-
hart, pigeons.

BV
J. H. DREVENSTEDT.

Mr. Felch some time ago wrote an in-
teresting article for the Poultry Monthly
on albinos, which we read with peculiar
interest. It clears up certain mysteries
connected with certain white breeds that
heretofore have been shrouded in dark-
ness. The white breeds being tender, it

is necessary to put in foreign blood to
bolster up the tottering thoroughbred, i.

e., by putting two weak blooded breeds
(both being white) together we get
stamina. This we suppose is on the
principle that two wrongs make a right.
Previously it was supposed when foreign
blood cropped ont in the progeny of our
white breeds that it wai due to ativism or
"hole-in-lhe-fence-isi;i." Now we learn
that it is due to crossing. This may ex-
plain the generous demand for white
Brahmas a few years ago to use for cross-
ing with while Wyandottes to give size
and stamina to the latter breed.

We bought a $s setting of white Wyan-
dotte eggs once that hatched four black
chicks, one blue chick and four white
ones. Plenty of strong blood there.

Are the white Wyandottes tender?
Some strains are, but it was due to the
fact that their progenitors, the laced
vVyandottes, were tender, not because
they were ivhite. No doubt the mon-
grels made by crossing will stand the
wear and tear, but are they thoroughbred '

Is there any need of infusing foreign
blood m a new breed like the white
Wyandotte to make a few show birds ?We have seen these made birds and their
progeny. The latter showed the foreign
blood too often. The best and heaviest
white Wyandottes we have seen were

Poultry in Large Flocks.
The only safe way to go into poul-

try raising on a laige scale is to be-
gin with a few and breed the fowls. If
fowls are purchased the risk of introduc-
ing diseases is unavoidable, and this
means ruin of the enterprise. Fifty fowls
to start with may be increased to' 200 or
300 the next year, and to a full stock the
second year. In this way healthy flocks
in separate houses may be rearecl.—New
York Times.

--It IS no easier to keep poultry than
to keep other stock, as labor and proper
management must be used to meet suc-
cess. Less capital may be required in
poultry, but it must be judiciously ex-
pended, or a loss can result as easily as
from any other source. Experience is
of more value than capital in poultry
raising. '

—Rats, if they are on your premises
and once get started after the young
chicks, will prove very destructive. It
will be quite necessary to see that the
coops every night are shut up rat-proof
By watching about sundown the places
where the rats abide they may be thinned
out by a good marksman with a shot-
gun.

J,-.
..(.„.,.., v/, vtiv, laccu variety.

They were hardy and weighed as heavy
as their colored ancestors, and, what is
more, they bred true. Are white Wyan-
dottes albinos? Hardly. An albino is
a freak, and is white all over except the
eyes, which are often weak and of a pale
pink color. A Wyandotte has its yellow
shanks and bay eyes. A while Georgiana
game is as lough as a nut. A white Java
with its flashing eyes and willowy legs is
as hardy as anything on earth. We bred
both brown and white Leghorns in the
past and found the whiles every whit as
hardy except in some show strains, as the
browns. With us the white Plymouth
Rock chickens are hardier than those of
the barred variety. We never bred Dork-
ings, but we know of several yards wher.'
the whites fully equalled the colored va-
rieties in hardiness. The new breed
called "Sherwoods" is the result of
Brahma-game cross some thirty years
ago. They are snow white, but there is
nothing hardier on the (arm where they
are now being perfected. But we can
hardly call these t)reeds albinos in the
strict sense of the term. The oldest cattle
authority of ihis country, Lewis F. Allen,
who IS also a close obse'rver of birds and
fowls, writes as follows in the Rural New
Yorker

:

"In estimating the eflfects of color on
the hardiness of animals I have an ex-
perience of nearly seventy years of pretty
close observation. The great snow or
white owl ofnorthern Canada which some-
times winters in this vicinity, latitude ax
degrees north, is a very hardy bird, show-
ing that its color is not indicative of in-
ability to withstand a rigid winter. White
domestic fowls—turkeys, ducks, geese
and chickens—are as hardy as' darker
colored sorts. The same is the case with
swine and also neat cattle and horses.
1 he most popular breed of cattle intro-
duced into our country in the earlier
years of this century—the shorthorns—
have Ijeen bred in Great Britain for cen-
turies and have been of all colors from
snow-white to deep red ; but the prevail-
ing colors have ranged from clear white
to white and red intermixed with roan of
lighter and deeper shades called light or
red roan, as one or the other hue pre-
dominated."

Professor A. J. Cook in the same
journal expresses himself as follows : "I
think albinoism is really the result of
disease, and so albinos are tender and
less vigorous than others of the same
species. Unless a white animal is an

albino I see no reason why it should not
be as rugged as others. Indeed, feeders
often say that white cattle feed better
than red ones. If this be true, it -would
argue that they are in better health, as
nutrition and vigor usually go together
The only exception I think of is in cas^
of white cats, which are often deaf- whvwe know not." ' '

We see that Profes.sor Cook draws the
distinction between albinos and white
animals. Does it not hold good in thehuman race ? Is the negro the superior
of the white man in physical strength ?On the contrary, he is the inferior But
the white man is physically the superior
of the albino. In the animal kingdom
we have quoted Mr. Allen, but let us
bring in every day experience. We
never owned a white cow, but a neighbor
of ours did. He was welcome to the
brute as only one person cared to tackle
her. She was lough, too much so, but a
splendid milker and remained in the
herd many years. The white plugs or
horses we often meet with are tough and
healthy, and any man who has fooled
with the hind legsof a while mule knows
that the vigor is as earnest as that of a
stronger (?) colored brother mule. It
seems that these white mules live a great
many years.
The following from Messrs. Farnnm

and Savage, the great horse breeders,
which appeared in the same paper as
quoted above, will throw some light on
the subject

: "There is no question in our
minds but that white or light colored
animals will stand both heat and cold
better than animals of darker colors.
This, we believe, is generally conceded.
Then again, as is well known, the great
Messenger, the fountain head of the trot-
ting horse of America, was a white horse
yet an animal of extraordinarily fine con-
stitution. He was imported from Eng-
land m a sailing vessel and was a very
longtime on the voyage. In the same
vessel a number of other horses of all
colors were brought over, but Messenger,
the white horse, was the only one out of
an me number that did not require help
and care in debarking from the vessel^
because their long voyage and confine-
ment between decks had weakened the
others.

"On the other hand, the white horse
came ashore full of courage, and it is re-
corded of him that he carried two darkies,
one hanging to each side of his bits'
the distance of half a block up the hili
when he left the ship. A large propor-
tion of the finest Arab horses are white
and many of the best families of English
thoroughbreds are desendants of white
Arab horses. Jean-le-Blanc (jQhn the
White) the great Percheron stallion that
stood at the stud stables of Pin in 1820,
was as while as snow, and no one will
question his stamina or enduring qualities
or his ability to transmit these properties
to his offspring. We could cite many
more cases, but we think the above are
sufficient, at least as far as horses go.
Animals and birds of the extreme north
are white or light-colored and are neces
sarily the most hardy of their kind."
Hogs are no exception either. No one

contends that the Chester white is less
hardy than the black Essex. The polar
bear is about as hardy an animal as exists.
It is very white. Climate and domesti-
cation influence the color in 'all animals
and the argument that advancing age
brings in white hair and feathers is not
tenable when applied to mean loss of
hardiness. We have heard ofcases where
the hair of a human being turned white
in a single night without impairing the
health or vigor of the individual. This
may be an accident only and the white
hair may l)e transmittable. It is a very
nice question this supposed albinoism,
but we are constrained to think that
white fowls had best be left to their purity
without resorting to foreign blood unless
absolutely necessary. We are satisfied to
risk the hardiness of the thoroughbred
rather than content ourselves with the
patchwork.

—In France the poultry industry is
recognized by the Government, and it is
owing to this fact that the Houdans have
attained their reputation as the liest table
fowls. The French people are great epi-
cures, and they have succeeded in breed-
ing the Houdans with full, round breasts,
with meat tender ;.imI juicy, and these
fowls for the same 11 1 iiiber of pounds will
dress more than am othir breed. We
need at Washingt. n an experimental
garden of acclimatiza Lion.
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An Excellent Argument on an Im-
portant Subject.

Trixie in Poultry Monthly.

Fanciers are prone to go into ecstacies

over the flavor of the flesh of their favor-

ite breed, as compared with the flesh of

all competing breeds, but I guess, were

we to j)erniit those favored breeds to seek

their living upon the manure heap, as the

old dunghills were compelled to, their

flesh would lie no more tempting to the

palate of the gustatory gormand than was

that of the now cordially despised dung-

hill. There is much in breed, but when

we come to consider the edible quality of

our poultry, we find that food exerts a

greater influence upon flavor than does
breed. We know that the cow that pas-

tures in a field overrun with rag weeds
yields a poor quality of milk, the rag

weed imparting to it an unpleasant bitter

taste or flavor. The laying hen that is

fed liberally with onions, will lay eggs
that are strong and unpalatable, owing to

impregnation of the onion flavor. The
dairy cow, fed upon carrots, imparts that

peculiar carrot flavor to her milk, a..d

the butter made from the milk still re-

tains the disagreeable carrot flavor. The
meat from the wheat fed swine of the

northwest is superior to the com fed ar-

ticle of the Mississippi Valley, and the

latter is again superior to the village

slop-fed porker, and so we find it all

through animal life.

Let us take a glance at our different

species of game, both fur and feather,

and we will find, I think, even stronger

evidence of the influence of food upon
the edible qualities of our favored game,
birds and animals. The wild turfeey is

one of our favorite game birds ; it, when
well prepared for the table, is sufficiently

tempting to call forth the finest eulogies

of our most fastidious gustatory authori-

ties ; but those of your readers who have
uccil av lUJ LUUttLC:

savory young turkey cock that has been
fattened in the pecan groves of Texas,
know full well that no other specimen of
the breed is comparable to it in the deli-

cacy of flavor and juicy tenderness of
flesh which makes the Texas pecan-fed

turkey the delight of the gormand.-
Baltimore has long had the monopoly,

and justly so too, of furnishing the most
succulent dish ever placed l)efore an epi-

cure ; I refer to the canvas back duck
as served by the accomplished Baltimore
restaurateur; but remove the canvas
back from its favorite haunts, and it soon
becomes a vulvar bird, no better, if equal

to the MallanH It is its feeding grounds
and food that makes the canvas back
the most highly prized of all varieties of

the duck. What is it that makes the al-

most incredible difference in the flavor

of this prince of esculent delicacies ? If

we but make an examination of the vales

the favored haunts of the canvas back,

we will finil that Baltimore does not owe
her pre-eminence to the sui)erior culinary

skill of her most excellent cooks, but to

the abundance of juicy water cress that

abounds in the marshes, and upon which
the canvas back feeds and fattens. Our
bree<lers of the domestic duck should
"follow nature" more, and I feel confi-

dent they could furnish us with an article

that would approximate, at least, the ep-

icurir^n favorite. Again, all wild fowls

that are excellent eating in one locality,

may become rank and fishy in another,

owing to change of fcotl princijially.

The opossum fatted upon persimmons,
is incomparably superior to the Bill Chad-
wick marsupials that Frank P^ndicott has
immortalized in verse. We could add
many more examples to prove the influ-

ence of food \ipon the edible qualities of
all animal flesh (bipeds included), but we
have .said enough on that point to set the
wide-awake poultryman upon a "tour of
investigation," in seach of the food that

will impart the most delicate flavor to the
flesh of our domestic jKiultry. We can
learn this only by experiment, but the re-

sult will amply repay for the "tail" in the
race for preeminence as a caterer to the ep-

icurian tastes of those who are able and
willing to liberally reward those who can
furnish their tables with the most delici-

oasly flavored fowl. They care nothing
for the breed ; they live by the palate,

and we must court the palate's laudation
if we ever expect to jingle the gold of
the gustatory prince in our pockets.

But we are told by a no less authority

than the great Savarin that food alone

does not account for the difference in the

flavor of the same sfiecies, raised and fed

in different localities, but that a differ-

ence of soil exerts a greater or less influ-

ence upon the epicurean quality of game,
as for mstance :

" A red legged partridge

of Perigard is quite superior to that of
Sologne, and that a hare killed upon the
plains around Paris makes a poor figure

upon the table, while the same, found on
the dry hot plains of Talromey. or on
the hills of Dauphiny, is probably the
most perfumed and highest flavored of
all ground game." It would l>e the
heighth of presumption to call in ques-

tion this statement of the greatest gusta-

tory authority, did we feel so disposed,

but our own experience and observation,

limited as it has been, is such as to make
ns bow to Savarin with a reverence we
never exhibited to another.

We can, without persuasion, edo, bibo,

ludo when we have placed beforh us an
esulent dish either ol fur or feather, and
it takes but little stretch of the im-
agination, while partaking of the tempt-
ing delicacy, to imagine that we are for

once privileged "To sit at the feast of
the gods," and as " the lion is recognized
by his claws." the epicure of the future

will Ije able to distinguish by the flavors

of the fowl, the gustatory caterer who
fed and fattened it for the market, and
the verdict, "the workmanship surpassed
the materials," will secure him as many
orders for his highly perfumed poultry as

he can possibly fill. I firmlv believe that

the marketer of poultrv in the future

will incorporate the flavors of those
spices that now belong exclusively to the
region of the kitchen. I say that during
the fattening process, he will incorpo-
rate those compound flavors so precious
to the epicurean ta.ste, with every fibre of
the fowl, and thus produce a superior
article, even were it possible, to the
world's famous canvas back. To do this

he must have recourse to an entirely

different system of care and feeding. The
French system of craming or some other
ovctAfn Ttlllat tolf(? tb^ t^1q<j»i? of our VTwAf^

methods before we can ever hope to see

our poultry prized as we would be pleased
to have it by the epicures of the conn-

MARYLAND POULTRY SHOW.

Awards at the Baltimore County,
Md., Agrricultural Fair.

The twelfth ar-iual fair of the Balti-

more County Agricultural Society took

place at Timonium, on the Northern

Central Railroad, this week. The fair

opened Tuesday and closed Friday. The
weather was fine and the attendance
large each day. The exhibition was one
of the best ever given by the society.

The following is a list of the awards:
POULTRY.

Where there was no competition only second
premiums were allowed:
Asiatics.—Lieht Brahma chicks, second, Miss

Sophie Stockdaie ; I^ngshaii fowls, first, J. P.

Ellicott ; Langshan chicks, second, O. W. Gent.
Games.—Breeding pen b. h. red game, first, C.

M. Waener ; fowls in |>en. second, C. M. Wagner
;

pair chicks, first, C. M. Wagner; Dominique game
fowls, second, N. B. Merrvmen ; b. b. red games,
fiast, J. H. Clark.
Game Bantams.—Red fowls, no premuini

;

black chicks, first, Carrol Drown ; black b. red
game bantam fowls, second, W. B. Cochran

;

black b. red game bantam chicks, first, W. B.

Cochram ; stiver dnck, first, J. P. Klllcott.

Americans.—Plymouth Rock fowls, first. John
Ridgcley of H. : second, J. W. Shirley 8c Bro.
Breeding pen Plymouth Rocks, first, John Ridge-
ley of II. stcond, J. W. Shirley & Bros. Breed-
ing pen Plvmouth Kock chicks, first, John Ridgc-
ley of H. Wyandotte chicks, fir.st, H. W, Pattison

;

second, H. W. Pattison. Doniiniques .second,

Milton Uance. Pen Dominique, second, Milton
Dance. Pair chicks, second, Milton Dance. Wy-
andotte, breeding pen, second, Milton Dance.
Wyandotte, pair in pen, second, H. W. Pattison.
Spanish.—Brown Leghorn, first. C. M. Wag-

ner. Brown Leghorn fowls, fir.st, C. M. Wagner.
Brown Leghorn chicks, first, C. M, Wagner.
White face black Spanish fowls, first, J. W.
Green ; second, C. K. Green, White face black
Spanish chicks, second. K. Green ; first, J. W,
Green. Brown Leghorn fowls, second, R. H,
Woollen. While Leghorn fowls, second, R. H.
Woollen. Pen white Leghorn fowls (breeding)
first, B. B. Smith. Pen Leghorn fowls, first, B.

A.Smith. Leghorn chicks, first, B. A.Smith;
second, B. A. Smith.
TvRKKYs.— Bronze, first, D. M. Matthews.

White Holland, first. John Ridgeleyof H.
Geksk— Pair Toulouse, secona, G. Albert

Mays.
PIGEONS.

Silver Antwerp, second, W. B. Cochrane. White
Jacobins, secona, J. P. Ellicott. Black tumblers,
second, j. P. Ellicott. .Mottled tumblers, first,

Lee Nicholson & Bros.

RABBITS
Angora, first, W. G. Parks. Belgian hare, first,

W, G. Parks. European hare, first, W. M.
RoberU.

THE RIVAL ASSOCIATIONS.

Mr. Ross A. Smith Replies to Mr.
Clarke's Letter.

The following letter was received too

late for publication last week, so in jus-

tice to the old South Carolina Association

we give it place :

Editor F*ancikr.s' Journal.

Sir : I must say I was utterly duni-

founded to read H. P. Clarke's article in

The Fanciers' Journal two weeks ago,

first, l>ecause it is false ; and, secondly,

I supposed that any publication issued

for the purpose of the advancement of
the breeding of thoroughbred stock would
refuse to do anything that would tend to

injure the cause, and especially before

finding out the truth.

The facts are, Mr. Clarke exhibitftd

with us a male and two females. Our
judge awarded him first prize for his male
and he received his %}, promptly for this,

the only award made on his birds. Had
the other two birds been awarded prizes

by the judge we would also have paid
him these two without question, and he
knows it. I don't think we should be
called upon to pay money out where no
awards have been made. We were per-

fectly willing to pay Mr. Clarke, even if

we had erred, but as you can see by
Judge Brown's reply on the question we
were not in the wrong, nor do we think
our judge was. The following is Mr.
Brown's letter :

Baltimore, Md., June 33, i!!9o.

Mr. Benjamin McInnes, Jr.

Mv Dear Sir : In relation to Mr. Clarke's

birds, they had no competition, and the rules

called tor birds scoring a certain number of

points in order to be entitled to premiums, and
as there was no standard on these varieties, nor

even a club agreement that gave their points, the

birds could not be scored. Whether the birds

were worthy does not come in question, as in

such cases it is generally the rule to be cautious

about awarding premiums on new breeds until

iheir siaiuiaru qualiiicuiiuii!^ iiuvc iiccii liriiiieii

80 the public can tell whether the proper judg-

ment has been rendered or not. I am sure your

association is in no degree to blame, and if any
error has been committed I am solely to blame,

for if Mr. Clarke's birds did not receive the

awards he thinks they should have received, it

was becau.se under the circumstances I simply

considered I was doing my duty without fear or

favor, and my judgment rendered for the rea-

sons given. If I remember correctly I gave his

Malay cock or cockerel first prize and made no
awards on the females. I regret Mr. Clarke

should feel hurt about the matter and uujustly

blame your association when yours truly seems

to be the cau.se of the trouble. If Mr. Clarke in-

sists that I made a mistake in not giving his

birds a prize and that they were worthy of it, I

am sorry, and if 1 made a mistake-in not award-

ing birds a prize where strong doubts existed as

to their worthiness I am glad. If Mr. Clarke is

infallible I do not consider that I am.
Yours truly,

G. O Brown.

If you knew the standing of the
Charleston Sun in this city, from which
paper you quote an article, we don't
think you would ever quote from it. The
mere tact of its being in this city and
ready to boom up another place some 300
miles off" in preference to its own home
should of itself put you on your guard.
Ask the Mayor of Charleston, the Gover-
nor of the State, or any bank about the
standing of the Sun.

It seems to me you are too ready to

give credtnce to such trash as is contin-

ually sent into you. If it is for the purpose
of assisting a certain judge, who is jeal-

ous because he was not made one of
our judges even after having applied for

the position, then we must say we are

much mistaken in you.
Let us have a little rest. All they can

do will not turn us from our work, and
though every soreheatl and kicker in

America may join in the crusade against

us, we will have the A. P. A. just the
same, and the grandest show of the sea-

son, too. Yours truly,

Ross A. Smith.

Charleston, Aug. 30, 1890.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : In writing you yesterday I did

not have any memoranda by me and so

made a mistake by saying we had paid

Clarke $3. It should have been $2, as

this was the premium for first, with %\
for second.

I enclose you stub from check book,
which should prove to you that Clarke
was not treated badly by us.

The memoranda enclosed is a partial

list sent by our secretary to the treasurer

Febiuarv i, 1890, asking for the checks
to be paid to our exhibitors, all of which
were paid. Among them von will notice

thenamesof A. H. Kohn.'Dr. vS. T. I^ea

and W. A. Schrock, $6, %\2 and I5.
Thus, you see, even the kickers have no
cause to kick.

It would be very gratifying to this as-

sociation if when you have charges

brought against it you would lind out the

truth of them before giving them cre-

dence. Yours truly,

Ross A. Smith.

Charleston, Sept. i, 1890.

THE GREAT MT. HOLLY FAIR.

A Small Poultry Display and Very

Late Awards.

The great Mt. Holly fair opened last

Monday for a five day's show under

favorable auspices, and up to Wednesday

proved a financial success, but a drizzling

rain checked the great crowd that gener-

ally attends the last two days. The

jjoultry display was rather small for such

a large fair, which is deserving of a much
better exhibition of the feathered tribe.

It was a matter of comment all the week

about the lateness of the judging in all

departments, and up to Wednesday noon,

the third day of the fair, not a card had

been tacked up to anything. This is

one of the most imi>ortant matters per-

taining to exhibitions of this kind, and

should receive immediate attention and

be remedied at once. Of what interest

is it to people to look at a lot of pens of

fowls without knowing who is the owner

and in what order they rank? They
want to know the winners, and long be-

fore the show closes, too.

There was no reason at all why the

judging should not have been started and

finished on Tuesday. Half a day only

should l>e devoted to judge a show as

small as Mt. Holly's was this year. It is

not the intention to criticise the judging
here, but to censure the officials who per-

mitted the delay and .nllowed so much
time to be consumed in awarding prizes to

a handftil of fowls. A more extended re-

port of the show will be given next week
and the full list of awards. We have
only room to note a few of the principal

awards. In bantams Westervelt, Hay-
wood & Co. captured most of the awards,
and in Hamburgs 11. A. Beyler was the
most prominent winner. Headley &
Day were awarded most of the firsts and
seconds in Polish, and al.so a number of
the Wjandottes. A very fine pen of
white fowls in this breed took first, the
property of Dr. S. C. Moycr. J. G.
Darlington took first on a pair of black
Minorcas. the rest of the prizes going to

J. H. Holmes and Headley & Day. The
Leghorn prizes went nearly all to B. A.

Fox, who had a nice lot of them on exhi-

bition. Two pens of the roseconib va-

riety were disqualified for deliberate

dubbing. In buff Cochins John Van
Mater got all but one prize and the same
in partridge Cochins. The others has to

lay over until next week for want of
room.

—Give the young chicks, as soon as

they are large enough to eat it, cracked
corn. GootV wheat is cheaper and far

more nourishing than wheat screenings
for chicks. White corn cracked is pref-

erable to yellow during warm weather.

The other day a piinan got into a rail-

way carriage with a small basket. After
sitting awhile, he observed to another
pitman : "Aa've some o' the best homing
pigeons in the warld heor. Man, when
as first got the breed frae Ix)ndon, some
on 'em; when they were let oot in New-
castle, flew straight hyem sooth agyen !"

"That's nowt," said the other pinian ;

"aa yence got some pigeons eggs frae

London, and as syun as they wor hatched,
the young uns flew reet off' te thor
muthors !"—Poultry.

THE FANCIER®- JOURNAI..
THE DRAGK>ON.

One of the Finest Varieties of Our
Fancy Pig'eons.

A. H. Peirce in the Poultry Monthly.

In treating of this, one of the finest

varieties of our fancy pigeons, it would
be well to give a moment's thought to
the name, as the variety was originally
christened, and to the name, which by
common usage it will be contracted into,

unless we guard against it. By some
writers and many fanciers the name is

now spelt with one "o," making the word
dragon, which means a winged monster
of the serpent species. What greater in-

justice cai: well be imagined than com-
paring one of the most beautiful of our
fancy pigeons with this uncanny animal.
The dragoon is a composite breed, being
made up mainly from the carrier and
horseman

; hence the name dragoon,
which is a mounted horseman or cavalry-
man

;
hence the name carrier, horseman,

dragoon, all conveying the same idea to
the mind.

It has always been a wonder to me that
a variety that has so many qualities to
recommend it, as the dragoon, sliould be
bred so little as is the case in this country.
They are very hardy and quite easily
reared. To any fancier who admires the
thoroughbred, we do not see how the
dragoon can fail to appeal to their fancy

;

for there is no other variety, excepting
the carrier, that has their fineness and
raciness of appearance. They are a very
ganiey bird, and from top of head to sole
of foot, they are in entire harmony

; with
every muscle fully developed, they are
the very quintessence of graceful life.
They are far more hardy than the car-
rier, and their lieak is not disfigured with

lieak wattle, which makes the carrier re-
pugnant to many who would otherwise
adtnire them greatly. Yet, notwithstand-
ing, the dragoon is very scarce and but
little bred in this country. This may bem a measure . ue to the fact that really
good specimens are verv scarce and hard
to procure, thus making it very difficult
to secure suitable breeding stock without
importing, which expedient the purses
of many fanciers will not allow.
The breed is a great favorite in Eng-

land, and there is probably no other va-
riety that brings out so large a class, on
an average, as the dragoon, and conse-
quent upon that, of course, there is no
class in which the rivalry is more keen,
while in this country even at our largest
shows, it is the exception rather than the
rule, to find as many as one-half dozen
on exhibition

. The points of a dragoon
are as follows : Skull, wedge-shaped and
broad, slightly curved

; beak, slightly
curved, thick at base, gradually tapering
and in length one and a half inches from
tip to corner of eye ; eye wattles, small,
not fleshy, slightly pinched behind ; eye,
large and prominent, rich red in all col-
ors except whites, whose eye should be
dark hazel

; neck, of medium length
entirely free from gullet ; breast, broad ';

shoulders, very prominent; back, per-
fectly straight

; wings, very strong,
"ights earned slightly above tail ; tail
running on a line with the body, carried
free from the ground and extending half
an inch l)eyond the end of the flight
feathers. The dragoon should be fifteen
inches in length from point of beak to
tip of tail. Blues are the most fashion-
able and extensively bred of all ; next
comes blue checkers and silvers

; besides
these are blacks, yellows, whites, reds,
duns and grizzles.

PIGEON FLYING.

TWO FAMOUS FLYERS.

Tile Eyrju: Organs.
Inflammation of the egg organs is gen-

erally caused by overfeeding. Eating
the seeds of grapes, or grain affected with
ergot, is said to produce this inflamma-
tion Symptoms: the hen going on thenest without laying; having a straddling
gait; laying shelless eggs; dropping eggsfrom perch or elsewhere. TreaVmeiit:one grain of calomel and one-twelfth of agrain of tartar emetic, given in oat orbarlev meal. If necessary, a second dosemay be given.—Poultry Yard.

Waxem and Petroleum Make a
New Record in Pigeon Flying.

Special Correspondence.

The records of Montgomery and Ala-
bama have been broken., at last by the
birds of two well-known members of the
famous Newark's Five, namely, George
H. Bowerman and W. B. Garrabrant.
The first to arrive at its loft was the ash
cock B. 554 Petroleum, owned by Bower-
man, on Septemljer 5, after Ijeing out
twenty-eight days, and being held east of
Washington for ten days. The second
and last return to date was Garrabrant's
handsome b. c. c. B. 771 Waxem, on Sun-
day morning, September 7, he Ijeing held
in the same county as Petroleum for
twenty days, the actual time of flying
being ten and seventeen days respect-
ively. The distance is 1093 miles air
line, measured by the official surveyor
Peter Witzel.

Out of the twelve birds sent by New-
ark's Five two are known to be shot, two
are home in their loft and one in Ken-
tucky, 600 miles distant, leaving seven
yet to hear from. The birds Waxem and
Petroleum, as their seamle.ss bands de-
note, are of 1887 hatch, Waxem being in
the young bird fly of that year from
Hamburg, Newport and Petersburg, Pa.
In the following old bird season of 1888
he conies to the front, coming in with the
winner of the club race from Washing-
ton, D. C, and passsing the wires a few
seconds behind him. In the next race
fioni the 300-mile station he again takes
third honors in a liberation of twentv-
seven birds, making a speed of 1325 i-io
yards per minute. Again a week later
he makes home the same day from
Greensboro, N. C, 450 miles, and on
June 29 IS liberated with the Newark'-
Five at Chariotte, N. C, 525 miles, and
IS founrl in the loft the next evening and
again on July J2 he is liberated in Wash-
ington, D. C, but makes no particular
speed.

In 1889 you find him on the road again
in a 200-mile fly from Washington, where
Petroleum makes his first record of over
1000 yards per minute. They are both
entered for the 300, 400 and 500 mile race
the same season, and make home from
Rocky Mount, Va.. eariy on the afternoon
of the day of liberation, when Bowerman
and Garrabrant break the best 400-mile
record with a speed of 1432 and 1429
yards resi)ectively. This year you find
them both in all four Concourse races
Waxem making 1282 yards from Char-
lottsville, Va., and second day from States-
ville, N. C, 505 miles.
The last liberation was from Mississippi

City, Mi.ss., by Station Agent E. J.Younghans, on the morning of August 6,
at 7 A.M., Mr. Younghans' account of
the start having previously appeared in
Thk Fancikrs' Journal and Homing
Exchange, Missi.ssippi City and New
Orleans dailies. On August 24 the race
secretary receives a letter Irom Miss
Hattie L. Magaha, Seneca Mills, Mont-
gomery County, Md., saving: "Your
pigeon came to my house on the i6th. It
came on to my porch and has your name
on Its wing." On the 8th of vSepteniber a
.second letter is received, stating the
number of the band in reply to a letter
from J. C. Conley, which reads :

" Yours
of the 26th received. The number of
the bird is B. 771. I noticed it at the
time I caught it, but entirely forgot all
about It until after I sent my letter.
The same morning a letter is received

from a Mr. Thompson Germaiitown,
Montgomery County, Mtl., saying a bird
with a band on leg bearing B. 564 and
J. C. Conley, 4133 C'hestnut Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa., on wing. He also said the
bird is in good condition and is being
kept in a cage at the disposal of the own-
er. The birds are now close together in
the .same county, and the race secretary
writes each party to lilierate Friday
morning, September 5, at 7 A. M., and
telegraph the start to pigeon headquarters
at 1 1 15 South 15th Street, Philadelphia, at
915 A.M. September 5 a telegram is re-
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ceived from Germantown, Md.. which
reads

:

•Bird liberated 7 a.m.; wind from east •

took northeasterly course
; bird in good

Condition. o. W. Thompson."
No word being received from Seneca

Mills, Messrs. Ciarrabrant and Bowerman
were apprised of the proposed liberation
and were keenly on the lookout. The
same afternoon a certified telegram is re-
ceived by J. C. Conley as follows :

"G. H. Bowerman, B. 564, countermark
14 L. E. and 11 W. A., arrived x.oiM-
received 3.34 P. M.

(Signed) "B. G. Lawrence,
"Operator."

Two days later Garrabrant reports
Waxem. The countermarks after being
verified are returned as souveniers of the
finest flight ever made by a homing
pigeon, whose gamene.ss and quality play
a very conspicuous part. It took five
years to beat the last previous record at a
cost of five times as many valuable birds
They have notched it by fifty niiles, and
It IS a performancelthat would make any
fancier feel justly proud of.

All the correspondence in reference to
this race is open to public inspection,
and the fullest information will be given
to anyone interested at the office of the
race secretary, Federation of American
Homing Pigeon Fanciers, 1J15 South
Fifteenth Street, Philadelphia.

PIGEON FLYING NEWS.
The Newark's Five had a liberation of

forty-seven birds at Magnolia, Md., Tues-
day, September 2. The entry was as
follows

: Eli Morton, fourteen
; George

H. Bowerman, five ; Thomas Bowerman,
four

; William Bennert, eight
; Ben El-

well, seven
; W. B. Garrabrant, five, and

T. F. Pottinger, four. The start was at
7.48 A. M., calm and clear, and the first

returns are : Eli Morton, 1145 yards per
minute; William Bennert. 11 37 vards ner
minute

;
George H. Bowerman, 1 126 yards

per minute; W. B. Garrabrant, 11 13yards per minute
; Ben Elwell, i looyardds

per minute ; Thomas Bowerman, 1043
yards per minute. Nearly all the birds
returned the same day.
The Quaker City ' Homing Club of

Philadelphia had twenty birds liberated
at Manassas, Va., a few days ago. The
day was perfect and the wind light from
the west. Entry : P. W. Kcouse, nine

;Alex Fuerst, five ; W. C. Geary, three •

Harry Kendall, two; John A.Webber,'
Atlantic City, one. The start was at
7.40 A.M., by Dr. Stoddard and in the
presence of several lady boarders, who
were very much interested in the flight.
The exact distance is not furnished.
However, the returns were two to the
Krotise loft at 11.24 A. M., one to the
Fuerst at 1 i.3o,and one to Geary at 11.29,
approximate speed, 1175 to 1185 yards
per minute, a very good showing for
youngsters and every bird reported home
the same day.
September 3 J. C. Bockius, of German-

town, liberated eighteen birds of the
Peekskill Homing Club at 8.30 A. M.
Wind from the west and weather .slightly
hazy. Entry : Frank Wessels 4, Thomas
Flockton 4. W. E. Flockton 8, H. Birdsall
2^ One bird passscd the boljs to W. E.
Flockton at 11.35 and six more two min-
utes later, while Thomas Flockton reports
three, two at 11.33 and one at 11.37.
We.ssells had three pa.ss the wires at 11.33.
while Birdsall brings up the rear at 11.47.
Speeds were as follows : Thomas Flock-
ton, 1 06 1 yards ; Frank Wessels, 1060
yards

;
W. E. I-'lockton. 1049 years

; H.
Birdsall. 982 yards. 1-ourteen reported
home same day. Their next fly will be
from Elkton, Md.
The Quaker City send the same entry

to Orange Courthouse, Va., as they did
toMana.ssas Junction, the only addition
l>eing ft Brooklyn visitor, H. 26, which
returned to the Krouse loft with eight
out of his nine at 2.47. A. I'uerst reports
three home same day, and John A. Web-
ber, of Atlantic City, one. The birds
were liberated by A. F. Stoperat 9 A. M.,
wind southwest and clear. The weather
being stormy part of the distance no
doubt retarded the progress of the birds,
consequently the speed was not what was
desired.

The Jersey Five had a liberation of
thirty birds at Washington, D. C, on
Sunday last, at 7.35 A. M., by the Signal
Officer. By some error the birds were

liberated against a northeast wind in
hazy weather and the returns were not
overly encouraging. Entry : C. A. Mahr,
II ;H. Walker, 9 J. R. Husson, 9, and
K \< -^ «r*?{

'• .T?*^^ ^'•'^^ wef'e reported
at the Walker loft shortly after 3 o'clock
and four to Mahr loft, i at 3.39 and 3 at
4-35- The distance is 197 miles.
The Newark Five have shipped thirty-

mne youngsters to the Signal Office at
Washington, to fly for Federation record
Enty : Eli Morton, 16; Ben EUell 7-
George H. Bowerman, 6 ; W. B. Garra-
brant, 5 ; William Bennert, 3; Thomas
Bowerman, 2.

Ben Elwell '8 forty-five is as far as Ken-
tucky. 600 miles from home, and should
make home shortly.
The Belmont Homing Club are think-

ing of flying part of their voung birds
over a northwest course as fa'r as Buffalo
N. Y., and waiting for a clear day and a
northwest wind and compare the results
with the southwest returns. However
this is only premature.

'

Messrs. Morgan and Wood are on the
way to West Chester with their young-
sters and are prepared for either route.

Messrs.Shephard and Geo.R.Callaghan
are at Kennet Square, with ten youngster
Chas Callaghan, of Angora, has fifleeti

young birds on the road and has had them
as far as Morton.
The fanciers of Brooklyn and vicinity

feed largely on Canadian corn, peas and
vetches, while the latter is scarcely ever
seen in a Philadelphia loft.

WASHINGTON NEW^S.

The Race Last Sunday and How
It Resulted.

special Correspondence.

The second "H" band race under the
Washington Federation rules took place
last Sunday from Covesville, Va. It was
for the Tappan medal, donated by Mr.
W. S. Tappan, the jeweler, of ^>4 Ninth
Street, this city. The entry was thirty-
birds, liberated by W. E. Birch, the ex-
press agent at Covesville, at 8.15 A. M.
The poor time made was caused liy the
birds having to pass through a severe
rain and wind storm. Below is a sum-
mary of the race

:

Owner. Band.
I

Wallace . . H. si73 lai
Wallace. . H. 5182 ui
Stockmann. H. 9229 121

I

Distance.

Miles. Yds.
-I-

In *'•
Loft. ^V^

\ds.

Youngs
Glorious.
Turner.

,

Miller..
Ringgold
Colburn.

H. 12,252 120
iS. W.T.33I2I
L. T. 28 JI22

I

H. 12,358 ]I2I
H. 10.730 121

I H. 5311 |i2i

3S3
353
1020

563
14,36

'93
653
1170
1170

12.14)4
12.MM
12.17M
12. 19)4
12.22^
"2.32)4
12.28

II.3I

10.04)4

890

882

873
866
854
S43
836

739

The time of the birds of Messrs. Eaton
and Hoffar was not taken.
The next race will l>e the event of the

sesteon, viz.. the fly for the diamond
badge given by Messrs. Voigt anrl Hass,
the manufacturing jev/elers of this city,
for the best average speed from 150 miles'
Mr. Ed. Voight, of this firm, is an ardent
pigeon lover, and besides his homers he
has quite a collection of high-class fan-
'a'Js- HoMiiR.

• .

The Hudson Homing Club.
The members of the Hud.son Homing

Club of Brooklyn tried the speed and
staying qualities of their young birds in
an interesting race from Philadelphia on
oil Sunday. The weather conditions were
fair, with exception of the wind, which
blew dead against the feathered messen-
gers. The first bird reported as having
entered his lofl arrived at the J. vS. Iver-
son coop at 2 o'clock, or in three hours.
The J. Ballard loft could record two
piegons four minuets later, and four of
the five birds entered by E. Riordan
cleaned their plumage in the home loft
at 2.10. One of Mr. Macintosh's birds
arrived at 2. 14. and all the rest of the
feathered tribe found their roosting place
during the afternoon.
The entries were : J. Ballard, 5 ; E.

Riordan, 5 ; J. L. Macintosh, 5, and J. 8.
Iverson. 5.

—Search for lice a-^ soon as von see the
young chicks drooping or do not seem to
eat their food with avidity. Then grease
such on the head, u ider the wings and
over the vent.
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SCRAPPLE.
Feedinfir Duokllngrs—Early Pullets.

Poultry in Small Yards—Tame
Your Fowls, Etc.

The following extracts are from the

petts offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for

alt kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thk Fancikrs' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we

therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

Early Pullets.

The young hens that have moulted

early and Ix-gin to show the rich glow of

health and blood in the couib, wattle and

face should Ije put together, or at least

separated from the main flock that are

backward in moulting and development.
These should receive extra treatment to

stimulate laying while eggs are high
priced, for with ordinary care, mixed and
crowded with old hens and immature
pullets, they may not lay till late in the

season.—Poultry Monthly.

Feed Inn: Duekllnifs.

We have been asked how to feed grow-

ing ducklings, and as our ex{>erience is

quite limited, having but once made the

kttenipt, and then with poor success, we
have copied the following from Marine
Farmer, as it indicates a knowledge of
the subject, viz

:

For rapid growth with ducklings they
must \te: confined iu small pens, and these

should l>e changed frequently, Ijefore the
ground is soiled. Plenty of gravel and
grass should be provided, for these are
necessary. The food should be stimu-
lating, yet proportioned to the strength
of the digestive organs of the creature.

Bread or cracker crumbs soaked in milk,
with a small quantity of finely dropped,
hard-boiled eggs, should form the food
for the first day or two. Then add
cooked vegetables, also a mixed grain
ration, oats, wheat, corn, with a little lin-

seed and meat scraps. Nearly every
breeder has a system of his own, which
he finds most valuable. Corn meal is not
a good foo<l for ducklings, save when
used in a combination. It is too heating
and irritating. Take thirty pounds each
of corn, shorts and oats, and grind to-

gether, and add five per cent of linseed
and five of meat scraps. Mix a portion
of this with skimmed milk and cook
thoroughly, and after twenty-four hours
pound or grind, and feed dry or mixed
with cooked vegetables, especially tur-

nips. The thorough cooking of food is

a benefit to the tender ducklings, though
adding nothing to its nutritive value.
Give milk to drink, and fresh water.
Feed regularly and ofte;;, but allow noth-
ing to remain and sour in the pens or
dishes. Try this and report results.

Fresh fish is good for growmg ducks or
chicks, but should l)e cooked and mixed
with the other food. The trouldes ar-

rive from excessive feeding, or improper
feeding of a single element to the exclu-
sion of others.—Poultry Keeper.

Poultry IIouHes.

Persons contemplating building or ar-

ranging poultry houses are often at a

loss to know how to arrange them, and
while they do not care to build thqse

which require great expenditure, still

they want something convenient.
The very cheapest house, and one

which will fill all the requirements is one
story, with a shed roof, lined with roof-

ing paper, and boarded up and down with
match boards or "ship stuff," and in size

suitable for the number of fowls intended
to occupy it, allowing about eight or ten
square feet of floor room for each fowl,
so that a stall or coop eight by ten feet

would accommodate ten fowls.

It is also quite an advantage to have a
passage way through the bouse, if more

than one coop be required, which would
be at least three feet wide. The house
should be situated, if possible, so as to

front south or southeast, and in that case

the passageway would be next to the

rear. The windows in frotit should be
of good size, at least one to each coop,

so as to furnish sufficient light. Doors
from each coop alK>ut twenty-eight or

thirty inches wide should open from into

the passageway.
A house of this character would be

al>out eleven feet wide, and in length de-

pending on the number of coops—if two,
twenty feet, or if three, thirty feet, and
so forth.

The roof for such a house may be quite

flat, and if covered with Neponsett roof-

ing, it would l)e cheap and durable.

The floors may be of earth or boards,

as the builder may desire, but if of earth,

it should be raiseil up high enough to pre-

vent water running in or unde. it.

The partitions should be boarded up at

least two feet, or two and a half feet, ac-

cording to the breed, and the balance may
be of the ordinary wire netting which is

now sold at a very low price. The nests

may be so constructed as to be opened
from the pass.'igeway without entering
the coops or pens, underneath the wire
partition. Perches may be movable or
stationary, the former being preferable
for the purpose of removal and cleaning.

We offer this plan as the simplest, and
yet it will answer every purpose of the
bree<ler and Fancier.—Americau Fan-
ciers' Gazette.

Fowls and F^jurs for Market.

In raising fowls for market flesh is the

first consideration. Select therefore a

breed which will make the greatest growth

in the shortest time and l)e of good

quality for the table. Select according

to the requirement of your own special

market and your fancy—Langslians,

Brahmas, Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes,
Javas or Oorkings. These varieties, with
their crosses, are hardy and, if intelli-

.1 f- .1 -•*-.;.. ., I -:— - .,« 1..
KOILIV icu, aLLctlii a iaij^\. ai^v. at. an VAiiv

age. The Wyandotte just now is a popu-
lar fowl, the silvers, goldens and blacks
all having enthusiastic admirers ; the
white Wyandottes are also receiving high
praise from their advocates. It is

claimed that they are not only ornamental
in the yards and toothsome of flesh, but
good layers as well. The dark Brahmas
are classed by many l>reeders as the best

of the Brah«iia varieties.

With careful management there is none
of our small industries that is more
profitable than raising eggs for our city

markets. When eggs alone arc desired

the fowls selected should be Leghorns,
white-faced black Spanish, Minorcas or
other laying breeds. Avoid the com-
mon mistake of giving too much stimu-
lating food. Bear in mind the elements
that enter into the composition of an
egg and feed accordingly. Oats, wheat
and barley are all good for eggs, with
just enough corn to supply the proper de-

gree of heat. A sudden change from one
kind of grain to another will often stop
hens from laying for a short time, as will

sudden change of any feed. Whole
corn, l)eing hard to digest, should \ie

given very sparingly to laying pullets.

Supplement the food of laying hens with
an occasional reli.sh of ground l>one,

chopped meat and charcoal.—American
Stock-Keeper.

Tame Your Fo'wls.

The poulryman who treats his fowls by

gentle movements and kindness both in

handling and feetling, gains great ad-

vantage if they are placed on exhibition

or shows them to visitors in the yard
over those who are negligent in this re-

spect. They should not be unnessarily
handled, but when it becomes important
or desirable to do so, they should l)e ap-
proached gently and not suffered to be
frightened or hurt. Every movement iu

the house and yard should be mmlerate
and gentle, <loors and gates opened cau-
tiously and without great suddenness.
Those designed for exhibition should be
placed in small, clean runs for a few days
prior to the show and accustomed to be
approached and handled, aud it will be
surprising how rjuickly they will tame
down and even allow themselves to be
handled without fluttering or cackling.
There is no greater nuisance to a poul-

try judge than a wild, fluttering fowl, as

such a specimen loses its shape, cocking
up its tail, crouching down, raising up
its feathers on the back of its neck,
crooking its legs ready to plunge against

the bars that confine it to the danger of
the face and eyes of the person handling
them, to say nothing of showering the
heads and clothing of those standing
near with the straw, sawdust, dirt and
filth which may be in the coop. To ex-

pect a man, no matter how old and ex-
perienced he may be in the business, to

accurately score such a specimen is sim-
ply nonsense, for he can't do it.—Ameri-
can Fanciers' Gazette.

Dlsetuse of Youniur Turkeys.

It is not easy to rear young turkeys up

to the time when their heads begin to

get red. At this period for some reason

the young birds are exceedingly tender,

and exposure to a sudden shower or to

continued damp weather will kill them
easily. They are also most susceptible
at this age to the throat thread worm or
gape worm, and this carries off a large
number. To save the young birds it is

advisable to keep them cooped up until

the grass is free from dew in the morn-
ings, to keep the coops on clean, fresh

ground by moving them frequently. If
they gape and snuffle .give a few drops of
turpentine in their food, which should be
crashed corn, rye and shreds of fresh
meat. Turkeys consume many in.sects

and require some animal food when in

confinement.—New York Times.

Habits of Peafowl.

Peafowl have much the same habits as

turkeys. They both belong to the galli-

naceous tribe of birds of which the com-
mon fowl is a member. The full-grown

peafowl is as large as a turkey and its

flesh is as gootl eating. The feathers of
the peacock are quite valuable. The
feeding of these birds is the same as that
of the turkey, and the voung ones are
..-~, -i:nc— 1* *^ 'r^i,- 1, , » !

made by the peacock and its savage
cruelty to other fowls are reasonable ob-
jections to their keeping on farms. The
cost of a pair of peafowl is about |io.

—

New York Times.

Selection of FoavIs.

Stephen Beale, the noted English

breeder, says that for quality of flesh

he would select Dorkings, La Fleche,

Creve cceurs, Indian games aud old Eng-
lish games in the order named, and for
hardiness Indian games and games. He
also says that those who go in for breed-
ing table fowls for the market would do
well to study the question of crossing,
for by this means greater size can be ob-
tained and the softer flesh of the Dorking
or the French engrafted on the game
and Indian game. To these he suggests
the following cros,ses : Indian game-Dork-
ing, Indian game-French, game-Dorking,
and gaine-p-rench. Indian game-Lang-
shan makes a good cross where the Dork-
ing is too delicate for the place.

Poultry In Hiiiall Yar<ls.

To the readers of the Parmer who live

in cities and villages I wish to say that an

unbounded range is not strictly neces-

sary in order to succeed with poultry, but

if an 'inlimited range is not a necessity,

it certainly is a convenience, and where
fowls are confined to close quarters their
owner must be familiar enough with their
habits to know what is essential to their
health, and be willing to supply their
wants with promptness and regularity

A constant supp'y of fresh, clean water,
and clean, dry, well-ventilated roosting-
places are absolutely necessary to the
health of poultry, and perhaps the neg-
lect of these two important matters de-
stroy more fowls than all other causes
combined. They are left to eat snow,
drink from filthy puddles, or do without
water, and the roosting places, through
neglect, become harbors for vermin, and
the wonder is that so few fowls die.

Lime and vegetable food are also neces-
sary if hens are expected to produce eggs.
I think old mortar is one of the best
forms in which lime can be furnished.
Cabbage leaves, raw potatoes, and clover
are convenient forms of vegetable food.

Bits of fresh meat and all kinds of table

scraps are highly relished by hens at all

times.
Last summer I kept six Plymouth

Rock pullets and one cockerel in a yard
only about two rods square, and during a

confinement of ninty days they furnished

360 eggs, an average of four each day, and
this satisfactory result was attained by
judicious feeding, by keeping them from
vermin, and attending to their wants and
comfort. Without these you needn't look

for profit from your fowls.—Indiana Far-

mer.

Itlieumatlsm In Fowls.

Rheumatism is chiefly of an articulate

nature, affecting the limbs and especially

the toes. It assumes an acute and chronic

form. Professor Hill, English veterin-

ary surt,eon, who has had long experi-

ence in diseases and post mortem exam-

inations of fowls, recommends warmth,

drj-ness, stimulating ajiplications, mild
aperients, alteratives and alkalies in

treatment. Immediately the complaint
is detected, the affected parts should be

immersed and held for some time in

warm water, afterward dried, rubbed with

brandy or whisky and wrapped with a

flannel bandage, lint, cotton or wool.

Haifa teaspooiiful of F'psom salts should
afterward be given and the patient placed

in a dry, warm j)lace aud be allowed
warm, soft 1 ut unstimulating food, in

which a pinch of bicarlwnate of soda
should l>e mixed twice daily or a few
grains of chlorate of potash. In severe

cases hot poppy fomentations and the

joints dressed with Ijelladonna, colchium
and salicylic acid are frequently useful,

as also doses of calomel antl opium.
After the complaint becomes chronic it

is hard to cure and not worth while doc-

toring.—Ohio Poultry Journal.

Japanese Bantams.
Pets of all kinds will be in demand as

long as there are persons to enjoy them

and to take pleasure in breeding and

rearing them and having them al>out the

place. For years bantams of different

kinds have been bred and kept as pets,

and breeders have given them so much
care and attention of late years that the

different breeds are greatly improved in

all features and characteristics which go

to make bantams desirable and valuable.

Japanese bantams came to us through
England. They differ from our ordinary
bantams in their high single combs, very
dumpy looking bodies, and tail, which is

long and carried upright, touching the
neck where the curve inclines forward,

and this with their sword-like shajie give
the birds a unique and pleasing appear-
ance. They are quiet and less pugnacious
than other bantams. The hens are very
good layers and mothers.

Being comparatively scarce there is lit-

tle choice shown in mating them. But
if the fancier is fortunate enough to have
birds to select from he should choose a
cock of good carriage, with short, yellow
legs, drooping wings with black flights,

body white ; tail erect with long black
sickle feathers showing white shafts

;

comb large and upright, with moderate
serrations, and wattles long and red. As
very short, yellow legs are an essential

characteristic of the Japanese bantam, the
hen should l>e carefully chosen in that
respect, with drooi)iiig wings, black
flights, white body, ai'd tail large, erect

and fan-shaped. The hen's comb is

twisted ; it seems to naturallj' grow that

way. The mansard tail in some cuts is

evidently overdrawn.—Ohio Poultry Jour-
nal.

Brazilian l>iu'ks

Brazilian ducks are really a cross be-

tween the colored and white Muscovy
ducks, but surpass either in weight. I

saw one drake that weighed close to fif-

teen pounds. The ducks, however, are
very small in comparison to the drake.
Brazilian drakes crossed on Pekin ducks
produced monslerons birds. Brozilians

are very good eating, and were the ducks
as heavy as the drakes, would be ex-

tremely profitable to raise. They are
great foragers, aud fly readily over large

buildings. They eat less than any other
I
breed provided they have a range.
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r.AMENT OP A MOCKING BIRD.

Silence—instead of thy sweet song, my bird.

Which thro' the darkness of my winter days
Warbling of summer sunshine still was heard—
Mute is my song, and vacant is thy place.

The spring comes back again, the fields rejoice,

Carols of gladness ring from every tree
;

But I shall hear thy wild triumphant voice
No more my—summer song has died with thee.

What didst thou sing of? Oh, my summer bird !

The broad, bright, brimming river, whose swiR
sweep

And whirling eddies, by thy home are heard,
Rushing, resistless, to the calling deep.

What didst thou sing of? Thou melodious sprite !

Pine forests, with smooth russet carpels spread.
Where e'en at noonday dimly falls the light.

Thro' gloomy blue-green branches overhead.

What didst sing of? Oh, thou jubilant soul

!

Kver-fresh flowers, never-leafless trees.

Bending great ivory cups to the control
Of the soft-swaying orange-scented breeze.

What didst thou sing of? Thou embodied glee !

The wide wild marshes with their clashing
reeds

And topaz-tinted channels, where the sea
Daily its tides of briny freshness leads.

What didsl thou sing of? Oh, though winged
voice !

Dark, bronze-leaved oaks, with silver mosses
crown 'd.

Where thy free kindred live, love and rejoice.
With wreaths of golden jasmine curUiu'd

round.

These didst thou sing of, spirit of delight

!

From thy own radiant sky, thou quivering
spark !

The.se, thy sweet southern dreams of warmth
and light.

Thro' the grim northern winter drearand dark.

—Fanny Kemble in Temple Bar.
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screaming and dinning into my ears.
" 'Tis the early bird that catches the
worm."

In this state it is forbidden to trap or
sell mocking birds ; I think the penalty
for each ofieuse is |20, but I am not sure.
My little sons ouce caught in a day nine
mocking birds, full growu, by hanging
nets over the grape vines, intending to
ship them north to friends. They lived
over three weeks in a large cage to-
gether, eating an immense quantity of
worms

; then, the boys going away to
attend school they died within a day or
two, although a little sister was very
diligent in feeding them. The mocking
bird requires a terrible amount of worm
for his breakfast.

It is a negro superstition that the pa-
rent bird poisons the birdlings when
caged. On the contrary, the parent bird
employs every spare moment feeding the
young up to the time when, Ijcing iu the
nest, they should have flown

; then,
realizing that it is all in vain, and the
poor birdlings are doomed captives, the
parent bird, with a wrench, tears itself
away, leaving its offspring to the tender
mercies of their jailer. Now, if said
jailer does not "get up and get" death
will in a day or two relieve him of his
charge. Starvation does the work mostly

;

also irregular feeding and stuffing.
Mark Twain says : "Dum a dog, any-

way." Sul)stitute English sparrow for
dog and I heartily endorse the saying.
The sparrow is very destructive to crops,
and not as good as crow on worms.—Sal
Volatile, South Carolina.

THE MOCKING BIRD.

XAAVitt TTo To J \'\m*^ <*% 0<^.*4.l, ^-^

Una—Superstition About Him.
From the New York Sun.

In the York Pennsylvauian I find an
article of yours on the mocking bird, aud
tender you my thanks for your defense
of our game little songster. He is all

your fancy painted him, and more, too.

He is a perfect Southron, game, irascible,

.saucy and daring to the extreme
; but he

cannot bear adversity or captivity. Full
of elan, he lacks the stayiug power.
Transfer him from his native heath aud
his name is uo longer MacGregor. It is

a burning shame that the negro of Louis-
ianna cannot find a better mode of earn-
ing his livelihood than by the trapping
of mocking birds. Surely on the sugar
and rice fields of Louisiana, Cuffee
should find something to do more profit-
able to himelf and less injurious to the
state that feeds him.
The mocking bird subsists on worms,

berries, grapes and such like, eating no
grain, and is a faithful henchman to the
farmer and gardener. He is some on
grapes, but cannot go the Scupperuoug,
which IS the only paying grape we grow
here on the coast of South Carolina. I

have tried grapes here near the sea and
find the atmosphere too humid. The
vines grow luxuriantly at first, bearing
profusely the second, third aud perhaps
the fourth year, then dying out, generally
destroyed by the roller worm, which
eatmg off all the leaves before the grapes
are ripe, exposes the vine to our scorch-
ing sun. The roller, so far as I have
seen, does not attack the Scuppernoug
aiKl that grape is too big and tough to
swallow—for the mocker. I counted
once while sitting on a small veranda ten
by ten square, fourteen mocking birds
robbiug my Le Nord or Lincoln and
Hennosa grapes. They would not be
<lriven off, and I contemplated shooting
tnem but knowing that the roller worm
would sooner or later whip me out, con-
cluded to let the birds live—the charm-
ing little songsters, who on a summer
"ight in the clear moonlight frolic all
over the roof of the farm house, makiuKmom hideous with their rollicking fun •

Breeding Rabbits.

No doe should be allowed to breed till

it is twelve mouths old ; the buck should
be a month older. Both buck and doe
should be in good condition, constitu-
tionally strong and healthy ; the female
should be gentle and docile, they mak-
ing the best mothers ; the male cannot
be too vigorous, or bold. Take care,

whatever species of rabbit you are desir-

ous of producing, that the parent rabbits
have the marking and other "points" of
excellence essential to a Fancyor prize
rabbit ; it may be that they may not,

both of them, be perfect in this respect

;

but if they have the "poinU" between
them, or, in other words, if either of
them be deficient in some point, and the
other, particularly the buck possess the
required qualification, you need not be
afraid of the result ; for it is rare indeed
that both buck and doe are iu every re-
spect perfect. In fact, it is better that
they should differ a little, for instance,
iu the coloring of the skin ; in one of
them it may be darker or lighter ; or
some of the "points," as the ears or dew-
lap in one may not l>e so fully developed
as in the other, yet the progeny may Ije

good. The buck, indeed, should be the
most perfect. Health is the principal
consideration and this is evinced by their
appearance. Their fur should be fine and
look glossy, their eyes bright and spark-
ling, and their dung very dry, round and
hard. Be sure also that the buck aud
doe are not at all related

; in-and-in
breeding is never good, but has a certain
tendency to deterioration, and is pro-
ductive of weakness in the off-spring.
The two parents should always be from
different straius or families, or success
will be very doubtful.

—A cat out in Ohio has a pronounced
fondness for hunting, aud since May 15th
(according to a record kept by her owner)
has caught and taken home '42 rabbits, 5
quails, 30 mice, 4 rats, 5 sparrows, i yel-
low hammer, i flying souirrel, i yellow
bird, 2 larks, 2 wrens and 2 turtle doves.

—In a little country house in the Land
o' Cakes was a fine illustrated family
Bible, and on its emliellished pages were
pictures of cherubim, which the children
often gazed at with mingled wonder and
reverence. One day two of the boys
stole away with their father's gun,and an
owl sitting blinking in a wood was easily
brought down by the elder of the pair.
When the younger boy ran up to the
place, the wounded owl had fallen among
the long gra.ss, so as to show only a head
with two glaring eyes and a pair of wings.
\Yith a startled look he rushed back to
his brother, exclaiming, "Eh, Jock, we're
in for't noo

; ye'v shot a c/ierubim."

THE SILVER QRBY RABBIT.

Remarkable for Its Beauty and
Many Peculiarities.

Carnegie's "Practical Game Preserving."

This species has attracted considerable
attention of late as a medium of rabbit
raising which promises l)oth s\K>rX and
profit. That it is possible to substitute
the silves grey for the wild rabbit is cer-
tain

;
for not only has it lieen tried, but

the results have been eminently success-
ful. The breed known to fanciers as the
silver grey, and to warreners and game-
keepers as a blue rabbit, is a variety of
the common species. At its birth it is

invariably wholly black, and after six
months it has generally attained the col-
or which originates iU name. The fur is

remarkable for its beauty and also for

certain peculiaritites, as it is composed
of three lengths of different hues ; the
outermost, or longest hairs, should, we
believe, in a correct specimen be white
with black tips, but it is very often en-
tirely of one or the other color, produc-
ing a consequent variation in the actual
shade which the fur appears to be to the
eye. The second, or middle, length of
hair is of slate color, and is visible on the
surface of the animal's coat; furthermore,
it varies so little in shade that the devia-
tion is quite unnoticed. The innermost
and shortest hair is of a brownish light
blue, and is only viewed when one blows
into the fur and discovers the skin. In
length, the fur is about the same as that
of the wild rabbit, but of very fine texture,
feeling very soft and glossy to the hand.'
Of course, when seeking to introduce

this breed in a warren, some limit less
than that of the place must be put on
their peregrimations, else they would be-
come dispersed over the whole extent of
trround, and the result would hf vi^rv 11;;-

certain. The most advisable plan would
be to enclose about five acres of ^ood
ground, that would be sheltered, dry, and
in all respects well suited to the tastes of
ordinary coneys. Into the enclosure the
quantity of those turned down should be
placed at intervals. That is to say, ifone
intends dispersing some hundred silver
greys, the plan which would most obvi-
ously commend itself would be to turn
away one-fourth, and see how they ac-
commodate themselves to their new style
of life, and to the particular locality
chosen for their first acquaintance with a
wild existence. If they seem contented
and take to their condition satisfactorily,
it is well. After about a fortnight an
addition of the remainder may be made,
and as soon as the whole appear to be at
home, the restrictions upon their move-
ments may be withdrawn, when they will
soon spread out, mingle with the wild
members of their trilje, and in a very
short time be making their existence felt
by numerous additions of future blue
rabbits.

If the ground be not very productive,
it may not be unadvisable to provide
them at first with a little extra food, in
the shape of cabbage, lettuce, etc., which
may be discontinued as soon as the re-
strictions on their movements are re-
moved, when hunger will show the
whereabouts of a greater abundance than
they are able to obtain in the neighbor-
hood of their burrows or forms.

If the ground available be extensive,
it would not lie at all unpractical to
utilize the fencing several times over at
different parts of the proposed warren,
and so divide the silver greys turned
down amongst various portions of the
place

; when, one part being unfavorable,
the others run a chance of being more
suited, particularly if the various spots
chosen offer opposite characteristics of
soil and covert. Of course wire netting
is the only kind of fence applicable, and
certainly could not be improved on. As
to cost and quality we cannot do lietter
than recommend application to some of
the well-known firms for quotations and
samples.
How to obtain a sufficiency of silver

grey rabbits is a question not easy to
answer in a satisfactory manner ; for,
although there are, no doubt, hundreds
obtainable, the price asked would be
ruinous, as they are unmistakably a fancy
rabbit, and fanciers value their live stock
pretty highly. We should think, how-

ever, the best way would be to advertise
for a supply, making the proviso that
they be silver grey rabbits and nothing
more, endeavoriug to obtain, if possible
an equal number of bucks and does'We would resolutely reject any but
healthy, good looking, young specimens
all the claptrap as to the superiority of
worn out, diseased old ones, to the con-
trary. The price would range,we should
think, between two shillings and three
shillings apiece. If, owing to costliuess,
the uumber obUined be too small to ef-
fect any marked result among the wild
rabbits when turned down, other means
may be taken to secure a sufficiency.
There may, however, be warrens of silver
greys already existing, and no doubt by
a little inquiry, one could obtain a good
quantity. In any case, breeding could
be resorted to the first one or two years,
and as the silver grey is nearly as pro-
lific in confinement as the "real old sort"
in its unrestricted state, the process would
be expeditious and inexpensive.
As to the market there may be for the

skins of "blue" rabbite, we believe the
price varies from three to six times
that of common wild rabbits. There are
special demands for silver grey rabbit
skins, aud communication with consum-
ers through some trade journal would
secure a good price.

It may be remarked that silver greys,
when turned down into rabbit warrens,
eventually degenerate into what are
termed "millers," the longest of the
hairs being uniformly black, while the
color of the fur acquires a sort of half-
and-half hue, neither grey nor blue, but
partaking more of dirty slate color. At
other times, but less frequently, the
white of the outer hair takes an entirely
white hue, and the result is a "mealy."
The name sufficiently indicates the color
of the fur. The cause of deterioration of
the rabbit's coat is obviously in-and-in
breeding, which has to be carefully
avoided if one would maintain the char-
acter of the newly-introduced stock

;and in order to prevent the occurrence of
onvr a„/.l. «*..fr^........4 _„....>. - r . . «—J -—*-** «..wx>,.«Av* Avauik a iivrsu luau
must be introduced about every two
years. One curious fact about silver
greys is that nine times out of ten a cross
between a wild rabbit and a silver
grey results in silver grey produce, and
that these latter exercise as marked an
influence on subsequent protluction As
a wild rabbit, the silver grey so-called
loses its most marked hue—namely, the
silver sheen, to a considerable extent,
and becomes nearer to what warreners
call the "blue" color. The fineness of
the fur and its other notable characteris-
tics remain unimpaired.

The Love Bird.

These beautiful little birds are about
the size of a sparrow. There are two
kinds, the common love bird and the
possuamia. The body of the common
love bird is of a rich green, the head is

bright red and the feathers in the tail
richly varied. Although unable to either
talk or sing, they are much admired for
the affectionate tenderness they appear to
have for each other, and from which
their name is derived. They soon be-
come reconciled, and are easily taught to
leave their cage and approach the break-
fast table, to receive that which they
have been taught to expect. Their sexes
are easily distinguished, the color of the
male being much richer on the head, and
his pinions are dark blue.
The possuamia differs from the com-

mon love bird in the absence of the red
feathers on the head and tail.

Bird Superstition.

If a chaffinch perches on your window
sill, beware of treachery. It was the
wren which aided Prometheus in stealing
the sacred fire of knowledge from beneath
Jove's throne in heaven. If you have
money in your pocket when you hear the
cuckoo for the first time, it is a good
omen, and you will have your pockets
well lined during the year. The black-
bird which crosses your road brings you
good luck.

Rabbits rarely breed well when the
buck and doe too closely resemble each
other, nor does it follow that the especial
characteristics of the pair descend to the
offspring. On the contrary, if often re-
peated they are most likely to degenerate.
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THE KENNEL
Coutluaed ftrom Paire 1U7.

certainly have been disqualified. Black
Diamond, in very poor coat, was placed
first over Sampson, with Napoleon third

;

the latter a trifle plain in head, but good
in bone, body and spaniel action, might
have won. Newton Ablxjt Farmer's
thick skull and light eye will always keep
him back in good company, workmanlike
dog as he is. Don C. is weak in head,
snipey in muzzle and light in eye. Lady
won well in field bitches, with Topsy
second, and Miss Ben d'Or third ; the
latter almost unrecognizable from her ac-
cumulation of flesh. Rabbi was alone in
the challenge class for cockers, and in
the open class for blacks Brock, a work-
manlike little dog of the field spaniel
type, was placed first. Roy Obo, second,
has good bone, body, le^ and feet, but
rather coarse head. Kildare, third, is
faulty in muzzle, has grand bone and
good body and coat. In bitches the
well-known Bessy W. came first, with
Novel, better in type but out of coat, sec-
ond, and Flossy W., a shade light in eye
and wide in skull, third. Woodstock
Birdie was in bad condition of skin and
coat. Bambo, a nice black and tan
puppy, won in the dog class (other than
black), and Trixy, also a black and tan,
a shade light in bone and heavy in whelp,
in the bitch division. Bambo won again
in the puppy class. Peppo, second, was
absent from his bench. George OIk),
third, is leggy and might have given way
to Judge Obo, not so leggy and quite as
good in head, eye and coat.

HOUGH-COATKD COI,I,IKS.

These classes were poorly filled, there
being no entries in the challenge cla.s.ses.

In open dogs Bonnie Stewart, a large,
handsomely marked white, black and tan
dog, was awarded first. His head and
ears are a bit coarse and his coat open,
but his good legs and feet, lx)dy and
color fairly entitled him to first place
over Laugh an, better in coat on sides and
quarters, but short and thick in head and
too smal] MoqIvii Dand" third v.'ss
entirely out of coat and should have been
kept at home. Mouey Musk, the win-
ning bitch, is a nice tri-color, not quite
flat enough iu skull, a bit open and soft
in coat ; rather a bad shower. Drurv,
the winning puppy, is leggy, light in eye
and soft iu coat, and vould have been
beaten by Lord Edward had he been iu
any kind of condition, having touch the
best head and texture of coat.

POODLES.
Dexter, the winner, has a wonderful

coat, a bit rusty in color and needs atten-
tion. Equal seconds were given Kava II
and Bruce, but as both are short of coat
and the latter's is of much the better
texture and color, he might have had the
place.

Nell won first in bitches
; close in curl,

good head and ear. Cora, second, is
small. Grisette is faulty in color and
coat.

BULL DOCS.
Harper was alone in challenge dogs.

Carishrooke, plain iu head, but improved
in Ijody, won by a walkover in open
dogs, and in the bitch class Dolly Tester's
better skull, muzzle and shoulders placed
her over Duchess of Palmer, good in
l)ody, loin and hindquarters, but plain in
head, pinched in muzzle, narrow chested
and legged.

BULL TERRIERS.
Challenge dogs, no entries. Starlight

was alone in the bitch class. In open
dogs Prince Bendigo won with some ease
from Wait for Me, very thick in skull
and wi<le in front. Third prize to White
Prince, a trifle short in head and faulty
in stern. Attraction won easily in bitches,
thanks to the conditionof coat and faulty
stern of Grove Duchess, a grand headed
hitch, who will render a better account
of herself when thoroughly fit. Miss
Gladstone, third, has a marked eye, has
gone a bit wiile and is long cast.

DACH.SHUNDE.
Feldmaiin K., first, is too prominent

over the eyes, but won easily from Duke
II, too light in bone and fine in stem.
Lina L., first in bitches, is a trifle coarse
in head and ear, but looks like work
Duchess, like Duke II, is too light iu
iKjue

; Gill is leggy and short of sub-
stance all over.

BEAGLES.
Little Duke had no opponent in the

challenge class. In the open dog class
first prize was rightly awarded to Joe,
rather plain in bead, l)ut good in body,
legs and feet, coat aud stern. Bross,'
second, is large, and must give the stand-
ard a close rub, besides he was shown
grossly fat and for this reason might have
given way to Priuceps, a workmanlike
little dog, a trifle plain lielow the eye.
Stormy, another from the Middleton
Kennels, is good in bone, botly, legs and
feet; a trifle large. Rock, v. h. c. is
light in bone, also in muzzle.

First prize in bitches went to June M.,
a bit long cast and a bad shower. Second
to Pearl of Hollywood, plain in head but
good in legs and feet, bodv. coat and
bone. Third to Romp, light'in bone aud
long-coupled. Queen of Hollywood, v.
h. c, and Sanky, h. c, are both light in
bone, the latter especially so. Racy, c,
has a very typical head but shows age
and is blind of an eye. Trueman, the
only puppy, is quite promising.

SMOOTH KOX TEKRlURS.
Splanger was absent, leaving Lucifer

to walk over for challenge honors, and
Diadem was the only entry in her class.
Open dog class introduced two new faces,
Starden's Jack and Blemton Victor II

;

the former a sturdy customer, quite wide
enough in front, with head and ears very
much like Reckoners, very profuse,
though dense, coat, good legs and feet,
wonderful back and loin, well-sprung
ribs and nicely set-on stern being his
principal characteristics. Victor II is a
very promising puppy, having a really
good head, small, properly carrie<l ears,
perfect front legs and feet, grand bone
and a coat of very ser\-iceable texture. In
l>ody he is light almost to weedincss, sug-
gesting the dainty feeder, while in loin
and set-on of stern he closelv resembles
his sire. Should he improve and fill out
in Ixxly and loin, which is reasonable to
expect, he will at no distant date turn the
table on his sturdier rival, who has un-
doubtedly seen his l)est day. Warren
Sabre, third, has fined down and im-
proved since the W. K. C. Show, where
he was third in the novice class. He
oflends slightly iu head, but in lK)dy.
t>one, legs, leet and coat he is excellent,
and it is a pity there is not more of him!
Hillside Mix, v. h. c, is thick and short
in head and heavy in ear ; doubtless a
nice little companion, but hardly up to
show form. The bitch class also brought
out two new ones, Elwr Nettle, a late im-
portation, and Warren Label. The for-
mer is a bit doggy in head and faultv in
front

; but her ears are small aud nicely
V-shaped, and her beautiful neck, body,
carriage of stern, good texture of co-it
and terrier character made her an easy
winner. Blemton Enid has so deterio-
rated in eye and expression that Warren
Label l)eat her easily for the place. The
latter is quite large' enough in ear and a
trifle too long in body, but her head, eye,
front coat and terrier character are very
much above the average. Warren Ino
would not carry her ears. The Detroit
Kennel Club's Flash, Spright and Jaunty
are not show dogs. Blemton Lavish and
and \Varren Jenny were absent. Blem-
ton Victor II had a walkover in pupiies.

WIRE-HAIRED FOX TKRRIKR.S.
Eskdale Broom, first, is very good in

front with a hard coat. He is wide in
skull and quite large enough in ear, but
has terrier character and is smart in the
the ring. Wentworth Wonder is thick
in head and full in eye. Nettle Topper,
the only bitch, is badly out of coat and
big in ear, and was not on the best of
terms with her handler.

IRI.SH TERRIERS.
Buniside walked over in the challenge

class and Breda Bill in the open. The
latter has a rather short but terrier-like
head and is cropped. In eye, coat, bone,
legs and feet and terrier cliaracter it will
be hard to find his equal.
Glencoe and Meadowthorpe Glen Ettle

represented the Scotch or "die-hard"
division, and the well-known Sir Stafford
was alone in Skyes. Daudie Dinmonts
had no representative.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER.S.
Buffalo General was the only entry in

the challenge classes. In the open dog
class Sir Wallace was place<l first over
two better dogs, The vScuator and Prince
The winner is thick in skull, full in
cheek, is minus several front teeth, lie-
sides lieing very wide in front and faulty
iu color and markings. The Senator has
a good head with strength of jaw and
good length from stop to end of nose, a

terrier eye, good neck and shoulders, is

fairly straight in bone as black and tans
go, has a symmetrical bodv and nice
stern. Added to this he has terrier char-
acter and good color and marking, and
although not in the pink of condition
should have won comfortably. Prince is

far better in head, front and color of tan
than Sir Wallace, and should have been
.second, although by no means a flyer. In
bitches Rcchelle Grit was placeil first,

for which she may thank her good con-
dition. She is short in head and faulty
in carriage of ear. Rochelle Nadjy, sec-
ond, is mean in head, light in body and
leggy. Buttercup is bad in color of tan
and deficient in markings, and was in no
respect the equal of Nanon, a bit wide in
front but much superior in head, color of
tan and terrier character to anything in
the class.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.
Toons Royal, the winner, is a rather

large dog with beautiful coat and color
but minus a tooth or two. Fishpool Gem
is a better size, is more even in body and
richer in tan than when last seen and has
jrowii more coat. Daisy and Venus, first
aud second in bitches, are from the same
kennel, which is uow securely at the
head of affairs in this dainty breed.

PUGS.

Bob Ivy was placed over Lord Nelson
iu the challenjje tlog class. Barring color
there is no point in which the latter does
not outscore the lucky winner. Bessie
was alone in the corresponding bitch
class. In open dogs the plain-faced
Cashier was given first and Sprake sec-
ond. The latter is a son of Kash and
bears a most striking likeness to his
grand little sire. Climax was not in his
l>est form as to co.'-t and condition and
had an affection of one eve, which prob-
ably set him back. He' will beat uiaiiv
that were placed over him when right.
Chequasset Ruby has nice little ears,
which lie does not carry correctly. He
lacks wrinkle and trace. Duke is large,
plain in head and smutty. Cassina won
easily in the bitch class from Lady
Thurmin, too long in muzzle and cut
away too mucii in lower jaw, stands wide
and is bowed in front. Banjo G., the
winning puppy dog, was in very bad
condition. The winning bitch, Mabel
K, has a nice .skull and wrinkle, good
eye and well-carried ears aud will bear
watching.

KING CHARLES SPANIEUS.
Toronto Charlie, the winner, is good

in eye, ear, color and coat and is very
small. In skull, depth of stop, shortness
of face and cushion he is inferior to
Bentrick, a strong, good-bodied dog, a
size too large and a bit curly in coat.
Jennie, the only bitch, is good in head
properties, a bit light in tan and out of
feather.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.
Italian greyhounds were a poor collec-

tion that deserves little or no <lescription.

WHIPPETS.
Three of these game and speedy little

dogs put in an appearance, first prize
going to Ben Bene, a very truly made
dog 111 hard condition that looked like
galloping and repeating if necessary.
Nellie Grey, second, is verj- much more
raking in head, eye and color but was a
bit soft in muscle.
The prize for the best litter of puppies

was won by a litter of pointers by Won-
derful Lad out of Devonshire Kit.

SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

Interestini^ Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

Special Correspondence.

The multiplicity of shows last week should
have afforded one plenty of scope for copy, but
so far nothing exceptional has come to hand,
and the many sparkling little items for which
one had been preparing have as yet proved de
cidedly flat.

Owners of moderate specimens no doubt
hailed the numerous exhibitions with delight, as
l>y judicious selection they were enabled to get
their dogs a notch nearer the challenge class. In
fact, two or three more weeks such as the one
at the be^nning of the month would see more
dogs eligible for the challenge than the open
class. So far this country has kept pretty free
from a plethora of second rate specimens fretting
out of their sphere, and it is to be hoped the
time is far distant when the .same cry is uttered
as has l>een in England of owners having good
second-rate dogs that are practically useless,
owing to the easy road which led them to the
"hupper succlc." However, whether the a.scent
be easy or not, owners can always postpone their
dogs suffering such a fate, at least so ft is in my
eyes.

I know many enthusiasts consider it "glori-
ous" to rush their dogs out of the open class as
sixin as pos-sible, and live in an uninterrupted
dream of ecstacy until the time comes for enter-
ing their champion elsewhere, then cold, re-
morseless reality stares them in the face, and
they have either to refrain from exhibiting or
court certain defeat, either alternative being
most distasteful. For my part challenge classes
should be- shunned just as much as should a
locality infested with mosquitoes, both havingan
irritant effect. In the first place the prize money
as a rule is less than in the more unpretentious
clas.ses, and unless one pcssesses a dog far supe-
rior to any of its kiiul. he either has to t)e
shelved altogether or play second fiddle. In the
one case he is s.ion forgotten, aud in the other
his prestige is gone, .so that, taken whichever
way one likes, his opportunities as a stud dog
are totally marred.

In England, before the eight-point rule became
established it was possible for a man to win a
dozen good specimens with from forty to sixty
pounds apiece fif/ore they gained a sufficient
number of wins to exclude them from open
classes, but after they had become ineligible for
the latter they were practically unsalable, their
marketable value being far below their real
wo rlh. For the.sc reasons I would advi.se exhib-
itors to be very chary before entering fairly gofxl
specimens at every opportunity that offers itself,
but by all means have a shy at the plugs and get
them in the higher grade as soon as possible, for
a list of wins is the only chance which can give
Oiem any sort of a reputation.

MISCELLANEOUS.

IvEG BANOS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

-Seamless, for youngster.s, every hand regis-
tered, each 2j<c. Open bands for old birds
each ic. In ordering name the variety of oieeon
on which the band is to be u.sed.

SETVD FOK SAMPLE.
MRS E. S. STARR, Box 29.S,

rHILADELHHIA, Pa.

THB
Pineland Incubators and Brooders
Are successfully used by hundreds of practical
pou trynien. They are endorse.1 bv the Icadinif
poultry experts. The Imub.ilors arc the most
durable, economical and simple on the market
Absolutely sflf-i ,-)iulati,i,;

.

The Ilromif, s are hot water top heat. All sizes.They lead all others. Send for our mammoth
catalog lie.

EVEHVTIIINO FOR THK POITLTRY YARD.
Address,

PINKLAND INCUBATOR CO.,
7^"9 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Last week time did not permit me to send any
pars, on the Wilmington show, and I trust it
IS not even now too late in the day. It was an
unpretentious little show, but quite in accord
with what one would have expected from its un-
assuming premium list. Still there was more
talent present than one could have hoped for
Messrs. Winslow, Watson, Leslie, Lacey, Kirby
Jarrett, Haldeman and others not being likely to
permit matters to assume a lugubrious air. Then
Mrs. Smith, the proprietoress of the well-known
Alpine Kennels, graced the show with her pres-
ence, so that take it all in all quite a cozy little
gathering was present.

One or two of the top sawyers were to be seen
on the bench, Scolilla, in challenge collies be-
ing a host in himself, and Roslyn Wilkes was
awarded his last open class win. Many may
question the policj of showing such a real grand
one at Wilmington when he had only one more
open first to secure, esi)ecially after niy previous
remarks, but there was a method in Jarrett's
madness which can lie explained by the fact that
he has The Squire and another smasher who still
exist under the pale of the unassuming sphere
.so that there could be no sense in keeping
Wilkes back, when by doing so he could in all
probability have to plav second string to the
gentlemanly Stjuire.

At this show (Wilmington) Wilkes wasdecided-
!y out of coat, which U> mv mind showed hiiii off
to great advantage, as his lack of jacket brought
out in a markeil degree his grand shape and
beautiful outline. How he would compare with
Scotilla and others of the Chestnut Hill heroes
I approach with timidity, but in my opinion
(which. I would remind readers if it does not oc-
cur to them, is in a collie man's ideas unworthy
of any consideration), he is as goo<l as any of
then if one except The Squire. His expression
to mind is one of the sweetest without lacking
intelligence that could possibly be iinaginc<l and
as for his shoulders and general conformation
they are the beau ideal of freedom and activity'
From the above remarks it will be inferred I ani
stuck on his Wilkeship, and stuck on him I amTo a specialist's eye he may lack all those attrac-
tions with which I accredit hiin, but I am not
iint)ue<l with the art of distinguishiiig tlio.se
technicalities which only fall to the lot of themore favored specialist.

Leaving eulogies of Roslyn Wilkes on one side
I have still a few remaining to lavish on one ortwo specimens that appeared. The most im-
portant to receive recognition being a young
smooth fox terrier that Mr. Helmont brought
out, 1 his youngster was a pleasant surprise,
l>eing a real smart one, and even good enough
to attract the attention of the hypercritical on the
other side. He is a son of Dusky Trap, and
though somewhat r. sembling his sire in general
characteristics, to my mind he is worth a hun-
dred of what the latter was at his age. He has a
strong varmint head and punishing jaw with
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enough bone of good formation, nicely-placed
clean shoulders, a beautiful set-on of stern and a
grand topped one, his coat being hard and dense
At present he is a little light in ribs, but this
will, of course, improve with age. Many fan-
ciers may not like the small speck of blue on one
of his eyes, but it is so small that it does not in-
terfere with his expression one little bit aud if
his head does not go with age, he should become
quite a high class winner for his owner.

Blemton Rubicon made his appearance in
challenge dogs, aud since I last saw him at
Boston his skull has fined tremendously and he
looked more like his dam than ever. Fred
Kirby, as usual, caused amusement in the ring
especially when he brought in a good-shaped
bull dog that was all out of condition, and who.se
color no one could determine with certainty.

The special for the best pointer, which lav be-
tween Brake, Tempest and Belle Randolph look
Dr. Glover until almost nightfall Ijefore he could
determine which was the best of the three In
fact, It is firmly believed that had it not been
for Brake's appealing look as the moon was fast
appearing the recipient of the ribbon would still
remain envelo|)etl m the thickest clouds of mys-
tery. ^

^r iiiiportant change has lately been affected

"]^.?^.?.'^"i''^?'^i,"' ^ I-ncy, the popular editor
of the 1 iirf, I-ield and Kami, he having resigned
his position on that paper and accepted an en-
gagement with Forest and Stream. That the
latter paper is the gainer there can be no ques-
tion and the management of the Turf will nodoubt regret that they have let this gentleman
leave thci.i after he is thoroughly ensconsed in
the editorial chair of the oldest doggy paper in
the couiitrv. Several names were mentioned asbeing likefy to fill the vacancy, but up to thetime of writing I have gathered nothing definite
Perhaps Uncle Dick, who I hear had one munifi-
cent offer just lately, will now feel inclined to
appreciate the lavish wealth which was to be be-stowed on his abilities. Bkittle
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INCUBATORS.

Prairie State Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,
76-127 Chester Co., Pa.

DOGS.
Advertisements wilAout display inurttd under

Ihts headingJor t centspet wordfor each insertion.

Bloodtaounda.

IMPROVED EXCELSIOR IHCUBATOR

M l«M OMt tfaui WIT other h»teh«r n£!vi
te torUlna OMt. €»b. ILn^uf«£i«Ml!L

DOr.S CROSSING THE OCEAN.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : A correspondent to a contempo-
rary, " J. W.," has stated that an ocean voyage
usuallydoescausea bitch to be late in coming
into her approaching season. My experience
leads me to believe that it depends upon the
character of the animal. Meersbrook Maiden,
who was due to season last May. crossed the
ocean to England in April, and as yet has shown
:ic r.igns o. htr pciiuu, piubauiy having skipped
it entirely. She is of a highly nervous and sen-
sitive nature, and no doubt the leaving home aud
friends worried her greatly.

In contrast to this case is that of one of my rc-
cint importations, Bloomfield Madge who, after
a two weeks' voyage to this country, arriving
here July 31, early showed signs of her period,
and was .served to the Senator, August 26. This
bitch is the other extreme in nature to the
Maiden, being rather indifferent to surroundings
and a sort of not-care-whether-school-keeps-or-
not disposition. This period was but about four
months from the time she gave birth to her last
litter of puppies. I question if an ocean voyage
has any more to do with delaying the period in a
sensitive bitch than has anything that gives rise
to prolonged worrimeut. Once the nervous sys-
tem is upset, every organ in the body is to some
degree functionally impaired and many dogs will
get in bad condition after a voyage on this
account. Such was the case with Maiden after
reaching England, her coat coming out and skin
getting dry so that she was nearly three months
regaining her usual condition. I should like to
hear the experiences of others on this, to me,
very interesting question. 'Vours truly,

H. T. FooTK, M. D., V. S.
New Rochelle, N. y., Sept. 5, 1890.

^U^BLICATIONS.

'PJ^e |+omir\| 6xcf?an|e.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of 'TThe Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers " ti
per year. Address *

HOMINg EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

^OR SALE.—a choice litter whelped February
a by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Haven, Vt.

Bull Terriers.

FOR SALE.—The imported white bull terrier
Kingcraft, weight 40 pounds, by ChampionComo

;
none better in America, grand all

round, perfectly trained aud good house
dog

;
price $75. For further particulars ad-

dress E. F. Doty, 47 Wellington PUcc. To-
ronto, Canada.

CoUlM.

FR SALE.--Young stock from prize win-
ning blood. Prices reasonable. F. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del.

ORDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
J?J'

''"iiirose, by Champion Scotilla out ofChampion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II byManey Trefoil out of Luella, by Ma'ney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

YOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-
logue. Lake View Kenneli, Worcester."»"• 75-tf

Dob Trainers.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted^tttder

iMts headingfor t cents per wordfor each insertion

Bed Caps.

CHICKS FOR SALE.
Hammonton, N. J.

J. H. Drevenstedt,

Varioas.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS* GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs Poultry Pig-

eons, Ratibits, Cats, CaWes and Cage Bird's
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Lettersand Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports, Queries Answered by Specialists
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance)-One year, post free, United SUtes and Canada
%2.lO. '

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, Loudon E C
England. .

' •

DOGS TRAINED or prepared for field trials.
J. B. Stoddard, Concord, N. C.

<i9-tf

Engrllsb Maatlflb.

FR SALE —Registered stock, all ages. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. Berkshire Kennels.
Hinsdale, Mass. ygi^i

'

Fox Terriers.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
">B Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia

-pEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
-t ""'"?*' dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-tended four page Blanks, s cents each or so

cents per dozen mailed postpaid The
Fanciers' PublishingCo., 32 South Third St..
Philadelphia. Pa.

JOHN C. BEYER, Paducah, Ky
, breeder of

high-class poultry, light Brahmas, par-
tridge Cochins, brown Leghorns, black
Minocas, Houdnns, W. C. H. Polish whiteand barred Plymouth Kocks, white and
silver laced Wyaudoltes, Emerald geese
and Pekin ducks. Stock and eggs in sea-
son. Send for circular. t. 76.77

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets bill heads, price lists, sched^
uies, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 33 South Third St., Philade
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
•ng Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia. Pa.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserUd undet
this headingfor t centsper wordfor each insertion

)UPPIES FOR SALE BY CHAMPION SIRES
out of pnze-winning dams. Regent Ken-
nels, Catonsville, Md. b 78-84

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut IfiU kennels
Chertuut Hill, Philadelphia.

™»»^'».

Pugs.

Fantalls.

Pedigrees Printed

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCKKEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, &C.

It is the recognize<l English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the

riSViMi'?''^!'.™'.'^''
advertised in its columns.ANNUAL SUB.SCR1PTION, »3.I6,

Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

FINK PUPS ON SALE-Chequasaet Keunela
Lancaster, Mass. 7s-eow

kT"?-. l*i!5..
CIIEAP.-Golden fawn pugp bitch Kiddy, eight months old and over dis-

temper, out of Puss B—Kash, entitled to

l"^ ."I, ^,^f **• ^' "^^y fi"' specimen.
In stud. Lord Balto (15.5-5); Kash's best
son, first prize winner at last Baltimore
show

,
fee |io to a few approved bitches

laro nowliooking orders for puppies out
of Rustic Katti (13504) (out of^Ti-a-la-U-
Rustic King) and Dollie, sired by Lord
Balto George W. Wambach, No. 605 SPaca St., Baltimore, Md. s 78-it

GSORGB N. HOFFMAN, No. i West Fayette
Street, Baltimore, Md., has for sale a few
choice fantails in white, black and blue
Pairs and odd birds. Will exchange two
pairs of first-class blue fantails for two
white fantail hens, first-class, no culls. 76-78

JESSE M. RUTTER, Lawrence, Mass sells
typical Scottish shakers at 15 each and up-
wards. None better iu the fancy, b. 76-80

WHITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville, Ind. 6,.,f

Homlnir Ploeons..

O F THE VERY BEST strains, with longdl^
tance records. Selected young birds with
pedigrees for sale at J3 per pair. M. G.
Richardson, Milton, Mass. 77.78

Jacobins.

Setters.

-IN-

ATTRACTIVE FORM-
AT MODKRATE PRICES.

AT XHIS OFF^ICE.

INDIAN GAME
lioul.rly lnt«r«»ting. Band bIi oeaU

- ,
'°' • ooPJ Mention this paper.

C. L. »HAK0I8CO. . . . SATBK. PA,

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Moal. - - per loO lb. Bag S.-i.0O

'^Ih^iim, - . . ' tjoo " a <Mi

onlellTi."'" ^''* f"*^ '-'"l «"<' Sample., AIonlM-s shipped promply by freight on receipt of

C. H. DEMPWOI.F & CO.,
4»-93 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

GREAT SALE OF HOHERS.
IMPORTANT OFFER.

First come, first served
I am requested by Mr. Frances Whiteley ofNewark, N. J., to conduct for him by private

treaty a sale of his .surplus stcx:k homing pigeons
and am now prepared tooff^r to the flv^ng fancy
at low prices some 300 or 400 birds ofairages—
both trained and untrained. These birds are all
in prime condition and bred from Mr. Whiteley's
choice imported and own crack record stock
1 he name of Mr. Whiteley as a successful flying
fancier needs no endorsmeut, for his got>d work
during the past ten years speaks for itself.

It IS reasonable therefore that this is a golden
opportunity for young and old fanciers afike to
secure at ridiculously low figures some of the
blood that has made Mr. Whiteleys lofts famous
in America.

.^// correspondence will t>e conducted by meand to whom all inquiries must be made.
Intending purchasers would do well to visit

Mr. Whiteley's lofts and can do so by arrangine
a date with me for the purjKjse.
Those who cannot visit and make their pur-

chases in person should address me as to number
of birds required when I will advi.se as to orice
and other detail.
Address T. FRED GOLDMAN,

(Secretary Empire Citv Flying Club),
77-78 15 Suydani Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

FR SALE.-Sara C. by King Noble-Cricket
winner third, Setter Derby Central field
trials 1889. Address H. Clay Glover i2qj
Broadway, New York City. 55-tf

St. Bernards.

M
FOR SALE.-Pups by Berkshire Prince, reg-

istered and guaranteed. Berkshire Ken-
nels, Hinsdale, Mas.s. 7(4-81

ENTHON KENNELS, Ph«nixville, Pa
breeders and importers of St. Bernards. '

67-118

ST. BERNARDS. -Grandly bred; perfect
markings. Lake View Kennels, Worcester
Mass. ^jf

'

TWO HIGHLY BRED young dogs for sale
cheap ;goo<l size and bone. F.E.Lamb
Touawanda, N. Y. g 7^.7^

'

T• '^uJ"^''^.! Columbus, Ga. Importer
, and breeder of Jacobins. ^ 5^06

Swallows.

I A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
r. ™ore. Md., breeder of Swallows only, ofall

colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true lander
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

Varlons.

A ^.?y,i PpG .WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Somethinu
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of «
cents. Fanners' Publishing Companv «
South Third Street, PhiladeTphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The ffanciers' Pub-
»*J»ng Co.,32 South Third St., Philadel-

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O., breeder ol flying tumblersnd Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Turbits.

"ARRY ORR, Reading, Pa., breeder of
. I^:"?,"'!'*

**'"'' *'''* turbits exclusively
His birds took all the first and second pre-miums at New York .show held in Febru-

ary. They were owned by Mr. Gaviu. 75-83

w
Various.

A'

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.,O 44 tSc 46 DuANK St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. A TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes,
combs, bells, couplings.blank-
ets, whips and baskets for
dogs. Write tor caUlogue A.

POULTRY.
AdvertisemenU without display inserted under

this headingforicenUper wordfor each insertion.

ArtlHtH.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisbing C0.T3}
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Barred I>lymonth Rooks.

ON ACCOUNT OF MOVING, my entire yard
for sale. Thompson's strain. I. H. Dre-
venstedt, Hammonton, N. J.

LL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilson's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. ^

LOUIS HEPBURN, Cariisle, Pa. Write him
,

for cheap fancy pigeons. 7a.1t

PRINTING estimates given forcirculars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lisU, sched-
ules labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 3a South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

WRITE TO LEWIS HEPBURN, Carlisle,
Pa., for cheap fancy pigeons. 77-11

Lop Rabbits.

Brahmas.

B WARRINGTON, Hammonton, N. J
1^ twenty-five years a breeder of light Brah-

mas. All my breeding and exhibition stock
for sale at reasonable rates. b. 77-80

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners in Eng-
land. Fred Stahrer, 1*9 Abtnitt Stri-et,
Lawrence, Mas.s. 73-124

Artists aud Enfrravem.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, .Schtd'
ules, labels. Tags, Hr. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 3a South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schrelher ft
.Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to moke special t<ini«
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' lubR^hina
Co., ja South Third St., Philadelphia, fa.

w
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Homing Pigeons

DAN WILU/.MS. blue checker cock.

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.,

ALSO TAILKIl AND SOLID COLORS IN
OWI.3 AND TUKBITS.

Orders fo'- youngsters of 1890

will bo booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, PhiUtdelphia, Pa.

[SEPT. 13, 1890

JUSX Out.

**••*••*«««« PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS AUOPTKIJ HV THK

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Compi.kth De.scrihtion of thk
Krcognizku Varieties of Iickons.

CHARLES TAULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this oflfice on re-
ceipt of price.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

180

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

^0. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

inclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME „„

ADDRESS.

WITHOlf A SI.NGLE E.XCEPTION

THE LAR&EST STORE IN AMERIC/

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

SmWBUGE & CLOTllI

MARKET. EIGHTH and El BERT i'TS..

PIIIIiADELPIIIA, P.A..

—mn—
SPORTSMEN'S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGGS FOn HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. ^^r. vahle,
309 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADEILPHIA.
77tf

I AM NOT IN THE FIQEON BUSINESS,

but breed, for A FANCY , bigb class

FAXTTAZLS
In WMte, Blaci,

Red and Yellow,

^And have for aal
at till timea

Very Superior Birdu,

onexopllod In qual-
ity at ^2.00 "nch,
and up. Hatitfactlon
guarauteecL

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Bookcs.

Playing Cards.
Fisiiing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMAI^. FISH AND KKPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OH
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

Bv B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner of a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

PRICE $2.50.

Address

> PAMPHLET
ON

DOG . DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterlnai*>' 8u rsreon

,

71-83 I«»3 BUOADWAY, NEW YORK.

Fanciers' Pnlilisliing Conmany,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

TAKCN FROM LIFE

__ Amglad at all times to show mv stockDO NOT ANSWER PCS lAL CARDS.

H. C. NORTON,
r>. «_ o ». Germantown. Pa.Or 227 8n. Fourth St.. Phllada.

B. F. LEAVIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., P«.

AMERICAN KEXNEI, CliUB

Stud B^o^,
m'I"*" ^°I reK<»tfring in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZEUE.
the official monthly publication of the club, con-tains the judges' reports and certified prir.e listsof the different shows, stud Book rc-^strationsand numbers of each month's entries and allkennel news of an official character. Subscrio-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schraid & Sous,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRO FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OK ALL KINDS FOR SALE.
Send for illustrated catalogue and price listNo. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

My homers are tested as record birds and asparents of birds with records from 500, sjs and
700 miles. I have fiftypairsbfwell-Tnate^ birdsfrom the above stock of 1S89 hatch for sale Alsoyoungsters with Sporting Life bands. Can irivea clear pedigree. Send for Price List. ./J-^S

l+lsforj; and Descripfion

-WITH-

6AMX BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

l^eminiscences

OF THE

...FOX TERRIER...
BY

I^flwboN Lee,

EDITOR "THE FIELD."

IllusUtions by Arthur Wardle.

Second Edition. Pricb Postpaid, I1.50.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICB.

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
*»-Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and
MEDICINES for all canine diseases"COMMON SENSE OF DOn DOCTORlNf'

"

(Post free, 28c.).

^TP,*.nAf-\"^,l^I-r^SAI-LENGE POULTRY MEAL.rHE GKEAIhsr EGG PRODUCING FOODThe most Nuli-ilious and Digestible Food for Imv-
ing Hens and /vr getting all kinds uf

Rtiiltry into Show Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

l^nequaled for rearing E-irly Chickens

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.Reduces the usual heavy niorliility in real ing
Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
??""P..?'«*tf' per box .. 50 centf
Condition Paste per box .. 50 cenU
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poiiltrv and Pigeon Soap . per cake . 25 cents

fivnx'i^?^i"^^^^^: .
'^". particulars Jrom8PUA1 rs PATENT (America), I.,IMIT»D.

239-345 Bast 56th St., New York City. %^.^

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Columbarian Buf-

:S 'J^-.^-
j" ''?*."'^''"'?^*' '^''"culation and isthe best advertising medium of any paper inAmerica devoted exclusively to high-class, fancyand homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year

WORM POWDER
FOR DOGS.

ti by mail. MOORE BROS.. Albany, N. Y.

VOL. B, NO. 1 8.

1

WirOLK NO., 79.; PHILADELPHIA, SEPTEMBER 20, I89a f PER ANNirM, »».50.
I SINGLE COpV; 5o.

GROUP OF WHITE LANGSHANS.
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BENCH SHOWS. BENCH SHOWS.

THE SECOND
ANNUAL BENCH SHOW OF DOGS

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

CENTRAL CANADA EXHIBITION
WILL BE HELD IN THE

CITY OF OTTAWA, SEPT. 23, 24, 25, 1890.
For Premium List and other inTormatiou address

F. ARTHUR JACKSON, Secretary.
N. B.—For special priies see last week's sporting; papers. ^g.^^

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the followtng rates: One inch, single insertion,

i'-^^i ^*° f*^ '*« "fonth; tis for three months;
U8 for stx months, and tso for the year.

IN THE STUD.

JJOUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD

AT STUD

CASPER

FIELD TRIALS. FIELD TRIALS.

A. K. C. S. B. 14442.

pbdiorbe:

Sire, Champion f
Grand Sire, Pilgrim, 14067

Plinlimmon, E. 15050 ] r- j r, ^ ,^ ^ ( Grand Dam, Bessie, 13793

{Grand Sire,
Merchant Prince, 14742

Grand Dam, Chloris.

INDIANA KENNEL CLUBS'
FOURTH ANNUAL FIELD TRIALS,

AT BICKNELL, IND. BEGINNING NOVEMBER 3.
OPEN TO THE WORLD.

AU-Aged Setter Stake. All-Aged Pointer Stake, open to dogs that have never wona first prize man all-aged stake at any recognized field trial in America.
Purse entrance money less expense^ first. 50 per cent ; second. 30 per cent third ao ner centtlonal to gTl. Entries close October ,, .fl^o'. F^TfuASer pai^^Urr.dd?"^

Forfeit |io, with $20 additional to

T*** P. T. MADISON, SECY, Lock Box 4, IndUnapolis,Ind

FIELD TRIAL SPECIAL.

IRISH SETTER aUBSPECULS
^THE

IRISH SETTER CLUB OF AMERICA
Offer two special cash prizes of I125 and $7s for
the two best IRISH SEVTERS. rcgu'^rly entered
at the EASTERN FIKI.D TRIALS, either iu the
Derby or the All-A(fe<l Stake.
No special entry ig required to be made, but

the entries for the All-Age Stake close October i

.

J. W. DUNPHY, President.

MAX WENZEL, Secretary,

POULTRY SHOWS.

TV-oo

IN THE STUD.
AdverttsemenU inserted under this heading at theMkmnng raUs; One inch, singU insertion, fijo-

^40/or the month. Sis Jor three months; StSfor
ttx months, and Ssofor the year.

ILLARNEY

KENNELS

GBEAT INTER-STATE FAIB.

TRENTON, N. J.

Sept. 29 and 30, Oct 1, 2 and 3, 1890
^^Poultry Building doubled in capacity since Inst

lilBERAL, PREMIUMS.
...^'S^'L?r°'°''rU' "°^ carefully handled underthe direction of B. F. I^wis
For Prire List apply to

JOHN GUILD MUIRHEID,
^'** Secretary.

Dam, Effie .

FEB : : FORTY DOLLARS

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,
the following raUs: One inch, single insertion

t

fj-So; iS-io for the month; $is for three months
$39 for stx months, and S50 for the year.

TRISH SETTER AT STUD.

CHAMPION BLARNEY
FEE, $25.

ENGLISH SETTER,

ROD GEM
(RODERIGO—GEM.) FEE, $25.

B. F. LEWIS, Box 13,

Merion P. 0., Pa.

PENINSULAR KENNELS,
LEANDER TICHENOR, Manager.

CHELSEA MICH.
69-tf

SETTERS & POmTERS
DESMOND II

]^JViE. STUD.

lu^'^y^,'^"^"*^ inserted undeTthiTh^^i^t
the follmmng rates: One inch, single insertion,

tJ%J^J° ^'^i^ '"'"i'i- *'J f<^ '*^« months;US for SIX months, and )^o fir theyear.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

PURE BRED IRI6H SEUERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

polNTHR IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field TrUls,
1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

PEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

tyc><

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaehan
hn^;laiid, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won nrsi pnxe in the Uerbv at the Philadelphia
field trials i888, and on the bench has won, first
Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,
Rochester, 1888 and first, challengre class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, J35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir AUister—Belle of Fumess
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;
first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 pnjtcs and cups in England. This dog
Is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, I35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, J25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Chnrlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of conditionA grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL

FOR SALE
Collies & Irish Terriers

We have for sale a large number of puppies of
above breeds. Collies by

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION SCOTILLA,

CHAMPinN THP <inillRF

MANEY TREFOIL AND

ROSLYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood bitches (in whelp) and
some first-class Irish terriers out of Champion
Breda Tiney.

We have also for sale at our English kennels
several good collie bitches in whelp to Christo-
pher.

PRICES »i5o TO $250 (delivered).

DICK 8WIVELCR.

NOTED DOGS AT STUD :

DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challenge prize. New York show,
JST.LfLf.''"' ""*' »P«'ciaI prizes all over theUnited states.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
'^'"""

Xnr.8^?To^}y''t^r.'sl'ow%"'
•''°--

FEE $26.

QARRYOWEN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Gabrvowkn

the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $25.
To a limited num»>er of bitches of approved

breeding.

tJOT
'""'**' Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

Extra choice Irish puppies by the great DickSwiVKLER for sale at reasonnhll prices

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KII.,LARNKY KKNNKL8,
So-ioi 177 statb Stbrbt, Chicago, III.

I ^hort Ui^e*^ *^ "^ KENNELS FOR A

CH. BEAUFORT,
i^l}ils^J^\

°^-^^- ^ ?• Taunton. Champion
record as a stud dog have proved him the bestmastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
SJ .'J^P"^^ winners than nil others livinir
Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

s[Sd fee^j."
*'*• *'''°'°»«P»'B 25 cents.

J.WINCHELL,
FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

55-106

Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, J25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kejjt free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cars W. H, Wriss,

ADDRESS
CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

TABLE OP CONTENTS.

Fixtures. P«ire.

43-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

gTUD BEAGLE

TONY \^ELLER 5411)

FEE, $10.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
P. O. Box 91, Phila., Pa.Address

WM. H. CHILD, Glenside, Pa. 79-"Meow

JJOCHELLE KENNELS.

IMPORTED BLACK & TAN TERRIERS.

AT STUD

THE SENATOR,
Fifteen and One-halk Lb«. fre, $15.

Puppies from nated sires and dams for sale
75" Box 862, New Rochelle, N. Y

gNGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771)

None but approved bitches accepted. For stud
card and pariiculars address

J. B. STODDARD,
CONCORD, N. C.

67-79

J
RISK SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCnO-NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,436) CH. GLKNCHO—MAVOtlRNEEN.
Puppies by the alxjve dogs, Ch. KIcho Jr. and'-" '"' -'- ST. CLOUD KENNElS,

Tremout. N. Y.

others for .sale

62tf
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Subscription Agents Wanted
We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to
solicit subscriptions for The Fanciers'
Journal. A liberal cash commission is

offered on all new sulwcriptions. Write
for terms to agents.

Poultry and Plgreon Shows
secretary

'^^ "'"'''"" ®^*' *'"^- ^^"^ "'""•
Sept. 22-27.—Central Canada Fair, OtUwaCanada. Alfred Geddes, chairman

"»»"«.

pii^'^D^^;"^'***'"'^ ""•* Kansas Interstate

cfty Mo"
Cunningham, secreUry, Kun.sas

TelfJ?' t5'";?^o f
-Inter state Fair, Memphis,lenn. N. C. Perkins, Jr.. secretary

T^.?^- ^"^V 3 -liiter-Statc Fair Association,Trenton N. J.. Poultry, Pigeons and Pets Del
partment. Franklyn Dye, superintendent
Sent 30-Oct. 3.-Cumberiand County Agricul-

inl^^.id^t"'"''
^""'''"^' *""• ^- « ""^". ^"^^

Oct. 14-17,- Frederick County Agricultural So-ciety Frederick. Md. H.C. Kecfer, secretary

i.„f, A^ °^u
'—Piedmont Exposition, at At-lanta, Ga. Charles Arnold, secretary

Al« P^!.'~V?""'^"' Exposition, Montgomery,
Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Rackham
superintendent. East Orange N I

'^'"''"»>".

Nov. ii-i5.-Chattahoochee Valley Exposition
at Columbus, Ga. Cliff B. Grimes, kecVetVry

e.™!*^-
9-'6—.Northern Illinois Poultry and PetStock Association, Rockford. A. H Curriersecretary. »-uiner,

aJ^ io-i2.-Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, Brockton, Mass. William F. Bondsecretary. Box 795,

'

PouuV,!'^'^^^'.- "^
^i;''"J''

**'°* °f '»>«: Central
Poultrj' Association, Richmond, lud. 1. O Myerssecretary. j.^. mjtia,

Dec. 1^20.—Southwestern Poultrv Association

lLr51s%t^ ^""- ^ «• «-''«t s-e?ir°y"'

Dec. 23-26.-Eastern Middlesex Pou.trv A.S80-

s«re "a'ry
""*' ^'^ ^ W.'corma^,

.i«^*^,^-'°"-.'~'**"^^'*'»"^ Poultry Associa-tion, at Providence. R.G.Davis, secr/uiry

.i.£fu .^""J?"-. 3 -Buckeye Poultry and Pet

^??eta1^*°*"*"°"'
^' ^«"'°"' O- Jan'" Steriing,

., '^"^•SO.-Jan. 6.—Illinois State Poultrv Associa-
tion, PeorU. J. W. Burton, secretary

'^*"**^'"
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Penrice is vei^ well bred and is highly
spoken of. His weight is thirteen
pounds.

r

Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, the well known
Gordon setter breeder, and recently Pro-
fessor of Hygiene in the University of
Pennsylvania, has resigned that position
in order to become Professor of Bacteri-
ology in the American Academy of Nat-
ural Sciences.

.%

FIXTURES.

I>os: Shows.

Kennel Club, at I.ondon, Out. S F Glass
Sept. 23-26.-CentrBl Canada Exhibition As.so.

chairman '^""*''' *'""""'• ^'''^'^'^ ^edd^

.».!*/?.'• ^r°.*^ ^ -First annual bench show ofthe Cumberiand Lounty Agricultural .Society at

fi'.'"t/"x,''°l"' '- "'^'^'' «"P«^r.„tend^nt,*'
Oct. 6-9—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-bun- Agricultural Society, at Danbury, ConnB. C. Lynes, secretary.

<-""".,

Be*^ch Sh?wT"^"''"'^
Agricultural Society's

ici^- '""l?,-''''^*'
annual bench show of theNorthern Illinois Poultry and Pet Slock Associatior^at Rockford, 111. jihn Teague ^ret^"^^

,v^„^w '''" 3--First bench show of the Buck-
fnn o '7 "'"^ *'^' •'^''*'' Association, afCan-

1891.

MirhVol'J^virT"^"^!'
annual bench show of theMichigan Slate Poultry and Pet Stock Associa

laS /r.'^'^T-
."'^''.- ^- ^ B"-""^' secret^.""

Ro.f.hn^; ^i~'"„'^'^V'°"a' Kxhibition of theSouth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-tton (not incorporaU-d) Bench Show at Ch^etton, S. C. Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr., secretary
Jan. 20-25 -First annual biuch show of the

New OrieauR, La. A. E. Shaw, secretary. Box

fhr*^**T'^-~''"^'^""' annual bench show ofthe Westminster Kennel Club at New YorkJaraes Mortiiuore, superintendent
^'"^''•

»!,- M 24-27—Second annual bench show of

DV^^^';';:ri:^''cXT.' "'""• =•' '•^""- "«-

1801.

dJ.'^V
';*--So".tl'«'"n Michigan Poultry andPet stock Association, Monrol^. Mich. Efiiot OGrosvenor, secretary.

cmuiu.
Jan 5-9-Wabash Valley Poultry and Pet Sto-kAssociation, at Mt. Carniel, III. Will F Chinman, secretary,

" P

P,^,°c,J^."'i~^'?'!^^"' Middlesex Poultry andPet Stock As.sociation, at Clinton, Mass. A AFillebron, secretary,! Ayer, Mass.
c-''\'iV'3"7~''"""a""nal Exhibition of theSouth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-tion (not incorporated) at Charieston, S. c' Ben-

rriu'te'T.f.i^.'f."''
J^

•
«"^''"-- «• ^- "^"l^e. -

Jan. 13-18—Cleveland Poultry and Pet Stock

.^cr^i^ry""'
" Cleveland, O. P. p. Frit«uger

J-"-. •= '5-—Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock
As.sociation, at New Orleans, if. E. Shaw w^retary. Box 1658.

onaw, sec

Rrw^'r^.icVi?.'"c;v". t^'ritT^rs^eip^^r^^^^^

M^ats"- M''w'^T°™"e:"si;reST;*
"='"»• "' *°''""'-

«.^S' A^"'^- •
"°''awk Valley Poultry and PetSlock Association. Amsterdam, N. V. Mr Wil-Itsm C. House, secretary, Kreys Bu.sh N y'

Jan. 27-31.—Tennessee Poultry and Pet StockAssociation, at Nashville, Tenn. P H Ha«rsecretary . . «». migcr,

Feb 3-7.—South Carolina Poultrv and Pet StockAssociation, at Greenville, S. C. A H Rohnsecretary. Prosperity, S. C.
u,

Feb 4-10.—New York Poultry and Pireon As-
.«>ciat.on (limited), at New York. T Farral?Raclchani^ secretary and superintendent, F.astwraiigc N, J,

..^'.^
'°-'5 -Colorado Poultry Breeders' Associ-

ation, at Denver, Col. Geo. A. Parker, secreUry.

It is now a year since Dr. Dixon pub-
lished the lines upon which preventive
inoculation against tuberculosis might be
expected to Ije successfully carried out,
and that he had already succeeded in a
certain number of instances iu producing
immunity against matter so virulent that
all animals not previously inoculated
with the changed virus took on tubercu-
losis when inoculated with it. Dr. Dixon
presented his theory of such a course of
preventive treatment some time before
Koch, Grancher, Martin and other Eu-
ropeans had made any annouucemenU
on the subject ; besides, he gives some
indications as to the method by which he
obtains the attenuated virus used in his
experiments. Intimations of this sort
are totally lacking in the communica-
tions of the European scientists.

•*
Mr. T. H. Stretch brought out a new

collie at the Birkenhead, England, dog
show, named Omskirk Leofric. He won
four firsts and six specials, and is de-
scribed as a fair-sized sable with great
quality, goo<l coat a .d small, well-carried

that in the given cases the dreadful dis-
ease existed

; and, what is far worse, that
" 111 many cases !.is treatment has actually
induced hydrophobia where it was pre-
viously non-existent." In support of his
positions the writer produces a strong
array of statistical and scientific evidence
which is calculale.1 to shake the implicit
faith that is popularly reposed in M
Pasteur's theory.

• »

par Mr Qt,-o».»», V..,

sixty pounds for him.

-„r. -..

«
# »

Dr. Dolan began by pointing out "the
fallacy of regarding persons bitten by
healthy dogs as in danger of hydro-
phobia." As a result of his patient inves-
tigation of a large number of alleged
cases of hydrophobia before the appear-
ance of M. Pasteur's method he found
that while a few died under treatment,
the great majority escaped for the reason
that they had been bitten by dogs that
were not mad, or had been bitten through
the clothing and had not received the
virus. Applying the same methods of
investigation to M. Pasteur's statistics of
cure, he conies to the conclusion that
they are quite as untrustworthy as afford-mg evidence of the discovery of a scien-
tific remedy for hydrophobia. While the
tlog-bitten were rushing to M. Pasteur
the results were robbed of much of their
marvelous character by the fnct that great
numbers bitten by non -rabid dogs were
seeking protection. Dr. Dolan quotes
the declaration of the eminent Sir James
Paget that "Pasteur has already saved
900 lives," and proceeds to show that but
a small proportion of these lives could
have been in danger of hydryphobia.

•

Field Trials.
Nov 3.—Second annual field trials of th«.^"adiaii Kennel Club, at Chatham Ont C A"'?,"«•. Toronto. Ont., secretary
Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials oflh.. 1..H1""a fennel Club at BicknelMiidP^" Mad .^1^^

Indianapolis, Ind, secretary
•'"•aoisou,

Mar"?^W°"rJ. ""*«'* '^'"''' at Hyanni.,,

Ma": Chapman, secretary, Melrose.

o^Tai '° —S«»nd annual field trials of the

&'!'T"oro^n^^-o'„^:'^c?e\^:r'"'"' ""• " ^

Fi:?e^-lM c7uira\ofebi-'|p°[n-
retard'

<^°'""' Saratoga Springs, N. ?.!"f^:

M^f'''-"'^'
""a"' l^e'^in^^'o'^ "V"'c^T

^''h *•!,',","•,"''"% New'?S*rk"'serretfry
"-

.n^.l'leTdn'riL7i'a\''l:>'^at'^o;:';^;lefVt'''*^^"'''

1801.

cijlricinr.^'?^!".'' """"al field trials cf the Pa-

Bri^gs,Tc^rlu^;f' "' »akersfield, Cal. H. ^iS.

"n Pield~7^^[,^
«
T"'t 'm 'n'""K°^

'"'^ «"""-
Marietta, Ga. "' "^""''y. secretary,

Coiii-slnpr.

CWsing'^cTub "^i""r"'''."'^J^'
"'""'^ American

Broughe*, iXury. '"'^"' ^""^' «»"• '• »

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece this week is a pen of
white Laiig.shans owned by Dr. W. J.
Owsley.

To those who have never seen these
fowls the picture will give them an ex-
cellent idea of the breed. For a large
bird the Ivangslian is remarkably active
and energetic, yet is easily confined and
is satisfied with a restricted range.
The origin of the white Langshans

was without doubt from "sports" from
the blacks. This has been the ca.se with
the American-bred birds, and we suppose
it was the same with those bred in
China.

" How many of our readers are aware "

says the Canine World, "that the 'Isle
of Dogs' owes its name to the fact that
it was formerly the home of the rough-
coated greyhounds, of which King John
kept a large number ? The island was se-
lected because of its contiguity to the
Royal forest of Waltham, and to Green-
wich. Gelert, owned by Llewellyn, son-
in-law to King John, is the most famous
of that kennel of greyhounds, and what
manner of hound he was may be gath-
ered from the fact, immortalized in song,
that he, single-handed, killed a wolf in
defense of Llewellyn's son and heir.

*
* •

Entries for the Danbury, Conn., bench
show close Friday, Septeml)er 26, with the
secretary, B. C. Lynes. Dogs are required
to be on the grounds on Tuesday, Octo-
ber 7, and remain until 4 P. M. Friday,
October 10. The prizes are $5 and I3.
We understand the entry fee is only fifty

cents. Mr. James Watson will judge all

classes.

• «

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The .Spanish Student.

Mrs. Frank Smith, of this city, has
just purchased the St. Bernard bitch
Dart by Duke of Wellington. Dart is in
whelp to the famous big dog Lord Bute.

**•

Howard Brothers, of Columbus, O.,
have bought the pug dog Penrice, a prize
winner at Brighton, Crystal Palace and
other first-class English \yc\\c\\ shows.

There will be a bench show as Carlisle,
Pa. September 30 to October 3 in connec-
tion with the Cumberland County Fair.

Entrance fee but 50 cents. Premiums $7,

and I1.50. John E. Steel will superintend
the show and will answer any question.
His address is southwest corner of Han-
over and Pomfert Streets, Carlisle, Pa.

*

In a recent issue of the Contemporary
Review Dr. Thomas M. Dolan, an emi-
nent English physician, has renewed the
attack upon M. Pasteur's remedy for hy-
drophobia. In spite of all that has been
said of the numerous cures of hydro-
phobia effected by M. Pasteur, Dr. Dolan
undertakes to show that his theories rest

"upon a iiuml)er of very serious falla-

cies;" that "his alleged cures are no
cures at all," in.ismuch as it is not proved

The writer next attacks M. Pasteur's
theory and methods of inculcation for
curing the bite of mad dogs. In regard
to the injections of the virus of rabbits
that have suffered from hydrophobia, he.
holds that the nature of this virus is un-
known, and that it is "illogical and un-
scientific to inject a virus alwut which
you know but little in order to counter-
act a poison about which you know less."
He goes on to show that, unlike vaccina-
tion, there are no definite symptoms from
the inoculation of the rabbit virus. Per-
sons not bitten by dogs underwent the
process for the sake of experiment with-
out any result

; patienU bitten by mad
dogs were treated in the same way, and
patients bitten by dogs that were not
rabid submitted to the process without
injury. In adducing the numerous fail-

ures of this remedy he speaks of a case
of a postman and another person who
were bitten on the same day by the same
dog, both in the right leg. "The post-
man was sent to the institute, the other
man remained at home. The postman
was treated for fourteen days, but re-
turned to the country to die of paralitic
rabies. The man who remained at home
is perfectly well." This raUes the fre-

quent inquiry as to what m^rht have
been the result had the postman remained
at home and the other man lieen sent to
the Pasteur Institute.

•••

It is rumored that E. H. Morris will he
the new kennel editor of Turf, Field and
P'arm.

•••

The png dog had an interesting origin.
He was at first imported from China and
Japan, and came into fashion in the reign
of William III. It is stated that the King
believed his life to have l>een saved by
a dog of this breed awakening him to his
danger when a murderous attack was
about to be made on the Prince,
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

THE FIRST BEAGLE FIELD TRIALS.

BY HIBSRNIA.

XIX.

No doubt the beagle fanciers who have
entered their hounds for the coming field

trials to be held under the rules of the

National Beadle Club suppose that this

will be the first contest of the kind ever

held in America. To this I desire to

make au exception.

Several years ago at one of our club's

mouthly meeting nights several members
began discussing the merits of beagles.

Every fellow present who ownetl a rabbit

dog believed it could not be beaten in the

field. At length the controversy became
so heated that when some one proposed
the hounds be pitted agaiust oue another
at a trial all the boys agreed. The loser

was to pay for a supper to his more suc-

cessful fellow uieml)ers.

Then came the difficult task of draw-
ing up a set of governing rules satisfac-

tory to all.

Before 1 go any further I should state
that while all the boys were advocates of
the bluest of blue blood for setters and
pointers, none of them except myself
cared a penny about the looks ot his
rabbit hound. That the dog should "get
there" was the only point necessary, and
consequently of the eight entries for the
trial there were no two hounds that
looked alike.

Green suggested that speed should
rank high as a desirable quality. His
dog stood eighteen inches at the shoulder.
Brown objected to this, as his entry was
only twelve inches high
Smith uioughi thai 'longue" should

be counted very meritorious, but Black,
whose dog's voice was up in "C," said
he would withdraw his entry if such an
unimportant thing as tliat was to lie con-
sidered.

After considerable wrangling of this
sort I at last suggested that we simplified
matters by having but one rule, viz :

"The dog nearest the rabbit wljen it

was shot should be considered the win-
ner of the heat."
This suited everybody except White,

who offered an anieiulment that any dog
that caught a rabbit should be awarded
two heats. This was voted down, as White's
dog was a cross bewcen a whippet and a
hound and was a notorious catcher of
rabbits in the open. The place and time
for the trials were agreed upon, and we
all assembled on the appointed date eager
for the fray.

It was the most curious collection of
rabbit dogs anyone ever saw. '

Green's dog was a blue speckled hound
of uncertain ancestry, standing eighteen
inches at the shoulder, and with cars
shaped like a triangle. He called liiin a
Maryland harrier.

Brown's canine was a yellow dog with
a long body and short crooked legs. He
said he was a Dutch lieaglc.

Smith's animal had a wire coat ; long,
broad ears, deep flews and stoo<l about
seventeen inches at the shoulder. One
of his remote maternal ancestors when in
a delicate condition had evidently been
chased by an otter hound and possibly
overtaken.

Black's entry was a razor-backe<l bull
terrier coated dog of medium size, under-
shot and very weedy. He classed him
as an AniericHti l)eagle.

White's brute had the head of his sire
(a whippet) and the body, coat and tail of
his dam, a beagle.

Jones' hound looked like a cross l)e-

tween a carriage dog and a foxhound.
Both of the animal's ears were much
shorter than nature made them and he
limpetl badly on the left foreleg. Jones ex-
plained these discrepancies by saying the
dog hunted at night and he had several
times treed coons that turned out to be
wild cats, and each time he made this
mistake he had lost a portion of his
anatomy in the fight that followed.
Your humble servant had a genuine

Rowett lieagle that bad won many honors
on the sawdust and whose former owner

had written me was "a grand one in the
field" as well as on the bench.
Although I had never tried my dog (a

recent purchase), I was perfectly satisfied

when I saw the collection ofmongrels with
which he had to compete to place faith in

the old adage that "blood will tell" and I

felt sure my beagle would carry off the
honors of the day.
We had sent all the way to Philadel-

phia for a judge. This personage v;as
Mr. Child, who at one time filled the
chair of president of the American Ken-
nel Club, with more satisfaction to its

members than has ever been done since.
He bred that much criticised Irish setter
Dick Swiveler, and owns a beagle named
Tony Weller that has carried ofi" more
honors in the field than on the bench.

Mr. Child is a very quiet man, and
when he saw the motley p-oup of do^
he was called upon to judge he said
nothing, but the way the contraction
of the skin of his nose elevated his
glasses above his eyes I saw he was dis-
gusted. When I explained to him 1 had
sent the invitation simply to show him a
victory of blue blood over no blood he
was mollified.

The starting place was a swamp which
had been recently cleared, and the ground
was covered with heaps of brush. The
first couple ordered down was Green's
Maryland harrier and Brown's Dutch
beagle. They were cast off and soon
struck a hot trail. From the sound of
their baying after they got warmed up
we felt sure the dogs would push bunny
into the op>en field above the swamp, so
all except White, who was left standing
on a brush heap, ran as fast as their legs
would carry them to get a sight of the
chase. We had not long to wait before
Mistress Cottontail emerged from the
wood and ran across the field, followed
closely by the Dutch beagle. The Mary-
laud barrier was ten yards in the rear.
As soon as the latter struck the open his
long legs came into play, and when the
rabbit entered the woods on the opposite
side of the field he had passed the smaller
bound. No one had been near enough
to the rabbit to get a shot.
While we were debating where the rab-

bit would now be likely to go, we heard
White shouting. Running to him we
found this individual standing on the
brush heap where we had left him, shout-
ing "Shoo !" to the two dogs who ap-
parently had taken him for the rabbit and
were baying at him. Said White :

"That's a fine couple of hounds
; they

can't tell a man from a rabbit."
"I don't blame them," retorted Green,

"you use so much perfume on your
handkerchief that they are mystified."
(White's extravagant use of cologne was
notorious.)

"I say, boys," added Brown, "why not
give White fifteen minutes' start, have
him take a circuit of a couple of miles,
and let the hounds trail him. It will
Ijeat an anise seed bag all to pieces."

"But," said I, "the rule calls for the
winning dog of a heat to be nearest to
the rabbit when shot."
"Oh, that won't make any difference,"

replied Green, "our shells are all loaded
with No. 8s only, and we can adopt a
proviso that anyone who hits White above
the belt be debarred."
"A good idea," said Brown ; "now do

be generous. White, for once in your life,

and give the hounds a chance. We will
all help to pick the shot out of your legs
after the trials are over."
White, who was getting madder and

madder under the guying, especially as
the dogs still kept up their Ijarking,
shouted :

"You are all a set of infernal idiots !"

In his excitement he lost his balance and
sat down very hard on the brush heap.
From underneath it out jumped a rabbit
right into the jaws of the oogs, one of
which grabbed him by the head and the
other by the hindquarters. It was evi-
dently the same bunny that the dogs had
trailed, which, crowded too closely, ha<l
taken refuge in the bru.sh pile unknown
to White. Mr. Child decided this was
no heat.

The next couple drawn were Black's
American beagle and White's whippet-
beagle. They soon struck a trail and
bowled off in great shape. We all ran to
the open field. This time White was with
us. He was standing near the edge of
the woods when the rabbit broke cover
al)Out ten vards from him. "Shoot!" we
all shouted.
"Do you take me for a fool," said

White. "The rule says the dog nearest to

the rabbit when shot wins the heat, and
if my eyes don't deceive me. Black's dog
holds that envied position.
This was true, as the whippet-beagle

was ten yards in the rear. However, after
another circle, the judge shot tht^ rabbit
himself, and White's diplomacy became
apparent, as his dog this time was in the
lead.

The next heat was between Smith's dog
and mine. For some reason Smith's dog
could not find, and mine presisted in
keeping at my heels. I have no doubt be
was ashamed of the company he was in
and would not hunt with mongrels, so
after a half hour's trying, the heat was
given up.

Mr. Child then suggested that the best
plan to settle the matter as to which was
the best dog that we have a heat "ro}'al,"
running all the dogs at one time. Every-
body agreeing, all the collars were slipj)ed.

The most extraordinary thing I ever
saw at a field trials now occurred.
Jones' coon ilog, after jumping on every
hound in the pack and giving it a
thorough whipping, struck a trail, and be-
fore we had time to recover from our
astonishment, brought the rabbit right
past us, and Jones shot him.
How to decide the trials was a puzzle.

The coon dog had so thoroughly whipped
the other dogs, they one and all refused
to hunt. After considerable discussion
we agreed to leave the matter to Mr.
Child, and he decided that we should all

bear equally the expenses of the dinner.
And so ended, so far as I know, the

first rabbit dog field trials ever held in
America.

BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.

Numerous Appllcntlons for Momber-
ship to Be Connldered.

Editor Fancikr.s' Journal.

Sir : For the benefit of those who
have not as yet received copies of our
constitution and by-laws, al.so our run-

ning rules (some 300 of which have

the United States, Canada and England),

1 will say that there will be a regular
meeting of the National Beagle Club on
October 3, iSgcj, at which time the numer-
ous applications for membership already
received, will be considered, as will any
new applications which may be received
on or before that date. Parties who are
intending to enter their dogs in our
trials and those who have already en-
tere<l, but who are not as yet members,
will find it to their advantage to join this
orgunization at the October meeting, as
it will give them free admission to over
^100 worth of special prizes for which
they could not otherwise compete. As
compared with the l>enefits to l>e derived
therefrom the cost of joining us is redicu-
lously small—only $.2 admission fee ami
$2 per year dues, payable semi-annually.
All present indications point to a most
successful and satisfactoo' trial.

We have secured the services of two
thoroughly competent and trustworthy
judges in Mr. H. W. Lacy, of the Turf,
Field and Farm, and Joe Lewis, of Can-
nonsburg. Pa. Both are men who know
a l)eagle's field work perfectly and who
are able and willing to keep the dogs
within sight and hearing from beginning
to end, thus having the dogs under judg-
ment all the time. Again, in offering
our prizes we have tried to l>e as liberal
as possible to all, and yet not promise
that which we could not "fulfill.

Arrangement has been made with the
proprietor of the hotel at Hyannis, and
during our trials special rates will pre-
vail to our patrons, which will satify all,

especially as the house is not far from
the grounds. Competent attendants will
be on hand and dogs will be benched
during the trials in clean, commodious
and comfortable quarters. It would be
well for those who are unable to attend
the trials in person to have their dogs in
the hands of some competent and trust-
worthy handler at least a fortnight be-
fore the trials occur. As fast as new
specials arc added to our list they will
l>e published, and it is confidently ex-
pected that by October 10, the date of
closing of entries, we shall have some
|2ou worth. .\i>plication and entry
blanks, constitution and running rules
can be had of the secretary.

V. W. Chai'MAN,
Secretary and Treasurer,

gti4 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

CANADIAN GOSSIP.

Matters PertnlnluK to ]>o(cs and Ponl-
try In the Dumlulou,

Special Correspondence.

Toronto, Can., September ifi.

There was quite a show of dogs at the

Kingston Fair this year. Most of the

winners were Camacks. The cockers

were the best classes in the show, the

Branford Kennels securing the cham-
pion class with Mike in open dogs. Mr.

George Bell, of Toronto, won over Bob
Oboand Obo, Jr., with his King of Obos,

formerly Second Obo. Mr. Bell also

won specials with his dogs for best ken-

nel of four cockers, best brace of cockers

and also for best cockers in the show,

the winner of the latter prize being his

bitch. Little Red Ridinghood.

Mr. Arthur Murchison, of Toronto,

has purchased the entire stock and good-
will of game bantams from Mr. John
Miles. They consist of black reds, brown
reds, pyles and duckwings, and some are
really fine. Mr. Miles was well known
in this province as a breeder of bantams,
but his recent addition of Indian game to
his poultry yards seems to have relin-

quished his bantam interest.

Mr. William F'ox has been fortunate
enough to have bred a litter of Peruvian
cavies in this country from his imported
stock. They are fine, healthy little fel-

lows. He also has a novelty in the rab-
bit line, viz., lops with long wool, perhaps
properly termed Angora lops. They are
fawn in color and their wool is fine and
soft and about three inches in length.
They are only three months old and their
ears are already above twenty-two inches.
They are bred from ordinary lop ears of
good quality, and litter mates to them
are of the usual kind. They are indeed
a curiosity, but their coats need addi-
tional care and grooming in order to
avoid their l^ecoming matted.
The above peiitlciuMn lias hnd a niia-

foct4ine lately which some, had they ex-
jterienced a similar one, would have
given up the fancy in disgust. One
evening he fed his rabbits some green
clover, and on going to them next morn-
ing he found seven of the best ones dead.
The Industrial Exhibition was declared

open to the world on the 9th iiist. by
Lord Aberdeen, who is now a resident of
Hamilton, Out. There were thousands
of people on the grounds and a much
larger "gate" was made than on the same
day of any previous year.
The whole fraternity here is in the

greatest good humor in contemplating
the results of the coming exhibitions.
Perhaps a few more days may change
the expressions of some, but I hope to
see all go along smoothly and an entire
absence of the traditional kickers.
Mr. Luxton, of Hamilton, showed ex-

tensively at the Kingston I'air. His
stock, consisting of poultry of nearly
every breed, pug dogs and pigeons, re-
(juired an entire freight car for tlieir

transportation.
Mr. G. S. Oldrieve, well known as a

breeder ofgame and ornamental bantams,
captured several prizes in the classes for
fox terriers. Surely canines are on the
uproad and are not being neglected, as
was the case not long ago.
A Canadian reader of Thk Journal

would like to know through its columns
if the fox terrier bitch Rachel ever bred,
also the pedigrees of the fox terriers
Champion Bacchanal, Champion Village
Belle, Tiara and Vakeel. Would you
kindly oblige him ? Anon.

CURE FOR DISTEMPER.

Editor Fancier.s' Journal.

Sir : I notice a <liscussion in the Eng-
lish Stock-Keeper as to the use of salt as

a cure for distemper. In this section it

is a common and fairly successful remedy.
My own idea is any relaxing or emetic
remedy would do as much, distemper be-
ing a simple catarrhal fever, ten(ling to
cure of itself. The complications are
what is to be dreaded. I treated success-
fully one case with salicylate of soda,
rheumatic complications recurring.

Yours truly,

Wm. Crawford Johnson.
Frederick, Md., Sept. 16.
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DISEASES OF THE DOG.

Mulnutiltion and Defective Assimila-

tion of Food.

SYMPTOMS

—

continued.
Prom the Hnnciers' Gazette.

We now have to deal with those dis-

eases which are particularly due to de-

fective assimilation of food, and doubtless
frequently produced by food of an im-
proper nature, both in old age and puppy-
hood, but particularly so in the latter.

They are also largely identified with the
presence of wounds, which produce irri-

tation in the intestinal tract, and favor
the conditions umler which tliese diseases
appear. Eruption on the skin, scratching,
biting, open wet sores, no parasitic acari,

such as in mange, denote eczema.
Eczema is to be looked for and is gen-

erally found in overfed, unexercised
dogs, and in those where the kennels are
damp, and allowed to remain in a filthy

condition. General debility, puffy swell-
ings in the hocks, pallid gums and lips,

enlarged belly, deranged appetite, bowel
disorder denote poverty of blood, or
ansemia.

This disease is as.sociated principally
with improper feeiling, worms, small,
dark and damp kennels, no exercise or
means of taking it. As a contrast to
aniemia we have a superabundance of
blood, which brings alxjut an exactly
opposite condition of disease. Sloth,
obesity, fits (apopletic), constipation, de-
note over-richness of blood, or plethora.
This disease is commoulv found in

pampered and over-fed elderly animals
and never in juippies. As a result, there
is frequently heart mischief and sudden
death. Thirst, constipation, largely-dis-
tended belly, swellings in the limbs, gen-
cialucijihty elsewhere, and want of tone
difficulty in breathing, denote dropsy.

'

This disease is very uncommon in
young dogs, and is generally found in old
and pampered animals, especially in
bitches, where it attacks the uterus.
Dropsy is at times liable to be mistakenm the female for pregnancy, but in the

male it is easily diagnosed. ' The owner
therefore, if the patient be a female'
must ask himself if there is a possibility
of the bitch being in pup. If^not, then
the disease is quite as easily distinguished
as in the male, but if there is a possi-
bility for the bitch to be in the condition
named, then a careful examination by
the eye and by hand must be made.

Increase in size of teats, swelling of
milk glands, hardness on pressure and
movement or detection of pups in utero
denote pregnancy. No increase in size
of teats, no swelling of milk glands, soft-
ness on pressure, bulging on both sides
ol head on application of pressure and
no movement or detection of pups denote
dropsy.

Droi)sy is a disease primarily due to
the laxity of tone in the blood vessels
whicli allows the serum of the blood to
pass out into the tissues surrounding the
vessels, and into cavities such as tho.se in
which the lungs, the heart and the intes-
tines are found, as also such a cavity as
the uterus

; but although we state that
the disease is primarily due to this con-
flition of the vessels, the dog owner must
t>e aware that something must have oc-
curred to l)riiig about this degeneralijn
of the walls of the blood vessels Insome cases it is doubtlessly due to dis-
ease in such organs as the kidneys and
heart, but as a rule dropsy is primarily
Hue to inalnutriti(m. and consequent de-
generation of the blood vessels.

Finally we come to a disease peculiar
to puppies—more especially those of the
larger breeds-mastiffs, St. Bernards,
bloo< hounds, to wit ; we refer to rickets,n IS here a most useless to give the symp-
toms as they are so very well known, but
lor those who may be unacquainted with
iiie symptoms we give them. Deformed
inibs, bandy limbs, enlarged joints, de-
note rickets.

This disease is jjeculiarilv one of mal-
"utrUion of one portion of the doir's
•>ody Uhe skeleton I, and is due to a want
ot assimilation on the part of another
portion of the body (the intestinal canal).

the reader, from our opening words, is
aware that the skeleton of the dog is

lai<l down in cartilage, and that this
cartilage becomes bone on the deposition
of calcareous material. If then the intes-
tinal canal does not provide this for the
blood to carry to the cartilage, it is obvi-
ous that the latter cannot become bone,
or, if defectively provided, strong Ijone!
As a result the body is nourished and
grows

; whilst the skeleton, especially in
the limbs, is not provided with material
to form supiK)rt to the increasing weight
of the body, and naturally in due time
the limbs get bound, and grow into
monstrous shapes. For the cause of the
failure of the intestinal canal to provide
the necessary material for the formation
of good bone, we must look to the sur-
roundings and food of the animal itself
Want of exercise, damp, cold kennels,
improper food, worms, are agents in
bringing about the non-a,ssimilation of
the necessary deposit.

[TO BB continued.]
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A LONG FAST BY TERRIERS.

J. Gambler in The Field.

About 5.30 P. M. on Wednesday, July
23, my two dogs, a rough English and a
fox terrier, left nie about a quarter of a
mile from my house to hunt a rabbit
along a hedge leading to a railway cut-

ting. As they did not return by 9 P. M.
I went to look for them, but without suc-
cess, and after making every possible in-

quiry and search during the three follow-
ing days, I gave them up as lost. How-
ever, atout 7 P. M. on Friday, August i,

the English terrier found his way home,
and a police officer soon after called to
say the fox terrier had Ijeen seen trying
to crawl home. The poor beast was soon
found in some stagnant water near, lying
on his side too weak to move, when he
was carried home. The two dogs ran a
rabbit to ground on the railway bank on
July 23, and in scratching to unearth
liiiii, liad blocked themseives in, and,
some sand having fallen at the mouth
of the burrow, they were entombed for
nine days. The fox terrier was reduced
to a skeleton and in the last stage of
weakness, whilst it is feared he has lost
the sight of an eye, but both dogs are
now fast recovering. These facts may be
interesting to your readers, some of whom
may perhaps know of a parallel case.

r.ras»hopper in the Live Stock Tournal.

Distinctly different to the spaniel tribe
of which we have already treated are the
wat.jr spaniels; in fact, so diametrically
opposed are they in some points that if

certain of their characteristics are to be
seen in the Clumlier, the Sussex or any
other of the field spaniels they are pro-
nounced disqualifying features. There
are two varieties of water spaniels—the
English and the Irish. Fashion has,
however, decided in favor of the latter
description, for, whereas it has increased
in importance during the past few years,
the former has been almost entirely lost
sight of, and is now more likely than
ever to become quite extinct, as the
meagre support that show committees
have received has led to the classes which
till lately were made for them at every
show of importance being dismissed from
the prize list.

It is to Ije gathered from prominent
writers ov. the English water spaniel that
it was highly prized by sportsmen who
required a dog for all-roun 1 shooting, as
it was found to be equally good at work
in the water, on marshy ground and in
the field, the only drawback being that
the curly nature of its coat rendered it

unsuited for hunting in thick covert, to
which it evinced a decided objection. It

seems a great pity that this useful dog is

Ijeing allowed to die out, more particu-
larly as those who have kept them state
that they are easily taught to hunt and
to retrieve game when killed. It has
also been said that, although they will
kill a rat or any other vermin, they are
usually, if well trained, soft in the mouth

BEAGLE CLUB SPECIALS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: Please publish the following do-
nations for the National Beagle Club
Field Trials

:

Mr. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, Balti-

more, Md., offers a suitable piece of silver,

valued at j<2o, for the dog or bitch bred
by a meml)er of the National Beagle
Club and owned by breeder, whining the
greatest number of heats.
Mr. F. W. Chapman, Melrose, Mass.,

offers a beautiful silver water set, valued
at $25, for the dog or bitch having the
best voice. Donor not to compete.
Mr. E. C. Barrett, Boston, Mass., offers

a powerful pair of field glasses, valued
at ;f2o, for the <logor bitch doing the best
trailing throughout the trials.

More sjiecials will be announced later.
Yours truly,

F\ W. Chapman,
Secretary and Treasurer N. B. C.

Boston, Mass., Sept. 13, 1890.

A Knowing Dog.

From the St. Augustine News.

A gentleman living in this city tells
this for A true story : I have n little dojr that
stays in the house at night. This morning he
came up to my room, about the time I usually
get up, but, although wide awake, I did not stir.

The little fellow tried to attract attention by
rolling on the floor in front of the bed, and by .so

doing spread wide apart the folds of the mos-
quito net, whether purposely or accidentally I do
not know, but this is what followed : He got
up and la> ed me for a moment, but as I did not
.seein to be awake he quietly took up one fold of
the net with his teeth, and, carrying it past the
other as far as it would go, let it fall to its place,
and then softly went down stairs. This dog had
never been taught anything of the kind, and if

he did not reason, what shall we call it ?

or on land. This quality is the more
important with dogs used" for wild fowl
shooting, as nothing is more annoying
to a sportsman when his bird has dropped
in the water than to have a hard-mouthed
dog mauling the game, and without any
chance of getting to it.

The origin of this dog appears to be
somewhat difficult to trace, as those
which some of the show-goers of the last
decade will remember had a considerable
amount of white on the body, whilst those
exhibited more recently have been gen-
erally liver all over, w'ithout any other
markings. There was, however, a simi-
larity in the shape of the dog and also
texture of coat, by which it may be sup-
posed that parti-colored dogs were latter
iy discarded by breeders, and only those
which displayed no white markings en-
couraged. In formation the English
water spaniel is higher in leg than the
land spaniel, and not so long in botly

;

at the same time it does not stand so
high nor weigh so much as the Irish
water spaniel. A fair sized dog is about
twenty inches in height, and from forty
to forty-five pounds in weight. The ears
are a good length, and, like the body, are
well covered with curl. Both the fore and
hind legs are feathered, as also is the tail,
which is generally shortened. No top-
knot should be visible, or a suspicion ofa
cross with the Irish is at once aroused

;

nor should the head resemble that of the
last-named breed, but should be more
like that of the land spaniel. Idstone
tells us that English water spaniels are
simply crosses and modifications of the
Irish race ; but with all deference to ihat
authority, we are disposed to think the
one variety bears quite as ancient a lin-
eage as the other.

Early writers on the Irish water spaniel
refer to two varieties of the breed having
l)een at one time in existence in Ireland

—

the one emanating from the north and
the other from the south of that country.
"Stoneheiige" describes the former as
having a considerable amount of white
mixed with the liver color; the ears as
being short, and devoid of feather ; the
legs not feathered, and the head some-
what like that of a curly-coated pointer,
if such an animal could be. This variety
has now entirely ceased to exist. The
southern breed has been carefully nur-
tured, and although not perhaps quite so
popular as some of the field spaniels, it

has many atlmirers in F^ngland, and is

certainly in high repute in its native

country, where it is not exceeded in
value by any dog, with the exception of
the red setter. The peculiarity of the
appearance of the Irish water spaniel
added to its wonderfully intelligent look|
stamps it at once as a pure breed. The
color, which is dark liv«r, is another im-
portant feature which subscrilies to its
beauty. Opinions differ as to the useful-
ness of dogs of this breed for sporting
purposes. Some people maintain that
they are hard in the mouth, difficult to
tram, and do not hunt well, but those
who are the best able to judge state that
if properly handled when young they
can be made into the most useful of
sporting dogs, either when required for
work m the water or on land.
No less an authority than Mr. J. S

Skidmore. who has probably owned the
best water spaniels in F:ngland, does not
hesitate to say, in "The Book of the
Dog," that for all-round shooting they
cannot be beaten ; that they can be made
to stand to game as well as the setter and
retrieve from land or water as well as the
retriever. The peculiar texture of their
coat, which is oily in nature, together
with Its density, adapts them particularly
for the water, as no extent of cold seems
to affect them. There are, however, some
drawbacks in this connection, one of
which IS the management of the coat,
which if not properly groomed becomes
so matted as to entirely spoil their ap-
pearance until the rusty garment has
been supplanted by a new one ; another
IS that great care must be employed in
the selection of puppies, as the young
are very deceptive in appearance, for
which reason it is advisable to see both
the sire and the dam liefore a purchase is
made. We here quote the opinion of
Mr. McCarthy, who some years ago in-
serted some interesting letters on the
Irish water spaniel in the Field, and who
was at that time considered to be the
leading authority on the breed. This
gentleman owned a celebrated dog named
Boatswain, who was bred as far back as
1834. and who lived for eighteen vear« »/>

lay the foundation for 'this admirable
class of spaniel.

In general appearance the Irish water
spaniel is unlike any other of the canine
race. About twenty-two inches in height,
It has rather a leggy appearance, the
body »)eing covered with close curls,
a topknot falling over the eyes, which,
when lifted up, is found to have
grown from the top of the head to just
above the eyes, the remainder of the face,
which is lonp and lean from the eye to
the nose, being quite smooth. The ears
long and well covered with curls, measur-
ing, from point to point, twenty-four
inches, and sometimes more. The eyes
expressive and hazel in color. The fore-
legs well feathered both behind and be-
fore, and the hind feathered to the hocks,
the lower part smooth in front but
coated behind. The tail, which is a char-
acteristic feature, being short and wl ip-
shaped, and quite devoid of feather, hav-
ing the appearance of having been shaved.

ENGLISH SETTER CLUB.

Editor Fancibrs' Journal.
Sir : At the meeting of the Executive

Committee of the English Setter Club
held September 9, the following im-
portant action was taken :

Moved, That inasmuch as the quali-
fied meml)ers of the English Setter Club
of America were adopted as members of
this club on payment of the membership
fee of I5 and without payment of annual
dues for 1890, we consider it but just that
the dues ol^this year be remitted to all
other members of the English Setter
Club. Therefore be it

Resolved, That existing members be
entitled to the remission of their annual
dues for the year ending December 31,
1890, and that all persons joining between
this date and January i, 1891, be charge-
able up to that date only with the mem-
bership fee of |5, the intent of this action
being to place all the membership in this
respect on an equal basis to the close of
the year, December 31, 1890.

Percy C. Ohl, Secretary.

New York, Sept. 15, 1890.

—Three sporting dogs were fastened
under a shady tree in Basle, Switzerland,
and during the absence of the owner they
were attacked by a swarm of bees and
stung so fearfully that they all died.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

Special Correspondeuce.

The propaganda issued by Secretary

Vredenburgh under the seal of the A.

K. C. relating to the Danbury show not

coming under the pale of that associa-

tion, is delightfully bombastic under cer-

tain conditions and extremely necessary

under others. When I state that I

have not a premium list of this excom-
municated l}ench show it will easily be

understood why I qualify my expres-

sions.

In the first place, if the Danbury ex-

ecutive are not using the name of the

A. K. C. as a bait to entice entries, then

the position taken by the officials at 44
Broadway is not only very undignified,

but one that becomes extremely mean
and petty. The whole gist of the cir-

cular then tells one as plainly as despot-

ism dare in this country that "we,"

the self-elected, self-constituted body, are

trying to boycott this show, and if we
only dared we would fordid anyone ex-

hibiting his dogs. Also, it would lead

me to believe that countenancing this

show is in such execrable taste that

owners from very shame will refrain

from supporting it.

Tliat it may effect a few who are idiotic

enough to pander to this self-elected

body is certain, for even the A. K. C. is

unfortunate enough to possess such un-

worthy followers. But that the many
who are capable of forming their own
opinions and drawing their own conclu-

sions will be swayed by so bigoted an
edict, such a thought would be an insult

to their good sense.

At present shows, as compared with

England, are few and far between, and
the necessity of exhibitions being- held

without the authority of the governing

botly has not yet asserted itself, as it has

on the other side. Nevertheless, a devi-

ation from the orthodox is a step in the

right direction, and if only the smaller

shows here were to be held under their

own rules a far better class as well as a

greater numl>er of dogs would be secured.

Exhibitors have only to follow the shows
to become satisfied what a bad policy it is

to rush their dogs in the challenge class,

and any opportunity which offers itself

of winning a first without placing their

dog a step nearer the "exclusive set"

should be eagerly seized upon. 1 am not

writing this with any special desire to

benefit bench shows which might adopt
such a policy, but because I firmly \>e-

lieve exhibitors would hail as a boon any
substantial body that had the temerity to

go on its own bottom. Few kennels are

there that would be so stupidly squeam-
ish as to hold aloof Itecause the sanction

of 44 Broadway had not been asked.

So much for shows that may make an

effort to exist without the A. K. C.'s con-

sent. And now for the other side of the

Danbury affair. In my first paragraph

I purposely drew attention to the fact that

there may be two sides, or, in reality, one;

only circumstances prevent me from de-

termining which of the two is correct,

and in speaking of the A. K. C.'s action

through Its secretary, I may be doing that

bo<ly a great injustice. As I said before,

the Danbury people may l)e using the

A. K. C.'s name, and if such is the case,

then of course it is Mr. Vredenburgh's

duty to inform intending exhibitors of

the imposition. However, I have looked

at the thing in two lights, as a day may
come—if it hasn't on this occasion—when
some a.ssociation will consider it to their

advantage to dispense with the parental

wing of the A. K. C.

•<!>" ???=«'

Philadelphia has deservedly earned for

itself the name of being thoroughly

doggy, but that some of its denizens

have primitive ideas of matters relating

to horses and race tracks there can be no

question, as the following will amply
prove. A fortunate backer of the winner

in a race at the newly opened Gloucester

meeting, presented his ticket to the book-

maker's clerk, who handed said fortunate

backer his amount, but instead of the latter

going away, he stood there as if expect-

ing something else. Up)on the clerk ask-

ing him what he wanted, he said he was

waiting for the horse he had won, as he

saw it was a "selling race"—and so it

was in every sense of the word. This re-

minds me— I hope I am not wandering

too far from the limits of this journal,

Mr. Editor—of a few yenrs back, at the

Craven meeting at Newmarket. The first

race of one of the days was the "Trial

Stakes." A backer presented his ticket

to two gentlemen who had laid him the

winner, upon which the noble pencillers

with much force of language, told him to

go—anywhere. " Why," said they, "you
dam fool, that's the ' Trial ;

' the race has

to be run yet," and as far as I know it

still has to be run.

To be in the fashion, you must do

nothing but "dem" the E. K. C, both

high and low. and if you have contributed

to any of the doggy papers you must be

sure and swear you were the first and
only one who dared to question their de-

cisions. It does not matter whether you

did or not, and if you happen to offer

some faint murmur against, followed by

the most abject apologies for doing so,

why now is the time to come forth and
have yourself firmly established as the

greatest of heroes, and i/ie one of all

others who courageously bearded the

lion in his den, at least such it seems to

me is the position now taken by one or

two scribes who occasionally touched

upon English affairs.

Until the Canine World started on the

much needed crusade against the "too

utterly too too" E. K. C, I cannot call

to mind anyone on the other side except

Mr. Dalziel, who went for them in a bold,

free spirit. The position taken by this

latest addition to canine periodicals

should nowcleanse the whole atmosphere

at Cleveland Row. For a long time the

majority who held the reins have been
totally incompetent to mete out justice,

and a more fitting set of men to control

the meetings and local affairs generally

in a thoroughly narrow-minded way
could not have been found in the whole
universe.

As regards the English papers not sit-

ting upon these bigoted, small-minded
dignitaries before, such a course is easily

explained. The Fanciers' Gazette Ijefore

it became enveloped in its heavy, purify-

ing style, had—unless I am greatly mis-

taken—a kind of tacit agreement to sup-

port the E. K. C. through thick and thin.

Hence the reason for this weekly blink-

ing its eyes at every false step made by
the Iv K. C. Now, of course, it is in the

hands of one of the chosen, so that it

isn't likely to haul over the eoals what
its proprietor has had a finger in accom-

plishing. The Stock-Keeper, which has

undoubtedly missed its opportunity, re-

frained from making bold, free comments
l)ecause—so spiteful people say—one of

its chiefs was desirous of becoming a

member of this "Ancient Order of Ex-
clusive Rights." The only other paper
with a decent doggy circulation is the

Field, and though it has occasionally

issued sound and just rebukes, yet its

columns embrace too many suVyects to

permit it to attack the E. K. C, as was
the duty of a journal more especially

devoted to such matters. Again, the

Field does not affect the rabid style or

even that style which is necessary to ex-

cite the indignation of the general pub-

lic. So that it will be seen what a free,

unrestricted high old time the E. K. C.

has been enjoying. No W. W 's, of

Hulton, Pa., no J. W.'sor birds of that

feather, to cast uncomfortable aspersions.

All has been smooth sailing until this

monster, the Canine World, had the

temerity to ruffle the waves for the E. K.
C.'s privateer. What a contrast to the

A. K. C, which is continually being
hauled over the coals, as often by men
who wish it well as by those who fight it

for the sake of fighting. No such thing
here as a paper making a blind agree-

ment to support 44 Broadway, whether it

commits murder, robbery or incendiarism
or not. Yet the doggy people on this

side think they are a much abused sect.

Some people never will know when they
are getting a soft thing. For soft thing
the canine world has here, as no sooner
does the A. K. C. make a false move
than—"woosh"— W. W., J. W., and my-
riads of others swoop down on its un-
happy head, which—excuse the person-
al ily—is very, very baiu.

A difficulty seems to have arisen re-

garding the team specials at Detroit.

They were originally advertised as $2$
cash, but on arriving at the show it was
found this had been altered to cups,

value I30. A general kick took place,

the winners refusing to accept nothing
but filthy lucre. Then it came to light

that the show was not held under the

auspices of the Michigan Kennel Club,
but in connection with the fair, the ex-

ecutive of the latter lieing responsible for

the cash. The matter is to be referred

to the officials of said fair, and, as far as

I can judge, if they are not forthcoming
the Michigan Kennel Club must be, since

they lent their name, another case for 44
Broadway. BRirrtiv.
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Proper Food For Dogs.

Hrora the Fanciers' Gazette.

The subject of feeding dogs is a source of con-
siderable anxiety. There is no doubt that to im-
proper food may be traced skill disease in aged
dogs, rickets and stunted growth in piippi.-s.

Kvcryday experience points to the fact that
iiiiml>ers of dogs are ruined by the way they are
fed. Dogs should not be mnde to live on washy
food, like pigs ; it is unsuited to them, and in

jures their digestion. It is far better to give them
dry foo<l, and let them have free access to water,
for it stands to reason that tliey are the best
judges of how much moisture they require. A
healthy dog will cat dry bread or biscuits, more
particularly if some meat is chopped up small
and mixed with the former, or the latter are
broken up and served in the same way. Young
puppies must have soaked food, but it should l>e

given as dry as possible. All greasy matter is

bad for dogs.

—The old English mastiff is not influ-
enced by fashion. A truly national dog,
it neither gains nor loses by the idio-
syncracies of mankind. Following in
the footsteps of the mother country,
America has supplied a home for the
nui.«tifr, and there is great demand for
exportation, which taxes heavily the re-

sources of mastive breeders.—L,ive Stock
Journal.

The Entries for the Derby Niuul>er

8eventy-£larht.

The entries for the third annual Derby
of the Southern Field Trials Club number
seventy-eight, seventy of which are Eng-
lish setters, two Irish setters and six

pointers, as follows :

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Am'Honso S.—Dog (Buckellew—Vic Vic), P. S.
Ward.

Andy—Dog (Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van), J. M.
Avent.

Atlanta—Dog (Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van), L.
W. Smith.

Ballyhoo—Bitch (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian
Girl), D. E- Ro.se.

BANdALASG—Dog (Quilp— Lexington), E- F.
Rochelle.

BklleStar—Bitch (Varoo—Dimple), F. F. Miles.

Bkll M—Bitch (Gladstone's Boy—Flame), J. W.
Murnan.

Bessie M.—Bitch (Dan Bryson—Grace Bryson),
E. M. Myer.

Black Jack—Dog (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian
Girl), G. T. Hodgson.

Blade—Dog (Toledo Blade—Sola C), C. Tucker.
Bla.nche.ss—Bitch (Dexter—Patti), C. W. Bocage.

Bingo—Dog (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl),
Beringer & Co.

Bold Biddy—Bitch (Paul Gladstone—Belle of
Stanton), P. Lorillard, Jr.

Buster—Dog (King Noble—Cricket), B. Ridg-
way.

CoMo sii Madre—Bitch (Roderigo—Maud), B.
Crane.

CosETTB—Bitch (Jean Val
W. W. Titus.

Co?>ote—Dog (King Noble—Cricket),
Jr.

Dame Darby—Bitch (Count Noble—Moonstone),
H. S. Bevan.

Dave—Dog (Startle—Clio), J. A. McCargo.
Dave—Dog (Gath's Mark—Daisy F.), G. T.

Hodgson.
Dill—Dog (Toledo

Lorillard, Jr.

Dolly Hill—Bitch
Shelly Hudson.

Edwin Booth—Dog (Roderigo—Miss Llewellin),
M. R. Rogers.

Eugene—Dog (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl), C.
Tucker.

Fashionette—Bitch (Dan Gladstone—Bonso-
lonej, H. A. Kenlroe.

FiNGAL—Dog (Toledo Blade—Lady G.), J. K.
Dager.

Flora—Bitch (Gladstone's Boy—Clara), Dr. G.
W. Ware.

Flora Glad.stone—Bitch (Dan Bryson—Grace
Bryson), E. M. Myer.

Folly—Bitch (Roderigo—Bo-Peep), J. M. Avent.
Fox D.—Dog (Jack—Fannie), J. H. Young.
Gather—Bitch (Gath's Mark—Daisy P.), G. D.

Hodgson.
Gossip—Bitch (Roderigo—Belle of Piedmont), P.

H. O'Bannon.
Grady—Dog (Yazoo—Dimple), R. M. Smith.

Miss Liew-

Jean—Sheena Van),

J. I. Case,

Blade—Dashing Lady), P.

Hill—Dolly S.), J.(Ben

Dog (Yazoo—Dimple),

Ida Stewart—Bitch (Marshall Ney-
ellin), M. F. Rogers.

Jeanette—Bitch (Jean Val Jean-
S. Bevan.

-Rowey B.), H.

Jean's Boy—(Jean Val Jean—Rowey B.), H. 8.
Bevan.

Jennie May-Bitch )Roderigo—Bo-Peep), J. M.
Avent.

Jessie James—Dog
Myles.

Joe Blackburn—Dog (Nortier
W. Renfroe.

(Yazoo—Dimple), P. P.

Winnie D.), J.

Early—Dog (Roderigo—Daisy Fisher), f.

Hart.
*

B. M.

JUBAI
E.

Lela—Bitch (Tennessee Charlie—Maud),
Stephenson.

Lemones—Dog (Toledo Blade—Lady G,), J. E.
Dager.

Little Minch—Dog (Roderigo—Florence Glad-
stone), B. M. Stevenson.

Marguerite—Bitch (Gath's Hope—Sue J.) D.
Rose.

E.

James), P.

Girl),

(The Corsair—Tchuta), B. M.

-Belle ofSUnton).

Memphis—Dog (Roderigo—Florence Gladstone),
P. H. Bryon.

Noble Gladstone—Dog (Count Noble—Girly
Glad.stone), P. H. Bryson.

NopRA—Bitch (Gath's Mark—Allie
Lorillard, Jr.

Olivette—Bitch (Count Noble—Ruby's
H. Hulman.

Our Pet—Bitch
Stephen.son.

Paula— Bitch (Paul Gladstone-
P. Lorillard, Jr.

Paul Bo—Dog (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl),
T. M. Brumby.

Pink—Dog (SUrtle—Clio) J. A. McCargo.
Queen Vic—Bitch (King Noble—Queen Vashti)

J. I. Case, Jr.

Rayon—Dog (Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van). J. M.
Avent.

Rod's Belle—Bitch (Roderig(
mont), P. H. O'Bannon.

Rosa B—Bitch (Jean Val Jean—Rowey B.)
Bevan.

Rupkr—Bitch (Roderigo—Bo Peep) J M. Avent.
Sam R —Dog (Dash Bryson—Daisy's Hope) G. P.

Jones.

SiNTRAM—Dog (Gath's Mark—Allie James), P.
Lorillard. Jr.

Tory Lieutenant—Dog (Jean Val Jean—Prin-
cess Helen), F. R. Hitchcock.

Tory Rem—Dog (Roderigo—Belle of Bridgeport).
P. R. Hitchcock.

-Belle of Plcd-

,
H. S.

T»ixv—Bitch (Gath's Mark—Daisy P.), G. T.
Hodgson.

Vanity Fair—Bitch (Roderigo—Pet Gladstone).
W. Wilson.

Whyte B—Dog(Roderigo—Florence Gladstone).
P. H. Bryson.

Zuc Sera—Dog (Jean Val Jean—Little Gift), B.
Crane.

Unnamed-Bitch (Buckellew—Vic Vic), F. S.
Ward.

Unnamed—Dog (Jean Val Jean—Haidce), J. M.
Avent.

Unnamed—Bitch
; (Toledo Blade—Rhet), T. H.

Pointdexter.

Unnamed—Dog (Roderigo — Florence Glad-
stone), Whyte Bedford.

IRISH SETTERS.
Rancho—liog (Claremont Patsy—Nino), P. H.

Perry.

Rose of Claremont—Bitch (Claremont Patsy-
Nino), F. H. Perry.

POINTERS.
Havward—Dog (Lebanon—Virginia), Lel>anon

Kennels.

Lady Gray Spanker-Bitch (Rumor— I^dy
Norrish), Graphic Kennels.

Lebanon's Boy—Dog (Lebanon—Penelope), Leb-
anon Kennels.

Miss Rumor—Bitch (Rumor—Lady Norrish)
Graphic Kennels.

Penelope II—Bitch (Lebanon—Penelope), Leb-
anon Kennels.

Ridgeview Lass-Bitch (Graphic—Frivolitv)
Graphic Kennels. '

KEIOra:ii REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this
column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form. Write
plainly.

VISITS.

J. p. SNELLING'S Irish setter bitch Qukbh
BE.S8 to George H. Covert's Dick Swiveler
August 29. 1890.

'

ROCHELLE KENNELS' Black and tan terrier
bitch Broomfielo Madge to owner's TheSenator (formerly Broomfield Como) August
ao, 1890.

H. P. KELLY'S (Providence, R. I.) bitch Lydia
to C. Stone's Fido, August 24. 1890.

H. L. KRENDER'S (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle bitch
PussiB to his Champion Rattler, July is
1890. -^ J J-

Vim to Champion Racer, Jr., July j6, 1890.
A<^TR^ "I to Champion Racer, Jr., August

THOSE BLACK AND TANS.

The Knmpus They Caused by an Error
In the Catalogue.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : I want to say a few words in re-

gard to the black and tan terriers at De-
troit. Dr. Foote complains of errors in
the catalogue that may lead to confusion,
yet acknowledges that it was his error in
making out the entry. One cannot be
too careful in these matters. If the
Doctor lived in England I am afraid he
would soon have all his dogs disqualified.
He showed Rochelle Grit at Rochester
with a wrong pedigree. I have never
seen Prince or The Senator, so can give
no opinion of the judging at Detroit, but
I fully agree with him that the breed has
been abused by judges. But it does
make a difference whether your dog or
or another fellow's gets the worst of it.
When the great Meersbrook Maiden, with
a large white spot on her breast, was
placed over good dogs, the Doctor did not
call for a new deal. In fact, he thought
her other good points outweighed the
blemish, and entitled her to the prize. Iam glad that he is waking up to the idea
of a specialty club, and will do what I
canto help the breed. He is not the
only one who has suffered from lack of
knowledge in black and tan terrier
judges. Yours truly,

A. W. Smith.
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POULTRYan^ PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

We are informed by Secretary Rack-
ham that Mr. G. W. Mitchell has not re-

signed from the New York Poultry and
Pigeon Association. It has been cur-
rently reported that Mr. Williams re-

signed on account of the comparison
judging which is to be tried at the next
New York show. We are, however, cred-
itably informed that Messrs. Williams,
Peer and Fonda resigned immediately
afler the late show and before the ques-
tion of judging by comparison came up.

shown last season in this country were
medium in color.

»
« *

i5. iov".

^' tu^^^^'^^ (Dayton, OJ English setter
bitch QUEEN Vic to L. Gardner's Roger
(Count Noble—Queen Meg), August 11 1890

PAULINE KENNELS' (Jersey City N I ) StBeniard bitch Jersey Maid (Plinlimmbn jr"
--Maud) to E. B. Sears' Helper, August 26

H. W. HUNTINGTON'S (Brooklyn N. Y ) irrev-hound bitch Hallow E'en to his Champion
Balkes, September 6, 1890.

EBERHART pug KENNELS' bitch EastLake Virgie to their John Bull, September
I, IS9O,

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' pug bitch LadyThurman to their John Bull, September 6

H. F. KELLY'S white bull terrier bitch Daisy to
hts Brutus, September 9, 1890.

""^.^i^^'^" *^ DAVIS' (St. Paul, Minn.) pug
bitch Belle to EberhartPug Kennels' Brai>FORD Ruby II, September 11, 1890.

WHELPS.
EBERHART PUG KENNELS' Dug bitch LadyThora.whelped September 6,five,three do^s

to their Bradford Ruby II.

W.CRAWFORD JOHNSON'S rough-coated col-
lie Lady Tippins, whelped September o
seven twodogs. by Chestnut Hifi Kennels'The Squire.

S. G. DIXON'S Duchess of WAVERLEv.formeriy
Champion Hether Blossom, whelped Sei>-
tember 16, .six bitches, to his Champion Lit-tle Boy.

SALES.
H. F. KELLY, Providence R. I, has sold Irish

setter dog Patsy Kitzpatrick to George
Miller, Fall River, Mass.

EBEHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O have
sold pug dog Montrose (Champion Kash—
Lavinia Belfe) to Judge Thornton, Shellyville
111., Sept. II, 1890.

NAMES CLAIMED.
EBERHAR-T PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.Claim the following names ;

*'c^u " '"•P"? "loR. whelped Aug. 5, 1890, bySpokane—Lady Verne.
Hustler for dog, same litter.
Tramp for dog, same litter.
Zarine for bitch, same litter.
ZiLLA for bitch, same litter.
Zanita for bitch, same litter.

DEATHS.
EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O

!^«, nl^'^
death pug bitch Lady Thorn

tijantaClaus—Almah); cause parturition.
»-— .

After Landscer.
Prom the Fanciers' Gazette.

The following conversation was heard
in a picture gallery :

Lady (reading from a catalogue of the exhibi-
tion): Two dogs after Landseer.
Friend

: But where is Landseer ? I don't see
him.

I^dy
: Why, surely, you don't imagine he

would slay there with those two ferocious-looking
brutes after him. I know I shouldn't if I were
»» his place.

BuFF.\LO. N. Y., S'.'pt., 189a
» .

WASTING OF DOGS.

The Manner of Treating Them ^Vhen
Tlius AffllcUMj,

In dogs, young and old, there is often
a manifest wasting of the whole body to-

gether with decreasing strength, without
any particular disease developing. The
more the affliction progresses the weaker
and more decrepit the dops become The"
rarely get up, and in consequence sores,
anologous to bedsores, develop on diflFer-
ent parts of ths body. The mucous mem-
branes become pale, are often of a dirty
white, the heart-beats are thumping,
breathing is normal without exertion ex-
cepting in cases preceded by a chest
affection when it liecomes hurried. Ap-
petite is generally good and digestion
seems not to be interfered with. The
abdomen is sometimes distended but
more often shrunken.
At times the mesenteric glands can be

felt through the skin which are always
disorganized, hard and enlarged. In-
wards the end fever generally supervenes.
The patient should be kept in a dry]

clean and moderately warm apartment
and should receive nourishing but not
voluminous food. When appetite is
impaired coupled with diarrhoea give
/^/.va//7/a one dose four times a day. If
constipated give Nujtr Vomica in like
manner. If the belly is distended give
Calcarea carb., same way. And in great
exhaustion with symptoms of general
dropsy give China alternation with Ar-
senicum four times a day.—H. Fisher.

I m .

MT. WASHINGTON KENNEL SOLD.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Will you please state in your val-

ued paper that I have disposed of all my
interest in theMt. Washington Kennel to
Mr. Joseph Lewis, of Canonsburg, Pa.,
including Champion Paul Gladstone and
several other English setters. The ken-
nel will be carried on under the old
name by Mr. I^ewis at Cannonsburg, Pa.,
and I wish to state to the public that it

gives me much pleasure to recommend
Mr. I^wis to them, as my six years' ex-
perience with him was of the most pleas-
ant nature, and I would not have severed
my connection with him had I remained
in the eastern country.

S. L. BOGGS.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Sept 18.

It has also been reported that Mr.
Williams claimed that he could not as a
member of the A. P. A. favor judging by
comparison. This, we believe, is rather
a strange ground to take, and can hardly
associate such a liberal-minded man as
Mr. Williams is with such an untenable
position. There is nothing in the con-
stitution and by-laws of the A. P. A. to
prevent a member favoring judging by
comparison.

•%
The entries of poultry for the Waverly

fair, to be held September 22 to 27, prom-
ises to be very large. Superintendent
Baldwin stating that last Tuesday alone
500 entries of poultry were made. There
is no question of the great popularity of
Waverly, and the only regret is the
buildings are not large enough to hold
all the exhibits.

Mr. Tegetmeier mmmpnta in the Field
(England) on recent experiments made
in Canada as follows : "With regard to
the breeds Ijest adapted to the climate of
Canada the opinion of the manager is in
favor of Plymouth Rocks as coming rap-
idly to maturity and marketable size, but
colonial views of first-class market fowls
are peculiar. In this country Plymouth
Rocks are regarded as barely second-
class birds for table purposes, being
coarse in skin and deficient in breast
meat."

• *

American breeders will hardly agree
with the above. Plymouth Rocks are,

however, deficient in breast meat, but
the quality of prime, well-fed young stock
is certainly good. As broilers Plymouth
Rocks have always been considered first

class. There is, however, a difference in

Plymouth Rocks, the coarser Cochin
type being inferior in plumage and car-

cass to the bright plumaged and more
closely feathered strains. As long as our
breeders breed for plumage only there is

little hope that the table qualities will be
improved.

*

—Hunting dogs frequently suffer from
sore feet when first put into training,
owing to the cuticle of the foot being
soft and tender. On the least signs of
bruise or soreness the foot should l)e

washed with warm water and af\er being
cleansed and dried apply zinc ointment
and tie the foot up securely for the night.

It would certainly be a good idea for

Plymouth Rock breeders to form a club.

The White Wyandotte Club has done
much to create a desire among breeders
to produce an ideal table fowl, and all

signs point to such a desirable feature.

Breast and back are two of the most im-
portant sections in all teble fowls, and
the Plymouth Rock certainly can be im-
proved by demanding a fuller breast de-

velopment.
.*.

Silver Wyandottes are well represented
at the English shows, but our English
friends do not like the American type as

they call the dark birds. It is evident
that the old Sebright type of Wyandotte
is the favorite on the other side of the
pond, and all things considered, it is the
finest type. The best pullet and hen

Mr. H. h. Holmes, manager of the ex-
tensive live stock interests of W. Atlee
Burpee & Co., is not enthusiastic over
white Langshans. He says they do not
breed true to color, many of his birds
turning out to be blue and gray. The
eggs came from noted yards in the East,
and not from "that awful" California
strain. However, here is a chance to
establish a strain of blue Langshans.

•
• •

Poultrymen and editors are often use-
ful at the fall fairs. Editor Cloud, of the
News, says he is in demand, and with
scoring cattle, judging poultry and "hog
guessing," he is a very busy man, and
his portly form is in serious danger
of being reduced considerably before
snow flies. Judge Cloud is a practical
breeder and thorough enthusiast on fancy
stock of all kinds.

* «

Dr. Roth, whose exhaustive article on
the roup question was freely quoted in
The Journal, writes the following in the
Sentinel

: "The Fanciers' Journai,
considers our suggestions of three grains
of mercuric chloride to half a pint of
water as a disinfectant wash for roup
rather strong. This is not quite the or-
dinary strength as used for a wash in
similar malignant affections. The usual
strength is one part in 1000, which is one
and three-quarter grains to one-quarter
pint of water. If, however, it is desirable
not to use it so strong take the next
standard strength—one part in 2000, that
is. one and three-quarter ararn* to oae-
half pint of water."

•

The Fanciers' Gazette says: "The
giving of oyster shells to fowls for the
purpose of shell formation has been ques-
tioned on the ground of their not being
digested by the bird. But Dr. Roth, in
The Fanciers' Journal, shows clearly
the fallacy of this position, and that
these or some such material are essential
and not beyond the capacity of the di-

gestive power."
•*•

Mr. John Frayn, of England, has
shipped to his partner, C. A. Bowman,
Elmira, N. Y., twenty-six Indian games,
including two well-known English prize
winners, and more are to follow the
latter part of the month. Messrs. Frayn
and Bowman captured all the first prizes
in this breed at the late Elmira show.

»\
We call attention to the advertisement

of the Great Inter-State Fair to be held
in Trenton, N. J.. September 29 to Oc-
tober 3. We can assure our readers who
enter their fowls and pigeons that they
will receive proper treatment and atten-
tion. They will not be made the victims
of fakirs at the fair grounds and over-
charged by hotel proprietors while out-
side. This was the experience of many
at the recent Mt. Holly Fair.

••#

Our valued English exchange, the
Fanciers' Gazette, has the following to
say on the judging question :

"The question of judging by score or
comparison continues to excite great in-
terest in America, and it is evident that
the English method is destined to fight
hard for recognition, if not entire adop-
tion. That it is better we have no doubt,
when the judges themselves are com-
petent, and there is not that awfnl waste
of time as by the scoring system. The
one good point of the latter is that it
trains judges what to look for, and com-
pels them to take the bird all round, ob-
viating the running after one point,
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which is the danger of judging by com-
parison. But that the score is more in-
fallible we have never believed, as it is

scarcely possible to find two men who
will score a bird the same. A competent
judge is independent of scoring ; an in-
competent will make a nmll of either
system."

The above is a complete casein a small

compass. It will bear considerable think-

ing over.
«

» «
"Mr. J. H. Drevenstedt, in The Fan-

CIBRS' JOURNAI., quotes 'Namquoit's'
remarks on the Bradford Show. "In Lejj-
homs I was not as well pleased ; their
plumage was all right, but the combs
were far and away too large, and the gen-
eral style more squatty than ours. I nmch
prefer ours for beauty.' And then pro-
ceeds to say :

'Acconfing to some reports,
the brown Leghorn of England is slowly
becoming a hash of black Spanish, game
and partridge Cochin. The brown Leg-
horns in this country have no doubt de-
creased in size in many sections, but most
breeders here prefer the trim, sprightly,
and graceful shaped Leghorns, with a
medium-sized comb, to the heavy-built,
Minorca-shaped, and l>eefy-combed Eng-
lish bird. Felch said once that if the
comb and wattles were trimmed off, the
Leghorn would lie a pretty good game
type. This is a question for the Brown
Leghorn Club to discuss.' Now as to the
first sentence, we have seldom met with
a better compression of error than this,
and we believe that the American type of
Leghorn is a greater departure from the
original than the English. It is now
about fifteen years since we imported our
first lot of brown Leghorns, and these
birds were as "squatty" as any to be seen
now, larger, and with more of the Minorca
shape than most, an<l with combs almost
as large. Such birds as these, both in
white and brown, gave the ideal of leg-
horns, which have been more or less held,
and if the illustrations in Wright's "Book
of Poultr)-" (first edition) are regard-
ed, it will then Ix; seen that the present
American type, as represented in books
raiiv. iiiuai,iciiiuua, aic luiaiiy uinerent, and
by no means so handsome.

"

We give the above in justice to the
breeders and the brown Leghorn fowl of
Engand, but hardly believe the English
type will ever meet with approval in this

country.

•*
Our esteemed contemporary, the Bulle-

tin, is still hammering away at compari-
son judging, and in the September issue

we find the following :

"Comparison judging is by far the
easier way of deciding the merits of fowls.
Scoring means mental lalxir, and requires
brain work, and the strain on a judge is
far greater than by the old way. Why ?

Because his decisions must be reduced to
the nicety of figures, that stand as written
evidence for or against his decision. Con-
sequently we count comparison judging
the lazy man's method.

« «

The mental strain produced by scoring
will certainly unbalance some judges'
minds if what they say is true alwut the
number of birds they can score in a day.
We heard one judge remark once upon a
time that he scored considerably over 300
birds in one day. As we met him tlie

following day afler this wonderful feat

we can assure the Bulletin that he was in

prime mental and physical condition
;

but had the strain been as great as our
contemporary f>elieves, the judge who
scores 300 birds or over would not last

long in this world.

scored with a Fletcher score card at the
rate of twenty to thirty per day, without
impairing the mental and physical facul-

ties of the judge. The objection is, and
always will l)e, that scoring consumes too

much time, and that the score card fre-

quently enables the ignorance of some
ju<lges to escape observation.

*
« «

We were privileged to read a letter

from one of the oldest and Ijest judges of

poultry recently and were surprised to

learn that he was a strong advocate of

comparison simply Ijecanse he believed

the score card to offer too safe a subter-

fuge for fraud. As he correctly stated :

"What can an exhibitor do when a judge
scores another's bird a quarter or a half

a point higher in one section simply be-

cause he wishes this bird to win ?"

»

We have seen this very thing done in

the show room. Two cockerels of equal

merit with combs not unlike and vary-

ing perhaps half a point, yet the judge
cut one comb one and one-half and the

other three points. The exhibitors pres-

ent, without exception, failed to under-
stand the modus operandi that gave the

one bird one and one-half points ad-

vantage in just one section. But both
birds were so good that one must be
Ijeaten—and he was.

#
» «

The Journal is not opposed to scor-

ing, but it protests against the abuse
comparison judging is receiving, especi-

ally when such charges as "fraud can be
more readily practiced, in comparison
judging" are foisted on the unsuspecting

public. If fraud is intended, the score
card is a very safe medium for its con-

summation.

and late shows as viewed by different

poultrymen. The consensus of opinion
is in favor of shows no later than Febru-
ary, although a number of poultrymen
favor March and April shows, but large

exhibitors like Philander Williams, A.

C. Hawkins, George W. Mitchell, George
Purdue, etc., are against late shows.

*
* «

The chief and really the most import-
ant objection made by the latter is that

it breaks up the breeding pens at a time
when hens should be laying in "full

blast" and chickens shouhl be safely

under way.
*

» »

Judge Cloud, the heavy-weight editor
of the Poultry News, in an editorial on
Orpingtons, is laboring under the hallu-

cination that The Journal was booming
the new English production. It simply
published the description of the breed
as given by the originator, and at the
same time published J. H. Drevenstedt's
severe criticisms on the same. The lat-

ter nearly two years ago cautioned breed-
ers to go slow before investing money in

Orpingtons. However, the News is do-
ing excellent work in exposing the false

claims made by interested parties of so-

called new breeds.
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«

We do not believe, however, that the
day will come when a poultry show pas.ses

without the charge of fraud being made,
whether judging by comparison or scor-

ing. Societies can do much to prevent
dishonesty on the part of exhibitors and
judges, but as long as the loose methods
prevailing in some of our show rooms ex-
ist the cry of fraud will not cease. In
our opinion all judging should be done
l>efore visitors are allowed on the prem-
ises, and no exhibitor should Ije allowed
near the judges while at work.

»•

The fact is, some scoring is done with
such lightning rapidity that a close ob-
server comes to the conclusion that it is

a mechanical performance, where the
brain is a passive partner. Personally,

we consider judging by comparison when
thoroughly done, a pretty severe mental
and physical strain.

«%
Where time is no object and a judge

can quietly take a seat, birds can be

Another rule that should be strictly

enforced is that no exhibitor has the
right to j'ank out birds from coops not
his own. At one show we .saw an exhib-
itor cooly pull out birds from his rival's

coops and condemn them in unmeasured
terms, and at the same time by word and
deed try to influence visitors and judges
in favor of his own unappronchable(?)
stock. Such actions should debar an ex-
hibitor from the show room.

«
* »

It was reporte<l to us by good authority
that an individud possessing all the
aliove qualifications and also a large
stock of abusive language was sternly
rebuked by the officers of the Buffalo
show last year and given to understand
that he must leave the building and for-

feit his premiums.

If all shows could Ik: held under the
rules of the A. P. A., provided the latter

exerted the same influence as the A. K.
C, drunken, abusive or tricky exhibitors
would find no chance to make a spectacle
of themselves. Decent exhibitors and
visitors should be jirolected.

•
« «

Editor Brown, of the BaUiniore Sun,
gives au interesting symposium on early

Ilaisln^ir P'Miltrv.

Fall is one of the best of times to get
ready to commence the poultry business.
The houses may be built and everything
made ready, and then a careful look
around may be teken and a flock of last

spring's pullets be purchased, and a
young male, or what would be still better,

a male that would be two years old the
coming spring. One male for about every
dozen pullets would be the average pro-
portion. If common poultry are to be
kept, the males should be selected from a
yard in no way related to the pullets, or
still lietter secure a good male of some
pure breed. If pure-bred poultry are to
be kept, the breeds that would be the l^est
would, of course, depend on the object in
view, whether eg^s or poultry for market
was to be the object ; or if both were de-
desired, considerable would depend on
the breeds selected. While the Leghorns
are without doubt the best layers, their
eggs are small, and not of sufficient size
to answer well for marketing as chicks.
The Plymouth Rocks make a fair market
chicken, l)ut their eggs are not numerous
in a year, nor is there nmch of an im-
provement in size on the Leghorns. They
can, however, be depended upon for in-
cubation, while the Leghorns cannot.
Doubtless the l)est results could be ob-
tained by crossing. Au excellent cross
for a good general purpose progeny would
be to cross white Leghorn males on white
Plymouth Rocks. Another good result
would be obtained by crossing a Iloudan
male on Langshans. The rapidity of the
growth of the progeny of^ this cross
excels all other crosses we know of, and
the chicks are heavy, vigorous, and have
plenty of breast

; in fact, as a table fowl
are hard to beat. A black-breasted red
game male crossed on light Brahmas
makes a fairly good fowl also. Crossing
Langshans and Minorcas produces a pro-
geny noted for large eggs and good table
qualities. While considerable may de-
l)end on the cross or the breeds adopted,
care, feed and business attention will be
elements that can in nowise be the least
slighted. This should alway be borne in
mind, for there is with too many a ten-
dency to imagine because they have a
breed noted for eggs and size, that they
can uphold their record without proper
support. The knowledge that one man
will carry a flock of poultry through a
season at a loss while another could make
the same flock pay a net profit of two
iloUars a head should be sufficient to es-
tablish the fact that there is as much in
feed and care of poultry as there is in the
breed.—G. O. Brown in Baltimore Sun.
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DISEASES OP POULTRY.

Roup. Canker, Diphtheria, 'Whieh
i» Which ?

For The Fancieks' Jovrnal.

I. K. Felch in his "Poultry Culture"
in the openiii); chapter on "Diseases of
Fowls," hits the uail pretty squarely
when he says : "We believe in preven-
tion, and when fowls are sick in exter-

mination more than doctoring." That's
our idea to a dot, and it must be a very
valuable fowl indeed when it pays to

waste a dollar's worth of medicine and
run the risk of spreading the contagious
germs until the entire flock becomes
afltli;ted. So soon as a bird becomes ill

with any of the contagious diseases that
attack poultry it ought to be removed
far enough to make contagion impossible,
and if the treatment does not show good
results soon my notion would be amputa-
tion of the head, and be done with the
trouble and disease at the same time if

possible. What say you to this idea ?

Another idea of ours is that fowls are
not afflicted with as many ills as some
enthusiastic symptomizers would have
us believe. It takes a celebrated diagnos-
tician to differentiate between enteritis,
colitis, proctitis, typhlitis, perityphlitis—
whew !—and ordinary "chicken cholera"
in the fowl ; don't you think so ? Per-
haps a chicken also catches on to perito-
nitis, hepatitis, splenitis or any other
itis that gets inside the feed box from
various " pretenses

; and an army of
lung afflictions that make your hair
stand "hill up," with a possible touch of
dyspepsia and a winding up with soften-
ing of the stomach (gastromalacia). Such
torments are possible in the fowl, and
many more, would we tackle our imagina-
tion a trifle harder ; but to our satisfac-
tion, or ignorance, while we have many
diseases to contend with, we don't have
them quite so alarmingly abundant as
some think. It may l)e different in dif-
ferent countries, but around these parts
the diseases of fowls are mostly confined
to the head and bowels, with 'the latter
chiefly manifesting itself in the form pop-
ularly known as "chicken cholera."
Perhaps the most prevalent of all dis-

eases in the fowl is roup—a disease
which may be superinduced by .so many
causes, chiefly the result of mismanage-
ment or neglect. Then there is canker,
and, as some will have us absorb, diph-
theria—three diseases whose similarity
in their various stages can only be differ-
entiated by one thoroughly versed in
their symptoms as they progress through
the various stages. The question then
arises, which is which, and when ? Now,
we don't wish to Ije too lengthy, but it

appears to be getting very interesting, so
we'll try and see.

Roup liegiiis in the nostrils or eyes, or
both, and spreads to the adjacent parts

—

the mouth, ears and throat.
Canker begins in the mouth and spreads

downward and upward into the channels
that open into the phaninx. It is, how-
ever, not predisposed to spread, but re-
mains confined to the oral cavity unless
complicated by roup or diphtheria.

Diphtheria begins in the throat, and
as it spreads in malignancy extends up-
ward into the j)liarynx and nose through
the Eustachian tubes into the ears and
downward into the windpipe. No mis-
taking either affection thus far if strict
notice is had of the commencing symp-
toms.
Next the symptoms. Roup is a ca-

tarrhal inflammation of the mucous lin-
ing of the nose, discharging a mild or
acrid, watery or muco-purulent matter,
which, according to the tyjie of the dis-
ea,se, is either harmless or malignant and
contagious. The mild form will soon
pass off without more than cleansing
treatinent and a few drops tincture of
aconite. The malignant form spreads to
all the adjacent parts, through the Eusta-
chian tubes into the ears, thence into the
bone sinuses of the head, producirg
what is known as "big head," and finally
to the brain. Generally death results
ere it advances thus far, and if it has not,
the fowl ought to have been killeil. The
disease with these symptoms is conta-
gious, and the mattery discharges, bv
coming in contact with the hands ancl
rubbing them over the face, is not with-.
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out danger to ourselves. I shall not
speak of the treatment of any of the dis-
eases under consideration in this article.
Canker l)egins, as said, in the month.

It is also an inflammatory process of the
mucus membrane, but manifests itself by
sniall, lentil-sized pimples on the tongue,
side and roof of mouth. These are at
first red and tumefied, but as inflam-
mation progresses they break down and
turn into small ulcers, which eventually
coale.sce and make the mouth one mas-
sive sore. The fowl cannot eat

; the
tongue becomes immovable, swallowing
well nigh impossible, and the fowl, while
otherwise well enough, soon pines for
want of food and must, if the disease be-
comes complicated with roup, die of
starvation. Canker is, in an uncompli-
cated form, purely a local trouble, and as
such requires but local treatment ; bnt
from the fact that fowls run mostly at
large, and are perhaps not .so comfortably
housed, colds are contracted along with
the already existent trouble, and compli-
cations may produce quite variable symp-
toms and results. Canker manifests it-
self generally where fowls are neglected •

must drink from the manure drains, or
filthy vessels containing droppings and
dirt; lack of variety in feed, or entire
want of vegetable food and grass. Where
cleanliness and good management pre-
vail canker will remain an unknown
trouble.

Diphtheria, if fowls do get it, a fact I
very much doubt though deem possible
has Its origin in the throat, and starts as
the other two, with an inflammation of
the mucus membrane there. But here
comes a digression from roup and canker
and a serious obstacle to my belief that
fowls become its victims. Roup and
canker are essentially local troubles, and
become malignant only by virtue of the
poison being absorbed after the diseases
have run the course to the breaking
down of the local tissues, thus exposing
the niore vital parts

; diphtheria, from
the first manifestation of symptoms is
caused by the virtue of the presence of a
poison in the blood, while rouu and ran-
ker cannot be classed as constitutional
from the l)eginning. Why this disease
so death-dealing in its ravages, should
prefer the throat as a primary locality
pathologists have not yet been able to
explain .satisfactorily. But let me sug-
gest that if the symptoms in the fowls
are once undeniably those of diphtheria
get rid of that fowl at once. Malignant
diseases rvill spread from the lower ani-
mals to man. as well as from man to the
lower animals, and if any fowls ever had
diphtheria, or possibly scarlet and typhoid
fevers and cholera, they may have con-
tracted these affections from eating or
coming in contact with food or discharges
from the sick chamber of one thus a f^-

flicted. Perhaps Mr. Jacobs, with his
thirty years' experience" in chemistry,

can help us out of this dilemma.
Here is a large field open for investi-

gation. The first symptom that would
lead one to suppose a fowl had diphthe-
ria IS refusal to swallow

; but then a fowlmay take a notion not to swallow for a
good many reasons. It don't take much
to destroy a chicken's appetite, so the
only way to make .sure is to look down
Us throat and see if there is any swelling
down there. Nine chances to one if it
has diphtheria, there is inembrane there
already an<l past all hope, for poultrymen
as a rule don't think of diphtheria first
and since it is a disease which runs a very
rapid course the fowl may even die be-
»ore the real trouble is known. It mijiht
also die of diphtheritic croup, and, like a
Jriendot ours who had a fine Brahma
cock, choke from a ball of twine, think
the poor critter died that way. Doctors
with much learning and not much prac-
tice may talk a great deal of bacilli and
microbes, bacteriology and all that stuff-
It nevertheless goes har.l for ns to swal-
low that diphtheria is a disea.se of the
towl. I deem it unnecessary to give thesymptoms of this disease an'y more in de-

f!l
' f !^J''^

'^*'*'*"" ^'•«' t''e fowl can notleU of the terrible prostration, pain in thebody and throat, etc.—we have but the
objective to go by. The swollen throator visible membrane is all to guide us,and when this is seen in convinciiiK pres-
ence, just treat the critter proniptly--<le-
capitate and bury deep. I think a care-

breeder to .lifferenliale which is which
01 these three flisea.ses.

Dr. W. F. Roth.
Manheim, Pa., Sept. 13, 1.890.

and

INDIAN GAMES.
Another Paper on Single

Double Lacing.
For The Fanciers' JorRNAL.

Absence from home has delayed my
reply to Mr. Drevenstedt's last article.
In this, which I trust may be the last ar-
ticle upon the subject which it will be
necessary for me to write, I wish as
briefly as possible to correct some of the
statements made, eith..'r directly or in-
ferentially, in Mr. Drevenstedt's article.

I should like to inquire for the au-
thority upon which the following state-
ment is made, viz: "There are the
Thompsons and Mattisons, Becketts,
Hauleys and others, all producing every
year beautifully laced Wyandottes, yet
the Indian game is a much older breed,
and in all these years but one nearly per-
fect double-laced hen was produced."
The Whitfield hen which was bred by

Mr. Frayn was undoubtedly a handsome
hen, well laced throughout, but there are
in this country at the present time, as well
as in England, numerous hens as well
laced as she was. I could mention three
or four breeders in this country who
could produce such hens, and who do
produce, so far as lacing is concerned
not one, but numerous .specimens annu-
ally I am bold perhaps in so stating,
but I have no hesitation in asserting that
perfectly laced hens—<loubIe-laced-are
more easily produced among Indian
games than are perfectly single-laced
hens among silver or golden Wyandottes
As a breeder of Indian games I know
that it IS much easier to produce double
than single-laced hens, and I have bred
00th styles of marking.
Mr. Drevenstedt, however, should not

forget that the Whitfield hen was a prize
bird in England quite as much on nr-^o,.«.
ot her size and figure as on account"o?
her lacing. English breeders rightly
give 111 the game classes much more con-
sideration to shape than to color, and
indeed, that is the case in this country
In other breeds I am inclined to think
too much consideration is given to color
or rather too little consideration is given
to shape. Given size and color, and a
bird with an exceedingly poor figure
stands a fair chance of winning under the
majority of judges. How many of the
beautifully marked birds have been Wy-
andottes and Plymouth Rocks only in
color, and yet have stoo<l high in the
prize lists ! The value of the Indian
game depends upon its figure as much as
the value of a short-horn does, and yet
if we place too much emphasis upon the
style of lacing it will not l>e long before
we shall be losing sight of the intrinsic
value of the fowl and be running a mad
race to make our Indian simply orna-
mental fowls. If short-horn breeders
should insist that only a red roan, for ex-
ample, was the correct color, and lay
great stress upon that, we should deem
them little less than mad, and the beef
qualities of the breed would suffer a
rapid deterioration. To a limited extent
poultry breeders would Jje equally unwise
to i)usli the color question in Indian
games too far to the front. It is right
and proper that some style of marking
should be the preferred one, bnt this style
should not overrule all others.

In reference to the Indian game and
golden Wyandotte croa I have already
expressed my opinion, and nothing in
this last article of Mr. Drevenstedt's
causes me to change it. But that not
only my views but those of others may
be had I take pleasure in <iuoting the
following from a game breeder, which
appeared in a recent issue of the Ohio
Poultry Journal

:

"In regard to Mr. Drevenstedt's allu-
sion to the crossing of Indian games on
silver Wyandottes (i. e., mistake of silver
for golden) to secure single lacing * * *
I would say that there could be no such
thing done with any degree of success
not that the lacing might not be accom-
plished, but Indian shape, which I be-
lieve IS the all important item, would Ix-
destroyed. The lieauty of an Indian
game is the shape, style and closeness of
feather, and all of these would at once be
destroyed with the slightest touch of
Wyandotte blood. It is not easy to in-
troduce dunghill blood into game fowls

j
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without Its showing. Such fowls might
be nicely laced and might be called
Cornish games, but no lover of true game
fowls would think of such a cross for an
instant. I think that the Cornish Indian
IS destined to become one of the most
popular fowls this country has ever
known, but they must be kept games in
sliajje."

1 have already quoted from Mr. H P
Clarke sustaining the position I have
assumed that any distinct lacing, whether
single or double, should be allowed I
have had a recent conversation with Mr
Bowman, of Elmira, N. Y., a prominent
Indian game breeder, who assures me
that his position is the same as mineAnd now I am permitted to quote the
opinion of a Culifomia breeder, Mr John
p. Mercer, to the same effect. In the
September number of the Cackler he
says: "With the fancier it is differentHe usually breeds what he considers the
most beautiful, and for pleasure, and in
breeding to his ideas he often destroys
utility for lieauty

; and this may be the
fate of the Indian game, if a wise stand-
ard is not made. Many fanciers want a
double lacing, and if they carry their
point It will often happen that breeders
are compelled to breed and exhibit their
poorest birds because they are double
laced while others of the same breeds
which may be better birds, are rejected
because they have only the single lacing
If the double lacing adds to their beauty
It should be encouraged, but not de-
manded. Why should the standard for
the Indian game be more strict than that
of many old standard breeds, such as
dark Brahmas and partridge Cochins
which are only required to have a distinct
pencilling? And so it should be with
the Indian game. A distinct single-laced
fowl IS much handsomer than a double
indistinct laced fowl. How foolish it
seems to tell some of the best breeders to
throw their best breeding pens and first
prize winners in the pot, simply because
they are laced singly. » * » j have
not an axe to grind, as my fowls are
..uuijic laceu, ana I have none for sale
nor eggs either, and do not expect to
have for a long time."

It seems lo me no further reply is
needed upon the question of judging the
fowls. If the fowls are to be scored a
competent judge can score accurately
one variety of lacing as well as another
If they are to be judged by comparison
and the work is done accurately, com-
parison will be nothing but shorthand
scoring, as each bird must first be com-
pared with the standard if the standard
IS to l>e a guide to excellence. The fact
that birds with two sets of markings have
been scored and compared for years and
with no moie difficulty than if but one
style of marking were allowable is in
Itself a perfect refutation of the position
Mr. Drevenstedt has taken.
Having, it seems to me. practically ex-

hausted this subject and perhaps the pa-
tience of the reader at the same time. I
shall not feel called upon to further re-
ply unless my opponent and good friendwho like myself, is arguing only that
truth may l)e made known and a just and
wise standard for the breed may be pre-
pared, introduces some new matter forme to traverse. H. s. Baiicock

WHEREWILLmA. P.A. MEET?

New Orleans, Atlanta and Nash-
ville Suggested.

A Batch of Interesting Letters from A.

E. Shaw, Ross A. Smith, G. P. Rey-

naud and P. H. Scudder.

Wyan<lott<?s.

No breed of fowls has gained fame
more rapidly than the Wyandottes. They
are excellent egg producers, lay well
during the whole year, are splendid for
tafde use. and have no superiors for eariy
Doilers. The^ are a breed of American
origin, and, like the Plymouth Rock are
a general jjurpose fowl

; are quiet in' dis-
position, will bear confinement ; are care-
ful sitters, make good mothers, and are
easily broken up when brootly. Their
jiliim.ige IS very attractive

; ihev have a
beautiful laced hackle and sml.fle, solid
black tail, brcust feathers have white cen-
ters heavily laced with black, comb
should be low. medium sized, with well
defined spikes

; legs clean and of a bright
orange color

; wattles and earlol)es of a
deep, rich red. They were admitted into
the standard in 1S.S0. They are an Amer-
ican cross breed, claimed to have originat-
ed by crosses of the spaiigle<l Hamburg
dark Brahma and buff Cochin. I'm the
farmer and market poultrynian vhere is
no better breed than the Wyandottes.
The cocks weigh eight and a half pounds
and the hens six and a half pounds —

S

H. Fisher in Ohio Poultry Journal.

Charleston and New OrleaoH 8hows.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : These two shows will be the big

shows of 1891. Ch.-irleston's dates are
January 13 to 17 ; New Orieans the next
week, January 20 to 25. Charleston will
have the American Poultry Association,
American Columbarian Association and
specialty clubs meet with them during
their show week, and with that prince of
good fellows, Ross A. Smith, at the helm,
Charleston cannot help but be a grand
success.

Friend Smith writes me that he is re-
ceiving letters from all parts of the coun-
try saying, "We will be at your show and
will go from Charieston to New Orleans."
The writer also is receiving letters by
every mail saying, "I will be at your
show this winter." The express com-
panies will give a through rate to New
Orleans with stop-over privilege at
Charleston, and exhibits can then be
shipped to New Orieans and returned free.
The railroads will also give reduced rates.
Already I have many applications for
premium lists, and many of our friends
are offering good specials (no eggs ac-
cepted). As we will not issii*. onr «~
mmm list before the latter part of Octo-
ber, I give below what I think our ore-
miums will be.

Chickens will be entered single • ducks
turkeys, geese, etc., in pairs

; entry fee'

fu^
^I'l^miuo's—First, *3 ; second, $2 \third, V. h. c; fourth, h. c, and fifth'

c

Best male and four females, first fo- sec-
ond, V. h. c; third, h. c, and fourth, c
Sweepstakes of |io for best display in
each class. No bird under 88 points to
compete for sweepstake prizes.
Pigeons—Entry fee, pairs or singles

$1 ;
first, $2; second, |i; third, v. h. c.'

fourth, h. c; fifth, c.

Dogs--Entry fee, |2; first, $5; second,
*3; third, v. h. c; fourth, h. c- fifth c
Challenge class, |io, and club specials' or
kennels. As we are a member of the
A. K. C, their rules govern our show.
Our judges are as follows : I. K. Felch

D. M. Owen and E. S. Cumings on poul-
try

; George E. Peer on pigeons, and
John Davidson, H. F. Schellhass and
Hon. N. D. Wallace on Dogs. John
Morice, V. S., veterinarian

; H. A. Bridge
superintendent. '

I am glad to see the many new associ-
ations organizing in the South. The mor«
the merrier, we can not have too many
and I would like to see one in every town
of the Union. But I am sorry to see the
jealousy manifested by some of our breed-
ers. We all should be united and pull
together for the mutual benefit of all Of
course we would all like to have the A
P. A. with us this winter, but as Charles^
ton was the first in the field, why I say
lets all try our best to make the Charles-
ton International a grand success, and
show our northern brothers what we can
do m the way of fancy poultry it this
Sunny southern land" of ours. I for

one will l)e at Charieston with my chicks
and dogs, and will try to induce all my
friends to do the same. Then we can all
come back to the great New Orleans show.
The railroads will give special rales, and
we will try to make your stay with us
plea.sant, and you will see one of the
grandest and oldest cities of the South
and our people will give you a hearty
welcome. There are many sights in and
around New Orleans well worth seeing.
We have our "West End" (the Coney

Island of the South) the old "Spanish
Fort" Challniette (tin- place where the
battle of New Orleans was fought) and
our world renowned "French Market,"
liesides many others too numerous io
mention. Brother fan. iers. New Orieans
with her 260,000 people cordially invites
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you to attend her grand poultry, pigeon
and doK show January 20 to 25, 1891, and
will welcome you, as the people of our
grand old Creseut City can only do. Do
not forget that the two big shows of 1891
will be held at New Orleans and Charles-
ton. A. E. Shaw.
New Orleans, La., Sept. 6, 1890.

Mr. Smith Speaks.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : In your last issue there appeared

an article from the Greenville News, and
in that article this paragraph : "Let the

members of the American Association

who wish to form intelligent ideas on the

subject study the history of the two state
shows given in Charleston," and so say
we, and herewith we give the following
facts, but first to make everything plain
we will divide the state in half. The
mountainous, or as it is commonly
called, the up country, is the western
half. Here Greenville, with a population
of less than Sixxj, is located, and is dis-
tant from Charleston nearly 300 miles.
Charleston, in the eastern half, has a
population of 62,000, is situated in the
lower county on the coast and within
sound of the roar of the Atlantic Ocean.
The first exhibition of the South Caro-

lina Poultry aud Pet Stock Association
was held in this city in March, 1889. Of
the entire exhibits not a single exhibit
came from the western half, the Green-
ville section of the state, and less than
100 out of 700 came from the state outside
of this city.

The second, the last exhibit, was held
in January this year. Out of over 1200
exhibits less than fifty came from the
western half of the state of which Green
ville is the centre, less than 150 from the
entire state outside of Charleston, while
from this city itself there were over 600,
and 400 from other states.

Of the entire membership of nearly
700 there were but four paid up from
the western half, one of these from Green-
ville, and only 160 in the entire state out-
side of Charleston, while over 500 were

receipts of the last show $70 came from
the west, I159 from the entire state out-
side of Charleston, and all the balance
from Charleston and other states.
Now, another fact. The writer was not

made president of this association until
at the close of its last show, yet certain
individuals for personal reasons have en-
deavored to show bad management on
my part. It is just that I should ^ive an
account of my stewardship, but that I
should also be held responsible for the
management before I became the man-
ager is rather uureasonable. 1 do affirm,
however, that the former managers were
not lax in their duties, and that if a few
pretenders we know of had given their
hearty support, they would have had
little time for fault-finding aud kicking.
"Yet the memliers of the American
Poultry Association who wish to form in-
telligent ideas on the two state shows
held in Charleston," and as a brother ex-
ecutive officer of the A. P. A.I ask that
you study this question without regard
to personal interests.

Ross A. Smith,
President South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock

Association (not incorporated).

that it was decided to invite all associa-
tions and clubs to meet there.
As secretary of the American Buff

Cochin Club I wrote the members asking
whether they would attend New York
and Charleston. Twelve have answered
that they would attend New York, but
not Charleston. One answered he would
attend Iwth shows.

Let the reader judge for himself.

G. P. Reynaud.
New York, Sept. 15, 1890.

He Favorti XashvlIIe. Tenn.
Editor Fancier,s' Journal.
Sir : In view of the present state of

affairs in South Carolina, why not have
the A. P. A. meet at Nashville, Tenn.

p. h. scudder.
Glen Head, N. y.

ELMIRA'8 SHOW.
The Poultry and Pigeon Display-

List of Awards.
Special Report.

The second annual show of poultrj'

and pigeons in connection with the Great
Inter-State Fair was held in Elmira. N.
Y., Septemlier i to 12, and taken alto-
gether was by far the largest and most
interesting show ever held in Elmira.
The tempting premium list brought

together 1077 exhibits. Mr. H. S. Bab-
cock judged all classes and gave general
satisfaction, the judging being so evenly
all through that faults were very difficult
to find in any of the awards.
Mr. C. A. Bowman was acting secre-

tary in this department. The efficient
superintendent was I. H. Northrup, who
had for his assistant Eugene Delamarter.
The awards were as follows :

Locks, first, J. F. Bird; hens, first, withheld;
second, T. P. Bird. Bearded golden, first,
r. F. Bird, Bearded silver— Pen, first. Head-
Hendley & Day ; second, James .Seeley. White

—

Pen. first, E. Laud B. V. Bryant ; second, Headley
& Day. Hens, first and second, E. L. and B. V.
Bryant. Cockerels, first and second, E. L. and
B. p. Bryant. Pullets, first and second, K. L. and
B. K. Biyant. White-crested black—Pen, first
K. L. and B. V. Bryant ; second, Headley & Day.
Cocks, first, N. S. Davis ; .second, J. K. Bird.
Hens, first, E. L. and B. F. Bryant ; second, J. F.
Bird. Cockerels, first and second, B. L. and B.
K. Bryant. Pullets, first and second, E. L. and
B. F. Bryant.
HAMBUKiis.—Golden spangled — Pen, first,

James Seeley
; second Dounce & Moody. Cocks,

first, G. E. Stephenson
; second, A. F. Bronson.

Hens, first, A. F. Bronson ; second, F. R. Ter-
williKtr. Cockerels, first, F. R. TerwilliKer ; sec-
ond, A. F. Bronson. Pullets, first, A. F. Bron-
son

; second. F. R. Terwilliger. Silver spangled
—Pen, first, J. H. Hazard; second, R. V. Snby.
Cocks, first, J. E. Hazard ; second, G. E. Steph-
enson. Hens, first, Dounce & Moody; second,
G. E. Stephenson. Ctx-kerels, first, Donner &
Moody ; second, J. E. Hazard. Pullets, first. J.
E. Hazard

;
second ; Dounce & Moody. Golden

pencilled-Pen, first, G. E. .Stephenson. Cocks,
first, J. F. Bird ; second, Dounce & Moody. Hens
dr.. I T^ ..:.j . J ., .. -i „ .'

let

first, J, F. Hird ; second, Dounce & .Mixxly. Pul
lets, first, J. F. Bird. Silver pencille<l—Pen, first
G. W. Chidscy. Cock, first, G.W. Chidsey. Hens

The Secretary of the BnlT Cochin Club
I>l8cuAHen the Situation.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : One of the principal questions
agitating fanciers at present is the meet-
ing place of the A. P. A., the A. C. A. and
the specialty clul)s the coming season.
Much has been written tending to show
that Charleston, S. C, would get the
coveted prize, but must say I fail to see
either sense or justice in such a decision.
Sense is wanting in the fact that the

Charleston show is the outcome of a sec-
tional and factional fight, therefore por-
tends failure. New Orleans, La., and
Augusta, Ga., offer far l)etter prospects of
success.

Justice is wanting, l>ecause by all laws
of equity Greenville should be selected
and is entitled to the meeting if South
Carolina is to be the favored state.

If you will refer to the rei>ort of the
annual meeting of the South Carolina
Poultry and Pet Stock Association priir
tT the split you will see that Greenville
v\a8 selected for the annual show, and

Plymouth Rocks—Single-combed barred-
Pen, first, C. L. Miller ; second, Headley & Dav
cocks, first, W. A. Alexander; second R e'
Coe

;
hens, first, W. A. Alexander ; 's.-cond

Schwab Bros.; cockerels, first, George Frost'
pullets, first. Frost. Pea-combed, barred-Pen'
first, a-irnes Bios. White—Pen, first, Headlev& Day; cocks, first, R. E. Coe.
WVANDOTTES-Silver-Pen. first. Headlev »

uay; second, Carl Hart; cocks, first. S Ham-
merschmidt

; second, R. E. Coe ; hens, first M
Hamnierschraidt; second, R. E. Coe; cockerels
first, Mrs. F. G. Mowrey ; second, A. B.'Benhani &
Son

;
pullets, first, C. Hammer.schmidt

: second
Mrs. F. G. Mowrey. Golden—Pens, first Cun-ningham & Blair; second, Headley & Day cocks
first, John S^intee

; hens, first, Cunningham and
Blair; second, John Santee ; cockerels, first and
second, Cunnmgham and Blair; pullets first
and second, Cunningham and Blair. White-
Pens, first, Headley and Day ; cocks first
Edward Joslin ; .second J. F. Carter ; hens, first
J. F. Carter ; second. Edward loslin

; cockerels'
first, W. A. Alexander; pullets, first, W a'
Alexander.
JAVAS—Black—Pen, first, James Seeley • cocks

first, C. Hamnierschmidt ; hens, first C Ham-
merschniidt. -Mottled-Cocks, first, James See-
ley ; hens, first, James Seeley

; cockerels first
F. R. Terwilliger : pullets, first, F. R Terwil-
liger.

BrahmAS—Light—Pen, first, S. H. I^nev
second, Keves and Tabor ; cocks, first, R. fa'
Coe

;
second, S. H. Laney ; hens, first and sec-

ond, S. H. Laney ; cockerels, first, J. T. Bird •

second, S.H. Laney; pullets, first and second s'
H. Ijiney. Dark—Pen. first, Harry Miller- sec-
ond, F. R. Terwilliger

; cocks, first, H. Miller-
hens, first, withheld

; .second. H. Miller • cock-
erels, first and second, H. Miller; pullets first
and second, H. Miller.

'

CocHi.NS— BuflT— Pen, first, Charles Derker
cockerel.H. first, Charles Derker. Partridge-^
Pen, first and second, H. B. Batterson • cocks
first, H. B. Batterson

; hens, first. J. T Bird
'-

second, H B. Batterson. White—Pen. first f'
Delamarter; cockerels, first, E. Delamarter-
pullets, first, B. Delamarter. Black—Cockerels'
first, J. T. Bird

;
pullets, first, I, T. Bird

Lanoshans.—White—Pen, first, J F Knox-
cockerels, first, J. F. Knox; pullets, first I f'
Knox. Black—Pen, first, Headley & Day sec-
ond, Keys & Tabor ; cocks, first, I. F. Knox'- sec-
ond, J. F. Flint : hens, first, J. F. Flint ; second
I. F. Knox

; cockerels, first, J. F. Knox
; pullets'

first. J. F. Knox.
Spanish.-White-faced black—Pen, first and

second, Headley & Day ; cocks, first, H. B Bat-
terson

; hens, first, H. B. Batterson
; pullets

first, H. B. Batterson.
puiiiis,

ANDAI.118IAN8.—Pen, first, Headley «i Day
cocks, first, J. F. Bird

; hens, first, J. F. Bird '

Leghorns.—Brown—Pen, first, Headley &Day; cock. C. Hamnierschmidt; second, C W
Whitlock

; hens, first and second, C. W Whit-
lock

;
cockerels, first, C. Hamnierschmidt

; pul-
lets, first, C. Hamerschmidt ; second, C. H. Par-
menter. Rose-combed brown— Pens, first H F
Benedict

; second, D. W. Chamberliu
; c<«ks

first, H. E. Benedict
; hens, first, J. O Moore'

second, H. H. Benedict ; cockerels, first H e'
Benedict

; pullets, first, H. H. Benedict 'second
J. O. Moore. White—Pen. first, Headlev » Day-
second, E. E Thornton

; cockerels, first with-
held

;
second, E. E. Thornton

; jmllets, first, E.
E. Thornton. Kose-conibed white— Pen first
F R Terwilliger; cfxrkcrels, first and second'
H. E. Benedict

; pullets, first and second H F
Benedict. Domhiique— Pen, first, Headlev &
Day. -'

MiNORcAS.—Black— Pens, first, Dounce <tMoody; second, John Sauter, Jr. Cix^ks— First
Schwab Bros.: second, K S. Davis. Hens first
and second. John Sauter, Jr Cockerels,' first
Donnce & Moody ; second, John Sauter Jr
Pullets, first, Dounce & Mtjofly

; second R S
Davis. White-Pen, first, Headlev it Day'
Polish.—Oolden—Pen, first. Headley St Day

first and second, G. E.Stephenson. Black, pen,
first, Dounce & Moody ; second, G. E. Stephen-
son. Cocks, first, G. E. Stephenson; second
Dounce & Mooily. Hens, first, G. p;. Stephenson;
second, Dounce & Moody. Cockerels, first, Dounce
& Moody

; second, D. W. Payne. Pullets,
first. Dr. Payne; second, G. E. Stephenson.'
White-Pen, first, G. E. Stephenson

; second,
Dounce & Moody. Cocks, first and second, G. E.
Stephenson. Hens, first and second, G. E.
Stephenson. Cockerels, first, G. E. Stephenson.
Pullets, first, G. E. Stephenson.
Red Cai'S.—Pens, first, Edward Joslin ; cocks,

first, Cunningham & Blair; second, Edward
Joslin ; hens, first, Cunningham & Blair ; s«c-
ond, p;dward Joslin ; cockerels, first, Edward
Joslin ; second, Cnnninghani & Blair

; pullet,
first, Cunningham & Blair.

Creve Cieurs.—Pen, first, J. F. Bird cocker-
els, first, J. F. Bird.
HounANS.—Pen, first, Keyes & Tabor; cock-

erles, first, R. K. Coe ; hens, first, R. E. Coe.
Dorkings.—Silver gray—Hens, first and sec-

ond, G. K. Stephenson ; cockerels, first, A
Cockrill

;
pullets, first. A. Cockrill. White-

Cock, first. G. E. Stephenson
; hen, first, G. E

Stephenson
; pullet, first, G. E. Stephenson.

Games.-Black red—Pen, first, Dr. T. W.
Ross; second, W. T. Elwell ; cocks, first, T. M
Raymond; second, T. C. Stephenson; hens]
first, F. C. Stanton ; second, T, M. Raymond-
cockerels, first, T. M. Raymond : second, G. E.
Stenhcnsou ; pullets, first, T. M. Raymond

; sec^
ond, Stepheu.soii. Duckwing—Cocks, first, Dr. F.
W. Ross; hens, first and second. Dr. F. W
Ross ; cockerels, first, Dr. F. W. Ross

; pullets
first. Dr F. W. Ross. Red Pile—Pen, first C L
Miller; hflie first f" I Miller. ><;2^U...<, c •'

C. L. Miller; pullets, first, C. L. 'MilTer.'Black"'
Hens, first and serond, G. E Stephenson

; cock-
erel, first, G. E. Stephenson

; pullets, first, G E
Stephenson. Black Sumatras—Pen. first and
second, 1. H. Northrup; cocks, first aud second
I. H. Northrup ; hens, first and second, I h'
Northrup ; cockerels, first and .second, i. H.
Northrup

;
pullets, first aud second, I. H. North-

rup. Indian—Pen, first and second, Frayn &
Buwmaii

;
cock, first, Frayn & Bowman

; hens,
first and second, Frayn & Bowman

; cockerels'
first, Frayn & Bowman ; second, E. Joslin

; pul-
lets, first, Frayn & Bowman ; second, E. Joslin.
Bantams.—Rose comb black—Pen, first, J. EStephenson ; second, M. Kleason

; cocks,' first
M. Klea.son ; second, G. W. Chidsey

; hens', first'

J. F. Bird ; second, G. W. Chidsey; cockerels'
first, M. Kleason; pullets, first, G. E. Stephen-
son

; second, M. Kleason. Rose-comb white-
cock, first, M. Kleason

; hens, first, M. Klea.son -

cockerel, first, M. Kleason, pullets, first, m'
Kleason. Japanese—Pen, first, M. Kleason-
second, J. F. Bird; cocks, first, Charles Decker-
cockerels, first, M. Kleason; pullets, first, m'
Kleason.
Pekin or Cochin.—Pen, first, M Kleason

cocks, first, M iKIeason ; second, J. F. Bird - hens'
first, J. F. Bird

; second, G. E. Stephenson
';

cockerels, buff, first,' M. Kleason
; black, first

C. L. Miller; pullets, first, bufT, M. Kleason'
black, first, C. L. Miller; second, C. L. Miller '

Brown Red Game—Pen, first, F. C. Stanton
ctKks, first, F. C. Stanton ; hens, first, Stanton
cockerels, first, F C. Stanton

; pullets, first F C
Stanton. Red Pile Game—Pen, first, Filkin &
Wide ; cocks, first, F. C. Stanton ; second, C. L
Miller; hens, first and .second. C. L. Miller-
cockerels, first, Filkin & Wide; pullets first'
Filkiii & Wide. White Game—Pen. first m'
Kleason

;
cockerels, first, M. Klea.son

; pullets
first, F. C. Stanton ; second, M. Klea.son PitGames—Pen, first, F. N. Donnce; cocks, first
and .second, C. H. Toole ; hens, first and second
C. R. Toole

; Cockerels, first C. H. Toole - sec-
ond, r. R. Terwilliger; pullets, first, C. H
Toole; .•second, F. N. Dounce.
Black rtd Knme—Pen, first. Filkin & Wilde

second, F. C. Stanton. Cocks, first, C. L. Miller
.second, G. W. Chidsey. Hens, first, F. C. Stan-
ton

;
second, C L. Miller. Cocke2els, first, Fil-

kin & Wilde; second, G. W. Chidsey. Pullets
first Filkin it Wilde ; second, F, C. Stanton'
Duckwinggame- Pen, first. F. C. .Stanton. Cocks'
first, M. Kleason ; second, Dounre & Moo<ly'
Hens, first, M. Kleason ; second, F. C. Stanton
Cockerels, first, F. C. Stanton. Pullets, first F
C. Stanton. Black game—Cocks, first, M. klea-
son. Hen, first, M. Kleason. Cockerels, first
M. Kleason. Pullets, first M. Kleason.
Gohlcii Sebright—Pen, first, M. Kleason - sec-

ond. I. H. Northrup, Cocks, first, I. H. Northrup
second, J. F. Bird. Cockerels, first, I. H. N(rr'
thrup - second, M. Kleason. Silver Sebright!*—
Pen, first, M. Klenson

; .second, I. H. Northrup
Cock, first, M. Kleason. Hen, first, M. Kleason
Cockerels, first, M. Kleason

; second, I. H. Nor-
thrup. Pullet, first, M. Kleason.
Booted —Fen, first. M. Kleason. Cocks, first

M, Kleason. Hens, first, M. Kleason. Cockerels
lirst, M. Kleason. Pullets, first, M. Kleason!
White crested white Polish.-Pen first.cocks first
hens first, cockerels first, pullets first, M Klea-
son.
CAi'ONS.-First, C. W. Whitlock; second

George Frost.
TiHKKVS,— Bronze— First, James Scelv ; sec

ond, W. A. Drnycr. White-First, R. F.'Seely

-

second, G. E. Stephenson. Slate—First, R f'
Seely. Black—Second, G. E. Stephenson.

GBBSE.—TouIouBe—First and second, J. Seely.
Emden—First, R. E. Coe ; second, G. E. Stephen-
son. Chinese—First, James Seely; second, G.
E- Stephenson.
Ducks —Rouan—First, J. F. Bird ; second, D.

Munson. Aylesbury—First and second, Jamea
Seeley. Colored'Muscovy- First. G. E. Stephen-
son

; second, J. F. Bird. Cayuga—First, J. F.
Bird

;
second, G. F. Stephenson. Pekin—First,

R. F. Seeley; second, D. Munson. White Call-
First, D. Munson ; .second, G. E. Stephenson.
Guineas.—Pearl—Fowls, first, J. F. Bird ; sec-

ond, R. F. Seely. White—Fowls, first and sec-
ond, G. E- Stephenson.
Pigeons.—Best collection of pouters—First, F.

C. Stanton. Best collection of Antwerp*—F. C.
Stanton. Best collection of swallows— First. F.
C. Stanton.
Incubator in operation-First, Universal

Hatcher Company.
Brooder in operation—First, Universal Hatcher

Company. c. A. B..~^^
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An Extended Review of the Poul-
try Exhibits and Awards.

The exhibit of poultry was a disap-

pointment in point of numbers, and in

many instances the quality was far be-
low the standard. The judging was not
completed on Thursday—a fact that
should be remedied in the future. There
were judges enough in the poultry de-
partment to finish the work in one day,
but through some misunderstanding some
ofthe judges failed to appear until Wed-
nesday noon. Mr. J. C. Long, Jr., editor
ofthe Poultry Bulletin, was assigned the
task ofjudging an unusually large and fine
display of pigeons. The latter was not
arranged to suit the convenience of the
judge which made the latter's labor doub-
ly onerous, but nevertheless the work of
Mr. Long is to be highly commended
and gave excellent satisfaction. Messrs.
Baldwin, Scudder aud Anders judged the
poultr>-. The latter were as a rule well
classified, which is the case when Super-
intendent Rackhani is at the helm.
The most noteworthy feature was the

absence of good barred Plymouth Rocks.
What there was could not be considered
sufficiently advanced in age to give an
intelligent criticism, excepting a few
pairs of chicks that had age enough but
lacked plumage, especially the females.
Ouc cxhibiior was evidently unaware
that Plymouth Rocks should have no
feathers on the shanks.
White Plymouth Rocks were of better

quality and the display alx)ve the aver-
age.

Wyandottes, excepting one pen of sil-
vers and a pen of whites, were far below
the standard. The pen of white Wyan-
dotte chicks exhibited by Dr. Moyer
were easily the sweepstake pen of the
show. Size, symmetry, comb and gen-
eral condition were excelleut.
Leghorns were a disappointment, espe-

cially the single comb brown fowls. The
condition of the latter was such that a
judge must exercise considerable judg-
ment and a little imagination to place
the awards intelligently. Most of the
hens failed woefully in the color of the
legs, some being positively white. A
good pair of Leghorn fowls were disquali-
fied for white in plumage, although the
latter was confined to the roots of the
primaries in the old cock. Good combs
on brown Leghorn males scents to be a
lost art. In this respect the whites fare
better, .is one really finds a better aver-
age comb there. The display of white
Leghorns was small, Headley & Day
showing one good old male and B. F.
Lewis a promising cockerel.
There were more Dominiques than

usual, but the quality and true symmetry
of this old-time American favorite was
not what it should be. Black Minorcas
made a good showing and the quality was
above the average. Asiatics were not a
particularly large class, but conteined
some really excellent birds. J. Van
Mater had buff Cochin clucks that cer-
tainly promise to make matters warm for
other bree<lers when they get more age.
One pullet was unusual'ly fine in color

—

the best we have seen this season. Jesse
G. Darlington it Co. won first on buff
fowls with a very good pair. Both these
breeders seem to know what buff color is,

and Van Mater evidently devotes the
same care to them ss to his buffs.
Of the game exhibit little can be said,

as there were but few entries. Only one
pair of Indian games showed up, but the
hen, strong and solid as she was, failed
signally in ])luuiage. She was almost
partridge marked, no single or double
lacing showing itself The bantam dis-
play was very large and fine. Jesse G.
Darlington & Co.'s little black-brested
red game cock was a feature among the

game bantams. Barring a rather upright
tail he is a perfect little gem.
The Pekin bantams brought out a few

extra pairs, notably T. F. Rackham's
and John F. Diehl's crack birds. We
rather fancied Mr. Diehl's pair the best,
although the male was a trifle larger than
he should lie. His color, however, was
excellent. Mr. Rackham won first with
a pair that are small in size, and the male
a good buff, but the hen a trifle mealy.
Dr. Maple had a large collection of the
different varieties which have been com-
mented upon in previous shows. The
entries fell far lielow expectations aud
the attendance was nothing to what it
usually is at fall shows. The fakirs,
gamblers and circus attractions of the
shows seem to gather a different crowd
nowadays and drive away many of the
better class of visitors. This at least was
the opinion of a number of Philadelphia
fanciers and business men who were
among the stay-at-homes. We give the
awards as follows

:

HOUDANS.-Pair fowls, i.st to B. F. Lewis, 2d to
T. B. Allison

; chicks and pen, ist to Allison
Dorkings.—Pair white fowls and pen of samem to T. Farrer Rackhani

; pair grey fowls, ist to

Cochins.—Buff-Fowls, ist to Darlington & Coad to John Van Mater; chicks, i.st and zd. and pen'
ist and 2d to Van Mater Partridge—Chicks; ist
to AonzoGuth ;pen. island 2d to Van MaterWhite—Pen. ist to John F. Starr, JrGam«s. -Yellow duckwing-Fowls, 1st aud 2dMestervelt, Haywood & Co. White-Fowls, isl

Jl," "j Haines & Bro
; pen, ist to Haines & Bro

B l^/J
''"'^'"°K«--J-°w>*. « to Joseph Krouse.Black-Powls ist,andoen, ist, to Haines & Bro.

r.:Ji' ^^Sr^'^r^- '»' and pen 1st to Haines & BroIndian—Fowls, ist to Rackham.
Plymouth RocKS.-Barred-Pen, ist to JohnK Starr, Jr.. chicks, ist to E. A. Goldy, 2d to B.F.Lewis. White-Pen, ist to J. H. Holmes second to Headley and Day ; fowls, isl to Headley itDay second to B F Lewis; chicks, ist to HeadUley & Day, second to J H. Holmes
BRAHMAS.-Light-1-owls, 1st to J. G. Dar-lington, 2d to Frank H. Keller; chicks, first to

^.Lm^^''/?'?! '°J- *' Uarlintrton: pen, istto Keller, 2d to Alonzo (luth. Dark Fowls-list{^"^ckham; chick.. ,st to Keller 2d to ^ck
Polish—Headley & Day took all the nnzes as

silver bearded fowls, ist for pen golden f ,wls °«1
for pair go den plain chicks, .st and 2d for pairblack fowls, ist for chicks and ist for peii ofsame, and second for pair of white fowlsMlNOKCAW —Poir M0/.I, <-„_1_ .-. '.

'

Darlington 2d to Headley & Day ;"Jlen"firrt Vosame
; chicks, ist to Hearfley & l5ay^d toT HHolmes; pen, chicks, 2d to Holmes Fair whitefowls, ist to Headley & Day ; chicks, ist to .^„ e!and pen ist to same.

-««"<;,

»^L^''"r^'^i^^^~7^''^ *"^'^'' '««d fowls, i8t toHeadley & Day, 2d to B. F. Lewis ; chick.;, ,st toWestervelt Haywood & Co. 2d to Headley & Day
fc^i'.'*' 1° ^*'JJ' ^ '""^^ B- Allison. Pafrgoldeu
fowls, ist and 2d to Headley & Day

; pen ist tosame
;
chicks, 2d to same. Pair whUe ^icks ,s?

Jf .V?- *'i^- ^°y"- Pair common fowls, ist

to Allien:
'^- ^ ^^"

•

''^'"=^^ '""' ^"' '«'

Leghorns -White Rosecombs-Fowls, 1st to

?f^'"!S'V' ,^ '" "'>•'«'
;

'^•''cks, ist to Rack-
AW' '^n".,'^.,^-

**"'"• White-Lpowls, i.st ToAlonzo Gulh. 2d to Lewis ; chicks, ist to Headley« Day; 2d to Lewis ; pen, isl to Hendley &
An^J^^tF'^'^ Black-Fowls, ist to Heaiey
fi.rJi^ • K ^* ""'^ P*"' '*' '° Headley & Day.Single comb brown-Fowls, ist and 2d ; chicksist and 2d, and peu. ist and 2d to B. A FoxDominiques-Fowls, ist

; chicks, ist and oen
chieW."'f.'"'^y^*

""y A'"daIusiausA'Fowls,'Ts";
chicks ist, and pen, 1st to Headley Kt Day Ros^comb brown-Chicks, ist to Beyler

.nd*^"i'),"*H^~S"'';
^'^''" pencilled fowls, istand 2d to H. A. Beyler

; pen, 1st and 2d to Beylerchicks, ist aud 2.1 to Beyler. Pen silver spanglec!fow s, IS to Beyler anrf 2d to Alonzo GutV pair

S1i^-uth'^.''^^L7•J'^r''^^'' "^ '° «<^>'"and
^ .„ ^ lu ' "" ^^'"^^ f^'"'"- "«t to J. C Maple2d to Guth

;
pen ist to Guth and 2d to Beyler

'

chicks, ist arid 2d to Guth. Pair golden spangleti

f^, .,^'n""','°
^^^^"

•
="> »° Hei.dlly & Day

; p^n
Bevl^r'^'i" Pfu golden pencil le'd fowls, ist toBeyler Pair white chicks, ist aud 2d to BeylerPen, fowls, 1st to Beyler

"cyicr.

westervelt, Haywoo<l & Co.; pen of white fowls
'»V° ??r"=

,'^'''<^'"' first amrsecond to MmePair white pile lowls, first to J. c. Maple t>en

M^nl" ^"V'^'^^"- ""y^o-K!'* Co.r^loj*^ C'Maple; chicks^ ,st to B. C. Shorton, 2d to Westervelt, Hayw<xxl & Co. Pair black-breasted r«l

f<«Vo'pe"rr'l:.' r'lrllJ l ^ ^hortont clIiclTr^. a"^^

Mt«^ «/ k"** *]""- P«" Of Chicks, 2d to

f? na^f^rV"*"''™,'"^''
'^'^ Kan.e chicks ist to

/j.
j*^'"''*'°"- I'air brown-red game chicks

blaru'lH""
^'^/'^rvelt, Havwo<Kl & Co Pni>

& Co P«?r ".n '^""T- '^ '" Westervelt, Haywo"ii

I C ManlV- jiV '^'^''"'"K Rame fowls,' ist to
iAg; .

P''^; ^ '" J- •' Darl ngtou; chicks ist

o? ^^i.*^"^*"'.''
""/vvo.Kl & Co.

; Id to Ma, le 'pin

^rev^h^^l'*"?""P'^' «» 1° Darlingt,n. Pa7r

la!?^ode?,' '^'k'-
Westervelt, Haywoo,! & Co

cS 2^ to M^J?"«'\.'. ^"*"'' '«t '° "aywocHl &

sehnVhTf 1

•.P^"'*' «o Marple. Pair silver

^ick^s /rro h""" ".'•E'^'
^<' «"'«a>wcKxlJ4Co.;

^st »,, M. I

Haywood & Co., 2.I l,> .<Iaple
; pen

fnLu "^."P'^ '"air black rose-comb A fri«

Hayw<i:^&'c,f'!.°""P.'"' ^*'*'^''*' '*' ^"''"^"o

ad tnMili u '.^'''" '^"''*' '*'• 10 M. J. Diehl
M.ni?^ P'*

•
'''"''''*• '»l 'o Hay W.KKI & Co 2d o

M^Se' P»i'i' V"-. •? '^"""* it Son: second to

"tS. chkis"'^" ''"J*!i'
^o"'"' "" '"' Haywood

roi^mh fx' 1
"'"' ^ 'o same. Pair white

mH,^ ir «'*•, '^' ^^ "^"ons & Bro.; 2d to

and" ^, /.; ?.,.=^"P
'«'«« '00k ist and 2d in chick

S. Koons & Bro. took ist for pair black Pekin
fowls, pair white fowls and chicks of same, and
ist for pair black Japanese fowls and ist for penand also ist for pen of silver-pencilled Ham-

MiscEi-LANEous — Pair Japanese silkies —
Fowls, ist to J. c Mapie^ ch'iclcsrtsran"d'2<iVnd

2d to Maple. Pair black Langshanf)en 1st and .v. .« aAafii^. i-au uuick i,angsnan
owls, ist to W S. Miller ; 2d to Headley & Day
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Pair Dominique chicks, ist to M. J Die'hl pen
ist to Diehl. Paircolored frizzled fowls, ist to R.'
L. Kaighn. Pair white rumple fowls, ist to B
F. Lewis

; pair white frizzle chicks, ist and 2d to
Lewis. Pair red cap chicks ist to Allen HLyson

;
pen, 1st to Lyson. Pair Ancora fowls ist

to Dr. s. C. Moyer; chicks, ist to Moyer. Pair
pearl Guineas, ist to Lewis, 2d to W. Sharp -

pair white Guineas, ist to Lewis.
'

TcRKEYS.-Pair bronze turkeys, ist to T B
Allinson

; 2d to B. F. Lewis; pair white, ist toW. B. Pew.
Geese.—Pair Toulouse, ist to B. F I.ewis

-

pair grey China, ist to R. C. Kaighn
; pair white

China, 1st to B. F. Lewis.
Ducks —Pair Pekins, ist and 2d toB. F. Lewis-

pair white c-all, 1st to T. F. Rackham
;
pair com-mon, ist toT. B. Allinson ; 2d to R. H Shinn

pair white Muscovy, ist to F. B. Lewis ; 2d to w'
B. Pew

; pair Maltese, ist to R. H. Shinn
;
pair

Aylesbury, ist to B. F. Lewis ; 2d to T. F Rack-ham
; pair white crested, ist to B. F. I.ewis pair

Rouen, ist and 2d to B. F. Lewis
;
pair colored

Muscovy, 1st to T. F. Rackham ; 2<i to Benjamin
White

;
pair colored Muscovy ducklings, ist toWhite

; pair Cayuga, ist to White.
Best practical exhibition coop, ist to J C

Maple, 2d to B. F. Fox ; best water fountain, ist
to J C. Maple; 2d to Pineland Incubator Co.

NEW ENGLAND'S PAER.

Poultry Satisfactorily Judged by
Comparison.—The Awards.

Theponltry display at the New Eng-
land Fair was not as large as last year,
but made up in quality what it lacked in
quantity. Over 1000 birds were exhibited,
and they were judged by comparison by
Mr. Henry S. Ball to the satisfaction of
all concerned.
Superintendent Bowker and hi's effi-

cient assistant, M. F. Kelsey, are to be
highly commended for the clean and or-
derly appearance of the exhibits. Their
arrangements were perfect. The follow-
ing is the full list of awards :

WHITB POULTRY.

l^arXn . , i'"^?" fowls and ist for pair silver-

»d for chicks •^.h"??"""".'^ '^"*''' «""' "slaxd
' '^n'cks, aud 1st for pair Japanese fowls. B.

feed hopper, ist to J. C. Maple ; best incubator
ist to Pineland Incubator Co.; best artificial
niother, ist to Pineland Incubator Co.; best dis-
play of poultry, iBt to Dr J. C. Maple, 2d to T. F.Rackham.

PIGEONS.
H. W. Vahle took the following prizes : English

carriers, black, red and yellow, ist and 2d white
i-t. Pouters, yellow, 1st and 2d ; red, ist blue
2d

;
cheque. 2d

; black, 2d ; white, ist and 2d'
Barbs, dun. 2d; yellow, ist and 2d ; red 2d

-

white, ist and 2d. Black tail English, 2d • yellow
and duns, ist and 2d.
Fantails, white Scotch, ist ; white crested 2d -

white booted, 2d ; black and white plain 2d'
dun, ist

:
silver, booted silver and crested silver'

ist and 2d. Tiirbits, white solid, ist and 2d re<l
.solid, 1st; dun solid, 2d; black wing, its cream
ist and 2d; blue, 2d blue barred, 1st and 2d red'
ist; yellow, ist; red barred silver, ist; plain and
crested dun, ist; check dun, ist; dun tail ist-
red tail, 2d; blue tail 2d.

'

Solid red jacobins, ist and 2d ; strawlierry red
and blue, ist and 2d ; black, 2d ; solid black and
white barb, solid blue, ist and 2d: horned and
dun, ist and 2d. Black swallows, white horn
black, white Irnrred black, ist and 2d- blue
barred, black, ist; yellow, white barred yellow
red and white barred red, ist and 2d. Magpies'
black, 2d; blue, ist and 2d; yellow. 2d. Priests'
black, spangled and blue. 1st and 2d; vellnw oa'
yualcers, starling black, 2d; black,' spangled

blue, starling blue, red and silver, ist and 2Moore cap, black, 2d; jacobin, black, ist and 2d
Nuns, black. 2d; booted black, ist and 2d'
Archangels, winged trumpeters, black, mottled
black, white, yellow, blue, red, mottled white
and mottled silver, ist and 2d.
Beards, blue, 2d; red barred silver, ist and 2d

Tumblers, starlings, black, ist and 2d Pigmy
pouters, yellow, cream, white barred red mottled
check dun, dun, white bar black, white bar silver
white bar dun, white, black. 1st and 2d. Black
tail owls, red shields plain, spangled, crested
blue fine backs, red, copper fine backs, yellow'
black, white Duchess and colored Duchess 1st
and 2d.

'

F. L. Bailey was awarded prizes as follows
English earners, white. 2d. Pouters, red, 2d- blue
ist and 2d; black, 1st. Sarbs, dun ist- red 1st'Owls black Chinese, ist and second; Enalish'blue
ist- silver 2d. Turbits. black solid, ist; yellow
solid, ist and second; dun solid, ist and ad- solid
turbits, ist. Turbits, dun tail, 2d; blue ta'il ist
.Solid Jacobins, red, ist and 2d; yellow black'and
white, 1st and 2d; duns, 2d; black barred blue 2d
yellow barred silver, istaiid2d. '

'

Magpies, red and dun, ist and 2d. Tumblers
almond, kites, red and yellow, ist and 2d Ant-
werps, long faced blue, 2d; long-faced check blue
ist and k1. Owls, yellow banister, white mottled
booted flying tumblers, black almond, ist and
id.

Benjamin R Evans took the following prizes
Barbs, white, 2d. Owls, white, Chinese, 2d blue
Chinese, ist and 2d; English white, 2d; blue ist
silver ist; yellow, id; red, 2d; black tails.' ist-
scotch white, 2d; blue, black crested and white
crested ist and 2d; black booted, white booted
Kst and 2d; blue, ist; plain black, plain white'
1st; white lace plain, ist and 2d; red plain, 2d-
blue plain and yellow plain, ist and 2d; dun 2d'
lace dun, ist and 2d.

'

Inside parlor performing tumblers, ist Tur-
bits, blue, 1st; silver solid turbits, 2d Blackwmg turbits, 2d; cream, 1st and 2d; blue 2d red
2d; shell crested silver, ist and 2d: black tai'l istand 2d; red tail, island 2d; red spotted tail' istand 2d; silver tail, ist and 2d. Magpies black
1st; yellow, ist. Plain and capped Germ'an hel-
niels, red, black, yellow, yellow capped, ist and
2d. Priests, yellow, i»t. Quakers, starling
black, ist. "

Moore caps, black, ist; blue and red, ist and
2d. Nuns, black, ist; red yellow, booted red and
yellow, ist and 2d. Beards, black and crested
black, ist and 2d; blue, ist; red barred silver 2<l-
silverand check blue, ist and 2d. Black'taii
owls, ist and 2d.
George W. F.ckert took the following prizes

Owls, black African, ist and 2d; white African
1st; yellow African and red African, 1st and id-
white p;n^,'lish and black English, 1st and 2d'dun English ist and 2d; red English, 1st.
W. S. Randall won the following; Owl blue istand jd; yellow, i.-^t and 2d; red plain, ist. Iii.side

parlor and performing tumblers, black, 2d- blue
ist; red solid turbits, 2«l. Black wing turbits-
check re<l, island 2d; yellow, 2d; red barred sil-
ver 2d; yellow barred silver ist and 2d; plainand crested dun, 2<1; black tail turbits. second
Jacobins, blue, island 2d.
W. n. Erich won: Owls, blue African, ist and

2d; white solid turbits, 2d; Antwerps, blue istand 2d.
i- .

, ..

.

B. F Lewis captured prizes in tumblers, black
ist and 3d. '

Fred Jones secured the prizes in long face blue
Antwerps; also second in long faced silver Ant
werps.

Prall Diltz was awarded 2d on white African
owls and ist on white Chinese.

nof. .«'«." ROC"! -White-Fowls, first, De-catur Moffit
; secorid, A. Wright & Son ; chicks,

first and second, Mrs. O. J. Putnum. Barred-Fowls, first, D^ J. Lambert ; second, D. A Up-hara
;
chicks, first and second, D. J F.ambert

«n^^^~^V"'*~HS«'^-Po«''s. first and iwc-
^' £ 't.

^'""^* '^•'''^•'s, first, C. N. Bruce ; seT-ond, N. fc. Smith. White-Fowls, first, A. AHowland
; second. W. H. Wilson

; chicks, first

first T'"r' L ^- /• *"""L-
Gi'den-Fowl,.

ai-i c .
"o"ard

;
second, D. A. Upham ;chicks, first, H. A. Jones; second, Gideon Tir:

BRAHMAS.-Light—Fowls, first, W. H. Wilson •

nark^iT'T''*^- ^:.S « Haskins & Sin.'Dark-FowLs, first and second. R. B. S Hart
^hick^s. first. R. B. S. Hart; sec^jnd, A. W yin'

CocHiNS.-Buff-Fowls, first. H. A. Jones sec-ond, Thomas & Hopkins ; chicks, firit and sec-
°<? ;

Thomas & Hopkins. Partridge—Chicks

fim! H"j"r,5'E"Reed''
^""°"- ^''''--»'°-'»:

fir^t'Trj'o'nis'"""'"''
'"'• " ^- ^"^'' «="-'"

Mottled-Fowls, second, D. F. Bigelow. Vhite-
A jdne'^

' Andrews, chicks, first, H.

American DoMiNigrEs—Fowls, first. D AUpham
;
chicks, first, D. A. Upham

; second HA. Jones. '

Lkghokns -White-Fowls, first. A. Wright &Son
; chicks, first and second, A. Wright & Son.Brown-Fowls, first and .second. A. C. Smithchicks, first and second, A. C. Smith. Black-Powls, first De Witt Monson

; second, A. W.An-drews
; chicks, first, A. W. Andrews

Minorcas—Black— Fowls, first. W. H. Clark

-

second, MM. Hovey, Jr. ; chicks, T. J. Carp^nter^second,! H. Rich. White-Fowls, first H a'
i°"ru'rt

'"'^' **"' "^ J- Carpenter; second, W.

Andalitsians—Fowls, first, W. H Clarkchicks, first, W. H. Clark.
'

Black Spanish.-Fowls, first, A. W. McKins
icfn'st*"^" ' " A. Jones; chicks, A. W. Mc-

r>"n^^^i^^l^^\''" *P«nK.>ed-Fowls, first, D.F. Bigelow. Golden spangled-Fowls, first H
;,i?"?' •

««<^ond, D. F. Bigelow. Go den penciUed-Fowls, first.LesterB. Gunn ; second iTaJones. Silver penciled-Fowls, first. H a'Jones; chicks, second, D. F. Bigelow
POLISH.-White crested black-Fow^ls, first DF. Bigelow

; second, H. E. Tucker ; chicks, first!

Arthi J^"'L Oolden-Fowls, first and second

t^u. ^^^ 'k^":^b
first and second. A. .SmithWhite— Powls, firu, H. A. Jones ; second Lester

B. Guiin Buff-laced-Fowls, first and ieco."
F. H. Andrews; chicks, first, F. H. Andrews
HouDANS.-Fowls. first, Nathan E. Smith-second. Lester B. Gunn ; chicks, first, Daniel

I..ove.
"...iti

^^'^^^'^^^f* -^i^ver gTey-Pow\s. first and sec-ond, HA Jones. White-Fowls, first, HA
Jones.. Colored- Fowls, first, H. A. JonekGames.-Black brested red— Fowls, first P ADonnelly; second, W. T. Wheeler ; chicki, firstand second, W. J. Wheeler. Brown red-Fowls
first, Lester B. Gunn. Red pyle-Fowls. firgiand second, W. J. Wheeler ; chicks, fi-.st. W rWheeler; secon I, F. H. Andrews. White-
Chicks, first and second, F. H Andrews. Yellowduckwing—Fowls, first, H. A. Jones second

J^Jr'V"^"- '*"^" V''*'"K-^°«'nr«;Le.stcr B. Gunn
: second. Peter A. Donnelly

Black Sumatra—Fowls, first, D. F Bteelow-
second, Lester B Gunn.

K-^'ow .

w®1''7A^*;~"'"'^'''^'*?''"''' Srames-Fowls first,

J i- ^"^l''^'' •

s«coud, Everett Ballon. Brownred fowls, first, H. A. Jones; second, B.S Ifpham
chicks, first and second, Upham. Yellow Duck-wings fowls, first, Upham ; second, D. F Biie-low; first and second, Upham. Silver Duckwinns—Fowls, first and second, Upham ; chick firstand second. Upham Golden Sebright*—Fowls
fiI!f^Ji ^> ^^"''''^• *<^<^ond upham; chicks!
first. H. 1). Hendrick

; second, Upham. Stiver
sebright-Fowls,first,Joneg;chicks,first, Upham
second, Hendrick. Red pyle game-Fowls, first,'
M. J. & H. h,. Reed

; second, Jones chicks sec-
?.?A.^'P*'°"' ^'''•^'' Kamc-Fowls, first. JonesWhite game—Fowls, first, Upham ; second Ern-
est Putnian

; chicks, first, Putmaii ; second Up-ham; Black rose coml>—Fowls, first and .second
Jones

;
chicks, first and second, Jones Pekin—

Fowls, first, Thomas; second, Jones; chicks firstand second, Thomas. Black-tailed Japanese—Powls first and second, Jones ; chicks, first and
second, Jones.
Ducks.—Rouen-Old, De Witt Munson ; second

Jones
;
young, first, Jones. Aylesbury—Old, first'Munson. Colored Muscovy -Old. first Jones'

second. Lester B. Gunn White Musco'vy-Old'
first, F. H. Andrews

; second, Gunn; young first'Andrews. Pekin—<:)ld, first, Wheeler ; second'
D ., B

Adams
; young, first, Munson ; second'.

Kail «t Hoestinann.
(iKKSK-Toulouse—Old, first. Ball & Hoest-

niaun
;
second, Andrews. White China-Younir

first, Thomas Hayes.
GiiNEA Fowi.B.-First, Gunn ; .second. Jones
Pigeons.—Collection, S. Drewett, first; A. W

Wiggin. second.
Rahhits—Any color— Elizabeth Kneeland

rabbit of broken color, E. L. Sanborn.

How to Keep and Prepare Them
for Bxhibiton.

From the Stock-Keeper

-

A score of years ago white poultry were
comparatively scarce. With the excep-
tion of Cochins, a few Dorkings, and a
stray pen or two of Sultans, silkies, or
bantams, but few white fowls were exhib-
ited. Many thought all white varieties
must, naturally. Ijecause of their color, be
delicate, and so would not keep them,
while others were deterred from doing s<!
by the great difficulty that was met with
in keeping the birds, clean, and prepar-
ing them for the show pens. The former
idea has now been cast to the winds, and
the latter has been considerably les-sened
by the practical hints aud suggestions
which the poultry press has been able to
furnish. White poultry have consequent-
ly, in latter years greatly increased, white
Dorkings are almost as extensively kept
as are their silver relations, white Leg.
horns, and Minorcas are shown in very
considerable numbers, while white Ma-
lays, Plymouth Rocks, SulUn.s, game,
various bantams, and even Polands are to
be met with at many exhibitions.
We Uke, therefore, this opportunity,

being on the threshold ofthe show seasoni
to give some hinU on keeping and pre-
paring white poultry for exhibition,
which we believe may be interesting and
we hope useful to several fanciers, merelyaddmg that they are the result of a care-
ful study of the subject, extending over
nearly a quarter of a century. It is a re-
cognized fact that some strains of white
poultry are much more inclined to be-
come yellow than are others. We believe
any amount nf shad<> would not *"~ -*-

some birds from becoming Unned"^or
tinged in color. In selecting birds to
breed from, therefore, we should be very
careful to go to a really white strain, and,
if possible, we prefer to see the specimens
in their own homes, for those that have
unlimited freedom—as many do—and yet
keep their color, are much more valu-
able than are those that only do so by
being kept in enclosed pens or sheds,
where the sun can never touch them.
To begin, then, with the breeding

slock. When once the birds have been
selected and put together, we like them
to have as much liberty as possible, and
as it is most unwise to take them from
the breeding pen for exhibition pur-
poses, it matters but little what shade or
protection they have. We like them to
enjoy, as far as is possible, a life of na-
ture, when, if they get dirty or sUined
by weather, it is only the question of ap-
pearance. With white birds for exhibi-
tion, however, it is the reverse, for
whether they may be adults reserved for
showing or early chickens destined for
the summer and autumn exhibitions,
they wiU need considerable care. At the*
last Crystal Palace show a well-known
exhibitor told us that he did not believe
that a white Cochin cock could be kept
pure in color without being always kept
under cover. We know, however, of two
white cocks now in one esublishment
which have had full liberty, and would
be as white as snow were they washed
to-<lay. This, however, is the exception,
not the rule, and but few fanciers have
unrestricted runs where the birds can
find their own shelter and shade under
forest or orchard trees, or in woods and
shrubl)eries, at their own sweet will.
Where, however, they can do this, we
generally find that they avoid the open
ground in the hot sunny hours, and
rather seek instead the shady spoto.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

—The sexes (old fowls) should lie sep-
arated now, as the hatching .season is
over. Hens will Ia> as freely and the
eggs will keep much better.

Fertlllzinsr Ks:^^^.

ExperimenU made by snt)stituting

Houdan cock in place of a Plymouth
Rock have shown that eggs laid after the
fifth day from the change produced
Houdan chicks. Something, however,
depends upon the st^ge of progress of
the eggs in the ovary.—H. Crosby.

—Give fresh water twice a day now.
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SCRAPPLE.
Raisinsr Poultry—Abnormal Devel-

opment of E^rsrs in a Hen.

The CayuR-a Duck.

The following extracts are from the

pens offanciets both on this and the other

side of the water, gii<ing tlieir experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thk F.\ncii:rs' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and zve

therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

VOly. 5, NO. 12.]

A liay.

A gentleman, not far from town,
Was orJercd by a fair phv>iician,

Who found liis system ruiinhifr clown,
Fresh eggs—an easy ac<iui.>titiou.

Or so he thought, and, ordering.
He made a skilful stipulation

—

In the sublime 'twas bordering

—

Sach egg must bear examination.

Those not quite new. the bargain ran,
Might be exchanged for others better

;

Objected not the grocer-man,
Who kept agreements to the letter.

But when exchanges oft occurred,
He said, good nature still displaying :

"Henceforth complaints .shall not be heard
;

Kach egg shall bear the date of laying."

For several days but praises came
Until, the weather growing colder.

The price of tgifs (and otiier game)
Went up, ana so the dates were older.

One morning, entering the store.
The customer liej^an cimiplaining

That eggs when laid so 1 .ng before
Were neither pleasant nor sustaining.

The grocer, seeing with alarm
His plans becoming transitory.

Found means the ireful one to charm
By altering his category.

Himself from that time marked each egg.
Determined never to be beaten ;

All seemed, though trkeii from one keg,
Laid but one day ere cooked and eaten.

Thus all went well till Monday morn.
About the first frosts of Stplcniber

;

When, wishing frcsli eggs losntxjrii,
He didn't just the dale renieiul>er.

Next day his friend an egg brought in.
His face half smiles and half in sorrow

;

"1 find, said he, and checked a grin,
"This egg was to be laid to-morrow."

—Boston Daily Globe.

Abnormal Develoinnontof Kjjrjfs

In a Ilcn.

A very remarkable instance of irregu-

larity in the prcxluction of eggs was
brought under my notice a few days
since by Mr. J. Cover, of Cooper Street,

East Court, who showed ine five full-

sized eggs, and the skin of a sixth, which
he had taken out of a hen that he had
kilted, she l)eing in a drooping condition.

As far as I gather from Mr. Cover's de-

scription, one of these eggs only was
found within the oviduct ; this was cov-

ered with a very thin shell, and had an
irregular worm-like appendage at one
eml ; the others, each full sized, and cov-
ere<l only with skin, were loose in the
cavity of the abdomen, and in addition
there were several ova or yolks in various
stages of development taken from the
ovarium.

I thought the eggs sufficiently interest-
ing to have the whole set placed in spirit,
and as Mr. Cover told me he had pre-
served all the viscera of the hen, I pro-
ceeded to his residence to inspect them.
The hen had l)een opened by a very large
incision right across the alxlomen, and
all the viscera removed. Mr. Cover at
once pointed out to i,ie the oviduct from
which he took the partlv shelled egg.
On cutting open this tube, which I did
from end to end. I found it in a fairly
natural condition, though somewhat
thickened, the distinction l)ttween the
mucus lining of the lower end which se-
• lets the shell, and that secreting the al-
bumen was well marked ; and it was ob-
vious that one egg only was in the ovi-
duct when the fowl was'killed, the others
being loose in the alxlominal cavity. The
explanation of their extraordinary posi-

tion appears to me to be that each of
these eggs had been produced in the
usual manner by the reception of an
ovum or yolk by the oviduct, and that it

had Ijeen enclosed during its descent with
the laj-ers of white and the membrane or
skin in the usual manner, but then, in-
stead of descending into the calcifying
portion of the oviduct and becoming
shelled, it had by a reverse action been
carried back and expelled into the alwlo-
meii, tlie explanation being very similar
to that accounting for the presence of
one egg within another ; in which case,
however, the sntaller egg is not expelled
itjto the abdomen, but descends again
with a second yolk, and is covered with
albumen, skin and shell, and laid. The
extraordinary circumstance is that five
full sized eggs should have been returned
into the abdomen after having been so
nearly perfected, wanting only the shells.
The hen, I need hardly say, was over fat
for a laying hen, and the liver was what
is known as a "fat liver."

I have dissected a very large number of
dead fowls, but have never found eggs in
this state loose in the l)ody. It not un-
frequently happens that in over-fat hens
an ovum or jolk will escape, not enter-
ing the oviduct; this generally gets
broken, when the contents set up inflam-
mation, atid the fowl dies ; but the case I

have related is, as far as my experience
extends, to be considered unique.—W. B.
Tegetmeier in The Field.

time. Do this once a day. Remove the
sick bird from the flock and feed on
cooked soft food with plenty of cavenne
or ginger in it. .\nother remedyi after
washing, is to get half an ounce of cam-
phorated oil and put four drops of car-
bolic acid in it, then inject some into the
nostrils with a machine oil can. A solu-
tion of chlorate of potash is good, and in
the early stage of roup four drops of
aconite in a teaspoonful of water twice a
day will usually cure. Roup comes from
cold settling in the head, just like
catarrh. When seated there is an inflam
mation of the mucous membranes, so you
can see the necessity of keeping the nos-
trils and tnouth clean, and the applica-
tion of the remedy to the afi'ected parts,
If neglected and allowe<lto run its course
after being strongly seated, diphtheretic
roup is almost sure' to follow, and then
the hatchet is the best remedy, with
burial of the body.—Ohio Poultry Jour-
nal.
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Food for EpTK Produc'ei"s.

It has again and again been demon-
strated that wheat is the l>est of all the
cereals for the production of eggs. But
next to that is milk, and especially sour
milk

; and if we add to these a third

substance, namely, gravel produced front

broken granite, of suitable size and quan-
tity, we have as nearly a perfect food as
can be furnished for egg-producing fowls.
But there are some details which ought
to l)e attended to in order to obtain the
best results. Thus, in hot weather and
;.. .,11 .1— t ...........
•11 oil n<.a>.iici ijui iiiiii WHICH IS very com,
the grain should be previously soaked
twenty-four hours and the water sailed,
but only mo<lerately so. But shrunken
wheat, or mill screenings when tliev are
not musty an<l when they do not contain
rotten or unsound gram, are quite as
good as clear wheat, and some say they
are Ijetter, because shrunken wheat ker-
nels contain more of the egg and flesh
making principles than sound ones. But
we cannot always procure wheat or wheat
screenings, and' then we must find the
Ijest substitute. The following are
gootl in the order in which they
are named: Barley, oats, cracked corn
and whole corn, and each and all slioukl
have the preliminary twenty four hours'
soaking. Buckwheat and rye will do
very well as compliments to other grains,
but when fed alone they are unsafe ; the
former because it is too stimulating aiul
the latter because it is too fattening and
difficult of digestion. Meat, offals and
scraps, broken victuals, vej<etables and
the like, are valuable adduions to the
daily rations, but they are unsafe, if fed
in large quantities, for they not only in-
jure the health of the fowls but impair
the quality and flavor of the eggs. One
essential point which umst not' be for-
gotten in the make-up of the daily
rations—in case they are not principally
wheat and sour milk—the constituent
element of l)ones and egg shells must l)e

furnished in the shape of burned l>ones
broken small, or ground oyster shells.

—

New England Homestead.

Roup.
There are scores of remedies for roup,

some being more reliable than others.

The first thing to do is to wash the beak
and head of the affected turkey, making
sure no matter is lefl on. You can use
caslile soap and warm water, or vinegar
and salt, chlorinated soda, l)orax ami
warm water, or brine. Press out all the
j)us from the nostrils, and see if any re-
iiiains in the mouth ; if so, while wash-
ing the head swab out the mouth too.
Tiien get cf|Ual parts of sugar of lead,
imlvcri/ed altiiii and enough of acetic
acid to make it like cream ; in the ab-
sence of the acid goo<l cider vinegar will
do. Get a stiff feather, dip in this mix-
ture and work well into each of the nos-
trils, holding the bird's head back at the

Vices In the Poultry Yainl.

There are but few fowls that are ad-

dicted to bad habits, except from teach-

ing. The vice of feather pulling is one
of the worst, but this is due sometimes to

a want of animal food. A hen begins by
running after a fallen feather, eats it,

finds a proportion of animal food in it,

and the desire for more is fixed, and she
pulls feathers as long afterwards as she
live* As fowls, like sheep, follow their
leaders, the pulling of feathers by one
fowl starts every one at it, and hence the
hatchet should stop its progress among
the flock as soon as discovered.
Kgg eatinjj is another vice for which

the breeder is responsible. The Leghorns
when laying in the warm season usually
begin the practice before other fowls
learn it. A broken egg, which is found
to be palatable and nourishing, then be-
comes the foundation of egg eating,
which is persisted in until the hens are
kdled or sold.

It is much better to go to the cause
tlinii (licnncc reineilicE. Pov,''£ '*' ^^M^...^

ment are those who contract the vices,
and this teaches us at once that when
fowls in confinement begin to eat each
other aiui destroy their eggs that some-
thing is lacking. But the careful breeder
does not wait until his fowls begin, for
then he will be too late. He feeds for
eggs and feeds to supply all the bodily
wants.
When hens are fully supplied with all

the requirements necessary for their
health and reproduction, they are con-
tented and give satisfaction, and in order
to su])ply them their wants should be un-
derstood. For instance, the white of an
egg is highly nitrogenous. When only
corn is feed the nitrogen supplied is in-
sufficient, and the fowl instinctively de-
mands nitrogen, which it is compelled to
seek, in addition to that from the corn,
in feathers and eggs. Then, again, there
are the phosphates and carbon. Corn
amply supplies carljon, which makes the
yolk, but the yolk must be accompanied
by the white in order to complete the
contents, and the two substances must
be enclose<l in a shell (lime). Traces of
lime exist in all kinds of food, but in in-
sufficient quantity. Thus it is necessary
to afford a liberal supply of all that is

necessary to enable the fowls to produce
the egg, and also to heat its body, renew
tissues and supply wastage. By taking
these matters into consideration breeders
can effectually prevent such vices, for
they are not curable after being acquired.
—American Poultry Journal.

The Cayiij^a Duck.
To China belongs the credit of origi-

nating the famous Pekin duck. Pure
white, it at once attracts the general eye.

To America is the credit given for the
Cayuga duck—a solid black. We say
solid lilack, but we should have said with
the exceptions of the strictly standard
birds, which are black with a pretty bee-
tle green color upon them. Lewis Wright
-says they descend from the wild duck or
Mallard, and W. Cook, in Poultry (pub-
lished in Kngland), concludes that if they
have any Mallard in them, it comes
through the Rouen bloo<l, and not direct
from the Mallard, as the Roueus have
been established many years. The same
writer doubts of their being of American
origin, but thinks that the Americans im-
proved them by using an F;ast Indian

drake. Be that as it may, the Cayuga duck
is a valuable bird and should l)e more gen-
erally bred. They are .splendid layers,
and as ducklings are very hardy and grow
(juickly. As a table bird, they are said to
be a close rival to the Pekins. We have
never bred them, but merely give what
we have been told by those who have. It

is our intention to give them a trial next
year, and will give them a fair show along-
side of several pens of finely bred Pekins.
—M. K. Boyer.

Ijl^ht Vi*ahtnas.

There are so many new breeds and va-

rieties in this country that the light

Brahma can no longer claim to be "mon-
arch of all it surveys ;" still it is popular,

still worthy of confidence, and still at-

tracts the admiration of hosts of ama-
teurs. Its large size and jjleasing plumage
draw the attention of those contemplat-
ing a few fowls for])leasure and compan-
ionship, who care little for more gaudy
plumage or more constant layers. Those
who make choice of the light Brahma to-
day do so from a taste and admiration of
the breetl rather than from any useful
quality they expect it to possess in a su-
perior way over some other noted breeds,
for very few beginning the cullivation of
poultr)' but know that these are hand-
somer breeds, and breeds vastly more
prolific, than the light Brahma.
The value of the light Brahma is found

in its vigor, docility, and adaptation to
the varied conditions of life. One can
put them in a corner of the yard and
they will stay there contentedly if they
get plenty to eat. On unlimited range
they will go only so far and return regu-
larly to their roosts. They are not quar-
relsome among themselves or with other
breeds. They can be handled with ease
by children and be petted like a dog.
Their size, awkwardness and clowni:ih
ways rather increa.se the interest in them.
The two colors are artistically distributed
to produce a pleasing effect. The pen-
cilling on hackle and glossy greenish
l.1.i.^1. 4.«*1 cV.<^.,' .1i.>«i....4 .-.^..4 ....1 ».. 41...

"blossomy white" surface of other parts
of the bird. Some strains are tolerably
good layers, and much improvement in
this respect could be accomplished by
forcing them to take more exercise and
by a judicious system of feeding. They
are splendid winter layeri if they do not
get too fat. This impediment to useful-
ness has always worked against them.
They are large consumers of food and
take on flesh easily. If this can be pre-
vented they will store a large supply of
egg material for favorable opportunities
of laying in winter. Being hardy and
clad in soft feathers they do not succumb
to cold like some breeds. Although
they have many successful rivals there
will always be a class who will prefer the
light Brahmas.—Ohio Poultry Journal.

CAGE BIRDS AND . PETS.

ShiuKhterin^ Fo^vl!s for Market
Death by strangulation always presents

a bad appearance, because the blood is

instantaneously arrested, and, having no
outlet to flow off in, coagulates in the

veins, presenting a swollen dark appear-
ance. This may lake place to some con-
siderable extent when death is produced
in any sudden manner ; Iheiefore, the
best way to kill fowls for market is to
cut off the main arteries by putting a
small-bladed knife into the mouth or
upper jxjrtioiis of the throat, and bleed-
ing them freely, holding them quietly
until the struggles cease. I'attening is

not all that is to be done to prepare for
market. But to have poultry well dressed,
preserving the color and freshness which
most nearly resemble the living flesh, is a
matter of prime importance in determin-
ing prices.^Rural World.

Hats.

Rats are a great nuisance around a
chicken house. To get rid of them is a
difficult matter, as the denilly enemies of
the rat oflcn are the deadly enemies of
the chickens. A fox terrier well trained
and kept in the chicken runs and h.>uses
will exterminate the rodents and guard
over the chickens as well. Rats are very
fond of .sunflower seed, and the latter
will tempt them to walk into a trap
when all other bail fails. A steel skunk
trap i.s about as good a trap for rats as
anything 1 ever tried.

RABBIT PARMINO.

The Best Breeds to Cross to In-
orease the Size.

I suppose this is generally accepted as

the most important question in connec-
tion with rabbits, and hence an occasion-

al reference to it and jotting down of
hints and notes is not inappropriate, al-

beit the jottings are fragmentary and dis-

jointed.

There is something wanting yet in ral)-

btt farming as a science, and what it is

has never yet been decided. May I hint
that a little more trouble in the way of
domestication and improving the breed
might not be wasted. Take, for instance,
the case of a warren overstocked with
small ral)bits, would it not pay to increase
the size by crossing so as to make the
young ones old enough to kill at a smaller
age? Thus, supposing it is found un-
profitable to kill off" the current season's
produce at a lower age than twenty weeks,
it is obvious that if the age could lie re-

duced to thirteen, or alx>ut thirty-three
per cent, there would at once be a large
corresponding gain in the way of time
and space

; or, on the other hand, if it be
found that the average weight of young
ones at twenty weeks is four pounds, and
that weight could be increased to six or
eight pounds, the difference would
change a ruinous loss into a substantial
profit. Experience teaches that large
rabbits do not eat so much more than
small ones as the proportionate size
would indicate, and thus while by breed-
mg larger animals the keeper increases
his revenue, he does not cause a corre-
sponding increase in his expenditure.
The question is, what rabbit to use to

iiicrea.-,c ihe size. Belgian hares seem to
meet the case, but they generally have
the reputation of not being exceedingly
fertile, which is of course an objection in
this case. But for all that I would say
that a batch of Belgians turned down at
intervals would be very advantageous,
and in tlio.se cases where it has been tried
It has answered. Of course all will not
take to the change of life, and even then
for a time the breeding will be confined
to the innx)rted rabbits themselves but
b^' and by it will be fouud that the de-
sired cross will take place, and the ex-
cessive fecundity of the wild rabbit may
l)e relied o-: to check any adverse ten-
dency in the Belgian.

Silver greys are first-class for turning
down. Hardy and strong, well built and
of good size, they take to out-of-door life
well and quickly mix with the aborigines,
riiey differ from them less in general ap-
pearance than the Belgian hare, and thismay account for a more rapid merging
Ihe effect of the silver grey cross is a
niarked improvement in the fur, which in
itself IS a great feature, for an increase of
three pence to six pence per dozen in the
value of the skins means something very
considerable in the course of the year lii
point of size the breed is iinpr ,'ved, but
the weight IS increased more than the
bulk, owing to the greater compactness
ami firmuess of the imported breed I
have noted the effects of a free introduc-
tion of "silver" blood and can testify to
Its being valuable in the extreme.
But there is .something lacking in both

tliese breeds in point of size. One should
ami at a ten or twelve pounds standard
111 a rabbit farm or artificial warren, not
ui actual hopes of attainment, but as amark to be got as near as possible.
lhH(loubliug of the weight is of such
manifest importance that il is difficult to
oveirate it, and one should look around
to find, if possible, a means of gettinif
"ear it. Ostend rabbits weigh, on an
average, very much more than English
«"''' ones

; in fact, they are often as
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wild — , ... .u^i, mt^ aic oiicn as
'^rge, or nearly so, as hares. This seems
strange in face of the proverbial smallness
ot the Dutch rabbit, but it must l)e re-
inembered that much of the diminutive
is actually obtained bv being bred for.
stnal Dutch being fa.shionable. In Lead-
eiihall Market, at an early hour, one may
otiensee heavy consignments of Dutch
raDbits, large in size and sound in cou-
«uion, and posse.ssing such powers of re-
production as must commend them to

any thoughtful breeder. If ever I can
get a farm into going order I would stock
very freely with these, although I sup-
pose one must be content to make the
prick-eared brown-grey animal the main-
stay of the warren.
With the restless activity that should

actuate every fancier, especially when
the monetary question is at stake I
would go further, and try to improve
upon improvements. The French have
several large breeds, and of these I would
turn down a few bucks, the prices being
so prohibitive thai a general adoption
would be almost impossible, and a little
Flemish giant blood would be good in
the same way. Always on the lookout
for size, a speculative man might in time
almost stamp out the diminutive cast, for
It is well known that in nature there' is a
striving after improvement, and that the
deterioration of the better breed is not
always, or generally, so marked as the
improvement in the inferior one.
A simple and effective wav of reaching

the end I have mentioned is' to freely in-
troduce the larger kinds of common rab-
bits—so called, it must be supposed, be-
cause no sensible name coulti be found
for them. These common rabbits are the
result of unlimited and unrecorded cross-
ing—castaway lops crossed with some-
thing but one degree removed from the
wild, and then crossed perhaps with a
half-bred Belgian or another lop. The
principle of general mingling of blood
as opposed to in-and-in breeding is ex-
emplified here to the utmost, and the re-
sult seems to be a general increase in the
better qualities, such as hardiness and
eagerness to breed. I have had in my
time a nurse doe—a cross between a prize
lop and a splendid Dutch doe (an acci-
dental union, be it understood)—that was
of good size, a splendid breeder and al-
together a model rabbit

; and others I
have had which have thrown an occa-
sional shaggy-haired youngster, as if to
remind one that in days of yore it had an
ancestor of the Angora type. Now these
animals, turned down in profusion, should
be useful in raising thf etandard of ex
cellence in a warren. The manager of"a
farm I have occasionally visited had this
idea, and systematically bred for turning
down. His does numbered alwul twenty
on the average, and were huge animals
of all breeds and kinds. His hobby was
to change his bucks frequently by pur-
chasing large new ones, and turning down
the sires which had done duty for a sea-
son with what one may be pardoned for
calling broo<l does. He cared not whether
he had lops or not ; so long as the sire
was good, he cared nothing. The young
were carefully reared and removed at six
weeks, when they were turned into an
unused barn and liberally fed. As soon
as they became three months old they
were taken out into the enclosed warren
and soon mingled with the others. A
general change in the appearance of the
rabbits must follow this kind of treat-
ment if kept up for a couple of seasons,
but I am of opinion that it must be looked
on as a perpetual work, or deterioration
would set it from in and-in breeding and
the overwhelming proportion of small
rabbits.

That the great weights obtained in
hutches can be got in warrens is more
than improbable, but a great improve-
ment can and must be effected, or rabbit
farming will not become a very profitable
source of income.

I have had one or two queries as to
turning down. There is always very
great risk in turning hutch-bred rabbits
but the difficulty must be faced. Select
dry and warm weather, and never by any
chance put any down after a storm.
Moreover, some little provision should
be made in the way of shelter. With all
precautions there will be losses, but these
need not be numerous, for nature is a
splendid physician, and wild scampers
over the ground will heal many com-
plaints that defy cure in confinement.
At any rate, the experiment must be
tried, and even with a good proportion of
losses by death, there will be a handsome
profit.—Cuniculus.

TRAINING BIRDS.

The Wey They Are Taught to
Tell Fortunes with Cards.

A question often asked is how the
birds seen for sale on the street, sitting
quite unrestrained on a perch or the
peddler's finger, are trained. In ten
minutes' time the wildest bud, the wilder
the better, from a canary to an eagle, can
be tamed, or, rather, subdued. A bird's
first impulse when brought into contact
with man or with any strange object, is

to fly away. Rob it of this power and it

is helpless. Take any small bird, clip or
tie securely the long pinions of one wing,
thus preventing it from flying. Hold it

in your hand, fondle it, but do not re-
strain it from hopping off. Unaccus-
tomed to this treatment It will attempt to
fly away, but instead of doing so it will
simply tumble to the ground.
To preclude all possibility of injuring

the bird and to prevent it from hopping
off too far, the trainer should stand fac-
ing the corner of a room so that in leav-
ing the hand the bird strikes the angle
of two walls and flutters gently down.
Pick the bird up and repeat the treatment
In a .surprisingly short time the bird wili
learn that it is best to remain on your
finger. The experience of falling to the
ground IS so vividly impressed upon its
mind that it will cling to your finger and
will not even allow itself to be driven off.A bird properly and thoroughly treated
in this manner will continue to sit upon
your hand even after you have untietf its
wings and il has regained the full power
o: flight. vVhen forced to fly off" it will
only go a very short distance and will
come back and settle on your finger
again.

"How are fortune-telling birds trained
to go throtigh their tricks.'"
"There is always more or less cruelty

in their training, as the birds arp Ue»?t on
the point of starvation continually' dur-
ing their training and afterward, too.
After having been starved for a longtime
they are put in a bird cage, and a long
tray or box is introduced, into which a
number of slips of paper on which 'for-
tunes' are written have been packed. A
few grains of seed are scattered over the
slips. The birds eagerly pick up these
grains of seed. Then several slips upon
which grains of seeds have been fastened
are introduced among the others. The
birds, seeing the protruding seed, will
peck at it and lift out the slip, which is
at once taken away from it, and a grain
or two of seed is given the bird from the
hand. This is repeated many times.
After a while the bird understands that it
will be rewarded for extracting the slips
and it will pull them out as soon as the
box is placed near them."

TALKING CANARIES.
Birds that Were Taught to Artic-

ulate Several Phrases.
From the Youth's Corapaniou.

In the year 1858 Mr. Leigh Sotheby,
in a letter to Doctor Gray, of the British
Museum, described a remarkable Ulking
canary. Its parents had reared many
young ones, but, three years before, they
hatched only one out of four eggs, and
neglected the chick, commencing at once
the rebuilding of a nest on top ot it.

Upon this discovery the unfledged and
forsaken bird, all but dead, was taken
away and placed in flannel by the tire
After much attention it was restored and
was then brought up by hand.
Treated in this way, and separated

from all other birds, it became familiar-
ized only with those who fed it, conse-
quently its first singing notes were of a
character totally different from those
usual with the canary.
From the beginning its mistress had

been in the habit of talking to it, and
when it was about three months old it
astonished her by speaking some of her
endearing terms, sucli as "Kissie, kissie "
with its significant sounds.

'

From lime to time it added to its vocab-
ulary, until, for hours together, except
during the moulting season, it astonished
listeners by ringing the changes accord-
ing to its own fancy, and as plainly as
any human voice could articulate them
on the several words: "Dear sweet
Zitchie"—its name— "kiss Minnie," "kiss
me then, dear Minnie," "sweet, pretty
little Zitchie," "kissie, kissie, kissie.'
dear ZUchie," "Zitchie, wee, gee, gee, gee
Zitchie, Zitchie." At other times it imi-
tated the whistle with which its master
called the dog.

In 1839 a canary capable of distinct ar-
ticulation was exhibited in Regent Street.
The following were some of its sentences

*•

"Sweet, preity dear," "sweet, pretty"
dear Dicky," "Mary/' "«iveet, "rett"
little Dicky dear," and often in the course
of the day "sweet, pretty queen."

This bird also imitated the jarring of a
wire and the ringing of a bell. It was
three years old at the time, and had been
reared by a lady who never allowed it to
be in the company of other birds.

—Disease of the oil gland or pip occurs
when the birds have no oppor'.utiity of
bathing. The oil gland supplies the birds
with the necessary oil with which to
preen ite feathers. Occasionally it swells
till it resembles a l)oil or ulcer, leading
to the mistaken l)elief that the apparent
sore can Ije cured by opening it with a
needle and pressing out the matter.

A Clever Parrot.

An admirable Crichton among birds is

the Veil parrot, whose residence is on
Eleventh Street, just alx>ve Filbert.
Beautiful in plumage, he is versatile in
talent. He is the only parrot on record
for mathematical abilities, and he is as
musical as Wagner ; or, if that is but
cold commendation, more so. Both the
words and tuue of more than one popu-
lar song ha^e been rendered by that par-
rot with great applause, and to'his powers
as a mimic there seems to be no limit
Hear him do the clucking of hens, and
close your eyes and you would swear you
stood in a farm yard.
His other exploits, however, were out-

done some nights since, when burglars.
Ignorant of the parrot's existence, broke
into its master's confectionery. Forcing
open a back window and finding every-
thing as still as midnight in the store,
the robbers were j^'roping alxjut to find
their way to the till. Suddenly a sepul-
chral voice, apparently coming directly
out of the air, said : "What are you do-
ing there ?" The robbers paused in utter
amazement, and the question being re-
peated, they incontinently fled in whole-
some terror, an unearthly laugh that
made their blood run cold pursuing them
and converting their fright into panic.
It was only the parrot that addressed to
them the same question it is accustomed
to put to any member of the family that
moves about the house after the lights
are out.

Monkeys Attacked by Influenza.

Like the horses of Vienna aud the cats
of New Zealand, says a foreign writer,
the monkeys of southern India are num-
bered among the victims of influenza.
A correspondent at Kurnul gives a har-
rowing account of how the epidemic has
spread among the monkeys of the dis-
trict. The animals were quite conspicu-
ous one day by their absence, so that
everything left out to dry on terraces
was undisturbed—quite an unusual ex-
perience. Next morning they were seenm groups here and there, some coughing
terribly, others reeling like drunken
men, and then, later on, "the unpleasant
stillness that reigned under the trees
which afforded them shelter, was often
disturbed by the crash of a heavy monkey
coming precipitately down to the ground
to die."

Awards of Cage Birds and Pets.

At the Mount Holly Fair last week H.
W. Vahle, of this city, was awarded all

the premiums in cage birds, among
them being European thrush, blackbird,
starling, skylark, blackcap, robin, quail,
siskin, chaffinch, bullfinch, jay, gold-
finch, nightingale, gray linnet, green
linnet, mocking bird, nonpareil, cardinal,
tropiol, Baltimore oriole, gray Java spar-
row, white Java sparrow, Mexican Ama-
zon, Maricaibo, Cuban, Jamaica and gray
African parrots, weaver bird, white, yel-
low and red cockatoos, King Lony, Blue
Mountain Lony, Brazilian cardinal, blue
linnet, German, French and Belgian
canaries and pair white turtle cloves.

In fur-bearing animals the awards were:
Rabbits—Best pair Ma<lagascars, Egyp-
tian, Belgian and English, B. F. Lewis.
Squirrels—Best grey, Ijest red, best fox
and best flying, first and second to Vahle.
Best Gopher and Abyssiuian pig to
Lewis. Ciuinea pig, Vahle ; second,
Lewis. White rats, Joseph C. Gaskill

;second to B. F. Lewis. Best Angora cat,'
B. F. Lewis ; best white and blue Mal-
tese, W. L. Randall.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WINO.

THB KANCIBRS' JOTJRNAT.

Three l.irds, James W. , reg, 231 ; Ethel,
reg. 195, and Annie, reg. 246, are reported
by Theo. P. Green as at home Wednes-
day noon from the start in Greer's, S. C,
kBt Monday morning, after the wait of
18 days at their liberating station and 21
days in their basket. The airline distance
covered is 5x0 miles.

P. D. Taylor, of Belmont, Va., under
date of the 7th inst., sends the marked
flight feathers of Mr. Gr«en's reg. 92, out
of Concord, 425 miles. He says: ''The
bird was shot near my residence on Mon-
day September ist. It was with my pig-
eons and we thought it was a wild one."

*••

Two more birds of Theodore P. Green
of Woodbury, N. J., are reported at home
from Greer's, S. C, the 5«o-mile station,
and he claims for them the names of H.
S. Diddlebock for the blue checker reg
116, and W. H. Voltz for the red checker'
r^- 45-

had been raining all through the week
but everyone hoped to see a fine day for
the diamond badge race, notwithstanding
the clerk of the weather would give usno encouragement, but despite our fond

seemed to combine against pigeon fly

The day set in with a perfect downpour of rain, and a driving win 1 fromthe northeast, but in spite or th"s it wa"

TC^^ "Jgbt that air the fanciers g^ve
"^Th^P! °[f^^^»g

a bird home that day

staT?ot l^"'"f'
Amherst, the liberating

basket '^n,
"'^ uT '^^""'^^ '" the

sf,nH .x^'^y
"^'^ ^ reshipped next

youkYow" ""'^^ •" -'"«--h Twill la
,,, HOMKR.
Washington, Sept. 17.

for the

PIGEON FLYING NEWS.

•%
The bird Newell, reg. 19 M. B.. owned

by M. J. Burke, of Readville. Mass
which was caught and held prisoner at
SmgSing. N. Y., while on its way from
Montreal, Va., is reported home.

•
* •

• The bird H. S. Fogel, reg. M B. 19. has
been transferred to the loft of' Henry
Wagner, Roslindale. Mass.. from that of
M. J. Burk, Readville, Mass. This birdM one of the best on the road this season.
It was first at home in two journeys,
with the first in two more and if it had
not been dptatuMl a<> «„• . -,.

Sing, would have been first in the jour-
ney of 512 miles, having been nearest
home at the earliest date when reported
The parents of this bird were bred from a
Willard cock and a Rascoe-Ofiermans-
CUu-k hen. That Mr. Wagner has added
it to his stock of breeders is proof of its
quality.

•%
Fanciers in the vicinity of Boston

make bitter complaint against the gun-
ners who, it is said, shoot the birds when
out above the home loft for exercise.
Mr. Wagner reports eleven shot witliin
a fortnight. Among others missing isYoung Bennie. one of the five birds win-mng the George W. Childs prize for 1889
for the journey from St. Thomas, Ont. to
Boston, 526 miles, in 14 hours 40 minutes.

•
« •

John McFadden'8 Belleview has been
killed.

*
» »

W. P. Repshire, president of the Virtue
Homing Club, whose lofts are at 214,
Nicholas Street, writes : "Homing pigeon
bearing band Z 2qi3. came to my loft'
Owner can have bird by sending or call-
ing for it."

T,u^."'i*,
^'^'"«"' ^943 American Street,

Philadelphia, Pa., writes : "A pigeon
dropped exhaused in my yard It Ijore
the mark H 2384. No doubt the owner
will see this notice and claim it.

» •
W H. Child, Glenside, Pa„ writes : "I

found in my loft last evening (Septeml^r
10) pigeon H 10,574. It seemed very sick
and died this A. M. apparently of diar-
rhoea. Enclosed find band."

Washlnjrton News.
The members of the Fe<leration were

greatly disappointefl last Sunday. It

What Some of the Homers Have
Been Doingr the Past Week.

Special Correspondence.

At a meeting held at the residence of
Mr. William Bennert. ,29 Academy
Street, Newark, N. J., there were present
Messrs. Bennert, Garrabrant and Bower-
man, representing the Newark's Five and
Messrs. Walker and the Mahr Brothers]
for the Jersey Five, the object being to
have a friendly joint youug bird race
from 200 miles. It was decided that the
race take place Sunday. September 21 or
the first favorable day after, from Wash-
ington, D C. The conditions governing
the race are that the flight be under Fed
eration management, and that not more
than thirty-five pigeons be entered by
either club, and not more than eight
birds home to one loft, the winning club
to be the invited guests of the losers to
an excellent supperand good time in gen-
eral. *

Ail the competitors have had theiryoungsters out of Washington and a veryclose and exciting finish is looked for^.ward to. Conard Mahr and Harry Wal
^^L^%'u^ probable winners ^in theJersey Club, while Eli Morton and Ben

S^'IfZ^""^"^^
'"'""'"^ ^°^ ^''^ New

f.nL'^
^'^Pected that several Philadelphia

fSe racl' "tLT'V'''*"^'! ^^^^ ^'^^ess
f« if u

|".«'eeling is about equal asto which club will capture first honor^There will be seperate liberations thiAyminutes apart, the start being ordered a^
7 A. M. for the Newark's Five an d 7 fofor he Jersey Club. An annual racl'^fhis kind wili be flown each year bvtho^two active clubs, who are thorough v^gaiuzed and whose past records are proof

tS^ T\'y °/'^"*'" ^y'"S stock.
^

The Quaker City Club shipped twplv^

of Atlantic City, one. Owing o the unsettled sutc of the weather the birds"

Should the results be favorable in therace they will be shipped to a so^niul

bi^rr^co'^d'.'-^"'
"'^ ^°"« ^-^an-Toun^^

William H. Hillebrecht, of Pittsburtrhad a liberation of twenty-five Voun^'

t?m"be^S^^T,'' ?'*'• '^' "'"- -"e?-tember 14 The start was at 7 40 A M •

weather clear and wind from^ the we^i'

di?ec7w'^f"V"" '^'y ''''' °>«kmg adirect line for home, seven arriving in a

time
'''• '^'^^ '"'^^'"g very^short

The Star Homing Club, of Philadel

?i OH^^'' * liberation of se'venteen birdsat Odenton Md.. on Monday. The startwas ordered for Sunday, but cou d f.o 12niade owing to the rain, and on Mondavmorning at 1. o'clock the birds wereSgo in good condition. The returns weregood, however. No timers h,eing aUhe^fts no speed was taken. Entry : J wMark ley seven
; William Clementson'

five
. John T. Peck, three. and-jX'

w.?i''!i,w""^',91"''. of Germanto«n
will ship from thirty to thirty-five Wrdso Washington. Friday, to fly for yomS
t'o^'L^aTToTS^^""^'

'^'^*-'"- -'«"-

Most of the Belmont niemJjers are on

the road with their youngsters
Concourse Race. October 4The Jersey Club and Newark's Fivewil compete in the Concourse.
Waxem and Petroleum are the onlvbirds home to date from the long our^^;^

seve;.f
.^'"^'?^^°"' J'"' h*« purchased

of Tho.r ^r^'^y.^^''^
^'"^^ fr«"> the loft

f^t^" ^"r^'^'
Medford. Mass., anda few pairs of breeds from George VCresson. He also has some of Dr lohu

founu k; 1

Belmont people hustle in theyoung bird concourse.
The Peekskill Homing Club will flv

fheirSlntltlr-'^"^^-^'^^*^
Mr. William Verrinder, the secretaryand treasurer of the Federation, willS

h sSe't^thf!•' '" •'^^"^^ - '"-h^ofnis lime to the fancy, ow ng to his busi

actTve'irfT"'" ."^ always' was a ;active, ardent worker in our sportHowever he will still be with us.
^

tired fm^T^^^f^ 'i"^' ^ "n<lerstand, re-tired from the Star Homing Club
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BOOKS FOR^PANCIER8.

wJrH'iT'"'"",'''
^"'"""'"•8 company will for-ward by mail, postpaid, any of the followingbooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Kennel. Burees .Bookof.heUog. Verolhlw! ! ! »

|~
Breeders' Kennel Record and A<^>» n^iJ °°

'S^n^^re"^ ^-- -"' """-atfo^^hy
'-

*'"^%raU^: "l^'^-^y^^ini"; etc.; coiored
'*'

Uogs, Diseases "of.
'

Da'lziei 'S°
l»ogs, Diseases of. Hill

**
Dog Breaking. Floyd '•**

Uog Breaking. Hutchin^n '.

-J"Dog TraminK. Princinl^s ,%f a.i,""\-* 3oo

J. C. CONI,EY.

Transfers.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir

: Please note the following trans-

Se^Voungste'rsl^n^'
l^^g^d°stiL\^'ho'ie'ri

lOUrs truly,

W. Clayton Hackett.
Easton, Pa.. Sept. 13.

THE FANCIER.
PtTBUSHED SEMI-MONTHLr

Devoted .xcloslvely to the Int^i^eat of
Fanciers of Pigeons.

50
i.oo

•50

•75

3.00

.50
5.00

4.50

450

1.50

1.00

•50

SUBSCEIPTION BATES (in advance):
$1.00 PER ANNUM.

Foreign Subscriptions, 63. 6d.
JOHN D. ABEL 5c CO626 GORSUCH KVENwe

n„„ ^ • * ""'i-ninson
. . . .Dog Training, Principles of Ashmontnog Train ng vs. Breaking. Hammond '

l>og Training and Points ofJudpW "ew
D>Z ^"'"^»«^ «!'"''» Hammon^d'
Dofs' Their^M™^"' ""^^ Mayhew. .6mo

'

Kn|}4'v^^«rB<5reif'5^- • •
•

Kn5lilh K cl .f°°J'vX°"'' "' i°rx, eachC,ngiisft K. C. S. Book. Vols. XI to XIlI parh

sfops"""'
"-"' '" P"^'"*"* and llVusTra^

^°nrJ!^"jd'i
Bf^diug aiid Rearing ;" col-ored portrait. Dalziel * '

S' '^'*'"'°' '^""^''^ °° 'C««ii« Dii-

°fL£^h "^"K^ ^y Charles' H.MaMn'Descrip lons and criticisms ofnea"y^dogs, with 31 illustraUons from life-^
^ pages. Cloth fc.oo; leather '

*^
Our Friend, the oSg. '

stables'.
'. {'^

"•Sf^na-glirn't-^; SV^l^f, -<> '^'--'<
'"

"Gr^a%PneDor «""-
'

"-"^ - "*'

''^r'a^^.*^''''
^°^' '°°'P'g'^. fifth gen-

P^^»V„^1"!1*''-
'^'~'"'^; '"» »«^t'her.' ;

•

dlTte i'

*'"^=°^"^'"°"' con-ect ti

Practical kennel Guide. *
Stibles

The Dog, by Idstone
.

?he Sr^- '^^i-^ °^- M- 'b':"^^;-

^vni^LI*^,'.'"'"'''''
^"^'^ iliustrated "

;
• • '

Typical Dogs; portraits from life ofi,pniedogs; in leather . .

"' *'
Youatt on the Dog *°°
Bob. the Spotted Terrier. With soIMustra- '"**
tions, by Harrison Weir

S""'usira-

Cloth. 50
•75

2.00

a.50

.60

.50

•75

1.00

'•»5

»-5o
1.25

••»S
5.00
a.50

»-75
»5

CAOB BIKDS.
Paper cover

.

DIPLOMAS

-FOR-

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THE USE OF

Club Secretaries.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

mos;i,X'Ps?a7.''°e';.rry
''d'i'::,'a'"il"

°^ "j"""". «'-

name and sex of bird!*^'
'''•'''''"«•

"P^*^'' and age.

|2.'<:i.'°Adfe°'
"'"'• ^^'^' each additional 50.

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH mm STREET,

PHILADELPHIA. PENNA.

Caiiuiy ijirus.
Cloth

^IIJSh " Vt9^^^ Birds.' Blackston.Swav;-

i'tSer^'l?us)^Ss ^ ~'°^^ P'«»" -^

'^BdU^n.""'*.*^"*'^
'*'''*''• Bechstein. licw

Native Song Birdk.' George 'j.B^^lahv '

^a^e and Sinking aird«* AdaTuT ^' "

The Canary. G.J. Barnesby
.

\ [

'
'

_ , - . PIGKONS.
Book Of Pigeons. Ludlow. Caride. andothers. 50 colored plates, showing^iffer.

^'^o..'^*^'""'
'°'' ''^"'^y »»''' homing "pi.;,eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.s Clark *

Practical Pigeon Kee^r. Lewi\, Wright

'

Pigeon Standard (new)
wngnt

.

Pigeon Book. W. B. Te'getiiieier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamcr
.„ „ ^ WULTRY.
^I'fSu^'u- "• «• Stoddard.

.Book of Poultry. I^wig Wright. « nUte.of prize birds and other en^vings*^Capons and Caponizing. Gwrte O nn"»Domestic Poullry. Saundere '^ "^ '^''•
IJuck Culture. Rankin .

Poultry Book. W. B. Teeetmeier' ',; J^i

Zn^'T"''''""'' -°^cuTs"^'ByM:

Pou?,^'"v^a^d"'';?i.rv?l?tf "^'^P^'-^'e

Poultry Doctor. I. « Diehl * ' " "

Poultiy Culture. I. K.Helch
Sixteen Years Experience in aAjV: • i

Poultry Raising, '^ames Ra.rkin
'''^""

•SO

•75

15.00

1-50
1.00

•SO

•50

8.00

3.00
'•50

•50
5.00
.50

•50

5.00
•50
•30

•50

- -try Kalsing. janies Kanki

ibcock,
T-h^vl , f"""ry. Am. Poulti

F^elch'tei'^"'-'""^"*- «y
The Game Fowl.' CTOixIr
Poultry for the people Comynk
"In^^ ^Co!i?il.s'-."V' •«-:•"«";• ^eed-

Practical Rabbit Ke"pe?"cuni^..i...

".'^r^.J-O^'K^dSf'-—
^^^^^

''lusfrat^'"'™'""'*^
^''""'•"•=

Pa|icr:-ii.

9'oo
1.50

•50
2.00

•50

•25

150

•»5
1.00

I.oo

5.00
•50

•50

1.50

'•»5

•15

3.00

50

'•SO

Pedigrees Printed
-IN-

INDIAN CAMEBreeder, will flnrf .i!TVIr_"*?^

" - - BATRB, p,4.

-ATTRACTIVE FORM-
AT MODERATE PRICES.

AT XHIS OFFICE.

GAME HANTAMS.
"r^ Wni. Crawford Johnson. Fre«lerick. Md.

VOL. 5, NO. 12.] THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL.

THE KENNEL.

qFox Terriers.
^f1«-i— ir^nf M I

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLsmfi Kennels,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

INCUBATORS.

Prairie State Incubator . .

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including fir.st at the
1890 show, New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFKTRIDGE,
General Agent.

Coinpassville,
76-127 Chester Co.. Pa.

101

DOGS.
AdvertUenunh without display ituerted uiuUt

thu headingJor 2 cenUper word/or each injertion.

Bull Terrleni.

POULTRY.

SCOTCH....1 OI^IvIES

*!!!!1?V|° EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR_-_j-i_^ ^^ VrlMtui 8.11LB.,.lrtl» Bon.dr«d. in •uccosrf111 operation. Qwant»Z
at leaaooat
fcforlUua

FOR SALE.—The imported white bull terrier
Kingcraft, weight 40 pounds, by ChampionComo

; none better in America, grand all
round, perfectly trained and good house
dog

; price $75. For further particulars ad-
dress E. F. Doty. 47 Wellingfon Place. To-
ronto, Canada.

ColUe«.

PUBLICATIONS.

'PJ?e |lomir\| 6xcl7an|e.

FORDHOOK KENNELS
Are among the largest in America devoted ex-
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch The
Squire; Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and free
descriptions. Al.so one litter sire<l by the world's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A monthly magazine of inlormation concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of '^The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers " Stper year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

Dogs for Sale

If vnii wnnt tn Hnv n o-nrvf /l^n- ^r ««..
kind write to the ' ~ " " "" ""^

C^OODBURY JCENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8th STREET

PaiLADBLPHtA, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

,

Send for CIRCULAR^

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pit-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Bird's
Articles by the Leading Authorities. I.,ettersand Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All
the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance) •

^uc>car, posi iree, united SUtes and Canada
93.10. '

. '^i!''''^'^ Post-OfficeOrdersandcomniunications

w„i l^fj""'"^'' f^"""'--
Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-

rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, Ix>ndou K CEngland. , ,. .,

FR SALE.—Young stock from priie win-
ning blood Prices reasonable. F. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del.

ORDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Prinirose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, byManey Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Addrew
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

rOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-
logue. Lake View KenneU. Worcester.
RIass. „.tf

Advertisements without disptay inserted nnder
this heading/or 1 cents per word/or tack iiuerlion

Brahmas.

B WARRINGTON, Hammonton. N. I
twenty-five years a breeder of light BraVmas. All my breeding and exhibition stock
lor sale at reasonable rates. b 77-80

Golden Wyandottes.

EXTRA FINE EARLY HATCHED BIRDS
for aale.-Won Brat at Wilmington FairAddress J. E. Smith. Chestnut llui. PhiU-
*'''P'''*-

79-81

Inonbators.

tf

Dov Medicines.

I
F YOUR DOG IS SICK USE KELLY'SWorm Cure; by mail, 50 cents. MangeCure,

^S,*^?,"'*:.
I>>."emper Cure. 50 cent*. H. F.

Kelly, Providence, R. I. 79.^1

IKtar Trainers.

D°9®J5M'i^9 °^ prepared for field trials.
J. B. Stoddard, Concord. N. C.

69-tf

F SALE.—300-EGG INCUBATOR INgood order, with new improved moisture
l^n, tested thermometer, moisture nuKc
Also a few fine young Pekin drakeaTeighl
D.'u*'^*^' 2."= """ *"«•> 6« to 7X pouna»

Red Capa.

CHICKS FOR SALE.
Hammonton. N. J.

J. H. Drevenatedt,

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers- Publish-
>n« Co.. 31 South Third St., FhUadelphU.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generaUon.at 10cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Bx-led four page BUnks, s cents each, or so
mails • "

tende

English Mastltlb.

FOR SALE.-Registered Stock, all ages. Sa"t-
isfaction guaranteed. Berkshire Kennels,
Hinsdale, Mass. ^.g,

Vox. Terrierai
^

PUPPIES FOR SALE BY CHAMPION SIRES
out o(]^prize-winning dams. Regent Ken~ "Id. —nels, Catonsville, Mi b 78-84

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill kennels.
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

r page Blanks, si
rents per dozen mailed postpaid. ' 'fhe
SSm'^.T?

Publishing Co.
, 32 SoutlTThirtl St..

Philadelphia, Pa.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets bill heads, price lists, sched^
ules, labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 33 South Third St., PhiUde
phia. Pa.

FDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publisb-

hL 'p" ^' '***""' ''"*'*"* '*'•' ^•'"»<*''-

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER 18

"THE STOCKKEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information conceniiiig

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS.
ItABBlTS, CAGE-BIUIKS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
. x*A,.^"F''**' ^^'^^ advertised in its columnsANNUAL SUB.SCRIPTION, «;{.|5,
Okficb: 139 & ,40 Fleet St., E. C, I^ndon.

England. '

fuiuiers.

MEDFORD FANCY GOODS CO.,

FOR ISALE.—TWO LEMON AND WHITE
pointer bitches, whelped February 26, iSoo
by mv pnze winner Pommery Sec (Graphic
—Lady Viniiie), winner of numerous first
and special prizes, out of my I^mock Elsa
(Bang Bang—Rose), winner second, Colum-
bus, 1889, second, Wilmington, 1890. These
puppies are as fine as silk, and will make
fine field dogs and bench winners. Price
$25 each. Also a very nice liver and white
pointer dof

, whelped January 26 1890 by
Donald G. (Champion IJonald—Lady Bow)
out of Fanny (breeding unknown). Price
J15. William H. Hyhind. North Tarry-
town. N. Y. y,.,/

PIGEONS.

AdverUuments without display inurttd undtt
-iJ .ua^a^jm t teniiper wordfor eacM inttrtiom

Pintails.

JESSE M. RUTTER, Lawrence, Mass sells
typical Scottish shakers at fe each and up-wards. None l>etter in the fancy, b. 76-80

WHITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.Some grand birds for sale very low Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville. Ind. 6a-tf

Jaooblns.

Puss.

FINE PUPS ON SALE-Chcquasset Kennels
Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

Setters.

FOR SALE —Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket
winner third. Setter Derby Central field
trials, 1889. Address H. Clav Glover 1293"" ' "

,-tf

iiutiB, 1009. Aoaress M. c,
Broadway. New York City. 55-'

St. Bernards.

!U JOi <>*l«*a *noK. )|av

MISCELLANEOUS.

44 & 46 DuANH St., N. Y.

I. BREMER, PRES. & TREAS.
We manufacture ten thou-

sand styles of dog collars, har-
nesses, locks, leads, brushes

_ combs, bells, couplings.blank-
ets, whips and baslcets for
dogs. Write for catalogue A.

FOR POULTRY.

LKG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGKONS

f,^-?'"'*^"! ^°J,
youngsters, every band regis-

e«r.i, ;/*^t'' '^''. <5P"' •>«"''» f°' »''' birds,

nM\li.?u In °I'lf"ng name the variety of pigeonon which the band is to be used.
SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. B. S. STARR, Box 295,

PlIlLADELrillA. Pa.

THE
Pineland Incubators and Brooders

Poullr^nT/"'!,^.,'"'"' ''y \»n<iv^A^ of practical

P^ultrv e.i;-,/'""^,.?''^
endorsed by the leading

,W .V *«Pfrt8. The /muhalors are the most
Ml:Zi.uZfr^\'''^^ ''""P'^ °" the mallet

Thev*" lem'r'riV ",1 ''"' «""«•,»"? heat. All sizes.

calafogSe "*" '^"'' '^"'^ "" "'animoth

RVKRVTHIN<J FOR THK HOIILTRY YARD.
n.^.„ Address,^,_"NELAND INCUBATOR CO.,

' ^ Janie.sburg, New Jersey.

Bone Meal, - -
Granulated Hone,
U round Hoet
Scraps, - - -

Calclte, - - - -
Oiished Flint, -
CruHhiMl OVBter
SliellH, -

Per 100 lb.

100

100
SOO
SOO

8O0

Bag, 9.3.00
a. 76

a.00
a.00

8.00

M
FOR SALE.—Pups by Berkshire Prince, reg-

istered and guaranteed. Berkshire Ken-
nels, Hinsdale, Mass. ^h-Si

ENTHON KENNELS, PhfEnixville, Pa
breeders and importers of St. Bernards. '

67-118

ST. BERNARDS. — Grandly bred; perfect
markings. Lake View Kennels, Worcester
Mass.

76.if

TWO HIGHLY BRED young dogs for sale
cheap

; good size and bone. F. B. Lamb

TW TUGGLE. Columbus.
. and breeder ofJkcobins.

Cm. Importer
30-106

Swallows.

.
A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street Balti-

r. wore, Md., breeder of Swallows only of all
colors, with and without white bars, pUiusnip and full head. He is a true (ander
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can t>e found.

Tumblers.

Tonawanda. N. Y, •74-79

Varloas.

Send for our New Price List and Samples. *A11
orders shipped proinply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. 11. IJEMPWOLF A CO.,
42-93 York Cbemlcal Works, York, Pa.

A

P fiR Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
I lUU, Hounds, Beagles,Collies, Setters W GIB-BONS & CO.,W. Chester.Pa. Send stamp for cir

DOGS.
Advertisements ivilhout display inserted under

thir heading/or 2 cents per word for each insertion

Bloodhounds.

^^^„ DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of as
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company u
South Third Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
suophed at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
' vP'^g ^° ' 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FOR SALE-RABBIT HOUNDS, BIRD DOGS,
Bulldogs. Pugs, Fox, Skye and Irish Ter-
riers, etc. H. F. Kelly, Providence, R. I 79-3

pHARLESLIENHARD,438 W. Court Street.
V^ Cincinnati. O breeder of flying tumbler^

and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Tnrblta.

W HARRY ORR, Reading, Pa. breeder o<
^
wing and solid white turbits exclusively
His birds took all the first and second on-miums at New York show held in Febi-u-

ary. They were owned by Mr. Gavin. 75-83

Various.

Big Bird Store. Cleveland. O.
™

FR SALE-LOPS, HIMALAYANS, ALSO
Guinea Pigs. James E. Church. Hacken-
sack, N. J. j^^

PRINTING estimatesgivenforcirculars cards
letter sheets, bill Beads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishinK Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-lishing C
phia. Pa.

POULTRY.
Adtiertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 1 centsper wordjor each insertion.

Artlflts.

FOR SALE —A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhua-Rosemary.

J. I,. Winchell.
Fair Haven. Vt.

\PECIAL engravings made from photographf
) of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.. xi

South Third St., Philadelphia.

Bttrre<l Plymouth Itocks.

Ix>p Rabbits.

FR SALE _,
land. Fred Stahrer,
Lawrence. Mass.

Imported stock, winners in Bng-
19 At>bott Street,

73- 1*4

Artists and En^rraTers.

ON ACCOUNT OF MOVING, my entire yard
for sale. Thompstm's strain. J. H. Dre-
venstedt, Hammonton. N. J.

FINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sihed:
ules, labels. Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.. 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber A
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
l>est animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subncrll>ers who want photographs
of their dogs, fhe Fanciers' Publishina
Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadelphia. Pa

w.

\''yff;TFJrt^'?i),'f«4ij^?T(;-BgS|!;^i^;
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^ Homing Pigeons

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

>
f

2 o
> r <

J I

ALSO TAILKU AND SOLID COLORS IN
OWLS AND TURBITS.

Orders fo'- youngsters of I890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Just Qut.

••*****•*««* PRICE 50c.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTKIJ BV THE

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Compli^k Dkscriition ok thb
Rkcognizkd Varieties ok linKONs.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from thig office on re-

ceipt of price.

The Best Place to Bug

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

I*

489

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

WITHOUT A SINGLE E.XCEPTION

THE LAR&EST STORE IN AMERICi*

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

SmWBBIDGE & CLOMB
MARKET, EIGHTH and FIBERT i'TS..

PniI.AI)EL,PHIA, PA.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

BGGS FOR HATCniNO.

SEND FOK PRICE UST.

H. W. VAHLE.
303 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHrLADELPHIA.
77tf

I AM NOT IS THE FIQEON BtTSINESS,

but breed, for A FANCY , high class

FAITTAZLS
In White, Blaci,

Red and Yellow,

And havn for aal
at all times

Very Superior Birds,

unexcpllm) In qnal-
Ity Ht $2.00 each,
and II p. SatiafactioD

TAKEN FROM LIFE K^^'nt^od-

-._ *"> l?l«4 «t «11 timea to ahow my atook.
DONOTAN8WERP08IAL CARDS.

H. C. NORTON,
_ Germantown. Pa.
Or 22T Bo. Fourth St.. Phllada.

wn, i-a.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS. RIFLES, PISTOLS
AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OP

Anstjn's Celelirated Dog Cato =^
Gloyer's Inmerial Dog Remedies

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Siirsreon,

71-83 1«»3 BUOADWAV, NKW YORK.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. waters.

Is invaluable to every owner ol a dojf. It tells

you how 10 train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

PRICE $2.50.

Address

B. F. LE\sris,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
I8 ready to take doga to condition for the De-

troit Show.

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

AMERICAN KENNKIi CLUB

Qtud Book.
Blank* for registering in the official Stud Book

will he mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.
the official monthly publication of the chib con-
tains theJudges' reports niid certifie<l prize' lists
of the different shows, Stud Bo<ik registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

Fanciers' PnWishing Company,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward S. Schmid,
Succes-sor to Ix>uis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD,

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated cat.tlogue and price list
No. 317 Twelth Street, K. W. Washington, D. C.

Tl-iti UIHD THE

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty nairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

-THE-

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele
brated champion dogs and bitches now offered
lor sale for the first time. Nearly 200 dogs of
nearly all breeds are offered for sale. Now is
the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
^3-'f 140 8. 8th St., Phila., Pa.

ILLUSTRATED

•BOOK OF THE DOG-

-BY-

VERO SHAW.
NEW AND REVISED EDITION

NOW PUBLtSHBD MONTHLY.

SPMTTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
'^-Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and
MEDICINES for all canine diseases.
"COM.VION SKNSK OH DOC. DOCTORlNi; •

(Post free, 28c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.THE OKHATKST 1%C.C. PRODUCING I'OOD.
The most .\ul)ilious and JJigesliblf Fimd for lay-

ing Hens and for gettini; all kinds of
I'ouUiy into .Show Condition.

Poultry in confined runs fhrri'e wonderfully on it.

rn.(|iiak(l for ri-ariiig Kiirly Chickens

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortality in reaiiiig

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle so cents
Poultry anil Pigeon Soap . tVr cake 25 cents
Order from vour dealer. Full particulars from

SPitA'rrs Patent (America), mmit'i>.
239-345 East 56th St., New York City. 71-97

Twenty-one parts now out.
cents each.

Price, prepaid, 40

ADDRESS THIS OFl'ICB.

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American ColumbariaH, Buf-

falo, N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the be.st advertising medium of any paper in
America devoted exclusively to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a year.

rORM POWDERW FOR DOGS.
)i by mail. MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y.

>i
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IP'
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FIELD TRIALS.

VOL. 5. NO. 13.]

FIELD TRIALS.

INDIANA KENNEI^ CLUBS'
FOURTH ANNUAL FIELD TRIALS,

AT BICKNELL, IND. BEGINNING NOVEMBER 3.
OPEN TO THE WORLD.

All-Aged Setter Stake, All-Aged Pointer Stake, open to dogs that have never won
a first pri. e in an all-aged stake at any recognized field trial in America.

„ J*H1* entrance money less expense, first. 50 per cent ; second, 30 per cent ; third, 20 per cent
Forfeit Jio, with |30 additional to hll. Entries close October i, 1890. For further particulars address

78-** * P. T. MADISON, SECY, Lock Box 4, Indianapolis, Ind

IN THE STUD.

POULTRY SHOWS.

GREAT INTERSTATE FAIR.

XRENTON, N.J.
Sept 29 and 30, Oct. 1. 2 and 3, 1890

Poultry Building doubled in capacity since last I

year.

LIBERAL. PREMIUMS.
|

stock promptly and carefully handled under
the direction ofB. F. Lewis.
For Prize List apply to

JOHN GUILD MUIRHEID.
79^ Secretary.

DANBURY FAIR.
OCT. 6 TO 11, 1890.

Attendance at the Fair of 1889, 53,710.

GRAND

BENCH AND PODLTRY SHOW.
BxoursioD Tickets and Trains

ON ALL RAILROADS.

Send for Premium List to

B. C. L.\TrE8, Sec'y,
DANBURY, CONN.

IN THE STUD.
Advertiumenls insrrUd under this heading at the

tollowing rates: One inch, single inset tioti, Sr^o-
t^-4ofor the month; Sis Jor three months; $38/or
stx moHtht, and Sso/or the year.

jl^lLLARNEY

ICennels
PURE BRED IRhH SEUERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

Advertisements inserted under this heading at
the following rates: One inch, single insertion.
f'-§": fS-40 for the month; $1$ for Three months;
SiS for stx months, and fso for the year.

_^ THE KENNEL.
Advertisements, inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single inserliont
ft-so; fS-4'> for the Month; tis for three months
$iS for SIX months, and fso for the year.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

FIELD TRIAL SPECIAL.

IRISH SETTER CLUB SPECIALS
• ^THB

IRISH SETTER CLUB OF AMERICA
Offer two special cash prizes of $125 and I75 for
the two best IRISH SKVTHRS. regfularly entered
at the KASTKRN FIEI.n TRIALS, either in the
Derby or the All-Aged Stake.
No special eutry is required to be made, but

the entries for the All-Age Stake close October t.

J. W. DUNPHY, President.

MAX WKNZEL, SecreUry,

89 Fourth St., Hoboken, N. J. 79-80

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion
ti.SO; ts.^ for the month; fiS for three months;
fat for six months, and $30 for theyear.

^JNGLISH SETTER AT STUD.

GATH'S MARK.
(4771)

None but approved bitches accepted. For stud
card and particulars address

J. E. STODDARD,
CONCORD, N. C.

DICK 8WIVEUER.

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:
CHAIVIPION

DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challenge prize. New York show,
1890; also first and special prizes all over the
uniiea .states.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show

1887 and i8«8 (only times shown).

FEE $26.

GARRYOXNTEN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Garryowen

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $25.
To a limited nunil>er of bitches of approved

breeding.
Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

tion.
*^*^

Extra choice Irish puppies by the great Dick
SwiVF.LKR for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KILLARNET KENNJELS,
50-101 177 State Street, Chicago, III.

)OINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON

gTUD BEAGLE

TONY WELLER 64ii)

FEE, $10.

OAKVIEW KEXNELS,
P. O. Box 91, Phila., Pa.

Address

WM. H. CHILD, Glenside, Pa. 79-i04eow

IJOCHELLK KENNELS.

IMPORTED BLACK & TAN TERRIERS.

AT 9TUD

THE SENATOR,
PlPTBRN AND ONE-HALF LBS. FbE, $15.

Puppies from nated sires and dams for sale.
75tf Box K6j, New Rochelle, N V.

BY TIM—PEG.
RECORD. Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

t888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and
first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, I50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

47-9S

I SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
* short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proved him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living
Mastiffbreeders should make the most of this
grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents
Stud fee $75.

J. WINCHELL.
55-106 FAIRHAVHN, Vt.

O. I.. VRAIfOISOO

INDIAN CAME
.

''••^•'S I'll fli"! th« current nam-
ber orOAMX *OWL MONTHLY p«p-
tlonUrlr InMrMtlnc. Sand six oenu
for a oopj. ManUon thu paper.

BATRX. rA.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse \\. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
held trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,
Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,
Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889, Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir AUister—Belle of Furness.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;
first and special at London, Out., 18R9, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, J35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tattou. A voung dog o<
great promise; excellent in the fielil. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Chfirlotte II. Wttner
of numerous prizes in puppy clas.ses in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Out., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, I25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Cough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, ^5.

All flnnrr»x.#.d hitoji*.* «.*nt to '.15 tO be "-7^—*»

will be'kept free of expense. Terms cashTti vA-
vancc. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Weiss,

FOR WALK
Collies & Irish Terriers

43-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

JRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,436) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62" Treniont. N. Y.

We have for sale a large number of puppies of
above breeds. Collies by

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION SCOTILLA,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

ROSLYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood bitches (in whelp) and
some first-class Irish terriers out of Champion
Breda Tiney.

We have also for sale at our English kennels
several good collie bitches in whelp to Christo-
pher.

PRICES J150 TO $250 (delivered).

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

sCOXCH....! OLIvIBS

FORDHOOK KENNELS

THE KENNEL.

-HOUSE

F»E*r DOQS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST PUBLISHED ^~—
~~..,^^ PRICE, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

Are among the largest in America devoted ex-
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Cn. The
Squire; Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Car«c-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our Ijest im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and free
descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Deafi.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs for Sale-

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

'

O^OODBURY t^ENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8th STREET

Philadklphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction gnarateed.

63-114
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Poultry and Plgreon Shows
Telfi"' Z'^'^i

J;-Inter state Fair, Memphis,renn. N. C. Perkins, Jr.. secretary

t™!''.'- '^S 3 -Interstate Fair Association,
Iretiton N. J., Poultry. Pigeons and Pets Pel
partment. Franklvn Dye. superintendent.
Sepi 30-Oct. 3.—Cumberland County Agricul-

int'eiidt^t ''•
'"'"""^' """ '^- ^- ""^"' «"P"-

ri5jt'w*:!i^~^''^wl'*^''^°""'y Agricultural So-% P'^^f™!'. Md. H.C. Keefcr, secretary.

1.?^ ^'"''"J.l
I. -Piedmont Exposition, at At-lanta, Ga. Charles Arnold, secretary

Au'"'p^.l?~5?""'^"' Exposition, Montgomery,
Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Rackham
superintendent, Fjist Orange N I

»"-'"'•'".

Nov. ii-i5.-Chattaho<K:hee Valley Exposition
at Columbus. Ga. Cliff B. Grimes, Secretary
Dec. 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and PetStock Association, Rockford. A. H Currier

secretary. '-"ici,

»95

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.
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Subscription Agents Wanted
We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to

solicit subscriptions for The Fanciers'
Journal. A liberal cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write
for tprtn? to agents.

FIXTURES.
Dog Shows.

Our Illustration.

This week we give the portrait of that
celebrated Irish setter dog Dick Swiveler
(8410), owned by Mr. George H. Covert,
of Chicago, 111. Dick Swiveler is now a
champion of record, having secured his
right to the title by taking his third first

in the challenge class at London, Ont.,
this week.

Dick Swiveler was bred by Mr. W. H.
Child, Philadelphia, Pa., and is by Cham-
pion Bruce—Leigh Doane II, by Cham-
pion Elcho—Rose. Champion Bruce is

by Champion Elcho—Champion Noreeu.
It will be seen at a glance that the breed-
ing of this dog cannot be excelled. His
winnings on the bench have Jieen as fol-
lows : In the open class, first at Lynn,
New York, Denver and Rockfort, 111., in
1889 ; first at Bay City, Mich., Indian-
apolis, Ind., and Charleston, S. C, 1890.
Iirthe challenge class, first at New York,
Toronto and London, Can., the last win
lauding him a champion, and he can now
rest upon his well-earned laurels, if his
owner is so disposed. It will be noticed
that his list of winnings include th<'

large shows in various parts of the
United States and Canada where the com-
petition was also very keen.

kennels. These poultry houses, by the
bye, are models of cleanliness and con-
venience. In the numerous yards we
noticed nearly all the leading varieties of
fowls, particularly some fine specimens
of Indian games, game bantams, light
Brahmas and black Minorcas. We also
saw a new breed, secured a photograph
of the birds and an illustration and de-
scription of them will be given later in
our paper.

Beverly Negus, winner of first at Chester,
Birkenhead, Liverpool and Darlington.

* *

The Fordhook Kennels are devoted
exclusively to collies, good, big, intelli-
gent working collies, with stamina and
pluck that enables them to endure fatigue
and hard work.

.%
The kennel buildings are detached and

scattered about over considerable ground,
which is fenced off by wire into runs.
The lying-in hospital was the first build-
ing entered. We found it partitioned off
to hold six bitches, each having her pri-
vate run. Daisy Dean, whose acquaint-
ance we made in 1886 at Boston and New
York, where she took first prizes, we
found nursing a fine litter of puppies by
the Chestnut Hill Kennels' well-known
Champion Scotilla. In an adjoining
stall was Miss Constance, a litter sister
to the renowned Metchley Wonder, with
a nice lot of pups by Fordhook Squire.

The hospital for sick dogs, an isolated
building, we found empty, and Mr.
Holmes did not seem anxious to have
these quarters occupied.

.K ,P^^?"^.*^*-^r'^"''" annual bench show ofthe Cumberland County Agricultural Society atCarlisle, Pa. John E. Steel, superintendent.
Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-bun- Agricultural Society, at Danbury, Conn

B. C. Lynes, secretary.

Be*?cl. sIilwT"""''""''
Agricultural Society's

M°it- "*"i?,-''''^*' annual bench show of the
?f,?„ rS Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Rockford, 111. John Teague, secreUry
- « 3?-Jan- 3--Kirst bench show of the Buck-eye Poultry and Pet Stock Association, afCan-

Mark^istrm" ^'"^'"H' «^retary, 39 iJoith

1891.

Jan. 7-14 —Twelfth annual bench show of the

H„'S*"5?" P'"'^
''"."Ilry an<» Pet Stock AssocU

tionat Jack.son. Mich. W. F. Brace, .secretary
c-'''.'i/'^''^,"~'"'^'^"a''°"nl Kxhibition of tiieSouth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-tion (not incorporated) Bench Show at Charies-
1011, s. C. Benjamin Mclnues, Jr., secretary
Jan. 20-25.—First annual bench show of theLouisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at

Jes"
°"""^' ^- A. E. Shaw, secretary. Box

»l.»*w^T^'-~''"''^^^"*'' annual bench show ofthe Westminster Kennel Club, at New YorkJames Mortimore, superintendent

.i,"".!;'^*'
24-27—Second annual bench show of

n A ^l?''^'""""'
Kennel Club, at Lynn, Mass.u. A. Williams, -secretary.

THE KENNEL.

Field Trials.
Nov. 3—Second annual field trials of theCanadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Ont. C AStone, Toronto. Ont.. secretary

.na°v' ^•~,*'-°,"V''
annual fielcl trials of the Indi-

lSd.^.!r^^i''^'T"'*.i'"
Bickncll.Ind., P. T. Madison,

Indianapolis, Ind., secretary

rf^^-^R^w^'ni. "*"«''^ ^'"''' «' Hyannis,
F. W. Chapman, secretary, Melrose,

Mass.
Mass.
Nov 10.—Second annual field trials of theCanadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Ont.; C Astone, Toronto, Ont.. secretary • ^. "

vilfZ; '^""Tr^'?*!? """"a' «'''' trials of the

Va w ^n^ ^""',? '^'"''' «' 0"erburn Springs,

retarO^"
^""t"- Sa™t°Ka Springs, N. Y., sic-

trifpi.Vr^^T^.?"."""' ''^'*' *"als of the Cen-
Hl^Lnw^',"'*.^ ".''•"' Lexington, N. C. C.H. Odell, Mills Building. New v5rk. secretary.

ann»«l'^.7H .*"''',*''^'''l!."'
K*"""^' ^""bs seventhannual field trials at Dcatoiisville, Va.

18»1.

ci^?"Ki?;r-?'f5l"I.'
"'"""'' ^^^^ trials cf the Pa-

liriL ""^' ^'"*'' at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H""KKs, secretary. '

ern FieM~T!.^'T'^,M".'""'J'''''
'rials of the South-

Marfeua Ga.
'"' ^^ ** ^'""^^' ^''^^-

Courslnjjr.

Co"«i?,'„*5;.7:.K'"''.'"'JI""'
'"**' of the American

BroS,^Vry. '''"" ^^"•'' ''""• ' "

CURRENT REPORTS.
I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— TTr*- Spanish Student.

Last Monday we visited the Fordhook
Kennels of Messrs. W. Atlee Burpee &
Co., near Doylestown, Pa., and will ever
have pleasant recollections of the enjoy-
able trip. Mr. Burpee's genial manager,
Mr. H. L. Holmes, met us at the station
and getting into the wagon behind his
trotter, we were speedily carried to the
farm, which is alK>ut a mile from town.

*
• •

Most of onr readers are aware that
Burpee & Co. have one of the largest
seed houses in America. The Fordhook
farm is almost entirely devoted to the
growing of flower seed and bulbs.
Although our visit was rather late in the
year to see the flowers at their best, still

what we did see was the grandest horti-

cultural display we have ever had the
pleasure of witnessing.

As we approached the farm a large
field of salvia appeared in view, looking
like a rich red velvet carpet. Then plots
of spirsea, tuberoses and gladioli were
passed. The variety of brilliant colors
was a mo.st attractive sight. Upon our
arrival at the farm Mr. Burpee showed us
over the place, pointing out the numerous
new and beautiful plants, how the new
varieties were made, the manner in which
seeds were tested and .separated.

•
« »

But it was the dogs we went to see, so
we reluctantly leave the flowers and pass
by the poultry yards on the way to the

Eight different kennels, each contain-
ing six or more dogs, were looked into.
Some of these animals had been bought
when puppies on account of their fashion-
able pedigrees, but as specimens of the
breed they were not as good as the Ford-
hook youngsters.

»
• «

We suppose Bobbie, by Napier—Fly,
must have first place in speaking of the
dogs at stud, not on account of his excel-
lence but rather on that of age. Although
eight years old he is still lively and
active, and he retains an excellent coat
of the proper texture. Fordhook Squire,
by The Squire out of Wunda, is a dark
red sable ill color. His head is of good
length and shape, ears moderate in size
and nicely carried, excellent body, legs
legs and feet. His coat is dense and
abundant for this season of the year.
Clifton Chief, a dog of excellent breed-
ing, is a nice dark sable in color. He
might be better in head but no fault can
be found with his symmeatical and well-
proportioned body and legs. His under
coat is quite dense and his outer coat is

of good length and quality. Fordhook
Gobbler, Fonihook Paragon and Ford-
hook Quality, the other stud dogs, were
bred on the place and are a credit to their
breeder.

* •
Mr. T. H. Stretch has sold his sable

collie dog pup Onnskirk Leofric, who
won four firsts and six specials at the
Birkenhead (Eiig.) show, to Mr. A. H.
Megson, who has re-named him Morti-
iner. It will be remembered we men-
tioned this new star in the collie firma-
ment last week, saying Mr. Stretch had
refused an offer of sixty pounds for him.
Mr. Megson, who made this offer, has
now secured him at the cost of one hun-
dred pounds.

••
Mr. Crowell is wrong in his sUtement

that he is bringing out the St. Bemard
bitch Donna Silva. The Swiss Mountain
Kennels have purchased the bitch. She
is in whelp to Scout, who is by Plinlim-
mon out of Lapitha. Donna Silva is by
Duke of Wellington out of Calypso and
is the winner of some first prizes.

•%
Dr. John H. Meyer, 159 West Thirty-

fourth Street, New York, writes : "The
Central Field Trials Association has just
offered a special and separate sUke of
|ioo for Gordon setters, providing there
are ten entries and eight starters—at
Lexington, N. C, in December. It is de-
sired to procure I150 more by private
subscription. I will give I25, Mr. James
B. Blossom has given I25, and it is

hoped that friends of the Gordon setter
will promptly recognize this opportunity
to bring our dog to the front and give
him the position which he deserves.
Subscriptions sent to me will be ac-
knowledged and further details furnished
very soon. Mow let the Gordon setter
men join hands and prove their favorite
to be as good in the field as he is beauti-
ful on the bench. We can't do every-
thing this year, but the same efforts
made annually will put our pet where he
should be, at the top."

*•
There should be no trouble in raising

this amount among the members of the
Gordon Setter Club, and we hope Dr.
Meyer will be able to announce through
our columns that the necessary amount
has been raised.

» *
There will be a meeting of the Ameri-

can Coursing Club at its headquarters,
Great Bend, Kan., on the evening of
October 20, 1890, for the purpose of nom-
inating and balloting for membership.
All applications should be presented to
the secretary, Ira D. Broughter.

*
* »

•f

Our space is limited, consequently we
cannot even mention the brood bitches
and puppies. We must, however, com-
pliment Manager Holmes and his assist-

ants on the cleanly appearance oi both
the dogs and their quarters. We could
not detect the slightest odor in any of
the bui1ding.s. Disinfectants are not used,

but the kennels are whitewashed inside

every three weeks and the yards are kept
clean at all times

Frank Dole has bought R. B. Sawyer's
entire kennel of bull dogs.

» •

Rowland P. Keasbey has just received

from England the black field spaniel

The Canine World announces that
Spratt's Patenl have now succeeded in
perfecting a meat biscuit for the use of
human beings, and that this biscuit has
been definitely adopted by theGovemment
for use in the Army and Navy, after most
exhaustive tests which thoroughly satis-

fied experts of the great value and perfect
reliability of the invention. This new
biscuit will doubtless be found of special

value to sportsmen, as giving the largest

possible amount of nourishment in a
very small space. The biscuits are ex-
tremely palaUble, and will keep for a
considerable length of time, perfectly
fresh

. Some samples tested a week ago
had l>eeu kept nearly twelve months as an
experiment, having bten sealed by an
expert in October last. Mr. Gabriel G.
Cleather, the manager of Spratt's Patent
in New York, who is now in England, in-

tends to make this new biscuit in Amer-
ica, where it will doubtless be in great
request on hunting, shooting and fishing

trips.
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DOGGY EXPERIENCES

\

THE EVOLUTION OF fl FANCIER

/JV A PREFACE AND ELEVEa\ CHAPTERS

BY HIBERNIA.

PRBFACB.

Kind reader, if you happen to have

been )x>m in the United Stales you will

agree with nie that America is a great and

glorious country. Where else on the

face of the globe can a man make a for-

tune in a day or go broke in an hour?

We do things quickly here, and this ap-

plies to dog matters as well as to other

pursuits.

I intend showing by clippings taken

mostly from that standard doggy paper,

The Field, Stream, Turf and F^ancier,

how it is possible for a man who in 1889

knows as much of the points of a dog as

he does about deciphering the hieroglyph-

ics on the Aztec monuments, to blossom

oat in 1890 as a celebrated canine special-

ist

CHAPTER I.

[Date, January, 1SS9. Clipping I'rom "Answers
to Correspondents."]

Gbrmanicus, Smithville, N. J.—(i)

I would like some information about the

Dachshund. Should both the ears and
tail be cut, or only the former? (2) Is

black, white and tan or blue ticked the

most fashionable markings? (3) Could
I get a nice puppy for %\o ?

Answer.—(i) Neither the ears nor

'\jtLu ut a Duciisuuiiu siiuuiu uc cut. (j)

The only colors allowed in this breed are
black and tan, fallow red and liver and
tan. (3) We should judge that with your
knowledge of the breed you would be as
likely to get as good a puppy for %\o as
for 1 100.

CHAPTER II.

(Date, Kebuary, 1889. Clipping from "Answers
to Correspondents."]

Germanicus, Smithville, N. J.—Will
you please tell me if the inclosed pedi-
grees of a pair of Dachshundes are first-

class and can the dogs be registered ?

Answer.—The pedigrees are of well-
bred Daclisbundes. They can be regis-

tered by sending pedigrees with two dol-
lars to A. Vrendenburgh, secretary Amer-
ican Kennel Club, 44 Broadway, New
York City.

chapter III.

[Date, March, 1889. Clipping from news col-
umns.]

I have recently received a pair of Dachs-
hundes from Mr. A. Dutch,New Germany,
Ohio. To say that I am pleased with them
but coldly expresses my feelings. I have
never seen such perfect sjiecimens. It is

impossible to find a fault or blemish on
them. On the same day I took them out
and killed fifty rabbits over them. I saw
the advertisement in your valuable paper.

GEBMANICU.S.
Smithville, N. J.

CHAPTER IV.

[Date, April, 1889. Extract from show report.]

"Dachshundes had but two entries,

very ordinary specimens, shown entirely
too fat. Barring champion Rubenstine,
we do not believe there is a good speci-
men of this breed on this side of the
Atlantic."

CHAPTER V.

[Date, April, if<fl9. Clippling Trom "Communi-
cations "]

Your reporter in critizing the Light-
weight show does my pair of Dachshundes
great injustice. I have read all the
standard works on the subject and con-
sider that I am as well versed in the
breed as he is, besides the judge assured
me when he went to dinner with me that

they were very good specimens indeed.
As for fatness, why I am an advocate of
putting sufficient flesh on a dog to con-
vince people that he has enough to eat.

Germanicus.

chapter vi.

I
Dale. May, 1889. Extract from an English

paper.]

•'Another good pair of dogs has gone
to our trans-Atlantic cousins. This time
it is the Dachshundes Kaiser and Duchess,
whose familiar forms will be missed from
the Crystal Palace shows. The dog has
seventy-two firsts to his credit and the
bitch fifty-six of the same sort.

CHAPTER VII.

[Date, May, 1889. Clipped from "Correspond-
ence."]

"I have just received from England
I>er steamer Blazing Rag the well-known
Dachshunde winners, Kaiser and Duch-
ess. They are described by the various
English kennel papers as being the best
pair ever placed on the bench there.

"Germanicus."

CHAPTER viu.

[Date, June, 1889. Clipped from "Editorial
mention."]

We take pleasure in presenting to our
readers of this issue an engraving of the
pair of Dachshundes lately imported by
the well-known breeder of these little,

crooked-legged hounds, Mr. Germanicus.

CHAPTER IX.

[Date, July, 1889. Extract from "Coming Shows."]

We are now making preparations for

our coming fall show. The premium list

will soon be out and will )>e a most
liberal one. « * * Among other
prominent fanciers who have consented
to judge we would make mention of the
well-known Dachshunde breeder, Mr.
Germanicus. He will lake l)eside his

favorite breed, the Bassets, Shipperkes
and several other varieties on which he
is an authority.

Shemung Kennel Club.

A. Greeny, Secretary.

chapter X.

[Date, September, 1889. Extract from "Show
Report."]

In the Dachshunde, Basset, etc., classes
Mr. Germanicus, the well-know authority
on these breeds, made his maiden bow in

the ring. He handles bis classes in a
manner that gave universal satisfaction

and plainly showed that he was thor-
oughly conversant with the points of the
breeds on which he was called to pass
judgment.

Clipping from "Notes" in same issue.

I met for the first time at the Shemung
show Mr. Germanicus, the well-known
authority on Dachshundes, Bassets, etc.

He is a Prince of good fellows.

Clipping frtim "Locals" in a daily newspaper
publisneaat Shemung.

On the second night of the dog show
Mr. Germanicus, one of the judges, gave
a dinner at the Freeandeasy Hotel to his
colleagues and the officers of the club. It

was a great success—a feast of reason
and a now of bowl. Everyone present
voted Mr. Germanicus to l)e one of the
most genial gentlemen they ever met.

CHAPTER XI.

[January, 1890. From the Official (iaiette]

Mr. Germanicus, of the Shemung Ken-
nel Club, has been elected as delegate to
the American Kennel Club.

DISEASES OF THE DOG.

Ticks.

From the Dog Owners' Annual.

Cleanliness is the best and only pre-

ventive to these troublesome vermin, and the

dogs most infested with them, are those which
are the most neglected. They may be got rid of
by the following wash ; but it is only by great

attention to clean iness that their reproduction

can be prevented, or kept in check : Water, two
pints ; spirits of wine, one ounce ; sublimate,

one drachm and a half. The sublimate should
be dissolved in the spirits of wine, and the water
then added. In using it, morning and evening,

the hair of thedog should Ik- well parted that it

may penetrate to the skin

.

The Head and the Different Organs

Belonging to It.

SYMPTOMS—CONTINUED.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

The reader must be aware that the ear

is an organ of extreme sensibility and
delicacy of formation, consequently dis-

ease frequently prevails here. Continuous

scratching of ear, heat and redness of the

ear, shaking of head rapidly and foetid

smell from ear denote canker. Canker is

of two kinds—internal and external.

With the latter we will deal first.

On looking at the ear carefully it will

be seen to be thickened and hot, whilst

along the flap will be found sores and

erosions, which at times become large

and destroy the shape of the ear.

Internal canker is, we opine, more
common than external, for although we
frequently observe dogs continuously

shaking and scratching their ears for no
apparent cause, an external examination

reveals nothing. It is only natural that

internal canker should be more common,
owing to the extreme delicacy of the in-

ternal ear compared with the external.
The symptoms of internal canker are

similar to those of external ; but in

addition a dark brown exudation will be
apparent, which has a most disgusting
odor ; in fact, from this alone the pres-
ence of a dog with internal canker is at
once made known. The irritation also is

greater than that found in external dis-

ease, for the animal cannot get at the
part aflfected, and is almost in a chronic
state of trying to burrow into its head
with its hind toes. This continuous irri-

tation to the ear—within from disease
and without from the dog itself—fre-

quently causes the flap of the ear to be-
come dropsical, and it fills, giving the
..».K^ ..^« ~r ., -,— J..1 — «— I —

Disease of the external and internal
ear are to be found existing at the same
time, but while the former is unsightly
and irritating, it is not of great moment.
The latter, however, frequently leads to
grave results, as it penetrates to the
most delicate portions of the organ, sets
up deafness and disease of the bony
structures. External canker is to be
looked for in all breeds , but internal is

generally to be found in dogs which are
used for seeking and retrieving water
game birds. In these breeds, such as
retrievers and spaniels, deafness due to
this cause is most prevalent.
Deafness is so well known that symp-

toms need not be given here. The owner,
however, must be aware that it may be
caused by injury (external), which causes
the passage to the ear to close ; the
growths in the ear, which cause the same
conditions to arise ; to gradual disease of
the brain, which causes gradual impair-
ment of hearing ; and finally, to sudden
injury (internal) to the brain, which pro-
duces paralysis of the auditory nerve and
complete deafness. Deafness is also a
congenital infliction, and when so found
is generally met with in white dogs. We
have not here space for this apparent
freak of nature, but it is a fact, and more
interesting to the student of nature than
the dog-owning public.
The eye, like the ear, is also one of ex-

treme sensitiveness and delicacy. It

may be likened to a photographic camera,
as the latter is on similar principles. Ac-
cordingly it is not only from its exposed
position liable to injury, but from the
delicacy of its mechanism prone to dis-

ease which is not easily removed.
The commonest form of eye disease is

to be found in old dogs, just as we find it

in old people. It is a gradual growth with
impairment of sight and finally loss of
vision. This is cataract, and there is but
one symptom, namely, the presence of
an opaque growth over the front of the
eye, between the outside and the lens,

which may be likened to a mist ; then a
fog, finally night, to the animal or jjer-

son affected. Cataract may ajijiear in
young animals, but then it is due to some
inflaniniatory condition, which may arise

from a variety of causes, and which it is

here needless to enter upon.
Another disease which may become

quite as serious as cataract is ophthalmia,
while reparation of vision, as in the former
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disease, by operation is impossible. Wlien
in its primary stage the following symp-
toms indicate the disease : Eye very
susceptible to light and touch, continu-
ous weeping and inflamed eyelids indicate
mild opothalmia.

If, however, the disease is of a malig-
nant character, or simple ophthalmia b«
neglected, we find pus and ulceration of
the outside membrane of the eye, and
loss of sight is the result. Ophthalmia
frequently follows distemper.

Blindness, not caused by the two pre-

ceding diseases, may, like deafness, be
the result of external injury, setting up
inflammation of the outside or other
membranes of the eyeball and opacity.

It may also result from a diseased condi-
tion of the retina, from disease of the
brain, or from paralysis of the optic nerve,
due to direct shock to the brain through
violence. In the latter cases no appear-
ance of disease is to be noticed in the eye
by the non-professional man.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

A DOG THAT EATS CAKE.

He Begs the Pennies With Which to
Purchase Them.

From the Philadelphia Record.

Everybody in Burlington, N. J., is in-

timately acquainted with George W.
Fireng's dog Don, a small statured,

brown and white spaniel, with a slight

defect in one eye. Don is one of the

worst and most persistent mendicans in

the country. Let a customer walk into

Fireng's cigar store, and the dog is at

him quickly unless ordered to his comer
back of the stove. Sitting upright on
his hind legs, he gently reaches out one
paw and taps you familiarly. Most all

the men have learned what that means,
and few of them fail to respond.
A penny is placed in a paper bag, and

Don seizes it between his teeth. The
door is opened for him, and off he trots
tr> tlii» hakpry just aliove. His scratch

on the door is familiar, and he quickly
gains entrance. The bag is taken from
his mouth, a cake placed within it, and
off the dog trots complicentJy to his

corner in the store, where he patiently

awaits his master.
A piece of the cake is broken off, and

Don catches it in his mouth like a pro-

fessional.

"Put your paw on that piece," says the
master, as another is broken oflf.

Down goes the paw on the delicate

morsel, and without a sign of impatience
it is kept there till the words "all right

now" comes from the master. "This piece
is poison," says Fireng as he places

another fragment close to the dog's nose;
"don't eat it." The animal bucks off and
eyes it askance till the words "all right"
are again given, when he snaps it up
greedily. Never has Don opened the
bag to get the cake without his master's
permission, and never has he attempted
to keep cake and penny too.

THE MONKEY AND THE DOG.

A Moral for the American Kennel Club
to Ponder Over.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

"A brave, active, intelligent terrier be-

longing to a friend one day discovered

a monkey belonging to an itinerant organ-

grinder seated upon a bank within the

grounds, and at once made a dash for

him. The monkey, who was attired in

jacket and hat, awaited the onset with
such undisturbed tranquility that the
dog halted within a few feet of him to
reconnoitre. Both animals took a long,
steady stare at each other, but the dog
evidently was recovering from his sur-

prise and was about to make a spring for

the intruder. At this critical juncture
the monkey, who had remained perfectly
quiet hitherto, raised his paw and grace-
fully saluted by lifting his hat. The effect

was magical. The dog's head and tail

dropped and he sneaked off to the house,
refusing to leave it until his polite but
mysterious guest had departed."—Irish
Times.
Moral.—A soft answer turneth away

wrath. Would this apply to American
Kennel Club matters ?

A Correspondent.

SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

special Correspondence.

Since writing last week with regard to

Mr. Vredenburgh's actions on behalf of
the A. K. C. and his reference to the
Danbury show, I havi! seen one of the
premium lists issued by the latter, and
find that no rules whatever are published.

That this is a preat omission on the ex-
ecutive's part is unquestionable, as ex-
hibitors have no protectirn whatever, but
it in no way warrants Mr. Vredenburgh's
letter, unless the doggy public are in-

capable of thinking for themselves, and
if such is Mr. Vredenburgh's experience
then one can excuse his club's presump-
tion.

I would not again have referred to this

subject had not a Danbury premium
list come under my notice, and as it is so
thoroughly unpretentious I feel more con-
vinced than ever of the would-be "dicta-

torial" attitude of the A. K. C.

I should think the A. K. C. would have
good ground for prosecution (counsel for
the plaintiffs, C. J. Peshall). But any
executive can adopt A. K. C. rules, which
is a very different thing, and one over
which the A. K. C. could have no control.

A paragraph of J. W.'s in last week's
Forest and Stream compels me to devote
still further space to the A. K. C, for

which I hope readers will forgive me. I

have no desire to surfeit them with 44
Broadway, but as this is the location of
the acknowledged governing body, it

must of necessity take a prominent part
in paragraphs devoted to affairs—doggy.
This is what J. W. says :

I am still as fully convinced as I ever
was that the A. K. C. should go beyond
members' shows and recognize in some
way winners at snows held under their
rules. This is one plan followed by the
English Kennel Club, which we tnight
copy with advantage. It gives control
of the dog shows in a very easy manner,
without clogging the membership of the

J. W.'s next sentence makes things
slightly mixed, as it leads one to infer that
a bench show in England has only to
adopt that country's kennel club rules,

and it is at once recognized by that body.
He is right to the extent that all shows
under E. K. C. rules are recognized, but
he seems to lose sight of the fact that
they have first to submit their premium list

forapproval,and if considered "O. K." the
show is permitted to blossom forth under
its prospective wing. With regard to the
advantage derived therefrom, that can
readily be appreciated when I state that
of the many cases in which executives
have entirely overlooked the less import-
ant duty of paying the prize money, the
E. K. C. has continued in the same un-
ruffled state, neither heeding nor caring
what the devil had happened as long as
its own immaculate self was not singed.
And readers can bet precious good care
was taken that its august bodyship did
not suffer. Only a year or two back
sufferers of a bogus show made an effort
to get some redress through the E. K. C,
but such matters as fraudulency and
rank imposition did not come under the
pale of that great constitution.
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secretary's head and local prejudice
against next year's venture. This is

where the E. K. C. has shown such a
lack of foresight, as, to use a colloquial
phrase, they have always "rubbed it in
thicker" for the less influential exhibi-
tions.

kennel club with a lot of societies which
take no interest whatever in the club be-
yond having its protection.

I am sorry to say I cannot agree with
him from the fact that the present con-
stitution of the A. K. C. cannot admit of
the same position taken by the E. K . C.
The two bodies are worked on such a
different basis, the one on this side be-
ing totally impracticable in England,
though that in England is quite feasible

here. But I will take his sentences in
their proper order.

He first advocates all shows adopting
A. K. C. rules being recognized by that
body. I avoid the word "under," as that
would imply that the show was recog-
nized by the head body. Now if the A.
K. C. were to accept wins secured at
shows adopting their rules without said
shows being members, the whole founda-
tion of the A. K. C. would be shattered
for the simple reason that it is entirely
composed of the smaller societies under
which exhibitions are held throughout
the country. And if those societies that
do not consider it advantageous to come
under the banner which is unfurled at 44
Broadway are to be recognized in its

Stud-Book, what benefit would the others
be deriving who pay their annual fees,

which are one of the chief supports of
the A. K. C? No, J. W., unless the great
body alters its constitution, it is impossible
to countenance any shows other than
those which "make up its whole."

Again, a show held under the A. K. C.
rules, is or should be one that is part of
its constitution, and if any body that was
not a member were to so head their rules.

Such is the advantage, the bed of roses
in fact, that J. W. advocates. Methinks
the more thorny on this side is far prefer-
able. For the truth of the niaftpr ie_ the
E. K. C. will lend its name to anything
calling itself a dog show, and is only too
anxious to obtain the control of the most
insignificant, even if only a miscella-
neous class is provided, in which all sorts
and manner of dogs have to compete
against cotton wool, mince pies and
Christmas puddings. It is also a curious
fact that the most paying shows in Eng-
land are those which have the audacity
to eschew the great "I am." And well
do I remember L. C. P. Astley being
hauled over the coals by some of the
officials of the Fox Terrier Club for pub-
lishing in that body's organ facts con-
cerning this very subject, he also being
threatened with dismissal as "tenant" of
the paper unless he changed his tone. I

regret to say Astley gave in, and instead
of giving the club's paper up and start-

ing another, he was foolish enough to
concede to such an arbitrary piece of
business.

\\\ \

The more I look into J. W.'s paragraph
the more does it strike me as being of
the sarcastic. The allusion to the "pro-
tection to be derived" is so intensely
satirical when applied to the E. K. C.
that I really begin to think J. W. must
be "getting at" that body. Instead of
being a protection, the E. K. C. is a de-
cided incubus to the smaller shows,
shows where the secretary is not versed
in the complex details which the E. K.
C. demands, and which are greatly de-
pendent on surrounding districts for
support. These small fry are the ones
that suffer. A farmer or a mill hand
will put Towzer in. What do they know
about "sires" av.d "dams," "dates of
births," "registrations" and "names
claimed ?" And it may happen their dog
gets a prize; he is at once pounced down
upon by "Cleveland Row," because
some small technicality has not been
complied with. The result is disgust of
the owner, invectives on the unfortunate

Talking of the E. K. C. making fish of
one and flesh of another recalls an in-

stance which I cannot help referring to.

A friend of mine bought a fox terrier
bitch who had done some winning, at
the same time changing her name. Under
her new title she rose to the ranks of the
challenge class, her owner always being
careful to add the necessary "formerly
so and so." This he did for three or six
months, which, just prior to his purchase,
was the stipulated time for giving the
former name, but in the meantime the
rule was changed to such an extent that
a dog was obliged to go around with all

his "formeriys" until his latest change
in nomenclature appeared in the Stud-
Book. Not having noticed this, he
omitted her previous title at a show in

the North where she won first in the
challenge class. About a fortnight after
he received an official notice that the
bitch was disqualified, and of course the
second bitch was awarded first. This
was all right so iar as it went, but it hap-
pened that the second prize bitch had
changed hands and name just before the
show, and this was the first occasion of
her appearing under her new title. Her
owner had also omitted the name under
which she had previously won. My
friend drew the E. K. C.'s attention to
this fact, but as fourteen days had elapsed
since the show, the ruling body declined
to interfere, and the inferior bitch got
the prize, whilst his who had been before
the public for some months under her
new name was left in the "soup." A
truly equitable case.

By the time this appears in print
Meersbrook Maiden will once more have
returned to these shores, her protracted
nuptials having at last been consum-
mated, though it is with the deepest re-

gret she is compelled lo leave Broom-
field Dick (her lawful husband) on the
other side. It is also said her owner is in

a high state of anxiety, as he has great
fears of her having developed a white
spot on her chest. For his own reputa-
tion it is to be hoped nothing of the sort
will be the case, as it might involve grave
charges against him at 44 Broadway.

WHAT CONSTITUTES STYLE?

I am told H. W. Lacy has increased
quite four inches in stature since he occu-
pied the editorial chair at Forest and
Stream. There is one thing certain, no
matter how high he gets, he can't liecome
more "poplar." Groans, rotten cabbages
and convulsions. Brittle.

BeviTBre of the DoK-oHtchera.

The shaggy dog was sitting near the open ken-
nel door.

With a family of puppies that amounted to ju.st

four

;

And precepts made for canines in ancient times
were told :

"Hold up your heads mongst little curs, with
big ones be not bold

;

With trampish unknown creatures don't engage
in fights

;

Clet where you can't be hit whene'er you bay the
moon at nights.

And this be sure to bear in mind—don't let your
memory flag

;

The dog-catcher 'II get you if you
Haven't

Got
AUg."

— WoihingloH Pent,

"Pheasent's" Interestinir letter May
Throw More Ligrbt on the Subject.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : I was much pleased to see in

your issue of vSeptember 9 a definition of
that unknown yet powerful factor termed
"style." Captain McMurdo seems to
have no doubt, in his mind at least, as to
what constitutes style, but I cannot think
that all sportsmen are equally settled in
their convictions. In his definition he
gives some of the actions (independent of
speed and range) of a dog while at work,
which he thinks very highly of and
groups them under the name of style.
He says a dog shows style in three ways:
First, in movement ; second, in his way
of feeling for scent, and third, in his way
of coming to a point. Observe that
nothing is said of a dog exhibiting style
when at rest, but only when he is doing
something, therefore it is not his appear-
ance which is to be considered, but his
actions. If the Captain's definition is
wholly correct, how came the impression
abroad that style is considered as being
shown to a considerable degree by ap-
pearances.
As an evidence that this impression

does exist, let me quote from one of
your contemporaries, the American Field
of November 16, 1889. In the report of
the Indiana trials we find the reporter
saying: "She held her tail too high and
curved when on point for the best style."
Again: "Dan's styles was better on point,
although when Mark stood up he pointed
stylishly." Now which is right, the
Captain or the writer of the al)ove report ?
The latter it seems to me viewed the ques-
tion from a popular standpoint, while the
Captain viewed it from that of the scien-
tific breeder, who wishes his dog to show
those qualities which he thinks will lead
them on to success. I believe the Captain
is the nearer right of the two, but it is
the widespread prevalence of the latter
view which prompted me to say that
style was another overrated quality.
Who will say that a merry tail action is
not considered stylish ?

In my last article I said "style seems
to be something that leads them to infer
that the dog would do good work or other-
wise," and I asked that his work be con-
sidered and a judgment awarded on that
and not rendered from conclusions based
on inferences. The judge should be
able to say : "I award this dog the prize
because he has done the best work and
committed the fewest mistakes," and not
"I give it to him because I infer (sup-
pose) from what I have seen that he can
do better work than the others."
For mere curiosit_y's sake, if no other,

let us analyze Captain McMurdo's descrip-
tion and see how the above remarks ap-
ply to it. He says style is shown m
three ways, first, in movement ; and
after describing how a dog should move,
says: "This is pretty to look at and
means staying." In other words he in-
fers that the dog is a stayer because he
moves in a certain manner. In this case
I believe in carefully avoiding drawing
inferences by asking the question. Did
the dog actually show a lack of endur-
ance ? And if the time allotted was not
sufficient to show this, then I think we
have no right to suppose that he lacked
endurance because he did not move ex-
actly according to our preconceived
ideas.

Secondly, "in his way of feeling for
scent," and after describing how a dog
should hold his head, says, "a dog that
hunts in this style won't miss much
game." In other words, he infers that a
dog that holds his head in a certain man-
ner won't miss much game. In this case
I believe that if a dog actually does miss
game that he should have found he
should be penalizeo, but if there is no
evidence that he actually did miss it,

then we have no right to punish him be-
cause we think from the way he carries
his head he tnight miss it on some future
occasion.

Thirdly, "in his way of coming to a
point." This can probably be considered
as properly coming under the heading of
style, as it involves the question of false
pointing, and I am pleased to be able to
agree on this point at least with two such
able men in their profession as Mr. Luke
White and Captain McMurdo.

Pheasant.
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TORONTO'S BENCH SHOW.

Pull List of Awards and Comments on

the Dogs Shown.
special Report for Fanciers' Journal.

The Toronto Industrial Bxhibitiou

Association's second annual bench show
of dogs opened on Monday, September

14, with 524 entries and very few absents.

All the noted kennels of Canada and the

United States were well represented.

The show was one of the grand attrac-

tions when it is shown that 35,689 paid

an admission of ten cents during the five

days to view the dogs.

The show was held in the new building

built expressly for the dogs at a cost of

some ffjooo. It is a fine two-story struc-

ture, 200 feet long by some 70 wide.

There is a fine large gallery which runs

around the whole building and overlooks

the judging rings, which are placed in

the centre of the building. There are

three judging rings upstairs and two

down. All the larger breeds are benched

on the outside rows down stairs, while

the English setters and that size dogs

occupy the centre rows and the small

breeds upstairs. It is fitted up with wire

partitions somewhat similar to Spratts,

which gives the whole building a very

fine appearance. Mr. Stone can be con-

gratulated upon being able to secure

such a grand collection of dogs, and we
heard the greatest praise given in regard

to his management, everything going

jnst like clockwork. At the close of the

show on Friday Mr. W. A. Flower,

editor of the American Stock-Keeper,

read the following address :

To Mr. Charles A. Stone, secretary and superin-
tendent ofthe Toronto Bench Show.

preaent at the Toronto Bench Siiow dunug the
past week as exhibitors and visitors, and noting
your unflagging interest in everything pertain-
ing to the welfare of the dogs, their owners and
the general public, and your pleasant and courte-
ous manner under trying circumstances, take
ttiis opportunity to thank you for your uuiform
kiudnem, and trust you may occupy your pres-
ent position for another term, that we may have
the opportunity to similarly express our highest
appreciation of your valued services.

Signed
W. A. Power, W. K. Jones,
J. B. Lkwis, John Kiooe,
perW. H. Klston, George H. Covert,

Cakl Hkimkrle, H. B. Nichols,
H. P. Hamson, John H. Naylor,
G. SMITH, Arthur Wii.gress,
C. S. WizoM, F. W. Wilson,
B. F. Lewis, G. H. Thomas,
Hbnrv Jarrbtt, C. K. Bennett.
H. F. Peck., Frank F. Dole,

and many others.

Mr. Stone replied thanking the signers
for their appreciation of his eflbrts and
those of the committee to make the show
a success.

This show was not only the largest and
best collection of the various breeds of
dogs ever seen under one roof in Canada,
but it was one that in point of attend-
ance has probably not been excelled in
America.

B. F. Lewis was awarded the special
prize for the largest nunil>er of entries.
Following is the list of awards :

[R., reserve; V., very highly commended; H.,
highly commended; C, commended.)

MaBtlflb

—

Open, dogs.
1. Minting Minor, John Massey.
2. Mode, Hugh Falconer.
3. Grimsby Caution. W. D. Forbes.
v. Lord Caution, Mount Koyal Kennels.
C. Major, William Spencer.

OPEN, bitches.
I. Bessie B., lohii V. Bantram.
a. Bess, Kugh Falconer.
3. Ilford Bess, N. O. Forl>es.
v. Lady Bell, Anson Raymond.
H. Blondie, George T. Bickel.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Grimsby Caution, W. D. Forbes.

NOVICE—DOGS or BITCHES.
I. Grimsby Caution, W. D. Forbes.
3. Lord Caution, Mount Royal Kennels.
3. Trust, H. Falconer.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
a. Ilford Bess, N. U. Forbes.

Botiffh-Coat«d St. Bernards—Opkn, dogs.
I. Benniorr, I^idlaw & McBeau.
a. Monk, John S. Williams.
3. Lord Dalhuubic, Michael Arahill.
R. Monarch, John S. Williams.
v. Bruce, I'olter.sburg Kennels.
B. Leo, U. F. Baker.

Duke, Thomas Crooks.
Chump, George P. Magaun.
Garibaldi, H. G. Charlcswortb,
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OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Phyllis, Pottersburg Kennels.
3. Nora, John S. Williams.
3. Berna, H. F. Trimble.
PUPPIES—(rough or smooth) dogs OR Brrcuss.
I. Ben Maida, Pottersburg Kennels,
a. Kildonan, Pottcrsburje Kennels.
3. Senator, John S. Williams.

Smooth-Coated St. UemarJs.
challenge, oogs.

I. Victor Joseph, J. B. Lewis.

OPEN, DOGS.
I. Baronet, Father Brady.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Alpine Queen, J. B. Lewis.
2. Nellie, V. W. Wilson.
NOVICE (rough or smooth) Docs and bitches.
I Nellie, F. W. Wilson.
2. Baronet: Father Brady.

Newfoundlands—OPEN, dogs and bitches.
I. Major, Thomas Langton.
a. Leo, W J. Watson.
3. Toby, John Hemctson.
H. Duke, W. Salter.

Great Danes—Open, dogs.
I. Melac, Herbert G. Nichols.
1. Lord, Justice Koedler.
3. Bismark, A. McLean Howard, Jr.
H. Pollux. F. W. Wilson.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Irene, Teutonic Kennels.
2. Dudley Flora, A. McLean Howard, Jr.
3. Freda, F. W. Wilson.
H. May, F. W. Wilson.

Ueerhounds

—

Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Nora, Bnnley Sylvester Deering.

Greyhounds—Challenge, dogs.

1. Champion Balkis, H. W. Huntington.
2. Highland Chief, H. W. Huntington.

challenge, bitches.
I. Champion Cassandra, H. W. Huntington.

open. dogs.
I. Scavenger, George C. Taylor,
a. Jolly Ranger, C. E. Ireson.
3. Sir Lancelot, H. W. Huntingdon.
V. Apparition, T. Dickison.

Turk, Harry Hobart.
H. Sport, M. H. Douglass.

Charlie McGrath, W. Kennedy.
Milo, George C. Taylor.

OPEN, bitches.
I. Second Sight, George C. Taylor,
a. Grimbsv Jess, W. ¥. Randall.
3. Halloween, H. W. Huntington.
H. Nell, Mr. Swett.

Pointers—Open, dogs (over 55 pounds).

1

.

Lord Graphic, John R. Daniels.
2. Westiiiinster nrake T G Mnw
5. Shot. W. J. Danay.

(Under 55 pounds).

1. Shot, J. and F. Mackle.
2. Snipe, W. Gibson Cassels.
3. Hector, J. Robertson.
H. Lord Graphic's I.ad, J. R. Daniels.

open, BITCHES (over 50 pounds).
I. Devon Nell, Mount Royal Kennels,
a. Minnehaha, Thomas Thornton.
3. Sporte, Burritt Her.

(Under 50 pounds.)
I. Fan N., T. G. Davey.
a. Trinket S., John R. Daniels.
3. Galena, John E. Gill.
V. Nellie, Herbert M. Kipp.
H. Thorton's Duchess, Charles Christie.

NOVICE—DOGS OR BITCHES.
I. Galena. John E. Gill.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Lord Graphic's Jem, John R. Daniels,
a. Lord Graphic's Jean, John R. Daniels.

EnsIIsh Setters—CHALLENGE, dogs.

1. Dad Wilson, S. Shelley Hudson.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Ch. Leddersdale, T. G. Davey.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Kent II, Cohannet Kennels.
2. Tony Gladstone, Jos Lewis.
3. Chickasaw, J Shelly Hudson.
R. Royal Kent, Cohannet Kennels.
V. Locksley, T. G. Davey.

Forest Fred, Forest Kennels.
H. Forest, Spot, Forest Kennels.

Dad Wilson's Boy, J, Shelly Hudson.
C. Toronto, J. Scroggie.

Roger Boy, George Batterson.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Bohemian Girl, J. Shellev Hudson.
a. Genevieve, A. G. Habbick.
3. Delle Gladstone. Charles G. Winchell.
V.Scottish Belle, H. J Walsh.
H. Forest Gladys, Forest Kennels.

Fore.st Topsy, Forest Kennels.
C. Forest Nettie, Forest Kennels.

Nellie Dale, Mount Royal Kennels.
PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Forest Heather, T. G. Davev.
a. George III, Samuel Stamlaiid.
3. Roger, George C. Hore.

NOVICE

—

dogs and BITCHES.
1. Forest Heather, T. G. Davey.
a. Chickasaw, J. Shelley Hud8<m.
3. Forest Fred. Forest Kennels.

Irish Setters—Challenge, dogs.

I. Dick Swivelcr, George H. Covert,
a. Blarney, E W Clark, Jr.

challenge, BITCHES.
I. Ruby Glenmore, W. L. Washington.

OPEN, DOGS.
I. Max, Allison V. Armour.
a. Kildare, W. L. Washington.
3. O'Donovan Rossa. Glendyne Kennels.
V. Paddy Scnrshcid, H. J. Manghan.

Larry, H. J. Manghan.
Jack Malone, A. W. Penrsall.
Red River Glencho. George H. Covert.

H. .Scarstield, W. L. Washiugtuu.
Rtd-Kern, John Ryan.
Phil Sheridiau, H. J, Manghan,

c. Bang, H. J. Manghan.
Jerry, H. J. Maughan.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Belle Ida, A. W. Pearsall.
a. Biddy Clare, Louis N. Hilsendegen.
3. Jeannette, Oriole Kennels.
V. Floric, H. J. Manghan.

Kerry Gow, H. J. Manghan.
Glidelia, George H. Covert.
Molly Glendyne. Gleiulyne Kennels.

H. Lillie Ban, A W. Pearsall.
Sedan, Glendyne Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Elector, H. J. Manghau.
2. Parnell, H. J. Manghan.
3. Sport, H. J. Manghan.
H. Dan, H. J. Manghan.
c. Lismore, Glendynne Kennels.

PUPPIES—BITCH ES.

I. Nellie D., H. J. Manghan.
a. Lalla Rookh, H. J. Manghan.

NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Kildare, W. L. Washiugtou.
a. Florie, H. J. Manghan.

Black and Tan Setters—Challenge, dogs.

I. Champion Leo B., Samuel G. Dixon,
a. Field Marshall, Samuel G. Dixon.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Rose, W. S. Hammet.

OPEN, DOGS.
I. Ivanhoe, Samuel G. Dixon,
a. Oyde, C. A. Gibbs.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Hilda, Mount Royal Kennels,
a. Bloom, George Flett. .

Foxhounds—Open, dogs.

1. C>enius, J. Gibbs.
2. Bingo, Henry B. Nicol.

OPEN, BITCHBS.
I. Vanity, J. Gibbs.
a. Vexation, J. Gibbs.
3. Nancy, J. Gibbs.

Irl^h Water Spaniels.

Challenge, dogs or bitches.
I. Patsy O'Connor, B. F. Lewis.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Countess Bendigo, James Lewis,
a. Handy Andy, J. F. W. Ross.
3. Ochtwan Biddy, J. F. W. Ross.

Clumber Spaniels.

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES.
I. Brownie, Bates & Geddes.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Darby, G. B. Swai-t.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Belle of Ottawa, W. J. Young.

l^ldd Sp^JAlOiB.

CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES.
1. Champion Newton Abbot Laddie, Rosedale

Kennels.
2. Bridford Ruby, Rosedale Kennels.

OPEN, DUGS.
I. Bean, Rosedale Kennels,
a. Samson, Andrew Laidlaw.
3. Black Diamond, B. F. Lewis.
v.Fauht, Luckwcll St Douglass.
H. Napoleon, Andrew Laidlaw.

Black Knight, Rosedale Kennels.
c. Friday, P. J. Keating.

Sweep, J. Scully.

OPEN, BITCHBS.
I. Lady, R. P. Keasby.
a. Miss Ben d'Or, R. P. Keasby.
3. Gipsy Uueen, W. G. McCuliough.

Cocker Spaniels—Challenge, dogs.

I. Brantford Red Jacket, Brant Cocker Ken-
nels,

a. Rabbi, Andrew I.aidlaw.

>:HALLENGE, BITCHES.
1. Juno W., Brant Cocker Kennels.
2. Sensation, J. W. Bunting.

open, dogs (black).

1. Black Duke, Luckwell & Douglass.
2. King of Ubos, G. Bell.

3. Dono, J. G. Mitchener.
R. Brock, Andrew I.aidlaw.
V. Bob Obo, P. G. Keyes.

Pedro, J. W. Buuting.
H. Rosedale Dandy, Rosedale Kennels,
c. Fine Furs, James Harris.

open, BITCHES (black).

I. Novel, George F'. Bush,
a. Idea, George Bell.
3. Bessy W., George F. Bush.
M. Rosedale Buss, Koscdale Kennels.
V. Nina, Andrew L.aidlaw.
H. Busy, Brant Cocker Kennels.

Floss W., Frank F. Dole.
Lady Obo, J. G. Mitchener.

c. Topsy, Charles Searle.
Woodland Sally, Luckwell & Douglass.
Perhaps, G. Bell.

open, dogs (any other color).

I. Bambo, Andrew Laidlaw.
a. Nugget, H. G, Charlesworth.
3. Crosby, G. Bell.
V. Kando, M. W. Kennedy.
H. Roy, H. G. Charlesworth.

open, BITCHES (any other color).

I. King Pharoah's Sister, Luckwell & Douglass
a. Zetta, Brant Cocker Kennels.
3. Little Red Riding Hoo<I, G. Bell.

PUPPIES, DOGS.
I. Bamt>o, Andrew Laidlaw.
a. Rosedale Rover, Kosedale Kennels.
3- Nugget, H. G. Chariest worth.
V. Rosendale Booties, Rosedale Kennels.
H. Snob, V. K. Curtis.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.
I. Idea, George Bell-
a. Woodstock Minnie, Andrew Laidlaw.
3, Rosedale Bell, Rosedale Kennels.
R. Suiiot, Geo. II Bush.
V. Fatinia, Branl Cocker Kennels.

NOVICE—DOGS.
I. Sport, Martin O'Neil.
a. Kideau KoUic, P. G, Keyes.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
I. Idea, Geo. Bell.
a. Flossie W., F. K. Dole,
3. Lady Obo, J. G. Mitchener.
V. Sunol, Geo. I^. Bush.
H. Woodstock Minnie. Andrew Laidlaw.
C. Black Vic, I . G. Mitchener.

Collies

—

Challenge, dogs and bitches.
I. Champion Scotilla, Chestnut Hill Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. The Squire, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Colonel Scot, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
3. Bute, McEweu & Gibson.
V. Mess, W. Rutherford.
H. Sir John. Mrs. Andrew PattuUo.
c. Colfie, Edith Freeman.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Manilla, McEwen & Gibson,
a. Cora II, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
3. Nancy, H. P. Hamison.
V. Floss, John Duncan,
c. Flo, John Saunders.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Roslyn Trefoil, Chestnut Hill Kennels,
a. Drury, McEwen & Gibson.
3. Laddie, James Anderson.
V. Lassie, James Anderson.

NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Roslyn Trefoil, Chestnut Hill Keunels.
2. Drui-y, McEwen & Gibson.
3. Lady Florence, T. Walsh.

Bull UOKS—CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Champion Harper, R. B. Sawyer.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Carisbrook, R. B. Sawyer.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. DoUie Tester, R. B. Sawyer.

Bull Terriers.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND DITCHES

I. Starlight, F. F. Dole.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. White Prince, F. F. Dole,
a. King of Hearts, Northfield Yorkshire Ken-

nels.

3. Vic, James Harris.
V. Tip, T. Dickison.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Grove Duchess, F. F. Dole.
2. Mi.ss Gladstone, F. F. Dole.

Dachshiindes

—

Open, docs and bitches.
(Gill B. F. Lewis.
\ Peldmaiin K., Joe Lewis.

Beagles

—

Challenge, dogs.

I. Royal Kreuger, Hornell-Hartnony Kennels.
challenge, bptches.

I. Una, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

OPEN, dogs.

1. Witch Hazel Prince, E A. Simpkin!:.
2. Drummer, K. s. cull.

3. Whisker, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.
V. Stormer, Colonel Mabac.
H. Sitibad, G. F. Tiickett.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Elf, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.
2. June M., Middleton Kennels.
3. Stella, George F. Tuckett.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Ara W., Hornell-Harmony Kennels.
2. June M., Middleton Kennels.
V. Lilla, Glenrose Kennels.
H. Beauty. S. P. Maybee.

Fox Terriers -Challenge, do<;s or bitches.
I. Champion Bacchanal, Oriole Kennels.

OPEN, DOG.S.

1. Bleratou Volunteer, Oriole Kennels.
2. Blemton Trump. J. K. Macdonnld.
3. Starden's Jack, Wooddale Kennels.
R. Oriole Trap, Oriole Kennels.
V. Zig-Zag, H. P. Thompson

Pickle, H. P. Thompson.
H. Richmond Crack, Oriole Kennels.
c. Rant. F. W.Wilson.

OPE.N, BITCHES.

1. Eva Nettle, Oxford Kennels,
a. Blemton Vice, Oriole Kennels.
3. .Speck. M. Macpherson.
v.Ebor Speedy, M. Macpher.son.

Belle, Miss Eva Morris.
Mischief. George Douglas.
Oriole Belle, Oriole Kennels.

H. Brooklyn Vernon, A. D. Stewart.
Spot.T. W. Wilson,

c. Rose, J. M. Saunders.
Dot. G. W Prescott.
Judy, G. W. Prescott.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Pickle, H. P. Thomijson.
a. Charity, Wentworth Kennels.
3. Punch, G. W. Prescott.
V. Dot, G. W. Prescott.

NOVICE—DOtiS.

1. Moody, F. W. Wilson.
2. Punch, G. W. Prescott.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
I. Blemton Vice, Oriole Kennels,
a. Speck, M. Macpherson.
3. Scallops, J. G. Mitchener.
R. Clip, George T. Bickle.
V. Judy. G. W. Prescott.

Dot, G. W. Prescott.
Spot, F. W. Wilson.
Oriole Belle, Oriole Kennels.

Wlre-IIalretl Fox Terriers.
OPEN, IXKiS AND BITCHES.

I. Eksdale Broom, Wentworth Kennels.
a. Wentworth Wonder, Wentworth Kennels.
3. Adswood Jim II, M. Macpherson.
V. Patch, M. Macpherson.

NOVICE—DOGS A.ND BITCHES.
I. Stanley. M. Macpher.son.
a. Wentworth Wiley, Wentworth Kennels.
3. Wentworth Twig. Wentworth Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS A.ND BITCHES.
1. Stanley, M. Macpherson.
a. Wentworth Wasp, Wentworth Kennels.
3. Baby, H. G. Austin.

Irish Terriers—Open, ihxis.

1. Breda Bill, Norlhfield Yorkshire Kennels,
a. Evictor. W. Scully.
3. Burnside, B. F. Lewis,

^"B^ KANCiBRS' JOURNAJ^.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Ch. Breda Tiney, Chestnut Hill Keunels.
Dandy Dlnmont Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Mena.J. Butterfield.
a. Fan. C. J. Daniels.
3. Goyoa, J. Butterfield.

Bedllnvton Terriers—Open, dogs.
I. Pica, W. Baldwin,
a. Sentinel, W. J. Watson.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Zulu, W.J. Watson.
2. Jerry W. Morris.

Skye Torrlers—Open, dogs and bitchks,

1. Sir Stafford, Clifford A. Shinn.
a. Donald, H. P. Harrison.
3. Prince II, J. R. Wells.
H- Rigg, James Henly.

Black and Tan Terriers (over 7 pounds).
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHBS.

I. Buffalo General, A. W. Smith.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Kaiser, John F. Campbell.
a. The Senator, Rochelle Kennels.
3. Rochelle Scott, R. Wright.
V. Donavan, J.F. Campbell.
H.Jack, W. J. Watson.

open, hitches.
I. Broomfield Madge, Rochelle Kennels.

3. Rochelle Nadiy, Rochelle Keunels
V.Jenny, T. Dickison.
H. Merry, W. J. Watson.

Yorkshire Terriers—Open, dogs.

I. Toons Royal, Northfield's Yorkshire Ken
nels.

a. Fish Pond Gem, Northfield Yorkshire Ken
nels.

3. Petro, John F. Campbell.
V.Toby, John F. Campbell.
H. Pinch, A. C. Wilkie.

open, bitches.
I. Daisy, Northfield Yorkshire Kennels
a. Venus, Northfield Yorkshire Kennels
3. Daisy, John F. Campbell.
H.Dolly, John F. Campbell.

Tiney, John F. Campbell.
I*U8r»—Challenge, dogs.

I. Bob Ivy, M. H. Cryer.

challenge, bitches.
I. Bessie, M. H. Cryer.

open, dogs.
I. Climax, M. H. Ciyer.
a. Chequasset Crar, J. H. Reed.
3. Kizer,J. H Reed.

open, bitches.
I. Cassina, M. H. Cryer.
3. Sissy, J. H. Reed.

Toy Spaniels—Open, doos.
I. Toronto Charlie, Allen Trebilcock.

open, bitches
1. Ruby, Robert Forshaw.
2. Topsy, Joseph Yorke.

Miscellaneous—Dogs AND bitches.
(over 30 pounds.)

' S'f,'" (German poodle). A. W Purbeck.
a. Nell (German Poodle), A. W. Purbeck
3- Sport (Dalmatian), James Slater.

dogs (under 30 pounds).
1. Othello (Schipperke), Chestnut Hill Kennels
2. Kava II (German pofxile), A. W. Purbeck
3. Tiny (Toy terrier), Arty O'Brien
H. Boozer (Toy terrier), E. Frine.

Frost (Toy poodle), Annie White.
bitches (under 30 pounds.

I. Spirte (Italian greyhound), James Lewis,
a. Cora (German poodle), A. W. Purbeck
3. Daisy Diehl (black and tan terrier) J Miller

COMMENTS ON THE AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.

Menglada in the challenge class was
abseiit. In open dogs first went to
Minting Minor, a fair young dog, good
in body, coat, color and head. Mode
placed second, we liked better than the
winner and is a better dog, his greatest
lault being a trifle weak in pasterns
Grimsby Caution, third, is good in head
light in eye and ear and good in color
and is a fair little dog.

.
In open bitches Bessie B., first, is good

in skull, color and coat ; of good size but
might be darker in muzzle and was right-
ly placed. Bess, second ; face trifle long
color of eye good, but rather full; ear
large and has a fair Iwdy. Ilford Bess,
third is a small bitch, weak in muzzle
and large 111 ear

; good eye, coat and color.V h c went to Lady Belle, a good sized
bitch but poor head, while Blondie re-
ceived h. c. She is a good sized bitch with
a fair skull and is too large in ear andlongm muzzle. Duchess of York was
absent.

Grimsby Caution receivetl first in pup-
pies with vShelliourne Bess absent. Second
was withheld. In novice class for dogsGrimsby Caution again received firft,
with Lord Caution second and Trust third
In novice bitches Ilford Bess received
the honors.

ROUGH-COATICU ST. BERNARDS.
No entries in challenge cla.sses. Ben-more won first in open" dogs. He has agood body, head and hone, ears and

W L.*'!
"* °'*"^ expression

; is short in

Mn„t * ^\ *^*''''' '^*^"'8 <l"'t«-' curly-Monk, second, has a nice expression of

face correct markings, is fair-headed,
gootl (x)ne and was placed in his right
position. The winner of third. Lord
Dalhousie, has a much better coat than
the winiier, but not so good in skull
has a fair head aud bone. His ears are a
trifle large. Bruce, v. h. c, is quite a
large dog, but was shown in poor condi-
tion, and is plain in head. Leo, Duke,
Chump and Garibaldi, h. c, are about 011
a par

; nothing striking. Mouarch, re-
served, has nice marking, plain head aud
only fair in bone aud body.
In open bitches first went to Phyllis •

shown in poor condition owing no doubt
to her just having raised a litter. She is
of fair size with good legs, slight in head
and muzzle, but has a nice expression
Nora, second, is quite a nice bitch for
her age. Berna received third.
In puppies Ben Maida, first, is a fine

large puppy with a good head, but not
in first-class condition. Kildonan sec-
ond and Senator third.

SMOOTH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.
Victor Joseph was all alone in his

glory, but was not looking as well as he
might. There were no entries in chal-
lenge bitches.

In open dogs, Baronet, first, is only
fair in skull, ears and muzzle good
black markings, fair in body, legs and
feet, but out of condition.
Alpine Queen, first in open bitches,

not looking anything extra, was an easy
win, Nellie, a small bitch, securing sec-
ond. She also received first in novice
class. Bloodhounds had no entries.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.
This was a very good class considering

the scarcity. First went to Major, with a
fine body, legs aud feet, good head and
coat. Leo, second, is good in legs and
feet, but IS not as good in coat as the
winner. Toby, third, is too leggy, and is
fair headed and has a nice coat. His tail
might be carried better. Duke received
h. c.

GREAT DANES.
Another good class and brought outsome i»'ood nnps Molo/'l- *v.„ ,..-•

is a grand youug dog aud looks and acts
like an immense bull terrier. He stands
thirty-three aud one-half inches at the
shoulder aud you can hardly find a fault
in him. His head might be improved
upon and he might carry his taill>etter
Lord, second, was a well-built dog, good
in coat and loins, flat in ribs. Bismarck,
third, coarse in coat, fair tail; poor in
head and expression. His marking is
catching to the eye

; was shown in poor
condition. Pollux, h. c, was very good
in bone, but poor in head, coat and hind-
quarters. In bitches Irene, first, is a fine
large, well-built animal. Head of the
largest type, good neck and shoulders,
well-sprung ribs, good legs and feet and
powerful hindquarters; good coat and
tail, which latter might be carried better
Dudley Flora, second, is of a catching
color, but on the small side

; good head
and body, but rather weak in bone.
May, h. c.,a very plain bitch; would have
preferred Freda, unnoticed.

DEERHOUNDS.
Nora was alone in the open class. A

very high-class animal, and one that can
be in the money at any of our best shows.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
Dad Wilson was alone in the challenge

class for dogs, as was also Leddersdale lu
the corresponding bitch class.

First in open dogs went to Kent II, a
grand dog, showing the Laverack type.
He is a grand-bodied dog, good head,
little short in neck, beautiful coat, good
legs and feet but a little straight behind.
Tony Glad,>ione, second, is too high off
ground

;
good body, legs aud feet ; fair

head and very flat on top and carries a
poor tell badly. Chickshaw, third, has a
good body, but is leggy and a trifle light
in bone

; only fair tail, a trifle long-
coupled and fair head, but inclined to be
snipey in muzzle. Royal Kent, v. h. c.
is too long-coupled and thick in head
and not the best of feet

; good shoulders
and a beautiful coat aud color aud good
eyes. Ivocksley, v. h. c, is good in head,
but has poor ears and light in eye

; good
body, hone aud feet aud shown in good
condition. Forest Fred was shown in
good condition

; has good body, legs aud
feet

;
beautiful flat and fine coat, but a

trifle flat on head and might Ije a little
shorter couple<l. 1-orest Sport, h. c, is a
strong, well-I)uilt dog ; rather coarse in
head but has a fine coat. Dad Wilson's
Boy, h.c, rather nice sk-ill, short in muz-
zle, high ou legs and long-coupled.
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Bohemian Girl was first in open bigjhes,
with Genevieve second

; good head, short
in muzzle

;
fine body, legs and feet, but

shown too fat. Delle Gladstone, third, is
a fine, large-bodied bitch with a good
head aud bone

; bad behind and feet not
of the l)est. Scottish Belle has a fine
head and good body, but light in bone
and poor feet and tail. Forest Gladys
and Forest Topsy both got h. c. The
former has fine bodv, good bone, legs
and feet, but short in' head, while Topsy
IS good in bead, body feet and legs, but a
trifle out at elbows and might lie coupled
»>etter. Forest Nellie, c, we liked better
than either of the last two, being a
grand-bodied bitch, but not so good in
head. Nellie Dale, also c, has nothing
striking about her.

COLLIES.
Scotilla, out of coat but looking well

was alone in his class.
'

In open dogs The Squire had an easv
win and was placed over Scotilla for the
special. There is not much to choose
from in regard to size, bone and head.
1 he Squire beats Scotilla in loins and
ears, while Scotilla is as good if not better
in expression and coat Colonel Scot is
good in bone, ears and expression, but is
wide in front and not very good in head.
Bute was coarse in head

; good body, legs
and feet, but weak in pasterns.

Manilla was first in open bitches. She
was shown in poor condition and is lightm eye. Cora, second, has a good head,
eyes and expression, but inclined to be
low in back. Nancy, third, has a fair
coat; ears large and very well carried
and light m Iwne. Jakyr Dean was ab-
sent Floss, V. h. c, is small in si7.e, has
a soft coat and a good head and ears.
Roslyn Trefoil, the winner of the

novice and puppy classes, is rather a
good-looking youn^ter ; has good ears
and a nice exprei»sion. Drury, second,
has a good head aud might have a better
coat. Mess, v. h. c, is coarse in head
heavy m shoulder aud has poor ears'
Roslyn Dandy, not noticed, has a good
head and ears ; good bodv. leps and f«.t
but was badly out of coat. Sir John"h.'
c, has good ears and coat, but is short
coupled and is short in head.

SPANIELS.
In cocker spaniels, challenge dogs

Brantford Red Jacket, first all wrong iti
head, getting very cheeky and wedgy in
muzzle

; none too good in front and moves
too much like a fox terrier

; too gay in
stem, but shown in a splendid condition
Rabbi, second, too thick and coarse in
head with a very sour expression, nice
front, fairiy good body, coat, all wrong
and in bad condition and too straight in
stifles, which makes the dog move awk-
wardly behind. I think this class was
rightly judged.

In challenge bitches Juno W. was
first. She was iu fair condition, but is too
much of a field spaniel, and should have
given way the first place to Sensation,
although Sensation was in bad condition
and IS fast growing coarse aud will soon
have to retire from the show bench.

Black Duke, first in open class for
black dogs, is rather fine in muzzle but of
the right type and a good black eye ; he
IS getting loaded in shoulders and coat
on'y fair

; was shown very fat, which
improved his badly sprung ribs. He is
very nervous, and will not show himself.
If this dog would show himself and was
put in first-class condition he would, I
think, be about the third best cocker dog
in the country. I think Oldham gave
him the first prize on account of his nice
size, it being about perfect.
King of Obos, second, is a little weak

in upper lip, very good in front of eye
very clean iu cheeks, good skull, ears
set ou low, with a light eye, good neck
and grand shoulders, with very straight
front legs, good average bone, well-
sprung ribs, a very deep chest, good
hindquarters and a well-carried tail
coat very much improved and shown in
the pink of condition, and the only thing
I can attribute his defeat to is that he is
like his father—a shade too high on leg
for the modern fancy.
Dono, third, has a nice head and ex-

pression, good body and coat and would
be a red-hot one, but he is very crooked
in front legs, and this will always keep
him in the back ground in gootl company.
I never saw a dog improve so fast as this
dog has the last three months, and if it
was not for his front legs and rather weak
hindquarters he would be at the top of
the tree.

Brock, reserve, is very weak andsuipey

and too long from eye to end of none,
nice skull but too cheeky, a good dark

^yf-
o"!/ very fair in front, verv flat-

sided and appears to me to be about two
ribs short, m fact his barrel looks like a
clothes line, has very weak hindquarters-
"^•s simply a miniature field spaniel and
a bad one, too. No cocker character in
this dog.
Ipswich Boy, unnoticed, same type as

Brock but a better barrel, with bad front
legs.

Rosedale Dandy, h. c, is one of the
worst cockers that can be put before a
judge. I was very much surprised at aman like Mr. Kirk showing such a bad
specimen. His Iwne is very light and he
IS very bow-legged in front, very high in
leg, with a very poor liody, bad head and
only a fair coat. I failed to see what the
judge could see in the dog to award him
a card.

Pe.lro, V. h. c, is too heavy in head
about right for a good field spaniel. He
has wonderful straight legs with immense
bone, and a l)eautiful coat, a nice dark
eye, good body and is a little long on
le^. '^

The open class for black bitches was
the liest ever seen and probably such a
class will never be brought together
again

; twenty-two specimens appeared
before the judge and the competition was
very keen and too much for a new judge
to handle. He got three good ones to
the front in Novel, Idea and Bessie W.

Novel, first, was in a very bad condi-
tion and should have been placed about
hfth She 18 nice iu head, good in front
and body, but a bad mover; hasn't got
the life and energy that I like to see in
a cocker.

Idea, second, is beautifully furnished
in muzzle, being very square and free
from any snipeyness, beautiful skull, ears
set low, a shade light and full in eye.
She has a beautiful front, very straight
legs with immense bone and very good
pad on feet, fine shoulders, well-sprung
ribs and beautiful hindquaters, a well
carrietl tail, good height on leas anH «
very flat coat. I think she was rightly
placed second, for she is only ten months
old. Had she Ijeen older she would have
stood right away from the lot.

BessyW., third, should have been placed
first on this occasion,as she has very much
improved in muzzle, having lost that
snipey appearance. She has a very nice
body au'l front and was shown in excel-
lent condition.
Rideau Flossie, unnoticed, has a nice

head, beautiful front, good shoulders,
nice body and a beautiful mover, but is
very light in bone. She was shown in
good condition and ought to have been
placed third.

Perhaph, c, is not quite right in head
but grand front, good body, legs, and
feet and should have had reserve.
Martha Washington, not noticed, came

pretty near being a flier
; she is just a

little too much of the field type all
through her body

; she has the nice for-
mation of a field spaniel head, but nearer
the cocker type than most of them, good
legs and feet, splendid coat, and was
shown in grand condition.

Rosedale Busy is a fair bitch, one that
would win in ordinary company. There
were several other good bitches in this
class,.but I was pressed for time and
could not make notes on them all.

In the open class for dogs, any other
color than black, Bambo was first ; black
and tan in color and one of the worst
cockers I ever saw awarded first place.
He is a hundred times worse than Cham-
pion Mike, if possible. He has got a
head the exact type of a beagle hound,
crooked front legs, standing over at the
pastern joint, a short jammed up body
fox terrier stern, with his teil straight
up. This dog should have been ordered
out of the ring without a mention.
Nugget, second, is a silver-colored dog

too houndish in head and wrinkled in
skull, very low in front ; worth about
h. c.

Crosl)y, third, has a bad head, light
eye, bad front legs, but is a very good
mover; he has an extraordinary good
coat, but is still a bad one with these
good points. Roy, h. c, was just a fair
specimen.
Rufus, unnoticed, the best dog in the

cla-ss, rather coarse in head and very
loaded at the shoulders, good body, little
too large, with a bad carried teil.

In corresponding bitch class King
Pharoah's Sister, first, is rather weak in

Continued on I*a||e SOfl.
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POULTRYan° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

We publish another letter from Mr. H.
P. Clarke in answer to Mr. Ross A.

Smith's letter relating to Indian game
awards at Charleston. We are sorry that

Mr. Clarke should have been tempted to

use such severe terms, but the inevitable

result of all letter controversies i.s mis-

understanding, and no doubt the matter
will be sati' factorily explained. We are

certain that Mr. Brown would never in-

tentionally do an exhibitor the injustice

Mr. Clarke claims to have received from
the former.

«
» •

Brother Cloud, of the News, is excited

because the census enumerators failed to

value his thoroughbred poultry higher

than fifty cents per capita. He justly

remarks in the News :

"The census of 1890, as far as it relates
to poultry, will be a big farce. Enumer-
ators in towns and cities did not take the
poultry statistics at all, and in the rural
oistricts only the poultry on the farm
here and there was taken. The News
editor saw that the enumerators took his
stock of poultry, and the value of it made
him whistle and remark that he thought
a hen or a biddy was only worth a half a
dollar. It is really a great pity and a
sbame that one of our chief industries
should be so thoughtlessly passed by.
The poultry census of 1890 will be a de-
lusion and a snare.

»••

Franjc Gaylor was a familiar figure at

the New York State Fair. The serious

illness that Mr. Gaylor experienced dur-

ing the past summer still leaves its traces,

but the genial and popular fancier will

v^-v*!, «*Aw A-\.(\.iA«»iu, ijc UIUI9C11 again.

He contemplates a trip to England in

the near future for the purpose of secur-

ing choice fowls. Saudacre Farm under
Mr. Gaylor's management is becoming
famous for its fine birds.

Discussing the Indian game standard
with Mr. Gaylor brought out the emphatic
sUtement from the latter that only double
laced birds should be considered as the
proper standard marking. Irving Crocker,
one of the most careful and conservative
fanciers in the country, is of the same
opinion. O. K. Sharp and J. Y. Bicknell
are emphatically in favor of only one
standard, and that means double-laced
birds. We believe B. M. Pierce also ex-
pressed himself in favor of double lacing.

•••

This certainly proves that Mr. Babcock
cannot claim a majority in favor o*f both
double and single lacing, and although he
cites several breeders in favor of admit-
ting both, he must admit that the gentle-
men named who oppose single lacing are
entitled to considerable respect, which
we know Mr. Babcock will not he slow
to acknowledge.
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Mr. BaiKock has made a gallant fight

in favor of single-laced birds, and in the
friendly discussion to which we were a
partner before our editorial connection
with Thk Journal, the matter was
thoroughly sifted, and breeders can draw
their own conclusions. As far as we are
concerned a flexible sUndard is out of
question, and we shall favor the adoption
of double lacing as the standard mark-
ing.

«
« •

In a letter from our English corre-

spondent the following will prove inter-

esting : "I attended the Clenedon show,
A nice littje show of about 800 entries.

Indian games the best class in the show.
* * * The first prize pullet was a

tjeauty. » • • She is probably what
is termed a single-pencilled bird, but
upon looking into the feathers you
quickly see that she is also double-laced,

but the brown is heavier than the green
and the lacing smaller in the centre of
the feather. She would be called a single-

laced bird, still she is not."•
Probably the siiigle-laced birds that we

hear so much atwut are really double-
laced after all. Our correspondent further

writes : "I quite agree with the judge
in his awards. First, she was very large

;

second, she was far ahead of anything
else in shape ; third, she had a clear yel-

low leg and beak ; fourth, she was pen-
cilled all over, even the wing fronts, neck
and thighs."

«
» »

Of Frayn's birds he writes : "Frayn's
bird was next best. She was a fine bird,

but smaller
; legs too long and too close

together, dark beak. With her pencilling,

had she been as good-shaped as the win-
ner, she would have won without a doubt.
I talked with Waring, who judged, a very
clever fellow, and asked him this ques-
tion : Suppose there was another pullet

the exact reproduction of this bird in

every way save that she be double laced

throughout, and that these two birds

were competing together, which one
would win, the single or the double-laced?

The answer came very quickly and was :

"Double-laced."
«
• •

He continues : "Some judges advocate
a light and some a dark bird ; some
single-laced and some double-laced birds.

The only reason why thi« bird won is be-

cause she is very clearly marked and in

a peculiar way she shows the double lac-

ing, not heavily, but there is enough
there to prevent her Ijeing single-laced.

taken. Uncle Isaac bobbed up serenely

at Syracuse last week. The mention of
comparison judging acts on the veteran

judge like a red rag affects a bull. Felch
is synonymous with scoring, and no
amount of argument will convince him
that comparison is the better way of
judging.

• *

Secretary Will C. House, of the Mo-
hawk Valley Poultry Association, is pre-

paring for the third grand show of this

prosperous and well managed society.

The next show will be held about the same
dates as the Charleston show, but the en-
tries will not be affected thereby in the
least. They expect 2000 birds, and have
secured the Opera House in Amsterdam,
N. Y. As this society is one of the few
financially successful poultry organiza-

tions it is well to study its methods and
attend its shows.

*
* *

In another column Mr. Warner, manu-
facturer of the Thermostatic Incubator,

gives his ideas as to how an incubator
contest should be conducted at the next
New York show. It seems to us that this

is the only way a reliable test can be
made, and no maker of a first-class ma-
chine can object to the conditions gov-
erning the contest.

« •

Anent comparison judging the hand-
some editor of that well-conducted
monthly, the Practical Poultryman, un
burdens himself as follows : "Judging by
comparison is no judging at all, for a
bird may look well in appearance and be
full of imperfections. If we have a
white Wyandotte full of black under-
featbers, she may not show one on the
wu>o..<^. «»»,., t»njr uui LuTuw iier uui
if she has black feathers or is full of im-
perfections. Comparison judging is de-

pendent on the standard as well as scor-

ing is. The editor is eventually taking
and I have the judge's word that were

I comparison judging at fall agricultural
she double-laced throughout nothing
could beat her. She is very clean, no
smut or pepper and salt markings on
her."

•%
Our correspondent seud.s us some feath-

ers from the above mentioned bird, and
they are certainly remarkable. The
brown or bay is j)erfectly clear, the inner
lacing being very small. Although Mr.
Balx:ock believes there are numerous
double-laced birds that approach the
Whitfield hen, we have thus far failed to
find them with a clear bay ground.

* •
At Syracuse Sandacre Farm showed

some very fine birds, and the doul)le
lacing of the hens, while remarkably
fine, still left much to be desired. Irving
Crocker's best pullet was beautifully pen-
cilled, but the same lack of clearness in

the bay color is noticeable. It is the
production of a clear bay ground with
regular black lacings that will prove the
science of the breeder. We must aim
high if we wish to secure an ideal.

*
* *

Report says that the Detroit show of
poultry was magnificently managed.
Fine buildings and coops with every pre-
caution taken to keep the coops and
floors clean. It was a treat to visitors

and exhibitors. We trust the Syracuse
home of the New York State Agricultural

Society will furui.sh equally good quarters
next season. This will in a measure
atone for the incomplete and murderous
accommodations provided during their
late fair.

• «

Those who imagine that I. K. Felch is

dead to the world are grievously mis-

shows as a pattern. Comparison judging
properly done demands thorough ex-
amination of all birds.

•»
Brother Branday muses as follows: "The

cool nights reminds one that it's alwut
time to begin to think of repairing poul-
try buildings for winter. How the sea-

sons do fly!" Yes, they fly awfully
down in South Jersey. Between mos-
quitoes and canvas back flies we have
been well seasoned. Editor Boyer, of
the Guide and Friend, carries bubach in

a pair of bellows with which he squirts
at the winged tormentors. But the sea-

son of hay fever and flies ends with the
first frosts, so take Branday's advice and
provide shelter for the chickens.

•
• «

We advise the use of sheds, open on
the south side, as the best place for grow-
ing stock. The cool weather of October
and November with the crisp frosty

nights sharpens the appetites of chick-
ens, and that, after all, is the prime fac-

tor in raising good chickens. Exercise
and pure air develop muscle, appetite
and lungs, and unless fowls have all

three, they had better l>e consigned to a
place under the sod or cremated.

• •
Dr. Roth has given such an excellent

treatise on canker, roup and diphtheria
in fowls in last week's Journai, that we
hope to hear from him on other diseases

of fowls. There is so much mystery and
humbug alx>ut certain disea.ses that a
calm expert opinion from the doctor will

prove beneficial in many ways.

« »
The Practical Poultryman states that

"Some who have tried it, report tan-sy as

an excellent thing to drive vermin out of
a poultry house. " Tansy must certainly

be of some use, as the negroes are very
fond of it, and one went so far as to sug-

gest tansy as the national flower "becase
it's de stuff to take with gin and drive de
kinks away." Perhaps it will drive lice

away equally well, but experience with
that other strong-minded plant, sassafras,

does not imbue us with much confidence

in tansy. Crude petroleum or kerosene
oil are the cheapest and best to rid a hen
house of lice.
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* •

Binghamton, N. Y., will hold another
show January 9th to 13th, 1890. As
Binghamton is the parlor city as well as

the hot-bed of fanciers, a rousing good
show will result. With W. U. Croffut,

Rev. F. H. Parsons and F. C. Branday
as active workers success is assured.

The irrepressible Richard Dunmore will

superintend the show and do it well.

Uncle Isaac will slaughter the innocents
and pass judgement on the fowls the
same as he did last season. A bench
show will also l)e held in connection with
the poultry, a fact that may surprise our
kennel editor, who usually ferrets out a

dog show many days in advance of his

brother editors.

"WHO IS THE BREEDER ?

The One "Who Sells the Eggs or the
One "Who Buys Them ?

The above question has so completely
absorbed the attention of our English con-
temporaries that it has become a regular
craze. Our esteemed American contem-
porary, the Turf, Field and Farm, prob-
ably iireu of reading liie manilold opin-
ions of our English cousins, boldly comes
to the rescue and brings the following
"horse sense" to tiear on the momentous
question :

"A letter was addres.sed by J. Maude,
secretary of the Victorian Dog and Poul-
try Society, to the London Fanciers' Ga-
zette, in which he asked : 'Is a person
who sells eggs "from which chickens are
hatched" the breeder ofthe said chickens,
or the man who buys the eggs from him ?

Will you kindly let me know if the
above matter has ever been settled in
England, and the result ?' The London
journal invited the opinions of its read-
ers, and there was a divided expression
of thought. Some held that the owner
of the eggs at the time of hatching must
be regarded as the breeder, but the ma-
jority maintained that the breeder was
the one who sells the eggs. A committee
of the Poultry Club also subscribed to
the latter view. The question which has
disturbed our Ivondon contemporary was
brought to the office of the Turf, Field
and Farm, and we expressed the opinion
that the man under whose direction the
egg was produced must be regarded as
the breeder. He blended the strains,
united the blood lines, and was just as
much the breeder of what was hatched
from the egg as the man is the breeder
of the foal who selects the stallion for his
mare. If the owner of the mare sells
her in foal, the buyer does not pretend to
be the breeder of the foal. In a case of
this kind the proper way to record the
fact is, 'PWangeline, b f, bred by William
Smith, foaled the property of Samuel
Jones.' The genius is not in buying
eg^ and putting them in a hatching ma-
chine, but in selecting a cock to run with
the hens."

The last sentence is a powerfully con-
vincing argument in favor of the man
who mates the birds. He is the breeder,
and to him all credit or abuse belongs.
The abuse he generally gets, the credit

more rarelv.

'

—Hens are said to have attained the
age of thirty, and no man who has frit-

tered away a few years of his life in a
boarding house will dispute the record.—
Indiana farmer.

PERDUE ON COMPARISON.

A Stroner and Common Sense Ar-
gument on Judging Fowls.

Mr. George Perdue, East Orange, N.

J., has created quite an interest in the
matter of judging by comparison at

shows instead of by the score card sys-

tem. In the following letter he ably
presents his reasons :

"All must admit that the determination
of the difference between, and of the
improvement in, every living thing must
be by comparison, and why should the
advocates of comparison be accused of
an effort to overthrow the American
Poultry Association. On the contrary
they are working for the only principle
that the American Poultry Association
should be founded upon. The score card
-system, as now applied, is ignoring it,

and the advocates of the card have be-
come bold enough to abuse comparison.
If the members of the American Poultry
Association do not demand that compari-
son be the key note on which to deter-
mine its laws it cannot prosper. Was
not the score card devised to assist com-
parison, and how many judges
are applying it in this way?
Each judge has a penalty to fit

the crime.' How many birds
would score ninety to-day if each
section was cut "in comparison
with the best developed section
in each cla.ss. If any bird that
scores ninety-three under the
present system of scoring will
not score the same in compari-
son with the best developed .sec-
tion in the class, then the score
card is a failure.

"As each year comes and goes
we have been promised improve-
ment. Some have called for more
luue. Others say, bend your
efforts to perfect the present
system.' Why is it tliat when
the A. P. A. is receivnig the re-
ports of the different conmiittees
at the meetings called to revise
the standard, that vou never see
a specimen—not even a feather
—brought into the room ? The
trouble is that standard making
compared with Nature's most
beautiful developments, is one
thmg, and standardmaking, to
apply to our present system, is
decidedly another thing. One
calls for the best, and the other
for a fair specimen on which to
attach a card, signed, stamped,
bearing the name of the judge
and endorsed by the society
Every bird to win a first prize
must score ninety. How many
birds would score ninety if comparison
shou d determine it. I have never yet seen
that light Brahma that would score oo orwas within one-tenth of t>erfection At
least 90 per cent of all birds should score
from ninety to ninety-five. It may ap-
pear to the amateur as being reasonable.
Out how any breeder can look his cards
over and compare the score card valua-
tions with years of practical experience
and study, and not feel that his opinions
and score card valuations were wide apart.
IS more than I can understand.
"To me it seems apparent that it is

time some effort was made to bring about
a more reliable and better founded basis
to determine merit than is now in use.
To the eye of a thorough breeder good
birds are very scarce, hard to produce,

?T° J
*""eeders value them very highly.

Under our present system of scoring a
valuation is fixed on birds that leads
thousands of amateurs to believe that
they are purchasing something that is
almost as good as the winner. I tell you,my friend, that little 'almost' is mighty
hard for a breeder to get over, but a score
card gets out of it verv easily, and the
value It has fixed on tliousancls of birds
IS what will eventually overthrow our
present system of scoring. No doubt the
advocates of comparison have been, and
will continue to be, abused by those who
look upon the case with a speculative
point of view. It helps sell poor speci-
mens, quite relieves the breeder and
throws the blame on the judge, but every-
thing that is founded on speculation finds
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Its level, and it is not surprising that the
score card, as now applied, must take iU
turn with the rest. The only way I can
see that one bird can be put over another
and improvement be determined is by
comparison. It has many advantages
over our present system, and as it has
become a live subject let us have a free
discussion on it, not for the sake of argu-
ment but in hopes of bringing about im-
provement in the awarding ofprizes."
Mr. Perdue is sustained by the system

practiced in England, and his own expe-
rience has shown him many faults to
point out in the score card system. It is
only right and proper to test and prove
all things, and as it has been decided to
judge the next New York show by com-
panson it is only proper that all join in
and give it a trial. If it proves a failure
it will die a natural death, but if it is an
improvement then breeders should learn
that fact. No harm can be done in en-
deavoring to seek the best method. There
IS no necessity for anv animosity in the
matter. Give it a fair trial, as it must
stand on its merits.—Poultry Keeper.

—A hen never has a regular meal—she
always gets a picked up dinner.—Com-
mercial Bulletin. And she has to scratch
around considerably to get it, too. But
then it doesn't cost anything. She has
It put down in the bill.—Boston Adver-

?{BVER5I0N in gREEtJING.

A. P. Huuter in New Knglaiid Farmer.

The chickens which were hatched with
such great expectations last spring are
filling out rapidly now and their plumage
begins to reveal the quality of the stock
from which the eggs came. Many and
grievous are the complaints and much
the dissatisfaction expressed by the con-
fiding amateurs, who iji vested consider-
able cash in eggs which they thought
would produce them prize winners and
give them the best in the country. Were
their expectations too high ? Is theirs
the blame that the chicks are not what
they expected ? It is not given to every

95 point bird to beget 95 point chicks,
nor even a majority of 95 point chicks.
The fact is, very few of the chicks from
the very best matings in the world will

be prize winning birds. The breeder
who buys a couple of sittings of eggs
from Jones' high scoring breeding pen,
expecting that the chicks from that mat-
ing will all be prize winners is doomed
to disappointment. For one thing the
strong tendency to reversion to ancestral
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tiser. Those punsters ought to be cooped
up.—St. Ivouis Republican. Oh, no. Let
'em craw-1 around for a full crop of puns
on the subject.—Norristown Herald. To
hatch up any more would require a com-
plete insight into the chican-ery of the
business. And then, after all, you fel-
lows would lay your heads together and
pullet all to pieces—New York Com-
mercial Advertiser. What a lot of fowl
remarks.

"Who Owns the Chicken ?

A novel suit is pending before Justice
McMahon, at Parkville, L. I. The liti-

gants are James McKaughn and James
Gornley, who are next-door neighbors at
Parkville. McKaughn is the owner of
fancy fowl, which he values at from |2o
to I25 each. Gornley also keeps chickens,
but not of so high a breed. When Mc-
Kaughn saw among a brood of young
chickens in Gornley's yard a chicken of
the species of his own fancy fowl, he
claimed it and alleged that one of his
fancy hens must have flown over into
Gornley's yard and laid an egg in the
henhouse there. Gornley refused to sur-
render the chicken, saying that if Mc-
Kaughn 's hen had laid the egg, a hen
belonging to Gornley was practically the
mother of the chicken, she having
hatched the egg. Both men have en-
gaged New York lawyers to look after
their interests in the suit, and Justice

|

McMahon is looking up the law on the i

subject, as it is the first suit of the kind
on record, it is said.

types is working steadily against him.
It is like rowing against the current of
river. One makes only half the pro-
gress he seems to be making because of
the steady downward sweep of that cur-
rent. It is thrilling to read of a well-

known breeder of Plymouth Rocks get-
ting I50 for a cockerel last fall, but how
many chickens were hatched to produce
that one ? Possibly a thousand ! Have
you who raised only forty or fifty chick-
ens as much right to expect that one of
yours will be a ^50 bird as Jones who
raised 1000 ? How many men of medium
talent are produced to one Web.ster?
Isn't it possible, friend, that you expect
coo much? Don't be so angry towards
the breeder who sold you those eggs,
even if the birds now .show plainly that
they are (many of them) quite ordinary.
Isn't it probable thtt he sold you the
best he had and that the matings were
made, according to his judgment, to give
the best results ?

The tendency to reversion is very
strong, a powerful current setting against
the best efforts of the breeder. It will
sometimes throw a couple of black feath-
ers into the wings of a white chick that
has been pure bred for generations, or
put two or three tiny feathers on the
shanks of a chick the parents, grand-
parents and great-grandparents of which
have had absolutely clean shanks. It
isn't proof of the chicks being not thor-
oughbred

; it is the tendency to reversion.
The writer has some white Wyandotte

chicks from eggs from the finest breeding
pen in America, and one of the chicks (a
pullet) has a single comb. A friend
Miss D., of Winchester, tells me that she
used a white Plymouth Rock cock tocrosK
on light Brahma fowls, and that every
chick, male and female, fledged barred
plumage. She knows that the cock was
not a "spoi-t," she knows that his parenU
were both white, but of course originally
the stock sported from the barred family
and here, at the first touch of foreiim
blood, all the chicks come barred. Th«e
are only instances and are cited to help
the argument that, as a rule, breedere
ship eggs from good stock, but that the
good stock will not produce all first qual-
ity chicks. ^

We must admit that breeders some-
times ship inferior stock, and in^Unces
are known of their shipping eggs from
their laying stock which had never been
mated with a cock. A well-known Essex
County poultryman tells me that a neigh-
bor of his brought him twenty-five eees
to examine, saying that they had been
incubated twenty four days without a
chick appearing, and a careful examina-
tion of everv egg showed that not one ofthem had been fertilized. The owner
of the eggs asserts that they were Iwneht
of a prominent breeder of laced Wyan
dottes and $5 paid for the two settiniM
(one egg had got broken under the henl
and the basket bearing the breeder's

label etc., was produced to show
that he had had a basket of eggs.
Of course." said the narratSr.
I don't know that the twentyl

five infertile eggs that were
brought to me were the identical
eggs he sent to for and re-
ceived from him, but my neigh-
bor IS an honest man

; he would
have no object in King about it
and when he brought me the
eggs he didn't tell me where he
got them, and it was not until
after I had examined them and
found them infertile that he toldme where thev came from." "T
tell you." he continued. "

is
swindler and he ought to be
shown up a.s such !" Swindlers
there are in the poultry business
just as there are in all businesses,
and. as Fanny Field says : "It's
high time some breeders cleaned
house."
Another hard case was that of

a young man who ordered two
sittings of pea-combed white
Plymouth Rock eggs of a promi-
nent breeder. When the eggs
came he noted that many of
them were remarkably small,' not
larger than a bantam's eggs. To
his disappointment those small
eggs were about the only ones
that hatched, and he has but one
chick of decent size that will
mature to anything approaching
the Plymouth Rock standard. He
wrote the breeder of whom he

got the eg^, complaining of the poor
hatch and tiny stature of those that did
hatch, and received in reply a solemn
assurance that every egg sent was as rep-
resented and that he could have another
lot at half price. The youth concluded
that he would waste no more postage
stamps in that quarter. In this case I

think the lad made a mistake in attempt-
ing a breed that is so new it must be
fearfully in-bred, and also in attempting
a breed that is so little known. His
object was to have something that few
others in the country have, thinking
that there would be a tremendous rush
for the eggs and that he could make lots
of money selling them. In this he was
wrong. The rush is not for the new and
untried breeds, but for the tested, known
stock. We can count upon the fingers
of one hand the breeds that everybody
wants and that there is a sure demand
for, and the new breeds have got to prove
their merit and stand the test of time be-
fore there will be a steady demand for
breeding ejfgs from them. The public
buys what it is sure it is going to get its

money's worth in buying. The public
doesn't try experiments in poultry !

—A man in Cuba, Mo., is

a hen's egg which has on it

said to have
„„ -- on one side

the face of a clock and some of the Ro-
man numerals. While the hen was about
it she should have added an attachment
that would mark tb< day and month of
the year on which tbr egg was laid, but
we don't suppose she thought of that.

I li
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POUIiTRY AWARDS.
The Display at the New York

State Fair.

The old time-honored New York Agri-
cultural Society held its annual fair in

the new permanent home at Syracuse, N.
Y. The incomplete condition of the
grounds and buildings and the seven -day

deluge of rain made a sorry mess of the
inaugural fair. The poultrj- exhibit was
unusually large.nearly 2000 birds braving
the mud and rain that a canvas tent well
perferated with the holes of old age, was
responsible for. In the words of an aged
fancier, "It was a ding fine place for ducks
and turtles." Frank Gaylor, who never
misses the state fair, was loyal as usual
to the society, although the real estate on
his huge gum boots would make a less

genial man kick. The birds were well
arranged in gootl coops, with plenty of
space in the aisles for visitors. Knapp
Bros., Sandacre Farm, the Kleasons, the
giant Rockenstyre, the chubby Wilcox,
J. H. Nellis and a host of other old stand-
b^s had birds on exhibition. Uncle Isaac
Felch did the judging and left exhibitors
in a cheerful mood . There was no kick-
ing over the awards worth speaking of.
The quality of the birds in some classes,
notably light Brahmas, white Wyaudottes,
buff Cochins, white Plymouth Rocks!
white Leghorns and bantams was extra!
Oames llllirhf havi* ttiQ/^a n Ka**a*«u :
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Bell. Golden—Pens, second, Thomas W. Jones-
pairs, firs.t, John T. Bird. Silver—Pens, first
James Seeley, second, W. A. Shaffer; pairs, O.'
Howland.
HouDANs.-Pens. first, L. tent; pairs, first, L.

Lent; second, R. E. Coe.
t~

.
-

Silkies.—Japanese — Pens, first, Sandacre
Farm; second, C. E- Rockenstyre; pens, second
C. E. Rockenstyre.
Games—Indian—Pens, 6rst, Sandacre Farm-

§a)rs, first and second, Sandacre Farm. Black-
reasted red-Pairs, first, T. C. Stanton; second

O. Howlnnd & Son. Silver diickwins—Pairs
second, O. Howland & Son. Red pile—Pairs sec-
ond, O. Howland & .Son.

» ". »cc

Bantams.—Blaek breasted red game — Pens
first, Duane Van Alstyne; second. SandacreFarm; pairs, first and second, Sandacre Farm
Brown-breasted red ^me—Pens, first T CSUnton; pairs, first. T. C. SUnton. Red pilegame—Pens, first, John H. Warner; second,
Sandacre Farm; pairs, first, Frank J. Adams-
second, John H. Warner. White game—Pens
hrst John Kleason. Jr.; pairs, first and second
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IMPROVE YOUR POUIiTRY.

September the Month to Sort, Sell
and Buy.

Dr. W. F. Rarn.

Sandacre Farm. Silver diickwing game-Pens
second, Thomas W. Jones: pairs, lirst and sec-
ond, Frank J. Adams, Yellow duckwinir irarae
Pens, first, T. C. Stanton; pairs, first, T C Stan-
ton; second, James Seelev. Black game—Pens
second, John Kleason, Jr.; pairs, first, John
Kleason, Jr White pile game—Pairs, first and
second. Sandacre Farm. Golden Sebright—Pens
first. M. Kleason; second. C. E Rockeiistvre'
pairs, first, J T Cothran; second, M. Kleaion.'

]^^J^^P^ll\-^^"^' ''''"• C E. Rockenstyer;
se«)nd M Kleason; pairs, first, John T. Birdand J^nH. Warner; second. M. Kleason. Rose-combed black—Pens, first. Sandacre Farm sec-
ond, M. Kleason; pairs, first, C E. RockenstyerKcond John T. Bird. Rose-combed white-^
Pens, first, C. E- Rockenstyer; pairs, first. M.Kleason; second. C. E- Rockenstyer. Bootedwhite-Pens, first, M. Kleason; second, JohnKleayon, Jr ; pairs, first, John Kleason, Jr.; sec-ond M. Kleason Japanese—Pens, first. C ERockenstyer; .second, M. Kleason; pairs, first

Games might have made a better showing.
Silver Wyaudottes, excepting a pair of
old fowls, did not do credit to the breed
or the breeders. Barred Plymouth Rocks
were surprisingly scarce and not as good
as we expected. Sandacre Farm and
Irving Crocker .showed the only Indian
games, but the latter were fine as silk.
The display of water fowls was by far the
best we have !«en this year. Geese were
out in large numbers. Among the uovel-
ties was a pen ofrumpless bantams.really
fine specimens, but we prefer tail feathers
"• "—a". '>uwi.uvi iiuvciij' was a pair ot
black Wyandottes with straw colored
hackles and saddles. They were promptly
disqualified. The following awards gives
the names of the successful exhibitors :

BRAHMAS.--Ught—Pen, first, John H. Warner
second, Sandacre Farm; pairs, first, C. E Rock-
enstyre; second, John H. Warner. Dark—Pen

^RKiNOS.-colored-Pairs, second, Freeman
L Button Silver grey-Pairs, first, O. Howland
I Son. White—Pairs, second, Freeman & But-

first, W. A. Fuller: second, J. M.Seymour'
Cochins—Bufl^-Pen, first, Sandacre Farm-

second John H. Warner; pairs, first and second'
John H. Warner. Partridge—Pen, first B D
Sarr; second, John H. Warner; pairs, first and
second, B. D. Sarr. Black-Pen. second f MSeymour; pairs, first. J. M. Seymour; second

. John D. Bird. '

LANG8HAN9.—Pairs, first, John M. Guion tr
•ecoud, George W. Mische. ' -^

'

at^,f.l^l.'"*t^i;:S°'°!;t^.~U"i':^ l**?"J?' "iceman
&
ton.
DOMINIQUES.-Pcns. first. Tones Wilcox; pairs,

first, Jones Wilcox; second. Freeman & ButtonPlymouth RocKS.-Barred-Pens, first. I F
Burleigh; second, Jones Wilcox; pairs first'
Jones Wilcox; second, J. F. Burleigh. White-
Pens, first^ F. E. Dawley; second, O. J. Uwis
pairs, F. E. Dawley; second. Sandacre FarmWVANDOTTKS—Silver-Pens, first, R H Wal-
lace, Jr; pairs, first, Jones Wilcox; second, Haw-
^y Andrews. White—Pens, first and secondKnapp Bros.; pairs, first W. A. Alexander; sec^
??^;. *^S^^P ^"»- Golden— Pens, first, j. H
J^*i''%^J^° •

*«»•>''. Knapp Bros.; pairs, first
J. T. Cothran; second, A. I. Brown
JAVAS.-Black-Pens, first, L. Lent; second

James Seeley; pairs, h. Lent; second, B. RKOBpp. Mottled—Pens, second, B. K. KnaoD'
pairs second, James Seeley. White—Pens. Sec-ond, L. Lent. '

WnrrK Crebpers—Pens, second, C. E. Rock-
enstyre; pairs, second. C. E. Rockenstyre.
White Frizzles.-Pairs, second. C. E Rock-

enstyre.
"">-•.

WHn-E RuMPLKSs.—Pens, first, C. B. Rocken-
tyre.
Hamborc.s.—Golden spangled—Pens first AP. Bronson; second, James Seeley; pairs, fi'rst,O Howland & Son; second, A. F Bronson

Silver spangled-Pens. first, Jones Wilcox sec-

?"i' ? . u
^^'^y- Golden pencilled-Pens, first,

•{• I ^"'ll^P- »«°nd, John T. Bird; pairs, first
J""?..! _.*^°^''™"' ''^<^'"*' John T. Bird. Silver

d1»""',T'!T'"' ''^-'"' *• •* Shaffer; secondWHliam Dulton, pairs, second, W. A. Shaffer
Black-Pens, first, W. A. Shaffer; second w'

Duane Van Alstyne; second, John kleason, JrPekin-Pens, hrst, John K1.4so„, Jr.: second.M Kleason; pairs, first and second, Frank IAdams. White Polish-Pens, first, John KleaBon.jr; second, M. Kleason; pairs, first. JohnKleason. Jr ; second. C. E. Rockenstyre. Riimp-less-Pens, first, F. D. Curtis; pair, first. F. 6?
4-urtis.

TUHKEVS.-Bronze— First. James Seeley- sec-ond, T. J. Bush. White-First and second. OHowland & Son. Slate-First, R. F SeelevBuff—First and second. O. J. LewisGkbse—Toulouse— First. James Seeley- sec-ond, L. Lent. Embden-Firlt, R E Coe- sec-

^n^' u c ^'^' ^•'"' China-F^st a^<i t^.ond, F. S. Blessing. Brown China-First F SBlessing; second, O. Howland & Son. African—Se^nd, T. W. Jones. Wild-.Second, John T.

DOCKS.-Rouen - First, Howard Tryon; second.
J. M .

Seymour. Aylesbury—First, James Seeley.

&^n^iZ^'^t:J,lJ ^'"^ '^'"^' Freeman
, u 'i"";..^'"'^ Muscovy -First and secondJohn T. Bird. Colored Muscovy-First C HBarber; second. F. S. Rlessinir p»Hn'.^iM,.»'
t.u. Curtis; second, Sandacre Farm.

'

GiT,NEA.s.-Pearl-First, John T. Bird; second.
T.

'^^'^y- White—First, O. Howland & SonPea Fowls.—First, K. C. McDonald.

I^Uliam Dulton, pairs, second, W. A. ShafferHack-Pens, firsl, W. A. Shaffer
•'"-«"e^-

Dutton; pairs, first, W. A Shaffer.
Lbghorns—Single-combed white—Pens first•nd second, Knapp Bros

;
pairs, first and secondKnapp Bros. Rose-combed white—Pens firstand second. B R. Knapp; pairs, first and s^nd,

B. R Knapp. Siuglc combed brown-Pens first

fi,T*»' H \S"«"«^"; "XC"'"'.
S *^ Phelps; pairs!

first, R. H. Wallace, Jr.; second. C. C. Phelps
ANDAHTsiANS.-Pens, second, J m Dexter

pairs, first, J M. Dexter; second. John T. Bird '

»vn.""i"i*''
~'"''"''?^~''/""' ''"' »"<> second,

Willard Knapp; pairs, first and second Willard

firTfr. D^^Wicks''^"'''
""'• " "" W'^ks; pairs,

CRBVE C.EiiRS.-Pens, first J. M. Seymour;
second, John T. Bird; pairs, first and second I
.M. Sevmour, '

•"'

. V" '!'.''\r,^'''*''-<^'^"^«l black - Pairs, first,
John r. Bird. WhiL-Palrs, first, G, Artbu^

LETTER FROM MR. RBYNAUD.
Mr. Williame Did Not Resign as

TVas Stated Last "Week.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : Regarding the resignation of

Messrs. Williams, Fonda and Peer from
the New York Poultry and Pigeon Asso-
ciation (limited) you say editorially :

"We are, however, creditably informed
that Messrs. Williams, Peer and Fonda
resigned immediately after the late show
and liefore the question of judging by
comparison came up."

It would be very interesting to many
gentlemen and incidentally to the fanciers
of the country to know who your credit-
able informer is, considering that the
imformation given you lacks the essen-
tial quality of truth.

Messrs. Peer and Fonda did resign
shortly after the show, but Mr. Philander
AVilliams was an active member at the
time of the trustees' meeting when it was
decided to empower the president to
decide upon the mode of judging to be
adopted at the next show, and he was an
active member at the time that the pres-
ident's (Mr. Colgate) letter was given to
the public. Mr. Geo.W. Mitchell has not
resigned and the Association is not aware
of his intention of doing so. These facte
can be easily and positively proved to be
exactly as related.
As regards the A. P. A. and other club

meeting I would be greatly pleased to see
you treat the subject editorilly. Much
has been said and written on the subject
and the end is not yet.

I would like to see all the breeders of
the country unite on one point : That con-
sidering the quarrel between Greenville
and Charleston, the idea of meeting in
South Carolina be given up and New
Orleans or some other city be selected.
This in my judgment is the only proper

course to follow.

G. P. Rkvnaud.

That's just what we mean. This is the
month in which to sort, sell and buy
fowls. They are plenty for each purpose.
The breeder is overcrowded and wants to
sell, or he is overcrowded and needs to
sort, the old from the young, the older
from the younger should there be so late

hatched as July and August. These later
hatched if allowed to run with the earlier
hatched are considerably retarded in
their growth by the continual abuse and
chiding they must endure from the big
ones, letting aside the fact that they are
compelled to be satisfied with a smaller
portion of food they so abundantly need
at this season.

The July and August hatched chicks
want to be pushed to maturity as fast as
possible, not by the use of stimulating
stuff and medicines, but with good tissue-
producing food. At any rate, if they can
not accomplish the shedding of the
chicken feathers before real cold weather
sets in their future development is quite
limited, and undersize and underweight
birds will be the result. Such birds are
in my estimation not proper ones to
breed from.
To arrive at the most satisfactory re-

sults, therefore, separate the different
hatches so that only equal size birds are
together and the old fathers and mothers
quite alone also to meditate over the past
and a very uncertain future. And again,
the old ones are at present moulting!
which is another reason for their sepa-
rate confinement, that they may be well
fed and cared for and the most profit
possible got out of them, or it may be
desirable to keep some of the choice hens
to breed from, hence these want to be
kept as comfortable as possible, as all
breeders should for various reasons.
Then at this season of the year it is use-
less to have the males running with the
females, for we believe thev are of more
injury to the moulting hens at present
than service, and it would appear that
the less molestation they suffer from any
causes the Ijetter they will moult—sooner
finer and with less physical discomfort!
September is also the month to sell.

The yards are overcrowded and want
more room. Cull out the mongrels and
place them on the market as soon as pos-
sible, if not having done so already. The
early hatched chicks have so far matured
that is can be seen what they are going
to be so that the pick for breeders can be
made now and what are not wanted
placed on the market for some one else's
yards. This makes the chances for buy-
ing in this month all the more desirable.
It appears to be the month for a general
interchange of stock among breetkrs.
October and November are of course

also busy months, but it would seem Sep-
teml>er is the more desirable one. Stock
is more abundant and must necessarily
be an item cheaper. Don't, however,
entertain the idea that only young stock
should be purchased. If you have old
stock and wish to improve your pens by
the introduction of new blood, then
young birds ought to be the object of
purchase, but if new breeds are an object
or new stock of an improved strain over
your own we should prefer buying a
breeding pen of a year or two-year old
fowls. There is more stamina and physi-
cal heredities implanted into the off-
spring by old than by young breeders.
My advice always is, buy old birds or
eggs from such. The chances for success
are always more favorable.

LAOINQOPINDIANGAMEHENS
An Additional Article ft-om Mr.
Baboook's Pen on the Subject.

For The Fanciers' Journal.

In the Western Poultry Journal for

August, but only just received, I find the
following in an article upon Indian
games from the pen of Mr. Aug. G.
Arnold, importer and breeder of Indian
games, which I would, if possible, like to
add as a postscript to my last article

upon this subject. It only helps to prove
what I have from the first asserted that
Indian game breeders are in favor of al-

lowing single-laced birds to compete with
those having a double-lacing. Although
having a preference for the latter style of
marking, I believe that the majority of
the breeders of this fowl, if they ex-
pressed their honest opinions, would \x
in substantial unity with the opinion ex-
pressed by Mr. Arnold. He says :

"For beauty of plumage they cannot
be excelled, especi.ally the female, being
of a rich chestnut brown laced with a
glossy black, the lacing Ijeing mostly
double and sometimes single. Here we
will say there has been a great deal writ-
ten and said lately about what style of
lacing should be bred and what the stand-
ard should call for. I will say if only
one style should be admitted let it l)e
double or duplicate lacing for the simple
reason that the characteristics of the
breed point to the double lacing with a
very few exceptions. I have made a
number of importations and have seeu a
number of other strains and all but a
few of the number have the single lacing.
I, however, think it would be well to d-
low the two styles in the standard."
As I have before said, I believe the

standard should be made to so read that
one or more distinct lacings should be re-
quired, and that for one, I am so much
in favor of the double lacing, I would
have the prize given to a double-laced
bird, when a double and a single-lareH
bird tied in their scores. Beyond this
advantage I do not think the double
lacing should be preferrwl. The shape
of the bird, upon which its great value is
based, will thus l)ecome a more promi-
nent consideration than its lacing, and
this is just what should be. It ought
never to be forgotten that first of all, and
before and above all, the Indian game is
a table fowl, and the preservation of its
table qualities should be the standard-
maker's first consideration. That at-
tended to, the minor points of color and
marking should receive attention. I
firmly believe that this can be best
achieved by allowing some latitude in
markings. H. S. Babcock.

THE FANCIERQ- JOV^NAI..

New York City, Sept. 31.

CHARLESTON "WINS.

The Next A. P. A. Meeting to Be
Held in That City

Special Dispatch to Fanciers' Journal.

Newark, N. J., Sept. 25.

The next American Poultry Association
meeting will be held in Charleston, S. C,
during the International Exhiljition of
the South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, January 13 to 17.

J. H. Drbvknstkdt.

DISSIPATED DUCKS.

They Get Drunk on Fermented
Tomato Juice.

During the past week the men on
Burpee's Fordhook seed farm, a short
distance west of Doylestown, have been
gathering tomatoes and extracting the
seed. The vegetable is first ground and
then placed where the mass is allowed to
ferment. It is then put through a washer,
allowing the pulp to flow away, while the
seed settles at the bottom of the machine.
The work is done on the margin of a
small brook which empties into a pond
frequented by a handsome flock of white
Pekin ducks.
The ducks have contracted the habit

of coming to the mouth of the stream
and drinking the fermented juice of the
tomatoes, which contains the'inost salient
characteristics of "Jersey lightning."
They soon become drunk and stagger
about in a most ludicrous manner. They
have liecome so fond of the stuff that a
genuine old spree is of daily occurrence.

American Langshan Club.
W. O. Dakin, of Toledo, C, has been

expelled from the club for contempt in
refusing to return correspondence belong-
mg to the Committee on Complainte.
The correstwndeuce in question was a
charge against Mr. Dakin by a reader of
the Cackler in New Zealand, who reported
he ordered a trio of Langshans from Mr.
Dakin, paid a goo<l price, and received a
trio of scrubs.—Califoruia Cackler.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

Belgium, the cradle of homing bird
sport, is peopled, it might almost be said,

by loft keepers. In 1885 it had over 1000

pigeon as-sociations
;

yet there, in the
midst of universal spontaneous action
amongs the people, the government ex-
tends encouragement to breeders and
trainers by awarding liberal prizes for

competition, and by affording special fa-

cilities with regard to transport over the
railways of the country in training.

* *

A Carrier Pigeon Exhibition is to be
held in Berlin at the end of October. The
exhibits will consist of specimens of the
pure carrier pigeon breed

; the manner
of training will be described, and the
business of the Carrier Pigeon Postal
Establishment will be in full operation.
The exhibition, which will receive special
recognition from the German military
authorities, will be held in the large hall
of the Grand Hotel, Alexauderplatz.

*
* •

Charles Stratton's bird, the Evening
News, No. II, of Bridgeton, N. J., arrived
home on the 22d from Pensacola, Fla., a
distance of 900 miles. Full time, 64 hours
and 46 minutes

; net time, 38 hours and
46 minutes.

»
«

In France, in Germany, in Austria,
Italy. Russia, Spain and Portugal, the
governments now maintain numerous
large pigeon service establishments.
Four of these countries employ the birds
iu euiiiiecliun with the defense of their
coasts

;
all of them include pigeon service

as important departments of military or-
ganization

; and all of them, with Den-
mark and Belgium added, encourage the
civil population to maintain lofts.

•
« •

In this country, while the establish-
ment of lofts has never been recognized
by the Government, and no appropria-
tions have ever been made for that pur-
pose, it is greatly to the credit of Lieu-
tenant F. W. W. Nichols and John W.
Bolton that they built and stocked a loft
at Coasters Harbor Island, R. I. This
loft has existed two years and now con-
tains fifty birds, many of which were
given by fanciers who had become inter-
ested in the experiments to be under-
taken.

«
* *

The officers at the station have sup-
ported the loft from their own incomes,
and in fact they have developed from
what was at first a pastime the first naval
homing pigeon loft in this country.

«
« »

The training of the pigeons is now
conducted by Lieutenant-Commander
Longnecker and Mr. Bolton. The train-
ing is that similarly pursued at all lofts,
consisting primarily of having them learu
that the station is their home, and then
having them fly to it from ever-increasing
distances.

»
» «

It is to be hoped that our Navy De-
partment will soon see the importance of
the use of pigeons as dispatch bearere
and make an appropriation to establish
and maintain lofts at its various stations.

i

Special Notice.
Where this paragraph is marked, note

that the paper is sent you for examina-
tion. If interesting we should be pleased
to receive your subscription.

FEDERATION HOMERS.
A Concourse Raoe for Young

Birds Next Saturday.
Special Correspondence Pancikks' Journal.

The young bird Concourse race will
take place Saturday, October 4. All birds
entered for this race must be at the Sev-
enteenth Street Market House not later

than 7.30 Thursday evening, October 2.

Each competitor is requested to furnish
the race secretary with the name and
address of his timer the night of ship-
ment. Failure to do this will debar con-
tesUnt of a watcher at his loft. There
will be a good entry for this race. The
Jersey Club and Newark's Five have
their birds in good shape, while the Star,
Belmont and Fanciers' Clubs are iu active
training. Twenty-five cents per bird
will be charged to all who wish to com-
pete for the special prize. You can enter
one or a dozen birds at your own option.
The prizes will l^ first, second and

third. The amounts will depend upon
the total entrance, which should be paid
to the treasurer, George T. Morgan, 4714
Chester Avenue, West Philadelphia, on
the night of shipment.
The Belmont fly their birds from

Manassas, Va., on Sunday, September
28, for record. Birds will be entered by
George T. Morgan, A. M. Wood, W. S.
Forkington, John G. Hunt, J. C. Conley
and James a Stovell. There will be a
number of fanciers compete in the Con-
course outside of clubs, such as John
Shepherd, James Work, George R. Callag-
han, Charles E. Callaghan and many
others.

James R. Stovell is training a club
basket of birds by himself.
The Star Homing Club shipped twelve

birds to Manassas, Va., Saturday evening
to flv for r#»rf>rrl r\n *^ii«^/1o«. Ga»s*..».i

21. Entry: J. W. Markley, five; Wil-
liam Clementson, four

; J. Peck, two, and
John Lore, one. The start was at 10.20
and attended by Dr. Stoddard, who says
the weather was clear, with a light wind
from the north. The birds got very
high and circled for over ten minutes,
two birds leaving the flock at 10.27 and
took a northeastern course. The day was
not one to make much speed. Markley
had the first arrival at 4.02 ; speed 733
yards, taking the club prize.
The Fanciers' Club of Germautown

had a liberation of seventeen birds at
Washington, D. C, Monday, September
22, for record. Entry : A. H. Kuuger
nine

; P. F. Bolay, five, and E. Mar-
shall, three. The start was made at
10.02, with a southwest wind and weather
cloudy. The first arrival was to the
Krugerloft at 1.28; speed 1077 yards.
Second to E. Marshall at 1.35 ; speed
991 yards, both birds being reported by
certified telegram. Kruger reports eight
home same day, Bolay four and Mar-
shall two, only three out of seventeen re-
maining out over night.
Mr. William H. Goodley, of Provi-

dence, R. I., had nine birds liberated for
record at Bordeutown, N, J., distance,
200 miles, on September 18. The birds
were started at 8 A. M., under favorable
weather conditions, three being reported
home by wire at 2.25, making about 900
yards per minute.
The yuaker City Club shipped twelve

H.-banded youngsters to Bedford City.
Va., for 300-mile record. The birds were
to be lil)erated on Saturday, September
13, but ou account of the rain they were
held until Wednesday, September 17,
when they were given their liberty at
6.16, with a west wind and clear weather.
Late iu the day the wind shifted around
to southwest. However, none were re-
ported home the same day. One of the
entry was a Brooklyn stranger from the
Spangehl loft, who, in the 200-mile race
homed to P. W. Krouse this time. L.
W. Spangehl reporte the bird from

303

Jersey Club had only twenty-five birds as
follows : J. R. Husson, 6 ; Henry Walker,
8 ;

Conrad A. Mahr, 6, and Benjamin
Holder, 5. The race was closely con-
tested, as the resulte will show, and was
one of the most exciting that ever oc-
curred in Newark, the poorest speed of
the Jersey Club beating the best of the
Newark's Five by two yards per minute.
This sort of a win has put the Jersey
members in the best of humor, and they
talk of engaging a band of music to
march to the banquet, carrying the win-
ner in a cage gaily decked out with
bright colored ribbons. The Newark's
Five are somewhat like the man that fell
out of the balloon in their young bird
races these last two years. However,
their birds seem to improve with age'.
The liberation was thirtv minutes apart.
Newark's Five having choice of start, se-
lected first, and at 7.04 the birds were
loosed, against a light northeast wind in
partly cloudy weather by a signal officer,
and half an hour later the Jersey birds
were started ou the wings. The weather
conditions were equal, and it's a mere
matter of speculation as to which i« the
most desirable position at the start. The
particulars of the liberation from the sig-
nal office are :

"The pigeons iu basket No. i circled
twice to the left and took a course about
ten degrees west of their true direction,
disappearing in two minutes after libera-
tion. Shortly after commencement of
flight two birds left the flock and went
westward. The pigeons in basket No. 2
circled once to the left and took true di-
rection, disappearing in one minute and
twenty-five seconds. The flock remained
intact."

The first bird to pass the wires at
Newark was William Bennent's 11,582, at
1. 11; average speed, 947 yards per min-
ute. His second arrival was at 2 o'clock.
Eli Morton's first passed in at 1.12-
speed, 9.38 yards, and two more a few
minutes later. Ben Elwell had three
arrivals at 1.34 ; time of first bird Uken
at 1.35 ; speed, 875 yards, while five birds
aiiivcu at ihe ioft of Crcorge H. Bower-
man at 1.08. After staying out about
forty minutes two of them entered the
loft at 1.48. Speed, 857 yards.
Shortly after 1.30 four birds dropped

down at the loft of C. A. Mahr ; first in at
1-35; speed, 963 yards, and the three
others passing in a few minutes later.
These are the first returns to a Jersey
Club ioft. Second came Joseph R. Husson
to the loft of William Vemnder at 1.41

;

speed, 957 yards ; third, Benjamin Holder]
39M. at 1.39; speed, 952 yards. A few
minutes later three birds were reported
at Henry Walker's ; speed, 949 y.irds per
minute. This ended the great race. The
banquet will be at the expense of the
Newark's Five. They will be heard from
a third time and may be more successful
in that race than in the young bird races
of 1889 and 1890. The Concourse race
for young birds takes place next week,
and both clubs will get the same start
together.

L. W. Spaugehl had ten young birds
shipped to the 300 miles station to fly
for record Septemljer 25.
The Highland Clubof Peekskill shipped

fifteen birds to Odenton, Md., and the
Peekskill Club sent sixteen to the .same
station. The distance is 200 miles, and
this is a challenge fly between the two
clubs. The birds will »)e started Thurs-
day at about 8 o'clock, halfan hour apart.

Yelnoc.

of a priM in pigeon racing. This prize
IS offered by one of the photographers of
the place, who is an ardent pigeon lover
and keeps quite a collection of hieh-
class pigeons. Every member is very
eager for the prize and has entered the
best his loft affords. Yours respectfully,

Wilbur C. Litti.hfibld, Sec'y.
Mii,TON, Mass,, Sept. 21.

"WASHINGTON NEWS.
Diamond Wins the Fourth Race

Under Wtishington Federa-

tion Rules.
Special Correspondence.

Wasbinotoit, Sept., 24.

The fourth H-band race under the
rules of the Washington Federation took
place last Sunday. It was for a diamond
badge given by Messrs Voigt & Hass
for the best average speed from the 150-
mile station, which was Amherst Court
House, Va. The birds were liberated by
Mr. G. W. Dearborn at 12 o'clock, the
weather earlier in the day proving close
and heavy, and. as it was, the birds had
a head wind from the northeast to con-
tend with. Below is a summary of the
race

:

Glorius . .

Glorias . .

RinjTjfold .

Hoftar . . .

Turner . .

Colburn . .

Miller. . .

Turtnen . .

Stockman

Diamond . . . jiji 14361
I.ittle May . .151 1436I

Black Hawk . iji 1170,
Surprise . . . ,151 mo
Kettledrum.jr.'isj J93

I
• • • I'S'i'TO

jlce Cream . . 151 653
ILong Chance . 1152' i^jf
Miss McGinty. 151 loao!

4 *»
4 35
4 50
5 oa

5 as

5 34

998

973

»

Brooklyn the next day, as also does John
A. Weber, of Atlantic City, his single
entry.
The race between the Jersey Club and

Newark's Five took place on Sunday
last and was won by the former, who had
a .small margin to spare. The Newark's
Five entered thirty-two birds as follows :

William Bennert, 8 ; George H. Bower-
man, 8 ; Eli Morton, 8 ; Ben Elwell, 6,
and Thomas Bowerman, 2, whil« the

Neponset River Homing Club.

Editor Fancif.rs' Journai,.

Sir : The birds of the Neponset River
Homing Club have one more long dis-

tance station. They arrived from the
fourth, a distance of 185 miles, on Thurs-
day, the i8th. They were liberated at

8.07 A. M., after being confined in the
basket five days ; one was not able to fly

aud returned to the l>askct. The first to

arrive home were W. C. Littlefield's blue
hen Nelly Bly and blue checker cock
Roderick, due at 11.27, followed a few
minutes later by C. W. Karcher's blue
cock Don Carlos. The remainder were
all home before night with the exception
of one. For youngsters they have done
extra well, their total average being so
far from the different stations 1 184 yards.
The last race, which is the event of the

season, is for a large photograph of the
first bird home, \vhich is quite a novelty

In the above race Mr. Turner was tin-

•C. >.USSkC IS UOi. uciiig auic io get his bird
past the "bobs." It arrived at the loft

three minutes before the winner, but re-

fused to enter for ten minutes, which put
him back to fifth place.

This is Glorius' first win, and well he
deserves it, for he has hammered along
in the face of repeated defeat. The earlier
part of the season proved so disastrous to
his old birds, that, not to be left, he
trained youngsters two months old, and
though not getting into the prize list,
did excellent work with them.
Many of the fanciers were heard to

ask at the meeting Monday night what
had become of " Billy Mac." of basket
and medal fame, but none of them have
yet had an answer.
One of the most popular members in

the F'ederation is the genial race secre-
tary, Frank Reamer, and the position the
Federation now holds among fanciere is
due in no small measure to his efforts,
for Frank doesn't shirk work, but is
always ready to put, his shoulder to the
wheel, and not only does he help to urge
the Federation ship forward, but in dan-
gerous waters his hand is felt at the
helm.
Another weighty member in more ways

than one is Secretary R. Boswell, and
when "enterprises of great pith and mo-
ment" are in (question, all eyes are turned
in his direction. His specialty is ja-
cobins, of which he has some remarkably
fine specimens

; so far he has Ijeen going
slowly with his homers, and pos.sessing,
as he does, such an extensive experience
in pi>;eons of all kinds, he should prove
a dangerous adversary.
The heavy-weight president of the

Federation fairly tteams with delight
now that he has secured the Tappan
medal, and he will t)e harder to hold now
than ever, for not only has he won two
medals, but also a basket to put them in

;

but, Sam, you deserve success, as you
have worked hard for the good cause,
aud we all congratulate you heartily.

It is .said that lyong John doesn't know
a pigeon from a crow, but he explained
it to me by saying that he had been stop-
ping at the "way-side well," which fully
accounts for the mistake. HoMKR.

Rkadrrsof Thk Fanc I krs' Journal
CORRF„SrONDlNG OK VISITING WlTii AD-
vf.rtiskrs will lonfkr a favor bv
MBNTIONING ThKJoURMAI^
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SCRAPPLE.
Diphtheria in Fowls—Chlorate of

Potassa—Japanese Ban-

tams—Moultlngr-

TAe following extracts are from the

pens 0/fanciers both on this and the other

side of the itmter, gii'ing their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thk Fancikrs' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

Fowl Hits.

A ben may lay a bushel of eggs
And cackle around all day

;

But she can't lay a
Because she ain't

-pet to save her legs
built that way.

—OrangeJudd Farmer.

A woman can pack more .stuff in a trunk
Than a man on a four horse dray,

But she can't thow a stone at a hen worth a cent,
Because she ain't built that way. —Exchange.

Man's origin is rao.U obscure.
But surely there's some force

In saying that of turkeys fat
Cranberry is the sauce.

—New York Commercial Advertiser.

Hatching in Summer.
Hatching chicks after the month of

June is not profitable. The hot luonths,

briugiug with them legions of lice, de-

stroy too many chicks. Besides, prices

are so low then that nothing is made by
it. The broiler houses generally start

operations in October or November, and
continue until the last of May. Chicks
batched in Novenilierare generally ready
for market by February, and take the
cream of the prices. Now is the time to
make preparations, getting the incubators
and brtxxlers in order and fixing up gen-
erally.

W. H. H. Bradbury, one of the largest
broiler raisers in Haniraontou, N. J.,
tried the experiment this year of hatch-
ing the entire summer. He reports it as
a failure—poor hatches and weakly
chicks. But during the winter and
n>ring he had splendid success. Mr.
Bradbury is proprietor of the plant, but
the success of the establishment goes to
Mrs. Bradbury, who handles the incu-
bators and generally cares for the flock.
While this broiler house has succeeded a
number in town have failed, and careful
investigation has shown the cause to be
in the buying up of eggs. Quite a neat
sum of money went out of town for this
commodity, and while some good eggs
were received, the bulk were of no use
whatever—an average of thirty-five per-
cent being considered good for fertile
eggs. Mr. Bradbury has his own hens

—

Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, games, etc.
These he crosses, and with excellent re-
sults.

Harry Phillips, who has the largest
place in town, does not believe in sum-
mer hatching, but he sUrted up his incu-
bators a week or so ago, so as to have
plump carcasses by the time the season
opens. Although rather early for the
market, which usual opens in January,
he thinks there will be a demand by the
time he is ready to pay him for the work.

J. C. Browning last year gave summer
hatching a trial, but stopped before the
season was half over, finding no money
in it.

G. W. Pressey will start up in about a
month. He has no time to fool with
broilers in summer. And so we might
give the experiences of all who have
tried the plan, but these will suffice.—
Gcrmantown Telegraph.

Diphtheria in Fowls.
The Paris correspondent to the Lancet

says that at a recent meeting of the
.Societe de Medecine Publique of Paris
Dr. Saint-Yves-Menard read a paper in
which he endeavored to prove the non-
ilentity of human diphtheria and the
diphtheria of birds. Drs. Cornil, Loffler

and Megnin have shown that human
diphtheria and the diphtheria of birds
are two distinct maladies produced
by two microbes absolutely different
An important fact was communicated
to Dr. Menard by Dr. Strauss, the
eminent bacteriologist. A certain num-
ber of pigeon fanciers at the Halles Cen-
trales feed the birds from their mouths.
The pigeons which are under their care,
particularly tho .e of Italian origin, ofteii
present a malady known under the name
of "chancre," which is nothing else than
diphtheria. It has never been known
that any of the fanciers were affected
with diphtheria, nor that any child con-
tracted the disease at the Jardin d'Accli-
niatation from the birds affected with
diphtheria.

Chlorate of Potassa.

Having noticed that some persons who
are using a remedy for roup and canker
in fowls speak of it as Chloride of Potas-
sium, I wish to call attention to the fact

tl^t no such article is used or offered for

sale, the proper name of the remedy used
being the one at the head of this article.

Chlorate of Potassa is a white anhy-
drous salt of a cooling and slightly acerb
taste. It is certainly a remarkable remedy
in the treatment of the diseases of poul-
try, especially those of a cankerous or
roupy nature. Those who have occasion
to use anything of this kind will find its
efficacy much increased by adding to the
solution a quantity of crushed sugar,
about double the bulk of the chlorate
used to form the solution.

.'Vs the chlorate is only soluble in six-
teen parts of water at 60°, no fears need
be etitertainetl of getting too strong a
solution, and I find the most convenient
mo<le of preparation and use to be this :

Take one ounce of chlorate and two
ounces of crushed sugar, and put them in
a half-pint bottle and fill up with soft
water at ordinary temperature

; label it

"Solution of Chlorate of Potassa," and
the article will be ready for use in a
aVinrt fiitiA aurl »».«11 Uaa^ r»»»^ r^.. —„ «w^j. »""»• "! am
length of time.
My mode of administering the remedy

differs somewhat from anyone else, as I

do not stop to simply swab or wash the
mouth of the bird but administer a tea-
spoonful or two, according to the size of
the fowl, as I find that the chlorate taken
into the system by means of the stomach
has the property of allaying feverish
symptoms and expelling canker from the
throat and mouth of the fowl much more
effectively than if used as a wash alone,
and here is where I find the sugar to be
such an admirable addition to the solu-
tion, as it seems to act in a peculiar man-
ner in loosening the mucus and phlegm
in the throat, so that it may easily be re-
moved, or in fact coughed up and ex-
pelled by the fowl itself. It also seems
to exert a soothing effect upon the mem-
brane with which it comes in contact,
and by covering up the saline taste of the
chlorate makes it more acceptable to the
fowls, so that no trouble is had in getting
them to drink it after putting it in the
mouth.
No one need fear to use this remedy,

f6r although so powerful in removing
canker it is comparatively harmless. I

have given to a full grown' hen as high
as two teaspoonfuls at a dose, and re-
peated the nose four or five times a day,
and every time with marked benefit, and
a speedy recovery in every case.—C. W.
Beaton in Poultry World,

pearance. They are quiet and less pug-
nacious than other bantams. The hens
are rery good layers and mothers.
Being comparatively scarce there is

little choice shown in mating them. But
if the fancier is fortunate enough to have
birds to select from he should choose a
cock of good carriage, with short yellow
legs, drooping wings with black flighU,
body white ; tail erect with long black
sickle feathers showing white shafts

;comb large and upright, with moderate
serrations, and v attles long and red. As
very short yellow legs are an essential
characteristic of the Japanese bantam, the
hen should be carefully chosen in that
respect, with drooping wings, black
flights, white body and tail large, erect
and fan shaped. The hen's comb is
twisted

; it seems naturally to grow that
way. The mansard tail in some cuts is
evidently overdrawn. — Ohio Poultry
Journal.

Moulting.

The domestic fowl changes its feathers

and goes through the critical period
called "moulting" once a year. This
may be said to usually take place during
the months of July and August, although
certain individuals may moult at any
time from May to Octobiir, and even in
the winter months, and fowls during this
dangerous period should be well treated,
as they are all more or less stupid aud
ailing. They should have an abundance
of water and will be benefitted by putting
in each drinking vessel a few drops of
tincture of iron. They need good, whole-
some food, care being taken that they
are not overfed.—California Cackler.

larger variety of ducks, but has not the
size of body of either the Aylesbury or
the Rouen and for that reason is not so
good. But it is excellent for crossing,
and we have evidence to show that the
admixture of Pekin with .Avlesbury pro-
duces the most rapidly maturing duck-
ling we have. The Rouen, is another
valuable member of this tribe and grows
much larger than any other, but it does
not mature rapidly and consequently is
not used for spring ducklings. Where
fully grown ducks are in demand it is
the best of all varieties, as it attains a
large size and the flesh is of splendid
flavor and quality. The Rouen is marked
like the Mallard or wild duck. The Ca-
yuga is a duck which is very good indeed
for size and quality of flesh, but is rather
dark in the meat, the plumage and legs
being entirely black. It is a varietv
which well repays cultivation. Though
there are many other breeds of ducks,
the four we have named are the best for
profitable purposes, manv of the others
being simply fancy breeds and therefore
not within our purview.—S. Beale in the
Country Gentleman.

What Hens to Save.

Value of the Fancier's Labors.
The breeding and rearing of poultry

for the market is one of the most import-
ant and interesting branches to which
the fancier or amateur could direct his

attention. The farmer has his interest
directly contingent upon what efforts he
tnay ftlalri? toworri iitirtrQ«^.o*^A«.4- «...! *t--

amateur may be well said to be in the
same position, although his advantage
does not seem to flow so markedly to-
wanl him. A celebrated writer says in
substance "that an industrious man is
never without half an acre of garden
ground to till." meaning probably that
he who can find employment for his
leisure hours in the study of nature and
her economies exhibits that refinement
of mind which is the most creditable to
humanity. This credit is begotten by
the usefulness of the pursuits engaged
in, and is not to be defeated because fool-
ish persons may think proper to desig-
nate a laudable pursuit by the title hobby
or mania.
The amatuer fowl breeders hav6 not

been the least useful in promoting im-
provement in domestic poultry. They
have been the conservators of all which
demonstrated purity and repudiators of
everything which tended to vitiate the
character of the di.stinctive breeds. Their
leisure and the scientific tests which
they apply to whatever is presented be-
fore them enables them—much more
than the farmer—to take careful, zealous
cognizance of what is right or wrong in
fact or theory ; thence their special use-
fulness.—The American Fowl Breeder.

With September begins the yearly
slaughter of poultry, and we have a few
needful remarks to make on the subject.

It is occasionally the case that the entire
flock is sacrificed, but this mode is not
wise. Always keep a few of the hens
that you know are good sitters and
mothers. If they are old and tough no
matter, as they are not for table use, and
no matter what kind of hens you keep,
take notice of those which are extra lay-
ers and save their precious lives. Per-
haps they are past their prime as egg
producers, but you want to get your
stock from them and so lay the founda-
tion for a successful hennery or stock
of fowls. If you are breeding fancy
stock or thoroughbreds and have even
one of typical form and markings spare
her, for she is more valuable than the
yet untried pullets even if of as high
^ J, ..-.V- ..... ..J. ^.....o, ,« oi^niLu, ^ivc
you pleasure in her progenv when, like
some human mothers, the glory of her
beauty has departed. There is still an-
other that has to be spared, and that is
the bird that by beauty only graces the
poultry yard. She may be a poor layer,
or her eggs may be chronically unfit for
hatching, or even her offspring may
never prove of equal merit as to beauty,
but if you are a young fancier aud ex-
hibitor, she must be allowed to live sim-
ply because "a thing of beauty is a joy
forever." But if you value your reputa-
tion never sell such a bird, and if you de-

"

sire profit never breed from such. Keep
her solely to fill a niche in the beauty
room.—Canadian Poultry Journal.

Ducks.

Japanese Bantams.
Pets of all kinds will be in demand as

long as there are persons to enjoy them
and to take pleasure in breeding and
rearing them and having them about the
place. For years bantams of different

kinds have been bred and kept as pets,

and breeders have given them so much
care and attention of late years that the
different breeds are greatly improved in
all features and characteristics which go
to make bantams desirable and valuable.
Japanese bantams came to us through

England. The;y differ from our ordinary
bantams in their hijjh single combs, very
dumpy looking bodies, and tail, which is
long and carried upright, touching the
neck where the curve inclines forward,
and this with their sword-like shape
gives the birds a unique and pleasing ap-

Of ducks there is a good variety to

choose from, but as a rule farmers look
to one or two breeds for their supply.
The first favorite is the Aylesbury, a
long-bodied, l)oat-shaped white duck that
grows very rapidly, so that when the
early markets are in view there is no other
breed that can compete with it. Duck-
lings of this breed can be reared to four
and even four and a half pounds in
weight at seven to eight weeks old and If
ready for the spring trade will often bring
a shilling per pound and at times even
more. To do this they must be fed well
and regularly, but it pays to do so. An-
other white plumaged fowl is the Pekin,
which has had a considerable measure of
support. It is more upright in carriage
than the Aylesbury and carries itself like
the penguin. The bill and legs are orange
or yellow, while those of the Aylesbury
are much paler, so that the one breed
can easily be distinguished from the
other. It is the best layer of all the

Fattening Chickens for the Table.

The three prime rules to be observed
are, sound and various food, warmth and
cleanliness. There is nothing that a fat-

ting fowl grows so fastidious about as his
water. If water any way foul be offered
him he will not drink it, but sulk with
his food, and pine, and you all the while
wandering the reason why. Keep them
separate, allowing to each bird as much
space as you can spare ; spread the
ground with sharp sandy gravel ; and
Uke care that they are not disturbed. In
addition to their regular diet of good
corn, make a cake of ground oats or
beans, brown sugar, milk and mutton
suet. Let the cake lie till it is stale, then
crumble it, and give each bird a gill-
measureful morning and evening. No
entire grain should be given to fowls
during the time they are fattening ; in-
deed, the secret of success lies in supply-
ing them with nutritious food without
stint, and in such a form that their di-
gestive mills shall find no difficulty in
grinding it.—Journal of Agriculture.

Sunflower Seed for Poultry.

The seeds of the sunflower are rich in

oil and are readily eaten by poultry.
This plant is easily grown, but requires
good soil. The seeds are sown as com
IS, in hills three feet apart and three or
four to a hill. It may be found valuable
to plant in a poultry yard, but the seeds
and young plants should be protected in
some way from the fowl . The mammoth
Russian is the most profitable kind.
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CAGE . BIRDS • AND PETS.

GAME BANTAMS.

The Silver Duckwing the Most
Desirable of All.

H. S. Babcock in Poultry and Pets.

There is not a member of the game
bantam family which is not worthy of

the highest admiration. To the lovers

of elegance, issued in diamond edition,

there is no fowl which elicits more praise.

The birds are the smallest, both in appear-

ance and in actual size, of the decendents

of Gallus Bankiva, and their figures are

trim and neat and their plumage brilliant.

For several years my favorite game ban.

tam has been the silver duckwing. I can-
not explain to another, scarcely to myself,

why I prefer that kind to others, some of
which have more gorgeous colors. While
I breed other varieties, especially the
black red, which is certainly a beautiful

bird, still my fancy clings to the silver

duckwing. It may be that my greater
success with this variety is an element
that enters into my favoritism. It certain-
ly is pleasant to find your birds winners
wherever they are exhibited, and have
their score run high up in the nineties.
But I doubt if that fully accounts for the
preference, for long before I ever owned
a game bantam I fell in love with this
variety.

Without attempting to account for my
preference, I think my admiration needs
no extended justification. Are not the
little chickens when first hatched aud
when first feathered, exquisitely beauti-
ful ? Do they not remind you of a dimin-
utive quail ? Is not their plumage, that
soft grey, pencilled with black, very pleas-
ing to the eye, and does it not have a
wild woodsy look ? And are not the little
hens, with their lovely soft colors and
their stained breast satisfying to look
Upoii ? Aim iue maies ; With a black
hackle like spun silver, with a breast that
has rubbed off from midnight its ebon
hiie, with a bar across the wing that
scintillates with metallic luster, a simple
combination of silvery white and black,
are they not beautiful? And does one
need to justify his admiration for beauti-
ful things ?

I have found game bantams among the
most easily tamed of fowls. With very
little effort they will learn to eat from
your hand and permit you to take them
up without indications of fright. They
are so fearless and courageous that not
to fear man seems to come natural to
them. This characteristic in a fowl
whose prime oflSce is to be a pet is a very
desirable one. No one likes a timid pet.
lU fear casts out the expected pleasure.
A shy bird can scarcely Ije called a pet.
The silver duckwing game bantam is

rapidly increasing in popular favor.
There was a time when it was sinking
into obscurity, but that time has passecL
lU merits were obscured by the extreme
style to which the black red had been
bred, and the contrast was discouraging.
But there were those who persevered,
and to-day the silver duckwing is little
behind the black red in station and style.
The demand is, and will be, for the finest
specimens, birds that are reachy, carry-
ing themselves in a very upright manner,
as well as of good color. But a good
one, even if a little off in color, will be in
demand and will not have to beg for
purchasers. The past season has shown
a very active demand for birds of this
character. I have had to turn away
numerous would-be purchasers for I
could not spare the birds I had. A friend
of mine, whose birds have a justly high
reputation, has bred more culls than he
could meet, and when last heard from
desired himself to buy a few good ones.
This variety emphasizes the fact, true of
any variety, that there are always pur-
chasers for the best and at remunerative
prices.

There is a great satisfaction in breeding
the silver duckwing game bantam. The
°\*M"8 's simple as anything can be
which is necessarily complex. That
sounds encouraging, doesn't it? By
complex, however, I mean that no mat-
ing can be a simple matter, for no one
can properly mate birds which he does
not understand, and to understand silver
Juckwing game bantams, or for that mat-
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ter any breed or variety of fowls, requires
considerable knowledge of figure, color,
markings and characteristics as well as a
clear idea of what one wishes to produce
and how this idea can be most easily
made real.

This is trne of white Leghorns or any
other solid colored fowl. And yet I re-
peat the mating of silver duckwing game
bantams is a simple matter, for the best
mating is the mating of the best birds.
This of course is subject, as all such rules
necessarily are, to certain limitations and
modifications. It might happen, for ex-
ample, that the Ijest two birds a breeder
had were both defective in the same man-
ner, both had too short chubby heads for
instance, and that another bird too long
a head, if that is possible, belonged to
the breeder. This too long headed bird
might not be quite so good, yet he might
be the better bird to breed from. There
is always a balancing of qualities to be
made, always the needs and short com-
ings of each sex to be taken into consid-
eration, but he will not go far wrong who
mates his best specimens together. The
matching for the show pen is the mating
for the breeding yard, the exhibition pen
is the breeding pen, and silver duckwing
game bantams lend their influence in
favor of the standard rule which has given
us such a deluge of words.

I think bantams are profitable fowls to
breed for practical purposes. Others
think so, too ; but the majority I believe
are on the other side of the question

.

Two men stood looking at my fowls yes-
terday. Said one, I was not present aud
I report it as it was stated to me : "What
would Mr. Babcock take for that big
Plymouth Rock ?"

"I don't know," was the answer, "but
let us look at the bantams." "There,"
said the one who was a fancier at heart,
"what do you think of them, how would
you like to have them ?"

"I don't think I would spare them
ground enough to run on," was his
crushing answer. He didn't believe that
bantams were profitable fowls. Perhaps
the reader does not. But I like the silver
duckwin&r eame bantams • don't von >

and realize how fortunate they are to be
tailless. They feed on grain, hay and
vegetables, the same as rabbits, and al-
ways need an abundance of hay or straw;
at least our experience is that they thrive
best with plenty. They are not so pro-
lific as rabbits, rarely having more than
four young at a birth and oftener only
two. The young, unlike rabbits, are
bom with eyes open, and are soon in
pos-sessiou of all their faculties and able
to move about at once. The colors are
chiefly white and black, white and tan, a
mixture of the three colors known as
tortoiseshell, and some are self-colored,
say pure white, yellor or black. Their
cleanly habits make them unobjection-
able even in the house, especially if, as
they should be, their pens are cleaned
every day. Hayseed, chaff, sawdust or
peat moss makes a good litter and keeps
the pen dry. In England much atten-
tion is paid to them, and they have their
cavy clubs, and count much on exhibit-
ing them, but there is little interest
taken in them here, and there are thou-
sands of people who never saw one.

Rats and Cats.

CAVIES OR QUINBA PIOS.

A Very Desirable Little Pet to
Have in the House.

From the Poultry Bulletin.

To the lover of pets, unable from any
cause to keep fowls, pigeons or dogs, this

little animal, in connection with rabbits,

can be made to fill the desired want.
Their odd little ways, comparative clean-

liness and harmlessness make them de-

sirable pets, and as they can be kept in a

limited space no objection can l>e offered

on this score. A box or pen six feet long,
two feet wide and eighteen inches high
at the front and twenty-two inches at the
back, give slant enough for the roof to
shed water. This roof should be hinged
at the back, and so answer as a lid to the
box, through which the refuse can be re-
moved and feed provided for them. Ou
the front side an opening three feet long
and four inches wide, well guarded with
strong wire netting, should be made for
air and light. This pen should be raised
at least two feet from the ground and
made of good inch stuff; this is to pre-
vent rats from gnawing through and
dogs from breaking in. The idea pre-
vails in some localities that cavies v/ill

drive rats away, but experience teaches
u»that the rats always get the best of the
fight when they are pitted against each
other. There are two varieties known in
America, the smooth-haired and the
rough-coated or Abyssinian. These rough-
coated pigs are curious looking little fel-

lows, as the hair is long and quite stiff

and dispersed over the body in what is

known as "cow licks." The smooth-
haired are, to our idea, the more prefer-
able of the two for beauty, and we would
never keep an Abyssinian except as a
curiosity. The term pig is given them
doubtless from the peculiar shrill grunt
they make when interested or excited.
Their size when full grown is from seven
to eight inches long ; they have a head
shaped much like a rat, except that its

nose is shorter and not so sharp
; ears are

short and carried always erect ; eyes full

and bright. They are tailless, which is a
surprise to a novice. But when told
that if a guinea pig is held up by hi stail

its eyes will drop out, they see the joke,

Here is a story about cats, the last

chapter of which is connected with the
recent demolition of the old Halle aux
Bles in Paris. About twenty years ago
this cat colony was founded in the most
natural way in the world. One fine day
the millers became aware of the fact that
an innumerable army of rats was en-
camped in the Halle. The invaders tore
the sacks and helped themselves freely
to the contents. With the view of put-
ting an end to this bad state of affairs the
millers placed rat traps in all the comers
of the old building, but this turned out'
to be useless. Then they had recourse
to the natural enemies of rats, and a few
cats were installed in the Halle.
For some time everything went on

very well. The cats created such havoc
and increased and multiplied so rapidly
that in a short time the place became un-
tpnaV>le for fst? Etid the ^\**'^^ *.«.. .....s^^.^

But in a few more years the cats became
so numerous that they in turn were an in-
tolerable nuisance. The directors of the
Halle then purchased about half a dozen
bull dogs, specially trained to kill cats

;

but, as the French say, the expedient
didn't have any suites, because the cats
took refuge in inaccessible places and
looked down upon the dogs with con-
tempt. Then the directors undertook to
starve them out, but that plan didn't
work either, because all the old women
in the neighborhood began to feed them.
And so they went on still increasing.

In despair the directors sent to the police
headquarters a formal complaint against
the cats ; and when all the formalities
were duly complied with an officer was
sent out with a package of poison from
the municipal laboratory, anci the poison,
it was expected, would in a few days de-
stroy the whole colony. But here again
disappointment was created, for the cun-
ning things refused to fulfill the condi-
tions of the tempting programme. In
other words, they left the poisoned meats
for the dogs. The latter, less wise, de-
voured it and died, while the Toms and
Tabbies enjoyed themselves at the feasts
which the old women gave them. Then
war was declared in dead earnest. Un-
der the command of M. Mouqin an
army of commissariat inspectors supplied
with Flobert carbines advauced upon the
Halle, opened fire upon the cats, and
brought them down to. a reasonable
uumljer. A great number of fugitives,
however, that had escaped from the
slaughter, encamped in the ruins of the
old building, but, now that these ruins
are removed, the cats that got away are
reduced to the coudition of tramps

CORRESPONDENCE.

INDIAN GAie^ATJHARLESTON.

A Pew Questions for Ross A. Smith
and G. O. Brown.

Editor Fanciers' Journai..

Sir : Mr. Ross A. Smith's efforts to
muzzle the press are really amusing.
There are papers which would rather re-
tain the patronage of rogues than expow
their tricks, but I am glad to see that
Thk Fanciers' Journai. is not one of
them.

You wish to know what there is in the
charges I made against the Charleston
association. Mr. Smith says they are
false, but takes particular pains not to
make any definite statemenU as to
where they depart from the truth. Mr.
George O. Brown tries to justify his part
in the affair. Now, if they believe them-
selves right and wish to convince the
public of that fact, let them come forward
and answer through your columns the
following list of questions. Truth will
never harm the innocent, and the best
way for them to clear themselves will be
to give honest and straightforward an-
swers to each one of the quentions. An-
swer each one separately, directly, accu-
rately and in regular order v. ithout beat-
ing around the bush nor switching off
onto some other subject. Mr. Smith,
take the stand.

1. Is it not true that your association
offered regular cash prizes on Indian
games?

2. Is it not also true that those priies
were never paid ?

3. Did you expect to pay them when

4. If so, why did you not secure a judge
capable of making the awards ?

5. Do you consider your action in this
matter perfectly square and honorable ?

6. If you are not heartily ashamed of
the whole affair, why do you try to hush
it up and keep the public ignorant of the
facts in the case ?

7. Do you expect to conduct the "great
international" on that same plan ?

8. Do you solicit the patronage of In-
dian game breeders ?

9. If so, what a.ssurance have they that
they will not be cheated out of their priie
money, just as I was last year ?

Mr. G. O. Brown, please answer the
following :

1. Had you as judge the authority to
pass unnoticed any birds which were not
disqualified ?

2. If so, what were the arrangements
made with the Executive Committee in
this case ?

3. Did you receive any special recom-
pense for passing those Indian games ?

4. In other words, did the association
offer to divide with you the amount made
or saved by your action, or did you do it

as free service for those who were hiring
you?

Reffardingr a Sparrow's Fall.
Krom the New York Sun.

In Grand Street the other day several
people cried out in terror at seeing a
ragged, bare-headed girl of six almost
under the feet of a coal cart horse. A
man seized her by the arm and swung
her to the walk, and as he looked down
upon her he said :

"Why, child, you might have been
killed."

"Yes, but I had to save him, you see,"
she replied, holding out her hand and
exhibiting a sparrow which had some-
how received an injury and fallen to the
street.

5. Do you mean to say that the birds
were not worthy a prize, or simply that
you were not capable of judging them?
If the former, I would call your attention
to the fact that those same specimena
were awarded first prizes by H. S. Bab-
cock at Augusta, Ga., the preceding week.
The point then comes up,

6. Do you question the judgment of
Mr. Babcock as an expert on Indian
gamcM ?

7. If, on the other hand, your excuse is

that you did not know how, why did you
not inform the association of that fact
and request them to get some other judge
to do the work ?

8. You have somewhere stated, I be-
lieve, that you did not judge the birds
because you could not score them. Now,
isn't that untrue ?

9. If you were so anxious to manipu-
late the pencil and score card, why did
you not practice on the Malay cockerel ?

He was given a first prize, but ttjas not
scored.

In reference to the receipt for prize
money which Mr. Smith talks abont, it
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may be well to sUte that the prize on my
Malay cockerel (the poorest bird I ex-
hibited) was paid, but the prizes on
Indian games wete not paid.

H. P. CI.ARKK.
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 23.

[SEPT. 97, 1890

INCUBATORS AT NBTV YORK.
A Plan Proposed to Test the Merits

of All Machines.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I read with interest the letter of
Secretary Rackham which appeared in
The Journal of the 6th inst. regarding
incubators at the forthcoming New York
show, and asking for suggestions that
there may be a better test of the various
machines. Accordingly I beg to suggest
the following as being in my mind the
only true way to ascertain which is the
better machine:

All manufacturers desiring to enter are
to send to New York three weeks ahead of
the show one machine, with an attendaut.
A large room in some suitable location
may be easily obtained for the short time
necessary, and all the competing ma-
chines to be run together in that room
The machines are to be attended to twice
daily in the presence of the judge ap-
pointed by the show committee, and all
acts by the attendant are to be noted by
the judge. One-half hour in the morn-
ing and again at night would be ample
for attention

; at all other times the room
should be sealed and no one allowed
therein. Eggs can easily be procured
but should be dealt out to each competitor
impartially, so as to preclude auy advant-
age to one machine oy reason of its be-
ing supplied with better eggs than the
othere. No eggs should be removed as
infertile, but rotten eggs should be re-
moved from the machine if such are
found. At the end of the hatch have all
eggs examined which fail to hatch in
each machine. Then have the judge
render a decision in accordance with the
result, this judginent to be accepted by
w.c Sucw Cuniiiiilicc u» the award tor the
beat incubator, and publish such awards
at the show.
There can be no doubt that the manu-

facturers of the various incubators now
on the market will hasten to embrace
this opportunity of running their ma-
chines side by side, especially those
who make the "best" machines, and what
better place could be selected than at
America's greatest show ?

The matter of expense could be ar-
ranged by each manufacturer paying
his pro rate of the extra expense incurred
by the association, which I do not think
anyone of them would object to as it
would not be heavy.

'

It is well known that the manner in
which prizes are or have been awarded at
shows does not really determine the
better machine, but only the skill of the
operator, while the credit goes to the
machine, and in such a trial c6unt me in
with emphasis. Yours respectfully,

JAS. E. Warner,
Manufacturer ThermosUtic Incubator

Nsw York, Sept. 16, 1890.

TORONTO'S BENCH SHOW.

Continued from pa^re IGO.

muzzle, nice in front, fair legs and feet,
very good coat, and was rightly placed.

Zetta, second, is a light silver, fair in
head, bad front, too low at the shoulders
too high in stem ; a very moderate
specimen.

Little Red Riding Hood, third, has a
nice type of liead, is a little too fine all
through-; good legs and feet, trifle out at
the elbows, very good bodv, well-sprung
ribs, little too high on legs for the
present type.

In the puppy dog class Banibo, winner
of first, has been previously criticised.
Rideau Rollic, unnoticed, is not a

cocker at all, simply a field spaniel and a
bad one too.

Rosedale Booties, v. h. c, is anothei
bad one, too bad to write alx>ut.

Idea, first in bitch puppies, has already
been noticed. Woodstock Minnie, sec-
ond is just a fair puppy. Rosedale Belle,
third, is a perfect weed and should have
been ordered out of the ring.

Sport, first, in novice class for dogs, is
too high on legs, very wide in front and
bad in head and coat. Rideau RoUie.
second, has been criticized above. Both
these dogs should have been sent out with
h. c, and the prizes withheld. In the
class for bitches Idea, first, has been
noticed. Flossie W. is a fairly nice bitch,
but not in a fit stete to show. Lady Obo,
third, is a nice type of cocker, a little
weak in muzzle and bad in coat.

» Count Graphic, H. Milkens.
3 King Bow's Brother, J. W. Taylor
V. Jem, J. K. McGlonhian.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Fan N., T. G. Davey.
2. Galena, John E. Gill.
3. Dutch Graphic, H, Milkens,
v. Nellie, H. Milkens.

PUPPIES—DOGS OR BITCHES.
I. Judge Lansdown, H. Milkens.

Kngrllsh Setters.
CBALLENGB, DOGS OR BITCHES.

, f Dad Wilson, I. S. Hudson.
"

I Bohemian Gfrl, J. S. Hud.son.

OPEN, DOGS.
1

.

Tony Gladstone, Joe Lewis.
3. Chickasaw, J. S. Hudson,
v. Locksley, T. G. Davey.
H. Canadian Jester, T. G. Davey
Dad Wilson's Boy, J. s. Hudson,

c. Lonake, W. S. Smith.

OPEN, BITCHES.
2. Heather, T. G. Ditvey.
3. Canadian Lillie, T. G. Davey
V. Genevieve, A. G. Habbick.

Scottish Belle, E. J. Walsh.
R. Sunshine, J. S. Hudson.

PtTPPIES—DOGS.
I. I.,ocke, T. G. Davey.

PUPPIES—BITCH ES.
I. Heather, T. G. Davey.

Lordy, T. G Davey.
Maud, """

LONDON DOG SHOW.

W. S. Smith.

Irish .Setters—Challenge, dogs.
I. Dick Swiveler. George H. Covert.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Ruby Glenmore, W. L.Washington.

OPEN, DOGS.
I. Max, A. V. Armour.
1. Kildare, W. L- Washington.
3. Red River Glencho. George H. Covert

Young Stock.
The birds you have hatched this season

wie generally half to two-thirds grown
rhey^should be coming on nicely nowThe broods are putting on their winter
plumage also, the down and early feath-
ers di-sappearing. In September and Oc-
tober you may cull the flocks to best ad-
vantage, since you are now able to de-
termine what are the most promising se-
lections to be made among them, either
Jor future sales, breeding or exhibition.
Uont t be too grasping in this process.
Select only the liest to reserve for vourown use, or for sale as breeding stock
Fatten and market the rest, and inNoveml^r you can get more for them asdead poultry than the imperfect, indiffer-
ent or scrubby individuals are worth to
carry through the coming winter It has

!^7 y.?u^
well said of poultry raisers

l-fi „*^^r*^*^ breeder is the gooil
Killer. If we were to give one secret
of success to the novice who aspires towin prizes or sell for high prices, and butone we would say-breed a great many
fowls and kill a great many.—Prairie
Farmer.

The Awards In Full—Criticisms Will
Be Given Next AVeek.

Special Dispatch to The Journal.
The London Kennel Club's Interna-

tional Bench Show opened at London,
Ont., on Tuesday, with about 300 entries.
The judging began on Wednesday and
was promptly finished up. Mr. Davidson
judged the sporting classes, while Mr.
Mortimer handled the non-sportinjf. Be-
low we give the awards in full. Criticisms
by Mr. Mortimer will appear next week.

Masting

—

Open, dogs.
1. Mode, H. Falconer.
2. Grimsby Caution, W. D. Forbes
3. Leo, S. F. Glass.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Bessie B., H. Falconer.
2. Bess, H. Falconer.
3. Ilford Bess, W. D. Forbes.

PUPPtES—DOGS OR BITCHES.
1. Grimsby Caution. W. D. Forbes
2. Lord SUntor, W. Hauld.
3 Leo, S F. Glass.

Houarh-Coated St. Uemards-OPEN, dogs.
1. Bruce, Pottersburg Kennels.
2. Bumie. H. Gorman.
3. Brian, H. Gorman.
V. Kildonan, Pottersburg Kennels
Don Phyllis, Pottersburg Kennels.

OPEN, bitches.
I Phyllis, Pottersburg Kennels.
2. Blasz, H. Gorman.
3. Luna, Pottersburg Kennels.
v.Glenisla, Pottersburg Kennels
Lady Cerise, Pottersburg Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Ben Maida, Pottersburg Kennels
2. Jeff, John Auld.
3 Nexo, P. Smith.
V. Don Phyllis, Pottersburg Kennels.

KUdonan, Pottersburg Kennels.
PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Glenisla, Pottersburg Kennels
2. Lady Cerise. Pottersburg Kennels.
3 Lady Cordelia, W. H. Auld
V. May Maida, G. A. McGillivray.

Smooth-Coate<l St. Bernards.
OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

r. Lola, H. Gorman.
2. Brindle, H. Gorman.
3. Nellie, F. W. Wilson.

PUPPIES. DOOS OB BITCHES.
I. Lola, H. Gorman.
Kewfonndlands-OPEN, xxxjs or bitchbs
I. I<co, W. J. Watson.

Great Deans—Open, dogs.
1. Melac, Herbert G. Nichols
2. Withheld.
3 Pollux, F. W. Wilson.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Irene, Teutonia Kennels.
2. Freda, F. W. Wilson.
3. Crazy Spot, F. W. Wilson.
V. May, F. W. Wilson.

Greyhounds—Open, dogs.
1. Scavenger. George C. Taylor.
2. Apparition, T. Dickinson.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Second Sight, George C. Taylor.
2. Orinsby Jess, W. J. Randall
I>eerliounds-UPEN, dogs or bitches

I. Nora, B. S Deering.

Pointers—Open, dogs.
I. Westminster Drake, T. G. Davey.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Biddy Clare, L. N. Nilaindigen.
2. Kildare Ruby, Geo. H. Covert.
3. Glidelia, Geo. H. Covert.
V. Kate IX, Geo. H Covert.
Gordon Setters—Challenge, dogs.

I. Champion Leo B., S. J. Dlxou.
2 Field Marshall, S. J. Dixon

CHALLE.NGB, BITCHES.
I. Rose, S. Hammett.

OPEN, I>OOS.
I. Ivanboe, S. J. Dixon.
Collies—Challenge, dogs or bitches.

I. ScotiUia, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
open, dogs.

1. Colonel Scott, Chestnut Hill Kennels
2. Langhan, McEwen «t Gibson
3. Montrose, McEwen & Gibson
R. Postern^ HT. Little.
V. Koslya II, Ciicsiiiui Hiii Kennels

Roslyn Dandy, Seminole Kennels.
OPEN, BITCHES.

Cora II, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
Alisa, McEwen & Gibson.

PUPPIES

—

dogs.
Watch, W. H. Beattie
Roslyn II, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
Drury, McEwen & Gibson.

Pl-PPIES—BITCHES.
1. Topsy. W. H Beattie
2. Clover, McEwen & Gibson.
Field Spaniels—Open, dogs (any color)

Over 28 pounds.
1. Black Pete II, J. A. Spracklin.
2. Black Diamond, B. F. I<ewis
3. Faust, Lackwell & Douglas.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. l^dy, R. P. Kea.sby.
2. Woodland Sallie, Luckwell & Douglas
3. Miss Bend d'Or, R. p. Keasby.

Irish Water Spaniels.
OBEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Patsey O'Connor, B. F. Lewis
2. Countess Bcndigo. Joe Lewis.
1. Ch. Brantford Red Jacket.Brant Cocker Ken-

nels.

Cocker Spaniels—(Any color, not over 28 lbs.)
CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES.

2. Sensation, J. W. Bunting.
3. Champion Brant, Cocker Kennels.
BLACK (not over 28 pounds.)—open, dogs.

1. Black Duke, Luckwell & Douirlas
2. Dude, J. A. Spracklin.

"
3. Nap. Brant Cocker Kennels.
V. Dono, J. G. Mitchener.
H. Pedro, J. W. Bunting,
c. Kildare, H. B. Nicol.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Novel, G. F. Bush.
2. Martha Washington, Luckwell & Douglass
3. Lady Obo, J. G. Mitchener.

"""K'ass

V. Bessy W., G F. Bush.
Bussy, Brant Cocker Kennels

H. FrUky U, J. A Spracklin.
OPEN, DOGS or bitches.
(Any other color than black.)

' J'A'??
•'haroah'sSi.ster, Luckwell & Douulas

2. Littfe Red Riding Hood, George Bell
3. Zetta, Brant Cocker Kennels
H.Crosby, George Bell.

puppies—DOGS OR BITCHBS (any variety).
1. Nap, Brant Cocker Kennels
2. Lady Aberdeen, Fred Dominey
3. Fatima, Brant Cocker Kennels'
V. Vice, L. A. Webb.

Beagles—Open, dogs or BrrcuBs.
1. Little Duke, H. Bennet.
2. Jane M., Middleton Kennels
3. Ruby, G. Bowman.
V. Witch Hazel Prince, F. A. Simpkins.

Fox Terrlers-CHALLENOE, do<js or bitches
1. Ethel, Blenitnii Kcmirls.
2. Bleinton Kubiron, Blemton Kennels
3 Blemton Brilliant, Oriole Kennels.

"

OPEN, IKX>8.
I. Blemton Racket, Blemton Kennels.

2. Btardeas Jack, Wooddale Kennels.
3. Blemton Brawler, Blemton Kennela.
K. Belvoir Bacchanal. R. Gibson
V, Blemton Trump, I. K. Macdonald.
h. Oriole Trap, Oriole Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Ebor Nettle, F. G. Davey.
2. Blemton Enid, Blemton Kennels.
3. Mischief, George Douglas.
V. Belvoir Tricksy, R. Gibson,
c. Nip, Munro & Cleghorn.

Wooddale Ravel, J. A. Burden.
PUPPIES, dogs.

Prizes withheld.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.
1. Oxford Blanty, Oxford Kennels.
2. Nellie Bly, J. J. Biggs.

3. Wooddale Ravel, J. A. Burden.
H. Witch, R. Gibson.

Wlre-halred Fox Terriers.
OPEN, DO<lS OR BITCHES.

1. Addswood Jim II, McPherson & Munro
2. Patch, McPherson & Munro.
3. Nettle Topper, T. G. Davey.
V. Miss Taylor, Oxford Kennels.

BULL TERRIERS-OPEN, dogs or bitches.
1. Royal IV, W. J. Watson.
2. Lillie II, W. J. Watson.
3. Danger, W. J. Watson.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS—OPEN, DOGS.
1. Prince, Blake & Hebcrton.
2. Sir Wallace, Blake & Heberton.
3. Jack, W. J. Watson.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Nanon, Blake & Heberton.
2. Merry, W. J. Wat.son.
3. Jeannie, T. Dickison.
V. Buttercup, Blake & Heberton.

DANDIE DINMONTS—OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.
I. Fan, C.J. Daniels.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.
OPEN, tKHiS AND BFTCHES.

I. Zulo, W. J. Watson.
a. Sting III, w. J. Watson.
3. Clansman II, E. Bissett.

SKYE TERRIERS-OPEN, doos and BrrcHKS.
1. Sir Stafford, C. A Shinn.
2. Toodles, P. and H. Smith.

IRISH TERRIERS-Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Ch. Breda Tiny, Chestnut Hill Kennels.
2. Burnside. B. F. Lewis.
3. Young Pedlar, W. H. Smith.

DACHSHUNDE-open, dogs and BrrcHEfi.
I. Feldmann K., Joseph Lewis.

PUGS—Open, dogs.
1. Bob Ivy, M. H. Cryer.
2. Climax, M. H. Cryer.
3. Joe, W. S. Smith.

1. Bessie, M. H. Cryer.
2. Cassina, M. H. Cryer.
3. Fly, Mrs. Grange.

TOY terriers-Open, dogs AND BrrcHKS.
1. Tiny, Miss Dickison.

TOY spaniels-Open dogs and bitches.
1. Toronto, Charlie A. Trebilcock.
2. Dandy, Mrs. R. N. Nicholson.

MISCELLANEOUS.
I l^?^'','; (^':?'>?? greyhound), J. Lewis.

I Othello (Schipperke) Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels.

BOOKS FOR FAJJCIERS.
The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following
books on receipt of published price*:

KENNEL.

American Kennel. Burges
Book of the Dog. Vero .Shaw

.'.'.'"''
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book"
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, bvRawdon Lee '

Collie Dog, History, Pointsi etc.;' roiored
portrait

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziei .'
.'

Dogs, Diseases of Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson .'

Dog Training, Principles of Ashmon't
'.Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond

Dog rrniiungand Points of Judging newand enlarged edition. Hammond'
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6m'o

'

Dogs Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashinont

Englishe Doggcs. Reprint of ivk '.'.''
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

^'^ ' ' •
•

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill toIX.'eich
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XllI.eachFox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions

Fox •Terrier, Breeding and Rearing" col-
ored portrait. Dalziei ...

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine bis-
eases

Our Prize Dogs. By Cliaries' H.'Mascin.'
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life- ^88
pages. Cloth to.oo; leather . .

'"'' ^
Our Fnend, the Dog. Stables ' ' "

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel'Management by B. Waters
Monograph of the German ' Ma.stiff orGreat Dane Dog .

Pedigree Record Book,'200 pages, eahnii-
eration *

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather '
" "

Points of Judging; new edition, correct" to

Practical Kennel Guide. "

Stable's
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prkc-

tice. Milinn
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeedins

«;»K^."h-:,"'' = '^l'*'
Portrait ofPlinlimmoii,"

Stonehenge on the Dog
The Dog, by Idstone .

?ll! nl!''ll°""^
Dalziei; coloriid portrait

iu £'*^li?"^'*- Stonehenge; 25 plirtraitsThe Mastiff, the History of. M. ri^w™un

I 3.00
8.00

300

1.50
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.80

3.00

•50

3.00

50
1.00

•50

•75

a.oo

•50

5.00
4.50
4.50

1.50

1.00

•50

7.50
3.00

2.50
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•50

•75
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1.25
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••25
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2.50
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THE KEISIISIEL.

pFox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLsiDE Kennels,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

soy

INCUBATORS.

Prairie Sfafe Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show. New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogrue. Address

G.A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,
76-127 Chester Co., P«.

IMPROVED aCELSIOR IRCUBJITOR

Fox Terriers?

-FOR SALE-
~:)

DOGS.
AdvertuemtnU mthout display inserted under

thu headingJor a eenUper wordfor tach insertion.

CoUles.

POULTRY.

O

^2lh''ta't'?'"^*""?Ii!LfE™"°°- Q"»n"»«^^BBtrl^r^ X. •^^"~~"" uimrmwou. UUaraatCM

PUBLICATIONS,

ipi?© ffomir\^ exchange.

From thoroughbred stock and the best strains
Circulars on application to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
80-92 p. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS.

IvEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2>ic. Open bands for old birds
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. a STARR. Box 295,

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
Jng the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The officUl journal of The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." liper year. Address *

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

FR SALE.—Young stock from prixe win-
ning blood. Prices reasonable. F. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del.

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Melchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyii Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roalyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney

., IJ^'°'' °"' °'' Metchley Surprise. Address
tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Ot'NG AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-
logue. Lake View Kennels, Worcester
Mass. „.,f

Y
Dos Medicines.

rF YOUR DOG IS SICK USE KELLY'S
L

Worm Cure
; by mail, 50 cents. Mange Cure,

50 cents. Distemper Cure, 50 cents. H. F.
Kelly, Providence, R.I. y^i,

AdverHsements without display inserted under
thts headingfar t cents per wordfor each insertion

Inoubatora.

F* SALE.—300-BGG INCUBATOR INgood order, with new improved moistuK-
pan, tested thermometer, moisture gauge
Also a few fine young Pekin drakes, eigh-
l^^^'^^'S?'*' "•" weigh 6Ji to 7% pounds

Wilmington, Del. t7»4o

Red Caps.

CHICKS FOR SALE.
Jameaburs, N. J.

J. H. DREVEMSTEDT,

Variona.

Bngrltsh MastlfflS.

FR SALE—Registered Stock, all ages. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. Berkshire Kennels,
Hinsdale, Mass. 79.81

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES FOR SALE BY CHAMPION SIRES
out of prize-winning dams. Regent Ken-
nels, Catonsville, Md. b 78-84

THE
Pineland Incubators and Brooders
Are successfully u.ned by hundreds of practical
poultrymen. They are endorsed bv the leading
poultrv experts. The incubators "are the most
durable, economical and simple on the market
Absolutely self-regulating.
The Brooders arc hot water top heat. All sizes.They lead all others. Send for our mammoth

catalogue.
everything for the POULTRY YARD.

Address,
PINELAND INCUBATOR CO.,

70-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cata, Cavies and Cage Birds
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Lettersand Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):One year, post free. United States and Canada.
^.2. 10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the lancters' Gazette. Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings. Ludgate Circus, London, E C
England. '

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut HiU Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, PhiladelphU.

Mastlflb.

FOR SALJ^FINE MASTIFF^^UPpIbS
males fifteen dollars, females ten. Write
for pedigrees. P.wr.ciark, Sh«rou,Pa. 80-82

Pnss.

tf

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onl^ J1.25 per year.
Single copies, ijc. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

>*

SPECIAL LIST NO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele
prated champion dogs and bitches now offered
lor sale for the first time. Neariy 200 dogs ofnearly all breeds are offered for sale. Now is
the tinieofyear to buy good dogs cheap. Listmailed on application. •- -<

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, «ftC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-per ol Its class. American breeders will find the
»,5x„???'o?, *''^'' adverti.sed in its columns.ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, f.3. 16,

En/tand^' '** * '*° *"~' ^'- *• *=•• '^°'*««'

FINE PUPS ON SALE.-Chequasaet Kennels
Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

THE STUD PUG CHAMPION KASH, A WIN-
ner on every occasion he has been exhibi-
*^ '°'^'"'*"'?[' '" *"'* special Cincinnati,
1888 ; ist and special Toledo, 1888 ; ist St
Paul, 1888; ist Richmond, 1888; ist and
l?^*^' Columbus, 1889; ist and special,
Philadelphia. 1S8.)

; ist and soecial TTolMo
i»»9;ist New Yck, 1890 ; ist and speciai
Cincinnati. 1890 ile has sired the follow-
ing first prize winners of this year; Sprake
Cashier, Mons. Dotsers, Lord Baltimore
and Mable E. F-e $20. Address A B
Pitts, proprietor Indianola KenueU. Co-
lumbus, Ohio. - -

E^^J^*^"*^^^^
°'" «°y variety of Howls sup-

plied at low prices The Fanciers' Publish-
ing: Co., 32 South Third St.. PhiUdelphia.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes Finely marked bitds bred byIrving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

TjEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
-t ?*''i*P^'^

dozen, or 75 cenU per 100. Ex-tended four page Blanks, 5 centa each, or so«nt8 per dozen, mailed postpaid The
SS?.°i'?' ^'."''"'""K ^°-

-
3^ SouthThlrd St.

.

rmiadelphia. Pa.

FINTINGeaUmates given for circuUra.canU
letter sheeta bill heads, price lists^'Shed:
ules, labels, lags, etc. Tfte Fancieia' Pub-

"u"la ^^ ^""^ '''**'"' ®' '

^^'^^^

FDIGRESS girefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publiah-

hla fti'
^ *'""' ^''*^ ^' •''"1*^'-

ANTED.BREEDING PENS OF FOLl OW-
ing poultry A i birds, although not for ex-
hibition: White and barred Plymouth
2.??"'^'I,"^

Wyandottes and light Biah-

S~-.~ «'?°' "-» Spnngdale Ave., EastOrange, N.J. j 8o«i

W

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted undet
thts headingfor t centsper wordfor tach imstrlion

VtmUMm.

b8o

Setters.

FORSALE.-Sam C. by King Noble-Cricket,
winner third. Setter Derby Central field
triflls l8Kn AHHr^ea U r'ln.. ^1^^ri^«j_i889. Address H. Clav Glover, 1203

53-^tf^Broadway, New York City.

J

w
BSSE M. RUTTER. Lawrence, Masa. sella

typical Scottish shakers at I5 each and ud-

HITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.Some grand birds for sale very low. Send

vllle, Ind. j,^

Jaoobtna.

T. W. TUtiGLE. Columbus,
^ and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
50-106

St. Bernards.

63-tf

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

140 S. 8th St., PhiU., Pa.

DIPIvOlVIAS
-FOR-

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THE USE OF

Cli4b Secretaries.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

m?.'il"/ "P?" '"' a" particulars of station, at-

rmf„'n^ls"e'x"'^fbTrlf.'''
"""-""• "P^^l «"«> ««<•

»2.~.'''Adfe°'"
'"'• ^50; each additional 50,

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, »8.00GranulatMl Bone, " lOO " a trGround Heef
,.^f";aP'»' - - - " 100 3.00
Crushed Flint, - " 8OO ' %'moCmsbed Oyster ^^
Shells, - - - " SOQ 9 00Send for our New Price List and Samples. AH

orders shipped proraply by freight on receipt of

C. H, DEMPWOLF <fr CO.,
42-93 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

FOR SALE.—Pups by Berkshire Prince, reg-
istered and guaranteed. Berkshire Ken-
nels, Hinsdale, Mass. 78.^,

ENTHON KENNELS, Phcenixville, Pa
breeders and importers of St. Bernards. '

67-118

vT. BERNARDS. — Grandly bred
; perfect

) markings. Lake View Kennels, Worcester
Mass. 76.tf

M

Swallow*.

G™„~ '^uJ '^ ^i Washtofton Street. Balti-
, more, Md. breeder of Swallows only ofall
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true (ancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them untU he hat now as fine astock as can be found.

Tomblera.

Varioas.

A

Pmo Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
I.JL».y'=.

"°"°ds, Beagles,Colli;s,Setter8.W.GIB-
BONS & CO.,W. Chester.Pa. sJnd stamp for dr

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company ta
South Third Street, PhiUdeTphU, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Panders^Pub-
lishing Co., 3a South Third St., PhUadel-
phia. Pa.

-[^OR SALE—RABBIT HOUNDS, BIRD DOGS
" ""

Ter-

7V-3

FOR SALE-RABBIT HOUNDS, BIRD DO
Bulldogs, Pugs, Fox. Skye and Irish

'

rier8,etc. H.F. Kelly, Providence, R. I.

POULTRY.

C"i^*^^
LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,

Cincinnati, O., breeder of fiying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Tnrblt*.

W HARRY ORR, Reading, P.., breeder oi
,
wing and solid white turbits exclusively
His birds took all the first and second pre-miums at New York show held in Febr«>

ary. They were owned by Mr. Gavin. 75-83

Various.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

thi.' headingfor t cents per word for each insertion

Advertisements without display inserted under
thts headingfor t cenUper toordJor each insertion.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photognphs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.T %7
South Third St., PhiladelphU.

A'
LL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilaoa's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96 ;

iR SALE-LOPS, HIMALAYAN8, ALSO
Guinea Pigs. James E. Chureh, Hacken-
sack, N. J. 7V-88

PRINTING estimates given for drculars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists sched-
ules labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

WANTED—HALF DOZEN PAIRS WHITE
fantails and half dozen pairs high flyinv
tumblers. Wilson, 214 SpringtUle Ave. Bait
Orange, N. J. 1 8<>«i

Bloodhounds.

FR SALE —A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf
Fair Haven, Vt.

Bull Terriers.

FbR SALE—The imported white bull terrier
Kingcraft, weight 40 pounds, by ChampionComo

; none better in America, grand all
round, perfectly trained and good house
dog

;
price $75. For further particulars ad-

dress E. F. Doty, 47 Wellington Place, To-
ronto, Canada.

Barred Plymonth Rooks.

MY ENTIRE YARD FOR SALE. THOMP-
son's strain. J. H. Drevenstedt, Jaraes-
buf*, N. J.

Brahmas.

B WARRINGTON, Hammonton, N. J.,
twenty-five years a breeder of light Brah-
mas. All my breeding and exhibition stock
for sale at reasonable rates. b. 77-80

Lop Rabbits.

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners in Eng-
land. Fred Stnhrer, 119 Abbott Street
Lawrence, Mass. 73-134

Artists and Enflri*aTers.

Golden Wyandottes.

EXTRA FINE EARLY HATCHED BIRDS
for sale.—Won first at Wilmington Fair.
Address J. K. Smith, Chestnut Hill, Phila-
delphia. 79:8,

-l-jRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cants
J7 Letter Sheeta, Bill Heads, Prtce Lists, Sched

ules, labels. Tags, etc. The Panders' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber ft
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photogrHphers in America
whereby we are able to make spedal terras
for our subscrit>ers who want photoctvphs
of their dogs. The Fanciers'^ PubllshinB
Co., ja South Third St., Philadelphia, p«.

w.
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Homing Pigeons

DAN WILLI/.MS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

ALSO TAILED AND SOUD COLORS IN
OWLS AND TURBITS.

Orders fo'- youngsters of I890

will be booked now.

JAMBS A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Just Out.

•••••••••*«* PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS APOPTSO BV TUB

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complbtk Description of the
Rrcoonizrd Varieties of Iiuronh,

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

The^Best PlaceJ^Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

WITHOUT A SINdLE EXCEI'TION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICil

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOB HATCHING.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. AV. VAHLE,
309 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
77tf

I AH NOT IN THE FI9S0N BUSINESS,

tat breed, for A FANCY . Ugh class

FAlTTAZZiS
In White, Blacl,

RedaDdYellow,

And have for sal
at all times

Very Sniierior Blnte.

nnexcplled in qaal-
Ity at ^2 .00 each,
and up. Saliatkotion

TAKIH FWOM LIFE
g""anteed.

Am glad at nil times to show tar stock.
DO NOT ANSWER PCS I'AL CARUa

H. C. NORTON,
Oermantown, Pa.

Or 887 Bo. Fourth St., Phtlada.

180
r

TO THE FANCIERS' PDBLISHM COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

inclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME.

ADDRESS

mmmi & clotb
MARKET. EIGHTH and FIBERT i'TS,

PHIIjADKLiPHIA, pa.

^THB

SPORTSMEIV'S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.
Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRA TTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

#»

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition Tor the De-

troit Show.

BLM STATION,

Montgomery Co.. Pa.

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterlnarj' 8iir^eon,

71-83 1898 BROADWAY, NKW YOUK.

Kennel Management

By B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner ol a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $a.50.

Address

Fanciers' Pnlilisliing Coipany,

32 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Sellmid M: Sons.

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.
No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

THE-

AMERICAN KEI^N^L CLUB

Stud Q^ok.
Blanks for registering in the oflRcial Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' repiorts and certified prize lists
of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,

N08. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

GAMK BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

ILLTISTRATEI)

BOOK OF THE DOG-

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

ONLY ONE

QUALITY

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from Hie above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sportinjf Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for I'rice List. 44-95

SPRAm PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
'^-Beware ofiuorthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, CerUin death to fleas, and
MEDICINES fnr all canine diseases.

• COMMON .SKNSR OF DOG DOCTORlNii "

(Post free, j8c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.THE GREATEST KGG-FRODUCING FOOD.
The most NuOitious and Di/^eslihle Fiwd for Ijxy-

ing Hens and for getting all kinds of
Poultry into Show Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Unt'qualcd for rearing Early Chickens.

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Re<liices the nsiinl heavy mortality in rcaiiiig

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.

-BY-

VERO SHAW.
NEW AND REVISED EDITION

NOW PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

Twenty-one parts now out. Price, prepaid, 40
cents each.

ADDRESS THIS OPPICB.

Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap .j>er cake .

"25 cents
Order from vour dealer. Full particulars tromSPRATTS PATENT (America), I^IMIT'D,

»39-«4S East 56th St., New York City. 71-97

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Columbarian, But-

falo, N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the best advertising medium of any paper in
America devoted exclusivelv to high-class, fancy
and homing pigeons. Only fifty cents a vear.

WORM POWDER
FOR DOGS.

I |i by maU. MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y,

VOL.6, NO. 14.1WHOLE NO., 81.; PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBER 4, 1890. f PKR ANNITM, f«.50.
\ SINGLE COpVT »o.

ENGLISH SETTER RODERIGO. FIELD TRIAL AND BENCH SHOW WINNER.

,r>.^yf:.
brittfirAi
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^NJHHEJSTUD.
Advertisements inserted under tk is heading at Ike

following rates: One inch, single insertion, Sijo;
t^.4ofor the month; t'S Jor three months; ^for
nx months, and $50for the year.

KILLARNEY

bCENNELS

jN^THE^TUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the follouring rates: One inch, single insertion,
t'-5°; tSio for the month; $13 for three months;
$29 for six months, and Jfjo for theyear.

po:INTSR IN STUD.

LEBANON

«//?£ BdiD IRIiiHSEnERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

CHAMPION "DICK 8WIVELER."

NOTED DOGS AT STUD :

CHAIVIPION
DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challeniife priite. New York show,
1890; also first and special prizes all over the
United States.

TEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show

1887 and 1888 (only times shown).

FEE $25,

GARRYOWEN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Garrvowbn

"the hero of the benches of Uurope."

FEE $25.
to a limited number of bitches of approved

breeding.
Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

tlbn.
Bztra choice Irish puppies bv the irreat Dick

iswiVELBR lor sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KILLAUNEY KENNELS,
50-101 177 State Strket, Chicago, Ilu

BY TIM-PEG.
RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Triali> and
first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, fco.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
^ short time

CH, BEAUFORT,
rhe property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have prove<l him the best
taastiffevcr known. He is the sire of more and
S««ter priie winners tljan all others living,

astiff breeders should make the most of this
Sand dog while here. Photographs 2s cents
udfee»75.

J. WINCHELL,
5S-I06 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

gTUD BEAGLE

TONY WELLER <54tt)

i

FEE, $10.

OAKVIEAV KENNELS,
P.O. Box 91, Phila., Pa.

WM. H. CHILD, Glenside, Pa. 79-t04eow

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
btnes both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the I'hiladelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, iirst,
Philadelphia; first Troy; first, Albany; first,
Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, I35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Furness.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;
first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of .(o r»ri»#»« unH «^nr»a »« En^l-Jld. This dc"*
is a wonderful perfomier in the"field. Pt:e"$is.''

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of
great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy clas.ses in England
last year ana winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of conaitiou
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, J25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB.
Carb W. H. Weiss,

43-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

JRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNEI-S,
**" Tremont. N. Y.

0LACK AND TAN TERRIER.

VORTIGERN II

AT STUD

Sire. Old Champion Vorligern. Weight, eigh-
teen pounds. Long, lean head; rich mahogany
tan. This grand young dog combines the blood
of the celebrated English Champions liurk, Lord
George, Prince George and Kenwood Oucen
Just the dog to breed to dark colored bitches
Pee. $15. Address EDWARD LEVER,
81-107 906 Bailey St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS
AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

Grand Companions, Ratters and Watch Dogs.

AT STUD

XHE SENATOR,
FEE, #15.

ROCHELLE KENNELS,
75tf Box 862, New Rochelle, N. Y.

THEJ<ENN^EL^
Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single insertiont
f'-SO; XS-fo for the month; $1$ for three monthsM for nx months, and j(jo for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

jmiEJCENNEL.
Advertisements inserted under this heading al

the following rales: One inch, single insertion.
f'-SO! tS-40 for the month; $1^ for three months;
tx for SIX months, and S^o for theyear.

Fox Tcrricrs!

-FOR SALI
~D

FOR SALE
Collies & Irish Terriers

We have for sale a large number of puppies of
above breeds. Collies by

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION 8C0TILLA,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

ROSLYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood bitches (in whelp) and
some first-class Irish terriers out of Champion
Breda Tiney.

We have also for sale at our English kennels
several good collie bitches in whelp to Christo-
pher.

PRICES Jiso TO I250 (delivered).

From thoroughbred stock and the best strains.
Circulars on application to

BCVERWYCK KENNELS.
80-92 p. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.

SPECIAL LIST WO. 12
Is now out. It contains the names of many cele
brated champion dogs and bitches now offered
lor sale for the first time. Nearly 200 dogs o<
nearly all breeds are offered for .sale. Now is
the time of year to buy good dogs cheap. List
mailed on application'.

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

63-tf 140 S. 8th St., Phila., Pa.

ADDRESS
CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

Chestnut Hill, Ph.'ladelphU.

POULTRY SHOWS.

DANBURY FAIR.
OCT. 6 TO 11, 1890.

Attenfiance at the Fair of 1889, 53,710.

GRAND

BENCH ANB POULTRY SHOW.
Excursion Tickets and Trains

ON ALL RAILROADS.

Send for Premium List to

B. C. L.YN158, Sec'y,
DANBURY, CONN.

qFox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prire-winiiing dams

IJiLLsmE Hennels,
53-i<H LANCASTER, MASS.

Peciiijreea Printed

-IN-

ATTRACTIVE FORM

AT MODERATE PRICES.

AX THIS OFFICE.

TABLE OP CONTENTS.

^ COXCH....! OI^I^IES

THE KENNEL.

-HOUSF

PFX DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST runi.I8IIED ^"~-^.„^^ PRICK, POSTPAID, 50c.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

FORDHOOK KENNELS
Are among the largest in America devoted ex-
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire; Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of oiir best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and free
descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, Scotii,i,a, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
79-'30 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Page.

Dogs for Sale

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

(WOODBURY Kennels,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs hoarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

Fixtures.
Do^ Shows, Field Trials, Poultry and
Pigeon Shows, and.Coursing 211

Thb Kennel.
Current Reports 311
Our Illustration an
London's Bench Show au
English Setter Club Meeting ata
The A. K. C. Meeting ai3
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.' aa«
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[ 219
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220
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Poultry and Pljireon Shows
„i*^'^'^''"I.'~'f'^^''^r'*^^^"""'>' Agricultural So-ciety Frederick, Md. H.C. Keefcr, secretary

Oct. is-Nov i.-Piedmont Expo.sition, at At-
lanta, (ia. Charles Arnold, .secretary

a!1°\^\?~^"^*'"" Expo.sition, Montgomery,
Ala., Poultry Department. T. Karrer Rackham
superintendent. East Orange. N JNov. ii-is.-Chattalioochee Valley Exposition,atlolumbus, Oa. Cliff H. Grimes, secretary
Dec. 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and PetStock Association, Rockford. A. H Currier

secretary.
Dec. 16-19.—Central Michigan Poultry and PetStock Association, Battle Creek, Mich. M. CHellron, secretary.
Jan 31-Ktb. 4-Oran'l International Pigeonshow. Cincinnnti. O George Ewald, secretary

Our Illustration.

Stud and Breeders' Cards, $1.50 per inch
for single insertion; $5.40 for one month, J15 for
three months, $28 for six months and Sso oer
vear. '"^ *^

Displayed Advi.ktisino, $3 per inch for first
and $2 per inch for subsequent insertions.

Advertisements must reach us by Thursday to
insure insertion in the current week.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

„ _ _ ^
Philadelphia, Pa.

P. O. Box. 916.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBER 4, 1890.

Subscription Agents Wanted
We wish to appoint an agent in every

town in the United States and Canada to
solicit subscriptions for The Fanciers'
Journal. A liberal cash commission is

offered on all new subscriptions. Write
for terms to agents.

Rkadkrs ok Thu Fanciersjournal
corresponding or visiting WITH AD-
VERTISERS WILL CONFER A FAVOR BY
MENTIONING ThE JOURNAL.

FIXTURES.
Dog Shoves.

Oct. 6-9.—Ninth annual dog show of the Dan-bury- Agricultural Society, at Danbury' ConnB. C. Lynes, secretary. ' '-"""•

Befell sIiXT""'"'"'^
Agricultural Society's

ici^w^- "^i?,.-*'"^'' »""""' »>e"ch .show of the
i?o.r ofi" "i'r "'? '';'."'"'y ""'' P*^' Stock Associ":
tioii, at Rockford, 111. John Tcague, secretary

^„„ p- 3;^-'''" 3.-First bench show of the Buck-eye Poultry and Pet Stock A.ssociation. afCan-

MMst^reet"" •^'"""«- ^'""""'y- ^^ ^-^»'

1891.

•u^.^u'
7-'4—Twelfth annual bench show of theMichigan State Poultry and Pet .Stock Association at Jackson, Mich. \v. F. Brace.^creta^

^wir^"'^r~^".''^^'"'.'''"°"«' Exhibition of theSouth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associn-Uon (notincorporatedrBeiich Show°^t Ch^ries-ton, b. C. rienjamin Mclnnes, Jr., secretary
Jan. 20-25._Hirst annual bench show .ff theLomsiana Poultry and Pet Stock Assw^lion atNew Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, secretary Box

Ihl^^w!:';^^""';''^''*^""' """ual bench show of
Ian,« m'"!'""^"'

^"'"^^ Club, at New YorkJames Moitimore. sut>erintendent.

.h-'ilr'^
24-27 —Second annual bench show ofthe Massiichn.selts Kennel Club, at Lynn MassD. A. Williams, .secretary.

'-y"n, mass.

Flohl Trials.

i-I^°\-
3—Second annual field trials of theCanadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Ont. C A»'°ne, Toronto. Out, secretary

an«KJ:,7j^\"^y' l'^'"'."'
''^'''' ""ials of the Indi-ana Kennel Club, at nickiicll.Iiid., P. T MadisonIndianapolis, Ind., secretary

••'"aaison,

Ma^'' "••p'^w^'ri' "^'"^'^ C'"''- a' Hynnnis,
MasT'

Chapman, secretary, Melrose,

ri^'.^Ti-
'°—Swond annual field trials of the

Stof^T •^7'"''' Club.atCIiatham.Ont C AStone, Toronto, Ont., secretary
Nov. ,7._Twemh annual field trials of the^ W "cJ,"'''^

'^""'' "' 0'l"h"r" Springs
retanJ^"

<-°*'"- Saratoga Springs, N. V., slc-

trll^Jt'T"?^^","''?"""""'''''' trials of the Cen-
H Oden MMU n^ ;"• "' Lexington, N. C c.

annnol^.Ti . ':'^,'''^''l''"'' Kcniul Club's sevenannual field trials at Deatonsville, Va.

Roilerigo. the subject of our illustra-

tion this week, is probably the best kiiowu
setter dog in this country. His owner,
Mr. J. M. Aveut, writes of the dog as
follows :

"Roderigo is evenly marked black,
white and tan color, weight forty-seven
pounds, was whelped on April 12, 1883,
and is built on syuimelrical and substan-
tial working lines, combining strength
and beauty of form. He is a famous son
of the famous sire Count Noble, and his
dam. Twin Maud, is renowned as a mother
of winners. She is by Gladstone out of
Clip, names which are familiar as being
of royal canine blood, and too well known
to dwell upon. Roderigo is a phenom-
enal field performer himself, having won
the All-aged Stake of the National Field
Trial Club at Grand Junction in 1885, de-
feating with ease such noted dogs as
Trinket's Bang, Gus Bondhu, Bob Gates,
Belle of Piedmont, Lady C, Gath's
Mark, Mainspring, Lillian, Gladstone's
Boy, Sportsman, Richmond and Ameri-
can Dan, and evoked the most genuine
admiration from the sportsmen present

:

and Dr. Rowe, in the report of that trial,

said

:

" 'He is, in our opinion, the best Eng-
lish setter in America, and as we have the
best in America, we can add the best
English setter in the world.' While thus
unquestionably a dog of wonderful field

powers, he is no less wonderful as a sire
;

in fact, he is peerless, having sired the
three Derby winners of three successive
trials held by the Eastern Field Trials
Club, in the respective years 1887, 1888
and 1889, namely, Joey B., Orlando and
Rowdy Rod.

"In 1889 his get won three different

all-aged stakes as follows : Chance won
the Eastern Field Trials Club's All aged
Stake and the Champion Stake ; Toledo
Blade won the Southern Field Trials
Club's All-aged Stake and Rowdy Rod
the Southern Sportsman's Association's
All-aged Stake."

local paper "the phenominal") in the
All-age Stakes, and Peg Woffington in
the Derby Stakes of the Eastern, Central
and Philadelphia Kennel Club. Mr. J.
H. Winslow has entered his pointer
Tempest in the All-age Pointer Stake,
and Duchess of Hesson in the Derl)y
Pointer Stake of the Central Trials. Mr.
Charles E. Connell will probably enter
his pointers. Rock and Fan Fan, in the
All-age Pointer Stake of the Central
Trials. We hope some of these gentle-
men will "get there," and with the kind
of dogs that they have entered, there is

no reason why they should not.

is most desirable when we consider Uie
company in which she will run.

•%
There is quite a spirit of rivalry among

the pointer men, especially Messrs. Wins-
low and Connell. Since the latter's

purchase of Rock and Fan Fan he con-
siders them sure winners in about every-
thing, but Mr. Winslow proposes to fur-

nish him pleasant entertainmett during
the coming trials, and in a tempest may
fan Mr. Connell aside, notwithstanding
his hopes are founded upon a rock.

« *
Francis G. Taylor and Dr. G. D. Davis

are preparing to send the^r string of Eng-
lish and Irish setters South in care of
Mr Thomas, the handler. Among the
dogs will be Katie Noble (who will not
have to be helped over the fences this

year), Beverly, Bang and List. The lat-

ter is Mr. Taylor's recent purchase from
Dr. Davis. Dr. Davis will send some
Irish setters which he hopes will prove
All-age winners. They are on the right

track, sending their dogs where there is

game, an example which might well be
followed by others who desire to own
nrst-class neld dogs.

Washington A. Cosier, secretary of the
Eastern Field Trials Club. seiifU out the
following notice to handlers, trainers and
sportsmen

: One of the most pleasant
ways to reach Amelia Court House, Va.,
the objective t>oiiit where the EMteni
Field Trials are to be heUI. is by Uking
the Old Dominion Steamship Line from
New York city tc West Point, on Uie
York River, thence by rail to Amelia
Court House, or if one prefers to go by
rail, take any of the railroads leading into
Richmond, Va., thence, via Richmond
and Danville Railroad, about thirty-six
miles, to Amelia Court House, where the
visitor will fiud very good accommoda-
tions for man and dog ; hut remember,
via the Old Dominion Steamship Line,
the fare is more reasonable, it is a lovely
sail, and the company will transport dogs
free and give their patrons every facility
convenience and comfort. The'trials ar^
to l^held at Otterburn Springs,aboutone
mile from Amelia Court House, which is
the railroad station, telegraph and post
office. The grounds are reserved and
posted for a five-mile| radius, Amelia
Court House being the centre. The
grounds are large, open and level ; and
Mr. Hitchcock, who has been looking
over them, reports birds very plentiful, so
that a good time and rare sport for those
who love to see a dog do first-class work
is insured.

»

•*•

On Thursday evening last week we
had the pleasure of an interview with S.

C. Bradley, the well-known handler. He
was on his way to Thomasville, N. C,
where he will do his training. He was
accompanied by his wife and children,
an assistant and seventeen dogs, almost
enough in themselves to fill a train.

* «
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I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The .Spanish .Stuitent.

We are plea.sed to learn that some of
our Philadelphia dog owners are suffi-

ciently enterprising to run their dogs in

other trials than their own. Colonel
Ridgway has entered his dog Buster in

the Derby of the Indiana, Central, East-
ern and Southern Trials. He has also
entered King's Mark (the absolute win-
ner of the All-age Stake in the Central
Trials of 1889) in the Champion Stake of
the Eastern, and in the Free-for-all of the
Central. Mr. Barker will handle both
dogs. Colonel Ridgway has several en-
tries in the Philadelphia Kennel Club's
Trials.

• «

Mr. Francis S. Brown has entered his

English setter Etige Mark (calletl by a

Among Mr. Bradley's dogs we noticed
the celebrated Rowdy Rod, King Dan
and several puppies, the property of Mr.
Ewing, of Indiana. Rowdy Rod will be
run in the Champion Stake of the East-
em and the Free-for-all of the Central.
King Dan will be run in the All-age
Stake of both Eastern and Central, and
the puppies are entered in the Derbys of
both trials. Mr Bradley also had Edge
Mark and Peg Woffington, Mr. Brown's
dogs, mentioned above. Mr. Bradley has
in his string Duke and Claude, belonging
to Mr. C. P. Fox, of Torresdale, Pa
which will be run in this fall's trials.

*

Bohemian Paul, one of the dogs which
was given by the family of the late I. Nor-
ris Cochran to Francis S. Brown, died a
few days ago from chorea. He hung
hinselfon a fence while trying tojump it,

which injured his spine and developed
into the disease of which he died. He
was a very promising young dog, and of
the;best breeding, being by Paul Gladstone
out of Bohemian Girl. This is the second
death among the dogs which Mr. Coch-
ran's family presented to Mr. Brown, the
other being the well-knrwn Nora, who.se

death we noticed some time ago. Paul
was entered in the Derby in the F^asterii

and Central Trials of this year.
*

Mr. Charles T. Thompson has recently

purchased a world lieater, and is very
mysterious a»x>ut it. We are imformed
that her name is Restless, a quality that

The Central Field Trial Club makes
the following announcement : The second
annual meeting of the Central Field
Trial Club will l)e run on quails at Lex-
ington, N. C, commencing December i.

There will be three stakes as follows

:

The All-age Pointer Stake, open to all
pointers that have never won a first prize
in an all-age ojien stake at any recog-
nized field trial in America. First prize,

I250 ;
second, I150 ; third, |ioo

; |io for-
feit

;
|2o additional to fill. The All-age

Setter Stake, same conditions, prizes and
forfeits as govern the All-age Pointer
Stake. Entries close Octo1x!r 15, 1890.
Winner of All-age Stake, |2ao additional.
The Free-for-all Stake, four-hour heat,
the pointers and setters to be run to-
gether, lioooto first. Last dog beaten
by winner of first to save his entrance
money

; I50 forfeit, I50 additional to fill.

Entries close November i, 1890. Any
trainer or owner working or shooting over
dogor dogs entered in the trials on tlte

preserved grounds, within a distance of
five miles either side of the Piedmont
Air Line Railroad and seven miles west
of the line drawn through the eastern
iKjundary of the village of Lexington,
will l)c disqualified and forfeit all entrance
money, purses, etc. For further particn-
lars, entry blanks, etc., address C. H.
Odell, Mills Building, New York.

On last Wednesday afternoon in com-
pany with J. W. we went to have a look
at the rough-coated St. Bernard bitches
Donna Silva and Dart, which had just
arrived on the steamer Montana, con-
signed to the Swiss Mountain Kennels.
Considering they have Ijeeii nineteen days
in crossing the pond their condition was
good. Both are fine big bitches and are
supposed to l>e in whelp, Dart to Lord
Bute and Donna Silva to Scout

•
• «

The Swiss Mountain Kennels are wise
in imiwrting good bitches instead of
dogs. Of what earthly u.se are the many
stud dogs when we have so few first-class

bitches to breed them to ? Prize winners
are seldom whelped by inferior dams.
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LONDON'S BENCH SHOW.

li

The Comments on the Awards of Last

Week's Exhibition.

special Report by Jas. Mortimer.

The Ivondou Kenuel Club's show, which
took place last week, notwithstanding the

unfortunate clashing of dates with the

Ottawa fixture, must be recorded as one
of the most successful ever given in the

Forest City, not ou!y in point of num-
ber of dogs, but most especially in the

quality of the exhibits, and, which is

a cause of much satisfaction, in the

great interest manifested as clearly indi-

cated by the large increase in the attend-

ance. The committee who have pluck-

ily carried this show to a successful issue

in spite of many discouraging circum-

stances are to be congratulated on their

perseverance. They have year after

year gone deep into their pockets to

make up deficiencies, and nothing but
their love of the dog and the deep in-

terest they take in its welfare aud im-

provement could have induced them to

tempt the fickle goddess again.

The entries closed on Saturday.the 20th,

. giving them but one clear working day
between the date of closing the entries

and the opening of tl»e show. This will

account for the several errors in the cat-

alogue, as there was no time to read proof
or correct copy. Judging was com-
menced at 2 P. M. on Tuesday, and with

the exception of a few specials, all awards
were made on the first day.

Mr. John Davidson judged greyhounds,

deerhounds, foxhounds, pointers, setters

and spaniels, all other breds being taken
by Mr. Jas. Mortimer. The officers were :

Mr. T. G. Davey, president ; Mr. A. G.
Chisholm, treasurer, aud Mr. S. F. Glass,
secretary and manager, to each of whom
your correspondent's acknowledgments
are due for courtesies received.

MASTIFFS.

The winner. Mode's, good head and
sire placed him well ahead of his class;
the second prize winner, Grimsby Cau-
tion, beiug light in bone aud shelly in
body, lyco, third, is plain in head aud
carries a bad tail.

Bessie B., the winning bitch, is better
in head and size than Falconer's Bess,
given second. Ilford Bess is very defi-
cient in mastiff character.
Grimsby Caution won easily in the

puppy class. Lord Stanton, second, is a
heavy-boned mabsive fellow for his age,
but is domed in skull and short of color.

ST. BERNARDS.
In the rough-coated dog class the well-

known Bruce wt.s awarded the blue rib-
bon, second and third going to Gorman's
Bamie and Brian, very similar in type,
nice flat coats, gootl bone but l>oth lack-
ing in size and dark shadings.
The Pottersburg Kennels showed two

very handsome puppies by the English
Champion Pouf out of their recently im-
ported Phyllis, which l)id fair to dis-
tinguish themselves whiu older. At pres
ent they are too young to show.

Phyllis won easily in rough bitches,
second going to Blase, a nice young bitch
but sadly out of coat. Luna, third, is

small and straight in profile.

In the dog puppy class Ben Maida,
very correctly marked and of good size
for his age, was placed first. Jelf, second,
lacks blaze and is too long in head. Nero
is plainly marked and a l)it flat-sided.

In the bitch class Glenisla and Lady
Cruise, two lovely puppies from the
Pouf—Phyllis litter, were placed first

and second. Lady Cordelia does not
carry suflicieut coat and is plain in head.
The open smooth-coated class was

headed by Sola, a very promising puupv
by Victor Joseph. Brunelle, secon(l, is

somewhat light in bone but has a very
good body and coat. Nellie, third, is

small aud faulty in expression.

NEWFOUNDI,ANUS.
Old Leo was the only entry, looking

the worse for age.

GREAT DANF„S.

The gigantic Melac, with his grand
proportions and sound limbs, had uo

trouble in dis])osing of Pollux, coarse in
head aud stern and in very low condition.

In the bitch class Irene won very easily
from Freda, a good Ixwlied bitch, and
Crazy Spot and May, both of which are
too small.

GRKYirOUNDS.

Scavenger, the English dog. had but one
oppone'it, Apparition, scarcely a .show
greyhound, whatever other qualities he
may possess. Second Sight, looking
short of work, won by her better neck,
shoulders, legs and feet from Grimsby
Jess, a plainish-looking bitch, a bit flat in
loin and soft in condition.
Nora was the only deerhound.

POINTERS.

Mr. T. G. Davev's Westminster Drake
"was rightly placed over Count Graphic,
Ideating the latter decisively in bone, legs
and feet, ribs, loin and hindquarters.
King Bow's Brother was described in my
Detroit report. Jem, v. h. c, has a plain
head, short neck and heavy shoulders.
Fan N. won very easily in the bitch

class, with Galena, much improved in
conditiou, second, and Dutch Graphic,
third, the latter being light in eye and
lacking in substance.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Dad Wilson aud Bohemian Girl divided
the money in the challenge class.

In open dogs first prize was awarded to
Tony Gladstone, a nice youngster by Paul
Gladstone, whose apparent legginess and
coarse stern are his worst failings.

Matane, well known, came second and
Chickasaw third, the latter's very good
body and excellent condition catching
the judge's eye. Dad Wilson's Boy, h.c,
was not in good condition. Canadian
Jester, a good-bodied dog, with grand legs
and feet, is wide iu skull aud coarse m
stem.
Cambriana, first in bitches, is well

known. Heather, second, is a very hand-
some puppy by Sir Tatton. Canadian
Tillie, third, is coarse in head aud stern.
Genevieve, v. h. c, shows age. Sunshine,
h.c, was second at Detroit, a rare boilied
little bitch, but handicapped by a wall
eye and plainish head. Locke and
Heather were the winning puppies.

IRISH SETTERS.

Blarney being withdrawn from compe-
tition left a walkover for Dick Swiveler,
whose coat and condition were not of the
best. Ruby Glenmore won in challenge
bitches.

In open dogs first was awarded to
Max, rather plain in head but above the
average iu shoulders, chest, back, loin
and legs and feet. Kildare, well kuown,
coming second, and Red River Glencho,
wide in skull and faulty in set on of
stem and hindquarters, third.

The bitch class was easily headed by
the very useful Biddy Clare. Kildare
Ruby, second, lacks size, is light in bone
and out of feather. Glidelia, third, is too
flat and wide in skull and badly out at
elbow. Kate IX is plain in head and
muzzle and has poor feet.

GORDON SETTERS.

The winners are all well known, hav-
ing made the circuit with B. F. I^ewis.
All are in excellent condition and form a
very strong team.

C01.1.IES.

Scotilla was alone in the challenge
class, and The Squire, being on exhibi-
tion only, left a very moderate lot of
open dogs for competition, headed by
Colonel Scott, gone very thick in head,
but an excellent coat for this season of
the year. Langhan, second, was de-
icribed in the Detroit report. Montrose,
third, is a very nice youngster by Maney
Trefoil; good in expression, nice legs and
feet, excellent body and carriage of brush.
lie will always l)e too small aud was all

out of coat. Postern, v. h. c. reserve,
has a fair head, nice ears and good coat,
but moves badly liehiud. Roslyn Dandy,
V. h. c, was out of coat. Roslyn II, a
long-headed, good-l)odied but coarse
puppy. rcfu.sc<l to show to advant.ige.
Cora II won easily in bitches from Ailsa.
Punpies were a very moderate collection
ana do not call for any lengthy descrip-
tion.

SPANIKI^S.

Black Diamond has good bone, legs and
feet, but is a trifle leggy and out of coat.
Faust is not straight in bone, but was in
excellent condition and might have won.
The winning bitch. Lady, is well

known. Woo<llaud Sallie came second,
and the over-fed and light-eyed Miss
Ben d'Or third. Topsy, unnoticed, might
have been in the money.
Champion Brantford Red Jacket won

well in challenge cookers,wiih .Sensation,
gone thick in skull and bad in front, sec-
ond. Brant, third, is blind of an eye.

Black Duke, the open dog winner, is

well known. Duke is not correct in
type. Nap, third, is faulty iu muzzle.
Dono, V. h. c, is flat-ril)bed. Pedro is

faulty in muzzle but better in type. Kil-
dare, c, has rare bone, good Ijody and
coat

; a trifle leggy and pinched iii muz-
zle.

The bitch class was headed by novel,
short of coat aud feaher. Martha Wash-
ington, second, is light in bone. For
third Bessy W. beats Ladv Obo, except,
perhaps, below the eye. Busy, v. h. c,
good body, bone and coat ; head not
quite typical, eye a shade light.

Iu any other color Knig Pharaoh's
Sister had a decided lead. Little Red
Ridinghood, second, has a nice head, fair
bone and good coat, but is a bit long cast.
Zetta, third, is very faulty in pasterns
and feet.

BEAGLES.

Little Duke beatsJane M. iu type. The
latter has a good head and ear, but is
long coupled and very shy in the ring.
Rul»y, third, is wide in front aud short
and fine in coat. Witch Hazel Prince is

very long-cast and flat in nb.
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Patsy O'Connor and Countess Bendigo
were placed first and second in the Irish
water class, the former looking well, but
the latter so much out of coat as to be
almost unrecognizable.

In field spaniels, dogs, Black Pete II
is undershot aud sour in expression.

FOX TERRIERS.

In the challenge class for
bitches New Forest Ethel, by
shoulders and denser coat,
Rubicon, looking extremely fit and well
Blemton Brilliant, third, is weak before
the eye and her superfluous flesh made
her bone appear lighter than it really is.

Open dogs, a very respectable class,
were headed by the sturdy Blemton
Racket, whose head has fiued down con-
siderably, in t)one, leg and leet, ribs,
loin and hiudquarters he has few equals,
but he is inclined to be a bit lumpy about
the shoulders. Starden's Jack made a
good second. He has trained off since
Detroit, there he was in very high con-
dition ; here he could have well carried
more flesh, besides he is not quite right
in his skin. He has good style, beautiful
tone and great character. Blemton Braw-
ler, third, is faulty in expression and car-
riage poor, and is not quite nice in out-
line. Belvoir Bacchanal, v. h. c. reserve,
is wide in skull and full in eye, but a very
good stamp with a rare good coat, body
and bone. Blemton Trump, v. h. c, has
deteriorated very much, is lacking in ter-
rier, characted and a bad shower. Oriole
Trap, h. c. is too small, short in head and
weak-faced.
Ebor Nettle, won in the bitch class

with Blemtou Enid second and Mischief,
a new face, third. The latter will be a
trifle strong in skull, nice ear, fair bone
aud goo<l outline.
Dog puppies were a very bad lot aud all

awards were withheld.
Bitches were a better lot, first prize

going to a very promising puppy by New
Forest out of P^bor Nettle, too "young to
show. Second to Nellie Bly, mousey-
faced and leggy but with a nice coat,
small ears, straight bone and good body.
Wooddale Ravel, third, has a parti-colored
nose, weak face and does not carry her
ears correctly ; Ijody, legs and feet good.
Witch, h. c, has a peculiarly shaped
head, too prominent over the eye and
weak in muzzle.

Wire-hairs were headed by Addswood
Jim II, a good coated dog, wide iu skull
and heavy in ear. Patch, second, is soft
in coat. Nettle Topper, third, much the
l)est headed one iu the class, was all out
of coat or must have won. Miss Taylor,
V. h. c, will have a good coat but is too
small and does not carry her ears right.

Hull terriers were a poor collection.
First prize was awarded to Royal IV,
good in boily and stern but thick in skull,
full in eye and faulty in feet. Lillie II,

second, was in very poor condition.
Danger is a pit dog.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.
Seven entries put in an appearance

and the class was divided by sex. In the
do^ division Hlake and llerbertsou's
Prince beat Sir Wallace in head, shoulders
and markings. Jack, third, is too large.

In t'itches Nanon had things pretty
much her own way. Merry, second, is a
good bodied bitch with good legs and
feet and nice stern. She is inclined to
be cheeky, faulty in color of tan and in-
distinct in" markings. Jennie, third, has
a crippled pastern joint. Buttercup, v.
h. c. is plain in head and deficient in
markings.

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.
Mena, the winner, is too large, but a

very characteristic bitch, good iu skull,
eye, jaw, body, stern and coat. Fan, sec-
ond, is faulty in head, eye and ear, soft,

in coat and short in l)ody'

BEDLINGTON TRRRIF.RS.
A real good one in Watson's Zulu was

shown, a trifle large in ear and not quite
arched enough iu loin; good eye, bone
aud coat. Sting II, second, is wrong in
coat and leggy. Clansman II, third, is
light in eye and coarse all over.

SKVF, TERRIRR.S.

Sir Stafford, with his grand head, good
eye and hard coat, had no difficulty in
beating Toodles, almost too toy-like and
soft in coat. Three very pretty York-
shire terriers were wrongly entered in
this class but were transferred.
They are very handsome and would not

be disgraced in any company.
IRISH TERRIERS.

Breda Tina, in good coat aud condition,
won over Burnside, whose very short
head and weak jaw will always keep him
back when he gets in really good com-
pany. Young Pedlar is too leggy, light
eye, and has very heavy, badly-carried
ears.

DACH,SHUNDE.
Feldmann K. won easily in the class

for Dachshunde.with a nice red dog,rather
coarse in head, second, and B. F. Lewis'
well-known Gill third.

PUGS.

In dogs Bob Ivy won, with the same
owner's Climax, secoud. Joe, third, is

p'ain in head and grey in muzzle, also too
large.

Champion Bessy and Cassina, both well
known iv<*r<» firut qiiH second in \xitf*Ut%^

with Fly, a local entry, third, the latter
plain-faced and a size too large.

TOY TERRIERS.
Miss Dickinson's Tiney, first, and W.

Bennett's Pete I, second, are both toy
black aud tan terriers.

TOY SPANIELS.
Toronto Charlie had another

added to his long list of winnings.
R. N. Nicholson's Dandy is a
rather long in muzzle but good in
body, coat and feather.
The miscellaneous class contained

Campbell & Blake's three whippets, Ben
Bone, Nellie Gray and Maggie ; the Schip-
perke Othello

; Joe Lewis' lulian grey-
hound Spite ; Tip, a small bull terrier,
and Mollie, said to be a harrier. The
whippets, vSchipperke and Italian grey-
hound were in the money.

prize
Mrs.
mby,
skull.

ENGLISH SETTER CLUB MEETING.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
An adjourned meeting of the English

Setter Club will be held October 23, at

the office of the secretary, Mr. P. C. Ohl,

50 Broadway, "for the consideration and
adoption of a stan<lard and the transac-

tion ofany other business that may come
before it."

The postponement of action to this

date is taken at the suggestion of the
Standard Committee, and it is intended
to afford every one interested an oppor-
tunity to present his views on the mat-
ter. Therefore, all breeders and owners
of p;nglish setters, and all i>ersons inter-
ested in the breed are now again earnestly
invited to joiu the club, give the l>enefit
of their opinions and experience to the
end that the standard, as finally accepted,
may be as nearly as possible iu accord-
ance with the true weight of opinion
among Paiglish setter men iu this coun-
try.

A copy of the standard, as rej)orted by
the Standard Committee, will l>e for-
warded to each member for criticism, on
which subject all communications from
members will have full consideration,and
as provided by the constitution any
member not able to attend the meeting
in person will have a right to vote by
proxy. Percy C. Ohl, Secretary.

THE A. K. C. MEETING.

Official Report of the Business Trans-

acted Last Thursday.

The regular quarterly meeting of the
American Kennel Club was hehl at No.

44 Broadway, New York City, Thursday,
September 25, 1890, President August
Belmont, Jr., in the chair. The follow-

ing delegates were present :

American Pet Dog Club .... Dr. M. H. Chver
American Fox Terrier Club . . W. Ritthbrkohd
American Beagle Club H.F.Schkllhass
American Mastiff Club FTUnderhili,
American Spaniel Club R.I'.Kkashkv
Calirornia Kennel Club Max Wenzkl
Collie Club or America JD.Shotwei.i,
Duquesne Ker.r.c'i Club W.ELittell
German Mastiff ur Great Dane Club,

G. Moss-Ahnolt
Long Island Live Stock Fair Association,

J.Van ScHAtCK
Michigan Kennel Club HECook
Massachusetts Kennel Club . . . Robert Leslie
Mascoutah Kennel Club Jas. Mortimer
National Greyhound Club L.C.Whito.v
New Jersey Kennel Club. . . A.C.Wilmerdino
Philadelphia Kenuel Club JH.Winslow
Pointer Club of America G.W.LaKue
South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock. Associa-

"<»' H.Clav Glover
St. Paul aud Minnesota Kennel Club . A.D.Lewis
Westminster Kennel Club T.H.Terrv

..-™- . .. u f "" J Hrank Perry,
Associate Members J James L. Antiio.vv,

(A. P. Vreijenrurgh.

Secretary Vredenburgh read the cre-
dentials of Mr. Rolin P. Keasbey, repre-
senting the American Spaniel Club

; Mi
Max VVenzel, representing the California
Kennel Club

; Mr. J. D. vShotwell, repre-
senting the Collie Club of America

; Mr.
L. C. Whiton, representing the National
Greyhound Club; Dr. H. Clay Glover
representing the South Carolina Poultry
and Pet Slock Association

; W. Ruther-
ford, representing the American Fox Ter-
rier Club, and W. E. Littell, representing
the Duquesne Kennel Club, all of which
credentials were on motion accepted.
The Secretary stated that President

Logan, of the Youngstown Kennel Club
was present as a delegate, but that his
credentials had not yet been received
Mr. Logan stated that the absence of his
credentials was undoubtedly caused by
an oversight.
The rules requiring the credentials to

be signed by the secretary of his club
before Mr. Logan could be recognized as
a delegate. Mr. Anthony moved that he
be granted the privilege of the floor, but
without the riglit to vote until his creden-
tials arrived. Seconded and carried The
nimutes of the last meeting read and
adopted. The Secretary then read his
report as follows

:

New York, September 24, 1890.
Executive Committee American Kennel
Club :

Gentlemen-
: I beg to submit for your

action the applications for admission to
meml>ership from the English Setter
Club, New York

; National Beagle Club
of Boston, Mass., and the South (Caro-
lina Poultry and Pet Stock Association
of Greenville, S. C. According to the
constitutions of above clubs, they are
eligible to membership. In the case of
the National Beagle Club, the application
specifies that the principal object of said
club IS for the purjiose of holding field
trials for l>eagles, but the constitution
also specifies as one of its objects "to
promote the improvement on the bench "
of Its special breed.
The American Beagle Club has been a

"it'J
*'','''^ »»»'» club since February 23,

18.S.S, and was organizeil for the purpose
otthe improvement of the l)eaKle the
adoption of a staiulard to breed to and tobe judged by on the bench. It is now foryou to decide as to the justice or expe-
<tieticy of the admission of another club
confined to the l>eagle. In the case of

P^^ ,
"PP''^«t'0" ol" the South CarolinaPou try and Pet Stock Association, Iwould call your attention to the fact thatwe already have a meinl>er under thesame title, with its headquarters at

Charleston, S. C. Said club was elected
I-ebruary

., 1X89. The application from

Im,/fT* '^.'""^' ^^'"•'' a^lvertised inJune, July and August Gazettes, was with-drawn September 3, 1890.

JUly 18. 1890, I received a notice from the

Tho^^'*
'''"""> ^''"'^- and signed JanV^:Thompson, secretary protem. to the effect

that at a meeting of said club the fol-
lowing resolution was passed :

" That the
American Kennel Club be censured for
refusing to receive our delegate at their
meeting of May 22, he being furnished
with proper credentials by the Maryland
Kennel Club."
The Cleveland Bench Show Associa-

tio<l notified this club of its change of
name to that of the Cleveland Kennel
Ciub and requests that such change may
l>e made upon our records. I beg to
report that the suspension of F. W.
Knoblauch for a period of six months
has l)eeii removed by the expiration of
the time stated, March 21, 1890, to Sep-
tember 21, 1890.

*^

I hereby report that I filed with the
Michigan Kennel Club a protest against
the award to entry 312, class 148, wire-
haired fox terriers, at its show held
Septeml)er 2 to 5, 1890. said dog beiug
shown under the name of Wentworth
Wonder. My reason for the said protest
was to protect the prefix "Wentworth,"
which was duly registered June 23, 1888,
by another party. I have been instructed
by the owner of the dog shown at Detroit,
to change the name of his dog to Wonder!
aud have corrected it accordinglv in the
certified prize list, to be published in the
Gazette for September.

I submit herewith a complaint from
Mrs. F. Smyth against the Cincinnati
Kennel Club for a violation of its own
rules at its show held in June of this year,
in that said club reopened a class that
had been already judged, to admit two
<logs that had been received on the sec-
ond day of the show. I also submit an
appeal from Dr. M. H. Crver against
the awarding of the special' prize "for
best kennel of four pugs" at the Cincin-
nati Kennel Club show June, 1S90 Dr
Cryer protested the said award, and as
said protest was not allowed by the Show
Committee ofthe Cincinnati Kennel Club
he now appeals against this decision!
The necessary deposits of five dollars
with the protest and ten dollars with the
appeal have been made, as required by
the rules.

I herewith submit a comnlaint from
Mr.T. Jacobs, of Newton Abbot, England
against Mr. E. M. Oldham, New York'
stating that in connection with the sale
of some of his dogs to said Oldham a
balance of ^90 or I450 was due ; that he
accepted a draft on New York for said
amount. Said draft was not honored by
the bank when presented for payment
and up to August 13, 1S90, had never
l)een redeemed by said Oldham. Mr.
Jacobs asks for some action by this club
to prevent said Oldham from exhibiting
the dogs not paid for, and advises that
his attorney in the city will produce
such evidence and proof in his behalf as
may be required.
Under date of May 5, 1889, Mr. Jas.

Watson filed with this club an appeal
from the decision of the Rochester Ken-
nel Club in the matter of his protest
against Metchley Surprise, wrongly en-
tered in the challenge class at the ',liow
of 1889. At the meeting of this club
held May 23, 1889, this appeal was heard
and the decision aud action of the
Rochester Club was reversed and Mr.
Watson's protest sustained. In Mr. Wat-
son's protest he requested the Rochester
Kennel Club to have reserve numbers
taken on account of his dog Clipper com-
peting against Metchley Surprise for a
special prize. As said Watson has never
been able to leara from the Rochester
Kennel Club whether or not his request
for reserve numbers had been complied
with, he submitted the matter to this club
and asked that some action might be
taken to ascertain why his request had
not been granted. This matter was re-
ferred to the Advisory Committee, and at
Us meeting December 19, 1889, the matter
was laid over until such time as Mr. Wat-
son would produce evidence to sustain
his appeal. And again at the meeting of
said committee held Ai)ril 7, 1890, both
parties were requested to furnish particu-
lars as to time and dates of protest and
request for reserve numbers. 'Mr. Wat-
sou lias complied with all of the requests
of the committee, but the committee
finds it impossible to obtain any infor-
mation from the Rochester Kennel Club.
Its secretary writes under date ofJuly 26!
1890, that he prefers to say nothing re-
garding the matter, and refers me to Dr.
J. P. Gray, the president of the club. I
addresseil a coinmuiiication to said Gray
on April 8, 1890, requesting him to reply
to five questions as directed by the Adf-
visory Committee, to which no reply has
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yet been received, neither has the letter
been returned to this office. I again
wrote Gray on July 30, 1890, and regis-
tered the letter, which was returned tome from the post office as unclaimed I
respectfully submit that the Rochester
Llub should be compelled to reply to the
questions put to it to enable this club to
transact the business before it, or said
club should be disciplined for such neg-

Owing to an impression that the Dan-
bury, Conn., wins would count this year
probably gained by the recognition of the
awards won at that show in 1889 I
thought it my duty to publish in the
sporting papers the following card :

In reply to the many inquiries received from
intending exhibitors and for the general infor-
mation of the public I desire to give notice
through your columns that the wins at the forth-
coming bench show to be held at Danbury.Conn

.

will not be recognized, the Connecticut State
Kennel Club, under whose auspices the Danbury
show was held last year, having in the mean-
time ceased to be a member of the American
Kennel Club.

This action has been rather severely criticised,
and I desire an expression of the sense of this
meeting regarding my action by which I ;may
be guided in the future. Respectfully submi'tted,

A. P. Vredenburgh, Secretary.

On motion received and adopted. The
Treasurer's report was read as follows :

September 14, 1890.
The Executive Committee American Ken-nel Club.
Gentlemen

: I beg to submit the following
report of moneys received and disbursed by me
during the year 1890

:

Receipts from all sources from January
I to date . J7 2^6 88

Expenses for same period ' " "

5^ 69

Balance on hand
12,191.19

I also beg to report that since the last meeting
I have received the dues for 1890 from the Ger-
man Mastiff or Great Dane Club which was re-
ported at that time in arrears. Respectfully
submitted,

A. P. Vredenburgh, Treasurer.

Aflr*rvf^rl

President Belmont stated that he had
been criticised by some of the sporting
papers and others on his action in leav-
ing the chair and taking part iu certain
proceedings from the fact that he was not
a delegate. He proceetled :

"I never for a moment questioned my
right to do so although there is nothing
in the constitution about it for the reason
that the President is not simply and
purely the chairman of the Executive
Committee or association. The President
under the constitution is required to act
on questions of disqualification. He is
obliged to be ex officio of the Advisory
Committee and to transact all sorts of
routine business between the meetings,
and I suppose it was my privilege to
speak on any important matter that came
up, but as the question has been raised
I desire to ask the delegates what their
views are upon the subject."

After some little discussion on the
subject, Mr. Anthony offered a resolution
that it is the sense of this meeting that
the presiding officer on any occasion, if
he has any remarks to make be permitted
to leave the chair for that purpose.

,,
M*"- .C90*' offered an amendment,

" That it is the sense of this meeting that
we unanimously sanction the action of
the President heretofore, according to
the spirit of the constitution of the
American Kenuel Club. That it is also
the sense of this meeting that such
privilege hereafter be granted to him.
Unanimously carried.
The report of the Stud Book Commit-

tee was read aud adopted.
Mr. Anthony then moved th.it the club

go into a committee of the whole to hear
the report of the Advisory Committte
and to take such action upon it as it
deemed l»est. Motion seconded and car-
ried. The meeting then went into the
committee of the whole.
Upon the executive meeting recon-

vening, Mr. Winslow retwrted that the
committee recommended the disqualifi-
cation of Mr. C. J. Peshall by the Ameri-
can Kennel Club.

Mr. Cook moved that the action of the
committee of the whole in reference to
Mr. Peshall l>e accepted and approved by
this meeting, and that Mr. C. J. Peshall
be permanently disqualified. Motion sec-
onded and carried.

Mr. Roliert Leslie then called for the
ayes and nays. The roll was called and
resulted in the following vote

;

Aves—Messrs. Rutherford, Keaabey
Anthony, Wenzel. vShotwell, Letell
Arnolt, Van Schaick, Cook, Wilmerding!
La Rue Lewis, Terry, Winslow, Morti-mer and Glover.
Nays—Mr. Leslie.
Messrs. Cryer and Schellhass declined

to vote. Mr. Vredenburgh asked to be
excused from voting.

Dr. Perry was absent, and Mr. Schell-
hass said he did not think it would be
policy for the club to accept his vote be-
cause he was called out during the meet-
ing of the commitee of the whole, and
for that reason he declined to vote

Dr. Cryer moved that the appeals, pro-
tests and other business reported by the
Secretary be referred to the Advisory
Committee with power. Motion seconded
and carried.

The application of the English Setter
Llub was read, and on motion the clubwas e1«;cted a member of the American
Kennel Club.
The application of the National Beagle

Club of Boston was read aud Mr. Anthony
moved that it be rejected, as its accept-
ance would tend to antagonize the
American Beagle Club, whose standard
had been acouiesced m by this club.
Motion seconded and carried.
The Secretary also read the application

of the South Carolina Poultr>- and Pet
Stock Association and stated that there
was a club of the same state of exactly
the same name now a member of the
American Kennel Club.

Mr. Cook offered a resolution that as
there already exists in this club from
South Carolina an association now amember in good standing of the Ameri-
can Kennel Club of the same name their
application be rejected, and that they be
notified that their rejection is owing to
that fact. Resolution adopted.
The application of the Cleveland Bench

Show Association to have ite name
changed on the records to "The Cleve-
land Kennel Club" was on motion
granted.

Mr. Vredenburgh—I desire to give
notice that at the next meeting in De-
cember I shall propose certain* amend-
ments to the constitution of this club so
they may be in force at the annual meet-
ing in F'ebruary, and I should like to ask
the permission of this meeting to pub-
lish the proposed amendments in the
Gazette, to be the legal notice to the dele-
gates.

Dr. Glover moved that the proposed
amendments be published in the Gazette,
and that the secretary be instmcted to
send a marked copy of the publication to
each delegate. Motion carried.
Adjourned.

A. P. Vredenburgh,
Secretary.

» .

Latest in Dog Blankets.

From the New Haven Palladium.

Waterbury ladies, who started out to
buy a dog blanket, thought they saw what they
wanted in the drug store window, and they went
in. "What is the price of those dog blankets?"
said the lady. "What dog hIankeU?" answered
the clerk. "Why, thrtse hanging up in the win-
dow," said the lady. The clerk looked at the
window, and, beinf naturally bashful, got red in
the face. "Excuse roe, madam," he said at
length, "but those are chest protectors."

An Exceptional Case.

From the New York Weekly.

Jinks.—I understand that the noted
profes.<ior who cures hydrophobia refuses to take
Winks' case.

Blinks.—Poor Winks! Then he must really
have hydrophobia."

—A weekly publishes the following
"sarkastic" paragraph : "Why don't you
give up keeping sheep, and stick to
breeding dogs ?" asked a cockney of a
vScotch faraier from whom he had just
purchased a collie puppy for twenty
guinea.s. "Well, ye .see, sir," replied the
faraier, "we mightna aye fall in wi' foola
to buy them !"—Shooting Times.

Special Notice.

Where this paragraph is marked, note
that the paper is sent you for examina-
tion. If interesting we should be pleaiie4

to receive your mibdcriptioi},
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

Special Correspondence.

The arrest of Mr. Peshall at the iusti-

gatiou of Mr. Vredenburgh will hardly
astonish anyone who has read the former
gentleman's notes lately in the Turf,

Field and I'arm. That everyone who
knew the member from Jersey must
have regretted his stooping to such petty

ends by which to vent his feelings goes
without saying, and a weaker attempt to

get even Ijecause h is accusationsof 'debit"

and "credit" were all knocked on the

head could not have been conceived,

especially from a man who possesses

more than average ability.

When Mr. Peshall first started his

cmsade on the A. K. C. accounts he had
the sympathy of nine-tenths of the canine
MTorld. But the further they developed
the more tangled up did his charges be-

come, until at last it was left beyond
doabt that he had J)een pursuing a mare's
nest of the most pronounced kind. Had
he stopped here and acknowledged his

mibtake, he would stili have remained the

Peshall of old. But no, he lost all con-

trol of his better judgment and con-

tinued his attacks with the same persis-

tency. So nmch so that one wlio had
been amongst his strongest sympathizers
sifted the whole matter thoroughly with
the result that he was forced to espouse
the A. K. C.'s cause.

The climax was then reached. For
Mrhen a man of Mr. Watson's (of course I

refer to him) well-known kicking pro-

clivities was fain to disagree with one
after his own heart, not even the most
bigotted could- reasonably support Mr.
Peshall. But with all this the latter

gentleman still adhered to his statements

until Mr. Watson, out of desperation,

offered to go over the A. K. C. books
>»ith him. But when a day was suggested
for some reason or another Mr. Peshall

did not lake advantage of that oppor-
tunity, which a few months previously

he had l>ecu so urgtMuly craving for—in

the papers.

Unless I am very much mistaken, this

refusal to allow him examine the books
was his chief grievance before he waji

offered the opportunity. And he even
went .so far as to threaten proceedings
and resort to legal force in order that he
could substantiate his charges. After the

pre-cmptory demands, made first as the
president of the New Jersey Kennel Club
and then as a memlH;r of the American
Kennel Club, l)oth of which were futile,

and then when the long talked of desire

could l>e effected, not to gratify it. Be-

lievers (and amongst them I was one) in

his sincerity received a more than ordi-

nary shock. But a still greater one was
in store when a semi-attempt to ridicule

Mr. Watson was the return that gentle-

man received for the pains and trouble

he had devoted to the accounts.
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So far as the swindling in the accounts
was cojicerned Mr. Peshall after a con-
tinned onslaught of I am afraid to say
how many months, withdrew his attack
in this direction and opened out a tirade

in another. This last move was of a
totally different nature, and one of the
most regrettable embraced by a man who
had deservedly gained the good will of
everyone connected with dogs. I allude
to the short paragraphs which appeared
in the Turf, Field and Farm. If Mr.
Peshall could so far forget that dignity
expected from a man of his standing,
surely the Turf. Field and Farm could
have (jortected him from so demeaning
himself by refraining from publishing
such matter. But it didn't, more's the
pity. And the result is arrest, unsavory
recreminations, and legal bickerings
which can only tend to place those con-
nected with dogs in a ridiculous light be-

fore the outside public.

XHE RANCiERS' JOURNAl..

The subject was one that I could never
erithuse over, as from the begining I

could never see sufficient fonndaticm to

warrant the inferences that Mr. Vreden-
burgh was a juggler, Mr. Belmont a liar,

and the whole constitution a confederacy.
But somehow or another Mr. Watson had
the patience to wade through innumer-
able receipts and payments, and from
what was stated by that gentleman after

his exhaustive research, there could lie

no doubt that Mr. Peshall's charges were
purely chimerical.

Many may consider Mr. Vredenburgh's
course too extreme, and some few go so
far as to deem it unwarrantable, but
what choice had he ? Either that of per-

mitting Mr. Peshall to continue his per-
sonal ebulitions, or the one he adopted.
Nothing else was open to him, and it cer-

tainly was not reasonable to expect a
man holding the office of secretary to the
A. K. C. to silently permit a .sort of in-

exhaustive shower of small abuse, t)ecause

the abuser had failed in a pet scheme.
Nor would the A. K. C. have l)een doing
its duty if it had not given some protec-

tion to its chief servant.

The truth of the matter is, this regret-

table incident would never have hap-
pened had not tlie much Haunted phrase
(especially in this country) ''the freedom
of the press" presented an opportunity to

Mr. Peshall, of which he unfortunately
availed himself. For some time I have
wanted to write on the abuse to which
this "lilierty of the press" is subjected.

Not particularly in doggy affairs, but in

every sphere of life. In fact some
moutlis ago I wrote an article for the
paper on which I am chiefly engaged,
denouncing the advantages which are
biken by many whose connection with a
paper gives them such free scope. This
I suppose was too nmch at variance with
the prescril)ed laws, as I have neither
seen nor heard anything more of my
florid effusion.

No one appreciates the freedom of the
press more than I, but it has certainly

struck me that many who depend upon it

as a livelihood and even men whose abil-

ity has become appreciated by the public
far too often to take an unlimited in.

terpretation of the term. At present the
amount and quality of my bread and
cheese is chiefly dei^endent on reporting
racing. Almost daily a horse that on
form should wm is hopelessly beaten.
Invariably one reads the next day in

some paper or another that the jockey
pulled him, or that his owners stuffed

him, or sotne such cruel accusation.

Whereas, there may be a hundred reasons
for the horse not showing at his best.

Horses are not machines ; if they were
there would be few bookmakers. It is

unfortunately the same with every other
subject treated by many journalists. No
limit whatever seems to be placed on
" the freedom of the press." Even the
privacy of a family is encroached, no
matter what deep distress it may be in,

and the same unjustifiable abuse has Ijeen

taken advantage of in Mr. Peshall's case.

Perhaps some means will be found by

which this case can be settled amicably,
thoujih at the same time measures taken
to curb the unrestricted inuendos which
heretofore have been so lavishly bestowed
on the Secretary at 44 Broadway. It is to
be hoped such a termination will be the
result of Mr. Vredenburgh's action and
that he will do his utmost to avoid as
much scandal as possible.

J. W. in last week's Forest and Stream
refers to the meagre display of oratorical

powers amongst the delegates of the A.
K. C, and complains bitterly thereof
What he says is perfectly true, viz., one
sees nothing in the official reports but
Mr. Anthony then moved, Mr. Watson
opposed him, an<l after a long and ex-

haustive speech Mr. Anthony got up and
ably defended his motion. A division.

Total defeat of Mr. Watson. F^'ew in-

stances occur in which another delegate
is found venturesome enough to raise his

voice above a whisper. It has been sug-

gested to me that Mr. Anthony and Mr.
Watson between them don't give any-
botly else a chance to get in a word edge
ways. So that if these two gentlemen
gave the meetings a rest—for once—some
latent talent might be forthcoming that

hitherto has quailed before the rhetorical

volumes thundered forth by these gentle-

men.

Again, if they both considered it their

bouudeu duty to be present, another room
might be provided in which they could
discuss whatever happened to be the
question between themselves. By this

means both Messrs. Anthony and Watson
could jabber away to their hearts' content
whilst the more normal delegates could
also have a look in. Then_ if this «chen!e
did not develop anything above medi-
ocity, all the delegates could be sacked
and fresh ones appointed in their stead.

It is somewhat late in the day, I know,
to refer to the late Kingston show, which
to many may seem years ago, but ever
since the reports of that exhibition have
appeared I have intended to refer to it.

There are four weeklies which devote
some of their space to doggy matters, and
the unanimity of the Kingston reports

in each struck one as being by the same
master hand. It may be remembered
that in every instance reference was made
—I might say prominently—to the eulo-

gism with which Sir Somebody or other
honored Mr. Otis I'ellows. The praise

meted out by this gentleman, who, of
course, knew all about dogs, was to the
effect that O. F. was the most careful

judge in America or Canada, or Kmgston,
I forget which, at least so said all the
papers. They do not say whether O. F.'s

carefulness had rendered witnessing his

awards tedious or not, but if he was as

careful as another adjudicator I wot of,

the inhabitants of Kingston will think
twice before they indulge in the exciting

pastime of watching him judge dogs
again. But to gel to the bottom of what
I want to say. If the gentleman—not
gentlemen, please, Mr. Editor—who for-

warded the matter to the different papers
is of the same opinion as his nibship.

Sir Somebody or other, as to O. F.'s

painstaking proclivities, I will name a
donor of blue ribbons to give O. V. a
long start, and a good beating for the
best cocker spaniel, of the long and low
type, that cvir crawled, and if the spec-

tators don't yawn before the proceedings
are over, I will present the scribe of the
Kingston show, not only with a brand
new overcoat, but also a brace of extra
long and low cockers. Brittlk.

A VIGOROUS KICKER.

He Wants to Wipe Up the Floor vtrltli

Hlbernla.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : For over a year I have been a
reader of your paper and have taken
especial delight in Hibernia's ebulitions
of things doggy, and was often tickled
over the thought of meeting some of the
men he fired at through his articles after

they had read them, but after I had read
last week's paper I have had a different
feeling come over me, and to say that I

was mad is but passing over the matter
lightly. In fact I should like to wipe np
the floor with him if I could only meet
him, but he purposely keeps out of my
way. Von see, Hiljernia is one of these
fellows who takes you into his confidence
only to make meat of you, and then you
may expect to see in the next week's
issue of your paper, for which he writes,

a full exposure of all the supposed good
things that have passed between you, and
he gets his reward in payment for his ar-
ticles while he lets his victim in the
consomme.

This is just exactly what he did to me.
I had been nourishing up a scheme the
past year to outdo them all in the doggy
business and land on the top of the heap
inside of the next twelve months, but
now all this mighty ambition is crushed
out by his exposure of the scheme in last
week's Journal. But, Mr. Editor, re-
venge lurks in the distance and I will
grasp it and spring it upon him when he
least expects it. Some day in the not far
distant future he may have some of his
dogs up for competition and who knows
but what my scheme may still go through,
and then, Mr. Editor, my time will come
when his dogs are brought into the ring.
He can then carry his mind back to last
week's issue for the cause of his dogs be-
ing sent out of the ring unnoticed. He
will then become the Uicker instead of
me, and I am sure he will never again
betray a confidence. I hear that I am
not the only one who is laying for him,
so come forth, Hibernia. Yours truly,

H. Climax.
Philadelphia, Oct. 2, 1890.

SCORING THE E. K. C.

Editor Fancikr.s' Journal.
Sir: "Brittle's" memory failed him

when he wrote that Mr. Dalziel was the
only one in England who had Iwldly
attacked the courses of the English Ken-
nel Club. A second thought would have
reminded him that our mutual friend,

poor Wyndham Carter, scored the K. C.
in most unmeasured terms, just as he did
pretty nearly everybody and everything
else. Poor fellow ; I know of few whose
course more invited the fate that over-
took him finally and for whom I have
more sincerely mourned. Vindictive
rssh and unre.i.soning as he was, he im-
pressed nie, throughout a .somewhat
lengthy correspondence, as Ijeing thor-
oughly honest and detesting aught that
savored of meanness. Few things speak
louder for Dalziel 's thorough good heart
than the tributes he has given to what
there was to commend in poor Carter
after the many virulent attacks Carter
made on him.
Are you sure that you copied that ar-

ticle from the Live Stock Journal on
mastiffs verbatim et liieratuni .• It seems
odd that an article on the breed, as an old
breed, the national breed, etc., should
wind up with a mention of "mastive"
breeders, this being the old English name
for the breed, and one will very often
hear the same now among uneducated
English people, just as we hear the same
class speak of "Ijranded" dogs for
"brindled." w. Wade.
HULTON, Pa., Sept. 23.

[The article was taken from a paper
which had given credit to the Live stock
Journal. It is our opinion "mastive" is
a typographical error made by that paper.
The compositor set it up as he pro-
nounces the wonl. Have you not noticed
how many people call the dog mastive ?—
F^D.]

WOODBURY BENCH SHOW.

The South Jersey Kennel Club's First
Attempt.

The South Jersey Kennel Club opened
their first bench show on Friday last in

the rink at Woodbury. The judges were
Mr. George D. Woodhill, Mr. James
Watson and Mr. H. I. Ireland, all well-

known fanciers of this city. Mr. Harry
F. Smith, who was to judge Irish and
Gordon setters, was prevented by sick-

ness from officiating, and his classes were
given to Mr. Ireland. The judging gave
excellent satisfaction, although there
were the usual kickers. F. P. Kirby was
the superintendent and performed his
duties to the satisfaction of all.

It was very unfortunate that it should
have rained continuously during the two
days of the show. We very much fear
the balance is on the wrong side of the
ledger.

The dogs on exhibition were very fair
representatives of the various breeds and
gave visitors who had never attended a
dog show an excellent idea of what con-
stituted good si)ecimens. Most of the
winners are well-known dogs, as will Ije
seen by a glance at the list of awanls
which we append :

Mastlllb—Open, dogs and bitcubs.
1. Captain, W Adell.
2. Bell, Associated Fanciers.

St. Bernnitls—OfKN, i>oos.
1. Archduke, Swiss Mountain Kennels
2. Celtic Rector, Associated Fanciers.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Betsy Bobhett, Swiss Mountain Kennels.
2. Madam Berry, Swis.s Mountain Kennels.
Newfound landH—Open, ihxjs and bitches.
1. Prince Henry, F. .Siniers.
2. Fally-Rose, F. Simers.

Pointers—Open, docs.
I. BiugofKippeu, J. S. .Summers.

open, bitches.
1. Molly R., W. H. Weiss.
2. Lora, W. H. Wiis.s.

Kng:llsh Wottors—Open. dogs.
1. Dashing Kent. W. H. Weiss.
2, Carltou Pero, W. H. Weiss.

OPEN, bitches.
I. Maud, D. Evans.

Irish Setters—Challenge, dogsor bitches.
MoIHe Bawn, W. H. Weiss.

open, dogs.
1. Major, J. W. Kenible.

open, bitches
1. Madge. J. W. Kenible.
2. LedaGIencho, W. W. Kendall
3. Lucille, W. W. Kendall.
V. Stella Glencho, T. W. Keinble.

Gordon Setters—Open, dogs.
I. Duke of Kent, J. H. Cans.

OPEN, bitches.
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Toy Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Tiny, Miss Mabel Kirby.
2. Miss Topsey, R. Wright,
V. Topsey, C. R. Hall.

SPECIALS.
Best kennel English setters, W. H. Weiss-

best kennel Gordon setters, J. E. Gans- best ken-
nel Irish settcr.s, W. W. Kendall; best kennel St
Bernards, Swiss Mountain Kennels; best kennel
Cocker spaniels, W. Barnes; best pug. Diamond
Kennels; best beagle dog, W. H. Child; best
beagle bitch, W. Wolf; best fox terrier, General
Grant.

KENNKL. REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form. Write
plainly.

names CLAIMED.
J. A. HOFFEK, Wa.shington, D. C, claims the

names The Dean for fox terrier dog
whelped March 15. 1890, by Belvoir Trap-^
DeactMi Dusty (15,84).

Dazzle for bfack, white and Un bitch, same
litter.

QuoRNDON Vexer for black, white and ten
fox terrier dog, whelped July 1, 1890, by Bel-
voir Trap—Vexiition.

JOHN E. MORGAN, Martin's Ferry, claims the
name Cambrian Kennels for his kennels
of white French poodles.

EDWARD LEVER, Philadelphia Pa., claims
the name Beatrice for Great Dane bitch,
whelped January 4. 1890, by Marco—Beauty.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,
claim the name Kex G. for pug dog whelpe<l
August 5, iSyo, by Spokane-Lady Verne.

SALES.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati O
.sold pug dog Masher (Spokane—Lady
Verne), August 5, to Charles F. Borden, Win-
chester, Tenn.

Also pug dog Banco G. (Sir Lori»-Phyllis II)
April iS, to A. F. German, Louisville, Ky.

W. W. KENDALL, Philadelphia, Pa., has .sold
Irish setter bitch (Desmon I II—LedaGIen-
cho) to C. T. Thonip.son, Philadelphia, Pa.

ROCHELLE KENNELS, New Kochelle, N Y
sold black and tan terrier dog Rochelle
LAnniK (Dick—Rochelle Lass), to Albert
Hess, Broa'i Brook, Conn.

L. S. HUDSON, I^nsing, Mich., has sold the
pugdog LoRn Clover (11,005), the pug bitch
Lady Flossie (1446). the pug bitch LrLu
(16.233). the pug dog Midcet Ix>ru (16.2,11)
and pug pup Smuggler (Lord Clover—Midget
Belle), to Thomas I. Ballautine, Peoria, llf

THOMAS I. BALLANTINE, Peoria, III., has sold

Peoria, 111.

Also pug dog Satin (17.79a). to George Isold,
Red Oak, Iowa.

MESSRS. A C. WILMERDING and F K
Kitchel, New York, N. Y., have sold orange
and white Clumber spaniels Champion New-
castle (5897) and Tyne (5402) to Jacob Moer-
lein, Cincinnati, O.

1. Ruby Royal, T. E Gans.
2. Daisy, J. E. Gans.

Cocker SimnlelH Open, dogs.
1. Toady Obo, Swiss Mountain Kennels.
2. Red Doc, W. Barnes,

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Sniutt II, E. M. Hall.
2. Hazel Obo, W. Barnes.
3. Waggles, Swiss .Mouiitniu Kennels.

Collies

—

Open, dogs.
1. Rosa, James Mond.
2. Laddie, M. H. York.

OPEN, bitches.
1. CliRon Maid A.ssociatcd Fanciers.
2. Bessie, D. Miiik.

Bull I)osrs—Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Uuaismode, Associated Fanciers
2. Madge, P. Hope.

lioMset IIouudH—Open, dogs.
I. Mauprat, As.<K>ciated Fanciers.

Boatrles—Open, dogs.
I. Tony Weller, W. H. Child.

OPEN, bitches.
I. Lady, F. Wolf.

Fox Terriers—Open, i>og3.
1. General Grant, M. W. Taylor.
2. Reckless, F. W. Harris.
3. Tommy, Associated Fanciers.

open, BITCHES.
I. Positive. J. C. Tomson.
a. Oxford Nora.M. W. Taylor.
3- White Lady, Associated Fanciers.

Irinli TerrlorM—Open, ihjgs and bitches.
I. Ladylnez; J. C. Tomson.

Skye Terriers—Open, dogs.
I. Prince Victor, M. H. York.

open, bitches.
1. Pedro. M, H York.
2. Lady Countess, M. H. York.

I*iig»—Open, dogs.
1. Bradford Rowdy, Diamond Kennels
2. Prince Royal, Diainoud Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Lady Victoria, Diamond Kennels.
2. Nelfie Bly, R. T. Harrison.

A. C. WILMERDING, New York, N. Y.,sold
April 29, liver spaniel pup by Champion' Doc
out of Gypsey, to J. G. Falls, Memphis, Tenn.

ROCHELLE KENNELS, New Rochelle, N. Y.,
sold June 6, black and tan terrier dog Dick
(9159), to J. G. Hawley, Detroit, Mich.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.
have sold pug dog Rex G. (Spokane—Lady
Verne) to W. J. Gerly, New Orleans, I..a.

J. A. HOFFAR, Washington, D. C, has sold the
fox tcriicrs Blemton Cracovienne (6978)
to T. Chalmers, Washington. D. C; Blem-
ton Valiant, to Sir Julian Paunceforte
Washington, D. C; Delver, by Belvoir
Trap—Deacon Dusty to M. Blair, Washing-
ton, D. C

;
QuoRNixjN Nettle to Mrs.

Evans, Washington, D. C.

VISITS.

DR. F. W. KITCHEL'S black spaniel bitch My
Lady Betty to A. C. Wilmerding's Cham-
pion Doc (851 1), August II, 1890.

A. C. WILMERDING'S black spaniel bitch
Lassie (Young Obo—Newton Abt>ot Lady) to
his Champion Doc, August 15, 1890.

WILMERDING & KITCHEL'S black cocker
spaniel High Rock Jet to A. C. Wilmer-
ding's Champion Doc, September 7, 1890.

J. P. CARSON'S black cocker spaniel bitch Bou-
LETTE, to A. C. Wiliuercliiig's Champion
Black Prince (12524) .September 4, 1890.

THOS. I. BALLANTINE'Spug bitch Lady Flos.
SIE (1446) to his Lord Clover (11,005), Sep-
tember 22, 1890.

CAMBRIAN KENNEL'S white French poodle
bitch Pearl to their Butte, September 38
1890.

H. CHAPMAN'S liver and white cocker spaniel
bitch Beauty to A. C. Wilmerding's Cham-
pion Black Prince, June 12, 1890.

ROCHELLE KENNEUS' black and tan terrier
bitch Mekresurook Maiden (13,744) to T.
Ellis' Bruomeield Dick, September 2, 1890.

WHELPS.
HUDSON RIVER KENNELS' Irish setter bitch

GussiK Glenmar (Gleumar — Nell II)
whelped September 12, thirteen, nine dogs.to
Joe F.

L. A. RICE'S wire hair fox terrier bitch Suffolk
Chagrin whelped, September 27, seven,
three dogs, to Suffolk Settler.

FIELD TRIALS IN ENGLAND.

The nrst I>ay'8 Work of the Irish Bed
Setter Club.

From the Stock-Keeper.

The trials began on Tuesday, Septem-
ber 16, over Bessy Bell Moor, the prop-
erty of His Grace the Duke of Abercom.
The day was fine though wild, as also
were the grouse, which were "few and
far between." The ball was set rolling
with the Puppy Stakes, when the first on
the card, Henmore Vicar was an ab-
sentee, leaving Femfield Rattle an acci-

dental bye. Blue Rock and Maureen
Frisco were the first brace down, when
after a trial of three-quarters of an hour
the flag went up for Blue Rock. Tear-
away then met Fernfield Rock, which he
beat in a long and unsatisfactory trial.
Derry Nell and Smart were then ordered
down. Smart winning, Derry Nell evi-
dently not being in ordinary shooting
condition, as she neither showed pace
nor much inclination to range. H;.n-
more Finnigan's Wake met Dartry, the
latter beating Mr. Cooper's dog, who
lacked pace and style of going, and
though Dartry chased the hrst grouse,
he set when it rose; the judges properly
did not order him out of the stake, as
Mr. Cooper's representative lacked so
much that is needful for a sportsman's
dog.

PUPPY STAKES FOR DOGS AND BITCHES WHELPED
IN 1889.

Mr. J. G. Hawke's dog Blue Rock, beat Mr. W.
Kishworth's dog Maureen Frisco.
Mr. D. M. Moriarty's nomination Tear Away

beat Mr. W. Rishworth's dog Femfield Rock.
Mr. C. C. Ellis' bitch Smart beat Mr. T. A.

Bond's bitch Derry Nell.

^
Mr. C. C. Ellis' bitch Dartry beat Mr. W. Hill

Cooper's do^ Henmore Finuigan's Wake.
Mr. W. Rishworth'sdog Fernfield Rattlea bye

After luncheon the draw took place of
the dogs left in ; as the trials were run
"half heats have spotting," when the fol-
lowing dogs met

:

ORANGE COUNTY'S DOGS.

The Names ofthe Exiilbltors Who Won
Prizes at the Show.

Spbcial Report for Fanciers' JonmNAL.

The annual fair of the Orange County
(N. Y.) Agricultural Society was held at
Port Jervis, Septemljer 23 to 26, 1890, it

being the fiftieth exhibition, and in con-
nection with the fair a good dog show
was given. It was one of the most at-
tractive features of the fair and the bufld-
ing was constantly packed from early
morn till night. The benching was per-
fect, and the dogs were in good trim,
under the able superintendency of that
old doggy man, Mi. J. S. Cleeves, of
Washingtonville, N. Y., and his genial
assistant, Mr. Charles Beatty, of the
same place. The entries were fairly good
in point of number for a county fair and
(jnality in most cases was well up. Mr.
E. P. Cloud, of Kennett Square, Pa., the
rising young canine judge, awarded the
prizes, as follows

:

mastiffs-Dogs, first to E. M. Decker
second, O. P. Howell. '

^^1- BKKNAKDS-Dogs, first and second to
FYed. Wehliuger. Bitches, first, H. L Cham-

pointers-Dogs, first to J. S. Cleeves, second
lo Norman Maclean; v. h. c, N. Maclean
Bitches, Fred. Rudolph. Puppies, dogs and
bitches, first and second, N. Maclean. Specialon young puppies (whelps) Fred. Rudolph.
ENGLISH setters-Dogs, first to c. d.Coukhng, second to C. W. Wiegand. BrrcHiia.

first, to J. S. Cleeves.

FOX HOUNDS-DoGs, only one entry, firrt toGeorge A. Wallace.

IRISH setters-Dogs, first to l. s. aeevea.
second to Mrs. W. H. Hudnut. Bitch, first to j!
S. Cleeves. *

Tear Away
«>1UC JV1J\.JW .

. against .

. agaiust

.

. Smart.
Dartry,

HIrshkind's Business Rca.soning.

From the Shooting Times.

Hirshkind.—"Uud vat may be the price
of this puppy?"
Dealer—"Forty bob."

Hirshkind (sollo jw/-)-"He asks forty; he
means twenty ; he'll dake ten ; its vorth eight

;

I'll offer five."

Mr. Hawke's working Tearaway, after
a good trial, beat Smart,when Blue Rock
and Dartry were set going, and after be-
ing down for a long trial, when very little
chances were given to either competitor,
owing to the scarcity of game, they were
ordered up. Blue Rock and Smart were
then ordered down. Smart flushed and
Blue Rock dropped well to wind, the
judges awarding first to Tearaway, second
to Blue Rock, third to Smart and fourth
to Dartry.
Tne Irish Red Setter All-Aged Stakes

were then commenced, Woo<lbine and
Spalpeen doing some nice work. Spalpeen
showing a great turn of speed, and not-
withstanding a "penchant" for snipe,
when ordered up, and Henmore Sure-
death and Garrj'owen, Jr., were set down,
when, after a long and unsatisfactory
trial, they were ordered up. Wrangle
and Oonagh, of Culinamore, were the
uncoupled, when Wrangle to the left
found a brace of grouse, Oonagh simul-
taneously finding a snipe to the right.
The grouse being fired at, both dropped
to shot, after which Oonagh was ordered
on, the snipe rising, and then the bitch
found another snipe, which Wrangle
flushed

; Oonagh then set a grouse.
Wrangle refused to back, flushed, when
the brace were ordered up.

Lalla Rookh then met Blue Rock, and
after a long trial with very little merit to
record for either owing to the want of
game, they were taken up, and Tearaway
and Mac's Little Nell were ordered down,
it then being after 5 o'clock. After being
down halt an hour without the judges
having a chance to separate them, they
were taken up, and Henmore Finnigan's
Wake and Rosina were set going for a
short spin, neither doing nor getting the
chances of doing much.

After dinner the draw took place of the
dogs left in by the judges, when the fol-

lowing meet Wednes<lay over Mr. Herd-
man's mountains.

THE DRAW.
Champion ) .„„i„., f Oonagh of

f,alla Rookh /
"Kain.st

{ CulHnamore
Woodbine against Tearaway
Bluercx?k against Spalpeen
G.Trry Owen, Ir . . . against . Mack's Little Nell
Rosmore, a bye.

—"I've got a dog that's a regular fighter. He's
a bull dog." " And I've got one that's afraid of
his own shadow. ' He's a cowed dog.' "-Boston
Transcript.

SCOTCH COLLIES-Dogs. first to J. P. 8ey-
Iiolt, second to John Farnum. Bitches, first to
George A. Wallace.

FOX TERRIER—Dog, only one entry, first to
J. I. Brown.
COCKER SPANIELS-DoGs, first to Geofse

Cook. Bitch, first to Mrs. E. A. Smith.
WATER SPANIELS—Dogs, first to H. lUc-

Lean. No bitches.
^^

BLENHEIM SPANIELS-One entry, bitch

ST. CHARLES SPANIELS-DoG, one entry
first to Thomas J. Cole.

BEAGLES—Dogs, first to Fred Hardins
Bbtches, first to Harding.
PUGS—Dogs, first to MissTHary A, Peck ; sec-ond to H. O. Rosecrans. BrrcuES, first to Miss

M. A. Margisou, second to Mrs. A. L. Watson.
SKYE TERRIERS-DoGS, first to L- M.

Fowler.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS-DoQS, second
to Miss Florence Taylor. Bitches, first to A
H. Miller, second to W. P. Clark.

DALMATIAN OR COACH DOG—Only one
entry, a bitch, first to H. O. Rosencrans.
MEXICAN DOG—One entry, first to *<—

Florence Taylor.

SCOTCH TERRIERS—Bitches, one entry.
first to Miss Jennie Strovel.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS—One entry, fint
to F. B. McCorraick.

'

COMMENTS.
A lover of Irish setters residing in

Newburgh, N. Y., whose name could not
be learned, forwarded a beautiful silver
cup ^value fc) to the society to be
awarded to the best Irish setter. The
judge placed it against Dan, a beautiful
specimen of the breed, who won a silver
cup at Middletown last January. Mr. J.
S. Cleeves, Washingtonville, N. Y., ex-
hibited Dan. Herewald, who won second
place, was a fairly good specimen but too
short in nose and too short in ear,
which are set too high, rather wide in
skull and scant in feathering.
The pug class was a good one, the

specimens with one exception being finer
than one meets at fairs generally. The
exhibitors were all ladies and the little
fellows received good attention. Miss
Peck's Tico was fine all over, with Rosen-
cran's dog a very close second. Mrs.
Watson's second was too large, too fat,

bad in symmetry and a poorly carried
tail.

In the pointer dog class three grand
dogj. were shown, and the contest for
first place was lively. Huguenot winning
first place over Drake, the former being
well up in symmetry, good head and
nose, excellent muscular development,
while the latter was somewhat out of
condition. Huguenot has won three
straight firsts in Orange County against
all comers in the past two years. His
sire was Croxteth out of Jilt by Bang
Bang, of the Neversink Kennels. Mr.
Maclean showed four very promising
puppies, catching first and second. This
class was above the average at a county

Continued on Pave 829.
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POULTRYAW ° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Now that the question of hokliug the
next A. P. A. meeting has l)eeu decided
in favor of Charleston, the sweet breath
of peace should reign among the warring
factions in South Carolina. Let each
association make legitimate efforts to se-

cure fine exhibits and the fanciers will
respond nobly.

« •

It is to be hoped that Greenville will

change its dates to a month earlier, as
the dates now given conflict with New
York. We have personally heard a num-
ber of New York breeders express them-
aelves as favoring Greenville with ex-
hibits and only the conflicting dates pre-
vented their doing so.

« •

Without going "behind the returns,"
it is our candid opinion that Greenville
deserves a large show. The association
has demonstrated that it is in dead earn-
est, and the |5coo in capital stock cer-
tainly proves that it has no lack of sup-
port, and the foolish cry of its officers
being breeders should cense. If a body
of men is dissatisfied with the financial
management of an association they have
a perfect right to withdraw. The facts in
the case as they have been presented to
ua strengthen our faith iu the new asso-
ciation.

Charleston having won the battle as
far as the A. P. A. is concerned, is en-
titled to the respect such a victory de-
mands. If active and hustling work
amount to anything, the Charleston show
will be a success. While we are not in
»ymi>athy with the uiethiMls pursued by
the officers of the as.sociation to secure
the show for Charleston, we nevertheless
hope that their expectations will be fully
realized and their promises faithfully
performed.

•%
We have received a letter from the

publishers of the Charleston Sun', also a
marked copy of the latter paper contain-
ing a complete denial of the charges Mr.
Smith made against the above papers
and its publishers and which first ap-
peared in Thk Fancikrs' Journal. We
do not hold ourselves resi)onsible for the
opinions of our correspondents and were
sorry to read the charges against the
Sun. We certainly had enough confi-
dence in the latter paper to publish its

editorial comments on the Charleston
matter, as it was our duty to give both
sides a fair hearing. We can not carry
this controversy in our columns any
longer, and those who wish to explore
further into this unfortunate muddle
should send for the local papers.

impossible. The new departure is in a
measure an experiment, and we should
quietly allow it to fail or succeed l)efore

acting hastily. We sincerely trust that
Mr. Williams will reconsider his decision
and as ol" yore l)e a familiar figure at the
great New York show.
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*
•

The California Cackler has l)een sold
to Mr. Charles P. Harker, and will be
consolidated with the Fanciers' Monthly,
a new poultry paper devoted to the grow-
ing interests of the fancy live stock on
the Pacific coast. Mr. Harker is well
known in the East as the former editor
of the Poultry Bulletin. The first copy
of the Fanciers' Monthly is expected to
appear a»x)ut the middle of October.

many. No eastern judge (with but one
exception) was asked to become a mem-
ber, and he respectfully declined on the
same ground as advanced bv friend
JncoLs in the Keeper. No association
for the judges can succeed backed by
the A. P. A. and under the control o'f
that IxKly, and only then after poultry
societies agree to accept no judge except
he come armed with credentials from the
National Society."

»
• «

will soon have an opportunity of witness-
ing a great poultry farm stocktd with the
choicest thoroughbreds in the land.

THK rANCIERa- JOURNAL.

«

The great Crystal Palace Show of Eng-
land takes place Novemoer 17 to 20,

1890. The Birkenhead Show entries run
up to 3200, against 2730 of last year.
England is certainly the banner country
for poultry and pigeon shows, but we
believe it is only a question of time
when America will surpass the old cradle
of the fancy.

The tendency of our wealthy citizens
to create suburban homes, naturally
brings a desire to possess thoroughbred
live stock. Cattle and dogs have made
great gains in this respect, but poultry is

still a little behind and the mission of all

true fanciers and the poultry press is to
encourage the breeding of the choicest
fowls and to support the poultry shows.

Where did the editor gather up such
strange hallucinations? Mr. Felch was
the only judge who failed to respond to
a cordial invitation to join the associa-
tion. What he said is a matter of record.
The association was the result of an in-

formal gathering of the judges and breed-
ers present at the New York show.
Everybody was welcome to join, and as
The Journal has clearly stated, the as-

sociation was organized for the purpose
of attaining more uniformity in judging
fowls. If there is anything in the con-
stitution and by-laws to warrant the bitter
attacks made against it as a body, the
editor of the Fancier will do a goo<l deed
by pointing it out

« «

Mr. Reynaud in his letter to Thk Fan-
CIKR.S' Journal last week corrects the
statement made in our columns that Mr.
Williams resigned immediately after the
late New York show, and questions our
authority for the statement. One of the
officers of the society gave the informa-
tion to us, but through some misunder-
standing the above error crept in, and we
are glad to have it corrected.

» »

It appears then that the honored ex-
president of the A. P. A. really resigned
becan.se judging by comparison was to be
adopted at the next New y<irk show. We
do think Mr. Williams might have ex-
tended to the innovation at least his pas-

sive presence if active membership was

• *

There should be more available men to
manage poultry farms It is true we
have plenty of capable fanciers, but their
modesty or reluctance prevents their se-
curing good situatious that are often
filled by incapable and dishonest per-
sons. The latter soon damper the ardor
of the most enthusiastic gentlemen fan-
ciers.

«

A correspondent in an English paper
recommends giving the heavier breeds
of fowls a tablespoon fill of Epsom salts
to every fifteen birds once a week during
the summer months. He says it makes
birds more active, less broody and better
layers. We have no doubt about the
activity lieing promoted, but as to the
birds being less broody and laying better
we are inclined t., disagree. Far lietter
give the birds an unlimited grass range
and there will be no need of resorting to
salts in order to assist (?) fowls as a)x)ve
mentioned.

«
» «

It is estimated that sixty thousand peo-
ple and over five thousand vehicles
passed through the gates on Thursday
last week at the Waverly fair grounds of
the New Jersey Agricultural Society.
This will result in a nice little plum for
the stockholders, and the improvements
necessary on the live stock buildings are
reasonably certain of being done before
the next fair. The society has done so
much to advance the poultry interests of
the state that we hope they will provide
a larger and more convenient building
another year.

All the attacks were inspired by per-
sonal and selfish motives, and falling
Ijack on the A. P. A. as an excuse is a
transparent subterfuge. There is one
judge in the a.ssociation who is not a
niemlx-r of the A. P. A., and he is the
invisible target that random shots are
fired at. The A. P. A. never condemned
the Judges' As.sociation and it is useless
to insinH.ite that the latter will fail if not
backed by the A. P. A.

»

Neither the A. P. A. nor the Judges'
Association can control the selection of
judges. This is a free country and no

1 -J—B- ^' j«JU.irj iS uuiigcu 10
join either association in order to find a
job handling and judging fowls at a show.
The two associations are, or should be
harinoiiious and if they can encourage
more and lietter judges, give both due
credit and pass by the fine spun bile of
soreheads.

•%
Eflitor Hamilton, however, redeems

himself nobly when he says : "Asa suc-
cessor to President Mitchall of the A. P.
A., how could we impro\e on the aflvance-
ment of our worthy secretary Mr. Rich-
ard Twells." vSo say we all of us.

«
« »

We have received an inquirv regarding
rye as a food for chickens and pigeons.
We do not think much of rye, but have
heard of it being used with fair success
by several jMaultry breeders. There is

always more or less danger of ergot iu
rye, which may not be dangerous as a
rule in the hard grain, but we do not think
it s.qfe to feed rye only when com is a
cheaj>er and better food all around. Hens
are not fond of rye.

»

The editor of the New England Fan-
cier having returned to earth after a fish-

ing trip delivers himself, innocently of
course, over to the opponents of the
Judges' Association. He says :

"We coincide with Brother Jacobs in
his i<kas of the newly constructed Jmlgcs'
Association. From all that can be
learned it is an individual .society, gotten
up to allow a few to make rules for tb?

The great poultry farm of Mr. T. Wil-
ton Hill, of Janiesburg, N. J., is rapidly
approaching completion. It will l>e the
finest and best etjuipped farm for hatch-
ing and rearing tlioroughbred poultry iu
this country. Thk Fancier.s' Journal
will soon give a detailed description with
illustrations. Mr. Hill also devotes a
large portion of the farm to the produc-
tion of broilers and choice table fowls
and capons.

« *

The brooder houses will l>e 100 feet
long each, the Pineland system of brood-
ing being adopted. The incubator room
will be entirely novel in construction and
filled with the Pineland and the new hot-
water Paragon incubators. As Mr. Hill
has been in the poultry business many
years the venture is not an experiment,
but the outcome of ripe experience.

«
* «

A novelty in the turkey line was found
in Westfield, Pa. It was a silver spangled
turkey and decidedly handsome. The
feathers were white with clear, distinct

black bar or spangle on the tip. West-
field claims the honor of having origi-

nated this new variety, and we believe
the latter will become popular when bet-
ter known.

« «

It pays fanciers who have good stock
for sale to advertise in Thk Journal.
The famous duck breeder, F. Rowland,
told us at Waverly, N. J., that Thk Fan-
ciers' Journal gave him all he could
do to answer the many inquiries he re-

ceived from a single advertisement he
had in our column.s.

«
« •

Remember that Thk Fancikrs' Jour-
nal reaches a class of readers no other
poultry paper does, and first-cla.ss stock
of all kinds will always find a ready sale
if advertised properly. As the season is

now approaching when choice fowls are
in demand, breeders will do well to send
for our advertising rates.

«
• «

We hear that Mr. Pen fold Field has
shipped a first consignment of buff Leg-
horns to America, including a pullet
equal to the first Palace pullet. The same
gentleman has also sent mottle Leghorns
to the States and Indian game to Canada.

BATTLE GREEK SHO"W.

The Central Michigan Poultry and
Pet Stock Association.

The largest meeting ever held by this
association, held Septemljer 26. at Battle
Creek, goes to show that the coming ex-
hibition l)eceml)er 15 to 19, 1,890, will Ije

far superior to the one of last February
Charles McClave will act as judge
Letters from the members abroad that
could not be present brought the encour-
aging news that the coming exhibition
will not take a back seat with any of the
Western poultry shows. Another meet-
ing will be held October 10. 1890. All
breeders that are iutereste<l in poultry
are requested to l)e present. All chicks
shown at this exhibition that are not up
to weight by one-quarter pound will be
allowed full weight. Bear this in mind
It IS earnestly requested that all breeders
that exect to exhil)it at this show send the
number of birds and variety to the secre-
tary by November 27, 1S90. Your name
ami number will not be made public.

M. C. Heffron, Secretary.

*
* •

Two hundred light Brahma hens and
pullets arrived last week from Massa-
chusetts, which will be found on Mr.
Hill's farm in the future. Over 200
white Wyandottes are destined for the
same place, and poultrymen and fancjers

FOR SPANISH BREEDERS.
NOTICK TO THE SPANISH RRBEnRBS OK Thk

I NiTKii States.

Send in your names to join the club of
this variety, $2 for life members and $1
annual dues. Send me a setting of ceea
and I will pay the fee. We want all
names in by November 15 to decide where
we will meet to show our fowls and make
up money for special premiums for first
and second pens of Spanish fowls. It is
also necessary that we should have pro-
files made of the breed for the next stand-
ard and annual catalogue. Other poultry
papers wilt jilease copy.
Send names to yours truly,

J. L. Helpman,
HoMRWooD, Beaver Co., Pa., Sept. 27.
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MESSENGER PIGEONS.

Their Early History and Use as

Carriers of News.

A GREAT NATIONAL QUESTION

What They Have Acoomplished.
An Aid to National Defense.

By Major General D. R. Cameron, C. M. G.

Until fifty-three years ago there was no
more rapid means of conveying intelli-

gence than was supplied by pigeons. It

is only within the last half century that
electricity and steam have come into
competition with the messenger pigeon,
and even in the present day there are
innumerable conditions under which the
bird is si\\\/acile princeps.

Prior to the development of railways
and telegraphs, traveling was .so slow and
transportation had so many difiiculties
with which to contend that the training
of pigeons could only be carried on by a
very few individuals for short distances,
and the places at which they were em-
ployed were so remote from one another
as, with few exceptions, to preclude
arrangement for their reciprocal connec-
tion by pigeon post.

What is known of the employment of
messenger pigeons prior to the early
years of the present century may be re-
lated in the words of a reviewer in the
Royal Engineer Journal of June, 1885 :

" The employment of carrier pigeons
for transmitting intelligence was known
to the ancients

; early navigators, when
they neared their native shores, used
pigeons to advise their friends of their
coming home. Iu Greece the carrier
pigeon was the messenger employed dur-
ing the Olympian games. When Greece
became a Roman province, carrier
pigeons served to couvey to the Romans
new-s of the gladitorial fights an<l of races
In Egypt, of old, the carrier pigeon post
was a public institution. The African
traveler, De Volney, writes on this sub-
ject :

' The state columbaries were dis-
tributed all over the country in towers
specially built, and it was owing to con-
stant communication between the several
stations that public order and .safety
could be preserved in the extensive Syro-
Egyplian Empire.'
"John Moore asserts that these Oriental

carrier pigeons were brought by Dutch
mariners to Europe. They were called
Bagadettes after Bagdad, and it is prob-
able that the Belgian carrier of the pres-
ent day IS a descendant of the Oriental
bird. It IS quite surprising into what a
variety of services the carrier pigeon has
since then Ijeen pressed. Instances of its
successful employment in the interests
of speculation, politics, the saving of life
public safety and war are numerous.

'in 1770 an Italian is said to have had
recoiirse to having the winning numbers
n lotteries sent him by carrier pigeons
It IS a well-known fact in this country
(England

) that the London house of
Rothschild used carrier pigeons in i8isto obtain information of the course of
events on the Continent, and thus wasable to receive the news of the defeat ofNapoleon at Waterloo three days before
the Eng ,sh Government did, and to buyup largely English Government stock atUs then depressed price, and sell at anenormous profit after the rise whichtook place when the news l)ecanie gen-
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facilitated its conquest. The siege of
Harlem by Frederick Toledo in iS7a
the siege of Lyden by the Spaniards iii

1575 and the bombardment of Antwerp
in 1832 supplies also examples of the suc-
cessful employment of the carrier pigeon

The foregoing sketch of pigeon service
carries its history down to times when
railways and telegraphs originated and
began spreading into the wonderful net-
work they now present on maps of the
civilized world. For a time the employ-
ment of pigeons appeared to be doomed
to extinction. Love of sport, however
came to the rescue, and with the assist-
ance of the railway and the telegraph
the systematic rearing and training of
birds were carried on to an extent that
had hitherto not been dreamt of until
in 1870 at the siege of Paris, a most
powerful impetus was imparted to the
movement, and to-<lay the area of the
civilized world over which organized
pigeon post is established, the vast flocks
of birds employed and the vital import-
ance of the reliance placed upon them
are nothing short of marvellous.

It is the aim of this article to awaken
interest in its .subject, to make known
what the power of the messenger pigeon
IS, to show what services the bird may
render, and to demonstrate that to en-
courage, to support and to actively co-
operate in developing pigeon posts are.
for government and people, national
duties.

Amongst the names of the numerous
varieties of pigeons, the carrier is per-
haps most familiar to the public ear
This name is popularly misapplied to
birds used to convey messages The
carrier, however, is not suited to this
purpose. It is essentially a fancier's
show bird—tall, erect and bold in car-
nage. It is specially marked by what
the uninitiated might regard as warty
excrescences arounrl the eyes and above
and Ijelow the beak. An excessive and
regular development of these apparently
abnormal growths or wattles, is con-
.sidered by the professional fancier as an
important criterion of excellence. If of
pel feci furin an(i fuii size the wattles in-
terfere with the bird's vision in the di-
rection of its beak. The homing faculty
or power to satisfy a desire to trace its
way homewards is not possesed in any
high degree by carrier pigeons.

Birds used in messenger service are
common-looking pigeons undistinguish-
able by sight from the ordinary house
pigeon bred for the table. They cannot
claim, as carriers may, to be a distinct spe-
cies. In olden times, pigeons being used
for comparatively short distances, many
varieties were available, but, as time has
pas.sed, the principle of the survival of
the fittest has been in constant operation
and now there are classes of birds in
which the homing faculty with great
powers of wing and endurance are highly
developed.
Such pigeons are known in German

as dnef/auden—letter pigeons
; in French

as voya^-eurs—travellers, and in EInglish
variously as travellers, couriers, homing
and messenger pigeons.
"Homing pigeon" may be the name in

most general use. It refers to the faculty
which when highly developed renders the
bird useful.

"Mes.senger pigeon" would appear to
be the most appropriate name, as it im-
plies the service to which the bird is put
riie facility this bird has in directing its
flight homewards has been variously ac-
counted for. Some a.scribe it to an exer-
cise of highly developed intelligence,
others to perfection of sight, and yet
others to instinct or intuition. In keep-
ing with these ooinionswe find that in
selecting birds some people consider that
the form of the head is of special import-
ance—breadth between the eyes, and
development backwards from the eyes
indicating large brain. Others pay more
attention to the eye itself—looking to its
brightness and prominence as evidence
ofpower of vision

; and even the color of
the eye is noted by some. Again, others
deem pedigree to be the only reliable
guide III selection.
With regard to the wing there is a near

approach to unanimity. Leugt*. of wing,
breadth an<l firmness of piron webs and
perhaps the straight p' ..^iiment of the
wing feather tips wb u the wing is fully
expanded, are g'-.ierally accepted as de-
sirable conditions.
There is perfect agreement in the view

I

that trial in flight affords the only con-
I
elusive test, and that birds whjch 4o not

ai7

pa.ss through the ordeal satisfactorily
should be removed from the loft, since
their inferiority may be repeated in their
progeny.
With a view to ascertaining whether

sight enabled the messenger pigeon to
trace its way homeward, birds have been
blinded before being thrown for flight
and they failed to find their way. On
the other hand, thev have Ijeen able to
steer a correct course through the dark-
ness of night, and there are innumerable
instances of their passing directly home-
wards over hundreds of miles by lines
they had never previously explored. It
is difficult to conceive that any develop-
ment of what the five senses are under-
stood to be could enable a bird to accom-
plish what the homer does.
From Berlin to Paris is, roughly, 500

miles. It IS authentically recorded that
a French bird captured near Paris was
conveyed to Berlin, kept there for four
jears, and then on escaping returned to
Its loft in Paris. The writer of this arti-
cle purchased two birds at Toronto, east-
ward of which place they had never been
flown. From Toronto they were con-
veyed to Kingston, 150 miles eastward,
and there kept prisoners in a breeding
cage. Through an oversight they were
subsequently sent northward forty-.seven
miles to be flown from Sharlwt Lake
Instead of returning to Kingston they
went westward 150 miles direct to their
old loft at Toronto. The.'« birds had
been sent from Toronto to Kingston and
thence to Sharbot Lake in a closed bas-
ket, and they had not previously seen
the intervening country. Neither sight
nor a combination of all five senses could
have helped to guide them. There are
cases without number of birds being .sent
in training 100, 200 and 250 miles beyond
a point to which they had previously

Whatever the homing faculty may be
it is one which is present at a ver>- early
age and rapidly develops. It is poten-
tially present at the bird's hatching and
needs only opportunity fc: development
into activity. Very young birds may be
removed from th«> loft !•< v.-hich t'
have been hatched, domiciled in "a new
home and there liberated without much
risk of their <leserting. Older birds can
not be so treated.

[to be CONTINUED.]

POULTRY CHIPS.
BY TRIXIE.

Well, yes, we did not know as much
ten years ago as we thought we did. We
believed that a hen would not lay with-
out we supplied her with a nest egg, so
all of us invested in high-priced porcelain
eggs. When a hen is ready to lay it be-
comes a matter of necessity with her,
she has no choice but to lay.

Hard-boiled eggs were the proper food
for young chicks, but our chicks must
have changed greatly or we were simply
"going it blind." Hard-boiled eggs are
now erased from our bill of fare A few
still feed them, but then the "old eentle-man with the scythe" alone can get some
people out of the old ruts.

I received a letter to-day from a fancier
announcing a new variety of the Leghorn
family, the rose-combed black Leghorn
Success to you Mr. and Mrs. R. C. B. LThis makes some eleven varieties of the
ever popular Leghorn. If no foreign
blood has been made use of to form these
new varieties, we wish them equal poou-
larity with the older members of the Lee-
horn family. *

Culling should now be the order of the
day. If It is our ambition to reach the
topoftheladder we must "send to the
pot " everything but the Ijest. I do notmean that you should market everything
that will not scale ninety or more
points. First, select out all birds that
would be disqualified in the show room
After disposing of these, fix your limit at
such a point, and cull out all upon which
you cannot place a score equal to the
limit.

The Danbury Pair.

We would call the attention of our
readers to the advertisement of the Dan-
bury Agricultural Society, in another
column, the success of which has become
proverbial.

The attendance at the yearly exhibi-
tions of this .society has within ten years
more than quadrupled itself, au(l the
concourse of people one meets there is
really startling, but is easily accounted
for when one considers the variety and
size of its departments and the choice
display of each and every exhibit.
Ihe fair has developed into the largest

and best in the New England States, and
its almost phenomenal success is due
mainly to its just and generous manage-
ment, the officers having always endeav-
ored to carry out their programme in
every particular, sparing no time, effort
or expense in catering to the wanU of
Its patrons.
A building is given up to a poultry

show, and another building is devoted to
a bench show. There are three tents for
the display of vegetables, grains and other
farm and garden products. And another
enclosure for the display of agricultural
machinery in full operation. There are a
number of enclosed pens for the exhibi-
tion of blooded stock, and numerous
stables for horses. The society has a fine
half mile track, and a grand stand capable
of comfortably seating scxx) people. The
ample grounds are in superior condition,
and thou.sands of dollars have been spent
in their improvement.

—An Italian in Hammonton, N. J.,owns a pair of dunghill chickens that
have a value equaled only by the high-
scoring birds at the big shows. They
have only one leg apiece, were born that
way, and seem to get along very well
without the lost menil)er. The strange
part of it is that there is a cockerel and
pullet in the pair, and that the Italian
now is at a loss to know which will pay
the best—raising one-legged chickens or
accepting the big offer of a showman,

Judging by comparison is the present
cry. It will be a goo<l thing for the
judge who makes an unpopular award
Wh»"t» tl»« ie o<:Ir<./1 ....... t._ ... „ „„j ,,^ K«tvc aucn a
bird a premium over another one, he has
only to reply :

" I consider it the l)etter
of the two." That is all there is about it
while when birds are scored you can re-
view his work, section by section, and
detect his errors. If I was a judge I
should most a.ssuredly favor judging by
comparison. Ju.st wait for the kicking at
the New York show next winter. " Bed-
lam let loose " would be tame in compar-
ison. *

Your Hammonton correspondent has
the thanks of all western fanciers for
coming out flat footed in favor of a
western president for the A. P. A.

Eggs are worth eighteen cents a doren
here at this time, and I saw good spring
chickens selling to-day at twenty cents
each. In which is the most orofit the
eggs or the chicks ? For my part I 'can
produce a dozen of eggs for much less
than I can raise a chicken. With twenty
Leghorn hens I can average one dozen
e^p every day during the year, and they
will average in market twenty-five cents
per dozen, or I91.25 for the product of
the year. This makes the gross earnings
of each hen $4.56. I cannot get this re-
sult by raising market poultry.

The color of the shell of an egg does
not increase or diminish its value. W.
P- Leggett says he can get more for
"dark colored eggs." When I read the
statement in the Poultry Monthly I
hunted up his advertisement, where I
found that all his breeds are layers of
"dark colored" eggs. Poultrymen re-
sort to many expedients to create a de-
mand for those breeds that they keep and
this fiction concerning the "brown" egg
is one of them.

Jefferson County, Ohio, Sept. 29.

—The pullets that are intended for
winter layers should he selected by this
time, and be given extra care and feed.

—Ifyou suspect rats are about throw
grain on the floor of the coop. Better
feed them on grain than run the risk of
them eating your stock.

—The English poultry raisers kill and
market a fowl as so< n as it looks droopy.

,

They believe in lirning a bird iiito
market liefore sii kness appears to

I slaughter it,
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POULTRY SHOW^S.

The Exhibits at the Orangre County-
Pair. Port Jarvis, N. Y.

Special Report for Fanciers' Journal.

The poultry display at the Orange
County Fair, held at Port Jarvis, N. Y.,

last week, was the larjjest and finest col-

lection for three years, yet some even
proclaimed that it was the largest display

in the history of the society's exhibition,

but the former statement may be con-

sidered probably the safest one. Mr.
George S. Pratt, Bridgeport, Conn.,
awarded the prizes satisfactorily, and he
said it was the largest display at any
county fair he had attended this season.
Several breeders of the county did not
send their birds, as the society put in a
new superintendent this year, Mr. George
\y. Hoagland, of Port Jarvis, a live fan-
cier an»i one who understands running a
successful show. The dropping of Uie
old superintendent caused a snarl among
a few friends of the latter and they
stayed away in order, it is said on good
authority, to break up the poultry dis-
play. In this they were saiily disap-
pointed and the large turnout of birds
fairly staggered them and the society was
highly complimented upon the change
in superintendents. Mr. F. H. Davey,
Minisnik, N. Y., as assistant superin-
tendent, was continually on the go look-
ing after the comfort of the birds. Mr.
Pratt was very careful in awarding the
prizes, and as far as we know no kicking
was done. The awards follow :

Plvmoitth Rocks. —Barred -Pen first aud
pair first to B. t,. Requa; second to James Vaud-
erolf; chiclcfi, first pen and pair to Kequa. pen,
second, to Vauitcrolf; pair, second. C. D. Pelton!
White— Howls, first pen and pair to Requa;
Chicks, pen and pair, first and second, Reqiu*.
Brahmas.—Light— Huwis, pen and pair first

W. Q. Minium; second, C. U. Tic-c; chicks, oeu
and pair first, Vanderolf; second to same. Dark—Fowls, pen and pair first, \V. Q. Minturn; sec-
ond to same; chicks, pen and pair first, Vauder-
olf; second, Minturn.
Cochins.—Burr—Howls, pen and pair first. Dr.

P. M. Robinson; chicks, pen and pair first
Robinson. White—Fowls, first pen and pair,
C. D. Ticc: chicks, pair first, (J. H. Fisher'
Partridge—Sing-Ie-coinbed—Fowls, first pen and
oair. Davev: chicles fir«i r-f-ii ourl nnW Dave-'
second, K. L Requa.

* «----. j,

Ambkican Ddminiuuks.—Chicks, pairfirstand
second, William Carlisle. No fowls.
WvANixiTTES.-Silver— Kowls, pen and pair

first, G. K. Howell; second, D.ivey; chicks, pen
and pair first, Davey; second Howell. White-
Fowls, pen and pair first, Howell; chicks first
pen and second oair, Howell; first pair, Davey
Golden—Fowls, fir.st pair. (5. H. Fisher
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Chicks, first and second.MiNORCAS.—Black
Fisher.
Langsiians —Black—Fowls, first pen and pair

H. W. Traphagen; second pen. Dr. F. M. Robin-
son; chicks, first pen and pair, Robinson; second
Waphagen. '

Bantams.—Pekiii—Fowls, first pair.O. A. Mer-
chant; chicks, fir.st and second. Merchant. Black-
Breasted Red Came- Fowls, first pen and pair
Merchant; second pen ami pair, Davey; chicks'
first and second pen and pair Merchant Silver
Duckwing Game—Fowls, first and second pair
Howell. Golden Sebright—Chicks, first and sec-
ond pen and pair, Davey.
LiMJiioR.vs.—Single-comb Brown—Fowls, first

pen and pair, K. h- Requa; .second pair, Davey
chicks first pen and pair, Requa; second, Davey
Siugle-comb While—Fowls, first and second pen
and pair, Requa.
Hambur<js.—Silver spangled—Fowls, first

pen, Clark; first pair, William Carlisle; chicks
first pen and pair, Davey. Golden pencilled-
Fowls, first pair. C. W. Clark; chicks, first pen
Clark: first pair, Davey. Silver pencilled-
Chicks, first, L. B. Gunn.
Gambs.—While pyle—Fowls, first on pair

Gunn. Black-breaslcd led gii'ne— Howls pen
and pair first, Gunn; chicks, fir.st pen and pair
Gunn. '

Goi.DEN POLANDS.—Howls Pair first G H
Fisher; chicks, pair first, Hislier.
Polish.—While crested white—Fowls, first

pen and pair, Gunn.
UoKKiNGB.—Grey—Chicks, pen and pair first

C. D. Pelton.
Frixzi-k. -Chicks—Pair first, William Carlisle
Capons.—Three head chicks first; Davey.
Cross-urgi> I-angshans.—Pen first, I. C. Cud-

dleback.
Guineas—While—Fowls, first pair, C D Pel-

ton. Pearl— Fowls, first, Gunn.
TURKKVS.—Bronze -Howls, first pair A H

Miller. While Holland—Chicks, first pair, Charles
Marier.
Gbkse.—Brown China— Fowls, first pair Pel-

ton Bros. Toiiliise—Chicks, firsl pair, Davey
Ducks.— rckin— Fowls, firsl jieii and pair

Dnvey; second pen, Clark; .secmd pair, Ciiddle-
back. Dnckwings— Firsl pen ami p.iir, Davey
second ijcn, Fred Wehlingcr; second pair Cud-
bleback. Colored Muscovy—Special to duck and
brood, Wehlinger.
GuiNKA PiiiS.—Specials to E. I,. Requa
Owls.- Pair, special to Mrs. J. A. Buchanan.
KARiiiTS.—Special on coop. Rc(|na.
Cats.— Maltese, white and blue, special Mrs

Buchanan.
PlOKONS.— Hirst collection of ten pairs, F >l

B«rtholf; second collection of ten uuirs' T A
Fisher. *^

.
j- '»•

KoO».—Large disnlays by Hoagland, Cuddle-
btck aud Vailderoir, inoslly while. Cards were
not up.

NOTHy> OF TMF, SHOW.

Superintendfiil Hoagland .showed a
low-cost poultry house, size eight by six-

teen feet, cbsting I8.62 to build. It was
a practical building, with all conveniences
attached for the comfort of the fowls. He
also made a fine display of fowls of sev-
eral varieties for exhibition only, and
fanciers' supplies.
The building was gaily decorated with

bunting and packed full of exhibits. The
ducks, geese, turkeys and some other
fowls were arranged on the side of the
building on the outside, the building
proper being entirely too small to take in
all the display. The superintendent and
his a.ssistatit worked hard and were un-
tiring in their efforts to excel in their
department.
One of the largest exhil)itors was Mr.

E. L. Requa. His exhibition included
brown antf white Leghorns, barred anil
white Plymouth Rocks, partridge Coch-
ins, rabbits and guinea pigs, and he made
practically a clean sweep, winning all
firsts on Leghorns and Rocks, which
were fine and large, especially his peer-
less strain of I.,eghorns. Davey was a
good second on Leghorns, his birds be-
ing somewhat smaller but well up in
plumage, especially the cockerel

; the
pullets, however, were a trifle light iu
color.

The display of dark Brahnias, as made
by Minturn and Vauderolf were in nice
feather aud alx)ve the average at a county
fair. George E. Howell's display ot
silver and white Wyandottes were good,
especially the latter, but we thought the
former a trifle too dark. Davey and
Clark also had some very fair birds of the
silver variety.

The li^ht IJrahiua class, like the dark,
was out in force, and most of the birds
were good in size and feather, those of
Minturn, Vauderolf and IVlton toeing
especially so, with Minturn showing the
best.

In point of numbers the Plymouth
Rock cla.s3 won the cake. Requa, Vau-
derolf and Pellou being the principal ex-
liibitors. Quality was up to the average
at county fairs while the combs, beaks
and legs were above the average fair
birds, with color of plumage a little light
we thought for exhibition purposes.
Requa's barred cock was a dandy and the
hens matched him nicely.
Langshans, as usual, were out in force,

but the birds were younger than some
years. Honors were pretty well divided
between Doctor Robinson and Traphagen.
George A. Wallace had a fine pen of
chicks, but they were disqualified for a
pin head spot of white in primaries. It
was to be regretted that they contained
the blemish, as all conceded them the
largest and finest in the class. Traphagen
showed a pen of whites, labelled pure
spots. They were too long in the back
and showed considerable traces of black.

L. H. Gunn had his usual annual dis-
play of games, bantams and guineas
winning lots of prizes. The Indian game
was absent. Assistant Superintendent
Davey made displays in several classes
and caught a whole handful of prizes
Superintendent Hoagland had a large dis-
play for exhibition of different varieties.
Pekin ducks was a full class and in

quality were good, but not as large as
some we have seen.
The pair of bronze turkeys shown by

A. H. Miller were very large and fine, but
had a poor position at one end of the
building which did not show them off to
advantage.
The entries being double that of sever-

al past years the Ijuilding was constructed
too small, but by another year the society
will have doubled its size and then all
the exhibits will have good positions.
The fair was a success, the weather fine,
except the lasl day, and all went along
nicely.

"WBSTPIELD'S SHOW.
A Pine Exhibit of Poultry at the

Tioga County Pair.

Snugly nestling in the picturesque val-
ley of the Cowanesque, surrounded by
lofty hills and rich fields, the thriving
town of Westfield, Pa., is the proper
home of the Tioga County Agricultural
Fair. To a person accustomed to the
huge expositions with their concomitant
vices of fakes ami gambling, the purely
bucolic and old-fashioned country show
must seem strange and behind the age.
Yet we witnessed here one of the best
shows of the season. It was a genuine
surprise to find such a very large display
of poultry as Westfield managed to se-

cure. Although piled up in tiers, the
two buildings could not hold the ex-
hibits. The -society also did a wise thing
in securing A. S. Stillman to manage the
exhibit. Mr. Stillman is a veteran at
this business and birds receive the best of
attention from him. He personally at-
tends to the feeding and fowls are served
with a variety of food not always supplied
at other shows. The quality of the birds
was excellent in most classes, less dis-
qualified stock being found than at many
larger shows. The Hamburg class was
the best we have met this season. The
awards were made as follows :

Brahmas.—Light—Fowls, first, W. Burr; sec-
ond, L. Pease; chicks, first, W. Burr- second
George Stevenson. Dark—Fowls, first, Harry
Miller; second, Joe Kberle; cliicks, Harry Miller-
second, P. D. Leonard.

CocHiNs-Buff-Fowls, second, Alburtis I.,each;
chicks, first, George Stevenson. I'artridge-
Fowls, first. William Spencer.
Lancshans— Fowls, second, t,- Pease.
Dorkings—White—Fowls, first, George Ste-

venson. Silver grey—Fowls, first, George Ste-
venson; chicks, second, George Stevenson
DoMiNiQUES—Fowls, second, W. H. Allen

-

chicks, first, George Stevenson: second W h'
Allen.

Plymouth Rocks.—Barred—Fowls, first and
second. C. L. Miller. Pea comb barred—Fowls
second, Lester Stone; chicks, second, Lester
Stone. While—Fowls, first, Harry Miller, second
George Pierce: chicks seciiiiH w l» O^rd-'er. '

WVANnoiTKS.-Silver— Fowls, .second, George
Stevenson, chicks, first, William Spencer- sec-
ond, George K. Stevenson. White— Fowls, 'first,
W. D. Gardner; second, William Spencer- chicks
first, W. F. F,vcritt. Black-Fowls, second, w'
D. Gardner. Golden— Fowls, second W D
Gardner.

Stevensjm; second. I. H. Northrup. R. C. Black-
Fowls, Geo. Stevenson; chicks, first, Geo. Ste-
venson.
Black Spanish —Fowls, first aud second W

H. Allen.
Red Caps—Fowls, first, A. S. Stillman; second.

Geo. Stevenson; chicks, first, A. S. Stillman:
second, W. H. Allen.

,.TV«''»Lys. - Bronze — First, Harry Miller.
White—Fust and second. George Stevenson.
Black—First, GeoVge Steveu.son. Silver spangled— Urst, D. H. Denniu; second, Frank Clark.
,.,u':'*%~^'"''''*""~^*^''"'l' (Jeorge Stevenson.
White China—First Knd second, George Steven-
son. Toulouse—Firsl and second, Harry Miller
Ducks.—Cayuga—First, R. p. Schoonorer; sec-

ond, George Steveii.son. Colored Muscovy— Firstand second, George Stevenson. Crested white-
First. George Sleven.son; second, William Spen-
cer. Pekin-First, R. p. Schoonorer; second.
David Foster. White call—Second, W. D. Gard-ner Roueii—First, Harry Miller.
Guinea Fowls.—Pearl — First and second.

George Stevenson. While—First and second.
George Stevenson. Pea— First and second, Georae
blevenson.

I

GuiNKA Pigs.— First, G. K. Vincent; second,
George Stevenson.
RAUiiiTs—AnKora— First, W. D. Gnrdner; sec-

ond, George Stevenson. Lop eared — First
George Sleven.son; second. J. Seeley. Belgian-
First aud second, Harry Miller. White Dutch-
First and second, Harry Miller. Pied—First
Harry Miller. '

Pigeons.-Display of Varieties—First, George
Stevenson; second, Harry Miller. Short-fiiced
Antwerps—First and second, George Stevenson
Owls—First and second. George Stevenson. Jaco-bins— First, (ieorge Stevenson; second, G. K
Vincent. Swallow.s— First and second, George
Stevenson. Trumpeters — I'irsl and second
George Stevenson. Short-fiiccd Tumblers—Firstand second, George Stevenson. Common Tum-
blers—First, George Stevenson; sec-ond, L S
Gnnolds. Barbs—First. Harry Miller. Hantails—
Fir.st Harry .Miller; second, R. P. .Schoonorer
rurbils—First and second, R. p. Schoonorer
Dragons— First, L. S. Grinolds.

RHODE ISLAND POULTRY ASSOCIATION.

Plucking Fowls.
Plucking fowls is a tedious process. If

there arc any who want to operate with-
out the aid of the scalding process let

them do so, and when they are tired of
it let them try the following improved
method : Dip the fowls in cold water and
let them drip. Then apply finely pulver-
ized rosin to the feathers, using a dredg-
ing 1k>x for convenience. Then scald in
the usual way. The rosin slicks the
feathers together so that the pin feathers
come out with the others, saving much
trouble. Apply about half a teacupful of
rosin to a fowl. Use the common crude
article. It is cheap stulfand its cost is
made nji ten times over by the lalx>r
saved.—American Poultry Yard.

JAVAS.—Black—Fowls, second, George K Ste-
venson. While—Fowls, first, George H Steven-
son. Mottled- Fowls, fir.st and second, W. D
Gardner; chicks, first, George Sleven.son- sec-
ond, W. D. Gardner.
RuMPLESS.—Fowls, second, George Pierce
Hambukgs.—Black—Fowls, firsl and second

George Stevenson; chicks, first and second'
George Stevenson. White— Fowls, firsl and
.second, George Stevenson; chicks, fir.st and sec-
ond, George Stevenson. Silver pencilled— Fowls-
first and second, George Sleven.son. Golden
pencilled—Fowls, first and second, <;eorge Ste-
venson; chicks, fir.st, George Stevenson. Golden
spangled—Fowls first ami .second, George Ste-
venson; chicks, first, George Stevenson. Silver
spangled—Fowls, fir.st George Stevenson; sec-
ond, R. H. Buck; chicks, firsl, George Stevenson
second, W. D. Gardner
Lf-Ghorns—White—Fowls, first, W. D. Gard-

ner; second, George Stevenson; chicks, first W
D. Gardner; second, George Sleven.son. Browii
—Fowls, second, P. K. Kcxford; chicks, first P
h. Rexford; second, W. D. Gardner. Rose-
combed brown—Fowls, first, David Foster- tec-
ond. W. F. Kverilt; chicks, first and .second
Morgan Kiiar. Rose-combed white—Fowls
first, AlheSlraiin; second, W. H. Allen; chicks'
first, George Steveii.-wn; second, W. H. Allen
Andalusians.—Fowls, first and second F L

Hazcltine.
MiNORCAS.-White—Chick.s, fir.st, Wm. Smith

.second, L. Pease Black— Fowls, firsl and secxmd'
W. L. Davis; chicks, first, W. D. Gardner; second'
W. L. Davis. '

Polish -Golden-Fowls, first, L. S. Grinolds
chick, sec-ond, L. S. Grinolds. Silver—Fowls
second, L.S. Grinolds; chicks, .second, L. S tirin-
olds. While—Fowls, fir.st, L. S. Grinolds. Beard-
ed Golden Polish— Fowls, firsl, F. L. Hazalline
While Crested Black—Howls, second W L
Davis; chicks, first, W. L. Davis.
HouDANs.— Howls, second, Lester Stone.
Games.—Indian—Fowls, first, G. K. Vincent:

chicks, firsl, Geo. Sleven.son. Sumatra— Fowl.s
first, I. H. Northrup; second, G. K. Vincent-
chicks, first and second, I. H. Northrup Fit-
Fowls, first, Frank Strang. White-Howls fiist
L. S. Grinolds. Browr Red—Chicks, firsl Wm'
Spencer. U. B. Red—Howls, fir.st, Joe F;berle-
second, Geo. Stevenson; chicks, first and .second'
tleo. Stevenson. Red Pile— Howls, first C l"
Miller; chicks, first. C. L. Miller.

'

Bantams.—Silver Sebright—Fowls, first I H
Northrup; chick.s. first, A. S. Stillman; second
Geo. Stevenson. Burinesc—Fowls first A s'
Stillman; chicks, first A. S. Stillman. 'Goideii
Duckwing Game— Fowls, second, W. L. Davis
B. B. Red Game—Howls, first and .si-cond, Geo
Stevenson; chicks, first and second, C. L. Miller
Red Pile Gaines— Fowls, first and second C 1
Miller; chicks, first and sccoml. C. h Miller
I'ekin— Fowls, second, Geo. IvStevenson; chicks
first, C. L. Miller. Rose-coinbcd White- Fowls
first, W. H. Allen; chicks, first, W. H. Allen'
Riise-coinbed Black- Howls, second. W. II. Allen
*.olden Duckwiiii; Game— Howls, firsl W D
Gardner. lliH)li-d While -Howls, firsl, Win Silen-
cer. Golden Sebright - Howls, first, Geo. Steven-
son; second. I. U. Northrup; chicks, firsl, Geo.

Providknce, Sept. 17, 1890.

Meeting called to order by the presi-

dent. Minutes of last meeting read and
approved. The Committee on Judges re-

ported that they had engaged Messrs. P.
Williams, W. P. Atherton, C. V. Fletcher
aud Newton Kiiapp as judges for the
fifth annual show. Voted to accept the
report.

The committee which was appointed
at the last meeting to secure a hall in
which to hold the exhibition December
29. 30 and XI. iSon. and Jnnnarx- i^ tgg;
reported that they had" secured Music
Hall. Moved and seconded that the re-
port be accepted.
Voted that Michael I-lyun, Jr., be

made a member of the Committee on
Premium List to assist iu preparing the
part in regard to dogs. On recommenda-
tion of the Kxecntive Committee William
M. Hughes and Charles A. Jeiiks were
elected to membership of this associa-
tion. Voted that the association pass
resolutions on the death of our esteemed
treasurer, Russell M. Joslin.
By a unanimous vole of the members

of the Rhode Island Poultry Association
it is ordered that the following minutes
l)e spread upon the records of the cor-
poration, and that a copy of the same be
sent to his widow by the secretary :

Russell M. Joslin, treasurer of the
Rhode Island Poultry Association from
its first inception, after a painful illness,
died on Saturday, September 13, 1890.
In his death the association has lost a
faithful officer and a valuable memt>er. •

The members of the association have
lost a personal friend. He was always
active in promoting the interest of the
association and gave liberally of his
time, money and influence in su.slaiuing
and rendering useful this organization.
To him, as much as to any one member,
the Rhode Island Poultry As.sociation
owes its present jiosition of usefulness.
Wise in counsel, ready in every emerl
gency, faithful in the discharge of duty,
and pleasant and genial in companion-
ship as he was, no member will be more
missed than he.
The rnembers of this a.ssociation, Ixith

in their corporate and individual ca-
pacity, extend to his widow their sincere
and profound sympathy.
Voted that a copy of the minutes of

this meeting be sent to the leading poul-
try papers for publication. Voted that
R. G. Davis be elected superintendent of
hall for the next exhibition. Voted
that a treasurer be elected to fill the
office made vacant by the death of Rns-
.sell M. Joslin. R. G. Davis was elected
to fill the office, N. Reiner casting the
ballot for the association. Voted to ad-
journ. R. G. Davis, Secretary.

—Hewaie of in-breeding. More dam-
age is done annually in this than in any
other negligence on the place.
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THE STANDARD.

Shall It Become a Plxture or Be
Ever Ohangingf ?

For Thk Fanciers' Journal.

The A. P. A. will meet next winter for

the first time in the South, and in the in-

terests of fancy poultry. We trust that
"new blood" will be infused into the old
fabric in sufficient quantity to place the
A. P. A. upon a business foundation, but
it is not of the A. P. A., but of their

standard, that I wish to "say my say."
Why must we change the standard every
five years ? I have frequently put this

question to prominent breeders, and from
their answers I am led to think the sole

object is to " feather the nest " of the A.
P. A. by the sale of the new short-lived
standard. That is it—a mild case of
highway robbery.

The Indian Game Club has taken the
"bull by the horns," and have deter-
mined to make their own standard. That
is right, boys; there may be other
poultry breeders who know more than
any of you know, but when it coul.'s

down to a special breed, if that special
breed happens to be the Indian game,
you know what you want

;
you are in-

terested in the breed, have made it a
study, and know belter than any other
class of breeders how to picture (in
words) the ideal Indian game. Go in and
make your standard

; present it to the A.
P. A., make them adopt it verbatim el
Itieratum. If they insist upon tinkering
with your work, just give them the go-
by, and refuse to exhibit at any show
where Indian games are judged by any
standard other than the one you' have
adopted. Let each specialty club do the
saiiie for their breeds and permit no dic-
tation by the august A. P. A.
Our siiecialty clubs should own, runonn ^r%r»f.-y%1 !.:.. — « . /• •--- — -..»^. W...O ctuiucicti. 01 American

birth. Make the A. 1'. A. Ijow down be-
fore you or form a new association, a
union of clubs, aud permit each club to
have supreme control of its own and no
more. We trust that the special clubs of
each breed will meet and declare their
standard, and, "sink or swim," stand by
it. Take the brown Leghorns as an ex-
ample to the point. Would not a com-
mittee composed of Forsyth, Requa
Bonney Mnnger, Wilcox, Smith (Ross
A.) and other well-known brown Leg-
horn breeders succeed in forming a
standard that would score nearer 100
points than a committee composed of
Williams, Felcli, Zimnier aud Mortimer?
It certainly would, and the A. P. A., in
all probability, would name the latter
gentlemen to revise the standard of a
breed they have never themselves bred,
hence know comparatively little about.
Why not make a standard and let it

stand as a monument of their handiwork ?
I cannot .see the necessity of this con-
stant revision of the law. To-day we
must breed such and such, to-morrow
another shade is declared to Ije the cor-
rect thing. We work five years to breed
according to standard requirements.
Suddenly the foundation is torn away
and we have to build over again, and jus't
as we feel like congratulating ourselves
iipon Hearing the completion of the edi-
hce the allotted five years are up, and
our work must be all be gone over ag lin

;our diflerent breeds are put back just
five years every time the standard is re-
vised. Let us stop this retrograde move-
ment at once. Give us a comprehensive
standard description of each breed and
let that continue until such time as it
becomes clearly defective—it is soon
enough then to revise the standard of
that breed.
As soon as any new breed has a suffi-

cient following to maintain a club in its
interest, open the door aud admit it to
standard honors; it is entitled to that
distinction. Just Ijefore the last revision
certain parlies must have Ijeen paid by
the quire for "booming" certain "sports"
called breeds. There is a great differ-
ence between an established breed and a
nondescript "sport," and our "law of the
land ' should be protected from all these
"«w claimants until such a time as ihev
shall become a well-established breed'
Let them establish their reputation for
usefulness before permitting them to as-

sociate upon terms of equality with our
useful breeds. Admitting them before
knowing their worth is legalizing the
"obtaining of goods under false pre-
tenses"—robbery of legitimate breeds of
reputation. Trixib.
Ohio, Sept. 30, 1890.

POULTRY AT TORONTO.
The Industrial Exhibition Proves

a Great Success.
There were nearly 3000 birds cooped

at the exhibition just closed. The largest
classes were Plymouth Rocks (which
variety had sixty-three entries), Brahmas,
Cochins, Dorkings, Wyandottes, Minor-
cas. Leghorns, Polands, Ham burgs and
game. There were also large classes of
bantams, and Langshans mustered up
quite an entry, iucludiug a pair of very
fair whites. Most of the new varieties
were in abundance, golden Wyandottes,
black Wyandottes, buff" laced Polands,'
etc. Mr. W. McNiel also showed a
rarity m the shape of a blue-laced Poland
which is rather a handsome variety.

'

J. H. Hall &, Co., who were formerly
large exhibitors, have again joined the
ranks and are on hand again.
The challenge cup for black red game

cockerels was won by Mr. James Maise
The pigeons formed a splendid collec-

tion. Nearly all breeds were well repre-
sented, and nearly 500 birds were cooped.
The largest classes were carriers, pouters
tumblers, Antwerijs, owls, jacomns and
fan tails.

The homers, which were flown in the
races in connection with this show were
on exhibition and attracted special at-
tention. Silver and bronze medals were
awarded to the winners, and many likely
looking birds were there.
A silver medal was offered for the best

model of a poultryhouse, and one for the
best collection of poultry appliances,
both of which were won bv Mr T n
Kotjertson, of Guelph. The poultry-
house was a minute affair, but was one of
the best ever gotten up. The appliances
included brooder, shipping coop and
other smaller and some unnecessary ap-
pliances.

Turkeys, ducks and geese were a show
in themselves. The usual large exhibi-
tors put in an appearance and some new
ones. The winning bronze turkeys were
clinkers

; very large and line color.
There were a greater number of fowls

known as the French breeds here than
usual. There were large numlwrs of
Houdans, Creve Cceurs aud La Fleche of
excellent quality. It is a wonder that
such hue table poultry as these do not
find more patrons. Anon.
[The full list of awards will appear next

week, as we have not the space for them
in this issue.

—

Ed.]
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PIGEON FLYING.

Judffinflr by Comparison.
This method ofjudging has some ardent

supporters, and their advocacy of a
change from the present score system to
the more rapid liiethod of judging by
comparison, will no doubt call forth cor-
respondence from both sides that will be
of much interest to exhibitors in par-
ticular, ami fanciers in general. Of
course, it is to be expected that certain
judges, who earn a part of their daily
bread by scoring fowls, at I5 to I7 per
day, aud expen.ses paid, will not want
any change, and will put forth their Ijest
endeavors to keep the score system in
vogue. However, the matter will l>e set-
tled by the fiinciers of America by prac-
tical tests; and we note that it is already
announced that the next poultry show
to be held in New York City will l>e
judged by comparison.—California Cack-
ler.

ON THE WINQ.

On the last cruise of the New York
pilot l)oat Edmund, when it was seventy
miles southeast of Sandy Hook Light
Ship, a carrier pigeon settled on the fore-
uia.st rigging. The boat-keeper climbed
up and brought the weary traveler to the
deck, where he was given a drink of
water and a saucerfiil of hot bread and
milk, and then tucked away to rest in a
box half full of soft flannel rags. There
is nothing about the bin', to identify it

but a silver band about one leg, on which
is engraved 27-29 H., and the pilots have
become so fond of their find that they
hope nobody will turn up as its owner.

»
« »

The Wilson Pigeon Flying Club, of
Providence, R. I., closed its old bird
season with a race from New York City.
The entry fee was |io per bird, the sum
of the entries making up ihe prize of
honor to be awarded to the first bird
home. The birds started were : The
Maid of the Mist, by Harry Goodby

;

Richard K. Fox, by Mr. Patrick Gal-
lagher . Daisy, by Mr. Goodby, and Sam
Hunt, by Mr. James S. Boutelle. The
start was from the roof of the Police Ga-
zette building. The returns in order of
winning were : First, Richard K. Fox;
second, Daisy

; third, Sam Hunt.
«

» •»

The Wilson Club has challenged the
Providence Club to fly over the same
course and will probably lie taken up.

*
-» •

The bird J. D. qo, owned by Mr. John
Diggle, Philadelphia, is reported as a vis-

itor at the residence of Mr. W. C. H.
Clarkson, Washington, D. C. The bird
was liljerated for its first and last journey
of the old-bird season on the morning of
June 12, for Danville, Va., 323 miles from
home.

The Homer in the Show Pen.

—Every day now that the surplus
cockerels are kept is feed wasted. "Hiey
should lie disposed of at once, for they
will bring as much now as they will a
month later.

—The Dorking fowl, l;ke the game, is
of a pugnacious dis; osition. They have
also gone throu^li several varieties of
colors, the silver grav being now the
most popular. There fs also the colored
Dorking, which is bred darker, and more
distinctly marked.

How to place the homing pigeon in the
show room is a subject of much discus-
sion. The most sensible proposition is

to offer prizes ; first for record already
made, second for record to be made in
winning it, third to the bird likeliest for
homing purposes.
Of the homing pigeon it is well said

that the three most valuable points are
invisible and only to be proven by test of
training. These are good sight, retentive
memory and pluck. Second in import-
ance to these are the points of structure.
A body broad in front, tapering off nar-
row behind, the chest deep, and breast-
bone straight, the wing very strong at the
shoulder, aud so set on that there will be
no gap between it and the bird's body
when it is at full stretch. The flight
feathers broad, .stout, flat, and rounded at
tip, the webbing close, the quill stout, in
position overlapjiing and not too long,
but as deep as possible. Tail longer than
the wings when at rest; narrow when
closed, broad when opened. Botly
feathers hard and close.
These, the chief points of a working

homer, should have preference over
others. The exhibition point, head
nicely rounded, eye dark red or pearl,
very little eye or beak wattle, the former
thin and smooth. Beak, black and of
medium length. I^egs rather short, as
long legs are an impediment to flight,
especially when the bird is fatigued.

—

The Fancier's Review.

WASHXNGKTON NEWS.

No Race Last Sunday on Account
of the Bad Weather.

Special Correspondence Fanciers' Journal.

Washington, Sept. 30.

Owing to the bad weather the mem-
bers of the Washington Federation had
no race last Sunday, but will fly next if
possible.

It will be the last young bird race this
season, and is to be a sweep.stake of |i
each bird, flown from the 200-mile sta-
tion, the best average speed to win, with
diplomas to second and third birds.
At the last meeting of the Federation,

Mr. Allen C. McLain was elected treas-
urer.

Mr. McLain has invented a self-timing
detaining trap, which will be adopted, it
is thought, by the Federation next sea-
son, thus doing away with timers.
Mac swears by it, but wishes me to say

there is no truth iu the statement that it
has an incubating attachment to hatch out
youngsters while the old birds are on a
journey, though Uie boys are positive
that he promised some such improve-
ment.

Just after the meeting of the Federa-
tion had Ijeen called to order last Friday
night we received a visit from some
brother fanciers from Philadelphia.
Among them were : Mr. W. P. Repsher.
the president of the Virtue Club • Mr
John McFadden, a member of that' club
and Messrs. Charles Adams and Arthur
Town, of the Active Club. To say that
they were heartily welcomed would but
mildly express it. and such a dish of
pigeon English was served up that many
of the members did not hear the " bobs "
click that night.

^Jiring the day they visited the loflsof
10: iiieiaiicicib, anil expressed them-

selves greatly pleased with what they had
seen, especially were they taken with the
large white homer, with horns, at ex-
SecreUry Turner's loft.
Some of the fanciers having a great

many later youngsters, are lieginning to
train them, the Alph Club going to the
first station, Fairfax Courthouse, twenty-
two miles, Sunday last.

There has been reported to me a stray
sky-blue banded 229, T. P. G., 89, and
bearing two countermarks on leg. It
arrived Monday morning very much dis-
tressed. The owner can have it by writing
to Mr. J. A. Hofiar, 143 N Street, Wash-
ington, D. C, who is giving it every care.

HOMUK.
• *

Cincinnati Pigeon Show.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The Grand International Pigeon
Show, under the rules of the Cincinnati
Columbarian As.sociation, will Ije held
January 31 to February 4, 1891, at Music
Hall, Cincinnati, O. This will be the
initial show of the club, and it is open for
competition to the world. It promises to
be oiie of the greatest shows ever held
in this county, and is receiving support
from the leading breeders throughout
this country. If all those wishing to
help promote the interest of the fancy
will kindly give us a helping hand we
assure all, it matters not how small the
same may Ije, it will be appreciated. For
particulars apply to

Gkorgk Ewald,
Sec'y. Cincinnati Columbiirian Association.

Cincinnati, September 29, 189a

A Stray Pigeon.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Sir : Last Sunday, September 21, a
strange bird arrived at my loft whose
number and mark is F. J. S. 38, 1890.
Plea.se make a note of it iu Fancikrs'
Journal for the lieiiefit of its owner.

Respectfully, I). A. Raihf.
N«w I'mtADKLPHiA, O., SepL 2,

From the West.
The prize flight of young (1890) homere

of the "Meteor," at Milwaukee, Wis.,
took place Sunday, September 27, from
Mazomanie, a distance of no miles. The
birds were liberattnl at 9. 16 in a pretty
strong contrary wind. The firet birds
passed the wire at 12 23 o'clock, with the
others following close lx;hiiid. The prizes
were won as follox s : First, Otto L.
Kuehn ; second, Olio L. Kiiehn ; third,
Charles Brehni

; fom 'li, Charles Brehm
;

fifth, Bruno Schina..ow ; sixth, Bruno
Schmasow. Ft,YBR.
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SCRAPPLE.
Raisinsr Squabs—Have a Duster

Useful Crosses—Pig-eon Peed.

Hierh Nests, Etc.

faucy. Some other new breeds have been
iutro<luced, as the Orpingtons, Pata-
goniaus, etc., but they have not been
bred long enongh to enable one to form
a fair idea of them.—H. H. in Rural New
Yorker.

The folloiinng extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other
side of the water, giving their experi-
ences in raising, feeding and caring for
alt kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet
stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thk F.\ncikr.s' Journai,. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore ininte contiibutionsfrom every-

one %vho has anything to say pertaining
to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

Raisingr Squabs.

There is quite a demand for common
pigeons at the present time, and whether
designed for culinary or sporting pur-.

poses, they can he made exceedingly
profitable for the raiser. Squabs are be-

coming very fashionable served a la

pigeon pot pie, and who tliat has ever
partaken of this delectable compound can
say aught against its popularity. The
sporting fraternity find use for the older
birds as targets for their shooting matches.
iVe recently saw an advertisement for
1000 pigeons to l)e used for this purpose.
The prices obtained aie from %\ 50 to Jv2
per dozen. Owing to the light cost of
rearing and their exceeding prolificne.ss
these values leave a fair margin of profit
for the breeder. I^t your boys raise
common pigeons and eventually they will
become fanciers of the high-class birds.

—

T. W. P. in Guide and Fi iend.

Some Usefal Crosses.

Among French breetlers the cross of La
Brease and Creve Cneurs is highly rermu.
mended as producing a fowl that retains

the good qualities of both parents with-
out their special defects.

For an all-around fowl—good for the
table and good for eggs—few crosses
answer Vtter than alight Brahma cock
and colored Dorking hens.
For the perfection of table poultry

nothing exceeds the cross of an Indian
game cock and a colored Dorking hen,
though an Indian game-Plymouth Rock
cross comes pretty close in quality.
For eggs alone. Leghorns, Ha'mbnrgs,

red caps, Minorcas, Andalusians and
Houdans—any two of the al)ove crossed
—make fowls that lay abundantly. Per-
haps nothing can be found for this pur-
pose, size and number of eggs l>eing
considered, that will surpass a cross of
the Minorca and Hamburg, though a
white I.^ghorn-silver-spangled Hamburg
cross will approximate very closely. The
union of the Hamburg and Mediterranean
families never fails to produce capital
layers.—Poultrv World.

Experiments "With Chicks.
The past winter and spring we have

been using pure bred eggs in our hatch-
ings instead of crosses as last year. Our
experiences have been varied. From the
same pen of Wyandottes some have been
plump and vigorous, others big framed
and weakly. The same with Plvmouih
Rocks. The white Plymouth Rocks did
well, and were very plump. A golden
Wyandotte cockerel (all we had) beat
everything for heavy weight. Now as
all these chicks had the same care, same
range, same feed, etc., it goes to show
that .some must have Ijeen produced from
a more weak germ than others. How to
overcome this, and have all ol a uniform
weight and condition as near as p<}ssible,
has not yet been determined, but we will
this coming season try the plan of using
two males in a yard—one at a time. While
one of them is in charge of the heus, we
intend putting the other in a good sized
run and feeding on meat, green food, etc.
In this way we think, we can always
have a vigorous male on duty, and have
every reason to believe our hatches will
be improved.
Our ducklings this year have been

grand
;
we never raised better. Our eggs

not only hatched well, but the ducklings
vkere unusually vigorous, and by sprink-
ling the eggs with tepid water for several
days before the hatch was due, there was
no trouble for them to get out of the
shell.

We have just purchased a top heat
brooding system, and will, during the
V inter also put in bottom heat brooders,
and these alongside of a system that com-
bines both top and tx)tto'm heat will be
the basis of many experiments the com-
ing winter and spring. These brooders
are also run by both hot air and hot water,
and as we intend to make daily notes of 1

the operations we may be able satisfac- I

iurily 10 »iecide for our readers what plan
will lie the saftesl and l>est to use.
There is a good bit in the feed, and

how it is fed ; and there is a bulk of re-
sponsibility in the breed ; but two-thirds
of the requirements for success is in clean-
liness aud proper ventilation. What
is the experience of practical men is what
we are happy to quote, and a man's ex-
perience, no matter how it coincides with
other j)eople's views, is law because it has
been actually tried.—M. K. Royer.
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plains that his fine light Ilrahma cockerel
has the rheumatism, or some other weak-
ness in the legs.

Now, to begin with, let me say that leg
weakness in any form among young
chicks can generally be cured if taken in
hand when first discovered, but doctor-
ing an old fowl is a different thing

;

when an old bird gets so that it is unable
to walk, bless it for the good it has done,
and kill it as soon as possible.
When young chicks go moping and

squatting around, and stagger when they
walk, you may conclude that they are
troubled with cramp, caused by damp
runs, and by exposure to cold dews and
rains. Removal to a dry, warm place,
and cayenne pepyier given dailv in the
food, will usually effect a cure iii a short
time.

Sometimes the rapidly growing Brah-
mas. Cochins and Plymouth Rocks "fail
up" in the legs when they are four or
five months old ; this is the true leg
weakness, and is caused by a lack of the
bone forming material in their food. To
prevent this weakness see that the young
fowls have plenty of crushed oyster
shells, or lime in some shape, and give
bone meal in their food occasionally.
When the birds first show signs of

weakness in the legs, they may some-
times be cured by giving "Parish's Chem-
ical Food," and feeding bone meal.
Sometimes chicks that are well fed

and well cared for in every respect will
take a weakness in the legs, and "some
will get well and some die ;" this usually
occurs where fowls have been bred in-
and-in for several generations. I know
of no cure for chicks that are afflicted
with this form of leg weakness

; they
must take their chances ; but I should
advise their owners to kill the old rooster
and get one that is young and vigorous,
and not akin to the hens.
Rheumatism is generally confined to

old fowls. Remove the afflicted birds to
a dry, warm place, aud put the legs aud
feet in hot mustard water for ten min-
utes

; then dry them off, apply coal oil,
"magic oil," or any gootl stimulating
liniment, and rub briskly with flannel

;

give ginger and cayenne pepper daily in
liic iwud, uiilii iiie fowis are cured.
Fanny Field in Prairie Farmer.

eggs with the fingers and withdraw the
hand, still keeping the back of the hand
upwards to act as a guard or shield from
the wings of the pigeon. Return in
same position. This is a little point we
have never seen in print and has been
learned by us by bitter experience.

—

Pigeons and Pets.

'
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Oominff Breeds.

At the present time many new breeds
of poultry are not coming to the front.

The Asiatics have been thoroughly tried

over and over again, and as a market
fowl have proved disappointing when
pure-bred

; but their crosses, especially
the Plymouth Rocks and Wyandottes,
have been ^reat acquisitions to the breed-
ers of broilers and early chickens for
market

; their hardiness as chicks and
their plumpness have gained for them a
place tha'. will probably remain perma-
nent in chicken culture. Having ac-
cepted these crosses as new breeds, we
have not made any advance since their
introduction. Stmie of the other fowls
now called new breeds, are simply re-
vivals of old kind.s, as the re<l caps,
Minorcas, Javas, etc. Even the new In-
dian games are a revived (orm of the old
types, but at the same time they may
prove a very valuable strain, esj>ecially
lor crossing with other breeds. When I

speak of the excellence of the crosses,
let it be remembered I have in mind
utility for market purposes. Give me
pure-bretl fowls pf an^ kjnd for my

Is Moulting a Disease?
Moulting a disease ? Not much. Some

would have us absorb such nonsense,
however. Well, what is it then >. Noth-
ing but a natural law which the physical
economy must obey. True, the system
is put to a strain to replace the old,
worn out dress

; but abundant nourish-
ing food will meet the demand. A wise
fowl will stop laying when the feathers
begin to fly, for if she does not nature's
resources will be overdrawn and predis-
position to the-attacks of disease will en-
sue. He is a prudent ijoullryman wh>
studies the requirements of his fowls at
this important period, as by so doing
early profits will roll into his wallet as a
thank-offering from biddy.—Dr. W F
Roth.

Leg Weakness.
Almost every mail brings letters from

people who want remedies for leg weak-
ness among fowls or chicks. One says :

"I have a fine Cochin pullet that is weak
in the legs, not able to stand up any
length of time." Another writes; "I
have a valuable Plymouth Rock cock
that seems to have rheumatism, or some-
thing like it; is unable to stand." A
third says that his early hatched Hrah-
nias and Cochins "are constantly squat-
ting around, as if something were the
matter with their legs." A fourth says
that nearly all the chicks hatched on his
premises this season "seem to have some
weakness in their legs ; they stagger
around and walk with diflicnity', and then
after a while some get well' and some
•lie." An<l in a late number of the
Prairie Farmer \ see tbpt spme one com-

^ u
.,

Sulphate of Iron for Cholera.
There are a thousand opinions about

what chicken cholera is and what will
cure it. This arises from a misconception
of its nature. Cholera in chickens does
not differ so far from cholera in men. It
arises mostly from unwholesome sur-
roundings, from a vitiated atmosphere,
li is poisoning of the bloo<l in the lungs

;

in other words, there is not oxygen
enough in the air to purify the blood in
Its passage through the iungs. The real
cure of cholera is to prevent it by cleanly
surroundings, resulting in pure air.
Therefore that is the best remedy which
tends most to purify the air of the hen-
house and is the most easily obtained.
Sulphate of iron (copperas) is an excel-
lent deodorizer and also an antiseptic—
that is, kills the germs of disease, stops
all tendency to putrescence

; it envelops
the miasm in the air, consisting of gases
arising from decaying nitrogenous sub-
stances, and forms a non-volatile com-
pound with them chemically. Vessels
containing dissolved sulphate of iron
should be placcfi in the hen hou.se, say
two ounces of copperas to a quart or two
of water. This will be constantly ab-
sorbing these hurtful gases. A little of
this dissolved copperas sliouhl be mixed
with the feed, for it is a good tonic,
slightly astringent, and quite harmless.
It will neutralize the gases in the stomach
and tend every way to purify the vitiated
blood.—Western Farmer.

To Remove Pigeon Eggs.
In removing a pigeon egg from the

nest for examination place the hand over
the egg with the back to the breast of the
pigeon and keep it in this position while
withdrawing egg and hand from the nest.
If the hand is withdrawn with the egg
uppermost it is very likely to get broken
by the slapjung of the wings of the sitter,
as most pigeons, no matter how tame'
have this habit of guarding their nest.s
anil their valued contents. Have we
mafle ourselves plain .' It mavl)e put in a
few words. Insert the hand under the
sitter with the back upwards, grasp the

Diseases of Poultry.

The prevailing diseases and ailments
of poultry may be summed up under the
following heads : Parasites, lice and
gai)es ; catarrhal affections, roup in all
its various phases ; diphtherite, a disease
affecting the mouth and throat, giving
rise to an exudation on the surface of the
mucous meinbrane

; septicemia, "chicken
disease, poultry cholera ; affections of
the alimentary canal, dysentery, diarrhea,
indigestion, "crop bound," canker, etc.;
affections of the nervous svstem, leg
weakness, staggers, vertigo, '

apoplexy,
etc.; exantheuiate, yaws, and other ail-
ments independent of roup, which are
characterized by eruptions on the surface
of the head and its apjieiidages ; trau-
matic troubles, wounds, broken bones,
frost bite, etc.; vices, feather plucking
and eating, egg eating, etc.

The breeding and raising of poultry is
a profitable occupation, and on most of
the farms and suburbs of towns the wife,
or wife and daughters, could prepare each
reason a liberal quantity of the feathered
friends for the market and receive hand-
some returns for their care. It is health-
ful, too, aud would put color into many a
pale cheek as well as money into the
purse of the owners. Try it, mothers
and sisters

; select a good breed and let
your poultry yards be your boast ; and
when your friends call show them your
poultry family and what women can do.
Ohio Poultry Journal.

Proflts in Broilers.

A number of New York hotels use from
3000 to 6000 chickens per month, and in

the same time consume from 18,000 to
30,000 eggs. If a farmer who devotes his
attention to poultry can cater to such
custom he can make handsome profits,
for the demand is always beyond the
supply. To properly handle this class of
custom, it is best to do all hatching by
artificial means. Hatching at the rate of
from 3000 to 8000 chicks every month,
sorting them out as they increase in size,
putting them in the market at twelve
weeks old, keeping them growing and
moving, are essential to jirofit.

Ducks are also very profitable, costing
no more to raise than chicks. When
chickens sell for seventy-five cents a pair,
ducks are worth %\.2o'. They are weli
worth keeping. Spring is the time to
stock up. A few runs below the barn,
with a comfortable, well-lighted house)
will be necessary. All branches of in-
dustry require good management to suc-
ceed, and poultry raising is not an ex-
ception. Do not make a mistake by go-
ing into it largely at first.—American
Agriculturist.

Crested or Top-Knot Ducks.
Thoroughbred crested ducks are a va-

riety of the duck family never met with.
It is a freak of nature, and we meet with
it often as a freak chiefly among mon-
grels, and it is not coiifineil to any par-
ticular color. The white ducks with this
appendage make very pretty ducks, but
we have never heard of the feature be-
coming so well established as to entitle
it to be called a breed. The tendency to
revert to the original plain head is prob-
ably too strong, or else no one has been
met with having the pntience and skill
to make selections for breeding purposes
so carefully as to perpetuate the quality.
Occasionally we see them at shows, but
have always l)elieyed they were selected
from a flock of common ducks and so
shown as crested ducks. If an established
variety-, why does not some one advertise
them and introduce them to the fancy ?

Among the thousands of ducks sent to
Washington Market, New York, it is
quite common to see ducks with crests,
some quite full, but either too far back on
the head, over to one side, or else hang-
ing by a little string of skin, making
them look like a feather ta.ssel. If this
sport could be carefully bred and made
to show a large even crest, they would be
a desirable addition to our fancy ducks.—
The Poultry Bulletin.

BY THE "WAY.

And now comes the saddest season of
the year wben the birds that kept us
company during the hot summer months
begin to take their departure for warmer
climes. We bid them a hearty good-
bye, for they have done their duty and
filled the air with their pretty songs full

many a day while with us. But the sad-
dest thought of all is that thousands of
them are going never to return, going to

meet the sure aim of the gunners' death-
dealing instrument, for in the South they
are not protected as well as here in the
North.

•*»

It is strange how birds gather in flocks
of even millions when the time comes to
leave, and it is certainly a pretty sight to
see them as they wend their way south-
ward. It may be instinct that draws
them together, but whatever it is we pre-
fer to call it bird language, by which they
are able to discern the changes of climate
aud flock to the country best adapted to
to their wants.
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OUR BIRDS IN FALL.

The Migratory Period and How the
Flocks of Feathered Young-

sters Leave Us.
By the time the singing of the birds has

ceased in the late summer, the first mi-
grants have begun to journey slowly
south. This is some time lietween early
August and the middle of the mouth
after the milkweed and thistle have come
in full bloom, while the tassel grass is

beginning to ripen and droning locusts
and grasshoppers, in a far flatter key,
have taken up the music for the dull, hot
days just where the bird songs stop.
Many sea birds but few land birds are
gregarious when breeding. Certain
species of the latter are the crow black-
birds, many of our swallows, the chimney
swift and the wild pigeou. Also certain
polygamous species which may be said to
breed in companies, as for instance the
red-wing blackbird. But there are many
land birds that are gregarious during their
migrations and more or less so during
their sojourn in the South. Among these
the Willi pigeon, flocking as it did in
former years, is the most remarkable.
Many "old timers" among us remember
the great flights pf these birds in the
middle Western States. Wilson, the or-
nithologist, speaks of a column one mile
in breadth that continued to past a cer-
tain point for four hours, aiulof other
great columns eight or ten miles in
length. He computed the former flock
to be 240 miles in length and the number
of pigeons to Ije more than 2.200,000,000,
"and yet probably far below the actuai
amount."
The blackbirds, cedar birds, swallows

and reed birds rank next in the numbers
composing their fall migrating flocks.
The flocks of blackbinls or grackles are
a constant late summer and fall occur-
rence, well known to every countryman,
riiey sometimes go in numljers exceeding
50,000 or 100,000, making the earth black
where they alight and the noise from
their wings as they fly up may l>e heard
for more than a mile away. Such ex-
ceedingly large flocks are more numer-
ous 111 the South, for by the time they
reach there, as with other gregarious
species, flocks have merged into flocks
until their proportions are tremendous.
In the northern states flocks of black-
birds are often large enough to cover at
least a tenth part of a twenty-acre field
when they alight closely. I feel sure
that this species, from their depredations
upon insects a larger part of the year,
are more u.seful to the agriculturist than
Uestructive, notwithstanding the com-
bined attacks upon grain fields in early
spring and fill. Therefore, I hold the
Slaughter of the crow blackbirds should

cease and the farmer should generously
give a bushel or so of corn and perhaps
a little fruit to friends that serve him well
in the insect war.
Cedar birds, sometimes known as the

wax-wing, always migrate and even
spend a part of the summer in flocks of
not less than forty or fifty, often several
hundreds. Farther south they some-
times congregate by the thousands
and even hundreds of thousands, and the
writer once observed a flock of vast pro-
portions in Teuiiessee that visited an ex-
tensive grove of cedars and pines. Keep-
ing together in a dense column they
covered more than three acres when
rising and the sound produced by their
many wings resembled distant thunder.
The local gunners thereabouU slaught-
ered mercilessly thousands of the birds
some filling many two-bushel potato
sacks with them. In one instance I saw
nearly 300 birds drop to the ground,
wounded and dead, from the discharge
of but one shot-gun barrel loaded with
No. 10 shot, aimed at the thickest of the
flock. Yet this wholesale killing did not
seem to reduce their numbers, and
though it separated them into several
smaller flocks, they finally came together
again as ifby a preconcerted signal upon
rising for the last time to fly farther
south.
The migrations of swallows are carried

on bv flocks of from twenty to a few
hundreds; the white-bellied swallow,
often in tremendous congregations spread
over a great space, the birds flying in the
same general course, but independently
of each other, many yards apart. Such
flights generally take place over the salt
marshes along the sea coast, and a few
years ago I was a fortunate witness of
such a flight above Beach Haven, N. J.The swallows appeared suddenly about 11
o'clock one morning, the advance guard
lx;ing a few scattered birds that at first
seemed like mere stragglers. They
skimmed along, each on his own hook
gracefully dipping, darting and curving]
catching insects on the wing, as swallows
always do, aud never flying higher than
fifteen or twenty feet above t)i.» "round.
Very soon the air was full of iheni '; one
could not look in any direction and not
see hundreds of them far and near. From
that on they kept growing more numer-
ous aud thus the flight lasted through the
day. It almost certainly lasted during
the night. At nightfall they gradually
rose higher above the earth and they were
still flying at early dawn the following
morning, though fewer in numbers. The
migration continued till alx)ut 3 o'clock
that afternoon, when but few were seen,
and these disappeared as suddenly as the
flight l)egan.

Computing the rate of flight of these
birds at about thirty miles an hour,
though this must be much too low an
estimate, and considering that they were,
in considerable numbers, fully twenty-
four hours in pa.ssing a given point, the
flock must have been 620 miles long and
numbered millions of birds. The flight
was entirely confined to the salt marshes
and the outlying islands and averaged
several miles wide.
The jay always seeks to pick a quarrel

with his fellows or some other modest
mind-his-own-business bird that happens
along, and he is the vtry tvpe of the ill-

mannered dandy and bully. He frequent-
ly gets thrashetf, too, for his impudence.
I have seen the robin chase him scream-
ing with afright back into the woods and
the little phccbe bird, a true but generous
warrior, often seeks occasion to whip the
jay beautifully. Or if the jay must take
occasion to be daring enough to attack a
larger bird he generally ^^^^ ^ ^^.j^j ^|,g
aid of many of his fellows and a battle be-
tween a dozen or more jays and one spar-
row-hawk,the latter very little larger than
a jay, is an occurrence worth witnessing.
The jays fight principally with their voices
and thus worry the warrior-hawk a good
deal, and the latter seeks a perch close to
the trunk of the tree so that he may be
attacked only from one side. Then he
sits still for a time patiently, but at the
first move he makes the jays' cries are
redoubled. Sometimes the hawk takes
flight suddenly and by rapid darts suc-
ceeds in getting away from his tormentors
who follow as closely as they can, screech-
ing till one would think that all the jays
for miles around had joined in the chase.
But if the hawk does not retreat the jays
hedge him in, Ijecoming braver till at
last they all seem aljout to pounce upon
their enemy, when the spirited little falco
makes a dive aud seizes one of them, kill-

ing it instantly, and the others retreat to
a safer distance. Then the hawk rapid-
ly takes his leave of the neighborhood.
Exceedingly large flocks of birds are

rather rare, and the habit of congregating
in vase numbers is confined to but few
sp.K"ies of laud birds. Many species, how-
ever, flock in limited numbers when mi-
grating, and best known among these
are several kinds of sparrows—the song,
chipping, bay-winged, savanna, etc.—the
red poll linnet, the snowbird, the gold-
finch, which flies always scattering

;

crows, robins and sometimesjays. Some
of these go in companies, seemingly
organized, like the cedar birds, almost
as if under military discipline, all their
niovemenU are so exactly together. The
little red poll linnets are an example.
The flock, never exceeding thirty or
forty, fly in a compact bunch, each ' one
seeming not to change positions with the
others. They take flight all together,
dive, at the <lischarge ofagun, in exact
accord, and when scattered by the shot
instantly regain their former compact-
ness. Our native sparrows fly in rather
compact flocks, but the undulations of
their long flights are unevenly sustained
or, as one might say, they cfo not keep
step in the air with their wings.
Those birds that are solitary travelers

during their migrations are the thrushes
wrens, chickaclees, warblers, tanagers,'
vireos, the chewink and cardinal, orioles]
flycatchers, woodpe kers, nighthawks'
and whippoorwills, kingfishers, cuckoos
and hawks and owls. Certain of these
birds often migrate in small companies
several kinds together,such as chickadees]
woodpeckers, warblers and flycatchers.
Crows migrate in numliers together,

flying generally in long trains, but not
always to the .South. They leave the
highlands and wootls early in the season
for the river edges, where they often pass
the milder portions of the winter in great
numl>ers, flying back and forth from
shore to shore and about the floating ice,
gleaning in the marshes about the bare
points of land and disused wharves. At
nightfall, even in severe weather, they— ^.^v....,..,

..J av.iwo3 tuuiury 10 me near-
est woods again and there roost.
Hawks and owls migrate singly or in

pairs, flying across country, sometimes
low, looking for birds and mice on the
way, or soaring often high in the air,
generally in wide circles, seeming to be
undecided upon which way to seek
a more congenial climate. The great
horned owl is sometimes seen thus flying
in mid-day, but the smaller owls gener-
ally migrate through the wootls at night.
The migrations of birds have been

brought about, beyond dispute, by the
changes from season to season in insect
food and by the changes of weather and
temperature in temperate regions. Cer-
tain modifying conditions, as the pres-
ence of a high range of mountains in the
path of migration, varied seacoast, pow-
erful winds, blowing birds to .sea or in-
land far from their usual haunts, have
been noted from time to time by the in-
vestigators in this interesting branch of
science. The unerring instinct or knowl-
edge which serves migrating birds to
find their way north and south is some-
thing as yet a little beyond our concep-
tion of its true nature.

All birds, and even those species that
pos.sess the weakest wings, most com-
monly take long flights at night and
alight to feed, rest or pursue their course
more slowly during the day. It is quite
possible that to a certain extent the di-
rection of the sea coast line may influence
the migrations of binls to a considerable
distance inland. At least it is noticeable
that the general direction of migrations
here in the eastern United States is car-
ried on for the most part in a southwest-
erly direction.

THE CAT FAMILY.

Noted for Their Coolness and De-
liberate Movements.

From the I.oiidon Spectator.

To speak of the cat as a humorist, in

any shape or form, sounds, we admit,
something very like a contradiction in

terms. There are hundreds of people

—

and by people we mean, of course, only
those who belong to the fraternity of cat

lovers, and are Iwund by that subtle tie of
freemasonry.that unites all the adherents
of the white, the black, the tortoiseshell,

the gray, the mqaUrd and the tabby—
wrho are prepared to maintain that the no-
tion of humor must l)e altogether disso-
ciated from the cat, aud that dignity, de-
{lenerating in a few exceptional cases
into pomposity on the one hand, or inso-
lence and cynicism on the other, is her
sjiecial quality, aud, indeed, the only one
marked enough to deserve particular at-
tention. Though we do not altogether
agree with this theory, we are prepared
to acknowledge that it is the one onli-
iiarily entertained, and farther to admit
that up to a certain point there is a good
deal to be said for it.

Ivooked at merely from' one point of
view, cats are all dignity and reserve,
and display a hauteur ofdemeanor which
marks them off as the aristocrats of the
animal world—their absolute refusal to
hurry, even under the greatest provoca-
tion, is alone enough to earn them the
right to rank as nature's nobility. We
have seen a tabby with a black muzzle
who, for cold, calculated, aud yet perfect-
ly well-bred insolence, could have given
points to a spiteful dowager duchess
whose daughter-in-law "wasn't one of us
you know." The heartless and deliber-
ate rudeness of that cat's behavior on oc-
casion vvould, had she been a man, have
unquestionably ju.stified shooting at sight.
The courtiers in the most slavish palace
of the East would have rebelled had they
received the treatment she meted out
daily to those who waited on her hand
and foot. After a devoted admirer had
hunted, breathless aud bare headed over
a large garden, and under a blazing July
sun, lest puss should lose her dinner, and
had at last brought her into the dining
room in his arms, that cat, instead of
showing any gratitude, and instead of
running with pleasure to the plate pre-
pared for her, has been known to sit bolt
upright at the other end of the room, re-
garding the whole, table with a look of
undisguised contempt, her eyes supercil-
iously half shut, and a tiny speck of red
tongue protruding between her teeth. If
the thing had not been so exceedingly
well done it would have been simply vul-
gar

;
as it was it amounted to the most

exasperating form of genteel brutality
imaginable.
The company having been at last

thoroughly stared out of countenance
and put down by this monstrous exhi-
bition of intentional rudeness, the cat in
Question slowly rose to her feet, and
igging her claws well into the carpet,

stretched and balanced " herself, while
yawning at the same time with lazy self-
satisfaction. After this she proceeded by
the most circuitous route obtainable to
the plate put out for her, evidently in-
tending it to be clearly understood that
she held its presence under the sideboard
to be due in some way or other to her
own skill and forethought, and that she
in no sense regarded herself as beholden
to any other person.
Yet another instance of the freezing

and offensive dignity which cats are
capable of exhibiting occurs to us. We
remember to have seen a distinguished
diplomatist, trained to hold his own in
the courts of kings, and never at a losa
to get out of an embarrassing position,
or to meet an act of rudeness with a
rapier thrust of wit, utterly put down by
a small black kitten. The diplomatist
had been playing with the kitten, but he
went too far. Instead of making fun for
the kitten he made fun of her, and this
she was quick to see aud to resent. De-
termined to mark her sense of his con-
duct she at once put a stop to the game,
and calmly but resolutely placed her
small person in front of the man of cere-
mouy, wrapped her tail neatly around
her toes and gazed at him with an air of
pitying contempt.

It was an electric moment, and the rest
of the company watched with palpitating
eagerness the struggle for ascendency.
It proved, however, an unequal contest.
After a few moments of a regard which
told more of sorrow than of anger, the
kitten delilierately began to wash her lit-

tle black face, stopping every now and
then, paw in air, to give a look of faint
surprise, mingled with disgust, at her an-
tagonist. The situation speedily became
ridiculous, but not for the kitten, and in
a very .short time the diplomatist had
evidently admitted himself beaten. The
kitten then rose, walke<i to the window,
and placidly gazed out at the landscape,
every curve in her back showing her
sense of the bad taste which had char-
acterized the incident that had just ter-
minated.
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fair. The pointer Guy, it was rumored,
was placed ujjon exhibition to beat
Huguenot, bein^, it is said, brought into
the county recently for that purjxjse.
Drake won second over him. He was v.
h. c, light in bone, lacked good muscular
development, out somewhat on head and
nose.

Tlie St Bernard bitch Cliequasset
Maud, les» than two years old, is making
a fine bench animal. She is owned by
Mr. H. S. Chambers, of Port Jarvis, and
contains part of the blood of the cele-
brated Pliiilinimon.

The mastiff dog Dick Turpin is a hand-
some specimen, atid by another year
should make a hustler. He is good all
roun<l and Mr. Decker should feci proud
of him.

Tlie awards were considered placed
rightly and all were pleased. The judge
recommended to the society the offering
of a third prize and better' inducements
for a larger display. The interest centered
in the dogs by the visitors was very
noticeable, and the aisles were continually
jammed,which retarded thejudging some-
what and in getting the dogs out and
in, and some of th.; exhibits were fastened
with too light chains, which were broken
in some instances, causing some extra
work for the care takers. One pug de-
lighted in slipping his collar quite fre-
quently. The JoiTRNAi. was represented
by Mr. Cleeves and sample copies were
eagerly sought for and well received. It
was agreed to by all that this part of the
fair was a success, although it was the
best given by the society for many yeare.

MR. PESHAU -INDICTED.

To Appear Before the Courts on the
Charjfo of Olmtnal Libel.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I desire to state for the informa-
tion of all who may have at any time
read any or ail ot the charges Mr. Chas.

J. Peshall promulgated against me
through the sporting papers and every
other available source, that, after I had
taken every proper step consistent with
dignity and an honest desire to disabuse
Mr. Peshall's mind of what might have
been considered a mistake on his part, by
having an auditing committee .investi-

gate my accounts, securing besides for
all doubters the statements of reputable
ofiicers of the American Kennel Club
that my accounts after thorough investi-

gation were perfectly in order, I con-
cluded to seek protection from the law,
as neither Mr. Peshall nor some of the
sporting papers, nor some of his friends,
would accept the indubitable proofs fur-

nished of the rectitude of my accounts as
final. I will not rest under even a sus-
picion of my integrity from any quarter,
however insignificant.
The grand jury of New York has uponmy <)omplaiut indicted Mr. Peshall for

'CANADIAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Canadian
Kennel Club was held on the evening of
September 17, in the superintendent's
office in the bench show building at
Toronto, Out. Dr. J. Wesley Mills, of
Montreal, one of Die vice-presidents,
occupied the chair. The menil)ers pres-
ent were Mt.ssr.s. A. Geddes. Ottawa;
John Davidson, Monroe, Mich.; S. F.
Glass, London

; H. B. Donovan, Toronto
;

Geoige C. Taylor, Toronto
; G. J. Mitch-

eiier, Toronto, and Secretary C. A. Stone.
Mr. Glass presented the treasurer's re-

port, showing receipts amounting to
|i74-75. and a balance on hand of I95.17.
The club is now in a prosperous condi-
tion, and the number of dogs now regis-
tered reaches over 1700, though the
registration fee has beeu doubleit The
working amendments to the rule made
by the Executive Committee since the
last meeting were indorsed by the club.
Mr. Geddes proposed an amendment

to the rules to the effect that no dog
qualified for the challenge class shall be
allowed to compeie in the open class,
where no challenge class is provided!
The resolution was seconded by Mr.
Keyes and adopted.
On Motion of Mr. Glass it was decided

that the list of gentlemen recommended
as judges should be decided by the an-
nual meeting, and that the list be selected
by ballot. The Kennel Gazette of Toronto
was decided on as the official organ of
the club.

In future a male vote of the Executive
Committee can be taken when members
at a distance cannot attend the place of
meeting.

Officers were elected as follows : Hon-
orary president, Richard Gibson, Dela-
ware

; president, J. Lome Campbell,
Simcoe

; vice-president. Dr. J. Wesley
Mills, Montreal

; John Massev, Toronto
;T. G. Davey, London ; George C. Taylor,

Toronto
; Thomas Johnson, Winnepeg •

secretary-treasurer, S. F. Glass, London •

Executive Committee, Dr. t c xtj.^.j...

London
; C. A. Stone', Toronto"; H.' B.'

Donovan, Toronto ; A. W. Palmer, Wood-
stock

; H. Bedlington, Hamilton
; C. H

Corbett, Kingston
; P. F. Keyes, OtUwa •

J. G. Mitchener, Toronto.
'

the ship. The captain said he instantly
knew something had happened, and his
fears were verified when he reached the
office of the company. Nick is about six
years old, and has a shaggy, black and
tan coat, with the softest and most in-
telligent eyes ever set in the head of an
animal.

A Character.

From the Shooting Times.

The following testimonial was given to
an illiterate kennelman : "This is to certify that
the bearer has been in my service for one year
less eleven months. During this time I found
him to be diligent, at the front door ; temperate,
at his work; attentive, to himself; prompt, at
excuses

; amiable, towards young women
; and

honest, when everything was safe under lock and
key."

•

Bedding for the Dog's Kennel.
From the Dog Owners' Annual.

Several kinds at once suggest them-
selves to my mind. Pine shavings make a capi-
tal bed, and a very healthy one; fleas will not
harbor therein, and there is a great advantage in
that. Meadow hay is bad for the skin. I myself
like the oaten straw for winter, it is softer and
warmer

;
and prefer using wheaten straw for

summer, deeming it cooler and cleaner.

—op the

IN HIS BRITISH VARIETIES.

BY

RAWDON LEE,
•^fnnel Editor of 'The Field," Author of the

History and Description of the Fox Terrier."

The //lustrations Fine/y Engraved on Woodfrom
Drawings by Arthur Wardle.

'Pi?e |fomir\| 6xcl?an^G.

A monthly magazine of information concern-ing the breeding, care and training of HomingPigeons. The official journal of '^he Federation of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." «iper year. Address *

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

germantown, pa.

PRICE $1.60

CONTENTS:

chapter t.

Earlj; History—Varieties of the Shepherd's Dmr
^cr>ptural Allusion—Aldrovandus—An Earfy

FOR POULTRY.

A JOLLY SEA DOG.

An IntelllKont Canine That Uvea on
Shipboard.

From the New York Star.

Bone Mi^l - . Per lOO lb. Bag, SWi.OOGranulated Bone, " lo<» " ^ 'a 75Ground Beef «'<o
^Sprops, - - . " if>o a^jo
«^uiuii/e, - - . . •• sjOO 2 nnCrushed Flint, - " 800 " 2 iSiCrushed Oyster *'""
.Shells, - - . •• 200 " a.OObend for our New Price I.ist and Samples. Allorders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

C. H. REMPWOLF A CO.,
42-93 Vork Chemical Works, York, Pa.

criminal libel. He was arrested to
answer the charge. Mr. Leslie Bruce,
who has aided and abetted him in his
libellous attacks, very properly went bail
lor him.
Mr. Peshall h.-is for eighteen months

threatened l)oth myself and half a dozen
prominent officers and delegates of the
American Kennel Club with suit, spread-
ing this threat lx)th far and wide, with a
view, he claimed, to get my books into
court. I am happy to say that this will
now be done in the proper way, and I re-
gret for the honor of our sporting press
and some of our breeders who seem to
be too willing to think ill of their fellow
dogmeii that this course should have
been made indispensable for my protec-
tion. I remain, yours very truly,

A. P. Vredenburgh.
Bergen Point, N.J., Sept. 27.

—A landlady says that she believes
sausages are made of dog meat. She fed
her lioa('.ers on them for a week and every
one of them l)egaii \.o growl. Funny.
Shooting Times.

There is a sheep dog on board the
steamer Horrox, which plies between Rio
de Janeiro, New York and Liverpool, that
regularly takes his station on deck at the
third watch and can be relied upon as
thoroughly as the oldest seaman on
board. His name is Nick, and whenever
a sail is sighted nothing can stop him
until he reports it to the officer on the
bridge. He frequently sights a vessel
before the lookout, and understands what
it is to be the first to report. If he
hears the lookout sing out, he under-
stands perfectly what is said, and will
obey any order the men give him. He is
very valuable as a barometer. There is
no change in the weather which is not
foretold by Nick. He only enters the
captain's cabin on important business
either to announce a sail in sight or pre-
dict a change of weather, which he does
in a most remarkable way. When he
wants to inform the captain that a sail is
in sight he runs in and barks vigorously
several times and then walks out.
When he becomes a weather prophet

he stands on his hind legs and paws at
the barometer, and, according to Captain
Hening and his crew, Nick is usually
several hours ahead of the instrument
The steamer was at Rio when the revolu-
tion broke out, and remained there sev-
eral days. The dog usually accompanies
the captain on shore when he goes, but
on the morning of the revolution, when
the troops paraded the streets, was very
anxious to know what was going on, and
jumped overboard and swam ashore to
satisfy his curiosity. When Captain
Hening came ashore he was met on the
warf by Nick, who barked furiously and
tugged at his pantaloons to go back to

the
Pineland Incubators and Brooders
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

"Old Cockie" and "Charlemagne."
A Good Head—Mctchley Wonder's Vignette"Of the I'yrenean Type." Vignette
"IXJSt and F(mnd." Vignette.
;'Metchlev Wonder" and "Great Alne Douglas."On the Hillside." Vignette.
'"Herdwick Herdman"" and "Herdwick Eva "
"He Won't Budge an Inch." Vignette

,'i?,"'.'^.''^f"'',''''^- t*^''' Knglish Sheep'Dog )'Not Judged Vet.'" Vignette.
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LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each a)ic. Open bands for old birds
each ic. in ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEJ^D FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. B. S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.
The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following
books on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.

American Kennel. Burges )Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Kawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill '.

Dog Breaking, Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson ...].!..'
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disea.se. By Ashmont 2 00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 .... so
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5 i,
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. XI to XIII,each
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ;" col-
ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H.' Mason.'
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
twges. Cloth $5.00; leather 7 50

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.50
Modern Training. Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters j 50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog 200

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2 CO

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. '.'.'.
.60

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to
date „

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables '«
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

00
8.00

3-00

1.50

I.OO
.80

a.OO

.50

3.00

50
I.OO

•50

•75

450
4-50

1.50

t.oo

•so

INCUBATORS.

Prairie State Incubator

Twenty-.seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New Vork City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,
76 127 Chester Co., Pa.

mraOVED EXCELSIOR INCUBJITOR
i«, P»rfti«t ud naif BmlrtlMi Bnn.dreda in suoceosful operation. ChiuutMd

to hstoh laiver peroenuge of ferUlo ^«m
I*.'®^.?^'.?"" •U'lothfr hatcher. ISS

aaj

DOGS.
Advertisements witMout display inserUd under

thts headingJor » cenUper wordfor each insertion.

Collies.

YOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-
logue. Lake View Kennels, Worcester.
Mass. 75.tf

I>OK Medicines.

POULTRY.
,.'^'?*^«^'"'' wthout display inserted under
thts headingfor t cents per wordfor each insertion

Various.

IF YOUR DOG IS SICK USE KELLY'SWorm Cure ; by mail, 50 cents. Mange Cure,
50 cents. Distemper Cure, 50 cents. H. P.
Kelly, Providence, R. I. 79.81

Engllsb MaHtlfl^.

FR SALE.—Registered Slock, alleges. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. Berkshire Kennels,
Hinsdale, Mass. 78-81

Fox Terriers.

PUBLICATIONS.

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait oFPlinlimmon,

Stoneheiige on the Dog
The Dog, by Idstone .

'.

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The Mastiff, the- History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ...'.'.
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31
prize dogs; in leather

Vouatt on the Dok
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50'llluatra-
tions, by Harrison Weir ....
Cloth

I.OO

'•25

^•50
1-^5

«•«
500
2-50

^•75

25

4.00
3.50

•50

•75

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pie-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birtls
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Arti.st8.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance)One year, post free. United States and Canada
|2. 10.

.
'^?''''^*'' I'ost-Oflfice Orders and communications

to the Fanctrrs' Gazette. Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London. E CEngland. , -^ v,..

L^OR SALE — FOX TERRIERS OF THE
J7 highest breeding. Puppies and young

bitches in whelp at moderate prices. Print-
ed pedigrees on application to J. A. Hoffar,
143 N St., Washington. D. C. 81 tf.

PUPPIES FOR SALE BY CHAMPION SIRES
out of prize-winning dams. Regent Ken-
nels, Catonsville, Md. b 78-84

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Adilress Chestnut Hill Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

L.

Mastlilb.

C(

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

THE STOCK-KEEPER
AND

CAGE mRDS.
Paper cover . .

15.00

I •so
I.OO

•50
•50

Canary Birds.
Cloth

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition

Native Song Birds. George J. Barnesby. '.

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams . . .

The Canary. G.J. Barnesby
\

PIGEONS.
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8 op

Loft Register, for fancy and homing "pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark. . . 2.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1 so
Pigeon Standard (new) .... Ta
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier ...'.. 5S0
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

POULTRY.
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard . . .

Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . .

Capons and Caponizing. George O Dow
Domestic Poultry. .Saunders .

Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Il<x)k. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright.
Poultry for the Many Plantagenet . . .

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl. . .

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch ' " '

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial
Poultry Raising. James Rankin . . . .

Standanf for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. •

ThePhilosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
relch at I^ee

The Game Fowl. Cooper.
Poultry for the people. Comyns .

.' .' ' ."

Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Comyns

__ .. , RABIIITS.
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

Rabbits for Exhibition, Pleasure and Mar-
ket. R. o. Edwards

MISCKLLANEOrS.
AH About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop
Cats

;
Their Points and Cla.ssification (illus-

trated)
The Art of Training' Animals'; paper;' il-
lustrated <

f f
1

Glimpses of Animal Life;' the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals ,50

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
Ttnr oil »«>«»« n^A J«r-. »-.-.-

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
IIABBITS, CAGK-UntDS, &0.

It is the recognized Knglish organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa
per of Its class. American breeders will find the

A MM,^i'?''?t\
•'''^'' advertised in iu columns.ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 9.3.15,

Office: 139 & ,40 Fleet St., E. C, I.ondon,
England. '

FOR SALE—PINE MASTIFF PUPPIES^
males fifteen dollars, females ten. Write
for pedigrees. P . W.Clark, Sbarou,Pa. 80-82

POffS.

FINE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass. 7s-eow

Setters.

FR SALE —Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket
winner third. Setter Derby Central field
trials, 1889. Address H. Clav Glover 1203
Broadway, New York City. 55-tf^

St. Bernards.

JOSEPHJ.KESTER.KENNETSQUARE PAbreeder of choice thorough1,red (owli'Fine breeding and exhibition birds. While
Wyandottes, S. C. Brown Leghorns andPlymouth Recks. .Slump for Circular.

8 8t^
AND W. WYANDOTTES, S. C. B LEG-horns, P. Cochins, also mammoth Pekinducks, May hatch, now laying. Prize win-ners at $i,|2 and $3 each. Twenty firsts,
seven seconds and one special at OranKc
Co. Fair. F. H. Davey, Minisiuk. N. Y. 8i-la

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
""i^P"^ "°""°'' 75 wnts per 100. Ex-tended four nage Blanks, 5 cenU each, or so«nt8 per dozen, mailed, postpaid. The
BS°i"Jf""f

Put^'ishing Co., 32 goutCrhird St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheeU bill heads, price lists, sched"
ules, labels, lags, etc. 'The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUde
pnia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co.. 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia, Pa.

WANTED,BREKDING PENS OF FOLI OW-ing poultry A 1 birds, although not for ex-
hibition; White and barred Plymouth
Rocks, white Wyandott.es and light Brah-
mas. Wilson, 224 Springdale Ave., East
Orange, N. J. ( g^,

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted Hndet
thts headtng/or 2 centsper wordfor each insertion

Fantalls.

JESSE.M RUTTER, I.awrence, Mass.. sella
I typical Scottish shakers at $5 each and up-U wards. None better iu the fancy, b. 76-60

WHITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.Some grand birds for sale very low
for circular,
ville, Ind.

Frank M.
, Send

Gilbert, Bvans-
62-tf

INDIAN GAME
tlouUrly Jnterestlng. Band six o«nUfor a oopjr. Mention this paper.

O. li. FRAWCIBCO. - _ . SATB«.»X

DOGS.

FOR SALE.—Pups by Berkshire Prince, reg-
istered and guaranteed. Berkshire Ken-
nels, Hinsdale, Mass. 78.81

MKNTHON KENNEI.S, Phoenixville. Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

ST. BERNARDS. — Grandly bred; perfect
markings. Lake View Kennels. Worcester
Mass. 75.tf

TWO LITTERS OF PUPPIES BY ARCH-
diike and Marquis ofStafford. Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels, Germantown, Philadelphia.

8 8l-«2 tf.

Jacobins.

Varions.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company 12
South Third Street, PhiladelphU, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pul>-
lishiiig Co., 32 .South Third St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FOR SALE—RABBIT HOUNDS, BIRD DOGS
Bulldogs, Pugs, Fox. Skye and Irish Ter-
riers, etc. H. F. Kelly, Providence. R. I. 79-3

TW. TUGGLE. Columbna
, and breeder of Jacobins. '

50-106

Swallows.

GA. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street. Balii-
^
more. Md.. breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors with and without white bars plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can t>e found.

Tamblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Strwt
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Biriuinghnm rollers exclusively. W>

Turblts.

W
Advertisements withnut display inserted under
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Beagles.

YV *"' thoroughbred. Correspondence iiivUed'
Roeklaiid Kennels, H. L. Kreuder, Prop..
Nannet, N. Y. 81-84

Black and Tan Terriers.

FOR SALE —DOG AND BITCH, BY CHAM-
pion Vortigeni; age, twelve months; long,
fashionable cropped ears, up like darts; no
better bred ones living. Edward Lever
906 Bailey Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 81-82 '

Bloodhotinds.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographic
of dogfs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.. «v

South Third St., Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Haven, Vt.

Bull Terriers.

FOR SALE —The imported white bull terrier
Kingcraft, weight 40 pounds, by Champion
Como ; none better in .\inerica, grand all
round, perfectly trained and good house
dog

;
price I75. Hor further particulars ad-

dress E. F. Doty, 47 Wellington Place, To-
ronto, Canada.

Collies.

Barred Plymouth Itocks.

M Y ENTIRE YARD FOR .SALE. THOMP-

HARRY ORR, Reading, Pa. breeder of
wing and soliil white turbits exclusively
His birds tixik all the first and second pre^miums at New York show held in Febru-

ary. They were owned by Mr. Gavin. 75-83

Various.

A"
LL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland. O.

Wilaou's
96

son's strain,
burg. N. J.

J. H. Drevenstedt, Jaraes-

Brabmas.

B WARRINGTON, Hammonton, N. J..
^ twenty-five years a breeder of light Brali-
mas. All my breeding and exhibition stock
for sale at reasonable rates. b. 77-80

Golden Wyandottes.

PIRR Chestcrs. Bcrkshires, Polands. Fox
nAiio o.

"""'"'". I'engles,Collies,Setters.W.GlB-BONb & CO..W. Chesler.Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

FOR SALE.—Young stock from prize win-
ning 1>Io<k1. Prices reasonable. F. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del.

ORDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Mctchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry IH, by The .Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Ru.slyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora H, by
Maiiev Trefoil out of Luella. by Maney
Trefoil out of Mctchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

EXTRA FINE EARLY HATCHED BIRDS
for sale.—Won first at Wilmington Fair.
Address J. E. Smith, Chestnut Hill. Phila-
delphia. 79.81

FOR SALE-LOPS. HIMALAYANS, ALSO
Guinea Pigs. James E. Church. Hacken-
sack. N. J. ;,^

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.. 3a South Third St., Philadel-
phia. Pa.

PIGMY POUTERS. PURE WHITE AND
creamies. BirniinKham rollers, yellow
tumblers, bald heads common tumblers
pouters, black turbits. Dr. Edward Moore'.
Albany, N. Y. 81-84

WANTED-HALF DOZEN PAIRS WHITE
fantails and half dozen pairs high flying
tumblers. Wilson. 224 Springdale Ave. Bast
Orange, N.J. 1 80-81

Ix>p Babbits.

Red Caps.

CHICKS FOR SALE.
Jamesburg, N. J.

J. H. DREVENSTEDT,

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices.

I

The Fanciers' PublisJi-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

NDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

FOR SALE, CHEAP —A FINE LOP BUCK
rabbit. W. S. Mintnone, 78 Francis Street,
M'.bile. Alabama. 8itf

FOR SALE—Imported stock, winners in Eng-
land. Fred Stahrcr, 119 Abl>ott Street,
Lawrence, Mass. 73-124

Artists and Engravers.

PRINTING estiraatesgiven for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheet8,JtiH Heads.Price Lists, Sched

W£

ules, I.abels. Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.. 32 South Third St.. Phila<lcl-
phia.

HAVE arrange<I with Schreil>er jt
Sous, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscriliers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers'^ PubllshinK
Co., )a South Third St., PhlUdelphia, Pa.
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The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND AIX OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

[OCT. 4, 1890

J^jgj^QuT"

PRICE 50C. 1

The American Pigeon Standard

AS AIKJITKD BV TIIK

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

CONTAININ<; A COMPLKTK DkSCRIPTION OK THK
Kkcounizkd Variktiks of Jigkons.

CHARLES TAULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

BOGS l<"On HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE UST.

H. ^^r. VAHLE.
303 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
77tf

Homing Pigeons

-J80

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISflING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEFHON

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICi

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

ADDRESS.

STRAWBUGE & CLOTHB

MARKET. EIGHTH and FIBERT i'TS.,

PHIIiADKIiPHIA, PA.

SAK WLLiOii.Ms, biuecliecker cock. 1 >

JIMMY C, red checker cock \ K%
?<
n HMUPJAI,, blue checker heu . .

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen..

Orders fo'- young^sters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Austin's CeleWeil Dog Calfes ^^?

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

^^^^^i^Gloyer's Imperial Dog Reineilies

I All NOT IN THE PISEON BUSINESS,

but breed, for A FANCY . Ugh class

FAITTAZLS
In Me, BM,

RedanilYellow,

And have for sal
at all times

Very Superior Ms,

TAKrN FROIM LIFE

unexcelled in qual-
ity at $2.Qr
and up. Ball
guaranteed.

ity at ^2.00 each,
and up. Sallafaction

.x^A™_K'"'* »* "" times to show my stook.DO NOT ANSWER POSTAL. CARDa
H. C. NORTON,

Or mac. Fourth St.. Phllada.
O*""""*"'-. ?*•

.^K^. PAMPHLET

W^DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER.
Veterinary Surgeon,

7i-«3 1«»3 BllOADWAY, NEW YOIIK.

By B. waters.

Is invaluable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

yon how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a wav
so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $a.5o.

Address

Fanciers' Pnl)lisliiu£ Comany,

3i S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

QUALITY

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

ELM STATION,

Montgotuery Co., Pa.

AMERICAN KENNEIj CLUB

5tud Boo*^
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.
the official monthly piiblicalion of the club con-
tains theJudges' report.s and certified prize' listsof the different shows, Stud Book registrationsand numbers of each month's entries and allkennel news of an official character. Subscrio-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

Ed^Arard S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schniid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illu.strated catalogue and price list
No. 317 Twelth Street, K. W. Washington, D. C.

Trtt. tJlKD THEi

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500 525 and
700 miles. I have (ifly pairs of well-mated birdsfrom the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List 44-95

THE

POULTRY mONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind Only |i 25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLLSHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

THE

ILHTSTRATED

BOOK OF THE DOG-

BY

VERO SHAW.
NEW AND REVISED EDITION

NOW PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

Twenty-one parts now out. Price, prepaid. 40cents each. < f v .
»"

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

SPRITTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
'^Beware ofwortMess imitations,same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and
MEDICINES for all canine diseases.•CO.MMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING "

(Post free, 28c.).

8PRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.THE GKKATKST KC-G-I-RODUCING FOOD
r/ie most .\utrilious ami Digestible Food for Lay-

ing Hens and forgetting all kinds of
Houltry into .Shoiv Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on if.

t'lutnialfd for reariii« Kiirly Chickens

SPRAm PATENT PIGEON FOOD.Reduces the usual heavy mortality in rearing
Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per box .. 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap . per cake . 2-; cents
Order from your dealer. Full particulars (rom

SPllA-inn PATENT (Ameri<S), LIMrri"
239-245 East 56th St., New York City. 71-97

PIGEON NEWS.
Subscribe for The American Columbarian, Buf-

falo, N. Y. It has the largest circulation and is
the best advertising mecliuin of any paper inAmerica devoted exclusively to high-class fancy
and homing pigeons. Only 6fty cenU a vear

rORM POWDER" FOR DOGS.
$1 by mail. MOORE BROS.. Albany, N. Y.

^

<

VOL. «, NO. 15.)
^VIIO^K NO., 82. f PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBER 11, 1890. PER AVNUM, f».50.SINOLK COpV; Bo.

THE HIMALAYAN RABBIT. ^VARREN PRINCE.
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jN THESTUp^
AdverlCumenij inserttd under this heading at the

folUmnng rates: One inch, single insertion, Sijo;
$1^.40far the month; Sis for three monlht; fM/or
ttx months, and Ssofor ihe year.

KrLLARNEY

KENNELS
PUft£ BRED IRH^HSEUERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTICJ.

CHAMPION "DICK 8WIVELIR."

NOTED DOGS AT STUD :

CHAMPION
DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challenge priic, New York show,
1890; also first and special prizes all over the
United SUtes.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show,

1887 and 1888 (only times shown).

FEE $26,

GARRYOWEN IV, imp.
Grandson a( the great Champion Gaxryowen

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

:FEE $26.
To a limited number of bitches of approved

breeding.
Extended Pedigree's of each sent on applica-

tion.

SwrvBLBR for sale at reasonable pric^.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KILLiAUNEY KENNELS,
jo-ioi 177 Statb Strbbt, Chicaoo, III.

f SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
* short time

CH, BEAUFORT,
The propcrtjr of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proved him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
KTcatcT price winners than all others living.
Hastiir breeders should make the most of this
grand dog while here. Photographs 23 cents.
Itudfee»75-

J. WINCHELL,
55^106 PAIRHAVBN, Vt.

OTUD BEAGLE

TONY WELLER (s^id

Address
FEE, $10.

OAKVTEW KJENTTEIiS,

P.O. B0Z91, Phila., Pa.

WM. H. CHILD, Glenside, Pa. 79-i<Heow

m • - - - ^

vrish setters at stud.

ST. CLOUD
,(ia,l3i) CH. ELCHO—NORBEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNBEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
6»tf Tremont. N. Y.

DLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

VORTIGERN II

AT STUD

Sire, Old Champion Vortigern. Weight, eigh-
teen pounds. Long, lean head; rich mahogany
tan. This fo^nd young dog combines the blood
of the celebrated English Champions Burk, Lord
George, Prince George and KenwtKxl yueen.
iust the dog to breea to dark colored l>itches.

'ee, $15. Address EDWARD LEVER,
81-107 9°^ Bailey St., Philadelphia, Pa.

jNJTHE^TinJD^
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the fotlottting rates: One inch, single insertion,

ti-so; Ss-fo for the month; fs for three months;
tx for sue months, and tso fi*' the year.

POINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Pield Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Pield Trials, 1889.

FEE, J50.

Lebanon Kennels.
LEBANON, PA.

47«1«

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir AUister—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;
first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
"cr of 'c *^rizcs »nd cu'"' in ^n"!and This dc"
is a wonderful performer in the field. Pee, I35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog ol
great promise; excellent in the field. Pee, $25,

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte H. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year aua winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Pee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, %i%.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will \x. en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cars W. H. Weiss,

«-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS
AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

Grand Companions, Ratters and Watch Dogs.

AT STUD

THE SENATOR,
FKE, 91s.

ROCHELLE KENNELS,
7Str Box 862, New Rochelte, N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

-HOUSE

i I \

-AND

F»EX DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUBT PUBLISHED ^~~^-^ PRICE, POSTPAID, JOC.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

JTHIE^KENNEL^
Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single inserliont

f'-S"- i6-4'> JOf the month; $1$ for three months
tx for stx months, and ($0 for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

EOR SALE
Collies & Irish Terriers

We have for sale a large number of puppies of
above breeds. Collies by

CHRISTOPHER,

CHAMPION SGOTILLA,

CHAMPION THE SQUIRE,

MANEY TREFOIL AND

ROSLYN WILKES.

Several valuable brood bitches (in whelp) and
some first-class Irish terriers out of Champion
Breda Tiney.

We have also for sale at our English kennels
several good collie bitches in whelp to Christo-
pher.

PRICES I150 TO $250 (delivered).

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
Chestnut HUl, Philadelphia.

cFox Terriers.
r>wiiii»ii>iii>w> iniiiiiiimimiiUBXii^Hmirxwai

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLSlDB HeNNELS,
S3-i<H LANCASTER, MASS.

^^COTCH ....gOLLIES.foi^L

FORt)HOOK KENNELS
Are among the largest in America devoted ex-
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Cn. The
Squire; Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out oT our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and free
descriptions. Also one litter sired Dy the wor'.d's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
79-«30 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs for Sale^

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

0900DBURY K?ENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

THE KENNEL.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.
$tjo; ts.40 for the month; $1$ for three months;
$3S for six months, and fso for the year.

Fox Terriersi

-FOR SALE-

From thoroughbred stock and the best strains.
Circulars on application to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
80-9J P. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.

EOX TERRIERS.
Mr. James Mortimer offers for sale all his

Fox Terriers, smooth and wire-haired, without
reserve, including Suffolk Risk, the young dog
which made such a sensational debut at the last
W. K. C. Show; Suffolk Rarity, the open and
bitch puppy winner at Boston;'the well-known
wires Suoblk Toby, Settler and Vixen and a
grand lot of brood bitches and puppies eligible
to compete for the Fox Terrier Club's Grand
Produce Stakes. For particulars apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
82-S5 Babylon, L. I.

DTTfO ^^^ ^"^ HEADQUARTERS
IUITU Young .stock bred from
a uum Prize winners. |2o to J50.

If you've a bitch to breed, here's the

STTTnl Eberhart's Cashier (1,1901). Fee. J15.
*--> *-^J ^' 1 Bradford Ruby II (9720). Fee. $15.
TJTT/^Cjl John Bull,imported (17093). Fee,|i5.
X" \J ITO I Douglass II (11,8041. Fee, Jio.

Litter guaranteed. .A ".square deal" to all.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.
The leading Pug Kennels of America.

Berkshire Pigs.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both sexes), St.

Bernard Dogs, Light Brahnias, Capon izing "Tools,
Strawberry Plants, address GEO. Q. DOW,
47-2wm North Epping, N. H.

Pedigrees Printed

-IN-

ATTRACTIVE FORM

AT MODERATE PRICES.

AT THIS OFFICE.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal] - - Per lOO lb. Bag, «3.00
Granulated Bone, " lOO " 8.76
Ground Beef
.Scraps, - - - " 100 8.00

CalcIUs - - - - " 200 8.00
Cru8he<i Flint, - " 800 " 8.00
C-'rushotl Oyster
Shells, - - - " 200 " 8.00

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

4»93 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.
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atock Association, Battle Creek, Mich. M. C.
Heffron, secretary.
Jan. 31-Feb. 4.—Grand International Pigeon

show, Cincinnati, O George Ewald, secretary
Dec. lo-ia.—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, Brockton, Mass. William F. Bond
secretary. Box 795.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBER it, 1890.

Readkrs of The Fanciers' Journal
corresponding or visiting with ad-
vertisers will confer a favor by
MENTIONING The Journal.

FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
Dec. 10-16.—Fifth annual bench .show of the

Northern Illiiioi!t Poultry and Pt-t Stock Aannria-
tion, at Rockford, III. John Teague, secretary.
Dec. 30-Jan. 3.—First bench show of the Buck-

eye Poultry and Pet Stock Association, afCan-
ton, O. James Sterling, secretary, 39 Nojth
Market Street.

1891.
Jan. 7-14.—Twelfth annual bench show of the

Michigan State Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion at Jackson, Mich. W. F. Brace, secretary.
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of 'the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated) Bench Show at Charles-
ton, S C. Benjamin Mcluues, Jr., secretary.
Jan. 20-25—First annual bench show of the

Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Association atNew Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, secretary. Box
1658.

Feb^ 24-27.—Fifteenth annual bench show of
the Westminster Kennel Club, at New York
James Mortiraore. superintendent.
March i-6.—Second annual bench show of the

Maryland Kennel Club, at Baltimore, Md. W.
Stewart Diffeuderffer, secretary.
March 24-27 —Second annual bench show of

the Massachusetts Kennel Club, at Lynn, Mass.
D. A. Williams, secretary.

Field Trials.
Nov. 3.—Second annual field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Ont. C A
Stone, Toronto. Out., secretary.
Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-

ana Kennel Club, at Bicknell.Ind., P. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary
Nov. 4.—National Beagle Club, at Hyannis,

Mass. F. W. Chapman, secretary, \Ielrose,

Nov. 10—Second annual field trials of the
Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Ont., C, A
stone, Toronto, Ont , .secretary.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

Kastern eld Trials Club, at Ottcrburn Springs,
Va. W. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retary.

,J^i \TS.^°."^ annual field trials of the Cen-
jra'veld Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C CH. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secreUry
.„^!!^ i'5 T/.'''''\''^'P*"" Kennel Club's seventh
annual field trials at Deatonsville, Va.

1891.

..ii[*".^'9~?''^'^""»"""a' fie''' trials tf the Pa-
cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H HBriggs, secretary.

., «• ?v:J^'r'* «"n"al field trials of the South-

Marfeua Ga.
'^'"''' "^^ ^ »''""»'>'' "^retary,

Coiirsinnr.

r^LV'^^;TK^^^ annual meet of the AmericanCoursing club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D.Brougher, secretary.

Poultry and Pigeon Shows
r^f^^',i'*"y~''''^''*^"<^'"^°""ty Agricultural So-

AL '''•^^"ck, Md. 11. C. Keefe?, secreUry.

lanVL r-* ^JYu
';-l''edmont Exposition, at At-

M ' Charles Arnold, secretary

Aio n ,?~!?°""'^™ Exposition, Montgomery,
m n;rJ^",""7 "^P?»"'«-nt. T, Farrer Rackham
superintendent. East Orange N J

<..V-?T"
"-'5 -Chattahoochee Valley Exposition,at Columbus, Ga. Cliff B. Grimes, wrelary.

s.lw ''-e.-Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

•^etarv """"' '*"^'''''"'''- *. H Currier,

Dec. i6-i9._Central Michigan Poultry and Pet

Our Illustration.

We are inilebted to the English publi-

cation. Poultry. Pigeons, Cage Birds,

Rabbits, etc., for our illustration this

week. It is the portrait of the Hima-
layan rabbit Warren Prince, a well-known
prizo winner, the property of Mr. J. E.
W. Sanders, Hon. Sec. National Hima-
layan Club.

The Himalayan rabbit is without doubt
one of the most attractive of our fancy
rabbits, iu pure white fur and dark feet,

nose, ears and tail making a striking con-
trast, and cause them to be much ad-

mired in the show pen. They breed very
true in points. As a rule the great diffi-

culty is breeding a specimen with points
sufficiently dark (which should be almost
jet black). This standard can only be
obtained from careful breeding with the
best blood obtainable, although a high
price will probably have to be paid,which
will be found cheapest in the long run.

Feeding, cleaulinebs and groomi.ig re-

quire the greatest care and attention.

The food should always be the very best.

Green food, given with care in small
quantities, the best kinds being chicory,

dandelions and parsley. Meal should l>e

given two or three times a week.
Spratts Patent rabbit food is far better

than ordinary meal. As to cleanliness,

too great care cannot be given to this, it

being one of the secrets of success in

Himalayan breeding. Use hutches slant-

ing from front to hack, ^'\*h at least an
inch opening at back of hutch. It is

also advisable to have a false bottom of
lath three-quarters of an inch apart, and
a layer of straw on top of this, which
should be shaken up every other day and
cleared out weekly, when the ralibit

should lie groomed with a fairly sofl

brush. Himalayans should be kept in

inside hutches in a half light, as strong
light destroys the dark points.

the Eastern Field Trials Club sends out
the following notice to handlers and
trainers : "To all handlers and trainers

I would say the Old Dominion Steamship
Company has arranged a very liberal rate

from New York City to Amelia Court
House, Va., for those that wish to avail

themselves of this pleasant route to the
Eastern Field Trials Club's meeting.
They will issue tickets for I11.65 to

Amelia Court House, Va., from New
New York City over their steamship line,

which is good via West Point, or Rich-
mond, Va. They will also kindly carry
two dogs free with owner or attendant,
and fifty cents for each additional dog
over this number. I am also in communi-
cation with Mr. Slaughter, Assistant

Comm. of the Southern Passenger Asso-
ciation, who promises to do all he can^n
regard to obtaining cheap rates from all

points, issuing certificates entitling the
holder to a reduction by paying a first-

class fare to Amelia Court House, Va., on
their return. The certificate, if the con-
cessions are granted, can be purchased of
the ticket agents at the starting point. Mr.
Slaughter has formerly acted most liber-

ally toward our club, and I am satisfied

from his kindly expressions in his letter

to me that he has lost none of the interest

formerly shown.

several litters, and about one half—just
one half have short tails. What is the
physiology of this case ?" We should say
inheritence of the maternal injury. Dr.
Weisman, of course, declares such direct
inheritance of injuries to be impossible,
but the records of medicine contains
cases which we fancy are inexplicable on
any other theory.

*%

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish .Student.

The first trials ofthe International P^ield

Trials Club will occur at Chatham, Can-
ada, November 3 The trials are for set-

ter or pointer puppies whelped after Jan-
uary I, 1889, and for a purse of f-jy, $40
to first, |20 to second, |io to third and $$
to fourth. Entries close Octol)er 15, and
should l)e sent to the secretary, W B.

Wells, Chatham. The officers of the

club are as follows : President, Sheriff

Mercer, Chatham ; first vice-president,

F. W. Eddy, Detroit ; second vice-presi-

dent, Dr. Totten, Forest ; Executive
Committee, J. B. Field, C. A. Davidson,

H. N. Avery, George E. Avery, Detroit

;

Montague Smith, Forest ; T. G. Davey,
London

; Joseph Kime, C. R. Atkinson,

F. Bennett, S. Holmes, Chatham. The
judges for the trials will lie Messrs.

John Davidson, L. H. Smith and J. L.

Nichols.

The Governor's meeting of the Eastern

Field Trials Club will be held in the

office of Mr. F. R. Hitchcock, at 44
Broadway, New York, on Tuesday, Oc-

tober*i4, at 3 o'clock.

«
» •

Mr. Washington Cosier, secretary of

"In conclusion I will state that John
Bolus, of the Kilbuck Kennels, Wooster,
Ohio, has most generously donated aa
special prizes two of his dog shipping
crates, value I25 apiece, and, to quote
Friend John's letter, he writes : 'I will

try and send something that will surprise

the boys. ' One is to be given to the abso-

lute winner of the Derby and the All-aged

Stakes. These crates, the creation of

John's experience and masterhand, are
very celebrated, and form a most valuable

addition to the rich first prizes in each
stake. I am also in receipt, holding in

trust two checks from B. L. Clements,
Esq., one of I125 and one of I75. These
are, quoting from his letter, 'Two special

prizes given by the Irish Setter Club for

the two best Irish setters run in either

the Derby or All-aged Stakes of the
Eastern Field Trials Club this year. I

would say in regard to carrying a number
of dogs over the railroad that the best

way and most economical is to crate them
weli and check them as extra baggage,

paying the regular fare of the railways

for the same Cut this out of your paper
and keep in your pocket for reference.

It may come handy and reduce expenses.

The pointers and setters of Mr. A. P.
Heywood-Lonsdale, entered for the
Chatham, Canada, and Eastern Field
Trials, arrived with their handler, Mr.
Brailsford, a few days since. The string
consists of the following dogs : Pointers,
Ightfield Dick (Duke III—Belle of Bow),'
Ightfield Duke (Winnestay—Dainty),
Guelph (Orange Boy—Linda), Ightfield
Beacon (Ightfield Dick—Polly Preach-
urn), Ightfield Tyke (Ightfield Dick—
Perdita) and Ightfield Eaton (Ightfield
Dick—Duke of Westminster's Bess);
setters, Ightfield Ranger (Dick Wynd-
ham—Peep-Boo), Ightfield Ross (Plink-
ington's Ross— Pitti Sing) and Ightfild
Tan (Woodhill Bruce—Knowing Lucy.)

%
The Stud-Book Committee of the A.

K. C. report during the current year from
the closing of the Stud-Book for 1889, to
the end of August, 1430 entries, a de-
crea.se of 418 for the corresponding period
for last year. "This falling off m en-
tries is the natural result of the increase
of the fee from fifty cents to $1. But on
the other hand, the revenue is most ma-
terially increased, the receipts being
11430 as compared with I924. In other
words, while there will be a diminution
in cost of production of about twenty-five
pcrccn., ^utrc is an iiicfcoac iu receipts
of over fifty per cent."

»••

Mr. C. G. Cleather, the genial manager
of Spratts Patent, America, arrived iu

New York, October 3, on the Germanic,
after a brief sojourn on the other side.

•••

W. Stewart Diffeuderffer, secretary of

the Maryland Kennel Club, writes us

under date of October 3, claiming the

dates of March 3 to 6, 1891, for their sec-

ond annual bench show at Baltimore.

•*
There is at present, says Health, much

interest felt in the subject of the inheri-

tance of injuries, and particularly in the

views of Weisman and his school. The
following communication sent to a lead-

ing medical journal is of an interesting

nature : "One of my patients has a black

Newfoundland bitch ; she had a long

bushy tail. The first several litters of

pups 'A-ere all like the mother, as far as

having nice long tails. Some time since

an evil-disposed person shot off alwut

half her tail. Since then she has had

The committee does well in recom-
mending that a change be made in tlje

phraseology used in regard to registration

whereby dogs recorded for the purposes
of being exhibited should not be placed
in the same category as the Stud-Book
entries. In our opinion this change can
not be made too soon, for we know of
dogs entered in the Kennel Gazette whose
owners on the strength of these entries

claim them to be and offer them for sale

as registered.

« •

As will be seen in our advertising col-

umns, Mr. James Mortimer offers his en-
tire kennel of fox terriers for sale. He
has by far the finest lot of wire-hairs in

this country, consequently here is an ex-

cellent opportunity for some one to pur-

chase the eutire lot and start in with a
team that it has uken considerable time,

patience and knowledge to get together.

•

Senator Edmunds has attached to his

handsome residence in Washington an
outside stairway, built on purpone for his

favorite dog, which is not allowed to

meander through the main hall.

*
• •

Prairie dogs, it appears from a recent

letter by Dr. Wilder in Science, lack the

sense of distance. At Cornell University

several of them walked off chairs, tables

and window sills uuhesitatingly. This is

thought to be due to the nature of their

usual habitat, a plain, with no sharper

inequalities than burrows and mounds.
One adult female seemed to have wonder-
ful immunity from the ill efl^ects of
falls ; it once fell from the top of an
elevator, twenty-one feet high, and an-

other time from a window sill, about

as high, on a granite pavement, but
soou recovered.
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FITZ-POODLE*S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

^oiiiciTiNa ^PBciHL Prizes.

BY HIBBRNIA.

XZI.

When our Kennel Club gave its first

show I thought it would be an excellent

idea to get the merchants of the city to

give some special prizes. Of course I

thought they would be only too glad to

help along the show in this way, and be-

sides they would reap large returns for

the advertising the donation of prizes

would give them.

Being too busy to attend to this matter

myself, I inserted the following adver-

tisement in one of the morning papers :

ANTED—A GENTLEMAN OF PLBAS-
ing address and good standing to call on
merchants and s>)licit donations Tor a wor-
thy object. One who has had experience
in canvassing preferred. Address Box X,
World Office.

w
The next day when I sent the boy for

the answers he brought me all the let-

ters he could carry and said that there

were twice as many remaining at the

newspaper office.

By looking over a part of the letters I

discovered that about every man in the

city out of employment considered that

he was exactly suited for the work re-

quired. I selected six or seven of the

most likely looking letters and appointed

a meeting with the writers. From these

I selected a modest, gentlemanly looking

fellow with a smooth face and dressed

neatly in black. The wages were to be

fifteen dollars a week.

Explaining what was wanted, giving

him a list of the merchants noted for

their liberality and fortifying him with

several letters of recommendation from

prominent members of the club, I started

him out.

He did not return that day or the next,

but the following morning he was wait-

ing for me when I went to the club

rooms. I never saw such a change in a

man in my life. One eye was blackened.

There were several bruises on his cheeks

and nose ; the once tidy suit of black was
torn in many places, and his hat showed
unmistakable signs of having been in

contact with mud.
After gazing at him in amazement for

several moments, I said sternly:

"You solemnly assured me when I en-
gaged you that you never touched liquor
of any kind."

"Neither I do," he quietly answered.
"Then how come these unmistakable

signs ofa prolonged spree ?"

"They are simply the result of the
manner the people I've been soliciting
special prizes from, have of saying 'no.'

It is a very convincing way."
"You don't mean to tell me that the

merchants ^ou visited have blackened
your eye, hit you in the face, torn your
clothes, and knocked your hat in the
mud ?"

"I mean to tell you all this, and if you
will ask the young lady typewriter to re-

tire I will lift my coat tails and show you
fnrthur and more startling proofs that
what I say is true."

As further evidence was needless I did
not acceed to this request.
"Did you show them your letters of

recommendation?" I continued.
"I had no opportunity," he replied;

"the moment I mentioned 'dog show' they
opened the door and bad me 'good day.

'

When I persisted they emphatically con-
vinced me that further solicitation would
not be politic."

"You evidently did not approach them
in the right manner."

"PoBsibly not, but I certainly left them
in the proper way according to their own
ideas. I have been canvassing for the

past ten years and worked everything
from installment bibles to soap prize

packages, but I never struck a job where
I have suffered so much bodily abuse as

this. I am afraid I will have to resi;jn."

"But didn't you get a single special .'"'

"Yes, one—a pair of pantaloons from a
German who could not speak English,
but I will have to appropriate these my-
self to make good the wear and tear on
the seat of my own. If you will give me
five dollars for the services I have ren-
dered I will go home and bathe myself
with arnica, and possibly I will be healed
up sufficient! v to run the 'wheel' at the
Mt. Holly fair next week."
Now here was a pretty pickle. I had

announced in the sporting papers that
there would be a large lot of "specials"
offered at our show. The only thing to

do was to try myself, so next day I start-

ed out.

The first place I visited was a large dry
goods store. I sent up my card to the
private office of the firm and was ad-
mitted to the presence of an old gentle-

man with very brosque manners. Warned
by the experience of the unfortunate can-
vasser, before I said anything but "good
morning, sir," I presented a letter from
our most prominent club member, ex-
plaining the object of my visit.

The old gentleman read it through
carefully and then handed it back to me
with

:

"Humph ! Yon evidently want to see
my son, the junior partner."

"Is he the one who attends to dona-
tions ?" I inquired.

"No, but he is the only 'sporting man'
who is a member of this firm."
"But my dear sir

—

"

"Now look here, young man," inter-

rupted the old gentleman, "you can see
hitn if you want to, but if he donates
anything to a dog fight I'll disinherit

him. I've stood all his nonsense about
horse racing and boxing matches, but
when it comes to encourage such fiendish

sport as dog fighting, I'll draw the line."

I endeavored to explain the mistake
he had made, but it was of no avail, the
more I explained the madder he got, so I

let't him.
The next store I went to was a men's

furnishing goods establishment. The
proprietor was a young man with a deli-

cate blonde mostache and wore so high a

collar that one was tempted to hit him
on the top of the head and cut his ears

off.

After I had explained the object of my
visit, he said

:

"Certainly, my dear sir ; only too
happy. I'll give a fine umbrella to the
handsomest lady owner of a dog."

"But," said I, "this is not to be a
beauty show, but a grand exhibition of
dogs."

"Don't ladies exhibit their pets?"
"Yes, but we couldn't request a bash-

ful judge like Mr. John Davidson or Mr.
Watson to decide which lady exhibitor
was the handsomest. Besides, every lady
but the winner would be a deadly foe to

bench shows ever afterwards."
"I see," he replied, but 'pon my honor,

I wouldn't care to give a prize any other
way."

"I tell you what I'll do," I said, getting
angry, "I will myself offer a special prize
for the biggest dude who visits the show,
if you will compete."

"Patrick," he shouted, "come up stairs

quick and put this ruffian out."
Hearing heavy footsteps on the cellar

stairs I thought discretion the better part
of valor and left.

Rather discouraged I went across the
street to a hardware store. After the
usual preliminary to the proprietor he
said

:

"Sorry, sir, but I last week made all

the donations to dogs that I can afford

to."
"Indeed," I said, surprised.
"Yes, at my country place, I gave

seven fine Coltswold sheep to some of
the dogs of the neighlwrhood. I would
like very much in addition to contribute
to them a leaden medal in spherical form.
You can plainly see I am soured on dogs,
so good aay, sir."

I did not try for more specials, but
went back to the club rooms and inserted
an advertisement for a handsome young
lady experienced in canvassing. The
one I engaged was a su{>erb beauty, and
she succeeded in ol)taiiiing more specials

than we knew what to do with. She even
secured magnificent ones from the three
people whom I had visited but failed to
persuade to give anything.

SCOTTISH DEERHOUNDS.

The Earl of Tankerville's Visit to the

Kennels.

The Earl of Tankerville, in writing to

the Field on "Reminiscences of Sport in

the Highlands," says : We went with

Charlie Crerar, the old forester's son, to

see the kennels. The deerhounds were

beautiful. The rough Highland grey-

hounds, swift and powerful, will pull

down a stag sometimes single-handed,

but the bravest always get killed in the

end. This pure breed have keen noses

as well as speed, and will follow the slot

of a wounded deer perseveringly, if they

find blood. Those most valued are not

necessarily the most savage, for the reck-

less ones go in and get killed, but the

more wary, who have taken the hint after

a prog or two, are equally enduring, and

will hold their bay for any indefinite time,

which is a merit of the first importance.

I saw there two of Mr. Scrope's, who
wrote upon the Highlands and deer stalk-

ing. His notion was a half-bred between

the bloodhound and rough greyhound.

And so true to the scent and persevering

were those two dogs, Douglass and Percy,

that they had followed a few days before

one of his wounded deer the whole length

of the forest to some hills far away. The
dogs had been loosed on the Saturday

evening, and some shepherds, hearing the
bay all Sunday, came to make it known

;

and the deer, still kept to the bay, was
not got till the Monday morning. The
shepherds, who had watched the bay from
a distance—as great caution must be used
not to break it—said those dogs took it

by turns, one dog keeping the bay con-
tinuously whilst the other took his rest.

I think, however, from my own experi-
ence, that, as swiftness is the first requi-

site, there are great objections to any cross
from the pure breed that diminishes the
speed necessary to force the deer down to

the water at once and disturb as little

ground as possible. Indeed, dogs are
now altogether discarded from most for-

ests on account of that disturbance.
Charlie Crerar informed me that there

was a remarkable dog of the pure
Highland breed belonging to a poacher
of his acquaintance in Badenoch that
never missed his Jeer. As it was just the
thing I wanted I sent for his friend and
dog, and so became the happy possessor
of Bran, the dog in Landseer's picture
who saved my keeper's life from the wild
bull. We put him into the kennel, and
the palisades round it were considered
sufficient to prevent these active animals
from jumping out. The man set off home
towards the middle of the day, and when
the kennels were visited the last thing
that evening all was right ; but before
morning the dog was gone.
As I had paid my money, iiud his mas-

ter was already far on his way home, I

had little hope of remedy for my loss.

However, the poacher was an honest man
after all, and in a few days he came back
the seventy miles tramp with my run-
away dog. He told us that as he came
in sight of his home, on his return, the
first thing he saw, to his great surprise,

was Bran running to meet him. It was
an instance of the sagacity and boldness
of these dogs, for he seemed to find no
difficulty in chosiug the shortest cut, and
must have swum Loch Errich so as to
have reached home before his master, in

spite of the start he had of so many
hours. This is how he first met Landseer.
The next morning I was sent to try my

luck with the old forester, Charlie Mac-
intosh, who in his early days had been a
poacher of the first order—so astute and
active in limb that none of the foresters

of Athole or Mar could ever catch him,
while many a monarch of the glen had
fallen to his rifle. On arriving at our
ground and taking a view with the glass,

v'c saw a large herd of hinds, with a big
stag, grazing towards the burn in the low
ground which divides the boundary. We
forthwith prepared by a quirk stalk to

cut it l)efore them, when suddenly they
started, and the well-known crack of the
rifle denoted that someone was tjefore us.

"Heugh !" said Charlie. "I wull believe

it'll just be a poacher." We followed
the retreating herd with our glasses as

they sped away to the march, when of
a sudden the hinds started off in all di-

rections, and we saw their gallant leader
staggering back and toppling over. "The
cairl wull no be wanting venison, I'm
thinking !" said Charlie ; "but he's got
our stalk, and noo we'll stalk him."
Upon this we dived into a hollow close
to our right that took us down to the
bum, and, crawling under its banks, we
soon ensconced ourselves behind a
heathery knoll within a few yards of the
poacher, to watch his proceedings before
we finally pounced upon him. He was
a little, strongly-built man, verj- like a
pocket Hercules, or Puck in the "Mid-
summer Night's Dream." He was busilv
employed in grallocking the deer. Thfs
he did with great quickness and dexterity,
not omitting to wash the tallow and other
treasures carefully in the burn and de-
{>osit them on the stone beside the deer.

He next let the head hang over, so as to
display the horns, and then, squatting
down on a stone opposite, took out of
his pocket what I thought would be his
pipe or a whisky flask ; but it was a
sketch-book !

Seeing that we had mistaken our man,
I came out in the open, and then found
myself face to face with my friend of
many years to come—Landseer. He was
staying with the Duke and Duchess of
Bedford in their little settlement of
wooden houses on the other side of the
Fishie.

After this the Earle took Landseer
back with him to Chilingham, where the
artist devoted himself to the wild cattle

as keenly as he had done to his beloved
deer, observing them with his glass for

days from some hiding place, and noting
minutely their ways and characteristics.

At last it was decided that, for closer
inspection, a bull was to be killed. Here
there was a discussion as to how it was to
be done, for it was thought ignoble to
kill him by a pot shot. Of course, when
It came to the younger spirits to decide,

the fun of the thing was the chief notion
that prevailed, and we decided to chase
him out of the herd on horseback, and
so to bring him to bay. This, of course,
--..ij . u„ J— .. :.. .1.- t.
(-1/UIU U1.1L ck: uwiic 111 1.111. uppci paijL,

where woods and bogs and ravines offer

no vantage ground for a horse. The
lower park, divided by a fence, is reserved
in part for hay, but after this is carried

the gates are thrown open and the deer
and cattle have free run, and according
to their habits, as with all wild animals,
they come down at night to feed upon
the aftermath. Here we had free scop>e,

for this grassy plain afforded us good
galloping ground. So a keeper was
placed in ambush at daybreak, with or-

ders to let the main part of the herd go
back, according to their want, but to shut
in the bull that had been selected.

We were taking an early breakfast, in-

tending to proceed according to this

plan, when the park-keeper came run-
ning across the lawn, calling up to us :

"For God's sake come at once ; the
keeper is being tossed by the bull." We
jumj>ed up. My father l)esought me not
to take part in the scrimmage that was
to follow. I had no difficulty in acceding
to this, and so put down my gun, for I

knew that Bran, who was sunning himself
at the door, was better than any gun on
such an occasion. So off we ran, and on
rising the hill, as soon as Bran caught
sight of the catastrophe in the distance,

one point of the finger and he was off

with the speed of an arrow. In a moment
he was at the bull, and in the next,

tearing at his hocks, he forced him to

leave his victim and face round, and then
firmly held him to his bay (although he
several times tried to turn at us) till we
got the poor fellow into a cart and sent
him home. Wonderful to say, though
he had four ribs broken and several
severe wounds, no vital part had been
touched ; and in spite of this rough usage
he lived, thanks to Providence and a
healthy constitution, till he was eighty
years old. Of course the bull was forth-

with shot, and, together with Bran and
the other personages concerned, was the
subject of Landseer's picture of the
"Dead Bull."

—Physician—"I tell you there is no
such disease as hydrophobia. It is all

imagination." Unbelieving layman

—

"What does the word 'hydrophobia'
mean ?" Physician—"It means a pre-

ternatural dread of water." Unbelieving
layman—"And you say there is no such
disease ? You should take a trip to Ken-
tucky."—Chicago Inter-Ocean.
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THE WILD DOG OF BRAZIL.

What He Subsists Upon and How He

Looks.

From the Stock-Keeper.

The following is a translation of an
article which, with the accompanying il-

lustration, .tppeared in our valuable

French contemporary Le Chenil :

One of the least known of wild dogs is

called the Aguarra de zorro grande, or
the red wolf of South America {Cants
jnbalus). This race has been known long
since to naturalists, but it is only of late

that it was possible to give an exact illus-

tration of them from the splendid speci-

mens now in the rich collection of the
Amsterdam Zoological Gardens.
The Canis jubatus is large, he stands

about seventy-five centimetres (twenty-
eight inches) at shoulder, his legs are
very long, the body trim, general appear-
ance stilty, large head, very open eyes,

large, straight and movable ears, with
hair growing inside. The muzzle is

rather long, the tail comparatively short

;

the general appearance of the animal is

that of an enormous jackal with legs
that are too long.
The hair is stiff and long on the body,

but it grows to such a length on the neck
and the shoulder that it forms a real ruff,
hence the name of this rare species,
Canis jubatus, i. e., dog with a ruff.
The col >r of this curious inhabitant of
Brazil and Central America is generally
reddish-tawny, darker on the shoulders
an<l back ; on the throat is a white spot
with black shadings.
The travelers who have seen the red

wolf in its wild state say the animal looks
always as if staggering on its long legs

;

its walk does not look firm, but when
running it does so with extraordinary
speed.

The wild dog lives on the borders of
tlie large forests, and eats small main-
mifers, birds, reptiles and also fruit—
those of the Solanum encocarp, um
bananas, are its favorite food. He also
likes the stem of the sugar cane very
much.

Being very suspicious and cowardly, he
takes to flight before any animal that
might resist him. When surprised in his
den he does not defend himself; he
growls, shows his teeth, but never at-
tacks

; he only thinks of fleeing : in
fact, his long legs are his arms of defense.
In captivity he is fed on raw horseflesh,
rabbits and live birds ; he swallows them
with incredible gluttony without tearing
them to pieces—skin, feathers, every-
thing goes down.
On account of his singular shape and

the disproportion that exists between the
length of his limbs, the red wolf is cer-
tainly one of the most curious species of
the genus canis.
According to the very curious obser-

vations lately published by Mr. A. D.
Bartlett, the learned superintendent of
the Zoological Gardens in London, a near
relationship exists among all representa-
tives of the j^enus dog to be found in the
different regions of the globe.
Mr. Bartlett is of the opinion that all

varieties of dogs descend from wolves
and jackals. He says that our domestic
dog IS a cross between these two animals,
and his origiu cannot l)e attributed to any
other source. According to this author
the wolves of the different parts of the
world must be considered to form
one single species, notwithstanding the
great differences that exist amongst themm size, color and hair, for these differ-
ences originate from the climate and the
latitude under which they live. Thus,
the wolf of the Arctic regions is taller]
lighter in color and has a thicker coat
than the wolf of temperate climates.
According to Mr. Bartlett, the wolves can
be divided into eight families, although
coming from the same type :

I. Canis lupus, or the common Eu-
ropean wolf. 2. Canis podophilax, Jap-
anese wolf, who has been for a long whfle
confounded with the European wolf, but
18 recognizable by his much smaller size
and shorter legs. 3. Canis niger, or In-
dian wolf. 4. Canis pallipes, who livesm the same country

; he is smaller and
"ghter

; his coat is short, and he has no
under coat. 5. Canis occidentalis, the

wolf of cold countries. 6. Canis latrans,
or prairie-wolf. 7. Canis antarcticus,
Antarctic wolf. 8. Canisjubatus, or red
wolf, of whom we have spoken before.
As to the other wolves, they all seem to
range under one of these classes, only
they are more or less modified by the
climate, as the Canis laniger, wolf of
Thibit, whose coat is much thicker ; the
Canis caon, variety of black Europeon
wolf.

Ofjackals there are also several kinds
recognized by the naturalist. The Canus
aureus, or common Indian jackal. Three
different kinds have come from Africa

;

Canis anthus. North African jackal;
Canis mesomelas, or jackal with black
back

; and Canis lateralis, or jackal with
oblique stripes, from Western Africa, and
of which one single specimen has come
from Gaboon.
As a proof that the wolf, when taken

young, can be tamed, and becomes fa-
miliar with and attached to its master,
Mr. Bartlett mentions that the young
black wolves sent bv Colonel Kinloch,
and brought up by him until three
months old, remembered their master
after an absence of several mouths per-
fectly will, as well as the greyhound
that was brought up with them.' They
were so tame that they followed him like
dogs, and licked his face and hands.
Jackals get also very tame if taken
young. These two .inimals caught to-
gether very young, and reared for several
generations, have produced a race which,
with several varieties, has developed into
the domestic dog.
Mr. Bartlett says he has never had

any difficulty to cross wolves or jackals
with domestic dogs, and it is known that

FIELD TRIALS.

The Second and Third Daya' Reaults
of the Irish Setter Club.

From the Stock-Keeper.

SECOND DAY.

The above were held on Wednesday,
17th inst., over Mr. Herdman's moun-
tains, who officiated as iudge with Dr.

Salter. The birds were more numer-
ous than on the previous day, but still

they were scarce and the trials were long
and unsatisfactory. The weather was
fine till 5.30, when rain began to fall and
continued the rest of the evening. The
attendance was not so good as on Tues-

day. Many owners of dogs competing
as well as spectators were dissatisfied

with the "spotting system," and before

long it is expected that it will be done
away with, as there is no doubt the

"heat system" gives the most satisfaction

to competitors and the public, as well as

it being much easier for the judges. The
Irish Setter All-aged Stake for the
second round began at 9.30 over Muna-
shisk Mountain, about five miles from
Newtownstewart.

Lalla Rookh being put down with
Oonagli of Cullinamore, Oonagh immedi-
ately dropped well to a hare ; Lalla then
set a grouse. Oonagh, coming round a
hillock, came up out of view of her
worker, who did not see Lalla at her
set. Oonagh coming sweeping round as
if to back, but got too close and got

put down, worked by Mr. NutUll, while
Mr. Milner worked Spalpeen. Oonagh
soon found a snipe. Spalpeen did not
back, but went on to the right and set

;

bird rose close to Oonagh, she dropping
well to wing, when they were ordered up.
After a few minutes, failing to come on
more game, Roemore was then put down
with Blue Rock, Mr. Hawke's working
Blue Rock and Treadawell Rosmore

;

both roded a hare, then Rock made a
false set, Rosmore refusing to back.
They then dropped to the wing of a wild
bird, and remained steady, another bird
rising close to them, Rosmore something
the steadier. Then he flushed and
dropped to wing. Rock also dropping to
wing. Very little more was done when
they were ordered up, Mac's Little Nell
then going down with Tearaway with the
same workers. Tearaway set a lark, then
set, but shifted when bird got up in
dropping? to wing. Oonagh was then pot
down with Blue Rock. The latter shortly
set a lark. A wild bird getting up in
front of Oonagh she dropped to wing,
being backed by Rock. Oonagh then
set and dropped to wing. Rock m-opping
to wing. He then broke fence, and after
a short time they were ordered up, when
the judges gave their decisions, placing
Mr. Hawk's Tearaway first. Mi. Ellis'
Mac's Little Nell second, Mr. NutUU's
Oonagh of Cullinamore third, Mr.
Hawke's Blue Rock fourth, and Mr.
Milner's Spalpeen reserve.

IRISH FIEU> TmiAI. ST. LBOBR STAKES.
FOIMTEKS.

WILD DOGS OF BRAZIL.

the Eskimos allow their dogs to mate
with wolves for the purpose of giving
courage and strength to the breed.
As to the crossing of dogs with foxes

he considers it impossible, although he
has been often shown hybrids, supposed
to have been the result of such crosses,
but there were no proofs of that being
the case.

TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN.

IIow to Take Care of the I>ok While
Worklnu.

Editor Fancif.rs' Journal.

Sir : All dogs, even of the best breed-

ing, require good food. See that your
dog is not fed such tra.sh as pork, csbbage
and potatoes, but has good bread and
fresh lean meat. Meat can be fed cooked
or raw. Uncooked eggs mixed with

bread and meat is an excellent feed.

If you have been in the habit of feeding

twice a day at home, do the same when
in the field, but let the morning feed be

very light and give your dog all he will

eat in the evening.

Should your dog's feet get sore, use
arnica lotion by mixing one tablespoon ful

of the concentrated homreopathic tinc-
ture with one pint of water. Apply after
the day's work is over. Handlers will
also find this an excellent remedy when
they become foot sore. Oi.D Man.

Nf.wfibIvD, N. J., Oct. 7, 1890.

her head in front of Lalla, when thev
both stood side by side for a very consid-
erable time, when the bird rose, both
dropping well to wing, when they were
ordered up, after being down one hour
and twenty minutes. Woodbine then
met Tearaway, the former immediately
flushing, but dropped well to hand, Tear-
away scoring a set. Woodbine again
flushed, then made a false set, which
Tearaway backed, then ordered up, being
down an hour. Blue Rock met Spalpeen,
who was lame, the former making the
first set, and was well backed, but birds
had left. A bird then rose some distance
off, when Spalpeen dropped to wing, and
Blue Rock to hand and word. Blue Rock
then set a lark, and was backed ; a bird
rose and was shot, when both dogs drop-
ped to shot. Rock then got a set and
was backed. Rock set, but failed to locate
his birds, and left his set, and apparently
tried to head his birds, but ^alpeen
found them first, and Blue Rock came in
across him and set, when they were or-
dered up. Garryowen, Jun., and Mac's
Little Nell then were put down, when
Little Nell, who carries herself well and
goes a rare good pace, flushed and then
chased, eventually dropping to hand

;

Garryowen dropping to hand ; very
little more was done owing to lack
of game, when they were ordered up.
Rosmore then ran a bye with Mac's
Little Nell, when there was no work done
worth mentioning.

After lunch the judges announced that
Oonagh was to meet Spalpeen, Blue Rock,
Rosmore and Mac's Little Nell. Tear-
away, Oonagh of Cullinamore was again

8"1 beat . . Devonshire Juno
Meg beat . Devonshire Sancho
Devonshire Juno . . t)cat . . DevonahireSanch
Meg beat Sal
And woo, third going to Devonshire Juno, and

fourth to Devonshire 8«ncho.

THURSDAY.
After a wet night we had a fine morn-

ing to start for Lislap, the hospitable res-
idence of Mr. Black, where he had a good
supply of birds on his moors. The at-
tenaance was much smaller than on
either Tuesday or Wednesday, and with
the exception of a couple of brace, the
dogs worked much better, more especially
Mac's Little Nell. Smart and Henmore
Finnigan's Wake were the first brace put
down for the St. Leger Stakes, for set*
ters, both of which behaved badly. Hen-
more Vicar failing to put in an appear-
ance. Dartry and Blue Rock were put
down, and, after a long trial Blue Rock
won with something in hand, first going
to Blue Rock aud second to Dartry,
while third and fourth prizes were with-
held. The Grand All-Aged SUke was
then begun. Rossmore, worked by
TreadwelT, and Woodbine, worked by J.
Armstrong, Jr., being the first down,
when the former won. Henmore Sar«
Death being drawn. Devonshire Lady
tot a bye, and Mac's Little Nell was put
own with Henmore Sure Death. Sure

Death was lost by handler for a long
time, when she was eventually found
setting a bird well, and dropped in good
style to wing. She afterwards went a
bit wide, and was not under control.
Nell set, but dropped badly to wing.
Sure Death was then withdrawn, the flag
going up for Nell.

Chetwynd, a pointer, was put down
with the Irishman, Garryowen. The
former, having much the best of it, won.
Spalpeen, worked by Mr. Miller, then
met Devonshire Sal, the latter a pointer,
which had a few points the best of a short
trial. Mac's Little Nell and Devonshire
Lady then were ordered down, when,
after a long trial, during which there was
some nice work. Little Nell won. Chet-
vrynd and Devonshire Sal then had a
?;ood trial, but luck being strong in the
avor of Chetwynd, he won when they
were ordered up.

Little Nell and Spalpeen, being put
down well, found quickly. Spalpeen find-
ing a bird to the right well, and dropping
to shot ; Nell making a false set, but
beating better, she had a slight advant-
age when ordered up, when first fell to
Chetwynd ; second, Devonshire Sal

;

third, Mac's Little Nell, and fourth.
Spalpeen.

Late in the evening the Grand Brace
Stakes were commenced, Meg and Sal
being down for about fifteen minutes,
when they did some nice work. Being
ordered up, Lalla Rookh and Rossmore
then were down, when owing to it getting
dark and raining heavily the trial was
not proceeded with. Woodbine and Hen-
more Sure Death were withdrawn. Hen-
more Finnigan's Wake is also withdrawn
from the /40 prize.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

;•

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Uoggy World.

special Corrcgpondcuce.

The Canine World to hand has a splen-

did colored portrait, picture, frontispiece

or, if I have not hit it correctly, what-

ever term is applied to such work, of the

bobtail Sir Cavendish. It is extremely

like him so far as markings and general

characteristics go, but somehow or other

the expression is too leary, and his head

seems top-heavy. However, take it all

in all, it is a worthy portrayal of prob-

ably the best sheep dog that ever walked

on four legs, and one that I trust will

meet with the fastidious W. W.'s ap-

proval, even if he (Sir Cavendish, not

W. W.) is coated around his four legs.

In the same issue appears a letter from a

Mr. McKillop, who is evidently acting on

behalf of a conibined force of exhibitors.

It is a strong protest concerning the now
apparent despotism of the English Ken-

nel Club, which only shows how long the

"plebs" or general public will undergo

the most humiliating indignities. At all

events, it seems to have fallen on the

last Edinburgh show to mark an era of

dissension in England's canine govern-

ment, a meeting having been convened

there in which many exhibitors came to

the conclusion that the reins would have

to be more judiciously handled or the

epoch of tyranny utterly demolished.

A protest such as this, made mildly but

firmly, was inevitable, and unless two-

thirds of those holding office at Cleveland

Row do not receive their quietus, 1 shall

be most "dininably" astonished if a more
useful body is not established. The only

mifortunate circumstance about the whole

affair is that it affords one Huscroft a

fine opportunity of playing the knight

erraut, as his getting the sack from the

Kennel Gazette changed his fawning atti-

tude into one of vituperative vindictive-

ness. Now he can pose as one of those

free lances about which one has read so

much in a contemporary.

It is always an easy task to participate

in the demolition of a tottering power,

and for this reason I would now prefer

to fight on Ihe side of the E. K. C, but

unfortunately the extenuatiug circum-

stances are only those of ancient history.

What was ! What has been ! Its repu-

tation is now sustained by the past, not

the present, and that seems to have been

worn pretty threadbare. Only the muti-

lated fragments of a worthy career re-

maiu. However, there is yet ample time

for reformation, and if the E. K. C. has

sense enough to throw off its supercili-

ousness and become a little more ralional,

exhibitors are still undoubtedly willing

to support it.

The best thing in connection with the

muddling of pedigrees by the high of-

ficials on the other side has just come to

hand. It is with reference to a pointer

bitch Beta. By payment of a "robert,"

otherwise shilling—equivalent to a

quarter—Mr. Aspiuwall will inform all

those desirous of obtaining the lady's

pedigree that she is a daughter of

Banker. According to her owner and th*

E. K. C. Stud-Books she is grand dam of

the said Banker. Of course the owner

and breeder's assertion is all poppycock,

being, as it is, in direct contradiction to

the high priest's manifesto. But this is

what Mr. Bryan (Beta's owner) says : "I

may add that I have observed other er-

rors relating to my own kennel in the K.
C. S. B., consequently have never had
confidence in it—another straw which

adds weight to the already heavy burden

on the E. K. C. 'shack.

»~?§?=~

Last week W. W., of Hulton, Pa., re-

minds me that I entirely overlooked

Wyndham Carter when referring to those

who had previously "gone for" the E.

K. C. I acknowledge his gentle admoni-

tion, but at the same time Wyndham
Carter ranked amongst those who went

for anything and everything, so that his

hauling the English body over the coals

was nothing very exceptional. In speak-

ing thus it is not my desire by any

means to give the erratic but also chival-

ric W. C. the cold shoulder, for a better

fellow never stepped, and even though

he did very often overstep the bounds of

criticism, 3et he was so thoroughly in

earnest that what would have l)een spite-

ful abuse with most people, with him it

was fanaticism.

There is one whom both W. W. and I

have overlooked, and that is Lloyd Price,

who, from being a staunch supporter of

the E. K. C. from its commencement, be-

came so disgusted with its manner of

doing business, that he refrained alto-

gether from recognizing it, not having

exhibited a dog under their rules for

some years now, and he was, in fact, is

still, a power in the canine world. I

have also a faint notion that Purcell

Llewellyn adopted the same stringent

measures.

I have had several enquiries of late as

to ^hetlier Ih*? Irish Setter ^lub is en'c-
ing a prolonged Rip Van Winkleian

siesta, or whether the prominence given

the breed by one or two dealers has made
it so ashamed of its connections that a

modest retirement is considered the most
diplomatic proceeding. Some months
ago I believe a constitution and bye-laws

were drawn up, and also it was deter-

mined that an application should be

make to the A. K. C. for membership.

The one has not been published and the

other still remains "in statu quo."

Where, oh, where are the officials ? Are

they waiting for the clouds to roll by,

Jennie— I mean Laura B.—or dou't they

want to come into prominence until the

field trials are over ? If the latter is the

case, what a fine opportunity the club

will have to spring on the poor unsus-

specting public, the undisputed fact that

if only the Irish Setter Club had been a

member of the A. K. C. during the field

competitions, what a holy show its mem-
bers (through their dogs) could have

made of the pottering Englishmen.

Song, to the music of that heart-rend-

ing and touching ballad "Ask a P'lice-

man :

"

ir his aunt had l>eeii a man
She'd be his uncle.

If his dog were black and tan

H'd be a mongrel.

If 1, a B. were white,

She might, oh, yes, she might—
But then she never ran worth
A— continental.

But, seriously, can anyone tell me if

the Irish Setter Club has followed Caesar's

example and moved "in hibernis," not

again to reappear until the gladsome

spring time, or if all it's officials are in-

dulging in a prolonged opium smoking
orgie ? Answers to be addressed to the

office of this paper.

J. W. is certainly as— but he's a

Scotchman, or if he isn't he ought to be.

He took one of the Irish corr_-spondent's

(Espan)pani. iu the Turf sensation. Now,
l>ecause I use the word "adopt" instead

of "under," I am putting sentences to

his credit which he never said. Just for

the sake of justifying myself I will again

reproduce that part of J. W.'s par. which
he claims I have mutilated : "The A.

K . C. should go beyond tnember's shows
and recognize in some way winners at

shows held under their rules." From
this 1 inferred that J. W. was advocating

wins to count at those shows that

adopted the A. K. C. rules but were not

members. If he didn't mean this, then

what in the devil he did intend to convey

fails to pierce that cellular department of

my brain labelled "comprehension." I

give it up. Ask me another.

Mr. Mortimer has finally resolved to

dispose of all his terriers, iucluding the

smooths Suffolk Risk, Rarity, Spinster

(dam of Rarity) and Syren (dam of

Risk), all his wires, which are the only

decent ones in the country. About the

smooths I don't care a button whether

he keeps them or not, except the two

bitches Spinster and Rarity ; but I do re-

gret his giving up his wires, as he has the

wherewithal to form a good kennel, and

no one else seems to care, or know, a

continental about the gamest, brighest,

cussedest breed of terrier in either hem-
isphere.

Why breeders of dogs in this country

don't appreciate wires is a mystery. In

England they smother the smooths for

terrier character and expression, and in

my humbie opinion are worth cart loads

of the latter. Don't be alarmed, readers,

I have none for sale, nor have I any de-

sire to place any on the market. I lielieve

that is the correct term. The latter re-

mark, by the way, is not intended to re-

flect on Mr. Mortimer. Some day I sup-

pose the roughs will be as popular here

as they are in England. For the benefit

of dog lovers in America I hope it will be

soon. Brittle.

DOGS AT ALLENTOWN.

FOR GORDON SETTER MEN.

To All Friends of tbb Gordon Setter.

The Central Field Trial Club has ex-

tended the date for closing the entries

for the 1 100 special stakes for Gordon
setters to November 1

;
|io to forfeit

; |2o

more to fill, race to take place at Lexing-

ton, North Carolina, in December, open

to any Gordon in the land. Mr. H. F.

Smith, of Philadelphia, the owner of the

well-known Gordon setters Champion
Roxie, King Item and Countess Roxie,

has subscribed JI25 towards the private

fund of $150 by which it is intended to

raise the stakes to $250 ; leaving only I75
to complete the sum wanted. This total

stake of ^250 will be awarded as follows
;

I125 to winner of first, J75 to second and
I50 to third.

Five entries have been made already,

and more will doubtless come iu when
the terms are generally known. This
should certainly stimulate owners of
Gordon setters to make the trials a suc-
cess. There must be in this country
many Gordon setters fit to run in any
company, and it is hoped that Gordon
owners will embrace this opportunity to
prove it. We can't do everything this year,
but continued efforts to bring out into
public notice the many good field Gordons
known to exist, will soou furnish a list of
Gordons at field trials worthy to compete
with any breed. Enter a dog if you can-
not subscribe, but do both if possible.
Subscriptions and entries will be acknowl-
edged promptly, and entry blanks fur-

nished by me. John H. Mkyer,
159 West Thirty-fourth St.

Nkw York, October 6, 1890.

The Display Small, but Quality I'retty
Good for a Fair.

Special Report.

The dog show held in connection with

the fair of the Lehigh County Agricul-

tural Society, September 29 to October 3,

was small in point of nuniliers, quality

being pretty good. The benching was

poor, the animals being confined in large

pen coops used for poultry, consequently

they ^ere hard to get at and the second

tier was almost from view of visitors. No
owners were present to handle them and
judgnient was passed upon them by Mr.
E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa., with
some difficulty. They were in the poultry
building, which was crowded all day
long. On Thursday 35,000 visitors were
present. The awards follow :

Scotch Collie (dog)—First to Charles Kliclc.

Water Spaniel (bitch)—First to F. H. Wan-
ger.
Knglish Hare-hound (dog)—First, to L. H.

Rhinebecto
English Orkyhound (dogs)—First and second

to Hiram Itiik.
Field Spaniels—First and second to J. C.

Kriner.
Bull Terriers—First to Kriner.
Irish Settkks (dogs)—First and .second to

Kriner.
Black and Tan Terriers—First and second

to Kriner.
Fox Hounds (do^)—First to Kriner.
Mastiffs (puppies) First and second to Kriner.
English SKTitRS (puppies)—First and sec-

ond to Kriner.
Cocker Spaniel (bitches, one entry)—First to

Kriner.
French Diamonds—First and second to Kri-

ner.
Schipperkes (dogs)—F'irst and second to

Kriner.
REMARKS.

Beagles, pugs, Gordons and several

other varieties were absent, and a few
were absent from their benches when
judging was in progress, hence they re-

ceived no prizes.

There was a litter of fine pug puppies
on exhibition for sale that attracted con-
siderable attention.

Nine fine niHstiff ^u'^'^ies were shown
by Mr. J. C. Kriner, Allentown, who also

showed about forty of the dogs, including
puppies, which made a neat exhibit.

Fink's three greyhounds were fine ; tlie

old dog was somewhat cross and aged.
The field spaniel shown by Kriner was
a fine specimen and very much admired.
The prizes as given bj- Ibe society are

nominal, fifst prize, fifty cents ; second,
twenty-five cents, entirely too low for

anyone to take very much trouble to

bring out a good display of fine dogs.
The dogs attract the attention of the
viritors and are a drawing card at any
county fair. The preiniums should be
$2 for first and $\ for second, do^s and
bitches separate cla.sses, and specials for

litters of puppies. This would brine out
a good display and would be a big draw-
ing card for the society.

WHAT IS STYLE ANYHOW?

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Style in a field dog I consider a

very important point. As I understand

it, style is the graceful movements of the
whole bo«ly—movements which excite

our admiration. There is such a thing as

bad style or bad work, such as false

pointing, etc.

Suppose two dogs to be equal in good
qualities excepting one is awkward, in

his movements, while the other has good
style, surely no one can deny that the
latter would be the more valuable. Style
takes no part in filling the game bag.

Oi,D Man.
NEWF1EI.D, N. J., Oct. 7, 1890.

A Correction.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In your last issue in speaking of the

the Kingston dog show your paper quotes

me as saying that "most of the prizes

were won by 'Camacks.' " This is a

mistake and should be "Canucks, "iiieau-

ing Canadians, and by the omission of a
period after the word "Mike" in the
sentence, "The Brantford Kennels secur-

ing the champion class with Mike in open
dogs," making a wrong meaning out of
the sentence. Anon.
Toronto, Octobers, 1890.

DISEASES OF THE DOG.

SYMPTOMS—CONTINUED.
From the Fanciers' Gazette.

Enlargement of the haw is another

common disease. The symptoms are

manifest aud cause pain and weeping.

Enlargement of the haw is frequently

found associated with weakness and de-

bilitated constitutions.

Enlargement of the g\&nA& {thyroid).—
Gradual formation of a lump, sudden for-

mation of a lump, difficulty in swallow-
ing, difficulty iu breathing denote gland-

ular swellings. This disease is not in-

curable and is generally found associated

as other swellings with debility and mal-
nutrition.

As a rule, there is no difficulty in mak-
ing out a tumor, which is usually just

under the skin or deep-seated. In both
cases they apjiear.as lumps, painless on
pressure, except where violence has
caused inflammation, and movable or
fixed according to the parts affected and
their attachment. The commonest of all
tumors is one which we have already
alluded to—the disease affecting the milk
glands of the bitch.

Tumors, however, are found elsewhere
in both male and female, the sub-cu-
taneous kind being found principally
about the head and neck, those more
deeply seated being glandular and at-
tacking the armpits, thighs, and, as we
have stated, milk glands. It must also
be remembered that direct violence to
the bones is liable to produce a tumor on
the injured bone.
While on the subject of tumors we

must caution the dog owner against a
mistake which many might fall into.
What appears a tumor may lie not un-
frequently found in puppies where the
umliilical tube was attached. It is some-
times large and sometimes small, so large
at times as to allow portions of the bowel
to descend. This is umbilical hernia,
and reierence to it will Jje found at the
close of these articles on "symptoms."

In dealing with tumors it will have
been noticed that no pain is caused to the
animal except when violence causes in-
flammation to set in. When this occurs
there is generally a formation of pus,
which has either to be carried off by the
blood, and serious results are to be appre-
hended, or else an opening is made by

pus burrowing its way externally.the

We then have an abscess
Those which find their way to the sur-

face are at once distinguished and treated
;

but it must be liorne in mind that ab-
scesses are frequertly deep-seated and in-
ternal, and are most dangerous. They
are met with in the bowels, in the uterus,
in the liver, spleen, kidneys and lungs,
and are generally found in connection
with blood poisoning when they occur in
these regions.

In external al)scesses the direct symp-
toms are similar to the boil in the human
being. Internal abscesses are difficult to
detect, and no complete symptoms can
lie given ; as a rule, however, there is
great pain, fever and exudation of pus
from the orifice which leads either to or
from the organ affected. In the case,
however, of the liver and spleen, there
being no orifice, pus is detected in the
blood. As a rule, death sut)ervenes, no
matter what treatment is pursued, and
before absolute certainty can be arrived
at by the seclusion of all other possible
diseases.

With these we terminate the diseases
of the dog, and proceed to what are ill-
nesses consequent upon accidental causes.
One of the commonest of all complaints

IS sore feet, and is generally found in
connection with under-exercised dogs,
which are suddenly called upon to travel
a long distance

; in fact, we mav say that
when a dog has sore feet it points to ken-
nel mismanagement, unless, of course,
the journey is excessive, or the road
taken of an unusually hanl and gritty
description. The symptoms are swelling
and tenderness, due to rasping off the
outer layer of skin. If damage be exces-
sive suppuration may arise.
The dog's nails, if allowed to grow to

extreme length by w^nt of exercise, also
give trouble, and if prolonged to such a
degree as to penetrate the ball of the foot,
or when caught when out at exercise and
twisted prwhice great pain and lame-
ness. This also entirely ruins the confor-

mity of the foot, causing it to become
' 'splayed. '

' Symptoms of such trouble are
needless.

The most common of all accidents is a
sprain, and is chiefly found in animals
that have much exercise and jumping,
when the ligamentous structureof a joint
is unduly strained. Wherever a sprain
occurs the symptoms at once denote its

presence. They are : Swelling, pain,
heat, desire for rest denote a sprain.
Passing from the sprain, which is the

less serious result of shock or twist, we
come to dislocation . Dislocation arises
when the ligamentous structures of a
joint Ijecomes so strained as to allow one
bone which is held by them in opposition
with another, to leave its bed or socket
and to become displaced. Dislocations
are to be found wherever there are joints,
but they are most common at the shoul-
der, hip aud toes. The same symptoms
are jpresent as in a sprain, but in addition
we find shortening of the limb ; retrac-
tion on one side, due to one set of muscles
having a stronger influence than the op-
posite set, the end of the bone, which
ought to be in the socket, being felt out-
side it.

Finally, we have to deal with broken
bones. Broken botes are divided into
three classes ; simple breaks, compound
and comminuted. In the first there is no
outside connection with the internal
damage ; in the second there is ; in the
third the bone is smashed into several
pieces. The limbs are naturally the most
frequently exposed to breakage, owing to
the length of the bones.
The symptoms of a simple broken

limb are : Swelling, tenderness and pain,
loss of use, movement where there was
no movement, grating when movement is

made, by one end of the fracture jarring
against the other.

In a compound break the broken bone
pierces the skin. Sometimes mucles be-
come exposed. In a comminuted frac-
ture the various portions of bone may be
felt lying between the two brokeu ends,
and this may become more serious still

by the damage becoming a compound
comminnted break. Such mav h<? caused
by a wagon wheel.
Leaving now the limbs, we come to the

head. FVacture of the skull we all know
to be of a very dangerous character. In
the dog it is the same. A sudden blow
or injury of sufficient force may cause the
cranium to be broken. Very rarely in-
deed does the bone sma.sh outwardly

; it

generally is broken inwardly. If such
force be used as to break the bones and
they become comminuted, the dog-owner
will not need to ask for symptoms

; but
if the breakage be such as only to depress
the bone, it is easily detected.
We have already alluded to a number

of symptoms which fracture gives rise to.

The fracture itself may be detected by a
depression in one of the bones of the
cranium, and effusion above it, or at the
junction of two of them. Naturally,
there is pressure on the brain, and often
rupture of a blood-vessel. As a result we
have all those symptoms which are asso-
ciated with sudcien shock to and disease
in the brain, such as giddiness, epilepsy,
apoplexy, partial and complete paralysis.
The ribs also frequently become broken

when an animal receives a voilent blow,
a kick, or is run over. In such a case
they may be driven in, and internal mis-
chief arise. This may at once be felt by
examination, or if the damage be not so
bad, the usual crackly sound and feel will
be detected.

Fracture of the shoulder blade is at
times met with, and is easily distinguished
by careful manipulation. This is gener-
ally due to a heavy fall on the shoulder
when jumping out of a window, or being
ruu over. A fracture, however, may
occur in any of the bony portion of the
dog's body, and careful examination with
the hand should at once denote its pres-
ence when it is suspected.

Cuts, tears, burns—wounds of all kinds—require no description. Umbilical
hernia is at once spotted almost from
birth. The symptoms are a protruding
circular lump uuder the belly at the
navel. If it be small it may pass un-
noticed, as the animal grows the parts
become natural ; but if it be large and
the gut descends into it. it becomes un-
sightly and may become dangerous. The
union of two vertebrie of the tail into
one frequently produces a crooked tail.

These two malformations, together with
squint, may l)e surgically cured ; all

others are incurable.

[to be continued.]

The DbGREBS of gREBDlNG.

Este in the English Kennel Gazette.

I propose to discuss those degrees of
breeding which are comprised in and
come under the title of artificial selection,

or, as I prefer to call it, eliminational

selection, whereby man selects and ac-

cumulates those qualities and characters
in an animal most useful or gratifying to

himself, and eliminates others for which
he has no regard. The field for selection

lies between two extreme points and
within the range of the species which it

is intended to improve, the one point
being out-breeding, hybridization aud
extinction (although this, as A. R. Wal-
lace has shown, has been tried on too
limited a scale and combined with in-

breeding), and the other point being in-

breeding, degeneration and extinction.
Between these points we have a very
great scope, and as the question of hybricw
being fertile inter se does not affect those
herein discussed, I will not pursue it

furthur than to say that it has not been
successfully carried beyond the third and
and fourth generation, but it is within
the range of possibility that, with a larger
number of animals for experiment, such
as wolves and dogs, or goats and sheep, a
new species might be established and
perpetuated.

1. Inter-generation, or the breeding
between varieties of one species, produces
over a wide area annihilation of varieties,
mongrelism aud a return to original type
of species—atavism.

2. Inter-crossing, or the breeding be-
tween individuals of separated groups of
one variety, produces, over a less wide
area, typical specimens of the variety.

3. Inter-breeding, or the breeding be-
tween memliers of an isolated group,
produces, over a lesser area, a typical
strain of the variety and segregation.

4. Inbreeding, or the breeding be-
twppn npariv ''elated members "^^ *.—

same family for several successive gen-
erations, produces over the least area, at
first a family type, but eventually leads to
our final point and extinction.
These may be called the degrees of ar-

tificial or eliminational selection, from
the general to the specific, which may be
divided into comparative selection, or the
survival of the merely fitted ; and super-
lative selection, or the survival of the
fittest. Nature's method is to maintain
average character by inter-generations,
with survival only of the fittest (except
where geographical barriers supervene)

;

whereas man's method too often tends to
the other extreme, viz., in-breeding with
survival (especially as regards internal
organic structures) of the merely fitted

;

which, carried too far, leads to the ex-
termination of the breed. Mr. Low in
"Domesticated Animals ofGreat Britain,"
says : "If we shall breed a pair of dogs
from the same litter and unite again the
offspring of the pair, we shall produce at
once a feeble race of creatures ; and the
process being repeated for one or two
generations more, the family will die out,
or be incapable of propagating their race.
A gentleman of Scotland made the ex-
periment on a large scale with fox-
hounds, and he found that the race ac-
tually became monstrous and perished
utterly."

The same effect, he says, was produced
in pigs. "After a few generations the
victims manifest the change induced in
the system. They become of diminished
size ; the bristles are changed into hairs,
the limbs become feeble and short, the
litters diminished in frequency, and in
the number of young produced ; the
mother becomes unable to nourish them,
and, if the exf>eriment be carried as far as
the case will allow, the feeble and fre-

quently monstrous offspring will be in-
capable of being reared up, and the mis-
erable race will utterly perish."
To resuscitate a failing strain we must

certainly go back as far as our No. 2,

inter-crossing ; if not occasinally as far
as No. I aud inter-generate with another
variety. Type is one thing, but when
actual existence is threatened this must
perforce "bide a wee." We know what
Ijenefit has accrued to the greyhound be-
injj crossed with the bull dog and to the
pointer from the foxhound cross and in
other cases which I could mention, but
fear to tread on such tender ground.
Mr. A. H. Huth in his work, "The Mar-

riage of Near Kin," denies, however,
that any amount of in-breeding is in it-
self hurtful, and quotes the cases of the
Porto Santo rabbits and the goats of
Juan Fernandez, which have all been de-
rived from a single pair, but here nature
has rigidly selected only the very fittest
and the weak and infertile have been
eliminated. Mr. Huth admits that close
in-breeding does produce bad effects, the
consensus of opinion of many eminent
breeders being too strong for such to be
altogether imaginary. Mr. Huth argues
that the evil results are not so much the
effect of in-breeding itself as of the ten-
dency which it has to perpetuate, accu-
mulated and accentuate constitutional
weakness or other hereditary taints.
Nothing but the most rigid selection,
whether natural or artificial, can obviate
the danger of degeneracy and extinction.
"In the whole series of these phenom-

ena from the beneficial effects of the
crossing of different stocks and the evil
effects of close inter-breeding up to the
partial or complete sterility induced by
crosses between species belonging to
different genera we have, as Mr. Darwin
points out, a curious parallelism with the
effects produced by change of physical
conditions. It is well known that slight
changes in the conditions of life are bene-
ficial to all living things * • • slight
changes of conditions and a slight amount
of crossing are beneficial, while extreme
changes and crosses between individuals
too far removed in structure or constitu-
tion are injurious."—A. R.Wallace, "Dar-
winism."

Inter-crossing is not necessarily advan-
tageous, as Darwin says : "The most im-
portant conclusions at which I arrive at
IS, that the mere act of inter-crossing by
itself does no good. The good depends
upon the individuals which are crossed
differing slightly in constitution, owing
to their progenitors having been sub-
jected during several generations to
slightly different conditions. The con-
clusion, as we shall hereafter see, is

closely connected with various important
physiological problems, such as the bene-
**«. u^tivcu jiiwLu aiigui cuaugctt m ine
conditions of life."

"It appears probable, then, that it is
not inter-breeding in itself that is hurt-
ful, but inter-breeding without rigid se-
lection or some change of conditions.
• * * With domestic animals the
selection practiced is usually neither
severe enough nor of the right kind.
There is no struggle for existence, but
certain points of form and color charac-
teristic of the breed are considered es-
sential, and thus the most vigorous or the
most fertile are not always those which
are selected to continue the stock. In
nature, too, the species always extends
over a wider area, and consists of much
greater numbers, and thus a different
constitution soon arises in different parts
of the area, which is wanted in the limited
number of pure-bred animals. From a
consideration w." these varied facts we
conclude that an occasional disturbance
of an organic equilibrium is what is

wanted to keep up the vigor and fertily

of any organism, and that this disturb-
ance may be equally well produced either
by a cross between individuals of some-
what different constitutions, or by occa-
sional slight changes in the conditions
of life."—Wallace, "Darwinism."

It is pretty clear, therefore, that the
beat results in breeding perfect speci-
mens of any animal are likely to be ar-
rived at by never in-breeding to a greater
extent than we can help, nor by inter-
breeding among a separated group to too

treat an extent, but by inter-crossing 'n-
ividuals of distinctly separated groups

which may be allied (even originally
somewhat closely), and which have been
living for some time under different con-
ditions. In any case only those should
be selected as perpetuators of the stock
which exhibit no tendency to constitu-
tional weakness.

Special Stake for Gorden Setters.

Bditor Fanciers' JouRifau
Sir : At the request of everal Gordon setter

men, the Central Field Trial Club will run a
special stake for the Gordon or black and tan
setter. The club gives |ioo. Dr. I H. Meyer
and some other gentlemen are endeavoring to
raise fijo additional. Mr. Blossom informs as
that they have about halfof thisamount already
subscibed. Entries close November i, 1800. Au
entries and communications should be addressed
to Dr. I. H. Meyer, 159 West Thirty-fourth Street,
New York. Central Field trial Clds,

C. H. Odbll, Secretary and Treasurer.
New York, Octobbs 4.
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PqUILTRYAN° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

In a circular before us we read ihe fol-

lowing : "Children from eij<lit to twelve
years old can make fjou to I500 per year
raising chickens and will not miss the

tiuie they have spent in the business."

To think that children cpn make so

much money so easi'y when full whis-

kered poultrymen have tried faithfully

to make a living, not to say money,
without signal success makes us weary.

It is very near time to give the children

a rest and come down to plain facts.

Neither children nor men of average in-

telligence can make money easily in the

poultry business and especially without

missing the iime.
*

• *

One commendable feature in our Eng-
lish contemporaries is the conservative

views on the poultry business as a means
of profit. The rosj- and oflen misleading

statements of interested parties regarding
poultry matters in this country is less

noticeable in the foreign papers. The
verdict of such old and conservative fan-

ciers a-s Mr. Tegetmeier and Mr. Comyns
are known to be is that, as a rule, poultry
ai&ne does not pay large dividends, but
as an adjunct to some other business it

can be made a sui^stautial success.

»%
The views of Mr. Alexander Comyns

are well expressed in his excellent pub-
lications, the Feathered World, as fol-

lows : "We cannot too often repeat that

we do not l>eheve the man is to be found
who can rent land, stock it with poultry,

hire attendants, buy food and other requi-

sites, pay interest on capital expended in

homes, etc.. sell eggs and fowl for table

only and make the concern pay its way.
It might be done after a very long ap-
prenticeship and some years of prepara-

tory work spent in getting together the
foundations of a suitable breeding stock,

but it could only be done after years
spent in this way, and we are not certain

that it could be done even then. On the
other hand we are just as certain that
many of the farmers and cottagers of this

country are throwing away splendid op-
portunities of adding materially to their

incomes and of keeping in the couutrv
money which now goes abroad by neg-
lecting to avail themselves of the facili-

ties at their disposal for keeping a good
bead of poultry, and still more by neg-
lecting to provide themselves with proper
breeding stock and to pay reasonable at-

tention to the birds which they do keep."
«

• •

The editor of Farm Poultry, Mr. A. F.

Hunter, is the proud possessor of an early
laying strain of light Brahnias. He writes
n» that he had pullets start operations,
i. e., laying at five months and eight
days of age. This certainly speaks well
for the editor's Brahmas, and a great deal
more for his management.

•%
Mr. Hunter is not a spring chicken at

the poultry business, and has long been
known as a successful practical poultry-
man, a fact that the readers of Farm
Poultry and the New England Farmer
are well aware of, and the success of
both papers is due to this very fact.

•
• *

The editor, however, when he switches
off from the practical and tackles the
poetical (?)—the A. P. A., is less happy
and contented. He wants a national poul-
try association and "he wants it bad,"
as the phrase goes. The A. 1'. A. is an

bad as it is to "Trixie." The claim that

the A. P. A. is a mutual admiration so-

ciety is tiot well founded. Two years

ago it was more of a mutual abuse a.sso-

ciation, but during the past year the A.

P. A. has done as much, if not more, than
a national association could possibly do.

«
« »

Look over the list of names in the A.

P. A. proceedings and you will find the
very men who are the bone and sinew of
our shows. Try a show on the principles

suggested by Mr. Hunter, i. e., get the far-

mers interested, if you can, and then try to

assess the members when a show happens
to be a financial failure. We have been
through the mill, and confess that the

money usually comes from a few enthu-
siastic fanciers ; the rest are willing to

shout and help as long as their {wckets
are not touched.

«%
This is no reflection on the good faith

of the average members of a poultry

association, but simply an illustration of

the weakness of human nature. Do
the farmers supjiort the shows? They
certainly do not in New Jersey to any
great extent. Trenton, with its great

Inter-state Fair, had 3400 birds entered,

and it is doubtful if more than three
farmers had birds there, nor did they pa-

tronize the exhibit with the proper de-

gree of enthusiasm. They did look at

the incubators and brooders and even
bought some, but the sales of thorough-
bred poultry were made between fanciers

only.

Pennsylvania and New Jersey have or-

ganized such associations, but nothing
has been done up to the present time to

indicate a permanent usefulness of either.

The New York State Poultry Association

has ended its existence before it was
fairly started. It's a very perplexing prob-

lem, and Editor Hunter will discover it

when he tackles the national association

problem. Build up and encourage the

only society that ever lived long enough
to accomplish something, get the breed-

ers to support state organizations to work
in harmony with the A. P. A., and there

will be no need of a new association. It

can be done.
*

* *

This is not encouraging, but it is true,

and we must bear all these facts in mind
before we advocate a national association

with farmers as the nucleus. Practical

poultry keeping is advancing, but the
markets are the goal of the practical

poultryman, not the A. P. A nor the pro-

posed national association.

»
« «

Mr. Hunter also remarks that "The A.
P. A. is simply one of these two or three
hundred poultry associations and assumes
to speak for. lay down the law to. all

otliers without giving them any voice in

formulating those laws (or rules), and
ignoring them entirely." Why bless you.
the A. P. A. would gladly recognize the
(hree hundred poultry associations if they
lived only long enough to get acquainted
with. As it is, the A. P. A. is the only
association left that started at the begin-
ing, and if it has made errors, it certainly

has done some good.

•
* «

The trouble is that the good deeds are
too often forgotten and the faults mag-
nified. The standard may not be perfec-

tion but it certainly has some redeeming
features, and the A. P. A. was liberal

enough to listen to white Wyandotte
breeders and accept M^V standard for the
breed. It will no doubt do the same with
any and all suggestions offered by indi-

viduals or clubs. There is no use in try-

ing to Julius Cccsar the A. P. A. and then
applying the wordsof Marc Antony: "The
good that men do is often interred with
their bones; the bad lives after them."

»
* •

We favor the delegate system, but the
only trouble is to get a.ssociations to sur-

vive a sufficient numl>er of years and
send representatives. The tombstones
of defunct poultry associations are un-
usually numerous and the number is in-

creased every year.
»

* »

There is one way out of this difficulty
unpleasant nightmare to him, almost as | and that is the formation ofstate societies!

\

A meeting of the New Jersey State

Poultry Association will probably be
calletl for an early day in November, and
it is to be hoped that all breeders will

respond to the call. New Jersey is prob-

ably the most famous state in the Union
for its poultry, yet no regular winter
show has been held in some years, ex-

cepting the local show at Bridgeton.

Newark, Paterson and Camden offer a

grand circuit for shows. Thk Journal
will be glad to receive suggestions from
the poultrymen of New Jersey regarding
the above matters.

»
* *

The poultry exhibit at the great Inter-

state fair held at Trenton, N. J., Septem-
ber 27 to October 2, 1S90, will long be re-

membered as one of the largest ever
known. Some 3400 birds were entered,

and it is a fact that the two large build-

ings were entirely filled. Considerable

improvement could be made in finding

suitable quarters for ducks, turkeys and
geese. The latter were compelled to

biavc llic wcaihcr uuiuoors. There was
ample space underneath the chicken
coops to provide suitable quarters for

ducks and geese.

« *

Report says that the poultry exhibit at

the Orange County fair, held at Port
Jervis, N. Y., was unusually large and
fine. This was always the rule until a

few years ago, when the selfishness of
some of the officers in charge of the
poultry department disgusted many of
the large exhibitors. The new superin-

tendent, however, seems to lie the right

man in the right place, and although the
little "Alliance clique" nursed its wrath
at home, many of the old and quite a few
new exhibitors filled the buildings with
choice exhibits.

» •

It is the old story over again. Where
superintendents expect to have favors
shown which they deny to outs'ders, the
inevitable result is failure. The new
Superintendent of the Orange County
Fair exhibited for "exhibition only,"
and this is as it should be. Most large

fairs do not allow their superintendents to

exhibit in the classes they are interested

in.

•••

Some exhibitors seem to think that lice

are necessary also on an exhibition bird.

We handled a numlier of birds recently
that were well inhabited, and one white
Wyandotte cockerel was afflicted with a
new breed of vermin not often found. It

was a perfectly laced, like a Wyandotte,
species of insect, about one quarter of an
inch long and one eighth of an inch
wide.

The value of oats as a poultry food is

hardly appreciated as much in this coun-
try as in England. There is nothing
better for either old or young stock and
the following taken from the English
Stock-Keeper will prove interesting : "On

inquiry we found ground oats were
chiefly used for feeding and fattening,

and stopping at the windmills, which are

placed on the summits of most of the

hills, we found them provided with mill-

stones especially prepared for grinding
up the oats, husks and all. The quality

we found to be excellent, and the sample
of oats used to be a heavy clas.s—English
white grain. The poultry people told us

that nothing came up to ground oats for

all purposes connected with rearing fowls

for the market."
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LONDON'S POULTRY SHOW.

A Review of the Awards in the

Various Classes.
Special CorreHpondence.

London, One, Octobers.—Light Brah-
mas were fair and the winners a good
pair. In dark Brahmas some good cocks
were shown, but the hens were only
medium. The winner in pullets was a
superb one and excellent in color. Buff
Cochins had a large entry and partridge

Cochins were a nice lot and all above
the medium. The winners in the black
Cochin class were far al)ove the others,

bnt in chicks there was not much choice
between first and second. Plymouth
Rocks were scarce, but among them
some fair birds were to be seen. The first

prize hen in the barred variety was a very
large one and of good shape and color.

The first prize pair of whites were well

ahead of the rest. The display of Wyau-
dottes, buff Cochins and black Minorcas
made a very attractive show. The first

prize winners in black-red games were
altogether unequal, the cock l)eing a good
specimen while the hen was very inferior.

occuuu Weill lu M luce pair.

In pyles the first prize pair well de-
served the honor, as they were almost
faultless and in good condition. The
second prize winners were likewi.se good,
but not as much could be said of the pair
taking third. Mr. A. Boguo took all the
prizes in white Dorkings and second in
colored, Mr. McLoud taking the others.
Harry Tozer captured first in Hamburgs
with one of the neatest pairs seen lately,
second going to R. Oke, with very little

margin Ixjtween the two. Bantams, as
usual, brought out a large class. Mr.
Charles Gillam exhibited a grand colored
pair of brown reds. Pyles and duck-
wings were medium outside of the win-
ners, which were very good. The
French class was a good one, bringing
out some well-developed and good-colored
birds. Mr. Richard Oke made a clean
sweep in Creve Cceurs, as did Messrs. W.
M. and J. C. Smith in La Fleche. The
show of red caps calls for special men-
tion. Mr. C. J. Daniels, of Toronto, who
has been the father of the breed in Can-
ada, still upholds the reputation which
has adhered to him for some time of
breeding and exhibiting first-class stock.
He won the premier honors here and
also showed a good pair of Indian games.
Mr. Gormally, of Dunville, made a nice
exhibit of Indian games.

Leghorns and Dominiques were out in
force, as usual. Ducks, geese and tur-
keys were all good classes. The bronze
turkeys and Aylesbury ducks were par-
ticularly fine, as were also the white
Holland turkeys.
Pigeons were not very numerous, nor

was the quality very high, except in fan-
tails and jacobins, in which cla.sses some
good birds were shown.
The judges were Messrs. L. G. Jarvis

and Sharp Butterfield. They gave uni-
versal satisfaction as far as the writer
was a>>le to learn. We must not forget
to mention the show of rabbits from Mr.
W. Fox, of Toronto. They won every-
thing in their line and commanded much
admiration.

At the meeting of the committee of the
Poultry Association of Ontario it was de-
cided to withhold the names from the
coops until after judging. The birds will
be scored as usual, and probably Mr.
Smelts' new score cards will be used,
which are the best and most convenient
article of the kind that has as yet been
produced.

MESSENGER PIGEONS.

AN Am TO NATIONAL DEFENSE AND
ONE OF GREA T IMPORTANCE.

G.By M^or General D. R. Cameron, C. M
[continued].

The rapid development of the homing
faculty is illustrated in the following ex-
perience : The Scamp, when a squealer
three weeks old, was removed from the
loft where it had been hatched in Utica,
New York, to a loft in Northampton!
Mass. Thence it was being trained in a
southwesterly direction until White
Plains, New York (105 miles) was reached.
From this station, instead of returning
to Northampton, it made its way direct
to its native loft in Utic.i, 153 miles north-
west of White Plains. From Utica it was
returned by express to Northampton and
kept a prisoner until apparently redoini-
ciled. Presently, however, accompanied
by a mate, it deserted and at noon of the
.same day the pair was found to have
turned out the occupants of the nesting
place in which the Scamp had been
hatched at Utica, and to have taken pos-
session of his old residence.

Again, in 1882, Major-General Hazeu,
of the United States Signal Service, and
Major-General Breckinridge, of the De-
partment of the Pacific, had their atten-
tion directed to the use of messenger
pigeons for communicating between sig-
nal stations and in Indian warfare. TheWar Department inquiries resulted in an
adverse report by Lieutenant Birkhimer
based upon information, not upon ex-
perience. Mr. E. H. Conover, of Kev-
port, New Jersey, thereupon undertoo'k
to prove that birds could be used for dis-
tances of 150 miles "before October of the
year

'IJ

which they were hatched," and
"u""^"

no giaduHi training. \\^ tested
the case with nine young birds, with one
exception under five months of age on
the 15th of August when the experiment
began, and none of them had previously
been more than sixty miles from home
The successive flights were : One hun-

dred miles from Elkton. Md., 15th of
August

; U7 miles from Havre de Grace
19th of August

; 183 miles from Wash-
ington, 26th of August

; 338 miles from
Lynchburg, Va.. ist of vSeptember.
The start from Washington was ar-

ranged under the superintendence of the
United States chief signal officer. The
return of the birds from this trip to Key-
port was announced at New York by
message bird, and the result telegraphed
to Washington by noon, and received at
Keyport by bird at 12.45 P.M. In the
flight from Lynchburg (338 miles) the
start took place at 7.10 A. M. The first
birrt home arrived at 6.01 P. M., having
flown at a rate not less than a mile in
two minutes and seven and six-tenths
seconds. None of the birds were lost in
these journeys.

In Belgian training, after attaining
mty miles, birds are commonly sent to
greater distances by successive stages of
50, 100 and 200 miles and even more at a
time. Amongst the regular long single
day courses may be mentioned :

ou°"*J°'!5 '" 5"^ secondu, \qx% niiies, AIl>ert toSnaerbeck.

P.°".l «"^ i" t"-*
**«>"<>8, 243 railM, Cressou,

ra., to New York.
One mile in 57 seconds, 63 mite«, Quievrain to

to^^Boussu^
"' ^ "'^'uds.MM miles, St. Quentin

FlenS.
'""' '" ^ «^"''«. 7o«mile«. Noyon to

L^vtm"' '" *'* '*^°'"''' *'5 »""". etampesto

One mile in 48 seconds. 80 miles, Arras to Ant-werp.

Amongst these instances two are excep-
tionally noteworthy : In 1879, in the
United States, the 243 miles between
Cresson, Pennsylvania, and New York
were passed over at the rate of 1805 yards
in a minute. From Etampes to Louvain,
215 miles were flown at the rate of 200s
yards in a minute.
A fair idea of the performance of a

goo<l bird may be gathered from the
result of a race from Orleans to St
Nicholas, 243 miles, on June 6, 1875. Out
of 1445 birds thrown, the 214 which ac-
complished the distance in the shortest
time traveled at the rates varying between
1469.7 and 1362 yards in a minute, the
slowest of these Ijeing twenty-three min-
utes later than the swiftest in comnletine
the flight.

*^ *
When distances greater than can be

flown in a continuous period of daylight
are attempted, the rate of flying is not
ascertainable, and the time occupied
varies extremely. For the present Can-
ada is not interested in these longer
flights; but it may l)e noted that the
1600 miles between Aix-la-Chapelle and
Rome was passed in ten days and seven
and one-half hours. A case of 1500 miles
having lieen passed over in three days is
somewhere mentioned.
A noted bird, Arnoux, that belonged

to Mr. A. P. Baldwin, of Newark, U. S.,
in the cov.Tse of four months in 1885 flew
as follows, successively :

Trained up to **"-"?„

Raced. ,'-^°

Raced 1^
Raced I?^
Raced '.'.'.'.'.'

i\Raced f^
Raced ?^
Raced

«33

• 00
1010

Lie^, from Toulouse """w^Ohenf, from Morceux ^.
MaIine»(MncIiliii), fromTarlies'. ."

.'

iji
t.hent, from Bayotine .... "

' ' ' SJ
Ueffe, from Lourdes '.'!!!!.'

565

"Hie distance between San vSebastian
in Spam and Liege in Belgium, 615 miles,
was traversed by a bird in 1862 in one
aay. This IS probaljly the greatest dis-
tance which has been passed over in asing e flight. Fifteen other birds thrown
at the same time arrived at their loft
early the following morning.
As instances of long rapid flights may

be mentioned that in 1885 a bird liberated
at Aljington in Virginia flew 508 miles to
Brooklyn at the rate of a mile in onemin-
nte and forty-two and one-tenth seconds •

A ^\^'^ ""'^'' between Chatellerault
and Verviers was passed at the rate ofone mile in one minute and twelve and
eighty-seven hundredths seconds

shJrt'fligf"^
''' "•"^'^"'^^^ ""^ '«P'^

One mile in 60 seconds.
Moulins.

n«!l'.?"5.''? »^ seconds,
IJijons to Blois.

180 miles, Paris to

77 miles. 1665 yards.

Total miles ,^^

Later it was sent to Boutte, Louisiana,
1 154 miles, bnt news of its return had
not been received by the publisher of the
paper from which these deUils have been
taken.

Mr. R. Stevens, of the Plain field Club
New Jersey, flew birds from Manassas'
Virginia, about 231 miles, which returned
to his loft in heavy rain and fog. having
moved at a rate not less than 695 yards in
a minute. Between the Island of Madda-
lena—north coast of Sardinia and Rome,
149 miles, all sea—communication has
been kept up by pigeons in all weathers
Naples and Cagliari, Sardinia, 279'/^
miles across sea, are immediately con-
nected with pigeons.
From what has been remarked, the

power of the messenger pigeon to endure
the fatigue of long flights, and to select
its direction homewards, will readily be
admitted. It is a matter of general
knowledge that these birds are prolific.
A pair may be counted upon to rear three
pairs of young ones in the course of a
year. As many as nine pairs of young
ones have been rai.sed by a single pair of
birds in twelve months'. The birds are
hardy and need no exceptional treatment
apart from training. Training is nothing
more than giving them practice in the
exercise of their homing faculty.
One gramme, equal to 15.432 grains or

.032 ounces avoirdupois, is the weight
which the French—during the siege of
Paris by the Germans—considered might
be carried by pigeons without affecting
their flight. Two and one-quarter inches
in length of large turkey quill weighs
alwut one-half gramme. Foreign post
note paper fourteen sheets to one ounce
gives about forty-three square inches of
writing surface to the one-half gramme.
A strip of such paper ten inches long by
at)out two and one-tenth inches broacf,
rolled up and inserted in the quill, would
form what was held to be a pigeon load.
With this low limit of carrying power

the resourceful ingenuity of the French
enabled them to send over 1,000,000
words by a single bird at one time

; and
not only this, but to despatch the news
received to the person for whom it was
intended in a readable form, in a time
bevond comparison shorter than that in
which the work could have been accom-
plished had one or even several telegraph
wires been available to them.

It IS observable that for its last finished
race the bird had been sent out 475 miles
beyond a point to which it had previously
been sent.

Hitherto mention has been made of
flights over land onlv

; but the bird's
faculty enables it to find its way home
across the sea for distances but little short
of those which it can accomplish over
land in a single continuous flight.
There is reliable evidence of their con-

veying news from 320 miles, outeide
Sandy Hook. The United States Signal
Department place the sea limit at about
500 miles. Dr. Johnson, of Keyport, one
of the leading authorities on the subject
in the United States, is of opinion that
450 miles may be regarded as the limit of
reliance on the bird's power from sea-
ward. Birds of the Plainfield Club have
been successfully flown from 100 miles
at sea—300 miles to their loft.

The regulations of the United States
Government loft at Key West Island-
established for naval and military pur-
poses-intimate that their birds are to be
trained to 100 miles in their first year, an
additional distance in the second year
and to 400 miles in the third and subse-
quent years.

In the regulations just mentioned it is
noted that "successful flights have been
made during storms of wind and rain, and
even during the night," but a warning
IS added that only tested and thoroughly
reliable bird ; should be placed under
these disadvantages.
Count de Bury, of St. Johns, New

Brunswick, has flown his birds success-
fully through twelve miles of dense fog
and in snow storms.
On the 30th of July, 1883, ^So pigeons

sent from Verviers, Belgium, to Calvi.
Corsica, 560 miles, were there liberated!
They passed in a direct line homeward
over Monaco, where they were seen after
crossing 93^ miles of sea from Corsica.
These birds, had they made for the near-
est mainland to avoid the sea would have
followed a northeast course, instead of
one to the west of north which they
followed. ^

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

LBHIOH COUNTY POULTRY.

The Display at Allentown Pair in
Size and Quality.

Special Rapoar Poa Fancikrs' Joubkai,.

The Lehigh County Agricultural So-
ciety had a good display of poultry at its
fair held last week on iu magnificent
new grounds in the suburbs of Allen-
town, Pa. The society has a nice new
building and large showy coops, which
displayed the fowls to good advantage.
The department was in charge of that
old showman and hen crank, Mr. C. G.
Trexler, of Allentown. He had every-
thing in fine shape and the birds were en-
joying themselves in their comfortable
quarters. Heretofore the prizes have
Been awarded by home judges, but the
society decided to send off for an expert
judge for this year, and after correspond-
ingwith several, Mr. E. P. Cloud, Ken-
nett Square, Pa., was selected to place
the awards. Very little kicking waa^one
and no protests ensued that we could
learn of. The Journal occupied sev-
eral prominent positions iu the buildine
and was well received. The award*
follow

:

Incubator Awards.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : We have read Mr. Warner's let-

ter regarding the manner in which incu-
bator prizes should l>e awarded at the
coming New York show. We fully agree
with him as to the method he suggests,
and we will enter our machines for com-
petition, believing that they will then re-
ceive the premiums fairly if they win. We
are always ready to have our machines
tested, even by intelligent poultrymen
who are not experts with incubators.
This is a true test of a machine's merits.
An expert can manipulate most any
machine he handles any length of time,
but the thousands of amateurs and in-
experienced poultrymen will fail signally
with machines that an expert manages
successfully. The success of our machines
has been gained through the experience
of practical poultrymen and intelligent
amateurs, and we are perfectly willing
to allow them to be tested in compel^
tion by an impartial committee, we only
attending to the machines morning and
evening.
We would also suggest that the per-

centage of hatch alone should not in-
fliience the judges to award the pre-
mium to a machine that failed to pro-
duce good strong chickens. There is a
difference in the quality of chickens
hatched in different machines, and this
should be taken in consideration.

Brooders should also l)e judged by
competent and practical men. Our
brooders are built for raising chickens in
the best, most economical and simplest
manner. They are not toys to play with,
hence our request that men of actual ex-
perience with brooders should award
premiums. Yours truly,

P1NE1.AND Incubator and Brooder
Company.

JAMK.SBURG, New Jersey.

—Shipping coops made of light pine
and covered with muslin or ducking
should l)e constructed iu spare moments
on rainy days when harvesting in the
fields is out of question. A man judges
your ways by your manner of shipping.
Be neat and cleanly. It pays.

G"Gut"h''*rii;'f^^-r°*''''
""°" P"*"- to AIOOK,

to Guth
^'""'-"' "o P«". '»« a««« Jd on pair

Cochins (Partridgre)-Fowla, ist on pen and
cL'th

• <^*''^''»-« «•«> ^ on ^ir" to

J Worraan
"* <^''"')-Ch'ck8, ist on trio to A.

.^^"^.^"^ <'*."''?.' r'^?)-Powls, ist on pair

"frfoC^oorr.'""^^
^'^^'- Chicki^ist*"o„

Plymouth Rocks (Barred)-Fowl8, jd on pairto Hiram Fink Chicks-ist on pair to Pink^
rJ^/'i1t"nf?u ^"Jul^L 8pa"Kl««»)-FowIs, ist on
P° .u'° 9,""I;

Chicks-ist on pen and pair to

?"Jk
Bl«.ck-Fowls, .St on ^n and Cr toOuth. Chicks, ist and 2d on pair to Guth

I.EGHOKNs—(Sinffle-comlied tirown)-Chick8

J,!,!,". S? °" P'" '° *• J- Worman, ist on
pair to Worman. White (single-combedV-
Chicks, 1st on pen and pair to Worman 2d onon pen to Guth. White (ros*: combedl-Fowls
ist on pair to William Schaffer ChickV-^ A„
pair 10 acnaner.
Minorcas (white).-Chicks,i8t on pen and pair

to Henry Erich, 2d on pair to Erich
*^

Bantams (Buff Pekin).-Fowls, ist on pen andpair to B. S. Koons. Chicks, ist on pairto Koons
hiack (Pekin) -Fowls, 1st on pa™ to K^I
Sliver sel.rights -Fowls, ist on pen to Koon*
ttF!fir?!L~'''°*u; '*J,onp*n »nd Pair to Koons!Black (rose comb).—Fowls, 1st on pen to Koons
Brown-breasted Red Game-Fowli/ i»t on oenand pair to B.C. Thornton, 2d on pairto C^
Trexler. Chicks, island 2d on pairs to TrexlerRed Pyle Game-Chicks, ist on pen and pair toThornton. Golden Duckwing.—Chicks, first on
pair to Thornton.
First on white rats to Guth.

NOTES OF THE SHOW.
The Plymouth Rock class was very

poor. Pink's cock being the only real
good bird in the show

; his mate was a
fair bird, but too large in comb and a
trifle dark. A pair of ducks was dis-
qualified, the pullet having badly feath-
ered legs. The cockerel was of good
color and shape, but had a badly sprigged
comb. The winning pair of chicks were
fair birds.

The Leghorns were a good class, Wor-
man, Shaffer and Guth having really
fine birds, which were above the average
found at a county fair.

In the grey Dorking class Cooper had
the only exhibit. Some of the exhibit
were imported birds. He received sec-
ond on pen, two hens in the pen being
off on ear lops kept them from receiving
first. The cockerel in pair receiving sec-
ond was a dandy, but he was very poorlv
mated.

'
j f^ j

Bantams were out in force and a fine
lot. Koons & Son had the largest dis-
play and caught on well for prizes. Their
buff Pekins were exceptionally fine.
Thornton's display of black breasted
reds, pyles and duckwings attracted con-
siderable attention and he got several
prizes. Trexler's display was nice, and
those for exhibition only were greatly
admired by the fair visitors.
Alonzo G. Guth was a large exhibitor,

and he had a clean sweep on his Cochins,
Brahmas, Hamburgs and leghorns.
The premium cards were tacked up by

Superintendent Trexler as judging pro-
ceeded. The awards were made and
cards up the first day ofjudging.
As expertjudges will hereafter be em-

ployed by the society it is expected that
the quantity and quality will be doubled
by next year. The -society has a good
building, gootl coops, with the exception
that the latter are a trifle hard to get into,
and pay good premiums, and there is no
reason why Lehigh County should not
send all its birds there next season.
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Poultry, Pifireons and Pet Stock
Aw^ards.

Following are the awards of the poul-

tiy. pigeons and pet stock at the Toronto
Show :

Brahmas (Dark)—Cocks, ist to E J. Otter, id
to I. Miles, third to W, & A. Wright and he to

VOL. s, NO. 15.]

n, 2d loF. Miles, 3d
Wright. Cockerels,

Wil«on, jd to McNeil and ?d to Bogue
Kkd Caps—Cocks, ist to R. }. Daniels, jd to

Halt. Hens, ist to H
to Otter and he to W. & A
ist to Hall, 2d to J. Miles and 3d to W. McNeil
Pullets, 1st to Hall, 3d and 3(1 to J. Miles. Light
—Cocks, 1st to A. G. & H I.uxton, 2d to W.
Hodgson, 3d to J. H. i'atou and he to George Wil-
son. Hens, ist to J. M. Hem, 2d to PerTection
Fanciers' Club and 3d to W. C. G. Peters. Cock-
erels, isto Peters, 2d and 3d to A. G. & H. Lux-
ton. Pullets, ist aud 3d to A. G. & H. Luxton,
3d to John Doke.

Cochins (Buff)—Cocks, ist to George McCor-
niack, 2d to W. «i A. Wright, 3d to C. H. Hall
and he to F. C. Ware. Heus. ist to McCorinack,
ad and 34! to Ware. Cockerels, ist to Wright, 2d
to Hall and 3d to McCormack. Pullets, ist and
ad to Hall, 3d to Ware. Partridge—Cocks, ist
and 2d to Allan Bogue and 3d to W. & A. Wright.
Hens, ist and 2d to Uogue. 3d to T. Cockbum
Cockerels, 1st to Bogue, 2d to McCormack and
3d to Hall. Pullets, ist and 2d to Bogue, 3d to
W. & A. Wright. White—Cocks, ist to McNeil,
ad to Bogue and 3d to Hall. Hens, i.st to Henry
Hill, 2d to McNeil and 3d to Hall. Pullets, jst to
McNeil, 2d to Bugue and 3d to Hall. Black—
Cocks, ist to Bogue, 2d to McNeil and 3d to A.
O. 8l H. Luxton. Hens, ist to McNeil, ad to
BoffUe and 3d to A. G. & H. Luxton. Cockerels,
i» to McNeil aud 2d to Bogue. Pullets, 1st to
McNeil and ad to Bocue.
Langshans (Black)—Cocks, ist to G. McCor-

mack, ad to W. McNeil aud 3d to W. McArthur.
Hens, ist and 2d to McNeil, 3d to McCormack
Cockerels, ist to Henry Belt, 2d to J. Cole aud
thlrdtoC. J. K. Kisle. Pullets, 1st to Hett, sec-
ond to J. Cole and 3d to McNeil.
IXiRKiNGS (Colored)—Cocks, ist to Allan Bogue

ad to C. H Hall and 3d to J. Main. Hens, ist to
J. L.' Corcoran, ad to Uogue aud 3d to Main.
Cockerels, ist to J. B. Wil.sou 2d to Coicorau and
3d to Hall. Pullets, 1st aud ad to Corcoran, 3d to
Hall. Silver gray—Cocks, isl to Corcoran, ad to
Bogue and 3^10 Main. Hen.s, ist to Corcoran
ad to Bogue and 3d to Main. Cockerels, 1st and
ad to Corcoran, 3d to Bugue. Pullets, ist to
Bogue, 2d to Corcoran and 3d to Main. White

—

Cocks ist and ad; hens, ist auc 2d; cockerels,
ist and 2d, and pullets, ist and 2d, all to Bogue.
HouDANS—Cocks. J St and 2d to A. Bogue, 3d to

R. K. Bingham. Hens, isl and 2d to Bogue, 3d
to Bingham. Cockerels, 1st to Allan Stockwell,
ad to Bogue and 3d to W. R. Knight. Pullets, ist
to C. Stockwell, 2d to Bogue and 3d to Knight.
La KmCHE—Cocks. 1st aud 2d to W. M.&J.

C. Smith; hens, ist, ad and 3d; cockerels, ist, ad
aud 3d. and pullets, ist, ad aud 3d, all to W. M tk
J. C. Smith.

Ow»«»i» f^^vr'nf r*.^..l-- .-* • - .» ^« • .«.«... u ^u.wA.* «.>^«.Aa, 101. tw r^.yjm.^, ^u io w.
M. St.. I.e. Smith and 3d to Oke. Hens, ist and
ad; cockerels, ist and ad, aud pullets, ist and ad
alt to Oke.
Wyandottks (Black or white)—Cocks, ist and

ad to Geo. McCormack, 3d to W. H. Wallace.
Hens, 1st and 3d to McCormack. ad to Wallace
Cockerels, 1st aud ad to MdCoriiiack, 3d to Wul-
Uce. Pullets, ist to McCormack, 2d Wallace
3d to James Foster. Silver-laced—Cocks, 1st to
Biliott & McLeod. ad to L. Meyer, 3d to W. C. G
Peter. Hens, 1st and 3d to Meyer, 2d to Ulliolti& McLeod. Cockerels, 1st to Klliott & McLcod
ad to Meyer, 3d to John Gray. PuUeU, ist and ad
to Meyer, 3d to Peter. Golden -laced—Cocks, ist
to Perfection Club, 2d toO. L. Daniels 3d to Kent.
Hens, :st and 3d to Daniels, 2d to Perfection Club
Cockerels, ist and ad to W. E. Kent. PuUtfts ist
and 2d to K. H- Kent.

'

Plymouth Rocks (BarredV—Cocks, ist to Per-
fection club, 2d to Johnson Graham, 3d to Elliott
at McLeod. Hens, ist to M;Neil, ad to Perfection
Club, 3d to W. & A. Wriglit. Cockerels, ist to Per-
fection Club, 2d to John Colson. Pullets 1st to
J. F. Bcnnet 3d to Perfection Club. White-
Cocks, ist and ad to W. H. Wallace, 3d to Perfec-
tion Club. Hens, ist and 3.1 to Wallace, ad to
Perfection Club Cockerels, ist to Thos. Hawes
ad to Wallace. 3d to Perfection Club. Pullets i»t'
3d and d to Perfection Club. '

'

DoMiNiquEs—Cocks, 1st to McNeil, ad to
Luxton. Hens, ist to McNeil, ad to W. R. Knight
3d to Luxton. Cockerels, ist to McNeil, ad and
,3d to I.uxton. Pullets, 1st to McNeil, 2d aud id
toLuxtou.
Gamks (Black red)—Cocks, ist to J. Main, ad toW. B. Barber & Co. Hens, ist and 2d to E F

Doty and 3d to Oldrieve & Nichols. Cockerels'
ist to Maiu, 2d aud 3d to Barber. Pullets, ist
Main, 2d and 3d Barlier. Brown red i.st to Barber
tt Co., 3d to J. V. Kadmore. Hens, i-t to Barber
&Co., 2dto Alice Radmore. Pullets, ist and ad
Bartjer. Duckwin^n—Cocks, ist and 2d. Barber
&Co..3d to W. OiUan. Hens, ist to Barber &
Co.. 3d to F. Troth and 3d to J. Tomalin. Cock-
erela, ist and 2d to Barber, 3d to Troth. Pullets
1st and 2d to Barlier, 3d to Trolh. Pile—Cocks'
ist to Oldrieve & Nichol, 2d to H. Sallows'
Hens, ist to Barber «: Co., ad to Luxton and 3d
toGillau. Cockerels ami pullets, all to Barber.
Any other variety—Cocks, ist to John Mills ad
to Perfection Club and 3d to G. J. Daniel Hens
ist J. V. Radmorc, ad Perfection Club and 3d to j'

Miles. Cwkercls. isl to Miles, 2<1 to Davies and
3d to Perfection Club, lullets. 1st to Davies ad
to Milts and 3d to Perfection Club.
HAMliumiB (Black)-Cocks ist to McNeil. 2.1 to

Parmenter and 3d R. Oke. Hens, 1st to McNeil
!? l^ *f;

J- Klslc an<l .?d to Oke. Cockerels, ist lo
McNeil, 2d to M. Patterson Jr , and 3d to W A
Wright. Golden pencilled—Cocks, ist to Mc^
Neil, ad to Bogue and third to Oke. Hens 1st to
McNeil, second lo Bogue and 3d to Oke. Cock-
erels, ist to McNeil, ad to Bogue and 3d to Oke
Pullets, 1st to McNeil, ad to Bogue and'id to Oke
Sliver pencilled—Cocks, isl to McNeil ad to
Bogue and 3I lo J. Dawson. Hens, ist to Mc
Neil, Jd and 3d lo Dawson. Cockerels, ist to Mc-
Neil, 2d to Bogue and 3d to Dawson. Pullets ist
to McNeil, ad to Dawson and vl to B'>gue Golden
spangled—Cocks, ist to McNeil, ad to Bogue
Mens, LSI lo Bogue. ad to McNeil. Cockerels ist
to McNeil. Pullets, ist to McNeil Silver
spangled -Ccxrks, ist lo McNeil, 2«1 to Bogue and
3.1 to Oke. Hens, ist lo G.Wilson. 2d to McNeil
and 3d to Bogue. Cockerels ist to McNeil, ad to
B.)gue and 3d to W. 8. O'Dell. Pullets, ist lo
Wilt— --' '- ••-—•• . . . -.

W. Fox and 3d to J. S. Nevtn. Hens, ist and 3d
to G.I. Daniels, 2d to W. Fox. Cockerels, 1st
and ad to Daniels, 3d to Neven, Pullets, ist and
ad to Daniels, 3d to Neven.
jAVAS(Black)—Cocks, ist to J. D. Robeitson,

3d to Luxton. Hens, ist to Robertson, 2d to
Luxton. Cockerels, ist to Meyer, ad to Robert-
son and 3d lo A. Linton. Pullets, ist to Robert-
son, ad to Meyer and 3d to Luxton. Any other
vanetv—Cocks. 2d lo Luxton. Hens, ad lo Lux-
ton. Cockerels. Luxton. Pullets, ist and ad to
Luxton.

LBniiuRNS (White)—Cocks, ist to Wright, 3d to
Rice and 3d to Wixoni. Heus, ist to Rice, ad and
3d to Wixom. Cockerels, isl to Rice, ad to Hawes
and 3d to Wright. Pullets, isl and ad to Rice, 3d
to Hawes. Brown—Cocks, ist to Rice, ad lo
Powers and 3d to Wixom. Hens. 1st to Rice, ad
to Powers and 3d to Cole. Cockerels, isl to Rice
2d to Fiiiley and 3d to Briggs Pullets, ist to
Rice, ad to Ilawes and 3d to Powers. Rose-comb
brown—Cocks, ist to Kent. Hens, ist lo Peters'
ad to Kent. Cockerels, ist to Peters, ad to Lux-
ton. Pullets, 1st to Luxton, 2d to Peters. Rose-
comb (white)—Cocks, ist to Peters. Hens, isl to
Peters, ad to Patterson and 3d to Otter. Cockerels
ist to Peters. 2d to Otter and 3d lo Patterson'
Pullets. 1st Gray, 2d to Otter and 3d to Peters
Black—Cocks, isl to HRUiilloii, 2d lo Pletch and
3d lo Otter Hens, ist to Otter, 2d to McNeil and
3d to Pletch Cockerels, ist to Wixom, ad lo
Plttchand3d to Otter. Pullets, ist lo McNeil
2d to Hawes and 3d lo Wixom.
Spanish—Cocks, isl to E. J. Dotv. Hens, ist

and 2d to E. F. Doty, 3d to W. Hod.son. Cock-
erels, ist so F. C. Hnre. Pullets, isl to Hare.
ANDALUSIANS—Cock, islto W. R. Knight 2d

lo C. Stockwell and 3d to W. H. Dunslaii. He'ns,
1st to Dunstau, 2d to St(x;kwelland 3d lo Knight
Cockerels, i»t to Duu.stnn, 2d lo Knight. Pul-
lets, isl to Duustan, 2d to Knight and 3d to John
Gray.
Polish (White-ciesled black)—Cocks, ist to

McNeil, 2d lo Bogue. Hens, isl to McNeil, 2d to
Bogue. Cockerels, isl to McNeil, 2d to Bogue
Pullets, 1st to Bogue, ad to McNeil. White-
Cocks, ist lo McNeil, 2d lo Bogue. Hens, isl to
McNeil, 2d lo Bogue. Cockerels, ist to Luxton,
ad lo McNeil and 3d lo Bogue. Pullets, ist to
McNeil, ad to Bogue and 3d to Luxton. Silver-
Cocks, tst lo McNeil, 2d lo Bogue. Heus. ist to
Bogue, ad to McNeil. Cockerels, ist to McNeil
ad lo Bogue. Pullets, 1st to McNeil, ad to Bogue'
Golden—Cocks, ist to McNeil, ad lo Bogue
Hens, isl lo McNeil, ad to Bogue. Cockerels ist
to McNeil, ad to Bogue. Pullets, ist to McNeil
2d to Bogue Buff (Laced)—Cocks, ist to Mc-
Neil, 2d to Bogue. Hens, isl and 2d; cockerels
ist and ad, and pullets 1st and 2d, all to McNeil'
Any color except while unbearded—Cocks, isl
and ad; hens, ist; cockerels, 931 and ad, and
pullets, ist aud ad, all to McNeil.
Bantams (Black red games)—Cocks, isl lo C

Gillan, ad lo J. Miles and 3d to W. Barber & Co
Hens, ist to Gillan, ad to Barber and 3d to W
Wilson. Cockerels, isl and 3d lo Bart>er ad to
Oldrieve & Nichol. Pullets, ist to Barber, ad to
Oldrieve & Nichol. Brown red game—Cocks isl
to Gillan, ad and 3d lo Barber. Hens, ist and 3d
to Gillan. ad lo Barber. Cockerels, ist and 2d lo
Gillan. Pullets, none shown. Game duokwinir
—Cocks, isl and 3d to Barber, 2d to Oldrieve &
Nichol. Hens, ist and 3d to Barber, id to Old-
rieve & Nichol. Cockerel.s, ist and ad lo Barber
3d to Oldrieve. Pullets, ist to Barber, ad lo Old-
rieve. Pile game—Cocks, ist, lo Barber 2d lo
Miles and 3d lo Oldrieve. Hens, ist and 3d to
Oldrieve, 2<1 to Barber. Cockerels, ist and 2d to
Oldrieve. Pullets, ist and 2d lo Miles. Rose-
combed (black)—Cocks, isl to Oldrieve. 2d to
McNeil and id to Oke Hen-, isl lo McNeil 2d
lo Oke and 3d to Oldrieve. Cockerels, ist to
McNeil, 2d to Oke and 3d to Oldrieve. Pullets
ist to McNeil, ad lo Oldrieve and 3d lo Oke'
Rose-combed (while) -Cocks, isl to McNeil. Heus
isl and 2d to McNeil. Cockerels and pullets'
ist and 2d lo McNeil. Golden Sebright—Cocks'
ist to McNeil, 2d to Oke and 3d to C. R Bache'
Hens, 1st lo Oke, 2d lo McNeil and 3d to Bache
Cockerels, ist to Oke, ad to McNeil. PuUeN 1st
to Oke, 2d lo McNeil. Silver Sebright—Cocks
1st lo McNeil, 2d to Oke and T,<i lo Bache Hens
ist lo McNeil, ad lo Bache and 3d to Oke Coci.-
erel.s, ist to McNeil, ad lo Oke. Pullets, ist to
Oke, ad to McNeil. Japanese—Cocks, isl to
McNeil, ad to Oke. Hens, ist lo McNeil, ad to
Oke and 3d to Bache. Cockerels, 1st to McNeil
2d lo Oke. Pullets, isl to McNeil, ad lo Oke'
Pekin—Cocks, ist lo McNeil, ad to Oke and 3d to
E. F. Doty. Hens, ist to McNeil, ad to Oke and
3d to Bache. Cockerels, ist to McNeil, ad to Oke
aud 3d to McGee. Pullets, ist lo McNeil, ad loOke and 3d to Bache. Any other variety—Cocks
ist and ad to Oke. Heus isl lo Oke.
Special priie cup given by Toronto Poultry

Pigeon and pel Stock Association for the best
black red game cockerel owned and bred by ex-
hibitor in the Dominion of Canada, lo be won
three limes before becoming the absolute prop-
erty of the winner, was won by James Main,
Boyne. This prize was won during the last two
years by W. W. Barber & Co.
Breeding Pens—Best breeding pens of one

male and three females, birds for breeding pens
to be distinct from other entries—Brahmas ist lo
John Cole, adloC.S. Jackson. Cochins, ist lo
George Mccormick, ad to Henry Hett. 3d to
Luxton. Langshaus, isl lo W. Arthurs, ad to
Eisle. Dorkings, ist to J. Wilson. Plvmouth
Rocks, isl to R. Downs, ad lo C. W. Hckhardt
Game, istlo Barber & Co., 2d to J. Miles Ham-
burgs, isl to McNeil. 2d toHall&Co. Leghorn
1st and 2d to F. Wixon. Houdaus, isl to J m'
Hern, 2d to R. E. Bingham. Spanish, i<t to
Luxton. Polands, ist lo McNeil, 2d to Luxton
Andalusians, isl to W. R. Knight, ad to W h'
Dustan. Minorcas, isl to Wm. Cole. Wyan-
dotles, ist to J. E Meyer, ad to Luxton. Javas
1st to J. D. Robertson, ad to A Hobbs. Any other
variety, ist to George Manson, ad to G. J. Dan-
iels. Game aud other bantams, ist to Wm. Mc-
Neil.
Turkeys (bronze)—Male, ist lo James Main

2d to W. J Bell, 3d to James Main. Female, 1st
lo W. J. Bell, ad and 3d lo James Main. AnyJ In
other variety, male, 1st and .vl to W. M. and J C^
Smith, ad lo J. Tomalin. Female, ist aud ad to W
M. and J. C. Smith, 3<1 lo Tomalin.
Geese (Bremen or Embden)—Male, ist to

James Main, 2d to A. G. Luxton, 3d to W. M and
J. C. Smith. Female, isl and ad' lo James Main
3d to A. J. G. Luxton. Toulouse, male ist
lo Wm. H<Kls<m, 2d lo W. M. and J. C. Smith
Female, ist to Alliti Bogue, ad to W. A. Wrighi
and 3d lo W. M. and J. C.Smith. Any other
variety, male, ist to W. M. and J. C. Smith Fe-
male, 1st to W. M. and J. C. Smith
Ducks (Rouen)—Male, island jd to James

Maiuaiid3dloW. H. Wallace. Female, lsI and
2d lo Main and 3d to Wallace. Aylesbury—Fe-

male, ist to Wallace, ad and jd to Allen Brogue.
Pekin—Male, ist to Brogue, 2d to Wallace and 3d
to John Colson. Female, ist to Wallace, ad to
Brogue aud 3d to Wallace. Cayuga—Male, ist
to A. I. G. Luxton, 2d to W. M. & J. C. Smith
and 3d to Luxton. Female, island 3d to Luxton,
2d to W. M. & J. C. Smith. Ducksfany other va-
riet^J.—Male, ist to Luxton, 2d to W. M. & J. C.
Smith. Female, Ml lo Luxton.
Turkeys ok 1890 (Bronze) —Male, ist to James

Main. 2d lo W. J. Bell and 3d lo James Tomalin.
Female, ist to Tomalin, 2d to Bell. Turkeys (any
other variety).-Male, isl to W. M. & J. C. Smith.
Female, ist and ad to W. M. & J. C. Smith
Gbese ok 1890 (Breman).—Male, ist to James

Main, ad to A. J. G. Luxton and 3d lo W. M.
& J. C. Smith. Female, ist to Main, ad to W. M.
Smith and 3d to Luxton. Toulou.se.—Male, isl
to Allan Bogue, ad to Luxton and 3d to John
Plesch. Female, ist to Uogue, ad to Luxton and
2d to Plesch.
Ducks OK 1S90 (Rouen) —Male, ist and ad to

lames Main. Female, ist and ad to Main. Ayles-
bury.—Male, isl and 3d lo Allan Bogue. ad lo
W. H.Wallace. Female, ist to Wallace, ad and 3d
to Bogue. Pekin—Male, isl lo Bogue, ad to
Wallace and3dlo John Colson. Female, ist to
Bogue, ad to Wallace and 3d to J. J. Colson.
Cayuga.—Male, ist to W. M. & J. C. Smith, ad to
Luxton. Female, ist to Luxton, ad and 3d to W.
M. & J. C. Smith.

PIGEONS.
Pouter (blue pied)—Cock, ist to Maplewood

Columbrv, ad lo J. B. Jones. Hen, ist to Maple-
wood Colunibry, ad to Jones. Black pied—Cock,
ist and ad to Maplewood Columbry, 3d to Jones'
Hen, isl to William Fox, 2d lo Maplewood Col
umbry. Red or yellow pied—Cock, William Fox.
Hen, 1st to Fox. 2d to Maplewood Columbry.
White—Cock, i.st and ad to Fox. Hen, ist and ad
to Fox.
Carriers (black)—Cock, ist and ad to Fox.

Hen, 1st to Fox, ad to Jones. Dun—Cock, ist to
Fox, 2d to Jones. Hen, ist to lones, 2d to Fox.
Any other variety—Cock, ist and 2d to Fox. Hen,
ist and ad to Fox.
Dragoons (red or yellow)—Cock, ist and 2d to

Fox. Hen, ist to Jones, 2d to Fox. Any other
color—Cock, island 2d to Jones. Hen, isl and 2d
to Fox.
Barbs (black)—Cock, ist lo Fox, ad to Currie

& Bell. Hen, ist lo Currie & Bell, 2d to Fox.
Dun—Cock, isl and ad to Fox. Hen, ist to Currie
& Bell, ad to W. Fox. Any other color—Cock, ist
to Currie & Bell, ad lo Fox. Hen, ist to Currie& Bell, 2d to Fox.
Tumblers (short-faced, almond)—Cock, ist to

.Maplewood Columbry 2d to Fox. Hen, ist to
Fox, 2d lo Maplewood Columbry. Any other
color—Cock, ist to Maplewood Columbry, 2d to
Currie & Bell. Hen, ist to Maplewood Columbry
3d to Currie & Bell. Any other variety—Cock'
ist and 2d to Maplewoo<i Columbry. Hen, istanci
2d to Maplewooa Columbry.
Fantail, (blue)—cock, ist to John Fogg, 2d lo

Maplewoo<l Columbry. Hen, isl lo Fogg, 2d lo
Maplewood Columbry. White cock, English type,
isl lo Maplewood Columbry, 2d lo Fogg. Hen,
ist and 2d to Maplewood Columbry. Cock, Scotch
type, ist to Fogg, 2d to Maplewood Columbry.

color, cock, ist to Fogg, 2d to Maplewood Colum-
bry. Hen, islto W. Fox, 2d to Maplewood Col-
umbry.
Jacobins (red or yellow)—Cock

wcKxt Columbry, 2d to W. Fox.
Bell. Any other color, cock, ist,

Columbry, ad to Jones. Hen, 1st
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The Display at the Rhode Island
State Pair.

The poultry exhibit of the State Fair,

held at Providence last week, numbered
about 1000 birds, which, on an average,

were a very fair lot. The judges were C.

H. Crosby and J. B. Bowker. The awards
were as follows :

Plymouth Rocks (Barred).-Cocks, ist, ad and
3d to D. J. Lambert and 4h lo C. R. iVlagoon.
Hens, cockerels and pullets, all to Lambert. Pea-
combed (Harred).—Cocks, cockerels aud pullets,
all to W. B. Gales. White-—Cocks, ist to W. H.
Congdon. Hens, ist, ad and 3d to C. H. Allen
and 4th lo Congdon. Cockerels and pullets, all to
Allen.

Wyandottes (Silver).—Cocks, hens and cock-
erels, all to Gardner. Pullets, isl and 2d lo Gard-
ner, 3d and 4lh to Hoxsie. Golden—Cocks, isl to
Sherman, 3d lo Card aud 4II1 to Black. Hens, ist
to Sherman,3d to Jessie Dawley and 4lh to Card.
Cockerels, ist to Jones, 2d to Buck, 3d lo Bower
and 4th to Buck. Pullets, isl lo Jones, ad and 3d
to Buck and 4th lo Bower. White—Cocks and
heus, all to Smith. Cockerels, isl and 2d loSiiiith,
3d to R. I. Poultry Yard and 4th to Wilcox. Pul-
lets, ist and 2d to Smith, 3d lo Wilcox and 4lh to
R. I. Poultry Yard.

Brahmas (Light).—Cocks, istand|3d to R. I.

Poultry Yard, 2d and 4th lo Hobbs Bros. Hens,
ist, 2d and 3d to Morgan, and 2d to R. I. Poultry
Yard. Cockerels, all to Huling. Pullets, ist and
3d to Huling, 2d lo Hoxie and 4lh to Hobbs Bros.
Dark.—Cocks, hens, cockerels aud pullets, all to
R. B. S Hart.

Maplewood Columbry.
;-(ac

ist to Maple-
Hen, Currie &
to Maplewood
to Jones, ad to

1st

Hen, no prize,
and 3d to Fox.

Antwerps (short-faced, silver, dan or blue)—
Cock, 1st to Fox, 2d to Tones. Hen. ist lo Jones,
2d lo Fox. Lougfaced (blue), cock, ist and ad
to Fox. Hen, isl to Jones, ad to Fox. Silver or
dun. cock, Ist and ad lo Fox.
Blue or black chequer, cock,
Hens, 1st to Jones, ad to Fox
Trumpeters (Russian)—Cock, ist and ad to

Jones. Hen, ist lo Jones, ad lo Fox.
Turbits (red or yellow)—Cock, ist to Currier

& Bell, ad lo Maplewood Columbry. Hen, ist to
Fox, ad lo Maplewood Columbry. Any other
color, cock, ist aud ad ; hen, isl and ad to Maple-
wood Columbry.
Blondinettes—Cock, ist and ad lo Maplewood

Columbry. Hen, island ad lo Maplewood Col-
umbry.
Swallows (red or yellow)—Cock, ist and adlo

Maplewooil Columbry. Hen, ist and ad to Ma-
glewood Columbry. Any other color, cock, ist to
[aplewood Columbry, ad lo Jones. Hen, lat to

Jones, ad to Fox.
Nuns (any color)—Cock, ist to Fox, ad to Ma-

plewood Columbry. Hen , 1st lo Maplewood Col-
umbry, ad lo Fox.
Owls (English, blue or silver)—Cock, ist and

2d to Fox. Hen, ist and ad to Fox. English
(black or yellow), cock, ist to Maplewood Colum-
bry, 2d lo Fox. Hen, isl to Maplewood Colum-
bry, ad to Fox. African (any color), cock, island
ad lo Maplewood Columbry Hen, list and ad
to Maplewood Columbry. Anv other variety
cock, ist to Fox, adlo Currier & Bell. Hen, no
prize.

PET STOCK.
Pair of guinea fowl, isl lo I^ng, ad to Luxton.

Pair of pheasants (silver), ist to R. oke. Com-
mon pea fowl, ist to Lang. White swan, ist lo
H. Piper. Pair ferrets, ist to George Tennant
Pair while rats, isl and ad lo William Fox
Pair guinea pigs, i.sl aud ad to William Fox
Rabbits (lop-eared)-Buck, isl and 2d to William
Fox. Doc. isl and 2d to Fox. Any other variety
—Buck, ist aud ad to Fox. Doe, ist and ad to
Fox.

—A Page County (Va.) paper says:
"Killed at the home of Mt. A. R. Pres-
eraves, Hope Mills, in this county, one
day last week, by being trampled upon
by a horse, a gander over fifty years old.
It had lieen in the family of Mrs. Henry
Cullers for more than thirty, aud was the
property of Mr. P. for twenty years. The
point of interest is that the gander lived
ni health and usefulness to this extreme
age, and but for an accident no one can
tell how long he might have lived." We
knew of a reverend gentleman at Bay
Flats, Chemung County, N. Y., that once
had a goose that had lieeu owned by his
family fifty-three years. She died at that
age and laid three eggs the last year of
her exisistence.

jAVAS (Black).—Cockerels, to Jones. While.—
Hens, to Audrews. Pullets, 1st to Jones
American Dojuniques—Cocks, ist to Upham.

Hens, 1st lo Upham. ad to Gales. Cockerels, ist
and 3d to Gates, ad to Upham. Pullets, ist to
Upham, ad lo Jones, 3d and 4lh to Galea.

CociiiNs(buff)—Cock, isl to Hutchins. Hens,
ist ad and 3d lo Hutchins, 4th to Carr. Cock-
erels, ist, ad and jd to Hutchins. Pullet, ist to
Carr, ad. 3d and 4th lo Hutchins. Partridge-
Cocks, hens and cockerels, Sheldon. Pullets, ist,
3d and 4th to Sheldon, 3d to Davenport, White
-Hen, 1st lo Norlhrup& Son.
Langshan (black)—island ad in cocks, hens,

cockerel and pullets, Jones. White—All to R I
P. Y.
Black Spanish—Cocks, ad to Hindle. Hens,

isl to Jones, ad to Hindle, 3d lo Jones, 4lh to
Northrup & Sons. Cockerels, isl and ad to
Andrews.
Leghorns (white)—Cocks, ist toNyles, 2d and

3d to Johnson, 4th to Williams. Hens, i.sl and 3d
to Johnson, 3d to Nyles, 4lh to Sherman. Cock-
erels, 1st and ad lo Johnson, 3d and 4th lo Hoxie.
Pullets, ist and ad lo Hoxie, 3d and 4th to John-
Moii. Biowu—Cocks, i»i 10 Siniih, 2U to Johnson,
3d lo Gates. Hens, ist to Smith, 3d to Gates,
4th to John.son. Cockerels, ist and 3d lo Smith,
ad and 4th to Tohnson. Pullets, all to Smith.
Dominique—All to Gates. Black—Cocks, ist to
Tanner, ad to Jordan. Hens, ist to Jordan, ad to
Tanner, 3d and 4th to Andrew.s. Cockerel-, ist
lo Tanner, ad lo Jordan. Pullets, isl lo Tanner,2d
and 3d lo Jordan. Rose-combed (white)— Cocks,'ist
to Northrup, «d to Barnes. Cockerels, ist aud 4th
to Northrup, ad to Munson, 3d to Barnes. Pul-
lets, island ad to Northrup, 3d to Munson, 4th
to Barnes. Rose-combed (brown)—Cocks and
hens, ad to Gates. 3d to Gardner. Cockerels and
pullets. 1st and ad to Gates.
Minorcas (Black)—Cock and hens, ist to

Hovey. Jr., 2d to Niles. While—Heus, isl and
3d to Jones
Polish (white-crested black)—All to Card.

Golden, all lo Litter. Buff-laced—All lo Andrews.
Bearded silver—Cocks, ist to Dawley, 2d to Carr
3d and 4lh to Northrup. Hens, ist and 3d
to Dawles, 4lh to Northrup. Cockerels and pul-
lets, Northrup. Bearde<l golden—All to Northrup.
Bearded white—Cocks, Andrews.
Hamburgs (silver spangled) —Cocks, ist to

Harris, 2d to Niles. 3d to Harris and 4th to
Smith. Hens, ist to Nyles, 2d to W. Harris, 3d
to F.Harris and 4th to Northrup. Cockerels, ist to
Nyles. Pullets, ist and ad to Nyles, 3d and 4th
to Smith. Golden spangled—Hens, ist lo Nyles,
3d to Jones. Cockerels and pullets, ist to Jones
Silver pencilled—Cocks, isl to Carr, 2d to Nyles
Hens, isl and 2d to Jones, 3d and 4lh to Card.
Cockerels, ist lo Jones, ad and 3d to Card. Pul-
lets, Card. Golden pencilled—Cocks, Nytes.
Hens, ist to Greene, ad and 3d to Jones, 4lh to
Card. Pullets, ist and 4th lo Nyles, ad to Jones
and 3d to Card.
Red Caps—Cocks and hens, ist lo Watson, ad

and 3d to Gardner.
HouDANS—Cocks, isl to Buck, ad, 3d and 4th to

Northrup. Hens, ist to Buck, 2d to Northrup 3d
and 4th lo Card. Cockerels and pullets Buck
IKiRKiNGs-While, all to Jones. Silver gray

all to Jones. Colored—Cocks, Card- Hens, ist
to Andrews ad. 3d, 4th to Card. Pullets, Jones.
Games (black-breasted red).—Cocks.istlo Daw-

ley, ad to Card, 3d lo Fish and 4lh to Gardner;
hens, ist to Tillinghast, ad and 4th to Dawley
and 3d lo Gardner; cockerels, isl to Gardner, ad
to Sills, 3d to Dawley and 4lh to Card; pullets,' i.st
to Card, ad to Gardner. 3d to Dawley and 4th to

Brown red.—Cocks, ist and ad lo Card. 3d and
4lh lo Andrews; hens, ist to Andrews, ad to Card,
3d and 4lh lo Northrup; cockerels, ist to Card, ad
to Andrews, 3d to Card ami 4th to Northrup-
pullets, i.st lo Andrews, ad and 4lh to Card, 3d to
Northrup.
Golden duckwing.—Cocks and hens, all to

Card; cockerels and pullets, isl to Wright, re-
mainder to Card. Silver duckwing.—Cocks, 1st
to J. F. Fenner, ad, 3d and 4th to W. A. Fenner-
hens, ist to W. Fenner. 2d lo Card and 3d to I
Fenner; pullets, all to Wright.
Red pile —Cocks, island 2(1 lo Audrews, 3d aud

4th to Northrup; hens, ist to Northrup, rest to
Andrews; cockerels, ist lo Card, 2d lo Gardner,
3d lo White and 4th to Andrews; pullets, ist to
Card, 2d lo Gardner, 3d to Andrews and 4th to
White.
Black.—Cocks, ist lo C.ardner, 2d to Card, 3d

and 4lh lo W. Fenner; hens, ist to Gardner 2d lo
Fenner, 3d and 4th to Card: cockerels, isl to'card
remainder lo Gardner; pullets, i.sl lo Gardner
remainder to Card.
While—Cocks, isl to Gardner, 2d to Andrews,

3d and 4th to Northrup; hens, ist to Gardner, re-
mainder to Northrup; cockerels, ist, 3d and 4th

to Andrews, 2d to Gardner; pullets, ist and 3d to
to Andrews, 3d and 4th to Gardner.
Black Sumatra —All to Gardner. Black-breast-

ed red Mala*.—Cocks, ist and ad to Gardner, 3d
and 4th lo Northrup; hens, cockerels and ouUels
all to Northrup.

"^

Bantams (brown red game)—Cocks, ist to
Hiudle, Jr., ad to Upham, 3d to Card and 4th to
Jones. Hens, ist to Upham, ad to Hindle, 3d to
Card and 4lh to Jones. Cockerels, isl lo Upham
ad to Card and 3d to Gardner. Pullets, ist to Up-
ham. 2d lo Card and .3d to Gardner.
Golden duckwing game—Cocks, ist to Upham,

ad and 4th to Gardner, 3d to Soley. Hens, 1st to
Upham, 2d to Soley, 3d to J. Fenner and 4th to
Gardner. Cockerels, ist to Upham, 2d and 3d lo
Andrews. Pullets, ist to Upham, 2d and 3d to
Andrews. 4th lo Gardner.
Silver duckwing game—Cocks, ist to Upham,

2d to Jones, 3d to Soley and 4lh lo Audrews.
Hens, isl lo Seeley, 2<1 to ITpham, 3d and 4th to
Jones. Cockerels, ist lo Upham, 4th to Jennison.
Pullets, 1st lo Upham. 3d and 4th to Jennison
Red pile game—Cocks, isl to Jones, ad to Up-

ham, 3d to Seeley aud 4lh to Gardner. Hens, ist
and 3d to Gardner, 3d to Upham, 4th to Jones.
Pullets, ist and ad to Gardner, 3d to Card, 4th to
Upham.
Black game—Cocks, ist and ad lo Card. Hens

1st and 3d lo Jones, ad and4tli lo Card. Cockerels
and pullets, all to Card.
White game—Cocks, ist lo Upham, 2d lo J.Fenner, 3d lo Northrup. Hens, ist to Upham. 3d

to Fenner end 4ih lo Northrup. Cockerels ist to
Jones, ad lo Upham. Pullets, isl to Upham 2d
to Jones.
Golden sebright.-Cocks, ist lo Upham, 2d lo

Litte, 3d to Mrs. Sweet, 4th to Rhode Island
Poultry Yards; hens, ist lo Upham, 2d to Sweet
3d to Little and 4th to Rhode Island Poultry
Yards; cockerels, 1st to Upham, 2d to Henry and
3d to Rhode Island Poultry Yards; pullets i.st toUpham, 2d to Henry aud 3d to Rhode Island
Poultry Yards.

Silver sebnght—Cocks and hens, all to Up-ham; cockerefs, ist to Henry aud 2d to Uoham
pullets, isl aud 2d to Upham.
Rose-combed (white) —All to Jones. Black —

Cocks 1st and ad lo Seeley; hens, isl to I.ove ad
to Seeley, 3d and 4th lo Jones; cockerels, isl toUpham, ad to Seeley; pullets, ist lo Upfiam, ad
to Jones, 3d and 4lh lo Seeley.
Booted white.—All to Congdon.
Pekin.—Cocks, ist to Congdon. ad to Seeley 3d

to Jones; hens, ist. 2d aud 4lh to Jones 3d toCongdon; cockerels, ist t > Seeley, 2d'^to Congdon
3d and 4th to Rhode island Poultry Yardsf pul-
lets, isl and 4lh lo Rhode Island Poultry Yards

Jones*""" "' ^'* '" Seeley. Japanese.-All to

White-crested white Polish—Cocks, ist to See-
ley, 2d to Upham, 3d and 4th lo Bates; hens, ist

ilSf*'7- ^^. to„Lpham, 3d and 4th to Bates;
cockerels and pullets, all to Gardner
Indian GAME.-Cocks, i.st to Rhode Island

.^°m!!?' ^^I''.'
^'*

I?
«'o«n'fi«^l«l; hens, isl and 2d

to Blooinfield; pullets, ist and 2d to Rhode Island
I'oniiry \ ard.
Frizzles —All to Card.
RumPLK.>4.S —All InParr
Russians—Cocks ist and 3d to Bates, ad toCarr. Hens, island 2d lo Bales, 3d and 4th to

{?Pa,, "^^^r^'"' '^' ""!? '^ '° Bates. 3d and 4th

to Carr'
'*^'''' '*' *'"* '^ '° *"'«=* 3^ and Jtl.

Turkeys (Naragansell).-All to Carr.Pea Fowls.—All to Moore.
Guineas (Peari).-Cock8, ist to Jones, adlo BMoore aud 3d to N. Moore. White.-C<ickB ist

to Jones, ad to Brown,3d to Nyle and 4lh to Brown
«.Vi''£''i;^'^''.'""'-'^<'*'''- '«''° Birchoff, ad toBall & Hoestman, 3d Ruttiman aud 4lh to North-
"i*-. •-l^"^''*-

's' lo "all & Hoestman, ad to Guerin3d to Munsonaud4th lo Wrighi. Rouen.-Fowls^t to Jones, ad lo Munson, 3d to Scymore and 4thMoore. Chicks, isl lo Guerin and ad lo Andrews
j*'/«?2-~f°*'* a"'lchicks,ist toGardner. Crest-ed (While).-,sl to Munson and 3d to Jones.Chicks, 1st to Guerin. Call-Fowl, ist to Munson
2d to Guerin, 3d and 4lh to Jones. While Mu.s-

?"^T:u?V'' "* »"'l4th to Andrews, 2d and 3d toCarr. Chicks, isl and ad to Carr. Colored Mus-covy Ducks.-isl to Guerin, ad to Jones, 3d toCora Pierce aud 4th to Andrews. Chicks ad toAndrews.
Geese (tou!ouse)-Fowl, ist to Ball &Hoeslman

ad N. Carr, 3'lC. Carr, 4th to Andrews. Chicks istaud art to C. Carr. Embden—Fowl.ist to Randall
ad to Carr, 3d to Moore. Chicks, ist lo Randall!
3d and 3d C. Carr. White Chinese-Gander ist
lo Jennison, ad and 3d to C. Carr. Goose island ad lo same Brown Chinese-Gander, isl toW. Pierce. African—Gander, ist to AndrewsCanada—Gauder, isl aud 3d lo Pierce, 2d toKaipn.
Pigeons- islto Green, 2d to Innis, 3d to Pats-stone, 4th to Lamer.

•*

"WAVERLY'S SHO"W.

A Fine Display of Poultry and
Piereons.

The New Jersey State Agricultural
Society was fortunate in having bright
sunny weather during the first four days
of their annual fair, and the attendance,
especially on "big Thursday," was im-
mense. The poultry building was un-
comfortably filled with interested visitors

from morning till night. This made the
judging of the large classes very difficult,

aud it was Thursday morning before the
job was completed. The poultry build-
ing was entirely too small to hold the
immense collection of thoroughbred poul-
try. A tent was provided for the ducks,
geese and turkeys, while the pigeons,
rabbits, cage birds and monkeys held
high carnival on the second story of Do-
mestic Hall. The incubators and brooders
also were allotted space on this floor, and
as usual attracted thousands of curiosity
seekers. The Pineland, Monitor and the
new hot water machine—the Paragon

—

made a fine display. The Paragon is a
decided novelty in incubators, and was
surrounded constantly by interestecl spec-
tators. Having a glass door in the roof,
the whole process of hatching can be
readily seen, a sight that never fails to
arouse the curiosity of the average man,
woman or child. Many of the questions
asked are entirely unique if not particu-
larly - — '^ ' ..-.-.
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these marvels of the -art of breeding.
It may be funny to decry the fan-
ciers, but it is only the choice
specimens, and his skill in mating lat-
ter who succeeils in producing really
and feeding is the prime factor in the
result. The market poultr>'man can cer-
tainly learn much by attending shows
and profit at home by' buying to improve
his own flocks. Mr. Rowland has made
his mark at twenty-four pounds to the
pair for Pek ins and will never rest until
he reaches it. The state prize for the
largest and best display of poultry was
captured by Headley & Day, of Union,
N. J. The following is a list of the
awards made by the judges, J. H. Dreven-
stedt and W. H. Stanton :

Ligrht Brahma Club.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: It is the desire of the Light
Brahma Club to get the name of every
responsible light Brahma breeder in the
United States and Canada. If the breeder
of this grand old variety will address their
card to the secretary of the club, he will
send them by return mail a copy of the
constitution and by-laws of the club, also
the proceeding of the several meetings
held in New York City. Light Brahma
breeders, let us hear from you ; we want
your name. Philander William.s,

President.
H. A. Bridge, Secretary,

Box 504, Columbus, O.

—The tail of the fantail should form
about seven-eighths of a circle and
should be flat, the under tail-coverts
smooth. The carriage is a thing most
unportant

; the fan should be carried so
that the ends of the middle feathers
would come in a .straight position over
the centre of the feet, and touching the
head, and must lean neither to the right
nor to the left.—The Fancier.

, wise. One of old Erin's sous re-
marked to a friend : "Thim inkebators
are immense. D'ye mind, Denny, yister-
day the mon put the eggs in and begor-
rah to-day the chickens were out. The
hin can't beat that."
The pigeons looked comfortable in

their owners' neat cages. It was a large
display and H. W. Vahle, of Philadel-
phia, Pa., again gathered in the premi-
ums with unceasing regularity.
The towts were arranged in tiers, but

even this elevated provision failed to ac-
commodate the many birds in a satis-
factory manner. The fact is Waverly
has outgrown its present poultry build-
ings and is entitled to a new and larger
building with two stories and improved
coops. The society will no doubt pro-
vide such quarters next year, as the pres-
ent show closed with a surplus in the
treasury, aud in a measure atoned for the
other less fortunate shows of the past
three years. The veteran superintendent,
J. H. Baldwin, who is a perennial that
blooms every year at Waverly, again
piloted the huge exhibit in a masterly
manner. The ajsthetic but active T. F.
Rackham was his right bower, so nothing
need lie said against the management.
One of the regular judges, J. D. Nevius,
for some cause or another failed to ma-
terialize, which delayed the awards con-
siderably. The quality of the birds in
many classes was certainly fine, and the
influence of the .show room as an edu-
cator is plainly discernable. The white
Leghorn class was one of the best we
have seen in a long time. There were
enough first-class birds there to make
judging a careful and delicate responsi-
bility. The brown Leghorns were very
numerous, but exceptiug a few pairs there
was a lack of good hackles in both males
and females, in fact the rich salmon
breasts and soft brown backsof nice Leg-
horn pullets were not as prominent as
they should be.

White-faced black Spanish and blue
Andalusians were more numerous and
good than usual, in fact the whole vSpan-
ish class was a feature. Asiatics, except-
ing Lrfngshans, were extra in quality.
The American class, excepting a number
of chicks, was not encouraging. Breeding
good Doniiniques and silver Wyandottes
seems a lost art. The barred Plymouth
Rocks were fi.ir, two or three extra
chicks being shown. One pair of Rocks
attracted the attention of several fanciers
by the highly iuarti.stic manner in which
the white earlobes of the male were col-
ored with red pigment.
The feature of th<; annexed tent was

F. Rowland's Pekin ducks. There were
many Pekins in that tent, but they
dwindled down to call ducks when com-
pared to Rowland's Jumbos. Such colos-
sal, and at the same time, symmetrical
ducks have never Ijeen seen in a show
room. It is well to state that every fan-
cier in the show paid his respects to

Brahmas (light)—Fowls, ist to G. E. Wood
ad to Headley & Day. Chicks— ist to T. Farrer
Rackham, ad to Wood. Dark—Fowls and chicks
ist to Rackham.
Cochins (buff)-Fowls, isl toG. Ball. Chicks

isl to I. Van Mater, ad lo J. & C. Ramsteck.'
Partridge—Fowls, ist toB. C. Underbill. Chicks
1st lo Van Mater, ad lo Uuderhill. White-
Fowls, 1st to E. Kipp. ad to Headley & Day
Chicks— ist and adlo Kipp.
Langshans (black)—Fowls, isl lo W. S. Miller

ad lo T. C Haynes. Chicks— ist lo Haynes, ad to
Headley & Day. While—Chicks, ad to Headlev& Day. '

DOMiNiQUES—Fowls, ist to W. S. Miller, 2d to
F. E. McNeney. Chicks, 1st lo Miller, ad toFreeman & Button.
Plymouth Rocks (barred)—Fowls, ist and ad

to C. S. Thomas. Chicks, ist to W. J. Andrus
ad to E. H. Schram. While—Fowls. 1st and 2d to
Hedges & Stewart. Chicks, isl to Headley &
Day. ad to J. C. Haynes.
Wyanbottes (silver)—Fowls, ist and 2tl to

Headley & Day. Chicks, ist to W. J. Andrus 2d
to H. T. Berry. Golden—Fowls, ist and ad and
chicks 2d to Headley & Dav. White—Chicks, ist
to W. J. Andrus, 2d to Headley & Day
Black jAVAS—Fowls, isl to Headley & Dav

Chicks, ad to Headlev & Day.
Black Spanish —Fowls, isl and ad and chicks

isl and 2d to Headlev & Day.
Andalusians.—Fowls, isl to J. S. Wame ad

to Headley & Day Chicks, ist and ad lo Heailley& Day. -^

Lkohorns (single-comb white) —Fowls, ist to
Headley & Day, ad lo W. J.Andrus. Chicks, 1st to
Andrus and ad to Headley& Day. Single combed
brown.—Fowls, ist and ad to Headley & Day
Chicks, ist lo Headley & Day aud ad to Andrus.
Single comb black -Chicks, ist and ad to Head-
ley & Day.
DOMINIQUES. -Fowls isl and ad and chicks, ist

aud ad to Headley « Day. Rose-combed white —
Fowls, isl to H. A. Beyler and ad lo Headley and
pay. Ciiicks, isito j. ». Wame and adlo Head-
ley and Day. Rose-corab brown.—Fowls, ist to
Beyler and ad lo Freeman and Button.
MiNORCAs(black)—Fowls, 1st to H. Howard

and 2d lo Headley and Dav. Chicks, ist to j CHaynes and 2d lo Headley and Day. White —
Fowls, 1st lo Headlev aud Day. Chicks isl to J
S. Warne aud 2d lo Headley and Day.
Polish tgolden, plain)—Fowls, ad to J S

Warne. Silver (plain)— Fowls, ist, chicks, ist to
Headley & Day. White crested (black)—Fowls
ad; chicks ist and ad to Headlev & Day White
crested(while)- Fowls, island ad; chicks ist lo
Headley & Day. Buff-laced—Fowls, isl to Head-
ley & Day. Golden l>earded—Fowls, ist and ad
to Headley & Day, chicks, islto J. N. Steward'
Sliver bearded— Fowls, i.st and ad; chicks, island
ad lo Headley & Day.
Hambl-rgs (golden spangled)—Fowls, ad lo

H. A. Bevler. Silver spangled—Fowls, ist to
H. A. Bej-ler; ad lo Mrs. S. F. Douglas, chicks ist
to Mrs. S. F. Douglas; 2d lo A. Guth. Golden
pencilled—Fowls. 1st and 2d to H, A Beyler
Silver pencilled—Fowls, 2d; chicks, 1st to H a"
Beyler. While—Fowls, ist ; chicks, ist to H A
Beyler. Black—Fowls, ist to J C. Maple, 2d to
A. (iuth. Chicks, ist to H. A. Uevler.
Dorkings (colorcd)—Fowls, ist to Freeman &

Button. Silver gray—Fowls, ist to E. Kipp 2d
to Freeman & Button. Chicks— ist and ad to EW. Hadden. While—Fowls, i.sl to T Farrer
Rackham, ad to J. S. Warne. Chicks— ist and
ad to A E. Norris.
ReuCaps-Fowls, isl to J. S. Warne Chicks

1st low. J. Andrus, ad lo Warne, '

HOUDANS— Fowls, ist and ad; chicks, ist and
ad, to E. Kipp.
La Flechk—Fowls, isl; chicks, ist, to W I

Andrus. "
Games (black-breasted red)—Fowls ist to I

M. Baylha, ad to Headley & Dav. Chicks— ist to
Rhinehart & Harmes, ad to'Hesdley & Day
Brown red— Fowls, ist to J. Krauss. Goldeii
duckwing—Fowls, ist lo Baylha, ad to Krauss
Chicks, 1st to Headley & Day. Red pile—Fowls
ist to Krauss. Blue pile— Fowls, isl and ad-
chicks, island ad, to W. S. Carr. Silver spangled
—Chicks, isl and ad lo Carr. While—Fowls ist
to P. M Orth. Black—Fowls, ist and ad to
Rhinehart fit Harmes. Blue—Chicks, ad to JKIcmnier. Gray—Chicks, ad lo Klemmer Pit-
Fowls, ist; chicks, 2d, lo D. G. Hetfield. Shawl-
neck—Chicks, isl lo Carr. Gingers—Fowls, ist;
chicks, isl, to Klemmer. Indian—Fowls ist to
Warne, ad to R.-ickham
Mala V.S— Fowls, ist and ad to F. E. McNeney
Black Sumatra—Fowls i.st and ad to G. m!

Steward.
RUM1M.K.SS— Fowls, ist lo E. Kipp, 2d to Head-

ley & Day. Chicks, igt and ad to Headley &
Day.
CROSS iiRED—Chicks, isl to Headlev & Day ad

to K. Kipp.
Bantams (black-breasted red)—Fowls, ist to

P. M. Orth, 2d to Filkin & Wilds. Chicks, ist and
ad to W. Haywo-Kl & Co. Brown-breasted red-
Fowls, island 2d and chicks i.st and 2d lo W
HaywocKl «i Co. Red pile— Fowls, 1st to Rine-
hait& Harmes, 2d to Filkin & Wilds Chicks,
isl to Filkin & Wildes, ad lo Haywood <t Co
White pile—Chicks, isl to Filkin & Wilds. Golden
duckwing— Fowls, ist to Filkin & Wilds. Chicks,
ist and 2d to W. Hay woo<l & Co. Silver duck-
wing— Fowls, istlo J C. Maple, 2d lo Rinchart
& Harmes. Chicks, 2d to W. Haywood & Co.
White game—Fowls, ist to Maple, ad to W.
Hayw-ootI & Co Chicks, i.st aud ad to W. Hay-
wotxl and Co. Gray, ist to W. Haywood and Co.
Ginger reds— isl to W. Haywood and Co. Red
pile Malays—Chicks, ist and ad to Filkin and
wilds. White pile Malay.s—Chicks, islto Filkin
and Wilds. Golden Sebright-Fowls, ist to W.

Ha^ood and Co., id to Maple. Chicks latto Haywood and Co., ad to J. S. Warne Silvw

w M.""1S°- 5^**^''»' "' '" J C. Maple, j^LW Haywood and Co. Black rose-comb«f-Fowls
ist to Maple. Chicks, ist to W. G. CaldweB
^ i^^J^^!^^^-^^.'"^^- "' »° Maple, ad toB!
S. Koons. Chicks, Ist to Maple. White Lea-homa—Fowls, ist and ad an^ chicks istS,

Ma^le' *""' •'°"'"'-P°^l''. '*t sfd ^ to

Domlniques-Chicks. ad to I.e. Maple. BuffPekins-P'ow s. ist to B. S. koons. aS to J CMaple. Chicks, ist lo W. Haywood & Co. Black
f/i ,o"?r^.?,*'V^ "* ^.^ •'"°'"'' ^ «"<» <^^>icki^

whi?-^^l'^-''y't^V'''' '° W.Haywood & CoWhile Pekins-Fowfs, 1st and chicks ad to B SKoons White-booted—Fowls, ist and ad; chick*,
ist and 3d to E. Kipp. Japanese-Fowls, ad toj
C. Maple. Japanese Silkies—Fowls, ist andchicks, ist and ad to J C. Maple. White Polish.

n~'"'*^'l"^^"''* "* ""*' «' '" W. Haywood &Co. White Japanese-ist to B. S Koons. Black-Uil Japanese— ist to B. S. Koons.
Ducks (Pekin)~i8t and ad to F. Rowtand.Rouen-ist to T. Farrer Rackham, ad lo Headley

^. ^ Aylesbnry—islto Rackham. Cayuga--
istto RackViatn, ad to Freeman & Button. Polish-ist and 3d to E Kipp. Colored muscovy-istand ad to Rackham While muscovy— 1st toRackham Toulouse- isl to C R. Hoff. ad toFreeman & Button.
Turkeys (N.rragansetts)— ist toC. R. Hoff.Guineas (white)-i8t to Headley & Day 3d to

J. Krauss. Pearl—Fowls, isl; chicks, ist aud adtOA. Kipp. *

SPECIALS.
Brood of chickens with hen, ist to E. W Had-

den ad to Headley & Day ; for the heaviest duck,
to Headley & Day ; for the heaviest hen, to Head-
ley & Day

; best pair bronze turkeys, ist and ai•°B Kipp; best pair while turkeys, ist lo HKipp
;
for the heaviest turkey, isl and ad to B

Kipp
; for best pair capons. Headley & Day.

COLLECTIONS.
Best collection of games. W. S. Carr; best col-

lection of Americans. Heidley & Day best col-
lection of Polish, Headley fit Day; best collection
of Spanish, Headlev & Day; best collection of
French, E. Kipp; best collection of Asiatics JVan Maler; best collection of Hamburgs H A
Beyler; best collection of game bantams w'Haywood & Co; best collection of Dorkings
Freeman & Button; best collection of bantams
other than game, Dr. J. C. Maple. State specUla.
ist to Headley & Day, J50 in gold; ad to W. Hay-wood & Co.

, Jaj.
'

SCNDRIBa
Best incubator in operation, the Pineland- sec-ond best, the Monitor. Best drinking fountain

T. Farrer Rackham. Best feed hopper, T. Farrer
Rackham. Beat exhibition coop, Spratls Patent

POULTRY SCRAPS.

—The Fanciers' Journal says that
44.000.000 eggs are consumed ^very day
in the United Slates. Womler if this in-
cludes the eggs of ours that are cousumed
by our colored neighbor's dogs ?—South-
em Stockman.

—When a hen once becomes a picker
of a cock's comb and tastes blood, she
will ever afterward thirst for blood. As
yet we have never found a positive
remedy. They should be separated from
the male birds as soon as possible.

—It is not always the best and most
elaborate poultry houses that shelter the
choicest stock. Success, however, mainly
depends on warm, dry coops, with proper
care and niauagement and freedom from
overcrowding. This latter trouble is
often the cause of ill-success. If you
wish a heal.hy flock keep few in a pen.

—It is a good plan to keep with your
homing birds a pair or two of high-flying
tumblers, lively and strong, as they take
out the young birds and get them in the
habit of flying high. When they are
without tumblers some of the young
birds will fly very low, whereas when
tumblers are with them they will fly very
high, and when thrown will mount to a
great height, and a bird that does not go
well up when it is thrown will never do
long distances. How can it see its way if
it will not rise to such a height as will
allow it to sec over the physical ol)stacle«
that lie between its home and the spot
where the throw took place.—The Fan
cier.

—We know of a progressive farmer who
catered to the egg market who last sea-
son obtained over 1300 dozen eggs from
his flock of 265 chicken.s. In the inom-
ing a feed of hot mush, steamed clover
and bran, with a change to stewed pump-
kins and vegetables, with Iwrley and
bran added. This makes a cliange that
suits them. Boiled livers in the water
mixed with barley and bran were given
once and sometimes twice a week. A
free range of twenty-five acres brought
many good results. The hens laid often
and the eggs were fertile—certain of a
good hatch when the liens were set,
simply because the eggs could be counted
on to hatch in almost any instance.
Some farmers understand what fowls re-
3nire for profitable keeping, while others
o not. The aim in keeping fowls is to
make them pay. What about your flock?
Are they profitable j"—Ohio Farmer.
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How to Keep and Prepare Them
for Exhibiton.

[continued from page 187.]

But, supposing that shade cannot be

procured naturally, then we must seek

for it artificially, as undoubtedly white

birds enclosed in yards or grass runs

without trees should have it. We have

known artichokes, sunflowers, dahlias,

even stinging nettles and coarse docks,

make admirable shelter from the sun, for

we are convinced that whenever possible

shade should be living shade. Were we
to keep one growing white cockerel in a

run planted with artichokes, and a dupli-

cate in a run of the same size, walled in,

and roofed in by iron or wood, or even
calico, then we should readily see in two
months' time which would be the victor.

When the chickens are three months old
we like to have them placed in such
shade as can be got, and there kept. Two
runs (we are writing now for these who
cannot give their birds their lil>erty) side
by side, as large as can be spared, are
very suitable for a flock of white cock-
erels or pullets. In the one have the
dahlias or artichokes, or such like (which
we need not mention must have a certain
powth before the chickens are turned
in, or the plants will be trampled down
and become worthless), and let the other
be one-half short grass and one-half
arable, the latter l)eing dug over once a
week. The chickens can then be shifted
from run to run by drawing up a slide
between them, according to the state of
the weather or season. When these
herbaceous plants have died down the
sun will have, to a great extent, lost its

power, and the birds may then be left

more exposed.
We have known, too, a troop of white

Cochin pullets do grandly in a well-
earthed potato plot, getting both shade

insect food. White Dorkings orand
T.^orlirtrnu ivriiiM ho\vever d_ .,..

damage to the tubers to allow of their
being turned in. Again, when the arti-
chokes or sunflowers, etc., can not be

fot, the next best substitute that we
now of is to plant the runs with boughs

of spruce fir. These soon turn brown,
we know, but they hold their spines a
long time an<l really afford capital shade.
When the birds have got their growth,
then sheds with wire fronts or covered in
with the newly invented wire-woven
roofing gauze can be used, and the birds,
with plenty of good food, should do
well, but while they are growing, until
they attain their matured plumage, we
cannot too strongly advise that their runs
should be airy and sheltered from the
un's rays by a living growth of vegeta-
tion.

Ihus much for the chickens. Now
let us turn to the moulting out of white
poultry. We like the hens to sit in June
or July. Sometimes we let them sit on
dummy eggs for four or five weeks and
then turn them down in a good grass
run. At another we give them half a
dozen eggs to hatch if they like—not for
the chickens they may rear so much as
for the rest it will afford the mothers.
Hens so treated moult out quickly and
early ; their feathers all come off to-
gether and not in patches, and the new
plumage grows quickly, the feathers
coming strong and firm. These birds
should not, however, have a cock run-
ning with them until they are tikeu to
the breeding pen. Cocks should be put
in small warm runs in July with plenty
of dust and road grit. They, too, will
then moult out early and well— far better
than if they had their liberty. Care only
mast be taken to see that they feed
heartily, for occasionally they seem to
at first pine for their freedom if they
have l)een accustomed to it and get be-
low par when their moulting out be-
comes tedious and the new plumage
patchy. Green foo<i, especially lettuces,
we like to see given nngrudgingly, and
sods of grass cut two or three mches
thick are much appreciated, which when
done with and allowed to dry make ex-
cellent mould for potting flowers or ma-
terial for dust baths.
Many think that white poultry can be

easily moulted, that their feathers are
l>ound to come white and that the pro-
cess is consequently an easy one, but
this is far from the truth of the case, for

as much care and 'attention is wanted to
get a white bird through its moult as
ever is needed for a colored one and per-
haps more, for while slight stains or
tinges would not show probably in the
latter, in the former they glare out con-
spicuously in contrast to the rest of the
white plumage.
Before entering on the second part of

our subject we would take the oppor-
tunity of saying that neither maize nor
Indian meal should be given to white
poultry. Birds fed for any length of
time on such food will, in all probability,
become creamy in plumage an<l lose that
spotless whiteness which is so greatly de-
sirable. We are aware that some of the
samples of Indian corn are much whiter
in husk and substance than are others,
but with good wheat, buckwheat and
dari, maize of no description need form
any part of the daily food of white exhi-
bition fowls.

From this, then, we pass to the actual
preparation for show, which really means
the washing, and supposing that the
specimens, if adults, are well moulted
through, or, if chickens, are in good
plumage, there is no reason why the
birds, after this process, should not look
as perfect as it is possible to see them.
Washing is so simple, and so easy, and
vet so many spoil their birds by onlv
half carrying out the operation. They
fear that they may damage the plumage,
or wet it too much, or that they will be
unable to get the soap out, or to dry
properly the feathers, and thus scores of
birds are ruined in appearance, by only
partial cleansing, when it would have
been far l)etter for them to have been
left untouched. We, when novices, used
to do the same. We can remember softly
patting a bird with a damp sf)onge on
some soiled spot, or gently rubbing it

with a wet flannel, or trying with soapy
hands to get rid of some dirty feathers,
and ending in making matters far worse
than they were before.
We had, however, to purchase our ex-

perience dearly, pecuniarily and other-
wise. Pecuniarily inasmuch as it cost us
nearly |ioo to be taught our "lavatory"
iesson, init then our instructor was the
best poultry "laundress" then in exist-
ence and had to travel 300 miles. That
was a score of years ago. Otherwise

—

for having good birds, as good as afti;r

events showed to be then on exhibition

—

we were alwavs losing the prize money,
being beaten by inferior but better shown
specimens.
Having learned our costly lesson, how-

ever, we profited, and have since been
well rewarded by the pleasure we have
had in seeing poultry washed under our
hands, or instructions, well in at the
winning post, and in giving the results
of our experiences to others by which
they too have climbed to the topmost
boughs of the tree when exhibiting their
white fowls.

We have before given brief hints as to
washing for exhibition, but we here pro-
pose to do so more fully than ever has
been done before. Many fanciers are
kept from going in for white poultry In
consequence of ignorance as to how to
cleanse them for exhibition. We make
therefore no apology for this article,
which we believe will be acceptable to
numbers outside the exhibition world of
albinos, for at many seasons all birds of
whatever color profit by a bath, and we
can well remember a celebrated black
Cochin hen winning many years ago
premier honors against her colored sis-

ters simply by having had her feathering
expanded and fluffed out after a wash.
These, too, are high pressure days, and
events move quickly

;
people, moreover,

have but very short memories.

OOMBS.

Have a Duster.

Any roomy box may answer for the

hens to dust themselves in. A cheese

box is goofl and very often used. While
many neglect this important matter,
good poultry keepers never do. It is the
same as a bath and equally as important
to a fowl as a washing to a dirty person.
Goo<l road dust with a mixture of sul-
phur is the best. Ashes, if allowed in
the pen of fowls with yellow legs, will
ruin them for exhibition purposes.—Ex-
change.

— "^—
—The Indian game men expect to raise

the price of eggs next year, as good birds
are very scarce. They think Jio a set-
ting is entirely too small.

The Pour Olasses Into "WTiich They
Are Divided.

H. S. Babcock in the Fanciers' Herald.

The varieties of combs upon our fowls

can be reduced to four classes. From
the typical comb of any class there are

considerable variations, but it is not diffi-

cult to place the comb, however much it

varies from the normal type in the class

to which it belongs. These four classes

are :

First, The Single Comb. This is

is the comb of the original progenitor of

our domestic fowls, the Gallus Bankiva,
and the type toward which other coml>B

constantly tend to revert It is upright,

should be straight, and normally is ser-

rated upon the upper edge. The tendency
to revert to this type manifests itself

even in old breeds. The light Brahma,
for example, though it has been bred for

many years with a pea comb, once in a

great while produces a single comb speci-
men. The Hamburg, a breed with an
authentic history for a very long period,
and during that period bred with a rose
comb, occasionally produces a single
combed chicken. In breeds of more re-

cent manufacture the tendency toward
reversion is of course more marked, as
breeders of the new varieties know only
too well.

Second, The Ro.sb Comb. The rose
comb differs from the single in being
broader, flat upon the upper surface and
usually terminating in a spike at the rear.
The upper surface is generally covered
with small points or corrugations, and is

described by the English fancier as being
"full of work." Rose combs vary in
size, some being large, others quite small,
and much more in shape. Some are
spikeless, some have the spike turning
down, some turning up and some carried
horizontally. One of the most peculiar
oiiiis oi Itiis cuuiij is Llial known as the
"cup comb" which is found on the Sicil-
ians. The comb is round, hollowed out
like a cup or saucer, and the outer edge
covered with small points.
Third, The Pea Comb. This is the

triple comb of the Brahma, found upon
Indian games, and bred upon the more
recent varieties of the Plymouth Rocks.
It has not been inaptly compared to
three single combs pressed together at
the rear and front, with the middle one
the highest. From perfect pea combs
there are variations which bring the
comb down to a close approximation to a
rose comb or lead to its almost total dis-
appearance. The channels in the pea
comb fill up, and instead of being a trip-
pie it becomes a single broadish flat comb,
known by the name of web comb. This
comb is correctly classed with the pea,
for it is produced by pea-combed breeds.
The special value of a pea comb, regular
or irregular, is that it is smaller in size,

compact, close to the head and as near
frost proof as it is possible for a comb to
be. Pea-combed varieties have great
reputations as winter layers and this repu-
tation has doubtless been deserved
through the immunity from frost which
the comb gives.

Fourth, The Leaf Comb. The leaf
comb was originally so named for its

fancied resemblance to the open leaves
of a book, but in most of the varieties
having a leaf comb it now requires a
pretty vivid imagination to trace this re-
semblance. The true leaf comb would
be, of course, two single comt>s pressed
together at one edge and OT)ening out-
wardly, a style of comb which is rarely
seen but from which in all probability
the combs of the Polish and Houdan and
even the upright horns of the La Fleche
have been evolved. The typical leaf
comb of our day is that of the Houdan,
two horns more or less sprigged like the
antlers of a deer.

All classes of combs have their admir-
ers. Some regard one and some another
as the most beautiful. We, too, have our
preferences, but as our taste concerns only
ourselves it is unnecessary to specify
what style of comb is our choice. This
we may say, laying aside the question of
taste, the most useful comb would be no
comb at all, and the nearer you approach
that the more useful will be the comb,
whatever the style may be. But fowls
are bred for beauty as well as use, and

taste as well as utility needs to be con-
sulted. As tastes will vary, all styles of
combs will be popular and \^ich is the
handsomest will have to be determined
by each individual.

Outtingf Off the Oomb.
From time immemorial it has been the

custom, and almost universal practice, to

cut off the comb of all game stags, when
about four months old. This "dubbing"
is said by many to be an almost painless

operation. This is a mistake, as any
man well knows that has escaped con-

finement as an imbecile. We cannot cut

away any part of an animal witliout caus-

ing pain ; that is an absolute certainty,

but with the game, who at any moment
may be called upon to demonstrate his

courage, it is a merciful operation. It

leaves nothing for his opponent to catch

with his bill and tear off pieces at a time.
Besides from the shape of the head of the
game stag his appearance is improved
greatly by the operation. I formerly
bred games, and I always "dubbed" them
at the earliest moment. The older the
bird the greater the pain and more danger
attends the operation. An old bird will
bleed very freely. In performing the
operation use a very sharp razor or
shears. First cut off the wattles then
the comb, and bathe the parts with cold
alum water. Make the solution of alum
as strong as possible, and saturate the
parts well with it.

Some, I see, are advocating the "dub-
bing" of Leghorns, Miuorcas and other
breeds. Why? "Oh, it will not hurt
them as much to cut off the comb as it

will to have it frozen off in the winter."
Well, no, I suppose it would not, but
why let them get their combs frozen ? I

have wintered more or less IvCghorns
every winter during the last twelve years.
I keep I.^ghoms for their eggs, and I

have long since learned that I will get no
eggs if I keep my Leghorns in a house in
which it ever tjecomes coid enough to
even frost their combs. I never have any
frozen combs, and I always get plenty of
eggs, I care not how cold it may get out-
side. If it gets much below zero I have
a small "cannon" stove that I set up in
the hall of my poultry house. I have a
flue through the roof, and as it gets colder
outside I add more coal, keeping my
house at a moderate tenif)erature—neither
too hot nor too cold. The comb of the
Leghorn is its "Ijeauty crown," and
should be as faithfully cultivated as is

their egg producing proclivities. The
head of the Leghorn "shorn of its splen-
dor" is anything but attractive. Unlike
the game, which is greatly improved in
appearance by "dubbing," the Leghorn
becomes a perfect fright from the opera-
tion. For shame, you breeders of the
greatest breed in existence to-day, talk
no more about "dubbing" the egg king,
let him wear his crown, he has honorably
won it, and let us form ourselves into a
committee of one, and every case of Leg-
horn "dubbing" we run across report the
culprit to the nearest Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Prose-
cute all offenders to the bitter end. I

shall. Trixie.

Pigeon Feed.

In answer to a correspondent, how to

feed pigeons to make them lay, and what
can be given to keep away the cholera,

Farm Journal gives this method :

Feed whole grain three times a day.

Use a mixture of two parts of com, two
of wheat and one of buckwheat. Let
them have clean water to drink, plenty of
gravel and oyster shell and .salt codfish to
pick at. When the young ones hatch
keep a box of corn meal and bran in the
loft. This should be in a hopper that
they cannot get into with their feet, as
otherwise they will foul it. Under this
method of feeding we have good success
and seldom lose a bird.

—Many are now arranging to put away
eggs in salt and lime in cold storage for
fall and winter use. Prices are high then,
and eggs properly packed will keep easily
until next February. The eggs should
be placed with small end down, packing
the salt about them and permitting no
egg to touch the one beside it.

CAgE; BIRDS « AND « PETS.

BY THE WAY.
James E. Church, the well-known rab-

bit fancier, has just purchased the entire

stock of lops from C. Z. Slocum, of Na-
poleon, O.,whose stock was all bred from
imported stock. Mr. Church captured
all the first prizes in Himalayan and lop-

eared rabbits and guinea pigs at the re-

cent New Jersey State Fair.
«

* »
We are sorry to observe the fall style

of ladies bonnets includes the stuffed

bird. This questionable practice of util-

izing birds as ornaments for hat wear is

not creditable to ladies, and the following

from the Feathered World shows the ex.

tent of the pernicious practice in Eng-
land : "We have had cuttings from the
trade circulars of two London houses, in
both of which the birds are offered for
sale by hundreds of dozens. One firm
alone in the West End offers 17,000 birds,

including swallows, merles, starlings,

blackbirds, etc., while another says they
can be had in any quantity. We can only
wonder that woman, who is usually sup-
posed to be tender-hearted and merciful,
should lend herself to such butchery."

» »
If the ladies persist in having birds as

ornaments we suggest the sparrow. The
latter is voted to be a complete nuisance
in this country, and the only way to get
rid of a nuisance is to make it useful.

*
• •

It is the opinion of Indian local au-
thorities that nothing can save the
beautiful birds of India from complete
destruction but a prohibitive Ux upon
the export of their skins and feathers.

Such is the demand for the adornment of
ladies' caps, bonnets and even dresses in

Europe, America and elsewhere, that the
time is believed to be ripe for this decisive
remedy if India is not to be deprived of
its beautiful birds or the crops of the ryot
left to the mercy of the insects upon
which they feed. In the Punjaub, in
Bengal, and in Madras the harmless
paddy bird, the Creole, the roller and the
Httle sunbird, with wings flashing with
metallic hues, are all being exterminated
for the sake of their wings and tails, and
birds' feathers, closely packed, are going
away from Indian ports in shiploads.

•
• •

Ornithologists in Paris, says the Fan-
ciers' Gazette, are much interested in the
discovery of a rare bird in the shape of a
snow-white swallow. This novel speci-

men of the feathered tribe came to life

lately in a nest which was built by the
parent bird under the eaves of a glass
roof covering a court in the extensive
manufactory residing in the district of
Crenelle. The white bird was bom with
two black specimens, one of which flew
away as soon as it was fledged, whereupon
the tradesmen, in order to keep the other
two, transformed the glass-roofed court
into a temporary aviary. Photographs have
been taken of the snow-white swallow,
and will be sent to the leading naturalists
of the city, one of whom went to Crenelle
in order to study the feathered curiosity.
This gentleman was, however, too late
to see the bird alive. It perished, prol>-

ably because too much care was taken of
it, or through fright at the numbers of
people who came to stare at it as a natural
curiosity. The dead bird will now be
stuffed and sent to the Museum of the
Botanical Cardens, where there is already
a white magpie, which still lives and
hops about aniomg its companions, from
which it only differs in color.

337
sel man," is a well-known character in

London's busy streets. He sells chick-
weed and groundsel for caged birds, ca-

naries, blackbirds, larks, linnets or
thmshes. He has a curious half funeral
cry, which never varies in key or pitch of
voice. "Chickweed and groundsel fur

your singin' birds." Over and over
again he announces this fact as he paces
the streets in a measured manner. He
wears a high hat, which, if hats were
"curios," would be a very ancient "curio"
indeed. "Turfs" for larks he adds to his

stock at certain seasons of the year.

Think of a lark, confined in the tiniest

of cages, with only a ray of siyishine

and an infinitesimal square or clump of
green turf in the corner of his cage to re-

mind him of the big world he has known
in the glad open.

• *
The chickweed comes from the suburbs

of London. Most of it is to be had for

the gathering, costing nothing more, and
this is the case with the groundsel. It is,

after all, a weed, and people who live in

the suburbs are glad to have Billy

Croundsel pull it up from their pretty
gardens, so "leave" to do this is readily

accorded. The two weeds are made up
into half-penny bundles. Originally the
cry was "Chickweed and groundsel for

young singing birds," hence the "young"
became "your" in the mouths of the
dealer.

The "turfs" are bought ofgeneral deal-

ers, who have their grounds whence they
cut it. These dealers go round with a
hand-cart, selling the .green "turfs" to

bird shops or retail dealers. Sometimes
the long spikes of the plantain weed are

added to the usual stock. These the little

golden -pinmaged canary delights to feast

on with his sharp-pointed bill. Birds
require frequent changes of food. It is

never a good plan to keep them supplied
with only canary seed, even the mixed
variety.

* •
These little caged warblers in London

houses get to know the groundsel man in

time, for he has hisweekly rounds in sev-

eral parishes lying close together. When
they hear his call they twitter and flutter

about with a deal of intelligence. The
trim English maid purchases a little treat

for "dickey bird" and brings him half of
it at once. The other half is put on the
cold stones in the area comer for a sec-

ond feast

• »

Here is an anecdote from the London
Spectator about cats : "Living in the
suburbs, we are infested by cats of all

kinds, and are perpetually driving them
away, aided by the said long-haired

favorite, who pursues them off the prem-
ises with hair and tail standing wildly

erect, and presenting a most alarming
appearance. We feel that this violent

demonstration must be a joke, as the
same cat constantly carries the remains
of her own dinner about twenty-five

yards, across an open space and up some
steps, to feed the identical animals she
has driven off an hour or two previously. '

'

Himalayan Rabbit Standard.

The following is the standard as drawn
up by the National Himalayan Rabbit
Club, founded in 1889, for the promotion
of the breeding of Himalayans :

Ears, short, tapering and well set. . .

Nose, even and well up between eyes
Ears, short, tapering and well set.
Nose, even and well up between e>..=
Front feet, long, slender and markings well

Old "Billy Croundsel," or the "ground-

up to
Hind feet, to correspond, markings carried
well up hocks j.

Eye, bold, bright and pink ....'.'.'.' s
Tail, neat and black \

'

i
Shape, neat ..'.'.'.'.

5
Coat, short, fine and pure white. . . .

.' .' .' .' ?
Weight, about five pounds c
Condition

\ \\ ,;

ToUl ^

THE CINNAMON CANARY.

Not Generally Liked, but a Pretty
Bird for All That.

The cinnamon is one of the aristocrats

of the canary tribe. To the ordinary
lover of birds the cinnamon is just a dull
reddish brown bird, of little value. He
can see very little in it, and wonders why
people are at all interested in it. It has
none of the stately grandeur of the Bel-

gian, Scotch or Lancashire, neither does
it possess the wonderful blaze of color to
\x found in the Norwich, plainhead or
London fancy. Yet, withal it is one of
the most popular birds on the show
bench. Very few fanciers commence
with the cinnamon. Breeders of the
cinnamon generally serve their appren-
ticeship in one of the other varieties and
then drift into breeding this, which they
confess is one of the most fascinating of
birds. Personally, I hardly know which
I admire most, the cinnamon or the
Belgian.

There is something about the cinna-
mon which stamps it as being above the
usual run of birds. Its quiet, subdued
appearance, easy, graceful style and well-

formed body all appeal to the eye of the
educated fancier. There is a refinement
about it not noticeable in any other va-
riety. Although possessing no great bril-
liancy of color, it is nevertheless one of
the most pleasing and attractive of the
many varieties. The chief characteristic
of the cinnamon, and the one that has
such a peculiar fascination over the scien-
tific breeder is its color. The cinnamon
has been used for crossing purposes by
the breeders of every other variety on
the show bench. Color, size, length and
density of feather and those beautiful
markings have all been obtained from
the cinnamon at Rom*>tinn» or other. The
breeders of crests and Yorkshires are
largely indebted to the cinnamon for
many of the valuable properties possessed
b\' their favorites.

Of the origin of the cinnamon lit*'.e is
known. Many theories have been haz-
arded, but I think the most probable of
them all is that it is a sport from the
original green canary. The cinnamon of
to-day is a very different bird to the cin-
namon of six or eight years ago. At
that time the rage for size had not com-
menced. About five seasons back that
well-known cinnamon fancier, Mr. Tams,
of Longton, brought out a team of "big
'uns." In the north "they took on,"
and won many prizes, but when they
came south the judges would not look at
them. The next season Mr. Tams again
had them out Mr. Kennerley and Mr.
Thackrey also sent out a few big ones.
The judges "began to go for them," and
all went well till the Palace, and there
not one of them got in the money. Since
then the big birds have held the sway,
and some grand specimens have been
seen, among which special mention
should be made of the two grand speci-
mens now in the pos.session ofMr. Heath,
Mr. Thompson's two buffs, the yellow
brought out by Mr. Quinton last' year,
Mr. Silk's old champion and his son, an<i
last, though by no means the least, Mr
Fryett's Wairoa. Much has been said as
to type. I prefer the Norwich type, al-
though I have seen some splendid speci-
mens of the Yorkshire and Lancashire
type, the best of the former being Mr.
Navlor's grand yellow Bradford Hero,
and the best of the Lancashire being my
own London Chief, which won at the
Aquarium show of 1888; considering
their size, these birds were goo<i in color
and feather, especially Bradford Hero.

In starting to breed cinnamons at the
present time, I should select birds ofgood
size—this would have to be a sine qua
non. In shape they should resemble the
Norwich variety. They should be sound
in color

; any bird showing a green shade
in its plumage should be avoided. Qual-
ity of feather also must )>e had, especially
in the hens. This is a point worth bear-
ing in mind—quality of feather in all
breeds is more easily obtained by select-
ing good hens than in any other manner.
I have proved over and over again that
high quality of feather is transmitted by
the hen in a far higher degree than by
the cock. I like to breed from bnff cocks

and yellow hens, and it will generally be
be found that the best birds are produced
in this manner. Mr. Silk once remarked
to me : "You can do so much more with
a buff cock than with a yellow." This I
have verified over and over again. If
further proof if this theory is needed we
have only to look at the progeny of Mr
Silk's old buff.

*- » 7 " •

In commencing cinnamon breeding,
the fancier should breed from pure self-
colored birds. Having securetf a strain
of your own, after a few seasons' careful
breeding, you can introduce any cross
that may seem advisable. But don't go
dabbling in crossing till you have birds
that you can rely on to produce what you
require. If you require size, I should
advise ^ou to pair a yellow cinnamon
cock with a heavily variegated or green
crested-bred yellow Norwich hen

; the
cinnamons from this cross will be greens

;

yet these cocks when paired to cinnamon
hens will produce cinnamon. Apart
from anything else, they will be useful
to improve the color of your present
stock. Cinnamon greens are known to
be very fountains of color. From a cross
of this description you will by careful
selection be able to improve both the size
and color of your birds without loosing
much in quality of feather. Should your
birds become too coarse in feather, and
also need improvement in brilliancy of
color, the best cross is a bnff cinnamon
cock to a yellow Norwich plainhead hen

;

the hen should be of good size and very
heavily vareigated. A go-kl method of
improving and deepening the ground
color of the cinnamon—that is, the cin-
namon color—is to mate two buffs, and
then mate up the produce in the usual
way. In feeding for color, the usual Nor-
wich feed will need the addition of a lit-
tle golden madder And, whatever you
do, don't forget the nasturtiums and
marigolds.
The properties of a genuine and true

type of bird of this variety differ in no
respect from a Norwich plainhead canary,
excepting the shade and hue of color.
The first and chief consideration is

f~'"jt "v^ti. ouu luuc ui luc icauier col-
oring, which should be clear, bright and
free from any green tinge or smutty or
smoky line, and it should run as level as
possible over the entire body of the bird;
dark stripes on the back, and light
tinges on the throat, thigh coverings and
vent are all detractions. Purity and re-
finement of color, with the silver grey
luminosity which pervades a good bull,
are points of high merit The shape
should be that of a common Norwich
canary, and the feathers short, silky and
tight-fitting to the body. But nowadays
birds are exhibited-of the most objection-
able colors, the jonques being a dingy
greenish brown, and the buffs washed-out
looking drab, and the shape of the bird
that of a Yorkshire fancy, or half or
three parU bred Lancashire, as most
birds of this kind really are. The great
object of some breeders is to get size, and
for the attainment of this end they sacri-
fice quality, refinement and every other
point that really constitutes a high-class
bird of this variety.

Breeders should always endeavor to
breed specimens as near the following
standard as they can get them : Color
rich, light brown shade, nicely pencilled
throughout, free from any green tinge

;

head moderate in size, with fulness
; neck

inclined to be rather short and full •

back straight, wide across, and well fiUeJ
in over the saddle ; wings very compact
and not crossed at the tips ; Uil inclined
to be short and thin ; chest broad, full
and gradually expanding from the neck •

feathers of a nice silky, rich kind, an<i
nicely frosted in the buflb

; position—the
breast to sUnd well over the perch, and
not inclined to be stilty in carriage, re-
sembling the Yorkshire variety. I hope
next season to see the judges go in for
the above standard, which I think is the
proper one, and then, perhaps, we shdl
see the cinnamon classes better filled by
specimens of the chubby Norwich type,
instead of the class of birds that have
been exhibited lately.

They Moult Just the Same.
From the Feathered World.

Customer—It is less than a year since
you stuffed my poor little paroquet, and
the feathers are falling out already.
Naturalist—That shows the excellence

of the work ; I stuff birds so naturally
that they moult just as if they were alive.
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PIGEON FLYING.
FEDERATION TOT7NOSTERS.

Philadelphia "Wine the 200-Mile
Younff Bird Concourse Raoe.

Special Correspondence.

The Concourse race for young birds

took place on the day appointed, as

tuual, October 4, and was in every way a
success. It was a very close and exciting
race, especially between Newark ana
Philadelphia, only about ten minutes
separating the two first arrivals to each
vicinity. The entry was as follows :

PHILADELPHIA.
W. S. Forkiagton, Jr . 2
John G. Hunt . . . . a

J. D. Muuro 3 James A. Stovell . . .1
J. W. Markley .... 3 George T. Morgan . . 7
John niggle 3 A. M. Wood 3William Clementson . % Alonzo Gordon .... 5

A. H. Kruger 4
9. B. Thomas 5
T. M. Rivel I

James Work 4
P. W. Krouse 6

. D. Muuro 3
. W. Markley .... 3

John niggle 3
William Clementson . 3
John Shepherd .... a
George R Callaghan. 2
M. L. Edwards, Laus-
down a

Jersey Five, Newark's Five and Kings
County entry were as follows :

EH Morton 12 1 H. Walker 8
William Bennert. . . s Benjamin Holder. '

2
George H. Bowermau 6

,
L. W. Spangehl . i«

W. B. Garrabrant . . 3 , H. F. Akeu ... 8
Ben Elwell 6 ' S. Wandelt, jr. . . a
Thomas Bowerraan . 2 ' C. A, Tonak

.

2
C. A. Mahr 21

PEEKSKILL, N. V.

W. E. Flockton . . . . 7 I Frank Wessells . . . «Thomas Flockton ... 4 1

The Pliiladelphia birds were sent to
Orange Court House, Va., the New
York section to Washington, D. C,, and
Peekskill, N. Y., to Odenton, Md. The
start was at 10 A. M., sharp, from all lib-
eration points. The wind at Orange was
west, blowing at the rate of one mile an
hour

; at Wnshiugtou the wind was north-
west, twelve miles an hour, while at
Odenton the wind was coming from the
north at six miles an hour. A west wind
is an assisting wind for a pigeon flying
from the southwest, and the stronger the
wind the lietter ttie speed. So st will
easily be seen that the Philadelphia birds
did not have the apparent advantage
which they seem to have by the telegram
of start, as it was made in alnio.st a Head
calm. After William Bennert's certified
telegram rejwrtiug his first arrival at 3.30
we were anxious to know if there were
any birds being timed previous to this,
and it looked very much like Newark's
race.

About 4 o'clock the timers commenced
to put in an appearance at the office of
the Race Secretary with envelopes con-
taining timers' reports and watches, and
it was soon seen who captured the hon-
ors in this section. James Work's blue
hen Little Bo-Peep being first at 3.25,
making an average speed of io8i>^ yards
per minute, while John Diggle, of the
Geo. V. Cresson Club, came in a good
second, one minute late, with a speed of
1080 yards per minute. Both lofts are
situated in the same locality, and with
these two birds at least it was a very
close race. Mr. Work reported his full
entr>- Cuckoo. Netta, Beth and Lance,
for record, all four being hens. Next
comes J. D. Munro with a son of General
Harrison at 3.25)4, speed 1063 yards. For
fourth and fifth places are J. W. Markley
at 3.28 with an approximate speed of 1057
yards, and H. Walker, of the Jersey Club,
«t 3-34^. making an average speed of
1048 yards. The following are those who
came with the band :

o . »« u J Yards
C. A. Mahr, average speed iq,,
Geo. H. Bawerman ' ' .Jik
Wm.Bcnncrt ,JZ
Mi Morton .'

!
' "

io5q
John Shepherd '.'.'.

1013

Many others were closely bunched to-
gether, making about 1000 yards. The
timer at A. H. Kruger's loft reported a
bird at 3.24X and left the timer's report
at the loft, and did not put in an ap-
pearance to have his watch verified at
pigeon headquarters. This is very much
to be deplored and is very hard on the
owner, as this would have given him
first place, and Philadelphia all five
diplomas. No time can be accepted by
the Concourse Committee unless the
watch that timed the birds is subsequently
compared with standard time, so that the
correct time can be secured. One watch
that timed birds in this race was out ten
minutes, and ten minutes slow at that,
and correct standard time is the only
time that can be accepted if you wish to
give honors where honors are due.

This concludes the Concourse races for
1890, and they have been in every way a

success, have added interest and enthusi-
asm to all competitors. While the atmos-
pheric conditions cannot be equal to all
sections, it is at least a great improvement
on the old system of shipping almost
every day of the season in a very irregu-
lar kind of a way, and giving an endless
amount of lalxir to the race secretary
while the velocity did not give you any
criterion of who had the best birds; those
who were fortunate enough to get the
best day invariably carried off the honors.
Any fancier who had a few available
good birds could train them down the
road and wait for a southwest wind (out-
side of a Concourse race) and could cap-
ture diplomas from any distance. All he
would have to do would be to ship in an
ordinary wine basket fully equipped with
feed and water, and make his instructions
to the liberator emphatic, that his birds
were to be held for a southwest wind. We
know under such circumstances the birds
would not be handicapped by being kept
in the basket, as this has been fully
demonstrated time and time again . He
could, by adopting such Uctics, appro-
priate nearly all the first and seconcfdi-
plomas awarded for other than concourse
races. What does a diploma amount to
for a race when you have no competition,
or next to none ? It certainly shows no
merit over other birds. That is mainly
why the Concourse races have been a
success, and should be upheld, and no
prizes or diplomas awarded unless flown
for in a concourse, except for distances
over 500 miles.
There are this year nearly fifty di-

plomas to be given out, twenty-five for
five concourse races, and about the same
number for birds flown under Federation
management outside of the concourse
races. As I said before, thev simply
show we caught the best day,' and not
that we have the best birds and is valued
by the recipient accordingly. What we
advocate in centres like Philadelphia and
Newark and vicinity is concourse racing
from 200 miles to 500 miles or 450 miles
for one day records, and do awav with
diplomas from 100 miles unless for'young
birds. This I believe is the universal
sentiment of the competitors of the con-
course races.

There will be a meeting of the Phila-
delphia fanciers at 11 15 South Fifteenth
Street, Thursday evening, October 9, to
go into the nomination of Federation
officers for 1891.
There will be a radical change in the

administration and new material selected
for the ensuing year. Spkciai..

the former, who has been at all times an
active, ardent fancier, having the welfare
and interest of our sport uppermost in
his mind, and like our much esteemed
president, has been a worthy pilot to the
Federation.

W. S. Torkington, Jr., of West Phila-
delphia, has purchased nearly all Thomas
Humphreville's birds of Lancaster, Pa.,
which consisted chiefly of Dr. Johnson's
and William Verrinder's birds, and has
disposed of many of them at a very low
figure.

The losses of Philadelphia lofts have
been above the average this past two
weeks, chiefly on account of the stormy
weather we have been having, and that is
mainly why Philadelphia's entry was so
small. However its quality and not
quantity that we are striving to attain—
ah, there, Verrinder.

L. W. Spangehl shipped ten H-bands
to Charlottesville, Va., distance 304 miles,
for Federation record, which were liber-
ated by J. M. Murphy, the Adams Ex-
press agent, at 7 A. M.. a light wind blow-
ing from the southwest, clear and cool,
the birds were held half an hour later on
account of the haze

; they got high and
made a beautiful start. The first arrival
was reported hy Walker at 4.45. Second
at 5.05, and third at 5.12 same day, mak-
ing scarcely 1000 yards per minute, how-
ever making a brilliant showing for
youngsters. Special.

OF THE

IH HIS BRITISH VARIETIES.

^BY

RAWDON LEE,
Kennel Editor of 'The Field," Author of the
"History and Description of the Fox Terrier."

The Illustrations Finely Engraved on Woodfrom
Drawings by Arthur Wardle.

FEDERATION FLYING NOTES.

Mr. John Shepherd will ship four H-
bands to 300 miles for record.

There were nearly one hundred invita-
tions sent to active fanciers to attend
Thursday evening's meeting.

Philadelphia's choice of officers for the
management of the flights for next year
will appear in next week's Journai..
One of Mr. Bennert's birds, entered for

the long-distance record, is reported in
Tennessee with a cut wing, and is ordered
shipped home.

I hear again of a Baltimoreaii captur-
ing one of the West Philadelphia birds
and putting a price upon its return. I
trust he is no fancier.

There will be a surplus left over from
the special prize fund which should be
either equally divided between the two
competing sections or flown for from 400
or 500 miles next year in a Concourse race.
Frank Devlin, the vice-president of the

Sterling Club, will not be with us next
season, as he goes to Europe to complete
his studies. Warren Snow will be a new
acquisition, and will fly his birds to the
Gordon loft.

D. S. Rogers, of Philadelphia, a mem-
ber of the Active Club and an active fan-
cier, will be our next race secretary. He
is well posted in pigeon flying and should
creditably fill the bill—it's not a sinicure
by any means.

Messrs. Garrabrant and Bennert, of the
Newark's Five, have been active workers
this year, as in the past, and like the
Mahr boys are always ready when called
upon to do Federation work. Such fan-
ciers are always a credit to the fancy.

James Work has been an active worker
on the Concourse Committee during the
present season, while Messrs. Verrinder
and Spangehl have had their hands fuM
at the other end of the line, especially

Washington News.
Washington, October 8.—After an-

other postponement of the race from 200
miles it has been declared off, as some of
the fanciers think there is too much risk

flying that distance after the birds have
been off the road three weeks, so there
will be no more racing this season here.

At the last meeting of the Federation
all the members present were photo-
graphed, more than half the members
were absent, so they make rather a small
showing, but perhaps it is just as well,
for between Stockman's moustarhe and
Schmid's smile there was little room left
for anything else.

Among the latest converts to the hom-
ing fancy is Dr. Darling, a mighty hunter.
We all hope he will stay, and I am quite
sure that if the doctor goes in the fancy
with half the vim he displays when
hounds are running he will get pretty
high up in the prize list.

Mr. J. H. Stockman, of the Alph Club,
IS having pretty good luck training his
latter youngsters. Last week he sent
seventeen to Fairfax and had eighteen
returns. Homer.

PRICE $1.50

INCUBATORS.

Prairie §tate Incubator

Twenty-.scven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G.A. McFETRIDGR,
General Agent,

Compassville, MM
76-127 Chester Co., Pa.

WraOVEO EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
r^ "S*}^ '•'*?*.»^ B«lHU,,i,u^ Hon.

THE
Pineland Incubators and Brooders
Are successfully used by hundreds of practical

poultry _ ^

durable, economical and simple" ou°the 'marker

poultrymen.
lultry experts.

"ey are endorsed by the leading
The Jncubaluis are the most

Absolutely self-rry^ulating.
The Hrooders are hot water top heat. All sizes.Thev lead all others. Send fo"r our' mammoth

catalogue.
EVBRVTHINO FOR THE POULTRY YARD,

Address,
PINELANU INCUBATOR CO.,

7°""9 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

INDIAN GAME
befSrgZi5'ilo'*l'S.V,?{.Ti,V"^:
tlouUrly iDMrMtlnc. Sand six oanufor • oopjr. Mention this Dapar.

,
L. FKAWOISOO, . . . BATB«.PA.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

IvBG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every hand regis-
tered, each 25^c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. B. S. STARR. Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.
The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following
books on receipt of published price:

American Kennel. Surges
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

/Dog Training and Points of Judging; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 157(5 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XIII,each
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing
; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel
Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dia-

ea.ses
House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth I5.00; leather

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables
Modern Training. Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog

Pedigree Record Book, aoo pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; (ull leather. . . .

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables
Rational Breedings Tts Thenrv nnd prnr.

tice. Millan .
." "

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.;cord portrait ofPlinlimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog
The Spaniel and Its Training. By P. H. P.
Mercer

The Dog, by Idstone
The (ireyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ....
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31

prize dogs; in leather
Youatt on the Dog
Bob, the Spotted Yerrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir

• Cloth

CAOB BIRDS.
Canary Birds. Paper cover

Cloth
Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition

Native Song Birds. George
J. Bamesby.

'.

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby

PIOBON8.
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright

.

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

POULTRY.
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 platea
of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q.Dow.
Domestic Poultry. Saunders
Duck Culture. Rankin .'

'

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; woodcuts. ByHairi-
son Weir

Profitable Poultry Keening. Stephen Bekle
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry for the Many Plantagenet
Poultry Doctor. J. ft. Diehl. . .

Poiiltiy Culture. I. K. Felch
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry A«ao. •

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & I.,ee

The Game Fowl. Cooper '.'.".".

Poultry for the people. Comyns ....'."
Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Coinyns

MISCELLANEOUS.
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Cats
;
Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated)
The Art of Training Animals; paper; il-

. lustraled
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals
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PUBLICATIONS.

BSTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
)2.I0.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C,
England.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,

RABBIT8, CAOE-BIKDS, AC.
It is the recognized English organ on these sub-

jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best English stock advertised in its columns
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 98. IS,
Oppick: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

DOGS.
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Beagles.

ABITCH, 354 YEARS OLD, FOR SALE—

A

fine hunter, not gun-shy. Also a bitch pup,
sired by Little Prince, 5405. Box 326, Glou-
cester, N. J. 5nt

-qEAGLE hounds FROM TWO MONTHS
i » '" t^itT: >cai!. om. Puppies and trainea

stock
; bred from hunting qualities, not reg.

stock. Fine heads, long ears, good size and
form. E. P Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

ILL BUY, SELL OR EXCHANGE NONE
but thoroughbred. Correspondence invited.
Rockland Kennels, H. L. Kreuder, Prop.,
Nanuet, N. Y. 81-84

w
Black and Tan Terriers.

FOR SALE —DOG AND BITCH, BY CHAM-
pion Vortigem; age, twelve months; long,
fashionable cropped ears, up like darts: no
better bred ones living. Edward Lever,
906 Bailey Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 81-83

Bloodhonnds.

JOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
< 3 by Belhua—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,

Fair Haven, Vt.

Bull Terriers.

FOR SALE—THE WELL-KNOWN IMPORT-
ed bull terriers. The Earl (12,000) and Lady
Tarquin (6592), prize winners wherever
shown, and now in challangs class. Also
two good brood bitches. Write for par-
ticulars to James Mcintosh Cox, Sunnyside
Kennels, Box 218, Morristown, N. J., or
Percy C. Ohle, 50 Broadway, New York
City. 82-it

FOR SALE—The imported white bull terrier
Kingcraft, weight 40 pounds, by Champion
Como ; none better in America, grand all
round, perfectly trained and good house
dog ; price J75. For further particulars ad-
dress E. F. Doty, 47 Welliugion Place, To-
ronto, Canada.

Collies.

FR SALE —Young stock from prize win-
ning blood Prices rea.sonable. F. R Cars-
well,

-

Wilmington, Del.

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gayla.ss, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

YOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-
logue. Lake View Kennels, Worcester,
Mass. 7S-tf

DoK Medicines.

O

tf

I
F YOUR DOG IS SICK USE KELLY'S
Worm Cure ; by mail, 50 cents. MangeCure,
50 cents. Distemper Cure, 50 cents. H. F.
Kelly, Providence, R. I. 79-81

Fox Hounds.

*OX HOUNDS FROM BEST PACKSIN PENN-
' sylvania. Send for descriptive li.st. Associ-

ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 1 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Vox. Terriers.

T^R SALE—TWO VERY FINE FOX TERRI-
J^ er Puppies. Color, white with Black and

Tan markings on head. Out of the two licst
dogs in Delaware: ist and special prizes at
the Wilmington Dog Show. These dogs are
sure winners. Address all communications
to N. S. Byron, Wilmington, Del., Care of
Cobb vulcanite Wire Co. 82-it

Y^OR SALE — FOX TERRIERS OF THE
J^ highest breeding. Puppies and young

bitches in whelp at luoaerate prices. Print-
ed pedigrees on application to J. A. Hoffar,
143 N St., Washingfton, D. C. 81 tf.

PUPPIES FOR SALE BY CHAMPION SIRES
out of prize-winning dams. Regent Ken-
nels, Catonsville, Md. b 78-84

Irish Terriers.

FR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,
Chestnut Hill. Philadelphia.

Italian Greyhounds.

FDIGREED ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND
puppies, cheap. W. G. Brunt, Baltimore,
Md. 8. 83-85

Masting.

FOR SALE—FINE MASTIFF PUPPIES,
males fifteen dollars, females ten. Write
for pedigrees. F. IV. Clark. Sharon,Pa. 80-82

ASTIFF BITCH, IN WHELP, $SO—W. G.
Brunt, Baltimore, Md. s. 82-83M

Pugs.

FINE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

)UGS AND PUPPIES,
Brunt, Baltimore, Md.

CHEAP — W. G.
s. 82-83

Babbit Hounds.

RABBIT HOUNDS—GOOD LOOKING NA-
tive l>eagles, guaranteed excellent in the
field at $20 each ; same kind unbroken, |io.
Pedigreed beagles at reasonable prices.
Largest stock in the United States. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St, Phila-
delphia. 83 tf

Setters.

[V)R SALE.—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
^- Mkuijci liuiu, Sciici jjtrrby \_enirai held

trials, 1889. Address H. Clav Glover, 1293
Broadway, New York City. 55-tf^

St. Bernards.

M
•f-JOR SALE.—Pups by Berkshire Prince, reg-" istered and guaranteed. Berkshire Ken-

nels, Hiusdale, Mass. 7H-81

ENTHON KENNELS, Phoenixville, Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

ST. BERNARDS. — Grandly bred; perfect
markings. Lake View Kennels, Worcester,
Mass. 76.if

TWO I^TTERS OF PUPPIES BY ARCH-
duke and Marquis ofStafford. Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels, Germantown, Philadelphia.

s 81-82 tf.

Various.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company J2
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FR SALE—RABBIT HOUNDS, BIRD DOGS,
Bulldogs, Pugs, Fox. Skye and Irish Ter-
riers, etc. H. F. Kelly, Providence, R. I. 79-3

SETTERS AND POINTERS, BROKEN AND
unbroken. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserL'd under

this headingfor 3 centsper word/or each insertion.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph>
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Ca, 33
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Barred Plymouth Books.

M Y ENTIRE YARD FOR SALE, THOMP-
son's strain. J. H. Drevenstedt, James-
burg, N. J.

Chinese Golden Pheasants.

CHINESE GOLDEN PHEASANTS IN
splendid plumage, domesticated, $35 per
pair

; 5 pairs. |2o per pair; young, nearly
grown, J15 per pair ; 5 pairs, $13 per pair;
cocks, superb, )i2 each. James Momson,

82-83 Mr. Schieffelin's place, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Golden Wyandottes.

EXTRA FINE EARLY HATCHED BIRDS
for sale.—Won first at Wilmington Fair.
Address J. E. Smith, Chestnut Hill, Phila-
delphia. 82-86

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

thu headingfor 3 cents per wordfor each insertiott

Bed Caps.
~

CHICKS FOR SALE.
Jamesburg, N. J.

J. H. DREVENSTEDT,

Various.

BLACK MINORCAS FOR SALE OR Ex-
change

; also long-distance homing pigeons.
Good stock given and wanted. Michael A
Donohue,93i Scranton St., Scrantou. Pa.

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks aud bronze turkeys. Prices riaht
E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

JOSEPH J KESTER. KENNET SQUARE, PA
breeder of choice thoroughbred fowls.
Fine breeding and exhibition birds. White
Wyandottes, S. C. Brown Leghorns and
Plymouth Rr^ks. Stamp for Circular.

s 81.84

AND W. WYANDOTTES, 8. C. B. LEG-
^
horns, P. Cochins, also mammoth Pekin
ducks. May hatch, now laying. Prize win-
ners at $1, $2 and 13 each. Twenty firsts,
seven seconds and one sjiecial at Orange
Co. Fair. F. H. Davey. Minisink, N. Y. 81^3

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cenU each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid The
Fanciers' Publishmg Co.

, 32 South Third St..
Philadelphia, Pa.

FINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sche<t-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philade
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 33 South Third SL, PhihKlel-
phia. Pa.

L
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FantaUs.

w Ml 1 E FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.
Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville, Ind. ga-tf

Jacobins.

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus,
^ and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
50-106

Swallows.

i A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
[-, more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all

colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O., breeder o« fiying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Turblts.

W HARRY ORR, Reading, Pa., breeder of
^ wing and solid white turbits exclnsfvely.
His birds took all the first and second pre-

miums at New York show held in Febru-
ary. They were owned by Mr. Gavin. 75.^3

Various.

A'
LL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilson's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

FOR SALE—LOPS, HIMALAYANS, ALSO
Guinea Pigs. James E. Church, Hacken-
aack, N. J. 7y«

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PIGMY POUTERS, PURE WHITE AND
creaniies, Birniinehain rollers, yellow
tumblers, bald heads common tumblers,
pouters, black turbits. Dr. Edward Moore,
Albany, N. V. 81-84

Ix>p Babbits.

FR SALE, CHEAP —A FINE LOP BUCK
rabbit. W. S. Mintnone, 78 Francis Street,
Mobile, Alabama. 8itf

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners in Eng-
land. Fred Stahrer, 119 Abbott Street,
Lawrence. Mass. 73-134

A^rtlsts and £nin*avers.

PRINTING estimatesgiven for Circnlnrs, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lisis, Sched
ules, I.4ibels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber (k
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
oest animal photogr.-.phers in America
whereby we are able to make speclM term*
for our subscribers who wantphotograp'iK
of their dogs. The Fanciers' I'uhliHhiiiK
Co., 33 South Third St., Phlladelphm. pa
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The Best Place to^y

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

K008 FOR HATCHING.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. y^. VAHLE,
30 ) Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
77lf

Homing Pigeons

DAN WILU/.MS, blue checker cock. 1 >

JIMMY C, red checker cock
| £ o
(r <

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen. J t

ALSO TAILBD AND SOLID COLORS IN
OWLS AND TURBITS.

Orders fc youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, PhiUdelphia, Pa.

I AM NOT m TEE FIQEON BUSINESS,

but breed, for A FANCY , blgh cl*s8

FAXTTAIZiS
In fMte, BM,

RedanilYellow,

And hsTA for sal

at lilt limes

TAKEN FROM LIFC

Very Superior Blnli,

nnexcplled in qual-
ity at $2.00 each,
and up. SatUbwjtlon
guaranteed.

Jusx^ Out.

*•••*••••••• PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTBD BV THE

AMERICAN GOLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Completb DEScaiPTioN of thb
Rrcoonized Varieties op Iigkons.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office ou re-

ceipt of price.

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME-

ADDRESS^

THE

SPORTSMEIVS
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Am glad at all times to show my stook.
DO NOT ANSWER POSTAL CARDS.

H. C. NORTON,
Oermantown, Pa.

Or «T 80. Fourth St., PhUada.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition Tor the De-

troit Show.

RLM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting^ Goods,

Sporting Bool<s.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND RKPTILBS

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
' SKINS TANNED. POCKET*AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICLWES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

#»
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Stir|;eon,

71-83 laoa BROADWAY, NEW VOIUC.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

Bv B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how tc

handle a dog after it has been trained in a wav

so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Addres.s

Fanciers' PqIsMde ComDany

AMEllICAN KENNEIj CLITB

Stud BOOK.

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports niid certified prize lists
of the different shows, Stud Book registrnttuits
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

FORM POWDERW FOR DOGS.
$1 by mail. MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y.

33 S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schtnid & Sous,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

STRAWBME & CLOTB

MARKET, EIGHTH and FIBERT VT8..

PHIIiADEIiPHIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

-THE-

ILLUSTRATED

-COOK OF THE DOG-

-BY-

VERO SHAW.
NEW AND REVISED EDITION

NOW PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

Twenty-one parts now out. Price, prepaid, 40
cents each.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

ONLY ONE

yUALlTY

—OP-

BREEDING

STOCK

and that the

BEST

-. Money can

._-^
'^ Secure.

THt; lilKD THEO.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
?
00 miles. I have fifty pairs of well -mated birds
roni the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
f^Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to fleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine diseases.
"COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORlNc;,"

(Post free, 28c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
THE GREATEST EGG PRi HJUCING FOOD.
TTie most Nutritious mid Digfitihle Fiiod for Lay-

ing Hens and for getting alt kinds of
Poultry into .Shnjv Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

ITnequalcd for rearing^ Enrly Chickens.

SPRATTS PATENT PI&ION FOOD.
Reduces the usunl heavy mortality in rearing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap . per cake . 25 cents
Order from vour dealer. Full particulars from

SPIlAl'rS PATENT (America), LIMIT'II,
>39-MS Bast s6th St., New York City. 71.97

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onl^ $125 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO., •

481 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

OAMB BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

vol.,. 5, XO. 10. I

WIIOIJS NO., 88. f

i

PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBER 18, 1890. f PER ANNUM, »8.50.
t SINGLiK COPY, 5o.

?<!(:

BLACK JACOBIN COCK.
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IN THE STUD.
'^Advertisements inserted under this heading at the

Mlowing rales: One inch, single insertion, ti£o;

tS.4ofor the month; Sis Jor three months; $28/or

iur months, and fsojor the year.

KlLLARNEY-^
l(f ENNELS

PURE BRED IR/6H SETTERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

CHAMPION "DICK 8WIVEUER."

NOTED DOGS A.T STUD:

CHAMPION
DICK SWIVELER,
winner of first challenge prize, New York show,
1890; also first and special prizes all over the

United States.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prises, St. Paul show,

1887 and 1888 (only times shown).

FEE $26,

GARRYOWEN IV, Imp.
Grandson of the great Champion GAaKYOWEN

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $26.

To a limited number of bitches of approved
breeding.

Bstended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-
tion.
Bxtra choice Irish puppies by the great Dick

8WIVELBK for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KIt.UA.UNEY KENNBLS,
So-ioi 177 Statb Strbet, Cbicaoo, Ilu

T SHALL HAVB. AT MY KENNRLS FOR A
' short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
rji« propertj; of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a st\Kl dog have proved him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

Sand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents,
nd fee $75.

J. WINCHELL,
55-106 PAIRHAVEN, Vt.

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rales: One inch, single insertion,

ti-SO- tS*o for the month; S'S M three months;

£18 /or six months, and fso /or the year.

po]ilNTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

i888; winner of second F^astern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEB, »50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

470"

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

T STUD, FOX TERRIER

I RECKON 1828^)

sire, Reckoner—Tennis, by Raby Mixer. A
grand young dog with lots of style: beautiful
neck good head, Dig bone, best of legs and very
small feet, excellent Ixjdy. well ribbed. Stud
cards on applicatiou. To a few approved bitches.
Pee, $10. Photos, 25c. Address

G. W. PRICE,
83-86 I". O. Box 163, Philadelphia, Pa.

IRISH 8BTTBRS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NOREBN.

GLENMAR
(13436) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNBEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CI.OUD KENNELS,
62tf Tremont. N. Y.

Redllrish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, (35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog ol

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, J25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of^ second prize, puppy
class, at Ivondon, Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
Uon.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cakk W. H. Weiss,

4J-94 Betblehem, Pa.

DLACK AND TAN TBRRIBR,

VORTIGERN II

AT STUD
Sire. Old Champion Vortigern. Weight, eigh-

teen pounds Long, lean head; rich mahogany
tan. This Rraiul young dog combines the blood
of the ceWhrnttd I-jiglish Clinmpions Hurk, Lord
George, Prince George and Kenwood Queen.

iost the dog to breed to dark colored bitches.

ee, $15. Address EDWARD LEVER,
81-107 906 Bailey St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS
AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

Grand Companions, Ratters and Watch Dogs.

AT STUD

XHE SENATOR,
FEE, «15.

ROCHELLE KENNELS,
75tf B0X862, NewRochelle, N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

-HOUSE — ^^S^r^i^^O

AND

r F»ET DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST PVBLISHP.D -_ PRICE, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single inserliont

f'-So;tseo for the month; tfs for '*'^«' months
Sag for SIX months, and Sio for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

FOR SALE
Collies

Irish Terriers

Schipperkes

We have for sale a few first-clas« collie pups by
the wonderful stud dog,

CHRISTOPHER
Also three grand brood bitches (with easy terms

to any of our stud dogs.)

A FEW WELL-BRED

IRISH TERRIERS

AND THREE VERY TYPICAL

SCHIPPERKES

For prices, etc.,

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
rhpKlniit Hill Philndelohia.

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

53-104

IJiLLsiDE Kennels,
LANCASTER, MASS.

THEJCENNEL^
Adwtrlisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

S'io; Ss -40 /or the month; S15 for three months;

Sr8 for six months, and SS" /or theyear.

sCOXCH....! OLI^IES

FORDHOOK KENNELS
Are among the largest in America devoted ex-
clusively to the breMing of Kough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhtwk Squire, a son of Cn. The
Squire; Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a sou of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and free
descriptions. Also one litter sired oy the world's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE A, CO.,
79-'30 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Fox Terriers^ ~-)

-FOR SALE-

Frora thoroughbred stock and the best strains.

Circulars on application to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS.
80 92 p. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.

FOX XERRIERS.
Mr. James Mortimer offers for sale all his

Fox Terriers, smooth and wire-haired, without
reserve, including Suffolk Risk, the young dog
which made such a sensational debut at the last

W. K. C. Show; Suffolk Rarity, the open and
bitch puppy winner at Boston; the well-known
wires Suffolk Toby, Settler and Vixen and a
grand lot of brood bitches and puppies eligible

to compete for the Fox Terrier Club's Grand
Produce Stakes. For particulars apply to

F*edigreea Printed

IN

ATTRACTIVE FORM-
AT MODERATE PRICES.

AX THIS OFFICE.

82-85

JAS. MORTIMER,
Babylon, I,. I.

Dogs for Sale— —rr'

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

0900DBURY Kennels,

CITY OFFICE, 135 8. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

"DTTPCI ^^^'^ ^"^ HEADQUARTERS
I I llTn Y°""K stock bred from
1 UUU Prize winners, J20 to $50.

If you've a bitch to breed, here's the

CT'TTlll Eberhart's Cashier (1.1901). Fee, >I5
<J i-yj^J

I Bradford Ruby II (9720). Fee, $15.

T>TT/^ C; I John Bull,imported (17093). Fee.Jis.
X^UiXOI DouKlass II (11.804). Fee, lio.

Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to all.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati, O.
82-108 The leading Pug Kennels of America.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOU lb. Bag,
Granulated Bone, " lOO
Ground Beef
8orap(t, - - •

Calclte, - - -

Crushed Flint,
Crushed Oyster
Shells,

100
SOU

SOO

93.00
8.7S

a.00
«.oo
S.OO

s.oo
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped proraply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DKMPWOLF & CO.,

42-^3 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.
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MENTIONING The Journal.

FIXTURES.

Dog Sho-ws.
Dec. 10-16.—Fifth annual bench show of the

Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Rockford, III. John Teague, secretary.

Dec. 30-Jan. .^.— First bench show of the Buck-
eye Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at?Can-
toti, O. James Sterling, secretary, 39 Nojth
inuikci Sircci.

Field Trials.

Nov. 3.—Second annual field trials of the
Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Out. C. A.
Stone, Toronto. Ont., secretary.
Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-

ana Kennel Club, at Bicknell,Ind., P. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary.
Nov. 4.—National Beagle Club, at Hyannis,

Mass. F. W. Chapman, secretary, Melrose.
Mass.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

Eastern eld Trials Club, at Otterbum Springs,
Va. W. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retary.

liec. 1.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-
tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

Dec. 15.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh
annual field trials at Deatonsville, Va.

Poultry and Pigeon Shows
Nov. 8-12.—Southern Exposition, Montgomery,

Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Kackham,
superintendent. East Orange, N. 1.

Nov. 11-15.—Chattahoocljee Valley Exposition,
at Columbus, Ga. Cliff B. Grimes, secretary.
Dec. 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Rockford. A. H. Currier,
secretar-
Dec

Stock Association, Battle Creek, Mich. M. C
Heffron, secretary.
Dec. 10-12.—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock

Association. Brockton, Mass. William F. Bond,
secretary. Box 795.
Dec. 22-27.—Berks County Poultry, Pigeon and

Pet Stock Club, at Reading, Pa. W. S Miller,
secretary.
Dec. 17 20.—Western Massachusetts Poultry

Association, at Springfield, Mass. S. W. Craig,
secretary.

Dec. 16-20.—Eastern Iowa Poultry Association,
at MaquokeU, Iowa. N. J. Rankin, secretary.
Nov. 13-22.-Fat stock and poultry show, at

Chicago, III. George Reed, .superintendent.
Jan. 1,1-16.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Amsterdam, N. Y. Will C.
House, Fry's Bush, N. Y secretary.
Jan. 31-Feb. 4.—Grand International Pigeon

show, Cincinnati, O. George Ewald, secretary.

:tary.

c. 16-19.—Centnil Michigan Poultry and Pet
Creek " '

'

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The S^nish Student.

There have thus far been twenty-uine

entries in the All-Aged sUke and twenty-
three entries in Memnbers' stake of the

Philadelphia Kennel Club, more than
double the number entered at any pre-

vious trials. A complete list will be pub-
lished next week.

* «

The attention of the members of the
P. K. C. is called to secretary Brown's
notice, printed on another page, of a
meeting of the club, to be held next
Thursday evening at 8 P. M.

"No respecUble exhibitor in England
will countenance such abuse as this,

which appears in the American Fan-
cier's Journal. Speaking of the com-
mittee of the Kennel Club it says," etc.

We take this paragraph from the English
Stock-Keeper in order that we may in-

form its editor that we did not make the

statement which that journal proceeded
to quote. It appeared in one of our
weekly communications, and we cer-

tainly do not hold ourselves ready to

endorse the various opinions advanced
by our correspondents. So far as the
English Kennel Club is concerned, we
know little about its management and
care less. It has been guilty of gross

favoritism, and in the language of Mr.
James E. McKillop it "is too autocratic,

too exclusive and is not a representative

body."

#%
At the meeting of the Executive Com-

mittee of the English Setter Club, held at

Percy C. Ohl's oflSce, 50 Broadway, New
York, the committee on the proposed
new standard reported and same was
read at the meeting. A copy will be
mailed each member of the club and the

sporting press, and will be brought be-

fore the meeting of the club to be held

at the secretary's office Thursday, October

23, at 1 .30 o'clock. Messrs. H. B. Duryea,
T. G. Davey, Frank Windbolz and J.

Brett were elected members ; also Doctor
Rowe, of the American Field. A silver

medal for each dog and bitch English
setter, of the best bench show form
entered at the Eastern, Central and
Southern field trials will be awarded by
the club. There will be certain condi-

tions governing these awards, Mr. P.

Lorillard, Jr., donating these medals to

the club. Doctor Rowe likewise offers

a |ioo silver cup, to be competed for

annually, for the best dog or bitch, th«
cup to be known as the American Field

Cup, and to become the property of any-
one winning it three times. Much en-

thusiasm was shown, and the English
Setter Club will doubtless be t^t strong-

est specialty cluh we have.

kennels and the cage containing the

animal was loaded into it. In the course

of transportation to the railroad station

the cage was thrown from the wagon and
broken, the dog severely injured in the

side and liberated. She was abroad
twenty-four hours and when found she

was suffering from her wouuds, and also

from the exposure. Since that time the

ani^ual has never recovered from her
injuries ; and though up to that time pro-

ductive, is now barren, although twice

having been bred to good dogs.

•••

Mr. Winchell at once served notice on
the express compauy that he would hold

them responsible for the injuries to the

bitch and suit was instituted by his

attorneys. At the trial last week the

plaintiff showed that the barrenness of
the bitch was a great pecuniary loss to

him, it being set up in evidence that

from three litters from her, Mr. Winchell
had realized over $2oc».

••.

The defendant company plead irre-

sponsibility for the acts or omissions of
iU local agent ; and further that at the
time of the accident there had been no
delivery of the animal to defendant. It

was pleaded that the delivery and collec-

tion of express in the village was done
by a private arrangement with the local

agent, who owned the horse and wagon

fendant company was not responsible for

accidents in delivery or collections,

claiming not to be responsible as com-
mon carriers until the articles were de-

livered to their agent at the station. The
case was ably conducted on both sides,

and much evidence ofan expert character

introduced to establish the nature of the

injuries the animal had received. The

of decisions which overthrow the de-

fense were quoted by plaintiff's counsel.

•
• •

Expert veterinary testimony iutroduced
by both parties to the action agreed as to

the fact that the barrenness from which
the animal suffers was caused so'ely by
injuries received at the time of the acci-

dent ; and that the animal might again

become productive, though the time
which might elapse before productive-

ness returned was a matter of great uncer-

tanity. The judge charge<l the jury at

lenght, advising them as to the points of
law involved. The jury retired and after

a short deliberation returned with a ver-

dict for plaintiff in |ioou damages.

•

ing their passage.' When field trials are
conducted in a manner calculated to force
dog trainers to prove beyond doubt that
their work has been thoroughly done,
will be time enou);h to discuss other mat-
ters of less importance which seems to
now occupytheir attention.

«

"Style and quality are two favorite

features in the field dog that have been
instrumental in placing a favorite dog,
possibly a duffer, at the head of the pro-
cession. 'Bird sense' is another favorite

feature? It has been defined by some
learned individual as a dog that shows
good judgement in his work on birds;
locating promptly, etc. NotwithsUnd-
ing the number of times a dog may
promptly locate and point birds, the
judges are directed to pay tio attention

to the fact but decide heats strictly on
quality . Quality never having been de-
fined allows the judges to decide a heat
about as they please. No one can object
to judges acting their own pleasure when
so allowed by rules under which owners
enter and run dogs.

*
• •

"Handlers sometimes express their
ideas very forcibly among themselves,
but seldom to their patrons. Occasion-
ally a dog trainer openly criticises the
action ofjudges while they are perform-
ing their duty according to rules ? Such

used for the purpose ; and that the de-f individuals have low foreheads, are weak
minded or victims of some disease of the
brain. Dog owners are directly interested

and should take an active part in the
management of field trials, insist upon
the adoption of rules that are explicit

and define every quality under consider-

ation, so that judges should be relieved

of much of the responsibility and power
in them now vested. The pay of handlers

J MOV VAAV. D<»4J

Our Illustration.

We are indebted to the Fanciers' Ga-
zette for our frontispiece this week. It

is a portrait of Mr. J. Wilkin's black ja-

cobin cock, winner of first and challenge
cup at the Crystal Palace, first and cup
at Birmingham, first at Portsmouth and
many other prizes. Mr. Wilkin has
one of the finest studs of jacobins ever
brought together, and he is the breeder of
some of the finest specimens ever shown
in England.

• •

We congratulate Mr. J. L. Winchell on
the successful termination of his suit

against the National Express Company,
to recover damages for injuries to his

valuable English mastiff bitc% Boss'

Minnie.

•%
The history of this interesting case is

as follows : On October 26, 1889, Mr. J.

L. Winchell, proprietor of the Green
Mountain Kennels, notified the agent of

the National Express Company to call at

the kennels for a cage containing the

valuable dog referred to, which was to be

expressed to Huntington, L. I., where it

was intended to breed her to Dr. Derby's

Pharaoh. The express van called at the

We have received a letter from a well-

known field trial handler upon the sub-

ject of " What 18 style ? " The writer's

modesty prompts him to request us not

to publish his communication, but as it

is too good to be consigned to the waste

basket, we give it herewith without name
or address. This experienced handler

says :
" Having devoted all of my spare

moments to field shooting as a recreation

in early life, and for the past eleven years

as a profession,! have gathered much infor-

mation of a general character connected

with my calling, which is both original

and practical . I can further add that a

great portion of the information I have

gaiued, by hard practical work in the

field, is in direct conflict with much of

the trash with which the sporting public

have been glutted for years by so-called

'authorities," What the sportsmen of

America are in need of is a less number of

paper dog trainers and more actual dog
trainers, who perform their duty to their

patrons so thoroughly that gentlemen can

enjoy a day's sport afield without 'work-

or win. It is not their 'funeral,' and the
only interest they can possibly have is

very similar to that of 'paid mourner.' "

•%
As will be seen in our advertising col-

umns, Mr. R. J. Sawyer offers for sale

the entire stock of the Mascot Kennels'
St. Bernards. Mr. Sawyer's best known
stud dog is Mascot Bernard, who is a full

brother to the noted Sir Bedivere. Mr.
Sawyer has a very good smooth coat in

Mascot Royal, who is by Champion
Victor Joseph. His brood bitches are a

fine lot of fashionable pedigree.

••*

The Forest and Stream Publishing

Company has lately published a book
on "House and Pet Dogs ; Their Selec-

tion, Care and Training." It describes in

an interesting manner all that is neces-

sary to know of the subjects upon which
it treats. The book will be in great de-

mand among owners of these dogs, as we
have frequently been asked for just such

a guide as this publication will be to all

owners or would-be owners of house or

pet dogs.

• •

The same firm has just published a

volume entitled "The .Spaniel and Its

Training," written by F. H. F. Mercer.

As we have not yet had an opportunity

to peruse the book we can only give our

impressions after a hasty examination.

It is entertainingly written and seems to

contaiu all that is necessary to teach a

sportsman how to select and train his

dogs. Mr. Mercer is original in his

methods and his work will be read with

interest by sportsmen who never used and
probably never will use a spaniel as a

field dog. We hope the book will draw
attention to the many goo<l qualities of

the spaniel as a sportsman's dog.
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FITZ-POODLE'

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

Ivooking Side-ways—i.

BY HIBERNIA.

XXI t.

Of late I have been giving considerable

attention to the study of hypnotism.

After seeing Professor Donato make his

subjects do exactly as he told them, I

made up my mind if I could acquire the

art I would put Aunt Bess to sleep and

make her increase my allowance. I at-

tended all the exhibitions given by the

celebrated professor and had several pri-

vate interviews with him. He informed

me that to be a successful practitioner of

the art it was necessary always that the

subject be of inferior will power to the

hypnotizer. He also said in my case the

difficulty would be to find such a person.

This information, while somewhat les-

sening my enthusiasm, did not prevent

me from carrying out my experiments.

One evening just after dinner, when
Aunt Bess seemed in a most excellent

humor, I looked at her intently across

the table and made several mysterious

passes with my hands, as I had seen the

professor do.

Aunt Bess, however, was not a suitable

subject, because she said :

"Fitz, I never thought you had much
sense. This you cannot be held account-

able, for as you inherit it from your

mother's side, but I never before thought

that you were actually crazy. What do

you mean by looking at me in this way,

and making such idiotic movements with

your hands ? I'll call in Doctor Browt)

to-morrow and have him examine you
;

if he thinks proper I'll send you to a pri-

vate asylum."-

Disgusted with my success in hypnotiz-
ing my Aunt I put on my hat and rushed
around to the club room.

Beside the colored steward there was
only one person there—Charley Daucey
—a delicate young mau with a passion
for pugs.

I saw at a glance that he was in a
proper state to be hypnotized. He
shouted as I entered :

"What you'll have, old boy ?"

"Lemon and appolinaris," I replied.

"My doctor has advised me to drink
gin and milk to fatten me up, and I've

improved ever so much since I've been
following his perscriptions. Ain't I,

Andy ?" The last sentence was addressed
to the steward.
"Deed you is, sah," replied thatebony-

hned individual. "If you keep on
drinkin' them gin-milkses, you'll be so
heavy after awhile dat you won't be able
to get out of yer chair."

Here was an opportunity not to be lost,

80 I looked Daucey in the eye and made
the regulation passes before his face.

"Wasser you doing?" he feebly in-

juired as I fascinated him with my eagle
eye, tlien he went into a profound sleep.

"Look heah, sah," cried the steward,
who had been watching me with amaze-
ment, "stop dat, j'ou is hoodooing dat
gentleman. I won't have it, sah."
Making a few passes with my hands at

the colored interferer, I put him to flight

and was left aloue with my subject
"Now," said I to Daucey, "I want you

to go back to the year 1883, May 10, and
visit the dog show at the Madison Square
Gardens and tell me what you see. Get
a catalogue and visit all the various
classes."

"I am ready," said my subject.

"What is the first class?"
"Mastiffs."
"What dog won the champion prize ?"

"Nevison."
"How does he look ?"

"He has a bandage tied around one of
his hind legs, and he knuckles over
badly."
"What would he win if shown to-day ?"

"Not even a letter, I believe."

"How about the other entries ?"

"There is nothing except Dolly Varden

that would brinjj I25 if put up at auction

before the mastiff breeders of the pres-

ent."
"Now go to the St. Bernards."

"I am standing before them."
"What wins in the champion class ?"

"A curly-coated mongrel called Nemo."
"The winner of the open class?"

"A nice, typical little dog named
Bonivard. Except in size he has few

equals among the dogs of to-day. The
ticking on the white of his face adds
much to his appearance."
"What is there is ^eyhouuds ?"

"Nothing but Friday Night that ap-

proaches our present exhibits."

"In Deerhounds ?"

"Four entries, none of much account."
"In pointers?"
"A lot of workmanlike dogs, mostly

bred by Mr. Orgill."

"In setters?"
"Some very excellent ones as to their

looks for field qualifications, including

Plantagenet, Emperor Fred, Prince of

Vernon, Petrel III and Fairy II."

"Now look at the Gordons."
"Nothing except Turk that we find iu

the pedigrees of the present winners."
"What a»K)Ut Irish setters ?"

"Considerably better classes than they

are to-day. There are Glencho, Chief
and a host of other good ones. They are

larger in size and better in head than the

winners of the present."
"State your opinion of the next class."

"This is spaniels, and except the

crooked-legged Beau, all appear as if they
could stand a day's work in the stubble

or marsh. From the contrast between
the spaniels of then and now I should
think that for practical use this breed is

retrograding."
"Look at beagles."
"There is nothing to see, only three or

four entries, and excfept Myrtle, all bad
ones according to present ideas."

"Are there any foxhounds?"
"A few, but all of the English sort."

"How are the fox terriers ?"

"A good class, but not up to present

ideas as to type."
"Now look over the collies."

"The winner in the champion class is

a spitz-headed dog with a soft coat and
light eyes, called Robin Adair. The bal-

ance are dogs that would not fetch |io
apiece if sold at the present time, and the

winner is the worst of the lot."

"Are there any bull dogs ?"

"Outside of Moses the class is filled

with short-headed business bull terriers,

and he is not much else."

"In bull terriers ?"

"Nothing that would receive a letter at

the present day."
"In black and tan terriers?"

"A few, but heavier built, with differ-

ent type of head from the present win-
ners."
"Are there any Dandie Dinmonts ?"

"Only one good one called Kelpie; she
is as good as any I've seen of late."

"Any Irish terriers ?"

"Several, but none that could be placed
to-day. Garryowen, of the white nose, is

the winner."
"Any skyes?"
"Yes, five; and one quite as gpod as

any of the present day; he is called Jim."
"How are the pug classes ?"

"Well filled, but the winner of the
champion class is a large coarse dog
ca'led George, and Dr. Cryer wins in' the
op)eti bitch classes with specimens he
would hardly show at the present time."
"The toy terrier classes ?"

"Just about of the same as are now
shown, although the Yorkshires are not
as good as some we now meet with."
"Anything else worth looking at ?"

"One Blenheim called Tillie might win
now, but nothing else that according to

present ideas is worth much more tliati

the entrance fee."

At this juncture I was interrupted by
the appearance of the steward, who came
in flourishing a razor.

"Look heah, sah !" he shouted, ap-

C
reaching me threateningly, "dis 'ere

us'ness hab got to stop. I've just honed
my razor and I'll shave you, sah, close

'nuff to draw blood if you don't stop dis

hocxloo bus'ness right off."

My attention being drawn from my
subject, he gave a yawn or two and sleep-

ily said :

"Andy, give me 'nother gin an' milk."
So ended my hypnotic experiments for

the present.

The guLL Dog.

Grasshopper in Live Stock Journal.

It has been ascribed to the British

army that it never knows when it is

beaten, and that for bull dog courage and

endurance under difficulties no soldiers

can compare with those of England. The

application of the term bull dog courage,

as above, thus shows that this variety of

dog long ago gained a national standing

in this country, and became associated

with all that was daring and courageous.

The early exploits of the bull dog have,

to a great extent, implanted in that

animal the attributes which have been

handed down from generation to genera-

tion, for there can be no doubt that when

bull-baiting was first introduced only

those dogs which possessed the indom-

itable pluck which was necessary to

grapple with the bull were encouraged,

and so that quality has been transmitted

to their offspring, until it has become

part of their nature.

There is, however, considerable differ-

ence in the bull dogs which were used for

bull fights in Spain (the home of the

sport) aud those which we now see upon

the show bench in this country. The

Spanish dogs are larger and higher on

the leg, and, like most of their confreres

on the continent, are longer in face and

have cropped ears. This almost leads

oiie to believe that the dogs originally

used in England for bull-baiting and the

slaughter shop upwards of 500 years ago

were of much the same character as the

foreign dogs, and that when their work
in the fighting arena was discontinued

they almost Secame extinct, and were
not resuscitated until about the com-
mencement of the present century. The
breed was then taken up by men of posi-

tion and influence.

At this time a change for the better

was in store, and although at first any-
one who had any interest iu bull dogs
was looked upon with distrust, th>; feel-

ing soon wore off, and when dog shows
were instituted it was found that bull

dogs, notwithstanding their repulsive ap-

pearance, had found homes in the kennels
of the aristocracy, and had even ^one so

far as to obtain the enviable position of
ladies' pets. At one p)eriod of the bull

dog's existence it was the companion of
the greatest roughs in the land, and
sometimes had to put up with hard fare,

fjesides being used for nghting. It was
quite natural that it should take up the
habits of those with whom it was asso-

ciated, and became more or less ferocious.

This led to its gaining the name of being
savage, which it has never been able to

shake off, except with those who are in-

timately connected with its habits.

Some writers do not hesitate to state

that the bull dog is wanting in sagacity,

and that, in fact, it has a smaller brain

iu proportion to its size, than any other
dog. Whether this is really so or not
has never been proved. There is, appar-
ently, a stupid look about some bull

dogs, but this may be accounted for in

the same way as their presumed fierce-

ness. There are, however, others which
have been reared in the lap of luxury,

with plea.sant associations, who display

quite as much intelligence as the gener-
ality of other dogs, with the advantage
of l)eing more trustworthy. It can safely

be said of bull dogs that unless they are
unduly irritated, a stranger may handle
them with as little fear of being bitten as

by any other of the larger or smaller
breeds.
The peculiarities of the bull dog, when

at its natural sport, were that it always
attacked the head of the bull, aud, when
once it grasped the animal by the nose,

held its grip so firmly that it could not
be shaken off. This quality it still retains,

and, as then, silently fights its battles,

which generally end in the death of one
ofthe combatants, unless thev are choked
off.

Great strides have been made in the
last twenty years, and the formation of
the Bull Dog Club was a signal for further

improvements in the breed. At this time
good stock was foimd to work upon ; and
shortly, by the efforts of a few breeders.

the dog show benches began to be so well

filled that it was found necessary to draw
up a scale of weights by which they
might be classified, and classes were ar-

ranged for large dogs sixty pounds and
upwards ; large bitches fifty tx>unds and
upwards ; dogs over forty-five pounds and
not exceeding sixty pounds ; bitches over
thirty-five pounds and not exceeding fifty

pounds ; dogs not exceeding forty-five

pounds, and Ditches not exceeding thirty-

five jxmnds.
In build the bull dog is strong and

muscular. The head is the most import-

ant feature ; the skull is large, wide, and
rather flat ; the ears, which are small and
thin, set slightly high, but wide apart,

and half turned over, neither being close

to the head nor stand upright. The eyes

are dark in color, fairly large, and also

set wide apart. At the side of the skull

the cheek-bumps are strongly developed.
The stop between the eyes is deep and
distinct, and runs well up the forehead.

The under jaw, which has an upward
turn, is wide and longer than the upper.

which is apparently drawn back. The
nose, which is large and black in color, is

as close as possible to the eyes ; this is

considered most important, as the more
the nose is laid back the better the dog is

able to breathe when holding on to

another animal. The teeth are covered
by the lips, and are not seen when the

dog is in repose. The lip or chap which
gives character to the head is deep and
full. Great length from the eye to the

ear is required, and the nostrils are large

and open, the whole head being covered
with loose skin or wringles. The mouth,
when opened, displays strong teeth, set

in powerful jaws. The neck has a

heavy dewlap, and is muscular. The
shoulders oblique, with deep and wide
chest. The forelegs are well out at el-

bows, and heavy in muscle, particularly

on the outside, and the feet are rather

split up. The ribs are well sprung. The
back snort, with arched loin, the hind-
quarters being rather cut away, and hind
legs longer than the fore, more power
apparently being in the fore than the
hindquarters. The tail is short, and set

rather low, and, if slightly bent down or

knotted, it is considered an advantage.

The hocks are slightly turned in. Great
stress IS placed by judges on the way a

bull dog carries itself, the correct swing
of the body being an absolute necessity.

The coat is short and rather fine in tex-

ture.

Amongst the early dogs which have
been instrumental in producing the fine

class of bull dogs which are now broug^ht

out, may be meutioned Tumbler the sire

of AcroDat, and that pillar of the Stud-

Book, Turton's Crib, of whom no less an
authority than Mr. J. W. Berrie says that

in his best days he could give points and
a beating to any bull dog which is now
on the show bench, hence it cannot be
wondered that his name so often appears
in the best pedigrees. From his progeny
King Dick, Sir Anthony, Sepoy Sancbo,
Panza, Gamester and Monarch have
sprung a fine team of winners, which
have reproduced their good qualities in

many of the prize dogs of the present
day ; but p>erhap8 the greatest share falls

to Gamester, who, amongst many others,

produced Bend Or, who is the sire of
Rustic King, who, with Grabber, stands
quite at the head of the tribe. From
Monarch came the grand little Monarch
III, Britomartis and Wheel of Fortune,
all of which are stars of the first water

;

and from Sancho Panza came Cervantes
and Bellissima.

Other good dogs which cannot be
passed over are Master Gully, Ajax,
King Dick II, Doon Brae, Slenderman,
King Cole, Smasher, Gambler, Nell
Gwynne, Apollo, Faust, Gladstonekoff,
Julius Caisar, Diogenes, Queen Mab,
Royal George, Bird of Freedom, Surplice,

Taurus, Big Ben, Lady Stewart, Ida,

Donna Sol, Ariel, Black Prince, Bella

Donna, Jenny Howlett II aud Don Pedro.
Amongst the best breeders and exhibitors
of the present day are : Mr. S. E. Shirley,

Rev. W. J. Mellor, Messrs. J. W. Berrie,

J. S. Pybus-Sellon, Captain Holdsworth,
Mr. W. H. and Mrs. Sprague, Mrs. Ida
Roberts, Mr. P. Beresford-Hope, Dr.

Lyddon, Messrs. F. Adcock, A. Benjamin

J. H. Ellis, B. W. Donkiu, R. LI. Price,

A. M. Hodgson, F. Kershaw, A. Pember-
ton, J. Heushall, A. Best, R. Fulton, H.
Layton, C. E. Bartlett, J. Peace, J. W.
Gurney, G. Raper, J. Bowman, G. Taylor,

Webster Adams, A. George, Underdown
and Nichols, F. Stevens, H. Towsley and
G. J. Padbury.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

Special Correspondence.

A cold (obsolete)—catarrh (medicEval)

—la grippe (modern)—everlasting sneez-

ing—no news—twelve o'clock at night

—

the printer's devil yelling for copy—to-

morrow morning. Take it all in all, it

is a pretty combination for a man where

livelihood depends on giving any one of

these luxuries a wide berth. But such is

the remorselessuess of fate. Never con-

tent with administering its doses by in-

stalments, they must all be taken at one

gulp. With the heroism of a Garibaldi I

w ill make a supreme effort in order that

the thousands of readers shall not be dis-

appointed for even one week.

In primis I must refer to my previous

notes concerning my remarks anent J. W.
and wins at A. K. C. shows. A printer's

error completely alters the complexion of

one of the sentences. According to last

week's issue I am made to say : "He

(J. W.) took one of the Irish correspond-

ent's (Espan) pars, in the Turf sensation."

What I intended should be said was

:

"He took one of the Irish corresjxjnd-

ent's (Espan) pars, in the Turf, seriatitn.

or course the word Turf means the Turf,

Field and Farm.

Talking of Turf, sensation, etc., re-

minds me of an allusion made by the

Turf, Field and Farm's Irish correspond-

ent to Memoir's winning the last Leger.

Readers may be aware, though it is more
than probable they don't know, neither

perhaps-do they care, that Memoir hit

herself in her stall prior to the classic

rare referred to and had to be let iin in

her work at the most critical part of her

preparation. Owing to this, from being

favorite or one of the favorites she de-

clined to remunerative odds, but won all

the same. From these circumstances the

Turf, Field and Farm's Irish correspond-

ent wonders if it was not the same kind

of a let up that enabled Faugh-a-Ballah

to win at long odds. The Irish corre-

spondent may write in the correct lingo

of the Emerald Isle, but even to hint, no
matter how slightly, that this year's

winner of t' Leger was supposed to have
hit herself in order that her connections

could secure better odds evidence but a

superficial knowledge of English turf

matters. Perhaps he only wanted an ex-

cuse to show readers generally that he
had a slight smattering of equine knowl-
edge as well as doggy. If so we will

forgive him this little exhibition of van-

ity, but sincerely trust it will never hap-

pen again. Please Messrs. (I think there

is a pleurality) Ashpan, Dustpan or any
other pan confine yourselves to the lingo

of Ould Oireland so green. It is far more
enjoyable from the fact that no one can

possibly understand you.

Whilst referring to Espan one cannot
help touching upon the clouded halo

which at present envelopes the Turf,

Field and Farm. That they have lost

their editor is apparent, for a more un-

healthy mass of matter never appeared in

that highly respected weekly. "Gentle-
men, gentlemen, and you are gentlemen,
gentlemen, do remain to be gentlemen,
gentlemen" (vide last week's issue).

What with old Dominion and Doctor
Whittaker, Messrs. Malcolm, Espan
and Mercer, and one or two other smaller
fry, the columns are certainly replete

with sensationalism. One admires Mr.

Mercer's chivalry in standing up for his

friend, W. W., of Hulton, Pa., but at the

same time there was a good deal of truth

contained in Mr. Malcolm's crude letter,

and Mr. Malcolm is nothing if not

vehemently crude, therefore allowing for

that gentleman's unvarnished way of

putting things, surely Mr. Mercer was a

little hasty in espousing the cause of the

member from Hulton. It also strikes

me as pot calling the kettle black when
Mr. Mercer complains of Mr. Malcolm's

effervescent language, seeing that the

gentleman whom he champions can, has

and will often and frequently written in

the same—shem—florid style.

I can understand Mr. Mercer's feeling

of indignation. I also have the greatest

respect for him, but evidently from his

communication what is "all right" and
the "k'rect card" in W. W., is a cat of

quite another color if anyone else follows

on the same lines. When W. W. has

pursued the same course as the rabid

gentleman from Baltimore, neither Mr.
Mercer nor anyone else has thought fit to

espouse the object of W. W.'s ire. Cer-

tainly the latter's language is generally

less retuperative, less violent, but there

is too much of a muchness for the one to

be championed and the other not.

Since I have been in this country it

has struck me very forcibly that anyone
who questions an assertion of W. W. is

by that gentleman at once proclaimed

"too brash." (I suppose I am "too
brash " at the present moment.) But on
the other hand oppose somebody' else,

that's all right, perfectly serene. I have

not yet heard of Espan or many others

who are always picking holes as being

thing of theirs that rubbed W. W. the

wrong way. All this points to the fact

that unless W. W. is treated as an oracle,

he who fails in this respect is "too
brash." Mr. Malcolm jumps up, says a

good many things that are true, not

chosen in the language which I and many
others might select, but says them in the

language with which he has been accus-

tomed, and the language which he has

used hundreds and hundreds of times.

Yet he awakens the fact that he is a

mud slinger, etc., etc. May be he is,

may be he isn't. Taken in the light of

present canine literature he is decidedly

not. There is one thing certain about Mr.

Malcolm. He has not yet shown a par-

tiality for rushing into print and discus-

sing, at the slightest opportunity, any
given subject from the points of a hippo-

potamus to the quality of a bale of cot-

ton.

l^ndoubtedly there is an undesirable

tendency in all doggy discussions (at the

present moment) to be "far too fresh"—

I

dare say I am—but one can hardly blame
the authors when the papers publish such

matter, thereby encouraging what I am
sure everyone in their hearts would pre-

fer not to be permitted. And until edi-

tors consign all communications written

in this extremely vituperative vein to the

waste paper basket, just so long will such

a state of affairs exist.

The two pug puppies imported by Mrs.

Mayhew recently have both succumlied

to the inevitable ; also a King Charles

which came over at the same time, be-

longing to Mr. Thomas.

Talking of pugs reminds me I saw in

the American Field, or one of the other

weeklies, a letter about the Morrison
strain of that breed. Of course in the

older days it was customary to term a

specimen of any variety if it came from
some old and noted breeder, as being of

his strain. This was the case with Mr.

Morrison, as it was with Lord Willoughby,
the latter because he was a lord, I sup-

pose, having become far more renowned.
But all the same the plebiau had quite as

good if not better pugs, was an older

fancier, and in fact through him Lord
Willoughby got his best. In the cata-

logue issued at the latter's death, when
his pugs were disposed of, it will be found
that the most of them contained a half if

not two-thirds of the Morrison blood.

The latter as a rule were apricot, excel-

ling in expression, while those that Lord
Willoughby first started with were silver

fawns, generally low to the ground, with

pinched faces. I once met Mr. Morrison
when quite a small youngster, and his

kindliness of manner and jovial, jolly

face so impressed me that I remember
him now as distinctly as if it were only

yesterday.

In those days trotting had not reached

the low ebb in England it has now, and
prominent amongst owners was Mr. Mor-
rison. He had several cracker jacks I

know, but could not for the life of me
say who they were, or what was their

record. Any pug fancier visiting London
by taking the train to Walham Green
Station will land directly opposite the

hostelry kept by Morrison, of pug fame.

The original has been pulled down, and
in its place is a highly decorated, what is

termed here, saloon. I did hear where
Mr. Morrison got his pugs from, but for

the moment cannot recall it to memory.
However, it is certain if it had not been
for him, many of the pugs now in ex-

istence would never have been heard of.

Brittle.

BRITTLE SCORED.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Doubtless " Brittle" was taking

a bit of what he thought was innocent

fun in his allusions to Mr. Fellows last

week, but he ought to know that he was
hurting the feelings of a most worthy

man ; one who has a larger share of the

affections of his doggy friends than any
other man in the fancy. Verj-, very few
men have been so bufieted by storms of
adverse fortune as Mr. Fellows, and none
ever carried a braver spirit
Perhaps " Uncle Dick " will not thank

me for this note, as no gamecock was
ever hatched who was quicker to answer
a challenge to battle, and none ever car-

ried sharf)er spurs or "staid by" his
antajjonist longer, and I assure " Brittle"
that if he lets his fancy run away with his
sober judgment in this style he " will

get to the bottom " very suddenly.

Yours truly, W. Wade.
Hulton, Pa., Oct. 15, 1890.

A Very Sagacious Dog.

From the Ventura Gazette.

A* Mexican in the employ of Messrs. I'letra and
Cardac, as a sheep herder, is ably assisted by a

large shepherd dog, 10 years old. About a week
ago he bet his dog and a year's work against $100

that the dog would stay on the ranch alone, un-

attended by auy human being, for five days

;

that the animal would take the sheep to pasture

in the morning and bring them to the corral at

night, and, in fact, look out for the sheep in

every way as well as a man could. The bet was
taken by one of the Mexican's employers. I..a»t

Sunday the money was paid over by Shiappa Pie-

tra, the dog having carried out for five days the

instructions of his master and won the wager
for him.

—Some animals shed their coats in

warm weather, but the dog leaves off his

pants at the approach of winter.—Boston
Commercial Bulletin.

WHAT IS STYLE?

Several Additional Utters on This

Most Interesting Topic.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I read with pleasure the letter

in your journal from my esteemed coun-
trjrman and friend Captain McMurdo.

I think that style is a most important
item in the formation of a field trial dog.

I think a dog to be stylish must be built

in accordance with the work he is in-

tended to perform. I like to see a dog
carry his head well up in the air, feeling

daintily for the delicious scent of game.
He should carry himself with a long,

easy, rapid stride which would be out of

the lx)unds of possibility for a dog with a

short thick neck and straight shoulders

to do, and I like to see him carry his tail

low, and beating his hocks all the while

he is going. Of course when he is on
game, i. e., pointing or roaching, his tail

should be thrown up stiffly, like the
wings of an an^el, as Mr. Fitz-Poodle so
nicely pictures it.

I like to see a dog vary his style, or
rather his attitudes in pointing, but in
all of these he should be a perfect tableau
—vivant and without motion, his eyes
straining and his jaws quivering as if

feasting off the scent.

I think it impossible for a very large
dog to be as stylish in motion as a smaller
one, and the most stylish dogs I have
ever seen were not above medium size.

As living witnesses I will quote three
well-known dogs in Roderigo, Nat Good-
win and Lillian. All these dogs I con-
sider very stylish in their movements,
going, as they do, very fast and without
friction, which means also that they will

last and keep out at their work, their
stride being so absolutely free that they
will wear themselves out as they would
be bound to do were they not built on
the correct lines.

A dog also in my opinion adds much
to his value by executing his work on
game lu u ittpiu iuaiiuci auu free frmn
hesitation. Some of our fastest dogs
when among scattered birds are far too
timid and let dogs win heats over them
th^t are not near their equal in all other
things that go to make the high-class
field trial dog. Herbert S. Bevan.
Lamar, Miss., Oct. 15, 1890.

ANOTHER VIEW OF STYLE.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I have read with much interest

the articles in your columns on style, yet

so far as I can see there has been very

little light thrown upon the subject.

I do not propose doing or saying more
than others. I will simply explain a style

that I admire. Style is something I con-

sider indescribable, but nevertheless I

will endeavor to give you some idea of
my notions of a stylish dog.
Of course nearly every one has a differ-

ent opinion upon this subject. My idea
of style in a dog in motion is, that he
should move with speed and ease and
carry himself gracefully. Such a motion
would be pleasing to the eye of an ob-
server. While drawing on game I want
to see a dog go with his head and tail well
up, and as he casts from side to side, he
should move with a prompt and quick
gait until he locates the game, then point.
I do not simply mean for him to stop, but
rather that he should assume a position
which would excite exclamations of ap-
plause from his spectators, if there be
any. I do not want to see the dog
crouch or crawl, but to stand erect and
seem to grow bigger and taller every sec-

ond. This is the style I admire in a dog.

H. M. Short.
Sharon, Miss., Oct 7, 1890.

Ji 1

Urgently Needed.

Prom the Shooting Times.

The Poet's Wife—Algernon, I wish we
had a big fierce dog.

The Poet.—What for, my Zenobia ?

The Poet's Wife .—To keep the wolf from the
door.
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DANBURY BENCH SHOW.

A Suocessftil GHtherlnir of Doss—The
Awards.

The Danbury dog show, which closed

last Friday, was, as usual, quite a suc-

cess. Like Wilmington, no admission

fee was charged to see the dogs, which

were benched in a well lighted frame

building, consequently at times the crush

was so great as to impede locomotion.

The want of catalogues was keenly felt,

and we believe had the management been

enterprising enough to have provided

them the sales would have more than
paid the printer's bill. The following is

the list of awards :

Ma8tl(n^-OPBN, DOGS.

t. Leo, George E. Seer*.
2.'Roya: Max, C. Maxfield.

OPBN, BITCHES.

1. Aydah. Herbert Mead.
2. Ethel, B. P Lewis.
H.Kuby, H. W. Vanseiner

Torfrida, Herljert Mead.
PUPPIES—DOiiS.

I. Jack's Monarch, John B. Heyter.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.

I. Queen Salva, John B. Heyter.

Ronsh-uoated 8t. Bernards—Opbm, DOOb.

1. Rolan-l, P. Knikin.
2. Withheld.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Luie.C. Wagner.
2. I<ady Stella, John B. Hyara.

8mooth-coat«d 8t. Bernards—Open, dogs.

1. Alpine Guide, C. Wagner.
CHEN, BITCHES.

I. Wagner's Thisl>e, C. Wagner.
POPPIES.

I.. Colonel, M. Hyam.

Greyhounds—Open. dogs.

1. Ch. Balkis, H. W. Huntington.
1. Ten Broeck. George Henderson.

OPEN, bitches.

I. Rialto Spice, W. J. Middleton.
a. Flash, Joseph K. Hair.
T.The Lady Belle, W. J. Middleton.

Jlewfbnndlands—Open, dogs.

li Carlo, Lewis Reed.

Pointers—Open, dogs.

I. Ossining, W. H. Hyland.
i. General Meade, Jos. B. Hair.

open, bitches.

1. Galena, B. F. Lewis.
2. Laverack Him, w. H. Hyland.
3. Juno A., James H. Hair,
ft, Juno, James E- Hair.

POPPIES—DOGS.

1: Littleton. J. E. Hair.
4. McOlnty.W. H. Hyland.

PUPPIE»—bitches.
1. Juno A., J. E. Hair.
a. Uueen Bang, J. E. Hair.

Special Tor best pointer in show, W. H. Hy-
lana's Ossining.

KngUmb Setters—Open, dogs.

I. Locksley, Wild Crow Kennels.
1. Miss Gladstone, B. F. Lewis.
V. Spot, Allison Fue.

open, bitches.

1. Nell, James B. Hair.
2. Lady Romp, Wild Crow Kennels.
h. Topaey, Allison Fue.

PUPPIES.

I. Denna I, G. W. Hallock.

Irish Setters—Challbnob, dogs.

>,> Blarney, B. W. CUrk, Jr.

,, , OPBN, dogs,

I. Chiers., A. W. Stevenson,
ft Bravo, Rlrer View Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Leda Glencho, W. W. Wendell.

PUPPIES.

i. Sport, G. W. Mead, Jr.

Gordon Betters—Crallengb, dogs.

I. I,eo B., S. G. Dixon.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Rose, W. S. Hammett.
OPEN, DOO8.

t. l}an,T. H.Bradley.
1. Withheld.

PUPPIES.

t. Victoria Woodhull, C. C. Morris.
2'. Lady Fenwick, Smith Bros.

Field Spaniels—Open, dogs.

1. Black Diamond, B. F. Fewia.
2. Dash, C. M. Kemp.

PUPPIES.

I. Pideles, Miss Li»ie Lyne.

Cocker Hpanlels—Open, dogs.

1, Dick S , W. G. Brooks.
3. Withheld.
, OPEN, BITCHES.

' Jip< J- ^- Lancaster.

Foxhounds—Opbm, dogs.

|. Prank, T. H. Bradley.
2. Johnnie, T. H. Bradley.

open, BITCHES.

(, Slira.T. H. Bradley.
a. Dinah Robeldo, C. E. Morris.

Beaclea—Challenge, dogs.

I. Little Duke, C. P. Judaon.
z. Racer, Jr., H. L. Krender.

CBALLBNOB, BITCHES.

I. Twinkle, C.P. Judson.
OPEN, DOGS.

t. Don, S. M. Cate, Jr.

BITCHES (over 15 inches).

I. Whimsey, H. L. Krender.
3. Betty, H. L. Krender.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

I. Rockland King, H. L. Krender.

PUPPIES

—

bitches.

1. Belle oi Rockland, H. L. Krender.
2. Blue Bess, M. A. Goodell.

Fox Terriers—Open, dogs.

I. lip. Milts Reynolds.
J. Tim, C. H. Hechner.
c. Tom, C. B. Hubner.

PUPPIES.

I. Racket, A. H. Norton.

Collies—Challenge, dogs.

I. Clipper, C. G. Hinckley.

OPEN, dogs.

1. Royal Monarch, Charles Kelly.
2. Metchlcy Wonder. Charles Kelly.

3. Laddie, H. M Clark.
«. Pride of Lee, C. G. Hinckley.
V. Son of the Rock, T. C. Halkett.

L,othian Guard, Lothian Kennels.
H. Lord Fauntleroy, C. G. Hinckley.
c. Victor Hugo, J. C. Warner.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Adela's Wonder. Charles Kelly.
2. Lothian Maid, Lothian Kennels.
3. Hebe ofNesseldown, Charles Kelly,
c. Fannie Brown. C. G. Hinckley.

PUPPIES

—

dogs.

1. Metchley Wonder. Charles Kelly.
2. Pride of Lee, C. G. Hinckley.
3. Cartyle Wonder, Charles Kelly.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.

I. Roxie, C. G. Hinckley.
3. Harvis Wonder, Charles Kelly.

Ball Dogs—Challenge.
I. Harper, P. P. Dole.

OPEN, dogs.

I. Carisbrook, P. P. Dole.

OPEN, BITCHES,

1. Dolly Tester, P. P. Dole
2. Jeasica, P. P. Dole.

Bull Terriers—Open, dogs.

1. Prince Bendigo, F. P. Dole.
2. Spotless Duke, F. P. Dole.

open, bttches.

1. White Gypsy, P. P. Dole.
2. Miss Glaastone, P. P. Dole.

Skye Terriers.
I. Sir Staflfbrd, C. A. Shinn.

Blaok and Tan Terrleni.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. The Senator, Rochelle Kennels.

open, BITCHES.

1. Rochelle Madge, Rochelle Kennels.
3. RaU, J. C. Ellsworth.

Toy Terriers

—

Open, bitchM.

1. Bessie, River View Kennels.
2. Cosette, B. C. Lynes.

Yorkshire Terriers—Challenge, dog*.

I. Toon's Royal. Northfield Kennel^
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Daisy, Northfield Kennels.

open, dogs.

1. Pishpool Gem, Northfield Kennels.
2. Trot, Mrs. C. B. Mason.

open, BITCHES.

I. Tenua, Northfield Kennels.
3. Lady R., Central Kennels.

Pngs—Challenge, dogs.

I. Bob Ivy, M. H. Cryer.

challenge, BITCHES.

I. Bessie, M. H. Cryer.

open, dogs.

I. Climax, M. H. Cryer.

open, BrrcHBS.

I. Cassina, M. H. Cryer.
a. Ix>thia, Lothian Kennels.

Special for best in show. Bob Ivy.

Irish Terriers—Challenge, dogs.

I. Bumside, Lewis and Jarrett.

open, dogs.

I. Breda Bill. Northfield Kennels,
a. Barney's Brother, P. P. Dole.

open, BITCHES.

I. Sissy, Northfield Kennels,
a. Biddy Mahone. P. P. Dole.
3. BHn, Captain CliflTord.

Dandle Dlnmonts—Open, dogs.

I. Punch, George C. Maxfield.

Toy Spaniels

—

Open, dogs.

I. Bobby, Central Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Pansy, Central Kennels.
2. Pearl, C. Knott.

Rnaslan Poodles—Open, dogs.

I. Dexter, A. W. Purbeck.

open, bitches.

I. Nell, A. W. Purbeck.

French Poodles—open, dogs.

I. Kava, A. W. Purbeck.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Cora, A. W. Purbeck.

Mlsoellaneons (over 30 pounds).

I. Patsy O'Connor, B. P. Lewis,
a. Jack, J. Carter.
3. Si, J.Carter.

CNDBR 30 POtTNDS.

I. Gin, B. P. Lewis.

AMERICAN SPANIEL CLUB.

The following are the new classifica"

tions as announced by the Spaniel Club

after consultation with the leading ex-

hibitors of the states and Canada :

Classification No. i.—Field spaniels,

black, over tweuty-eight pounds ; chal-

lenge class, dogs : challenge class, bitches.

Field spaniels, any other color, over
twenty-eight pounds ; challenge class,

dogs and bitches. Field spaniels, black,
over twenty-eight pounds ; open class,

dogs ; open class, bitches. Field spaniels,

liver, over twenty-eight pounds ; open
class, dogs and bitches. Field spaniels,

any other color, over twenty-eight
pounds ; open class, dogs and bitches.

Cocker spaniels, black, not over twenty-
eight pounds ; challenge class, dogs

;

challenge class, bitches. Cocker spaniels,

any other color, not over twenty-eight
pounds ; challenge class, dogs ; challenge
class, bitches. Cocker spaniels, black,
not over twenty-eight pounds ; open
class, dogs ; open class, bitches. Cocker
spaniels, any other color, not over twen-
ty-eight pounds ; open class, dogs ; o(>en

class, bitches. Clumber spaniels and
Irish water spaniels ; challenge class,

dogs and bitches. Clumber spaniels
;

open class, dogs and bitches. Irish water
spaniels ; open class, dogs and bitches.

Classi6cation No. 2.—Spaniels, all

breeds, over twenty-eight pounds ; chal-
lenge class, dogs ; challenge, class, bitches.

Field spaniels, black, over twenty-eight
pounds ; open class, dogs ; open class,

Ditches. Field spaniels, any other color,

over twenty-eight pound? ; ')pen class,

dogs ; open class, bitches. Cocker
spaniels, black, not over twenty-eight
pounds : challenge class, dogs ; challenge
class, bitches. Cocker spaniels, any
other color, not over twenty-eight pounds;
challenge class, dogs and bitches.

Cocker spaniels, black, not over twenty-
eight pounds ; open class, dogs ; open
class, Ditches. Cocker spaniels, any otner
color, not over twenty-eight pounds

;

open class, dogs ; open class, bitches.
Clumber spaniels ; open class, dogs and
bitches. Irish water spaniels ; open
class, docs and bitches.

Classihcation No. 3.—Spani-.:ls, all

breeds, over twenty-eight pounds ; chal-
lenge class, dogs and bttches. Field
spaniels, black, over twenty-eight pounds;
open class, dogs ; open class, bitches.

Field spaniels, any other color, over
tweiity-eight pounds ; open class, dogs
and bitches. Cocker spaniels, any color,
not over twenty-eight pounds ; challenge
class, dogs and bitches. Cocker spaniels,
black, not over twenty-eight pounds;
open class, dogs ; open class, bitches.
Cocker spianiels, any other color, not
over twenty-«ight pounds : open class,

dogs and bitches. Clumber spaniels

;

open class, dogs and bitches. Irish water
spaniels ; open class, dogs and bitches.

FIELD TRIALS FOR GORDON SETTERS

Editor Fancier's Journal.

Sir : Continued interest is shown in

the Gordon Setter Special Stakes to be

run for at the Central Bield Trials Club
meeting at I^exington, N. C, in Decem-
ber. I have applications for entry

blanks from various quarters, and owners
of Gordons appear to be awakening to
the advantages of this opportunity to
show the field qualities of their dogs. A
member of the Gordon Setter Club has
just added a silver cup, valued at $3$, to
the list of prizes already oflFered. It is

much to be desired that those intending to
enter dogs and contribute to the prize
fund, send in their applications far entry
blanks and subscriptions as soon as pos-
sible. The more the entries and sub-
scriptions, the larger the stakes.

John H. Mbybr.
New York, Oct 13, 1890.

KENNEL CLUB MEETING.

Editor Fanciers* Journal.

Sir : There will be a special meeting
of the Philadelphia Kennel Club on
Tuesday evening, October 21, at 8 P. M.,
to determine whether or not colored men
shall be allowed to handle at the field

trials. Francis S. Brown,
Secretary.

NEW KENNEL ASSOCIATION.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The South Carolina Kennel As-

sociation has just been formed with head-

quarters at Greenville. The object of

the association is to hold dog shows and

to further the improvement of and inter-

est in the breeding of dogs. The officers

of the association are : President, Dr.S.T.

Lea ; First Vice-President, Dr. G. h. Con-

nor; Second Vice-President, Betij. F.

Perry ; Secretary and Treasurer, F. F.

Capers.

We have fowarded our letter of appli-

cation to the A. K. C. for active member-

ship, and will probably hold our inaugu-

ral show in January next, 27 to 31, inclu-

sive. At this show we will unite with the

S. C. Poultry and Pet Stock Association

and have the best display of thoroughbred

poultry and dogs that an attractive pre-

mium list, the best of judges, prizes paid
promptly in cash, and the earnest invita-

tion of a hospitable people can give. We
want all to come and bring their dogs.
Our premium list will be published next
month, and any information as to the
poultry show will be cheerfully furnished
by the secretary, Mr. A. H. Holm, Pros-
perity, S. C. For information as to the
dog show, address the undersigned at
Greenville, S. C. F. F. Capbrs.

Greenville, S. C, Oct. 10.

HYPNOTISM MADE EASY.

Both Were Under the Influence of the
Neiv Craze.

From the Shooting Times.

Scene—A Police Court.

DKAMATIS PERSON.C: :

Golden Bkak, Esq Magistrate.

Mr. Tykoner Prosecutor.

Peter Prowler Area Sneak.

Mr. Ferret Detective.

Oificials, Policemen, Etc.

Magistrate—What is the next case?

Ferret—Please, yer washup, a dog
stealing case.

Magistrate—Well, bring in your

prisoner, sharp. {Gaoler introduces Peter

Prowler into the dock. )

Mr. Tvkonbr—My dog was in the

basement of my house when he suddenly

disappeared. The cook raised a hue and
cry, and when I ran out at the front door

I found our friend here "safe in the arms

of a policeman."

Ferret (A«r/)—Constable in plain

clothes, please.

Mr. Tvkonbr—A rose by any other
name •

Magistrate—That will do. This is

not the Lyceum. Now, Ferret, come
along.
Ferret—I happened to be going by,

your washup, when someone called out

:

"Stop, thiel !" And, as I know Peter
well, and be was running with a little

dog in his arms, I tripped him up, and
here he is, and the dog was this gentle-
man's dog.
Magistrate—Well, Peter, what have

you got to say ?

Peter—Well, sir—yer washup, I mean
—it happened in this 'ere wise. I was a
walkin' through that there sciuare, think-
in' of nothin' but the conim' hop and
pea pickiu' season, when I suddent-like
felt a master-will behint me. It was a
^ent, as was a walkin' behint, sir, as did
It all. His mind said to nie like : "Take
that there blooniin' tyke," it said; so I

took it.

Magistrate—Ahem ! A case of hyp-
notism, evidently.

Peter—Ay, that's it, yer honer. Only
I didn't know that scientific name on it.

Magistrate—No, I dare say not.
Well, so you were obliged to obey that
gentleman's will ? You were fairly hyp-
notised.

Peter—That's it, sir.

Magistrate—Well, that's all right, so
far as it goes, but you see, the prosecutor
here is hypnotising me, and I must
really, as you have been here a score of
times already, give you six months' hard.
Next case

!

(tableau.)

^

l«
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COMING FIELD EVENTS.

The Full List of Entries for the Eastern

Field Trials.

The entries for the Eastern Field

Trials Club's trials closed with sixty-two

nominations for the All-aged Stake and

seven nominations for the Champion

Stake. The following are the entries :

ALL-AGED STAKES—ENGLISH SETTERS.

Annie K.—Black and white bitch, whelped
January, i888(Roderigo-JunoA.), F. R. Hitch-
cock.

Antoine.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
December, 1886 (Roderigo-Bo-Peep), J. M.
Avent.

Bandanna.—Black, white and tan dog whelped
January, 1888 (May Dawn-Doe), Will Wilson.

Babe Gladstone.—Lemon and white bitch,
whelped 1886 (Paul Gladstone-Bessie A.),
Emporia Kennels.

Betty S.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
1886 (Roderigo-Bo-Peep), Highland Kennels.

Clavo.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
May, 1886 (Roderigo-Lillian), C. P. Fox.

Cassic—Black, white and tan dog, whelped 1885
(Count Noble-Lizzie Hopkins), J. M. Avent.

Daisy's Hope.—Oninge and white bitch,
whelped 1887 (Gath'8Hope-Dai.sy P.), Meares
& Strudwick.

Daisy Hunter.—Orange and white bitch,
whelpea April, 1887 (Gath's Hope-Daisy P.),

John A. & Joseph H. Hunter.

Dill.—Black, white and tan, whelped April,
1889 (Toledo Blade-Dashing t.ady), Pierre
Lorillard, Jr.

Donovan.— Black, white and ten dog, whelped
August, 1888 (Bob Gates-Nannie Gladstone),
W. R. Holliday.

Edge Mark.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped February, i88« (Skidmore-Flo Mac-
lin), Francis S. Brown.

Edith.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
April, 1889 (Roderigo-Sue Gladstone), Elm-
wood Kennels.

El Rio Rev.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
August, 1888 (Gath's Mark-Blue Chiqua), R.
M. Hutchings.

Fannie M.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
March, 1888 (Gladstone's Boy-Flame). H. Hul-
man, Jr.

Fra Turner Don.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped 1887 (Gath's Mark-Lufra), Emporia
Kennels.

Forward.-Black, white and tan, whelped Au-
gust, 1888 (Count Noble-Lavalette), Pierre
Lorillard, Jr.

Gene.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped 1885
(Druid-Ruby), Charles C. Gray.

MAttnv C —marlc_ iwhit^ nnH tan doir ivhpln^
1887 (Roderigo-Countess House)^ RImwood
Kennels.

Hattie.—Black, white and tan bitch, whelped
Aug., 1888 (Roderigo-Juno A.), J. M. Avent.

ICHTFiEi.t> Ran(>er.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped Feb., 1888 (Dick Wind'em-Peep-Bo),
R. P. Lonsdale.

lOUTFiELD Ros\.—White bitch, whelped Feb.,
1888 (Ro»»-Pitti Sing), R. P. Lonsdale.

lOHTPiELD Phoeness—Black and white dog.
whelped May, i889(Woodhill Bruce-Lucy), R.
P. Ix>nsdale.

Jim Phelan.—Orange and white dog, whelped
June, 1888 (Bob Gates-Nannie Gladstone), D.
A. Goodwin, Jr.

King's Dan.—Black ticked dog, whelped July,
1885 (King Noble-Elsie Belton), Elmwood
Kennels.

Kino's Mark.—Black, white and tan dog (King
Noble-Belle Belton), whelped April, 1886, B.
Ridgway.

Lady Rapier.—Black, white and tan bitch
whelped 1888 (Count Rapier-Donna J.), J. I.

Case, Jr.

LITTLE Gift.—Black, white and tan bitch,
whelped May, 1886 (Roderigo-Queen Best),
Bert Crane.

Lillian Burgess.—Orange and white bitch,
whelped June, 1888 (Gath's Mark-Esther),
Frank T. Richards.

Miss Monarch.—Black and white bitch.whelped
1887, (Roy Monarch-Flo8.sie), C. C. Gray.

Miss Nellie v.—Black, white and tan bitch,
whelped July, 1887 (Gath's Hope-Lady May),
P. Henry O'Bannon.

Natalie II,—Black, white and tan bitch.
whelped August, 1887 (King Noble-Natalie),
B. Crane.

Orlando.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
iune, 1887 (Roderigo-Bo-Peep), John Simp-
ins.

Orange Don.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped 1888 (Decatur- Juliet), Meares &
Strudwick.

Paul Bo.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
June, 1889 (Paul Gladstone-Bohemian Girl),
T. M. Brumby.

Prince Luciprr.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped 1888 (King Noble-Elsie Belton), J.I.
Case, Jr.

Reverdy—Orange and white dog, whelped
August, 1888 (Gath's Mark-Rosa). P. Henrv
O'Bannon.

Roi d'Or.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
June, 1887 (Roderigo-Bo-Peep), O.W. Donner.

Rod's Bellk.—Black, white and tan bitch (Rod-
erigo-Belle of Piedmont), whelpe<l May, 1889,
P. Henry O'Bannon.

Sam R.—Black and white dog, whelped 1889
(Dash Bryson-Daisy's Hope), W W. Titus.

Sam Wellf.r.—Black, white and tan dog (Rod-
erigo-Dixie), whelped 1888, W T. Hunter.

Tory Lieutenant.—Black and white dog (Jean
Val Jean-Princess Helen),whelped Jan., 1889,
P. R Hitchcock

U. 8. Dan -Black, white and Un dog, whelped
Jan., 1888 (Roderigo-Juno A), J. M. Avent.

WHITP.V.—Lemon and white dog, whelped 1886
Gus Bondhu-Royal Myrtle), Herbert Mer-
riam.

IRISH SETTERS.

Darraii Pat.—Red dog, whelped 1887 (Chief-
Lassie), Hudson River Kennels.

Inch iQuiNN.—Red dog, whelped 1888 (Shandon
ll-lona), John J. Scanlan.

RocKWOOD.—Red dog. whelped Oct., 1888 (Des-
.mond II-Luray), Charles T. Thompson.

Sarspield —Red dog, whelped 1883 (Garryowen-
Currier Belle II), W L. Washington.

Sedan —Red dog, whelped 1888 (Chester D.Hear-
ald-Maney), Glendyne Kennels.

Tillie Born.—Red bitch, whelped 1888 (Brian
Boru, Jr.-Biddy), George E. Gray.

ViDA.—Red bitch, whelped 1888 (Jack-Delia) St.
Cloud Kennels.

POINTERS.

Barker's Grouse.—Liver and white doe,
whelped February, 1889 (Mainspring-Swain s
Fly), Stephen T. Barker.

Df.vonshire Don. — Liver and white dog,
whelped 1887 (Molton Baron-Village Star), H.
J. Thomas.

Duke OP Hkssen.—Liver and white dog, whelped
May, 1885 (Luck of Hessen-Blarney), Hemp-
stead Kennels.

Fred.—Liver and white dog, whelped 1887 (Rol>-
ert le Diable-Tuck), Bayard Thayer.

IGHTFIELD Deucb. -Liver and white bitch,
whelped April, 1886 (Wyrmstay-Dainty), R.
P. I.«nsdale.

IGHTPIELD Dick.—Liver and white ticked dog,
whelped May, 1887 (Dick Ill-Belle of Bow),
R. P. I/>nsdaIe.

IGHTPIELD GuELPH.—Liver and white bitch,
whelped May, 1889 (Bang's Boy-Linda), R. P.
Lonsdale.

Maid of Kent —Liver and white ticked bitch,
whelped May, 1889 (King of Kent-Hops),
Field Trial Kennels.

Moonshine.—Liver and white bitch, whelped
May, 1888 (King of Kent-Hops), Field Trial
Kennels.

Shot.—Lemon and white dog, whelped July, 1889
(Heno-Vic^, Meares and Brown.

Tapster.—Liver and white dog, whelped May,
1889 (King of Kent-Hops), Field Trial Ken-
nels.

CHAMPION STAKES-ENGLISH SETTERS.
Chance.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped

1885 (Roderigo-Bo-Peep), J. M. Avent.

Gath's Mark.—Black, white and tan dog,
whelped May, 1884 (Gath-Gem), H. Hulman,
Jr.

Pitti Sing.—White and liver bitch, whelped
i8«6 (Bardn Devonage—Nora), Thomas John-
son.

Rowdy Rod.—Black and white dog, whelped
January, 1888 (Roderigo-Juno A.), Elmwood
Kennels.

POINTERS.

Dexter.—Liver and white ticked dog, whelped
iR8/i /NiTv-Tllrk^ Rnvard Thavf^r

Rip-Rap.—Black and white ticked dog, whelped
May, 1888 (King of Kent-Hops), Field Trial
Kennels.

Spring.-Liver and white dog, whelped June,
1885 (Mainspring-Curfew), R. M.Hutchings.

Washington A. Coster,
Secretary and Treasurer.

KE]!«rNT:L. REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form. Write

plainly.
VISITS.

H. J. BRAMLAGE'S pug bitch Topsv to Eber-
hart Pug Kennel's Bradford Ritby II (9720),
October 7, 1890.

W. G. BRUNT'S Italian greyhound bitch Gypsy
Lass to his Don I'mberto, July 21, 1890.

W. G. BRUNT'S pug bitch Belle Creole to his
Wrinkle, August 7, 1890.

W. G. BRUNT'S pug bitch FussiE to his
Wrinkle, August 27, 1890.

W. G BRUNT'S English mastiff bitch DrcHBSS
to Thomas D. Riggs' The Moor, September
29, 1890.

C. V. GRIFFITHS pug bitch Flossie II to
Eberhart Pug Kennels' Cashier, October i,

1890.

R. M. BRADLEY'S pus; bitch Ermine (13.554) to
Lord Clover (14.005), September 30, 1890.

W. F McALHR'S (Philadelphia, Pa.) fox terrier
bitch DooNE (Raffle—Warren Vaughn) to G.
W. Price's I Kkckun (Reckoner—Tennis),
September 3, 1890.

SALES.

EBERHART PUG KRNNKLS, Cincinnati, O.,
sold. Oct. 5, 11^90, pug dog Duke to Mrs. J. J.
Farrell, Rochester, N. Y.

A. W. SMITH, Buffalo, N. Y., has sold black
and tan terrier dog Buffalo Bob 18018, to
Geo. Hermann, Jr., Davenport, Iowa.

J. B. DOUGHERTY, Lotus, Ind., has sold black
and tan collie pup Rov S. (Boss—Nellie D.),

to C. H. Sheen, Cincinnati, O. Al.so bitch
piip.same litter,to Hugh M. Murdock, Bloom-
ington Ind.

EBERHART PUG KRNNELS, Cincinnati, O.,
has sold pug dog Hustlf.r (Spokane—Lady
Verne), to W. Smith, Cin.innati, O.

NAMES CLAIMED.
W. <; BRUNT claims the name Snow Flake

for Italian greyhound dog whelped Sep. 21,

iSgo, by Don Uniberto-t.ypsy Lass. Also
Saxon and SI jac<ib for dogs same liller. Also
Snow Drop, Sarona and Sibyl for bitches
same little.

WHELPS.
W. G. BRUNT'S Italian greyhound bitch Gypay

Lass (Dot—Flora) whelped Sep. 21, six, three
dogs, to his Don Uniberto (Dot—Queen.

POULTRY an*> PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Even the poets are fond of poultry.

The venerable American poet Whittier,

true to New England, must have had
Plymouth Rocks in his mind when he
wrote in his famous "Snowbound" :

"The cock his lusty greeting said,

And forth his speckled harem led."

*
« «

We spent a very pleasant hour in the

company of Secretary Reynaud, of the

Buff Cochin Club, and Editor Long, of

the Poultry Bulletin, at the office of the

latter paper. The chief topic discussed

was the coming New York show, and the

charges of poultry judges for scoring

fowls.
«

» *

It seems that there is a feeling abroad,

which criticises the heavy expense in-

curred by paying judges larger fees than

they are entitled to at the shows. The
expanse in hiring six or eight judges is

very large, and a severe strain on the

treasury. As Secretary Reynaud re-

marked : "Judges should be paid a certain

sum each and required to pay their ex-

penses out of this sum." The expense

account is often very large, as the tastes

of some judges require expensive hotels,

and in justice to all judges, it is best to

fix a stated sum as above suggested.

«
• •

A true fancier will find as much delight

in a fine bird belonging to a rival as if it

were his own. The utterly small and

mean habit practiced by some exhibitors

and writers in belittling the stock of

others for personal and selfish motives is

characteristic of a small mind and a lack

of sense. Some writes are afraid of men-
tionin*' 5 fellow br^ed^r'? t!a*ne for fesr

it may spoil their own exalted reputation

or lose them a dollar. The fancy poul-

try business is not entirely dependent on
the almighty dollar. If it were, the high

standard of our thoroughbred fowls would

rapidly decrease.

• «

We call the attention of all Indian

game breeders to Mr. Crocker's letter,

published in this issue. Many breeders

have an idea that if a standard for double-

laced birds is decided upon, the Indian

game will become a fancier's fowl and the

farmers will be deprived of a gfrand

table fowl. Mr. Crocker shows clearly

that such a plan is fallacious. Many
members of the Indian Game Club do not

condemn single-laced birds as far as we
have heard, but believe there should be

one set of markings adopted.

«

The value of the Indian game as a

table fowl has not been taken into con-

sideration during the past year, as prices

have been so high that everything that

looked like an Indian game was sold as

breeding stock. One firm is accused of

fraudulent dealings and the matter will

no doubt be brought before the members
of the club. The .\raerican standard

may be severe, but if this breed is to at-

tain a high standard the standard can

never be made to suit all styles of birds.

» •
• •

It is said that the English standard is

much more tolerant than ours. This is

a very poor argument in favor of it,

especially when the Indian game of Eng-

land competes with Malay at the shows.

Most of the breeders of Indian games are

honest and anxious to elevate the breed,

and as Irving Crocker clearly shows, they

must not fall in the error committed by

Wyandotte standard tinkers and allow

flexibility. The average Wyandotte of
to-day is a danger signal for the future,

no matter what the breed may be.

» »

We do not believe in disqualifications

as a rule, and the question of dubbed or

undubbed combs should be settled satis-

factorily. A dubbed comb may disguise

a serious defect, but if three points are

allowed for comb, a dubbed comb should

be punished that much. We do not be-

lieve in sacrificing the breed for a poor
comb, but fine plumaged birds occasion-

ally come with single combs, and what
to do with such but disqualify them Is

not clear.
»

* *

Eggs are high in price just now, and
dealers have taken advantage of the new
tariff to "put the screws on." The f&rmer

and practical poultryman should carefully

read the market reports or the proposed

benefits of the tariff will be an unknown
quantity to them. The indications ate

that eggs will remain high in price, al-

though the consiunption will decrease

among the poor in consequence. The
grand tumble will occur about February

I, 1891.

• •

Grain of all kinds has advanced in

price, and plenty of common sense must

be used in feeding hens to obtain profit-

able results. Farmers living near cream-

eries should avail themselves of the

skimmed milk, whey and cheese, which

usually are cheap and highly satisfactory

as egg foods. Bran, oats and com ground

together, fed in the morning, with cheese

or skimmed milk accessible during the

day and alternate night food or com
and wheat will make even ordinary hens

lay. Warm quarters save considerable

grain also.

This is the season when thoughts nata-

rally turn to incubators and brooders.

Artificial hatching is no longer an ex-

periment, but a practical necessity and
success. Improvements in incubators

and brooders have made the latter safe

mediums for the ha'.^hing and rearing

of chicks. Many of the prize winners at

Waverly, N. J., and Trenton, N. J., were

raised artificially, and there is no longer

any excuse for not raising chickens in

such a manner.
*

» »

We shall soon publish a series of arti-

cles on artificial incubation, which will

be bound m book form and furnish a

valuable guide to all engaged in this

fascinating pursuit. Many new and
valuable features will be added not be-

fore published in this country.
•

» *
The popularity of the Leghorn fowl

was never greater than now. It has stood

the test of time and public opinion, and its

intrinsic merits have placed it in the top

notch of profitable poultry. Our enthu-

siastic Leghorn admirer, "Trixie," not

satisfied to have the Leghorns superior

as egg producers, wants it understood

that as table fowls they are unsurpassed.

The latter assertion will no doubt cause

smiles to creep o'er the face of many, and

even that confirmed Leghorn crank, E.

L. Requa, will not admit that the Leg-

horn is a first-class table fowl. When
young they are good eating and crossed

with heavier breeds produce exceedingly

good broilers.

• •

The great objection raised against

Leghorns is the danger of their Iar;ge

combs freezing in the winter. We have

kept Leghonis in a very frigid region,

and never had the least trouble in this

respect, and know of dozens of good fan-
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ciers who seldom experience any trouble

in the comb-freezing process. The fact

is, Leghorns want warm quarters at

night ; during the day there is little or

no danger of the combs succumbing to

Jack Frost. The best Leghorn house we

ever saw was a shed with a tight box for

roosting at night. This roosting box was

placed two feet above the gronnd in

one comer of the shed, and in very cold,

weather was tightly closed at night. The

animal heat of the fowls was sufficient to

keep the temperature above the danger

point.

* *

Should the combs accideutly l)econie

frozen, rub them with snow, or bathe in

cold water, and when rubbed dry anoint

with vaseline. Vaseline is also an excel-

lent preparation for use on the combs of

exhibition birds. It brings out the red

color wonderfully.
«

• « •

Speaking of combs reminds us of the

story the veteran John E. Diehl is re-

sponsible for. It seems that Mr. Diehl

was in disgrace at a certain show because

he disqualified some silver Wyandottes

for having single combs. The exhibitor

was indignant and wanted to know what

kind of combs the judge wanted. "Why,
rose-combs," replied Mr. Diehl. "H'ni,

where can you find Ijetter rose-colored

combs in this show?" was the indignant

answer.

•%
Valuable exhibition birds that are

slow in moulting can \ye greatly assisted

by feeding a small quantity of rape seed.

The latter is rich iu sulphur, and as it is

commonly supposed that sulphur must
be fed to moulting hens it is best to use

it as nature intended. We have never

yet found the commercial article of sul-

phur of any benefit to fowls ; on the con-

trary, we have often noticed the bauetul

effects of its injudicious use in the poultry

yard.

•

Bantams at the great Inter-state fair of
Trenton, N. J., were a complete show in

themselves, in fact there were as many
bnntams there as the total exhibit of fowls

at many so-called large shows. By refer-

ring to the list of awards published on
another page, a faint idea of the immense
collection of these little pets can be

formed.

•%
There were many varieties, but some

could well have waited a year or two be-

fore claiming superior merit. The craze

for multiplying new breeds is never more
rampant than in bantams. It is a fasci-

nating hobby no doubt, but there should
be a certain standard fixed for these new-
comers. The lil)erality of our fair asso-

ciations offers a premium on the pro-

duction of new breeds, and it makes a

judge feel uncertain as to how best to dis-

pose of the new claimants.

• •
The American standard is to be the

judge's guide, and yet premiums are of-

fered on varieties that do not exist in the

standard, and it is doubtful if some will

ever find a place there. It seems to us

that judges must exercise the same sever-

ity in judging these new-comers as they

do in the older standard breeds. It may
be difficult to produce these charming
and odd little pets, but the premiums
should be placed on the birds and not on
the difficulty.

• »

The English Stock-Keeper makes the

following comment

:

The following is taken from the Amer-
ican Fanciers' Journal,: "Stephen
Beale, the noted English breeder, says
that for quality of flesh he would select

Dorkings, La Fleche, Creve Cceurs, In-

dian game and Old English game in the

order named, and for hardiness Indian

game and game." For the information

of our contemporary we may state that

Stephen Beale is unknown as either a

breeder or exhibitor of poultry in this

country.

Oh ! that's nothing. We have author-

ities in this country in the same pre-

dicament. However, the clipping which
our contemporary criticises was not orig-

inal in The Fanciers' Journal, but

was taken from one of our exchanges.

The Country Gentleman of Albany, New
York, is the only American paper Mr.

Beale writes for exclusively, although
his book has had a readv sale here.

NEWS PROM CANADA.

Events in the Poultry and Pigeon
World in That Country.

Toronto, Oct. 10.—I see in last week's
Journal a notice or "call to arms" of

Spanish breeders. I have not heretofore

heard of any Spanish club for America
and should like to know if such a club is

in existence.

Many of the Canadian fanciers intend
making New York i/ie show of the sea-
son. I hope all Canadians will take it in,

as they generally come out right, and
then the American fanciers are a very
jolly lot of fellows and liesides are per-
fect gentlemen.
Mr. John Miles has recently made an

extensive importation of dark Brahmas.
He also imported light Brahma eggs
from England and reared some handsome
chicks, most of which are vulture-hocked,
however.
The same gentleman has had a mis-

fortune in losing by death a grand light
Brahma cock which he purchased in the
United States at a long price.

I understand that the Cincinnati Pigeon
Club intends holding a show again this
winter. Well, Cincinnati is "^a great
pigeon town, and should succeed if the
outside support is at all decent.
Some black Leghorns exhibited at the

Industrial on examination were found to
have had their legs painted in a most
extravagant manner with the brightest
of yellow ocres.

These same birds were purchased in

the United States for the occasion and
were, I believe, winners at the late De-
troit show.
A typographical error crept into my

notes for last week in reference to the
cup-winning black red stag. You have it

James Maise instead ofJames Main, and,
by the way, this same gentleman has
been showing (or as Mr. Sharp Butterfield
has it, "on the war path") for thirty-five
years. He certainly has some experience
in the business.
The bird above referred to as winning

the challenge cup for black red stag, bred
by exhibitor, also won first prize and was
claimed by Mr. William Barber & Co. at
a good stiff price.

Mr. E. F. Doty has purchased all of W.
Barber & Co.'s brown red game and game
bantams. They include the winners of
three firsts and two seconds at the late
Industrial besides numerous other prizes.

He also purchased from Mr. Charles Gil-
lam the first prize pile game cock at Lon-
don. Anon.

Sale of Japanese Siklles.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : This is to certify that I have
this day sold to C. E. Rockenstyre,

Albany, N. Y., my entire stock of white

Japanese silkies, including all my prize
winners at Boston, New York, Syracuse,
Albany, N. Y., and other large shows,
and would recommend all lovers of this

variety to him wh6 wish to purchase fine

stock. F. N. Gaylor.
QuoGUE, L. I., Oct. 15, 1890.

—AUer a young brood of turkeys be-
come strong enough let them roam over
the meadow with the turkey hen. Do
not confine them longer than necessary.
The faster they grow now the better. Give
fresh milk b«)tn morning and evening
after they have beeu fed and no water
except during the day as needed.

"WHITE POULTRY.

How to Keep and Prepare Them
for Exhibition.

[continued prom page 336.]

Birds should be washed two or three

days before wanted for show, and pur

favorite time for "tubbing" is when the

sun sets ; then the birds are more docile,

and likely to be quiet. We get every-

thing ready in advance. Let us name
the articles, which must naturally be pro-

cured in such quantities as the number of

birds to be washed necessitates. Two or

three good-sized washing tubs or zinc

baths, if the latter are used, care must be

taken that they are free from any grease,

cans of hot water and ditto cold—water

impregnated with iron must on no ac-

count be used—rain water, spring water

or clear pond water are all preferable

—

some white curd soap, some best quality

soft soap, a wooden nail brush of fair

size, a sponge, some clean soft towelling

—a wine-glass full of some cordial iu a

phial, and then last, not least, a good

open fire—which can be kept for the

birds exclusively for the whole time of
drying—two trestles and a well-washed
scaffolding plank.
This list of articles may frighten some,

but in establishments where white poul-

try are frequently exhibited, when once
obtained and kept ready to hand, they
will always be useful, and where exhib-
iting is but seldom indulged in, then the
nearest approach to the requisites named
can be utilized.

We start, then, with all our equipments
around us, and our birds in baskets, and
we set to work. The same waters will

wash three fairly clean birds. We will

put in one tub of warm water, as hot as

the hands can comfortably bear it, a good
lump of soft soap, and rubbing it through
our nugers we will make a tub of suds.

We must melt up, by constant friction

and rubbing, every atom of this soap,
then if the water is too much chilled by
t . « :.. _ _— :.- » *

ter to obtain a comfortable temperature,
then we place in it our cleanest bird, and
we soak it from head to foot.

With our hands we rub the suds under
the wings, in the thigh feuthering, round
the back—rubbing always toward the tail

—and in the neck hackles ; we do it

thoroughly ; we make the bird look like

a "drowned rat;" we take the sponge,
and with the curd soap make a lather
and go over all parts carefully but thor-

oughly. With a nail brush we wash the
legs and feet, and then, with sjKinge in

hand, we rub over and over again the
whole body from head to tail, we fear

nothing with a big fowl so long as the
head is above the suds, and then when
we think all is clean we extract a feather
from such part of the bird as was the
dirtiest, and rinsing it iu cold water we
see if it is white and clean ; if so we stop,

if not, we repeat the washing until the
plumage is pure. We next pop the bird
into the second tub, which has been filled

with lukewarm water, and wash out every
particle of soap ; we rinse with our hands
and our sponge every portion of the
body, and then, when we think all the
soap has been fully removed, we pull out
a feather and place it in the mouth,
should it give a soupcon of soapy flavor

we rinse again, but if it tastes quite clean
the bird is placed on an unlined upturned
empty poultry basket to drip, and the
second cleanest bird goes through the
same process, as by the time that is com-
pleted the first one is ready to dry.
The drying operation requires great

care, but is equally simple. We take the
bird that has Ijeen washed firmly in our
hands by the thighs, and with a sudden
swing hold it up in the air, and it will

stretch out its wings, and flourishing them
about will well shake itself several times.
Then we place it on the basket—again
upside down, to obtain a firm basis—and
gently rub with the towels from head to

tail, then one more good shake in the air

and our bird goes to the fire. The dry-
ing room must have had the clean scaffold

placed upon the trestles not too near
the fire, but well in front of it, and on it

the birds must be placed, tails first front-

ing to the heat. We generally, if we
have several birds, place first a cock and
then two hens, and then another cock.

and so on. They will sit like lambs, as
if pinioned to the plank, and should dry
gradually.

If many birds have to be washed it

will require an attendant in the drying
room as well as at the wash tub, to con-
tinually turn the birds for the first two or
three hours, so that no part may dry too
quickly, and to see that the faces do not
"catch" from the heat. Should speci-
mens dry too hastily their feathers will

not lie smooth. Many a bird—light
Brahmas esi>ecially—we have noticed at
shows to have been spoiled by having the
saddle feathers curled, sometimes almost
similar to an ostrich tip. This conies
from drying too quickly. The whole
body must Ije dried gradually by turning
it round, just as our cooks roast joints or
game, by continued revolution before an
open fire. It will be noticed that we
have not mentioned either soda or blue
as ingredients for our wash tub, for we
believe in neither, and consider both to
be uiinecesaary.
When all the birds have been washed

and placed upon the board, those at the
ends will want moving in turn to the
middle, and those iu the middle to the
ends, that none may, as we have above
stated, dry too quickly. Should a bird's

ear lol)es "catch" from the heat of the
fire they will l>ecome a dark purple black,
and should be immediately, but gently,
ruVjbed with vaseline, but as blisters are
usually sure to follow, where a face has
been badly "caught," the specimen will

be greatly damaged for exhibition pur-
poses for a long period, and we cannot
too strongly, consequently, impress on
fanciers the desirability of keeping the
faces and combs of recently washed birds
well from the fire and constantly turned.
We do not approve of drying in bas-

kets to begin with. Cocks, especially

Leghorns, Minorcas, white Dorkings and
those with sickle feathers, are wont to
crouch in corners, and their tails, drying
against the sides, become out of shape
and are rarely carried afterwards in the
show pen as they should be. But by
washing the birds at sunset and leaving
them all night on the board in the warm
and dark drying room they will in the
morning be ready to be placed in exhibi-
tion pens which have been thickly lit-

tered with coarsely cut straw chatt, or in

roomy baskets, and there they will con-
tinue to dry and gradually fluff out and
plume themselves. After this has satis-

factorily taken place, we like to pass
over their bodies from their lieaks to the
end of their sickle feathers, a soft silk

handkerchief, and then ' to rub their
combs and wattles with a tiny sponge
which has been well wetted in the mouth.
They will then be ready, after a judicious
feed, to be basketed and dispatched.
Smaller birds, like silkies, sultans and

bantams, require more care. The former
are apt to drop their leg feathering if put
in too hot water, and the latter some-
times to faint, but a sudden plunge into
cold water or a few drops of the cordial

will generally at once restore them. We
must in conclusion mention that birds
when once washed are more liable to be-
come soiled than are those that have
never been tubbed. Their plumage be-
comes somehow more liable to catch the
dirt, consequently we always try to keep
young birds and newly moulted adults
as clean as possible and to put off the
"washing day" as long as we can. We
do not finally hesitate to say that if our
suggestions are carried out fearlessly and
thoroughly, success of the highest order
must crown the operation.

Hiffh Nests.

Any nests high up must come down.

If you want broken eggs and weak hens

don't disturb high nests. We have called

attention to this before. If you were
wise you would heed our advice and do
it rigiit off. The nest box need not be
placed much above the ground ; not over
a foot—some let the box remain on the
floor of the hen house, and we think it

just as good as any. A damp sod in the
bottom of a nest brings moisture to the
eggs.—Exchange.

It Was Toufirh.

Boarder (struggling with his dinner)

—

Er— what is this, Mrs. Slimdiet ?

Landlady—That is a canvas-back duck.
Boarder—Didn't—er — you forget to

take the—er—canvas off.'
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IMDIAH GAME CLDB MEETING.

Mr. Baboook Thinks It Should Be
Held in Charleston.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The A. P. A. has voted to meet
at Charleston, S. C. Charleston has ex-

tended a cordial invitation to the Indian
Game Club. Shall we not accept it ?

It is advisable to meet where the A. P.

A. does, because many, if not all, of the
club's officers, members of important
committees and members of the organiza-

tion are also officers or members of the
A. P. A. It is possible that a few have so
much money and can afford to be so

prodigal of their time that they can at-

tend a meeting of the A. P. A. in Charles-

ton and of the club in Providence, R. I.

I think I could manage to attend the
club meeting at the last mentioned place
myself, but the majority cannot do this.

If the club and the A. P. A. meet iu dif-

ferent places they will have to forego one
or the other meeting. But if both or-

ganizations meet at Charleston, they can
attend both meetings.

It is desirable that they should attend
both meetings, for the club has very im-
portant work to do, and the A. P. A.
meetings ought not to be neglected. The
Indian game has interests at Ix)th places,

and its advocates and admirers ought to
be free to attend both meetings.

It is advisable to select a date a day or
so in advance of the A. P. A. meeting, so
that the work of the club can l>e finished
and leave the members free to attend the
A. P. .\. meeting, and .so that the A. P.
A. may have a chance lo know what the
club has done, that it may take no meas-
ures that would hinder or defeat the
objects of the club. I do not think the
A. P. A. would intentionally put a straw
in the way of the club's success, but if
the club is to secure its proper influence
it must act iu advance of the A. P. A.
and have its members at the A. P. \.
meeting to explain what the club has
done.
Southern hospitality is as sunny as the

skies of that section of the country. I

have been cordially entertained in the
Ea.st, warmly welcomed in the Middle
States, enjoyed the wild hospitality of the
West, and tasted the sweets of Southern
80ciety,but no section has shown a greater
desire to make my visits pleasant or been
more unceasing in attentions to my com-
forts than the South. If the club votes
to go South this year the remembrance
of past pleasures will brighten present
anticipations. But, after all, the main
reason is not that we shall enjoy ourselves
in the South, but that we ought to meet
where the central organization, the A. P.
A., meets, because by so doing we shall
be likely to have the most successful
meeting and l)est serve the interests of
the Indian game.
Those breeders who are so situated that

they can exhibit their fowls will find it

for their interest to make a short southern
tour with their birds. I understand that
it is likely that dates will t>e so arranged
that an exhibitor can show at Charleston,
go from there to .\ugusta or Greenville,
and from one of the latter two places to
the other, and thus take in three leading
southern exhibitions in three successive
weeks, with comparatively short distances
between the shows. If a number of the
Indian game breeders will do this they
will have an opportunity to call attention
to the great merits of the breed, to win a
handsome lot of premiums, and to have
a most enjoyable time, as well as to at-
tend the meetings of the A. P. A. and the
Indian Game Club.
While there has existed an honest dif-

ference of opinion as to the proper place
of meeting for the A. P. A.—that ques-
tion has been settled and need not disturb
the Indian Game Club—there ought not,
it seems to me, to be any difference of
opinion where the Indian Game Club shall
meet. I shall vote for Charleston and I

hope the others will. H. S. Babcock.
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AN EXHIBITOR'S CRITICISMS.

Silver Wyandottes at the Orange
County, New Yorlc, Fair.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : Having read your very interest-

ing special report of our county fair at
Port Jervis, I will with your permission
make a few comments on the same.
Orange County was first famous for her

butter, and later Orange County milk
;

her horses reached equally high places.
This statement will in a measure account
for the popularity and size of the fair, as
your correspondent truly says, "the poul-
try department is no small attraction
either in size or quality." Among the
veterans there were only two birds dis-
qualified

; there were, as is generally the
case, a few newcomers, who had to have
"their eye teeth cut." Removing the old
superintendent caused a snarl among
the exhibitors and kepts none away.
Hoagland made a first-class superintend-
ent, but Dr. Deyo made just as good a
one for fifteen years in succession.
Your correspondent says our silver

Wyandottes are good, but a trifle too
dark. We are extremely obliged to him
for the information. "Proof of the pud-
ding is in chewing the string," it is said,
so we enclose ypu a feather from each of
the four hens in the pen of old fowls
which give a fair idea of their color, and

would be called medium in color. The
feathers from the backs of the hens while
individually of the right color would look
darker collectively on the hens. Our re-
porter probably did not handle the birds,
but reviewed them through the wires of
the cages. A dark Wyandotte is out of
date, and never would have been tolerated
but for the boom A. C. Hawkins and a
few others gave them. These dark birds
had no white centers in the feathers of
the back, but simply a white shaft. Mr.
Howdlett, one of^ the pioneers in the
Wyandotte breed, always adhered to the
Sebright type, i. e., open centered birds.
The winning pullet of 1889 and the win-
ning hen of 1890 at New York was of this
type. It is the only type to breed to if
fine laced birds are desired, but the diffi-

culty is in producing such birds without
spangled or light breasts. Irving Crocker,
who has made a study of the breed, began
right when he bred only from hens that
had moulted with clean backs, i. e., the
white being free from mossing or pencil-
ling. Having bred on the same lines as
Mr. Crocker, we know that he is right.
We get exceedingly good males with
hackles and saddles as fine as the dark
Brahma and no trace of pencilling under
the upper saddle hangers.
The pullets are beautiful but cause an-

other difficulty in having the feathers of
the breast and back edged with white.
This may be an evil, but it is a blessing

—It is said that the Ancona breed is
very scarce in England. An authority
claims they are the result of a cross of the
white and black Minorcas.

CAYUGA DUCKS.

An Excellent Illustration of a
Worthy Pair of Fowls.

Our excellent illustration of Cayuga
ducks is reproduced from the Fanciers'

Gazette, England. They were the

winning pair at Birmingham in 1889 and
the property of Mrs. F. Davis. Cayuga
ducks are certainly worthy of more atten-

tion in this country, where they origi-

nated. They are among the best table

fowls we have, the carcase being plump
and decidedly juicy. The flavor is excel-

lent when these ducks are allowed a free

range. They were supposed to be natives

of the shores of Lake Cayuga, which no

'doubt gave them the name. Still the
Cayuga of to-day is different from the
common black duck of the past, the art
of man and the refining process of domes-
tication having increase<l the size and
beauty. Probably the greatest drawback
in breeding Cayuga ducks to the standard
is the frequent appearance of white feath-
ers in the plumage, which under our arbi-

trary standard is a disqualification. It is

a pity that such disqualifications should
exist, especially in table fowls, but the
wise men who will disqualify a buff
turkey for having white feathers in the
plumage and tolerate the same in a purely
show bird, the buff Cochin, will not dis-

criminate in favor of Cayuga ducks.

we should be pleased to he.ir your opinion
of the same. Our idea of a perfect silver
Wyandotte female is that the combine*!
width of the black lacing in both sides of
the feather shall equal the width of two-
thirds of the web ; and the breast of the
male to be similarly laced.

I am more interested in the Wyan-
dotte than other breeds and am sure a
little agitation on the subject will be in-
teresting and instructive to other breed-
ers as well.

P^xhibitors of poultry should not over-
look the Orange County fair in making
up their lists. Premiums are pen and
pair, $s and $2 for first

; $^ and $1 for
second on fowls and chicks. Premiums
are also given for incubators, brooders,
poultry fixtures, turkeys, ducks, geese,
rabbits, cats, etc.; also on light and dark
eggs, capons and dressed poultry.

George E. Howell.
HoutWs Depot, JV. Y.

[The feathers received from Mr. Howell

compared to the dingy mossbacks of the
past. In England the tendency is decid-
edly for light colored Wyandottes—the
other extreme. A dark silver laced Polish
hen offers an ideal to Wyandotte breeder*.
Our correspondent is right in giving the
black lacing as two-thirds of the web of
feather. We are well aware that the
Orange County fair is one of the best of
its kind and believe that the change of
superintendents was a wise policy. Cir-
cumstances conspired and demanded a
change which the society was not slow to
perceive.
We certainly wish the Orange County

Agricultural Society unbounded success,
especially in their efforts to give a pure,
clean fair, devoid of gambling and fakirs.
Breeders can do no better than to exhibit
at the next fair, and the writers' invita-
tion should not pass unheeded.

—

Ed.]

—Always be on the lookout for disease
among your poultry. •

TRENTON'S GREAT INTER-STATE FAIR

Tne Larsrest Display of Poultry
and Piffeons of the Season.

New Jersey ended its fall shows in a
brilliant manner. Trenton was the home
stretch, and it seemed as if everybody
was bound for that city of big fairs. To
describe the immense Inter-SUte fair is

impossible, for the attractions were so
numerous that but a passing glance
could be bestowed on many of its feat-

ures. The poultry buildings, large and
well arranged as they were, could not
hold the immense entry of fowls, some
3400 in number. The veteran B. F.
Lewis with his son, and those two able-
bodied fanciers, A. H. Anders and Frank-
lin Bean, were completely paralized at
the avalanche of birds, and it took con-
siderable thinking on their part to ar-
range the exhibit. Chickens and pigeons
found snug quarters in the spacious
coops of the well-lighted buildings, but
the ducks and geese were badly off, sand-
wiched between the two buildings out-
doors. This caused considerable annoy-
ance to several exhibitors who had vala-
able birds which had to remain in small
coops and boxes exposed to the nsual
treacherous fair weather (no pun in-
tended). There was ample room nnder-
neath the first tier of cosps to provide
good quarters for ducks and geese, and
it is to be hoped that next season this
space will be utilized or another building
provided.
The two buildings were connected by

a covered hallway broad enough to admit
of the fine display of incubators and
brooders ma<le by the Pineland Incubator
Company and the Monitor, Empire incu-
>>ators and brooders. These Were sur-
rounded continuallv by highly interested
visitors. The children found delight in
the chickens which the incubators turned
^.-•* «*.-! *».- 1 1-. • * ^—
.>••» aaavA \.ti\, LrtuVmciS ilOVCreU. IIIC
ladies were also interested in the little
chicks and purchased freely. It was
strange how many good-looking fanciers
were ready to assist the incubator experts
in selling chickens. The gallant Rack-
ham had charge of the Monitor, while
the quiet Smith with a corps of assistants
handled the Pineland exhibit. The
ladies certainly exhibited good taste in
selecting this part of the building as the
most interesting. Vahle had a cage of
monkeys that nearly created a riot, so
eager was the crowd to watch their
antics. The monkeys stood it well
enough for a couple of days, when they
took French leave and sought pastures
new. Vahle tried to find them, but the
"monks" had vanished.
The pigeon display was a pretty sight,

and the spacious aisles gave visitors an
excellent chance to see the wonderful
collection. Vahle also had a fine display
of cage birds, and the ladies again showed
good taste in crowding around the cages
of the feathered pets. The pompous
bantams of all colors and varieties shared
with the pigeons the same building, and
here we wish to criticise the arrangement
of these birds. Being in their owners'
coops, there was no attempt at classifica-
tion, which made a hash of all the va-
rieties and a difficult job for the judges.
It would be well to provide small cages
another year and have all of the same va-
riety together.
The fowls found ample room in the

excellent cages provided by the associa-
tion, but for some reason were not classi-
fied as well as they should have been.
The Leghorns were most numerous, and
collectively the best class in the show.
The whites were fine, Andrus, Hayne and
Headley & Day making excellent exhib-
its. The brown IvCghoms were decidedly
the best we have seen this season. The
trio of fowls exhibited be A. H. Anders
were worth a very careful inspection.
The male was an excellent bird in hackle,
saddle, wing and breast and with a very
fine comb. The hackle and saddle wer«
beautifully striped. The hens showed
up grand in color and symmetry. His
pen of young birds were fully as good as
the old ones but lacked age, which caused
the premium to go to a fine pair of chicks
exhibited by VV. J. Andrus. Quite a
number of Leghorn breeders were pre-
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Bent and sales were frequent. J. H. Dre-

vensteclt bought four Leghoru cockerels

the cream of the show, for western par-

ties. Black Minorca-s were above the

average. A. H.Tyson showing excellent

stock, both in young and old. Several

sales were made in this breed. The Ply-

mouth Rocks were out in large numbers,

and the reputation of the breed did not

suffer. J. B. Edge had fine birds but they

were not in as good condition as they

will be later on, nut his hens were by far

the best in the show. Mr. Dale's first

premium pair of chicks were fine, especi-

ally the pullet. The latter had the clean-

est yellow legs and beAk we ever saw on

a Rock. W. J. Andrus had a pair of

Plymouth Rock chicks that won second,

but the cockerel is bound to make a

mark at the winter shows. He is beauti-

fully barred, not a trace of white in tail

and'jf the sickles promise as well as the

rest of the plumage, he will make matters

lively for his rivals.

The Asiatics were about the same as at

Waverlv, Van Mater, Reid, Rackham, A.

C. Robinson & Co. and Bean having ex-

cellent birds. It is a pity that light

Brahmas were not more numerous. Mr.

Rackham's light Brahma pullet was very

much admired, the hackle and tail feath-

ers l)eing exquisite. Tyson's red caps

were the best we have seen, and it will

l>e a difficult matter to l>eat that young
manin this breed. He has made a study

of them, and the large, fine plumaged

birds with nearly perfect combs are a

great credit to him. Our space is too

limited to give descriptions of the many
Hamburgs and other bree<ls, and we
must refer to the list of awards. Suffice

it to say that the quality was in most in-

stances good. The Wyandotte display

also was lietter than usual, Dr. Moyer,

F. G. Bean, W. J. Andrus having very

superior birds on exhibition. The golden

Wyandottes were considerably better

than many we have seen, but the mossy
backs in some of the pullets should be

condemned.
The ducks and geese were in such

quarters that judging them was almost

impossible. !•*. Rowland's mammoth
Pekins were the feature, as at Waverlv.

Tohn E Diehl did the judging of the
- -^ . « 4 M «. ;- 4...1- AicC^M-,\*
lOWIS, anil WJlllC Ills «.«3^ »»«vi. va>>i>\.u>v

and long, it was carefully and satisfac-

torily done. Everybody was in gootl

humor, which the good nature of Super-

intendent l/cwis and his assistant made
possible. The busiest man was Manning
Force, who kept the records of the

awards. The pigeons were judged by

J. C. Ix>ng, Jr., and John E Diehl, and

all awards were up on the first day—

a

very commendable feature. Following

is a list of the awards :

Brahmas (liRht)—Fowl*, firrt to A. H. Robin-

son & Co , Becoiid to 1). C. PoweU, chicks, first

to T. F. Rackham, second to M. Drnnis. Dark—
Fowls, first to C. A. Reid, second to J. Todd;
chicks, first to T. H, Rackham, second to Harry
Miller.

Cochins (black)—Fowls, first and second;

chicks first and second, all to C. A. Reid.

Partridge—Fowls, first to J. Van Mater, second

toC A Reid; chicks, first to J. H. Holmes, sec-

ond to Alonio Guth. Buff— Fowls, first to J.

Vixn Mater, second to A H. Robinson & Co.;

chicks, first and second to Van Mater. While-
Fowls, second to Stevenson.

Lanoshans-HowIs. first to F. G. Bean, second
to Miller (t Wells; chick, first to J. C. Haynes.
second to J. R. Richman.

PtvMoiiTH KocKS (barred)—Fowls, first to C.

T. Beaumont, second to J. B. Edge; chicks, first

to James F. Dale, second to W. 1. Andrus. While
—Fowls, first to I>. C. Powell, second to B. F.

I^wis- chicks, first to D. C. Powell, second to J.

H. Holmes. Pea comb—Fowls, first; chicks,

first, all to G. E. Stevenson.

Wyandottes (silver)—Fowls, first to Kdward
Miner, second to C. T. Haines: chicks, first to

W. J. Andrus, second to Kdward Miller. Golden
—Fowls, first and second to Headley 8[ Day;
chicks, first and second to F. G. Bean. White-
Fowls, first to lames R. Gunagan, second to

Bean; chicks, first to Andrus, second to Dr. S.

C. Moyer. Black—Chicks, second to Harry
Miller.
DoMiNiQUBS—Fowls, first to Miller & Wells,

second to C. A. Reid; chicks, first to A. C. Robin-
son St Co., second to Miller & Wells.

JAVAS (raotlled)—Fowls, first to C. A. Reid, sec-

ond to G. P.. Stevenson; chicks, first and second
to G. H. Stevenson. White—Fowls, first to G. R.
Htevenson. Black—Fowls, first and second to C.

A. Reid
Lkohorns (brown)—Fowls, first to A. H.

Anders, second to Headley & Day; chicks, first

to W. J. Andrus. seonui to Headley & Day.
White—Fowls, first to W. I. Andrus, second to

Headley & Day, chicks, first to J. C. Haynes,
second to W. J. Andrns Black— Howls, first

and second to Headley & Day; chicks, first to

Hcadlev St Day, second to Harry Weber. Domi-
nique—Fowls,' first to Headley & Day; chicks.

first to Headley 8t Day. Rose combed (brown)—
Fowls, first and second to Freeman & Button;
chicks, first to C. A. Reid. Rose-combed (white)
— Fowls, first and second to Freeman & Button;
cliicks, first and second to Rackham.
M1NORCA8 (black >-Fowls, fint to Allen H.

Tvson, second to Headley 8t Day; chicks, first to

jiihn C. Haynes, second toTyson. White—Fowls,
first to F. G. Bean, secoild to Headley 8t Day.

Spanish (white faced black)—Fowls, first to J.

C. Maple; chicks, first to Headley & Day.

ANDALuaiANS—Fowls, first toJames S. Warner,
second to C. A. Reid; chicks, first and second to

Headley & Day.

ANCONAS—Fowls, first and second and chicks

first and second to Dr. S. C. Moyer.

Polish (while-creasted white) —Chicks, first

to Miller swells; fowls, first and second Head-

lev & Day. Beardid golden.-Fowls, first to J. S.

Wame second to Elliott Smith. Golden plain.—

Fowls, first to Headley & Day, second to J. S.

Warne. Beaded .silver spangled- Fowls, first to

H A Thomas, second to James S. Warne. White
creasted (black)—Fowls, first; chicks, first and
second lo Headley & Day; fowls, second to N. S.

Davis. Buff (laced)—Fowls, first to Headley &
Day Silver laced bearded—Fowl8,first and chicks

first to Headlei & Day. Silver laced plain—Fowls
and chicks, first to Headley & Day.

Games (brown-breisted red}—Fowls, first to R.

Harm-8 & Bro., second to Haines; chicks, first to

Harmes, and second to Bevler. Silver Duck-
wing—Fowls, first to Jos. Krouse. Black—Fowls
and chicks, first and second to Harmes & Bro.

While—Fowls.first to Geo. Bird, second to Harmes
& Bro. ; chicks, first lo Harmes & Bro. Red Piles-

Fowls first to Krouse, second Geo. Stevenson.

Indian games—Fowls, first to T. F. Rackham,
second to J. S. Warne. Yellow Duckwing—Fowls,
first to Krouse. Sumatra— Fowls, first and sec-

ond to G. N. Stewart. Red Pit-Fowlsand chicks,

first to Stevenson.
Houi>ANS—Fowls, first to G. A. Stevenson,

second to B. F. Lewis; chicks, first to Headley &
Day, second toT B. Allinson.

Ua Flechb—Fowls and chicks, first to W. J.

Andrus.
_ „ , «: . . „ o

Dorkings (silver grey)—Fowls, first to B F.

I^wis second to Freeman & Button; chicks, first

to Freeman & Button. Colored— Fowls, first to

Freeman & Button, second to Lewis; chicks, sec-

ond to Freeman & Button. White—Fowls, first

to J. S. Warn.--, second lo Rackham; chicks, first

to Stevenson.
. ., „ , c . .

HAMBURGS (golden spangled)-Fow!8, first to

Stevenson, second to Beyler; chicks, first and
second to Bevler. Silver spangled—Fowls, first

to Bevler, second to Steven.son; chicks, first to

Beyler second to Stevenson, Golden pencilled-

Fowls 'first to Beyler. second to Stevenson ; chicks,

first and second to Miller & Wells. Sliver pen-

cilled-Fowls, first to Stevenson, second to

Beyler chicks, first and second lo Beyler Black

—Fowl's second to Alonr-o Guth; chicks, first to

G'lth second to Beyler. White—Fowls, first to

Beyler, second to Stevenson; chicks, first to

Stevenson, second to Beyler.

Red Caps-FowIs, first to A. H. Tyson, second

lo Stevenson; chicks, first and second to Tyson.

Frizzles—Chicks, second to John M. Kaighn.

first to H. N. Thomas. Colored-Fowls first to

R. C. Kaighn, second to B. F. Lewis; chicks, first

WHITE RuMPLESS—Fowls, first to H. N.

Thomas, Second to B. F. Lewis. Colored—Fowls,
first; chicks, first, all lo Headley & Day.

Japanese Silkies— Fowls, first and second;

chicks, first and second, ell to J. C. Maple.
Bantams (black-red game)—Fowls, first and

second and chicks first and second to Westervell,

Haywood & Co. ,. ..
r:in«»r r»<l—rhicks first lo Westervelt, Hay-

wood "& Co.; fowls, first to B. C. Thornton.
Yellow duckwing—Chicks, first and second to

Westervelt, Haywo d & Co.; fowls, first to P. M.
Kleasoii. second lo Filkin & Wilde.

Bed pile—Chicks, first to Westervelt, Haywood
8c Co. second to P. M. Orth & Bro.; fowls, first to

B C Thornton, second lo Filkin & Wilde.

While pile—Chicks, first and second to Wester-

vell, Haywood & Co. ; fowls, first to B. C. Thorn-
ton.' second to Dr. Maple.
White g:ame— Fowls, first and second and

chicks first and second to Westervelt, Haywood

Grey game—Chicks, first to Westervelt, Hay-
wood & Co. ; fowls, first lo Dr. Frank T. Hart.

White Malay — Fowls, second to Kleason;

chicks, first to Filkin & Wilde, second to Klea-

Biackred Malay—Fowls, second and chicks

second lo M. Kleason
. , .

.Silver duckwing—Fowls second to Maple, fowls

first and chicks first and second to A. H. Robin-

son & Co. ^ , . ^

Red pile Malay—Chicks, first and second to

Filkin & Wilde. ^ ... ,. i: . ^
Black-red—Fowls, second and chicks first and

second to P. M. Orth & Bro.; fowls, first to A. H.
Robinson & Co. „ „. .

Earl Derby—Chicks, first to B. C. Thornton.
Golden srbrijtht- Fowls, first lo Maple, second

to Westervelt, Haywood & Co.; chicks, first to M.
Kleason, second lb Maple.
Silver Sebright—Chicks, first to Westervelt,

Haywood & Co.. second to Maple; fowls, first to

Maple, second to Kleason.
Black rose comb—Chicks, first to William G.

Caldwell, second lo Westervelt, Haywood & Co.;

fowls, first to Maple, second to Kleason.

Black Pekin—Chicks, first to B. S. Koons &
Son, second lo Westervelt. Haywood & Co.;

fowls, first and second to Headley & Day.
Bearded while Polish— Chicks, first and second

to Westervelt, Haywo<xl ft Co.

Plain white Polish—Chicks, first to Westervelt,

Haywood & Co.; fowls and chicks second to M.
Kleason; fowls first to Maple.
Black-tailed Japanese—Fowls first and chicks

second to M. Kleason; fowls, second lo Koons &
Son. , „ „
While Japanese—Fowls, first to Koons & Son,

second to Nl. Kleason.
While iMjoted—Chicks.first and fowls, 8ev.otid

lo M. Klca.son; fowls, ."irst lo Maple.
Black Japanese-Fowls, first and second and

chicks, first to Kleason.
White Cochin—Fowls, second to Kleason.
Colored booted—Fowls, first to Kleason.
White rosecomb—Fowls and chicks, second to

Maple; chicks; first to Stevenson; fowls, first to

K(i<ms& Son.
Single comb white-Fowls and chicks, first and

first and second to-Chicks,

-Chicks, first to Westervelt,

second to Maple
jnor

Maple
White Legnorns—Chicks, first and tecond to

Doniinique—Chicks, first and second and fowls,

first to Mnple.
Bearded Silver Polish—Chicks, first to Maple.
Plain .Silver Polish—Chicks, first lo Maple.
Buff Pekin—Chirks, first to J. Emlin Smith,

second to Maple; fowls first an<f second to Koons
Si. Son

.

White Pekin-Fowlsand chicks, first to Koons
& Son.
Partridge Pekin—Fowls first to Koons & Son.
Silver Plain Hamburg—Fowls.second lo Koons

& Son.

Mottled booted-
B. F. Lewis.
Single comb black

Haywood & Co.
Docks (Pekins)-First and second to F. Row-

land. Cayuga—First to T. Farrer Rackham, sec-

ond to G. E. Stevenson. While crested white-
First to Stevenson, second to B. F. Lewis. Grey
call—First and second lo A. A. Davis. Rouen-
First to Lewis, second to Harry Miller. Ayles-

bury— First and second to Lewis. White inus-

covy—First and second to Lewis. Colored mus-
covy—First and second to Lewis. While call-
First to C A. Reid.
Gebse (Rmbden)—First toC. A. Reid, second

to G. K. Stevenson. Wlid—First to K. Hutchin-
son. Grey China—Second to R. C. Kaighn.
Toulouse First to Harry Miller, second to Free-

man & Button. White China—First to C. A.

Reid, second to t,ewis. Brown China—First to

C. A. Reid.
Tdrkevb (wild)—First to T. B. Allison. White

—First to G. E. Stevenson, second to Jacob Todd.
Black—First and second lo Stevenson. Blue-
First to Stevenson, second to C. A. Reid. Buff-
First to Reid, second to Stevenson. Naragan-
sett—First to Reid. Bronxe-First to B. F.

Lewis, second lo Reid.
Peafowls— First to O E. Stevenson.
Guinea Fowls (pearl)—First to B. F. Lewis,

second to G. Stevenson. White—First to Lewis,
second to Stevenson. Colored—Second to Jacob
Todd.

SPECIALS.

Bantams and brood, first and second to K. H.
Roach. Common fowls—First and second to T.

B. Allison; common chicks, first lo Allison, sec-

ond lo S. B. Croshaw. Heaviest turkey—T. B.

Allison. Heaviest drake—Joseph Talman.
Capons—First to Joseph B. Reed, second to S. B.

Croshaw. Golden pheasants—First to T. Farrer
Rackham. Best exhibition coop, best water
fountain, best feed hopper, to J. C. Maple. In-

culMtors in operation— First to Monitor, second

to Pineland, special to Paragon. Brooders (out-

door)—First to Pineland. In-door, first to Em-
pire, second to Pineland.

COLLECTIONS.
Asiatics— First to C A. Reid, second to J. C.

Haynes Americans—First to Headley & Day,
second C. T. Haines. Spanish—First to Headley
& Day, second to Allen H. Ty.son. Polish-
First to Headley & Day, second to Westervelt,

Haywood & Co. Bantams—First to J. C. Maple,
second to B. S. Koons & Son. Game bantams-
First to Westervelt, Haywood & Co., second to

B. C. Thornton. Games— First to Joseph
Krouse, second to G. Stevenson. Hamburgs—
First to H. A. Beyler, second to G. Stevenson.

Dorkings—First to G. Stevenson, second to B. F.

Lewis.
PIGEONS.

G. E. Stevenson took first and second on
mottled trumpeters, red-checkered Antwerps
and blue magpies; first only on silver-checkered

Antwerps and second only on blue-checkered

Antwerps, black wing lurbils and red wing
turbiU. , ^ . ..,W L. Randall took first and second on blue

capi>e<l fantails and shell-crested solid red turbits;

first only on red fantails, yellow fantails, yellow

bar fanuils, silvtr wing turbits, shell-crest
...11.^ —'^n" **!rb*^* a>i«>1t <-r^at r#Hl winir ttirhits

red" bar silver wing turbits.shell crest dun turbits.

wing turbits. shell crest black wing turbits, shell

crest solid black turbits, solid blue turbits,

solid yellow lurbils, red baldhead tumblers
and yellow tumblers; second only on solid

dun turbits. solid white turbits, black carriers

and blue Antwerps. ...
Fred L Bailey took first and second on black

jacobins, white jacobins, red jacobins, yellow ja-

cobins, mottled jacobins, blue English owls, sil-

ver owls, white English owls, blue Chinese owls,

black tailed turbits, blue turbits, blue winged
turbits, yellow winged lurbils, whi e inotlled

flying tumblers, almond faced tnmbleis, long-

faced silver Antwerps, black crested magpies

;

first only on kite short-faced tumblers, yellow

silver swallows, blue pied pouters; black pied

pouters, powdered English owls, silver powdered
owls, Chinese owls, silver powdered Chinese
owls, dun tailed turbits, solid dun turbits, yellow
breasters, red crested magpies, yellow crested

magpies, dun crested magpies, black mottled

booted flying tumblsrs, almond flyiug tumblers,

yellow parlor performing tumblers and yellow
mottled parlor performing tumblers ; second only
on dun jacobins, yellow-banded silver wing tur-

bits, solid yellow lurbils, while Scotch fantails,

yellow mottled short-faced tumblers, red barbs,

dun barbs, while English dragoons and blue

barred swallows.
H.W.Vahle took first and second on while<rest-

ed fanatils.black crested fantails,white plain fan-

tails,yellow fantails,red plain fantails,blnck plain

plain fantails, blue plain fanlHils, dun plain fan-

tails, red pied pouters,while booted crest fantails,

blue'wing point crest tuabils, black wing point

crest turbit, black-tailed owls, red Quakers, black
Quaker starlings, black nioorcaps and blue shield

trumpeters; first only on yellow pied pouters,

red shield trumpeters, blue check pouters, blue

booted pouters, black booted pouters, white

Scotch pouters, blue Scotch fans, black Scotch

fans silver solid turbits, white solid turbits,

white solid point crest turbits, blue check wing
turbit, silver wing point crest red bar turbit,

silver wing point crest turbit, yellow win^ point

crest turbit, red wing point crest turbit, dun
wing point crest turbit, blue wing white bars

tnrhil, blue wing while bars owls, red-tailed

turbits, yellow-tailed owls, dun-tailed owls, >ilver

Quakers, blue Quaker starling, black Quaker
black priests white bars, black Brunswicks,black
nuns, black nuns booted, bine m<K)recaps, black
trumpeters, black mottled trumpeters, white
mottled trumpeters; second only on yellow barbs,

black barbs, white barbs, white carrier, red car-

rier, blue pied pouters, black pied pouiers. black
booted crested fantails, red Scotch fantails, yel-

low Scotch fantails. black .solid point crest tur-

bits, dun tailed turbits, yellow priests (white

bars) and red nuns.

CAGE BIRDS.

H. W. Vahle took first and .second on common
quail, common blackbird, common starling,

European skylarks, European robin, European
quail, European siskins, European blue finch,

European gold finch, European grey linnet, Eu-
rtipean green linnet, mocking bird, nonpariel,

red cardinal, Brazillians, troopeals, Baltimore
oriole, grey Java sparrow, white Java sparrow,
shell paraquetls, bee bee paraquelts, Brnr.illian

paraquelts, Cuban love birds, African love birds,

German canary, Belgian canary, French ca-

nary, common canary, ring doves, blue linnet,

cockotilloB, bearde<l paraquet; first only on Mexi-

can parrots, Amazon parrots, Jamaica parrots,

yellow crested white cockatoo, red crested white
cockatoo, common weaver bird, red weaver bird,

bishop weaver bird. Napoleon weaver bird,

rosellas. woodpecker,widdah bird, gold hammer,
cross bill, rose-breasted gross beak, bobolink and
East Indian paraquet; second on European
thrush.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Largest cat, J. B. Deason first and R. C. Kaighn
.second; handsomest cat, George Gerhart first

and W. L. Randall second; all while cat,

Carrie E Matthews first; Maltese cat, Clarence
Mason second; cat with largest number of kit-

tens, Jacob Todd, Jr., seconcl Rabbits with
young, W. P. Tonilinson, first. Opossum with
young, James West, first.

SPECIALS.
Best collection of pigeons, first lo Vahle, sec-

ond to Bailey; most varied and valuable collec-

tion of siiiKing birds, first to Vahle; best display

of birds in one cage, fir.st and second to Vahle;

largest display of birds, first to Vahle.

Awards of the New York and New
England Agrricultural Fair.

There were nearly 2000 birds on exhi-

bition, and the judge, Henry S. Ball,

of Shewslierry, Mass., had his hands full,

as in most cases the cotni>etitioii was

very heavy, principally in the light Brah-

mas, buff and partridge Cochins, Ply-

mouth Rocks, ornamental bantams and

aquatic divisions, and there never was at

any show such a display of rare varieties

as was here. There was a big attendance

and fine weather and everyone was satis-

fied. It was their first fair, but it was a

rouser, long to be reniiinbered. Pri/.es

were liberal—J5 to first on pens, #3 to

second on pens
; $^ to first on pairs and

$2 to second on pairs. '"'The awards were

ist to W, A.
ist to De Witt

Brahmas (light).—Pens, ist lo John H War-
ner, 2dtoC. E. Rockenslyre; pairs, isl lo Rock-
enstye, ad to Warner; dark, pens,
Fuller, 2d toC. A. Ballou; pairs,

M. Munson. 2d to C. A. Ballou.

Cochins (buff)—Pens, isl to Warner, ad to

Sandacre Farm; pairs, isl lo Warner, id to

Sandacre Farm. Partridge, pcn.s, isl to War-
ner, 2d lo David R Udell; pairs, ist lo Warner,
jd toBallow. While, pens, 1st lo James V. Wen-
dell; pairs, isl to Jay M. Seymour.
Lanoshans-Pens, ist to W. Palmer; pairs,

2d to W. Palmer.
DORKINGS (white) —Pens, ist to W. J. Kirby;

pairs, all lo Kirby; silver grey, pairs, ist to O.
HowUnd & Son.
HoUDANS.—Pens, ist to John Van Anken;

pairs, ist to C. E. Rockenslyre, 2d to Van Anken.
CREVK CvkU«».—Allio j«y m. ocviiiOui.

La Flbche—All to J. H. Nellis & Co.

Polish (silver).—Pens, ist to James Seeley, 2d

to W. A. Shafer; pairs, isl lo P. Howland & Sou,
2d to Shafer; goltfen, pairs, 2d to W. L. Darbee.
Plymouth Rocks (barred).— Pens, ist lo Jones

Wilcox; pairs, ist to Darbee, 2d to Wilcox; white,

pens, ist toH. J Siiilhot;2d to J. T. De Graff;

pairs, ist and second to Siinhot.

American Dominiui'es.-All to Wilcox.
Wyandottes (golden).— Pens, ist to Nellis &

Co., 2d to Clayton S. Matlison; pairs, ist and 2d

to Matlison; silver, pens, ist lo Nellis & Co., 2d

to L. H. Myers: pairs, 1st to Wilcox, 2d to

Myers; white, pens, ist to Eugene Biirlingham,

2d to Sinhot; pairs, ist to W. A. Alexander.
jAVAS (black).—All to L. Lent; while, pairs,

2d to Lent; mottled, pairs, ad to Seeley.

Hamburgs (golden spangled).—Pens, ist to

Seeley, 2d to A. F. Bronson; pairs, 1st lo Bronson,
jd to Seeley; silver spangled, pens ist to Wit-

cox, 2d to Seeley; pairs, ist and 2d to Wilcox;
golden pencilled, pens, ist to J. T. Cothran, ad to

W. A. Sliafer; pairs, isl to Cothran, 2d to How-
land & Son; silver pencilled, pens, ist to Shafer,

2d to W. Dulton; pairs, isl lo Wilcox. 2d to

Shafer; black, all lo Shafer; white, pairs, Seeley.

Red Caps.-All to F. W. Stuart.

Spanish (white-faced black).—All to Frank
Jones.
Leghorns (single combed white).—Pens ist to

J. T. De Graff. 2d to I. S. Shircman; pairs, ist to

DeGraff, 2d lo Snilhol; rosecombe<l white, all

to Will C. House; singlecomlicd brown, pens, ist

lo Wilcox, ad to tones; pairs, 1st to Wilcox, 2d to

Eugene Burlinghani; black, pairs, ist to DeWitt
Munson.
Minorcas (black).—Pens, ist to De Graff;

pairs, ist to John Bal»cock, 2d to De Graff; white,
pens, ist to Shafer; pairs, isl to H. D. Weeks, 3d
to Jones.
Games (black red).—Pens, ist to Isaac Abbott,

ad to E. A. Wendell; pairs, 1st to Howland &
Son, ad to Abbott; golden duckwing, i>airs, isl to

Howland & Son; silver duckwing, pairs, ist to

Howland & .Son; black, pairs, i.sl to John Bab-
cock; Indian, all lo Sandacre Farm.
Bantams (black red game) —Pens, 1st to Sand-

acre Farm, ad lo C. E. Rockenslyre; pairs, ist to

T. C. Stanton, second to C. A. Balloin; brown red
game, pairs, isl and ad lo Stanton; rec pile game,
pens, isl to Jones, and ad to Warner; pairs, ist

and 2d to Sandacre Farm; white pile game,pairs,
ist to Sandacre Farm; silver duckwing game,
pens, iht and 2d to Jones and ad to Rocken-
slyre; golden duckwing game, pens, ist to P. C.

Stanton; pairs 2d to Jones, white game, pens, ist

lo M. Kleason; pair, island ad loSondacre Farm;
golden Sebright, pens, ist to H. D. Weeks, ad to

Kleason; pairs, to R<Kkenstyre, ad to J. T. Coth-
ran; silver sebrights, pens, 1st to Warner, ad to

Rockenslyre; pairs, ist to Sinlhot, ad lo Warner;
black rose combed, pen, 1st to De<lraff, ad to

Sandacre Farm; pairs, 1st lo DeGraff, ad to J. G.
Mills; white rose combed, pens, isl to Rocken-
slyre; pairs ist lo Rockenslyre, 2<1 to Kleason;
booted white, pens, ist lo Kleasun, 2d to Kirby;
pairs,islto Rockenslyre, ad to Kleason; Japanese,
pens, ist to Rockenslyre, ad lo Kleason; pairs.ist

lo Rockenslyre, ad to Kleason; Pekin, pens, ist

to Kleason; pairs, isl to Rockenslyre, ad lo Klea-
son; while crested white Polish, pens, ist to

Rockenslyre, ad to Kleason; pairs, 1st and 2d

to Rockenslyre; lumpless. pens and pairs, ist to

F D.Curtis'
Rumplkss (white).— Pens, ist to Rockenstyre;

i

pairs, ist to Rockenstyre; Dominique, pairs, ist
Rockenstyre.
Creepers (Dominique, white and black).—All

to Rockenstyre.
White Frizzles.—All to Rockenstyre.
Turkeys (bronze).—Pairs, ist to C. H. Barber,

3d to Shafer; white, pairs, ist and ad lo Howland
& Son; buffs, pairs, ist and ad, O. J. Lewis.
Geese (Toulouse).—Pairs, ist lo L. Lent, ad to

Jones, Emlxlen, pairs, island ad to C. H. Barber-
white China, ptairs, ist to De Witt M. Munson,
3d to C. L. G. Blessing; brown China, pairs, 1st
and 3d to Blessing.
Ducks (Rouen).—Pairs, ist lo Munson, ad to

Seeley; Aylesbury, jyairs, 1st to Seeley, ad to
Munson; Cayuga, pairs, ist to Munson; Pekin,
pairs, ist to Munson, ad to Seelev; crested white,
pairs, ist to Munson; white Mtiscovy, pairs, lat
and ad to C. H. Barber; colored Muscovy, pairs,
ist to Blessing, ad to Barber.
Guineas (pearl) —Pairs, isl and 2d to Seeley;

white, pairs, ist to Howland & Son, 2d to Charles
Twiner.
Pea Fowls.—Pairs, ist and ad to Barber.
Pigeons.-Pouters, ist to J. G, Mills, ad to

John M. Eddy; carriers, ad to Mills; Antwerps,
ist lo Mills, ad to Eddy; barbs, ist to Mills;
short-faced tumblers, ist to T. C. Stanton, 3d to
Mills; owls, island ad to Mills; fantails, ad to
Shafer; jacobins, 1st to Jacob Bauer, 3d to Klea-
soiij ringdoves, island ad to Shafer. Best col-
lection oT jacobins, Jacob Bauer; best collection
of Antwerps, Bauer.
Belgium hares, 3d to Walter Becker. Incubator,

•t to T. G. Nankin. Rock

Poultry at Dundee, N. J.

There were about 300 entries of fowls

at the opening of the new Dundee fair.

What the exhibit lacked in numbers was
tea certain extent improved by the qual-

ity of the birl>s exhibited. The black
Langshans of Willard P. Smith and the
white Leghorns of that hustling young
fancier W.J. Andrus were decided features

of the show. The largest exhibitors were
Headley & Day and E. & J. W. Kipp.
Westervelt T. Haywood had a nice ex-
hibit of bantams. I. K. Felch judged the
poultf)'. Following are the awards :

Brahmas (lightl—Pen, ad to Headley & Day-
pair, ist to J. W. Kipp and ad to E. Kipp.
Cochins (Partridge)—Pair, 1st to E. Kipp.

White— Pen. ist to g. Kipp. ad to J. W. Kipp; pair
ist to E. Kipp, ad to J. W. Kipp. Buff—Pair, ad
to John C. Podman. Black—Pair, ad to E. Kipp.
Black Langshans-Pen, island 2d; pair, ist

•nd ad to W. P. Smith.
Plymouth Rocks (barred)—Pair, lat to J. H

Tallraan. White—Pair, ist and 2d to Headley &
Day. '

Wyandottes (silver)— Pen, ad; pair, ist and 2d
to Headley & Day. Golden—Pen, 2d; pair, 2d to
Headley & Day.
Leghorns (white)—Pen, ist; pair, island ad to

W. J. AnilruK, pen, ad to Mead ley ft. Day. Brown-
Pen, ist; pair ad to James Clark; pen, ad; pair, ist
to Headley & Day. Dominique—Pen, ad, pair.

-Pair, ist

pen.

3d to Headley & Day. Black K^hom
and ad, pen, ist to Headlev & Day.
W. F. Black Spanish—Pair, ist and ad

lat to Headlev & Day,
Minorcas '(black)—Pair, ist. pen, ist J H

T,>llman; pair, ad to Headley & Day. White-
Pair, ad to Headley & Day.
Polish (black)—Pair, island ad to Headley &

Day. Golden spangled—Pair, ist to Henry
James; pen ist and pair ad to Headley & Day.
Silver spangled -Pair, isl to J. H. Tallman, pair,
3d and pen ad to Headley & Day.
White Langshans—Pair, ist to W. P. Smith.
S. G. Dorkings—Pair, ist to J. W. Kipp. pair

3d and pen ist to E. Kipp.
Houdans—Pen 1st and pair ist and 3d to J. W.

Kipp; pen, ad to E Kipp.
La Fleche—Pair, isl lo W. J. Andrus.
Games (brown-breasted red)—Pair, ist and ad

to W. J. Andrns. Golden duckwing—Pair, ist
and ad to Westervelt T. Haywood.
White Rumple.ss— Pair, ist to E. Kipp.
Bantams (while booted)—Pen isl and pair ist

to J. W. Kipp. Red pile—Pair ist and ad and
pen ad. While game—Pair island ad and pen
ist. Black-breasted red game—Pen, ist and ad-
pair. 1st and ad. Golden duckwing—Pen, ist;
6air, 1st. Golden Sebright—Pair, ad; pen, ad.
lack rose comb—Pen, ist and ad, all to Wester-

velt T. Haywood. Black rose coml>—Pair, istnd ad lo W. T. Cadmus.
Turkeys (bronze)- Hair, ist to E. Kipp. ad to

J. W. Kipp. While—Pair, ist to E. Kipp
Ducks (Pekin)-ist and ad to M. Weinruthers.

White crested—Pair, ist to B. Kipp, ad to J W
Kipp Rouen—Pair, 3d to E. Kipp. Cayuga—
Pair, ist to E. Kipp. Muscovy—Pair, 3d to Wat-
son T. Moore.
Guineas-Pair, ist to K. Kipp, ad to J. W.

Kipp, •*

PIGEON PLYING- NEWS.
The Season Rapidly Drawing to

a Close—The New Offloers.

The Newark's Five give their banquet
on Wednesday evening, October 15, at

842 Broad Street, Newark. There are
upwards of fifty invitations sent out to
various parts outside of the Jersey clube,
and the participants can look forward to
a very pleasant evening's entertainment.
"Pigeon talk" will be the subject of the
evening, and that with other matters will

be indulged in until the small hours. We
wish you a very merry time.

The next annnal meeting of the Fed-
eration of American Homing Pigeon
Fanciers will be held at the American
Institute, New York City. However the
the date has not yet been decided upon.
No doubt it will be a few days after Christ-
mas. A good show may be looked for-
ward to. Messrs. Spangehl and Verr-
rinder are at the head of it. Besides
pigeons there are other interesting ex-
hibits at the American Institute.
There has Ijeen shipped for record 2688

birds during the past old and young bird
seasons; 1767 m the five Concourse
races, and 921 outside simply for record.
Second-class diplomas will be awarded

to the following for first and second best
average spee s in the old and young bird
flights outside of the Concourse racte •

«5»

mem»)er and the whole ticket as stated
was agreed upon unanimously.
The following resolutions were pre-

sented to the meeting and recommended
for consideration at the next annual
meeting to be held in New York :

Rbsolveu, That the office of corresponding
•ecreUry be consolidated with the race secre-
taryship, and that the race secretary receive not
less than three hundred dollars per annum for
his services. Also, that we fly all Concourse
races under sectional management, in conjunc-
tion with the race secretary, each section to elect
Its own concourse committee, and make its own
schedule of dates and stations, and each section
to embrace an area of not more than twenty
miles, subject lo the approval of the Executive
Committee, whose duty ft shall be lo see that all
races for diplomas are conducted according to
the rules of the Federation, and that a section
shall consist of not less than twenty-five active
landers.

It was also moved, seconded and car-
ried unanimously that the annual dues
be increased to two dollars instead of one
as heretofore. The Philadelphia choice
is as follows :

President, 8. G. H. Maule ; first vice-president.
Doctor H. P. Aten ; second vice-president George
T. Morgan ; secretary and Treasurer, William
Verrinder, Jr.; race secretary, D. S. Rogers.
Bzecutlve Committee, William Bennert, Alonso

Gordon, James Work.
Concourse Committee for Philadelphia sec-

tion, George R. Callaghan, Paul W. Krouse, J.
D. Munro and the following gentlemen affixed
their signatures, fully endorsing the action of
the meeting : John Shepherd, 0. S. Rogers, J.
C. Conley, George R. Callaghan, James Boyd, J.
D. Munro, W. S. Torkington, Jr., P. W. Krouse
M. L. Edwards, H. B. Stiles, John L. GUI, George
J. Beck, Charles Hub, Alex. Fuerst. John Love.
A. K - - - -J

8. Pi

ley

Beck, Charles Hub, Alex. Fuerst. John Love,
. K.Caler8on,F. K. Rogers, C H. Carpenter, J.
Fryer, O. J. Prins. H. Weinricta, J. W. Mark
y, A. H. Kruger, William Kerhanger.

Name. Lopt. Race prom I

J. D. Munro . .

J. D. Munro . .

J. Nickels ....
W.B. Garrabrant

P. Devlin . .

F. Devlin . .

K. L. Hay.-a

W n t'.arr^U^

Eli Morton . .

Eli Morton . .

P. W. Krouse
P. W. Krouse .

W. C. Geary .

Newar
lyn, N. \
•K, N. J.

b. c. c.

b. c. c.

b c. c.

b. c.

r. c. c.

r. c. c.

c. w. c.

ONE HUNDRED MILBS.
Philadelphia

. . I Odenton, Md. . .1 P. 1 100 I

Philadelphia
. . | Odenton, Md. . . | B. 1169I

TWO HUNDRED MILBS.

I

Washington, D.C.
I

Z. 5001 I

,
I
Washington, D. C. | B. 766

|

THREE HUNDRED MILES.
I

Philadelphia I Bedford City, V«. I X. 101 |

Philadelphia.
. Bedford City, Va. Z.6137

I
Philadelphia

. . i Bedford City, Va. | X.U191
|

POUR HUNDRBD MILES.
,
..c*TM*^, .,. J. .

I
fvu«.ft.y ati., va. . ( If . 700

I

YOUNG BIRD»-ONB HUNDRED MILBS.
Newark, N. J. . | Wilmington, Del. I H. 3956 I b. h,
Newark, N. J. . | Wilmingtou, Del. | 9 bir^ |

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY MILBS.
Philadelphia . . Manassas, Va. . . I H 410 1

Philadelphia. Manassas, Va, . . H.414
Philadelphia

. . Manassas, Va. . . | H. 551
TWO HUNDRED MILBS.

5*
i

100
100

|303K
I '97

398
398
>98

Il6t

1 147 I

1333
I

1204!

I30O
I300
1 181

i First.

I
Second.

I

First.

I Second.

I

First.
First.
Second.

b. c.
I
40a

I 900 I
First.

99
99

I

1117

I
l'09

—Movable nests are best, as they are
convenient, easily handled, whitewashed
and cleaned quickly. Don't give a hen
a nest that is not clean or free of lice.

—With duck feathers selling at 60c per
lb and ducks of ordinary size at 70c per lb
in New York, there are cerUinly few
reasons for asserting that the duck is
otherwise than a profitable fowl.

—Javas are good general fowls, dressing
for market well. As egg producers, they
are not more than ordinary, yet with the
right care do cjuite well. The chicks are
a creamy white and black when first
hatched.

—Hens always give the Ijest success
when having access to plenty of sharp,
gritty material. It is economy to supply
this when it is not found in natural beds,
as there is less waste of food and a greater
proportion of grain from its use than
where no grinding is provided.

F. Wessells. . .
I

Peekskill, N. V. Odenton, Md.
F. Wessells ... Peekskill, N. Y. Odenton Md.
C. P. Barstow . ( Peekskill, N. Y. Odenton, Md
C. F. Barstow . | Peekskill, N. Y. Odenton, Md.

THREE HUNDRBD MILBS.
L W Spangehl I Brooklyn, N. Y. I Charlottesville, Va I H 11L^W. Spangehl

| Brooklyn, N. Y | CharlottesvUle, Va

H.8765
H,8767
H. 3570
H. 3577

H.6

b.c.
b. h.

ilver c
rede.

b. c. c.

b.ch.

311 1107
311 1 107
311 1105
311 H05

isjlll

I First.

I

Second.

First.
First.
Second.

First.
First.
Second.
Second.

First.
Second.

A meeting of Philadelphia fanciers
was held at 11 15 South Fifteenth Street,
Thursday evening, October 9th. There
were present representatives from the
following clubs : Belmont, Fanciers,
Active, Star, Quaker City, South End,
and Manayunk Clubs, while many others
were on hand who do not belong to
clubs. The meeting was called to order
with Mr. John Shepherd in the chair,
while D. S. Rogers acted as secretary.
The following ticket was submitted to
the meeting and acted upon separately ;

For president, Jas. Work ; first vice-
president. Dr. H. F. Aten, of the King's
Couuty Club, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; second
vice-president, George T. Morgan, of the
Belmont Club, Philadelphia; for treas-
urer, William Verrinder, Jr., of the Jersey
Five, Newark, N. J.; for race secreUry,
Mr. D. S. Rogers, of the Active Club,
Philadelphia, while for the Executive
Committee Messrs. William Bennert, of
the Newark's Five ; Alonzo Gordon, of
the Sterling, and S. G. M. Maull, of the
Star Club, and for the Concourse Com-
mittee of the Philadelphia Section,
George R. Callahan, Paul W. Krouse and
J. D. Munro. After a few well chosen
remarks by J. C. Bockius, who com-
mented upon the services rendered the
Federation by Messrs. Shepherd and
Work, Mr. Shepherd declined emphat-
ically to accept the nomination of presi-
dent, and on motion of J. C. Conley Mr.
Work's name came up for president, and
he also positively refused to serve, and
after considerable discussion, S. G. M.
Maule's name was placed in nomination
by Mr. John Shepherd and was unani-
mously adopted. Mr. James Work was

This is a copy of a postal card received
by John L. Gill, West Philadelphia :

Baltimokb, September 38.

Dkar Sir : I have Cort your Bird No H 1904
Please Ancer me Back what will you give me for
that bird. Yours Truly Fkank Krat,

918 N. Chapel St., Baltimore, Md.

October 8 J. Hervey Doane. of Plain-
field, N. J., had eight birds liberated at
Havre-de-Grace by R. Seneca at 7.45;
calm and clear, the birds having heen de-
tained on account of unfavorable weather,
the first arrival was at 11.01, and four
are reported before 2 o'clock, distance
115 miles.

William H. Hillsbrecht, of Pittaburg,
had eleven youngsters liberated at Spring-
field, O., 205 miles, at 7.10 A. M., October
8, by C. M. Day, Adams Express agent.
They made a beautiful start and five are
reported at their loft at 1.05, while other
arrivals are reported for one day record,
the speed made is about 1000 yards per
minute.

THE 8"WALLOW PIGEON.

Somewhat Similar to the Nun.
How to Tell Them Apart.

Stephen Beale in Country Gentleman.

This beautiful bird is frequently asso-
ciated with the nun in our smaller Eng-
lish shows, the two breeds being ex-
hibited together. They have several
points in common, but the differences be-
tween them are striking, the chief one
being that they are feather or muffed-
legged, while the nun is perfectly plain
in the shanks. Each has a hood, and a
head very much alike in shape, but
whereas the swallow is colored in body,
with white neck, breast, underparts and
backs, the nun has white body with black
tail and flights. It has never become
very popular in this country, but is much
more extensively kept in Germany,
whence it has been derived. Lyell in
his "Fancy Pigeons," says that the swal-
low, known in Germany in several va-
rieties as the Schwalbentaube, and in

France as the Hirondelle, has its name
from the resemblance in marking to the
tern, or sea swallow.

The variety usually found in this coun-
try came originally from Germany,where
it is known as the Nurnberg type. It has
a long sletider beak, the upper mandible
of which is colored in accordance with
the marking. The forehead rises ab-
ruptly, the head is flat, and colored
above an imasiuary line running from
the corners of the mouth through the
eyes. The hood, which should be ex-
tensive and of a cupped shell form,
should be all white, and not lined with
colored feathers, or the bird will lose in
value. The eye has a dark hazel iris, and
when the markings are of a rich color,
as they often are, the eye cere and cor-
ners of the mouth are bright red. The
neck is slender and short, and breast
broad, the bod^ broad and flat, the legs
-»«~-* The wings and flighu are colored.

V

short.

placed upon the ticket as an executive change.'

—Some people cannot settle their
minds to the fact that the large variety of
ducks, as the Pekin, Rouen, Aylesbury,
etc., do not need any bathing water. We
annually raise a great many ducks, and
all the water they get is put in their
drinking vessels. We do, however, give
them fresh water morning, noon and
night. No ducks could thrive better
than ours. As ducklings they shoot right
ahead. It is seldom we lose any. As
ducks they remain healthy, eat heartily,
lay well, and are content. Experiments
have shown that you can grow ducklings
for market more cheaply and more suc-
cessfully without bathing water.—Ex-

all be white, forming a heart-shaped
figure on the beck, the marking here be-
ing the reverse of the magpie pigeon.
The legs and feet should be heavily
hocked and booted, the heavier the bet-
ter, as this adds to the appearance, aud
is in keeping with the shape of the va-
riety. The nock feathers are white, but
all feathers below the hocks, on the legs
and feet, must be colored. The general
appearance of the swallow is that of a
thick-set, broad, low-standing pigeon.
The Nurnberg swallow, according to

Neumeister, the German writer on
pigeons, has been known iu its purity
from ancient times. In marking it is as
already described, but the quality of its

colors is exceedingly rich, owinjj to a cer-
tain fat or oil in its system, which it has
in common with certain eastern pigeons.
Its plumage fiU loosely, but at the same
time is thick, soft and fatty to the touch.
The colors are fiery aud rich, the black
deeper and more velvety than all other
German species of pigeon ; the white, on
the other hand, looks as if oiled, for
which reason this pigeon is called in
Nurnberg "The Greasy Fairy. " All the
feathers under the wings, about the
thighs, and round the vent, instead of
shedding their fibres in the usual way,
remain merely cases filled with yellow
fat or wax, or at most only shed a small
portion of their extremities. The same
peculiarity has been found in other
pigeons, where it was at first thought to
be a disease, but it has since been found
to be merely resultant from the large
supply of fat which some breeds p )ssess,

giving to them the marvellous metallic
lustre they have, an I which is their lead-
ing characteristic. The black Nurnberg
swallow ha.s most of these quills, ana
from its beautiful green lustre is called
"The Velvet Fairy." Next to it comes
the red, while the yellow and the blue
have not so much of this peculiar feath-
ering.

Swallows are found in great variety on
the Continent, more especially in Ger-
many. In addition to those marked as
already described, of which the colors are
blacks, redd, yellows and blues, there are
the following variations : Black, red and
yellow, with white wing bars ; blue, with
white wine bars, edged with black ; silver,
corresponding to the blue.
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The Awards In the Various Classes
at the Late Fair.

Spkcial Rkport kob The Joubnai..

The display of pigeons at the Lehigh

County Fair, held at Allentown, Pa.,

Septeniber 29, October 3, was the largest

in the history of the society in point of

numliers, some 500 birds being on exhi-

bition and entered for competition. The
quality for the main part was well up,

and the birds mostly in fine feather.

Very few birds were shown in moult. The
exhibit was in charge of Mr. C.J. Trexler,

of Allentown, an old pigeon fancier, who
had the exhibit well arranged. The
awards were placed by Mr. E. P. Cloud,

Kennett Square, Pa., and cards tacked
trp as judging proceeded, which was
quickly done for such a large exhibit.

The following are the awards :

Antwbrps (red checkered).— ist to Cressman,
3d to J. C. Kriner; blue, ist and id to C. G. Trex-
Icr; blue checkered, ist and ad to Cressman; red
Quakers— I St to Trexler.
PouTBBS (blue pied).—ist to Kriner, 2d to O. K.

BrobHt & Bru. ; white, ist and 2d to F. A. Schofer;
black pied, ist to Schofer.
TuMHLERS (blue, clear).— i8t to Kriner; booted,

ist to nrobtit & Bro., 2d to Kriner; black ist

to William S. Lentz, 2d to Kriner; black bald
head, ist to Brobst & Bro., 2d to W. M. Ehinger;
rtnn, 1st, to H. H. WeLss, 2d to Brobst ft. Bro.;

red, ist to Weiss, 2d to Brobst & Bro.; short-
faced almond, ist to Schofer. 2d to H. G.Sheldon;
>iue bearded, ist to Weiss; almond crested, ist

;o Schofer, 2d to Weiss: black (spot), 2d to Weiss;
white, ist and 2d to William H. Koth; red Hol-
land. i.U and 2d to Roth; black button hend, 2d
to Khrinner, red bald head, 2d to Khinger; black
and silver heads, 2d to Khinger. Inside (yellow),

I at and 2d to Brobst & Bro.; red. ist and 2d to

Rrobsi & Bro.; black, ist to Brobst & Bro., 2d to

Khinger; red mottle<l, ist to sichofcr, id to Brobst
& Bro. Outside (black), ist and 2d to Brobst &
Bro.; high-flyers (blue beard), ist and 2d to Roth;
silver, ist to Roth.
Barbs (black).— i^t to Kriner, 2d to Schofer;

white, ifct to Schofer, 2d to Kriner; red, ist to C.
W. B. Gurnerd.
TBrMFKTEHS (black mottled).— ist to Kriner;

while. 1st and 21I to >>hclclon; black, ist to I.enti.

FANTAit..s (whitei.— ist to Schofer, jd to Gur-
n«rd; duu crested, ist to Kriner; black (saddle
bnck), ist to Brobst & Bro.
TljBBiTS (white shell crest), ist to Kriner; blue

wing, 1st to Khringe; vellow wing, ist to Gur-
nerd, 2d to EhiuKer: red wing 1st to Khinger;
silver red (l>arred), 2d to Khinger; blue tail shell
crest, ist and 2d to Lenti; black tail shell crest.
1st and 2d to I.eiitz: silver tail shell crest, .ist and
2d to L.eiitz; red tail shell crest, 1st and 2d to
f.,entz; yellow shell crest, 1st and 2<1 to Lentz;
silver point crest, 21I to Lentz; black point crest,
iftt to Lent*; red spot, ist and 2d to Lentz.

to Roth; blue muff. 2d to Roth; silver muff, 2d to
Roth; red spot, ist and 2d to I^ntz; red crested
sp>t, 2d to Lentz; red plain, j I 10 Lentz; silver
hn^lish, 2d to Khinger; blue powdeied. ist to
Khinger; blue English powdereii, 2.I to Khinger;
bine tail, 1st and 2d to Khinger; black tall, 2d to
Ehinger.
Swallows (blue checkered).—ad to Schofer;

black, ist to Schofer; blue, 1st to Schofer; yellow,
ist and 2d to Schofer; red, 2d to Schoftr; red
(silver barred), ist to Schofer; blue (barless), ist
to Ehinger.
Helmets (blue).— ist to Lentz; red, 1st to

Lentz; yellow, 1st to I^entz; red crested, 3d to
Lentz.
Carriers (black).— 1st to C. W. B. Gurnerd,

2d to Schofer; dun, 2d to Schofer.
Mac.pies (red, plain) -ist to Ehinger; black,

plain, 1st to Gurnerd; Itlue, plain, ist to Eh in-
ger; yellow plain, 2d to Ehinger; red crested, ist
to Khinger; blue crested, ist and 3d to Ehin-
ger; black crested, ist and 2d to Ehringer; dun
crested, lat and 2d to Khinger; yellow created,
lot to Gurnerd.
Jacobins (red).— ist and 2d to Schofer; yellow,

1st and 2d to Schofer; white, ist and 2d to Scho-
fer; black, 1st to Schofer; 3d to Khinger.
Dragoons (dun), ist and 2d to Schofer; white,

ist to Cressman.
Other Varieties.—White Duchess, ist to

Gnmerd; satinette turbit, 2d to Lentz; black
snells. ist and id to Khinger: blondinettes, ist
to Ehinger; silvernettet 3d to Khinger; black
nana, ist and 2d to Schofer.

POINTS OF THE EXHIBITS.

Several seconds were given in place of
firsts where merit was not well up. Very
few bull eyes were present. Several
crossbred, unheard of varieties were
passed. Some of the exhibitors were
pushed for hen birds, as two cocks mak-
ing a pair, were occasionally run across
and passed.
As usual there was some kicking, with

no good reason for so doing, and it was
decided that the average pigeon man can
kick backwards, foward and sideways.

Mr. J.C. Kriner's exhibit, Allentown,
was small, but fine, and in good feather.
He received six firsts and four seconds.
C. G. Trexler, Allentown, exhibited two
pair of blue Antwerps and a pair of red
Quakers, catching two firsts and a sec-
ond on the three pair.

Brobst & Bro. and \V. S. Lentz showed
some fine birds. The former's tumblers
(inside) were gootl performers. Roth's
white and red tumblers performed well.
Cressman 's pair of white dragoons were
greatly admired. Schofer's pair of white
fantails were fine and in nice feather,
ffurnerd showed a fine pair of black car-
riers and red barbs. Ehinger, Phila.,
made the largest display and caught a

handful of prizes. His pair of magpies
was greatly admired.
The society awarded I150 in premiums.

Next year they may inaugurate the col-

lection system. If they do it will bring
out a larger display, especially outside
birds and this will make the Allentown
boys hustle. The fair was a grand suc-
cess and it is estimated that foooo more
cash was taken in this year than any
other year.

.

SPEOIAIiTY CLUBS.

An Earnest Appeal to Poultrymen
to Obtain Recognition.

The interest in fancy breeds is compar-
atively young, and to become general

needs fostering.

There is no reason why fancy poultry
should not receive from the public the
same attention claimed by horses, cattle
and dogs, and if breeders would only
show the proper spirit they would surely
be rewarded by obtaining for their »pet8
the recognition due to them.
How can this be most easily obtained?

Through the medium of specialty clubs.
It is the manifest duty of all breeders to
support the clubs which have for their
object the liettering and strengthening
of their choice variety. A specialty club
will do all the work necessary in educa-
ting the public to the proper appreciation
of high-class poultry, but it is not fair to
expect a few to do the work which is to re-

dound to the advantage of the fraternity.
Without specialty clubs many breeds

which now hold prominent positions in
the poultry world, would be relegated far
below their present high station, and
others, if projierly supported, would
mount to the places thus made vacant.
No one will deny the great work done for
Langshans, and that notwithstanding
their many goo<l qualities, they would
not attract the attention lliey command
were it not for the active and intelligent
support of their admirers. What has
been done for one breed can be <loiie for
all, for take them as you will each and
everyone has its special qualities and at-

tractions.

The object and purpose of a specialty
r*liiK ia lli#» f.nltiir*» T»rr»t«»/.t»r»»» a*^A «>..»^. — ..... -.-.

J..
^...... ...... j^aw

motion of the breed it affects, and by all

honorable means, such as advertising,
writing and publishing of articles and
l>ooks on the subject, the offering of suit-

able premiums at exhibitions and fairs,

to awaken interest in said breed, egg on
its admirers to strive for perfection and
to make known to the public in general
its valuable qualities.

All this requires time and money. A
few are willing to take upon themselves
the burden of the work, but they justly
demand that all interested parties should
help defray the expenses.
Come, breeders, step to the front. Join

your specialty clubs, support them mor-
ally and financially. In fighting for the
position to which you believe your choice
variety is entitled, do not forget the im-
portant fact that lil)eral advertising is

one of j'our most powerful weapons. The
poultry press is your natural ally and is

ever ready to defend your cause and
assist you It is very true that without
your support it could not live, but, on
the other hand, without its support your
success would soon be turned to failure.

The show season is now fairly launched,
and it is, therefore, high time that you
should set to work and forge rapidly
ahead on the road of progress.
Though this appeal may answer for all

breeds, and I would be greatly pleased to
know it had done them some good, it is

especially intended for buff Cochins and
Pekin bantams.
On breeders of these varieties I most

earnestly call to crowd the poultry press
with their ads., and liberally support their
club. lyet the public know and learn to
appreciate your favorites and you will be
rewarded, when, at the end of the season,
you see the grand buff Cochins and the
cunning Pekin bantams perched on the
hijfhest round of the ladder of fame ad-
mired and wanted by all.

If all buff breeders will send me their
names and addresses, and assure me of

C
roper support, I will prepare an ex-
austive buff Cochin catalogue which

will be an honor to the club and a valu-
able addition to any library.

(i. P. Rkvnaud,
Secretary AnifricaM Buff Cochin Cliih and Pekin
Bantam Cluti.

3 Bdwling Green, New York City.

INDL^N GAME STANDARD.

A Concise and Pointed Article on
Single and Double Laoinfc.

For The Fanciers' Journal.

In the controversy over the proposed

standard for Indian games those who
favor admitting two distinct types—single

laced and double laced—on the same
footing, do not seem to have profited by
experience, or else they close their eyes

to the evils that always have followed

such a course and always will where it is

impossible to keep the two types sepa-

rate, as is the case with this breed. I

take it no one would object to the single

lacing if it could be kept pure. But

when the single-laced birds are crossed

with those having a double lacing we lose

the distinguishing beauty of both types.

The clear center of the one and the

well-defined inner lacing of the other

will disappear together, and in their stead

will be a ma.ss of splashy feathers not

unlike the plumage found on the backs

aud wings of the golden Wyandoltes at
the present time. In some cases this re-

sult has already been reached. At one of
the fall fairs the writer saw a specimen of
the progeny of just such a cross. When
the bree<l becomes more plenty such rep-
resentatives will be called culls aud no
sane man will be found taking them to
the show room.
To show what may be expected if an

elastic standard is adopted we have only
to turn back to the original Wyandotte
standard and its attendant evils. 1 am
aware that this inexcusable mistake has
been resurrected to do duty as a pre-
cedent to govern in the present case. But
no one familiar with the history and the
l)reeding of the Wyandotte fowl would
think ofaccepling a similar blunder as a
guide to the successful breeding of Indian
games. It has been the one great obstacle
to the improvement of the Wyandottes as
a breed. Now that it is dead and buried,
every lover of the breed admits that it

would have been incalculably nearer

ard had been in force from the
first. In the light of this experience to
adopt a like course regarding Indian
games would—considering the similarity
in markings—produce like results and l>e

something worse than a blunder. Instead
of being a precedent to follow it is an ex
ample to shun and the strongest argu-
ment against any flexibility in the stand-
ard so mr as it relates to single and double
lacing.

It has been assumed by some who
favor single lacing that it is preferred by
English breeders, and that they are slyly
sending us their double-laced birds and
retaining the others. The fact that
double lacing is almost universal shows
that it is a characteristic of the breed se-
cured by close study and careful selec-
tion by the breeder and would stamp
this theory as false without the aid of
testimony bearing on this point lately re-

ceived from correspondents in England.
It is also shown by these correspondents
that the so-called single-laced birds there
are those that do not show the inner lac-

ing on ihe surface. No matter how
clearly defined this marking, if it is cov-
ered by the overlining feather the bird is

called single-laced. This may not be
very welcome information to those who
have built their hopes on the peculiar
wording of the English standard, but I

trust they will make the best of it. The
finest sample feathers the writer has ever
seen were taken from the breast of an
English first prize winner of the above
class. The inner lacing was small but
verjr sharp in its outlines. The outer
lacing narrow, leaving a broad golden
bay center that was clean, clear and
striking, the combination indicating that
this breed is a star of the first magnitude.
I think we would all lie glad to breed
single-laced (?) specimens of this stamp.

In a recent article from Mr. H. S. Bab-
cock that gentleman says substantially
that inasmuch as the Indian game is

a table fowl the plumage is of secondary
importance and that breeders should give
more attention to shape. Coming from
a breeder who is acknowledged as an
authority on matters pertaining to fancy
fancy poultry culture ; one who prides
himself on breeding to feather and who
basis his preference for a certain fowl

«53

because of the shape of its comb, this is,

to say the least, unexpected. It implies
that there is a disposition to prcnlnce fine
feathers at the expense of breast and
body. I doubt if there is any greater
danger of this concerning this brewi than
there is of the Wyandottes or Plymouth
Rocks degenerating in that particular.
The true fancier's aim is to produce an
ideal bird. To that end he studies sym-
metry, shape, station, plumage—every-
thing that goes to make the perfect
fowl. Shape and plumage to him are
one and inseparable. He believe.4 if he
sacrifices plumage for pounds that he
will very soon reach the level of the
market poultryman with his one stand-
ard, which he applies to all breeds im-
partially—that of length, breadth and
thickness, in which plumage cuts no
figure, and he is right.

With an inflexible standard that recog-
nizes one style of markings, and only
one, and cuts all departures according to
degree, the future of the Indian game
will be a success. But if it is handi-
capped, as has been proposed, by tack-
ing on the discarded portion of the old
Wyandotte standard that will end in
robbing the breed of its chief beauty, its

days of popularity will t)e few and full of
trouble. Irving Crocker.
Seneca Falls, N. Y.

CAGE . BIRDS • AND « PETS.

Poultrymen Meet.

Editor Fanciers' Joirnal.

Sir : The Toronto Poultry, Pigeon and
Pet Stock .\ssociation held its regular

monthly meeting on the 9th inst., at Rich-

mond Hall, after a lapse of three months,
during which time no meetings were
held. The president, Mr. William Barber,
occupied the chair. The minutes of the
previous meeting[s were read and con-
firmed. No business of any importance
was transacted. It was decidea to dis-

cuss at the next meeting the advisability
of altering the by-laws. There were on
exhibition white Minorcas and pigeons,
any other variety. White Minorcas, first

to Thomas A. Duff, 94, 93>i ; second to
John Gray, 94, 92 _^ ;

pigeons, any other
variety, first, second and third to William
-..,.», ...^f,^. „„.. .>.^..»..f,V..O. JUU^VO
for fowls, J. E. Bennett, Charles Bonnick
an.i Rol)ert Downs ; for pigeons, H. B.
Donovan. There l>eing some dissatisfac-

tion as to the judging of Indian game at
the Industrial it was decided that this

association procure standards, etc., of
this variety and so get a more thorough
understanding of Indian games. After
some further discussion the meeting ad-
journed. E. F. Doty, Secretary.

Desires a Correction.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : In looking over your reports of
the awards made at the Rhode Island

State Fair poultry exhibit I noticed you
were in error aufl thought if you would
allow me I would correct them, firstly,

because I am interested, and, secondly,
because you desire to publish facts. The
correct list of awards made to Rhode
Island Poultry Yards are as follows

:

Black Langshans, a clean sweep, first and
second prizes in cocks, hens, cockerels
and pullets. White Langshan, another
victory, first on cocks, cockerels and pul-
lets, and first and second on hens. We
won in Indian games first on cock, hen
and pullet, also second on the latter.

The remaider of your report was correct.
Yours very truly,

H. A. Brown,
T. H. Adams,

Proprietors.

The A. P. A. Meeting.

MoNTMORKNCi, Ind. , Oct. 8.—Mem-
bers of the American Poultry Association

are hereby notified that the A. P. A.

will hold its sixteenth annual session in

the city of Charleston, S. C, during the
exhibition of the South Carolina Poultry
and Pet Stock Association (not incorpo-
rated). The first meeting will take place
at 8 o'clock P. M., Thursday, January 15,

1 891, in the parlors of the Charleston
Hotel. Hoping that all members who
possibly can, will attend this meeting, we
are. Respectfully yours,

R. Twells, Sec. and Treas.

Geo. W. Mitchell, President.

BY THE -WAY.

In the E<linbnrgh Geographical Jour-

nal, 1834, mention is made of a black-

bird being surprised in its cage by a cat.

When the bird was relieved it was found

lying on its back and quite wet with

sweat. The feathers of the blackbird fell

off and were renewed, but the new ones

were perfectly white.

•.
An alderman of a town in the north of

England moved at a meeting that a gon-

dola should be got for the pond in the

public park. A pompous alderman sug-

gested as an amendment that they

might procure a pair, as they might
breed. He thought it was a species of

waterfowl.

•*»

The now extinct Dinornis, or Moa
bird, of Australia, was the giant among
birds. Skeletons of this bird have been

found that show its height to have been

from fourteen to sixteen feet. It lived

during the time of the Maoris and was
exterminated abont 200 years ago ; it

was slain for food, and, being wingless

and very stupid, it easily fell a prey to

man. This accounts for the Moa's ex-

tinction in the first two or three centu-

ries of the Maoris' presence in Austra-

lia.

•••

Spratts Patent are making a new food

for cage birds, and it is claimed nestlings

can be reared )upon it with the most com-
plete success.

A QUEER ALLIANCE.

A Doff and a Pigeon Become Fast

Friends.

A well-known writer in a London paper

tells about a friendship that arose between
a pointer dog and a pigeon.

The pigeon lost its mate and at once
sought the pointer's society. Fop—the

dog's name—acquiesce<l in the friend-

ship, and suffered the pigeon to take its

meals from his biscuit and water tin and
to nestle close beside him in the kennel.

One day two chickens wandered into

the kennel where the dog and pigeon re-

side and Fop promptly bit their heads off,

an intimation that he couldn't stand the

company of three birds.

On the days when Fop is taken on to

the moor to hunt grouse the pigeon fol-

lows him, taking a series of short flights

over his head until a little wood is

reached. The keeper and dogs pass
through it, but the pigeon's courage fails

at this point and she returns to the ken-
nel to wait for the pointer's return.
Another writer tells, in the same

journal, of a hen which has acted for sev-
eral weeks as a foster-mother to eight
spaniel puppies. The real mother, a
gentle creature, allowed the hen to cover
the puppies with her wings and to re-
main with them day and night.
When the puppies began to walk she

was their constant attendant ; when they
learned to eat she would "call" them anti
break their food. As they grew older
they barked and capered around her, but
they tried her patience sorely and led her
a sad life.

About Cats.

Teacher—Now, Ashton, if it costs me
twelve cents to buy one cat, what will

twelve cats cost me ?

Ashton—You need not buy twelve cats.
Buy one, and in a little while you will
have a dozen.

\

—The cat has nine lives, and spends
them all in vocal culture.—Puck.

CANARY BIRDS.

How to Keep Them in Song and
Free From Disease.

Doubtless of all cage birds the canary
is the general favorite. There are very

few families in which he is not to be
found domesticated. Nor is it to be won-
dered at, for his natural disposition is to

be friendly and even affectionate. The
writer learned from a Brooklyn fancier

that the best canaries are from Germany
and England. The Norwich (^England)

birds are celebrated for their high color

and freeness of song ; aldo for their live-

liness and trim plumage. They are, how-
ever, very tender and apt to fall sick.

The German birds are splendid songsters,

but they are not handsome either in form
or plumage, and their colors are bad

;

neither are they so lively as the Norwich
birds. However, their voices are in-
finitely finer ; they sing more steadily
and with more harmony, while their con-
stitution is strong. Some fanciers have
a partiality for the Belgian canary. These
birds are of gaunt proportions and have a
commanding presence. Their length is

remarkable and their spirits exhnberant.
Their song, too, is musical, but not equal
to the German birds. They are some-
times called "Jonque birds."

Private fanciers often select their birds
at dealers' stores in the evening by gas-
light. Canaries love noise, too. Rattle
a little maize in a wooden box or talk very
loud and they will at once be on their
highest mettle,everyone of them resolved,
apparently, to outdo his fellow in sing-
ing. Thus the best songster of the lot is

readily detected. Sometimes a very ex-
traordinary song bird has a damaged tail

and an otherwise defective plumage.
This is nothing if he be in other respects
perfect. In a proper cage in three weeks
his beauty will be reinstated. The best
trait in the character of a canary is he
will sing, place him anywhere one may.
These birds seldom show a sulkiness of
disposition, but if they should do so a
little piece of green—a lettuce leaf—or a
corner ot a scKla cracker will set all to
rights in a moment. A canary in good
health appears thin and trim, and is very
sprightly in his cage. If in the day time
the bird sits mopingly, with his head be-
hind his wing, it may be concluded that
his days are numbered.

In answer to a question as to what age
canaries live, the fancier said they had
been known to live fifteen years when
well cared for. In order to secure lon-
gevity for the birds the cages should be
selected with care. The cages generally
in use are altogether ill adapted to com-
fort, l)eing open to the air at every point,
and admitting a succession of draughts
from morning till night. Hence the
cause of so much sickness and of so
many deaths. Birds so treated speedily
become asthmatic, and seldom live for
any great length of time. It is advised
that the circular open-barred brass cages
with sliding doors—those resembling a
parrot's cage on a reduced scale—be
avoided. They have been proved to be
frightful instruments of destruction,
bringing full many an innocent songster
prematurely to his place of final rest.

The brass, it may l>e observed, when
water lodges on it, causes verdegris

;

and this, when ta.sted, produces some-
times a lingering and sometimes sudden
death. All manner of cheap wooden
cages should be ignored if one wants a
healthy bird. A hardwood cage—of ma-
hogany if possible—is recommended, and
its sizt! about thirteen inches long, eleven
inches high and eight inches deep. The
top, back and one of the sides should be
of wood, the other side and front of
stout wire. This kind of cage admits the
air, and at the same time excludes a
thorough draught. The cage inside
.should be painted white. A bird thus
lodged can be placed anywhere or hung
out of any window. He will never know
what fear is, and he will be steady in

song. It is a mistake to place any bird
in an entirely open cage, il he is expected
to sing well.

To make canaries familiar they are
given every now and then a small quan-
tity of yelic of egg boiled hard and a lit-

tle German paste mixed with a stale

sponge cake. The birds love to flirt with
any nice pickings, and they chatter and
jump about the cage as if in acknowl-

edgment of the treat. In hanging "birds

out in the garden or at an open window
great care should be taken in shielding
them from the scorching sun. "Keep
them," said the fancier, "in an equable
warmth, and they thrive ; neglect them
in this matter, and their feathers become
ruffled

; their head finds its way behind
the wing and their di.ssolution issi>eedy."
Canaries rejoice at being released from
their cage occasionally. To make them
happy place on the table a square china
bath, half filled with water, and set in a
deep basin to prevent damage to the fur-
niture by splashing. An invite of this
sort is irresistible, and "Dicky" is soon
immersed to his very throat. On re-

turning from his bath his appearance is

ludicrously comic. His sly look of* self-

satisfaction and assumption ofimportance
whilst nearly drenched and in a state of
almost utter helplessness are as "good as
a play" to watch.

POLLY AND THE HEN
An Account of Several Funny

Meetings Between Them.
The following good parrot story is told

in Youth's Companion :

Our next neighbor, writes a correspond-

ent, owned an amusing parrot that was
always getting into mischief, but usually

got out again without much trouble to
herself. When she had done anything
for which she knew she ought to be pun-
ished, she would hold her head to one
side, and eyeing her mistress, protest in
a sing-song tone, "Polly is a good girl,"
until she saw her mistress smile ; then
she would flap her wings and cry out in
exultation, "Hurrah ! Polly is a good
girl !"

She was allowed to go free, and usually
took her exercise in the garden, where
she promenaded back and forth on the
walks, sunning herself and warning off
all intruders-
One morning a hen strayed out of the

chicken yard, and was quietly picking up
its breakfast, when Poll marched up to
her and called out "Shoo !" in her shrill

voice, emphasizing the command with a
smart pick of her sharp beak on the
chicken's head. The poor hen retreated
to her own quarters, running as fast as she
could, followed by Poll, who screamed
"Shoo !" at every step.

The hen had her revenge a few days
later, when Poll extended her morning
walk into the chicken yard. Here, with
her usual curiosity, she went peering into
every corner, till she came to the old hen
upon her nest. The hen made a dive for
Poll's yellow head, but missed it. Poll,
thinking discretion the better part of
valor, turned to run, and the hen, with
her wings wide-spread, following close
after. As she ran Poll screamed in her
shrillest tones, "O Lord ! O Lord !"

A member of the family, who had wit-
nessed the whole performance, thought
it was time to interfere in Poll's behalf,
as the angry hen was gaining on her. He
ran out, and, stooping down, held out
his hand. Poll lost no time in traveling
up to his shoulder. Then from her high
vantage ground, she turned her head to
one side, and, looking down on her foe,

screamed, "Hello there ! shoo !"

The frightened hen acknowledged de-
feat by returning to her nest as rapidly
as she had come.

Diseases of Cinnamon Canaries.

In the matter of diseases there are
three ailments that I have found cinna-
mons to be more subject to than other
varieties. The first is blindness. By
blindness I do not mean cataract. The
peculiar form which this affection takes
in the cinnamon is a swollen and inflamed
condition of the eye, accompanied by a
nasty sticky discharge.
The second ailment is gout in the

feet and legs. I have been much troubled
with this complaint, having lost, amongst
othej birds, the yellow that won at the
Aquarium two years ago. The best

remedy for this painful and troublesome
ailment is turpentine, benzoline and
Friar's balsam. The third ailment is

very prevalent amongst the hens during
the breeding season ; it is diarrhrea. The
best remedy is a little powdered charcoal
and chalk mixed with the soft food, and
a piece of sulphate of iron about the size

of a pea should be placed in the drinking
water every morning.—C. A. Hovse.

MESSENGER PIGEONS.

AS Am TO SATIOSAL DEFENSE AND
ONE OF GREA T IMPORTANCE.

By Major General D. R. Cameron, C. M. G,

ARTICLE III—CONTINUED.

The small pictures, transparencies,

which, when passed behind the lenses of
a magic lantern, have their enlarged du-
plicates cast on a screen, are familiar to

all. The effects of photographic slides

used in magic lanterns are nearly as well

known as thotie of the old colored slides.

The photographic slides are made of
glass, and the picture they bear are

shadowed on a transparent, sensitive me-
dium, covering the surface of the glass.

The glass slides could not be carried by
pigeons ; but sensitized films of collodion,

having photographic impressions on them
could well lie carried. The results ob-
tained were so remarkable that a few
more details of the subject may be given
here.

During the investment of Paris mes-
sages were received by the postal au-
thorities in London for transmission 19
the beleaguered city. Certain conditions

were attached to the privilege of using
this channel of communication. A
message might not conUin intelligence

affecting the war proceedings. A mes-
sage was limited to twenty words. Post-

age at the rate of five pence a word, and
a registration fee of six pence per mes-
sage had to be prepaid. By steps the
method of conveying the messages
gradually improved and finally took the

following shape

:

On receipt of the messages in London
they were set in type and printed off on
pages, including 200 messages each. As-
suming that correspondents took full ad-
vantage of their oppiortunities—each
printed page included 4000 words—upon
which the charges would be : Postage,
;^83 68. 8d.; registration, /j ; toUl for
each p:ige, /"SS 6s. 8d.

The matter contained on sixteen of
these pages was, by the process of micro-
photography, depicted upon a transpar-
ent fUm of collodion, measuring two
inches by one inch.

Each film might conseouently have
had the messages upon which sixteen
times /88 68. 8d. or /14136s. 8d. was
payable for postage and registration

;

eighteen of such film's rolled together
and inserted in a quill, made up a pigeon
load of one gramme, upon which ^25,440
were the charges. This sum is equiva-
lent to 1123,638.40 for freightage on each
bird load.

Postal communication l>etween I.K>ndon
and Tours was not cut off during the
war. Tours is abont 132 miles south-
west from Paris. Pigeons carried out of
Paris in balloons were collected at Tours.
The quills with thcii charges of photo-
graphic films were attached to the tails

of the pigeons, and by them carried into
Paris. On receipt in Paris the films were
opened out and spread on plate glass
slides. Screens to receive enlarged pic-
tures of the slides—through the interven-
tion of the magic lantern—were made of
sensitized material, and thus were ob-
tained at once enlarged photographs of
the matter on the micro-photographic
films. These screens were then cup up
into their .separate messages, and tnese
despatched to whom they were addressed.
From the figures given it may be de-

duced that one full pigeon load might
have included 1,152,000 words. Suppos-
ing these to have been received for dis-

patch by telegraph from Tours, the fol-

lowing steps at least would have been
entailed : The messages would have had
to be read and checked and charged for

;

transferred to the transmitting clerk, and
by him sp>elt over and transmitted ; the
receiving clerk would have also to spell

over the whole and transcril)e it, -ind

possibly duplicating for record purposes
might have been required.

Allowing an average of four letters to a
word, the number conveyed from Tours
\.<X Pans in less than three hours by a
pigeon would have been 4,608,000. By
the telegraphic process these must have
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been spelt over at least twice, and thus
transcribed at least once before being
sent out for delivery. Against this set

the photographic process by which the
reamng, spelling and transcribing is

effected by light, mechanism and chemi-
cals, almost instantly, and one may
faintly realize the economy effected in

this case through the use of pigeons.

I have purposely left out of the account
the type-settiug element in England, for

I assume that the type-setting mi^ht
have been dispensed with by takmg
micro-photographs of the messages as

they were received in manuscript More-
over it was not always necessary in Paris

to despatch the messages to addresses. In

a large darkened chamber many people
assembled and read on the screen the

news intended for them. Copies of the

Times were thus published in Paris, and
advertisements from friends in England
were readily picked out by the spectators.

On the authority of the Century Maga-
zine for July, 1886, the carrj;ing power of
the pigeon, under some circumstances,

would appear to be much in excess of
one gramme. The Magazine, relating

that during the United States yacht races

in September, 1885, a pigeon service was
extemporized by Mr. Amoux, states

:

"The messages then sent from sea were
each not less than ten pages of manifold
note, snd were carried upon the middle
feathers of the tail, to which they were
fastened by fine copper wire wound
about and presseti flat, to hold the mes-
sage close to the feather. The editor of

a newspaper served by these pigeons
said : 'It gives me a peculiar sensation

to receive copy from the hand of one I

know to be out of reach upon the water,

and to feel that he may talk to me but I

cannot answer him back. It is a wonder
to me, after this experience, that the

officers of any vessel, steamer, yacht,

•ail or tug boat should be willing to leave

the shore without this means of com-
municating with it.'"

What has been remarked will have
sufficed to show that in the homing
pigeon we have a reliable, easily main-
tamed and readily manipulated messenger
for distances within 400 miles in all but
extremely bad weather. The birds may
be distributed to a system of scattered

centres, and then transported without
dimcuity by those who desire to avail

themselves of their services.

It is not an easy matter in these days
of steamboats, railways, telegraphs and
telephones to persuade people unaccus-
tomed to the use of pigeons that their

employment can be beneficial. Perhaps
the task may be most easily approached
by some references to what has occurred
within a few years in almost every coun-
try in Europe.

There, as here, there were neither rail-

ways, steamers, telegraphs nor telephones
in the year 1800. The first railway en-
gine, only a comparative success, was
used at a Welsh colliery in 1804. It was
not until 1830 that the first general traffic

railway was opened between Liverpool
and Manchester ; and there was no tele-

graph service before 1837. Preceding
those days messenger pigeons were
scarcely heard of They had been used,
but only exceptionally. The London
Stock Exchange employed them be-
tween London and Pans. Newspaper
and betting men used pigeons when there
were races iu Belgium. But, as said be-
fore, while Europe was without railways
and telegraphs, messenger pigeons were
not generally heard of. Since 1830 the
face of Europe has become a network of
railways and telegraph lines. It is de-
sired to bnng forcibly under the notice
of those who consider that railways and
telegraphs entirely dispense with the
utility of pigeons, that within the last

fifty years, while railways and telegraphs
have l)een extending and multiplying be-
yond what would have been considered
sane expectation in Europe, it may be
said that pigeon service took its birth
there, and has gro^n to proportions that
cannot fail to excite wonder. In Prance,
in Germany, in Austria, Italy, Russia,
Spain and Portugal, the governments
now maintain numerous large pigeon
service establishments. Four of these
countries employ the birds in connection
with the defense of their coasts ; all of
them include pigeon service as important
departments of military organization

;

and all of them, with Denmark and Bel-

i^ium added, encourage the civil popula-
tion to maintain lofts.

Belgium—the cradle of homing bird
sport—is peopled, it might almost be

said, by loft-keepers. In 1886 it had over
looo pigeon associations. Yet there in

the midst of universal spontaneous action
amongst the people the Government ex-
tends encouragement to breeders and
trainers by awarding liberal prizes for

competition, and by affording special
facilities with regard to transport over
the railways.

The secretary of the London Amateur
Pigeon Society notes that in seven pro-
vinces in Belgium there are records for

1873 of 1045 races, receiving 22,656 prizes
;

1874, 1225 races, receiving 27,494 prizes.
From only twelve places, and during the
short period of only thirty-five days in

'874, 7787 birds were started,themaximum
length of course being 545 miles, and the
average length 33o>i miles. In four
races in 1875 an average of 1654 birds
started in each race for a mean distance
of 246yi miles. More than 1500 races are
held annually in competition for 900,000
francs in prizes.

The Century Magazine relates that at
Ixelles, one of the most enthusiastic
centres of sport—a national sport in which
even children and ladies may take part

—

a company of militia was at drill early in
the morning, to be free at the time the
birds liberated in the races of the day
should arrive. All went well until the
cloud of returning birds appeared on the
horizon, when there was an instant un-
easiness in the ranks ; then, as if with
one impulse, the company broke, and
rushed at full speed to their lofts in the
town. The officer, having his back to-

wards the birds, was speechless with
amazement, until he saw tne cause, when
he too joined in the stampede, regardless
of his accoutrements. The Moruiux
Press, in comment, hoped "if this should
reach the ears of the authorities they
would recognize the exigency of the occa-
sion and be lenient."

Russia began pigeon establishments in

1874, at Warsaw, Moscow and Kieff.
Now in small Poland alone the Govern-
ment maintains the following lofts : Brest
Litevski, 1000 birds ; Warsay, 750 birds

;

Ivangarod, 500 ; Nova Georgiensk, 500

;

Louminetz, 250, at an annual cost of
13,742.20.
The staff superintending these consists

of one lieutenant-colonel, four subaltern
officers, twelve trainers and twenty-four
servants. Hail a bushel ot gr,iin is al-

lowed daily for every 100 birds. The
Russian vote for pigeon service |io,ooo
annually.

Successful experiments were made in

^rand manoeuvres of the Russian Army
in using pigeons to keep up communica-
tion between a detached turning force
and the main body. On such occasions
telegraphs would be extremely exposed
or might be impracticable. Russian cav-
alry scouting parties will probably be
supplied with birds.

A few years ago 3,000,000 of pigeons
were taken into France iu the course of
one season for training from Germany
and Belgium.
The German Government in 1886 had

nine military lofls. Now it has lofts at
Strasboitrg, 600 birds ; Metz, 600 birds

;

Wurtzbur^, Mayence, Cologne,Wilhelms-
haven, Kiel, Dantzig, Tonning, Thorn,
Schwetzinger near Manheim, iioo birds

;

Posen, etc. The whole of the German
frontier is connected by pigeon post with
the interior and army headquarters. The
whole of its northern coast is studded
with pigeon stations under the control of
the Minister of Marine.
Experiments have proved that pigeons

bred on board ship have no difficulty in
recognizing their own vessels amongst a
number of others.

An ordinary German loft has 200 birds.
In 1883 and 1884 the Carman vote on this
account and visual signalling was I8500.
The German pigeon service is now the
most extensive and complete in Europe.
There are 350 private pigeon societies in
the country. Of these many train in di-
rections indicated by their war minister.
The Emperor gives annually gold medals
for competition in races of not less than
248;^ miles ; the Minister of War and
Agriculture also grant prizes.

In Austria the first private loft'was
established in 1873. The Government
began work in 1875 at Komom, and then
in 1882, at Cracow. Up till lately Austria
had chiefly directed attention to pigeon
service for mountainous districts where
military telei^rapl.s could not be laid with
sufficient rapidity, and visual signalling
is constantly obstructed by intervening
elevations.

[TO BB CONTINUED.]

Mr. Newell's Piffeons.

Editor Fancibrs' Journai«

Sir : In your report ou the Waverly
show I notice the following: "W. H.
Vahle, of Philadelphia, again gathered
in the premiums with unceasing regu-
larity." I do not object to this where
Mr. Vahle's birds had no competition,
but in the classes in which we both ex-
hibited all of the first premiums were
captured by myself and secouds by Mr.
Vahle. The same state of affairs existed
at Trenton. Better print the awards.

Respectfully yours,

D. E. Newell.
New York, Oct. 11. 1890.

[We have not received the awards of
pigeons at the Waverly show, but the
Trenton awards seem to contradict Mr.
Newell's statement.

—

Ed.]

INCUBATORS.

Prairie State Incubator •

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York. City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the (fteat-
eat incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G.A. McFRTRIDGK,
General Agent,

Compassville, IM
76-127 Chester Co., Pa.

PINELAND^
^INCUBATORS
-AND

BROODERS
LEAD ALL OTHERS.

Five firsts, two seconds and one special at the
three great New Jereey fairs, Mt. Holly, Wa-
verly and Trenton. We manufacture the latest
and greatest novelty,

The Paragon Incubator
The simplest, cheapest and best hot water incu-
bator ever invented. Our mammoth catalogue,

KVKKYTHINO FOR THE POin.TRV YARD

Ready Dec. i . Price 5 cents. Circulars free.

Address,

PINELANO INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

7*-!^ Jamesburg, New Jersey.

nraOVED EXCELSIOR IICUMTOR

^SJl
[drsds InsunnisifuroperaMon. Oufrmnt—

d

lahateh lamr tMraataciTot Yanii*'<f^
Mt Uwa anv other hktobur. Sandat iMSeoal

THE FANCIER'S REVIEW,
Chatham, N. Y,; 16 pages; 35 cents a year; three
specimen numbers loc. Circulation 6000 copies
p«r month. Special offer—Any one senoing
50 cents before January i, 1 891, will receive the
Review to January i, 1^2 and a 12^-page book on
Poultry Culture free. Mention this paper. 83

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCKKEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
BABBITS, CAOE-BIKDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, «8. 15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

DIPI^OMAS
FOR

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THE USE OF

Club Secretaries.
IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD
Giving space for all particulars of station, at-

mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and age,
name and sex of bird.

In lota of so or leas, $2.50 ; each additional 50,
(2.00. Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,
32 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

PHILADELPHIA, PBNNA.

yi^TORa ^ D^g(?RiPTIOCl

—0PTU8

—

/^ H/S BRITISH VARIETIES.

-BY-

RAWDON LEE,

Kennel Editor of "The Field," Author of the
"History and Description of the Fox Terrier."

The llluslrations Finely Engraved on Woodfrom
Drawings by Arthur Wardle.

PRICE *1.50

CONTENTS:

CHAPTER I.

Early History—Varieties of the Shepherd's Dog.
Scriptural Allusion—Aldrovandus—An Early
Recipe for Dyeing a Dog—Supposed Origin.
Alleged Crosses.

CHAPTER II.

The Collie—The Meaning of the Word—The
Sportsman's Cabinet—Tail Cutting—North
Country Collies—In Literature and Art—His
Character—Work and Show.

CHAPTER III.

Early Shows—The First Classes for Sheep Dogs.
The Winners Therein—Great Dogs. Cockie
Charlemagne, Rutland, etc.—Notable Kennels.
High Prices.

CHAPTER rv.

The Smooth-coated CoUie—What He Springs
from—His Varieties and Types—His Colors.
Some of the Best D<^s—A Sagacious Bitch.
Punishment of a Dog Thief.

CHAPTER V.

The Old English Bob-tailed Sheep Dc«—His
Origin—Reinagle's Illustration in the Sports-
man's Cabinet—Richardson's Description.
Early Classes—Dr. Edwardes Ker's Opinion.
Description and Standard of Points.

CHAPTER VI.

Trials with Sheep—The First Meeting—Chief
Gatherings—North of England and Wales.
The Queen Present—A Typical Trial—Descrip-
tion of Some Competing Dogs—Rules, Regula-
tions and General Management.

CHAPTER VII.

The Collie Clubs—Their Standard of Excellence.
Scales aud Points—The Scottish Club—Some
Anecdotes—Trained to Perform—Sheep Worry-
ing.

CHAPTER VII

L

Management—Rearing Puppies—Pood—Bedding.
Some Ailmenta and Disorders—Preparing for
Show—Conclusion.

ADDENDA.

The CoUie Clubs, their Rules and Regulations.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

"Old Cockie" and "Charlemagne."
A Good Head—Metchley Wonder's. Vignette.
"Of the Pyrenean Tytje." Vignette.
"Lost an(f Found." vignette.
"Metchley Wonder" and "Great AIne Douglas."
"On the Hillside." Vignette.
"Herdwick Herdman" and "Herdwick Eva."
"He Won't Budge an Inch." Vignette.
Sir Cavendish." (Old English Sheep Dog.)
'Not Judged Yet." Vignette.
'The End of His Trial, safely pen
'I,ook at Him Now, Sir I" Vigni
'Pleasant Dreams.'

ned.
ignette.

Vignette.

Vignette.

\* Sent frrpaid by mail from this office on re-
ceipt 0/ price.

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

32 South Thlnl Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

MISCELLANEOUS.

I^EG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2,'<^c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. B. S. STARR, Box 295,

PaiLADBLPHJA, PA.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Kennel. Burges % 1.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Kawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Di.seases of. Dalziel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training aud Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Euglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XllI.each
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions

Fox Terrier, Breeding a>id Rearing
; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel
Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $5.00; leather

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait orPlinlimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog
Tit* Qn., r,,<.l o„H T*a TvaJM**,,* n.. t> «r Tt. ..- _, .„ —-ft. ^} . . ... » .

Mercer
The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31
prize dogs; in leather

Vouatt on the Don
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illuatra-

tioiis, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary Birds. Paper cover

Cloth
Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
F,dition

Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby. '.

Cage and Hinging Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G.J. Barnesby

PIGEONS.
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons. 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright .

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

POUI.THY.
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 platea
of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George y. Dow .

Domestic Poultry. Saunders
Duck Culture. Rankin .' '

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts
Practical Poultry Keeper. I^wis Wright. .

Poultry for the Many Plantagenet . . .

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl.
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. . .

'
'

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial
Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....

Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso.
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper. .
".

. . .
' '

Poultry for the people. Comyns ....'.'
Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-

ing. Comyns
MISCKLLANEOCS.

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Cats
;
Their Points and Classification (lllua-

traled)
The Art of Training Animals; paper; ii-
lustrated •

k k- 1

Glimpses of Animal' Life ;' the Habits aud
Intelligence of Animals

B.OO

3.00

1.50

1.00
.80

2.00

50
3.00
50

1.00

•50

•75

2.00

50
5.00
4-50
450

1.50

1.00

•50

50

750
3.00

J-50

2.00

'%

•50

•75

1.25

2.50

1.00

1.25
>.25

5.00
2.50

2.75
•as

4.00
2.50

•50

•75

•50

•75

15.00

I-50
1.00

.50
•50

8.00

2.00

1.50

.50
5.00
.50

•50

500
•50

•30

•50

9'oo
1.50

•50
2.00

.50

• »5
••50

• 25
1.00

1.00
S^oo
•50

•50

• •so
•25

2.00

•50

rso

P fJQ Chesters. Berkshires, Polands. Fox
bATto'.,. ''"""d". Beagles.CoIlies.Setters.W.GIB-BONb & CO..W. Chesler.Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

PUBLICATIONS.

KSTABUCSHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the I.,eading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable In advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
(2.10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C,
England.

'Pf?© ftomir\| exchanfe.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of '^The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." ti
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

DOGS.
Adr/ertisements without displav inserted under

thi.' heading/or 2 cents per word for each insertion

Beatles.

BEAGLE HOUNDS FROM TWO MONTHS
to three years old. Puppies and trained
stock

; bred from hunting qualities, not reg.
stock. Fine heads, long ears, good size and
form. E. P Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

ILL BUY, SELL OR EXCHANGE NONE
but thoroughbred. Correspondence invited.
Rockland Kennels, H. L. Kreuder, Prop.,
Nanuet. N. Y. 81-84

w
Bloodhonncls.

FOR SALE.—A choice Utter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchell,
Fair Haven, Vt.

ColllM.

o

FOR SALE.—Young stock from prize win-
ning blood Prices reasonable. P. R Cars-
weil, Wilmington, Del.

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi 11 out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

YOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-
logue. Lake View Kennels, Worcester,
Mass. 75.if

Vox Hounds.

FOX HOUNDS FROM BEST PACKS IN PENN-
sylvania. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

Fox Terriers.

Y^OR SALE — FOX TERRIERS OF THE
_p highest breeding. Puppies and young

bitches in whelp at moderate prices. Print-
ed pedigrees on application to J. A. Hoffar,
143 N St., Washington, D. C. 81 tf.

PUPPIES FOR SALE BY CHAMPION SIRES
out of prize-winning dams. Regent Ken-
nels, Catonsville, Md. b 78-84

Gordon Setters.

rOR SALE.—PUPPIES TEN WEEKS OLD,
' by Dixon's Little Boy— Roulette, she by A.

Belmont's imported Robert—Ruby. Eligi-
ble to registration. Can be seen at 731
Wood Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 83-84

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels.
Chestnut Hill, PhiUdelphia.

Italian Greyhonnds.

FDIGRBED ITALIAN GRJBYHOUNDS AND
puppies, cheap. W. G. Brunt, Baltimore,
Md. 8. 82-85

Mastlflb.

M ASTIFF BITCH, IN WHELP, $50—W. G.
Brunt, Baltimore, Md. s. 82-83

Poodles.

, T STUD.—FAMOUS CORDED COATED
^ poodle Dexter. Orders booked for pups by

Dexter—Nell. French poodles for sale.
Box 244, Salem, Mass. 83-jt

Pn«s.

FINE PUPS ON SALE-Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

>UGS AND PUPPIES,
Brunt, Baltimore, Md.

CHEAP — W. G.
». 82-85

DOGS.
AdvertitemgHlt without display inserted under

this headingJor g ctntsper wordfor each insertion.

nabblt lloiiuds.

RABBIT HOUNDS—GOOD LOOKING NA-
tlve beagles, guaranteed excellent in the
field at|2oeach ; same kind unbroken, $10.
Pedigreed t>eaKles at reasonable prices,
largest stock in the United Slates Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Kighth St., Phila-
delphia, gg tf

Setters.

FR BALE.—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner .nird. Setter Derby Central field
trials, 1889. Address H. Clav Glover, i

Broadway, New York City,

St. Bernards.

r. «93

M

FR SALE.—THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

ENTHON KENNELS, Phoenixville, Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

ST. BERNARDS. — Grandly bred; perfect
markings. Mke View Kennels, Worcester,
Mass. 76-tf

TWO LITTERS OF PUPPIES BY ARCH-
duke and Marquis ofStafford. Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels, Germantown, Philadelphia

83tf.

Setters and Pointers.

\OR SALE.-BROKEN SETTERS AND
I pointers of either sex. Am anxious to re-

duce stock and will sell cheap. Dogs all
good and hii^hly bred. Will guarantee full
satisfaction in every case. For particulars
address P. Henry O'Bannon, Sperrv%'iIIe.
Va. *"

83-31

Various.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers'^Pub-

phia. 'h'

SETTERS AND POINTERS, BROKEN AND
unbroken. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor j cents per wordJor each insertion.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings siade from photographf
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., x)
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Barred Plymouth Rooks.

M V ENTIRE YARD FOR SALE, THOMP-
son's strain. J. H. Drevenstedt, James-
burg, N. J.

Chinese Golden Pheasants.

CHINESE GOLDEN PHEASANTS IN
splendid plumage, domesticated, $35 per
pair

; 5 pairs, |2o per pair; young, nearly
grown, $15 per pair

; 5 pairs, $13 per pair
;

cocks, superb. |i2 each. James Morrison,
82-83 Mr. Schieffelin's place, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Golden Wyandottes.

EXTRA FINE EARLY HATCHED BIRDS
for sale.—Won first at Wilmington Fair.
Address J. E- Smith, Chestnut Hill, Phila-
delphia. 82-86

Red Caps.

CHICKS FOR SALE. J. H. DREVENSTEDT,
Jamesburg, N. J.

Various.

M INORCAS FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE;
Long-distance homing pigeons. Good stock
given and wanted. Michael A. Donohue,
931 Scranton St., Scranton. Pa.

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
light Brahnias. brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

EF. DOTY, 47 WELLINGTON PLACE,
Toronto, Canada, offers for sale high-class

* black Minorcas. black Spanish (Ihebest on
this Continent), bantams

; also a fine lot of
black-red hens and pullets, all English
stock and mostly prize winners, for sale
low or exchange for high-class pedigreed
fox terriers.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publisn-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

JOSEPH J KESTER, KENNET SQUARE. PA
,

breeder of choice thoroughbred fowls.
Fine breeding and exhibition birds. White
Wyandottes, S. C. Brown Leghorns and
Plymouth Rocks. Stamp for Circular.

s8t-«4

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, •; cents each, or 50
cents per uozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.
AdverHsements without displav inserted under

this headingfor 1 cents per word for each insertion

Varlons.

ER DOTY. 47 WELLINGTON PLACE.
^ Toronto, Canada, breeder of high-classgame fowls and game bantams, black reds
Heaton and Matthews' strains, brown reds
Matthews and Brierlcy pyles, Brockbank
and Brierly stock duckwings, Brockbank
and Major Terry birds for sale at all times
and eggs in season.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules tebels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.. 32 South Third St., Philade
phia. Pa.

FDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advtr^ements without display inserted nndet

thts headingfor a tenUper wordfor each insertion

Pantalls.

WHITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty yeara.Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville, Ind. j,.tf

Homlnar Plseons.

TlO MAKE ROOM I WILL SELL ABOUT
20 pairs, bred from my imported Irfrds
Many of my breeding have over 500 mile
records Tohn Kane, 2338 Fitzwater Street,
Philadelphia.

WRITE TO O F. CONNELLV. CARLISLE," Pa., for homing pigeons. 83.47

Jacobins.

"» W. TUOGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importei
, and breeder of Jacobins. 90-106

Swallows.

\ A. FICK 1100 N. Washington Street, Balti-
r^ more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all

colors with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now aa fine a
stock as can be found.

Tamblers.

U Cmcinnati, O., breeder of flying tumbler^
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Tnrblts.

W HARRY ORR, Reading, Pa., breeder of
^ wing and solid white turbita exclusively
His birds look all the first and second pre-

miums at New York .show held in Febru-
ary. They were owned by Mr. Gavin. 75-83

Various.

A'
LL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Wilson'r
96

F
J.

M

FOR SALE-LOPS, HIMALAYANS. ALSO
Guinea Pigs. James E. Church, Hacken-
sack, N. J. 79^

•rJOR SALE-NICE LOT OF FINE BRED
owls aud turbits in solid colors, p. Powell
Clifton Heights, Pa. 83-84

'

W. KRAEUTER. 407 D STREET, N. E.,
Washington, D. C, will sell reasonable to
close out the following : .Swallows, turbits,
Archangels and pure white pouters. 83

SCHEIN, 621 SOUTH CHARLES ST.,
Baltimore, Md.. dealer in all varieties of

' fancy pigeons. The largest and best stock
always on hand. Coniiiions furnished for
shooting clubs at short notice. Satisfaction
guaranteed. gj

PRINTING estimatesgiven for circulars, cards,
letter sheeta, bill heads, price lisU, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PIGMY POUTERS, PURR WHITE AND
creamies, BirmiiiKhain rollers, yellow
tumblers, bald heads common tumblers,
pouters, black turbita. Dr. Edward Moore.
Albany, N. Y. 81-84

Lop Rabbits.

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners in Eng-
land. Fred Stahrer, 119 Abbott Street,
Lawrence, Mass. 73'IM

Artists and Enipravers.

-TAINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
JT Letter Sheeta, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched

'

ules, Labels, Tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in Aiiierica
whereby we are able to make special leruii
for our subscribers who wantuhoto«rraph><
of their doc*. The Fanciers' ruMishini
Co.. t» noath Thlrrt «»l P»i»l«'*etn • V"

Wj

Drlnklns Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain;
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, |8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

83-lf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey,

HI
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The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES.
TALKING PARROTS.

GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHBR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET AMtMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

K6GS FOR HATCHING.

SEND. FOR PRICE UST.

Jusx Out
PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY THE

AMERICAN GOLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Description of the

Rbcoonized Varieties of Iioeons.

CHARUES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

H. ^W. VAHLE,
30 J Market Street and <,6 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
77tf

„189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cenf* for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME-

ADDRESS

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEFFION

THE URGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

Homing Pigeons

DAN WILLW.MS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY C, red checker cw:k

MUKIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

ALSO TAILED AND SOLID COLORS IN
OWLS AND TURBITS.

Orders fo'' youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL.

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUlSrS, RIFLES, PISTOLS
AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Modem Training,

SmWBRIDGE & CLOTB

MARKET. EIGHTH and PI BERT i'TS.,

PHIIiADEIiPHIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

Anstiii's CeleMedM Cal[es^

E? GlOTer's Imperial Dog Reiedies

1 AM NOT IN THE PISZON BTJSINESS,

Wt, brwd, for A FANCY . Wgh cltsi

FiLlTTAILS
In White, BM,

RedaMYenof,
And have for sal

at all times

Very Sjertor BWi,

unexcelled In qual-

ity at ft2.Q0 each,

,„^ and up. Sattaftwtioii

TARCH r«OII. lift «'^~»*«-'<^

^^^ PAMPHLET

W^DOG -: DISEASES
Mailed (gratia) by the7author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

71-83 l«e8 BROADWAT, NEW YORK.

Handling, and

Kennel Management

BV B. WATERS.

Is invaluable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way

so pHin that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' PnMing Coipy,

3a 8. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ONLY ONE

QUALITY

Am glad at »U tiroes to show my stock.

DO NOT ANSWER POSTAL CARDS.

H. C. NORTON,
Germantown. Pa.

Or 82T 80. Fourth St.. Philada.

B. F. LK>VIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.

Is ready to take dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

AMERICAN KENNEIi CliUB

Qtud Book.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains thejudges' reports and certified priie lists

of the different shows, Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

Kd^vard S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

8INGINQ BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OP ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated caUlogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

My homers are tested as record birds and as

parentsof birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. 1 have fifty pairs of well-mated birds

from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give

a clear pedigree. Send lor Price List. 44-95

-THE-

. ILLUSTRATED

-BOOK OF THE DOG-

INDIAN GAME
BrMdvra wtU find th* onrrant nam>

bOT of OAXa rOWI. MOirrKLT par.
UoaUrly lnt«r««tlnc. Mad six oanta
for a oopj. Mention this paper.

O. U rSLAMOXMOO, ... ATBB.VA.

-BY-

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.

ta-Beware of-worthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

DOG SOAP, Certain death to |fleas, and

MEDICINES fo*^ "11 can*" diseases.

"COMMc'n Sh?NSE OF DOG DOCTORlN<J,"
(Post free, j8c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
THE GREATEST KGG PRODUCING HOOD.
The most Nutritious and Digestible Food for Lay-

ing Hens and for getting all kinds of
Poultry into Show Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Unequalcd for reariuK K«ilv Chickens.

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the u.sual heavy raorUlity in rearing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents

Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents

Cure for Gapes per iKittle 50 cents

PouUry mid PiReon Soap . per cake 25 cents

Order from your dealer. Hull particulars Irora

SPRATTS PATENT (America), LlMIT'll,
339-145 East 56th St., New York City. 71-97

WORM POWDER ^^_ _-__FOR DOGS.
fibymail. MOORE BROS, ^Albany, N. Y.

VERO SHA^V.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION

NOW PUBI.I8HBD MONTHLY.

Twenty-one parts now out. Price, prepaid, 40

cents each.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

THE

POULTRY mONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind Onl^ $1.25 P«r year.

I Single copies, iJC. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wra. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

VOL.. ft, M>. 17. >
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IN THE^TUp^
'^Adverliseiui^ OueHed utuUr tk is htading at th*

Mlowing rates: One inch, stugU tntertton.JiJO!

'^^Jthe month; Sis for thret months; t^/or

nx months, and tsofor the year.

KILLARNEY

KENNELS
PURE BRED IRI6H SETTERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

IN THE STUCL

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the follouring rates: One tnch stngle insertion.

SI.SO- is 40 for the month; tiS M three months;

t^ for six months, andtso for the year.

THE KENNEL^
Advertisements inserUd under this heading a.

the folUnuing rates: One inch, stngle insertumt

ti-io; ts-eo for the month; $15 for three months

iii for nx months, and tso for the year.

no;iINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

(888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50-

Lebanon Kennels.
LEBANON, PA.

47a*

CHAMPION "DICK 8WIVELCR."

NOTED DOGS AT STUD :

CHAMPION
DICK SWIVELER,
winner of first challenge prise, New York show,

1890 ; also first and special prizes all over the

United States. _^FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO.
winner first and special prices, St. Paul show,

1887 and 1888 (only times shown).

FEE $25,

OARRYOWTEN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion GABavowEN

"the hero of the benches of Europe." ^

FEE $25.

To a limited number of bitches of approved
breeding.

Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

tion- ^ . ^
Extra choice Irish puppies by the great DICK

SwiVBLKR for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT IHrgp.),

KILLAUNEY KENNELS,
JO-IOI 177 STATB SSRBBT, CHICAGO, ILL.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

Stjo; $5.40 for the month; Sii for three months;

US for six months, and tso for the year.

Fox Terriersi

FOR SALE
Collies

O
-FOR SALE-

From thoroughbred stock and the best atrains.

Circulars on applicatiou to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
80.9a P. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.

Irish Terriers

Schipperkes

FOX TERRIERS.
Mk. James Mortimer offers for sale -all his

Pox Terriers, smooth and wire-hairrd, without

reserve, including -Suffolk Risk, the young dog
which made such a seiisatioiiHl debut at the last

W. K. C. Show: Suffolk Rarity, the open and
bitch puppy winner at Boston; the^ well-known
wires Suffolk " ' •-••- 'Toby.
grand lot of brood Ditches and

Settler and Vixeu aiid a
puppies eligible

to compete for the Fox Terrier Club's Grand
Produce Stakes.

82-85

For particulars apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Babylon, I,. I.

D098 for Sale-

t SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
1 short time

CH. BEAUFORT.
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Chanipion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench andT his

record as a stud dog have proved him the best

mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
Teater priie winners than all others living,

lastiff breeders should make the most of this

rand dog while here, photographs 25 cents.

tudfee»75.
j.wiNCHELL,

great
Masti

Sac
ud

55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

T STUD, POX TERRIER

I RECKON (18284)

sire, Reckoner—Tennis, by Rabv Mixer. A
grand young dog with lots of atyle: beautiful

neck, good head, big: bone, best of legs and very

gmnll feet, excellent body, well ribbed. Stud

cards on Hpplication. To a' few approved bitches.

Pec, |io. Photos, asc. Address

G. W. PRICE,
83-86 p. O. Box 163, Philadelphia, Pa.

RedjIrish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghau,

England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-

bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first priie in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first.

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, I35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Furness.

Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and specUl at London, Ont., 1889, and win-

ner of 40 prizes and cups in England.
Jj^J*,^"^

IB a wonaeriui pcifoiiuci m Vt\<. wCiix. ». cc, .^35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog ol

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Prince.HS Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prires in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class at London, Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game bv Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served

will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,

We have for sale a few first-claa- collie pupa by
the wonderful stud dog,

CHRISTOPHER
Also three grand brood bitches (with easy terms

to any of our stud dogs.)

A FEW WBLL-BRBD

IRISH TERRIERS

AND THREE VERY TYPICAU

SCHIPPERKES

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

(WOODBURY KENNEL8,

CITY OFFICE, liS S. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

For prices, etc.,

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

75-137 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

aFox Terriers.
MM«M«ia*Bi*M««

Cakb W. H. WEI88,

43-94 Bbthlbhem, Pa.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(ia,l3i) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO-MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. KIcho Jr. and

others for ssde. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
Tremont. N. Y.

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS

AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

Grand Companions, Ratters and Watch Dogs.

AT STCD

XHE SENATOR,
FKE, 915.

ROCHELLE KENNELS,
75tf Box 862, New Rochelle, N. Y.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and

prize-winning dams

yiLLsiDE Kennels,

53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

BUY AT HEADQUARTERS
Young stock brea from

_^^ Prize winners, $20 to $50.

'ou've a hitch to breed, here's the
" Ebcrhart's Cashier (13901). Fee, $15

Bradford Ruby II (97») Fee, $15.
..^.^^..V T.^u« n,«ll ;*M«%#^«.*^/4 (t.Trv^i^ Pee tie.

PUItS i ITo'ligtoss' ""l"i'""(ii,8ttt)'. "Fee, $10.

LiUer guaranteed. A "square deal" to all.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.

82-108 The leading Pug Kennels of America.

PUGS
^^^I^oTve I

STUD
I

g;

FOR POULTRY.
•8.00
a.75

Bone Meal. - - Per lOO lb. Bag
Grannlated Bone, " lOO
Oronnd B«ef
Scraps, - - - 100

Caloito, - - - - «00
Crnshed Flint, - " »0O
CmsUed Oyster
Shells, - - - " «O0 ^

"
,

~ -,,
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

^^^^'
C. H. DEMPWOLF «& CO.,

42.93 York Chemloal Works, York, Pa.

8.00
8.00
9.00

8.00

TABIiB OP OONTBNT8.
Pare.

PlXTURBS.

Von Shows Field Trials, Poultry and
Pigeon Shows, and Coursing 259

62tf

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

VORTIGERN II

AT STUD

Sire. Old Champion Vortigern. Weight, eigh-

teen pounds. Long, lean head; rich mahogany
tan. This k""'* voung dog combines the blood

of the celebrated llnglish Champions Burk, Lord
George, Prince George and Kenwood Queen,
lust the doe to breed to dark colored bitches.

Fee, lis Address EDWARD LEVER,
81-107 906 BaUcy St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CTtJD BBAGLB

TONY WELLER said

Address
FEE, $10.

OAKVIEW KEXNEL8,
P. O. Box 91, Phila., Pa.

WM. H. CHILD, Glenside, Pa. 79-io4eow

^^COTCH ....| OLIvIEa

FORDHOOK KENNELS
Are among the largest in America devoted ex-

clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-

tacus; The Bard, a aon of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-

ported bitches. Write at once for prices and free

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's

champion, Scotii-la, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE ^ CO.,
79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

-HOUSE
-AND

=5^ REX DOGS.

niPC Chesters. Berkshire*. Polnnds. Fox
rlUO. Hounds, BeagIes,Collies,Setters.W.GIB-

BONS & CO.,W. Chesler.Pa. Send stamp for dr.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JU8T PUBLISHED -^^ PRICB, POSTPAID, 50C.
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FIXTURES.

Dogr Sho-WB.
Dec. 10-16.—Fifth annual bench show of the

Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Rockford, III. John Teague. secretary.

Dec. i6-ia.—Second annual exhibition of the
Central Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Battle Creek, Mich. M. C. Heflfron, sec-
retary.
Dec. 30-Jan. 3.—First bench show of the Buck-

eye Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at^Can-
ton, O. James Sterling, aecreUry, 39 Nojth
Market Street.

Ian. 10-14.—Twelfth annual exhibition of the
Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at
Jackson, Mich. S. H. Slifer, secretary.

T«n 9r-^ —iritnlr* Unt^ltr^ **2d ^** C.'w.W *-
sociation, at Eliniim, N.Y." Carl wVairt, secre-
tary.

Field Trials.
Nov. 3.—Second annual field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Ont. C. A.
Stone, Toronto, Ont., secretary.
Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-

ana Kennel Club, at Bicknell.Ind., P. T. Madison,
Indianapolis, Ind., secreUry.
Nov. 4.—National Beagle Club, at Hyannis,

Mass. F. W. Chapman, secreUry, Melrose,
Mass.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

Bastcm eld Trials Club, at Otterbum Springs,
Va. W. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retary.
Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C.
H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secreUry

Dec. IV—Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh
annual field trials at Deatousvllle, Va.

Poultry and Plgreon Shows
Nov. 8-12.—Southern Exposition, Montgomery,

Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Rackham,
superintendent. East Orange, N. J.Nov. ii-ij.—ChatUhoochee Valley Exposition,
at Columbus. Oa. Clifl^ B. Grimes, secretary.
Nov. 13-22.—Fat stock and poultry show, at

Chicago, 111. George Reed, superintendent.

Our Illustration.

Mr. R. De Courcy Peele's Aseels are the
subject of our frontispiece, the illustra-

tion of which we are indebted to the Eng-
lish Stock-Keeper. The owner of the
fowls describes the breed as follows

:

"Many of your readers on seeing the il-

lustration will say : 'What are they ?

They look like Indian game ?' That is

really what they are ; the only true In-
dian game fowl, the fighting bird of In-
dia, one of the oldest distinct breeds of
poultry in the world, and the breed bear-
ing the greatest resemblance to the orig-
inal wild Jungle fowl.

"The word Ascel is simply Hindustani
for brave, a word which well describes
their chief attribute, for they have been
bred in India for generations, simply and
solely for fighting purposes. The birds
now exhibited in the classes for Indian
game are nothing but the desceudeuU of
Aseels,crossed with Malays, and probably
old English game.
"The first Aseels imported into this

country were sent from India some fifty

years ago, to fight a main in Cumberland;
afterwards they were Uken into Corn-
wall, where they were bred with the
Malay and probably old English game,
and their produce become known as the

Cornish game. Now they have assumed
the title of one nf their ancestors, much
to the detriment of the original and true

Indian game.

"The general conformation of the
Aseel is well portrayed by Mr. Ludlow

;

they should be the embodiment of
strength, agility, pluck and stamina, con-

tained in a frame of about six pounds
weight. As they have been bred for

fighting alone it follows that their colors

are various and a little uncerUin ; the
most usual being black, red, gray, white
and spangles of all colors. Little im-
portance is, however, attached to color,

form and carriage being the chief char-

acteristics.

"They should be wide in the skull, with
fierce overhanging brow, and powerful
hooked beak ; bony muscular necks,
broad shoulders and breasts, with great

development of the pectoral muscles

;

legs short and set very wide apart ; up-
right and reliant in carriage, plumage
sparse and hard as possible. As a race

they are hardy in the extreme when
matured (and if kept dry easy to rear)

with wonderful stamina aud recuperative

power.

"They are not a prolific breed, but in

this respect are about, equal to the Malay
;

if however they do uot lay large clutches,

every egg proves fertile ; they are long
lived, and reliable breeders for many
years. In India the fewer eggs a hen
lays the more she is valued, as it is gen-
erally found that the best strain is also

the least prolific.

*<A« .. «.-—- r..... *-i.i- ..
.... o %..v^E9a «VF. Kartl^ put puDCS LUCY HH!

invaluable, inasmuch as their character-

istics being so marked and thoroughly
fixed, their prepotency is very great ; it

is found that the first cross retain the
large development of breast meat, and
when crossed with any of the large breeds
frequently weigh half as much again at

five months as the parent, and are then a
toothsome dish for an epicure.

"The hen in the illustration has won
first prize in the Aseel hen class at Bir-

mingham four years in succession, viz.,

1886, 1887, 1888 and 1889. She weighs
five pounds and two ounces when in hard
condition, and is considered to be a

model of the breed. The cock, her son,

weighs six pounds, and won first in the

class for Aseel cocks at Birmingham last

year. Both birds are white."

««9

ago claimed March 3 to 6 in the variotis

kennel papers, yet we are reliably in-

formed that the Pittsburg Club is about
to claim conflicting dates. We sincerely

hope our information is not correct.

THE KENNEL.

OURRBNT RBPORTS.

Apparently not satisfied with taking
Baltimore's date the Pittsburgers propose
to appropriate her thunder, for Pittsburg

"will endeavor to give a 'milk route.' "

We hope not. Our Pittsburg friends

should give ui. something origpiual. An
attempt to imitate Baltimore will prove a

dismal failure.

• •

Dog shows in connection with poultry
and pet stock exhibitions are becoming
quite popular, as they should. The
Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Associ-

ation will give a bench show January 10

to 14, with Major J. M. Taylor as judge.
A. K. C. rules will govern and awards, it

is stated, will be recognized by that asso-

ciation. The Buckeye Poultry and Pet
Stock Association will also have dogs as

one of the features of its show in De-
cember, at Canton. O. Joseph Lewis
will judge them.

• •

The South Carolina Kennel Associa-

tion was organized in Greenville last

week. The Kennel Association will

unite with the South Carolina Poultry
and I'et Stock A.ssociation and hold a big
show at Greenville the first week in Feb-
ruary. The following were elected oflB-

cers of the asisociation : President, Dr. S.

T. Lea ; first vice-president, Dr. G. L.
Cannon ; second vice-president, B. F.

Perry ; secretary and treasurer, F. F.

Capers.

*\
Mr. J. A. I./ong, of SL Louis, has pur-

chased of Mr. Willoughhy Hoiilrlawnrth,

of England, the sable and white collie

bitch Airedale Duchess by Charlemagne
—Patience. She is a big bitch, and is the

dam of prize winners. She is in wLelp
to Roderick of Ruthven, who is by
Christopher—Princess Shiela.

scription if you will

be increased. They are open
Gordon setter in the country."

and the sUke will

to every

.%

The advertised meeting of the Board of
Governors of the Eastern Field Trials

Club was held on October 14 in Mr. F.

R. Hitchcock's office, at 44 Broadway,
New York. Those present were : Messrs.

O. W. Donner, F. R. Hitchcock, J. L.

Breeze, W. A. Coster, the secretary, and
others. Messrs. A. D. Lewis and H.
Hulman, Jr., were elected members. A
motion was carried to ask Mr. Thomas
Johnson, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, to be
one of the judges at the coming trials.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Mr. Dalziel's description of Mr.Hacke's
Barzois will be read with interest by our

readers, as it is the first criticism of these

dogs which has appeared in print. The
awakening interest in this breed in this

country is due to Mr. Wade. There is

now quite a demand for them. Mr. F^el-

lows, for example, has an order from
Texas for several. Since writing the

above we have received a cablegram an-

nouncing that Krilutt won first at Brigh-

ton.

• •

We were surprised to note in Kildare's

letter to the Stock-Keeper that the

Duquesne Kennel Club is claming dates

for a dog show early in March. The
Maryland Kennel Club has some time

Dr. Meyer seems to have been quite

successful in stirring up the Gordon
setter men. He writes : "I would like

to say to all friends of the Gordon setter

that we are meeting with gratifying suc-

cess in our attempt to briug our favorite

into greater prominence by running him
at the Central Field Trials Club meeting
in December, at Lexington, North Caro-

lina. Eight entries have been made,
several more are promised and there is

every indication of a goodly number be-

fore the lists close on November i. The
stakes offered should attract the attend-

ance of many of the best Gordons in

the country ; a piece of plate worth |ioo,

a silver cup worth ^35 and ^175 in money
are the prizes so far secured. Some of

the judges have judged Gordons in bench
shows, and all are well acquainted with

the breed ; and as only Gordons compete
with Gordons in this our first bow to the

pttblic at field trials, there is no reason

for hanging back on the part of Gordon
men. Send in your entries ; add a sub-

The above mentioned piece of plate,

valued at |ioo, was generously donated
by Mr. Hihlebrant Fitzgerald, the sport-
ing editor of the Item newspaper of this

city. Mr. Fitzgerald, at the last meeting
of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, offered

a special prize of a gold watch, to be
given to the member of the club who is

the breeder of the best dog in any stake
at the club field trials, to be held at

Deatonsville, Va.

• •

Secretary Brcwu, of the P. K. C, is to

be congratulated upon his success in

working up entries for the club's coming
field trials. The nominations this year
are not only more numerotis, but better

in quality. All the dogs are being thor-

oughly trained, and consequently compe-
tition will be very keen.

•••

One of the most interesting features of
the trials will be the pointers and variooa

breeds of setters competing upon even
terms. It will certainly be a fair test of
the abilities of each breed and will be so

taken by uninterested spectators. After

the various field trials which have been
contestetl in the kennel papers, it will be

a rare treat to see the English, Gordon
and Irish setters and pointers actually

trying conclusions in the field. We wish

them all well and may the best dog win.

••
Mr. George S. Thomas, of the North-

field Yorkshire Kennels, writes as fol-

lows : '"We notice in Brittle's correspond-

ence that the King Charles Spaniel re-

cently imported by Mr. Thomas has suc-

cumbed to the inevitable, which doubt-

less means that he is a dead canine, in-

stead of which the little jewel of its

class is in fine condition snd will not

succumb to any one of her species plareil

beside her."
•••

We have a lengthy communication

from Mr. Washington A. Coster, secre. .

tary E. F. T. C, announcing the reduc-

tion in fare on the certificate plan to those

persons ' wishing to attend the club's

trials. We think it best for those who
propose attending the trials to write Mr.

Coster for a copy of the circular, iasned

by the Trunk Line Passenger Committee

and which gives the information neces-

sary to secure the reduced rates. The
rates going will be full fare and one-

third of the highest limited fare re-

turning. Three dogs will be transported

free when released upon presentation of

club card signed by Mr. Coster. Persons

attending this meeting from points be-

yond the lines of Richmond and Danville

Railroad should purchase tickets to Rich-

mond, Danville or Burkeville (as most
convenient), taking certificates front

agent from whom tickets are purchased,

aud repurchase to Amelia Court House,

Va, This certificate will be honored at

Richmond, Danville and Burkeville for

excursion rates returning to surting

point if presented in or before December

6, 189a
•*•

Mr. John B. Ellison has sent his dogs

to South Carolina in charge of his

handler. They will be pnt into shape

for the field trials of the Philadelphia

Kennel Club. Among them we noticed

the well-knowu pointer, Victor tbf Blue

Stocking, better known as "Jock." Mr.

Ellison's affections seem to be gradually

drifting toward the Eugliah setter, of

which be has several.

11
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FITZ-POODLE'S

DOGGY EXPERIENCES

LK>okinK Side-way»—2.

BY HIEERNIA.

ZXIII.

Shortly after my hypnotic experiment

with Mr. Daucey I met a Gordon setter

man. lu talking about the merits of the

breed he stated that he expected to see

the time when the sixty-two per centers

would be far ahead of pointers or English

setters in the field.

This was just the sort of a person that

I wanted with which to continue my ex-

periuieiits in hypnotizing, so as the place

where we were sitting had no other oc-

cupants, I made a few deft pas.ses, fixed

my eyes earnestly on his and he imme-

diately went into a trance.

"Go," said I, "to New York City in

the year 3000 on the 22d day of February.

Visit the Madison Square Garden and

tell me what you see."

'•I am in New York City, but there is

no Madison Square Garden now."

"Inquire if there is any dog show be-

ing held in the city."

"There has been none here for many

years. All dog shows are held in Chi-

cago."

"Then go to Chicago, and if there is a

dog show in progress tell me what you

•ee and enter into conversation with the

exhibitors so that you can find out

about things of interest in canine mat-

tm."
If would be tiresome to relate in full

what uiv subject saw, so I will only Uke
from my note l)ook such extracts as may
prove iuterestmg to doggy people.

He said

:

"In Chicago there is a building thirty

stories high called the "Fanciers' Exhibi-

tion Palace. It is occupied entirely b^

various fanciers' clubs for giving their

shows. The dififerent floors are used by

the Canine Club, the Poultry Club, the
ir\..„i. ».,.! (l/->/->c«> OliiVi th»" Picr«»nn diihDuck and Goose Club, the Pigeon Club,

the Canary Club, the Ornamental Bird

Club, the Rabbit Club, the Guinea Pig

Club, the Fancy Mouse Club, the Bug and
Worm Club and many other associations

of fanciers. The top floor is occupied by

the Canine Club and it ranks at the head

<)f all. Travel is now done entirely by

air-route, and the top story of the build-

ing is the most important
Airships have Uken the place of steam-

boats and railroads, horses are only kept

as curiosities and the aircycle is used

instead of the bicycle. Chicago is the

largest city on tlie continent, and as it is

only a half hour's journey from the fur-

thest part of the United States, the bench
shows are held here only.

The different local kennel clubs have

gone out of existence and their places

have been taken by various specialty?

clubs. The interest of every breed is

now fostered l)y aclnb, and breeds like

smooth and rough-coated St. Bernards

have a club for each variety.

The governing Ixxiy is called the Ca-

nine Club, and each specially club is

allowed one representative for each one
hundred meniljers.

Bench shows are now given almost

every day of the year. Each specialty

club gives a show senii-annually, and
once a year all combine in a great all-

variety exhibition.

This last was in progress when my
hypnotic subject visited it. There were

over twenty thousand entries. No cata-

logues were used, as the names, descrip-

tion, pedigree, prizes won, etc., of each

dog was instantaneously printed and
fastened to the back of the stall. The
benches and partitions were all made of

aluminum and a perforated pipe of the

same metal was above all lienches,through
• which a vaporized disinfectant was con-

stantly forced, keeping the show as sweet

as a pine woods. No attendants were

visible, as the feeding, bedding, watering

and cleaning were all done automatically

by machinery. At night the show was

illuminated by a vast sun-like electric

light in the centre of the hall.

The St. Bernards, both smooth and

rough, now measure 45 to 50 inches at

the shoulder and weigh from 400 to 500

pounds. Some of them have as many as

ten dew claws on their hind legs. Other-

wise they are the same as those of to-day.

Mastiffs have increased 111 bulk also,

but are as short as the present bull dog

in head.
The bull dogs on exhibition have heads

so short that they resemble inUglios.

They can not be suckled naturally, so

from birth are fed by means of a rubber

pipe. The front legs are so bowed as to

resemble letter V's placed thus < >

.

Pugs to be high class must have a tail

that is naturally tied in a double bow
knot.

Field spaniels are so long in body and
low on the legs that it is impossible for

them to walk. They are very popular,

as they can be carried about by means of

a shawl strap, and wherever the owner
leaves one he is sure to find it again un-

less it is stolen during his absence. Their

ears are so long that they are wrapped
several tiines around the head and kept

in position by means of a padlock, holes

being made in the tips for this purpose.

Cocker spaniels have disappearetl, having

merged into the kindred breed of field

spaniels.

All natural game, except three kinds

which will be mentioned later on, has

become extinct, consequently the setters,

pointers, etc., are very small classes.

However, rubber fac-similies of quail,

snipe, woodcock and other game birds

and animals are now used as substitutes.

Chemists have discovered the volatile

essence that caused the peculiar odor of

game which acted on the scenting organs

of dogs, and the rubber substitutes are

filled with this substance. By means of

delicate clock work these artificial game
birds and animals will follow all the

wilv manoeuvcrs of the originals, but as

the' time has gone by when large bags are

things to boast of, this sort of sport is

held ip low reoute.

Foxhounds still look like their an-

cestors and are used for artificial fox

hunting. Bicycles, however, have Deeu

substituted for horses, and they are so ar-

ranged that fences can be jumped with

them. The sport is considered danger-

ous.
The sUndard height for beagles is now

but five inches, and they are used only

for hunting rats, one of the three kinds of

game not extinct.

Terriers of all sorts are much dimin-

ished in size, a half pound being the

largest weight admitted by the standard.

They are used for killing mice, which is

the most popular sport of the country.

Rough-coated collies were popular

even in 1975, but the head by selective

breeding became so long that it upset

their equilibrium, and when they at-

tempted to walk they would tip over on

their nose, so this breed was given up.

There are several new breeds not

known at the present time. One of the

most popular is the roach terrier, a lilli-

putian descendent of the black and tan.

Good specimens never weigh over five

ounces. They are mostly kept in the

kitchen where they wage eternal warfare

on the pestiferous roach.

Then there is the winter dog, which
evidently sprang from the Yorkshire ter-

rier. This breed is only kept by ladies

of wealth. It is round and long, and gold

bands usually encircle the body at the

shoulders antl loins. A chain is attached

to these bands and the dog by this means
suspended in front of its fair owner. The
hair, which is beautifully soft, is often-

times ten feet in length, is wrapped
around the body several times and the

animal used as a muff.

Bull terriers by selective breeding have

been produced without teeth, and their

bloodless l»ttles are much relished by

the dudes of the period

.

The after-dinner poodle is a tiny Rus-

sian poo<lle, fantastically shaved and

corded. His principal use is at swell

dinners to trot around on the top of the

table after the ladies have left, carrying

cigars to the male guests.

Origin of ?lMBRicaN Dogs.

The sparrow setter appears to be a

diminutive cross >ietwecn the Gordon
and Irish setter. The head and neck

down to the shoulders are red, as are the

legs and tail, but the rest of the botly is

black. The breed is a remarkably curious

one and is used to point sparrows, a sport

that has a large following.

A. Packard in American Naturalist.

The impression that the Domestic dog

of the Old World has descended from the

wild species distinct from the wolf may

be well founded, but in America the evi-

dence tends to prove that the Eskimo

and other domestic varieties of dogs

were domesticated by the aborigines and

used by them long anterior to the dis-

covery of the continent by the Euro-

peans, the varieties in question originat-

ing from the grey wolf or prairie wolf.

First as to the Eskimo dog. From the

following extract from Frobisher it ap-

pears evident that the Eskimo had the

present breed of domestic dogs long an-

terior to the year 1577. Frobisher's ac-

count of the Eskimo themselves is, so

far as we know, the first extant, and is

full and characteristic. After describing

the natives he goes on to say : "They

franke or keepe certaine dogs not much

unlike wolves, which they yoke together,

as we do oxen and horses, to a sled or

traile ; and so 'carry their necessaries

over the ice and snow from place to

place ; as the captive, whom we have,

made perfect signes. And when those

dogs are not apt for the same vse ; or

when with hunger they are constrained

for lack of other vituals, they eate them

so that they are as needful for them in re-

spect of their bignesse as our oxen are

for vs."
Confirmatory of the theory of the pre-

Columbian origin of the Indian dog may
be cited the following extract from Hak-
luyt's voyages regarding the Indian dogs

seen on Cape Breton Island, p. 1593.

"Here divers of our men went on !and

upon the very cape, where, at their

arrival they found the spittes of Oke of

the savages which had roasted meate a

little before. And as they viewed the

countrey they saw divers beastes aud
r t - ^ U,1 nrilvn 0%v«k(a /lA«k«-o r»*t#*re
lUUlCa, «»a uscfcv.^*. .w.»^w, »««.^, w ,

great foules with red legges, pengwyns,

and certain others. Thereupon nine or

tenne of his fellows running right vp

over the bushes with great a^ilitie and
swiftness came towards vs with white

staues in their hands like halfe pikes,

and their dogs of color blacke not so

bigge as a greyhounde followed them at

the heeles ; but wee retired unto our

boate without any hurte received." (The

voyage of the ship called the Marigold

of M. Hilles of Redrige unto Cape Breton

and beyond to the latitude of forty-four

degrees and a half, 1693, written by
Richard Fisher Master Hilles man of

Redrige. Hacluyt, III, 239).

It is probable this variety, the bones of

which have been found by Dr. J. Wyman,
in the shell heaps of Casco Bay, Maine.

"The presence of the bones of the dog
might be accounted for on the score of

its being a domesticated animal, but the

fact that they were not only found

mingled with those of the edible kinds,

but, like them, were broken up, sug-

gests the probability of their having been

used as food. We have not seen it men-
tioned by any of the earlier writers that

such was the case along the coast, though

it apjiears to have been otherwise with

regard to some of the interior tribes, as

the Hurons. With them, game being

scarce, 'venison was a luxury found only

at feasts, and dog flesh was in high

esteem.' "

It is possible that the Newfoundland

dog was indigenous on that island, and

also an offishoot of the gray wolf, allied

to the Eskimo. In their "Newfound-
land," Messrs. Hatton and Harvey say

that there are few fine specimens of the

world-renowned Newfoundland dog to

Ik; met with now in the island from which

it derived its name. "The origin of this

fine breed is lost in obscurity. It is

doubtful whether the aborigines possessed

the dog at all ; and it is highly improb-

able that the Newfoundland dog is in-

digenous. Some happy crossing of breeds

may have pro<luced it here. The old

settlers say that the ancient genuine

breed consisted of a dog about twenty-

six inches high, with black ticked body,

gray muzzle and gray or white stockinged

legs, with deer claws behind." "It is

now generally admitted that there are

two distinct types of the Newfoundland

dog, one considerably larger than the

other, and reckoned as the true breed

;

the other being named the Labrador, or

St. John's, or lesser Newfoundlan<l. The
latter is chiefly found in Labrador, and

specimens are also to be met with in

Newfoundland."
Regarding the dogs of the Mexican In-

dians, Nadaillac says in his Prehistoric

America : "The European dog, our faith-

ful companion, also appears to have been

a stranger to them. His place was very

inadequately filled by the coyote, or

prairie wolf; which they kept in captivity

and bad succeeded in taming to a certain

extent."
In a recent visit to Mexico, not only

along the railroads, but in the course of a

stage ride of aViout 5C» miles through pro-

vincial Mexico, from Saltillo to San

Miguel,we were struck by the resemblance

of the dogs to the coyote ; there can be

little doubt that they are decendants of a

race which sprang from the pailly-tamed

coyote of the ancient Mexican Indians.

At one village, Montezuma, we saw a

hairless or Carib dog, as we supposed it

to be ; similar dogs are sometimes seen m
the United States.

Finally, that the domestic dog and

gray as well as the prairie wolf will hy-

bridize has been well established. Dr.

Cones has observed hybrids between the

coyote and domestic dog on the Upper

Missouri. To this we may add our own
observations made at Fort Claggett, on

the Upper Missouri, in June, 1877. We
then were much struck by the wolf-like

appearance of the dogs about an encamp-

ment of Crow Indians, as well as the fort
;

they were of the size and color of the

coyote, but less hairy and with a less

bushy tail. They were much like those

lately observed in Mexico, and I have

nevei seen such dogs elsewhere. Their

color was a whitish tawny, like that of

the Eskimo dog.
Confirmatory of these observations is

the following note by J. L. Wortman m
the report of the Geological Survey of

Indiana for 1884 : "During extended

travel in Western United States, my ex-

perience has been the same as that re-

corded by Dr. Cones. It is by no means

uncommon to find mongrel dogs among

COMING FIELD TRIALS.
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noUbly among Umatillas, Bannocks,

Soshones, Arapahoes, Crows,Sioux.which

to one familiar with the color, physiog-

nomy and habits of the coyote, have

every appearance of blood relationship,

if not, in many cases, this animal itself

in a state of semi-domestication. The
free inter-breeding of these animals, with

a perfectly fertile product, has been so

often repeated to me by thoroughly re-

liable authorities, and whose opportuni-

ties for observation were ample, that I

feel perfectly willing to accept Dr.

Cones' statement."

To these statements may be added

those of Mr. Milton P. Peirce, published

in Forest and Stream for June 25, 1885,

as follows : "Hybrid wolves have always

been very common along our western

frontiers. I have seen several of them,

sired both by dogs and wolves, and all I

have seen resembled wolves rather than

dogs." It is to be hoped that our mam-
malogists may collect and examine this

subject, particularly the skulls and skins

of numerous specimens, both of dogs and

wolves, and the hybrids between them.

Further ol«ervations are also needed as

to the fertility of the hybrids.

EBERHARTS NEW KENNELS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : We have just completed, at a cost

of nearly I500, our new kennel building,

situated on Walnut Hills, one of our

most beautiful suburbs. The building is

fifteen by twenty-five feet, two stories,

heated and well ventilated—as com-

fortable and convenient as experience and

all modem improvements could suggest.

Stalls are three by six feet with self-clos-

ing gates. Three large yards with grasa

and shade trees in each, gives the dogs

plenty of exercise. Kennel contains now
twenty-two pugs, but room for fifty. Our
dogs are all in fine coiwlition, as they

should l)e, in such elegant quarters.

Nothing too good for our dogs. Should

like to have some of our fellow breeden

see how we are fixed. A cordial welcome

to all. Ebrrhart Pug Kennkls.

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 23.

Full List of the Philadelphia Kennel

Club's Entries.

The entries to the Philadelphia Kennel
Club's seventh annual field trials closed

October 15, with seventeen nominations

in the Derby,twenty-five in the Members'
and thirty-three in the All-Aged Stakes,

as follows

:

Derby Stake—Enarltsh Betters.

Albert's Uuchbss.—White, black and tan bitch,
whelped February 14, 1889 (Warwick Albert
— Princess Helton), John A. Hartman.

Bevurlv.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
February, i88y(Roi dOr—Mildre«l), Francis G.
Taylor.

BVSTER.—Black, white and tan dog, whelped
March.iH89(King Noble—Cricket) B. Ridgway

.

Clementine.—Black, white and tan bitch
whelped October 3, 1889 {Htra Noble—Cor-
nelia G.), Lawrence Shuster, Jr.

JBAN.—Black, white and Un bitch, whelped
Octobers, i8-)9(Frilz— Hazel). John B. Ellison.

Larry Noble —orange aud white dog, whelped
October 2,1889 (Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.),
Hildebrand Fitzgerald.

Lucy Noble —Black, white and tan bitch,
whelped 1889 (Count Noble—Alphonsine), W.
B. Smith.

Madge.-Bitch, whelped Septemt>er 12, 1889 (Gun
Victoria), George Fox.

Noble Mack.—Orange and white dog, whelped
October 2, 1889 (P:zra Noble—Cornelia G ),
Gerhard schreil>er.

Old Smed.—Black and white dog, whelped
October 2, 1889 (Ezra Noble—Conielia G.),
I^wrence Shuster, Jr.

Peg Woi-FINCTON—Black, white and tan bitch
whelped March 17, 1889 (Ben Hill—Nora),
Francis S. Brown.

Pointers.

Bkauty Spot —Liver and white bitch, whelped
July 4, 1889 (Hair-and-Hair—Favette), J. W. M.
Cardeza.

Bessie Item.—Orange and white bitch, whelped
lanuary 19, 1890 (Gambol—MoUie R.), Hilde-
brand Fitzgerald.

Bob Tolano —Dog, whelped Octot>er 12, 1889
(Victor the Blue Stocking—Charlotte Corday).
John B. Ellison.

Duchess ok Hesskn.—Liver and white bitch,
whelped July, i889(UukcofHe89en—Duchess
of Waterloo), J. H. Wiu.slow.

Jack Ellison —Liver aud white dog, whelped
Octolier 12, 1S89 (Victor the Blue Stocking-
Charlotte Corday), J. H. Wiuslow.

London.—Dog, whelped October, 1889 (Beaumont
), George Fox.

Dr. G. G. Davis' Irish setter bitch Snarkir
(Desmond II—Lorraine), entered in this 'stake,
died shortly after the entry had been made.

Members' -Stake.-English Setters.

Ben Hur Franklin.—Lemon and white doe
(Ike—Leda). Walter B. Smith.

Clementine—Black, white and Un bitch (Ezta
Noble—Cornelia G.), Lawrence Shuster, Jr.

Edge Mark.—Black, white and tan dog (Skid-
more— Flo Maclin), Francis S. Brown.

Ezra Noble—Black, white ai^d tan dog (Count
Noble—Alphonsine;, Lawrence Shuster, Jr.

Jack —Dog (pedigree not given), Samuel Good-
man.

Katie Noble—Black, white and tan bitch
(Count Noble-Uueeu Meg), Francis G. Tay-
lor.

King's Mark.- Blue belton dog (King Noble-
Belle Belton), B. Ridgway.

I<ARRV Noblb.—Orange and white dog (Ezra
Noble—Cornelia G.), Hildebrand Fitzgerald.

Perseverance.-Black, while and Un bitch
.
(Chalkley D.—Casftino Gladstone), Ezra Com-

Princb.—Liver aud white dog (pedigree not
given), James A. Stovell.

Rock—Lemon and white dog (Duke
Masden Vaughn.

-Nell), B.

Rod Gkm.—Black, white and Un dog (Roderigo
—Gem), E. W. Clark, Jr.

Rosa Lee.— Black, white and Un bitch (BerryV—Ferguson's Ruby), John A. Hartman.
Sleepy Noble.—Black, white and Un bitch

(Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.),I.,awrence Shuster.
Jr.

Sue Noble—Black and white bitch (Count Noble
—Fannie W.), B. Ridgway.

Gordon 8ettera.

Countess Roxie.—Bitch (Champion Little Boy-
Champion Roxie), H. F. Smith.

Flash —Dog (pedigree not given). B. F. Hall.
KiN<; Item.—Dog (Champion Little Boy—Cham-

pion Roxie). H. F. Smith.
Shot.—Dog (pedigree not given). B. F. Hall.

Irish I4etters.
Larry S—Dog (Champion Chief—Leigh Doane),

Edward Maher.
RocKwooD Chance—Dog (Desmond II—Leda

Glencho), Charles T. Thompson.
Pointers.

^*^''rP'^,'^ —i'iver and while bitch (Graphic-Lady
Belle), Connell & Cullen.

Rock II—Liver and while dog (Graphic—Lady
Belle), Connell & Cullen.

Tempest.—Liver and white dog (Bcppo 111—
1.888 of Bow). J. H. Winslow.

Victor the Blue Stocking.—Liver and white
dog (Beaufort—Zuba), John B. Ellison.

All-Aged Stake.-English Setters.
Clementine.—While and Un bitch (Bzra Noble

Cornelia G ), Lawrence Shuster, Jr.
Rdgk Mark —Black, while and tan dog (Skid-

mwfr-Flo M««;in;, Prsncia S, JJrown.

Ezra Noble.—Black, white and Un dog (Count
Noble—Alphonsine), Lawrence Shuster, Jr.

Hazel—Black, white and tan bitch (Baron-
Hazel), John B. Ellison.

Katie Noble.—Black, white and Un bitch
(Count Noble—Queen Meg), Francis G. Tay-
lor.

King's Mark.—Blue tielton dog (King Noble-
Belle Belton), B. Ridgway.

List Noble.—Orange and white bitch (Count
Noble—Fate Gladstone), Francis G. Taylor.

Perseverance.—Black, white and Un bitch
(Chalkley D.—Cassino Gladstone), Ezra Com-
fort.

Prince.—Liver and white dog (pedigree not
given), J. A. Stovell.

Rock.—Lemon and white dog (Duke—Nell), B.
Masden Vaughn.

Rod Gem.-Black, white and Un dog(Roderigo—
Gem), E. W. aark, Jr.

Rosa Lee.—Black, white and Un bitch (Berry
v.—Ferguson's Ruby), John A. Hartman.

Sleepy Noblb.—Black, white and Un bitch
(Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.), Lawrence Shuster,
Jr.

Sue Noble.—Black and white bitch (Count
Noble—Fannie W.), B. Ridgway.

Gordon Setters.

Countess Roxie.—Bitch (Champion Little Boy
—Champion Roxie), H. F. Smith.

Flash.—Dog (pedigree not given), B. F. Hall.
King Item.—Dog (Champion LilUe Boy—Cham-

pion Roxie), H. F. Smith.
Shot.—Dog (pedigree not given), B. F. Hall.

Irish Setters.

Desmond II.—Dog (Frisco—Grouse II), W. H
Weiss.

Larry S.—Dog (Champion Chief—Leigh Doane)
Edward Maher.

RocKWOOD.—Dog (Desmond 11—Luray 11).
Charles T. Thompson.

RocKwooD Chance —Bitch (Desmond II—I.eda
Glencho), Charles T. Thompson.

Silk —Bitch (Chief—Gipsy Maid), G. G. Davis.
Spinaway.—Bitch (Chief—Nellie), O. G. Davis.

Pointers.

Croxib Wisb.—Lemon and white bitch (Crox-
teth—Young Bulah), P. Henry O'Baunon.

David of Dklphos.-Liver and white ticked dog
(Dick of Delphos—Westmoreland Bessie) I

W. M. Cardeza.
-^

Fan-Fan.—Liver and white bitch (Graphic—Ladv
Belle), Connell & Cullen.

Gambol.—l,emon and white dog (Gough—Lark-
spur), W. H. Weiss.

Inspiration —Lemon and white dog (Bang Bang
-Telle Doe), Francis G. Taylor.

Rock 11.—Liver and white dog (Graphic-Ladv
Belle), Connell & Cullen. * ' '^ ^ '

Tempe,st.—Liver and white dog (Beppo HI—l.jiss
of Bow), J. H. Winslow.

Victor thb Blue Stocking.—Liver and white
dog (Beaulon—Zuba), John B. Ellison.

White Fawn.—Lemon and white bitch (Grafton
—Ethel), J. H. Winslow.

SARSFIELD TO START.

Mr. 'Washlnicton Will Run Him Under
Any Conditions.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Since the publication of the nom-
inations of the entries for the Eastern
Field Trials in which appears the name
of my red Irish setter dog Sarsfield,

entered in the All-Aged SUke, I have
received four letters asking if it is my in-

tention to start him. I wish to state

here that I have entered Sarsfield in good
faith, have sent him to Amelia County,
Virginia (the county in which these trials

are to be held), and he is now in the
hands of the man who will handle him
in the trials and to whom I have given
instructions to "run Sarsfield under any
conditions if he is alive and well."

It is not my desire or intention to own
a dog that 1 am afraid to run in field
trials or show on the bench, and although
Sarsfield is nearly seven years old, which
is a year and a half older than the oldest
dog of any breed entered and nearly four
years older than the oldest Irish setter
entered, he will certainly go if Provi-
dence permits it. I don't expect Sars-
field to make so good a showing as some
younger dogs, but I certainly expect that
be will pive as good an account of him-
self as can be expected of any dog of his
age. I will also state that this is the first

reasonable opportunity I have had to run
Sarsfield since I purchased him about a
year ago, and if any one imagines that it

is not my honest intention to run him in
the Eastern Field Trials and is willing to
back his opinion, 1 will allow him odds
of two to one for any reasonable amount.

W. L. Washington.
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 23.

—President Camot has had a "fine and
large" mastiflF given to binj by. an Eng-
lish breeder,

MR. HACKE'S FAMOUS WOLF-HOUNDS

Mr. Dalziel's Visit to Them and What
He Thinks of the Dogs.

Editor Fanciers' Journal
Sir : I saw Mr. Paul Hacke's Siberian

wolf-hounds or Barzois yesterday. They
are located at Spratts Patent Sanitorium,

where I had some business. I was told

that Mr. Hacke did not wish his dogs
written about in English newspapers un-
til after they had competed with the
Hon. Colonel F. Wellesley's bounds, and
of course I respect Mr. Hacke's wish and
consider this no breach, as the Brighton
show, where these dogs meet, will be over
l»efore this can be published.

I found the bitch had given birth to

eleven puppies the day before. She and
her progeny looked well and all very
busy, she with her tongue and the pup-
pies at her dugs. I would not have her
disturbed, so could only j'udge her by her
head, which is thoroughly typicAl and I

should say very good.

The dog is a fine tall fellow. 1 did not
measure him, but should say he is about
the same height as Colonel Wellesley's

Krilutt. He is evidently a nice-tempered

dog and was full of life and as playful as

a puppy, scampering around with grace-

ful movements peculiar to all the grey-

hound tribe. His head is elegant, neck
long aud supple, the whole body a good
length, not so deep in chest as Krilutt

nor so well developed in hindquarters.
Where Mr. Hacke's dog fails, however,
is in his legs and feet. He has apparently
seen hard work, and I should not think
he could have been well reared and prop-
erly exercised wheii growing, a thing
most essential to most varieties of dogs
and which every coursing man carefully
secures for his puppies and sapplings. He
is considerably out at elbows, his legs
show hard wear and look as tottery as a

K'^^KtSy *^*" horse, whilst his leet are
splayed and the toes "shackled," as the
Scotch say ; that is, pressed out of shape
and distorted.

I do not know Mr. Taunton's capacity
to judge this breed. He officiates at
Brighton, but I think in a match on
which the eyes of two continents are
rivited it would have been more satis-

factory to have appointed a coursing
man or a deerhound breeder to judge.
There will be a big class of Barzoi at

Brighton, for in addition to Mr. Hacke's
dog (of course the bitch cannot or at
least should not be sent) there will be
Krilutt, Pagooba and eight or ten pup-
pies of various ages from Colonel Welles-
ley's kennels; aud Mr. Morris is, I

hear, sending from Devon eight sisters
and brothers from one litter just over a
year old, and sired by Krilutt. Lady C.
Innes Ker has some very fine specimens
of the breed, but 1 do not know whether
they will appear at Brighton.

I called the same day upion which I

saw Mr. Hacke's dogs at Morton Abbey
and had a look at Colonel Wellesley's
lot. Pagooba is at present short of coat
and destitute of feather, as is usual with
bitches after suckling, otherwise she is

in excellent order. Seven of her puppies
four months old formed a most interest-
ing group, and six of them, it may very
safely be prognosticated, if they continue
to do as well as they have done up to
now, they will, every one of them, if

shown, find their way into the prize list.

Of three puppies seven or eight months
old, one bitch particularly attracted my
attention by her graceful outline and
striking appearance. Her markings are
of a soft greyish tint and inclined to be
brindle, but not very decidedly so. The
whole of the puppies were in the best of
condition and reflect great credit on the
kennelman. Krilutt had the greatest at-

traction for me, and as Colonel Welleslev
brought him in from his daily sharp walk
of ten miles he looked splendid and as
fresh as a daisy with his face washed
with dew as he gambolled in graceful
bouuds around the meadow on the banks
of the Waudle.

I took Krilutt's measurements, and as
they may interest your readers I give
them here : Height at shoulder, 30

^t)4 inches ; length of tail, not measur-
ing hair at end, 2i'/i inches

; girth of
chest, 34 inches

;
girth of loins, 23^

inches
; length of head from nose to

occiput, 12 inches ; length of neck, 14
inches

; girth of muzzle midway between
eyes and nose, Hyi inches

; girth of bead
before ears, 16^ inches

; girth of arm
above elbow, 13 inches

; girth of foreleg
below elbow, 7 inches ; weight, 99
pounds.

In competition with Mr. Hacke's dog I
should say Krilutt can give away twenty
poinU and win. Mr. Hacke's dog loses
so very much in legs and feet, points so
essential in a racing dog. He is not so
beautifully roach-backed as KrilntL
neither does he possess the width behind
and development of muscle forming the
propelling power in which Krilutt excels.
By the way, I may mention that Krilutt

measures in height at arch of back 32X
inches, and at the knuckle bones xi)(
inches, showing good slope to the hmt-
tocks, as all good greyhounds do.
Although I do not think Mr. Hacke'a

dog stands a great chance against Krilutt,
yet that gentleman is to he congratulated
on the possession of two specimens of the
Barzoi true to type and of^a high order of
merit, and should lay the foundations of
a noble kennel. I heartily wish him
good luck with them, and trust the whole
family may reach Pittsburg in safety.
By the way. Colonel Wellesley's ken-

nelman informed me that Mr. Wade's Bisk
had been on a visit to Krilutt but had
refused the dog. I think so wise a man
as my very good friend Mr. Wade should
put his bitch by till spring.
Oh, do please tell Mayhew to mind

what he is about. The giant Krehl is

jumping on him in the Stock-Keeper,
and the catastrophe is too terrible for a
nervous man likeme to contemplate with
equanimity. Yours truly,

Hugh Dalzibu
Woking, England, Oct. 9, 1890.

INDIANA FIELD TRIALS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The Indiana Kennel Club's All-

ty-seven entries, fourteen English set-

ters, two Irish setters and eleven pointers

as follows

:

English Setters.

Bendigo.—Orange and white dog (Shot—Ply), T.
P. Biaselt.

Dam PomsMAM.—Black, white and tan dog (Fore-
man—Miss Klsie), A. H. Fowler.

Don's Nellie.—Black and white bitch (McDnff—
Fame), A. H. Fowler.

Ploba.—Black, white and tan bitch (Gladstone's
Boy—Clara), G. W Ware.

JERBY Mamdam.—Black and white dqg (Mandaa
—Prairie Belle), R. B. Morgan.

Jubilee.-White and black ticked (Gath's Mark
—Bather), J. M. Freeman.

Ladv Rapier.—Black, white and tan bitdt
(Count Rapier—Donna J.), J. I Case, Jr.

Lilly Buboes.—Orange and white bitch (Gatli's
Mark—Esther), G. A. Day.

Lone Jack.—Black and white dog (Change-
Queen B), Ro>ral Robinson.

Nannix B.—Lemon and white bitch (King Noble
—Queen Vashti), J. A. McI.^od.

Prince Lucifer.-Black, white and tan doc
(King Noble—Elsie Betton), J. I. Case, Jr.

QuAn..— Blace, white and tan (Change—Flotm),
Harry S. New.

Sam Wbllkr.—Black, white and tan dog (Kod-
erigo—Dixie), W. T. Hunter.

Steele.— Black, white and tan dog (Roder{g«>—
Flora M.), R. B. Morgan.

Irish Setters.

dog (Dude—Flipper), A. W.

bitch (pedigree not glvett).

inches
i
length from nose to Kt OQ of Mti

Don Arch.—Red
Archibald.

Fannie M.—Red
Thomas Morse.

Pointers.
Bbbtbaldo—Liver and white dog (Corneratoaa
—Bessie Buford), J. B. Cuinotte.

Bounce.-Liver and white dog (Bob—Sail), G. W,
Araory.

Cboxlill.—Liver and white bitch (Croxtetb

—

Daisy), H. J. Smith.

Gvr.—Lemon and white bitch (pedigree not
given), T. S. Hacker.

Dolly C—Liver and white bitch (Graphic—i(ar-
gnerite), Joseph Cnigom.

HoosiER Harry.-Liver and white dog (Denm-
shire Sam—Gipsey), H. A. ComstocK.

Index—Liver and white dog (Ossian'—Nellte
K), R. P.Daggett.

Lass op Bloomo.—Liver and white bitch (Lad of
Bow—Bloomo), W. T. Hunter.

Pickwick —Liver and white bitch (Gnphkv—
Marguerite), Midison & McGuflfin.

Rodman.—Liver and white dog (Rod—Belle), W.
B. Allen.

Thum4STON«.—Liver and white dog (Comer-
rtone—pirenst), W. H. Holmes.

P. T. Madison, Secretary,

INOIANAPOMS, Ind., 0«t, 19, 1890,
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

loteresting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Uogg) World.

Special CorrcspoiidCTice.

It is with regret that this week I shall

have to devote a certain amount of the

spare allotted me to personal mattera.

First Mr. Krehl honors me with his con-

sideration in the English Stock-Keeper,

and then Mr. Wade, with his well-known

modesty and Iwishfulness, takes up the

cudgels on behalf of Mr. Otis Fellows.

I will deal with Mr. Krehl first. On

the few occasions which this gentleman

has deemed fit to allude to me he has al

ways referred to my atUck on Mr. Tinne

becauu /u (Mr. Tinne) tried to suppress

trimming, at the same lime leading read-

era to infer that I only escaped by the

•kin of my teeth, l)eing excommunicated

by the English Kennel Club. Mr. Krehl

has cither been fostering an hallucina-

tion for the past two years, or he has

avoided trying to obtain the real truth,

or else he purposely persists in making

accusations which are entirely devoid of

truth. The latter is probably the case,

bat giving him the benefit of the doubt,

1 will assume that he has really mistaken

the facts, so that both for his and my
own sake I will disabuse his mind of any

such error, for if he continues in these

assertions people may really begin to lie-

lieve that such has been the case.

In the first place I did not attack Mr.

Tinne because he made an endeavor to

suppress trimming, but because in my
opinion, aud that of many others, he had

offered a gratuitous insult to a community

of the doggy world, i. e., owners and
«. <—. ~c .. :— u..:*««l <Vx«- ^4k«.*>{*fl.a Kvr

springing a motion which was to sever

the Fox Terrier Club. Reason for such

attitude being the practice of trimming

the rougher variety, and the motion also

would lead one to infer that the wire men

were not fit persons to associate with

smooth owners. My denouncing this

extreme measure seems to have impressed

Mr. Krehl's sensitive nature to such an

extent that even be feels hurt at anyone

questioning Mr. Tinne's acts. But at the

same time he puts Am ouun complexion

on the matter by the manner he re-

hashes it,

When I state that I was on the com-

mittee ofthe Fox Terrier Club and took

more than an ordinary interest in it, I

think I had a right to oppose a measure

which to me and others was most undesir-

able. I would also draw the reader's at-

tention to the fact that Mr. Krehl was

not a member of the club in question, nor

had he as far as I know ever owned a

fox terrier. The club's loss I know, but

»till the fact remains.

Again as regards my escaping being

overhauled by the English Kennel Club

for my woful transgression in disputing

Mr. Tinne's right to arrogate to himself

the positon of mentor to the Fox Terrier

Clnb, that is purely a mental delusion, a

phantasy, on Mr. Krehl's part. Had I

behaved in a manner unbecoming a

member of the Fox Terrier Club, Mr.

Krehl knows, 1 know, everyone knows,

that that body would have been the first

to examine my conduct, not the English

Kennel Club. Mr. Krehl also knows I

have never approached so near the bound-

ary which precludes men from exhibiting

as he has.

length had I a remnant of respect for Mr.

Krt-hl, but I am fain to admit I have

not. Therefore I will dismiss him as

every honest man dismisses a trickster,

and rest content in the hopes that read-

ers are satisfied I did not attack Mr.

Tinne because of his endeavor to suppress

trimming, nor was there even the most

infinitesimal chance of my conduct ever

being questioned by the E. K. C.

With regard to Mr. Wade objecting to

my paragraph in reference to the Kingston

show, I would draw his and the reader's

attention to the fact that no n.nmes were

mentioned whatever. He himself gives

publicity as to whom I was alluding.

Again, neither 1 nor one doggy man in

a thousand was aware as to the real

truth of one of my allusions. Had I

been, it is certain the matter would have

been buried. But now it is different.

Through Mr. Wade's insatiable craving

for meddling with other people's business

he has excited not only my curiosity but

I suppose many others, so that one asks

what can be contained in the paragraph

that is iu such bad taste with the result

that nine out of ten discover that which

would never have come to light had it

not been for Mr. Wade's interference.

My whole source of information in the

matter was gathered from a paragraph of

the Turf, Field and Farm's Irish corre-

spondent Bspan. Why the deuce didn't

Mr. Wade jump on it, him, she or they ?

Is the connection too close, or is Espan

entirely absolved from Mr. Wade's med-

dlesomeness ? I o«ly made refererce to

the matter in order to the more strongly

identify Mr. Otis Fellows, never dream-

ing such an allusion was touching upon

tender ground. Therefore, I hope Mr.

i'eiiows wiii accept my a»»uiHui:c I Wn»

entirely innocent of the true nature of

the circumstances. Nor has he anyone

else to thank but his friend Wade for my
now being cognizant of the facts.

Mr. Wade concludes his letter with the

pathetic conviction that unless I alter my
ways, i. e., pat him and his disciples on

the back occasionally, I shall be at the

bottom very suddenly. I will not enter

into the terrible consequences which are

likely to befall me. They are too blood

curdling, but I do question Mr. Wade's

authority for issuing such threats. This

is not the first time Mr. Wade has so far

forgotten himself as to put his signature

to such presumptuous forecasts, and the

sooner he refrains from issuing his arro-

gant dictums, as well as meddling with

everybody's business, the better It

seems to me he has been so pampered

and flattered by a portion of the doggy

world that unknowingly, perhaps unwit-

tingly, he assumes the right of dictator

in all affairs canine. Therefore, in

bringing him from off this pedestal of

self-constituted aggrandizement and plac-

ing him on terra firma, I feel he should

eternally bless me, for the time has not

yet come when W. W., of HuUon, Pa., is

in that position which entitles him to

dictate to anyone. So endeth the second

lesson.

retary of a show in the far, far West

:

" • » and whether you allow

prizes for the species ' badger dog ? ' also

whether you know somebody having a

male badger dog where perhaps we can

bring our the dog to as our mate is her

brother therefor.' not good for breeding."

(No punctuations, please, Mr. Editor.)

I leave it to readers to form their con-

clusions.

From English exchanges I gather that

Mr. Houlker, the well-known owner of the

pug Loris, has bought Prince Victor, an-

other of the same breed, from Mr. Maule

for ^100. Mr. Houlker of course kuows

what he is about, and for him to give such

a sum must mean that this new aspirant

is probably one of the best ever seen.

Mr. Maule years ago was given a pug

bitch whose tail had been mutilated by a

monkey. He mated her to a big local

dog of 1 believe unknown pedigree and

produced Tragedy, who begat Comedy

and since then has never looked back.

Such are the fortunes of war.

Nero III, the St. Bernard, and sire of

the undefeated Sir Bedivere, is no more,

and though not quite equal to combating

with Plinlimmoii, Duke of Marlboro",

etc., yet he was a good one and had at-

tained the distinction long ago of being

eligible to the challenge class.

By the death of the pointer Devon-

shire Jack the States have probably sus-

tained a loss, as he was the property of

Messrs. Buller & Turner, who are in

close touch with several breeders over

here. The Field says of him "that he

was one of the best all round pointers in

England, not only being a bench but also

a field trial winner." He was by the

well-known MoUo:i Baron, trom Village

Star, and his owners had already refused

/ 100 for him.

Mr. Mortimer has, I hear, disposed of

his young smooth fox terrier Suffolk

Risk to Mr. Wilton, who intends taking

up the breed strongly. The Lord have

mercy on him. Suffolk Risk made a

highly successful debut by securing two

firsts at the late New York show and

then, when dead out of form, was placed

second to Bleniton Racket at Boston.

The same gentleman has also sold his

wire bitch Chagrin, in pup to Suffolk

Settler, to a gentleman in Pniladelphia.

Since her change of ownership she has,

I hear, produced a litter. BRITTLE.

RABIES SCARES.

Two Views of tlie FwnouB Paateur
DIsoovery.

The New York Medical Times, August,

1890, says editorially : In a practice cov-

ering many years we have never seen a

case of rabies in dog or man, and yet if

we believe the papers they are now so

common that they are treated in insti-

tutes organized for the purpose by the

hundred and thousand. If a dog in the

heat of summer has a fit either from the

effect of heat or indigestion and snaps at

anyone with whom it comes in contact,

he is instantly pronounced mad, the

wound cauterized and the dog killed. If

the dog were restrained for three or four

days it would, if mad, die of the disease,

and the fact of his real condition become
fully established, while if killed the evi-

dence is at once removed, causing that

doubt and uncerUinty, which would al-

most absolutely follow, to develop a

nervous condition closely resembling the

real disease and not un frequently proving

fatal. Keep the dog alive if possible for

at least a week, and in nine cases out of

ten the haunting fear of death by hydro-

phobia will be removed. The existence

of hydrophobia is too well proved to

admit of doubt. The benefit derived from

the great discovery of Pasteur is an estab-

lished scientific fact, but the bite of a

dog, it should always be remembered,

only communicates disease under certain

conditions, and those coonditions should

be fully esUblished during the life of the

animal. Without the positive proof of

rabies in the dog the person bitten may
be harmless for months by a fear which
is possibly groundless.

"Dagonet" says in the Referee, Eng-
land : Hydrophobia has been established

in our midst m exactlv the same way as

the leper scare. It has been mannfac-

tured to supply the demand. It being

an article of faith with certain cranks

that we should obey our Pasteur and
masters and be bitten by dogs and go
mad, and the dogs obstinately refuse to

vn mad and bite us in order to oblige the

French rabbit poisoner and wholesale

rabies manufacturer, the aforesaid cranks

have determined that the dogs shall go
mad, and for this purpose they are now
to have instruments of torture strapped

over their mouths and noses. Of course,

it will be a fine thing for the Pasteur In-

stitute. The funds will flow in, and he
will have scores of dogs and human be-

ings to vivisect and to experiment upon
—and that was all that was wanted.

I have before now alluded to the Irish

correspondent of the Turf, Field and

Farm, Espan. A little bird whispers me
that a new departure in the lingo is in

contemplation and that less likely things

will happen than paragraphs in the most

classical Welch appearing under that

nom-de-plume.

The fpllpwing wm r«€*iY»4 by % sf«.

A FREAK OF NATURE.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : My pug bitch Fannie whelped

October 13 five pups. One, a dog, is

pure white and well marked, and re-

sembles a pug except in color. All the

rest of the litter are as well marked pugs
as I ever saw, and I have bred a great

many. This is the first time the bitch

was bred.

If any of your readers ever saw or

heard of such a freak of nature please let

us hear from them through the columns
of The Journal. Yours truly,

H. F. Kelly.

Providence, R. I., Oct. 14, 1890.

TO REACH THE FIELD TRIALS.

Information tor Thoae Deslrlnc to Go
to Otterbnm Springs, Va.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : All parties desiring any infor-

mation as regards reduced rates and

transportation of dogs to and from the

Eastern Field Trials to be held at Otter-

burn Springs, Amelia Court House, Va.,

from Western New York or Canada,

should apply to B. P. Frazer, Traveling

Passenger Agent, 19 Exchange Street,

Buffalo, N. Y., and from New York, New
Jersey and the Eastern SUtes to William

Fleming, SecreUry Trunk Line Associa-

tion, 345 Broadway, New York City, and
form points South to M. Slaughter, As-

sistant Commissioner, Atlanta, Ga.

Washington A. Coster,

Secretary and Treasurer.

—Willian Hale's valuable setter dog
committed suicide at Willimantic, Conn.,

a few days ago because he had been repri-

manded.' The mode the dog adopted was
to butt his head against a stone wall

until he broke his neck.

—Slander iz like the tin-kittle tied to a

dorg's tale—a verv good kind ov a kittle

az long ar. it ain't oqr dorg'» tftle.—Josl»

^illin^,

A WRONG ENTRY.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Mr. Ridgway's King's Mark was

wrongly entered in the All-aged Stake.

He should have been in the Champion

SUke. The mistake is mine, as his entry

in my possession plainly shows he was
regularly and correctly entered at proper

date. The error occurred by the entry

being made in a letter written to me and
in haste I mistook the abbreviated Ch.

for All-aged Stake. Hoping you will

make the necessary correction and oblige

Washington A. Coster,

&pcr*Ury ap,^ frtadurtr,

IVlflTTERS pRBTfllNING TO DOGS

BY TRIXIB.

When one attempts to write dog he
extends an invitation to all the "yelping

cura" of the country to pile him, and
"wool" the life out of him. Even Espan
who writes "for fun," can not escape the

inevitable, an<l he of Gordon settet fame
comes at him in Turf, Field and Farm,
but I believe he may survive the wrath
of even a Malcolm.

What is the mission, or have they any,

of our dog p.ipers? Asa rule, they are

made the sewer for carrying hither and
and thilher all the vile billingsgate of
the universe at large. If by chance some
one does write a sensible article upou
breeding or kennel management every
solitary man who has learned his alpha
bet piles upon him, and not content with
tearing his pro<luction to pieces they
accuse him of writing to advertise his
dogs.
What we amateurs want is articles that

will give us instructions either in history
and origin of the different breeds, or upon
the breeding and management of the dog.
We care nothing al>out your petty quar-
rels, they interest no one but yourselves,
and I fail to see how any one not entirely
lost to honor could get up much enthu-
siasm over many of these of their own
proiluction.

Would it not be a healthv change if
the space devoted to this stufrof personal
character was filled with "pointers ?" In
criticising the shows we are told that such
and such a dog has a "fine coat," a "typ-
ical head" and the like. Now I am sure if
some of our prominent breeders would
give us a few articles descriptive of the
points of each breerl they would be doing
the cause an infinite amount of goodT
Describe the right and proper "coat" for
each bre«d, also the other essential points
of each breed. Everyone knows that a
St. Bernard and a fox terrier should not
resemble each other, but what is the typ-
ical St. Bernard or fox terrier is what
puzzles the amateur.

It gives one who loves the dog, a pleas-
ttul chuugc io leave these ia(K>reu pro-
ductions of personal abuse and turn to
the September New York Agriculturist
where we find the following sensible edi-
torial : "Dogs are receiving altogether
too many prods in the rural press. A
cur is a nuisance but a good dog is often
the liest friend of man and animals. A
collie or shepherd dog for the field and
pasture and a St. Bernard for the house
will prove valuable and true friends.
Contrary to the notions of some, dogs
need something to eat however. The half
starved curs are the cause of all the sheep
killing, not the well-fed thoroughbred."
There it is in a nut shell ; someone

keeps a number of dogs and not giving
thein anything to eat, in order to obtain
sustenauce they make a raid upon the
nearest flock, killing and wounding
many. The farmers in the neighborhood
unite, and by a species of cowardice
known only to fiends incarnate they ad-
minister their poisoned bait to all dogs
they can find, even throwing it into the
dog's kennels when they can do so with-
out the owner of the dog knowing who
did it.

The dog poisoner is the common enemy
of man, ami where he is known he shonld
not be countenanced in respectable so-
ciety. We have them in our town, and
he who has a valuable dog must keep
strict guard upon it or they will soon
part company. We should have more
stringent laws relating to the sale of
poisons. A heavy fine accompanied with
imprisonment should be the penalty for
a druggist who sells them to any person
he is unacquainted with, and he should
compel all purcha.sers to make a written
statement over their signature of the use
they propose to make of the said poison.
Our town marshal has a favorite setter

that upon finding a piece of meat back in
the alley will hunt the said town marshal
up and lead him to where it is ; he gath-
ers it up and takes it to our druggist,
who makes an examination, and if he
finds any traces of poison it is buried, if
not it is given to the dog to eat. She has
pups now

; they are about two months
old. The other day one of them found a
bone with some meat upon it, and was
helping itself, when along came the
mother, and rc»li?injf the ptrj! pf }tpr off.

spring she took the bone from it, then
seizing it by the "nape of the neck" she
gave it a terrible castigation before she
marched off in search of the town mar-
shal. Finding him she led the pup back
to where the bone laid, and when the
town marshal took it (the meat) to the
•^•"ggist, she escorted young hopeful
along to hear the verdict. This is a fact,

but if you don't believe it you may ask

—

but why should I give references—if you
do not believe me you would not believe
them.

Brilliant. Ohio, October 23.

FOR FIELD TRIAL MEN.

IIow to Reach the Trials In Indiana
and the Railroad Fare.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The Central Traffic Association

has granted special rates in Indiana to

parties who will attend the Indiana Ken-
nel Club's trials at Ricknell, beginning

October 30. Tickets will t)e good from
October 27 to return three days after the

trials are completed. Tickets should be
bought to Vincennes, at which point re-
turn tickets can be purchased at one
cent per mile. The Louisville and Nash-
ville Railroad Company will sell tickets
from any point on their line to Vincen-
nes, and will carry dogs both ways free
of charge. Parties buying tickets to
Vincennes must secure from the agent of
whom they purchase their tickets a cer-
tificate showing that they have paid full

fare. This certificate, when signed by
me, will enable the holder to purchase a
return ticket at one cent per mile.
Parties in Indianapolis can secure round
trip tickets to Bicknell if purchased at
the up-town office for $4. 70.

The Puppy Stake will start Thursday,
October 30, and the Members' Stake the
next day. P. T. Madlson,

Secretarv.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 22.

WHAT IS STYLE?

Editor Fancier's Journal.

Sir: I have been much interested in

the controversy as to what is style. Any-
one who has hunted a dog that hadn't

any with one that had knows the differ-

ence if he cannot express it. Give me
the merry worker, head up, tail up and
switching to and fro, and the pot hunter
can have the dog that carries his tail

and head down and does his work "be-
cause he has to." Style counts for a
great deal in every living creature, and
the man who cares nothing for it in a dog
is welcome to his choice. Give me poetry
in motion and I will do without some
other qualities. Yours truly.

Drop to Shot.

KENNEIi REGISTER.

We make no charge for eutries in this
column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form. Write
plainly.

SALK.S.

GEORGE GILLIVAN, West Jefferson, O., has
aold Lady Wilkes (18180) pii^ bitch, whelfted
February, 1890, to G.G.Sinclair, Waterloo, Ind.

BATES & GEUDES, Ottawa, Ont., have sold
lemon and white clumber spaniel bitch
Bromine to F. H. F. Mercer, 01 same place.

Also lemon and white clurat>er spaniel dog Ch.
Boss III to same person.

FRANK W. MOULTON, Washington. D. C,
sold bull terrier bitch puppy (Hinks—White
Gipsey) to Eugene Peters, Washington, D. C.

WHELPS.
FRANK W. MOULTON S (Washington, D. C.)

bull terrier bitch LADvMELViLi-B(Ch. Trent-
ham Dutch—Old Lill) whelped, October i6,

1890, five dogs and three bitches, to Frank F.
Dole's Bkndigo.

ROCKLAND KENNEL'S beagle bitch Vim
whelped, Septemljcr 15, eight, four dogs, to
Ch. Racer, Jr.

H. F. KELLY'S pug bitch Fannie, whelped, Oc-
tol>er 13, 1890, five, two dogs, to Prince.

DEATHS.
ROCKLAND KENNEL'S beagle bitch Actress

II, died October 14, 1890.

VISITS.

S. E. DAVIS' (Horicon, Wis.) Gordon setter bitch
Rose (Moss—Fum) to Dr. Samuel Uixon'sCH.
Little Boy (i8,to6)Octot>cr 5, 1890.

A. HASSLEMIER'S Daisy H. to pug bitch Eber
hart Pug Kennel's Kberhart'b Cashier.

FRANK W. MOULTONS (Washington D. C )

bull terrier bitch Young Kit (Gully the
Great—Kit) to hU Trentha.m Sport (TreiU-
\Mm Baron—YcRoro), Octot>er 11, 1890.

(^HiNESB Dogs.

"Outlandishe Toyes we take with delight

;

Things of our owne nation we hnue in de-
spight." —Cains' Englishe Dogges.

There are several varieties of dogs from
China that are now not uncommon at our
most important exhibitions. Of the so-

called Chinese edible dog I have no per-

sonal knowledge further than that gained
at exhibitions. To the casual observer it

looks like a coarse or half-bred Pome-
ranian. When these dogs were first ex-

hibited in England they were all, or with
very few exceptions, of a rufus color

;

but of late years black ones have pre-

dominated.

No one in this country, I believe, has
paid so much attention to these, and
many other rare breeds of foreign dogs,

as Mr. W. K. Taunton, who has been
kind enough to supply me with the fol-

lowing note

:

"In China there are several different

breeds of dogs showing a marked con-

trast to one another. The one best

known, and most commonly to be met
with in this country, i^ the edible dog,

also called the wolf-dog, but more fre-

quently the Chow or Chow-Chow dog.

I am not aware whence this name origi-

nated ; and I believe I am correct in say-

ing that it is not known by any such
name in its native country. These dogs
are broad iu forehead, with a pointed

muzzle, but not so pointed as in a Pome-
ranian ; the ears are small and rounded,
and carried pricked well forward ; the
eyes small and jet black ; the body short
and compact ; the hocks straight ; the
coat thick aud harsh, with good under-
coat ; the tail carried well curled. These
dogs are both red and black ; but al-

though the former color is most common,
the majority of specimens which have
been seen on the show bench for the past
few years have been black.
"The principal feature of the breed is

tbe color ot the tongue, which should be
black, or, rather, a bluish black. It is

not very commonly known that the pup-
pies when bom have the ordinary red
tongue, and it is not till afler a week or
so that a small black spot may be seen
on the tongue, which gradually spreads
till the whole tongue becomes of the
orthodox color. This, however, is not
always the case, and I have bad puppies
from the same litter in some of^ which
the tongue has turned black, whilst in
others it has only become partially so,
and in the remainder it has not changed
at all. H. R. H. the Prince of Wales
once owned a fine red specimen of this
breed, but he was spoilt from a show
point of view by having a red tongue, al-

though he nevertheless won several prizes.

"There is also a short-coated dog re-

sembling the above, except in coat, which
is like a thick fur. They are not so
handsome as the long-coaled variety, al-

though very much more rare ; in fact, I

can only call to mind having seen two or
three specimens l)esides those which I

have owned or bred myself"
The black color of the tongue and lips

of these dogs ap[>ears to me to be the most
extraordinary leature about them, being,
so far as I am aware, strictly peculiar to
dogs of the Flowery Land. 1 have seen
no attempt made to account for this pecu-
liarity by any naturalist.

In another comniuuication, Mr. Taun-
ton states, on authentic information,
"that in China the consumption of dog is

limited to the lower classes, that the
black is preferred, and that only the fore-

legs and feet are eaten," which is surely
a waste of dog flesh at variance with the
usually frugal character of the Chinese.
The Chinese crested dog is quite a

rarity in this country, but a few speci-
mens have been exhibited, and attracted
considerable attention as curiosities.

Rather higher than a fox terrier, they are
also longer in the back, and altogether
lighter in build, approaching nearer to the
whippet in conformation. They are, ex-
cept on the head, along the top of neck
and at the end of tail, quite hairless, if

we further except single hairs scattered
about the body at wide intervals. Qq
the head the hair is rather profuse, fornfr

iug a crest, ^nd the tuft oii end pf (i)|] \%,

quite bushv ; and these, with the spotted
or marbled skin, give the do^, to Eng-
lish eyes, a more singular than attractive
appearance. Along the top of the neck
the hair grows short, and fairly thick,
something like the "hogged mane of «
pony," but very much thinner.

I have seen many dogs at shoves in the
United States so similar iu all important
points that I should class them as the
same breed we call the crested Chinese
dog. In America they are called Mexican
hairless dogs. Mr. W. K. Taunton, who
acted as a judge at the Westminster
Kennel Club's show, New York, in 1888,
also noticed the breed in America, and
thus expresses himself respecting it

:

"There can be little doubt that the
Chinese crested dog, the hairless Japan-
ese terrier, the Mexican hairless dog and
the African sand dog are the same breed.
The dogs are entirely without hair, with
the exception of the crested dog aud Afri-
can dog, both of which possess a crest of
hair running along the top of the head

;

in addition to which the formei has a
tufl of hair at the end of the tail. In
most of the African dogs which I have
seen the crest is shorter and harsher than
in the Chinese.
"These hairless dogs vary in size from

about ten pounds to eighteen or twenty
pounds, and in head more resemble the
old, apple-headed terrier, with its bat-
ears, than the long-headed black and
tan terrier of the present day. They are
generally very symmetrical, and the skin
resembles in color the hide of an ele-
phant, though occasionally they are seen
mottled ; but the former is preferred.

"

Now and again specimens of these dogs
are exhibited in this country, but in
America special classes are provided for
Mexican hairless dogs.—British Dogs.

LAURA B. SOLD.

Mr. DiokBon, of OeorKta, Poroliaaea
Her for •8000.

I have to report the sale of my Iritih

setter bitch Champion Laura B., the

champion Irish setter bitch of America,

to Mr. Charles G. Dickson, of Georgia,

who has entered the ranks of tbe Irish

setter breeders, in I.«ura «. Mr. Dick-

son has without doubt the best specimen

of an Irish setter bitch that has ever been
shown in America. She has met several

times and always defeated all the cham-
pion Irish setter bitches in this country.

Laura B. has been thoroughly broken by
Mr. Nat. B. Nesbit, of Mississippi, who
says she is the best Irish setter dog or

bitch afield he has ever seen, and he "has
seen them all from Erin and Berkley
down."
Laura B.'s record on the bench aor-

passes that of any Irish setter dog or
bitch that has been owned in America
excepting Elcho, Jr., and has won but five

first prizes less than that wonderful
champion. Laura B. is 6 years of age,
and is good for as many years more. The
price paid was |20oo cash, and Mr. Dick-
son has written that had he seen Laura
B. before he purchased her and she bad
been priced at f4ooo he would have paid
it as readily as he did |2ooo. However,
|6ooo will not buy her now.

Mr. Dickson also purchased from me
the Irish setter dog puppy Kildare
Glen (Champion Elcho, Jr.—Champion
Ruby Glenmore), and has written of
him :

" Glen affords me more amusement
and pleasure than any other one thing
I possess. He retrieves as nicely as an
old dog. I must say I am more than
pleased with this pair and that you have
given me more than my money's worth.
Mr. Dickson informs me that it is his in-

tention to place the Irish setter forward
in the field rather than on the bench.
These are the kind of men the Irish

setter needs just now, and I am sure that
all who have the interest of this breed at
heart will welcoige Mr. Dickson as a
breeder. W. L. Washington.
Pittsburg, Oct. 15, 1890.

Calling Him Off.

Prom Shooting Times.

Indignant Bicyclist.—Madam, your dog
nup* Rt me every time I pass. Here he comes

B9W. (ftUirts off.)

pid Lady.—Sport ' Sport ! you foolish doj

!

^•nx here, Them ain't bpoc*. Them* 1^

I
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POULTRY an° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

The Kastcrii Iowa Poultry Association

will hold its second annual show at

Maquoketa, Iowa, December 16, 17, 18,

19, 20, 1890. This association has confi-

dence enough to select a judge from its

own state, and no doubt Judge Sheila-

barber will give the boys a square deal.

N. J. Rankin is the secretary, and intend-

ing exhibitors should not fail to write to

him for premium lists. One thousand

dollars is offered in premiums.

•%
Mr. G. P. Reynaud, the lively and en-

ergetic secretary of the Buff Cochin

Club, is also a devoted champion of the

New York show that is to be. In fact,

Secretary Reynaud is so popular that one

of the fair sex became his belter half last

week. The Journal exteiids its most

hearty wishes to the young couple, and

tmsts that the journey through life will

be as bright as the noonday sun in Oc-

tober.

• *

We met W. H. Stanton fast week at hi*

fanciers' repository in New York City.

H« was as chipper as usual, and his

pigeon talk is always interesting. He
predicts an immense pigeon show at

Cincinnati this season, where nearly all

pigeon fanciers are Iwund for. As Mr.

Stanton has l>een asked to judge there,

no doubt the hoys will be satisfied, as he

and J. C. Long. Jr., are alwut the only

pigeon judges in this section of the coun-

try who can do justice to a large variety

of pigeons. Juilging pigeons is not a l)ed

of roses, and only experts should be em-

ployed.
*»

The sage of Natiok. who fondly in the

past dwelt on the broad and lil)eTal views

he professed to have, has the following

to say in the Poultry Bulletin in extenua-

tion of Mr. Williams' course in resigning

from the New York Poultry and Pigeon

Association :

"I see Mr. Williams has withdrawn
from the New York Society. How could

he do otherwise and preserve his self-

respect and retain the respect of all who
have looked up to him as tbe president

of the A. P. A. for six years? He was
one of the founders of the A. P. A. Did
you suppose he was going to sacrifice all

this and go back thirty years for a plan to

have his exhibits jutiged by.' He has
taken just the course all who know him
expected he would. New York may set

the gait for its 400, nnd have a leading in-

fluence as the nuud of the country, but

she alone »ill never make comparison
judgnigin poultry popular."

*
• •

Mr. Felcli is certainly candid, but dis-

interested ptfiMile will not look at this

matter in the same light. There is loo

much of a schoolboy sulkiness about all

this. How rt man cun lose his self-respect

by supporting a show that is bold and

sensible enough to heed the voice of

pu' lie opinion, is a conundrum. P'ilher

Mr. Williams is uuusualiy wise and far-

sighted or the rest of the well-known

bree lers who are heartily in support of

trying conipa: is.)n judging are devoid of

self-respect and worm-eaten old fogies.

Take your choice, gentlemen.

What amuses us is the fact that not a

few prominent breeilers were strongly in

favor of comparison judging a f.w years

ago, and the ease with which these

breeders now praise the score card is re-

markable. It is a pity that some men
lack sand and courage to come out

squarely and state their views. If the

word* ^okeij in f^ypr of comparison

judging by well-known members of the

A. P. A. could have been impressed on

the phonograph, the latter instrument

would startle the poultry world.

.*.

The fling at the New York show will

do the enemies of the latter but little

good. New Yorkers care precious little

what its 400 do, but as a rule they care

very much what the public wants. The

public wants to know which birds are

the 'jest, and the sooner the public knows

this fact the better for the show and the

breeders who own the birds. There is no

sentimental nonsense about all this, but

the halo of sentiment and the everlasting

undying affection for the A. P. A., which

are inseparable from the score card, ac-

cording to its defenders are not "practical

politics."

When Mr. Felch issued bis book on

the "Philosophy ofJudging" he prepared

a totally different scale of points from

the one adopted by the A. P. A. in its

Standard of Perfection. No matter how
much the intrinsic value of the "Philos-

ophy of Judging" may be, the fact re-

mains that it was written at a time when

its author was in danger of being in the

same position as Mr. Williams now is,

excepting that the latter retreated into

the folds of the A. P. A. while Mr. Felch

was courageous enough to "buck tbe

tiger" and not lose "his self respect."

After all, it depends very much whose ox

is gored.

* *

Every fancier who is public spirited

enough to see comparison judging tried

should support the New York Poultry

and Pigeon Association. The latter will

furnish the finest buildings in America,

and the show is controlled by wide-awake
T»Mh1ir.«niritpd fanciers whose deeds sneak

louder than their words. No matter what

the success or failure may be of compari-

son judging, let all be manly enough to

give it fair play.

* •

Some of our exchanges appreciate The
Fancibrs' Joubnal to such an extent

that they appropriate "our thunder"

without giving us any credit whatever.

A* The Journal goes every week where

some of these papers get once a month,

the subscribers of the latter have a double

treat in store. Even one of our English

weeklies has been kind enough to clip

judiciously from our columns, but inter-

national copyright being denied to us,

international courtesy cannot be expected

to thrive either.

* •

Some of the illustrations of light

Brahmas that appear in print are any-

thing but graceful. A poultry paper re-

produced an illustration of a pair of

Brahmas taken from an agricultural

journal that would give Lee or Sewell

points on art. The hen with the neck,

tail and legs removed looks like a split

snowball. The cockerel had a well de-

fined pair of knee breeches which almost

hid his breast and body.

*
* •

In our Belgian exchange EcAo De
UEleiHige Beige we read an interesting

account of the chicken ovens or furnaces

of Egypt. In the Mondirich de Sohag

alone not less than seventy of these

ovens exist. An ordinary oven meas-

ures twenty-five to twenty-six metres in

length by seven or eight nietr«B in

width ; when well filled it contains thirty

to forty thousand eggs. These eggs are

hatched by heat derived from a compart-

ment over tbe eggs, in which a fire has

b«m st«ited. Tbe fuel used is cow

XHB FANCIBRB* JOURNAL.
manure. This certainly beats anything

for economy we have heard of in a long

time. This fire is kept up one hour in

the morning and evening so as to keep

the heat up to thirty-five degrees Centi-

grade.

» *

As thirty-five degrees of Centigrade is

only ninety-six degrees of Fahrenheit,

the temperature seems very low, but our

contemporary has it as correct, so we
cannot question the figures. The eggs

are turned during this time, but we are

assured that the operators of these ovens

are so expert that they do not need a

thermometer, which may account some-

what for the low temperature given above.

It reminds us of the man who always

hatched eggs at ninety-five degrees, but

found his thermometer on investigation

to be six or seven degrees too low.

«
ft *

Four-fiAhs of the eggs are calculated

to hatch, certainly a nice average. These

eggs are hatched on equal shares, one

half the chicks going to the hatchery and

the other half to those who furnish the

eggs. The yolks of the eggs that have

failed to hatch are fed to the chicks.

•
• •

Each furnace or oven is filled six times

and furnishes ou an average of 250,000

chicks per annum. It is stated that al-

though tbe quantity is enormous, the

quality is less desirable, as the fowls of

Egypt are puny and thin ; the chickens

are hardly eatable and the eggs are ex-

tremely small.

• *

Probably some of the anti-incubator

friends will rejoice at the above state-

ment and attribute the small fowls and

eggs to the unnatural way of hatching.

But it will avail them but a temporary

the marvelous, China, produces thousands

of fat, large and juicy ducks and chick-

ens by artificial means.

»
» »

The possibilities of artificial incubation

in this country are unlimited, and al-

though we imagine that the many incu-

bators now in use are calculated to overdo

this business, the whole business is very

insignificant compared with the immense
hatcheries of Egypt and China. While

we aim to perfect intricate machines for

hatching, the heathens stick to the simple

contrivances—and beat us. After all, the

simpler a machine is the better. Man
must do a certain part of the work, but

unfortunately for some men they believe

an incubator ought to be endowed with

brains.
*

« »

In one of our foreign exchanges atten-

tion is called to the handling of frozen

combs. As soon as the line can be seen

where the vital parts separate from the

dead or frozen parts, the latter should be

cut off and the wound dressed with cam-

phorated ointment. This will relieve the

bird of much unnecessary pain and not

impair the egg laying, which would cer-

tainly occur if the frozen combs are al-

lowed to slough or drop off by the slower

course of nature.
«

* *

We would call the attention of the

officers of the New York Poultry and

Pigeon Association to a scheme which, if

well managed, would add attractiveness

and money to the coming show. We do

not mean a band of musicians, but a

horticultural display in connection with

the poultry and pigeons. The many
greenhouses surrounding New York
could send a magnificent collection of

plants and flowers which would mingle

beautifully with the feathered pets and at

the same time brighten up that magnifi-

cent new hall of the Madison Square

Garden.

•%
Rouen ducks sell well in England. The

first prize Rouen drake at Bromsley was

sold for £\2. Six others were exported

for ^'45, and one young duck brought

^17. When one can buy the best Ronens

in this couritry at five to ten dollars each,

and prize winner at that, the above

prices seem marvellous.

« •

According to German authorities, a

hen has about 600 eggs provided by

nature, and which are supposed to be

laid most abundantly the first and second

year, after which there is rapid decline.

One hundred and eighty eggs are consid-

ered a maximum yield for tbe second,

her best year.

These statements will hardly be ac-

cepted as reliable at the present time, as

many breeds will surpass the allotted

work of the German scientists. The de-

velopment of the Hamburg and Leg-

horn has in many instances far exceeded

the egg records of common fowls of the

past. The celebrated Belgian Campines

are noted as being every-day layers, and

an average of over 200 eggs per annum is

not at all rare.

* »

We should like to see reliable and

systematic breeding for eggs tried more

extensively in this country. The develop-

ment of the famous Holstein Friesian cows

in America can serve as an wiample.

Twenty years ago if a farmer was told

that a cow had yielded over 25,000 pounds

of milk in one year he would have con-

sidered it a base fabrication. We remem-
t#1a r\f ' nk

per cow was considered a phenomenal

yield.
*

« *

Leghorns in the past year have been

known to lay over 220 eggs each \/hen

forced to do so, and a pair of red cap

pullets laid something like 422 eggs in

twelve months. The possibilities are

great in this direction, but just as much
skill, if not more, will be required to at-

tain these large egg records as was re-

quired in attaining the large milk yields

of the Holstein Friesiaus.

»

The "goose hangs high" in Germany,

and no nation pays more attention to pre-

paring geese for market than the Ger-

mans. The goose is not only valued for

its feathers, meat and eggs, but especial

attention is paid to the development of

the breast and liver. Smoked goose

breast and liver patties are German deli-

cacies. To produce this abnormal breast

development and "enlargement of the

liver' ' the goose is subjected to a process

about on a par with the torture of the

Spanish Inquisition. The geese intended

for fattening are deprived of their exer-

cise in order not to waste any food by

placing them in baskets suspended from

the ceiling, and in this cramped and piti-

ful position they are fed with dried grain

pellets. In some instances these baskets

are hung near a hot stove in order to

make the geese thirsty so that they can

drink unlimited quantities of water, which

it is believed will lead to the desired en-

largement of the liver. Sulphate of an-

timony is also used as a tonic or stimu-

lant, in fact every conceivable stimulant

is used to bring the geese to a profitable

stage for market. It is a cruel process

and probably only a goose would stand

such treatment and abuse, This treat-

I

ment is in decided contrast to what good
old Mrs. Maloney gave her goose. It

seems the old lady had an idea that her
pet goose wanted to set and the necessary
eggs were given her. A week after Mrs.
Maloney was seen coddling the goose in

the house. When aske<l the reason for
this, she answered : "Oh ! sur, I took
her off the nest to give her a foine rest,

for the poor goose always sits standing
up. She was deadly tired, sur."

*
* •

That excellent publication, the New
Jersey Agriculturist, has lieen pur-
chased by three gentlemen ofJauiesburg,
N. J., where in the future it will be pub^
lished.

« •

We clip the following from the Eng-
lish Fanciers' Gazette : "We had a long
chat with Mr. C. W. Sharp, of Lockport,
N. Y., pioneer breeder of Indian game in
the .States, Mr. Sharp is a keen fancier,
and has been in this country alwut two
months buying fowls. He has purchased
a very large number through Mr. G. T.
Whitfield, which are now being shipped,
and one lot, which have gone this week,
number 230. so that goo<l Indian game
will not be plentiful this year. To show
the enterprise of American fanciers, his
firm spent in one year /600 in advertis-
ing this variety, and their efforts have
well repaid them, for now Indian game
promises to l>e one of the most popular
varieties on the other side. Mr. Sharp
has some very clear notions as to breed-
ing and judging here, and has promi.sed
to communicate his views through our
columns. He sails from Liverpool to-
morrow."

The Buckeye Poultry and Pet Slock
Association will hold its show in the
big taljernacle at Canton. O.. Decenilwr
30 to January 3. Mr. G. O. Brown will
judge poultry, Mr. W. B. Hinsdale
pigeons and peU, and Mr. Joseph Lewis
dogs.

OROP-BOUND.

An Important Ortran That Is Too
Often Negleoted.

nok Thk Fancibrs' Journal.

Situated as the crop of a fowl is,

shaped as it is, and considering the mis-
cellaneous stuff forced into it, we wonder
that not more cases of the above affec-
tion occur in our poultry yards. A pouch
admitting of dilaUtion from three to four
inches in diameter, with the receiving
and discharge openings scarcely an inch
apart on its superior portion, it is pe
culiariy shaped to become clogged ap-
parently from the simplest food, and we
need not be surprised, therefore, when iv

becomes so frequently. The organ must
be in a state of perfect health to perform
its functions without bolting the food.
Hence we can infer that crop-bound is

very apt to occur in fowls otherwise not
well. Usually, however, it occurs from
objective causes. A fowl is not always
fastidious as to what she eats, and, while
she does not have such indigestible stuff
as pieces of glass, rags, lumps of hair,
bits of leather, large pieces of stone or
nails on her regime, she nevertheless
often includes them by reason of being
mixed in feed or conUminated with som^
thing she has a taste for.

The crop eliminates no digestive juices
that we are aware of, the food being
softened by the absorption of wat«
drunk (for i fowl always drinks consid-
erable right on feeding), and the inherent
elements develojied in the food from the
presence of moisture. Such foreign
sul'istaares a« hIwiva •»»«»:__ i ..-i,^...
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The twelfth annual exhibition of the

Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion will be held at Jackson, Mich., Janu-
ary 7 to 14. Messrs. B. N. Pierce and
Sharp Butterfield will place the awards.

»
• •

Mr. D. E. Newell, alwut whose prizes
won on pigeons at Trenton an<l Waveriy
we were misin formed, sends us the letter
of Treasurer Jones, of the New Jersey
SUte Agricultural Society, in which Mr.
Newell is informed of his having won
first in black, dun and white carriers and
black, dun, red, yellow and white barbs.
We may add that Mr. Newell 's birds
made another clean sweep at Elkton, Md.

«
»

Mr. O. K. Sharp has returned to his
native country. He arrived on the Uni-
bria Sunday morning, after a thrilling
battle with a cyclone last Friday. Mr.
Sharp has already sent to this country
some 600 Indian games which he boughtm England, and future shipments will
fol'ow.

•

Mr. Sharp informs us that Indian games
are in great demand in England, that
noted breeder G. T. Whitfield buying up
the choicest birds at long prices. One
hundred dollars for a pair of extra birds
does not seem. to disturb Mr. Whitfield
>u the least.

.».rf''f-
P'yfflouth Rocks crossed withtne Indian game, the latest breed outmakes a table fowl of rare excellence

!»th in quality and quantity of meat.
„iL5 ^^'"^^'nation possesses what farmersneed to cater to a wide-awake market.

sulwtances as above mentioned will if
acted upon at all, be rather detrimental
than otherwise in clogging up the open-
ing into the stomachic duct. Anyt£dng
that IS foreign to the digestive process
will be received by the organs with re-
bellion, and if too large to pass the ducts
easily, will cause contraction by reason
of irritation. The stomachic duct is
composed of striated muscular fibrillar
enclosed in a three-coated sheath. These
produce the peristaltic action stomach-
ward, but when such foreign substances
as glass, rags, nails and lumps of hair at-
tempt to pass the gate into the duct a
stnctu.al contraction closes the opening
and c.op-l)ound is the result. All orificial
opeiings contain the sUictural circular
hocrs, and such is the fact with the
opening leading into the stomachic duct
from the crop of a fowl, as we have ob-
servetl from actual dissection.

Again, crop-bound may be caused by
stricture, or closure of the duct, due to
injuries received from the passage of such
substances as above mentioned, notablv
glass, nails and sharp stones. We have
noticetl, and the striated structure of the
duct bears us out, that all substances
entering it, whether food or otherwise
which have a long diameter, as grains of
wheat, rye and com, pass down length-
wise, gram by grain. The mucous lining
of interior organs is very sensitive. There-
fore, if such irregular pieces of glass, etc
pass on, but not admitting of the free
peristaltic motion, must necessarily pro-
duce injury to the duct. It mav be but
an abrasion, but this is sufficient to pro-
duce inflammation, consequent swelling
and closure of the duct, with crop-bound
as an objective result. Before this in-
flammation can subside troublesome
symptoms in the crop may arise So
soon as it is noticed that the fooil does
not work out of the crop with healthful
regularity attention should be paid to
remedying the condition from whatever
cause. Do not allow yourself to believe
that a fowl can eat indiscriminately any-
thing some would have us absorb, and
that she will not suffer from it Such
doctrine is nonsense, and the poultry
fraternity is forced to absorb altogether
too much in this line. If some think not
not much is known concerning a fowl's
digestion, that don't infer no more can
be found out. What we have seen with
our own eyes and done with our own
hands admits of no contradiction.
Crop-bound may also result from bolt-

ing of the food. The latter may clog to-
gether in one coherent mass from some
cause, and complete impaction must en-
sue. The contractile effort of the crop lo
force the food on ite natural errand will
only serve to more thoroughly harden

the mass. If crop-bound from this cause
is not soon remedied inflammation of the
crop will arise and place the life of the
fowl m jeopardy, since inflammation of
the crop is primarily a fatal affection.

Fatty <legeneration of the crop struc-
tures will also cause crop-lx>und. Toomuch fat in the muscular interstices of
the coats produces inactivity, or a semi-
loss of contractility. In this case the food
IS not all forced out. More is added to it

fenerally chronic dilatation ensues and
wintegration ofthe food, with a gener-

ally fatal result. This condition is mostly
incident in old hens, and ofsuch patholog-
ical transformation as warrants only de-
struction of the bird. Perhaps we ought
not to include this last cause— fatty degen-
eration of the crop structure—as techni-
cally l,eing crop-bound

; but we infer that
any cause producing a lodgment of the
food in the crop is such as commonly ac-
cepted by the poultrv profession.
What we have given we believe to be

the most common causes of the crop-
bound the poulterer meets. There may
be others somewhat out of the ordinary
such as growths in the stomachic duct

'

intussusception of the duct, etc., but wedeem it unnecessary to occupy space be-
causa of their rarity

; so we'll go to the
treatment.
This consists of getting rid of the

objectionable food in the crop by one of
two means—medical, and the knife. By
either process we are not justified to wait
long when once the symptoms become
apparently distressing to the fowl We
need not give symptoms. So soon aswe notice the crop to remain abnormally
large for any time longer than it should
we ought to ascerUin the cause. A gen-
tle kneading of the mass will to the
practical touch at once reveal the pres-
ence of any foreign sul)stanceofa larcer
caliber than will admit iu passage into
the stomachic duct. If this is found to
be the case, cutting is the remedy

; but if
the ma-ss is only a tjolted ball of food and
vegetable pickings, gentle kneading will
often break up the lump and start diges-
tion. Should, however, this not answer
administer some emulsifying preparation
to soften the l>olus and oil the mucons
tnembrane and 1 bus bring about results.

~:"r =.SG go a great ways towards stim-
ulating the organ into activity and aid in
breaking up the mass, for we are aware
that crop-bound is of rather rare occur-
rence in active fowls and such as have
abundant griU. Fine sand and oyster
shells, with a good dose of castor oil are
a generally sufficient remedy for cases
not requiring cutting. Perhaps we are
inclined to be a trifle extravagant in our
doctoring. Then buy powdered pepsine
and give a teaspoon fiil or two. This will

of silver to the half pint, to drink as she
wants No food until the inflammation
subsides, unless it be a soft egg battered
in sweet milk as a drink, fhis course
pursued, we believe there need be no oc-
casion to lose a single fowl from crop-
bound. Perhaps we have been overex-
haustive in our treatment of this sub-
ject. If we have we beg pardon on the
ground that we believe in becoming
thoroughly acquainted with the mostcommon and curable afflictions of onr
feathered pets. It is not always a small
trouble to find out when a fowl has
hepatitis, peritonitis, or any other
bowehtis; and possibly bronchitis and
tuberculosis with its hollow, raspy cough
and bloody, mattery expectoration. We
say this is rot so easy to diagnose in
chickens, nor a little bit easier to cure
but such complaints as we every day have
to treat—crop-bound, egg-bound, chicken
cholera, roup, canker and possiblv diph-
theria, and a few others along with the
vices and vermin—these aflJictions we
believe in becoming as near master of as
possible. •

Reader, how does this idea strike you ?

Dr. W. F. Roth.
Manheim, Pa., Oct. 18, 1890.

Hlgrh Scoringr.

B. N. Pierce, in his Fanciers' Gazette,
voices the sentiments of every true fancier
and honest ju<lge in his article under the
caption at the head of this article. Al-
though the serious dangers Mr. Pierce
cleariy defines as existing in scoring
fowls too high prove to a certain extent
that comparison judging is preferable, we
reproduce the article without further
criticism :

partly digest the bolted food and may
bring hasty relief. Should inflammation
have supervened by reason of too long
retention of food or the presence of irri-
tating foreign matter, make no delay in
opening the crop and remove every par-
ticle of objectionable stuff.
To open the crop, while not an opera-

tion requiring a great amount of skill
nevertheless ought to Ije performed with
considerable care. Use a sharp knife
with a blade having a convex cutting
edge. Press the mass rather firm from
below upwards and make an incision on
the superior surface near the neck, hav-
ing removed only feathers enough to
leave room for the sutures. The incision
should l)e just large enough to allow the
food to be removed without force. After
removal of the objectionable food wash
out the crop with a disinfectant solution
(two grains mercuric chloride to half a
pint of rain water is best), using a bulb
syringe. If mercuric chloride (corrosive
sublimate) is not at hand, eight drops
carbolic acid to half pint of water will do
second Ijest. Then close up the opening
with catgut or silk sutures, bathe the
wound with an aniicated wash, and let
the bird in a small stable alone with a
tablespoonful of water every few hours.
No food for a day, and only mashed po^
tatoes and a little bran or hard-boiled
egg until the cut is healed bevond the
danger of rupture. If the wound is prop-
erly sutured it will heal in short order if
no inflammation sui>ervenes. Should
this result she must W a valuable fowl if
we would not end her existence very ab-
ruptly. However, if she is a valuable
fowl and is worth saving at a good cost
under such circumstances, remove the
sutures, wash out the crop at intervals of
two hours for a day ; reclose. and give as
much cold water conUining ten drops
tincture of aconite and one grain nitrate

• J
^'^** scoring indulged in by

judges has undoubtedly tended to cieale
more dissatisfaction with the standard
than all other objections usually foUnd in
an exhibition, lor it is certain to us that
such is true.

., "f^*'* « a mistaken notion that
Ideality or perfiection can be very closely
-rr--—•«-- "• pwuitiv uiceuing, wnicd
IS a deceptive one, and although we find
specimens which are to us very fine, yet,
if the proper percentage from true' per-
fection was made, very rare indeed would
we find fowls above ninety points.

"It is this very lo.jseness in scoring
which grows with practice, in fact, b^
comes a belief that it is right, which
causes judges to disagree so largely in
scoring, about which so much has been
said. Judges have multiplied, and each
one IS inclined to make his show appear
as a fine one, and he listens to the opin-
ions that prevail, that this .or that judge
gave them better scores, etc., and he is
dragged away from his correct judgment
by the howl that comes from the exhib-
itors. Of course, be should not heed
such wishes or expressions, but, never-
theless, this has wrought the trouble, and
the judge is pulled away from close scor-
ing to high scoring by the public, little
by little.

"What every true breeder should desire
18 that the sUndard should be rigidly ap-
plied, and as near correct as the judge's
skill and knowledge can make it, and
poultry societies should urge upon their
judges the importance of sticking cloae
to the standard, no matter what may be
the result, to the end that the true worth
of their stock may be determined.
"The effect of excessive scoring is in-

jurious to the business ; it over-rules the
standard

;
it retards improvement by

assisting the man who seeks to carry on
the business on a false basis ; it deceives
the honest breeder, who is working zeal-
ously to improve his stock, and it disgusU
and disheartens those judges who do at-
tempt to act upon a correct basis. We
have alluded to these things in a former
issue, but they will bear further attention
from breeders at the present time when
scoring is being overhauled.

"

At a Qrooery Store.
From the Chicago Herald.

Mrs. Snoozers—Land alive ! What are
you going to do, Mr. Greengoods, with
all these coops of chickens .>

Mr. Greengoods—A great scheme of
mine. Eggs laid while you wait, you

'

know. I'm tired of Ihe kicks against my
eggs,

"^ '
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INDIAN OAMBS.

A Stronir Arsrument In Favor of a

Liberal Standard.

IfOR Tbb Fancie«9' Journal.

If it were not a matter of great im-

porUnce, affecting the interests of many

brvederaand tending to shape or mis-

shape the standard of a noble breed of

fowls, it would be exceedingly amusing

to notice how universally those opposed

tea liberal standard for the Indian game

qnote the Wyandotte in support of their

position, and utterly ignore examples

that are more exact in application, in the

Malay and the Polish. The present

sUndard of the Wyandotte is but little

changed from the originr.l standard of this

breed. It never allowed two entirely dis-

tinct styles of lacing throughout the fowl,

but simply recognized the fact that the

centres were more or less pencille^i in one

or two sections. To attribute the col-

lapse of the Wyandotte boom to this fact

is ridiculous in the extreme. Anyone

who is familiar with the history of the

breed who is at all observant in such

matters, ought to know that other causes

were at work and determined the fate of

the Wyandotte. If the fowls had been

represented true to life, if extravagant

assertions in respect to their merits had

been avoided, if unreasonable hopes had

not been awakened, the boom might

have been weaker, but the breed would

have been stronger in the esteem of the

public. But when the fowl appeared and

was admitted to the standard, pictures

that were beautiful as artistic produc-

tions but impossible as natural realiza-

tions were sown as thick as leaves in

Vallambrosa ; articles fervid \n tone,

reckless in statement, extravagant in

praise, studded the pages of all the poul-

try papers, and as a result of all this

misrepresentation a demand, based upon
unrealizable hopes, sprang up that in-

duced hucksters to sell ana the puiiiic to

buy every sort of a speckled mongrel

that bore even a distant resemblance to

the Wyandotte. Over the graw of the

Wyandotte should be erected a monu-
ment on which is engraved : "Died of
mixrepresentation."

To qnote this breed, as it has been

quoted, as an argument in favor of a

ngid standard for Indian game, as if the

Wyandotte standard had anything to do
with iu death, is to magnify 11 cause

which had little or nothing to do with

the result.

A far better example can be found in

other breeds The Polish fowls are, it

is true, not popular, for they do not meet
thetasteaof American fanciers ftnd fail

to satisfy the needs of American breeders,

but they have long l)een bred so gs to be

recognised as among our most lieautiful

fowls. And vet the Polish has the most
liberal kind of a standard, more liberal

than the single and double-laced standard

propose*! for the Indian games, 'for the

Polish may »)e either laced or spangled,

two distinct and different styles of mark-
ing.

But I particularly desire to call attention

to what our English friends do in breed-

ing and judging Indian games, especi

ally as in The Journal English opinion

and English correspondence have been

fully quoted. I quote from a letter received

to-day from one of my English corre-

spondents dated October 3. 1890. It is

from a very successful breeder and ex-

hibitor of Indan games, one who has

made a careful study of the breed, as well

as of one or two of our American breeds,

including the Wyandotte, and I think it

fairly represents the current opinion

among English fanciers of Indian games.

He says :

"In England we as oflin see birds with

single lacing win as the reverse—in fact

I may say more often, as a well-marked
donble-laced bird probably does not Uke
the judge so strikingly. What I have
noticed is that most of the best birds are

single-laced on the breast but double-

laced on the wings and back. This is the

most usual type, but we consider shape
iH-fore everything so long as the mark-
ings are good. At one show under the

Hiime judge th« best pullet 1 sent you won
Hccond, and in Anotn^r clwfi for pair* the

other two (marked with rings) won first

—a clean proof that one of our best

judges is not bia.sed either way."

In explanation of this statement I

need to observe that the pullet which

won second is an exquisitely double-

laced bird throughout, while the pair

which won first are single-laced upon the

breast but double-laced on wings and

back. My correspondent continues :

"I am not l)iased myself and find that

some single-laced birds are as beautiful

as the double-laced, and frequently more
so. A well-marked double-laced bird is

a picture, and you will rarely see a

prettier one than 'that I sent. As far as

breeding goes it is easier to get single-

laced breasts, but I have seldom seen
j

females perfectly single-laced all over.

So long as a bird is well marked and of

good color we don't trouble so very much
as to whether it is single <ir double

lacing."
And here let me oljserve that the Eng-

lish practice conforms to the require-

ments of ihe standard which 1 have here-

tofore advocated— 'each feather laced

with one or more distinct lacings of

black." This standard certainly has

managed to correctly represent the Eng-

lish idea, whether it satisfies all Ameri-

can breeders or not. But to continue this

letter

:

, . ^ r
"The ground color preferred is that of

the l)est double-laced or the two smaller

pullets which are in the same side of the

coop and ringed ;
the«larkerone although

very handsome is too dark for show
here."
The color mentioned is a rich golden

bay, the darker one a deep rich dark bay.

"Both types of markings compete on

an equality, other things equal. The
preference rests with the judge—some
like one, some the other, and we must

show what they pr-fer or take a back

seat."

I have, perhaps, commented upon thit

letter sufficiently, yet in order that I may
not be misunderstoo<l it will be safe to

add a few words more. The letter clearly

shows certain things regarding the show

type of an English bird of this breed.

First. That shape is pre-eminent.

Second. That the ground color is

golden bay. and covers sufficient space to

enable the two colors, ground and laciug,

to show up against each other.

Third. That the very darkest birds,

though full of lustre, are not the pre-

ferred type.

Fourth. That so long as the bird is rftj-

tindh laced the number of lacings is of

no special moment.
Fifth. That the majority of show

birds are double laced on back and wings

and single-laced on breast.

It is well for us to remember these

points. It is a fact that the English

breeders have been sending to American

buyers very dark birds ; that these dark

birds are in the majority in this country

to-dav. and that we need, in making our

standard, to be sure and not make the

mistake of going altogether for the birds

that the English breeder rejects when he

is going to exhibit, but which do well

enough to sell to American buyers. The
lighter birds are the showier ; the darker

birds are usually the most perfectly

double-laced.
There is another point that needs to

be remembered. Both styles of birds

can be bred from the same pen. although

one writer has said mating double and
single-laced birds will destroy the beauty

of both styles of lacings. I do not hesi-

tate to state that the as.sertion lacks con-

firmation (it may have been true in a

single olwerved case), for I know that the

clearest kind of lacing can be bred from

birds so mated, and that it has been so

bred in England by more than one

breeder, and also in this country. But I

vowed I would not argue this matter.

I wished to give the breeders of Indian

games the benefit of this recent letter

from an English breeder, and having

done that it is best to let its statements do
their work. Statements from one with

many years of experience are much more
valuable than the guesses at truth of

some who have owned Indian games
from six months to a year or even for

two or three years. H. S. Babcock.

POULTRY CHIPS.

BY TRIXIB.

No fancier is too old to learn.

Half starve your hens and they won't

lay.

Cull your flocks and slaughter the

culls. Save only your best birds for

breeders.

A two-story poultry house is excellent

where a large number of fowls is kept.

Roup is generally caused by dampness

or a draft of air blowing in on the fowls.

Keep them from both this winter.

Do chickens pay? Yes, as all know
who have given them a fair trial, but,

like any other business, they pay only in

proportion to the attention given them.

Fowls must have stimulating food in

cold weather if they are expected to lay

well. Cabbage, onions and clover hay if

the clover is cut fine and steamed, will,

if fed to hens, add to the number of eggs

layed.

Here is what we have found to be

a good breakfast for forty fowls : Boil a

heaping peck of potatoes, mash them,

add one quarter each of shorts and bran,

a tablespoon f«l each of salt and pepper,

add hot water enough to mix into a stiff

dough.

Poultry droppings make the best

manure for the garden. If you have not

already built a tight bin for their preser-

vation you should do so at once. Their

droppings when propelry saved will be

worth at least one-third as much as it

costs to keep them.

Everv poultry house should have a

feed box. It saves food and it is a very

poor plan to throw the food, especially

the soft foo<l, on the floor in the dirt or

ev.;n in the shallow dishes used by many.

The latter are liable to be upset and their

contents trampled under foot and wasted.

Besides it does not exhibit the true spirit

of the fancier.

Feed liberally this winter. Liberal

feeding secures liberal profits. Scantily

fed poultry pay scanty profits, if any.

Neglect to furnish enough means the loss

of what you do give them. Either feed

your fowls well or give them to someone

that will do so. Ciive ihem proper caic

or kill them at once. The sooner the bet-

ter.

Every fancier is a practical roup doc-

tor. Here is our "never-kuown-to-fail"

remedy : Use a wash of carbolic acid and

water, bathe the beak and eyes well twice

a day, give of tincture of aconite (poison)

fif
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COMPARISON JUDOINO.

The President of the New York
Association States His Vie-ws.
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—A group of golden or silver pencilled

Hamburg fowls make up a picture of

rare coloring. This variety is the most
beautiful in feather. Were they less del-

icate in constitutional vigor, no t)ftter

fowl wQUjd grace the b«rny»rd.

about fifty drops to one pint of water ;

this cuts the phlegm and enables them to

expectorate freely, and that is the main

object in all treatment of roup.

Although many persons think that

com is our best food for poultry, they are

far from being correct, unless the object is

to fatten for the market, then it is our

best food. But if our aim is to secure

eggs, then a breakfast of bran and mea'

cooked and seasoned to taate, at noon

scatter oaU and wheat in the litter upon

the fioor and at night give them in winter

a full feed of com. An exclusive com
diet causes the hens to lay on too much
fat, and as a consequence they cease to

lay.

The beginner, before he embarks in

the business is desirous of commencing
with the best breed. He enquires of the

breeders of his acquaintance, and al-

though each one breeds a different breed

from the other they all breed the best

breed. Of course they do, if they did

not they would sell off what they have

and get the best. How is he to decide

which breed he should handle? Easy

enough, let him select that breed for

which he has the greatest fancy, it will

be the, best breed for him if for no one

else.

It is coming. I cm feel it in my bones.

What is coming ? Why, nothing, only a

buff Leghorn bocm. A boom that will

eclipse all booms "that have gone l)efore."

and for my part I am sorry that they are

going to strike it. Mind I do not say

that as an enemy but as a friend and well

wisher. During the boom there will be

many birds sold for breeders that ordi-

narily would have been "sent to pot,"

and breeding from these poor culls can-

not help doing the breed incalculable in-

jury for many years to come. If you
doubt me, ask any breeder of buff Cochins

what care in selection it take* to ^aipti^if)

the desire^ vhAde of colqr.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I have read witji much interest

the many articles that have recently ap-

peared in the poultry journals on the

subject of judging by comparison and

scoring. I presume that I am safe in in-

ferring that all these articles refer directly

or indirectly to the recent decision of the

New York Poultry and Pigeon Associa-

tion, to the effect that at its coming show

in February the judging should lie done

by comparison, and it is quite evident

from these articles that many of the

writers have formed an entirely erroneous

idea of the action of the association and

its attitude toward the different methods

of judging, as well as towards the A. P.

A. and the standard. I would therefore

ask you to allow me sufficient of your

valuable space to correct these false im-

pressions and state clearly the true posi-

tion of the a.ssociation.

In the first place, let me state plainly

that the decision that I rendered was not

the result of any arbitrary action or any
"one-man power." nor was it rendered

until after a full discussion of the subject

and all the members of the association

had received due notice of the question

to be decided and had had every oppor-

tunity to express their views on the sub-

ject, and the decision was rendered in

accordance with the desire of the ma-
jority of the niemtjers of the association

as far as I could ascertain them. In my
letter rendering my decision I endeavored

to state clearly and beyond any miscon-

struction the reason why it was decided

to judge by comparison, which was to

shorten the lime required forjudging tlie

birds and awarding the premiums, and
thus obviating the long delay which the

public are usually subjected to before the

prize winners are announced, and which
appears to be an inevitable accompani-

ment of the score card system.

As stated iu my letter, I in no way
passed judgement on the respective mer-

its of the two methods, nor does the asso-

ciation pretend to champion either

method, but will from year to year adopt

such methods of judging at its shows as

may at any time seem to it best adapted

to the interests of the association and the

poultry interests at large and will make
Its shows most attractive and thus inter-

est the public in poultry matters,which is

the aim of the association

.

Some of the writers of the articles above

referred to are evidently endeavoring to

construe the action of the association as

intended to be a reflection on the A. P. A.

and the standard. Such a construction

is so very far fetched and ridiculous as

to be hardly worthy of notice, but I take

this opportunity to state plainly that there

was not the slightest intention to cast

any reflection whatever on the A. P. A.

or the standard, for almost all, if not

all, the members of the association are

members and supporters of the A. P.

A., and no judging, whether by score

cards or comparison, would lie worthy

of the name if it had n^t the

standard for its basis. The association

decided to judge by comparison simply

because the time required to score the

birds last year caused general complaint
Al..^ »..1>K.« »•#! afr iB.ae iliA <I*air*among the public, and it was the desire

of the association at this year's show to

have the judging got through as quickly

as possible so that the visitors who come
to the show on the second day might be

able to see which the prize winners are.

It is not my intention in this article to

express any opinion as to the intrinsic

merits of the two systems of judging, but

I cannot refrain frcm expressing a great

deal of surprise at the attitude the advo-

cates of the two systems appear to hold

towards each other. In reading the vari-

ous articles one would imagine that

"scoring" and "comparison" jud^ng
were two entirely separate and distinct

methods of arriving at the good qualities

of the birds, and were based on two dif-

ferent standards of perfection, and that

there was absolutely nothing in common
between them, and appear to lose sight

of the fact that both methods have the

same standard for its guide, and are based

on one and the same fundimental princi-

ple, «nd thrt principle is cprop«ri»pn,

and whether yon arrive at which is the
best bird by comparing them all with an
ideal standard and adding up the scores
and then awarding the prize to the high-
est scoring bird, or whether you compare
the birds with each other and award the
prize to that one which has the liest

points as laid down by the standard, is, it

seems to me, very much the same thing
in the end. as it is the standard which
decides the best binls in either case. The
only difference is, in the first instance
every point is written down and in the
other it remains unwritten, and it is

simply arriving at the same result by two
different methods, based on the same
standard and on the same principle.

Mr. Bicknell is perfectly right when he
says in his recent article in the Fanciers'
Gazette that all judging based on the
standard must be done by scoring in
some form, either on paper or mentally.
This is perfectly true, but in order to
ju(ige correctly and intelligently it is not
necessary to use the score card. I can-
not, however, agree with Mr. Bicknell in
what he says further on to the effect that
parties who send their birds to a show
that is judged by comparison and who do
not win premiums receive nothing what-
ever in return for their time and ex-
penses, for anyone who exhibits at the
New York show has his birds brought to
the attention of thousands of people
who would otherwise never see theni at
all. and, as was shown at the associa-
tion's show last winter, if his stock is

good, large sales at good ]>rices are sure
to result, and be thus ol)tains a market
for his stork that it would otherwise be
difficult, if not impossible, to obtain. If
his stock is poor he will, of course, prol>-
ably do but little, but under t ose cir-
cumstances his score card would do him
more harm than good.
Another feature in the various articles

which struck me very forcibly was in
comparing the two methods of judging
}ieople appear to lose sight entirely of
the object for which the judging is done.
Each metho<l has it-< advantages as well
as its disadvantages, audit does not seem
to me that there need be any antagonism
between them if they were each used for
the purposes for which they are best
adapted. I do not think that anyone
will rMIP«tinit tlip fant tliot a i.i.l.ra ..-u.,

could fix the prize winner by scoring
could certainly do it equally as well by
comparison. As I said before, each method
has Its special advantages and usefulness.
Scoring is certainly of great advantage
for the purpose of making sales to dis-
tant buyers, and in this, it seems to me.
consists its real value, whereas, on the
other hand, comparison is much the
quicker method and better adapted for
judging large shows, where the object of
the judging is to decide as quickly as pos-
sible which are the l)est birds on exhibi-
tion, and it is certainly hardly fair to ask
the public to wait patiently while a large
nuinl)er of birds are being' scored which
the judges know at first sight cannot pos-
sibly win any prize whatever.
The argument brought forward bv some

of your writers that scoring by compari-
son lays open too great a field for fraud
on the part of the judges and that, as
stated by one writer, a judge might even
award a first premium to a disqualified
bird is almost too absurd to be noticed,
for even if a judge were so flagrantly
dishonest and stupid as to do such a
thing, the exhibitors would have the same
recourse to protest, as they would have
in the case of the judging being done by
scoring. Any argument that the pre-
miums cannot be houestly and intelli-
gently awarded by either method will not
stand, for experience proves the coMrary.
Does any one for a moment suppose that
the premiums awarded by Mr. I.K.F^elch
at the recent Seate Fair at Albany were
not properly and intelligently awarded
because he judged the birds by compari-
son or that had he scored the birds he
would have awaded the premiums differ-
ently ?

*^

. ^? conclusion let us again repeat that
in deciding to judge by comparison at its
next snow the association had no other
object in view than that stated in my
letter rendering my decision, nor ha<l the
association the slightest intention of cast-
ing any reflection on any other methods
of judging or on any other association

f t.'""^
not agree with it in the wisdom

of the step it has taken. As regards the
judging Itself. I can assure the public
that by whatever method it may be done,
whether by comparison or scoring, or by
»oiue i,e>y and better method yet to he

discovered, it will always be done honestly
and intelligently and with the sole view
of awarding the premiums to the best
birds on exhibition.

Yours respectfully,

RoBT. Colgate.
Sandacre Fann, Quogue, L. /., Oct. 22.

PIGEON FLYING.

Close of the Season—Winners of
the Various Prizes.

From the Philadelphia Ledger.

The season for 1890 closed Thursday,
Octol)er i6. The speed prize was won by
the bird Royal Blue Line, reg. M J29, of
Theodore P. Green's loft, of Woodbury.
N. J., and the George W. Childs prize
will be held by the birds Eddie H. and
Walter N., Ijelonging to E. W. Twining,
of Yardley, Pa., for another season 'scorn-
petition.

The first prize was offered for best
average speed from 200 miles or over be-
tween May 15 and October 15. and the
other, the George W. Childs prize, for
each increased distance covered iu the
day and awarded in October of the year
in which the existing record for distance
in the day of 526 miles in eleven hours
and forty minutes was broken and the
best journey during that year.
The cond[itions governing the prizes

were : i. Disinterested managenieot.
2. The entry to l>e open to all regardless
of membership to society or association.
3. The entry to Ije without limit or re-
striction, excepting that a bird should
not t)e flown more than twice from a sta-
tion within twenty-five miles of one pre-
viously flown from in competition. 4.
Distances within ten miles to be in com-
petition.

The various speeds at which the speed
prize has been held are :

. DiaUnce. Av. (peed.When flowu. Owners. Miles. Yards.
May 18, John Adams . . aoo 988
May 23, John UiKgle. . .415 loii
June?. mton Clark. . .254 iroi
July 26 T. P. Green . . km 1120

Between the date of May 23 and June
7 there were eleven journeys in compe-
tition and twenty-two between June 7
and July 26, but in only one of these did
the speed exceed 1 100 yards.
The journey in which the prize was

won was from Orange, Va. The entry
was fifteen birds. The start was at 9
o'clock. The first returns were eleven
together at i.38>i P. M., the bird Royal
Blue Line passing the bobs a minute
later and winning the honors. The air
line distance is 193.9 miles ; the average
speed 1220.9 yards per minute. The
speed fi-om 425 miles was by John Dig-
gle's bird Little Nell, the youngest and
smallest bird in the entry, and has the
honor of holding the prize from the
greatest distance.
The last trial for the prize was by the

young birds of the Twining loft. These
were liberated at Orange, Va., 225 miles,
a fortnight ago, but as yet none have
arrived at home.
The George W. Childs prize was first

held by the bird Red Devil, of John
Adams' loft, at 200 miles ; then by Little
Nell, for 425 miles ; by Adam, of A. j.
Cadwallader loft, at 452 miles, and finally
by Eddie H. and Walter N. from the
same distance but in better time.

aft7

BliKTON. MD., SHOW.
List of Awards in the Various

Poultry Classes.

Owing to the confused state of the
book it was difficult to obtain the awards
on poultry at the Elkton Fair. We are
indebted to T. F. Rackham for the fol-

lowing list

:

B*AHMAH (lighl).-Howls, mt to E. J. Chandler
i^* 1* tofo'ison; chicks, ist to Robinson, jd

to Chandler. Dark—Fowls, ist to H. M. Thomas
!5 i° S,.^'""^' chicks, ist to T. Farrer Rackham.
Id to Miller.
CociiiNS (buff).-Fowls, ist to H. M. Thomas,

Id to A. H. Robinson; chick.s, i»t to G. E. Stev-
enson, ad to Thomas, rartridge—Fowls ist to
Thomas; chicks, ist to Chandler, id to Thomas.
Black—Fowls 1st and chicks ist to Thomas.
White-Fowls, ist to Chandler, 2d to Stevenson-
chicks, ist to Chandler, jd to Thomas.
Lamoshans (black).— Fowls, ist to H. M.

Thomas, 2d to E. J. Chandler; chicks, 1st and ad
to Thomas. White—Fowls ist and chicks i at to
Chandler.
DOMINIQURS.—Fowls, 1st to E. J. Chandler, 2d

to A. H. Robinson; chicks, ist to Robinson, ad to
G. E. Stevenson.
Plymouth Rocks (barred) —Fowls, 1st to S. I.

Arbuckle, 2d to T. Mayne; chicks, ist to P T
«hitney, 2d to Mayne. White-Fowls, ist to
Arbuckle, ad to M B. Megargee; chicks, ist and
2d to Arbuckle. Pencomb -Fowls, ist and chicks
ist to G. E. Steveniion.
WVandottes (silver).—Fowls, ist to A A

Davis. 2d to E. J. Chandler; chicks, ist to S JArbuckle. Golden— Fowls, ist to T. F. Rackham
ad to Chandler. White—Fowls. 2d to Chandler-
chicks, ist to W 11. Cameron, ad to H. A. Beyler'
Black—Fowls ist to Stevenson.
JAVAS (black).— Fowls, ist to G. E. Stevenson.

White—Fowls, ist to Stevenson. Mottled—Fowls
1st to Stevenson; chicks, ist and 2d to Stevenson'
WHrrB FACED Black Spanish.— Fowls. lat to

J. C. Maple, ad to H. M. Thomas; chicks, ist to
T. Farrer Rackham. ad to Thomas.
AitDALUsiANS.-Fowls, ist and 2d to H M

Thomas; chicks, ist to T. Farrer Rackham
Leghorns (sinele-comt>ed white).—Fowls ist

to T. Farrer Rackhsm, ad to H. H. Welnter-
chicks, ist to H. M. Thomas, 2d to Webster.'
Single-combed brown—Fowls, ist to H. W. Rick-
etts. ad to J. E. Shaw; chicks, ist to Rackham
2d to |. T. Armour. Single-combed black—Fowls'
ist; chicks, ist to Webster; chicks, ad to Thomas!
Dominique-Fowls, i»t; chicks, ist to Rackham
Rose-comb white—Fowls, ist to M. B. Megargee
ad toH. A. Beyler; chicks, i.st to Megargee, 2d to
G. E. Stevenson. Rose-comb brown-Fowls isl
to Stevenson; chicke, ist to Stevenson, ad to
Beyler.
MiNORCAS (black).—Fowls, ist to E. J.Chandler

ad to N. S. Davia; chicks, ist toChaiidler, ad to T
Farrer Rackham. White—Fowls, ist to Rack-
ham, ad to A. A. Davis; chicks, ist to Rackham
2d to H. M. Thomas.
Anconas.— ist to EI. Chandler.

_^
Polish (golden) —I'owls, ist to T. Farrer

Ravkimiii, uiiicWs, i»i io H. Ai.l'homas. silver
—Chicks, ist to Rackham. White-crested black
—Fowls, 1st to N. 8. Davis, ad to Thomas- chicks
ist to Thomas, 2d to Davis. White crested white
(bearded)-Fowls, ist; chicks, ad to Thomas-
chicks, ist to Rackham. Golden bearded-^
Fowls, 1st and 2d to Thomas. Silver bearded-
Fowls, 2d to Rackham; fowls ist and chicks ist
and ad to Thomas. White bearded—Fowls, ist to
Thomas

and Jd to Siapte BUck roae-corabed- Fowls, ist

Jl to W. Haywood & Co. White rose^x.rofcl-1

Ts" toVa'nl'e" S ,""i*~^ * Co
,
ad and cSfcka

!„Ji nP'*,' ** \° Stevenson. Black-Uiled Jap-"«*«—Powl*. >«t «od ad to Maple. White \n-
".**\r"? '° » S. Koons. White Polish-Fowl?
ist and 2d to Maple; chicks, ist to W. Hayw^
M«S?;

8i"gle-~mbed (wiiite)-i»t and ^rf to

S^f'u 8«J»Kle-combed black)-ist to MapleSliver Polish-Fowls i-\. and chicks ist to ManleDoniinique-Fowls, ist and ad to Maple, fcffPekin- Howls ist and ad and chicks ist to Koons.
^/° *f"S'^ ^'"^ Pckin-Fowls. 1st and chicks
1st and ad to Koons, fowls 2d to Maole Beardedwhite Polish-Chicks, , St and ad to*^. H^JSSd&Co Japanese silkies-Fowls, island iA andchicks, ist and ad to Maple. White booted-Fowls
ist to Maple, ad and chicks ist to Koons.

WATER FOWLS.
Ducks (Pekin).-i8t to T. Mayne, ad to A. B.Cameron. Ronen— ist to H. Miller, ad to T PRackham. Aylesbury-ist to Rackham. Cayun-ist to Rackham, ad to G. E. Stevenson. PolUh

--1st and ad to Stevenson. Colored Muscovy—ist
to Rackham, «1 to Stevenson; ducklings, ist toRackham. White Muscovy-ist to Rackham, ad
V'^l^!!5'"°i;;

*^''*7 c""— 'St to Rackham, 2d U> A.
V'.'ir*/*®'",'^''

Norway-ist to W Abemethy.
Gebsb (Toulouse).— 1st and ad to Harry MillerF.mbden— ist toG. E. Stevenson. Bremen— ist

to J. Keithley. White China 1st and ad to
Stevenson. Hong Kong— ist to Keithley. GrayChina—1st to J. P Denny. Wild-ist to Keith-
ley. Common— 1st to H. W. Ricketts

. „ "J!^^^'^
(bronxe) — ist to H. C. McDowell, ad

to H. B.Cameron. Black—ist to G. E. Steven-
son, ad to T. Holden. Slate-ist to Stevenson, 2d
to Mrs. H. P. Fowler. White— ist to Stevenson
w V>.M"-^Mearus. Best pen ol five, ist to A.
McNiel, 2d to Mrs. Daniel Bratton. Buff—island
ad to .Stevenson.
GiTiNrEA8(white).-isttoA. B.Cameron, ad to

O. B. Stevenson. Pearl, ist and ad to Stevenson.

SUNDRIES.
Best incubator in operation. Monitor; second

best. Pineland. Best drinking founUin, ist to I,
C. Maple; ad to T. Farrer Rackham Best feed
PCl '-' '° Rackham; 2d to J. C. Maple. Best

exhibition coop J. C. Maple. Best brooder,
Pineland; second best, Oleutange. Model poul-
try house, Allen Oliver. Golden pheasantsVold
and young), ist to Rackham. Pea fowls, ist and
ad to O. E. Stevenson. Best pair capona, Allen
Oliver State special, ist to H M. Thbroai, >d to
J. C. Maple.

Hambukgs (golden spaneled).—Fowls, ist to
G. B. Stevenson; ad and chicks ist and ad to H.

Pilireon Notes.

The Relmont Club intends to increase
its membership to at least twenty-five
and if they do they will make things
fly next year.

Dan Kane is talking of reducing his
his loft to alwut four or five pairs of birds.
If he does there will be a good chance for
some excellent long distance stock.

—Egg and carpets are alike in two
repects; they are laid and beaten.—Boston
Bulletin.

—Citizen (poking his head out of back
window)—See here, Uncle Rastus, what
are you doing around my hen coop at
this hour of the night ? Uncle Rastus
(promptly)—I was gwine to ast yo',
Mister Smif, ef you don' wan' ter git dat
hen coop whitewa8l^e<l. It n^eilii \X bad,
•(lf!»d it do.

A. Beyler. Silver spangled— Fowls, 1st and ad-
chicks, ist to H a. Beyler, ad to H. M. Thomas.
Golden pencilled.— Fowls, ist to Beyler, ad and
chicks ist to Stevenson. Silver pencilled—Fowls
1st; chicks, ist and ad to Beyler; fowls, ad to
Stevenson. White—Fowls, ist; chicks, ad, to
Beyler; fowls, ad; chicks, ist to Stevenson.
Black—Fowls, ist to Stevenson, ad to J. C. Maple;
chicks, ist to Beyler, 2d to Stevenson.
Dorkings (colored) —Fowls, 1st; chicks, ist

and 2d to H. M. Thomas: fowls, 2d to G. E.
Stevenson. Dominique- Fowls, ist; chicks, ist
to H. M. Thomas. Silver gray—Fowls, ist
chicks, ist to Stevenson; fowls, 2d: chicks, ad to
Thomas. White—Fowls, ist and ad to T. Parrvr
Rackham; chicks, ist to Stevenson.
RbdCaps.-Fowls, ist to G. E. Stevenson, ad

and chicks, ist to B. J. Chandler, 2d to T. Farrer
Rnckham.
Crbve Cceur.—Fowls, ist aud ad to E. J. Chan-

dler.

HouDANS—Fowls, I^t to G. E. Stevenson
chicks, ist to T. Farrer Rackham, ad to H. M.'
Thomas.
Games (black breasted red) —Fowls, ist to

Aden Oliver, 2d and chicks, ist to G. E. Steven-
son. 2d to H. A. Beyler. Heathwood— Fowls, ist to
Oliver. Golden Duckwiug—Fowls, ist to Oliver.
Silver Duckwing—Chicks, ist to Oliver. Red
Pile— Fowls, ist to Steven.sou. Black—Fowls, ist,
chicks, ist and ad to Steveii.«on. Blue—Fowls ist
to Oliver; chicks, ist and 2d to C. C. Biddle. Pit-
Fowls, ist and chicks, ad to Stevenson. chicks,ist
to Oliver. Indian—Fowls, 1st to Rackham.
Black Sumatras.—Fowls, ist to G. E Steven-

son,
Frizzles —Chicks, ist to H. M Thomas.
Rumpi.kss—Fowls, ist to H. M. Thonas, ad and

chicks, ist to T. Farrer Kackham.
Cross Brei>.— Fowls.ist to .Mi.ss Clara Gallaher;

chicks, ist to D. Gilpen, 2d to Mrs. Harvey.
Game Bantams (black breasted red).—Fowls,

ist to A. H. Robinson, 2d and chicks, ist to P. M
OrthfltCo., 2d to W. Haywood & Co. Brown
breasted red—Fowls, ist and 2d, chicks, ist and
2d to W. Haywood & Co. Red Pile—Fowls, ist
to Allen Oliver, ad to J. C. Maple; chicks, ist to
W. Haywood & Co., 2d to Oliver. White Pile-
Fowls, ist and ad to J. C. Maple; chicks, ist to W.
Haywood & Co., 2d to Maple. Golden Duck-
wing— Fowls, ist to Maple, 2d to Kobinson&Co.

;

cSicks, ist and 2d to W. Haywood & Co. Silver
Duckwing—Fowls, ist, chicks, 1st to Robinson
8t Co. : fowls, 2d to Maple; chicks, 2d to W. Hay-
wood ftCo. White— I'owls, ist and ad, chicks,
ist and 2d to W. Haywood & Co. Ginger Red-
Fowls, ist to W Haywood & Co Red Pile Ma-
lay—Fowls, ist and chicks, ist lo John Filkin.
Wliite Pile Malay—Chicks, ist to Filken.
Bantams (other than game) Golden Sebright.—

Fowls, ist and ad and chicks ist to J. C. Maple,
ad to G. B. fttcvenson. Silver Sebright— Fowls,
ist and chicks ad to Maple; fowls, ad and chicks
i»t »« W, Wsywood * Co. White Leghom-nK

Meetinar of the New York Poultry
and Piffeon Association.

A meeting of the above association oc-
curred at the Astor House. New York
City, on Wednesday, October 23, 189a
The business transacted was principally
ofan executive nature, but the prospects
of the next show were fully discussed, aa
well as the new depanure ol judging the
birds by comparison. It neems that
Messrs. Mitchell and Williams resigned
on account of this latter step, but they
did not resign as members, simplv as
vice-presidents and officers. Mr. Robert
Colgate, the president of the association,
took an active interest in the discussion on
the judging question, and we can do no
better than refer our readers to his compre-
hensive letter published in this issue.
The prospects for a large show are flat-
tenng. notwithstanding the efforts of the
champions of the score card to disparage
the efforts of the association. It is safe
to say that the great show of the season
will be held in New York City.

'Washlnffton News.
Washington. Oct. 22.—Since the

racing season is over, pigeon matters are
at a standstill, only the secretary of the
Federation is busy issuing certificates of
record, of which about fifty have been
allowed

.

The Alph Club is still training its

youngsters, and on Sunday were at

Orange Court House, seventy- five miles,
with eighteen birds, owned by Stockman,
Wallace and Miller, from which they had
seventeen returns ; best time, two hours
and eight minutes, to Wallace loft, with
Stockman two minutes later and Miller
in the soup.
The Feoeration decided at its la.st meet-

ing that for 1891 and after to issue a
seamless band of its own. This will of
course not debar fanciers here who may
purebase birds banded otherwise from
flying under their rules.

I hear that Mr. Hile is contemplating
something of a "Fifteenth Amenoment"
amendment to Federation constitution,
and though a little shy at present is

quietly canvassing the matter; but I
hope I am not letting the cat out of the
bag before it's time.
By the way, the fiest average speed so

far made in the Federation has been
made by Mr. Hile ; indeed it is truly
wonderful what speed his birds make in
their training, but strange to say "Hec"
has not yet captured a prixe.
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DOOTORINO POULTRT.

Cutting Off the Head by Par the

Best Oure.

M. K. Boyer in Gennanlown TelcgT«ph.

It does not pay to doctor poultry. The

poultry fraternity seem to agree upon

this. There is some sense in atteu<Ung

to slight ailments, and "a heap" of good

sense in using prevention. But when

the time is counted and the danger looked

at in our er.deavors to cure contagion, we

make a grand mistake. What is a roupy

fowl, for instance, after from outward

appearance it has t)een cured ? Nothing

nion; than a weakly-constituted bird. It

is unfit for breeding purposes, and liable

at the least exposure to return to its old

complaint. Far better it is to chop oflf

the head and deeply bury the fowl at

some tree down in the orchard away from

where the other fowls get.

II is much wiser to kill off a dozen

such fowls than to expose the entire flock

to the danger that it puts them in, and

perhaps in the end lose double the fowls

that were apparently cured. We have

ever maintained, and we see no way in

which it can Ije contradicted, a disease

once rooted in the sy.stem of a fowl can

never be entirely eradicated. We have

often read of how this and that remedy
has cured birds of disease when they

were near death's door, and how they

now are well and laying. But are they

cured? Appearances are decidedly de-

ceiving. We would rather own a dozen

of strong, vigorous birds, birds that we
know are hardy, than fifty fowls that had

been sick and are now "completely

cured." In the former we can look for

good results in the offspring. The latter

will give us slim chances.

The ailments of poultry can generally

'•e prevented. There are over forty dif-

ferent troubles reported in the list of

diseases, but practically when they are

thoroughly siftetl down they are com-

on one's fingers ends.' The preveijtion of

these ills conies first in perfect cleanli-

In ths jjerhaps two-thirds of pre-ness. _ , ,

caution exists. We can not be too care-

ful. We some time ago heard a lady

writer remark that it was utterly impos-

sible for her to keep her hen house from

having "the sickening smell akin to

poultry." We inquired how often she

cleaned out the manure. "Once a week,

about," she replied. We further asked

how many fowls she allowed in the build-

ing. "Only forty," was her answer.

This lady clainie<l to lie an authority,

and has l)een for several years contribu-

ting advice to both the agricultoral and
poultry press and yet she has not learned

the cause of "that sickening smell akin

to poultry." If the manure had been
gathered every morning and the premi-

ses kept scrupulously clean ; if in that

house of hers she had'kept but twenty

fowls—it was not a bit too large for that

number—we venture to say there would
be no more complaint.

Second. Proper foo<l and feeding.—
Proper food consists in good sound grain

in variety, with all the green food they

can consume. It is not necessary to

repeat what grain to use, and all that, as

it would only be going over ground that

wc have repeatedly covered. Having the

right kind of feed, we must know how to

give it. This experience alone can teach

us. By a careful watching it won't be

long to determine what grains are best

fitted to the birds we have in charge.

This knowledge will in a measure pre-

vent their getting overfat. For this

rea.wn pure-bred fowls give the best sat-

isfaction, and it is more profitable for the

farmer to keep Plymouth Rocks or Wy-
andottes exclusively than to have a mixed
up lot. A flock of birds composed of

I.,eghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Cochins,

Bralimas and everything else mixed up
gives ns a variety of sizes, conditions and
what not. We tried it last year, and the

food and the quantity of it that kept the

Leghorns in prime condition soon put

too much on the Cochins and Brahmas.
Where crosses were used and the hens
).;raded up according to size we had no
trouble.

Third. Crowded quarters.—The French
believe in from seven to ten fowls in a

flock . We Americans are apt to crack up

to twenty-five and more. We favor the

French idea ; not because it is foreign to

our home plan, but for the reason that

we have tried both, and find that better

results come from small families. Over-

crowding leads to too many evils, and

sickness shows itself first in the big

flocks. Separate houses, to which are at-

tached good sized yards, and scattered all

over the premises, may give more labor

to the poultryman, but it insures health,

profit and general satisfaction, while it

makes a picturesque poultry farm.

Fjurth. Fresh water and pure air.

—

This explains itself and it means just

what it says. We empty the drinking

vessels every night, summer and winter,

and the birds start the next day with

fresh, pure water. Then the windows
and doors are thrown wide open and out

into the fresh air go the fowls to inibibe

nature's best gift. Are we alone in our

opinions ? Let us see :

Hunter says : "It is an utter waste of

time and money to doctor a sick fowl,

and next to impossible to cure a diseased

fowl when once disease has fully mani-

fested itself."

Felch says : "We believe in prevention,

and when fowls are sick, in extermina-

tion more than in doctoring. When
fowls have their liberty they are seldom

ill, and when they are confined, if we are

careful to furnish a good supply of vege-

Uble food, health generally attends

them."
Johnson says : "Diseases are not natural

in the main to the well-kept fowl. I

class nearly all the ills the domestic fowl

is subject to as of accident and misman-
agement. Success in raising poultry

largely depends on a correct under-

standing of the diseases and in some way
avoiding them. As a general thing the

best remedy for a sick hen is to kill it."

Saunders says : "The cause of many
diseases is to be found in enfeebled and
l)ad constitutions caused by mismanage-
ment, in-breeding, etc."

Stotldard says : "Most of the diseases

of fowls are preventable, and he who
feeds, houses and cares for his flock prop-

erlv will have but little or no trouble

conipared with the one who takes no
pains in these particulars."

says : "If fowls are kept clean and well

sheltered from the wind and wet, are not

over-fed, and have a due proportion of

soft and green food, with a never failing

supply of clean water, they will remain

free from disease unless infected by
strangers. And when a fowl becomes ill

the best cure in nearly every case is to

kill it before it is too bad to be eaten."

The editor of Farm Poultry says :

"Observe the rules for keeping away the

disea.ses, and the fowls will lay ebund-

antly. It is natural for them to lay eggs.

'They are built that way !' and only for

the folly or ignorance of*^their owners the

egg yield would be nearly doubled, and
the profits proportionately increased."

Rural Life, London (now out of print),

concludes : "As the poet Burns has

afiirmed that the liest laid schemes of

mice or men, 'gang aft aglee,' so may it,

with equal certainty, be affirmed that the

strongest, as well as the weakest of ani-

mated beings, are the subject of occa-

sional disease. From this penalty incident

to life, fowls are no more exempt than

other animals, consequently when the

poultry keeper sees one of these begin-

ning to droop, or to fail in appetite, it is

l>etter at once to have it dressed for the

Uble."
We take up considerable space on this

subject, but we think it most important

for two reasons : First, the art of pre-

vention cannot be too rigidly impressed

upon the minds of all poultry keepers ;

and, secondly, as the season is now at

hand when the matter must be promptly
enforced.

—Experiences differ. Some people can

always boast of big hatches, but poor suc-

cess in raising the chicks. And others

vice versa.

—Six million eggs are sold every week
in the Paris market, a great many being

used in pastry and for glazing ornamen-
tal cakes and sweetmeats.

—The guinea is a very useful fowl, not-

withstanding its peculiarities. In their

wanderings oyer the farm Ihey destroy

numerous insect enemies and weed seed,

and do little damage to crops by scratch-

ing and eating. They lay a large num-
l)er of eggs, which, though small, are of

good quality and nutritious.

THE OAMB FOWL.

A Good Purpose Fowl for the

Parmer to Have.

Thoraas W. Ludlow in Rural New-Yorker.

Independently of its great beauty of

feather and its courageous disposition,

the game fowl combines important ad-

vantages for farmers, whether bred pure

or used to grade up common barnyard

stock. For farmers' purposes the exhibi-

tion game is preferable to the pit game,

which averages smaller in size than its

more showy cousins, and lays as a rule

smaller eggs. Of exhibition games the

best varieties for practical use are the

black-breasted reds and the red piles, al-

though some strains of whites and blacks

are also good. The beautiful duckwiugs

are less to be recommended to the farmer,

inasmuch as they are seldom so large as

the black reds and the piles, and, al-

though one of the most prolific of fowls,

their eggs are usually decidedly small.

There is very little, practically, to

choose between good strains of black

reds and red piles, except the color. If

sought for crosses on common stock the

former will give results more agreeable to

the eye where the prevalent color of the

flock is dark, and the latter where the

birds kept are white or nearly white.

Cocks of these varieties of games fre-

quently weigh over nine pounds, and
hens not uncommonly attain the weight

of seven and one-half or eight pounds.

Thus, while making no claim to rival the

sluggish Asiatics in size, they are well up
to the requirements of a fowl of medium
weight. The meat, too, is placed where
it is most sought on a chicken—on the

wings, and on the round, plump breast

which is characteristic of the game fowl,

and is preserved in large measure by
game crosses. This meat, too, firm,

tender and fine of grain, is superior in

flavor, perhaps, to those of all other va-

rieties of chickens, not excepting the

Langshan, which is admirable in this as

in almost all other respects.

As egg producers, the black-breasted

reds and red piles have an enviable

record. Their white, delicate -shelled

eggs are of very fair size, and from many
strains even large ; and they are pro-

duced in great plenty. It is safe to say

that these games will push the Leghorns
very hard in the numljer of eggs laid in

the year, and that in winter, with the or-

dinary care, they will lay many more
than Leghorns under the same condi-

tions. Again, while if left with free

range, the games are unexcelled foragers

and will provide for themselves in sum-
mer and in autumn nearly the whole of

their keep. If confined in even a small

yard, they are entirely contented and
continue to thrive and to lay when many
strains of Leghorns would pine away for

their lost liberty. It is an opinion very

commonly held that the eggs of the

game are superior in flavor to those of

other breeds.

The game hens are excellent sitters,

and if treated with gentleness they are

very docile and submit without fuss or

flurry to Ijeing handled. As mothers,

they are very careful of their chicks,

seldom trampling them to death, as the

clumsy Asiatics do so commonly, and fre-

quently they seem even to exercise a

thoughtful consideration for the needs

and powers of endurance of their broods.

The chicks grow and feather very fast.

Like all quick-feathering varieties, they

are delicate until well feathered, but no
more so than Leghorns ; and as soon as

they have become well covered with

feathers, so that the extraordinary drain

on the system of providing so abundant
a growth is checked, neither common
barnyard chicks nor chicks of any other

pure breed are hardier.

In conclusion, the elegant form, close

feathering and brilliant coloring of the

game are by no means disadvantageous,

even to the strictly practical man. Few
of us are wholly indifferent to beauty,

and the poultry yard can have no more
beautiful occupant than a thoroughbred

game, whether it be the cock in his re-

splendent garb, or the hen in her more
sober but strikingly neat dress.

The courage of the game fowl, too, is

not the least of its many good qualities.

Both cock and hen will forcibly with-

stand a marauder and will cope, not sel-

dom successfully, with a hawk having

sinister designs upon the little brood.

The sneaking rat has not rarely had his

skull laid bare by a blow from the beak

of a mother game which he has sought

to deprive of her chicks.

The writer has himself seen a little ex-

hibition game cock of nine weeks save

his life when attacked in an open field

with no refuge attainable by a rapacious

cat. Instead of seeking hopelessly to

flee, the little fellow ruffled up his feath-

ers', faced the cat as she crouched for the

fatal spring and flew at her again and
again with puny beak and rudimentary

spurs. The cat was so completely taken

aback by a stand as unexpected as it was

bold, that time was gained for the writer

to come from a distance of several hun-

dred feet anrt rescue the little champion.
According to the well-established rule

that a grade of a pure-bred animal or

fowl upon a mongrel will retain inore

than a due proportion of the qualities

which are finnly fixed in the pure-bred

stock, crosses of games on common stock

may be expected with confidence to pro-

duce active fowls of medium weight and

goo«l constitution, well shaped and of

good quality for table poultry and very

good as egg producers.

ORANKS.

A Correspondent "Who Claims to

Be of That Class.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Sir : Any man who has any sand or

snap about him is a crank, not in a gen.

eral way but a go-ahead-get-there man,

sound on the ninely-uine things that come

and go in every-<lay life, but the one

hundredth finds him a crank on some

pet notion or hobby. He may be oflf in

this one line either in religion, temper-

ance, politics, literature, horses, cattle,

sheep, dogs and, last but not least, poul-

try. Now as I may as well admit I am
one of the list of cranks—sound in all

things, I think, but the one—99 O. K.—

i

ott-
, . ,..

My hobby is poultry, and even in thia

line there are several kinds of poultry

cranks. 1 have seen all kinds and con-

ditions of men get on this list, old and
young, rich and poor, but as a rule they

only get it skin deep. A poultry crank,

a genuine one, is bom that way, and it

may lie years before it breaks out, but

ninety-nine out of every one hundred

show it when they are in their boyhood.

When a boy I was a bird and dog crank.

Many are in the poultry business not

for the pleasure they get out of it, but

for the dollars they get out of it A
true fancier is a sUyer, gain or loss, and

he is a happy man as he looks his stock

over, be it large or small, and if he can

show his brother crank the male or fe-

male in his line that will score 98 poinU,

such is more pleasure to him than baskets

full of eggs or come and go as you please

stock sola for so much a pound as the

genuine poultry crank. So are all other

cranks ; it is the fine points they spend

their time and money for, and when we
look over the lists of all kinds of cranks

we can say with safety that they are the

guideposts of the future ; each has his

sphere in this life and perhaps in the lift

to come, the locomotive, the steamship,

the telegraph, the telephone, electricity

and we could fill column after column of

the grand, useful and beautiful things

that were born in the brains of cranks m
their special lines, but I must close, and

if the editor of this paper wants more
from a crank my next will be "Poultry

for Pleasure and Profit."

E. L. Rbqua.

[The charming frankness of our corre-

spondent in cla-ssifying himself with the

cranks of this world shows the true fan-

cier. We should be pleased, of course, to

hear what Mr. Requa has to say on poul-

try for pleasure and profit

—

Ed.]

—Fanciers and poultryraen should see

what others are doing. An interchange

of opinions is beneficial. The fellow that

stays at home and knows it all sooner or

later suffocates in his own conceit and

pitiable ignorance. Contact with the

world makes a mau liberal and hroad in

his views.
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CAGE . BIRDS . AND . PETS.

BY THE WAY.
Parrot .stories are always more or less

interesting, partly on account of their

success in imitating the human voice,

bat more often owing to the laughable

and funny expressions they are a party

to. Parrots can do more to "drive dull

care away" and make a home ring with

laughter than any other kind of a pet.

Sometimes they are veritable nuisances,

but the mischief they do should be over-

looked for the part they take in making
gloomy and rainy days cheerful aud full

of life. They are not hard to raise either

and can be had for a reasonable sum if

purchased when young, and it is alwavs
best to do so, for many old parrots are

given to profanity, a thing which is not
always compatible in a christian family.

*

Here are a few good stories about par-

rots, and we know you will appreciate
them. The first is from the Feathered
World : A goo<l story is told of a gray
African parrot. It was usually kept in a
nursery along with it's owner's children,

and its greatest delight in life was to see
the baby bathed. One day, however, it

was somewhat suddenly taken from the
nursery to the kitchen, where its cage
had not been placed above an hour or so
when the whole household was horrified

by the parrot shrieking in the most pierc-

ing tones : "Oh ! the baby ! the dear
baby !" Of course everybody rushed in

hot haste to the kitchen. Here they
found the parrot, wild with excitement,
watching—the roasting of a sucking pig !

269

Parrots often acquire several languages
nA r*ort „« a

the following is told of a parrot of much
cultivation that died a few days ago of
old age at the home in Plainfield, N. J.,

of George Lissiguolo. The bird, it is

told, was brought from Brazil and was
presented to Mr. Lissignolo fifteen years
ago. At that time the knowing creature
discoursed in Spanish, Portuguese and
English. Afterwards it became proficient

in the French and German languages.
With a knowledge of so many languages
the bird seemed to know in which one
to speak respectfully and in which to do
otherwise. In Spanish aud Portuguese
Polly's oaths were not objected to, and
she seemed to know this. In English
her strongest "swear words" were "shut
np." A rainstorm seemed to be the par-
rot's chief delight. Once outside on the
lawn with a drenching fall of rain upon
her head, she would run through her vo-
cabulary with lightning-like rapidity,

generally beginiug with a loud laugh so
human in sound that no stranger ever
doubted, till he had seen the bird that it

came from a human throat. The enun-
ciation of the children's names was won-
derfully clear, and many times were the
little ones called from play by the close
imitation of the mother's voice. In the
presence of visitors Polly was generally
sedate, seldom offering any familiarities.

Should the caller become at all boister-
ous, however, the parrot would quiet him
by closely imitating his laugh and then
groaning in anguish, the while exclaim-
ing "Poor, poor Polly!" as if indeed the
presence of such a mortal was one of the
saddest things imaginable.

THE BELGIAN CANARY.
A Bird Requiring Great Care and

Hard to Rear.

J. M. in Feathered World.

I propose submitting a short paper on
the Belgian canary—in my opinion the
king of the canary tribe. I fully ex-
pected that ere this some abler and more
experienced hand than mine would have
sent in a contribution oa this beautiful
variety, but as none have yet come to the
front. I will endeavor to deal with the
subject to the best of my ability, hoping
it may prove instructive to some.

In the first place I suppose I had better
describe what I believe a good Belgian
canary should be, but before doing so I

may state it is a bird which is able to
assume different shapes, toeing similar to
military life in having its "stand-at-ease"

and "position" attitudes and therefore
requiring different descriptions. The un-
initiated fancier will want some further
explanation on these points, and so I

hasten to give it By the term "stand-
at-ease" I refer to the bird when it is in

a flight cage along with others and free

from all excitement, for it must be borne
in mind the Belgian is a very excitable
bird. By "position" I mean when the
bird has been put into a show cage and
asked to put himself on his mettle to
show off to the greatest advantage his
beautiful lines. With a good bird this is
a very simple matter, all that is neces-
sary being to scratch the bottom of the
cage with the finger n *ils a few times to
attract his attention and excite his nerves
and if he does not immediately put him-
self in "noaitinn " hf> ran nn» lu> r^^t.^A

vention is better than cure, I would recom-
mend fanciers to heat their bird rooms
at night from the month of October till

the middle of April. A very effective
bird stove can l>e made by inverting an
ordinary eight-qi>art tin can on three
bricks over a small paraffin lamp. Of
course there would need to be a funnel
inserie<l in it to carry awaythe fumes, but
this can be done by any tinsmith very
ea.sily. This is one of the cheapest and
simplest forms of bird stoves I know, and
answers its purpose adniirahly.preventing
the evil effects of night frosts on these
beautiful and valuable birds.
Before concluding I may say I am deeply

interested in the Scotch fancy canary,
too, and, altohugli an ideal bird, still 1

think it is not impossible to breed one
something similar. The Belgian fanciers
do indefinite goo<l in giving us a chance
of comparing our best with what have
already proved themselves to be of the
first water, and so spurring us on to
greater exertions if we find we are behind
in the race.

—As its latest curiosity the Bucksport
Uipper reports a cat who is sitting on a
dozen eggs which the hen had deserted.
And yet some folks think a cat does not
know enough to plan for its future break-
lasta and dinners.

self in "position," he can not be ranked
as first-class.

But to my description. I will take the
"stand-at-ease" posture first The head
of the bird should be small and neat, and
the flatter on the top the better. The
neck should be long and fine. The
-"——•'*--— -«.w*-.%- u»«*a««^ a4t|^u^ auu UK
broad and massive, but well fiUpd in be-
tween the pinions, showing no hollow.
The back should be long and straight

—

although, if slightly rounded, it is not
considered a blemish here, where Belgians
are chiefly used for crossing with the
Scotch fancy—and the tail long and nar-
row, slightly forked. The breast should
be prominent, and the body shonid taper
gradually towards the Uil. The wings
must be long and compact, carried close
to the body, and should not cross at the
tips. The legs should be long and straight,
showing no joints, and the thighs ought
to he well hidden in the body feathers.
The feathers of the bird should be close
and smooth, as rough ones take away
from iu graceful appearance; and last,
but not least, it should be large in size,
although, as I have often heard, "A wee
good 'un will beat a big bad 'un."
Now for "position." This is one of

the inherent properties of the Belgian ca-
nary, and cannot be put in artificially,
but sometimes an average bird can be
greatly improved by training. The atti-
tude of the bird when in position should
be erect the line from the point of the
shoulders to the tip of the Uil being as
nearly plumb as possible. The head
should be depressed, and the neck
stretched—what is called reaching—to its
utmost and arched, causing the bird to
look inwards. The legs should be straight
and stiff, and the bird should have
plenty of nerve and life in it I have
here endeavored to give my idea of a
gootl Belgian canary. " I hope it may as-
sist beginners when purchasing birds, as
this is the proper time to select the
quality of the stock, and save them from—whether from economical motives or
otherwise—buying inferior ones in the
hope that a middling one can be im-
proved. I have found out the fallacy of
this idea, and so I would strongly advise
the purchase of only good birds, as
money is bound to be saved in the long
run by so doing. In my opinion, what
applies to the Scotch fancy respecting
matching and breeding is equally true re-
garding the Belgian.
One more "wrinkle" and I have done.

My experience with Belgian canaries has
led me to the conclusion that they are
more subject to chest complaints—a.sthma
etc.—than any other species, and, as pre-

HOW TO CATCH RATS.

MESSENGER PIGEONS.

An Aid to National Defense nnd One
of Great Importance.

By Major General D. R. Cameron, C. M. G.

A Device That Causes Them to
Assist in Killing Each Other.

The best course to take when the ex-
termination of a colony of rats becomes
a necessity is to help them to destroy one
another in the following manner, says the
Cornhill Magazine :

A number of tubs, proportionate to
the quantity of rats in the place which it

is desired to rid of them, should be
placed about, the middle of each occupied
by a brick standing on end.

The bottom of these tubs should be
covered with stout brown paper, upon
which a dainty meal of bacon rind and
other scraps dear to the rat palate figures

—a sloping board giving the rodents
facilities for partaking of it

The feast should be renewed for several
nights, so that all the rate in the neigh-
borhood may get to know of the "ccd
food which' is placed within such'ci^y
reach.
When it is judged that this policy has

been pursued long enough, the centre of
the brown paper should be cut iu such
manner that any rat venturing upon it
will be precipitated into the cold water
below.

It might be thought that the result of
this would be to capture a rat, or at the
most two, for every tub prepared, but no
such meagre reward for the trouble that
has been taken need be feared.
The first rat to find his trust abused

and himselfstruggling in the water at the
bottom of the tub, soon recovers suflB-
ciently from the shock to ascertain that
there is a little island of refuge, onto
which he scrambles and squeals his loud-
est for help.
Now, the squeal of a rat in trouble

attracte everyone of his kind within
hearing, and a very few moments will
elapse before the victim of misplaced con-
fidence is joined b^ one of his friends.
The newcomer is quick to discover the

chance of escape from a watery grave
that the brick offers, as was the original
victim, but when he attempts to avail
himself of ite presence it becomes appar-
ent that there is not room for more than
one upon it.

The first comer resists with tooth and
nail the effort of his companion in trouble
to dispossess him of his coign of vantage,
and the squeals which form an accom-
paniment to the fight for a footing upon
the brick attract more rate to the scene
of the tragedy.
The conflict waxes more and more furi-

ous as rat after rat topples into the water,
and moving bedragged corpses iu plenty
will gladden the eyes of the man whose
losses at the teeth of rats have induced
him to adopt this measure of thinning
their numbers.
Some years ago the plan described

above was tried in a city warehouse, with
the result that nearly 3000 rats were de-
stroyed in a single night.

—"Student" wante to know what kind
of a bird was the dodo ? From the fact
that the species is entirely extinct, we
suppose it was the fabled spring chicken,
of which we still hear so often and see so
never.—Burlington Hawkeye.

ARTICI.K IV—CONTINUKD.
In Italy the military pigeon system is

extensive. The coast lofU train from
seaward with a view to cruise service.
During the squadron manoeuvres pigeon
reports had been received nianj days in
advance of advices sent at the same time
by despatch boat Italy lias, moreover,
connected Massowah and Assab in Africa
by pigeons. The twelve principal Gov-
ernment lofls iu continental Italy are
controlled by the engineer in territorial

command at Rome.
In Portugal there are government pig-

eon stations at Lisbon, Oporto, Setubal,
Taineas, Vedras, Novas, Elvas and Mafra.

In Spain there are coast-guard pigeon
stations to receive messages from cruisers

intercepting enemies' vessels and to check
smuggling.

In Denmark the War Office grants
prizes for competition among private loft

owners, who are very numerous.
France has taken the subject up thor-

oughly. In 1885 France is said to hare
had 75,000 trained birds in her postal
service. Every one of her great fortresses

has now about 400 birds, the engineering
corps superintending their maintenance
and training.

The different pigeon societies, of which
there arp not fewer than 300 in the
country, are subject to military authority
and requisition. They are required to
train their birds in directions conducive
to military ends. At periodical con teste
the Government awards Sevres vases,
medals, diplomas and various other dis^
tinctions. At the instance of thf Ooy-
emment societies' birds are carried at
half ordinary fares, and empty hampers
are returned free of charge. Besides the
large societies there are small clubs and
individual loft owners, all of whom have
to make annual census returns of their
birds.

The Colombophile Society at Paris has a
loft of 1500 pairs of birds, and supplies
fortresses.

In 1885 France had eight military
pigeon sUtions—Paris with its central
loft at Mont Valerine, Vincennes, Mar-
seilles, Perpignan, Lille. Verdun, Toul
and Belfort—100,000 francs being now
appropriated for these.
Now her inland system is complete,

recent article in a French military paper
remarking : "In a word, all dispositions
are made, so that when war breaks out
the service of mes.senger pigeons will not
have to be improvised as in 1870. An
exchange of correspondence between the
central authority, the governors of fort,
resses and intrenched camps is insured."
The Uniteil States took the question up

in 1888, and the Army Signal Office es-
tablished a loft on Key West Island,
aiming amongst other objects at com-
municating between cruisers in the
neighboring seas and the mainland.
Another loft was established on board the
Newhampsbire at Newport, Rhode Island.
Early last year it was reported that

from Key West birds had already been
trained to bring messages from any east-
erly direction 100 miles seaward.

It is now time to submit to those who
argue that railways and telegraphs make
it unreasonable to promote the establish-
ment of an organized system of pigeon
lofts throughout the country —and to
others who teke no interest in the matter
because it has no detachable coupons—it

it time to submit to such that they should
reconsider their opinions, for it has been
shown that during the last fifty years,
over the continent of Europe—not the
least intelligent and not the least ex-
perienced quarter of the world—there
has spread an amazing system of railways
and telegraph lines, and with these has
developwi the most wonderful use of mes-
senger pigeon service. It has been shown
that this has been arrived at through
unanimity of opinion amongst the vast
majority and most influential of technical
experts in national defense, and with the

Hi
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assent and concnrrence of the leading

statesmen in Europe and the United

Sutes, who are not any of them ignorant

of the uses to which railways and tele-

graphs are applicable.

Is more needed to prove that our

feathered messengers should not be neg-

lected by those of us wishing to strengthen

our country's position ?

The patriotism of every Canadian will

accord ready approval and praise to the

motives aud aims of the enlightened gov-

ernments and officials who have been en-

deavoring to increase their national se-

curity. Are the approval and the praise

to be' accorded, but the example disre-

garded?
. , ,^ »t.

Men whose thoughU have dwelt on the

circumstances of warfare need no re-

minder of the importance of keeping con-

trol over supplementary and alternative

methods for rapidly transmitting intelli-

gence. A word, however, m»y not be

out of place here to others who have not

considered the character of the slender

thread which conveys thought and even

voice to unlimited distances, with almost

unmeasurablc rapidity aud nearly unin-

terrupted regularity. So well nigh per-

fect is its action that many have ceased to

reflect that it has its weak points.

In warfare it is not solely reliable. The
message it carries may be drawn ofif at

any point in ita length. False and mis-

leading information may be desi^edly

passed through it from any point at

which au expert can get hold of it. Its

vitality is at the mercy of the elements.

Snow may break it down, wind may
throw it over, lightning may shiver iU

supports;. The scout and the secret agent

can destroy it when and where they

In tlie case of an atUck, the invader,

at the cost of but trifling pre-arrange-

meut, might give many an idle hour to

telegraph operators at the very instru-

meuU where the safety of their country

moat needed their whole energies.

By pre-arrangement any wire or any

•ets of wires might be severed at the in-

atance of the enemy at a given hour if

desired. What would be the effect?

How would any large and active firm be

•itnated if it found comniunicatiou be-

tween its manager, heads of departments

and clerks suddenly cut off'? The normal

amootb clockwork movement of the or-

fanizatiou would inevitably be replaced

y confusion and impending disaster.

How much more numerous are the

vital parts in the machinery of national

defense aud how much more exposed

than those in the detached mechanism of

commerce ?

All the details of mobilization, concen-

tration and tactical movements in this

country at this moment are dependent

upon our telepraph wires. What a slen-

der thread to carry our national safety !

With wires between array headquarters,

divisional aud brigade headquarters sev-

ered, we should be open to attack where

the enemy purposely confused our ar-

rangements.
In such a pass it is not too much to

say that in organized pigeon service, and

in that only, could there be found ground

for expectation that the table might be

tumea against the enemy. They would

keep us informed of his movements and
would maintain our power to transmit

orders uninterrupted.

The circumstance which gave a first

impetus to military pigeon service was
its improvised use at the siege of Paris

in 1870. In the course of a review of an

article on messenger pigeons by Austrian

officer, an English military paper thus

refers to the subject

:

"On September 2, 1870, the day of the

battle of Sedan, one of the most experi-

enced breeders of carrier pigeons in Bel-

gium, M. La Perre de Roo, made the

offer to the French war minister, basing

it on the assumption that from the in-

formation published by English journals,

Paris would be shortly completely in-

vested by the Germans, to furnish him
with a supply of carrier pigeons for keep-

ing up communication l)etween Paris and
the provinces. His letter was never

answered.
"After the appearance of the German

army before the capital the Paris asso-

ciation for brt<ding pigeons—L'Esper-

ance—generously offered to the Govern-
ment all tlieir carrier pigeons for aerial

rtal service and to conduct the latter.

Cassier, the president of the associa-

tion, asked for an audience of General

Trochu, but was received by a subordi-

nate who, after hearing the patriotic

gigeon breeder, smilingly replied that he,

[. Gassier, was the sixty-second person

who had bothered him with carrier

pigeons and he hoped he would be the

fast.

"Meanwhile Paris, to the consternation

of the inhabitanU and the annoyance of

the daily press, which had been con-

stantly trying to prove that the immense
city could never be proptrly invested by

the forces at the disposal of the enemy,
was cut off" completely from the outer

world.
"Notwithstanding that there were a

great number of carrier pigeons in Paris,

not a single bird had been sent out of the

capiUl, so that it seemed entirely impos-

sible to keep up communication with the

Provinces.
"In this dilemma the French postmaa-

ter-general, M. Ranipount, hit upon the

ingenious idea of sending off" a number
of^ pigeons by balloon. On September

25, at II A. M., the balloon—La Ville de

Florence—rose amidst the plaudits of an

enormous concourse of people, carrying

besides the aeronaut, M. Maugin, three

carrier pigeons and six cwt. ofdespatches.

The wind carried the balloon westwani

till it disappeared from the eyes of the

Parisians. But the same day, at five in

the afternoon, two pigeons arrived at

their home in Paris. Attached to the

tail feathers of each of them was a

label with the following words : "We
landed safely at the village of Vemouil-
let, near Triel, and are on the point of

leaving for Tours with the official des-

patches.

"The population of Paris, who for the

greater part had probably never heard of

the capabilities of the carrier pigeons,
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were intoxicated with joy at such success.

Tlie newspapers were full of illustrations

of this breed of pigeons, and printed

most fabulous tales of their performances.
Subsequently a balloon was sent off every

second or third day ; altogether sixty-four
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—.\ hawk may get the rooster after
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always takes a crow.—Washington Critic.
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Golden Wyandottes.
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RABBIT HOUNDS—GOOD LOOKING NA-
tive beagles, guaranteed excellent in the
field atf2o each ; same kind unbroken, )io.
PoligTced iM-agles at reasonable prices.
Largest stock in the United States. Associ-
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delphia. 82 tf
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FR SALE—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner »nird. Setter Derby Central field
trials 1889. Address H. Clav Glover, 1293
Broadway, New York City.

THREE-YEAR-OLD SETTER. AN ALL-
day hunter

; thoroughly broken on pheas-
ants and quail. Will retrieve anything you
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dog. The first $45 takes hiin. G O. Smith.
1229 Market Street, Wheeling, W Va. 48-it

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns. BrasUlan
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

R.S. C. MOVER, LANSDALE, PA., BREEDS
white and silver Wyandottes, Plymouth
Rocks, light Brahmas and mottled Anconas.
Fine stock for sale, 84-5t

EF. DOTY, 47 WELLINGTON PLACE,
Toronto, Canada, offers for sale high-class
black Minorcas, black Spanish (the best on
this Continent), bantams ; also a fine lot of
black-red hens and pullets, all English
stock and mostly prize winners, for sale
low or exchange for high-class pedigreed
fox terriera.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of FowU sop-
plied at low prices. The Fandera' PublisB-
Ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

POULTRY.
«^.wS*"^ »fM#»/ di^lay imerUd mmdtrthu headiug/or t cents per tea,dfor each interlion

Various.

M
INDIAN.GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-

sndottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker. Seneca Falls, N. Y.

^NORCAS FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE;
U>ng-distancc homing pigeous. Good stock
given and wanted. Michael A. Donohue
931 Scnnton St., Screuton. Pa.

OFFICE STATIONERY FOR POULTRV-men «ock breeders or fanciers. Large
stock of cuts. E. S. Hammell, job printer
and stationer, Jamesburg, N. J. Send for
prices.

8^.^,

FINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-ule Ubels, lags. etc. The Fandera' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 Sontb Thiitl St.,
phia. Pa.

Philade

FDIGRBE8 carefully revised to insure cor-
rectness, and printed in ao attractive form.
at moderate prices. The Panders' Publish-
ing Co, 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia. Pa.

RED CAPS AND BLACK MINORCAS, WON
°'^?*J'' ••~"*'P''"°'"" •' Mount Holly
aud Trenton fairs. Standard birds for
sale. Allen H. Tyson, I.ansdale, Pa. 84-41

PIGEONS.
.i^^Tfi""^'' "**""' display inserted undetthukmdimg/^ tctmtiptr wordfor each insertion

Fantalls.

WHITE PANS ONLY
,

Some grand birds for sale very low
for drcutar.
ville. In*.

Bred for thirty years,
sale very low. Send

Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
6>-tf

Homlotf PllKeons.

J-

O

nrRITE TO O. F. CONNELLY," P" for homing pigeons.

C- CpNLEY, 4133 CHESTNUT STREET.
PhiUdclphia, breeder and fancier of
long-dUtance homers only ; winner of In-
ter-state and challenge races with young
birds, 1889 ; ad diploma in old birds, season
of 1880, from 300 miles, and first bird to
Philadelphia from 400 miles In ConcourseA few youngsters for sale at reasonable
prtces.

WING TO \N OVER STOCKED LOFT I
offer for saie, cheap, five pairs of my best
birds, some with records from 200 to yx>
miles. A good chance for beginners. Ad-
dress W. S. Torkington, Jr., 4036 Locast
Street, West PhUadelphia.

"' " ^ i.«.tii.i

CARUSLE,
83-87Pa.,

Jaooblna.

TW. TUGCLE, Columbus,
, and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importet

.

So-106

Swallows.

GA. PICK. 1100 N. Washington Street, Balti-
more, Md. breeder of Swallows only, of all
colora, with and without white bara, plain
suip and full head. He is a true fauder
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, aud has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock aa can be found. •

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street,
Cincinnati, O. breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

LLL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Wilson's
96

,
KENNET SQUARE, PA.,

fowls.
JOSEPHJ KESTER,

breeder of choice thoroughbred
Fine breeding and exhibition birds. White
Wyandottes, S. C. Brown Leghorns and
Plymouth Rocks. Stamp for Circular.

s 81-84

-r^DIGREB Blanks for four generations at 10

J~ cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, s cents esch. or jo
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

, 32 South Third St.,

PhiladelphU, Pa.

F. DOTY. 47 WELLINGTON PLACE.
Toronto, Canada, breeder of high-class
game fowls and game bantams, black reds,
Heaton and Matthews' strains, brown reds,
Matthews and Brierley pyles, Brockbank
and Brierly slock duckwings, Brockbank
and Major Terry birds for sale at all times
snd eggs in season.

M' MEHAN, CAHOES. N. Y., OFFERS
for sale or exchange for poultry forty

* pairs flying lumblera. 84-it

FR SALE—LOPS. HIMALAYAN8, ALSO
Guinea Pigs. James E. Church, Hadcea-
sack, N. J. 7»«

FR SALE.-NICE LOT OF FINE BRED
owls aud turbits in solid colors. P. Powell
Clifton Heights, Pa. 83-84

W. KRAEUTER. 407 D STREET, N. E.,
Washington, D. C. will sell reasonable to
close out the following : SwaUows, tuiMte,
Archangels and pure white poutera> 83

GMY POUTERS, PURE WHITE AND
creamies, Birmingham rollera, yellow
tumblera, bald heads common tumblera,
pouters, blsck turbits. Dr. Edward Moore.
Albany, N. Y. 81-84

J.

p.

liop Rabbits.

FR SALE-Imported slock, winners in Eng-
land. Fred Stahrer, 119 AMMtt Street,
LawTcaoc, Mass. 7>-ia«

'

Artists and Kncravers.

E.

1->RINTINGestlmate8 given for Circulara, Cardsr Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price LisU, Sched-
nles, Lattcia, Tags, etc. The Panders' Pub-
Ilahing Co., 33 Soath Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schreiber A
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographcra In America
whereby we are able tu make special terms
for our subscribera who wsnt photographs
of their dogs. The Panders' PnbBshinv
On tt Hoath Thtwl at. PWIsf'elphf. p»

w

Drinklnc Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls ia ihePineland Fountain;
easily cleaned. Price, 75 centa each. (8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8a-tf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

I w
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The^Best Place to^ug

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS.
GOLDFINCHES,

AND AIX OTHER

FANCY CAQE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Pood, etc.

SGUS FOR HATCHING.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. y^. VAHLE.
309 Market Sueet and 46 N. gth Street.

PHn.ADBIiPHIA.
77tf

Homing Pigeons

So

DAN WILLIAMS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY c, red checker COCK

MUPJAL, blue checker hen ....

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen. J t

ALSO TAILED AND SOLID COLORS IN
OWLS AND TUKBIT8.

Orders fc youngsters of I890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Just Ou'n
. PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BY THE

AMERICAN C0LUM6ARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Comvlkte Descrii'tion of thb

Rrcoonizbd Varieties of Iiueons.

CHARLES TAULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

,-189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Tear.

NAME ^--^

ADDRESS

Z AlC ITOT IK TES FiaSON BTTSINESS.

but bmd, for A FANCY . Mgh dwi

FAITTAZLS
In Wte, BM,

RellaniYeflof,

And have for sal

at all times

Very Sniierlor Btnte,

anexo«lled'iB qnal-
ity at ^2.00 etusb,

and (1 p. SatUfaotlon

TAKEN rwOM LITE
gn*ranteed.

Am glad at nil times to show tay stoek.

DO NOT ANSWER PCS i'AL. CARDS.

H. C. NORTON.
Oermantowa. Pa.

Or 827 Bo. Fourth St, Philada.

HANDLER OF DOGS.

Is ready to take dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.

8LM STATION,

Montfomery Co., Pa.

THE

SPORTSMEN'S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Boolcs.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Taclcle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMAI.,S. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRA TTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
Philadelphia, Pa.

» PAMPHIiBT
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the>uthor,

H. CLAY GLOVER.
Veterinary Surgeon,

71-83 ISB8 BIIOADWAT, NEW YORK.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel ManagetiieiH;

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICi

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

STRAffBME & CLOTie

MARKET. EIGHTH and FIBERT i'T8.,

PHIIiADEIiPHIA, P.A..

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

ONLY ONE

QUALITY

Bv B. WATERS.

Is invalnable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

yon how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog ailer it has been trained in a way

o plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE 9a.so.

Address

Fanciers' Potilishiii^ Coipauy

33%. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

AMERICAN KENNEI^ CI.UD

Stud BOOK.

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of ench month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,

Nos, 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

tAfORM POWDER
$1 by mail.

FOR DOGS.
MOORE BROS., Albany, N. V.

Kd-ward S. Schmld,
SncocMor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer In

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OP ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. J17 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

iJ THEO

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the at>ove stock of 18K9 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

-THB

ILLUSTRATED

"BOOK OF THE DOG-

-BY-

VERO SHAW^.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION

NOW PtTBLISHBD MONTHLY.

Twenty-one parts now out. Price, prepaid, 40
cents each.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
**'Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to (fleas, and

MEDICINES fnr all canine diseases.
•COMMUN .SKN.SE OF DOG DOCTORING,"

(Post free, j8c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
THE GREATEST KGG PKODIJCING FOOD.
The most .\'n/riliniis anil Di^fslidle Fwid for Ijay-

tng Hrns and for gglliHu; all kinth of
Paultiy into Show Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Unequaled for rearing Early Chickens.

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the umihI lienvy mortality in rearing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap per cake 25 cents
Order from your dealer. Full particulars Irora

SPRATTS PATKNTfAmerica I. LIMmi».
139-143 East %6th St., New York Citv. 71-97

THE

POULTRT MOMTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.
Single copies, ijc. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

OAMB BAirrAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

<

vol... «, NO. IH.

»

WHOLE NO.. 85. f PHILADELPHIA, NOVEMBER 1, 1890. PKK ANNUM, f«.60.SINGLE COI'VTso.

-:^)jim

-!,>•*•>

BULL TERRIER, CHAMPION COMO.
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IN THE STUD.
Advertiurmtnts inserted under thii keading at the

following rates; One inch, single insertion, t^jo;

Si -40/or the month; S'S for three months; SiS/or
ttx months, and Sso/or the year.

KILLARNEY

fcf ENNELS
PURE BRED IRlaH SETTERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

CHAMPION "DICK SWiVELER."

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:
CHAMPION

DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challenge prize, New Yorlc «how,
1890; also first and special prizes all over the
United States.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show,

1887 and 1888 (only times shown).

FEE $25,

QARRYOWEN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Gakryowen

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $25.
To a limited number of bitches of approved

breeding.
Bxtended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

tion.
Extra choice Irish puppies by the great Dick

SwiVBLER for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

50-101 177 Statb Street, Chicago, III.

T Shall havb at my kbnnels for a
> short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have pruveil him the best
mastiff ever Icnown. Hi- is the sire of more and

Eeater prize winners than all others living,
astiff breeders should make the most of this

grand dog while here. Photographs aj cents.
Stud fee $75.

J. WINCHELL,
55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

IT STUD, FOX TERRIER

I RECKON 18284

Sire, Reckoner—Tennis, by Raby Mixer. A
grnnd young dog with lots of style: beautiful
neck, gfood head, big bone, best of legs and very
mnll feet, excellent body, well ribbed. Stud
cards on application. To a few approved bitches.
Fee, Jio. Pnotos, 25c. Address

G. W. PRICE.
83-86 p. O. Box 163, Philadelphia, Pa.

TRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12.131) CH. EI.CHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLKNCHO-MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. KIcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNHLS,
6jlf Tremout. N. Y.

DLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

VORTIGERN II

AT STUD
Sire. Old Champion Vortigern. Weight, eigh-

teen pounds. Long, lean head; rich mahogany
tan. This grand young dog combines the blood
of the celebrated English Champions Burk, Lord
George, Prince George and Kenwood Queen.
iuM the dog to breed to dark colored bitchei.
ee, $15. Address EDWARD LEVER,
•1-107 906 Bailey St., PhUadelphU, Pa.

jNJTHE^TUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the followittg rates: One inch, single insertion,

$1.50; $s io for the month; fts for three months;
SiB far Six months, and Sso /or the year.

pOINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field TriaU,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field TriaU and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

47- O"

the^kennel.
Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single insertionl
tl.<io; ts.40 for the month; J/5 for three months
f»i for SIX months, and Sso /or the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

Red. Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1H88, and on the bench has won, first.

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first.

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, I35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir AUister—Belle of Furness.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Out., 18H9, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the fiel'd. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte 11. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year ana winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
van).^. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cakx W. H. Wbibb,

43-« Bbthlbhem, Pa.

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS
AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

Grand Companions, Ratters and Watch Dogs.

AT STUD

THE SENATOR,
FEB, 915.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.
75tl Box 862. New Rochelle, N. Y.

DOUGH-COATED ST. BERNARDS AT STUD.

PRINCE VICTOR
(18,293)

This gr<ind young dog is by Victor Joseph and
possesses in bone, color, head and markings the
qualities of his well-known sire. Fee $25.

LIVERPOOL DUKE
(17.808)

Ky Lord Warwick—Jessie, litter sister to Nero
Ill.'sire of Sir Bcdivere. He is good in color,
coat, markings, size and bone. Fee $25.

85-88

KEYSTONE KENNELS,
1230 Carson St., Pittsburg, Pa.

FOR SALE
Collies

Irish Terriers

Schipperkes

We have for sale a few first -clas collie pups by
the wonderful stud dog,

CHRISTOPHER
Also three grand brood bitches (with easy terms

to any of our stud dogs.)

a few well brrd

IRISH TERRIERS

AND THKEB VERY TYPICAL

SCHIPPERKES

For prices, etc.,

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
TS-t-jT Chectniil Hill PhiloH^ltihin

Fox Terriers.
———

M

»«i^wni<flw—<^a%ai^flr%it^ji%»t^ewfl

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLSlDE "HeNNELS,

53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

FORDHOOK KENNELS^ _

Are among the largest in America devoted ex-
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies.' We are now hooking orders for puppies
sired bv Fordhook Squire, a son of Cti. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and ont of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, Scotili.a, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CTUU BEAGLE

TONY WELLER said

FEE. $10.

OAKVIEW KKXNELS,
P. O. Box 91, Pbila., Pa.

79-iQ4eow

Address

—o»—
WM. H. CHILD, Gleuside, Pa

jrHEJ<EJ^NEL^
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the /ollo7tn«g rates: One inch, single insertion.
Si.50; $S-4o for the ntimth; Sis for three months;
f38 for six months, and Sio for theyear.

Fox Terriers ^
-FOR SALE-

From thoroughbred stock and the best strains.
Circulars on application to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS.
8092 p. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.

FOX TERRIERS.
Mr. James Mortimer offers for sale all his

Pox Terriers, smooth and wire-haired, without
reserve, including Suffolk Risk, the young dog
which made such a sensalioiml debut at the last
W. K. C. Show: Suffolk Rarity, the open and
bitch puppy winner at Boston; the well-known
wires Suffolk Toby, Settler and Vixen and a
grand lot of broo<l bitches and puppies eligible
to compete for the Fox Terrier Club's Grand
Produce Stakes. For particulars apply to

82-85

JAS. MORTIMER,
Babylon, L. I.

Dogs for Sale^^=

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

(WOODBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

BUY AT HEADQUARTERS
Young stoci. bred from
Prize winners. $20 to J50.

PUGS
If you've a bitch to breed, here's the

^TTTM I Eberhart's Cashier (13901). Fee, $15
iiiiiii 1 Hradford Kuby II (9720). Fee. $15.

pyrp'G i John Bull,iitiported ('i7093)_Fee.$i5.
- „ _. (11.8041. Fee, $10.

1,'ttr r Kuar.intced. A "square deal" to all.

E"i%KH.\P,T PVG KENNKl.?. C*?iC!*!!!9ti, O
82-108 The leading fhig Kennels of America.

Berkshire Pigs.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both sexes), St.

Bernard Dogs. Light Brahmas.Caponizing "Tools,

Strawberry Plants, address C.EO. Q. DOW,
47-2wm North Enping, N. H.

DIPQ Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
rluO. Hounds, Beagles,Collie8,Setters.W.GIB-
BONS & CO..W. Chester. Pa. Send sUmp for cir.
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FIXTURES.

Dogr Shows.
Dec. 10-16.—Fifth annual l>euch show of the

Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Rockford, III. John Teague. secreUry.
Dec. 16-19.—Second annual exhibition of the

Central Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Battle Creek, Mich. M. C. Heffron. sec-
retary.
Dec. 30-Jan. 3.—First bench show of the Buck-

eye Poultry and Pet Stock Association, afCan-
ton, O. James Sterling, secretary, 30 iJojth
Market Street.

1891.
Jan. 7-14.—Twelfth annual bench show of the

Michigan State Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
uouBi jack.son. Mien. w. F. Brace, secretary.
Jan. 10-14.—Twelfth annual exhibition of the

Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at
Jackson, Mich. S. H. Slifer, secretary.
Jan. 13-16.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Amsterdam, N. V. Will C
House, Fry's Bush. N. Y , secretary.
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated! Bench Show at Charles-
ton, S C. Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr., secretary.
Jan. 20-2S.—First annual bench show of the

Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Association atNew Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, secretary. Box
1658.

Jan. 21-26.-Elmira Poultrj- and Pet Stock As-
sociation's l)ench show at Elmira. N. V.

Feb. 24-27—Fifteenth annual bench show of
the Westminster Kennel Club, at New York.
James Mortimore. superintendent.
March 2 f, —First annual bench show of the

Duqiiesne Kennel Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E
Littell, secretary.

" ^
March 1-6—Second annual bench show of the

Maryland Kennel Club, at Baltimore, Md. W.
Stewart Diffenderlfcr, secretary.
March 21-27.—Second annual bench show of

the Massachu.sells Kennel Club, at Lynn, Mass
D. A. Williams, secretary.

Field Trials.
Nov. 3.—Second annual field trials of the

Canadian Kennel Club, at Chatham, Ont. C A
Stone, Toronto. Ont., secretary.
Nov. 3.—Fourth annual field trials of the Indi-

ana Kennel Club, at Bicknell,Ind., P. T. Madison
Indianapolis, Ind., secretary.
Nov. 4.—National Beagle Club, at Hyannis,

Mass. F. W. Chapman, secretary, Melrose,

Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the
Eastern eld Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs
Va. W. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-
retar\'.

. 'J<^^,.
'—Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington, N. C. C
'rx

'
^'"^ Building, New York, .secretary

Dec. 15.—Phitadclphiu Kennel Club's seventh
annual field trials at Deatonsville, Va.

1891.
Jan 19 —Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Briggs, secretary.

...
^—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary.
Manetta. Ga.

Poulti'y and Plt<eon Shows
Nov 8-12 —Southern Exposition, Montgomery,

Ala., Poultry Department. T. Farrer Rackham,
superintendent. East Orange, N. J.

..V.°Y- "r'S-Chattahmichee Valley Exposition,
«t Columbus. Ga. Cliff B. Grimes, iecreiary.
Nov. i3-22.-Fat stock and poultry show, at

«.mcago, III. George Reed, superintendent,

o. 1
9-'o—Northern Illinois Poultry and PetStock Association, Rockford. A. H. Currier,

secretary.
Dec. 10-12.—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock

AMociation. Brockton, Mass. William F. Bond,
•«Tetary. Box 795.

P^Tof' '°:'7-f'"h annual show of the Central

•wnita'
***°*''*'°°' Richmond, Ind. J. O. Myers,

D«c. 16-19—Central Michigan Poaltry and Pet

Stock Association, Battle Creek, Mich. M C
Heffron, secretary.
Dec. 16-20.—Southwestern Poultry Association,

at Memphis, Tenn. W. H. Brocket, secreUry
Sardis, Miss.
Dec. 17 20 —Western Massachusetts Poultry

Association, at Springfield, Mass. S. W. Craiir
secretary.

"'

Dec. 16-20 —Eastern Iowa Poultry Association
at .Maquoketa, Iowa. N. J. Rankin, secretary

.. ^^S -•2-J7—Berks County Poultry, Pigeon and
Pet stock Club, at Reading, Pa. W. S Miller
secretary.
Dec. 23-26.—Eastern Middlesex Pouitry Asso-

ciation, Stonehain, Mass. Mr. G. W. Cormack
secretary.
Dec. 29-Jan. i—Rhode Island Poultry Associa-

tion, at Providence. R. G. Davis, secretary
Dec. 30-Jan. 3-Buckeye Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterline
.secretary. *

Dec. 3o.-Jan. 6 —Illinois State Poultry Associa-
tion, Peoria. J. W. Burton, secretary.

'

1891.
Jan. 1-6—Southern Michigan Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, Monroe. Mich. Elliot O
Grosvenor, secretary.
Jsn 5-9 —Wabash Valley Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Mt. Carrael, III. Will F Chin-
man, secretary,
Jan. 7-14 —T^welfth annual show of the Michi-

gan Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Tack-
son, Mich. S. H. Slifer, secretary.
Jan. 1315—Northern Middlesex Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Clinton, Mass. A. A
Fillebron, .secretary,! Ayer. Mass.
Jan. 13-16. Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet

Stock Association. Amsterdam, N. Y. Mr Wil-
liam C. House, secretary, Freys Bush, N Y
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated) at Charleston, S. C. Ben-
jamin Mclnnis, Jr , secretary. H. A. Bridge, su-
perintendent.
Jan. 13-18.—Cleveland Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Cleveland, O. P. P. FritziuKer
secretary. '

Jan. 20-25.-Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at New Orleans. N. E. Shaw sec-
retary. Box 165S.

Jan. 20-25.—Indiana State Poultry Aesociation.
Ren. W. Crockett, cor. secretary, Delphi, Ind.
Jan. 21-23—Woburn Fanciers' Club, at Woburn

Mass. M. W. True, Secretary.
Jan. 21-26.-Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock As-

sociation, at Elmira, N. Y Carl W. Hart secre-
tary.
Feb. 10-15.—Colorado Poultry Breeders' Associ-

ation, at Denver, Col. Geo. A. Parker, secretary.
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Our Illustration.

Bull terriei^ being quite a popular
breed here now, we give a portrait this

week of the celebrated dog Champion
Como (E. K. S. B. 19,314) taken from
the English Stock-Keeper.

The journal to which we are indebted
for our illustration describes Como as

follows : "This most typical specimen of
his breed has won more prizes than have
ever been awarded to any of his kind,
living or dead. He stands credited with
fourteen challenge prizes, he has won
twice at Birmingham, Agricultural Hall
twice, Barn Elms once, he was successful

at the Jubilee show, at Liverpoool he
obtained the cup for the best of his va-

riety, he was first at Warwick, Ports-

mouth, Birkenhead, Manchester, and last

week he scoretl again in the challenge
class at Blackburn. He first becaiue
known to the public while in the posses-

sion of Mr. Tatham. His next owner,
Mrs. Wright, entered him for Manchester
at ^100, and Mr. Muirhead claimed him,
refusing shortly after /60 profit on his

purchase.

"Mr. Tom Beverley, his present owner,
has al^o been tempted to sell, but he tells

us that money will not buy his dog.

Como was born in September, 1884, bred
by Mr. Whitehead, by Baron—May. He
weighs exactly fifty pounds, and is most
powerfully built. Como enjoys the repu-

tation of being as game as a tiger. He is

at the present time in splendid form, and,

as his owner assures us, as lively and
frisky as a six-montbs-old puppy."

pressure. The judges will be Mr. John-
son, Colonel Merritnaii and Mr. H. B.

Duryea.

« •

Mr. Joseph Buckart, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has purchased of Mr. Charles Stovey.
England, three King Charles spaniel pups.
They are by Champion Bend Or II out of
Myrtle.

»
• •

Mr. Kuowles Croskey, proprietor of
the Meuthon Kennels, writes us : "I am
selling out all my old breeding stock and
stocking up new with the very best blood
to be had. I have purchased from I. H.
Green, England, Sir Bedivere's own sis-

ter. She is a clinker and will soon be
here. She cost a large sum, but I will

not regret it. We need good bitches in

this country much more tflan dogs!"
«

« *

Dr. John H. Meyer, whose address is

159 West Thirty-fourth Street, New York
City, makes another appeal to the Gordon
setter men as follows: "Do not forget

that this is the last week in which to

make your entries for the special stakes
for Gordons at the Central Field Trials.

Entries close Saturday, November i,

1890. After closing of the entries full

particulars will be published as to the di-

vision of money and number of prizes.

If you have no entry blanks send the
name of your dog, color, sex, date of
whelping, names of sire and dam, names
of owner and deputy, town, county and
state you live in and |io forfeit money to

me and I will enter your dogs and advise
you of same.

* •

The beagle bitch Champion Myrtle has
l>een purchased by Mr. E. L. Stine.

onstrated, according to the report, that
in 480 of th*se cases the animals that did
the biting were not uiad and the patiente,
having had their wounds dressed, were
discharged. In 130 cases the anti-hydro-
phobic treatment was applied. The re-

port states that in all these cases the
presence of hydrophobia was demon-
strated by veterinary examination of the
animals or by inoculation in the labora-
tory. The patients, it is said, are all now
enjoying good health.

#%

«
«

,^^nr#»tarw \7r**t«.f»Ki....»t.
. . jj„

are "away off" in our remarks last week
about the conflict of dates of Pittsburg

and Baltimore. Mr. Vredenburgh writes :

'The facts are that Pittsburg claimed its

dates first, and was entitled to them.
Baltimore's claim was objected to by the
A. K. C. under the rules, and it was at

my suggestion that it was settled to the

satisfaction of all concerned. Baltimore
had to have these dates or give up its

show, and by putting the case fairly to

the Pittsburg Club that club courteously

gave way and claimed the following

week, thus permitting Baltimore to have
the week it desired."

Now let us note some of the cases as
publisheil in the Medical and Surgical
Reporter. On June 17 a boy twelve years
old, bitten two weeks before by a dog
which was at once drowned, Dr. Gibier
refused to treat the boy, saying he would
certainly die of hydrophobia—he got well,

however. July 2. a man over seventy
years old, bitten October 2, 1889, by a dog,
came to Gibicr, who told him he could do
nothing for him and that he was a
"doomed tiian." This man got over his
symptoms and did not die as predicted.
A young lady of Plainfield, N. J., was
bitten in the hand by a dog which was
immediately killed and which Dr. Gtbier
said was rabid because he found 'its

stomach "terribly diseased" and "con-
taining stones, nails and pieces of wood."
The young lady was treated, but a child
bitten by the same dog at the same time
was not taken to Gibier, yet we believe it

has fared as well as his patient.

.%

•*•

This Pittsburg- Baltimore trouble proves
the importance of not only claiming show
dates at the A. K. C. headquarters, but
also in the various kennel papers which
are published weekly. This has been the

custom heretofore, and bad Pittsburg

done so the clashing between it and Bal-

timore would not have occurred.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Secretary Coster informs us he has re-

ceived from Mr. Thomas Johnson, of

Winnepeg, a letter accepting the nomina-
tion of judge at the Eastern Field Trials,

in place of Mr. F. I. Stone, who was
obliged to decline on account of business

»%
Breeders of collies should bear in mind

that entries for the Collie Club Sweep-
stakes, to l)e decided at the Westminster
Kenuel Club's show in February, close

to-<lay with Secretary J. D. Shotwell, 82

Hillside Avenue, Orange, N. J.

»
» •

The Radnor bounds meet to-day at the

Chestnut Hill Stock Farm, and we regret

we cannot accept Mr. Harrison's kind

invitation to be present

•
• •

The Pasteur Institute, of New York,

established to apply the Pasteur treat-

ment in supposed ca-ses of hydrophobia,

has published a report of its operations

for eight months, during which time 610

persons having been bitten by dogs or

cats applied for treatment. It was detn-

These cases certainly go to show the
u.selessness of the Pasteur Institute and
its manager. Dr. Gibier, excepting that
the mere existence of such an institution

near at hand, which professes to cure the
dread disease may help to allay the fears

of iiniid people regarding a disease that
is to say the least very rare.

•*•

Entries for the Free-for-all Stake (four

hours' heat race) of the Central Fi«ld
Trial Club closes to-day.

•%
The American Coursing Club elected

at their meeting last week the following

new members : Messrs. Cecil Granville

Egerton and John Russell, of Ness City,

Kansas ; Mr. George Nichol, of Cable,

111.; Mr. Fred Hoey, of I^ong Branch, N.

J.; Mr. August Belmont, Jr., of Hemp-
stead, N. Y.; Mr. John J. Mannion, of
Allegheny, Pa.; Messrs. Benj. J. O'Keif,

G. Taney and Dr. Lewis, of St. Louis,

Mo., and Mr. M. Phisler, of Cincinnati,

O. Dr. Mulford and Mr. Hasbrook, of
Kansas City, were elected honorary mem-
bers. The following are the officers of
the club for the ensuing year : President,

I). N. Heizer, of Great Bend ; vice-preai-

dent, J. Herbert Watson, of New York
;

secretary, Ira D. Brougher, ofGreat Bend;

treasurer, J. V. Brinkman, of Great Bend.

Executive Committee, C. G. Page, Aurora,

111.; H. C. Lowe, Lawrence, Kan.; Dr. S.

J. Shaw, of Great Bend ; Committee on
Grounds, W. W. Carney, G. N. Mosea
and A. C. Schermerhom, all of Great

Bend.
*

Those interested in the articles appear-

ing in The Journal ander the title

"What is Style?" are referred to the il-

lustration on the last page of the Ameri-

can Field of last week, which shows very

clearly what is not style in a field dog.

.%
Mr. Charles E. Bunn, of Peoria, 111.,

has purchased of Mr. W. K. Taunton, of

London, England, the English mastiff

bitch Lady Cowl rev. She arrived last

week per steamer France,

i..
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WINNING PUGS OF 1890.

Record of Those That Took First

Prize During the Year.

BY DR. M. H. CRYER.

There were sixteen bench shows recog-

nized by tlie American Keutiel Club that

gave prizes for pugs up to November i of

this year, the most prominent one being

at New York. There were forty-two en-

tries, only one being absent. In quality

it far excelled any show ever held in this

country ; dogs that had oflen been well

placed before had to give way to better

ones here.
,

The Westminster Kennel Club has done

BO much to advance and stimulate the

breeding and exhibiting of fine dog<» that

lovers of these good animals should give

every assistance and encouragement {xw-

sible to this organization. At the same
time nothing being quite perfect, a little

criticism may always be in order. It

seemed to the writer that not only at this

show, but all shows, too little attention is

given to the rings in which the small pet
dogs are judged, and the ladies that are

often with them, and as the New York
show is always held in winter, the place

of benching these dogs should be out of
the drafts as much as possible.

The pugs were judged \n the same ring
and on the same sawdust as that upon
which one hundred and fifty St. Bernards
had been been walking for five hours.

Any one accustomed to the temperament
of pet dogs knows that they are used to

warm houses, soft carpets, and even such
luxuries as the velvet train or lap of their

mistress is not denied some of these lucky
little auimals, consequently when brought
into a sawdust ring, and a very dusty one
at that, it is little wonder that many
sulked and refused to show well.

A change should also be made in favor
of the ladies who take thier pet dogs
away the last night of the show. They
should not be compelled to go out by the
same door as the large dogs. Any one

• t«««voc»H tV*«-

placesious would see that it is not the
for a lady with one or more dogs.
The Mascoutah Kennel Club also held

a very good show at Chicago the first

wedc in March. They offered more
money for pug prizes than any other show,
and it is hard to understand wh^ they did
not have some forty entries mstead of
only sixteen.

The other shows held under the A.K.C.
rules gave general satisfaction and were
mostly well attended.

WINNING PUGS OF 1890.

Fourteen new pugs took first prizes in

open classes during the year. Mpny of
them were l)elow the average and won
at shows where there was little or no
competition. Their names, pedigrees,

etc., are given V)elow and their import-
ance can be judged accordingly. Two
new dogs won in the challenge classes,

Bob Ivy winning four first prizes, becom-
ing a champion, and Bo-Peep II won first

at Cincinnati.

BOBBY.—Owned by Mrs. A. B. An-
derson, San Gnrbriel, Cal. Date of birth

and pedigree unknown.
Winnings.—P'irst at South California.

CLIMAX —Owned and bred by M. H.
Cryer, Philadelphia, Pa. Born March,
1887 ; sire, Othello ; dam, Mona, by Don
Roderick.
Winnings.— Reserve at New York, first

at Toronto, Ont., second at Ivondon,Ont.,
first at Danbury Conn.

DODE—Owned by W. H. Parks. Sire,

Jacko ; dam. Lady.
Winnings.—First at Youngstown, O.

EBERHART CASHIER.—Owned and
bred by Eberhart Pug Kennels. Born
May 23, 1890. Sired by Champion Kash

;

dam. Lady Thora.
Winnings.—First in puppy class at

Toledo in 1889, first in puppy class at

New York, V. H. C. in open class at

Cincinnati, first at Detroit in open dog
class, 189c).

Miss Whitney speaks of this dog in her
report of the New York show as follows :

"In head and wrinkle he is excellent, and
his twist is like that of Tim, perfection.

He is light in body (pardonable in a
puppy) and a little smutty now."

Mr. Mortimer writes of him in his re-

port of the Cincinnati show : "He has

made up in body but still looks leggy.

His skull is well wrinkled but his ears

are set on too low and he is a bit plain in

muzzle."

LITTLEJEWEL (imported).—Owned
and imported by A. L. Wilson, Martin's

Ferry ; bred by M. J. Hams, England.
Born, 1887. Sired by Prince Challenger

;

dam, Nell.

Winnings.—Second at Rochester, sec-

ond at Baltimore, second at Boston, first

at Rochester and reserve (third) at Cin-

cinnati.

Mr. Mortimer, in his Cincinnati report,

says : "He has a very good skull which
is rather tight-skinned ; he is a trifle

coarse in coat and has no trace." His
owner writes in answer to the above that

the dog was much out of condition at the

Cincinnati show, which accounts for

tightness of skin and coarseness of coat

NAP.—Owned and bred by M. H.
Cryer,' Philadelphia, Pa. Born May i.

1888 ; died, July, 1890. Sired by Imported
Duke ; dam. Champion Bessie.by Othello.

Winnings.—Third at Chicago, V. H.

C. (third) at Rochester and first at Cin-

cinnati.

Remarks from Mr. Mortimer's report

of Cincinnati show : "He is full of style,

and could his muzzle be shortened a mere
trifle he would to my mind be very near

a typical pug."

SCAMP.—Owned by Miss Hopkins,
Augusta, Ga. Bred by J. C. Cartright.

Pedigree unknown.
Winnings.—First at Augusta, Ga.

TIM.—Owned and bred by Miss J. A.

Yard, No. 2 West Forty-third Street, New
York. Born January 10, 1889 ; died,

1890. Sire, Champion Max ; dam, Pa-

quette, by Punch ;
grand dam. Beauty.

Winnings.—First and two specials at

New York, one special as best pug in

show, the other the "Pug Breeders'

Prize."
Remarks from Miss Whitney's report

of New York show : "The first prize

winner, Tim, only thirteen months old,

is a wonder, nothing less. Though small,

he is too much of a pug to be called a

'toy.' His head is of good size, with
Uaa..*. n»*.inVl#. ant\ ttnnar«^ mnv^lf^ Viic
"*-*••.; .... , ~

-^
— .

body is a little light as yet. In legs and
feet he is equal to the best. His coat is

like satin, the markings strongly con-

trasting and sharply defined, the cleai

silver fawn, made more brilliant by the

narrow black trace, glossy black ears and
thumb mark. His expression—anxious,
inquisitive, intelligent and non chalant

—

is admirable and as for his tail, the most
expressive feature a dog possesses next
to his eye, that is perfection. It is carried

flat on one hip, lying in a triple coil, not a

mere caudal appencfage, but an exquisite

little ornamental rosette."

BATH.—Owned by Mrs. H. E.Biewind,
Los Angeles, Cal. Breeder, Mrs. Comings.
Age and pedigree unknown.

Winnings.—First in Southern Cali-

fornia.

BEAUTY III.—Owned by Mr. A. E.
Pitts, Columbxis, Ohio. Bred by T. B.

Hebblewhite, Buffalo, N. Y. Born Feb-
ruary 26, 1889. Sire, Imported Othello

;

dam. Midget, by Champion Joe ;
grand

dam. Ruby T.

Winnings.—First at Buffalo.

"She has a nice skull body and good
curl."—Turf, Field and Farm. She is

also spoken of as "good in head, muzzle
and eyes. She is young and will un-
doubtly improve."

CASSINA.—Owned by M. H. Cryer.
Bred by Messrs. Cryer and Green, Phila-

delphia. Born August 17, 1888.

Winnings.—Reserve (third) at Cin-
cinnati, first at Detroit, first at Toronto,
Ont., second at London, Ont., and first at

Danbury, Conn.

NELLY BLY.—Owned and bred by
Rodger P'. Harrison, 84 Cherry Street,

New York. Bom June 11, 1889. Sire,

Gussie ; dam, Nelly.

Winnings.—Second at Baltimore, first

at Boston in puppy class, and first at Wil-
mington in open class.

TORTOISE —Owned by Loring Brown,
Bolinghok. Ga. Born Deceml)er 18, 1888.

Pedigree unknown.
Winnings.—First at Augusta, Ga.

TRIX.—Ov/ued by Mrs. Jack Tyler.
Age and breeder unknown. Sire, Jacko

;

dam. Army.
Winnings.—First at Youngstown, O.
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^HOOTING With gBaaLES.

Wildflower in ShootiiiK Times.

The letter which we published last

week from Mr. Chapman, the secretary of

the American Beagle Club, shows us that

beagles in America, as on the Continent,

are finding that favor in sportsmen's eyes,

which the breed so richly deserves. Here

it is considered almost infra dig for a

gentleman sportman to be seen out with

his gun and his beagles. He is then

forthwith put down by all his acquaint-

ances as a "pothunter," and is no longer

a sportsman, or worthy of that respect

and consideration which attach to that

name.
This, I dare say, will appear startling to

my American readers, but it is a fact.

Why it should be so is hard to tell, but
some of the heavy swells who lay down
the law at the clubs, don't cher know,
have decreed that it should l)e so, and it

is so. Just as much unfashionable, in

fact, as It would be to see a gentlenian in

town with his gun. No. A man who is

going out shooting here hides bis gun
either in a cover or a case—he would not
be see with a gun in its natural state to

save his life. On the Continent, the re-

verse obtains. A man there is proud of
his gun, and proud to be seen out with
it, m all its glory. Who is right ?

Now, in regard to beagles, we will

wager there is not more than one sports-

man in a thousand who dare show him-
self out here sporting with his gun and a

beagle or two. There are only a few un-
sophisticated men in the country who,
fully aware of the fun which can be had
with beagles, use them, but they do not
t>oast about it, knowing full well the
prejudices of their neighbors on that

point. Still they enjoy the fun, and why
shouldn't they ?

Abroad anv man who has hares and
rabbits on bis shoot, makes it a point to

have Ijeagles (or bassets, which come to

the same thing). And he will boast of
the achievements of his little hounds,
and why not ? That is the point. Now,
American spottsmen are sensible men.
They h«ve plenty of four-footed game in

their land, and they want to get the most
sport they can out of it. Quite right.

Well, beagles will give them plenty of
fun.

But field trials for beagles, with the
gun, simply took away the breath of
many of our readers. They had never
heard of such a thing. "What a pot-

hunting bit of business !" they exclaimed,
"to uncouple several beagles on a jack
rabbit and then shoot the poor beast !"

Well, I confess I cannot see why that
should not be done. To me there is a

good deal of fun in watching the work of

beagles, and when, whilst enjoying the
little hunts, if you can also make a bag
with the gun, why, you simply double
your enjoyment.

I have owned several very good beagles,

and I believe I was the first man who
shot over bassets here, though I never
exhibited any, and therefore the affair

was simply kept to myself.
Now, I say that if you own a good

beagle or a good basset, or two, and you
have a few hares on your land, you may
have, once or twice a week, a day's out-

ing worth remembering ; for, if your lit-

tle hounds are true and hunt slovr, they
will be at least an hour and a half or two
hours ere they can fairly pump their

quarry—which they vill do if you let

them alone, but of course if you have
your gun and want a hare or two for the
larder, you can easily stop the hunt by
simply shooting the hare.

Now, to the uninitiated, this will seem
as a not very easy performance. People
who do not practically know how these
things get through, are apt to imagine
that the moment a bare is put up she is

off, and is never seen again. There never
was a greater mistake.
A hare hunte<l by a slow 1)eagle or bas-

set will "ring," i. e., run in a more or

less extended ring, and will often pass
witliing 100 yards of the same spot twice
or three times ere she is killed. This,

the experienced sportsman is well aware
of. and taking advantage of that peculiar
tendency of the huntea animal he, when
" puss " is put up, awaits with composure
her return if he does not wish to follow
the hunt for the mere fun of the thing.
Hunting with " foot " beagles (i. e.,

following beagles on foot, when thej; are

hunting) is a familiar sport here, but it is

entirely unknown in any other land

under the sun. It is capital exercise,

but has few attractions for shooters, since

the gun does not come into operation

then, and doubtless in the States it

would l)e simply laughed at. Autres
pays, autres mceurs.

EXPERIMENTING WITH RABID DOGS

Bite of Animals Apparently Not Kabid
and ltd llesulta.

From the Medical and Surgical Reporter.

Drs. Roux and Nocard, assistants of

Pasteur, have recently been endeavoring

to answer conclusively the question

whether or not a person bitten by a dog

which, at the time of the biting, shows

no symptoms of rabies, but which de-

veloped plain manifestations of the dis-

ease three or four days later, runs any

risk of becoming rabid.

They conducted a series of experiments

the result of which are reported in the

Annales de I'lnstitute Pasteur No. 3,

1890, and are quoted in the Wiener Medi-

zinische Presse, July 13. 1890. An "emul-

sion" of the spinal cords of rabid dogs

was injected into the anterior chamber of

the eyes of healthy dogs, and as soon as

the latter showed the first symptoms of

rabies—an elevation of temperature

—

their saliva was injected tnto rabbits and
guinea pigs. The saliva of the rabbits

and guinea pigs was found to be virulent

three days before any symptoms of rabies

had become manifest. The question now
arose whether or not the seat of injection

(the anterior chamber of the eye) favored

the rapid infection with the saliva. Sub-
cutaneous inoculations were then tried,

and it became evident that the saliva was
virulent thirty hours before the appear-

ance of the first symptoms of rabies.

Finally, in subdural inoculations the

saliva remained inert for seven days and
became virulent synchronously with the

appearance of rabies in the animal. The
amount of virus in the saliva increases

with the auvaiitc ui iiic uiatoSe. jxOUX

and Npcard claim, therefore, that the

result of their experiments .show that a

dog may be considered dangerous three

days before any symptoms of rabies have
manifested themselves.

This is a perfectl)^ typical example of

the mode of^ reasoning of the Pasteur

laboratory-, so far as the account we have
seen goes. There is no evidence what-

ever that any of these animals experi-

mented on had rabies, or that any of

them ever had any of the symptoms of
what the Pasteur desciples call rabies,

except an elevation of temperature ; or

that any control experiments were made
to show what effect would lie produced
by inoculating saliva from animals which
had not been sickened by the methods
used in Pasteur's laboratory to produce
the artificial disease which there is called

rabies.

It is a simple announcement in true

Pasteur style, unaccompanied by proof
of its reliability and calculated to increase

a foolish fear which has proved already

very dangerous to the world and a source
of great profit to Pasteur. It is calcu-

lated to arouse the anger of those who
labor to heal diseases when they see

these experimenters launching one dog-
matic assertion after another, to multiply
cases of a disease which was less freauent

and less fatal before ever they meddled
with it.

FOR IRISH SETTER MEN

Editor Fanciers' Journai..

Sir : Don't you think that the Irish

setter owners can better inprove the

breed by paying more attention to the

dog and less to each other ? The contro-

versy seems to be not as to the qualities

of their respective dogs, but as to the
misdoings of their respective selves.

It is well enough for the dog men
throughout the country to be posted as

to certain traits, etc., of certain Irish set-

ter breeders, but there ought to be a limit

to the rot that has been published ad
nauseam in the 8p>orting papers. Give
tbe dog a chance. Yours,

I'M Dbao.

DISEASES OF THE DOG.

When is a Veterinary Surgeon Neces-

sary, and Who Should We Send for?

Kroni the Fanciers' Gazette.

[continued.]

We have now come to an end of the

list of diseases and their symptoms to

which our friend the dog is heir, with the

exception of those troubles incidental to

parturition. Like ourselves, it will have
been remarked that the dog has its petty

health troubles and its severe ones, and,

like ourselves, there arise occasions when
we can doctor ourselves just as well as

the most eminent professiual man, if we
only know what to do. At the same time

it will have been remarked that the

symptoms attending the smaller evils are

frequently those which first are shown at

the commencement of the greater.

To draw a definite line under those

circumstances would be impossible, con-

sequently we are only able to draw such
a one as will be broad enough to enable

the dog owner to commence a treatment
which may be successful if he has rightly

diagnosed the case, and at the same time
allow him sufficient latitude and time to
call in professional aid should he come to
the conclusion that he is mistaken in his
treatment, or that assistance is required.
For instance, we may diagnose a cold.
There is a little fever, an out-of-sorts
look, and a cough. We can then treat
for a cold, and it may be so. In a little

time there is running at the eyes, nose,
more fever, and so on. We know it is

distemper, and as long as it is no worse
we can manage very well.

Inflammation of the lungs or one of
the other complications may, ho>vever,
set in. If in a mild form, we can treat
for that ; but if things look worse, or if
the owner fears to tackle the mischief,
then he can call in professional aid. and
it is just as well to ao so at once, and be
on the safe side. Supposing, however, we

head, fracture of the skull, and the animal
in a state of stupor and paralysis, imme-
diate professional assistance is aljsolutely
h sine qua non.
There is no broad line here, but one

well defined and sharply cut. We there-
fore propose to classify those disease
which may be treated by the dog owner
without any professional aid, and those
which up to a certain stage may not re-
quire that aid, and the same disease when
they have passed that stage, and those
that require immediate attention.

Respiratory tract (non-professionally).
—A cold, distemper (mild), bronchitis
(mild) and a cough. Professionally—
Bronchitis (chronic), pleurisy, pneumonia
and asthma (chronic).
N. B.—Coughing, bronchitis, pleurisy,

pneumonia, may arise alone or accom-
pany distemper.
Alimentary tract.—Mouth, tongue,

teeth and gullet (non-professionally)
Tartar, decayed teeth, ulcers, a»>scesses,
toothache and ulcerated mouth, tongue,
gullet. Professionally—Aggravated ulceri
aggravated abscesses, canker and aKura-
vated ulcerations.
Stomach and bowels (non-profession-

ally).—Worms (round, tape, rectal), dys-
pepsia, constipation, diarrhoea, retching
vomiting and colic Professionally—
Dysentery, iuflanimation of bowels, in-
flammation of stomach, inflammation of
peritoneum, stoppage, intussusception,
protrusion of gut, piles, fistula.

N. B.—Dysentery, inflammation of
twwels and stomach may accompany dis-
temper or arise alone.

Lactic glands (non-professionally).—
Inflammation of teats and abscess. Pro-
fessionally—Tumors and cancerous tu-
mors.
Liver and spleen (non-professionally).

—Jaundice. Professionally.—Inflamma-
tion of liver and spleen.

N. B.—Jaundice mav accompany dis-
temper or may arise alone,
-..^•fr^ous system (non-professionally).—
giddiness, epilepsy and chorea (mild).
Professionally— Apoplexv, chorea and
P*(a.'ys'9. partial and complete.
Microbic diseases (non-professionally).

-Distemper. Professionally—Rabies and
complications of distemper.

Parasitic diseases, external (non-pro-

fessionally).—Common mange, fleas, lice
and ticks. Professionally — Follicular
mange.

Parasitic diseases, internal (non-pro-
fessionally).—Round worms, tape worms
and rectal worms.

Diseases due to malnutrition (non-pro-
fessionally).—Eczema, anceniia, plethora
and rickets. Professionally—Chronic ec-
zema and dropsy.

Diseases of the head—the ear (non-
professionally).—External canker (mild),
internal canker (mild). Professionally-
External and internal canker (severe)
and suppuration (internal).
The eye (non-professionally).—Mild

ophthalmia, inflammation due to burns
and accidents and slight enlargement of
the haw. Professionally — Malignant
ophthalmia, cataract, squint and other
diseases, accidental or otherwise.
Tumors and abscesses (non-profession-

ally).^Extemal. Professionally—Inter-
nal.

Accidental diseases (non-profession-
ally).—Sore feet, sprains, cuts, wounds
and burns. Professionally—Dislocations,
fractures and poison.
Operations (non-professianally).—Sew-

ing up wounds, cuts, tears, removal of
dew claws, warts, docking, reduction of
umbilical hernia (small), extraction of
teeth and cropping. Professionally

—

All others.

All renal diseases and all diseases of
the reproductive organs should be treated
professionally.
Now. if the dog owner has carefully

disagnosed a disease, «nd it is one which
he can treat, it is absurd to send for
professional aid ; but if it be a case in
which he mistrusts himself, or one that
requires immediate attention, that aid
must be at once called in, and the ques-
tion which he asks himself is, what vet-
erinary surgeon am I to send for—the
nearest ? That the dog owner will have
to decide. It is a question that we will
also deal with.
With the growth of dog shows a de-

mand has arisen for a better class of dog.
As a result, we have now dogs of a very
valuable description, so much so that
many, from a pecunia.y pt>int of view,
exceed that of a good horse or well-bred
cattle. The question we would now put
>/€iuic tiic icttiici is, lias the veterinar\'
profession kept pace with that growth'?
In other words, will the ordinary veterin-
ary surgeon give the same batisfaction in
his branch of medicine and surgery as the
professional man whose duties fall in the
human sphere ? It is our painful duty to
say no ; and further, as a fact, we at this
moment could count the canine veterin-
ary surgeons on the fingers of one hand.
It would be invidious to name these
gentlemen, but we may say there are
about two in the South, two in the Mid-
lands and two in the North, and if reliable
aid is required, the dog owner has to send
for one of these gentlemen at great ex-
pense, to say nothing of precious time
being lost.

To account for this state of things is
easy. True it is that lectures are given
on the dog in health and disease at our
veterinary colleges, but the study of the
dog holds an infinitesimal position in re-
lation to the horse, etc., and as a result
the ordinary veterinary surgeon, as a
rule, whilst perfectly capable of exercis-
ing his profession as regards stock,knows
infinitely less, from a practical point of
view, than many a kennelman. Our
words may lie strong, but we cannot get
away from facts, or the truth of the old
saying, that an ounce of experience is
worth a pound of (half forgotten) theory.

In a word, then, if we had a dog that
was suffering, but not to such an extent
as to require immediate attention, and it
was impossible, owing to circumstances,
to send for one of the canine specialists
or a veterinary surgeon who has the rep-
utation of being well up in di.seases of
the dog, we would far sooner entrust the
patient to the hands of an experienced
kennelman. It may, however, be on the
card that the ordinary veterinarv surgeon
is at hand, and that the experienced ken-
nelman \s non est; what then are we to
do?
There is another choice. There

resemble man than the equine, the bo-
vine and the ovine races, and what medi-
cines are used for man in disease as well
as operations in surgery are the same as
practiced by canine specialists in our
friend the dog. Added to this, the hu-
man doctor is infinitely more tender and
careful, we think, in his handling of a
patient We therefore say—if the dog
IS ill, but not so bad as to require imme-
diate attention, get an experienced ken-
nelman ; but if he is not to be found, or
if immediate attention be required, ask
your friend the doctor to look at the pa-
tient
One word more. Eschew as you would

poison the man who is neither an ex-
perienced kennelman, a veterinary sur-
geon nor a medical man—we mean the
loafer who resides in many a village and
is looked up to as—a dog doctor.

are
few men who live very far from a medi-
cal man. or who do not know a "doctor."
Go to him. It may be said that the doc-
tor who attends us has not the necessary
knowledge to doctor the dog. From our
point of view he is quite as able to treat
a dog, and better than the ordinary vet-
erinary sureeon. The dog and his dis-
eases, the dog and his diet, much more

KENNEL AFFAIRS AT WASHINGTON.

stirring Up Interest In the Hope of
FormlnK a New Club.

Special Correspondence Pancirrs' JonaNAt.

Washington, Oct. 29.—For some time
past there has been noticed a marked
lack of interest displayed by the members
of the Washington Kennel Club. So
lukewarm have they become that I am
told that even when those really inter-

ested in kennel affairs have sent in their

application for membership, that to get
a quorum was so difficult that the appli-
cations were returned unacted upon.
Now that such a thing should be possi-

ble speaks very badly for the future of
the club ; indeed it seems that under the
present management there is for it no
future possible, as though it were over-
taken by oblivion before having accom-
plished any of those things which its or-
ganization was supposed to promote.
The trouble, or rather one of the

troubles, with the present club, if one
may apply the word "present" to some-
thing showing such an utter absence of
life, is the antagonism between two or
three of its members. It is just a case of
a house divided against itself, and we
need not feel surprised that it is me«>tiiiGr

the fate usual in such cases.
°

The club started out gloriously. It
was to hold field trials and give bench
shows. The fulfillment of its promise so
far has been to hold a very indifferent
field trial, and to talk of a bench show in
the future, such a distant future that one's
eyes grow dim in looking for it, and will,
I fancy, be dim indeed with age when
they see it. So much for the club as it

is ; it went up like a rocket—and fell like
the stick.

Such being the condition of affairs,

some gentlemen (would there were more)
having a trtte interest in canine matters
and a strong desire to push them forward
in the best manner, have proposed, I un-
derstand, to reorganize the club and on
such a basis that instead of interest in it

flagging, it will, if it meets with a half fair
reception, be lx>und to increase the inter-
est and to become ultimately a great
success. Therefore, brother sportsmen,
when this matter is put before you give
it at least a little serious consideration,
and if you decide to help the cause along,
go in with a vim; half-hearted interest is

worse than none, for it only increases the
labor of the willing hands, and they,
under the most favorable circumstances,
will have enough work to do without
dragging along the dead weight of a luke-
warm member.
Such is the state of kennel affairs at the

Capital city at present, but that there will
shortly be a call for a new kennel club, a
real club, is beyond doubt, and let me
add a word, when that call is made let it

be an invitation to all.

"The Dean."

A New Kennel Clnb.

Toronto, Oct. 28.—The doggy men
of Hamilton, Ont, are bound they shall

not be behind. They have recently had
a meeting which ended in the formation
of the Hamilton Kennel Club. They in-
tend holding a show at an early date.
They are very enthusiastic, but I think
it would be advisable for them to " hold
on " until the Canadian fall circuit, when
they can fall into line with the rest, hold
a successful show and let the people
tliink that Hamilton is not altogether
hidden by her mountains. Anon.

FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.

The Dogs That Will Divide Honors In

the International.

The entries for the International Field

Trials, commencing Monday, November
3. so far as received, are given below.
The date of closing entries has been ex-

tended to the 22d inst., and it is expected
a few more entries will be received. The
farmers in the vicinity of Louisville have
very kindly consented to allow the trials

to be run on their farms, where birds are

very plentiful. The entries number so

far thirty-nine, twenty-three in the All-

aged and sixteen in the Derby, of which
twenty-four are English setters, two Irish

setters, one Gordon setter and twelve

pointers. Following are the entries :

All-Aiced Stakes—£nKlt8h Setters.

Belle of Kent.—Roan belton bitch (Mark-
Dyke), Thomas Guttridge.

Cambriana.—Black, white and tan bitch (Cam-
bridge—Romp). W. B. Wells.

Canadian Jester.—Blue belton dog (Knight of
Snowden—Ledderadale), T. G. Davey.

Carrie T.—Black, white and Un bitch (Banker-
Belle). Dr. Totteu.

Clinker.—Lemon and white dog (Kink—Faust*
U). T. H. Nelson.

DiNAB C—Black and white bitch (Mingo—
PausU II). W. B. Wells.

Dover.-Black, white and tan dog (Dashing
Berwyn—Romp), C. A. Davidson.

Georoe.—Black and white dog (Mingo—Ban),
J. B. Field.

IGHTFIELD RANGER.—Black, white and tan dog
(Dick Windom—Peep Bo), A. P. Heywood
Lonsdale.

IGHTFIELD RoSA .—Liver and white bitch (Roa»—
PittiSing), A. P.Heywood Lonsdale.

Maggy Bee.—Black, white and tan bitch (Kink
—Lucy Bee), F. W. Eddy.

Matane.—Black, white and tan dog (Mark J.—
CambrU), W. B. Wells.

MingoII.—Black and white dog (Mingo—Xady
Thunder), John Mercer.

Pim Sing.—Liver at^d white bitch (Baron Dove-
ridge—Norah). Thos. Johnson.

Speculator.—Orange and white dog (Fred W.—Queen of the South), Dr. Totten.

Gordon Setters.

Gordo.—isiack and tan dog (Koyal Duke—No-
rah), J. L. Campt>ell.

Pointers.

Brbbzo.—Liver dog, R. G. Hervey.
Hope Pactzel.-Liver and white dog (Fowler—

Shulti), Fred W. Shaw.
IGHTFIELD Blvthe. — Liver and white bitch

(Dancer—Ightheld Bloom). Thomas Johnson.
IGHTFIELD Deuce. — Livcr and white bitch

fWvnnstay—Dainty), A. P. Heywood Lons-
dale.

IGHTFIELD DiCK.-Livcr and white dog (Dick III.
—Bell or Bow), A. P. Heywood Lonsdale.

IGHTFIELD GuELPH.—Liver and white bitch
(Bang's Boy—Linda), A. P. Heywood Lons-

Marccs.-Liver dog, R. G, Hervey.

Derby Stakes—Enffllsh Setters.

Belle.-Blue belton bitch (Banker—Belle). Mon-
tague Smith.

Dart.—Black and white bitch (Fakir—Star),
Dodds & Mathers.

Forest Sport.—Black and white dog (Locksley

—

Forest Queen), Forest Keunels.

Ion.—Black and white dog (Woodhill Bruce

—

Lucy), A. P. Heywood Lonsdale.

Lady Patch.—Black, white and tan bitch (Mingo
—Lady Thunder), Joseph Kime.

Lady Spot.—Black, white and liver bitch (Mingo
—Lady Thunder), Joseph Kime.

Manitoba Frisk.—Black and white dog (Dick
Bondhu—Western Belle), Amory R. Starr.

M1NC.0 II —Black and white dog (Mingo—Lady
Thunder), John Mercer.

Phcbnessa.—Black and white dog (AVoodhUI
Bruce—Lucy), A. P. Heywood IvOnsdale.

Irish Setters.

L. Hillsengarden.

Dr. McLean.
Dan O'Connbll.—Dog,
Emerald Isle.-Bitch,

Pointers.

Beacon.—Liver and white dog (Ightfield Dick

—

Polly Peacham), A. P. Heywood Lonsdale.

Eaton.—White and liver dog (Ightfield Dick-
Duke of Westminster's Bess), A. P. Heywood
Lonsdale.

IGHTFIELD UPTON.—LIver and white dog (Ight-
field Dick—Polly Peacham),Thoma8 Johnson.

Tyke.-Liver and white dog (Ightfield Dick—
Perdita), A. P. Heywood Lonsdale.

WESTMINSTER DRAKE.-Liver and white dog
(Lad of Bow—Kate VUI), T. G. Davey.

B. P. Dorr.
Octot>er 23, 1890.

—An old lady, hearing someone speak
of a dog after Landseer, wished to know
why he was after him.

—Some men keep savage dogs so that
the tramps who stop to get a bite may
get it outside.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

Bp«cUI Correspondeuce.

Mr. Mitchell Harrison's letter in the

Forest and Stream of last week touches

upon a subject which, to me, has always

seemed of vital importance and one

which both in England and on this side

has never been properly dealt with,

either by bench shows or specialty clubs.

In case anyone has omitted to read Mr.

Harrison's letter—I am taking it for

granted evetyotie sees the Forest and

Stream— I will tell them it relates to the

subject of prizes given for stud dogs and

their progeny.

From what I can gather, the Collie

Club of America, in giving a stake for

sires and the best of their get, makes

certain restrictions which debar previous
" winning progeny " from again com-

peting on behalf of their paternal rela-

tives. This may not be quite what its

ruling is, but it is sufficiently near to

suit my purpose. At all events Mr. Har-

rison, in his letter, oflTers a mild protest

against any such limit l^eing required,

and further adds that the only restriction

in his opinion allowable should be that

the progeny shall be out of two or more
bitches.

In England, where prizes for stud dogs

are offered more extensively than here,

there is no limitation as a rule whatever

regarding the age, status or number of

the jJrogeny, the exhibitor only being re-

quired to produce two or three or any

number above these he pleases. This

has always struck me as being a most

unfair treatment and one which in no
way meets the aims of the promoters.

For undoubtedly their intention is to

bring into greater prominence the most

desirable sire. On first thoughts it may
strike breeders that the onlj* way to de-

termine this is to place no restriction

whatever as to the progeny that shall

compete. It does seem so on a casual

observance, but I hope as I continue to

prove it is otherwise.

In the first place, by turning up the

records one will find that for three, four

or five years, perhaps more, the same dog.

whenever he has been entered, has carried

oflF the prizes (this is the rule ; there are

exceptions of course). If one goes fur-

ther into the files, it is found that the

progeny by which the dog gains his repu-

tation is always the same. He has been

fortunate enough to get one or maybe two

flyers as well as one or two moderate

specimens, and with them the good he

has done to the breed ends. The two
flyers sweep all before them for some
time and are in fact unapproached by any

others of their breed, so that when a

stud prize is offered if for three or more
of a dog's progeny, all the owner has to

do is to add some mediocrity, and the

flyers do the rest. It is of course per-

fectly right that the sire should receive

some recognition for the good points

possessed by his children, and also that

he should gain the distinction of winning

the stud prizes, but there should be a

limitation to his repeatedly gaining the

honors with the same offspring, and for

this reason. Supposing one of his get is

a dog, according to the custom in Eng-

land, the latter can be shown as a son

without any limit to age. Now I contend

that when a dog has arrived, say, at four

year* old, he himself should be competing

as a sire, not as a son, for if be is unable

to transmit his excellencies, then it is

proof positive that the blood coursiug

through his sire's veins is far from being

potent, is utterly useless for breeding

purposes.

To fully illustrate what I mean I will

give an instance which occurs to me, and

which struck me very forcibly at the

time. There were two dogs entered for a

stud prize ; three or more of their progeny

being required to be shown. Though it

was not necessary for the sires to be

present, yet they were both in tvidence,

one competing in the veteran class at the

age of seven and the other in the chal-

lenge at the age of four. The old dog

was represented by the winner in the

challenge dog class, who was as near as

possible five years, also by the winning

champion bitch who was four, and the

third scion had taken h. c. in a novice

class. The younger aspirant for third

honors was represented by eight. One

had won in dog puppies, another was sec-

ond in bitch puppies, another was second

m novice dogs; of the five others not one

had less than v. h. c, three of them hav-

ing previously been good prize winners,

one having beaten the champion bitch

and another having won the Fifty Guinea

Cup, and only in the case of the two

puppies were they out of the same dam.

Yet the older dog won.

The fact of the two champions beating

the eight lesser lights was not what struck

me so much as the idea of .1 dog a year

older than the younger sire competing

against him as the ofiTspriug of the

younger sire's opponent, especially when

he himself was within a month or so of

being eligible for the veteran class.

Supposing the show had been held two

months later, then it is highly probable

that a competitor in the veteran class

would have represented bis sire as one of

the latter's progeny. All this would have

been well and good provided some four

or five younj,er oiT-shoots had been forth-

coming, but I think it is playing it rather

low down when a dog has no better cre-

dentials to show for his position as a win-

ning sire than two children aged re-

spectively five and four, with another

thrown in, just to conform to the rules

For this reason I certainly think the age

of the progeny should be limited, and

also that they shall be out of at least two

different dams.

Again, it has often occurred to me that

a dog who consistently throws more than

average puppies and of any number of

dams deserves far more credit, especially

if they show a similarity of type, than the

sire who is accredited with one or two

luminaries, but this is only a matter of

opinion and one which could never be

put into practice on the show bench. Bui

I do think it would be practicable were

the conditions of a stud prize framed, so

that dogs over a certain age must be rep-

resented by a greater number of progeny

than those of less mature years. Say

dogs five years and upwards to be repre-

sented by five or six of their offspring

and those under five only to require two

to compete for them. This would surely

be putting matters on an equitable basis,

and would bring out in stronger promi-

nence such sterling sires as Metchley

Wonder, Christopher, etc.

His nibship, Mephisto, evidently im-

agines he has struck " ile," anent my re-

marks on Blemton Rubicon as he (Rubi-

con) appeared at Wilmington. For doth

he not chortle and chuckle at the idea of

Rubicon fining in head. I was told some

time ago that Mr. Mason did a lot of

chortling and chuckling at the show he

judged at in Canada concerning the very

same subject, so that Mephisto is not

alone in the enjoyment of his discovery.

According to the latter the bare idea of a

terrier who has arrived at the age of dis-

cretion being capable of fining down in

head is one of those assertions ^tting to

be examined by a lunacy commissioner.

This may be so, but I will attempt to dis-

prove it.

From the tenor of his letter I gather

that Mephisto has fallen into an error to

which a superficial knowledge of the

breed would lead him, and I feel highly

gratified to think that his third (I am
speaking from memory) contribution to

the Forest and Stream has exposed at all

events a lack of knowledge of fox terriers.

He evidently takes for granted that the

allusion to Rubicon fining in head means a

decrease of muscle, or unnecessary bumps
on the cheeks. Anyone who had seen

Rubicon would know that he never had

the slightest suspicion of such a defect,

so that my remarks would l>e both super-

fluous and inapplicable in this direction.

Buta nyone who had observed the dog

would know that his frontal bone was far

too prominent, a fault which marred

what was in every other respect an ex-

ceedingly good head. And it was to an

evident disappearance of this prominence

that I alluded. True, those who had not

seen Rubicon or who were not sufiiciently

conversed in the breed might miscon-

strue my meaning, but for anyone who
affected a knowledge of the breed—who
should have known that the only part of

Rubicon's "caput" likely to be benefitted

by fining down was his forehead—to as-

sume I was referring to his cheeks is an

error which I never thought Mephisto

was capable of committing—at least in

biack and white.

Perhaps it would be more satisfactory

were I to prove or give instances of terri-

ers fining in head, as regards a frontal

prominence, but there will be time enough

for that when Mephisto does another

chortle. At the same time I will still

stick to my assertion that Rubicon is the

counterpart of his dam, and wi'd horses

will never make it different. In saying

this I am not putting them on an equality,

as evidenced by their positions at Boston.

ChsUymead Queen, the Great Dane
bitch, whose sad death has recently been

recorded in the English papers, was the

bitch to whom I referred last year in a

contribution to the Forest and Stream on

the enjoyments and otherwise of a Ger-

man show. I then stated how an Eng-

lishman had entered his bitch at Frank-

fort and how the three judges placed her

second to some blue skate who was not

in the same street. Also how one of

them afterwards made a semi-kind of an

apology and said what a grand one she

was, but that his confreres would not

listen to such a disgrace as a Great Dane
coming from England and beating her

opponents on their native soil. Strange

the bitch should be this very Challymead

Queen, but still stranger that the judge

who made such profuse excuses was Hen-

Lang, who officiated at Chicago.

Brittle.

POINTS OF THE SCHIPPERKE.

The Proof of His Assertion.

From Scrlbner's Magazine.

Possible Buyer—Is he full blooded ?

Gullic (the dog broker)—Yes'm. Can't

run twenty foot 'ithout gittin' red in th'

face.

The following description of the Schip-

perke has been adopted by the club that

looks after the interests of the little

foreign dog in England :

Head.—Foxy in type ; skull flat and broad

;

the muzzle should be moderate in length, fine,

but not weak, and it should be well filled out

under the eyes.

Nobu.—Black.

Eves.—Dark brown, small, round and not full,

bright, and full of expression.

BAKS.—Shapf.—or moderate length, not too

broad at the base, tapering to a point. Carriage.

—Stiffly erect, and when in that position the in-

side edge to form as near as possible a right

angle with the skull.

Teeth.—Strong and level.

Neck.—Strong and full, rather short, set brood

on the shoulders and slightly arched.

Shocldeks.—Muscular and sloping.

Chest.—Broad and deep in brisket.

Back.—Short, straight and ittrong.

Loins.—Powerful, well drawn up from the

brisket.

Forelegs.-Per'ectly straight, well under the

body, with plenty of t>one.

HiNDLEGS.—Strong, muscular, hocks well let

down.
Fbbt.—Small and cat like, standing well on

its toes, nails black.

Hindquarters.-Fine, compared to the fore

parts, muscular, and well-developed thighs, tail-

less, rumps well rounded.

Coat.—Black, abundant, dense and harsh,

smooth on the head, ears and legs lying close on
the back and sides, but erect, and thick round

neck, forming a mane and frill, well-feathered

on back of thighs.

Weight.-.^bout ten pounds.

General Appearance.—A small, coby, agile

animal, extremely lively, presenting the appear-

ance of always being on the alert.

Disqualifying Point.—Drop or semi-erect

ears.
points for judging.

Head, nose, eyes and
teeth. ... ....»

Ears 10

Neck, shoulders and
chest 10

Back and loins s
Forelegs 5

Hindlegs $
Feet 5
Hindquarters .... 10
Coat and color. ... 30
General appearance. 10

Total too

"BRITTLE"'-A STUDY.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : "Brittle's" covert innuendo that

he has discovered something about Mr.

Fellows shall not serve him. He discov-

ered nothing, there being nothing to dis-

cover. That Mr. Fellows won an over-

coat at Chicago show was noted in the

kennel press at the time. That this

"special" was set up by some of his

friends who noted his overcoatless con-

dition with the thermometer at zero was

the most open of secrets. "Brittle" may
consider it damaging to Mr. Fellows that

he has such ffiends ; I do not. "Brittle"

may not consider it unmanly to twit Mr.

Fellows about this ; I do. "Brittle" says

he mentioned no names. In yours of
October 4 he distinctly mentions "Mr.
Otis Fellows," and has "O. F." several

times. He says "O. F." vapored about
"Sir Somebody" endorsing his mode of
judging. Not a "Sir" of any kind is

mentioned in the report of Kingston show
in The Journal. Yours truly,

W. Wade.
HULTON, Pa., Oct. 27, 1890.

Dr. Bexter's St. Bernard.
From the New Bedford Mercury.

A few evenings ago a gentleman, in

passing through the Common, on bis

way home, was attracted to the north

fence by the howling of a dog, and recog-

nized the dog as belonging to the Rev.

Dr. II. M. Dexter. The dog, which is a

large St. Bernard, appeared to be in dis-

tress, and, knowing he was valued very
highly by his owner, the gentleman went
around to Dr. Dexter's house and sent
the coachman for the animal. The
coachmen went to the Common and
heard the dog howling. On going to
him he found the dog was not in distress,

but, having found by the side of the fence
a man dead drunk and helpless, his

natural instinct bade him stay by the
man and set up the bowl for assistance.

'

WHAT IS STYLE?

Another Corrcspendent Falls io Line

on the Subject.

Editor Fancikr.s' Journal.
Sir : I have observed in several issues

of your really excellent journal an inter-

esting discussion on the question of
"style" in the field doy, and benig some-
thing of a stickler for that quality myself
I will fall into line and briefly define my
views regarding the matter.

Your correspondent "Pheasant," who
springs the question upon us "What is

Style, Anyway ?" seemed to have but a
very vague and indistinct idea of what
constitutes "style," and but a limited

conception of the real poetry of motion
as applied to the uiuvements and atti
tudes of a dog at work on game. In
fact, I think we are justified in iiiferring
from "Pheasant's" rtuiarks that he is a
most prosaic and practical personage,
and not in sympathy with the ideal and
poetical side of life. Such a man has no
appreciation of the delicate odor of the
rose, of the soft and varying tints that
pervade the earth and the sky, when the
light of a setting sun is cast over them,
nor of the graceful movements and pic-
turesque altitudes of the gazelle. He is

of the earth, earthy, of a sincerely prac-
tical turn of mind, and looks for results
alone, as disiinguibhed from a combina-
tion of practical qualities with the ele-
ments of success as well.

So far as "Pheasant" is concerned he
sees no difference between a kangaroo
or a jack rabbit and the most graceful
hound that ever followed them in full
chase, provided the former only man-
age to keep ahead no matter how un-
gainly (and I might almost .say ungodly)
a gait they may assume.
But with most sportsmen I am glad to

say the element of "style," of graceful
movement and picturesque attitude count
for a great deal, and it is in deference to
this sentiment that a place has been
allotted to "style" in the table of valu-
ations which govern the decisions of our
field trial judges.

^^j .•^ .1. a i>\.iu uu^ IS lutti iiiaiiiiesia-
tion of symmetry in repose and pictur-
esqueuess in motion which we see in the
Ijest bred and most successful of our field
dogs, and which further tends to dis-
tinguish them from the cur, the mongrel
andi the poorly bred dog of the same kind

.

The light and airy gallop, the up-lifted
head, the distended nostrils, when as the
war horse he ".scents the battle from afar
off," the merry lashing of the stern, the
quick turn to the right and left, and the
nervous and eager manner in which he
comes down to a stiff point on game, or
crawls, panther like, after the running
covey

; these and many other qualities,
which we have all seen' in the field but
which it is impossible to coiuey to can-
vass, constitute what is known as "style."
Just as it is impossible to paint an oGoror
the terrific outburst of a storm at sea, or
the delicate tints of the rainbow, so it is
impossible to define in exact language all
that constitutes true "style" in the setter
or pointer. It is one of those qualities that
we all admire in a dog, and which the
discerning sportsman can readilv per-
ceive, and which helps to lend that fas-
cination to sports in the field which
thrills the soul of the sportsman with
delight, and relieves the disappointment
mayhap, of the dav's shooting, with the
memory of the noble work of the dogs
There is no poetry about this—it is actual
fact, with which the whole world is in
sympathy. Does the soldier go into
battle on a mule if he can get a stvlish
and spirited war horse ? Has the ka'iiKa-
roo ever been selected as the embwli-
ment of grace and beauty and style in
animal life ? Of no more worth then is
ttie dog to the true sportsman who goes
to his game with his head and his tail
'Joth on the ground, and with no more
grace and picturesqueness in his movements than a bear, when compared to the

nnin", f""^
nghly organized setter and

poiiuer who "has some style about him "
l-or my part I would as soon ro bird

"d!lff°^. ''V'^ " ™^^'ff P"P as^with aauuer of a bird dog who was wholly

own, "v " ?'y^^-" ^ »"'o* » '"^n who
si^e™ .V "T^""'^'^"'^ '^"g ^»>^t he con-

wen^«n r"^°l°° ^"^''' «"*! ^^ «venwent so far in his conceit as to try andenter him in the field trials a few ye^

379

back, but was refused because there was
"no class" for him. Does anyone sup-
pose for a moment that the dog had any
"show" anywhere? And yet this man is

no "Pheasant" and no 'spring chicken"
either, but an old and experienced sports-
man for whom this dog had occasionally
found a covey of birds, and stood and
looked at them with drooping tail and a
silly look on his countenance ! Surelv,
there was no "style" there—and yet this
animal could occasionally find birds.
There can be no misconception a>x>ut

this matter of "style." The picture by
Tracy of Gladstone on point backed by
Peep o' Day ; of Sensation, backed by
Croxteth

; of Rip Rap, backed by Rowdy
Rod

;
of the winning point by Bang-BaLg

in the Eastern trials ; these, and many
other like delineations correctly define
"style" on point. And how many of us,
when in the field, have stepped back
with our friends and admired the stylish
attitudes of our own dogs when pointing
game ! "Style" in motion cannot, unfor-
tunately, be delineated, but has to be
seen to be fully appreciated. Ivet us
hear no more, therefore, of eliminating
the consideration of "stvle" from the
field trials. It is the m'ission of true
sportsmanship to elevate the character of
the field dog as much as possible, and
certainly this can never be done by de-
priving him of an element of physical
beauty which adds so much to his worth
and value as does "style !"

Cynophile.
Newark, N. J., Oct. 29.

And Still They Cornv.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : There has always l>een some

good accomplished by stirring np a com-
motion and getting those who are posted
and interested to pitch- into each other,

are equal in all respects save style. Then
it is that the judges fall back on style and
give the heat to the most stylish. In the
event that the brace under judgment con-
sists of the widely differing strains, viz..
English setter and pointer, the odds are
one hundred to one that the setter wins
the heat. The long coat and feather 01
the setter as seen and admired when
crossing the field and his way of carrying
his head when feeling for the body scent,
and above all the long silky flag that
hangs from his stiffened stem as he
locates his game cannot be equalled by
any showing yet made by the pointer
with his short glossy coat and rat-like
tail."

That the pointer exhibits a different
style of going up to a covey is amply
brought out by Captain C. E. McMurdo
in his letter published in your issue of
September 6. He says: "If he scents
birds at a distance he should at once
change his course, slacken his pace a lit-
tle and move right on without any pot-
tering until he is quite sure he has them."
This I take to mean that the dog should
go ap in a straight line to the proper dis-
tance and there come to a rigid point.
This may be expected to be style to a
pointer man like the Captain, as the
pointer goes to his birds usually in that
manuer.with some hesitation, apparently
feeling for the foot scent, etc. Now take
the letter of H. M. Short, published Oc-
tober 18, and note this qttotation : "While
drawing on game I want to see a dog go
with his head and tail well up, and as /te
casts from side to side he should move
with a prompt and quick gait until he lo-
cates the game and then point." The
italicized wonls show plainly where the
style of locating game belongs to the set-
ter in a superior manner to that usually
shown by the pointer. While the pointer
IS walking up to the game the setter is

then give us "droppers" or any dog that
can "pint" a bird. But methinks the true
sportsman's pleasure is to be found in
watching the stylish movements of his
dog, his ranging, quartering, scenting,
pointing, staunchness and gracefulness
combined, and if his dog has pleased him
and from one to half a dozen birds can be
produced, all shot over stylish points,
and the talk at the supper table consists
of going over the stvlish work of his
faithful well-trained diog, then can you
show that man has his idea of what con-
stitutes style in our hunting companions.

A. Partridge.'

THE NATIONAL GREYHOUND CLUB CUP.
WON AV THE GREAT BEND MEET, OCT. ts.

provided the sword's point is not too
sharp nor thrust with a death-dealing
blow. Every independent thinking man
has his own opinions and the right to
express them provided ;in so doing he
does not l)ecome personal to the degree
of attempting to ridicule his fellow man
and thereby lessen his value as one en-
gaged in the same pursuit. I am pleased
to read the various articles that have ap-
peared ill The Journal and to note the
friendly feelings that must occupy the
thoughts of the writers as they each pen
their views and criticise the ideas ex-
pressed by the other when defining
"what constitutes style."
Style is that something to be admired

that makes one dog more attractive to
the eye than the other when compared in
actual field work. Style as I see it means
one thing in a field trial and another, to
some extent at least, when the dogs are
used for practical every day shooting.
Experienced judges and "long time" re-
porters of field trial merit can generally
tell which dog they consider the most
stylish and when everything else has
been compared and the merits of the dogs

casting from side to side and gets there
much the sooner, though l)oth start from
the same point and both having the same
scent. Thus the setter shows the superior

i style when viewed from a disinterested

I

standpoint.

!
I have read of the performances of the

famous Rip Rap and have seen a cut
Eublished in a newspaper showing how
e won his heat at a certain trial from

another pointer. Rip Rap by casting like
the setter located the covey sometime
before his rival, who was following closely
the foot scent. Having never had the
pleasure of seeing Rip Rap go, I am,
however, inclined to think that his style
of going to his points must very closely
imitate the setter, else he never could
have become eligible to the Champion
stake.

"Old Man" in your issue of October 11
says : "Style takes no part in filling the
g-tme bag." Then why are we spending
our time so foolishly as to consider "stvle
anyhow.'" If the fullness of the game
bag is all that we go afield to accomplish,
and the number that we count out upon
our return all thatwe have to talk about.

AMERICAN COORSM CLUB MEET.

stakes Divided In the All-Aited-Den-
mark VVlna the Pappy Stakes.

The fifth annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Coursing Club, held last week at
Great Bend, Kan., was the most success-
ful in every way in the history of the
club. The drawing and running resulted
as follows

:

All-aged Stakes, the American Field Cupand the National Greyhound Club Car.
Open to the world. For thirty-two or more all-nge greyhounds. Entrance fee. |io; the winner

to receive fifty per cent of entrance money andcup ($100 cash) donated bv Dr. N Rowe also a
silver cup donated by the National Greyhound
Club of New York ; the runner up 6fXy per cent
of the remaining entrance money: third and
fourth, twenty five per cent each of the money
remaining after second division.

FIRST SERIES.
Lowe & Page's (Lawrence. Kan.) brindle do«King Lear (Lord Nevcrsettle—Partera) beat I H.

Watson's (Brooklyn. N. Y.) fawn bitch Dry time
(BriUin Stil—Hay Time.)
DC Luses (Great Bend, Kan.) white brindle

dog Lord McPherson (Trales—Dick's Darling)
beat Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' (LexingtonKy ) white and black bitch Nettlefield (Uick Dav—Camt>ome).
Lowe & Page's (Lawrence, Kan.) brindle and

white bitch Liberty (Lord Neversetlle—Partera)
beat Mennion & Halladay's (Allegheny Pa )black and white dog Lord Moses Olendvn'e
(Trales—Lady Graham Glendyne).
M. E. Allison's (Huchiuson, Kan.) white and

brindle dog Major Glendvue (Trales—LUtle Lady
Glendyne) beat Emporia Kennels' (Emporia
Kan.) brindle dog Deck (Palmer—Blue Queen). '

Kookwood-Landseer Kennels' (Lexington Ky )brindle and white dog Norwegian (Jester—Bit of
Fashion) beat Lowe & Paire's a^iwr^nr^ K5= *

brindle dog Line ol Luck (Lord NeveraetUe-1^
Partera).

Lowe & Page's (Lawrence, Kan.) white and
briudle bitch Little Climber (Lord Neversettle
Patera) beat Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' Lex-
ington, Ky.) brindle and white bitch Belle of Kit-ham (Jester—Bit of Fashion).

D C. Luse's (Great Bend, Kan) brindle doc
Lancaster (Trales—Dick's Darling) beat Dr.LewU
G. Tandy's (St. Louis. Mo.) white and black bitch
Miss Beatrice (Sir Charles—Lady Rebecca).
D. C. Luse's (Great Bend, Kan ) blrck bitch

Lady in Black (Trales—Dick's Darling) beat D
N. Heizer's (Great Bend, Kan. j white and black
bitch Lady Jane (Trales—Lady Graham Glen-
dyne).

Lowe&Pnge's (Lawrence, Kan.) brindle bitch
Lanchashire Lass (Lord Neversetlle— Partera)
beat Alfred Haigh's (Cable. III.) white dog Master
Gleudyne (Trales—Little Glendyne).
Lowe& Page's (Lawrence, K«u.) brindle dor

Lord Neverstill (Lord Neverseltlt—Partera) beat
Blemton-Hollywootl Kennel's (Hempstead, N Y
brindle bilch Minnie Stanton (finkerton—Made^
line).

»«u^

A. C. Schermerhom's (Great Bend, Kan ) white
and brindle bitch Belle (Trales—Blue Bell) t>eatD N. Heiier's (Great Bend, Kan) white bitchSnow Ball (Trales-Lady Millie).

,,W. W.Carney's (Great Bend, Kan.) white and
black bitch Lady Graham Gleudyne (Jester—
Glendyne) beat Rookwood-Landseer Kennels'
(Lexington, Ky.) brindle bilch Verdure CUd
(Greeulick—Cotillon).
D. C. Luse's (Great Bend, Kan.) fawn bitch

Lady Barton (Trales-Dick's Darling) beat Em-
poria Kenuel.s' (Kmporia. Kan.) fawu do,iCute
(Palmer—Blue Queen.)

«<-"«

Dr S. J. Shaw's (Great Bend, Kan.) white and
brindle bitch DoUie (Trales—Blue Belle) beat
Alfred Haigh's (Cable, 111.) fawn dog Nip.
Lowe & Page's (Lawrence, Kan.) brindle doc

Master Peter (Lord Neversetlle—Partera) beat
Ira D. BrouKher's (Great Bend, Kan.) fawn doir
Barney, Jr. ( Minnie.) *

D. C. Luse's (Great Bend, Kan.) fawn dog Yon-
der He Goes ( Trales—Arthur's Gypsy) beat U
N. Mose's (Great Beud, Kas.j white and brindle'
dog Trales (Wandering Tour—Little Emily IIL)

SECOND SERIES.
Lord McPherson . . . beat King Lear
Mm^'^m.- : • • •

.beat.
. . Major Gl*ndyne

Little Climber .... b at Norwegian
Belie beat . . . Lady Graham
. , , IGletid>De
Lancashire Law . . . beat Lancaster
Lady in Black .... beat . . . Lord Neverstill
Lady Barton beat Dollle
Yonder He Goes . . . beat Master Peter

THIRD SERIES.
Lord McPherson . . beat LibertyLady in Black .... beat ... . LUtle Cllmbei
Lady Barton beat jjeiie
Yonder He Goes beat Lancashire Laaa (with-

drawn). *

Stakes divided. Total winning*, JjSo, and the
National Greyhound Clutxcup.

Contlnoed on Pa«« WSe.
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POULTRYan° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Mr. H. P. Clarke makes a strung plea

in favor of New York as the best place

for holding the uieetiug of the Indian

Game Club, and takes occasion to censure

Charleston for its treatment of his Indicn

game exhibit last year. Granting that

Mr. Clarke has a just grievance against

the.officersof the Charleston Association,

we hardly think that this should lead

him to suppose that fair treatment would

not be extended to him as well as to the

other Indian game breeders who would

send their birds there next winter. The

judge who failed to award the premiums

last year that Mr. Clarke claims he was

entitled to, certainly has the right to

withhold a premium if he could not

conscientiously give one, no matter

whether his judging was at fault or not.

The same thing occurs at all shows, and

provided the judge is honest, there is

no need of casting the blame on the

association, especially in the event of

future shows. We do not see the ne»

cessity of holding a meeting of a club,

simply because the A. P. A. meets at the

same place, and reiterate what we have

s/.id in another place, that all clubs should

be guided by the geographical position

which would l)enefit most of its members

when selecting a meeting place.

«
• •

President Colgate's letter in last week's

Journal should put a stop to all the

buncombe and unnecessary display of

anxiety regarding the future of the poul-

try business, as well as the underhanded

attacks against the New York Show. The
whole thing amounts to nothing more

than this : The officers of the New York

Poultry and Pigeon Association desire to

request of many fanciers and for the Ijen-

efit of the public. That is hard-fisted

common sense and business tact. That's

all.

•••

To give our readers an idea of the

fancy prices paid for winning birds at the

great Dairy Show of England we clip the

following from Poultry :

"At the Dairy Show last week the
sales of poultry and pigeons (principally

the former) totalled up to ^^400. Some of
the best prices paid were for Dorkings.
Tlie first prize colored cockerel changed
hands at twelve pounds, and the third
prize winner at eight pounds, Mr. W.
Adam's two colored pullets being claimed
at seven pounds seven shillings apiece,

while the first prize silver grey cockerel
went at five pounds five shillings each.
Mr. W. H. Day's second prize Minorca
pullet was bought for a like sum, as also
were the second prize light Hrahma pul-
let and the first prize while Cochin. The
first prize brown Leghorn cockerel and
the first prize white Leghorn pullet re-

alized seven pounds seven shillings each,
but we hear that one of these birds was
erroneously returned to the exhibitor,
who declined to give up possession for

less than ten pounds. The second prize
Plymouth Rock pullet was claimed at

twelve pounds twelve shillings, and the
first prize any other color Wyandotte
pullet at ten pounds ten shillings. Mr.
Wil'iam Bygott's first prize Rouen drake
was disposed of for fifteen }K>unds, and
bis Rouen duck, catalogued in the selling
class at two pounds, fetched five pounds
five shillings at the auction sale. Messrs.
Abbott Bros.' second prize turkey hen
changed ownership at fifteen guineas,
and the third prize turkey cock at six
guineas. The first prize Toulouse gander
went at ten pounds, and the third prize
Toulouse goose at five guineas. In re-

gard to pigeon sales there is little to
chronicle. The second and third winners
young blue carriers realized ten guineas
and seven Ruineas respectively, while Mr.
F. Jordan's third prize silver ruut cock
was claimed at five guineas."

This does not seem to indicate that the

terrible comparison judging was killing

the fancy poultry business. Scoring or

comparison, you can't kill it.

•*•

Dorkings held their own in England,

as the 138 entries at the Dairy show will

show. The quality seems to have lieen

very good, when a bird winning a v. h.

c. is considered cheap at /"7 78. The
Dorkings were handled and judged by

a specialist in this breed to everybody's

satisfaction. We understand that all

other classes were judged by specialists

with more or less satisfaction. The
judging was completed and the awards

announced on the first day of the show.

Buff and partridge Cochins are reported

as being especially fine at the Dairy show.

The Minorcas were an immense cla.ss, but

the French class was small, the Houdan
leading. Malays and Indian games were

judged as separate classes.

• «

Competition was hot in the Indian

game division. John Frayn won first on

cockerel. Strike winning second on a

bird that was claimed to be over age and

a protest entered. A protest was also

lodged against Strike's first premium pul-

let for the same reason. Messrs. Whit-

field and Sharp won second with a re-

markably fine pullet.

«
« »

Water fowl are well appreciated in

England. Ihe Stock-Keeper remarks:

"The 1890 Dairy show will be remark-

able for the very grand show of geese and
turkeys ; we never saw better numbers or

quality ; there were just over 100 pens on
view, and all really good. Black East

Indian ducks, too, came well to the front,

making with the Cayugas eighteen pens,

which must be considered highly satis-

factory for breeds so little cultivated as

these, alas, are."

• •

The Stock-Keeper utters a lament over

the miserable display of white Cochins

at the Dairy. The mournful tune is as

follows : "White Cochins will have to

improve in color before the Palace to be

worthy of the 'lily white' spoon that Mr.

Scriven has in contemplation for them.

A more atrocious lot than the display

this week at Islington we never saw.

The specimens did not appear 'sappy* or

yellow from rapid growth of feather, but

cruelly stained in hackle and saddle and
thighs, and really unworthy of every con-

sideration. What has happened ? What
will happen ; Shall we have to link the

white Cochins with a 'dodo' and say ex-

tinct? Surely not !"

• •

It would not be a bad idea for President

Mitchell of the A. P. A. to send over a

few white Cochins to relieve the anxiety

of our English friends. While not nu-

merous in this country, the white Coch-

ins will average of pretty good quality.

We have an idea that we can beat our
English cousins both in white and par-

tridge Cochins. Next winter at New
York we may find the desired opportu-

nity, as a large exhibit is expected from
across the water.

• •

Mr. Sharp, we learn, will send over

some choice birds to England for the

great Palace show, and American fanciers

will no doubt watch the result with

considerable interest. Barred Plymouth
Rocks, Wyandottes and Leghorns will

cross the pond to meet the English cham-
pions.

« «

The McKiuley bill has made matters

lively in more ways than on*. The new

tariff law went into effect October 6, and

with it a duty of twenty-five per cent on

all foreign-bred fowls. Messrs. C. A.

Sharp & Co., who imported a large lot of

Indian game, red caps, etc., were unaware

of this new law, and 170 of their birds are

held in the New York City Custom House.

They were there a week before the Gov-

ernment officials notified Messrs. Sharp.

The latter claim that nothing was men-

tioned of such a law having been made,

and that officials in England were not

aware of it. This will prove a serious loss

to the importers and will, to a large ex-

tent, prevent future importations. Fan-

ciers, however, will find consolation in

the fact that dandelion root is on the free

list.

•••

Scoring fowls is child's play. So 'tis

said. When a judge has "The Philosophy

of Judging" in one hand and the "Stand-

ard of Perfection" in the other, he is a

good deal between the devil and deep sea.

But Editor Cloud assures ut in the News
that he saw the performance, although the

birds were judged by comparison as well.

This was wrestling with three evils.

•»

• *
That chipper and saucy bantam of the

poultry press, the Poultry News, has suc-

cessfully passed the critical period of its

existence. It is no longer an "infant

industry," but a well-established and use-

ful monthly. The jovial editor, E. P.

Cloud, however, has bought out the inter-

est of his partner and will hereafter

paddle his own canoe as publisher, editor

and perhaps "typo and devil." We wish

for him and the News a most un)K>unded

success.

»•
The following informatiuu is generously

contributed by a poultryman and writer

in the Orange County Farmer : "There

are two classes of poultry and egg buyers

—the $5 kind and the $1 kind. He is a

happy man who can cater to both classes.

Such a case has just come to our knowl-

edge. The son wins the prizes, sells the

$$ ones, and the father simply breeds and

values the same stock at $1. The adver-

tisements of both may be seen in the

same paper. Nothing like enterprise and
politics."

Being acquainted with such a "pair of

relatives," and presumably the latter are

the two referred to in the above clipping,

we must correct a very erroneous impres-

sion. The son wins the prizes and .sells

eggs from his dest pens only for five dol-

lars ; the father, who breeds poultry for

ple.isure and profit, sells eggs from his

pen at one dollar, but let no man delude

himself that by paying one dollar he will

get five-dollar eggs, or vice versa, for

both father and son are strictly honorable

men.
«

» «

The October Ohio Poultry Journal was
a fine specimen of journalistic art. Ty-
jKJgraphy and contents were as clean and
bright as a new silk tile. The steady and
healthy growth of this monthly journal

is the result of brains and square and
honorable business dealings. Editor

Braden deserves the success he has

achieved, and The JoURNAi, extends to

him the compliments of the season.

«
• •

The Ohio Poultry Journal says : "Of course

fowls like hay. Doesn't Biddy sing, cut cut-cut-

hay<ut ?" But that's not the song our hens sing.

They sing, cut-cut-cut.<lough<ut. His must be
Hamniooton hens.— Poultry Bulletin.

No, your hens are roupy. Their noses

are stopped.

• «

. This is rough on Editor Long, and
Editor Braden is rubbing bis bands in

glee at the thought. After the New
York show has been judged by compari-

son some of the hens and their owner
may change the tune to "caw, caw,"

without the "cutting."

The American Game Club will meet at

New York during the great show to be

held there next February. The Ameri-

can White Wyandotte Club has also been

invited to meet there. Leaving aside

sentiment, all clubs should meet where

there is the most likelihood of obtaining

a large attendance. The specialty clubs

all appreciate the generous invitations to

meet at Charleston or Greenville, South

Carolina, but it is doubtful if a quorum

of the members of any club could be had

in those cities.
*

• *

B. N. Pierce loosens his collar and

sings this plaintive melody in the Fan-

ciers' Gazette :

"Take this as egotistical, autocratic,

dogmatic or otherwise, as it does not cost

a cent, viz : That the arguments in favor

of comparison judging as against scoring
are the veriest lx)sh and without reason.

That such a course once adopted will

sound the deathknell of fine poultry
raising, except in the hands of a few,

who always manage "to be in it." That
poultry shows will become a dead letter,

that standards will fail to be of worth or
merit, in fact, that all of the interest gen-
erally taken by those not experts and
good breeders will die out. Standard
judging by score card is the only means
by which three-fourths of those who at-

tend poultry shows as exhibitors find

any enlightenment whatever to keep
them in line. Three-fourths of all the
world only take hints by having 'brick

bouses' fall upon them. Score cards
focus the defect so that anyone can see
it"

*
• «

This makes us feel badly. To think

that poultry shows will go to "demuition"

if comparison judging is adopted is pre-

mature. Perhaps somtx>dy will hit us

with a brick, and convince us that Mr.

Pierce is right. The immense fall shows

which seem to flourish more extensively

every year, and which are always judged

by comparison will lie down with the rest

of the shows aud die. The men who
show birds at winter shows are a very

small fraction of the mass of poultry fan-

ciers who never show a bird, and most of

the hardened and well seasoned exhibi-

tors could not stay away from a show
room, even if they tried ever so hard.

However, comparison judging is on trial

next winter. The public is to be the

jury while the exhibitors will be the crit-

ics. It will be an interesting perform-

ance, aud who knows, some of us may
have to eat crow.

• •

We regret to repeat a very old "chest-

nut," but even if it has whiskers we must

dish it up again. Stop up the cracks and

leaks of the poultry house. A fowl can

stand unlimited air outdoors, but will

succumb to a very small draught indoors.

Roofing and sheathing paper is so cheap

and superior that there is no excuse for

neglecting such needed repairs.

•
• «

We built a house 10 x 5, with seven feet

posts in front and four feet posts in back,

for a trifle over two dollars. It was our

determination to find out how cheap a

house could be built aud the above fig-

ures represent the cost of materials. The
frame was made of 2 x 4 hemlock stuff,

covered with strips from the cullings of

a saw mill and lumberyard, aud then en-

closed with rope roofing. The building

was wind and rain proof.

•
• *

T. F. Rackham writes : "Hagerstown,

Md., bad a bang up show." This is* the
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same old story, for the boys down there

never do things in a half-hearted manner.
Superintendent Cash is the right man in

the right place. Maryland is becoming
a great poultry state, both from a practi-

cal and a fancier's stand point. Some of

the best Brahmas in the country can be

found there. John Rumbold will corrob-

orate this statement and G. O. Brown
will not deny it, we hope.

A UNIFORM STANDARD.

Standard for Piormy Poutere.

The following standard as adopted by
the National Peristeroiiic Society, of
England, for pigmy pouters has just been
issued by the society :

Hkaii.—Fine, small aiul narrow, and
even curve from front to back.
Beak.—Fine, mandibles straight,upper

slightly curved at tip.

Beak Wattle.—Small and fine in
texture.

Eye.— Full, and of mild expression.
Eye Cerk.—Very fine and thread-like.
Neck.—Long, and furnished with a

large globular crop, forward in position.
Body.— i. Shoulders, small and flat, or

"wall-shouldered" aud tight to the bo<ly.
2. Back, narrow and short, with "a

grooved line from base of neck towards
rump.

3. Rump, narrow, shallow, straight and
smooth.

4. Breast, narrow, straight, long and
convex, showing very little keel.

5. Belly, narrow, and tapering sharp to
the vent.

Wings.—Short and shallow, close to
Iwdy, showing waist and upper part of 1 to VhVfaiVriPr
thigh, tapering to flights, which should

'-^'icier

be short, narrow in web of feather and
tapering to end of tail, upon which they
should rest.

Tail.—Short, narrow, in a straight line
with the back, round ended, iiearlv touch-
ing the ground, aud with the wings pre-
senting a wedge-shaped appearance from
shoulders to tip of tail.

Carriage.—Upright.
.Action.—Free, lively and graceful.
Length.— From alwut twelve in

in hens to thirteen inches in cocks, meas
.n«.vi iiuui lip 01 uc<iK 10 ciKi 01 tail.

Limbs.—From about five inches in
hens to five and three-fourths inches in
cock-s measured from thigh joint to tip of
middle toe nail.

1. Front view—Placed well back from
crop, insertion close, thigh and hock
joint straight, inclining inwards, from
thence to foot inclining outwards verv
slightly.

'

2. Side view—Follo'ving the line of
Iwdy with convex line on fore side of
thigh to hock, slightlv concave on the
opposite side, and straight from hock to
foot.

3. Generally lengthy, both thigh and
shank long, and in proportion feathered
closely and evenly, presenting a stock-
ing-like appearance.
Toes.—Well feathered to tip and well

spread.

Colors. -Blue, black, red, yellow
(standard pieds), and whites.
Markings —The above colors cover

the bird with the exception (i) of a white
crescent on crop, the horns of which
reach to about one-half inch from each
eye, (2) of a few white feathers, about a
dozen, on the shoulders (in the shape of
a rose) and white primary flights, (3) of
>vhite on all the body Ije'liind a line en-
circling the centre of the waist. In case
on.lacks and blues, color of the tail same
as body color, and blues must have black
bars on the wings. In yellows and reds,
a colored tail is preferred, if of as good
color as the body. Whites have no mark-
ing.

Color of Eye.—In pied birds, red or
orange, and in whites a bull eve
Color of Beak.— In blacks and blues

black, and in other colors flesh-colored

The English Preference for Indian
Oame Plumasre.

For Thk Fanciers' Journal

I am in receipt of a letter from an
English correspondent, dated October 14,

1890, in the course of which the following

statements occur. This letter is in re-

sponse to one I had written inquiring
what English breeders and exhibitors
preferred in the plumage of Indian game
hens. The writer says : "Here the single-

laced birds would take the judge's eye
first as being more striking, although all

judges say they give no preference. I

had conversations at the Dairy show with
several and the general opinion redouble
or single lacing is that so long as the
markings are good it don't matter which
it is—shape must be the first considera-
tion. I think if it ever comes to choos-
ing between the two that English breed-
ers would go for the single lacing, but I

may be wrong. At all events, it is not
likely that the present state of things will
alter here. They are satisfactory now,
and I hope will remain so."

I desire to call special attention to
some of the facts thus succinctly stated
aud especially to the fact that shape is'
as It ought to be, the first consideration
in a fowl that is bred primarily for the
table. I do not wish to be understood as
belittling the importance of color, for
color adds the finishing touch to fowls
and counts heavily in making their value
to the fancier. But no matter how excel-
lent the color, an inferior bird in shape
in a table breed ought not to stand high
in the prize list.

Again, this letter, as the one quoted
from in a previous article, proves that
the numl>er of lacings is not a matter of
great moment to the English fancier. He
requires the birds to be distinctly laced,
but is indifferent whether the lacing be

: single or double. If there is any prefer-
•

j

ence, it seems to l>e in favor of the singlecues
I

lacing.
"

Sharp Orders.
Eating-house keeper to new waiter—

Now be sure to have the knives ground

tI!'''Jf^u'-^-
'^^'^ ''^"^'- ^hev cut the less

tough these veteran fowls will appear.

t«h7i''"i^,'^/'^'"'"8 *^ * lodging-house

w£h i'"''^/*^^"
^^ cutting^the ham,

said .'Wh^rTu^^^l''^ upon the table .

live chickens in them '"

lacing,

-Atjain. the darkest bird« are uot the
ones that l)est plea.se the English judge!
He prefers the striking coiitrai=t that is
afforded by a golden bav ground color
showing prominently in contrast with the
black lacing, and as the single-laced birds
especially those that are single laced
upon the breast, show this contrast to
better advantage, these birds are more
likely to be found among the winners.
And, again, it is of special moment that

this state of things, by which single and
donble-laced birds compete upon an
eciuality, is regarded as satisfactorv.
Much has been said alnjut the unsatisfac-
tory condition of things that would arise
if we allowed birds to compete w ith both
single and double lacing. It has been
argued from theory alone that judges
would be unable to satisfactorily make
awards, and that the breed would be
ruined unless we adopted a rigorous
standard in which but one style of lacing
was allowed, and yet in England where
the Indian game has been bred for a
quarter of a century, where the fancy is
carried to the highest pitch, where win-
ning birds bring more pounds than we
can obtain dollars, the two styles of lac-
ings do compete upon an equality, the
breed continues to advance in public
esteem and breeders and exhibitors con-
sider the present state of things satisfac-
tory and wish for no changes. Could
there lie a stronger argument in favor
of a lil)eral standard than this? Are
not facts of greater value than theories
unsupported by facts? And if facts are
of more value than unsupported theories
what ought to he the attitude of the In-
dian Game Club upon this question ?
Will it not l>e well for us to ponder these
matters carefully before taking action, so
that we may not act in haste to repent at

i

leisure ?

It is impossible for me to shake off the
conviction that the opinions and prac-
tices of English fanciers who have bred
Indian games for many years ought to
have considerable weight with us in for-
mulating a standard for a breed that is
comparatively new in the United States.
Nor can I avoid the conviction that it is
desirable to have the American and the
English standards in harmony with each
other, since trade between the two coun-
tries is liable to increase with jrears, and

if we buy or sell we wish to be able to
buy or sell what is wanted. If we adopt
a standard at variance with the English,
when we wish to introduce fresh blood
we will be obliged to introduce antago-
nistic characteristics that will set back
our breeding operations for several years,
whereas if the two standards are in har-
mony, no one can introduce fresh blood
and avoid characteristics antagonistic to
our ideals.

I have no desire to carry a point in
this discussion, no desire to impress my
ideas upon the Indian Game Club, but
my sole desire is that we may l>e wise
enough to do the right thing and make
for the breed the liest possible standard.
To this end I have written freely upon
the .subject, and I hope calmly and di.s-

passionately, so that out of the discussion
truth may be revealed, not obscured.
Such discussion ought to prove of value,
but heated discussions, full of personali-
ties, will only hinder what the writer
attempts to help. I sincerely trust that
the American Indian Game Club will
carefully think over all the facts brought
out in the discussion upon this subject
and, eliminating any personal element,
will frame its standard in harmony with
the facts and for the highest interests of
a truly valuable breed of fowls.

H. S. Babcock.

LETTKR FROM A LITTLE BOY.

"Wants to Become a Pigeon Fan-
cier and Seeks Information.

Editor Fanciers' Journai..

Sir : A few weeks ago you sent my
father a sample copy of your journal and
I lik^ it very much, especially the
pigeon department. Father has had me
a nice pigeon house made and grandpa
told me he would pay for a pair of fancy
birds if I would decide on the kind I

wanted to raise, so I write this letter to
The Journal, trusting that some of
your subscribers who are raising fancy
pigeons for sale will write nie and send
catalogue showing cuts of how their
pigeons look, and their principal charac-
teristics, etc. As 1 have never seen any
of the fancy strains of pigeons, I thought
this would l)c the easiest way for me to
acquaint myself with them and thereby
l>e better able to make my selection.
Just now I am partial to and undecided

between the carriers, owls fantails and
jacobins, though I would like to know
something about all the strains before I
make my selection. I enclose you sub-
scription price for your journal which
you will please send regularly to my ad-
dress.

Now, Mr. Editor, I am only a small
boy, eleven years old. and as this is my
first effort at writing anything for print,
I hope you will allow this letter to appear
in your paper.

James Evans Heard.
West Point, Miss., Oct., 22.

Water Fowls.
It should l)e generally understood by

exhibitors of water fowls that tight and
perfect feathering is one of the cardinal
points in show specimens. This all-im-
porUnt feature is not confined to any
one species, but embraces the whole
waterfowl section, from ornamental ducks
to Toulouse geese. The latter, although
naturally very loose in skin, should,
when in perfect condition, be close and
even in feather ; Kmlxleu geese are gen-
erally so ; they are naturally compact,
tighter and cleaner made. The Toulouse]
unless in well-finished condition are de-
ceptive weighers, while the Embden will
always weigh to appearance. The adage
ofease and certaintv, "Like water off a
duck's back," applies well to the close
plumage of the Aylesbury, Rouen and
Pekin. Tight feathering interferes in
no way with the fashionable keel of the
two former varieties any more than it
does with the keel and paunch of the
Toulouse goose. Hog manes in Pekins
should not be encouraged. The perfect
feathering and brilliancy of our orna-
mental varieties seems to be more gen-
erally understood.—Fanciers' Gazette.

"NO POSTALS, PLEASE."

The Sort of Advertises "Who "Will
Reap the Largest Harvest.

Editor Fancier's Journai..

Sir : Whenever I see an advertiser
tack "No postals" on the end of his card
I set him down as a "colt," not a cheer-
ful, sunny-faced fellow by any means,
but a coarse bard cash sort of mau whom
Tennyson so aptly describes :

"The churl in spirit, howe'r he vail
His thoughts in words for fashion's sake,
Will let his coltish nature break
At season; through the gilded pale."

There is no occupation where these
breaks are more injurious than to the
poultryman, whether in his yards or in
his library. In the course of many years'
experience as a breeder, although a very
matter of fact man myself, I could not
fail to oljserve that many advertisers rob
themselves of a large share of their first

profits by being "coltish" in their corre-
spondence. Now I know too well that it

is net at all times agreeable to sit down
several nights each week, or perhaps
oftener, during the busv season and an-
swer a dozen or more letters. One enthu-
siastic correspondent "has just bad a
lovely hatch, but they look like roosters,"
and writes to know if you will be likely
to have some pullets for sale next /all.
AAotber notices that you "do not breed a
certain species, but thought he would ask
you if you knew where he could get a
setting of eggs of that variety." Still
another way out in Kansas has only
batched nine birds out of thirteen eggs,
and wanU to know what you will do
about it, etc., etc., but I make it a rule to
answer them all, briefly, of course, but
to the best of my ability, and I think it
pays. A great many breeders exhaust
every effort to secure good stock, spend
large sums for newspaper space, circulate
costly catalogues to every new name that
bobs up in the papers and then lose many
salw by a false show of indifference in
their correspondence.

tJ_ .1.- T 1 . > .

A'vvvvui.a^f A uesiicu 10 purcnase some
fowls. I wrote to four prominent adver-
tisers. One failed to reply, the second
wrote two lines on a postal, the third un-
derscored his printed prices, aud the
fourth in a businesslike note "was pleased
to enclose his catalogue, " etc., and giving
a careful estimate of the value of bis
birds, "hoped to receive my order."
Now, other things being equal, undoubt-
edly the fourth breeder would get the
order nine times out of ten.
You may have the finest fowls and all

that, but depend upon it, neither your
prestige in the show room nor printer's
ink alone won't be effective with the large
class of uninitiated purchasers. If any-
one is sufiiciently interested in your stock
to write you a postal it will pay you to
answer it, not bluntly or with a twenty-
four breed catalogue, but politely and to
the point. The poultry business is
strictly business, and the breeder who
swells up to such a degree of ponderosity
that he won't auswer postal cards will
sooner or later hear something drop.

H. A. NOECKKL.
Lansdowne, Pa., Oct. 29.

.—Small potatoes, cooked, and onions
sliced in, will save grain and keep up the
bealtbfulness of the flock.

OLUB MEETING DECIDED.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : It has been decided by vote of
the Executive Committee to hold the
annual meeting and show of the Ameri-
can Exhibition Game aud Game Bantam
Club at the New York Poultry and
Pigeon Association's Show, to be held
February 4 to xo, 1891, judging to be
done by comparison. Several special
premiums have already been offered. Any
member wishing to offer a special will
oblige the secretary by notifying him as
soon as possible, as it is desired to an-
nounce these premiums at an early date
in the Game Fowl Monthly.

S. W. Doubledav,
Secretary and Treasurer.

44 Wall Street, New York.
T. Farrer Rackham, President

—Sick ducks ne\-er
Herald.

go to s qnmck.—

-
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^UDQING BY (^OMPHRISON.

Namquolt'8 VIew«.

From the Poultry Mouthly.

For years we have lx>asted of beiug

ahead of the English ou the question of

scoring, and have "poh-pohed" their sys-

tem of judging, an(l called them behind

the times, and now I read in the August

Monthly a letter from the pen of Mr.

George Purdue, advocating the compari-

son system. Another note, in the same

.issue, .:nds with the expression, "a step

backward." I have been giving this

matter careful consideration for several

days, and can't, for the life of me, see

that it is a step backward. Although I

have dropped out of poultry rearing the

past few years, my interest has not de-

creased an atom, and having attended
poultry shows in all parts of America
and England, I think I am qualified to

say a word re comparison judging. My
experience has been that the judges who
judged by comparison gave just as good
satisfaction as those that scored the birds,

and as Mr. Purdue says : "What does
the score card amount to anyway?" It

may be some slight guide to an amateur,
but let that amateur take one bird to four

shows in four weeks, under four judges,

and how much of a guide will Ins score

cards be to him. 1 wilWager he can't

find any two alike.

I cannot see how the disqualiticatiou

of thcf score card can injure the American
Ponltry Association in the slightest de-

gree. Here in England, where the score

card is unknown, every breed has its

representative club, and its own stand-

ard. I have been through class after

class of birds at the shows here (where
there is no point judging) and have failed

to find the slightest error in judgment. I

don't mean to say in every class in the
show, for I cannot agree with the ma-
jority of the judges here in Wyandotte
and Plymouth Kock classes, but on the
whole the judging gives much lietter sat-

isfaction here than at home. I think
Mr. Purdue hit the nail right on the head
when he said : "Theoretically it (the

score card) is correct, practically it is a
failure." One man says /r comparison
jungiiig : "A judge under your system
can give the prizes to whichever friend

he chooses." I answer not one whit
easier than he can at present, and if we
can't fiud honest judges we had better

quit the business. .'Vgain, in many of
oar shows the jutigiiig is not tinished

until the third or last day of the show.
At Bradford, Yorkshire, the entry of 530
fowls was judges in four hours. I cast

my vote for coojpari.Hou judging.

JndKw BIcknell'H PIoa In Kavor or the
S<3oro Card.

Hrom the Fanciers' Gazette.

The systen of scoring was instituted as

an improvement on the old style of judg-

ing by comparison. It is an improvement,

and all the arguments to the contrary

will not popularize a move backwards.

One argument alone, which stands out

with great prominence, and has been
used so often in favor of the score-card,

has more weight than all that has been
offered against it ; it is the fact that by
comparison exhibitors who spend their
time and money to help our shows and
do not win, will have simply nothing lor

all this trouble and expense. This Sein^
the case our shows will lose much of their
patronage, and as a result will be dis-

continued to the serious detriment of the
whole fraternity. Discouragement will

surely follow in the path of this back-
ward movement and gormandize on the
hopes of many a loyal fanciers, and on
the interests of every fancier and breeder
in the land. Because they are successful
across the sea, is no reason why we
should return to the old way. They would
be far more successful if they kept pace
with the age.

It is admitted that the people of the Old
Worhl do business in a far different man-
ner from the way it is done here. Many
business enterprises succeed there in

their peculiar surroundings that would be
total failures here if conducted on the
same basis. The intelligent "Yankee,"
whether he is one by birth or adoption,
profits by bis surroundiogs, which he
could not do if he patterned after the

ways of the old world. Poultry societies

cannot afford to do it. Our standard,
which both score and anti-score admit to

be necessary, divides the specimen into

sections, giving each a numerical value,

and the only possible method of pro-

cedure, in order to determine the true

standing of the specimen, is to deduct the
percentage of loss in defects, or note the
percentage of perfection. This can only
be done by noting the ins and outs in

each section and taking their sum. It

may be done mentallv, on a blotting pad
or on a score card, but whichever way
you choose, my goo<l friend, anti-score.

It is scoring ei>ery time.
I>o you say comparison judging is not

done that way ? Then how is it done ?

Do you ignore some sections ? Do you
say "this bird is better than any other in

the show" without comparing sections ?

Or how do you do ? You must either

give each section its proper value, men-
tally or on paper, and in your decision in

every instance favor the specimen whose
total is the highest, and in this case you
have been scoring, or you must decide
without careful comparison of sections.

In very many cases a good breeder as
well as a professional judge can select the
best and the second or third, but there
are times when a careful examination will

disclose the fact that the first choice was
no/ the best. Again let me ask, what will

you do with all the chaps who have been
hanging around a week or so and have
to take their pets home with nothing to
show for it. The fellows who win are O.
K., they get all of it, but those who are
only a fraction l>elow are nowhere. Com-
parisoi judging will soon lose its little

boom.
> IP

Classes for Aseels

With regard to the scarcity of Aseels,

which is I think more apparent than

actual, the reason is not difficult to ex-

plain. .\11 exhibitions but Birmingham

have discarded them, and very few vari-

ety class judges would give an .\seel a
prize should an Indian game put in an
appearance, so breeders have been forced
to give up exhibiting, and the wonder is

that there are any .\seels left at all. Had
there not been something specially tak-
: -I • 41 r !.,..« i:«4i.. u;..j- *i
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can be little doubt they would have
utterly disappeared long ago.
There are still about twenty breeders

left and enough different strains to re-

establish the breed as an exhibition fowl.
It has already been suggested that a
meeting of fanciers should be held at

Birmingham during the show week, and
should a meeting be held a club would, I

lielieve, be at once formed and the breed
would make steady progrees. I should
be very glad to hear from any one who
would attend such a meeting or who
would join a club if formed.

In addition to the usual classes for old
birds an additional one for chickens has
been added to the Birmingham schedule.
I may mention that I wrote some time
ago to the secretary of the National
Ponltry Show requesting the committee
to give classes, but my request has been
refused, and though I have written again
guaranteeing the committee against all

loss. I have not up to the present had a
reply even. So much for the encourage-
ment Aseel breeders get.

This breed is most useful for crossing
to produce meaty, close-feathered table
fowls. I have crossed them with most of
our large breeds with excellent results,

but give me the Simon Pure for beauty,
pluck and stamina, with his powerful
curved beak, strong neck and body and
short, wideset muscular legs, glossy,
sparce plumage and gay, reliant carriage.
If you can show the way in educating
the popular taste up to the Aseel you will

earn the gratitude of many true fanciers.

—R. de Courcy Peele in the English
Stock-Keeper.

DARK BRAHMAS.

A Qreat Future for This Breed of

Fowl.

Advertise in the Best.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : I am pleased to say that through

my "ad." in your paper I have sold quite

a lot of game fowls to different parts of
the United States, including an order for
ten to Philadelphia.

Please discontinue the "ad." re Min-
orcas and Spanish, as I have now sold
til I have to spare of those varieties.

Yours truly, E. F. DoTV.
Toronto, Canada, Oct. 37.

s. I,. Roberts in American Fanciers' Oajtelte.

Just as soon as the proper system of

mating them shall l>econie better known
and adopted will the l)eautiful, economic,

beloved and loving dark Brahma leap to

its destined position in the ranks of the

greatest and best of domestic fowls.

The knowledge of how best to mate this

breed, having been in the possession of

but the very few—adeteriuiued, cool, per-

sistent and practical few—and the men
who could not wait to discover it, have

turned their attention to other breeds,

foreshadowed its unpopularity, until such

time when the practically easy task of

rearing them in their perfection should

have become more generally learned.

That there is a great future for the

dark Brahma, at no distant day is most

fully assured in the minds of those who
have come to know lha.t the generally-

adopted jystem of breeding them, by

those who have spasmodically reared and

as spasmodically abandoned the rearing

of them, has been as one eminent breeder
puts it, "wrong end to" for twenty years
past ; especially is this true in America

;

in England the statement would not hold
so truly.

There was another thing in the breed-
ing of this noble fowl, which for years
made (or tended that way) it less sought
after ; namely, the different shades of
color requisite in females. One school
WHuted a decided brown tinge to ground
color, another light silver gray ; the
third a dark steel gray, or called by
name, a bluish gray. This should not
have been tolerated. The standard ought
to have made the color required ; in other
words, the standard should have defined
the shade most explicitly. The standard
of 1888 required shoulder coverts of male
to be silvery white ; the standard of per-

fection requires them to be black. The
1883 standard required females to have
.vwv%.«*,r1 r*r\\r\^ r*f f»,.o «> Jell u<Vltf«k . frVl«>tttan/l^. v...... ..».». -.^. —_,.-.. ....... , .».-.__..

ard of perfection calls for gray. Now,
there being several shades of grayish
white, the breeder is left the alternative

of solving a mystery ; whereas, if the
standard had required a steel gray, and
said light steel gray or dark steel gray,

the lovers of the breed would know what
shade to strive for. Parenthetically I

wish to repeat that which -I have olten
said in respect to standard revision, viz.:

Revision of the standard should not l>e

allowable under ten years, and then only
by addenda, for no sooner is a requisite

feature attained than a different one is

demanded, to favor some one's particular

strain, perhaps.
The proper shade required will be de-

clared definitely and permanently before
long, and then strides forward and up-
wanl will begin, and not until then. But
there are a few general rules, however,
whichlhave always guided the few emi-
nent breeders of darks, and these shall

never be revoked, Iwcause it would rele-

gate this variety of Brahmas forever.

In England among the dark Brahma
breeders of eminence have been Leebey,
Lacy, Hinton, Miss Watts, John Evans,
Lady Guydyr, Boyle, Wragg, Wright and
others ; in America : Sweet, Mansfield,
San ford, Ballou, Pool, Williams, Buck-
man, Felch and others. All of these
breeders have proceeded u(>on the same
general plan, but specifically some of
them have worked differently, for rea-

sons that must now be obvious
;

yet, not
one of them but is willing to accord to
the dark Barhma a place in the ranks of
meritorious, as well as beautiful fowls,

second to none. Because, first, it grows
to mammoth size ; second, its protluc-

tiveness as a winter layer is exceeded
but by one other breed ; third, it is strong
of constitution as a chick or fowl ; fourtli,

it is docile and bears confinement as well
as a Cochin ; fifth, it is not so inclined to
excessive fat as most of the Asiatics are

;

sixth, it possesses beauty of feather sec-

ond to no other breed of domestic fowls
known to history, and is of such shade as
makes the bird not easy discernible by
hawks and vermin, and as it does not
show soiling or tanning ; seventh, it is

equal to the light variety as a table fowl,
and far superior to any of the Cochins,

and for broiler purposes, in a commercial
sense, is equal to the best, except the S.

L. Wyandotte and Langshan. Here is a
reason f>r every day in the week why
those who breed them to a high standard
ofexellence once, never abandon them
for a new candidate, however great the

boom.
To say that a system of breeding them

must be strictly adhered to in order to

preserve their own peculiar symmetry
and exquisiteness of pencilling, is to say
what is true of nearly all breeds and
varieties of breeds of domestic fowls.

Some people think it an easy theory to

profhice standard light Brahmas, and in

one sense it is ; but in the sense of pro-

ducing all the sections nearly perfect in

the average of the flock, or even twenty-
five per cent of the flock, it is a task as

difficult as a fancier ever undertook.
There must be no jjuess work in any
of the business of any of the desirable

parti-colored breeds. The sooner fan-

ciers of fowls realize this the better

for them and the fraternity. A private

pedigree (if not a public one) is just

as necessary to the production of fine

thoroughbred fowls as fine thoroughbred
horses and cattle. Haphazard matings,
introduction of vitalizing blood from un-
known yards, "swapping roosters" to

"keep size ;" produce hai)hazard and un-
looked-for results. There is no breed
that is an exception to the rule that "like

produces like" only when the conditions
are alike.

I have no space here to go into

the origin, culture and mysterious mat-
ings of this magnificent bird. I say
"mysterious ;" some would call them
secrets. I believe there are some men in

the fancy for money and money only, and
some of these would never divulge a

methoti if by retaining it they could bleed
a brother, forgetting that no good thing
can become so common as to destroy its

merit, or so popular as to destroy its

demand.
Let all the good breeders of dark Brah-

mas in America unite, by club or other-

wise, upon some defined line of breeding
and hold to it, and in a few years this

meritorious fowl, as well as transcend-
antly beautiful one, will have such de-

mand made upon it as was never made
upon any other breed.

CANADIAN NE"WS.

What Is Going on in the Poultry
World in the Dominion.

Special Correspondence Fancikks' Jouunai..

ToRNOTO, Can., Oct. 2S.—Messrs.Miles

and Arthurs, of this city, have received

a grand lot of Indian games from Mr.

Ernest Strike,of Corn wall, England. They
are selling agents for Mr. Strike on this

side of the pond.

The alx>ve firm have sold a pen of In-

dian games to Mr. J. A. Noble, of Norval,

including the first prize cockerel and

second prize pullet at the Industrial and

a good hen ; they also sent a good pen

of seven birds to Mr. John Lemon, Win-
nepeg, Manitoba.
There is great strife at present mani-

fest in England as to who is the cham-
pion Indian game breeder. It leads to

contradiction al'ter contradiction and no
good will ever come of it. Several men
m Toronto alone are agents for "cham-
pion Indian game breeders of the world."
It seems anyone who has a pen of birds

and has won a few prizes claims the title.

However it matters little to us on this

side. So long as they send out the right

quality of Indian games we will not wage
was against them.
The frontispiece of The Journal last

week was a magnificent portrait. The
writer is lucky enough to be the possessor
of a trio of birds as exact as possible to

that cut. They were imported from In-

dia, are pure white in color, large boned,
yellow legs and the exact type of comb.
They are the only ones I have ever seen
of this variety and I doubt if they are to

be found on this continent, although
there may be a few birds not known to

me.
It is my opinion that the Indian game

as now shown and bred are a cross be-
tween the Aseel and Malay, which doubt-
less originated in India and was also
carried on in Cornwall, England, where
Indian games are qnite plentiful.

Anon.

THE AROHANOBL PIGEON.

The Derivation of the Name Not
Known.

Stephen Beaie in the Country Gentleman.

This beautiful plumaged pigeon has

not been known very long in Britain and
is not mentioned in any of the works

written on the species prior to that by

Dixon, published in 1851. But it appears

to have been brought over twenty years

previously. In Tegetmeier's pigeon book
it is stated that the late Mr. Frank Red-
mond, being in Ghent in 1839 .selecting

some pigeons for Sir John Sebright, pro-

cured a pair of Archangels. Sir John
bred them for a time, and at his death

the greater number went to the aviaries

of the Karl of Derby at Knowsley. at

whose death they were distributed. For
a long period of time they were very

scarce and seldom seen at any of our
shows, but during the last fifteen or

twenty years they have been taken up
with considerable spirit, an<l now there

are large numbers bred, the club formed
in the interests of the breed having done
much to popularize it.

The beautiful metallic sheen which is

so strikingly characteristic of the .Arch-
angel (in which respect it is unique
among pigeons), is certainly wonderful,
«nd upon a really well conditioiietl bird
looks like burnished metal. How this
name has been given to the l>ird it is

impossible to state. It has nothing to
do with the town of Archangel, and
though one writer suggests that the
wings are like those portrayed by paint-
ers on the wings of angels aiid that there-
fore ill some way the one is connected
with the other, such an explanation seems
to us very far fetched. The name is but
one of those for which no explanation
can be given. The Gerinaiis call it Gini-
jiel. or the bnllfincli i>igeon. but this is

equally wide of the mark. There may be
some resemblance between the colors of
bullfinches and the .\rchangel pigeons,
but shape, size and general appearance
are altogether different. In .'\ustria and
Hungarv it is known as the Zingarini
pigeon because of the tradition tliat it

was introduced by the gipsies during the
fifteenth century, coming originally from
Turkey. It is commonest in southern
Germany and the Tyrol, and at one time
appears to have been known in Italy, but
has now disappeared from that coufltrv.
Lyell mentions that when in India in
1869 'le heard of the arrival at Calcutta
of a pigeon fancier from the northwest
provinces with a large as.sortmeiit of
pigeons for sale and among these he
found two pair of Archangels, from which
fact he thinks that they were originally
Indian or Persian, and their appearance
would certainly lend credence to such a
theory. They are now very largely bred
in Germany, even more so than in Eng-
land.

Lyell's description of the .\rchangel is
the best I have seen, and the following
IS a summary thereof. After giving such
particulars as are obtainable as to its early
history, he goes on to say that the Arch-
angel IS about the size of a common field
pigeon, and of the same type in forma-
tion. Its lieak should be of a dark flesh
tint, brown at the tip and free of hard
blue or black color, straight and rather
long. The head is long or snaky, and
tlie eye should be of a vivid orange color
surrounded by a narrow flesh-colored
cere or wattle. Though there are plain-
headed and shell-crested, or at least
partially shell crested, birds among the
breed, the correct style of head is the
peak-crested

; and so good in the peak
are some Archangels, that thev leave
nothing to be desired in this 'resi>ect.

u ,j''''H'7* "^ ^''^ ^^''^ of the Ilea
should all draw to a point, ending in a
finely pointed crest, and the higher this
peak reaches the better. It is immaterial
whether there is a notch below the peak,
dividing It from the back neck feathers
or a kind of hog mane showing no break,
so long as the peak itself is coFrect.

oni
''ead, neck, breast, belly, thighsand vent feathers should f,e of a bronzed

\^f^J *'r\"'''
'^'""'"•'e'l with metallic

lustre solid and even. Hut this appear-

down ^^'^fu""' •'?r^*'^^
»''"«^ fe^'thers

ai* of .^^^i^kV^*" underneath they
?'* °f * dull black, which should nothowever, assert itself to the eye, though

a«3

it generally does about the thigh and
vent feathers. The back, wings and
rump should be as black as possible
(though generally more or less bronzed),
accompanied by metflllic tints of green,
blue, purple and ruby color, which show
in any light, but which in a strong, or
sun light, when the bird is moving,
sparkle like jewels. The flight feathers
are bronzed black, or kite-colored, and
the tail is blue-black, with a black bar at
the end. In Germany the standard says
a blue-barred tail. The legs and feet are
nn feathered, and of a bright red ; nails
dark.

In aildition to the colors enumerated
above there are others whose whole
plumage are more subdued. In these the
copper is changed to yellow, the back
and wings to a blue-black, and the tail to
light blue, barred with black. This va-
riety has but little lustre compared with
the other, and presents a very washed-
out appearance as compared to it. It is,

however, a natural change that occurs in
breeding, and yet has no value. There
are also birds so called .Archangels all
white and aU black, which mav have
originated from standard -colored birds.
The black variety, with its metallic lustre,
is very pretty. German authors mention
several other varieties, such as blues with
black bars, bUies without black bars,
blues with white wing bars, blues piid
blacks with white flights, blues and
blacks with white flights and heads.
Blue Archangels are of the yellow-
breasted, blue winged type.

It is to lie noted that the .Archangel
does not assume its full colors until after
the second moult, for the four or five
centre feathers of the secondary flights
are not changed during the "first. It
breeds very true indeed. an<l is found to
Ije very hardy and an excellent feeder.
It is a bird of activity, and for that rea-
son should always have a good-sized out-
side flight, where full liberty is not ac-
coriled to it.

FEDERATION HOMERS IN 1887.

for the

W^inter Food for Geese.

.Some writers have enjoined that we
should stick close to nature in feeding.

Now the goose, we know, is a herbivor-

ous creature. In the wild state she shuns
liie niiilci, and wings her way 10 the
South, where she may obtain green
things. Under domestication this bird
will live on grass during all the time the
ground is not covered with snow, if ob-
tainable. All our domestic fowls are
fond of tender grass, and eat more of it

than is generally supposed. When we
open the crop of a fowl that has been
running at large, we find how large a
proportion of the food is grass. Geese
are the most contented when they have
a plentiful supply of fresh grass, and re-
quire nothing else as foo<l in summer, so
that they may be turned into a well
watered pasture like sheep or cattle, to
graze for a living.

But when geese are prevented by do-
mestication from taking their fall flight
to pastures new. then is the time for ns
to "keep close to nature." as close as we
can, and this may be done by providing
for the geese green food in winter, or
food as nearly green as may l)e. Rowen
should l>e saved for the use of geese in
winter. A soaking in warm water and a
slight sprinkling of meal makes it very
acceptable ; next to cabbage, which
should not be forgotten in making pro-
vision for a flock of geese.—Ponltry
Yard.

I^acinfiT of Indian Games.
Single and double lacing in Indian

games is receiving considerable airing
from two of our good writers. We would
suggest a standard for single-laced and a
standard for double-laced Indian games
as a good way out of the woo<ls. then
each breeder could select either single or
double-laced birds, as his fancy might
dictate. It is hardly likely, however,
that both will Ije admitted to the stand-
ard, but we presume the donble-laced
will have the inside track, but not, how-
ever, without a stiff fight from Mr. Bab-
cock, who is the champion of the single-
laced. Settle the dispute in the club,
and not drag it into the A. P. A.—Ponltry
News.

—Henry Phillips, of Hammonton, has
raised and marketed over 14.000 broilers
in the past few years.

Summary of the Flights
Past Three Years.

We propose in a series of numl)ers to
give the readers of The Fanciers'
Journal a summary of Federation
flights, etc., flown under Federation
management as far back as 1887, com-
mencing with the old birds in that year.
Mr. John Shepherd was race secretary,

while J. C. Bockius took charge of the
record book and acted as recording sec-

retary.

The first entry in the Federation record
book is that of Thomas Brooks, of Ger-
mantown. a member of the old Ger-
mantown Homing Club, now defunct. A
few of the memljers of this old club are
still active and belong to what is known
as "The Fanciers' Club," and who were
generally in the front ranks in the old
bird Concourse races of the present year.
Eight members of the Germantown Club
competed for 100-mile record, with fifty-

three birds, from Washington, D. C, 126
miles. Among this entry are the famous
birds. Jocko. Black Jim, Little Wonder,
and Alexander the tireat, who afterwards
made very enviable records. Among
Brooks' entry we find, besides Jocko,
Ariel, Arrow, Donn Whizzer, Young
Champion, Volcano, Alexie and Young
vSallie. Then comes Philip F. Barclay
with an entry of six, among them Black
Jim (now dead); C. \. Myers, with a like
number, including Little Wonder, and A.
Kinzel's entry of eight, Alexander the
Great completing the famous quartette.
Then follows Alex. Lawson, W. S. Palmer,
A. H. Krugerand William Hargraves.
The birds were liberated on the morn-

ing of May 12, at 9.15, against a north-
west wind, the wind being contrary at
home and the atmosphere very hazy. No
particular speed was made. A. H. Kruger's
R. C. C. 4720 arriving first and making
an average speed of 802 yards per minute.
Then comes the Champion Jocko, second,
speed 795, and at 2.35 Charles Myers re-
ports his B. C. C. 4710; speed 696 yards.
ThuBc aic iiic only three birds reported
home that day. Consequently Black Jim,
Little Won<ler and Alexander the Great
are not in this race.

In following the famous quartette
through their series of races I find at
Orange Court House, Va., 201 miles,
which was the next station, not one of
them are reported home the same day,
while five others make a speed approach-
ing 1000 yards per minute. Again on May
27 we find them at Liljerty, Va., 300
miles, and all home with a one-day
record, while four other birds in the race
make an average of nearly 1200 yards.
On June 9 they are' liberated with

eighty-four other Philadelphia birds at
Greensboro, N. C, 372 miles, with a
west wind and a fair day. Jocko arriving
second in the club and making an aver-
age speed of 1062 yards, .Alexander sixth
place in the club, with a speed of 970
yards. Black Jim coming home in time to
claim a one-<lay record, while Little
Wonder stays out over night and returns
the next day.
Now so far they have performed noth-

ing phenomenal
; in fact, they have not

been in it. June 17 finds three of them
with thirteen others at Charlotte, N. C,
454 miles, where they are liberated by
Signal Officer James A. Barry, at 4.20 A.
M. Out of the sixteen only four return
the saiuc day. among them are Jocko,
Little Wonder and Black Jim (Alexander
being kept at home for the final). Jocko
arriving at 7.23, Little Wonder .it 7.39,
and Black Jim a few minutes later, with
a B. C. 7241. owned also by Itoley. It's
a hard fly and occupies over fifteen hours,
and should fit them for another good
day's work on July 2, on which date they
are liberated at Spartansburg, S. C, with
nine others, by the Southern Expresii
agent, J. D. Steen, at 5.31, with a south
wind and clear day. At home the wind
was west and clear. At 6.31 >^ Jocko was
secure in his loft and Thomas Brooks'
representative at the telegraph office with
the countermark a minute and a quarter
later. P. F. Bolay reports Black Jim,
Kinzel reports Alexander at 6.59^^, and
Myers Little Wonder at 7.02%, the re-
spective speeds beiug iisiJK", 1150, in2
and 1 108 vards per minute, this being one
of the finest flights on record. All birds

v-re reported by certified telegram to the
race secretary, and the birds shown to
Samuel W. Taylor, of Baltimore,who was
visiting Germantown at the time. Mr.
John Shepherd and J. H. S. Milliganwere
in Germantown also near the telegraph
office and saw the countermarks, but not
the birds, as it was late and they were de-
sirous to catch a train

.

INDIAN GAME CLUB.

Where Shall the Body Meet, New
York or Charleston ?

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The New York and Charieston
Poultry Associations have each invited
the Indian Game Club to meet with it the
coming season. Both societies expect to
hold large shows of a national character.
Which invitation shall the club accept ?

The club has adopted no constitution as
yet, so the only method of deciding the
place of meeting is by a vote of the mem-
bers, and before we are called upon to
vote I wish to make a few remarks on the
subjects.

Mr. Babcock seems to think that the
club should go to Charleston simply be-
cause the A. P. A. has decided to meet
there. Now let us consider this subject.
If circumstances were such that a man
could attend only one of these meetings,
which should he select, that of the Indian
Game Club or that of th» A. P. A. ? Think
of the two. The A. P. A. meets this time
not for any particular object or purpose,
there is no matter of any great conse-
quence to be considered

; it is rather a
mere meeting for meeting sake. How
little could be missed then if one remain
away. On the other hand, the Indian
Game Club meets for the purpose of per-
fecting its organization, adopting a con-
stitution and preparing a standard for
judging the breed, all of the utmost im-
portance, so that anyone who has the
welfare of the Indian game at heart can
not hesitate to choose this in preference
to the A. P. A., provided he may attend
only one. But look over the names of
memtjers of our club and yon will find
very few who also belong to the A. P. A.,
and fewer still who would go to Charles-
ton even if both societies were to meet
there.

Which city is from a geographical
standpoint the most convenient for mem-
bers of our club ? In New York and New
Jersey there are thirteen members, in
New England ten, so that more than half
the members live in this section of
vvhich New York City is the centre.
Three live in Pennsylvania. Indiana,
Illinois and Michigan together have
seven. In the West there are five and
in the whole South only four, which fbar
are confined to the states of Kentucky,
Tennessee and Virginia. None are any-
where near Charleston, there are not even
any Indian game breeders in that section
of the country—in short we have no in-
terests there at all.

This Charleston .Association offered
regular cash prizes on Indian games last
year. Those prizes were never paid. And
not only has the association refused to do
right in the case but they do not even
promise to Ijehave lietter in the future.
If then we have any respect at all for
honor and decency we should shun
Charleston as we would the small-pox.
.Summing up the whole question as to

where our club should meet

:

1. A. P. A. cuts no figure in the case.
2. New York City is for us compara-

tively central in location. Charleston is
nowhere.

3. Charleston did not act honorably
toward Indian games last year.

4. We have no assurance that Charles-
ton would do any better this year.

H. P. Clarke.
Indianapolis. Ind., Oct. 29.

. I

Transfers of Stocks.

Bunting Hankins, Bordentown, N. j.,
to C. Dorsey, Washington, D. C, one
pair of satinettes.

G. Dorsey to N. R. Woods, one pair of
smooth black magpies.

—Ponltry buildings raised two feet
from the ground will prevent tats from
biding noder them.
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SCRAPPLE.
Traininer Fowla for the Show Pen.

Remedy for Lice—"White

Holland T\irkeys.

The follottring extracts are ftvm the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for

all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pel

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of tht

readers of The Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we

therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

lo poultry, pigeons andfamy stock.

Training Fowls for the Show Pen.

Training fowls of all kinds for the ex-

hibition pen is a point in their favor

which cannot t)e over estimated. Many

pick up their young birds and send them

off to shows without any previous train-

injf. We have heard some of these say :

"The first two or three shows will soon

tame and domesticate the birds to

the pen. and save us all the trouble."

This is an expensive way of training,

and with some varieties it would never

do at all ; l>esides, they ruu a srreat

risk of missing these first opportunities

to score, however good the exhibit.

A wild, untrained bird is as much
against the judge as the exhibitor. The
former generally try to make a bird show
to its best advantage, or to stand in a

natural position, but their limited time
won't allow long for this, and if the ex-

hibit is untrained it suffers in conse-

ffuence.

Different species ret|uire different modes
of training. The game, the bantam and
the Wyandotte, too, require a thorough
systematic course o( training. The rea-

son why we include the Wyandotte is,

we consider, the cocks especially show
o£f their i>reast span>;iiii){ iu greater ad-

vantage if learned to hold themselves
erect when required. All that is required

with most of otir other varieties, 'nclud-

ing water fowl, is that they should be
quiet and domesticated in the pen, and
stand in ~ -..••.--1 ~^<,;f;«.. — 17....^:.«•

Gazette.

a natural position.—Fanciers'

Are "White Breeds Tender?

There seems to be considerable con-

troversy over the hardiness of the various

colored fowls, and we cannot understand

why it should lie so. Some writers are

bold in the a.s.sertion that white breeds
are tender. How can color affect the
health of a bird? The Brahma is almost
a pure white bird, yet it ranks with the
hardiest. The white Wyandotte, white
game and white Iveghorns are as hardy
as a fowl can be. If some of these writers

who make such claims would only come
out and give us goo<l, sul>stantial proofs,

we might be lienefitted. Merely telling

us so without a good reason cannot con-
vince us.—M. K. Boyer.

Duoks.

Light-colored ducks are always of

milder flavor than their darker brethren
;

and those which are reared exclusively

on vegetable diet will have whiter and

more delicate flesh than those allowed to

feast on animal offal. The flesh of birds
fattened on animal foo<l will be firmer
than the other, and have a gamey flavor.

Tlie ancient notion that ducks whose
beaks have a teuflency to curve upward
are better layers than another sort is

simply absurd—all ducks are good layers,

ifcareftilly fed and tended. Ducks gen-
erally Lay in the night or early in the
morning. While she is in perfect health
she will do this ; and one of the surest

signs of indisposition among birds of this

class is irregularity in laying.

The eggs laid will invariably nearly
approach the color of the layer—light-

colored ducks laying white eggs, and
IfTown ducks greenish-blue eggs. Dark-
colored ducks lay the largest «gg^. One
time of day the notion was prevalent that
a duck would hatch no otner eggs than

her own. This is not true ; nevertheless,

it will be as well to match the duck's own
eggs as nearly as possible, for I have
known instances where the duck has
turned out of the nest and destroyed eggs
differing from her own in size and color.

The simple way to fatten ducks is to

let them have as much substantial food
as they will eat. They will require no
cramming, as does the turkey and some
other poultry—thev will cram themselves
to the verge of suffocation ; they should,
at the same time, be allowed plenty of
exercise aud clean water. Bruised oats
and pea meal is the standard fattening
food for ducks.—Beeton.

Ooops and Cooping.

I am not particularly partial to the use

of coops, having always reared my best

and strongest broods without their aid
;

but I know that under many conditions

they are absolutely necessarv, aud there-

fore desire to say a few words respecting

them.
There are coops and coops. Some ap-

pear to be designed to expose the young
birds in the most injurious manner to the
worst influences of the weather, whilst

others are more m accord with common
sense. Perhaps the worst coop that was
ever designed is that with triangular ends
and two sides, one being close l>oardmg,

the other horizontal open slats or bars.

This is usually so heavy that it is shifted

with difficulty, aud, from its form, is uot
convenient to lift, consequently it is gen-
erally allowed to remaui in one place

until the earth l>eneath lH:comes fetid, in

place of being shifted lo fresh ground
twice a day, as every coop should be.

Placed, as these coops usually are, facing

the south, the birds are fully exposed to

the glare of the sun during the hottest

part of the day, and there is not the least

shelter from rain or storms from the same
quarter. A good coop should l>e light,

so as to ))e easily shifted, and should
shelter the hen and her chicks from
storms and wind. In many districts they
must be closed at night, in order to pre-

vent the entrance of rats or stoats ; but
they should never l>e shut up so as to be-

come filled with foul air raising from the
earth t^i^it^d ^*v th^ ^Tcit^ineTit of tb<?

birds. Those coops with small runs
closely wired, which are now sold by
many of the makers of poultry appli-

ances, are much lietter than others
which require to be almost hermetically
sealed. An open coop, surrounded by a

large movable ring of fine meshed hex-
agonal poultry wirework, is often much
more advantageous than a closed coop ;

the hen can retire for shelter during rain,

and has ground to scratch in whidi is

fresh, sweet and untainted.—W. B. Te-
getmeier in the Field.

A White Swallow.

Ornithologists in France have Ijeen

much interested in the discovery of »

rare bird in the shapte of a snow-white

swallow. This novel specimen of the

feathered tribe was hatched in a nest

built by the parent birds under the eaves
of a glass roof covering a court in the ex-
tensive manufactory of a tradesman re-

siding in that district of Paris called

Crenelle. There were three birds hatched,
the white one and two of the usual color,

one of which flew away as soon it was
fledged. When the tradesman discovered
that one had flown he immediately de-

vised a plan for keeping the other two,
which he carried out by having the glass-

roofed court transformed into a temporary
aviarv. One of the leading naturalists of
the city visited Crenelle in order to study
the feathered curiosity ; he arrived, how-
ever, too late to see the bird alive. The
cause of the swallow's death was attributed

to fright, for a great number of people
went continually to see this natural curi-

osity in its captivity. The dead bird has
now l)eeu stuffed and sent to the Museum
of the Botanical Gardens, where there is

alreadv a white magpie, which still lives

and hops alx>ut among its companions,
from which it only differs in color.

—

Feathered World.

Fattening Fowls.

One need not be much of an epicure to

be able to distinguish readily the differ-

ence betweelj a fowl that hasbeen shut up
and delicately fed for a time before killing

and one that was forced to scratch for a
liviug. Confine fowls intended for the
table in a darkened place, give them
plenty of milk, either fresh or sour, with
grain and table scrapm, and you will have
a delicate article of foot!, with no strong
"chicken" flavor about it.—Mirror and
Farmer.

To Make a Breedingr Pen.

When I make up my breeding pens,

the following are some of the points I

pay particular attention to : First, a

bird must suit me so far as its outward

appearance indicates. In this particular

I observe its merits beginning at the
head. Of course, sjmmetry of profile, i.

e., Iiodily carriage when seen walking
about the pen, is the very first desider-
atum. I don't want a malformed bird.

The comb must have the proper shap>e,

color and construction, and the eyes, ear-

lobes aud wattles likewise—the beak is

also a standard qualification. The neck
must have the carriage and shape con-
sistent with a high-bred bird, and the
feathers, with their lacing, must be char-
acteristic of the breed. The shoulder pit

must not be too high or too hollow, and
the breast—one of the ipost important
qualifications—requires a careful study as
to its being normally formed, not too
full, flat or pointed, and the lacing or
color as near perfect as possible. Then
come the wings, and these have shoulders,
wing-bows and bars—all these points to
have their proper place, with the standard
feathering requisite t<> these divisions.

The wing Iww i)eing covered by the breast
feathers is a standard characteristic of
some breeds, notably the Asiatics. The
saildle comes next, with its proper shape
and feather-lacing ; and right along with
this I notice the tail. This is quite an
important feature—it must have the large
and smalt sickle feathers standard to its

breed, and these and the rest to have the
right color and lacing. The fluff, or vent,

aud shanks or legs come last ; and these
must be noticed with standard considera-
tions. Then I study the disposition of
the bird with regard to its merits as a
sitter or non-sitter, layer and brooder,
and the improvement likely as a table
and market fowl —Dr W F Rolh

A Good Remedy for Lioe.

One of the best ways of ridding a

chicken house of lice, which usually stay

in the cracks and crevices of the wood-

work and around the perches, is to fumi-

gate with sulphur, tobacco or the parings

of horses hoofs, which can be obtained

from any blacksmith. When either the
sulphur or hoof parings are used, take an
old iron bucket, which should be of good
size, holding atx>ut one peck, and punch
some good sized holes in same near the
bottom for draft. Fill the pail about half
full of red-hot coals and sprinkle on the
sulphur or hoof parings, and beat a hasty
retreat. If a tobacco fumigation is de-
cided on, obtain a half bushel of tobacco
stems from some cigar factory. Put a few
shavings or fine kindling in the bucket,
on which place a good handful of the to-

bacco stems and ignite. After it is thor-

oughly started put on a quantity of the
stems, which have been moistened, as

they will make a denser smoke.—Western
Poultry Journal.

Points on Moisture.

This feature in incubation has caused

more trouble than anything el.se ; in fact,

we believe that over two-thirds of the

failures are due to mismanagement or ig-

norance in regard to the humidity of the

air in the incul)ator. We have tried

nearly every possible experiment, and we
found some four years ago that we did
not need but very little moisture ; but
this depends wholly uf>on the construc-
tion of the incubator—hence it is impossi-
ble to give any fixed amount except by
the use of a moisture guage, which you
can make bv taking a small Homoeopathic
vial, one with a straight neck, about two
inches long and about one-half inch in

diameter, All this vial with water and place
it on the seventh day of incubation in

your egg trav
;
place it so that the top of

the vial will be on a level with the top of
the eggs, watch the first twenty-four
hours and mark the atuonnt evaporation
that takes place, and then run your in-

cubator upon this gauge ; if the next
twenty-four hours it goes below the mark
put a little water under the eggs in your
moisture pan, aud so on until the eigh-

teenth day, then put in just three times
as much water in the pans as it took to

make the water in the gauge fall on the
sixteenth day. Of course in making thia

gauge the outside conditions of weather
are to be taken into consideration, and
also the place in which your incubator is

kept ; but if in a moderately dry room
and on a clear day you may depend upon
a reliable gauge and also one that will

work in almost any incubator.—Farm-
Poultry.

Downy Fowls.

This new breed was obtained first as a

sport from the Plymouth Rock breed.aud

entirely different from the ancient breed

called silkies. They have now been breed

several years, and the special character-

istic, in regard to their downy feathers,

is well established. But what advantage

have they over any of our standard breeds

of fowls ? There are two special points

that distinguish the downy fowls from
any of the standard breeds never before

the people, to choose from. The points

are : first, they are covered with a pecu-

liar fluffy, downy plumage, as soft as any
goose can brag of, and equally as good
for pillows or beds, etc., they are unable

to fly over an ordinary fence three feet

high on account of the j)eculiar construc-

tion of their wing feathers, which are

short and stubby ; almost devoid of any
web to hold the air. Their futile attempts

at flight, when frightened, are sometimes
quite laughaVile, as they are as liable to

come down wrong side up as right. The
downy fowls have proven themselves

better layers than the Plymouth Rocks ;

the eggs are good sized. They are good
sitters and make excellent mothers, in

fact, on account of their peculiar, downy
plumage, I claim they are superior to any
other breed of fowls.

The downies are the fowls especially

adapted for those that live in towns and
cities, aud wish to have chickens that

will not bother their neighl)ors, without
extra expense of building a special in-

Closure eigiu or ten feet high, as is re-

quired to restrain ordinary fowls. Any
goo<l fence, three feet high, is amply
sufficient to keep the downy fowls at

home. When better known, the downies
are bound to become favorites in the

towm aud cities among those who have
nice yards that they <lo not wish marred
by an unsightly high poultry inclosure ;

and the unsightly inclosures called poul-

try yards, eight to twelve feet high will

be a thing of the past.—W. D. Hills in

Fanciers' Gazette (Am.)

White Holland Turkeys.

A practical farmer who has had large

exp)erience in turkey raising said to me
a few days ago : "I have l)eeu experi-

menting with white Hollands, and they

are the most satisfactory turkey I have

ever raised. I was told that white tur-

keys were un<lerweights, with little stam-
ina and hard to raise. I have found them
as vigorous as any I have raised, as large

as most bronze turkeys and a beautiful

and gentle bird, not so much given to

roaming as most turkeys."
His words compactly dcscril)e some of

the goo<l pMjints of this valuable breed.

If your neighbor keeps bronze or com-
mon turkeys like your own, you are

probably troubled by the flocks getting
mixed and misunderstandings are likely

to become unpleasantly common. The
best wav to avoid this is to keep white
Hollands. There can be no possible

chance of mixing them unless your
neighbors also keep white turkeys. There
are other good reasons for keeping white
Hollands. They are hardy (if of good
strain), good size, very ornamental and
the feathers are valuable.

The idea that white fowls are neces-
sarily less vigorous than dark colored
breeds is erroneous, as is proven by the
vigor and stamina of such popular breeds
as white Leghorns, white cochins, white
Plymouth Rocks, Pekiii ducks, Emb-
den geese and many others. Combining
as they do so many excellent qualities,

there is no reason why white Hollands
should not receive more attention than
is now given them.—F. M. Clemans.Jr.,
in American Poultry Journal.

CAGE ^BIRDS . MD ^PETS.

BY THE WAY.
Canaries have occupied considerable

space in these columns lately, and per-

haps to the exclusion of many othet topics

on cage birds and pets, but no one of the

large class of pets has a stronger hold on

the affections of the inmates of the house-

hold than these pretty creatures and de-

serve all the mention that we can give

them. The JotTRNAi, has in preparation

a very interesting article on canaries

which will be finely illustrated, and will

appear shortly.

Those who are fortunate enough to

possess a canary will be very much inter-

ested ill the article we take from Feath-

ered World on teaching canaries many
amusing tricks, aud by following out the

instructions given you will be well repaid

for the trouble and patience expended.

But success depends altogether on "stick-

ativeness," and if you do not possess the

patience necessary you should not at-

tempt to train your canary, but simply

let him have his own free will. Patience

brings its own reward, and those who have
ever experienced the training of birds

need not be told this. If you wish to

succeed you must be the happy possessor

of all the qualities that go to make up a

successful bird trainer.

TRAINING CANARIES.

How They Can Be Taught to Per-
form Little Tricks.

From the Feathered World.

Now that we have on every hand num-
bers of young canaries, the majority of
which are now able to take care of them-
selves, and, as your readers have heard a
great deal about feeding and breeding. I

trust a few words on teaching them to

perform little tricks, and to enjoy the
company of their masters, may not be
considered out of place. Whether it be
professional or amateur, experienced
breeder or novice, a few tame and friendly
birds, who at all times enjoy the company
of their masters, and are always ready to
show their skill in performing the feats
which they are taught, cannot fail to be
greatly appreciated by all. Let me first
impress upon all who may contemplate
the education of a few of their birds, that
the royal road to success is by patience
and perseverance. Give the birds wheu
quite young, even before they leave the
nest, as much of your company as possi-
ble, always speaking kindly to them, and
occasionally offering them a little dainty;
above all, do not get cross and lose your
temper, or try to force them to take any-
thing from you, but when vou offer them
any choice tit-bit, if they' do not seem
inclined to take it from yp\x after a fair
amount of coaxing and enticing on your
part, take it away altogether, and do not
let them have it. This will, after a few
attempts, have the effect of bringing them
to their senses, and they will soon learn
to take your choice morsels without any
fear.

'

To teach a bird to kiss, you must first
of all cage them off separately

; take the
bird yon wish to learn in your hand,
hold him lightly, chatting in soothing
tones till he is quiet ; then kiss the bill
repeatedly, all the time chatting and
soothing him with gentle talk. Kiss the
bill again aud again uutil he ceases to
struggle in fear of the salute ; then be-
stow a final one—a kiss of approbation—
and release him. Repeat the lesson again
next day, or if you wish to learn him
quickly, give a lesson several times a day,
and he soon resorts to this performance
as a method of coaxing, opening and
Closing his bill between your lips exactly
as you have done to him.
To teach him to sit on your finger,

draw a chair up to his cage, hold a con-
lerence with him and then insert your
linger between the wires near his favor-
ite perch. Do uot move it about in pur-
suit of the bird as he hops from perch to
perch, but keep it perfectly stiU. The

new object showing no disposition to
harm him, he soon goes up cautiously
for an examination. Then he picks to
ascertain the material. Maybe he fights
it. Do not despair at this, as it is a good
sign, showing that he no longer fears it.

Reward him with some choice morsel
and cheerful words for his courage and
leave him to himself. Try him again in

the afternoon, when he may go further
aud light on it. Possibly the trick may
take several days, but if you wish to suc-
ceed you must be patient an<l persevere.
He will soon light on the finger at any
point or angle. Then try thrusting the
finger under the door of the cage. Next
time have the door open and block the
egre.ss with the rest of the hand while
one finger extends within, and when he
perches on it. draw it forth a little way,
but be careful not to overdo it or frighten
the bird or your attempts will prove an
utter failure. Next tempt Ifim to perch
outside a little, gradually extending his
excursions each day as he gets more used
to it and ceases to be afraid. In a short
time you have only to open the cage
'door, uplift a finger aud he is sure to fly

for it.

To teach him to eat from the hand let
him hunger several days for some favor-
ite dainty as, for example, a fig. Show
him one, disregard his elation, do not let
him have it. Spread a few of the seeds
over the end of your finger and offer
them close to his perch, allowing him
plenty of time for speculation. Soon he
will snatch off a seed or two, but if he
utterly refuses, place him sadly away and
leave the fig where he will be able to see
it. Next day try again, when maylie he'll
take one or more. That will do. Do
not plague him any longer. Give him a
piece of the fig in his cage and leave him
alone until next day. Next day, how-
ever, he may feel independent, being
surfeited, and refuse to pick. This does
not matter

; put him away without his
fig. The next day he is sure to pick all

off the fingers. Praise the act aud re-
ward him. After this it will be all plain
sailing.

I have a canary now which any one
would think was of the most pugnacious
disposition. Every time one goes near
his cage he will open his beak and shake
u;„ ...:..„ :.. _ _. ... \.f
»*«.> mti|^ ill a must luuiciuub ijiauiier,
letting one see very plainly that he wants
to fight, and if you put a finger up to him
he will stand and fight it in much the
same manner that two game cocks will
fight each other. This end was attained
by continual teasing after he became tame
enough to perch on the finger. The
same bird can also pipe a tune splendidly,
in fact I consider him equal to a bull
finch in this respect. He was taught this
by a young man constantly whistling
a tune to him when quite young without
the aid of bird organ or any other instru-
ment whatever. I would impress the
fact upon the mind of anyone who is de-
sirous of training a bird that because it

sometimes gives no outward sign of imi-
tation it is not to be accepted as a lielief
that the bird is not learning. It is prac-
ticing the trick in private and not until
after a perfect rehearsal will it give a
public exhibition.

LOP-BARED RABBITS.

Breeding, Rearingr and Keeping
Them for Show.

From the Stock-Keeper.

Of the numerous varieties of fancy ralj-

bits not one is more interesting or more
profitable, if properly managed, than the

lop. At the same time it must be ad-

mitted that success) in rearing good and
healthy specimens can only be obtained
where the greatest cleanliness and regu-
larity of careful attention are mantained,
but if the following suggestions are
systematically carried out I venture to
say what is termed good luck may, with
all reasonable amount of certainty, be
expected. The most important factors
to the above happy result are perfect
cleanliness and judicious, regular feeding.
To keep the hutches sweet and the occu-
pants healthy, the former should l)e well
lime-washed once a fortnight, and
thoroughly cleaned out at least once a
week, and at times, when necessary, even
more frequently. The bottoms should
be sprinkled with unslaked lime, and
littered with best sweet hay.
Rabbits should be fed three times a

day, viz., in the morning with good sound

oats, at noon with best white peas,which
have been .soaked all night, the water
strained off in the morning and then
allowed to dry ; in the evening give a
mixture containing equal parts of barley
meal, pollard, and powdered oil cake.
An easy metho<I to powder the latter is

to place it in an oven until very hot, then
cut it into slices and roll it to i)owder
with a rolling pin. Mix the al>ove with
cold water which has l)een Itoiled. A
great i.jprovemeiit will Ije made if a
moderate amount of tea leaves be added.
Green food is beneficial if given with
judgment; it should only be given after
the regular meals, and never upon an
empty stomach. It must uot be given in
a wet or decaye<l state, or when turning
yellow. To keep rabbits in health, it is

advisable to give each one half a tea-
spoonful of powdered brimstone in the
evening meal once a fortnight, and every
alternate fortnight the same quantity of
of common .sait mixed with the soft food.
It must not. however, be given when the
does are suckling young. At this time
give them an abundance of sound green
food, always remembering that they
should first have their regular meals of
corn, etc.

The following suggestions as to breed-
ing are as few and as easily carried out
as the above on feeding and system
of keeping. Select healthy fine young
rabbits from ten months to a year old, be
quite as particular to see that they have
good bodies and straight legs and that
their ears are long, broad and well car-
ried. If you know they come from a
good strain, does with twenty-one inch to
twenty-three inch ears, which have not
been unduly forced, will, when properly
mated, produce the best of young. If
you desire to rear prize specimens, not
more than three should be left with the
mother, the remainder of the litter should
be placed with foster mothers. Let them
run with the does until twelve weeks old
or even longer ; two litters thus reared
will probably be more valuable than
double the number if taken away when
much younger. It is uot desirable to
have the first litter of the year before the
middle of May, so that the young may be
reared with little, if any, artificial heat.
The temperature of the hutches should
not t)e less than seventy degrees nor
more than seventy-five degrees. It would
be possible to get a little extra length of
ear if the heat were kept up to eighty
degrees, but the rabbits would be weak-
ened, and on the whole the result would
not be advantageous.
The ears of young rabbits continue to

grow until they are about sixteen weeks
old ; after that age the increase is very
little, if any, possibly half an inch, but
rarely more, and frequently not so much.
If the nights should be cold in May, or
even the early part of June, the tempera-
ture should be kept up by a small oil
stove. A sudden check caused by cold is

fatal to the growth of the ears. Three
litters are quite sufficient in a year, if you
are breeding for exhibition purposes. In
the hot weather it is most important that
the hutches should be properly venti-
lated.

All breeders of exhibition lops will find
their stock more or less troubled with
those disagreeable pests, fleas ; these can
only be kept down by frequent use of a
small tooth comb, and bv well dusting
the heads and parts chieffy affected with
insect powder.

A SaGraoious Robin.

Mrs. Burwell, of Westfield, Conn.,
found a helpless robin a year ago last

summer, which had fallen from its nest

while learning to fly. She placed it in a

cage and raised it. This summer she
released it, thinking the bird would be
happier at liberty. The New Haveu
Register says that last week the robin
returned to Mrs. Burwell's yard and flew
upon her finger. Wheu spoken to " he
was willingly taken into the house, and
there he gave unmistakable expressions
of delight at being in his old home.
After the excitement had passed away
the empty cage was brought to the room
and straight into it flew the robin. He
hopped up to his perch, and there settled
down in evident contentment. He
hadn't forgotten where to look for his
food nor for what his bath was intended.
It is believed that the bird didn't know
what else to do when the cold weather
came."

MESSENGER PIGEONS.

An Aid to NHtional Iiert>ni«e imd
of Great ImiM>rtanc«.

Oti<>

By Mi^or r.eneral I). K. Cameron. C. M.

ARTICLE V—CONTINUKn.

In French experiments with

«'..

pigeons
for naval use—the first attempt—made at

Toulon, was to domesticate the bird on
board the St. Louis, artillery practice
ship. The pigeon hou.se was placed near
two -seven and ahal finch and two nine
and a-half inch guns, firing an average
of 600 rounds weekly. The ^ide-de-
camp of the Vice-Arlmiral Commander-
in-Chief at Toulon stated that the experi-
ment to establish communication between
a ship at sea and a pigeon loft ashore
succeeded perfectly. The converse ex-
periment was not so successful, but was
to l>e repeated. The results, however,
proved that the homing bird adapts it-

self perfectly well to life afloat and breeds
there. The pigeon house on the SL
Louis had an inside capacity of three cu-
bic metres, accommodating eight pairs of
birds.

As to the use of pigeons for naval pur-
poses, a sketch by Lieutenant Wain-
wright. United vState Coast Signal Service
of Defense Arrangements, will give a fair

general idea of their importance as aux-
iliaries. Lieutenant \\'ainwright says :

"An ideal sj-stem of transmitting intelli-
gence coastwise and to seaward duriag a
naval war would be one in which obser-
vation stations, connected by telegraph
lines, were established at certain inter-
vals along the coast ; at each station
trained men with the necessary instru-
ments for receiving and sending visual
signals ; at certain of these stations
pigeon lofts for furnishing pigeons to
lookout vessels and receiving from them
reports, and also for despatchine birds
with intormation to the outside stations
of the aeet ; also lofts, at such stations as
from the position of the telegraph lines,
are liable to have their connections in-
terrupted, the birds being used to main-
tain communication when the lines are
cut All coast lines to \ye connected with
the interior lines whenever practicable,
in order to gfive additional .security. The
instruments necessary are heliographs,
electrographs, semaphores, and at the
most important stations captive balloons.
By means of observation vessels also,

furnished with signal instruments and
pigeons, the points towards which the
enemy is making would be known, and
his progress along the coast followed by
observers, so that the defending fleet
might meet him, or acting as a flanking^
fleet, follow up and engage him at the
critical moment. If the enemy's fltst
break up into detachments the course of
each will be known to the admiral com-
manding the defense, and he can oppose
the enemy with similar detachments or
keep his fleet together, and overwhelm
the smaller bodies with his united force.
Thus at a comparatively small cost the
effective strength of the fleet would be
greatly increased to the greater security
of the defense.

"In times of peace these signal stations
could be utilized by the Life Saving Ser-
vice and Weather Bureau, and for the
purpose of sending the usual commercial
lutelligence. As will be seen the system
adopted by the French approaches" very
closely the ideal one."

In Lieutenant Wainright's lucid sketch
one cannot fail to be struck by the great
importance attached by him to pigeon
service.

The writer in the Royal Engineer
Journal whose reference to the Siege of
Paris has been (quoted, remarks on the
organization of military messenger pigeon
posts :

"If it is to be used as an auxiliary
means, whether of offense or defense, it

must lie organized thoroughly, efficiently
and on a large scale. A large fortress or
other suitable place in the heart of the
country must be selected as the central
station, where the carrier pigeons needetl
for stocking the pigeon stations of the
whole country must be bred. The selec-
tion of the stations which ar« to be con-

I
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nected mutually by carriers.tbeir housing,
feeding and tending must be made the
subject of careful study. Of course only
strategical consideration must be the

fuiding principles in selecting lines of
ight, and the organization of the carrier

pigeon post must be left to the general
sUff.

"Besides breeding pigeons in state col-

urabaries private breeders must receive
every encouragement, so that in case of
war a large supply of those useful birds

may always be obtainable. The great
military pjowers of Europe have recog-
nized the importance of this means of in-

tercourse and have made most extensive
preparations."
Of the uses to which the bird is put in

peace the Century Magazine, speaking of
the United States, says :

"In our country of magnificent dis-

tances and tardy messengers, pigeons
are more largely employed as carriers
than is generally known, inasmuch as
the service is mainly for individual con-
venience. Very many businessmen in

cities communicate with home in the
saburbs by pigeon post, or use the birds
between oflBce and factory. Farmers use
them as messengers through the neigh-
borhood and from the post-office and the
town. Country physicians often have an
apartment prepared for the birds in their
conveyance and carry the birds on their
rounds as regularly as they carry their
instruments and their bottles, using them
to bri..g word later on from their patients
and to send word home when there is

need. And even New York brokers
promise to follow the example of Mr. A.
De Cordova, who says : 'I use my birds to
bring the reports from Wall Street to
me at Chetloah, North Branch.'

"Mr. R. D. Hume, of Fruit Vale, Cali-

fornia, claims to use pigeons with com-
plete success between his factories some
three hundred miles to the north. Years
ago certain of the Wells Fargo agents in

the mountains of Nevada used pigeons to
bring them news from the nearest station
the same day that by the regular means
would not have reached them until the
third day. There are many prominent
men and capitalists in the vicinity of New
York to-<lay who owe their prosperity to
the foundation laid years ago through
advices conveyed by pigeons in advance
ofthemailby stage.* * * Very many
of the merchant marine, especially in

European waters, have pigeons on board
for use in communicating with the vessel
from the small boats away from them, or
from the shore. The birds, it is said,
never mistake another vessel for their
own at the dock or in the harbor. It has
been remarked of several flights that the
birds in exercising, when far out of sight
of land, will ^o away for hours at a time,
and upon their return will have dried mud
on their feet and legs, showing them to
have been ashore."
The passage from land to land across

the Altantic by the St. Lawrence is about
1800 miles. Assuming that a vessel on
this line has a good Irish bird and a good
Canadian bird on board—then for only
900 miles will she be beyond communi-
cating distance from the mainland.
The Newfoundland fishermen and ves-

sels engaged in the coasting trade and in
navigating the inland lakes, explorers,
surveying parties and sportsmen in re-

mote districts, would frequently avail
themselves of the services of these birds
were there lofts whence they might
readily obtain them when required for
ase.

Who can estimate the mitigation of
anxiety that pigeons might have afTorded
to the {lassengers of the City of Paris in
her recent accident? At what a slight
cost this relief might have been supplied !

Why should not all trans-Atlantic steam-
ers carry birds with them to announce
the approach to either coast ?

The Illustrated Daily Graphic in Eng-
land has its pigeon loft. Its birds brought
to it a succession of sketches taken on
board a steam launch following the course
of the Oxford and Cambridge race ; and
from the train in which the Prince of
Wales traveled to open the Forth Bridge
its pigeons brought pictures of incidents
en route.

Newspaper men here might receive
early photographic copies of European
news two or three days in advance of the
arrival of the mails by vessels liberating
messenger pigeons. The eastern Cana-
dian press misht exchange news in a
similar way witn the western press, and
Canada generally exchange with the
United Sutes. With well-tested, reliable

birds, it might even be possible to transmit
official despatches between the British

Embassy at Washington and Ottawa

—

more rapidly far than by mail.

It is earnestly hoped that not a few of
those who read this article will consider
it a citizen's duty to encourage the breed-
ing and training of messenger pigeons as
a means of furnishing abun(iance of inno-
cent amusement to young and old alike,

as useful helps in domestic and personal
affairs, as servants of the press, as aids in

the transaction of business, as assistants
in commerce, as; invaluable friends of the
merchantile marine, and as indis{)ensable
auxiliaries to the navy and army in the
time of our country's need.

AMERICAN COURSING CLUB .MEET.

Continued from Pase 870.

Great Bend Derby, Puppy Stakes.

For sixteen or more ereyhounds, eighteen
months old or younger. Entrance fee $5 ; the
winner to receive iifly per cent of entrance
money and ^50 cash, donated by the Morrison
House, Great Hend : the runner up fifty per cent
of remaining money ; third and fourth twenty-
five per cent each of money remaining after sec-
ond division. Affidavit of age must be made by
owner.

FIRST SERIES.
Emporia Kennels' (Bmpona, Kan.) black bitch

Girl's Favorite (Trales—Bessie Lee) beat Russell
& Nichol's (Cable, III) black and white bitch
Busy Bee (Spring—Alas).
Emporia Kennels' (Emporia, Kan.) black dog

Denmark (Bobolink—Meta)t>eut D. C. Luse's
(Great Bend, Kan.) white dog Lieutenant Leo
(Trales—Dick's Darling)
Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' (Lexington, Ky.)

brindle dog Surplus (Master Rich ) l)eat
Kmporia Kennels' (Emporia, Kan.) brindle dog
Ajax (Bobolink—Meta).
Russell & Nichols (Cable, III.) black and white

dog Bartender (Spring— Alas) beat Emporia Ken-
nels' (Emporia, Kan.) black dog Maddox (Bobo-
link—Meta).
D. C. I.use's (Great Bend. Kan.) red dog Lsn-

aradzo (Trales—Dick's Unrling) beat Rookwood-
Lflndseer Kennels' (Lexington, Ky.) red and
white bitch Dewlap (Gobbert's Sport—Queen).

SECOND SERIES.
Denmark Ijeat Girl's Favorite
Bartender beat Surplus

Lana radio a bye.

THIRD SERIES.
Denmark beat Lanaradzo

Bartender a bye.

FOURTH SERIES.
Denmark beat Bartender and won first prise, )7s.
Bartender won second, I12.50.
Lanaradzo won third, %%,
Girl's Favorite won fourth, $3.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OP PIOKONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every li.nnd regis-
tered, each iMc. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In onlering name the variety of pigeon
on which the baud is to be used.

SEJVV FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. E. S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

'\P BIRD fXMANNAThe Ore&tMecret of

,

IhaHarta Uountaln.Oer'.
will restore tbe song of
T*nt their allmenta and
wadltlon. It makes oanart
•heddlncfeatbera. Bent by
l*e. SoldbT all druggists.
Bird rcHxl Co., 4C<rS. 3d

tlie Oaoarir Breeders of
many. Blnl Hanna
C*ge Birds, wlU pre-
' keep them In good

-• sing, even while
matron receipt of
Directions free,
,St., PhlU.. P».

DIPLOMAS
FOR

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THE USE OF

Club Secretariea.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station, at-
mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and age,
name and sex of bird.

In lots of 50 or less, Ja.jo ; each additional 50,
%2.oo. Address

Fanciers* Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

PHILADBLPHIA, PBNNA.

OUR CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal
for one year with any of tbe following named
publications, post free, upon receipt of price

named :

With
Regular Fanciers'
Price. Journal.

American Angler $3-oo $4.00
Americ m Agriculturist . . . . 1.25 3.50
American Field 5.00 6.00
American Fish and Game War-
den 1.00 3.00

American Garden a.00 3 50
American Poultry Yard . . . . 1.50 3.25
American Stock- Keeper . . . . a.oo 3.00
American Kennel Gazette . . . 1.00 3.00
Canadian Pou'try Journal ... .75 3.00
Canadian Poultry Review ... i.oo 3.00
Canadian Pigeon and Pets. . . .^o 2.70
Century 4.00 5.50
Country Gentleman 2.50 3.50
Delaware Farm and Home . . i.oo 2.75
Fanciers' Gazette (English) . . 2.10 4.35
Fanciers' Gazette (American) . 1.00 3.60
Farm Journal . • 50 2.60
Farm Poultry 50 2.60
Frank Leslie's

Popular Monthly 3.00 4.00
Illustrated Weekly 4.00 5.00
Budget of Wit 2.25 3.75
Pleasant Hours 1.75 3.25

Guide and Friend 25 2.60
Garden and Forest 4.00 5.50
Georgia Farmer 50 2.60
Harper's Monthly 4.00 5.00

Weekly 4.00 5.00
Bazar 4.00 5.00
Young People 2.00 3.00

Lippincott's Magazine 3.00 5.50
New England Fancier 50 2.75
New Jersey Agriculturist . . . i.oo 3.00
New York Mail and Express
(Weekly) a.00 3.50

New York Times (Weekly) . i.oo 3.00
New York World (Weekly) . . i.oo 3.00
Ohio Poultry Journal I.oo 3.00
Poultry Bulletin 1.00 2.60
Poultry Chum 25 2.60
Poultry in California 50 2.75
Poultry Herald 50 2.75
Poultry Keeper 50 2.70
Poultry Monthly 1.25 3.00
Poultry News ....".. .25 2.60
Poultry World 1.25 3.00
Practical Poultrymaii 50 2.75
Popular Science' News i.oo 2.75
Prairie Farmer i 00 2 75
Puck 5.00 6.00
Rural Califoruian i.so 3.00
Rural New Yorker 2.00 3.50
Scientific American 3.00 4.00

Architects' Edition . s.'O 6.00
Southern Fancier 50 z.75
Shooting Times (English) . . . 2.60 4.70
Spirit ol^the Times 5.00 6 00
Sports Afield 2.00 3.75
Stock-Keeper (English) 3.15 4.50
St. Nicholas 3.00 4.50
The Fancier i.oo 3.00
The Fanciers' Monthly .... i.oo 3.00
a i.C A aiiCICi's Jv^vicW ^ ^-i*J
Truth 4.00 5.00
Turf, Field and Farm 5.00 6.00

PUBLICATIONS.

AMERICAN KKNNKL, CJATli

Stud BOOK.

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the oflFicial monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists
of the difterent shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per aiiniiin.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

N08. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

THE BF.ST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
RABBITS, CAGE-BIUns, &.V.

It is the recognized Engli.sh organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find

"

best English stock advertised in its colum
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, fJJ.lR,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

^^?e j+omif\| Exchange.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The ofl^cial journal of 'The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." }i
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

OERMANTOWN, PA.

INCUBATORS.

Prairie State Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
-ihows including first at the
890 show. New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,
76-127 Chester Co., Pa.

PINELASDi
INCUBATORS
-ANI

rBROODERS^
LEAD ALL OTHERS.

Five firsts, two seconds and one special at the
three great New Jersey fairs, Mt. Holly, Wa-
verly and Trenton. We manufacture the latest
and greatest novelty,

The Paragon Incubator
The simplest, cheapest and t>est hot water incu-
bator ever invented. Our mammoth catalogue,

KVERYTHINO FOR THE POULTRY YARD

Ready Dec. i . Price 5 cents. Circulars free.

Address,

PINEUND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jeraey.

THE
-EMPIRE INCUBATOR-

AND BROODERS.
Winner of First Prizes at every Shaw where

exhibited.

This machine is warranted to hatch 90 per cent
when operated as directed, or price of machine
refunded, A written gu.irnntee will be given
with the sale of each incubator. This incubatir
was invented by a man of several years' experi-
ence in poultry raising and the manugenient of
different make* of iiicnbaturs. It is constructed
of the very best materials of their several kinds.
and the work executed by the very best of work-
men Write for Cfltnln^ir ntid price liist Plesase

enclose 2c. postage stamp.

EMPIRE INCUBATOR CO..
Hamburg, New York.

t^"Address all cnrrespondence to Branch Office,

3/9 Edmund Street, Camden, JV. J. 84-110

EXCELSIOR

INCUBATOR
>*lmpl«f Porfertr fcBolf.rwaciiliiria*.

PR»Vt6>;iCClI'WlHCi-i»'0II

Hundr^sln ane-l
i

cesnfnl ojieratlon.
|

Ouarantee<l to hatch I

I

as large percentage!
of fertile egga as any <

other hatcher. Send 8c. for
new Illustrated Catalogue.

GEO. H.STAHL,Quincy.llL

B.STABL,ISUED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry. Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. I.,etters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free, United States and Canada,
$2.10.

Address Post-OflRce Orders and communicationa
to the Fanciers' Gasette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, I<ondon, E. C,
England.

Pedigrees Printed

IN

—

"ATTRACTIVE FORM-
AT MODERATE PRICES.

AT XHIQ OFFICE.
<

a»7

8.00

3.00

1.50

I.oo

.80

2.00

.50
3.00
SO

1.00

•SO

•75

3.00

50

4S0.

1.50

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

KENNBL.
American Kennel. Surges % 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Disea.ses of. Datriel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmout . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond.
Dog Training and Points <rf Judging; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Mana(^eraent and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmoiit

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 15715 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5 5o
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. .S Book. Vols. XI to XllI.each
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illiistra-
sions

Fox Terrier, Breeding aud Rearing ; col-
ored ptntrait. Dalziel 1.00

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases JO

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training .50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $5.00; leather 7.50

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great D;ine Dog 1.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon,

Stonehenge on the I>og 2.5S
The Spaniel aud Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer ,.00

The Dog, bv Idstone i.jj
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait i!25
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The Mastiff, the Hi.story of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Lavcrack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated . . . .

Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31
pnze dogs; in leather j.oo

Youatt on the Dog jso
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir ....
Cloth

DOGS.
Advertisemenb wilhout display inserUd under

tki.' heading/or i cents per word for each insertion

Bloodhounds.

FR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Haven, Vt.

Bull Terrier*.

BOOKING ORDERS FOR WHITE PUPS
out of imported white stock ; dogs, %\s ;

bitches. $10 ; weight, twenty-five poUu(h.
H. F. Kelly, Providence. R. L 84 tf

Collies.

prize win-
F. R Cars-

':2S

•50

•7S

1.00

1.25

500
2SO
»75
•«

O'

FOR SALE.—Young stock from
ningblocxl Prices rea.sonable.
well, Wilmington, Del.

FR SALE.—ONE DOG, FOUR BITCH
puppies by The Squire—I.ady Tippins. Dr.
Win. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

84-86

RDHRS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
li« pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement. Wal-
ter Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-tf

ORDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ro»-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gayla!-s, by Champion Scotilla out ofYoung
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora U, by
Mancy Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

YOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for caU-
logue. Lake View Kennels, Wotxrester,
Mass. 75.tf

DOGS.
Advertitements witkout display inserted under«M headingJor j cenUper vordfor each insertion.

Setters.

FR SALE.—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner .nird. Setter Derby Central field
trials, 1889. Address H. Clav Glover, 1293
ilroadway. New York City.

pOR

For Sale or Kxohance.

so
•75

CAOB BIKDS.
Paper cover . .

Canary Birds,
rioth

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition

Native Song Birds George J. Biarnesby. '.

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Cauary. G. J. Barnesby

PIOBONS.
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts

Lofl Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L. S. Clark .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. I.,ewis Wright
Pigeon Standard (new) T . .

B- Tegetmeier ..'.'. *
j'ooPigeon Book. W

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer.
POl'LTRV.

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 pUtes
of onze birds and other engravings. .

Capons and Caponizing. George O Dow
Duck Culture. RankiS

'

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. ^i mi-
ored illustrations; woodcuts. By Harri-
son Weir

Profitable Poultry keeping, Stephen Beale
Poultry Yard. Miss WatU.
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright.".
Poultry for the Many PlanUgenet 7 .
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Dlehl
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Fetch.
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso.

15.00

«.50
I.oo

•so

•SO

8.00

2.00

1.50

50

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; mastiffs Eadbert. Eriant
and bitch pup

;
pointer dogs, bitches and

puppies; Irish setters, and pair puppies 6
months old, bv Dick Swivelcr

; greyhound
and beagle puppies. Want breach-loading
shot guns and rifics, folding boat, ficlcT
glass, telescope, lathe. J. Otis Fellows,
HoruellsviUe. N. Y.

ENGLISH MASTIFF BITCHES, SIRED BY
Caution, now in whelp, bred to Belmont
(by Berkshire Caution—Berkshire Zetta);
whelps will have four strains to Champion
Crown Prince. Berkshire Kennels, Hins-
dale, Mass. 8^.87

Fox Hounds.

8kye Terriers.

»,
8ALB-EFFIE DEANS (DUNBAR-

NelHe); 1st New York. 1890. Dog pup by
Lovel (Sir William Wallace—Daisy), Effie
Deans, whelped April, 1890. Three bitch
pupa by Champion Jim (Berkie—Highland
Eary), Effie Deans, whelped September,
i8jo. William P. Sanderson, 4202 Balti-
more Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

TWO YEARS OLD, EIGHT POUNDS, $15

;

one bitch eight weeks old, .Maltese collar
$10 ; one dog, eight weeks old, lis. H. F.
Kelly, Providence, R. I. 84-tf

St. Bernards.

FR SALE.-THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains toclose out. R.J.Sawyer
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display imerted under

this heading for i cents per wordfor each insertion

Various.

A P. GROVES, 28 S. DEIJiWARE AVE-
. °"*li'"""'\*'P'".*.\ Pajj.has for sale golden

.

silver
ducks.

and white Wyaiidottes. Pekin
8S-88

FOR ALL VARIETIES OP POULTRY PIG-
eons. Rabbits, Ferrets, Guinea Pigs, Shet-
land Ponies Maltese Cata, Dogs. Garden
Seeds and Flowers, address Cof
Springfield, O.

Leffel,
S5-86

INuiA.NiiAMKS AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by

NDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE
andottes. Finely marked 1

Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y

M
O

M'breeders and importers of St. Bernarc^s.
67.118

ST. BERNARDS. -Grandly bred; perfect
markings. I.3ke View Kennels, Worcester,

76-tfMass.

Setters and Pointers.

SOV. SALE.-BROKEN SETTERS AND
pointers of either sex. Am anxious to re-
duce stock and will sell cheap. Dogs all
good and highly bred. Will guarantee full
satisfaction in every case. For particulars
address p. Henry O'Bannon, Sperrjville,

Various.

FX HOUNDS FROM BEST PACKS IN PENN-
sylvania. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 .South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

Fox Terriers.

The Philosophy of Judging.
Felch * I^e

The Game Fowl

By Babcock,

•SO

500
SO
•SO

9'oe

«So
•SO

2.00

•SO

•as

'•SO

• 25
I.OO

Q09. SALE — FOX TERRIERS OF THE" highest breeding. Puppies and young
bitches in whelp at moderate prices. Print-
ed pedigrees on application to J. A. Hoffar.
143 N St.. Washington, D C. 81 If.

PUPPIES FOR SALE BY CHAMPION SIRES
out of prize-winning dams. Regent Ken-
nels, Catonsville, Md. b 78-84

ANEW DOG WHISTLE.
shrillest whistle ever invented

The londest und
nted. Something

Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company «
South Third Street. PhiUdelF'iia. Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
upphed at low prices. The Fanders'^Pub-
Iishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.

SETTERS AND POINTERS. BROKEN AND
unbroken. Send fordtscriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 .South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. Rj If

INORCA8 FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE;
Ix>ng-di8tance homing pigeons. Good stock
given and wanted. Michael A. Donohue
931 Scranton St., Scranton. Pa.

FPICE STATIONERY FOR POULTRY-
men. stock breeders or fanciers. Large
stock of cuts. E. .S. Hammell. job printer
and sUtioner, Jamesburg, N. I. Send for
prices. ^.^^

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter aheeu, bill heads, price lisU, sched:
ule», labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lUhing Co., 32 South Thiol St., Philade
phia. Pa.

T>EDIGREES carefully revised to Insure cor
J^ rectneM, aud printed in an attractive form

at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co.. 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.

RED CAPS AND BLACK MI.NORCAS WON
"•"tajd secoiid_ premium at Mount Holly
and
sale.

Trenton fa'irs.

Allen H. Tyson.
Standard
Lansdale,

birds for
Pa. 84-4t

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted mndet

this heading/or t cents per word fin eack insertion

POULTRY.
Advertisements wilhout display imerud under

this heading/or t cents per wordJor each insertion.

Artists.

w
nmtalls.

HITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty yeara.
•ale very low

Frank M. Gilbert,

Some grand birds for sale very low Send
for circular,
ville, Ind.

Bvans-
62-tf

Homloa: PIceons.

Gordon Setters.

VOR SALE.—PUPPIES TEN WEEKS OLD,
' by Dixon's Little Boy—Roulette, she by A.

Belmont's imported Robert—Ruby. Eligi-
ble to registration. Can be seen at 711
Wood Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 83-84

Irish Setters.

NELLIE SWIVELER. YEAR OLD. DADGH-
ter of the famous Dick Swiveler. Address
L. M. Mintess. 439 Chestnut Street, Phila-
delphw. Pa. 85-86

Cooper 5.00Poultry for the people. Comyns . . . .Fancy Poultry, fart I ; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Comyns

_

Practical
MISCBLLANBOVS.

All .u .•*."'>*''' Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

rJ.- ^u"' ^^".^^» anif Rats. Sure Pop. .

trai^^"""^
' ^'"* Classification (fllus-

The Art of Training Animal
lustrated

Glimpses of Animal Life •

Intelligence of Animals

paper; it-

the Habits and

SO

•50

1.50

• 25

•SO

i-So

Irish Terriers.

T^OR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn"• Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels
Chestnut Hill. Philadelphia.

Italian Greyhounds.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph»
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co. 15'^•—- •''•'-"'* Philadelphia.South Third St.,

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

MY ENTIRE YARD FOR SALE? THOMP-
son's strain. J. H. Drevenstedt, Jamea-
b«"». N. J.

Buir Cochins.

HBAD OF THIS PEN HAS TAKEN FIVE
firsts. Young stock for sale. Eggs in sea-
son. Fred. H. Davenport, Englishtown
••*• J- 84-5t

For Sale or JBzohanse.

t

T-)EDIGREED ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND
X' puppies, cheap. W. G. Brunt, Baltimore,

^
Ma^ ». 82-85

Mastlffla.

FOR SALE-THE CHOICE ENGLISH MAS-
tiff Stud Dog Clito. prize winner at Phila-
delphia and Baltimore shows; also, a nice
well-bred brood bitch, both registered
young, and in splendid condition. Bargain
for a breeder. Address W. 519 S Paca St.
Baltimore, .Md.

DOGS.

ihi'^hZdi^TT!" ""'^?' ''"^''y '•"«''«' ««*^•nts Heading/or j cents per word/orrd/or each insertion

Beagles.

BITCH. TWO YEARS OLD. GOOD HUNTER,
lis H. F. Kelly, Providence, R. I. 84Tf

B^t^\^. HOUNDS FROM TWO MONTHS
rtorv ifr

^7"?"
°i''-

Puppies and trained

SSt ' »! '^°"\ *'""'>"K qualities, not reg.

'orni. B. P Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

K°*.t,^t^h~'^*^*"*^ CHOICE PEDIGREED^ r.2^h'[y,''^er^rifm,^:!'"-Bridget. ^.mea

Poodle

w; INCUBATORS FOR
pullets, or hens not more than i u years
old. Not less than three-fourths Leghorn
blood. Also black Spanish. Empire In-

84-tf cubatorCo.,si9Edmund St., Camden. N.J.

Golden Wyandottes.

*^ni5?5'T^.)^' •'^ CHESTNUT STRBBT,
Philadelphia, breeder and fancier o^
Iong-di<-tance homers only ; winner of In-
ter-state and challenge races with yonna
birds. 1889 ; 2d diploma in old birds, season
SV.'rV'."?,"',3«> miles, and first bird to
Philadelphia from 400 miles in ConcourseA few young.sters for sale at reasonable
pnces.

WING TO AN OVER STOCKED LOFT 1
offer for sale, cheap, five pairs of my best
birds, some with records from 200 to joo
miles. A good chance for beginners. Ad-
dress W. S. Torkingtou, Jr., 4036 I.ocust
.Street, West Philadefi)hia. ^

'
* ^ 'gj^"

nrRITE TO O. F. CONNELLY," Pa., for homing pigeons.

J-

O'

CA&USLE.
83^

Jacobins.

TW. TUtM;LE, Columbua.
^ and breeder of Jacobins.

Swallows.

Oa. Impottei
50-106

EX-TRA FINE EARLY HATCHED BIRDS
for sale-Won first at Wilmington Fair.
Address J. E. Smith, Chestnut Hill. Phila-
delphia. 82-86

CHICKS FOR SALE,
Jamesburg, N. J.

Red Caps.

J. H. DREVBN8TBDT,

Various.

A'
T 8TDD.—FAMOUS CORDED COATED

poodle Dexter. Orders booked for pups by
Dexter—Nell. French poodles for sale.
Box 244, Salem, Mass. 83-5t

Pugs.

FINE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequassct Kennels.
Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

)UGS AND PUPPIES,
Brunt, Baltimore, Md.

CHEAP — W. O.
a. 82-85

Rabbit Hounds.

RABBIT HOUNDS —GOOD LOOKING NA-
tive beagles, guaranteed excellent in the
field at $20 each ; same kind unbroken. Jio.
Pedigreed beagles at reasonable prices.
Largest stock in the United States. Associ-
ated Fanciers. 140 South Eighth St.. Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

D

CHOICE BARRED PLY.MOUTH ROCKS
light Brahmns. brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right
E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square. Pa.

R.S. C. MOVER, LANSDALE. PA., BREEDS
while and silver Wyandottes. Plymouth
Rocks, light Brahmns and mottled Anconas
Fine stock for sale. ^4-51

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Fowls sup-
plied at low prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
«ng Co.. 32 South Third St., Philadelphia.

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, j cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' PublishingCo, 32 South Third St .

Philadelphia, Pa.

F. DOTY. 47 WELLINGTON PLACE.
Toronto, Canada, breeder of high-class
Sinie fowls and game bantams, black reds,
eaton and Matthews' strains, brown reds,

Matthews and Brierley pyles, Brockbank
and Brierly stock duckwings, Brockbank
and Major Terry birds for tale at all timet
and eggs in season.

GA. PICK 1100 N. Washington Street, Balti-
^ more. Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Importeii
"'stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine »
stock aa can be found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court 8tre«.
Cinonnati, a. breeder ol fiying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively. 86

Various.

A'
LL KINDS of birds and animals
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

Guinea Pigs,
sack, N. J.

-nOR SALE-LOPS. HIMALAYANS. ALSO' " James E. Church, Hacken-
79«

W KRAEUTER, 407 D STREET. N. E.,
Washington, D. C, will sell reasonable to
close out the following .- Swallows, turbits
Archangels and pure white pouters. 85

J.

Lop Rabblte.

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners in Eng-
land. Fred Stahrer, 119 Abbott Street
Lawrence, Mass. 73-124

Artists and BnffraTers.

E.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
I.etter Sheets, Bill Heads. Price Lists, Sched

'

ules Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Puti-
lishing Co., 32 South Third SI , PhiUdel-
phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schreiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photograph*
of their dogs. The Fanciers'^ PubRahtnvOn

. n Rnntb ThtTrt at l>1ilU,ir|nt.i p.

Drlnklna: Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Piueland Founuin
«8ily cleaned. Price. 75 cents each. t8 per
dosen. Address PIneland Incubator and

U-lf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jeraey

I
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The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

JusTT Out.

PRICE 60C. )

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTBD BV THR

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

containino a complrtb description op thk

Rbcoonizbd Varieties of iioeons.

CHARLES UULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mall from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

SOOS FOR HATCHING.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. \V. VAHLE,
309 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
77tf

Homing Pigeons ^
DAN WILLW.MS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY C red checker cock . . .

MUPJAL, blue checker hen . . .

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen..

*

P
! O

V

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME.

ADDRESS^

ALSO TAILRD AND SOLID COLORS IN
OWLS AND TU KBITS.

Orders fo'* youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

to Sooth Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

I AH NOT IN THE PIOEON BUSINESS.

but breed, for A FANCY . Wgh cl»ss

FAlTTAIZiS
In fMte, BM,

RedanilYellow,

And haT« for sal

at all timea

Very Superior Blit,

nnexcpllf.i in qnal-
Ity i>l $2.00 Pt«^li,

and II
I'.

.SHtiafacUon
guaranteed.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA..

dbalrrs in

?^UNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS

AMMUNITION.
AGBNTS FOR THE SALE OF

Anstin's Celelirateil Dog Cales-:

iIOTer's IiDerial Dog Remedies

» PAMPHLET
ON

DOG • DISEASES
Mailed (yralis) by thejaulhor,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterlnarj' Surgeon,

71-83 1898 BROADTVAY, NEW YORK.

Modem Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. waters.

Is invalaaMe to every owner ot a dog. It tell*

you how 10 train a dog propverly, and how to

handle a dog after it has tieen trained in a way

no plain that all can comprehend.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

STSAWBUGE k CLOlffiH

MARKET. EIGHTH and FIBERT t'TS.,

PHIIiADKIiPHIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' PnlsMng Company

3a S. Third St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

ONLY ONE

QUALITY

TAKEN KROM Lire

Am irlftd at all times to show my stock.

DO NOT A .S8W F.B P08 lAL CARDS.

H. C. NORTON,
Oermantown, Pa.

Or 227 So. Fourth St.. Phllada.

Orange County

POULTRY FARM AND YARDS

Cockerels of his Famous Peerless Strains of
Single-comb Brown Leghorn.*, White and Barred
Plymouth Rocks, from $2 to $5 each pair. Trios
and breeding pens a matter of correspondence.
Enclose ic. stamp.

C. L. REQUA, Manager,

•4tf Highland MiU*. N. V.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, fS.OO
GranulattMl Bone, " lOO 2.75
Oroand Beef
Scraps, - - -

Oalolte. - - - .

fru«he<l Flint, •

(rnwhed Oyster
8h«llH,

100 a.00
800 a.oo
800 «.oo

«00 «.oo
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ol

price.
C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

4»-93 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

Ed^Arard S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

8IN6INQ BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

-HOUSE—
AND

t I I i . I < . UTTT^ DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JVST F17BI.I8HBD PRICE, POSTPAID, see.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

WORM POWDER
FOR DOGS.

|l by mail. MOORB BROS., Albany, N. T.

Before You Subscribe

For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultrj' or
Kennel Paper you should send for ray list of
papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheaper than the publisher's price, and if you
subacribe for two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subwrribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten cents for postage and I'll mail you a
large bundle of sample copies of different papers.

ADDRESS

84tt

F. D. BECK,
BaiLLiANT, Ohio.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for the De-

troit Show.
ELM STATION,

Mcmtgomery Co., Pa.

OK.D,B.umyt

STOCK

and that the

BEST

Money can

Secure.

It-ic. 1 HEO.

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parentaof birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-9S

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
ta-Beware ofviorthless imitafions.same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to |fleas, and

MEDICINES f"^ Bll canine diseases.
"COMMON SHN.SK, OP DOG DOCTORIN'J,"

(Post free, i8c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
THK ORKATF.ST EGG PKuDUCl.N'G FOOD.
The most .Vulritious and Pigfstihle Food for Ijay-

ing Hens and for gelling all kinds of
ntutlty into Shmv Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive vionderfully on it.

Unequaled for rearing Early ChiL-keiis.

SPRAHS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortality in reaiing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 ccntu
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap .jxr cake . 25 cents
Order from your dealer. Full particularH from

SPRATTS PATENT (America), LIMIT'l).
»39-»45 East .<i6th St., New York City. 71-97

A^ THE
'irl^ POULTRY MONTHLY.

The best magazine of its

kind. Only $i.J5 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

GAME BANTAMS.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnaon, Frederick, Ifd.

f!

VOL. rt, NO. 1».

)

WHOKE NO., 8«l. ; PHILADELPHIA, NOVEMBER 9. 1890. PER ANNUM, »«.60.
SINGLE COPY, So.

MR. PAUL H. HACKS BARZOI ZLOEEN,
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IN THE STUD.^^^
AdvfttiumfnU inserted under this heading at tht

/allowing ral*S: One inch, single insertion, t/jo;

fS.fo/or the month; Sis /or three months; Usfor
six months, and $so/or the year.

KILLARNEY

KENNELS
PURE BRED IRI6H SETTERS EXCLUSIVELY am-

PORTEO AND DOMESTIC).

INrrHE^STUD. ^

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

Stjo; $5-40 for the month; tiS for three months;

tfS for six months, and tso for the year.

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

'the following rates: One inch, single insetliont

t'.So; ts-40 for the month; t/S fo" ""^" months
ta for SIX months, and Sso for the year.

CHAMPION "DICK SWiVELER."

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:

CHAMPION
DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challenge priie, New York «how,
1890 ; also first and special prizes all over the
United States.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO.
Winner first and special priies, St. Paul show,

1887 and 1888 (only times shown).

FEE $25.

GARRYOW^EN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Garryowen

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $25.

To limited number of bitches of approved
breeding.

Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-
tion.
Extra choice Irish puppies by the great Dick

SwiVELBR for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT ("i^"").

KILLAUNEY KENNKLS,
50-iai 177 Statb Strbbt, Chicago, III.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
1 short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proved him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should mnke the most of this
grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.
Itud fee 175.

J. WINCHELL,
53-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

pOINTBR IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, I50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

47<JR

BETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

Si.50; ti.40 for the month; $15 for three months;
$a fbr six months, and tso for the year.

Redllrishsetter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines lK>th held and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester. 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, J35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Furness.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889:

first and special at I^ndon, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog

HT STUD. FOX TERRIER

I RECKON (18284)

Sire, Reckoner—Tennis, by Rabv Mixer. A
gmnd young dug with lots of style; beautiful
neck, e'ood head, big bone, best of legs and very
smnll feet, excellent body, well ribbed. Stud
cards on application. To a few approved bitches.
Fee, J5. Photos, 25c. Address

G. W. PRICE,
83-86 p. O. Box 163, Philadelphia, Pa.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(Ij,i3i) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,416) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs. Ch. KIcho Jr. and

others for sate. ST. CLOUD KENNELS.
6»tf Treraont. N. Y.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year ana winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London. Ont., when out of condition.

A gr^nd dog in the field. Fee, $35.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $15.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

Bxtended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cars W. H. Weim,

43-94 Bbthlehrm, Fa.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

VORTIGERN II

AT STUD
Sire. Old Champion Vorttgern. Weight, eigh-

teen pounds. Long, lean head; rich mahogany
tan. This grand young dog combines the blood
of the celebrated English Champions Burk, Lord
George, Prince George and Kenwood Queeo.

iuat the dog to breed to dark colored bTtche*.
ee, )ts. Address EDWARD I.BVKR,
ti-107 906 Bailey St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS

AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

Grand Companions, Ratters and Watch Dogs.

AT STUD

XHE SENATOR,
FEE, 915.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.
75ti Box 861, New Rochelle, N. Y

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
| p^^ Jerriers^^

^--«-=Sb!5

FOR SALE
«

Collies

^"

-FOR SALE-

From thoroughbred stock and the best strains.

Circulars on application to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
80-92 P. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.

Irish Terriers

Schipperkes

We have for sale a few first<las- collie pups by
the wonderful stud dog,

CHRISTOPHER
Also three grand brood bitches (with easy terms

to any of our stud dogs.)

A FEW WRLL-BRBD

IRISH TERRIERS

AND THREE VERY TYPICAI,

SCHIPPERKES

For prices, etc.,

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

7J-127 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

FOX TERRIERS.
Mr. James Mortimer offers for sale all his

Fox Terriers, smooth and wire-haired, without
reserve, including Suffolk Risk, the young dog
which made such a sensational debut at the last

W. K. C. Show; Suffolk Rarity, the open and
bitch puppy winner at Boston; the well-known
wires Suffolk Tobv, Settler and Vixen and a

grand lot of brood bitches and puppies eligible

to compete for the Fox Terrier Club's Grand
Produce Stakes. For particulars apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,

82-85 Babylon, L. I.

Dogs for Salc=^^

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

0€>ooDBURY Kennels,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S- 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diaeaaea.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

(^Fox Terriers.
m««*M«BBtttf»af«at«a«*aw>«aM»

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLSiDE Kennels,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEO BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGKONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every t»snd regia-

tered, each 2;'^c. Open bands lor old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. B S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

%J^ORM POWDER
Si by mail.

FOR DOGS.
MOORE BROS., Albany, N. Y.

DIPQ Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. For
I luOi Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Setters.W.GIB-
BONS & CO.,W. Chester.Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

OOUGH-COATED ST. BERNARDS AT STUD.

PRINCE VICTOR
(18,293)

This grand young dog is by Victor Joseph and
po.ssessesin bone, color, head and markings the
qualities of his well-known sire. Fee $25.

I^IVERPOOL DUKE
(17,808)

By Lord Warwick—Jessie, litter sister to Nero
III, sire of Sir Bedivere. He is good in color,
coat, markings, size and bone. Fee $25.

KEYSTONE KENNELS,
•5.88 laio Carson St., Pittsburg, Pa.

^^COTCH....t OLI^IES

FORDHOOK KENNELS
Are among the largest in America devoted ex-
clusively to the brewing of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Cn. The
Squire; Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bnrd, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE A, CO.,

79-«3<» 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

r^l 1/^^ BUY AT HEADQUARTERS
w^ II Cji^^ Young stock bred from
i„„2jL,22«S prize winners, J/o to J.<io.

If vou've a bitch to breed, here's the
C'T'TTti I Kbcrharl's Cashier (ngoi). Fee, 115
^J ^^^^ I Bradford Ruby 11 (9720). Fee, $15.

OTTP'Cl John Bull.imported (17093). Fee, $15.
1~ \J UCJ \ Douglass II (11,804). Fee, $10.
Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to all.

EBERHART PUG KKNNKl.S, Cincinnati, O.
8a-io8 The leading Pug Kennels of America.
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Dee. 16-19.—Central Michigan Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, Battle Creek. Mich. M. C.

j

Heffron, secretary.
I Dec. 16-JO.—Southwestern Poultry Association,
at Memphis, Teiin. W, H. Brocket, secretary,
Sardis, Miss.

Dec. 17 20.—Western Massachusetts Poultry
Association, at Springfield, Mass. S. W. Craig,
secretary.

Dec. 16-10—Eastern Iowa Poultry Association,
at Maqiioketa. Iowa, N. J. Rankin, secretary.

Dec. 2J-27.—Berks County Poultry, Pigeon and
Pet Stock Club, at Reading, Pa. W. S Miller,
secretarj'.

Dec. a3-j6.—Eastern Middlesex Pouitrv Asso-
ciation, Stoneham. Mass. Mr. G. W. Cormack,
secre ary.
Dec. 29-Jan. i—Rhode Island Poultry Associa-

tion, at Providence. R. G. Davis, secretary.
Dec. 30-Jan. 3 —Buckeye Poultry and Pet

Stock As.sociation, at Canton, O. James Sterling,
secretary.

Dec. 30.-Jan. 6 —Illinois State Pouitrv Associa-
tion, Peoria. J. W. Burton, secretary.

'

1801.

PHILADELPHIA, NOVEMBER 8, 1890.

FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
Dec. io-i6.—Fifth annual tiench show of the

Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock As.socia-
tion, at Rockford, III. John Teagne, secretary.
Dec. 16-19—Second annual exhibition of the

Central Michigan Poultry and Pet .Stock Associa-
tion, at Battle Creek, Mich. M. C. Heffron, sec-
retary.
Dec. 29-Jan. I.—Rhode Island Association

bench show, at Providence. R. G. Davis, secre-
tary.

Dec. 30-Jan. .t—First bench show of the Buck-
eye Poultry and Pet !^tock Association, at^Can-
ton, O. James Sterling, secretary, 39 Nojth
Market Street.

i Sj) 1

.

Jan. 7-14 —Twelfth annual bench show of the
Michigan State Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion at Jackson, Mich. Dr. Edwin L. Kimball.
Jan. 10-14.—Twelfth annual exhibition of the

Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Association at
Jackson, Mich. S. H Slifcr. secretary,
Jan. 13-16,—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Amsterdam, N. Y. Will C
House, Fry's Bush, N. Y , secretary.
Jan. 13-17.- International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated! Bench Show at Charles-
ton, S C. Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr., secretary.
Jan. 20-25.-First annual bench show of the

I.ouisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Association atNew Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, secretary. Box
1658.

Jan. 21-26.—Elmira Poultry and Pet Slock As-
sociation's twnch show at Efmira. N. Y.

Feb. 24-27 —Fifteenth annual bench show of
the Westminster Kennel Club, at New York
James Mortimore, .superintendent.
March 2 5 -First annual bench .show of the

DuquesneKennelClub, at Pittsburg, Pa W E
Littell, secretary.
March i-6—Second annual bench show of the

Maryland Kennel Club, at Baltimore, Md. W.
Stewart Diffendcrffer, secretary,
March 21-27 —Second annual liench show of

the Massachusetts Kennel Club, at Lynn, Mass
D, A. Williams, secretary.
March 31-April 3 -Seventh annual benchshow of the New England Kennel Club, at Bos-

ton, Mass. E. H. Moore, secretary
April i-4.---Fourth bench show of the Cleveland

Kennel Club, at Cleveland. O. C. M. Munhall
^•cretary.
April 8-1 1.—Second annual bench show of the

Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. John
L. Lincoln, Jr., secretary.

Field Trials.
wilfT; '^"TT^'^^ annual field trials of theEastern eld Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs

r U Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., sec-

J l^"^''/!^,'."'**^'"'''a' I^xington, N. C. C
rSr* •

**'"* B"''<l'nK. New York, secretary

.nn^.i'5 T/.*"''\''*"'P'''" Kennel Club's seventhannual field trials at Deatonsville, Va.

1891.
rtft!!"v''~?'Rl''I'

"nnual field trials cf the Pa-
clfic Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H H"rtggs, secretary.

,Z'h ',rJ*^"A »nnual field trials of the South-

Mari«u^. S^r"»
•^'"''- "T- « B"'"»'y. •'""•ry.

Poultry and Pljfeon 8ho\vs
Al.pJT.l? "!??"*''''" K'PosiHon. Montgomery,
^uSerfni^l'^

"'P«'t'"f"t- T. Farrer Rackharasuperintendent. Fjist Orange N J

at C'oh.ilK!*":^'"'^,''^'*''^' ^'a'''y Exposition,t Columbus. Ga. Cliff B. Crimes, secretary

Chl«J^tn~^"* '"^'' ^"^ poultry show, at

D^*'^,^' S"°Vf^ '*"'' superintendent.

R»Jw^'
9-"5 -Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

Sl^^rtar**!*^""'""'
^"^^f""^- A. H* Currier;

ASS;»ltI,*-7*'''?'.''''"'
P°""'-y »nd Pet Stock

i«S?r«J^ i."'"'*'"""' ""»" William F. Bond,

PMU™°i'lZr''?*' »"nual show of the Central
IJ^^^ssociation. Richmond, Ind, J O. Myen'

. Woburn,

Pet Stock Association, Monroe, Mich. Efliot O.
Grosveuor, secretary.
Jan 5-9,—Wabash Valley Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Mt. Carmel, 111. Will F. Chip-
• man, secretary.

I

Jan. 7-14.—Twelfth annual show of the Michi-
I gan Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Jack-
son, Mich. S. H. Slifcr, secretary.
Jan. 8-10.—Connecticut Cebtra'l Poultry Asso-

1
ciation, at Rockville, Conn. R. G. Bailey, secre-
tary.

[

Jan. 13-15.—Notthern Middlesex Poultry and
I

Pet Stock Association, at Clinton, Mass. 'a. A.
1 Fillebron, secretary, 1 Ayer. Mass.
I Jan. 13-16. Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet
I Stock Association, .\msterdani, N. Y. Mr. Wil-
1

liam C. House, secretary, Freys Bush. N. Y.
I

Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the
I South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stcxrk Associa-
i
tion (not incorporated) at Charleston, S, C. Ben-

; jamin Mclnnis, Jr , secretary. H. A. Bridge, su-
perintendent.
Jan. 13-18.—Cleveland Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Cleveland. O. P. P. Fiitringer,
secretary.
Jan. 20-25.—Louisiana Pouitrv and Pet Stock

Association, at New Orleans. N. E. Shaw, sec-
retary. Box 1658.

Jan. 20-25.—Indiana State Pouitrv Aesociation.
Ren. W. Crockett, cor. secretary, Delphi. Ind
Jan. 'Si-23—Woburn Kaiici'rs Club, at Wo

Mass. M. W. True, Secretary.
Jan. 21-26.—Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock As-

sociation, at Elmira, N. V Carl W. Hatt, secre-
tary.

Jan. 27-31.—Tennessee Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Nashville, Tenn. P. H. Eager,
secretary
Jan. 31-Feb. 4.—Grand International Pigeon

show, Cincinnati, O. George Ewald. secretary.
Feb. 3-7.—South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Greenville, S. C. A. H. Rohn,
secretary. Prosperity, S. C.
Feb. 4-10.—New York Pouitrv and Pigeon As-

sociation (limited), at New York. T. Farrar
Rackham, secretary and superintendent. East
Orsn^c, N. J.
Feb. 10-15.—Colorado Poultry Breeders' Associ-

ation, at Denver, Col. Geo. A. Parker, secretary.
Feb. 1720.— Fourth Annual Exhibition of the

Frederick County Poultry, Pigeon and Pet Stock
Club, at Frederick City, Md. E. Y. Goldsborough,
secretary.

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece this week i i Mr. Paul
H. Hacke's Siberian wolf-hound or Barzoi

dog Zloeein, t>red by Prince D. B. Galit-

zine. Zloeein is just two years five and a

half months old, and his pedigree is :

Sire, Ourvan by Oudar, ex Roussalka II

,

dam, Iskra by Tcliorkai, ex Poebda.

As announced by cable to The Jour-
nal, Zloeem was lieaten at the Brighton

show by Colonel Wellesley's Krilutt, hut

nevertheless he is a grand dog and a most
typical specimen of the breed.

Mr. Hacke's bitch Prokaza was nursing

a litter of puppies sired by Atama, so

could not be shown at Brighton. She is

just four years and four months old.

Prozaka has distinguished herself bv
winning the prize, of /"50 value, at the

wolf hunting at Tzarkoe Coels, and she

also won the silver medal at the Great
Dog Show at St. Petersburg, 1889. Her
breeder was Mr. W. A. Tchetrscheffs, and
her pedigree is : Sire, Pewlai by Podar
ex Roussalka, dam Kracotka, by Varvar
ex Prozaka.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

E. H. Moore, secretary, writes us as

follows : "At the annual nieetiug of the

New England Kennel Club the following

officers were elected : President, F. Black-

wood Fay ; vice-president, Jean Gros-

G. A. Fletcher; delegate to American
Kennel Club, F. Blackwood Fay. Board
of Governors, John E. Thayer, Bayard
Thayer, F. M. Curtis, C. S. Hanks,
George H. Eddy and above officers (ex-

oflRcio). Bench Show Committee, F.

Blackwood Fay, Jean Grosvenor, F. M.
Curtis, John E. Thayer, E. H. Moore.
We claim dates March 31, April i, 2, 3,

1891, for our seventh annual show."
«

* •

Mr. B. F. Doty, Toronto, Canada, has

sold his imported bull terrier to Mr. W.
Fox, an old fancier of the breed, who
proposes to take it up again.

•
* •

Yorkshire terriers are the "craze" in

Toronto now. Since the recent liench

show held in that citj' where several

good ones were shown, there has been

quite a demand for them. A correspond-

ent writes us : "No fashionable lady'a

wardrobe is complete without a York-
shire."

Another bit ofToronto news : Mr. H. P.

Thompson has sold to Mr. Fares the fox

terrier Pickle by Suffolk Coronet out of

Elora Tatters. Pickle won first in puppy
class at Toronto, Kingston and Ottawa.

*
I* •

Chestnut Hill Kennels htve sold the

collie Roslyu Trefoil, winner of first in

puppy class at Toronto, to Mr. Percy

Harrisou, of that city.

* •

A kennel club has been formed at

Owen Sound, Canada, and a bench show
will be held there in connection with the

annual poultry show. Large exhibitors

in Toronto, Hamilton, London, Hornells-

ville, N. Y., and others have promised to

send their best s'^'^ini''**s f'^** ^^^....^Ati.in..

»
* •

Mr. Percy C. Ohl has bought of Mrs.

J. Grant the rough-coated St. Bernard

bitch Beda.

* *

Secretary Vredenburgh writes Dr. M.
H. Cryer as follows :

Dear Sir : "Iljeg to advise you that at
a meeting of the Advisory Committee of
the A. K. C. the actiou of the Cincinnati
Kennel Club, iu the matter of your pro-
test against the awards of the pug special
'for best kennel of four pugs entered and
owned by one exhibitor' was overruled
and the award was ordered to be given to
your entries, in accordance with the tele-

gram of the judge, Mr. James Mortimer,
sent to said Cincinnati Kennel Club, under
date of Juue 10, 1S90. I beg to enclose
herewith our check for ten dollars, which
you will kindly ackuowledge, the same
being the amount you deposited with
your appeal, as provided for in the rules."

•
• •

The English Fanciers' Gazette has

copied Mr. W. L. Washington's letter to

the American Field upon the vexing sub-

ject, " The control of the sex iu breed-

ing," and that paper is of the opinion, as

we are also, that the service theory is

absolutely without foundation. In our

breeding experience, not only with dogs,

but other animals, it was always the un-

expected that happened ; when we
wanted dog pups we got bitches, and
when we desired heifer calves, it was the

other sex that were droppeit.

*

men, every one of whom will require this

compilation.

• «

We announced some time ago that Dr.
H. Clay Glover would judge dogs at the
Charleston, S. C, show. Since that time
it has been decided by the Charleston
people to have a "hang up" show, and it

will consequently require the services of
two judges, so the popular Mr. Lacy has
been appointed to assist. Dr. Glover
will take the sporting classes and Mr.
Lacy the remainder.

* •

The French Gordon Setter Club has
just finished its field trials, about which
Shooting Times says : "Just as we ex-

pected, and had predicted all along—for

which prognostications see last number

—

these trials were, in vulgar parlance, a
dead frost. The results were as follows :

First prize, M. A. Ronchill's Juno IX
;

second, M. Cailleux's Flore ; h. c, M.
Mare's Nero. The best of the fun was
that the breeder's prize went to Keeper
Ridet, who broke Nero. Then query,

why did not Nero win ? And another
funny thing, the 'show' prize was given
to M. J. Vener's Ida II. who did not even
get a commendation. What, in the name
of all that is good, is the raison d'etre of

a sporting prize to a beast that cannot
find game ?"

*
* •

Mr. Lacy, kennel editor of our es-

teemed contemporary Forest Bnd Stream,
stopped \'.\\o our office last Saturday and
informed us he was on his way to the

Chestnut Hill Kennels to participate in

the meet of the Radnor hounds. We did

not see Mr. Lacy's name in the daily

papers as one of those in at the death of
the fox, so we fear he may have l>eeii the
iinfiami>d cr«>nl1(.tiisin who /lrr»r«r«.<I «flro - ri—" *""

his horse while crossing the brook. Did
you hear him drop, Mr. Watson ?

We have received from the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company a copy of
" Book of the Game Laws," giving the

laws of the United States and Canada re-

lating to game and game fish. The
book is revised to date and is gotten up
on an elaborate scale. It gives most
completely and thoroughly all the laws

venor ; secretary, E. H. Moore ; treasurer, and other information desirable to sports

« •

As will be seen in a commuuication
from Secretary Vredenburgh, printed

elsewhere, the A. K. C. has decided to

give to the weekly sporting papers the

claims made by clubs for show dates.

This will prevent to some extent con-

flicting claims but will not entirely do
away with the trouble. For example,
this week both the Cleveland and the

New England Kennel Clubs claim the

first thiee days in April, but as the for-

mer club has had their claim in the

secretary's office before the latter, Boston

will be obliged to select another date.

•
• •

We have received the Kenuel Gazette

for this month, containing the constitu-

tion to be voted upon at a special meet-

ing of the club to be held December 11,

at its rooms, 44 Broadway, New York.

The amendments and changes are not

printed separately from the constitution

as it is now in force, so we are unable

to give them to our readers till next

week.

• *

At this writing the Natioual Beagle

Club trials are being run, and from what
we have heard from Hyannis the trials

will not be an unbounded success, there

being quite a scarcity of rabbits in that

vicinity ; besides, the entries are few and
local.

»
• «

Mr. A. R. Crowell has sold to Mr. R.
B. Sears, Melrose, Mass., the rough-

coated St. Bernard bitch La Pucelle. She
is by Champion Save out of ^iwitless and
has done some winninggirft English

shows. Mr. Crowell's best importation,

the St. Bernard bitch Prudence, is quite

ill, aud her recovery is not expected.
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WHAT IS STYLE.

Pheasant's Spicy and Pointed Reply

to "Cynophlle's" Letter

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Judging from some of the more

recent articles in your journal, the ques-

tion of what constitutes style and to what

degree it is advisable to give credit for it

in the field trials has stirred some of your

more sesthetic contributors to the very

depths. When the feelings l)ecome in-

volved one is quite apt to depart at times

from the legitimate realms of discussion

into the devious and dubious by-paths of

invective and personality which, while

they may serve as avenues of retreat,

certainly do not aid us in arriving at the

conclusion we at least profess to be seek-

ing, viz.,the truth. That this has occurred

in some instances is evident from the

self-complacency with which some of our

writers enroll their dainty forms with the

mantle of "true sportsmanship" and rel-

egate by inferences those who hold dis-

similar views to the deepest shades ofthe

despised "pot hunter" and his boon com-

panion the "duflFer." When a crab

begins to stir up the mud it is usually

preliminary to a change of base. It may

of game. As evidence that this is so we !

have the following : The Central Field
|

Trials rules say: "It is the purpose of!

this club to encourage the breeding anil
j

training of such dogs as are most per-

fectly adapteil to the use of the sports-

man in practical field work." Also from
the rules of the Philadelphia and I l)e-

lieve the Eastern Trials : "The judges
will be requested to place to the front

dogs showmg the greatest ability aud de-

sire to find birds." "A Partridge" says :

"If filling the game bag is our object,

then give us droppers " Not .so. If

droppers could l)eat our thoroughbreds
and reproduce their equals, our much
vaunted Llewellins would find their occu-

pation gone. Ignore it as we may, it is

not because the field trial setter is the

most stylish dog that he is so popular,

but because he has demonstrated that he
is the best dog extant for filling the

game bag. "Old Man" only told the

truth when he said that style takes no
part in filling the game bag, and he is

evidently in good company when we find

the editor of Forest and Stream (October

23) saying : "We fail to see what style has

to do with filling the game bag," for it is

well known there are many clever "bird

dogs" whose style is anything but grace-

ful, though their nose is in the right

place. Cynophile says it Is in deference

to the sentiment that style counts for a

great deal with sportsmen that a place

has been allotted to it in the table of
valuations which govern the decisions of
our field trial judges. This is only par-

tially so. In the rules of the Philadel-

and tail up. Another thinks a big dog
cannot be as stylish as a smaller one, an-

other that the long coat and feather and
long silky flag of the setter cannot be
equalled by the pointer with his short

glossy coat and rat-like tail, and so they

go on. Would it not be advisable first to

find out what style is and formulate a

precise definition of it l>efore it is made
a requirement for success at the trials ?

The only thing that there appears to be
any harmony ou is that style is largely

composed of the pretty ap|)earance a dog
makes when ou point and when in motion.
It might be asked, what contributes to

this pretty appearance ? .\nd, while in

view of the low estimate which friend

Cynophile places ou my artistic ability, I

Iiesitate, still I venture to say that a

pleasing effect is due, at least to some ex-

tent, in addition to the dog's good work,
to his bench show form, his coat, his

color, the manner in which this color

contrasts with his surroundings to the

peculiar taste of the individual and pos
i.ibly some other things that have no con-
nection whatever with the field qualities

of the animal.
The dangers of attributing too great

importance to style is shown by your
anonymous contributor whom ypu quote
in your editorial notes of October 18,

when l;e says : "Style and quality are

two favorite features in the field dog that

have been instrumental in placing a fa-

vorite dog, possibly a duffer at the head
of the procession." And he voices my
sentiments exactly when he says "dog
owners should insist upou the adoption

^3
pictnresqueness m motion which we see

in the test bred and most successful of

our field trial dogs," and all these can be

shown without a single bird being flushed

in front of the dog's points. These are

some of the things which have heeu
brought to light by these discussions and
there are many more which have escaped

my eye that the reader himself will have
noticed.

Before concluding I would be very

much pleasetl, if I might be so bold, as to

l)e permitted to ask that Cynophile would
be so kind as to explain the meaning of

I

a part of a sentence which to my un-
' imaginative cerebrum is not perfectly
' clear. It begins : "He is of the earth,

i earthy ; of a sincerely practical turn of

]
mind and looks for results alone." The

I

meaning of this so far is perfectly plain.

i

I am made of common clay and not of the

angelic stuff of which some of my more
stylish neighlx)rs are composed, also that

instead of giving my imagination full

sway to carry me off into the regions of
sfjeculative philosophj', I am actually

guilty of submitting my theories to the
severe test of experience and accepting

only those which stand the ordeal success-

fully. All this I say is perfectly clear.

But wheu he continues: "As distinguished

from a combination of practical qualities

with the elevients of success as well," then
I would respectfully ask what does he
mean ? If the words were not penned
simply for effect I trust he will let us

know what is intended, for when the law
is laid down in such a positive manner it

should be expressed in terms which are
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be that I am "a most prosaic and practi-

cal personage and not in sympathy with

the ideal and poetical side of life" with

"no appreciation of the delicate ordor of

a rose, ofthe sofl and varying tints which

prevade the earth and sky," etc. I may
be "of the earth, earthly" and see no

difference between a kangaroo or jack

rabbit and the most graceful hound."

Suppose I am guilty of all these tilings !

does that prove that I am wrong in the

position I have taken ? Did I believe, Mr.

Editor, that your readers were deeply in-

terested as to my guilt or innocence of

these terrible charges I might undertake

to disprove them, but as I fail to see how
they apply to the question under discus-

sion aud as I do not feel called upon to ex-

plain or defend any ofmy personal attain-

ments or characteristics, I hope Cyno-
phile will excuse me if I pass them by
and allude only to that portion of his
article which is a legitimate subject of
discussion. A man may feel justified in

drawing inferences, but he should first

assure himself that his inferences are
correct before he proceeds to state them
as facts, but, as I am "of a sincerelv
practical turn of mind," let us "return to
our sheep."
To begin. I submit that the object of

field trials is to determine which is the
best dog for field use, i. e.. the dog that
will give the sportsman the greatest aid
in accomplishing his object—the pnrsnit

phia and also Eastern trials I believe the
word style is not even mentioned. This
shows how nmch value they attach to it,

and in the Central trials it is not allotted
a separate place, but it is simply one of
the several constituents that go to make
up pointing. // is not ei'en mentioned
in the text. The judges are distinctly

instructed to award the prizes to the dogs
showing the greatest ability and desire
to find birds end that hunt to the gun.
It is only when the reporters and others
begin their comments that we find style
attaining so much imf>ortance.
The field trial authorities, wisely I

think, abstained from laying any stress

on the value of style as an element of
success. The question is too much a
matter of individual taste or fancv to
admit of its being used as a test of the
value of a dog. In good faith I asked
the question "What is style, anyway,"
and in reply I am told by more than one
contributor that it is indescribable ; others
attempt descriptions only to hopelessly
contradict each other. One says : "I
do not want to see him crouch and crawl,
but to stand erect." Another tells me it

cannot be portrayed, and yet wheu I turn
to Forest and Stream, lo and behold I see
portrayed a setter on a point in a crouch-
ing attitudge, and this is given as an ex-
ample of style. One says a stylish dog
should not have a thick neck and straight
shoulders, but if my memory is correct
Consolation, the noted field trial winner,
was criticised for possessing these same
straight shoulders. Another likes to see
him carry his tail down, beating his
hecks, while still another wants the head

of rules that are explicit and define every
quality under consideration." When
once I am able to breed a perfectly acting
field dog I am sure that all the true style

he should possess will likewise be pres-

ent without any special attention being

j

given to it on my part.

I

Mr. Short (October 18) thinks very lit-

I

tie light has been thrown on the subject.

;
In this I cannot agree with him. The

1 many contributions you have printed
! have I think shed considerable light on

I

the subject. To my mind they have

i

shown, first, that many sportsmen place
quite a high valuation on something
which they term style ; secondly, that

' while every contributor seems to ' be
perfectly sure that he knows what it is

i and all about it, nevertheless some admit
their inability to describe it and when

, the^- do attempt a description then they
difier at once ; thirdly, that style varies

so much according to the particular taste

I and prejudices of individuals as to render
it questionable as to whether it ought to

I

Ik; awarde<l any place among field trial

I qualities ; fourthly, that if style is to oc-

I

cupy a.s prominent a position in deciding
' the merits of dogs as some of your cor-
I respondents advocates then it is the
' rankest injustice to compel dogs to run
liefore any judge not a professed admirer
of the breed that is under judgment

;

fifthly, that the appearance and physical
constrtiction of a iiog influences his style

;

sixthly, that style is influenced by speed
;

I seventhly, that a dog can exhibit a good
I style and still be doing bad work.

Style we are told by Cynophile "is that
' manifestation of symmetry in repose and

at least intelligible to those for whose
benefit they are propounded.

Pheasant.

A FORGIVING DOG.

An IlluHtratlon of tho Canine's Intel-

ligent Nature.

The following which appeared in a

well-known Ivondon daily, is too good to

be lost. It is that of a dog or rather two

dogs who were playing together with a

toy whip. The Irish terrier, momentarily

losing his temper, made a snap aud

snarl at his companion, who immediately

turned tail and walked off in a huff.

The terrier stood a moment and then,,

seeming to recognize that he was at

fault, picked up the whip and, making
after the aggrieved one, laid the whip
down before him with every canine ex-
pression of good will. This manoeuvre
was repeated two or three times until the
other dog, understanding that his play-
mate was sincere in his offer, made a
dash at the whip and the two dogs re-

sumed their play the Ijest of friends. The
repeiitence of the prodigal son was noth-
ing in comparison with this display of
the Irish terrier, which unfortunately
was killed at Montrose station the day
after the occurrence of the incident.

—If humanity was as ready to forgive

a wrong as our friend the dog is, what a
contented and happy world this would be-

ANOTHER KIND OF STYLE.

I'sed in Writing as Weil as in Field

Trial Dogs.

EoiTUR Fansiurs' Jurnul.
SuR : i see u ar having sum artikels

writ on stile, an i hasten to right u a fu

litis on the subjeck as Kussin Jimmie
from Memfis was down ter shute with me
an told me awl about hit. Kussin Jim-

inie has i ov thees speckelty fased settnrs

that he kails I.^w Ellins breed. He has

long hare ou his tale au he hy.st8 hit

Wright up ill the heir when he pints, as

Kussin Jimmie kails it. An he thinks

his dorg Dashiu Dan Is a wurld-beetur

an is goin tu run him in the Peeld

triuls.

i hav a settur thet Kussin Jimmie says

is yellur kuller an ur scrub. I kail him
Kalamity (Kail fer short) on er kdUut ov
his gettin I i scratched out bi a cooll

wich sort ov spilt his expreshion then
sumthink awful is awlways happen tuhim
a kur dorg bit off ther end uv his tale en
Kussin Jimmie sed he wud i* kut fef
stile but i told him i wud shute the man
thet dun it. i kant see what his tale has
got tu dew with him settin burds has he
always sets them with the tother end.
The nex niornin aftur Kussin Jimmie

kdin, he got out his shutid ante an flxins
ttlgo a huutiti, en i tel il they wtlr ^ne i

expeck u nevur saw eny as flue, his butes
lased up lik sliues and ther top had shue
stryng fer gartui^. His koat en vest had
bras buttins, en his gun was a inuley-ham-
murless without ther 1st sijn ov a ham-
mur, but i am getting off ther subjeck ov
stile. Kussin Jimmie wanted me tu leeVe
mi dorg Kal ter hum, but i sed he ain't
goin tu be in ther way, so he koUseilted
tu mi takin him alohg. Now "Kal"
ain't no fool dorg eh Wile we wer gdin
thru ther palstur he stade behind nie,
"tu heel" Kussin Jimmie kails hit. Ther
pastur is a big i en levul en kleen en u
ort tu hev seen thet Lew Ellin dorg hyst
his tale en go jest lik he was runnin a
.M....^^v. «».M.>o,(t jiuiiuiv iL«;^L ilUllCllU
"ain't he a goer, kan't he range i am
goin to sen him tu H. em. Short tu run
m ther feeld triuls."

"Wot is he thrasiu his tale fer?" i asked
him.
He smyled sort ov pitin lik en sed

"thet is stile in moshiou." Direckly we
kum ter the feeld feUce and Old Kal
gumped ther fence en kussiu Jimmie
helped his dog over eii we kumuienced
tei- hunt. Now 01 kal has got wot I kail
burd cense en he struk it to a plum
thicket where a gang uv burds used.
Ther Lew Ellin got out in ther kotton
where hit was cleen sail in and ther way
he went down i ro er kum back ther nex
luked lik fool doins to me. but Kussin
Jimmie sed he showed a heat) ov stile en
no fnckshion alxiut ther shoulders. Awl
tu once I happin to think ov Kal en we
walked over tu ther plum thicket en he
Was set. Kussin Jimmie's Lew Ellin seed
him en made a rush at him en got the
gang up and chasted them kleen over
ther hill. I seed where 5 lit down bi
ther branch en after Kussin Jimmie had
wore his lew ellin out with er big hickery
we went down ther. Kal set aud ther
Lew EUiu back-set him histing his tale
sky hi en sort uv shakin ther end uv it.

I thot Kussin Jimmie wud take a fit.

"Mi ain't thet grand, sez he. "Now ain't
thet Stile." er Iwut thet time I Ink at Kal
en I saw in er minute wot stile was, Kal's
tale was as stif as a ram rod en his i s
luk lik tha wud bust wright outen his
hed—ther wer bisness in the wa every
hare sot. Now sez i tu Kussin Jimmie
"how's Kal fer stile." He cud hardly
Uk his i off his speckelty Lew Ellin
long enufi' ter luk at mi dorg en i don't
think then as how he seed him.
"O," sed he, "thet <loes fer a meet

dog en a plug, but he don't show much
kuality ;" awl the same he had er burd
en Kussin Jimmie flushed hit en shot two
times en i killed hit goin threw the top
of a Simmon saplin skart neerly ter deth.
direckly Kal sot ernuther patedge en
Kussin Jimmie's Lew Ellin back sot him
en Kussm Jimmie wing tipped it en I kep '

Kal in as he wanted his Lew Ellin tu re- I

treeve hit, he sed, after wateing erbout a
halv our he sed ther burd had run off as
wen his Uw Ellin cud not find them tha
warn'tthfer. I tolled him Kal cud find
n't en be sed reel spiteful thet he wud

lik ter see him, en 'Kal' tuk ther trail eti

kort ther kripple burd erbout 50 yards
further on, he wus kumin in on er' lope
wen he sot ernurther with hit in his
mouth flapping him in ther fase with hits
gude wing. Kussin Jimmie missed hit

en i nocked hit down, Kussiu Jimmie
kum over en tole me ter tak a gude luk
et his gun. i luk hit awl over en hit ap-
peared awl wright en i tole him so.

"Du u see 2 barrels?" sed he.
"Sertinly idu," sed i.

"Did hit ever ockkur tu u wot ther
uther barrel wus fur ?" sed he.
"Ter shute i suppoze," sed i. •

"Korrect," sed he. "Now ther nex
time i miss a burd bekase hit is tu easy
don't l)e tu previus till i hev shot mi
other barrel" lik he cud hav killed hit ef
he had 40 barrels.

Wei tu niak er long storee short mi
dorg Kal found ther burds en Kussin Jim-
mie^s Lew Ellin wud get out in er gude
kleen plase where ther wus no brinz en
he wuQ split up 1 ro en down er nuther
fit ter kill hisself He sot a turkey hen
settin oB er ditch bank en rotled with his
hed up er bout 73 yards 1 wa, wile Kal
wus going ther tother with his tale en hed
on er line lukin erbout 5 yards long.
Kussin Jimmie sed "now thets kuality en
stile," meanin ther Lew Ellin, "why i wud
rather see er dorg du thet 1 peece ov
work then tu foller youre dorg aftur meet
awl day." After a wile ther lycw Ellin
run out ther rode i guess es he kuit rodeiu
so we turned bak Kal had then sot, Kus-
sin Jimmie's Ij«w Ellin sot I in the woods
en hit got up so fur behine him thet i

didn't thitlk hit wUs the burd, but hit wus.
Kussin Jimmie sed "the burd runned
ther, en hit was a inity fine peece ov work
with loU ov stile."

Thet nite when we kum home i as
Kussin Jimmie efhit hed bin er feeld
triul wich dorg wud ov l)eet, Kal or the
Lew ElUu.
Kussin Jimmie sed "wl youre dorg

waru't ill the rase, mi dorg had him beet
on stile front the start. He out-stiled
youre dorg otl pltlt, in moshion en
rodeing."

But Kussin Jimmie, sed i, u forget thet
he tuk ther bak track aud that Kal hed
ther burds. "Thet doan make no differ-
ence,' sed he, stiie ain't got enytbing tu
du with finding burds tu shute i ain't
torking of meet huntin but ther beutifel
attitudes thet makes the hart ov the
sportsman bound with pleasure en der-
lite. U seem ter think awl er dorg is in-
tended fur is tu find burds tu shute thet is

ther way with awl pot-hunters."
"But Kussin Jimmie i thot a pot«hnnter

shot on ther ground like u wanted tu et
thet gang bi ther old gin house."
En then he changed ther subjeck ter

stile ergain.

Wi sed he if our dorgs hed been under
judgment eny feeld triul judge wud uv
give Dan the race on stile alone. In a
feeld triul a dorg don't need ter find
burds the further he keeps from them the
better he kaii show his stile en as long es
he has got plenty uv stile he'll buss ther
slate. So i hev koncluded thet stile is tu
dorgs wot Doods are tu men, ther less

tha hev ther mor ercount tha will be, i

for I ain't got eiiy use fer a dood dorg. i

hev komposed sum verses wich i send u.

Jimmie's Kussin.

A DOGGERKL.

ILLUSTRATING BAD STYLB IN POKTKV.

BY JIMMIE'S KUSSIN.

Rowdy Rod is a dog kaown to rame :

And in field trial puriics "strucit lie."

Bui I have heard many say it's a shame
That he hasn't got a little more style.

Fannie M. was a winner as well ;

And had a nose that could smelt birds a mite.

But alas I I am sorry to tell,

That she was sadty lacking in style.

Simonidies also did win.

Handled by Rose in a way free from guttc.

But though I saw alt there was of "Sim,"
I didn't see much of style.

At the Central, King's Mark "got a scoop."

Hor him the pot fairly did "bile."

But I'll stand on my toes and whoop
That he didn't get it, by Cooky, 'on slile."

CLUB MEETING.

— It is thesame with mauy experiments
on dogs. The vivisectors and injectors

of "rabies" soup make a dog mad and
then they exultantly shout that be is I

mad.—Fliegende Blatter. I

The Business Tr^muicted at the Meet-
ing Of the £llKllsh Setter Men.

EniTOR FANCIEkS' JotliNAL.

Sir: At the meeting of the Executive
Committee of the English Setter Club,

held October 24, at Percy C. Ohl's office,

50 Broadway, New Yorit, themembers of

the committee present were P. Lorillard,

Jr., J. F. Richards, J. M. Taylor, W. Fiske,

John E. I.,ong, Henry C. Glover and
Percy C. Ohl.

The secretary read all the correspond-

ence received pertaining to the standard.
The only changes suggested were very
few and trivial, and the committee could
not see any benefit in making any change,
so the standard now waits the action of
the club.

Regarding the medals presented to the
club by Mr. P. Lorillard, Jr.,to be awarded
by the English Setter Club to the best
dog and bitch at the field trials this year,
the following resolution was passed :

Rbsolvbd, That the secretary be directed to

notify the management of the Eastern, Central
and Southern Field Trial Clubs that the English
Setter Club offers a silver medal each for the best
English setter dog aud bitch actually compet-
ing in their trials whose physical conformation
most nearly accords with the standard of this

club and that competent judges will be appointed
by the English Setter Club to make the awards.

It was further moved and recorded
that the club appoint Messrs. P. H. Bry
son, James M. Taylor and William Tall-
maa judges, to act in the awards of
medals referred to in the preceding reso-
lution at the Ea-stem, Central and
Southern field trials ; and in case any of
the judges for any reason, cannot act,
the others or other of them who may be
able to act, shall proceed to make the
awards with the same force and effect as
if all the judges were present.
Mr. E. O. Damon, of Northampton,

Mass., and Mr. Edmund H. Osthans, of
Toledo, Ohio, were elected members.
There being but twenty-seven members
represented, which was not a majority,
the meeting of the club stands adjourned
until Octo^r 30. Youni truly,

Percy C. Ohl, SecreUry.

New York, Oct. 25, 1890.

THE CURLY-COATED RETRIEVER.

The following are the scale of points

and standard description of the correct

appearance and the several points in de-

tail of a perfectly-formed curly-coated re-

triever proposed by the English Curly-

Coated Retriever Club

:

Head—I.,ong aud narrow for the length ... 10
Ears—Rather small, set on low, Iving close

to the head and covered with sfiort curls . 5
Jaws—Long and strong, free from lippiness,

with gcxid, sound teeth 5
Nose—Wide open nostrils, moist and black . 5
Eves—Dark, cannot be too dark, rather large,

showing great intelligence and splendid
temper ; a full pug eye an objection ... 5

Coat—Should be one mass of short, cHsp
curls from the occiput to the point oftaiL
a saddle back or patch ofuncurled hair be-
hind shoulder and white patch on ehest
should l>e penalized, but few white hairs
allowed in an otherwise good dog. Color,
black or liver 15

Nbck—Long, graceful, but muscular and
welt-placed and free from any throati-
ness such as a litoodhound 5

Shoulders—Very deep, muscular and
obliquely placed 5

Chest—Not too wide, but decidedly deep . . 5
Body-Rather short, muscular and well

ribbed up 5
Legs—Forelegs straight, with plenty of bone,

not too long, and set well under l>ody . . $
Pert—Round and compact, with toes well

archetl 5
Loin—Powerful, deep and firm to the grasp . 10
Tail—Should be carried pretty straight and

covered with short curls, tapering towards
the tip 5

General Appearance—A strong, smart dog,
moderately low on leg, active, lively,
beaming with intelligence and expres-
sion 10

Total 100

Itocent Sales.

Editor Fancier's Journal.
Sir : I have disposed of my imported

white bull terrier Kingcrafl. I have also

sent a young bitch to Kentucky to a gen-
tleman who saw my advertisement iu

The Fanciers' Journal. Wishing
you great success I remam, yours truly,

E. Francis Dotv.

Toronto, Canada, Nov. i, 1890.

SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggj' World.
Special Correspondence.

Printers ! Printers ! ! Why are they
ever thus ? In one of my paragraphs
last week with reference to two dogs com-
peting for a stud prize, one of the sen-

tences read as follows : "The younger
aspirant for third honors was represented

by eight." It should have read: "The
ytmnger aspirant for stud honors, etc.,

etc." I dare say my "fist" is not the
most legible in the world, but errors have
been so multiple that now aud again I

cannot help drawing attention to the

comjHJsitor's inability to master my
"hand," though I will try to be a better

boy in future.

With regard to Mr. Wade's letter, I

will take it in order. He is quite correct

when he states Mr. Fellows' winning an
overcoat at Chicago was chronicled in

the papers, or to l>e more precise, ap-

peared iu one of Espan's paragraphs. I

admitte' the week before last having
gathered that information myself from
the Turf, Field and Farm's Irish corre-

spondent. But there my knowledge of
the versatile Espan's allusion ceased.

In fact, what I really thought at the

time was that some one had walked off

with Mr. Fellows' overcoat, and had left

an old one in its place. Therefore I re-

peat, I knew nothing of the real facts of
the case, which assertion Mr. Wade must
have entirely overlooked in my previous

notes, when he says that "I twitted Mr.
Fellows," covertly leading his readers

to infer that I was in full possession of
the true state of the ca.se, when he knew
perfectly well I was entirely ienoraut.

" Brittle says he mentioned no names,
• • * he distinctly mentions Mr.

Otis Fellows, and has O. F. several

times." Certainly Mr. Fellows' name
appeared, for was he not the judge at

Kingston, and was not the whole para-

graph about the judging at Kingston ?

It would have been unnecessary to with-

hold any name regarding that part of
my remarks. But with regard to the

overcoat business, there was no name
mentioned, I simply offering the scribe

of the Kingston reports an over-

coat, etc., if the spectators didn't

yawn over the proceedings. The whole
thing is a storm in a teacup, which would
never have been noticeil by me at all,

had it not been for Mr. Wade's first letter.

The news of Mr. Hacke's

wolf-hound Zloeem being defeated at

Brighton by Krilutt, quickly followed

by a cablegram to the American Field

that two of the latter's sons were placed

over him at the Crystal Palace is, I must
admit, a great disappointment to me, to

say nothing of his owner's feelings, who
must have been put to a great expense.

Then, to pile up the agony, one hears of

a youngster belonging to Mr. Freeman
Lloyd—presumably a son of Elsie's

—

who can even now give Zloeem a lot of

weight and a beating. Perhaps he waa
one of Krilutt's sons who was successful

at the Palace, as no details of that show
are yet to hand. However, it must be

highly flattering to Mr. Wade to know
that Elsie has proved herself capable of

producing such a good youngster, pro-

vided I am correct in my surmise as to

their relationship.

The Toy Spaniel Club in England has

taken the law into their own haud»->
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utterly iguoring the E. K. C—by dis-

qualifying a winning King Charles at

Brighton for having a little white on his

chest. I \*onder what they would have

said to the wretched specimen that was

awarded second at the last Boston, which

should undoubtedly have ccnipeted as

a Prince Charlie, // he was worthy of

gracing any breed. In this case any of

the more successful exhibitors would

have been perfectly justified in protesting

the award, for he had no more right to

compete as a King Charles than I had,

but "de gustibus non est disputanduni."

Besides the young bull terrier which

Mr. Percy Ohl is expecting from Fred

Hinks. he has just importetl two others

which arrived a few days ago. What
wi/i happen to Frank Dole if the en-

ergetic P. O. takes up the breed ? He
(F. IJ.) has my commiseration.

Objection has Ijeeu taken by the gen-

tleman most interested, to my remark

—

"Mr. Mortimer has I, hear, disposed of

his young smooth fox terrier Suffolk

Risk to Mr. Wilton, who intends taking

up the breed strongly. The Lord have

mercy on him." Mr. Wilton cousi«lers

iny invocation very ambiguous and

likely to convey that it is uttered at Suf-

folk Risk's expense. No such thing was

intended, as I ouly tendered my heart-

felt compassion to a gentleman who was

plunging into a dark abyss, which in

ninety-nine cases out of a hundred has

no limitation. In fact anyone urging

upon so wild a career as breeding smooth

fox terriers hasmy unl>oundedsy..ipathy.

Should they survive the onleal for ten

years, then perhaps if they are not by that

time encase<l in a straight waist-coat they

may breed a decent specimen. Besides

Frank Dole disbursed I don't know how-

many thousands of dollars throughout

England on the distinct understanding

that he secures all the Vesuviennes,

Venios, Digby Grands, Chattoxs, etc.,

that are to be found in that distant shore.

Next New York show will be an eye

opener to lovers of this breed. Every-

one is silently and cautiously sending

over commis-sions for something to down
the present luminaries, and I should not

l)e surprised to hear of half a dozen peo-

ple buying the same dog, at the same

time, and perhaps all entering him as

their property at the forthcoming show.

Who he is at present is a mystery.

Many doggy men I have met lately have

expressed surprise at Mr. Vredenburgh

bringing his action against Mr. Peshall

in a criminal court (is that the right

term ?) instead of a civil court. The sec-

retary at "44" gives his reason for this

course in that if he had brought a civil

action,damages would have to be claimed,

which would afford those who were not

partial to the A. K. C, its oGficers, or its

actions, an opportunity of accusing Mr.

Vredenburgh with being both inclined

and willing to have his wounded feelings

assuaged by the soothing balm of a

su£Bciency of the U. S. currency. This

was not to bis taste, and in order that

mercinary motives might not be charged

against him, he chose the harsher of the

two courses. Not as "Manhattan" would

lead readers to believe in the Canine

World, because Mr. Peshall had no

money and therefore it would be futile to

claim damages.

•"•Hi*"

An important change was made at the

A. K. C. meeting last Saturday concern-

ing registration in the the Kennel

Gazette. Owners who conform to the

rule which necessitates them claiming

"original" names for their dogs, giving

particulars as to their date of birth, etc.,

for the price of a quarter, will in future

be asked to state that their dogs are

lis/ed instead of registered. This is an

excellent idea, as giving a clear distinc-

tion between a dog registered in the

Stud-Book, and as was heretofore the

case, a dog registered in the Kennel

Gazette. It will prevent a lot of unnec-

essary confusion, and to a certain extent

put a restriction on many unscrupulous

owners, who by spending a quarter im-

posed on the credulity of the less initiated

and led the latter to be'ieve that their

dogs were entered in the Stud-Bcok At

all events it will not afford the innocent

victims an opportunity of accusing the

A. K. C. of employing one word for two

entirely different "effects."

The disqualification of the Irish setter,

Tim, who won the special at the last

New York show for the best setter, win-

ner of a field trials, was again revived.

It appears that the A. K. C. had decided

that a field trial winner must be one

who had gained that distinction in open

competition and not in a stake confined

to any particular club. Hence Tim's

disqualification. On this ruling Tim's

owner was entitled to compete with

Chief, who, being previously beaten by

the former in the challenge class did not

compete, so that he claimed the cup for

Chief This the A. K C. decided against

last Saturday, and declare the special null

and void. In my opinion the proper course

would have been to refer the matter to

the judge, in spite of the lapse of time,

as he could easily have determined a

simple case of this sort. Nor was it the

owner's fault that Chief did not appear

for the special. For how was it to be

foreseen then that Tim was ineligible ?

1 had a somewhat similar case liefore

the E. K. C. A dog beat mine in the

puppy class, afterwards winning a special.

He was eventually disqualified, and the

special was to be awarded to the bitch

who had Ijeen given reserve. I appealed

against this on the ground that my dog

had not met the bitch, and though it was

quite two months af\er the show, the E.

K. C. sustained me, and the secretary

was instructed to write the judge, with

the result that I received the special.

Why could not Mr. Wenzel have been

treated in the same way ? It was only a

question of whether Chief was worthy of

the prize, and everybody knows what a

grand old dog be is.

"BRITTLE" AND THE PRINTERS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: About every other week your

correspondent "Brittle" gets off a para-

graph or two about the printers making

a mistake in setting up his matter, and

we thought it about time to reply to bis

somewhat sarcastic slinks at what he is

wont to term the inefficient compositor.
The printer who can successfully "set

up" matter day in and day out without
making a "bad break" occasionally and
getting in a wrong word now and then is

a jewel that up to the present has not
been discovered.
Now, Mr. Editor, has "Brittle" ever

thought how many, many times these
"terrible and inefficient" compositors
have corrected his many misspelled
words, corrected bad grammatical expres-
sions and punctuated his copy so that the
proper meaning could be construed out
of seemingly meaningless sentences? I

dare say he never thought of this. He
seems to think that the printer is nothing
but an ignoramus and that no one with
the enlightenment of "Brittle" could
make the word "third" out of "stud." If

his communications were to appear in

Cnnt ver balim et literatim—well, the
eavens preserve us ! Yours truly,

Compositor.

THE ENGLISH SETTER.

Result of the Meeting of the Clnb

Held October 30.

At the meeting of the English Setter

Club, held Thursday, October 30, at the

office of the secretary, Percy C. Ohl, 50

Broadway, Mr. J. Tread well Richards

presiding, the following were present in

person and by proxy :
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The censure which the Maryland K. C.

passed on the A. K. C. has resulted in

the latter notifying the smaller body that

unless they withdraw such a resolution

within fifteen days, the Maryland K. C.

and the A. K. C. must part company.

This is as it should be, for it is something

like New York State passing a censure on

the United States for passing some new
legislative measure or other. Had the

M. K. C. protested against 44 Broadway's

action, then no objection could have

been taken. But for a subordinate Ixxly

to "censure" the "fountain head" for an

action in which it had a perfect right to

act as it thought fit, was surely kicking

over the traces. Brittle.

—Colonel Ruff Lester, of Oglethorpe,
Ga., has a doe that can count.—Phila-

delphia Record. Then Colonel Ruff Les-
ter has a do^ that is a good deal smarter
than the United States Census Bureau.

—

New York Sun.

COMING BENCH SHOWS.

**The JouruaPH" SuKBetitlou Iteorardtuii
Mbowr Dates to Be Carried Out.

Editor Fanciers' Joijrnal.

Sir : In accordance with Rule xxviii

the following clubs have duly filed their

claims at this office for their bench shows
in 1891 :

South Carolina Poultry aud Pet Stock Associa-

tion, at Charleston, January 13 to 17.

Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Association,

at New Orleans, January' 10 to 25.

Westminster Kennel Club, at New York, Kel>-

ruary 24 to 27.

Maryland Kennel Club, at Baltimore, March 3

to 6.

Duquesne Kennel Club, at Pittsburg, March 10

to 13.

Cleveland Kennel Club, at Cleveland, April 1

to 4.

Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, April 8

to 11.

YouuKstown Kennel Club, at Youugstown,
Stptember 1 to 4.

I beg to advise you that by direction of
President Belmont, Jr., all claims for

show dates filed with the American Ken-
nel Club will hereafter be sent by me to

the sporting papers for publication in

the same, for the purpose of preventing
a conflict of dates. Yours truly,

A. P. Vredenburgh, Secretary.

New York, Nov. 3, 1890.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB TRIALS.

The entries, and the drawing for the

ordor in which the beagles are to run are

as follows :

Clans A—Dogs (15 in. and under.)

Bradford S. Turpin's white, black and tan
Clyde (Frank Fore t—Susie) against W. K. Rut-
ter, Jr. '8 white, black and tan Don (Rattler ).

George K. Greenleaf 's white, black and tan
Sunday (Prank Forest—Sue) against A. Parry's
black, white and tan Frank Forest (Riot-
Skip.)

Class B—Bltctaett (15 in, and under.)

Clark & Riitter's white, black and Tan Mollic
(Comeroe—Nell) against E. W. Whitct^b's
white, black and tan Baby Deane (Fitz Hugh
Lee—Belle Diiiion.)

F. W. Chapman's white, black and tan Uesde-
niona (Kennealy's Lea—Tone) against George P.
Barry's black, white and tan Sue (Comeroe—
Susie).
Chapman 9l Jainieson's black, white and tan

Twinlwo (Keunealy's Lea—Tone) against A.
Parry's black, white and tan Gypsy Forest
(Frank Forest—Sue).
Glenrose Kennels' white, black and tan Lilla

(Cameron's Racket—June) against O. W. Brook-
ing's white, black and tan June Rose (Frank
Forest—Juno).
F. W. Chapman's white, black and tan Cora

(Rattler—Scioto) against B. S. Turpin's white,
black and tan (Ross W.—Cricket).
Glenrofce Kennels' white, black and tan Tone
Flute M.—Skip) a bye.

Class C—DoKs (13 inches and under).

B. S. Turpin's Clyde against A. Perry's Frank
Forest.

Class D—Bitches (13 inches and under).

I

B. S. Turpins's white, black and tan Belle
Rose (Ross W—Cricket) against F.W. Chapman's

! white and tan Banner Queen (Bannerman-
j

Queen.)
f, W. Whitcomb's white, black and tan Babv

Deane (PiK Hugh Lee—Belle Dimon).

James L. Breeze,

J. Brett,

P. H. Brvson,
W. A. Coster,
W. H. Case,

J. E. Dager.
T. G. Daw,
H. O. Damon,
Wilson Fiske,

J. E. Gunnottc,
James A. Graham,
C. Holmes.
E. Huidekoper.
H. Hulman, Jr.,

J. Shelly Hudson,
lames W

George Jarvis,
John E. Long,
P. Lorillard, Jr.,

P. H. O' Ban non,
Percy C. Ohl,
George Osborne,
E. H. Osthouse,
N. A. Powers,
W. B. Peters,
G. A. Reed.
J. Treadwell Richards
James M Tavlor,
Thomas H. Terry,
Frank Windholz,
George Wells,
Wood.

The regular order of business was gone
through. This meeting was called prin-

cipally for the club to take action on the

standard for judging the English setter,

as was presented and endorsed by the

standard and Executive Committee to the

club. Each section of the standard as

presented was discussed at length, and
voted upon. Some changes were made,
and reads as follows :

THE STANDARD.

The English setter is essentially a field

dog, and a proper estimate of his value on
the l>ench can only be made with a due
regard to his field merit, as expressed in

his formation and blood characteristics.

No judge of a setter on the l>ench can
take into account the quality of his nose
or the quality of his intelligence. The
value of these characteristics can only be
determined in the field, when they are

brought into use, except perhaps, as the
quality of these important factors may
be incidentally suggested by the absence
of indications of outside bl )od, and the
presence of certain expressions of the
motions, with which the judge is familiar.

There is, however, so much guess work
in valueing these qualities that no points

can be allowed for them. The judge
should divest himseif of an attempt to

measure the probable qualities of a dog's

nose or intelligence on the liench. He
should be concerned chiefly with the

quality of the dog's formation for speed,
endurance and adaptability for the work
required of him (much attention, too,

must be paid to those race characteristics

which have no relation to the question of

locomotion, for a badly bred dog is some-
times well formed, but the presence or
absence of characteristics which indicate

outside blood, presupposes that the dog,
although made to go, and able to go,

will be wanting in the instincts peculiar

to the breed).
The setter formation which seemed to

be the most desirable years ago, is no
longer held to represent the best type of
the breed, and characteristics that were
then thought desirable have proven ob-
jectionable. The present ideal compared
with the ideal of ten years ago, differs in

the addition of such particulars as have
been proved to be desirable, and the loss

of those which trials have demonstrated
to be undesirable.

The head of the English setter of to-

day differs very little from the head
as described by writers ten, or even
twenty years ago. The present type is for

a head a trifle longer and lighter than
that described of dogs in the past. This
type is desirable, since it is in harmony
with the general conformation of the
dog, the demand being for more length
and less weight throughout.
The following description, in which we

quote largely from Stonehenge, we sub-

mit :

Hkad.—The skull is of peculiar character, not
so heavy as that of the pointer, and without the
furrow and marked orominence of the occipital
bone It is narrow, or of medium width between
the ears, with moderate dome The brows should
be raised at a sharp t iid decided angle from the
nose. The nose should be lung and with width
in harmonv with skull, without any fullness
und»-r the eyes. In the average doe trie length
should be fcjur to four and one halfinches from
the inner corner of the eyes to the end of the
nose. Between the point and root of the nose
there should be a slight depression, at all events,
there should be no luUness. the nostrils must be
wide apart and large in the openings, and
the enef of the nose moist and cool. In all

setters the end of the nose should be black or

dark liver colored, except that in whites or lettaon

and white a pink nose may be pardoned. The
jaws abould be exactly equal in length, a "taJpe
nose" or 'pig jaw" as the receding lower OB« U

called, being seriously faulty. The ears should
be hung well back and set low, of moderate
length and slightly rounded at the point, and
without the slightest tendency to prick. The
"leather" should be thin and soft, carried closely
to the cheeks, so as not to show the inside, and
should be clothed with silky hair about two
inches in length. The lips are not so full and
pendant as those of the pointer, hut at their
angles there should be a slight fullness, not
reaching quite to the extent of hanging. The
eyes must he lull of animation, and the width
between them should be in poportion to the
size of the head and face, so that tne eyes should
be e<)ua1ly free from a close set. as well as a wide
staring expression, as they should be set with
their angles straight ai-ross. The best color is a
rich brown.
Neck.—The importance rf a long, lean neck,

has not been fully realized until quite recently,
or at all events, there has not been sufficient
stress laid upon the point. Length of neck tends
to high headeduiss. and permits the dog to feel

about for scent over a greater amount of space
than he could with a short neck, besides it adds
greatly to his style, and to the east and freedom
of action of the shoulders and forelegs. The
setter's neck has not the rounded muscularity of
the pointer's, being considerably thinner. It

should gradually deepen as it approaches the
shoulders, joining them in a graceful curve. It
must not be "throaty" though the skin is loose.

Shoclders and Chest.—The shoulders
should be formed .so as to admit ol perfect free-
dom of action to the foreleg moving from the
shoulder joint, giving a long, extended stride.
The shoulder blades should be deep and wide,
and sloping well forward. The upper arm
should be of good length from point of shoulder
to elbows, and the elbows well let down and at
such angle as will bring the legs fairly under
the dog. A lee formation that is straiglit from
point of shoulder to foot is obiectionable. and
more so, one with the excessive angle throwing
the leg too farb.ick under IkkIv ol dog. A me-
dium angle from point of shoulder to ell>ow is

the correct form. Mr. I.,averack was said to be
fond of a setter with well sprung ribs back of
the shoulder, a feature all right, provided that
they had depth also, but he laid so much stress
upon this point in his .selection of dogs for stock
purposes, that his breed was not only round in
the Iwrrel. but the width was carried forward
between the shoulders, a very objectionable
form, as siso is the deep, thin cliest, with light
spring of the ribs behind the shoulder, known
as "slab sided." Public field trials have demon-
strated that there should be as much volume of
the chest as it is possible to obtain, distributed
in such a manner as not to interfere with the
shoulder of the dog. or restrict his pace in any
way, that is, the chest between the shoulders
should be thin enough to allow the shoulders to
lie flat and move with freedom. Back of the
play of shoulders, the ribs should spring gradu-
ally to the middle, and then gradually lessen to
the back lib. There should be good Icngtli from
first to last rib. with good depth of Inst ribs. The
drop in chest should be just buck of the elbows,
the chest sloping from this point upwards to-
wards the neck, permitting the dog to carry his
neck and head up with more ease. Great depth
between the shoulders is objectionable, since it

puts too much weight on the shoulders and fore-
legs. The weight shoulcl be distributed as
evenlv as pos.sibIe between the forward and hind
parts ; the tendency is too much forward. By
bringing the greater volume of chest back of
the shoulders, the fore parts are relieved of
weight that should be. in part, supported by the
hind parts. A longer dog than the type de-
scribed iu former standards is desirable, but with
the additional length and weight in the middle,
there will follow a tendency to "swav-back"
which is to be met with a slight arch or additional
strength in the back.
Back and Loins.—It has been the custom of

some writers to treat of a dog's loins as his back.
We make the distinction between it and thel^ck
as extending from the last rib to the hips. These
two parts are to be considered separately since a
dog may be good in one and weak in the other.
The loin should be strong and of moderate
length. There is such a thing, however, as a
dog having too much loin. Every ounce more
thari he needs is so much dead weight In esti-
mating the quality of a dog's lion, due regard
must be paid to his condition, as a fat dog, with
naturally a poor loin, appears exceedingly good
in this particular, while a dog with naturally a
jood loin, but in poor condition, will appear de-
ficient. An arched loin is ilcsirable, but not to
the extentofbeinK"roached" or "wheel-backed."
The back should be strong «t its juncture with
the loin, a slight arch not objectionable, and
should slope upwards with a slight rise, to the
point of the shoulders. Anv ".sway" or "drop"
back of the shoulders is a sigh of weakness.
QlARTKKS A.Ni) STIFLES —The quarters should

be broad across the top, the hip bones slightly
firominent and wide apart, with good length
rom them to point of bones, at root of tail : the
cmarters should be well muscled ; the stifles
should be well bent—excessive bend, although
fashionable for a time, is not desirable. A slight
bow at stifles is a point of merit, as the feet in
.such cases stand squarlv under the dog and are
moved forward in a stra'ight line, the slight bow
servine as well to keep the stifles and legs easily
away from the bo<ly when the quarters are
brought foward.
Legs, Elbows. Hocks and Feet—The elbows

and toes should have the same direction, and
should point straight from front to rear, and if
not straight, the "pieeon-toe" or in-turned leg is
less objectionable than the out-turn, in which
the elbow is confined by its close attachment to
the ribs.
"The upper arm should be flat, muscle strong,

and bone fully developed, the muscle should feel
nard and should be devoid o( flnbbiiiess. The
lore-legs should be flat and taper gr.idually from
elbow to pastern joint ; it should feel hard and
ninty with no looseness of skin. The pasterns
stiould be short and strong and nearly round.
1 ne slope from pastern joint to foot should devi-

ti J 1
' "'''K*'"y from the perpendicular. The

niiid legs should be muscular with wide thighsand wfe, flat hocks and plenty of bone. Thelower thiBh should have fair development of

illj.^.1; ,
'^ ..' •'c'serve careful attention, asupon their capability of standing wear and tear

rIS!!"''' y*' ^"''*y °^ 1'"= "loR Two types are
recognized, the round, cat foot, and the long

IlrIf.I^!i ^-i^"! 'y*"" '" K"«l- •'"' 'he cat footTs

?n^ 1,
The feet should be close and strong

Hnfi,,^*' i.^"',?^' *''•' '"«« w«^" arched and

thick
• '' "''""'^ "^ '*""* '"•*

Snmw.-The stem or tall should be carried

straight or with slight curve upward, and not
higher than slightly above the level of the back.
There should be no curl, it should taper to a fine
end and reach the hocks The feather must be
composed of straight, silky hairs, falling loosely
as a fringe when the tail is raised and tapering
to the point of the tail. There must be no
"bushiness" whatever.
Coat and Feather.—The coat should be flat,

with an absence of wave or curl. By this is

meant a full coat such as characterizes the true
English setter. The feather should be moder-
ate, and that ou the back of the legs should be
thin and regular.
CoLUK and Markings.—Too much stress

must not be put upon color, for the color in this
breed is largely a matter of fancy. Some prefer
black and white, or black,white and tan : others,
lemon and white, and others again, liver and
white. Being so largely a matter of fancy, it

.should be dealt with gently. The colors now
i recognized are as follows: Blue beltoil, black,
white and lau, black and white, lemon or orange
and white, lemon or orange belton, liver and
white, liver belton and white.
SVMMETRV.—After examining a dog critically

in all of his points there yet remains to be esti-
mated the harmony of the whole. The dog may
have a good head, shoulders and quarters when
looked at simply as single points, but when they
arc looked at collectively, as a part of one dog
they may be sadly out of harmony with each
other. So with all other points when viewed in
comparison with each otlier. The head may be
a good head seen simply as a head, but it may be
too large or too small for the dog. The fore
parts may be good in themselves, but too heavy
or too liglit for the hind parts or the rest of the
dog. It IS harmony of all tue points which con-
stitutes the symmetry and quality, and these
points, in their proper relation to each other, go
a long way towards what constitutes the beauty
and serviceable qualities of the dog.

SCALE OF POINTS.
VALUE.

Head 20
Neck 6
Shoulders and chest 15
Back and loin 10
Quarters and stifles g
Legs, elbows, hocks and feet 15
Stern 5
Coat and feather 5
Color and markings 4
Symmetry u
Total JOG

It was moved by Mr. George Jarvis
and seconded by Mr. P. I^nllard,
Jr., that the standard as amended and
read be adopted by the English Setter
Club. Carried unanimously. Moved and
carried that the Executive Committee in-

struct the secretay to have 1000 copies
of the standard printed in pamphlet form.
The secretary read the following names
for bench and field trials judges as ap-
proved and endorsed by the Executive
Committee, viz. :

JrixiES for the Bench.—John E. Long, P. H.
Mrysou, J. M. laylor, William Tallman and
Arthur Merriman.

Judges FOR FiKLD TRIALS.—H. B. Duryea, F.
I. Stone, Arthur Merriman, D. C. Bergunthal,
Jamea M. Taylor, W. Tallman.

Moved by Mr. FrankWindholz, seconded
by J. Brett, that the club at large endorse
and approve the names as read forjudges
for l3oth bench and field trials. Carried.
Mr. Windholz then moved that Mr.

Brett's name be added to the list of bench
show judges. 'This motion was carried,
as was also a motion of Mr. Windholz
that the secretary be authorized to add
names as he may l)e directed from time
to time by the Executive Committee to the
judges' list ; and that the Executive Com-
mittee further direct the secretary to
send out notices to every member of the
club the list of names for judges request-
ing them to suggest any additional
names. Carried. Meeting adjourned at
5-30.

At the meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee, the following gentlemen were
elected to membership : Mr. George J.
Harley, D. C. Bergunthal, F. I. Stone,
Mr. J. S. Wibest and Paul H. Gotzian.

FIELD EVENTS.

—The last joke at the expense of the
French Society for the Protection of An-
imals is to the following effect : A coun-
tryman, armed with an immense club,
presents himself before the president of
the society and claims first prize. He is

asked to describe the act of humanity on
which he founds the claim. "I saved the
life of a wolf," replies the countryman.
"I might easily have killed him with this
bludgeon," and he swings his weapon in

the air, to the intense discomfort of
the president. "But where was this
wolf?" inquires the latter. "What had
he done to you ?" "He hasJust devoured
my wife," was the reply. The president
reflects an instant, and then says, "My
friend, I am of opinion that you have
been sufficiently rewarded."—Fanciers'
Gazette.

—\ dog in Willimantic, Conn., mug-
wumped himself to death because his
master had rebuked him. He did it by
butting himself against a stone wall uo-
til he broke his neck.

I!

Result of the Indiana Kennel Club's
Trials.

BiCKNELL, Ind., Nov. i.—The fourth

annual field trials of the Indiana Kennel
Club began on the club's grounds here

Thursday, October 30, with the Puppy
Stake, Dr. J. B. Alexander and Messrs.
G. D. Jay and W. M. Kerr being the
judges. The six starters were drawn as
follows

:

George E. Gray's black and white English set-
ter bitch Effie K.

AGAINST
W. F. Burdell's liver and white Bngliah setter
bitch Marie Burr (Paul gladstone—Latonia).

Fairbank and Board's liver and white pointer
dog Nutwood (Ossian—Nellie E.)

AGAINST
George G. Ware's black, white and tan English

setter bitch Flora (Gladstone's boy—Clara).

A. J. Gleason's liver and white pointer dog
Paxico (Ossian—Nellie E.)

AGAINST
F. L. Cheeney's red Irish setter dog Onota (Chief—Bizreena).

The result of thetsecond series : Marie Burr beat
Effie K., Nutwood lieat Flora and Paxico \xa.i
Oiiota Don.
Third Series.—Marie Burr t>eat Paxico, Nul-

wood a bye.
Fourth Series.-Marie Burr beat Nutwood

and won first.

Fifth Series —Effie K. beat Flora, Nutwood
beat Paxico.
Sixth Series —Effie K. beat Nutwood and

won second, Nutwood third.

Members' Stake.

The judge's of the Members' Stakes were Dr.
I. B. Alexander and Mr. G. D. Jay. But two brace
faced the judges with the following result

.

W. M. Kerr's black and white pointer bitch Ros-
aline Wilkes (Ossian—Fannie K.)

BEAT
J. M. Freeman's blue belton and tan English set-

ter dog Jubilee (Gath's Mark—Esther).

Royal Robinson's black and white English set-
ter dog Lone Jack (Chance—Queen B.)

BEAT
H. A. Comstock's liver and white pointer dog
Hoosier Harry (Devonshire Sam—Gypsy).
Second Series.-Lone Jack beat Rosaline

Wilkes and won first.

The judges then placed the dogs as follows:
Ro.saline Wilkes, second

; Jubilee, third ; Hoosier
Harry, fourth.
A protest was filed with the secretary against

the judges' decision in the heat between Rosaline
Wilkes and Lone Jack. Itisclaimed the award
to the latter dog was a rank bad one.

tUUKdlNlz.

National Association Meet—Secretary
Watson's Dry Time Wins Third.

HUTCHISON, Kas., Oct. 29.—An unex-
pected meeting was held here this week,

the participants being those who at-

tended the American Coursing Club's

meet at Great Bend. Mr. R. Stock acted
as judge, and W. Raill as slipper. The
result of the running was as follows :

M. E. Allison's white and brindle dog Major
Glendyne beat D. C. Luse's red fawn dog Lan-
caster.

Lowe and Page's brindle and white bitch Lil>-
erty beat M. Phister's light brindle dog Nor-
wegian.

). Herbert Watson's light fawn bitch Dry
Time beat Rookwood-Landseera Kennel's red
dog Babazoun

.

Blemton-Hollywood Kennels' brindle bitch
Minnie Stanton beat S. J. Shaw's white and
brindle bitch Dollie.
M. E. Allison's blue and white bitch I.*dv

Alice beat D. C. Luse's red bitch Little Thought
Of.

S. J. Shaw's bitch Belle beat M. E. Allison's
light fawn bitch Luse's Luck.
Second Series.-Liberty t>eat Major Glen-

dyne. Dry Time beat Minnie Stanton, Lady
Alice beat Belle
ThirdSeribs— Liberty beat Dry Time. Lady

Alice a bye.
Fourth Series —Liberty beat Lady Alice and

won first; Lady Alice, 8eo;^nd; Dry "rime, third;
Belle, fourth.

Thursday, Oct. 30.—The running to-
day was decided as follows :

Rockwood-I.«ndseer Kennels' light brindle
bitch Verdure Clad beat Lowe & Page's brindle
bitch I.,anchashire Lass.

Lowe & Page's white and brindle bitch Little
Climber beat M. E. Allison's black and white
dog Dandy.
M. Phister's white and black bitch Nettlefield

beat D. C. Luse's brindle bitch Little Thought Of.

S. J. Shaw's bitch Belle beat D. C. Luse's dog
I<ancaster.

Rookwood-Landseer's dog Babazoun beat S. J.
Shaw's bitch Dollie.

Ira U. Bi'ougher's black and white dog Pat
Bowen beat D. C. Luse'i fawn dog Yonder He
Goes.

J. H. Watson's brindle bitch Hazel beat Blera
ton Hollywood Kennels' Minnie Stantou.

Lowe & Page's brindle dog Line of Luck beat
M. E. Allison^s brindle dog Later On.
Second Series.-Little Climber beat Verduc

Clad, Nettlefield beat Belle, Babazoun beat Pat
Bowen, Line of Luck beat Witch Hazel.
Third Skribs.—Little Climber, Nettlefield,

Babazoun and Line of Luck divided the stake.

KENNEIi RJ:GI8TER.

We make no charge for entries in this
column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form. Write
plainly.

SAj:.i{s.

H. W. HUNTINGTON, Brooklyn. hRS sold black
greyhound dog Caspak (Champion Balkls—
Loisette) to Dr. Frank A. Cootcs, Mystic, Ct.

CHARLES BEDFORD. Philadelphia, has sold
Gordon setter bitch Viola (11204) to Joaeoh
S. Ganz, Philadelphia.

'

WHKLP8.
CHEQUASSET KENNELS' (Lancaster. Mass.)

St. Bernard bitch Chequasset Princess
(Monte Rosa—Kleine) whelped Octol>cr 17,
1890, seven dogs and two bitches to their Im-
ported Chequasset Pelion (Duke of Wel-
lington—Champion Plevna.

MRS. C. TAYLOR'S (Bolton. Mass.) St. Bernard
bitch Fluff (Monte Rose—Theon) whelped
October 19, 1890, five dogs and eight bitches
to Chequas.<iet Kennels' imported S« Hbr-
BERT (Plinlimmon—Champion Queen Jura).

CHARLES F. OATS English beagle bitch Ros-
alie whelped September 26, 1890, six dogs
and two bitches to Associated Fanciers' Lrr-
TLB Prince.

NAMES CLAIMED.
L. A. RICE, Philadelphia, claims the names

Canada Bob, Lina Lizzie and Lulu for wire-
haired fox terrier pups by Suffislk Settler out
of Suffolk Chagrin.

CHARLES F. OAT, West Chester, Pa., claiisa
the following names :

Peter for liver and white pointer dog,whelped
July 24, 1886, by Mainspring—Chic.

Vesper Bell for black, white and tan ticked
Engli.sh beagle bitch, whelped April 16, 1890,
by Chimer--Countes8.

Moses for black, white and tan English beagle
dog, whelped May 14, 1890, by Oakview
Rowdv—Tiney.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass..
claim the following names :

Cheqi;asskt Ravenna for St. Bernard bitch,
whelped September 9, 1889, by Chequasset
Pelion—Rudolphia.

CHEfiUASsET ROMOLA for St. Bernard bitch,
whelped September 9, 18S9, by Chequasset
Pelion—Rudolphia.

Cheuuasset Kovstbrbs for St. Bernard dog,
whelped February 18, 1890, by Plato—Che-
quasset Abbess.

Chequasset Prudence for St. Bernard bitch,
whelped August, 1889. by Sir Herbert—Marvel.

Chbqcassbt Rest for St. Bernard bitch,
whelped September 9, 1889. bv Chequasset
Pelion—Rudolphia

.

Chequasset Radia for St. Bernard bitch,
whelped February 11, 1890, by Alph II—
Myrtle II.

Chequasset Rainbow for St Bernard bitch
whrlT>erl February ai, 1890, by Alph II—
Myrtle n.

VISITS.

««...• \rHRonAsavT irgKriawj^a- /t..~~.

St. Bernard bitch Chequasset Romola
(Chequasset Pelion—Rudolphia) to their im-
ported Sir Herbert (Champion Plinliramon
—Champion Queen Jura), October 13. 1890.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS' St. Bernard bitch
Chequas&et Ravenna (Chequasset Pelion—
Rudolphia) to their imported Sir Herbert
(Champion Plinlimmon—Champion Queen
Jura), September 15 and 16, 1890.

R. BARRY'S (Peabody, Mass.) St. Bernard bitch
Elizabeth (Merchant Prince—Lys) to Che-
quasset Kennels' imported Sir Hbrbbrt
(Champion Plinlimmon—Champion Queen
Jura), October g, 1890.

C. H. AKERLEYS (Tonawanda, N. Y.) St.
Bernard bitch Mvguon (Beauchamp—Dell)
to Chequas.set Kennels' imported * hequas-
set Pelion (Duke of Wellington—Champion
Plevna), October 8 and 9. 1890.

MISS IDA ORME'S greyhound bitch Gitana to
H. W. Huntington's Champion Balxis;
October 25, 1890.

CENTRAL KENNEI.^' Qersey City. N. J.)
Kink Charles bitch Cora (Norwich Jumbo—
InoS.) to W. Philip's Champion Rosiods,
October 27, 1890.

A Clever Dog.

From the Field.

At the place from which I am writing
there is a dry wall of stone, rising from the
harbor beach to the Quay road, and atwut the
middle of the wall a large sloping rock of the
same height projecting on to the beach. For a
year past a terrier has constantly watched from
this rock the rats from this wall feeding on the
garbage thrown on the beach, and has killed a
large numt)er. For some time past they have
tiecome scarce and cautious. The dog never
moves from his watch unless the rat goes far
enough from the wall to give him a chance,
which he hardly ever misses. For some time
past there has been a large rat living near the
foot of the rock, which never ventured more than
a few feet out. Yesterday the dog was seen to
carry a bone down to the beach, scrape a hole,
and brush the beach lightly over the bone with
his muzzle about three yards in front of the rat's
hole. Then he went and watched from the top
of the rock as usual. Some little time after a
squeak was heard, and he was seen killing the
rat on the spot where the bone was buried. It
this was not intentional on the part of the dog, it
was a very curious accident. The dog is a smooth
haired fox terrier, with a dash of bull in him.

Cleveland Show.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The Cleveland Kennel Club
claim as dates for their fourth dog show April i

2, 3 and 4, 1891. C. M. MuNUAi,L, Secretary.
'

Cl.BVBI.AND, O., No\- I.
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POULTRYan^ PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

iUflL

I
ill

The Rural New Yorker iu an editorial

makes the following suggestions to ex-

periment stations :

"We want some of our experiment sta-

tions to ascertain what form of lime is

best for hens ; that is, what form will in-

sure hard shells at the least cost. Do
finely pulverized oyster or clam shells

have anything to do with furnishing the
materials for shells? Are these better
than quicklime ? Why ? Are they bet-

ter than finely-broken bones such as the
fertilizer men furnish? If bo, why?"

•
« *

Dr. Roth in Thk Fanciers' Joi;rn.\i.

certainly proved the fact that the lime in

oyster shells is assimilated by the hen
and influences the formation of the shell.

As to the cost there is nothing cheaper

than oyster shells. The use of quick-

lime is seldom spoken of in this country,

but in France it is used for the purpose

of hastening laying.

» «

M. Voittelier, the famous French poul-

try expert, in an article entitled "Means
of Hastening Laying," says : "Under
the above beading the reader will imme-
diately expect a puff for a powder or

liquid of some kind, but rest assured that

such is not the case. If these nostrums

are, in most cases, harmless, they labor

under the disadvantage of costing often

more than the eggs they are supposed to

produce, and we would never think of

praising these receipts of the labratory

and chemist.
*

• »

"What we wish to recall is an old,

simple and easy way, the efficiency of

which has never been questioned, of

making hens lay in winter. It is simply

giving the fowls yrain that has been

limed the same as grain prepared for

sowing. Without showing especial fond-

ness for such grain, the fowls eat it per-

fectly. This diet is harmless, provided it

is not continued too long. Wheat is gen-

erally used for this purpose. Its excep-

tionally low price during the past few

years makes it an economical food.

However, all g^in, barley, oats and corn,

can be treated in this way.
«

• •

"As many of our readers may not be

initiated into agricultural methods, and
having never seen grain prepared for

sowing, we will give the modus operandi.

Take a quart of unslaked lime and slake

it in about ten or twelve quarts of warm
water. Heap up the grain that is to be
limed m a conical shape and pour on the
centre of it the whitewash, previously

stirred and thoroughly mixed with a

stick. Then take a wooden shovel and
stir the heap until all the grain has been
soaked sufficiently. Before feeding let it

be spread out and dried.

"This mode of preparation has the

additional advantage of freeing the grain

from certain parasites or germs which
might affect the health of the fowls. How
many epidemics, qualified with scientific

names, .iven to the famous cholera of
fowls are simple poisoning, caused by
bad gram or unknown parasites distrib-

uted under the hulU or in the interior of
the grain. Incases where the birds die

in large numbers without apparent cause
we adrise the trial of feeding them with
limed grain. This may prove a palliative.

At all events we cannot recommend it

too highly for promoting laying."
•

• •

The abote is easily tried and will cost

only the lalK>r of preparing the grain

and the very small amount of lime used.

Our French poultrynien evidentlj' do not

pin their faith on egg foods, and while

they may have queer notions regarding

poultry raising, they are entitled to

considerable respect, as in France the

poultry business is successful. The
minute attention to all details of the

business, together with a thorough knowl-
edge of feeding, are the prime factors of

success, and the same will succeed as

well here as in La belle France.

•
« *

'Hiis is about the time of the year that

many chickens catch distemper. The
sharp winds and heavy rains of November
try the constitution of the hardiest chicks.

The mistake is often made of taking birds

accustomed to roosting outdoors and
placing them in buildings and sheds that

are far more calculated to spread disease

than the sharp air outdoors. A tight

shed is preferable to a tightly enclosed

building, but no draughts should reach

the birds.

• »

Chickens with distemper or colds should

be kept in a sunny warm room and fed

sparingly on com, but vegetables such
as cabbages, onions or potatoes boiled,

mashed and mixed with bran, should be

given. A few drops of kerosene oil in

the drinking water will help matters con-

siderably. A well-known breeder uses

camphorated oil with excellent success.

He simply pours a few drops into the

nostrils of the affected birds. It is well

to act promptly in such cases, as neglect

may cause roup to appear.

»

Incubators are increasing in numbers
and the interest in artificial hatchnig is

daily growing more intense. Five years
ago very few thoroughbred fowls were
ittiacu uiliriciaiiy ; now thousands are

successfully hatched and raised by the
wootlen hen and mothers. The latest

machine on the market is the Empire
incubator, a handsome, well-built piece
of furniture. It is claimed to do excel-

lent work.
*
« •

The genial manager of the Prairie

State Incubator Company, Mr. McFett-
ridge, has accepted a position on the large

Dunbarton poultry establishment, located
at Atco, N. J. He will manage the twenty
odd incubators there, and will do it in

great style no doubt. McFetlridge has
been very successful with wooden hens
and prefers them to the famous "biddy."

*
* «

Mr. J. D. Nevius, the well known poul-
try breeder and judge, has retired from
the fancy. Being interested in a valu-

able new invention, he has no time to

devote to the chickens in the future. .\11

his valuable Brahmas, Cockins, etc..

were sold to H. W. Vahle, of Philadel-

phia.

• •

The latest acquisition iu the fowl king-
dom is the buff Wyandotte. We have
not seen these "marvels," but are prom-
ised a glimpse at them pretty soon. Our
reports regarding huff Leghorns are not
flattering as there seems to be no stability

1

to the breeding qualities. Nearly all the
different varieties of Leghorns spring
from a yard of buffs. We hope the buff
Wyandottes will behave l>etter.

«
« «

At Dundee, N. J., a pair of Maltese
Langshans appeared. Maltese is a con-
venient name for the blue mongrelh that
appear in the white Langshan progeny.
We think the breeders of black and
white LangshauK have a large task on

band to keep these two varieties in the

thoroughbred traces, without hitching

on a blue Langshan.

«
« «

Editor Cloud thinks that if poultry

judges would study pigeons they would
get more jobs at judging. It seems to

us that a poultry judge has all he can at-

tend to judging fowls without Ijeing re-

quired to judge pigeons. To judge the

latter properly requires a pigeon breeder

or enthusiast, and it is a good day's

work to judge pigeons properly at most
shows. It is hard enough to get judges

who are good all-round judges of poultry,

let alone pigeons. Societies should not

be stingy in selecting judges. There are

plenty of good men to be had who can

do good work in certain classes, and with

two or three such at every fall show, the

awards will be promptly and satisfactorily

made.

» •

We had a pleasant interview with Mr.
Robert Colgate recently. .\s president of

the New York Poultry ayd Pigeon .Asso-

ciation, Mr. Colgate has done much to

advance the interest in poultry in and
around New York City. He is thor-

oughly in earnest and the indications are

that the hard work and public spirited

efforts of the president and all his fellow

officers will lie crowned with success.

The New York show will be the show of

the season.

• •

We met that thoroughly seasoned

Plymouth Rock breeder, J. H. Thomp-
son, Jr., at his home in Patterson, N. Y.,

and found him busy "laying pipes" for

New York. Thompson has a powerful

lot of youngsters in training for the show,
and comparison judging has no terrors

for him. In fact, he "winked his other

eye" when the subject of scoring was
broached 10 iiim. A thorough lancier

who has the birds to win does not bother
much alx)Ut the method ofjudging them.
All he wants is the ribbons or cards up
on the first day. This means dollars to

him, and dollars always brings a man to

terms.

• *

Thompson is inclined to tackle the

Sunny South also. He is of the opinion
that premiums at Charleston and Green-
ville would be very acceptable. We will

in a few weeks give a description of Mr.
Thompson's farm and his stock. The
latter has won so many premiums the
past few years that the methods of breed-

ing these extra birds may prove valuable

to the fraternity. Suffice it to say now
that Mr. Thompson is the breeder of his

winners, and not a Solomon Isaacs fan-

cier.

• *

vShow room tricks are still as popular
as ever in England, and our contempo-
rary, the Stock-Keeper, makes the follow-

ing comment

:

"As announced last week, the first and
second prize Rouen drakes had the under
feathers towards the tail cut and pulled.
On asking the owner of the first prize
drake if he was aware that the bird had
l)cen trimmed, he replied, he purchased
the bird at>out six weeks since, and while
i'i his possession he had not noticed anv
alteration in its appearance. 'Do you
believe it is trimmed ?' we asked. 'I do
now,' he replied

; 'and, to prevent any-
thing unpleasant being said about the
bird or myself, I let it be sold for the
catalogue price.' The price w.iS /15

;

the purchaser, so we understand, is quite
a novice."

« *

It is also stated that the second premium
pair were in the same boat, and the

Stock-Keeper remarked :

"What we wish to call attention to is
the carelessness displayed m avwarding

XMB KANCIERS- JOURNAL.
prizes to birds so palpably trimmed as
these were. The plumage at the parts
referred to was very rough and damaged,
and anyone looking at the birds with or-
dinary keenness could at once see there
was something wrong. This should have
caused the judge to have examined them
with the greatest care, which would have
prevented the sale of the bird to an ama-
teur, who probably was induced to make
the purchase solely liecause it was a prize
bird."

Pulling or trimming disqualified feath-

ers leads us to again state that in our
opinion the disqualifying clauses should
l)e abolished from the standard. It will

help keeping certain breeders in more
honest paths and save many good birdb

to the world.
*

» *

The inconsistency of disqualifying for

color is strikingly illustrated in the fact

that buff turkeys are disqualified for

white feathers in plumage while a buff

Cochin escapes. Partridge Cochin cock-
erels having white in sickles are thrown
out, while those with sickle feathers

abstracted suffer a cut of two points.

Black Hamburgs, La Fleche, etc., are

dis({ualified for white in plumage, while
the little black African bantam can have
any number of them. Our .standard needs
a thorough overhauling.

•
• •

Our friends, the enemy, or in other
words, the expres.s companies, having
found that they carried on their business
at a serious loss (?) concluded to raise the

rates. This does not look like making
concessions to poultry and dog breeders.

Hogs, however, may squeal with delight,

as they travel on single rates. If the ex-

press companies will only make rates

that are fairly consistent, less fault could

be found. But when it costs nearly twice

as much to send a coop of fowls to

Nevada as it <loes to California there is a

sad lack of system somewhere.
«

• *

M. K. Boyer is writing a book on broil-

ers. .As Uncle Mike lives among the

Hammonton broilers, he will no doubt
give us plenty of interesting information

as well as facts. What we want is the

truth about this business, and we are in-

clined to think that Mr. Boyer will not
break that section in the Tenth Com-
mandment which we all know so well,

but which seems so extremely difficult to

remember—sometimes.

•«
The Fanciers' Monthly reached us last

week. We congratulate Mr. Harker on
the fine appearance of this new aspirant

for public favor. It is elegant'y printed

and well filled with meaty articles on
poultry, dogs and pet stock. California

is a great field for poultry culture and
the absorption of the Cackler by the Fan-
ciers' Monthly is destined to give the

state and country as large a worthy rep-

resentative of a great industry. We
wish for the Fanciers' Monthly the suc-

cess its merits deserve.

•
• •

.An anonymous writer sends us a com-
munication from Allentown regarding
the judging of pigeons at the late show
held there. .All letters to this journal
must be accompanied by the name and
address of the writer, not necessarily for

publication, but as a guarantee of good
intentions.

—"Speaking atx)Ut the artist who
painted fruit so naturally that the birds
came and pecked at it,

"^ said the fat re-
pcrter, "I drew a hen that was so true to
life that after the sage threw it into the
waste-basket it laid there."—Peabody
Reporter.

(^HIPS FROM THE

Poultry gLocK.

IIY TRIXIK.

You gobbled me down at one bite in

your recent editorial concerning my po-

sition upon the edible quality of the

Leghorns. Of course, until we educate
up an army of gomiands who will pay
for quality of product rather than quan-
tity, it would not be wise to stock a
market poultry farm with pure-bred Leg-
horns. No, as long as I could get the
same price per pound for a ten-pound
Brahma that I could for a five-pound Leg-
horn, of course if my sole object is to
raise market poultry 'l will breed Brah-
mas in preference to Leghorns.

But that is not the point at issue, and I

do not propose retreating a step from \

my position, and I believe it is so well
'

fortified that it cannot be assailed suc-
cessfully. In the first place we all know
that we cannot secure a fine muscular
development in idleness. The fowl that
lazily picks up the fowl given it may l)e-

come very fat, but is this what the
epicure dislikes ? No, he wants a fowl
with a fine muscular development, plenty
of breast meat and muscular wing. This
is what he wants, and where can he find
a bird that answers his purpose better
than the Leghorn. The Leghorn has
only one rival in this particular, and that
is the game. Both are rustlers of the
first order—that accounts for it. In
writing of the table qualities of the leg-
horns, I do not do so to induce any one
to adopt them as a market breed, for thev
are not in the sense we now use the
tenn.

The day is not far distant when all our
small breeds will »« quoted separately
in the market reports, and will coniniand
an advanced price \\er pouml over our
large fowls. A few years ago the larger
you could make a hog the more you
could get a pound for him. but that i.s all
changed now, and the well fattened pig
that weighs 150 pounds is always a ready
sale at an advance over the joo-pound
•—6- "»-iv>it luuj; jou will nna our
|)oultry markets making the same dis-
tinction in favor of the small fowl.

I am a "crank" on the Leghorns, but
then I do not want the whole earth to
turn IvCghorn. and the last acquisition
that I have heard of is the very straw to
break the camel's back. Up in New
England, according to the American
Stock-Keeper, they are exhibiting a
Japanese Leghorn, and his chief recom-
mendation, as far as I have l)een able to
learn, is his inabilitv to fly over a three-
foot fence. "Shoot that cat !" Who ever
heard of a Leghorn that was not fully
able to fly over the "stake and ridered "
moon ? That thing they have been cast-
ing around to the New England shows
this fall IS no more Leghorn than I am
I want to see the Leghorns get their fuli
share of the goo<l things of life, but I do
not want some "under-bred customer" to
"steal their livery" that it may rob them
of part of their glory.

Still the fight is on. Some want them
(the poultry) judged as of old before
lelcn begat the score card, while I am
glad to see from present indications that
at least a good working majority are in
favor of the score card. That has beenmy side of the question ever since it was
hrst sprung. If your poultry judges, like
our Western swine judges, would meetsome three or four times a year, discuss
the standard, and have a number of
specimens of each breed at the meetinu
to score, all judges to score each fowl,
and then compare cards; if this was
once adopted it would surprise you howmuch nearer, after a few of these meet-
ings, our judges would get to each otherHow can we expect our judges to score
alike when they never have an o,,por-
tunity for comparing ideas? Eve^-^e
of us has an uleal bird pictured in our

oriH^'V ••fu*^t.'*"?y V " comparison ofour Ideal with the ideaf of someone elsecan we determine whether our ideal is the

i^?«??r.^'
"°^- "^^"^^ •« n«t enough

othlr^nH
'"*'"' «dvanceft for fear some

San tiey^'
""^ *^°'"'^ -"^^^ P«P">^-

wen°^''^"."'*"^'!;'«'°«"'^'^' ^"''^er verywell at our small shows, but at a laree

Srd" or'oJr ^'''^-
""J

"ostin'\he "^Acard properly applied will give better

general satisfactirn. I may be wrong,
but I doubt it very much. When a judge
has not more than five or six birds in one
class before him he will find it much
easier to pick out the best bird than he
will when he faces a class four or five
times as large. They may make a suc-
cess of comparison judging in England,
and do as far as I have ever l>een able to
learn. Why should they not? if their
fowls are anything like the poultry cuts
that appear in the English poultry
paper—all alike !

I hope that we will all spend a week
next January in the " City by the Sea."
Breeders, editors, scribes, judges and
ladies should one and all go to Charies-
ton. If you cannot, by any possibility
go yourself, send some of your best birds.
I want to see Ross A. and'his association
have a rousing big ^ime, and if nothing
happens we hope to shake many breeders
that are now known to us by name only.

Duty on Imported Fowls.
HoR The Fanciers' Journai..

Thk Journai, of November i says :

"The McKinley bill has made matters
lively in more ways than one. The new
tariff law went into effect October 6, and
with it a duty of twenty-five per cent on
all foreign-bred fowls, etc." Doubtless
the McKinley bill has much to answer
for, but is the above statement exactly
correct ? From a copy of "The New
Tariff Laws, Enacted by the Fifty -first
Congress," issued by "The Tribune Asso-
ciation," I quote the following:

ANIMALS, LIVE. New Old
• > > . . .

•*»'*• Rate.
ilortHrs Hod mules, per head ... |jo 00 20 D c
(Provided, that horses valued at

'

f i5oaiid over shall pay a duty of
30 per centum ad valorem.)

Cattle, more than one year old, per
h«-ad ,0.00 20 o cOiieyear old or less, per head . . . 2.00 20 tj'c

Hogs, per head. ,.50 » pic!
Sheep, one year old or more, per
head

, „ 20 o c
I^ess than one year old, per head. .75 200'c'
.•\ll other live animals, not specially

'

f>rovided for in this act, ad va

«97

'"'"e"' 2op.c. 20 p.

c

I iider this last item I suppose would
come fowls. But, turning to Ihe/reelisl,
we find the following : "Any animal im-
ported s{>ecially for breeding purposes.
Provided, That no such animal shall be
admitted free unless pure-bred of a
recognized breed and duly registered in
the book of record. And provided
further. That certificate of such record
and of the petligree of such animal .shall
be produced and submitted to the Cus-
tom's officer, duly authenticated by the
proper cu.sto<lian of such book of record,
together with the affidavit of the owner]
agent or importer that such animal is the
identical animal described in said certifi-
cate of record and pedigree. The secre-
tary of the Treasury may prescribe such
additional regulations as may be required
for the strict enforcement of this provi-
sion."
Under the old tariff law live animals

were subject to a duty of twenty per
cent ad valorem, which has not been
changetl, but under the old free list we
find the following, viz : "Animals, alive,
specially imported for breeding purposes
from beyond the seas, shall be admitted
free upon proof thereof satisfactory to
the secretary of the Treasury, and under
such regulations as he may prescribe."
Whether pure-bred fowls can be ad-

mitted free will depend upon the inter-
pretation given to the provisions of the
McKinley act. It is possible that they
would be subject to a duty of twenty per
cent ad valorem (not twenty-five per
cent), as it will be impossible to strictly
comply with the new requirements, there
being no book abroad in which their
pedigrees are kept. A liljeral interpreta-
tion of the law, in the case of no record
book in existence, would upon affidavit
that they were imported for breeding pur-
poses admit them free of duty. Just how
this act will be applied remains to be
seen. But it would lie advisable for an
importer to comply as nearly as possible
with these requirements, for here is -a
possibility that a liberal interpretation of
the law will be made. I know that the
rule of construing statues is that they
should be construed strictly, and I con-
fess that the prospects of getting in fowls
for breeding purposes free of duty is not
extremely bnlliaut.

H. S. Babcock.

TABLE POULTRY.

The Fine Exhibition at the Dairy
8ho-v7 in England.

The exhibition of dressed poultry has
never Ijeeii a prominent feature at .Ameri-
can shows, bnt in France and England it

is of as much importance as fine feathers,
in fact, it supercedes the latter iu France.
In the latter country the whole poultry
business is carried on with every atten-
tion to the smallest details. Particular
attention is paid to shaping and preparing
fowls for market, and the pair that wins
at a French show must have unusual ex-
cellence. In England, while there is

less of this attention to deUil, very good
shows of dressed poultry are frequent.
The Dairy show usually brings out a fine
display, and the following description in
the Field, of this season's display, will
prove interesting

:

The table poultry shown at the Dairy
show last year were nearly 200 in number,
an amount which has been reduced to
one-half on the present occasion, owing
to an alteration of the schedule. Never-
theless, the exhibition was one of a very
interesting character, and some of the
best dead birds ever exhibited were
shown in competition. There were six
classes, which were arranged as follows :

First came that for Dorking cockerels,
followed by one for pullets of the same
breed, xhen two classes for any other va-
riety of pure-bied birds ; neither of these
four classes was well filled, there being
only twenty-three entries in the four
combined, the bulk of the exhibits being
in the two classes for cross-bred chickens
In Dorkings the white breed was most
successful, Mr. Gosnell and Mr. Paget
winning the first and second prizes with
very good cockerels, and Mr. Paget was
again first with white pullets, ver>- well
shown.
At the present time fashion has set in

amongst poultry fanciers in favor of
white rntfipr than fn\nr,^A - -

-

game and Dorking cross
; and the fourth,

which were rather coarse in the bone and
skin, were cross-bred Brahma and Dork-
ing. The birds were allowed to be re-
moved on Wednesday, and thus they
were in good condition for being practi-
cally tested. The prizes in the table
poultry classes were awarded by Mr.
Tegetmeier.

PROFITS ON OEESE.

rvj-u;

hence the nunil)er of white birds amonrat
the dead table poultrj'. A few years
since white Dorkings were hardly ever
seen at a poultry show ; now they not
unfrequently outnumber the colored and
silver-grey birds. There is no reason for
these changes of fashionable apprecia-
tion, as it is totally irrespective of the
the merits of the breeds either as table
fowls or layers.

The pure breeds of other varieties were
very pooriy represented. The first prize
in pullets went to game, second and third
to Langshans. There were one or two
pens of Indian game, but hardly suffi-
ciently grown for competition. In the
class for pure-bred cockerels several of
the entries were missing, and only two
entries came under the notice of the
judge—one a pair of Langshans, which
were not regarded as worthy of a first
prize

; the other a pair of so-called Or-
Eingtons, which were the worst couple of
irds in the whole of the classes for dead

poultry.
The classes for cross-bred birds were

the l)est ill the show. In that for a
couple of cockerels. Miss Gubbins, of
Cork, took the first easily with a pair of
crossed Indian game and' Dorking, well-
grown, with abundance of breast meat,
and well fattened according to the niethl
ods followed by the French feeders for
the fat poultry shows. The second prize
went to the same exhibitor for cross-bred
Indian game and Plymouth rock ; these
were very good, but owed their position
to their feeders, and were far behind the
first prize couple. Both the other prizes
went to cross-bred game Dorking.
The best class among the table fowl

was undoubtedly that for cross-bred pul-
lets, in which Miss Gubbins took first
with one of the finest pair of pullets ever
shown in this country, grand alike in size,
plumpness, quality of flesh and firmness
of fat. They had l)eeu fattened after the
French method,and would have been diffi-
cult to beat, even at the fat poultry show
in Paris. So good were the cross-breds
that there was a competition for the first
prizes at /"i a couple, and they were
secured for a West-end club at the price
named.
The second prize for pullets was taken

by a very meaty plump pair, bred from
Malay and Dorking

; the third, an English

If Rightly Managed, a Profitable
Domestic Fowl.

Jowph Wallace in National Stockman.

There is not much said about the goose
as a profitable fowl to raise, and yet if

rightly managed it could be made the
most profitable of domestic fowl stock.
Any farmer or suburbaner having a few-

acres of low or marsh lands near his out-
buildings and a creek or pond near by
could easily raise scores of hundreds of
geese every year and realize a good profit

from them. The majority of farmem
acknowledge profits on turkeys. There
is more real profit on geese for the reason
that they can be more easily confined to
low lands during summer and are not so
destructive to gardens and grain fields

and are more easily raised to maturity
without losses. Take the Embden or
Toulouse geese to raise. They will con-
tent themselves inside a picket or wire
fence from spring until fall if they have
plenty of grass and aquatic vegeUtion.
If a creek or pond is on the pasture
ground they will have all the water they
need for swimming or dabbling in. And
though some may say a sheet of water is
unnecessary for the large breeds they are
mistaken, for neither geese nor ducks
will thrive so well v ithout more or less
water, especially during the breeding
season. Invariably they will seek a mud
hole or a wet place to mate if they can
find it about the place.

Fifty geese can be pastured on an acre
of low or marsh land from Mav until
October with a peck of barley meal, bran
and middlings daily, or boiled carroU,
turnips, potatoes and barley meal, mid-
dlings or bran, say at a cost of twelve or
fifteen cents a day, or twenty-five dollars
in all, up to the time of slaughtering.
The early broods would average from ten
to twelve pounds each ; ihis, with the
feathers at present prices, would make
each one worth from I1.25 to I1.50, leav-
ing a profit on the whole flock ranging
between $35 to $50. This does not in-
clude value of land and cost of fencing.
The fencing would last for years, and
additional acres might be joined that
would lessen the cost of fencing of the
whole in comparison with the single acre.
Geese thrive well on low Imttoms with

the addition of garden and kitchen refuse.
Anyone raising geese or other kinds
of fowls can procure enough of slops,
Uble refuse and waste pieces of bread
and meat from hotels, restaurants and
private families to feed five hundred or a
thousand geese, if he lives near a city.
Housekeepers are glad to get rid of refuse
in this way. There are many who do
this while raising hogs and chickens out-
side the limits of our large cities who
have not the facilities for raising geese.
We know two Germans and a Swede ont-
sid.e of Chicago who are quite comfortable
to-day in both money and property, who
made it all on gardening and poultry, re-
turning from market every day with
three or four barrels of table refuse for
their stock.

Ten or twelve stock geese of the
Embden breed, with their mates, divided
off and comfortably housed during the
winter, would lay early in the spring.
May broo<ls ought to reach from twelve to
fifteen pounds in December if well fed.
The majority of the old country people,
especially the Hollander, German, Aus-
trian, Bohemian, Pole and Scandinavian
prefer goose flesh to turkey. The Jews,
too, are good customers, and buy up
flocks every winter for their oil.

—Hens like seclusion. They do better
when contented. It is best to darken the
place selected for a nest. Even though
secluded, a dark nest gives her but little
chance to see all aljout her, hence the
will reaiain more quiet A neat made of
soft cut hay or chaff is as good as any

,
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INDIAN QAME STANDARD.

Mr. Orooker Discusses the Down-
fall of the Wyandotte Boom.

Editor Fancier.s' Journai..

Sir : In the last nuiuber of The
JoORNAi, I see au article from the peu of

H. S. Babcock ou the Iiuiian Katne

standard. While I do not believe that

there is to be anything gained by a fur-

ther discussion of the question of single

or double lacing, I would ask for space

iu your columns to refute some unwar-

ranted statements concerning the early

history of the Wyandotte fowl which I

find iu this article.

In the first place the writer says that

those who oppose a flexible standard be-

cause it worked disastrously in the case

of the Wyaudottes, attribute the collapse

of the Wyandotte boom to that feature of

the original standanl for that breed. This

is news to nie, and I believe will be to all

who have kept track of the discussion.

I believe I have read nearly everything

that has been printed on the subject, but

have failed to see anything that could

be tortured into sentiments of this kind.

This standard allowed pencilling where
there should have lieen none and cxtm-

pelled specimens without it to compete
with those that bad it and this alone

condemned the flexibility.

Again we are told concerning this

boom that it was based 011 misrepresenta-

tion. Now I take it that human nature

about that time was very much the same
as it always had l)een, and that the same
men would l>e likely to employ tJie same
methods to develop the Wyoudotle boom
that had proved successful when their

Plymouth Rocks or Hrahuias or l<eg-

homs were having their mnings. The
pictures that were circulated come in for

a share of condemnation also. A little

further on the writer seems to get the

Wyandotte Ijoom ami the Wyoudotte
breed confounded. At all events, he
speaks of the latter as being dead and
evidently thinks that he is writing its

obituary and even suggests an epitaph.

In a late poultry paper, one that classi-

fies its advertisements according to breed

I find of the three leading varieties fifty-

five Wyandotte "ads" against forty five

for Plymouth Rocks and forty-four for

Brahmas. This seems to indicate that

tlje corpse is not ready for burial.

Now concerning the old Wyandotte
boom, it ran its race, fulfilled its mission
and died a natural death. That end was
not hastened by anything in the stand-

ard or in the breed. Misrepresentation

there may have been. When has there

not been misrepresentations in connec-
tion with poultry dealings ?

Just as political hacks flock to the
standard of the party in power, so the
snides iu the poultry fraternity advertise

themselves as extensive breaders of the
variety most fashionable at the time,

when as a matter of fact they are not
breeders iu the most remote sense, but
are always ready to catch on to every
boom that conies along, and they are the

ones who are resjxjusible for much of
the common every-«lay lying iu poultry
transactions. Again, " 'tis true, 'tis pity,

and pity 'tis 'tis true," but dishonesty
will crop out in all lines of business. The
man who will cheat in a horse trade or
sell a disqualified Plymouth Rock for a
long price will Ijear watching when he
turns up as a Wyandotte breeder. But
experienced men will not condemn a
breed because it happens to be misrepre-
sented by such parasites.

Regarding the utility of the breed there

was no exaggeration of the breed, no
misrepresentation. The most extrava-
gant claims have been realized and are

being realized. I'oUowing the boom came
a reaction, and here again poultry history

repeats itself. No breed has ever stayed
at the top for a great length of time. Per-

fection itself could not «lo it. In the
case of the Wyandotte the conditions

that put them at the top no longer ex-

isted. The popular craze demanded a

new bleed and the fanciers for revenue
only were equal to the demand. Some
of the old varieties were groomed for a

second boom. The Plymouth Rock
breeders were not backward in showing
up their favorites. All their virtues, real

atid imaginary, from the shape of their

combs to the color of their toeK were

discussed in well-written articles and
gushing letters. Some of the light

Brahma men thought they saw an open-

ing for another boom, but it was of no
use, nothing but a new breed could take

the place of the Wyandotte and a new
breed was formed.
During the lull that followed the Wy-

andotte fanciers, men who recognized the

worth that was in the breed made its im-

provement their study and w ith the de-

gree of success that they came to believe

they ha<l the peer if not the superior of

any breed whether .American or .\siatic,

English or Spanish, and now, just as in-

creased demands gave them hopes of a

second term, to be told that the breed is

defunct will be to surprise them beyond
measure. They have many tilings to

console them however, not the least of

which is the lively condition of the corpse,

in view of which it will not be a matter
of wonder if they refuse to believe that it

is a fit subject for obituaries or an epitaph,

but continue to maintain that when hi-

terest in the Wyandotte fowl dies, poultry

culture will die or else through the mys-
teries of evolutiun we shall have some
breed to take its place so ninch better

than any now known, that not only the

Wyaudottes but all other breeds can step

oiu and have nioiiuineiits erected to their

memory, but until that time comes epi-

taphs are premature.
Irving Crockkr.

FEDERATION HOMERS OP 1887.

Poultry Farming.

The experience of many years has

taught us that poultry farming, proi)erly

so called, or, in other words, the pro-

duction of poullry and eggs for the table

in large quantuies cannot possibly pay in

this country. The competition from

abroad is far too keen, and this compe-

tition is at its height during the season

of the year when the return in eggs is

natnrally the largest. The Standanl is

right in speaking of poultry as '"a bye-

product," and it is manifest that any man
who endeavors to produce what is natu-

rally a bye-product in large quantities as

a direct product, having to bear all its

own expenses, is so heavily handicapped
that it IS hardly ])ossible to realize a de-

cent profit. Tiiere is on ail large faiuis a

quanlily of waste stnflF which can be more
profitably consumed by poultry than in

any other way. The same apj)lies, in a

smaller degree, to cottagers and indeed,

to ordinary householders throughout the

country. There is in every house and
even cottage an appreciable amount of

refuse, which is well adapted for feeding

poultry, but which is now usually thrown
into the dust bin. The same set of birds

which, on a ]X)ultry farm charged with

their proportion of rent, attendance, costly

fowl, etc., only produce an item of loss,

will, in the farmyard or the adjoining

fields, by the roadside, or in the back
yard, yiehl a respectable profit. It is

their keen appreciation of this fact that

our I'rench and Irish neighbors owe the
most of the profit which they derive from
ponltry keeping.—Feathered World.

Summary of the Flights for the
Past Three Years.

[continued.]

On May 16, 1887, we find the Belmont

Homing Club, of West Philadelphia, has

47 birds at Oldeutou. Md
; J. H. S. Milli-

gau, 6 ; Z. H, Whiteman, 6; G.T. Morgan,

7 ; Dan. Kane, 3 ;
James Esray, 3 : J.

Cocker, 4 ; James A. Stovell, 9, and J.

Beiswanger, 9. The birds were started
]

by A. G. Cook at 8 A. M. The day was

clear and the wind south. The first re-

turn was to the Milligan loft at 10.38,

with a blue cock, 9854, average speed,

1 131 yards per minute ; second to Z. H.

Whiteman, at 10.45, with his blue cock

Drake Carter ; speed, 1083 yards, and

third to Jacob Beiswanger, at 11.08. with

four birds. A fifth one was shot shortly

after the start, and entere 1 the loft of

George Eisinger, Baltimore, and was
reported by him. Cocker comes next
with one at 11.08, and Dan. Kane a few
minutes later with his full entry of three,

making ten out of 47 the same day.

.Among this entry we find three birds that

are pretty well known to day in the Bel-

mont Club, namely, 5731 entered by
Beiswanger, and known by the name of
Belmont ; 9865, a b. c. c.—Dan Williams,
owned by James A. Stovell, and 5777, a

b. c. white flight cock owned by Z. H.
Whiteman. They are all 500-milc bird of
considerable merit.

.\fter the ash cock, 5731, came into the
possession of J. C. Conley he settled it to

his loft and flew it every season with va-

riable success. This bird has covered
over 5000 miles in training and races and
was the first return the following year
from 500 miles, arriving home the even-
ing of the next day, winning second di-

ploma from 300 miles in the old bird race

of 1S89. Dan Williams, a handsome b.

c. c, came 500 miles twice to the loft of

James A. Stovell. Then comes Whit-
man's White Wings, which was retired

at 375, and flew 500 in the Concourse
race of this year to the loft of W. S.

Torkingiuii. Then llicic i» auuliici mcii-

known bird in this race which was then
owned by Milligan, named Breeze Right,

which was the first in this race and re-

turned from the 525 miles station, Co-
lumbia, S. C, at 7.24 the next morning.

itors being the Star Club, Ariel, Belmont
and about all the active fanciers in New-
ark. There were 138 birds entered for

this race, as follows : Thomas Bowerman,

5 ; A. A. Allen, 7 ; Isaac Sigler, 18 ; Perrjr

Baldwin, 14; William Bennert, 12; T.

F. Pittinger, 3 ; Ben Elwell, i ; W. B.

Garrabraut, 4 ; Georpe H. Bowerman, 4,

of the Newark contingent, while Messrs.

Whiteman, Milligan, Cocker, Esray, Beis-

wanger, Stovell, Morgan, Kane, Laycook,
Schreiber, Scherr,Dunn, Goldl)eck, Shep-
herd and Love contributed from Philadel-

phia. The Newark birds were started from
Orange Court House, Va., about 275
miles, between six and .seven o'clock, in

four batches, a few minutes apart under
the most favorable circumstances. It

was a bright, clear day with a south
wind at Orange, and west Lil)erty, Va.,

which was the starting point of the Phila-

delphia birds, the Star and Ariel clubs

getting the first loosing at 5.22, and the

Belmont birds l)eing tossed at 5.57.

The Philadelphia Item had up a trophy
of a very handsome silver ice pitcher for

the best speed from 300 miles to a Phila-

delphia loft, and this was won this day
by Jo)in Love, a member of the Star Club,

who ha<l two birds arrive together at

11.49, and niaking an average speed of

1356 yards per minute. Then came
John Shepherd with four birds at 11. 51.

At this time J. C. Bockius, tinier, had
not yet arrived. J. D. Munro. however,
was there and took the time of three, the

Old Ash being seen by a workman of Mr.
Shepherd to pass the bob wires several

minutes before, and was sulisequently

found in his nest box. He was bred in

the Damon lofi; from a son of Priam and
a Williard hen No. 28, and was a full

brother to one of the three who pa.ssed in

at 11.51. Love had five minutes allow-

ance in which to catch his bird and show-

it at 1 1 15 South Fiteeiith Street, the dis-

tance l)eing about half a mile. It was
then plainly seen that two lofts of birds

flving together where one had a timer and
the other an allowance of ten minutes to

the mile for running with bird or counter-

mark that the runner had decidedly the

}

best of the arrangement and could inva-

riably come second and win first, and
!
this was chiefly why the alteration was

' made in the time allowance.

I R. E. Sherr came next with a speed of

1342 yards. The Beiiiiuiil iiiius mu uol
do as well. They were let go thirty-five

minutes later and the first arrival was to

the loft of J. H. S. Milligan at 12.40,

speed 1 294V ; t***" Kane second, with
127S ; George T. Morgan third, 1146, and

Milligan the following year made a
1 James A. Stovell fourth, speed 1134 yards.

The Newark fanciers carried off the
first and second honors in this race and a
few of the best speeds to that vicinity

follow : William Bennert, 1377 ; A. A.

Allen, 1375 ; A. P. Baldwin, 1335 ; W. B.

Garrabraut, 1329, with three birds; I.

Sigler, 1305 ; George H. Bowerman, 1286 ;

he also capturing third, fourth, fifth and
sixth place in the club. This was such
another day as the twenty-fourth of May
last year, when five clubs competed in

the Quaker City challenge race, and as

many birds made nearly 1500 yards per
minute.

Specials for Poultry.

Nkw York, Nov. 3.—The following

specials have already been offered by in-

dividual members of the American Ex-
hibition Game and Game Bantam Club
for competition by members of the club

at the New York show, to be held next
|

Februarv :

For the bent brown red Kaiiie, male or female,
$10.
For tlie best reil pile i;unie, male or female. $10.

For the besl silver duckwing game, male or fc-

mule, $10.

For the bent yellow duckwing game, male or
femalf , $10.

The alKjve birds to be owned liy the exhibitor.
For the best game bantam cock, cockerel, hen

and pullet, any variety, I5 each.
The above? birds to be owned and bred by the

exhibitor. The club apeciaU will l>e published
at a later date. S. W. DoiBi.KnAV,

Secretary.
T. Fakkhr Kackham, Fresident.

Distinguishing Sex of Pigeons.

It is rather dillicult to distinguish the

sex of pigeons. Cocks have a liolder

and iu most varieties a more massive
appearance than hens, while the bones
at the %tnt are generally wider apart in

the case' of the latter. The sex of
pigeons is, however, oAeu very difficult

to distinguish with certainty, the most
experienced being often deceived.

wager that the bird would do the distance

in one day, and that by himself. He was
sent down to await a favorable day,

which he got and was looked for in vain

that evening. He, however, showed his

quality by alighting on his Ik)x a few
minutes after eleven the next morning.
H. B. Stites, of Lansdowne, now has him
in his breeding loft. Out of the eight

Federation members competing in this

race five of them have temporarily re-

tired from the fancy, chiefly owing to

business engagements.
On May the i8th Red Bank fanciers of

New Jersey try their stock for record

from Washington, D. C, 185 miles. The
total entry is nine birds, H. E. Knapp, 5 ;

E. S. Allaire, 2 ; H. B. Stout and C. H.
Boyd 1 each. The start was at 6.30 A.

M., against a northeast wind, while the
conditions at home were not much better.

Only three of this entry reached home
the same day, two to Knapp at 3.45 and
one to Allaire at 4.12, the speed being

586 yards for the first and 558 for the
second. Thi« appi-ars to be the only race

for record that the Red Bank fanciers in-

dulged in, and dampened their ardor to

such an extent that they have not com-
peted since. It is no doubt poor encour-
agement for a new beginner. Many of
us have been there.

The old Germaiitown Club has a liber-

ation of forty-three birds at Orange Court
House, Va., for 200 miles record on May
19. The conditions are unfavorable for

fast flying, the wind being north at start

and northwest at home, T. Brook's Ariel

carrying off first honors with a speed of
' 973 1-2 yards, Bolay a close second ; two
: birds a minute later, speed 970 yards,

I

Kinzel and Myers each having a return

I

about an hour later, making a total of
five returns the same day.

One of the most interesting flights in

I 1887 took place on June 3 and was
looked upon as an Inter-state race and

j

flown pretty much ou the order of the

I

recent Concourse races, the compct-

Poultry Fattening.

If the ordinary poultry farmer, or the

farmer who keeps poultry on a large

scale, were only to bestow the same
reasonable attention in preparing poultry

for the market that is bestowed on other

stock, poultry keeping would be found
to be much more profiitable. There are

very few places in this country where the

birds are properly prepared for market.
Surrey and Sussex are pre-eminent, and
afler them comes Lincoln, and anyone
who studies the market list cannot fail

to observe the great difference there is

between the prices obtained for Surrey
and Sussex fowls and for the ordinary
fowls sent to market. A bird which is

worth about eighteen pence, and is really

bought at something like this figure by
the higglers employed on behalf of the

Sussex fatteners, is after some three or

four weeks' proper feeding and care

turned out as a fat bird, and fetches in

the market between three and four shil-

lings. Cramming in Sussex is done by
the use of cramming machines ; while

in Surrey, where the industry is not so

much concentrated, hand cramming is

more in vogue. It is this latter method,
too, which is largely adopted in Tyrone
and other parts of the North of Ireland,

where poultry keepers are rather numer-
ous than large.—Feathered World.

FEDERATION PIGEON NOTES.

J. H. Armbruster was recently cured of
a false impression that the sex of a
pigeon could be determined by the angle
of its tail, after being momentarily
shaken in the air, claiming that a male
bird would depress the tail while the
female would elevate it. In trying to
prove the truth of his assertion in the loft

of a local fancier a few days ago he first

experimented on a few youngsters of
doubtful sex, and in each case immedi-
ately gave a decision, which, being re-
ceived with expressions of doubt, he de-
cided to clinch the argument by experi-
menting on Old Columbus, a male bird of
considerable note and proved this father
of many generations to be a ben ? Ask
him how it's done.

« « •

George T. Morgan, the popular secre-
tary of the Belmont Homing Club, has
decided to attena the annual meeting to
be lield in New York the latter part of
this month in order to take charge of the
interests of the West Philadelphia organ-
ization, and cast a full proxy vote for
Federation officers for 1891.

« » »

The young bird flights of Warren C.
Geary from the 500-mile station with H-
banded birds has been the subject of con-
siderable comment during the last few
days, the general opinion being that
while he has broken the distance record
for youngsters, the long journey must
have proved such a severe strain that the
bird will be totally unfit for future use as
a racer, although he should make a good
addition to the breeding loft of Mr.
Geary. The practice of sending young
birds on a long journey should be dis-
couraged, as the experience of older
fanciers have proved such efforts to be
anything but beneficial.

The banquet given in Newark by the
Newark's Five has been the means of
bringing together two factions in that
vicinity, antl there is now considerable
talk of the amalgamation of the Jersey
Club, Newark's Five, Kings County and
others with that of the Empire Homing
Club, thus forming a strong section, who
will wrirlf in hsr!!!0!l^' V.'itil *»" "".."..«1 '

hotly of the fancy, fly their birds under
general rules, and like all other sectional
organizations, subservient to the Federa-
tion in 1891. Their schedule will be ar-
ranged for Sunday flying.

« * •

A large number of our local fanciers
who have the facilities have already sep-
arated their breeders, the impression
prevailing that better results are obtained
when such action is taken

.

* *

Messrs. George H. Bowerman, Verrin-
der, Bennert, Mahr, Goldman and Von
Moers met at the residence of Francis
Whitely, of Newark, to formally talk
over their consolidation scheme. It was
suggested that twelve dollars per annum
\x the dues of the memtjers with a club
of fifty or more, and out of this establish
a prize fund and fly four old and three
young bird races each year, and contest
with Philadelphia in a long one-day race
for a trophy, the fly to be conducted after
the manner of the Concourse.

« • *

Jacob Eberle, of the Randolph Club,
had a walk-over this year for club prizes.

* * *

Soaked bread and red
by an uptown fancier to
coming in off a journey, and they don't
seem iu any hurry either to get to it.

* » *

Charles Hub, of the Active Club, has
nearly 100 choice homers, and the pick
of his brother's birds, who has tempo-
rarily retired from the fancy. Among
them are Lexington and Ladv Greens-
boro, a handsome pair of blue" checkers
that are well known by uptown fanciers.
He gave the leaders of his club a close
chase in more than one race this year.

«

Phil Bolay, of the Fanciers' Club, is
now decked out as one of the finest in
Germautown. It will, however, not in-
terfere with him flying a few of his
cracks next season.

pepper is used
feed his birds

«99
figure and with them come certificates of
record, showing them to be racers, and
expects great results. I think it's a mis-
take to send to the outside for homers
when we have better here.

* * «

City Solicitor Charles F. Warwick is

interested in homers just now, and is go-
ing to try a few ofJames Works' cracks.

« » «

There are quite a numl>er of pigeon
fanciers in Milwaukee, Wis., who have
been purchasing some of the Philadel-
phia stock of late, one club buying a
medium sized lofl of his birds from one
fancier, who put in a two weeks' ad. iu
ThkJournal.

*

Mr. Torkington sold I30 worth of
pigeons through his little ad. in The
Fanciers' Journal la.st week to some
fanciers in Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. J. C.
Conley reports many inquiries, the result
of his card in ThkJournal.

Wings.

PIGEON FLYING.

Tlie Birds of the rommei<eIal (Uub or
Milwaukee Ixtwer the Speed Kecord.

Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 30.—The au-
tumn races of the Commercial Club of
this city have closed, and with a fly in
which the speed is the l>est for the dis-

tance ever made to an American loft, and
for any distance to a loft west of
Philadelphia.

This speed is 1375 yards per minute for

100 miles, and was made by F.B. Tower's
b. c. c. Apology in a journey from Green
Bay, Wis. The best previous speed for
the distance was 1343 yards per minute,
and was made in 1883 from Cumberland,
Md., to Baltimore.
The Commercial Club had three races,

two in which the entry was limited to
birds wearing the Sporting Life bands
for 1890, and thus certified to as birds
hatched this year ; the other open to any
age.

The first race was from Plymouth, Wis.,
-10 itii1<»« Ttie entr" v.'22 F. '•' t-...-—

3; OttoZabel, 4; Louis Riston, 5; Ed-
ward Kurtz, 3. The r»snlt was : Towers
1306 yards per minute

; Zabel, 1278 yards
;

Riston, 1275 yards ; Kurtz, 1000 yards.
The second race was from Green Bay,

Wis., loo miles, airline. The entry was
Towers 2, Zabel 2, Ristow 6, Kurtz 3.
The average speed iu order of winning
was: Towers, 1327 yards ; Zabel, 1290
yards; Ristow, 1286 yards; Kurtz, 1125
yards.
The next race was from the same station

and open to any age. The entry was
Zal)el 2, Ristow i. Towers 2. The start
at 7.30 A. M., and the first return was
Towers's Apology at 9.38 A. M. The
airline distance was 100 miles, and the
average speed 1375 yards per minute.
Apology thus won the President's cup
and the club's purse of $25. The second
best speed was 1267 yards per minute, by
Zaliel's b. c. h. Daisy. The third best
was 1200 yards, by Ristow's Now-or-
never.

At the supper which followed the race,
when the president awarded the prize,
Mr. Towers proposed the health of Mrs.
E. S. Starr, of Philadelphia, the race
secretary for public record flying. This
was drunk from the special prize cup
amidst great applause.

Wishes to Return Thanks.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : I wish, through the medium of

your paper, to extend my thanks to Mr,
H. Morgan, of Georgetown, D. C, and
Mr. S. Wallace, of 114 D Street, Wash-
ington, D. C, for the excellent attention
they gave my pigeons while visiting at
their lofts. Yours truly,

Jas. a. STOVRLL.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 31.

SOMETHING ABOUT PIGEONS.

The Many Varieties of Pigeons.
How to Care for Them.

From Feathered World.

I wonder how many of your numerous
readers have been struck when visiting

a show at the numl>er of different va-

rieties of pigeons there are having such
diverse and distinct peculiarities either of
form, appearance and size, and all of
whom claim as their common ancestor
the blue rock pigeon, for undoubtedly
they are all descended from this bird.

The following is an extract from a work
by the German author, Neumeister, on
this interesting subject

:

"We shall not be very far removed from
the truth in supposing that the first be-
ginning in forming races of pigeons took
place by climatic influences, according to
the same acting laws that produce species,

but that these by domestication artifici-

ally conducted, pairing and continued
breeding in the course of thousands of
years were raised to the highest expres-
sion of race types. Original races with
perfect characteristics are not found in a
free natural state ; these only could be
produced under the care or guardianship
of man, who, as their protector, is re-

joiced up to the present day by their fine

and rare forms, pleasing manners and
symmetrical arrangements of colors. But
that the supposition of the descent from
one primitive race is justified is proved
by the facility with which all races, the
common field pigeon included, can pair
and produce fruitful young ones by the
striking great resemb'lauce of their nature
and by the inclination constantly to re-
turn to the wild blue color and shape of
the field pigeon. The treacherous bluish
coloring which so frequently springs up
iu black, red and yellow on certain parts
(rnmp, vent, flights and tail) is only too
well known to every attentive breeder."
The expression 'field pigeon," which

thp niithnr ii.;ag n^f*ana tl,*. ^n*-^^ .... i.i—
rock, or the Columbia livia of naturalists.
It could not be our queest, or wood
pigeon, as it is well known they cannot
be effectually domesticated or crossed
with fancy pigeons, although there are
indeed a few cases in which fanciers have
succeeded in doing so and even bred
young ones, but the produce from such
a cross have iu all cases been hybrids.
Returning from this interesting subject

to the many different varieties of fancy
pigeons, we find we have pigeons with
peculiar feathering, such as tufts on their
heads or feathered legs and feet ; others
are distinguished by some extraordinary
peculiarity in the formation of their
bodies or their performance in the air.
Taking some of the varieties, we see the
pouter, the tallest of pigeons, which has
a crop which when blown out or plays.

» « •

-,^- ¥ .Green ig, late of the Randolph
*-^iub, IS importing homers at a very low

—You need never be afraid to eat a
fowl that has a bright red head, no mat-
ter if the leg is broken or some other
misfortune has befallen it.

—Golden Polish have many admirers.
Such plumage is enough to attract the
eye of an artist. They are easy prey of
hawks, the crests ou the head of a Polish
preventing their seeing above.

as It IS called, is distended to such an ex-
tent that it exceeds the bulk of the whole
of his body. What a difference there is

Ijetween this bird and the barb, a short
pigeon with a big square head and large
eye wattles. Then, again, compare the
jacobin with the fantail and the huge
runt with the little almond tumbler.
And so we might go on, not forgetting,

however, two very interesting varieties
which owe their great popularity to per-
formances on the wing. I refer to the
tumbler and homer. The one delights
to turn somersaults in rapid succession
front vast and giddy heights till he reach-
es his cote, while the other, possessing
an instinct which, aided by sight and a
powerful memory of place, enables it to
fly home, over sea and land, from places
hundreds of miles away. And all these
different kinds of pigeons are <lescended
from the blue rock. What lalx)r, time
and patience must have been spent iu
bringing them all to their present per-
fection.

The following are a few observations
and suggestions, applicable to all varie-
ties, knowledge of which may prove use-
ful to beginners. Mate together^such
birds as have at least the full category of
good points, bnt at the same time en-
deavor to have the cock bird of the de-
sired color and markings, and to have
the hen bird as near to perfection in fea-
tures as possible. The reason for this is

that it is generally admitted and knowo

among pigeon fanciers that the progeny,
as a rule, follow the sire in color, and
after the mother as regard features. If
you wish to breed more cocks than hemu
mate a vigorous young cock to an old
hen, say about four years, and the pro.
duce from such a cross will be nearly all
cocks. If on the contrary, you are short
of hens, mate an old cock, about four or
five years, with a young hen, the result
being in the same way that the youne
will be nearly all hens.

In breeding blacks, the fancier will
find the most successful method to be to
mate a black cock to a dun hen, as, by
constantly pairing blacks to blacks, that
raven black and lustrous brilliancy, so
much admired, is lost.

In getting up a strain of that choice
and difficult color, viz., reds, beware of
crossing reds that have been bred from
yellows. If you do so you will spoil your
whole strain. The best way is to croas
with blacks ; but iu choosing, look out
for a bird that has no signs of bar, or
sootiness, or ash color in its plumage,
and, if possible, a black with a light-col-
ored lieak. Yellows are improved in
color by crossing with reds, but again let
me warn you, in your choice of reds, to
pick out a bird of deep, rich, blood red.
Discard all reds that have dun rumps or
thighs. Do not forget when mating, to
put birds with perfect points at least be-
tween them, if you cannot obtain perfect
individual bird*, but avoid mating two
birds both of which fail in some desired
point. Purchase birds of a reliable good
pedigree or strain, but if you should pur-
chase a good looking bnt unknown bird
take care that he possesses desired pointe
to a marked degree, the image of which
you woiild like to stamp in your stock.
The sine qua nov, to successful pigeon

keeping is patience, perseverance and a
very little trouble to see that the birds
are kept in a healthy condition. What
can aggravate a man' more than to find
roup or canker breaking out in his lofl
and attacking his birds, and yet if he had
only exercised a little care and fore-
thought he would have been spared all
this trouble. Nothing conduces more to
the many different kinds of diseases
among pigeons than filthy lofts and foul
drinking vessels. See that your loft is

whitewasiied at least once a year and
keep the floor clean and strewn with
some small, gritty sand and old mortar,
with a lump of rock salt in one of the
corners. Do not give your pigeons water
in fountains that are covered inside with
a nasty green slime. Clean them out
often with soda and small shot. See
that there is plenty and effectual ven-
tilation to the pigeon house without
draughts.

Bearing these few observations in mind,
with good food and plenty of freedcm,
your pigeons ought to do well and be a
pleasure both to yourself and others.

Canadian News.
Toronto, Can., Nov. 14.—A meeting

has been called presumably for the for-

mation of another pigeon-flying club.

This is a great sport in this city and
there are already about a full dozen
flying clubs besides the Dominion Mes-
senger Pigeon Association. I do hope
these many institutions will cause noth-
ing but friendly rivalry.

Mr. J. B. Jones, of Toronto, has re-
ceived from England a small lot of
pigeons. Among them is a rare dun
carrier.

The Toronto Bantam, Pigeon and Pet
Stock Club is no more. Its members de-
cided unanimously to disband owing to
lack of members, which can be ac-
counted for by the fact that the Toronto
Poultry, Pigeon and Pet Stock Associa-
tion is in the interest of the same kinds of
stock. The cups for the year were won
by Messrs. Fox, McDermott and Bache.
The club intends to hold its last meeting
this month to present the cups, and as
there is a balance on hand, it is obvious
the boys will " blow " it in.

The Bantam fancy has again regained
its past prominence. It has been stirred
up furiously of late. The stirring paddle
is some rare good birds that are on deck,
and the strength to make the paddle go
is some well-fixed bantam fanciers. May
these grand little birds continue to im-
prove and not loose favor. .\now.

—Peacock raising is an industry much
neglected in this country.
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A Novel Aviary—tigh Brahmas.
Hl»h-Prlcei Fowls—How

Lime Is Secreted.

VAe foUotuing extracts are from the

pens offanners both on this and the other

side of the water, ghnng their expert-

mces in raising, feeding and caring for

all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fancihr.s' Joi'rnai.. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we

therefore inmte contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to ponltty, pigeons andfancy stock.

A Novel Aviary.

A •*riter in the Home Proviiier give» a

description of a very novel aud, at the

s*ine time, beautiful aviary, belonging to

a friend of his. The extreme (inside) di-

mensions are : Height, three feet six

inches; width, two feet; depth from

back to front, eighteen inches. By an

ingenious arrangement all the parts are

screwed together, so that it can be easily

Uken to pieces for the purpose of l»eing

cleaned. For the sake of ornament, the

back is covered by pieces of virgin cork,

which, however, is scarcely to be recom-

mended, a-s it harliors insects, although

it undoubtedly adds to the effect pro-

duced. The roof (which slopes towards

the back) ami the sides are boarded and

colored sky blue, which looks extremely

pr«tty. The chief novelty, however, lies

fn the fact that every occupant of the

esUblishment is, to an extent, a perform-

ing bird. In the front are two small

bows, similar to those seen in a lark's

cage, but, of course, of less dimensions,

and from the floor of each of these a tiny

bucket is hung, by means of which they

draw up their supply of water from a

Klass below. Against the sides are a

couple of small boxes ot the usual patiem,

with sloping lids, which the occupants of

the aviaries have to push open before

Ihev can obtain their seed, or, if they

prefer it, thev may use one of the little

wagons which are placed on inclined

planes against the front of the cage for

the same purpose. It is common enough

to com^ across a single bird that draws

up its own water, or helps itself to seed

from a wagon or closed-up Ik)x, but the

idea of extending the notion to a number
is certainlv new. The occupants of the

aviary are goldfinches, siskins and red-

polls, and the fact that there are so many
of them in the aviary renders it necessary

for some to be continually at work, which

makes a visit to their homes most inter-

esting to all who love to watch the grace-

ful movemenU of their feathered pets.

Turkey Nature.

It may always Ije known when a turkey

hen is going to lay, for she begins to

take long walks through the highest

grass and the most unfrequented spots.

Some ornithologists say that she seeks to

hide her nest from the gobbler, lest he
become lonely without her and destroy

her eggs that he may have her company
again ; but is not this a mistake? From
my experience with turkeys, 1 Ijelieve

the gobbler takes as much interest in all

those speckled eggs liid<len away so

snugly in the grass as the hen herself;

only he has not the time to look after

them so closely. The gobbler doesn't

know where the hen's eggs are, eh ! I

know a gobbler who prove<l, only last

summer, that he knew where one of his

mates' eggs were, for when she died

upon her nest, just as she was hatching,

he took her place, finished up the hatch-

ing, and then took those motherless little

ones under his own special care aud kept
them with him until they were almost
full-grown turkeys. It looked funny to

see a great gobbler strutting about with
sixteen or seventeen little turkeys. I

believe it is only from the prying, in-

quisitive eyes of man that the turkey
seeks to hide herself ; she wants tlie man-
iiging of her own affairs, and thanks no
»)ue for iuterference.

.\ man could s«e uo wisdom iff a turkey
ben leaving her egg^ in *.bf d«tp grass,

close by a dense thicket, where numerous
vermin abounde*!, so he brought them up
to the house, made a nice nest in a much-
sheltered corner—then shut the turkey

hen on the nest ; but she preferretl stand-

ing, consequently none of the eggs

hatched. Thus that man learned that

even a turkey hen is feminine enough not

to be driven. A few years ago we knew
of no kind of turkeys save the dark or

bron/.e ; now almost everyone tries to

obtain a pale yellow or a very light

gobbler, claiming that light turkeys are

more easily raised and fattened, and that

the skin and meat are superior to those

of the dark ones. The turkey furnishes

the most delicious of all meats, but 1

wish poultry raisers would not kill theiri

two or three weeks before Thanksgiving
or Christmas, Inicause that is the only
time the majority of people get a taste of

the delicacy, and in purchasing early,

and keeping for the holidays, the bird

oflen conies on the table tainted and
with all of the most delicate flavor gone.

Two or three days is long enou^jh to keep
any unsalted meat before eatmg.—Mrs.

A.'E. C. Maskell.

High-Prioed Fowls.

At the Crystal Palace Poultry Show in

England last year, at which there were

nearly seven thousand entries of stock,

including the standard British, French,

Mediterranean, Asiatic and American

breeds, besides a great variety with char-

acteristics of their own, the highest-

priced bird was the Asiatic Cochin, speci-

mens of ^hich were sold as high as J292
a hea<l. Next in order of price was the

Brahma, whose original plain gray feath-

ers the English breeder, through much
energy and a vast expenditure of money,
has converted mto a combination of

transverse bars as distinct as the stripes

of the zebra. Specimens of this bird sold

as high as $245 apiece. Another high-

priced bird—not because of its practical

use and imf>ortance but because of its or-

naiiiental nature alone—was the black

Spanish, specimens of which sold at from

I97 to 1195 a head. The peculiar valuable

characteristics of this bird, in its present

developed state in England, is a kid-like

milk-white suljstance which covers its

face and ears, and hangs below the beak
some inches, stretching to between three

and four inches in width—sometimes a

real deformity, incapaciating the fowl for

eating and seeing. Yet the value of the

bird depends on the size of this useless

abnormal development.—American Agri-

culturist.

Llglit Brahmas.

There are few fowls which to-day breed

more true to their characteristic color and

markings, and can be depended upon

more iinplicity to perpetuate their quali-

ties of habit and disposition, than the

light Brahmas. Like most of the Chinese
breetls, they are very quiet and docile.

They are easily confined as they have
but little ability to fly, and a fence three

feet high will turn them. As layers they
are excellent ; beginning in the fall when
five or six months old, and continuing
through the winter, if hatched early and
properly cared for and provided with
warm quarters. A gootl hen will lay 150
eggs, and hatch and rear a brood of
ckicks each season, laying 100 of that
number of eggs between I>eceml)er i and
June 1, thereby producing them when
they co-ninand the highest prices. The
eggs are large, richly flavored and a buff

color.

They make excellent mothers, except
that owing to their weight they are some-
what liable to break their eggs. The
chicks are among the hardiest of the
Asiatic breeds, easily managed, rapid
growers and healthy. They are a little

late in fledging, but not as late as Cochins.
When allowed to run they are good for-

agers, but thev l>ear confinement remark-
ably well, aiiff there is perhaps no breed
of fowls l>etter suited to the wants of vil-

lagers, who must keep their poultry con-
fined aii a small range. In fact, an occu
pier of a village or city lot might keep a
few of these fowls, as their docility and
inability to fly render them so easily

managed that they can readily be pre-

vented from trespassing upon their

owners or his neighbor's garden.

I

As table fowls the white Brahmas are

excellewt, their flesh being white, tender

I
and juicy, and they lay on flesh rapidly

when put up to fatten. They dress from
five to si* potinds at siJc mohths old. We
confidently recommend them to all those

wishing to raise poultry for market. The
light Brahmas are the largest known va-

riety of chickens ; single cocks have
reached the weight of sixteen to seven-

teen pounds, although twelve to thirteen

pounds for cocks, and nine to ten pounds
for hens are considered goo<l weights.

I will here give a short description of

the breed : They should be clear white in

color on the body, breast and thighs.

The hackle feathers should be marked
with a distinct black stripe down the mid-
dle. The saddle feathers in the cock are

white, or lightly stripped with black

;

those of the hen being white. The flight

feathers of the wing are black, but when
folded are so hidden as to appear white

The tail feathers are black in both cock
and hen, and in the cock they open out

laterally like a fan, and the coverts show
beautiful green reflections m the light.

They have low, red pea combs, small,

red wattles, and red ear-lobes. The color

of the shanks is yellow, and they should

be well feathered down to the middle and
outer toes.

There are few prettier sights in a poul-

try vard than a flock of light Brahmas
feeding upon a green lawn, their snow-
white plumage picked out with black

and contrasted with the bright red of

their combs, ear-lobes aud wattles.—H.
A. Kueune.

How Lime Is Secreted.

The manner of secretion of lime by

egg or shell-producing animals, as birds,

moUusks and crustaceans has been made

a study at the Scottish Marine Station for

scientific research. Messrs. Murray and

Irvine, in charge of the station, have
given the results of their investigations

in a recent paper read before the Royal
Society of Edinburgh. In this paper

they describe the manner in which hens
procure the lime for covering their eggs.

A number of hens were shut up in a

wooden building where no lime could be

procured, and were fed upon fooil in

which no lime was contained. For a few

usual shells, but soon afterward the eggs
had only a membraneous covering and
were what are commonly known as soft

eggs. Then lime in the form of sulphate,

phtwphate, nitrate and silicate was mixed
with the food and the eggs were covered
with the usual shells, consisting of car-

bonate of lime only. It was believed

that phosphate of lime was formed in the

blooa from the lime salts given, and that

the phosphate was decomposed in the act

of secretion of the shells and was changed
into carbonate. This being thus, it fol-

lows that the feeding of crushed boues,

i*nich are digestible, to hens is the best

vay in which to supply the lime, the

{>hosphoric acid of the bones aiding in

he formation of the interior portion of

the eggs.—New York Times.

Poultry In France.

The Paris correspondent of the Stand-

ard last week sent over some interesting

statistics culled from a French trade

journal. This authority states that there

are in France 45,000,000 of hens repre-

senting a value (at the not exorbitant

price ofone shilling and sevenpence each)

of ^4,500,000. The number of laying

hens is given as 35,000,000, and the an-

nual value of their eggs about ^7,300,000.

The other figures as to the number of
fowls consumed for the table are evidently
misleading, as it i.-* stated that only one-

fifth of the stock are annually consumed,
with the addition of 2,000,000 capons.

This gives a total of table birds of 1 1,000,-

000. It seems reasonably clear that for

any poultry keeping worthy of the name
to only produce 1 1 ,000,000 table fowls

from a stock of j";.000,000 is absurd.

There is evidently a mistake somewhere,
and no account seems to be taken of

what happens to the 45,000,000 of hens
when their laying days are over, unless

we are to assume that 9,000,000 out of

the 11,000,000 of table fowl are worn out
old hens of five years old, and this, too,

seems to be out of the question. The
fact is that statistics as to poultry keeping,
unless they are much more reliable abroad
than those taken in Ireland, are compara-
tively speaking worthless. We well re-

member iu our younger fancier days the
annual N-isit of the statistical policeman

who undertook his duty in common with

that of a census of the horses, cows,

sheep, pigs, etc. He was particular as to

these last, but when it came to the fowls

a dozen or two more or less was consid-

ered of little consequence. It may be

that the statistics of to-day are more re-

liable than those of a quarter of a century

ago, but we are inclined to doubt it.

—

Feathered World.

Fish for Poultry.

Animal food, in some form, is absolutely

necessary for the health and well-being

of poultry, especially those kept iu con-

finement. Where the poultry have full

liberty they can, during warm weather,

get all the animal food they need in the

form of worms, grubs and other insects.

But when kept within the narrow con-

fines of a small yard the supply of such

food must be furnished. In spring and

summer, when near fisheries there is al-

ways a large surplus of fish either too

small to be marketed or of varieties not

desirable for market. Hundreds of

bushels are used as manure, and almost

as many are used by the uear-by farmers

as hog food, but as they are generally fed

raw they cause trouble in various ways,

constipation in an aggravated form being

the most serious. This kind of fish is

valuable food for poultry. Fill a large

caldron, holding al)out one-half or three-

fourths of a barrel, add cold water and

start a fire, and let it cook five or ten

minutes. Empty the mass into a lari,e

tub or barrel, mash it up and stir around

and leave to cool. This stirring separates

the larger bones from the meat, the

former settling to the lx)ttom. When
cool, give a small feed of this about every

day or two, either alone or with grain.

The birds will thrive well, and the supply

of eggs will largely incre.ise. It must bit

used judiciously, for if fed too liberally it

will cause diarrhoea.

It costs very little trouble to prepare

this food,either for poultry or pigs. Only
enough to last for three or four days

should be cooked at once, so it will not

spoil before being used. By using cold

water instead of hot the hsh cook through

more evenly and better, while the bones

seem to separate more readily. If this

refuse fish, which can be obtained at the

fishing shores for the hauling, could be

prepared or put in portable form, so it

would keep, it would he an excellent

winter poultry food.—American Agricul-

turist.

The Dangers of Diphtheria.

A pigeon fancier, who was suffering

from a tumefaction of the mouth, offered

food on the tip of his tongue to one of his

pigeons to try thus to induce it to feed,

he having lost several of his birds. This

bird also died, and a post-mortem showed
evidence of its having had diphtheria.

Its owner, too, developed unmi.stakable

symptoms of diphtheria, false membranes
having been found under his tongue in

the region where the bird had pecked, as

well as on the tonsils. In the event he
recovered, but not without himself trans-

mitting the disease to his boy. There
were special conditions in this case which
increa-sed the probability of the disease

being caught, but still it should be a

warning to fanciers to avoid such risks.

—

L'Union Medicale.

Feeding for Shells.

If a farmer has a flock of ux) hens they

produce in egg shells about 137 pounds

of chalk annually, and yet not a pound

of the substance, or j)erhaps not even an

ounce, exists around the fannhouse with-

in the circuit of their feeding grounds.

The materials of their manufacture are

found in the food consumed and in the

sand, pebble stones, brick dust, bits of

bones, etc., which hens and other birds

are continually picking from the earth.

The instinct is keen for these apparently
innutritions and refractory substances,

and they are devoured with as eager a

relish as the cereal grains or insects. If

hens aie confined to barns or outbuild-

ings it is obvious that the egg-producing
machinery cannot be kept long in action

unless the materials for the shell are

supplied in ample abundance.—Popular
Scienc*.

CAGE . BIRDS • AND • PETS.

'PETE.'

ofA Remarkable but True Story
a Pet Canary Bird.

The following interesting story is by a

memlier of the Eight O'clock Club, Miss

Beatrice Clayton, of this citj\ and origi-

nally appeared in the Philadelphia Times.

Some time ago she called to see the edi-

tor of Our Boys and Girls, which is part

of the Sunday Times,and in talking about

pets told him such a wonderful story of

her canary bird that he requested her to
put it into writing so that he might print
it for the club. The editor says : "In our
opinion it is the best bird story that ever
appeared in type, and lest you should
think it in part imaginary we vouch for

its strict fidelity to truth. Permit us to
say, also, that Miss Clayton, who is only
fourteen years old, deserves great credit

for the admirable manner iu which the
story is told." Here it is :

Pete is my canary, and "though I say
it as shouldn't," being his owner, he is a
handsome bird ; bright yellow, with a
little green cap on his head and green
wings. Before he had been with us a
week we discovered that Pete had a mind,
and a very great one. He became favor-
ite with everyone, and as we petted him
a good deal, he soon picked up a great
many cute tricks, some of which I will

try to describe.

First, then, Pete's diet is uot restricted

to seed and water. When he hears the
rattle of the knives and forks he comes
flying on to any available shoulder with
a chirp, and there waits anxiously for

anything eatable that may fall to his
share. Vegetables, fruit, bread, he likes

them all, and having received a choice
morsel, he takes it daintily iu his beak,
and carries it off to his cage. If he is

not attended to he alights on the table
and helps himself to whatever is within
reach that suits his fancy.
One day a bunch of flowers was brought

into the room where his cage bangs.
Coming in a short time afterward I found
him perched right in the centre of the
iMuquet working away busily. He had
pulled a fine rose completely to pieces
aud was just commencing an attack on
some fronds of fern.

One very curious trick of his is this

—

when I am writing he settles on the desk
and begins to amuse himself by turning
over the pens, penwiper, etc. By and by
he hops nearer and nearer, casting furtive
side glances at me, and begins to fight
the pen as I write. If I take no notice
but keep on he grows very angry, and
contests every inch of the way with the
pen as it travels over the paper, some-
times becoming so troublesome that I

have to drive hiin away.
One day the wires of his cage became

so bent that the sliding door would not
remain open. To remedy this I tied it

up with a piece of string. Master Pete
watched the operation from afar and be-
came interested. As soon as it was done
he went into the cage. Shortly after I

heard a snap. After much industrious
labor he had succeeded in cutting the
string with his beak, thus letting the
door down and shutting himself in.

I tied it up again with a stronger cord,
and after a long interval the same thing
happened. After it had gone on for a
week or so a hook of wire was substituted
for the string. Pete eyed it for a time
and then ran up to it. A few dexterous
twists of his strong bill and the hook was
withdrawn, allowing the door to fall
<lown. Then he came to the corner of
the cage and by anxious chirps and the
most expressive gestures plainly asked
us to let him out again.
One day I noticed that he seemed un-

usually affectionate. Wherever I went
he would follow me, twittering excitedly
the while. As he was very erratic I took
no notice, but when he flew upstairs after
me, a thing he had never done before, I
wgan to think something was wrong. I
examined his cage and found that he had
not one morsel of seed nor a drop of
water. When these were supplied he
seemed contented anil troubled me no
more that day.
When I am at the piano Pete alights

on my shoulder and nestles down, appar-
ently listening to the music, never mov-
ing until I cease playing. Generally

to me, but one day I

could not find him anywhere. Alarmed
lest he should have met with some mis-
hap I hurried here and there calling his
name.

k'en him up for lost 1

FANOT MIOB.

caught sight of him crouching ({uietly

Just as I had gtvi

of h
on the piano keys. .As soon as he saw
me looking at him he gave the answering
chirp I had been waiting so long to hear,
and flew up to my shoulder, stroking out
his feathers and rubbing himself against
me in such a pretty coakiug waj that I

had not the heart to scold him, as I had
intended.

Being so privileged he is iu no way re-

stricted, but flies all over the house and
two or three times I have found him in
rooms where the windows were open and
entirely unprotected. He is perfectly do-
mesticated, however, and seems to have
no idea of making his escape.

I regret to state that he has one
naughty proijensity, namely, tearing l)ook
leaves and newspapers. When I am
reading he alights on the top of the book
and pecks at the ed^es, often slitting a
leaf half across if he is not prevented.
But the plaything that pleases him most

is a pin. His sharp eyes perceive one
from a great distance, and he needs
nothing to complete his satisfaction more
than a pm-cushion well filled. Provided
with one, he never leaves it until every
pin is extracted and thrown upon the
floor. Sometimes, for convenience, I

carry a few pins in my dress, and Pete's
mind is never easy until he has plucked
them out, played with them awhile and
thrown them away.
Some months ago I began to wear

glasses. Pete was rather shy of them at
hrst, but soon overcame his fears and be-
gan to investigate. I was amused and
indulged him. Pretty soon he discov-
ered the hooks which rest over the ears.
Selecting the one on the right side he
picked at it. Finding that it offered no
resistance he grew bold. Three vigor-
ous pulls of his strong beak and he Bad
wrenched it fairly off and was contem-
plating it with much satisfaction as it

dangled over my cheek. This piece of
mischief he repeats daily.
When I wear my club button and rib-

bon he never fails to come and peck at it

inquisitively, evidently attracted by the
bright colors. When he wants to <le-

scend from my shoulder to my lap he
lets himself "hand-over-hand" down the
front of my dress, holding on by the but-
tons, or runs down my arm as though it

were a ladder.

One day Pete was on the piano muti-
lating the music after his own peculiar
fashion. I advanced to drive him away,
but he saw my object and at once resisted
me with angry struggles and pecks. But
alas ! his f^et slipi^ on the polished
wood ofthe instrument (temporarily witlb.

out a cover). The impetus was too great
for him to stop himself; he "skated"
rapidly across and vanished down the
oack of the piano, which stood near the
wall.

As it was an upright a fall of its entire
height was a serious thing, and immedi-
ately there was consternation. In hot
haste the instrument was dragged forth
and our poor pet was discovered crouch-
ing on the floor very much frightened,
but otherwise unhurt.
Once by way of teasing him, we hung

a small looking glass in his cage. Pete
seemed delighted to have a companion
and sang his sweetest songs to his reflec-
tion. Finding that it made no response
to his welcome, he l)ecame suspicious and
touched the glass cautiously with his
beak. As it continued to do nothing but
imitate his movements, he grew much
enraged and pecked and scolded sav-
agely. Then he seemed more perplexed
than ever at its strange behavior aud

—

what do you think?

—

he peered over the
top of the glass to see if there was a bird
behind it.' Seeing there was not, his
interest cooled.
Now there is a glass kept for his special

benefit, and he uses it precisely as we use
our mirrors ; for after taking a bath he
arranges his feathers standing before it.

As I write he is examining the inkstand
and vigorously protesting against my
dipping a pen into it. I think all Flight
O'clockers will agree with me that he is

a wondi;rful bird.

Their Oare and Manasrement-
liflo Breeders.

-Pro-

BV

.across the room

—A kitten in Hood River, Ore., caught
a lizard, but will never catch another.
The reptile, in attempting to escape, ran
down its enemy's throat where it lodged,
with fatal result to the cat.

AN OLD PANCIKR.

Under this heading comes the ordinary

routinal work connected with the keep-

ing of mice, whether they are kept for

pleasure or profit, but if for the latter,

the closer our notes are applied the l>et-

ter.

The first and most important item to

l)e borne in mind is cleanliness, as any-

one who has paid any attention to this

subject will testify. In a wild state mice
and, in fact, all rodents are very clean,

both in their skin and in their dwellings,

and it is therefore necessary that in a

tame state this cleanliness should be

afforded by artificial means, as the ani-

mals cannot clean themselves as they do
when at liberty. Besides, in holes in the

earth the soil acts as a deodorizer of all

offensive smells, whereas in an absorbent
wooden box, filled, or rather strewed,

with another absorbent, sawdust, neither

of which possesses any deodorizing prop-

erties, the whole soou becomes impreg-

nated with impurities, and, as a natural
consequence, disease and death will soon
supervene, unless means are taken to en-
sure cleanliness. These means must be
thorough also, or the work will be only
half done, and but little improvement of
the animals will be effected.

Injury to the mice will also result if

the food vessels are allowed to become
dirty and encrusted with the stale food
and fcecal matter, which is often the case
in badly kept collections—sore feet, sore
noses and other bodily ailments being
easily traceable to this cause alone ; and
where brass-backed feeding tins are used
the mice are liable to be poisoned by the
verdegris that is sure to be present in
unclean vessels. And, again, the mass of
insects which soon accumulates in a dirty
cage is something wonderful. Both dirt
and insects will ijive the mice a rough
appearance, and in nearly all cases the
animals soon die if kept as we have de-
scribed. The smell they cause in a dirty
state is almost intolerable, and there is

little doubt that instead of being admired
the animals will be voted a perfect nui-
sance.

In the first place, it is necessary to
thoroughly scald out the feeding tins at
least three times a week, and scrape out
the open part of the cage every day, put-
ting m a handful of bran and sawdust in
equal parts. This should l)e done before
feeding, so that the whole shall be clean
at once. Fresh hay should be put into
the nest places one:; a week, if there are
no young litters ; but should there be
any young mice the nest should not be
interfered with until they run about the
cage. Besides scraping and dusting the
insides of the cages faequently, as we
have advised, they (the cages) should lie

thoroughly cleaned and scrubbed out
with boiling water once a month, l)eing
very careful that the water penetrates
every crevice, or most undesirable insects
are liable to congregate together, to the
great detriment of the animals. We
used to make it a rule to add one per
centof carliolic acid to the water, and not
return the mice to the cage for a week
after it was scalded out, and by this
means perfect immunity from unpleasant
smells was secured. This, of course,
would necessitate the use of extra cages,
but this is rather an advantage than
otherwise, as greater cleanliness can be
insured.

Before the does litter it is advisable to
mix a quantity of cotton wool among the
lay in tne nest box, so that the nest can
be arranged by the mice to their own
satisfaction, and as is sometimes the case,
if the doe removes it to the open part of
the cage, it should Ije carefully put back
into the nest place. She will then take
to it at once, without again removing it,

as a rule.

The best place in which to keep the
cages is a loft, where plenty of air can be
admitted, or in a rabbit hutch out of doors,
as the smell is then less than it would be
in an indoor place ; but in all cases care
should be taken to avoid damp or exces-
sively cold situations, for although in a
wild state mice are perfectly hardy, yet
in a domesticated condition they are

liable to suffer from cold and damp, and
becomes asthmatical, rough in coat, and
generally out of condition ; and when in
this state they are of little value ami there
is but small pleasure in looking at them.
A certain amount of warmth is necessary
to maintain them in the best condition,
particularly in winter, and size is much
the influenced by this alone, a chill when
young ones are but imperfectly clothed
with fur Ijeiiig at times fatal, and if uot.
is apt to cause them to remain of small
size, to the depreciation of their mone-
tary value. To keep mice well, care and
cleanliness are as necessary as they are
with dogs and other animals, although
to a lesser extent so far as lal)or is con-
cerned.

Ill no ca.se should a damp cage Ijeused,
nor should the mice Ije changed about
too much, as they will become very wild
and unmanageable. When any mice are
not required, either from disease or from
the color not being suitable, they should
be sold, or if this cannot be done, they
should be killed, and so got rid of.

Mice, if properly cared for, will live
for two or three years, and then die of
old age. They are, however, of little or
no use for breeding purposes after they
are two years old, but during that time
they would produce over a hundred
young ones.

The London Fancy Canary.
J. H. Verrall in Feathered World.

Molern writers and non-breeders of the
London fancy canary consider as their
ideal of this bird it should be a clemr
body bird, with black wings and Uil. In
the book that I took with me to the meet-
ing of the London Cage Bird Associatioii,

and subsequently lent to one of the mem-
bers, it states that the back of the bird
should be spangled with dark spots ; most
prize winners of late years have been so
spotted, but too much so, the spots ex-
tending to the sides and breast.

In another old book, over a hundred
years old, that I have on birds, in stating
the colors of canaries it follows on with
"Breeders of funry hirHa ar« s«;11 ~:s~
curious as to feather ; there being several
subscription societies in London which
raise annual premiums for the finest
birds, and who have a pattern bird, beau-
tifully engrave<l and colored, as the
standard of perfection ; with his various
characters explained in a technical style
underneath." If one of these engravings
could be hunted up what a help it would
be to those desirous of restoring this bird.
In the book that I lent to a member of
the London Cage Bird Association was a
list of the club houses at which, in former
times, shows of these birds took place.
If any of these houses are still in exist-
ence it is possible that an illustration and
some of the old rules might be found.
At a meeting of the London Cage Bird

Association a member stated that he be-
lieved that not more than twenty London
fancy canaries could be found in the
London district. Even with this number
the varieUf ought to be kept in existence.
It is a difficult bird to intro<luce crosses
from other varieties. Whatever croaa
might b« used for strengthening the con-
stitution, it would l>e advisable to con-
tinue breeding in-and-in, or the young
most resembling the poinU to be desired
to be pro<luced by the cross might be
paired the succeeding year to pure-bred
Ix>ndon fancy.
This bird ought to be taken in hand

by the fancier who objects to the modem
method of feeding for color, as before the
time of orange colored canaries it was the
highest natural colored canary of any va-
riety. It is seldom entered at the Crystal
Palace shows at the high figure demanded
for other varieties ; winning birds being
caulogued at one pound five shillings,
and seldom over two pounds. No Jonque
birds have been exhibited at the Crystal
Palace since 1888, and no third prize
offered since 1884. Three out of the four
that competed at the last Crystal Palace
Show were claimed—it is to iSe hoped bv
new lovers of the birtl. Breeders should
enter as many as they can, even if only
half-breds, at the coming show of the
London Cage Bird As.sociation. If a fair
entry is seen there possibly the Crystal
Palace Company will not cancel the class.
At one of the many shows that I have
visited at the Crystal Palace there were
more I^ondon fancy exhibited than liz-
ards.

i«
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THE POUTER.

A Pigreon Whose Beauty Depends
Upon Perpeot Symmetry.

From the Hantiers' Gazette.

Of the four staudard varieties of

pigeons there is not one whose beauty so

entirely depends upon perfect sytunietry

as the pouter. The carrier may be

slightly thick in neck so long as it has

length of face, stoutness of beak and

properly developed and placed beak and

eye wattle. The almond tumbler may be

imperfect in spangling if it has height of

brow and width of skull, with a neat little

beak and good carriage. The barb may
be minus the full flights and lengthy

tail which give it so much character, or

slightly high on leg if the head proper-

ties are correct, but the whole beauty of

the pouter is destroyed if it is defective

in one point. In fact, like the most deli-

cate piece of mechanical workmanship,
every fitting must be perfect in its bear-

ings
Those who can carry their memories

back to upwards of a quarter of a century

ago, before the Crystal Palace could
boast of its great annual show, will re-

member the deformity in the shape of a

blue-pied cock which reigned supreme as

the result of the highest art in breeding

pouters, and with which Mr. Thackeray,
then a prominent exhibitor, carried the

fancy by storm, a creature shaped like a

boat set on two pegs with a bead and
body that a runt might be proud of ; a

monstrosity in every sense of the viprd

compared with the finest specimens of
the present day.

The pouter fancy at the periwl we
speak of was at a very low ebb in Eng-
land, the idea with most breeders evi-

dently being to produce quantity rather

than quality ; but there were some very
fair birds hidden away in the country,
conspicuous amongst which were those

^f Mr. Bult, who never could be induced
to exhibit his stock. It was about this

time that, owing to the death of that

gentleman,his pouters became distributed

and a few energetic fanciers set to work
to improve the breed by introducing some
of the Scottish strains, with the result

that the pouter has ever since been im-
proving in elegance of shape and style.

The canny Scot has always been famed
for his pouters, whether of high or low
4egree, and there were high old times at

Glasgow in days gone by, when Mr. Ure,
of Dundee ; Mr. Wallace, of Glasgow

;

Mr. Montgomery, of Belfast; Mr. Smith,
of Halifax ; Mr. I-Iuie and Mr. Matthew
Stuart, of Glasgow, and others, useti to
exhibit their birds ; but, alas ! time has
made a gap in the party, and of those
named only the first and last named re-

main to tell the story. To the society
formed by these gentlemen the pouter
fancy owes much of its prosperity, for
they set the ball rolling by introducing
competition, and although the annual
meetings at Glasgow soon came to an
end, others have taken their place. For
some reason unexplained, pigeon shows
at Glasgow and Edinburgh have never
been successful from a monetary point
of view, which is the more extraordinary,
«s in the neighboring towns these meet-
ings have iieen annually held, where a
fine display of pouters has been seen, but
nothing has ever come up to the show
which took place in tha Gymnasium at

Bdinburgh, some fifteen years ago,
when all the best birds from England,
Scotland and Ireland were present to
compete for a valuable silver cup, which
was given for the winner of the largest
number of points.

This valuable trophy was won by Mr.
JL. Fulton, but not without a struggle
with Captain Norman Hill. This was
the only time that 500 pouters have been
exhibited at one time. The fact that out
900 pigeons of all varieties 500 were
pouters is evidence of the interest taken
m that breed of Doo in Scotland. There
are a few pouter fanciers still left who
will remember the fun we had with Jem-
mie McCullock and his yellow pied
cock—how a hoax was played upon
him after the show had closed, that it

had l>een claimed for ^50, after his
having said that it could not be bought
for love nor money. McCullock had
a bad time of it that night. Bobbie
Fulton, too, came in for a share of the
hoaxing, for a report was set about that

a conspiracy was on foot by which he
was not to win any prizes. Poor Ridpeth,
who was one of the judges with Mr. F.
Greshani and Mr. P. H. Jones, had a
hand in this, but he had not long to en-
joy his joke, for, picture of health though
he then was, he died soon after returning
home from the show.
The ten years that had elapsed since

the time we first spoke of and the Edin-
burgh show had wrought wonders in the
pouter, for even now it would be difficult

to find a lot of 500 better than that which
was exhibited on that occasion. Still,

there ^ as l)een an advance, but rather at
the expense of length of limb and feather,
the prevailing fault at the present time
being that many of the most perfect
birds are too small. It is the same with
large breeds of pigeons as with animals

;

it is more easy to get correct symmetry
in small specimens than in large. At the
same time there are a select few pouters
which are superior to anything that has
been seen Ijefore.

It is a remarkable fjact that, notwith-
standing the large number of people who
breed {(outers, there are very few who
really know a good bird when they see
one, and a still less number who under-
stand how to breed one, most of the
celebrities of the day having come into
life more by accident than judgment. In
matching up for breeding the early his-

tory of the parents should be known, in
order that some idea may be formed as to
the color and markings lliat may be ex-
pected, for pouters do not always repro-
duce their offspring the same color that
they are themselves ; and as to markings,
a pair which are perfectly marked only
occasionly throw a young one like them-
selves, unless they have been bred from
correctly marked birds for several gener-
ations, and this is seldom the case.
The tendency to produce too much

white is very strong iu the pouter, more
particularly on the pinion ; it is, there-
fore, advisable that one of the parents
should have only slight pinion markings

;

three or four feathers are sufficient, and
these high up, so as to avoid any chance
of getting wtings that are bishoped ; in
fact, rather solid markings throughout
must be chosen on one side if perfect
bib. moon and pinion niarkin « are tn he
looked for. The covering of the limbs is

a feature that has to be taken into con-
sideration when mating.
Many of the best stock pouters are

heavily flagged on legs and toes, so much
so that no amount of trimming will make
them fit for the show pen ; it is, there-
fore, necessary to use them with birds
whose legs are closely feathered in order
that stocking limbs may be obtained. It

is in the order of things that the mother
takes upon herself the more onerous part
in breeding ; for this reason she should
possess rather more substance than the
father, who cannot be too slender in

build. It will always be found that the
most satisfactory re.sults are secured
when the quality is on the side of the
sire, and the substance on that of the
dam.

[to bb continued.]

—If you have neglected to repair the
leaks in the roofof the henhouse, and the
heavy fall rains have made the houses
damp, and foul odors prevail, don't ask
why your poultry get the roup, and
what is a good remedy, etc.

EUREKA
SEND 5 CENTS OR STAMPS

FOR
loo-PAGH BOOK OF

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS TO
J. L. CAMPHKM,. West Elizabeth, Pa.

This ad. is good for Ji part payment for an in-
cubator 86-112

Q. \{. q^ljompson, ^r,

Patterson, New York.
BOX 16.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE 4 GOLDEN WYAND0TTE8.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America,
New York, February, 1890, I was awarded the
followinx prir.es. in (.ompetition with the t)est
breeders: W. K. Vnnilerbill's Grand Special
Pri7.e, |ioo in Gold, for best Barred Plymouth
Rock Cockerel and four best Pullets

; first and
special on Barred Plymouth Rock Coclc ; firat
and special, third, fourth, and tie fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Hens; first and third on Silver
Wyandotte Pullets; third or equal score with
first on Goldt-n Wyandotte Pullets.
Choice Breeding and Exhibition Birds, bred

from my winners, for sale. Illustratad circular
free. 86-138

OUR CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal
for one year with any of the following named
publications, post free, upon receipt of price

named :

With
Regul.ir Fanciers'
Price. Journal.

American Angler (3 00 $400
Americ >n Agriculturist . . . . 1.25 3.50
American Field 5.00 6 00
American Fish and Came War-
den 1.00 3.00

American Garden 3.00 3 50
American Poultry Yard .... 1.50 3. 25
American Stock-Keeper .... 2.00 3.00
American Kennel Gazette . . . i.oo 3.00
Canadian Poultry Journal ... .75 3.00
Canadian Poultry Review . . . 1.00 3.00
Canadian Pigeon and Pets. . . .50 2.70
Century 4.00 5.50
Country Gentleman 2.50 3.50
Delaware Farm and Home . . i.oo 2.75
Fanciers' Gazette (English) . . 2.10 4.25
Fanciers' Gazette (American) . i.oo 2.60
Farm Jourual 50 2.60
Farm Poultry 50 2.60
Frank Leslie's

Popular Monthly 3.00 4.00
Illustrated Weekly 4.00 5.00
Budget of Wit 2.25 3.75
Pleassnt Hours 1.75 3.25

Guide and Friend 25 2.60
Garden and Forest 4.00 5.50
Georgia Farmer 50 2.60
Harper's Monthly 4.00 5.00

Weekly 4.00 5.00
Bazar . 4.0) 5.00
Young People 2.00 3.00

Lippincott's Matrazine 3 00 5.50
New England Fancier yt 2.75
New Jersey Agriculturist . . . i.oo 3.00
New York Mail and Express
(Weekly) 2.00 3.50

New York Times (Weekly) . 1.00 3.00
New York World (Weekly) . . i.oo 3.00
Ohio Poultry Journal i.oo 3.00
Poultry Bulletin i.oo 2.60
Poultry Chum 25 2.60
Poultry in California 50 2.75
Poultry Herald 50 2.75
Poultry Keeper 50 2.70
Poultry Monthly 1.25 3.00
Poultry News ....'•.. .a'5 '2.60

Poultry World 1.25 3.00
Practical Poultrynian 50 2.75
Popular Science News i.oo 2.75
Prairie Fanner i 00 2.75
Puck 5.00 6.00
Rural Callfornian 1.50 3.00
Rural New Yorker 2.00 3.50
Scientific American 3.00 4.00

" Architects' Edition . 5.'

o

6.00
Southern Fancier 50 2.75
Shooting Times (English) . . . 2 60 4.70
Spirit of the Times 5.00 600
Sports Afield 2.00 3.75
Stock-Keeper (English) 3.15 4.50
St. Nicholas 3.00 4.50
The Fancier i.oo 3.00
The Fanciers' Monthly .... i.oo 3.00
The raiicieia Kcview 35 2.70
Truth 4.00 5.00
Turf, Field and Farm 5.00 6.00

^ PUBLICATIONS.

AMERICAN KKXXKL CLUB

Qtud B^o*^-
Blanks for regi.stcriug iu theoflficial Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZEUE.
the official monthly publication of the clnb, con-
tains theJudges' rcport.s and certified prize lists
of the different shows. Stud Book registrations
and nuinl>ers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an odicial character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

THB BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
RABBITS, C'AGE-BIIID.S, «feC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sul>-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 93. 15,
OFFICB: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

^l?e ff-omiril €xcJ?an^e.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homino
Pigeons. The official journal of '^he Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." )i
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

INCUBATORS.

Prairie Sfate Incubator • •

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Compassville,
76-127 Chester Co., Pa.

PINELANDi
INCUBATORS
-AND

^^^BROODERS=
LEAD ALL OTHERS.

Five firsts, two seconds and one special at the
three great New Jersey fairs, Mt. Holly, Wa-
verly and Trenton. We manufacture the latest
and greatest novelty,

XHe Paragon Incubator
The simplest, cheapest and best hot water incu-
bator ever Invented. Our mammoth catalogue,

EVBRYTHINO FOR THE POITLTRY YARD

Ready Dec. I. Price 5 cents. Circulars free.

Address,

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

THE
-EMPIRE INCUBATOR-

AND BROODERS.
Winner of First Prizes at every Shaw where

exhibited.

This machine is warranted to hatch 90 per cent
when oj>erated as directed, or price of machine
refunded. A written guarantee will be given
with the sale of each incubator. This incubator
was invented by a man of several years' experi-
ence in poultry raising and the management of
diflferenl makes of incututors. It is constructed
of the \'ery best materials of their several kinds
and the work executed by the very best of work-
men. Write for catologue and pnce list. Please
enclo«^ tr nrtstaure «tanirk

EMPIRE INCUBATOR CO.,
Hamburg, New York.

torAddress all correspoidence to Bianch Office,

Stg Edmund Street, Camden, N. J. 84-110

EXCELSIOR

INCUBATOR
•iimjple. Perfect. .Hf.ir.reci

•te
MiiBaCMCBfvr, I

iw^ROVtO' t.CC-.i'CV tHO<»»T0»-

« j-iv !j^:;vi,»-i't«iiki«; at-

Hundreds In aae-H
i

cesaral operation.
Ouarant(>ed to batch
as large percental
of fertile eKss as any k'
other tiatcber. Hend to. for M <•

Dew Illustrated Catalogue. W ^
GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy, III

KSTABMSHKIi 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Does, Poultry, Pig-

eons. Rabbits, Cats, Cai-ics and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Sutyects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All
the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free, United States and Canada,
$2.10.

Address Post-Oflfice Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gazelle. Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, B. C,
England.

GAME BANTAMS.
Black Reds, Brown Reds,

Duckwings, Pyles.

I have won hundreds of priites during the last
few years on my games and game bantams and
at present my stock is well able to uphold its past
high reputation.
Amongst my Brown Reds are cock, 2d, hen, 2d,

at Industrial. ' Cock, island 2d, hen. istand2d,
cockerels and pullets, ist and 2d, at Hamilton.
Nearly all my birdsare winners. I YxiNc a grand
lot for sale, all colors.

E. F. DOTY,
47 Wellington Place, Toronto.
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BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following
books on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Kennel. Burges % 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . i.oo

Dog Training and Points of Judgiug ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Englishe Dogges'. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions 1,^

Fox Terrier, Breeding a.id Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases JO

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training 50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from lift; 588
pages. Cloth J5.00; leather 7.50

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather go
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan i.oo
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.: cold portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50
The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. P.
Merc-er i.oo

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Setter. Laverack 2.75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31
prize dogs; in leather 4.00

Youatt on the Dou 2 50
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir co
Cloth .75

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary Birds. Paper cover

Cloth
v.anaries and cage Biras. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition ly,

Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby. '.

i 00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G. J. Bamesby 50

PIGEONS.
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8,00

Loft Regi.ster, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . i.so
Pigeon Standard (new) . ^
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier s'So
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delaraer 50

POULTRY.
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George O. Dow \o
Duck Culture. Rankin. ... . %
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir '

.

o-oo
ProfiUble Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale i.so
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts. . . m
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . a.oo
Poultry for the Many Plantagenet ... .so
Poultry Doctor. J. ft. Diehl. «
Foultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 15S
Sixteen Years Experience in ArtiBcial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. • i.oo

» ,'^!?'1?'*°P*'>'°'"J"''8:'"K- By Babcock,
Felch * Lee

, q^The Game Fowl. Cooper ..".'.
5 00

Poultry for the people. Comyns ....." co
Fancy Poultry, Part 1; Breeding! •- "

mg. Comyns
.11 .t. .„ MISCELLANEOUS.
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . 2sBook of the Game Laws. . . ,0Cats

;
Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) ^

J gp
Practical Rabbit keeper. " Cuniculus". '.

I'.soine Art of Training Animals; paper; il-
lustrated ' r r

,

Glimpses of Animal Life ;' the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals .... i 50

•50

.7.S

•50

igand Feed-
so

DOGS^
tki.^lTl*-""''/''^ '^""'""l display inserUd underitts headingfor 2 cents per word/or each insertion

BeagloH.

B
B

"^"' TWO YEARS OLD, GOOD HUNTER,
»'5 H. F. Kelly, Providence, R. I. 84 tf

EAGLE HOUNDS FROM TWO MONTHS
'

.?~.ir''w"^ ^'^J" "'•'• Poppies and trained
,1 • y.^™ ''°'" hunting qualities, not reg.

'°"°_g^Cl.ud. Kennett Square, Pa.

Bloodhonnds.

^^, ^^^STI* *^*'°''^* litter^helped February

Pa^?H.';)e\"V^""'^ J.rwinchel?:

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headings/or 1 cents per word for each insertion

Bull Terriers.

BOOKING ORDERS FOR WHITE PUPS
out of imported white stock; dogs, $15;
bitches. $10 ; weight, twentv-five pounds.
H. F. Kelly, Providence, R. I. 84 tf

Collies.

BITCH
Dr.

FR SALE.—Young stock from pri«e win-
ning blood Prices reasonable. P. R Cars-
well, Wilmington, Del.

FR SALE.—ONE DOG, FOUR BIT
puppies by The Squire—Lady Tippins.
Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md

84-86

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displaved advertisement. W.
Atlee Bupee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-tf

ORDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
l^n Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry HI, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Ruslyu
Gayla!-8, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

YOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for caU-
logiie. Lake View Kennels, Worcester,Mass. 75-tf

For Sale or Exobanire.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; mastiffs Eadt>ert, Briant
and bitch pup ; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies; Irish setters, and pair puppies 6
months old, by Dick Swiveler

; greyhound
and beagle puppies. Want breach-loading
shot guns and rtfl.fs, folding boat, lieUl-
glass, telescope, lathe. J. Otis Fellows,
Hornellsville, N. Y.

ENGLISH MASTIFF BITCHES, SIRED BY
Caution, now in whelp, bred to Belmont
(by Berkshire Caution—Berkshire Zetta);
whelps will have four strains to Champion
Crown Prince. Berkshire Kennels, Hins-
dale, Mass. 84-87

PUP FIVE MONTHS OLD, WEIGHS 74
pounds, is seven-eighths mastiff, one-eighth
Great Dane, very handsome, fine ana all
right. Price I25. Will exchange for har-
ness or road cart. Fred H. Hyde, Poult-
ney, Vt. 86-87

ED IRISH SETTER DOG, 2>t YEARS
old, beautiful dark red, no white. Want
harmless double-barrelled shotgun or well-
bred Clunil>er spaniel bitch. Both parties
to approve or no trade. Box 86, Hasking
Ridge^N^J. 86-3t

irox Moands.

R

Fox HOUNDS FROM BEST PACKS IN PENN-
sylvania. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

Fox Terriers.

L^OR SALE — FOX TERRIERS OF THE^ highest breeding. Puppies and young
bitches in whelp at moderate prices. Prim-
ed pedigrees on application to J. A. Hoffar,
I4JN St., Washington, D. C. 81 tf.

\v\»\\ .Setters.

NELLIE SWIVELER. YEAR OLD, DAUGH-
ter of the famous Dick Swiveler. Address
L. M. Mintess, 439 Chestnut Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa. 85.^

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut HiU Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Poodles.

T STUD.—FAMOUS CORDED COATED
^ poodle Dexter. Orders booked for pups by

Dexter—Nell. French poo<iles for sale.
Box 244, Salem, Mass. 83-51

Pass.

FINE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasset KenneU^
Lancaster, Mass. 7S-eow

Rabbit Hounds.

RABBIT HOUNDS.—GOOD LOOKING^NA-
tive beagles, guaranteed excellent in the
field at|2o each ; same kind unbroken, |io.
Pedigreed beagles at reasonable prices.
I.argest stock in the l.Tnited States Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 83 tf

Setters.

FOR SALE.—Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner .nird. Setter Derby Central field
trials, 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1293
Broadway, New York City.

FOR .SALE.—CHOICE GORDON SETTER
pups, whelped September i, 1S90, out of
Diiiidclion by the celebrated Rexmont, he
by Heather Harold—Champion Hellmont.
The.se puppies are magnificently marked
deep chested, large boned, fine heads,
markings, etc. Printed pedigrees and full
Barticularsoii spplication to Smith Bros.,
leep River, Conn. 86-2t

Skye Terriers.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 1 centsper word/or each insertion.

Sky Terriers.

Two YEARS OLD, EIGHT POUNDS. $15;
one bitch eight weeks old, .Maltese collar,
$10; one dog. eight weeks old, $15. "* "•

ovicf — ~Kelly, Providence, R. I.

St. Bernards.

H. V.
84-tf

FR SALE.—VERY FINE LITTER OF PUPS.
For pedigree and full particular.-* address J.
H. Gault, Gaul and Adams Streets, Phila-
delphia 86-tf

FR SALE-THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four hitches in
whelp. Bargains tociose out. K.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

ENTHON KENNELS, Phoenixville, Pa..
bree<lers and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

\T. BERNARDS. — Grandly bred
;

perfect
) markings. I^ke View Kennels, Worcester,

Mass. 7fr.tf

M

FOR SALE—EFFIE DEANS (DI'NBAR-
Nellie); ist New York. 1890. Dog pup by
Lovet (Sir William Wallace—Daisy), Eflfie
Deans, whelped April, 1890. Three bitch
pups by Champion Jim (Berkie—Highland
Eary), Effie Deans, whelped September,
1890. William P. Sanderson, 4202 Balti-
more Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

A
Various.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company 32
South Third Street, Philadelfhia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The F'anciers"Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.

ETTERS AND POINTERS, BROKEN .\ND
unbroken. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia 82 tf

s

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display insertM under

this heading/or t cents per wordJor each insertion.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph>
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 3;
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Barre<l I*lymouth Itocks.

M Y ENTIRE YARD FOR SALE. THOMP-
son's strain. J. H. Drevenstedt, James-
burg, N. J.

Butr ('ocblns.

J^ firsts. Young stock for sale. Eggs in sea-
son. Fred. H. Davenport. Englishtowu,
N J. 84-5t

THE GOLDEN FLEECE STRAtN.-THE
true type with superb plumage and great
size. A few cockerels for sale. H. D Ken-
dall. I.,owell. Mass. 86-2t

Dark Brahmas.

THE LORD BERKLEY STRAIN—"THE
best type of dark Brahmas I have ever
seen."—H. H. Stoddard, editor Poultry
World. Quality with utility. H. D. Ken-
dall, Lowell, Mas.H. 86-it

M
English Pheasants.

UST BE SOLD THIS MONTH. PRICES
from $10 to $15 per trio. N. L. Rockhill.
Sanford Station, Conn. t(6-tf

For Sale or Kxchanse.

WILL EXCHANGE INCUBATORS FOR
pullets, or hens not more than iH years
old. Not less than three-fourths Leghorn
blood. Also black Spanish. Empire In-

84-tf cubator Co.. si9Edmund St., Camden, N. J.

Golden WyandotteH.

EXTRA FINE EARLY HATCHED BIRDS
for sale.—Won first at Wilmington Fair
Address J. E.Smith, Chestnut Hill, Phila-
delphia. 8286

Red Caps.

CHICKS FOR SALE. J. H. DREVENSTEDT
Jamesburg, N. J.

White-faced Blat^k Simnlsh.

THE HIDALGO STRAIN.—THE HIGHEST
development with rare vigor and vitality.
H. D. Kendall, Lowell, Mass. K6-3t

Various.

P. GROVES, 28 S DELAWARE AVE-
nue, Philadelphia, Pa., has for sale golden

,

silver and white Wyandottes. Peldn
Bantams. 85-88

^HOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
light Brahmas, brown Leghorn.s. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
K P. Cloud, Kenuett Square, Pa.

R.S. C. MOVER, LANSDALK, PA., BREEDS
white and silver Wyandottes, Plymouth
Rocks, light Brahmas and mottled Anconas.
Fine stock for sale. 84-51

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. 'The
Fancieis' PublishingCo., 32 South Third St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

LABLES.— io<X) iK BY \\t. WITH ANY
^

name and business printed thereon, gum-
med backs, only I1.35 post paid. Globe

S6-it Printing Co., Box A. 3>8, Trenton, N. J.

A

D

POULTRY.
AdvetUsemenis without display inserted under

this heading/or t cents per word/or each insertioM—' •
'

•

!•'
! ; ' '—

i . .

,.t . ,VaHoas.

M
O

FOR ALL VARIETIES OF POULTRY, PIC-
eons. Rabbits, Ferrets, Guinea Pigs, Shet-
land Ponies, Maltese Cats, Dogs, Ganlen
Seeds and Flowers, address CoL J. Lellel
Springfield, O. 8s-a6

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

INORCAS FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE;
Long-distance homing pigeons. Good stock
given and wanted. Michael A. Donohuc
931 Scrantoii St., Scrauton. Pa.

FPICB STATIONERY FOR POULTRY-
men, stock breeders or fanciers. I.«rgc
stockbfcuts. E. S. Hammell, job printer
and stationer, Jamesburg, N. J. Send for
prices.

8^.,,t

PRINTINfc estimates given for circulara, cards
Icttrf «heets, bill heads, price llsU, sched-
ul<», WbeJs, lags, etc. The Fanciera' Pub-

hffp
*^"^ 3» South Third St., PhiUdc

PEDIGREES carefully revised to Insure cor
rectOMi. and printed in an attractive form
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
'"«; Co., 3i South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

ED CAPS AND BLACK MINORCAS, WON
first and second premium at Mount Holly
and Trenton fairs. Standard birds for
sale. Allen H. Tyson, Lansdale, Pa. 84-41

R

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted mndet

this heading/or t cenUper word for each insertion

Exohanire.

BEES FOR PIGEONS-WILL BXCHANGHmy entire apiary of ten colonies of Italian
^*,?; ^'ii'^S C.'"^*'

**'^" for Antwerp pigeons.
T. Warden Taylor. Langhome, Pa. 86^

FantallB.

,-• HITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirtyVearT.Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville, Ind. 4,.tf

Homlns IMseons.

J

O

*^- CP'f '-EY. 4i« CHESTNUT STRBBT.
Philadelphia, breeder and fancier of
Iong-di>tance homers only ; winner of In-
ter-state and challenge races with young
birds. 1889 ; 2d diploma in old birds, season
of 1880, from 300 miles, and first bird to
Philadelphia from 400 tnll^K in nn..^^^.^*
A few youngsters for sale at reasonable
prices.

WING TO AN OVER STOCKED LOFT I
offer for sale, cheap, five paira of my best
birds, some with records from 200 to joo
miles. A good chance for tieginners. Ad-
dress W. S. Torkington, Jr., 4016 Locust
Street, West Philadelphia. 84-85

tVTRITE TO O. F. CONNELLY, CARLISLE,
Pa., for homing pigeons. 83-87

Jacobins.

TW. TUtiGLE. Columbua, Ga. Importer
, and breeder or Jacobins. -

50-106

Swallovrs.

A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Battl-
[-^ more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, ofall

colors with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can l>e found.

Tumblers.
~

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street
Cincinnati, O , breeder o< flying tumblers
.and Birmingham rollers esclustvely. 86

Various.

A'

J

LL KINDS of birds and animals. Wllaos'*
Big Bird Store, Cleveland. O. 96

FOR SALE-LOPS, HIMALAVANS, ALSO
Guinea Pigs. James E. Church, Hadcen-
•ack, N. J. j,^
W. KRAEUTER, 407 D STREET, N. B.,
Washington, D C, will sell reasonable to
close out the following : .Swallows, turbiu.
Archangels and pure white pouters. 85

Liop Rabbits.

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners in Snf
land. Fred Stahrer, 119 Abbott Street,
I.4iwrence, Mass. 73-134

Artists and KngrrsTers.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulara, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciera' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schteiber Ik
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able lo make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographr
of their dogs The Fanciers' Publishing
f^n., \^<^r,%^\h Thirrt St. PhllArfelfiV-. Pn

w
Drinklns Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland FounUin-
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cenls each. |8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incutwtor and

aa-tf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey

I1
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Splendid Holiday Presents.

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS.
GOLDFINCHES.

AND AU. OTHHR

FANCY CAQE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIOBONS

fusx Oux.

PET ANIMALS OF AU KINDS.

Gold Piah Globes. Aquariums, etc.,

PUin and Ornamental Ca^^es, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGOS FOR hatc:hing.

SEND FOR PRICE UST.

H. AV. VAHLE.
319 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHIIiADBLPHIA.
79->3'

Homing Pigeons

DAN WILU/.MS, ttlue checker cock.

ir««%«Y C. r^ cb^ciifT cock

MUPJAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

lii

1

ALSO TAILED AND SOLID COLORS IN
OWLS AND TURBITS.

Orders fo'* youngsters of 1800

will be booked now.

JAMES A..STOVELL.

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

I AH NOT IN THE FIQEON BT7SINESS,

but breed, for A FANCY , high dasi

FAITTAILS
I& fbite, BM,

ReiiaiiilYellof,

And have for asl

at all times

PRICE SCO. )

The American Pigeon Standard

AS AI>OPTKr> HV THK

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complkte Desckiptios ok thk
KRCnctMXKD Varirtikk of Iiokonb.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from this office 011 re-

ceipt of price.
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TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHQK} COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Encloted find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME .^

ADDRESS , '^-,

^THE

SPORTSMEN'S

TAKEN FROM UPC

Very Scperlor Blnte,

nn«xc<>llerl in qual-
ity nt ^2.00 each,
and II p. Hallalaolloa
guaranteed.

Am glad at nil timea i« «how mr *to«k.
DO MOT A .NSW KR PCS lAL CARDS.

H. C. NORTON,
Oermantowa, Pa.

Or 227 So. Fourth 8t. Phllada.

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition.
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Taclcle of tlie Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS. ANIMALS. HISH AND RKPTILHS

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OK
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 20e SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

Bv B. WATERS.

I* invaluable to every owner 01 a dog. It tell*

ynu how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it han been trained in a way

10 plain that nil can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

AddreM

Fanciers' FnWisliing Company

3» S. Third St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

» PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratia) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

71-83 1S98 BHOAnWAY, XKW YORK.

Edward S. Schmid,
Succeiwor to Ix>uiB Schinid ft Souk.

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OP ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.
No. 317 Twelth Street, >'. W. Waxhiugton, D. C.

Before You Subscribe

Orange County

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lUO lb. Bag. •Jt.OO
Oranulat«d Rone, " lOO 9.75
Oroand lieef
Scraps, - - - " 100 :j.«K)

Calolto, - - - - " 3<K) «.00
Cmatied Flint, - " 300 " «.00
C'mshed Oyster
Sheila, - . - •• «O0 «.00

Send lor our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped proraply by freight on receipt ot 1

O. H. DEMPWOLF & CO..
«a-93 York Chemical Works. York, Pa.

POULTRY FARM AND YARDS

Cockerela of his Famous Peerless Strains of 1

Single-comb Brown I^eghorns, White nnd Barred
Plymouth Rocks, from \i to $5 each per pair
Trioa and breeding pens a matter of correspond-
ence. Guinea Piga lor sale at |2 per pair. Rn.
close X. stamp.

E. L. REQUA. Manager,

U/li HighUad MiUa, N. Y.

THE

POULTRY MOMTHLY.
The best magaxine of its

kind Onl^ Ji-2.s per year.
Single copies, 12c. Addresa

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.T.

For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Paper you should send for my list of
papers. I can fiirnish you any paper published
cheaper thau the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe for two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten cents for postage and I'll mail you a
large bundle of sample copies of different papers.

ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,
"4" Brilliant, Ohio.

B. K. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Professional bench show handler. Dogs board-

ed and put in condition for shows.

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Fa.

WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

SmWBME & CLOTm

MARKET. EIGHTH and El BERT i'TS..

PHir^ADFiLPHIA, P.A.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Speciiilty

ONLY ONE

QUALITY

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 52.S and
700 miles. 1 have fifty pairs of well-mated birdu
from the above stock 01 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-9S

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog^ Food in

the Market.
SO-Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape

.

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to |fleas, and

MEDICINES f<>r all canine diseases.
"COMMON SK.NSEOPDOG DOCTORINO,"

(Post free, 28c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
THE GREATEST HOC. PRODUCING FOOD.
TA/" mnst Nuhitious ami Difrfstthle Food fof /my-

ing HfHS and for gelling all kinda of
Poullry itilii .Shiiw CoadilioH.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Unequale<l for rearing Early Chickens.

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON POOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortality in reating

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Pa.ste per box . . 50 cents
Coudition Paste per lx>x . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle so cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap • j)er cake . 25 cents
Order from your dealer. Full particulars from

SPHATTS PATENT (America), LIMIT'II,
a39-34S East 56th St., New York City. 71-97

AND

^j=^:xp:^:^SXF»EX DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

\
JUBT PUBLIBHBD ^^~^^_^ paiCE, POSTPAID, 5OC.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

-^iiu^4gSKd»a«»

i
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IN THE STUD.
Advtrtisemenls inserted under this heading at the

following rates: One inch, single insertion, t'^o;
U.fo/or the month; Sis Jor three months; ttifar
nx months, and Ssofor the year.

KILLARNEY

KENNELS
«//?f BRED IRl6H8EnERS EXCLUSIVELY (IM-

PORTED AND DOMESTICJ.

CHAMPION "DICK 8WIVCLER."

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:

CHAMPION
DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challenge prize, New York show,
1890; also first and special prizes all over the

United SUtes.
FEE $60.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show,

1887 and 1888 (only times shown).

FEE $25,

GARRYOWEN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Garryowen

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $26.

To a limited number of bitches of approved
breeding.

Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

tion.
Extra choice Irish puppies by the great Dick

SWIVELER for sale at reasonable prices.

KII.LAUNEY KENTiELS,
so-ioi 177 State Street, Chicaoo, III.

IN THE STUD.

Adtieitisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

Stso; ts.40 for the month; frs for thru months;

tjS for six months, and tso for the year.

I
SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
rhe property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his

rtcord as a stud dog have proved him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff hree<lcrs should make the most of this

grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.

Stud fee J75.
J. WINCHELL.

55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

HT STUD. FOX TERRIER

I RECKON 18284)

sire. Reckoner—Tennis, by Raby Mixer. A
grand young dog with lots of style; beautiful
neck, good head, Dig bone, best of legs and very
small feet, excellent body, well ribtied. Stud
cards on application. To a few approved bitches.

Fee, $5. Photos, 25c. Address

G. W. PRICE,
83-86 p. O. Box 163, Philadelphia, Pa.

[RISK SETTERS AT STUD.

noiiINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM—PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

i888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, J50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

471^

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

THE KENNEL.

Red.Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. OCallaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first. Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Furness.

Record; First and special at Philadelphia. 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
fa o vvnnn^rfiil T%^rff\ri\\t*T in ihp field. Fee. $3^-

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog oi

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton— Princess Charlotte IT. Winner
or numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, I25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woollon Game bv Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,

ST. CLOUD
(H,i3i) CH. ELCHO-NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO-MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies bv the above dogs. Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sa'le. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62tf Tremont. N. Y.

Cark W. H. Wkjss,

43-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

OLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

VORTIGERN II

AT STUD
Sire. Old Champion Vortigern. WeiRht. eigh-

teen pounds. Long, lean head, rich mahogany
t%n. This grand young dog combines the blood
of the celebrated English Champions Burk, Lord
George, Prince George and Kenwood Queen.

iuat the dog to breen to dark colored hitches,

ee, $15. Address EDWARD LKVKR.
81-107 906 Bailey St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a. Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertiont ( the following rates: One inch, single inset tiuii.

$ljo;U.40 for the month; $15 for three months 1 $1,^0; fs -40 for the month; t'S M Utree months;
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CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
, Fox Terriers -=^

-FOR SALK-

From thoroughbred stock and the best strains.

{
Circulars on application tu

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
80-92 p. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.

FOR SALE
Collies

Irish Terriers

Schipperkes

Dogs for Sale=
If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

0900DBURY |<?ENNEL8,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates rea."4onal>le. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

We have for sale a few first clas collie pups by
the wonderful stud dog,

CHRISTOPHER
Also three grand brood bitches (with ea.sy term*

to any of our stud dogs.)

A FEW WELL' BRED

IRISH TERRIERS

AND THREE VERY TYPICAL

SCHIPPERKES

For prices, etc.,

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

CTUD BEAGLE

TONY WELLER 5411

Address

75-»7 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS

AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

Grand Companions, Ratters and Watch Dogs.

AT STUD

XHE SENATOR,
F£E, «15.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.
75tl Box 862, New Rochelle, N. Y.

r Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sirea and
prixe-winning dams

yiLLsms Kennels,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

FEE, $10.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
P. O. Box 91, Phila., Pa.

WM. H. CHILD, Glenside, Pa. 79-i04eow

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIOHON.S

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-

tered, each aV4c. Open bands foi old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SF.yO FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR. Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onl^- $1.25 per year.
Single copies, lac. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO..

481 Broadway, Albany. N. Y.

sCOXCH....I OLLIES

FORDHOOK KENNELS

DOUOH-COATED ST. BERNARDS AT STUD.

PRINCE VICTOR
(18,293)

This grand young dog is by Victor Joseph and
posses.ses in iMine, color, head and markings the
qualities of his well-known sire. Fee fJ5.

LIVERPOOL DUKE
(17,808)

By Ivord Warwick- Jessie, litter sister to Nero
III, sire of Sir Bedivore. He is good in color,

coat, markings, size and Iwiie. Fee $25.

KEYSTONE KENNELS.
85-88 1220 Carson St., Pittsburg, Pa.

Are among the largest in America devoted ex-
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire; Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, Scotili.a, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

79-ljo 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

r^l I ^^ f» B^'^ A'^' HEADQUARTERS
^^\_ J C ^^^ Young stock brccl from
^^„2JjJi,^J^J5, Prize winners. J20 to J50.

If voH've a bitch to breed, here's the

mTTTt* I Eberhart's Cashier (13901). Fee, I15J * y' *J
I

Bradford Kuby II (9720). Fee, $15.

XJTT/^C I
John Bull,imported (17093). Fee.lis.

f'UvgtJ I Douglass II Ui.So4). Fee, fio.

Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to all.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.
82-108 The leading Pug Kennels of America.
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FIXTURES.

Dog: Sho'w«.
Dec. 10-16.— Fifth annual bench show of the

Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Rockford, III. John Teague. secretary.

Dec. 16-19.—Second annual exhibition of the
Central Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Battle Creek, Mich. M. C. Heffron, sec-
retary.
Dec. 29-Jan. I.—Rhode Island Association

bench show, at Providence. R. G. Davis, secre-
tary.

Dec. 30-Jan. 3.—First bench show of the Buck-
eye Poultry and Pet Stock Association, afCan-
ton, O. James Sterling, secretary, 39 Nojth
Market Street.

1891.
Jan. 7-14.—Twelfth annual bench show of the

Michigan State Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion nt Jackson. Mich. Dr. Edwin L. Kimball.
Jan. 10-14.—Twelfth annual exhibition of the

Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at
Jackson, Mich. S. H. Slifer. secretary.
Jan. 13-16.—Mohawk Vallev Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Amsterdam, N. Y. Will C.
House, Fry'sBush, N. Y , secretary.
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorpioratedi Bench Show at Charles-
ton, S C. Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr., secretary.
Jan. 20-25.—First annual bench show of the

Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at
New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, secretary, Box
1658.

Jan. 21-26.—Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock As-
sociation's bench show at Elmira. N. Y.
Jan. 27-30.—South Carolina Kennel Associa-

tion's inaugural bench show, at Greenville, S.
C. F. F. Capers, secretary.
Feb. 24-27.—Fifteenth annual bench show of

the Westminster Kennel Club, at New York.
James Mortimore. superintendent.
March 2 5 —First annual bench show of the

Duquesne Kennel Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E.
Littell, secretary,
March ^-6—Second annual bench show of the

Maryland Kennel Club, at Baltimore, Md. W
Stewart Diffeiiderffer, secretary.
March 24-27.—Second annual bench show of

the Mas.sachusetts Kennel Club, at Lynn, Mass
D. A. Williams, secretary.
March 31-April 3 —Seventh annual bench

show of the New England Kennel Club, at Bos-
ton. Mass. E. H. Moore, secretary

«,*'l'^?^''
16-19—The inaugural bench show of the

Washinaton City Kennel Club, at Washington,
U. C. Frederick Webster, secretary.
April 1-4 —Fourth bench show of the Cleveland

Kennel Club, at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munhall
secretary.
April 8-1 1,—Second annual bench show of the

Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. John
I. Lincoln, Jr., secretary

Field Trials.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth annual field trials of the

Eastern eld Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs,
va. W. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. V., sec-
retary.

.,'{'£ VT'S'^?^''"*'
nnnual field trials of the Cen-

w 1« «'*,TV."'*^'"*''«' Lexington, N. C. C.H. Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary.

..,^!J^i'S Ti?'.'".'''^'?''''*
Kennel Clubs seventh

annual field trials at Deatonsville, Va.

18»1.
..lil'",;'' ~?''f''"' *"""«' fi*'<' Irial" cfthe Pa-
cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.Bnggs, secretary.

-,!!»• ?:rJi''r'' """"a' fieW trials of the South-

MarfetU
Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary,

Poultry and Pigeon Shows
a.Sfu'

9-'6—Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

•e^euAf*^""""' '*°^'''^°"'- A. H Cunier,

A^^.'.r'^r"''?^'""" roultry and Pet Stock
«J^.Jl "V."'^'^'""'''

Mass. William F. Bond,
•'Systary. Box 795.

'

P^U^V-ZT^*}^ annual show of the Central

^eUr^ " •
'*'=»'mond,Ind. J.O. Myere,

' Dec. i6-iq.—Central Michigan Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, Battle Creek, Mich. M. C.
Heffron. secretary
Dec. 16-ID.—Southwestern Poultry Association,

at Memphis, Teiiu. W. H. Brocket, secretary,
I
Sardis, Miss.
Dec. 17 20.—Western Massachusetts Poultry

I

Association, at Springfitld, Mass. S. W. Craig
I

secretary.
Dec. 16-20.—Eastern Iowa Poultry Association,

at MaquokeU, Iowa. N. J. Rankin, secretary.
Dec. 22-27 —Berks County Poultry. Pigeon and

Pet Stock Club, at Reading, Pa. W. S Miller,
secretary.
Dec. 23-26.—Eastern Middlesex Pouitrv Asso-

ciation, Stonehara, Mass. Mr. G. W. Corraack
. secretary.

Dec. aq^Jan. :—Rhode Island Pouitrv Associa-
tion, at Providence. R. G. Davis, secretary.
Dec. 30-Jan. 3—Buckeye Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling,
secretary.
Dec. 30.-Jan. 6.— Illinois State Poultry- Associa-

1
tion. Peoria. J. W. Burton, secretary.

'

j

1801.
Jan. 1-6.—Southern Michigan Pouitrv and

Pet Stock Association, Monroe. Mich. Efliot O.
Grosvenor, secretary.
Jan 5-9—Wabash Valley Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Mt. Carmel, 111. Will F. Chip-
man, secretary,
Jan. 7-14.—Twelfth annual show of the Michi-

gan Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Jack-
son, Mich. S. H. Slifer, secretary.
Jan. 8-10.—Connecticut Central Poultry Asso-

ciation, at Rockville, Conn. R. G. Bailey, secre-
tary.

Jan. 13 15.—Northern Middlesex Poultry and
Pet Stock Associbtion , at Clinton, Mass. A. A.
Fillebron, secretary,! Ayer, Mass.
Jan. 13-16. Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet

Stock Association. Amsterdam, N. Y. Mr. Wil-
liam C. House, secretary, Freys Bush. N. Y.
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated) at Charleston, S. C. Ben-
jamin Mclnnis, Jr., secretary. H. A. Bridge, su-
perintendent.
Jan. 13-18.—Cleveland Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Cleveland, O. P. P. Fritziuger
secretary.
Jan. 20-25.—Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at New Orleans. N. E. Shaw, sec-
retary. Box 1658,
Jan. 20-25.—Indiana State Poultry Aesociation.

Ren. W. Crockett, cor. secretary, Delphi, Ind.
Jan. 21-23—Woburn Fanciers' Club, at Woburn,

Mass. M. W. True, Secretary.
Jan. 21-26.—Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock As-

sociation, at Elmira, N. Y Carl W. Hart, secre-
tary.

Jan. 27-30.—South Carolina Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, at Greenville, S. C. A. H
Rohn, secretary, Prosperiiy, S. C.
Jan. 27-31.—Tennessee Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Nashville, Tenn. p. H. Hager
secretary

Our Illustration.

Our iiiustration this weelcis a breeding
pen of white Wyandottes, bred and owned
by Dr. W. J. Owsley, of Darlington, In-

diana. The popularity of this breed is

due entirely to its intrinsic merit. They
are or ought to be pure white sports of
the silver Wyandottes. Like the latter,

they are graceful in carriage and furnish

exceeiljngly juicy meat and plenty of
eggs. It is doubtful if a better general

purpose fowl exists than the white Wyan-
dotte. They are hardy, and the chickens
are easy to raise, as they grow rapidly but

feather slowly, a very desirable combina-
tion. For practical market purposes
they are acknowledged to be superior in

every way. They make fine broilers at

eight to twelve weeks of age, and splen-

did roasters at five to six months of age.

The American White Wyandotte Club
has done much to create an interest as

well as improve this breed, and we are

of the opinion that long after the b<K>ms

enjoyed temporarily by the annual new
or rejuvenated old breeds, the white

Wyandotte will be bred and admired by
hundreds of poultrymen.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

We wish to state that the admirable

illustration in our last issue was taken

from the English Stock-Keeper. We
neglected to credit the picture.

*

The new constitution of the American

Kennel Club, published in the Gazette

for October, to be voted upon at a special

meeting of the club, to be held Decem-
ber II, is BO much changed as to hardly

come under the head of amendments to | well as the location, there is every re*-
the one now in force, consequently it can

|
son to believe the show will \>e a success.

properly lie called the new constitution.

» «

The first change, one which strikes us

most forcibly and at the same time un-

favorably, is the sweeping change in the

object of the association. Article 11

now reads

:

"The object of this association shall be the
protection of the mutual interest of its mem-
l>ers. It shall admit such clubs or persons as
it may deem desirable, and shall exclude such
as it may consider objectionable. It shall adopt
and enforce such rules as shall tend to the uni-

formity, and to the proper conduct of individuals

interested in the breeding or sale of dogs, also

to the proper regulation of bench shows and
field trials. Furthermore it shall publish an
official Stud-Book anda Kennel Gazette."

•%
It will be impracticable to "enforce

proper conduct of individuals interested

in the breeding or sale of dogs." It was
not the intention of the A. K. C. to

undertake to reform the conduct of all

persons interested in dogs. Should the

club attempt to arbitrate all the disputes

arising among dog owners, it will soon
find it has undertaken an impossible task,

it being beyond the club's power to inflict

punishment upon those who are not
members of clubs or exhibitors at shows.

The present constitution affords ample
opportunity for punishment of coses of

fraud against the club's rules in Article

II, as it now reads, viz. :

"The object of this association shall be the pro-

tection of the mutual interests of its members
and the adoption and enforcement of such rujes

as shall tend to uniformity and the proper con-
duct of bench shows and field trials, and the pub-
lication of an official Stud-Book and Kennel Ga-
zette.

"

*

Article viii refers to the Secretary-

Treasurer. Section 4 reads :

"He shall be required to execute a bond of in-

demnity in favor of the President of the associa-

tion to an amount not less than lajoo before as-

sumiog office. Such bond must l>e satisfactory

to the President and the association."

Would it not be better to have the

bond executed in fitvor of the club and
subject to the approval of the Executive

Committee ?

«
• •

Article xi is quite lengthy and is more
properly the constitution of the associate

members. It would be better if they

were recognized as a separate organiza-

tion with certain privileges accorded it

by the A. K. C. that are not extended to

the other associations or clubs, said privi-

leges being given the associate members
on account of the extra amount con-

tributed in dues.
*

• *

Under the present constitution it will

be necessary to adopt the proposed

amendments without alteration, or fall

back upon the constitution now in

force. It would have been better to have

given this matter more time, in order

that any changes or suggestions to the

new amendments could have been ad-

mitted under the thirty-day rule.

•••

Our Washington correspondent writes

us : "There was a meeting of Washington

City Kennel Club November 7, at which

five new members were admitted, and

the followiug officers elected : Samnel

Stinemetz, president ; Frederick Webster,

secretary ; Frank W. Moulton, vice-presi-

dent ; Thomas C. Chalmers, treasurer.

It was decided to hold a bench show in

this city immediately following the Pitts-

burg week, namely, March 17, 18, 19

and 20, which dates were claimed through

the A. K. C. Judging from the present

outlook and from the enthusiasm mani- I

The prize list will be a generous one and
the specials of a kind to attract the
"cracks" of the country, and while they
are gathering in gold mugs, silver collan
and diamond pins, their happy ownem
will have a chance to view the moat
beautiful citv in the world."

At a meeting of the Board of Directors

of the New Jersey Game and Fish Pro-

tective Society, held at Plain field, N. J.,

Wednesday evening, Novemlxir 5, called

for the purpose of electing a treasurer

and to fill three vacancies in the Board
of Directors, caused by the death of W.
B. Dunn, Martin W. Scheuck and Wil-

liam E. Jones (the last named gentleman
having held the office of treasurer up to

the time of his death, which occurred on
October 10). Mr. Percy C. Ohl presided.

There being but three nominations for

the board, viz. : General W. H. Sterling,

W. H. Egbert and R. M. Stelle, theae

gentlemen were only elect(ed. Mr. Ran-
dolph M. Stelle, being the only nominee
for treasurer, was unanimously elected.

The society has been particularly active

this season, and there was considerable

business of importance to be transacted,

but the meeting was adjourned subject to

the call of the president owing to the

lateness of the hour.

•%
Mr. £. H. Moore has purchased the

well-known rough-coated St. Bernard

bitch I^dy Sneerwell, by Champion
Pouf—Jael, who is by Plinlimmon. Lady
Sneerwell h.is won several first prizes at

England's best shows, and has beaten

such cracks as Sabrina, Lady Floris II,

Abbess, Lady Ida, Andromeda, Prudence
and Zenith.

•••

Mr. Charles E. Bunu has just received

from England the mastiff bitch Lady
Cobrey by Champion Beaufort—Cham-
pion Toozie, by Crown Prince. This bitch

is one of Beaufort's largest daughters,

writes Mr. Bunn, and mated to his dog
Ormande. The grand parents of the pupa

will be all English champions of record,

two of them the best of the breed living.

•••

Dr. E. L. Kimball, secretary of the

Central City Kennel Club, of Jackson,

Mich., writes us :
" Since the organization

of the Central City Kennel Club, three

weeks ago, active preparation for the

inaugural bench show, to occur in thia

city January 10 to 14, has been pushed

with results most gratifying. It is to be

an innovation in the way of Central

Michigan divertisemenls, being the first

bench show of any importance ever held

in the state outside of Detroit. The
club expects to be able to offer about

^1700 in cash prizes which, although a

trifling sum as compared with the metro-

politan awards, is not bad for the finit

effort of a very young organization. It

is with pleasure that we announce the

eugagement of George H. Hill as judge

of non-sporting dogs, and of Major J.

M. Taylor in a like capacity with the

field dogs. Popular men both, we be-

lieve, and fully capacitated for the work.

The club's premium list will be issued aa

early as December i, and will contain de-

tailed information regarding the coming

show. Assembly Hall, wherein the show
is to occur, is especially adopted to the

purpose, being large, warm and well-

ventilated. Unusually low rates have

been secured at the hotels for the enter-

tainmeni of exhibitors, and all together

the outlook for a successful event ia

fested by all the members of the club, as most gratifying."
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^ Week with

piELt) Trial yaNtJLERs.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I have just retunied from Thom-
asville, N. C, where I have spent a week

with S. C. Bradley and William Tallnian,

who are there preparing dogs for the

field trials, and perhaps a short account

of their dogs and doings maj' be of in-

terest to your readers.

I left here accompanied by a friend

Sunday morning, November 2, and after

ati all day's ride arrived at Thomasville

near midnight. The long journey was

considerably shortened by the l)eauty of

the scenery along the route. It would

be difficult to find a more beautiful coun-

try than that through which a greater por-

tion of the di.stance we traveled. Nature

has indeed l)een lavish in her creation

and at this season of the year most taste-

ful in her adornment. The different

hues of foliage of the woods which thickly

grows up>on many of the hills and moun-
tains are Ijeautiful beyond description
and spread out before the eye a pano-
rama that must be seen to tte appreciated.
Thomasville is on the Richmond and

Danville Railroad, a few miles below
High Point, where the Eastern Field
Trial Club held its trials for several
years, and a few miles above I.,exington,

where the Central Field Trials Club's
grounds now are.

I was met at High Point by Messrs.
Bradley and Tallnian, who, to honor the
writer, had foregone their usual Sunday
evening service for the first time (so they
said) since they had been South.
At Thomasville the genial host of the

Mock House, and, by the way, the name
gives no indication of the hospitality tliat

awaits the guest, met us and we were
soon "pUnted" before a glowing fire on
the hearth.
Though nearly midnight, I could uot

wait till morning to visit the kennels, in
«atVii/^t« «B>A«-«k a/x**^o r\f ^\%^ \-\^^*^ AnIfJ .4 — --~
• **->>^*a ••«.> >^uu*w %»» hKAk. •.r^.jv aa«.i^& VAV/lia

and bench show winners in the land.
The kennels are perfectly adapted for
the comfort of the dogs. Bradley and
Tallman each have a house in which the
dogs are benched, and connected with
each is a large yard for exercise. They
were both models of cleanliness, and a
better kept, better fed and better cared
for lot of dogs I never saw.
Now to the dogs. I will commence

with Bradley's, as he has a larger string.
If I had never seen Rowdy Rod in the
field I would place him at the head of the
company Ijocause of his wonderful per-
formances last year, and now, having
hunted over him, I can truly say that a
better field dog I do not believe lives.

He is what might be called a big little

d©g, black and white in color, has a solid
black head, a large black spot on the
right side and a black spot on the back
near the root of the tail. His build is

simply perfect and his phenomenal speed
is accomplished apparently without
effort. I have seen some very fast dogs,
but Rowdy is far and away beyond any
of them. He is of cobby build, with
splendidly developed miwcles, and there
seems to be no limit to his endurance.
He is thoroughly trained and is a pleas-
ant dog to shoot over. I was surprised
to find him so obedient, as I had always
been under the impression, which seems
to be universal as to field trial dogs, that
he was a haruni scaruni and practically
uncontrollable. His intellij^eiice is re-
markable. He hunts only likely places,
and, though we are forbidden "to covet,"
I more than once wished that he were
mine.
Two thousand dollars is a big price for

a dog, but it is not too much for such a
one. On one of our hunts with Rowdy
we lost him for about half an hour, and
after searching high and low found him
near where we had last seen him. He
was lying down, but when he saw us
straightened up to a point, and directly
in front of him stoo<l upon his haunches
a large rabbit looking at him. We were
not a little provoked, and felt that in this
case the game, if "worth the candle," had
caused us considerable trouble. The
rabbit ran and Rowdy still stood staunch,
and after we had advanced a few feet a
large bevy of birds was flushed. He

had held rabbit and birds more than half
an hour and we all voted him "a dandy."
He is entered in the Champion of the
Eastern and Free-for-all of the Central,
and, though he may l>e l>eaten, I do not
Ijelieve the dog is now alive that is his

superior. He has a lovable disposition,
and you have, ere this, inferred the fact

that I am, to use a slang phrase, "stuck"
on him.
Another high-class dog in Bradley's

care is Harry C, the winner of third in
the All-age at the Eastern la.st year. He
is another Roderigo dog and superior
afield. He is black, white an<l tan and is

entered in the .\ll-age of the Eastern and
Free-for-all of the Central. He is very
fast, of untiring energj^ and will l)e heard
from unless all signs fail. King's Dan is

another goo<l one. He won the Indiana
trials in 1888, I think. He is fa.st, a wide
ranger and is entered in the All-age of
the Eastern and Central and will l)e a
hard dog to beat.

All of these dogs are the property of
Mr. George Ewing (the Klmwood Ken-
nels), Fort Wayne, Indiana. In addition
to these is Claude, a litter brother to
Toledo Blade. He is a good goer and is

entered in the All-age of the Eastern.
He belongs to Mr. Charles P. Fox, of this
city. Edge Mark, the property of the
writer, is another All-age entry in the
Eastern, Central and Philadelphia Ken-
nel Club trials. Modesty prevents a com-
ment on Mark, as I ' call him, but I

think him fit to start in any company
even though he may not continue long
in it.

Jim Phelan is also in the All-age Stake
of the Eastern and Central, and is a

likely little dog. He is lemon and white
and a very fast goer. The owners of Rock
and F'an Fan, Messrs. Connell & Cullen,
of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, will
pardon me for leaving their pets to the
last of the All-ages, but as an English
setter man 1 could uot be expected to
prefer them to my favorites. They are a
beautiful pair and work together like
clock work. They are entered in the
Central and Philadelphia Kennel Club
trials, are fast, stylish and staunch,
will make a goofl showing and will con-
tribute their share toward elevating the
breed to that position in which we all

v*v>uiu ii».c tu sec 11..

Now for the Derby's, and, but in name,
there is but little difference l>etween some
of these and the All-ages. Pardon me if

I mention my little bitch Peg Woffington
first. She is the smallest of the lot.

weighing less than forty pounds, and is

the only one given me by the family of
the late I. Norris Cochran who has
survived her former owner. Nora died
soon after Mr. Cochran. Paul died dur-
ing the summer. Peg is the last, and
you can well appreciate my attachment
for her. Unless she proves a good one
"coming events never cast their shadows
before." She will run in the Eastern,
Central and Philadelphia Kennel Club
trials.

Then there are Fvdith and Pearline, two
black, white and tan bitches, also belong-
ing to Mr. Ewing, and both well broken
and both entered in the Eastern and
Central.

I was much pleased with Razzle, a black
and white bitch, the property of Mr.
Herljert Meiriam. She is a beautiful
mover and thoroughly staunch, and will
run in the F^asteru and Central.

Bradley also has Dr. Jarvis' Ted and
Mr. Merriam's Whitey, both entered in
the Eastern.
The limited space of a newspaper ar-

ticle prevents an adequate description of
such dogs, and I cannot better describe
them than by repeating Mr. Tallman,
who said that he considered that Bradley
had the l)est string of field trial dogs
that had ever l)een gotten together in
America. This is saying a good deal, and
coming from an expert like Tallnian,
means more. I think I express the sen-
timent of all who know Bradley when I

say we wish him well !

As the reciprocity idea has struck the
dog handler as well as the politicians, Mr.
Bradley can return Tallman's compliment
to his dogs by saying that he (Tallnian)
has the best string of be.ich
ners ever in one kennel for
training.

The names of Beaumont,
Count Howard and Princess Beatrice are
familiar to all. Then there are Patsy,
Bendigo, and Grouse, though named last,
is the best of the lot.

Beaumont, Belmont and Bendigo are
entered in the Gordon Soecial at the Cen-

sliow will-

field trial

Belmont,

tral. Count Howard and Princess Beatrice
in the All-age at the Central, Patsy in the
Irish Special of the F;astern, and Grouse
in the All-age of the Central and Eastern.
Grouse is a lemon and white pointer,
fast, stylish, a wide ranger and a very
promising dog. He is eligible to the
IJerby, and I rej;ret that he was not en-
tered, as I consider him a good one. He
would have made the l)est of thcni
hustle, and will make a good run in any
stake. He is the property of Mr. S. I'.

Barker, of New York.
The owners of these dogs, all of which

with the exception of Patsy and Grouse
are of some age, have made a wise se-

lection in Mr. Tallman. .\ more con-
scientious and painstaking trainer could
not lie foui'd, and if his dogs are Ix-aten
it will be no fault of his.

What a pity that the owners of Gordon
and Irish setters have been sleeping or
monkeying with bench shows alone while
their F^nglish setter brethren have been
developing in their dogs the qualities
which nature intended should be devel-
oped. No sane man would seriously con-
sider the breeding or care of horses solely
for their looks in utter disregard of their
uses. And why the Ciordoii and Irish men
have been so breeding is more than lean
understand. When they and the t)ointer
men have made the same efforts for the
a<lvancenient of their breeds as the Eng-
lish setter breeders have for theirs and
have failed to produce the equal to the
English setters, then it will l)e time
enough to conclude that the dog and not
his master is to blame. Pardon this di-

gression, but it seems to me that a moiety
of the effort wasted in newspaper con-
troversy and vituperations judiciously
expended upon the dog would be pro-
ductive of Ijetter results.

Every morning at half-past seven found
us in the wagon with six or eight dogs
eager for the fields. A drive of three or
four miles landed us at the "happy hunt-
ing grounds." Two dogs, one of Brad-
ley's and one of Tallman's, were put
down. An hour and a halPs work, made
up of practice in ranging, pointing,
backing, retrieving, etc., ended the labors
of this brace for the day, and others were
put down for an hour and a half, and so
on until nightfall prevented further work,
when we returned to the hotel lor a hot
supper and an evening's dog talk. This
was the routine of every day of my visit,

and to say that it was pleasant is but an
imperfect expression of my appreciation.
While there I met Messrs. Luke and

John White, so favorably known to all

dog lovers.

There may have been times and places
where there was more dog talk than dur-
ing mv visit at Thomasville, but I doubt
it. "fwas ray first experience in the field

with the breakers of field trial dogs, and
the patience and care shown in the proper
development of these high bred animals
are remarkable. F^ach dog with a dispo-
sition differing from the other must be
differently handled, and the owners of
dogs entrusted to the*e men have little

idea of the labor and anxiety their break-
ing involves. All of this stuff that has
appeared in the newspapers about the
inoifference of dog breakers may apply
to some, but certainly does not to the
gentleman I visited. Their work com-
menced at the early morning and did not
end till l>ed time. Children could uot be
more carefully watched, attended and
instructed than these men cared for their
dogs.
The best of food, well cooked ; clean

kennels, well ventilated, showed their ef-

fect in the dogs themselves, and with the
exception of a loss of souie of the feather
and a hardening of the flesh caused by
hunting, there is not a dog there that is

not fit for the bench. How many owners
of dogs would have every burr, Spanish
needle or other stuff that will cling to
the hair removed at night before the dogs
are benched ? And yet that is what these
men do or have done every night with
each one of the six or eight dogs they
have had out that day. How many dog
owners carefully examine their dogs all

over at night to see if they are scratched
or injured in any way ? That is what these
men do, and every night before retiring
the kennel is visited to see that "all is

well."
I liear this testimony to these gentle-

men not so much for their sake, because
they need no such testimonial, but to
disabuse the minds of any who may labor
under the idea that field trial handlers are
in the business for no other reason than
for what they can get out of it, regard-

less of the welfare of their dog». From
my association with them, which has
been considerable, I am satisfied that a
more conscientious set of men in their
work it would be <liflRcult to find, ami
such criticisms as have recently appeared
do not apply to anyone I know.

I will end this rambling, disconnect-
ed hastily-scribbled letter by saying that
a week's hunting with field trial dogs
has more than ever satisfied me that
it IS to such stock that we must look for
our hunting dogs, and such blood makes
what every sportsman wishes to own—an
ideal gentleman's shooting dog, and if

any of your readers think differently 1

will be pleased to give the reasons for the
faith that is in me.

Franc i.s S. Brown.
PHII.AnELI'HIA, Nov. 12, 1890.

OUIDA ON ML1ZZLI.\(;.

Ill the first number ofthe new magazine,

the .Animal Guardian, Ouida says : On
the criminal folly of muzzling dogs com-
mon sense has long pronounced. Flvery-

one who has studied the nature of the

animal knows the injury to health and
temper which a treatment so injudicious

and irritating must involve. I have con-

stantly said in print, and would now l)eg

to say once again, even at the risk of re-

peating my own oft-repeated words, that

the muzzle is as harnifui to a dog as it is

hateful to him ; that some dogs get used

to it shows nothing except that they are

superhumanly docile and too patient with
the tyrannj- and imbecility of the human
race.

All which is really necessary to do for
dogs by legislation is never thought of
for an instant ; to make dog shows illegal,

to make the carriage of them in railway
trains safe and comfortable, to clear out
the foul dens of dog breeders and profes-
sional dog sellers, to spread abroad a
practical knowledge of what a dog's
health, happiness and well-l>eing require,
these things are never attended to or even
considered in any way, whilst the insen-
sate and cowardly muzzling is torced on
every dog owner, however much his ob-
servation and experience may lead him
to refuse obedience to such a law.
There are only two classes which can

benefit by the muzzling of dogs ; they
are footpads and burglars. The other
day in Milan three men attacked and
tried to rob a youth ; his dog, a poodle,
flew at them and drove them off ; it is

needless to say that had he been muzzled
in ol)edieuce to the Milan regulations he
would have l>een forced to stand by use-
less and helple.ss, and see his master
rob1)ed and beaten, perhaps murdered.
A few weeks ago a postman was attacked
and robbed by a little band of men at
half-past 2 o'clock in the day in a much-
frequented I.,ondon Square ; if he had
had an unmuzzled dog with him no
thieves would have dared to have planned
or made such an attempt.
The muzzled dog is a dog constantly

tormented and oppressed, therefore he
loses his spirit almost certainly, his
health most probably and the burglar
and the footpad profit by the fact. Dogs
rarely at any time get enough air and
exercise, the muzzle regulation makes
this little become less, for owners do not
like the trouble and tomient involved in
putting on the muzzle and leave the poor
animal at home or tied up rather than
take him out with this absurd appendage.
Indeed, to anyone with any sense of the
ludicrous the appearance of a muzzled
dog is as grotesque as that of a man with
his face tied up for a toothache, but the
toothache is no laughing matter to the
man, nor is the muzzle to the dog. The
muzzle, however constructed, spoils the
feather of the face, the ruff of the neck
and the eyesight, for any object so close
to the eyes as are the rims or bands of
the muzzle injures the sight, while the
weight of even the slightest muzzle is

oppressive, as anyone who has ever worn
a mask at a masked ball may conjecture.
The fate of a dog lost with a muzzle on it

is harrowing to think of, and the abom-
inable instrument places every animal
wearing it at any lime at a pitiful disad-
vantage and leaves him at the mercy of
every foe, from a worrying flea to a bully-
ing boy, from the claws of an attacking
cat to the hob-nailed boot of a drunken
rough.
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MANY CASES DISPOSED OF.

Result of the Meeting of the Advisory

Committee of the A. K. C.

The Advisory Committee of the Ameri-

can Kennel Club met Saturday,November
I, in New York. The following members
were present : .\ugust Belmont, Jr.,

Thomas H. Terry and James L- Anthony.

The following matters referred to this

committee, with power to act, by the

Executive Committee of the American

Kennel Club, as per resolution at the

meeting of September 25, 1890, were sub-

mitted by the secretary and acted upou :

•'

j,^
\ Appeal III ntalUr resent

Kochesler Kennel Club. J
numbers.

Resouved, That in the opinion of this
committee, reserve numbers should be
given in all cases, but in the case of the
Collie Special at Rochester in 1889, the
judge having left the show, between the
hours of four and five o'clock, on the
first day of said show (Tuestlay), and the
request from Mr. Watson for a reserve
number not having l)een received by the
club until the fourth day of said show
(Friday), that it was not within the jjower
of the club to acceed to the said request.

r>>. .»/. //. Crvei ^ J.J. , r ,

,,j
'

\ Appeal from lUcisioH

aHcinnali Kennel Club, j '" ''"^^ Special.

Ordered, That the action of the com-
mittee of the Cincinnati Kennel Club
in not sustaining the protest of Dr. Cryer
against the award of the special offered
at Ciucinnati in June, 1890, for the "best
kennel of four pugs, entered and owned
by one exhibitor," is hereby overruled,
and that the said special prize be and is

hereby awarded to Dr. M. H. Cryer, in
accordance with the telegram of June 10,

1890, sent to said club by Mr. James Mor-
timer, the judge of the pug classes at
said show.

Mrs. F Smyth
i'S.

CiMCinnali Kennel Club]
In
rules .S'os

'« of <

. /, /.V,

Ordered, That the charges be for-
Maiucu lu iiie Secretary of ihe Ciucinnati
Kennel Club, with the request that he
furnish this committee with such testi-
mony and explanation as might be in his
power, in defense of the action of his
club in counection with the charges.

yg ^ yt'harges 0/ misconduct in Munec-
E. .V. Oldham.) ''"" "''"> ^Jf^-

Ordered, That the Secretary be
hereby directed to inform Mr. Oldham
that this committee is in possession of all
of the evidence in behalf of Mr. Jacobs
(through his attorney) in connection with
the charges preferred against him, and
that said Oldham I)e given thirty (30)
days from this date within which to fur-
nish evidence in refutation of that now
before this committee, in default of
which he be disqualified. In the mean-
time no transfer of the spaniels Newton
Abbot Lady II, No. 12,380, or Newton
Abbot Lord, No. 12,381, will be recog-
nized by the American Kennel Club.

.\fa.t H'einel

Ifeslmiuiter Kennel Club

Whereas, At the show
special prize was offered by

ippeal in matter
Seller Special.

of

of 1890, a
- . - ..J a friend of
the club for the "best setter with a field
trial record," and the English setter
Roger and the Irish setters Chief and
Tun were presented for competition, and,
Whereas, The committee of the show

ruled that Chief could not compete, as he
had already been beaten in the challenge
class by Tim, and.

Whereas, The late decision of the
American Kennel Club, in defining what
should constitute a field trial record,
made Tim ineligible to compete for such
a special, while Chief was eligible, bv

,

•*"?*>" of having won first in an opeii l

stake for puppies, at the FXstern Field
|

Trial Club trials in 1880, and,
Wherea.s, This committee could not !

undertake to determine what the result of I

a competition between Roger and Chief •

would have l)eeii under the judge offici-
atmg at said competition, it was, there-
fore,

Ordered, That there had l^eeii no
competition for the said special for the
wst setter with a field trial record,"

Dicipline.

and the Westminster Kennel Club be
directed to return the prize to the donor.

American Kennel Club)
vs. yMaryland Kennel Club)

Ordered, That the Maryland Kennel
Club be and is, hereby granted fifteen

(15) days from this date, to withdraw its
vote of July 10. 1890, whereby it cen-
sured the American Kennel Club for
acting according to its constitutional
rights, and to apologize for said action,
in default of which said club and its

officers, holding office at the time of said
meeting, shall stand suspended, subject
to any further action in the premises, bv
the American Kennel Club or its Execu-
tive Committee.

( 'iinjiict of sliou- dates.

Ijtnisiana Htullrv and
\

/let Stock As's'n.
|

vs.
fGeorgia /'bultry and Pel

Stock .AssocialioH. J

Ordered, That unless the Georgia
Association can furnish this club with
the written consent of the Louisiana
Association permitting the first named
association to hold its show upon the
same date as claimed by the latter, that
the rule applying to such a case will l)e

enforced, and the Georgia Association
will l)e suspended, provided it insists
upon, and does hold its show upon the
dates already claimed by, and awarded to,
the Ivouisiana Association.

Kecummendalion of ( In matter of Haxelte reg-
Stud-Book Committee. ) islialions.

Ordered, That on and after January
1, 1891, all Gazette entries shall be known
as "listed," and shall be published each
month in the American Kennel Gazette
under that heading in contradistinction
to Stud-Book entries, which shall be
known as and published under the head-
ing "Registered."

The proposition made by Spratts Pat-
ent (America), to furnish all American
Kennel Club blanks was accepted for the
year 1891.

The appropriation for all salaries of
persons in the employ of the club for the
year 1891 was made, based on the toUl
expenditures of last year.
The secretary reported a balance in the

bank of I2075.02, with no debts due at
this dstc

Adjourned.
\. P. Vredknburgh,

Secretary

BEAGLE FIELD TRIALS.

Editor Fanciers' Journai..

Sir : I send you a list of the winners
at the National Beagle Club's field trials

this week. They were a decided success
and the Field Trial Committee should be
congratulated on their pluck and perse-

verance, as they have had a great many
setbacks, but were bound to make it a
success if possible. They were told by
the oldest breeders and exhibitors that it

was an impossiblity to hold a successful
trial. The judges, Mr. Lacy and Mr.
Lewis, gave excellent satisfaction, and
not a kick was made at their decisions as
they were right in every case. The club
should be well supported next year.

Respectfully yours,

W. S. Cl,ARK.
Linden, Mass., Nov. 8.

THE RESULT.

C'laMi« A—l>OK8 (15 in. and under).
I. Frank Forest (Riot—Skip), A. Parry.
I. Don (Rattler HI ), w. F. Rutter, Jr.

.\. Sunday (Frank Forest—Sne), G.E.Greeufeaf.

C'laiiis B—llitoheit (15 in. and under).

Tone (Flute M.—Skip), Glenrose Kennels..kip)
nnk

The Wild Dogs

of (jonsthntinople.

Mr. D. Frank in Live Stock Journal.

Lately much has been said about the
wild dogs of Constantinople. Some of
them having become rabid, the inhabi-

tants of the town requested them to be
all destroyed. Many were killed, but
more have been left, and are still to be
seen rambling about the streets. We
lived in Constantinople for seven long
years, and there, having very little inter-

esting entertainment, took pleasure in

studying the habits of those semi-wild
specimens of canidae.
They are about the size of a common

wolf. Some of theui carry the ear quite
erect, in others it resembles that of the
old-fashioned collie. Their coat is

smooth, but dense and shaggy on the
back, their tail is generally earned curled
over the back. They are generally of a
drab-grey color, like a wolf, but many are
of a yellowish fawn, like some dingos.
We tried to find out the origin of these
dogs, but have not been able to trace it

back. Some pretend they are only de-
scendants of the domesticated breeds
turned out by their masters and crossed
between th<;mselves. But this theory
does not seem satisfactory'. In a large
town the most common dogs are hounds,
pointers, retrievers, Newfoundlands and
mountain dogs. Well, a mixture of
these different varieties would never give
the correct ear, the shaggy countenance
and the sinewy form of the dog we at-
tempt to describe.

Many believe these dogs to be descend-
ants of the wolf and the sheep dogs kept
in the country not far from the town. We
prefer this explanation, but are not cer-
tain of its accuracy. Whatever their
origin may be, these dogs are certainly
as original as the dingo, the Esquimaux
and the Chinese dog, and would be more
thought of by the fanciers of foreign
breeds if they were once introduced into
England.

Tlieir ways are very queer. They have
.. •— •...:..:....i ~.cc— .1— . r t . ..a «ut.taiiv.lp«KA \/ul«„^, txilti. Ul CICaUlUg lUe
streets, where the inhabitants throw every
night all the rubbish they do not care to
ke.p in their houses. The municipality
never has it picked up, and if it were not
for the dogs it would hardly be j>o8sible
to move about in the most beautiful town
of Europe.
These dogs live in bands ; every street

has its band. In the morning they all
start together for their breakfast ; some-
times they happen to turn the corner,
then the band of the next street attacks
them fiercely. There is a terrible battle,
many are wounded, sometimes a few are
killed ; and generally the dogs of the
street the strife takes place in remain
the cocks of the walk

.

If these dogs are useful to the town by
cleaning the streets, they certainly pre-
sent a few inconveniences. For instance,
in the East the moon often shines beau-
tifully. Then the dogs, as insensible to
the beauties of nature as the Turks
themselves, liejifin howling terribly, and
go on with their harmonious music till

the sun takes the place of the moon.
Also, if you happen to go out with a dog,
you may be sure of having a whole
army of these beggars about you, follow-
ing close upon your heels ; the bands of
the different streets join against the in-
trusion of the stranger, and you are often
obliged to go Ijack and shut up your dog,
while the others continue barking and
growling at your door.

Again, if ever your carriage or your
horse crushes one of these interesting
specimens of the canine family, you may
be sure to have a little arrangement to
make with the authorities, and you must
l>e thankful to the zaptie (policeman)
who takes you to the seraskerrat (police
station), as otherwise you might leave
your bones in the street for the dogs'

2. Gypsey Forest (Frank Forest—Sue^A. Parry.
Mune Rose (Frank Forest—Sue), O. W.
I

Blocking.
' Bell ROS.S (Ross W -Cricket), M. S. Turpin

I .Molly (Comeroe—Nell), Clark & Rutters.

ClaMS I>—Bltohes (13 in. and under).

1. Hell Ross (Ross W—Cricket), H. S. Turpin.
2 Baby Dean (Fitzhiiuh I,ee—Bell Diraon), E. your bones in

,. Ba^J^ner^g^ef (Bannerm«„-«„een), F W t"i^'^^;^^
"^''^ *"'"°'^''

m°"'*' ^ I'appy^tO
Chapman. ]

kill a Christian who ill-treats a dog. And
-__ ,.»., note that the worst insult a Turk can in-

call you "Kispoonglo,
means "son of dog and—In the will of the late Mr. John

Clayton, who was for forty-five years
town clerk of Newcastle-on-Tyiie, we ob-
serve that amongst the charitable and
personal bequests is one of ^"30 per an-
num for the care and maintenance of his
house dog, Marcus Aurelius, and another
canine favorite which survives him.

dulge in is to
kiopek," which
dog yourself"
A few years ago a gentleman asked the

Turkish Government to allow him to
pick up all the dogs in the street, have
then hanged, and take their skins ; he
offered a large figure for that. But the
good-natured Osmanli refused. He was

afraid it would be the cause of a revolu-
tion among the people, who cherished
their wild dogs, their wild doves, and
their wild ways. My father's own coach-
man was taken to prison and the Carriage
confiscated because he had killed a dog
with the wheel of his vehicle. And it

was not without the greatest difficulty
that my father, owing to his authority
and his position, succeeded in getting his
man back out of the hands of the police.
It is really very difficult not to tread
ujKjn these dogs ; they are as lazy as the
Turks themselves ; and it is not an easy
job to get them out of jour way. Fortu-
nately, they are good-natured ; and if
you throw a stone at them, or even only
make the move of picking up one for
that purpose, they will suddenly fly away
in all directions with a rapidity yon
would hardly expect of them.
Then it is quite an error to think these

dogs l)econie rabid spontaneously. I
never heard of an example of that. In
Constantinople, during the hot summer,
the street dogs can find no water, and
still, whenever a dog becomes mad, it is
found to have been bitten previously by
one of his more fortunate brothers, the
domesticated dogs, and nearly always by
some of those little stunted monsters we
call ladies' dogs, and given as compan-
ions to the fair part of humanity, perhaps
in order to show off their beauty.
The best specimens of the Turkish

street dogs are met with on the Asiatic
coast of the Bosphorus, near Scutari.
Those of Stamboul are good also. The
worst of all are the ones you see about
Pera, the European part of the town.
Perhaps they have been crossed with the
ordinary races kept by the inhabitants.

It is an interesting question to know
whether these dogs are apt to be domes-
ticated and civilized. It is quite as diffi-

cult to change them as to change the
Turk himself A lady tried to do that
some years ago. She took from the
streets one of these animals, and chose
it young on purpose. She fed it well,
petted it and treated it like a child. All
went on well as long as it remained a
puppy ; but next spring, when it was
well grown up and begun to feel the ne-
cessity of multiplying its species, it ran
off suddenly, and was never to be found
again.

I intend to try the experiment again,
and have a couple of puppies sent to me.
If I succeed I will exhibit them, and let
the readers know the results of the trial.
If not, I will leave them in the dark, be-
cause I think it unfair to compete in a
variety class where dogs and dogs only
are expected to be seen with semi-wild
specimens you are obliged to show in a
treble-barred cage. I saw that at the last
Crystal Palace dog show.
The litter of a wild dog in Constanti-

nople is often very numerous. I have
counted in more than one circumstance
thirteen and fifteen puppies, all in good
health.

CHANGE OF SHOW DATE.

Gi-eenvUIe, S. C, to Have a Four-Days
Bench Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : We have changed our show dates
from January 27-31 to January 27-30,

making a four-day show instead of a five-

day show, and we wish to call the atten-

tion of breeders generally to tlie special

advantage of coming South this season.
Never before have they had the oppor-
tunity of making so complete a circuit in
the South—Charleston, January 13 to 17 ;

AugusU, January 20 to 25, and Green-
ville, January 27 to 30, just time enough
between each show to give the dogs and
the visitors a good breathing spell.

The South Carolina Kennel Association
has been organized to improve the inter-
est and the breeding of dogs, and we pro-
pose to make every one who visits Green-
ville during our show feel that we are in
earnest and that our shows are worthy of
the patronage of the best kennels. Our
premium list will soon be ready for dis-
tribution, and I will gladly furnish copies
to any address sent me.
Don't forget the inaugural show of the

South Carolina Kennel Association when
you are making up the circuit for your
dogs, January 27 to 30, 1891. For all in-
formation address the undersigned at
Greenville, S. C. F. F. Capers,

Secretary and Treasurer.

Greenville, S. C, Nov. 7.
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

Special Correspondence.

I am sorry that the gentleman who
Mts up my copy has flown off at such a

tangent concerning my remarks last

week, and think that had he re-read my
paragraph he would have seen that I

attached most blame to myself for writing

Buch an illegible hand. The word "ina-

bility " did not imply his incompetency

as a printer, but simply his inability to

decipher my " fist," and if he will refer

to my remarks again he will see that I

promise to be a better boy in future and

make his task an easier one. I also re-

gret he has never been' accredited with

reconstructing my remarks, an oversight

on my part which must at once be reme-

died, so that in future it would perhaps

be better that these columns be signed

"Brittle and his compositor." By this

means, Mr. Editor, I shall not be getting

11 the " fat," and I will leave it to your

judgment as to whether it would not be

the most fitting way of rendering justice

to oue whose light has so long been sup-

pressed.

I omitted last week to mention an im-

portant addition which Mr. Vredeuburgh

intends shall be included in the next

vohime of the Stud-Book. It will con-

tain all the shows held during the year

nnder A. K. C. rules, at the same time

giving a table of awards' as well as the

names of the gentlemen who ofHciated.

In the E. K. C. Stud-Book, only prize

winners are recorded, but the secretary

at " 44 " will go further and embrace all

dogs who gained a mention. This new
innovation is, I am proud to say, the out-

come of some remarks of mine, which
«»«V Wj'»«1ra Ko

I alfM> inquired, when last at "head-

quarters," what was intended with re-

gard to free registration of prize winners,

and was much disappointed to hear that

unless owners claim the privilege and

send particulars, the authorities will not

enter them on their own responsibility,

the chief renson for this attitude being

"too great an expense," which, under

the exising rule is something like a

saloon-keeper hanging out a sign " Free

Lunch," and then, when anyone enters

to partake of the invitation to find that

the landlord cannot afford the expense.

For if every exhibitor who owned a

prize winner were to claim their privi-

lege, all the successful dogs would have

to be entered "willy nilly." Therefore,

why lack of funds should be the plea for

the A. K. C. officials not recording win-

ners without the interposition of the

owners, not even a full-blooded Irishman

could unravel.

I have discussed this subject time and

time again, but to me it is of such vital

importance, especially "for guidance in

the future," that I shall continue to re-

vert to it until the A. K. C. realizes it is

not fulfilling its misiion by publishing

the Stud-Book on its present basis. I

contend, have contended and will con-

tend that the Stud-Book should not only

be compiled with a view of utility for the

present, but also (and to a still greater

degree) for the benefit of those who will

own dogs in years to come.

Under the existing regime it is impos-

sible to look upon it as a standard au-

thority. For no book could be a reliable

record which admitted pf all the cham-

pions and best dogs in the country from

appearing in its pages, and this is the

principle on which it is constructed at

present. If I could have my way, none

but prize winners should be eligible, the

A. K. C. taking upon itself the duty of

entering them. Though if some great

sire should be excluded by such a rule,

let one be framed that shall admit a dog
who has proved his worthiness through

his progeny.

It is some time since Mr. Watson com-

plained bitterly of hi« duties on thp Stud-

Book Committee being a sinecure, and I

then suggested that his anxiety for action

could be attaiued in this direction, but a

silence has since fallen o'er his bumiug
desires, and he seems to have dropped

them like hot cakes. Perhaps ^e had

good reasons for not referring to t^e sub-

ject again. Perhaps he is undentonstra-

tively compiling such a record, but what-

ever reason there was for his silence, I

certainly regretted it, as I had cajoled

myself that "here is a man of all others

—and an official, too—who will fulfill my
dream of compiling a perfect Stud-Book,"

and he has proved a snare and a delusion.

I know under the A. K. C.'s existing

"intentions" Mr. Watson would be pow-

erless to execute any such scheme, but I

did expect he would make some move in

the right direction.

To publish a book on the lines which I

advocate would certainly involve a lot of

extra labor and expense, but as it is one

of the A. K. C.'s primary duties to issue

a standard work which "shall live for all

times," issue it they ought at any cost or

die in the attempt With regard to the

labor, surely there are plenty of men
connected with the A. K. C. who are suf-

ficiently interested in canine afibirs to
\ . !* - 1-1 _r 1 1 — t- 1 t-i

gladly come forward for the asking. I

myself would take a delight in rendering

whatever assistance I could in compiling

such a book, and if only the A. K. C.

could realize what a boon they would be

conferring on the doggy public, my ideal

stud-book would become a reality at once.

It is some months since I had the

honor of first contributing to this paper,

but readers may remember I then wrote

very strongly against the present system

of breeding smooth fox terriers. I am
pleased to see that Mr. Harding Cpx, oue

of the oldest and staunchest doggy sup-

porters in England, took up the subject

in a speech at the late Brighton show, in

which he denounced the lines on which

they were being bred, and compared

their deterioration with the vast improve-

ment which has been made in the

rougher variety. Mr. Redmond, in re-

sponse, upheld the existing methods

and supinely accounted for the advanced

excellencies of the "wires" by the asser-

tion that the latter were much easier to

breed, basing his supposition from the

fact that at his first and only attempt of

crossing with a " wire " he bred a fifty-

guinea cup winner of the rougher va-

riety. He omitted to mention that also

in the litter was a smooth winner—not a

great one, but still a winner—and' she in

her turn produced a winner, who on his

appearance was highly spoken of.

The slighting consideration with which

many " smooth " men treat the rougher

breed has seemed to me such a piece of

fanatical egotism as to " pass the bounds
of all understanding." They utterly dis-

card the past and are entirely oblivious

of th^ fact tbi|t some of their most

important "pillars" claim wire-haired

parentage on oue side or the other. I

refer to those " pillars " whose ancestors

can be traced at all. On the other baud,

they (smooth men) are ever ready to

remind one of the fact that modern
wires contain a lot of " smooth " blood,

and herein lies the difference between

breeders of the two varieties, the rough

enthusiasts not beiug ashamed to go to

their smoother cousins for certain char-

acteristics, whereas the smooth breeders

have as yet been unable to bring them-

selves to the humiliating ordeal of ap-

plying to the "wires" for that which

they need so nmch—character and ex-

pression—Mr. Redmoud beiug the only

one who had the audacity to attempt

such a thing, but though he met with

great success, he has never repeated his

"escapade." Sooner or later smooth

men will have to resort to a " wire

"

cross if the preservation of " fox terrier "

characteristics is considered desirable,

and then perhaps the course adopted by

rough breeders will receive due appreci-

ation .

From exchanges to hand I regret to

see that neither of the two wolf-

hounds who defeated Zloeem claim Elsie

as dam, the puppy so highly spoken of as

being from her not being shown. "Es-

pau," like all gentlemen affecting the

"brogue," showed his appreciation of the

tenderer sex by being all "broke up" at

the picture of Mrs. Adcock, which ap-

peared in a recent issue of the Cauiue

World. Whatever will he say to the

latest number to hand, the frontispiece of

which is a colored portrait of the Hon.

Mrs.Wellesley and her wolf-hound

Krilutt ?

Lovers of St. Bernards will hear with

reerret of the death of Champion Guide.

It appears he broke his thigh so badly

that his owner felt compelled to have him
destroyed. By his death breeders lose

one of the grandest specimens that ever

lived, for he was not only a worthy rep-

resentative of championship honors, but

one of the greatest sires that England has

yet possessed. Brittle.

MR. PESHAU'S PLAINT. MR. WADES LETTER.

KENNEL. REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form. Write
plainly.

NAMBS CLAIMED.

J. H. WINSLOW, Philadelphia, Pa., claims the
name Jack Ellison for liver and white
pointer doe whelped November, 18H9, by
victor the Blue stocking—Charlotte Corday,
and Chaklib Heath lor li\-er and white
pointer dog whelped April 24, 1890, by Cham-
pion Graphic—Golden Kod.

IDSTONE KENNELS claim the following
names

:

Jack op Clubs Tor black nud white pointer
dog.

Queen of Spades for black and white pointer
bitch, same litter, whelped May », 1890, by
Luck of Idstone—Lndy Croxteth.

Pbrdix for liver and white pointer bitch by
Bow of Idstone—Pride of Idstone.

LIEl'TENANT E. S. AVIS, U. S. Army, claims
the name of Duchess ok Kent for fiver and
ticked pointer bitch, whelped July 9, 1R90, by
Champion King of Kent (6364)—I^nnie Bijou
(13.480).

VISITS.

GEORGE H. COVERT'S Irish setter bitch KlL-
DARR Ruby (14,056) to his Champion Dick
SwivELER (8410), November 2, 1890.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' pug bitch Viola
(13,483) to their Bradford Ruby II (9727), No-
vember 4, 1890.

JOHN H. LAW'S pug bitch CLEG to Eberhart
Pug Kennels' Bradford Ritbv II (9727), No-
vember 7, 1890.

J W. M. CARDEZA'S pointer bitch Gbnesta,
11,153 (King of Kent—Hops) to his Dick of
Delphos 15,742 (Dick—Floss), November 8,

1890.

LAKE SHORE KENNELS' black cocker spaniel
bitch Blackie Van (I^d O'Devon—Glad vs)
to their Brush W. (Pompadore—Champion
Bene). October 27, 185KJ.

LAKE SHORE KENNELS' black cocker spaniel
bitch Champion Bene Silk (Champion Hor-
nell Silk—Champion Bene) to their Brush
W. (Pompadore—Champion Bene), October
JO, 1890,

He Aocuaea the American Kennel Club
of Unmirly I)lMiualtf>'lnie Ulm.

From the Jersey City Evening Journal, Nov. 7.

The New Jersey Kennel Club, in the

course of a red-hot meeting held in

Taylor's Hotel last evening, paid its re-

spects to the main organization, known
as the American Kennel Club, and re-

buked in no uncertain tones the man-
agers of the latter organization on ac-

count of their attitude toward Counselor

C. J. Peshall, one of the most active

members of the New Jersey branch. Mr.

Peshall is president of the New Jersey

Kennel Club. He presided during the

early part of last night's meeting, hs

usual, and then surrendered the chair to

Vice-President Hoff. An eloquent and
impassioned speech by the president fol-

lowed. Mr. Peshall went for his adver-
saries without gloves. He reviewed the
management of the American Kennel
Club, tried to prove that his criticisms

were just, and then wanted to know the
nature of the charges on which he had
been tried before the Advisory Commit-
tee, and on the strength of which he had
been disqualified. No copy of these
charges, he claimed, had ever been pre-

sented to him, and no opportunity to de-

fend himself had been offered him. Mr.
Peshall said he felt called upon to take
this method of clearing himself in view
of the fact that he is president of the New
Jersey Kennel Club, and because he felt

that the disgrace was not only attached
to him but to the club as well.

The libel suit instituted by Mr. Vreden-
burgh, he said, would come up for trial

in New York in a short time, and then he
would prove that his charges against the
managers of the American Kennel Club
were merited and founded on facts. He
also said that he would apply, through
his counsel, ex-Judge Haines, for a man-
damus to compel the American Kennel
Club to restore his qualifications. Coun-
selor Peshall left the rootu at the con-
clusion of his speech, and then a wordy
conflict ensued. Mr. Peshall's friends

were in the majority, and they loudly

the club's delegate who had voted for

Mr. Peshall's disqualification, stale the

nature of the charges that had been
trumped up a}<ainst him. Mr. Wilmer-
ding hesitated. H. A. Thomas, Secretary
Wilms, Mr. Helheringlon and others
strenuously insisted that Mr. Wilmerding
should explain.
The delegate retorted that this meet-

itig was packed in the interest of Mr.
Peshall and that he did not intend to

speak while strangers were present. Mr.
Wilmerding further asserted that mem-
bers who had been dropped from the roll

had l)een reinstated in order to help Mr.
Peshall for the evening. J. D. Shotwell
endorsed Mr. Wilmerding and a lively

discussion ensued.
"If the club waTits to know why Mr.

Peshall was disqualified I will make a

certain report about the matter at the

next meeting," said Mr. Wilmerding. He
intimated subsequently that the disquali-

fication was made on the ground that Mr.
Peshall had sold some of his dogs on
paper in order to give them a fictitious

value, and because he had shown dogs
that were not his property. Peshall's

friends ridicule these charges and say

that the aid of the Supreme Court will be
invoked to "knock out the conspirators

who, through jealousy, have seen fit to

disqualify him." The meeting adjourned
in a whirl of excitement.

He Had Seen the Dog.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

"Have you seen papa's new dog Carlo?"

she asked as they sat in the parlor.

'•Yes," he replied, uneasily, "I have had the

pleasure of meeting the dog."

"Isn't he splendid ? He is so affectionate"

"I noticed that he was very demonstrative,"

returned he, as he moved uneasily in his chair.

"He is very playful, too. I never saw a more

playful animal in my life."

"I am glad to hear you say that."

"Virhy."

"Because I was a little bit afraid that when he

bit that piece out of me the other evening he

was In earnest. But If he was only in play, of

course it's all right. I can l.ikc fun as wall a»

anybody."

The ItiiMsian Wolf-hounds Vladltntr
and Zloeem.

Editor Fancikks' Journal.

Sir: I feel certain that the puppy

with which Mr. Freeman Lloyd says he

is willing to meet Zloeem now, either in

England or America, is the Krilutt—Elsie

one he owns, for at last advices I had
from him he owned no other dog. The
Hornell-Harnioiiy Kennels will be disap-

pointed if they do not meet Zloeem with
the other dog puppy of the Krilutt

—

Elsie litter at the spring shows.
It is quite unlikely, however, that the

sons of Krilutt that were placed over
Zloeem at the Crystal Palace included
Mr. Lloyd's puppy. They were most
probably some of the Krilutt—Iskra lit-

ter, who must be about eighteen months
old, while the Elsie pups are but nine.

As there is considerable misunder-
standing as to the ownership of Elsie and
her pups, permit me to say that Elsie Ije-

longs entirely to Mr. J. Otis Fellows, un-
less he has disposed of part of his interest

to his partner, Mr. Wixom. Certainly I

do not own her, and I hardly think I own
the pups, a lawyer friend telling me that
I have only a lieu on them. At all events,

the entire management of the pups and
of Elsie after she comes over will be in

the hands of the Hornell-Harmony Ken-
nels, although I am running things on
the other side of the water.

I have seen several references to bad
feet in various Russians, and I would re-

mark that there is a curious difference in

length of middle and outside toes in every
animal of the breed I have seen. In
some cases this appeared to lie fully an
inch, a formation that would look very
weak in any other breed, but from its

persistence in the Russians I suspect it

must tie a characteristic of them. Cer-
tainly I never saw a better mover than
Czaruia, whose second and third toes
seem twice as long as the adjoining
ones, yet she has the nimble, "dancing
master" movement so characteristic of
dogs of the greyhound family. Will not
some greyhound or deerhound man in-

form us if this formation is common in

these breeds ?

I am glad to hear front several sources
that the Elsie pups at Mr. Wixom's show
no signs ol the savagery supposed to be
a feature in the disposition of the breed,
and at nine mouths ol<l they should show
it if it was in them. There is no doubt
that the real Russian dogs have a ferocity
towards other dogs most objectionable,
and before venturing into the breed I

made enquiries as to this and was advised
that this was the case as to dogs imported
from Russia, and to a less extent in those
bred at Paris, but that dogs bred with
care and intelligence in England seemed
as good tempered as any other breed. One
would hardly expect the development of

|

kindness and affection in dogs bred in
Russia, and a diet of salt fish all winter
would seem to be enough to ruin an an-
gelic temper. Yours truly,

W. Wade.
HULTON, Pa., Nov. 8, 1890.

nels' Beaumont, Ronald III—Floss, and
Bellmont, Dasher—Blanche IV.
In addition to the |ioo given by the

Central Field Trial Club, $J5 has been
donated by private subscription which
will be divided as follows : $100 to first,

I50 to second and $2$ to third. The sub-
scribers of the I75 are as follows : Mr. J.
B. Blossom, I25 ; Item Kennels, II25 ;

Beamont Kennels, II25.

Beside the cash prizes the Philadelphia
Item Field Trial Trophy, value |ioo, has
been given on the following terms

:

When the owner of any contestant has
had his name inscribed on it three times
(not necessarily in succession), it be-
comes his personal property. The Van
Zant Cup, value I50, will be awarded to
the dog winning second money.
A meeting of the Executive Committee

of the Gordon Setter Club was called for

October 29, at 44 Broadway, New York
City. No quorum being present, the
meeting was adjourned to a future date.
The resignation of President H. Mal-
colm, Vice-President Dr. Whitaker and
Secretary and Treasurer I. T. Norris
were received. Very respectfully,

John H. Mkvkr.

CORDON SETTER STAKE.

The andKntrles All In—The .Money
Other Prizes to IJe Award<«d.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : As all the entries for the Gordon

Setter Stake have now been received
and the forthcoming trials promise to be
brought to a successful conclusion, I

desire to take the present opportunity of
thanking you for the earnest co-opera-
tion and assistance afforded in this mat-
ter. The trials promise to be a great
success, and it is to be regretted that the
Gordon Setter Club took no part what-
ever towards making it so. It is calculated
that this will be a starting point for fu-
ture similar events taking place annu-
ally and that the result of these trials
will demonstrate to the public generally
the field qualities of the Gordon breed.
The following entries have been made :

I. L. Campbell's Corto, Royal Duke—
Norah

; J. B. Blossom's Gortfon. Stubble
—Countess of Devonshire, and Sally
Beaumont, Beaumont—Countess Flo

;

Dr. Tillinghast's Mont, Tom—Perley
;

Item Kennels' King Item, Little Boy—
Roxie, and Countess Roxie, Little Boy—
Roxie

; Claire Reeta Kennels' Bendigo,
Beu Nevis—Blanche IV, and Curlew,
Drednottght -Walker

; Beaumont Ken-

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL E.NTRIES.

The ])oK8 That Will Compete In the
All-Agre .Stake.

The entries of the Central Field Trial
All-age Stake for 1890 closed with seven-
ty-seven nominations, distributed thus :

Twenty-niue pointers, forty-six English
setters, one black and tan and one Irish
setter:

Volutei*».

Baker's Grouse (Mainspring—Swain's Fly), S.
r. Barker.

B. D. (Bang-Bang—Lalla Rookh), C. H. Odell.
Croxie Wise (Croxteth—Young Burlah), P. H.

O'Bannoii.
Devonshire Don (Molton Baron—Village Star),

Dr. H. J. Thomas.
Doctor (Don Juan—Alameda), William How-

kins.
Duke ok Hessen (Luck of Hessen—Blarney),

Hempstead Farm Kennels.
Fan Pan (Graphic—l^dy Belle), Council &

Cullen.
Frank W. (Duke of Vernon—Royal Cute), L.

Gardner.
Hickory's Staunch (Ayer's Don—Lady Spotts-

wood), E. R. Bellman.
loHTKiELD Deuce (Wynstay—Dainty), A. P.

Heywood-Lonsdale.
lOHTKiELD Dick (Dick III—Bell of Bow), A. P.

Heywood-Lonsdale.
V'.........-.-.^. y". — .. .»tfc ._ T» » ; » . . ^.

Heywood- Lonsdale.
Keswick'8 Bov (Osborne Ale—Kreswick II), Dr.

C. E. Michel.
Kino of Kent (Priam—Kent Baby), Charlottes-

ville Field Trial Kennels.
Lass op Bloomo (Lad of Bow—Bloomo), W. T.

Hunter.
I.alla Rookh (Sensation's Son—Grace), C. H.

Odell.
Maid of Kent (King of Kent—Hops), Charlottes-

ville Field Trial Kennels.
MouNSHWE (King of Kent—Hops), Charlottes-

ville Field Trial Kennels.
ORANGE Don (Neno—Vic). W. B. Mears, Jr., &

Co.
Pearl's Dot (Trinket's Bang—Pearlstone), J. B.

Turner.
Rocm II (Graphic—I.^dy Belle), Connell & Cul-

len.
Shot (Neno—Vic), W. B. Mears, Jr., & Co.
Tamarack (Tam O'Shanter-Croxteth's Royal

Queen), Frank Billings.
Tammany'.s Bov (Tammany—Juno), Miss H.

Wooster.
Tapster (Kine of Kent—Hops), Charlottesville

Field TrialKennels.
Tempest (Beppo III—Lass of Bow), J. H. Wins-

low.
Tray (Tory White—Lapford Pearl), N. L. Rock-

well.
Zero (Osborne Ale—Keswick II), Dr. C. E.

Michell.
Zig-Zao (King of Kent—Hops), Charlottesville

Field Tri.»r Ken nels.

EnKllsh Setters.
Annie F. (Roderigo—Juno A.), F. R. Hitchcock.
Antonio (Roderigo— Bo Peep), J. M. Avent.
Bandanna (May Uawn—Doe), Will Wilson.
Balie Gladstone (Paul Gladstone— Bessie A.),

N. B. Nesbitt, agent.
Cash Boy (Cashier—Flake), H. A. Waldrou.
Cassio (Count Noble—Lizzie Hopkins), J. M,

Avent.
Count Howard (Sir AUister—Mena), F. Wind-

holz.
Daisy's Hope (Oath's Hope—Daisy F.), W. W.

Titus, deputy.
Dill (Toledo Blade-Dashing Lady), P. Loril-

lard, Jr.
Edge Mark (Skidmore—Flo Maclin), Francis S.

Brown.
Edith (Roderigo—Sue Gladstone), Elmwood

Kennels.
Fannie M. (Gladstone's Boy—Flame), H. Hul-

niau. Jr.
FRATCRNE.SS DON (Gatli's Mark—Lufra Cross),

N. B. Nesbitt, agent.
Fred Gates (Bob Gates— Lilly B.), Hamilton &

Jackson.
Gene (Druid—Barley), Chas. E. Gray.
Harky C. (Roderigo—Countess House), Elm-

wood Kennels.
Hattie (Roderigo—Juno A I, J. M. Avent.
Ightkield Ian (Woodhill Bruce—Lucy), A. P.

Heywood-Lonsdale.
lOHTFiELD Ranoer (Dick Wind'em—Peep Bo),

A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale.
IGHTFIELD RoSA (Ross— Pitli Sing). A. P. Hey-

wood- Lonsdale.
Jim Phei.an (Bob Gat<;s—Nannie Gladstone), D.

A. Goodwin, Jr.
JrnTLRj; (Gath's Mark—E»ther), J. M. Freeman.

Kate Miller (Roderigo—Lufra Croas), N. B.
Nesbitt.

Kino's Dan (King Noble—Elsie Belton), Elm-
wood Kennels.

Lady Nov ice (Paul Gladstone—Dashing Novice),
Jo.seph Lewis.

Lady .Rapier (Count Rapier—Donna J.), J. I.

Case,Jr.
Lewis' Fan (Jim Gladstone—Nina), Joseph

Lewis.
Lilly Buruess (Gath's Mark—Esther), Frank

Richards.
Little Gift (Roderigo—gueen Bess), Bert Crane.
Miss Nellie Y. (Gath's Hope—Lady May), P. H.

u'Baiinon.
Miss MONARCH (Roy Monarch-Flossie), Charles

E. Gray.
Nannie B. (King Noble—Queen Vashti), J. A.

McI.eod.
"

Natalie II (King Noble—Natalie), Bert Crane.
Noble Count (Mac D.—Lady Mac), Mrs. S. A.

Elliot.
Orange Don (pedigree not given), W. B. Mears,

Jr, &Co.
Princess Beatrice II (Royalty-Kate West-

moreland), F. Windholz.
Prince Lucifer (King Noble—Elsie Belton), J.

I. Case, Jr.
Reverdv (Gath's Mark—Rosa), P. H.O'Bannon.
RoDKRiGo Lufra (Roderigo—Lufra Cross), Wm.

Marshall.
Roi U'Oh (Roderigo-Bo Peep), O. W. Donner.
Sam Millkk (Roderigo—Dixie), W. T. Hunter.
Sam R. (Uash Bryson—Daisy Hope), W. W.

Titus, deputy.
ss (Gath's Hope—Gladys), D. E. Rose,Simonioes (G\

agent.
ToNEY Gladstone (Paul Gladstone—Belle

Ward), Joseph Lewis.
Tory Lieutenant (Jean Val Jean—Princess

Helen), F. R. Hitchcock.
U. S. Dan (Roderigo—Juno A.), J. M. Avent.

Black and Tan Setter.
Beaumont (Ronald III—Floss), Beaumont Ken-

nels. .

lied Irish Setter.
RocKwooD (Desmond II—Lnray III), Charles T.

Thompson

.

POINTER CLUB OF AMERICA.

Sammary of the Work Done Unrlnic
the Past Year.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : The Pointer Club of America

deems it proper to state in answer to in-

quiries as to its condition that financially
it is prosperous, and that in point of
numl>ers its membership is satisfactory.

We have not thought it necessary to con-
stantly advertise our existence or get up
excitements. It would be gratifying to
officers of the club if the members would
attend the meetings, but we do not feel

that any great pressing interest is suffer-

ing by such inatteution and are confident
of full attendance in an emercency.

It is now proposed to hold a meeting
-r*t.- _i..t. .,* XT xT__i, — *t-- ! -

of the next Westminster Kennel Club
show. W. that meeting we shall ask for

the appropriation of a large amount as
prizes to be competed for m one of the
great field trials of 1891 by pointers only.
We give this early notice of that purpose
in the hope that the attendance will be
large and that we shall have the full ex-
pression of the will of our club as to the
time when and the place where and the
conditions under which these prizes shall
be competed for. We will invite corre-
spondence and suggestions as to what
shall best be done to promote the inter-

est of breeders and owners of jjointers.

During the past year we have contrib-
uted largelj-, we think, to the meritori-
ous shows throughout the country, as
will be seen by the following list of prizes
offered by the Poiuter Club :

BOSTON SHOW.
The Pointer Club Pro<luce Stakes lor 1890 . $50.00
For t>est pointer dog with field trial record. 10.00
For l>est pointer bitch w ith field trial record 10.00

CHICAGO SHOW.
For l>est pointer dog 10.00
For best pointer bitch . 10.00
American Field Pointer Cup, donated by
Dr. Rowe, value 100.00

NEW YORK SHOW.
For best pointer stud dog shown with two
of his get 10.00

For best pointer brood bitch, same condi-
tions 10.00

ROCHESTER SHOW.
For best pointer dog 10.00
For best pointer bitch 10.00

BALTIMORE SHOW.
For best pointer dog 10.00
For best pointer bitch 10.00

DBTROrr SHOW.
For best brace of pointers 25.00

Making a total of $175 in cash and a
$100 cup given during the year. We
think this compares favorably with the
record of any other specialty club. The
expenses up to date have been I11.30,
postage and printing, the secretary per-
forming the necessary clerical work
gratis, as well as furnishing an office

without expense to the club.

We cordially invite all lovers of the
pointer to liecome members of the club.

Geo. W. La Rue,
Secretary and Treasurer.

New V'ork, Nov. 13, 1890,

INDIANA FIELD TRIALS.

Result of the Derby and the All-A|red
Pointer Stakes.

BicKNELL, Ind., Nov. 4.—The Derby
began yesterday. Dr. J. B. Alexander and
Mr. G. D. Jay being the judges. The
thirteen starters were drawn as follows :

R. B. Morgan's black and white English setter
dog Ivan (Gath's Mark—Esther)

AGAINST
H. S. New's orange and white English setter
bitch Cricket (Rash Gladstone—Quail).

E. Cadman's liver and white pointer bitch Sunol
(Cornerstone—Dianorah)

AGAINST
J. I. Case, Jr.'s, black, white and tan English
setter bitch Queen Vic (King Noble—Queen
Vashti).

J. M. Freeman's black and white English setter
dog Jubilee (Gath's Mark—Esther)

AGAINST
H. S. New's black, white and tan English .tetter
bitch Quail II (Rush Gladstone—Quail).

F. H. Perry's Irish setter dog Rancho(Clareraont
Patsy—Nino)

AGAINST
G. G. Pabst'B black, white and tan English set-

ter bitch Canadian Queen (Locksley-Liddc*-
dale).

W. B. Hill's black and winte English setter dog
Reveler (Gath's Mark—Esther)

AGAINST
C. Proctor's liver and white pointer dog Spotted
Boy (Trinket's Bang—Nellie Bow).

Letianon Kennels' lemon and white pointer
bitch Penelope II (Lebanon—Penelope)

AGAINST
S. Grant's lemon and white English setter hitch
Trap, Jr. (Ruby Druid—Trap).

J. I. Csae, Jr.'s black, white and tan English
setter bitch Coyote (King Noble—Cricket) a bye.
Ivan, Sunol, Queen Vic, Rancho, Canadian

pueen and Penelope were spotted out by the
judges.

The result of the second serief; was : Jubilee
beat Cricket, Reveler beat Quail II, Trap, Jr.,
beat Spotted Boy, Coyote a bye.

Third Series.—Coyote beat Jubilee, Reveler
l>eatTrap, Jr.
FotTRTH Series.-Reveler beat Coyote and won

first.

Fifth Series —Trap, Jr., lieat Jubilee.
Sixth Series.—Trap. Jr., beat Coyote and

won second; Coyote, third; Jubilee, fourth.

All-Affe Pointer Stake.
H. J. Smith's liver and white bitch Crozlill (Ctt>x-
teth—Daisy)

beat
W. H. Holme's liver and white dog Thomastone
(Cornerstone—Firenxi).

W. T. Hunter's liver and white bitch !>«• of
BiuOiiiu vLau Oi 5uw—5i«juiiiu)

BEAT
G. W. Amery's liver and white dog Bounce (Bob
—Sail).

J. Crugon's liver and white bitch D0II7 C.
(Graphic—Ma rguerite)

.

BEAT
J. E. Guinotte's liver atH white dog Bertraldo
(Cornerstone—Bessie Buford).

Second Series.-Lass of Bloomo beat Crox-
lill, Dolly C. a bye.
Third Series.—Lass of Bloamo lieat Dolly C.

and won first.

Fourth Series. -Dolly C. beat Croxlill and
won second, Croxlill third.

All-Aged Setter Stakes.
BICKNELL, Ind., Nov. 6, 1890.—There were

eight starters in the All-aged .Setter Stake, drawn
as follows

:

A. H. Fowler's black and white English setter
bitch Don's Nellie (McDuff—Fame)

AGAINST
Harry S. New's black, white and tan English
setter bitch Quail.

J. I. Case, Jr.'s black, white and tan English
setter dog Prince Lucifer (King Noble—Blaie
Belton

AGAINST
W. T. Hunter's black, white and tan English

setter dog Sam Weller (Roderigo—Dixie.)

R. B. Morgan's black and white English setter
dog Jerry Mandan (Mandan—Praine Bell.)

AGAINST
J. H. McLeod's lemon and white English setter
bitch Nannie B. (King Noble—Queen Vashti.)

G. A. Day's orange and white English setter
bitch Lilly Burgess (Gath's Mark—Esther)

AGAINST
H. H. Fowler's black, white and tan English set-
ter dog Dan Foreman (Foreman-Miss Elsie).

Second Series.—Quail beat Don's Nellie,
Prince Lucifer beat Sara Weller, Nannie B. hcAt
Jerry Mandan, Lilly Burgess beat Dan Foreman.
liiiRD Series.— Prince Lucifer l>eat QriM,

Lilly Burgess l)eat Nannie B.
Fourth Series.— Lilly Bergess l>eat Prince

Lucifer and won first.

Fifth Series.—Prince Lucifer beat Nannie B.
and won second. Nannie B. third.

WASHINGTON BENCH SHOW.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : I beg to send you the following

notice for publication : The Washington
City Kennel Club, of Washington, D. C,
has filed with the American Kennel Club
its claim for March^6 to 19, 1891, for its

inaugural bench show. Yours truly,

A. P. VRED«N3intGH, Secretary,

I
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PpyLTRYAN°PIGEp^^^^
NOTES IN PASSING.

That buff Lfghorns will have a boom
is pretty viell acknowled^ted. It is well

hereto caution all intending pui chasers

to be very careful when they invest large

sums of money to study the situation

thoroughly. In the first place buff Leg-

horns arc very scarce iu England and

goo<l birds are not likely to leave there

for America without a very substantial

bag of shekels being given in exchange.

In the second place, the buffs do not

breed true, and our advices are such that

^e would hesitate to send money across

the pond to certain breeders who are evi-

dently preparing to do the usual milking

which seems necessary whenever a boom
is to be pushed. It is well to await the

development of the buff Leghorns in

America, as a few breeders have made
importations.

• »

Judges compare birds, select the most
likely ones to win and then score them.

First they award the premiums by the

natural law of selection and then make
an affidavit in the shape of a score card to

educate the amateur. At one show a

judge had a very large class of a certain

breed to judge. He scored the birds

faithfully according to the above method
when it transpired that he had missed

several. He found the latter to be so

much better than all the others that he

spent considerable tin»e in erasing the

figures on the score cards iu order not to

get the omitted birds too high. Yet the

score card is the only true method of

getting at the value of the bird, and in

the alx>ve instance the method was by a

circumscribed route.

«*•

Several opponents of comparison judg-

ing MIC maaiiii^ K^'^^" aiiu uau arguments
by hiding under a nom de plume. This
is a sure sign of weakness and nearlv as

bad as stabbing a man in the back by
getting some other fellow to pull the

chestnuts out of the fire— in print.

•
• *

The score card has built up American
shows, and should we abolish it the

shows would decrease, the fancy fowls

degenerate, the breeders become extinct

and the poultry press would probably die

also. This is the cheerful prospect the

champions of the score card offer us.

Now let us think. The winter shows of
New England do not seem to increase iu

numbers, and the greatest poultry state

of the country. New Jersey, has no win-

ter shows at all. It neighlx)r, Pennsyl-

vania, is piobably in the same predica-

ment. Still these two states have done
more to make large exhibits at fall shows
than any others. Trenton, N. J., with

3400 birds ; Waverly, N. J., with nearly
as many, are fine examples of the de-

cadence of fancy poultry, are they not ?

Comparison judging is always the rule

at these shows, and under its baneful (^?)

influence the poultry interest grew im-
mensely. Come, ye bneders, who are

ashamed to sign your names and acknowl-
edge the truth like men. You know it

18 not the system of judging that will

kill shows, but the lack of support,

morally and financially, that does it.

The public are not over anxious to study
score cards, and the fanciers who attend
shows as a rule require dead head tickets

for admission and often a dinner thrown
in. Get the public interested in the
shows and get the riblwns and cards up
at the end of the first day. This will do
more than all the fine spun arguments
against comparison judging. By all

means sign your full name in future to

all articles when you attack either men
or things. It looks better.

• •

Our friend Braden has emerged from a

trance and dives into classics to illustrate

the two methods of judging fowls in the

November Ohio Poultry Journal. He
says : "Tell us, ye winged winds, why
ail this clamor and commotion about

judging by comparison ? And the reply

conies back to us something in this wise :

The whole business of judging fowls

started wrong, and the American Poultry

As,sociation, with all its alleged wisdom,
has never seen a way to right it ; or if it

has, it lacked the backbone to do so. A
uniformity of scoring has never lieen

attained simply because no two judges
are educated alike. Ivet us take the Greek
language for example (as most fanciers

are familiar with that tongue): Suppose
that the study of it be abolished from all

the institutions of learning in the world.

Those who wish to learn Greek must
pick it up—even as people learn to judge
fowls. Suppose that one hundred years

hence the Greek scholars (?) make up
their minds that those who translated the

New Testament into English made a

l)otch of it, and decide to do it as it

ought to Ije done. They will find that

no two of them read Greek alike. They
will be exactly where our piouUry judges

now are, and no doubt but they will also

decide that the only way to obtain uiii-

formity will be to translate by 'compari-

son.' Shades of the evangelists and
apostles deliver us !"

• »

That genial and poetic "Knight of hen
men," Dr. C. A. Robinson, has been en-

gaged to deliver lectures on poultry to

the students of the Indiana Agricultural

College. Cloud's dream is l)eing realized,

f.-.r it was he who wanted nnnltrv or»)letT»a

so we hope the doctor will meet with the

success his abilities are entitled to.

We are in receipt of a letter from Mr.

K. E. Dawley, secretary of the New York
State Poultry Association, which appears

in another column of this issue, and
which corrects the statement made by
The Journal that the above association

was not in existence. We are glad to be

corrected in this matter and trust the

hopes of its energetic secretary aud
memfjers will be fully realized in the

future.

• «

Greenville, S. C, has changed its dates

to January 27 to 30, 1891. This makes it

third in the grand circuit beginning at

Charleston followed by Augusta, Ga.,

and finishing at Greenville. It also en-

ables northern fanciers to return in time
for the great New York show.

»
» •

Poultry judges and superintendents are

useful men at agricultural fairs some-
times. E. P. Cloud has been asked to

judge everything from a cow down to a
monkey-faced owl, and we believe it was
John E. Diehl who was asked to judge
crazy quilts in addition to poultry, but

the latest news received caps the climax.

We received a copy of the Hirmingham
Age Herald and were surprised to read
that T. Farrer Rackham was one of the

judges at a baby show. With all due re-

spect to Secretary Rackham's abilities as

ajudgeof poultry and pigeons, we draw
the line on babies. The boys are natu-

rally anxious to know where Rackham got
the experience. He is a bachelor.

•
» *

An interesting account, which inci-

dentally pays a handsome and well de-

served tribute to J. Y. Bicknell, is the

history of the Cayuga duck in England,
which appeared in Poultry and from
which we make the following extract: "I

can well recollect receiving the earliest

importation of Cayngas that was ever

made to this country. They were sent

to me by Mr. J. Y. nicknell, of Oneida
County. New York, I'nited States of

America, who was then the foremost ex-

hibitor of water fowl in the States, and
who is now, I lielieve, one of the best

truste<l judges of all those varieties across

the 'Herring Pond.' I had commissioned
him to select for me some of the liest

that could be obtained, and a trio of un-

rivalled birds reached me safely. He
had bred them from wild birds captured
on the shores of Lake Cayuga, New
York, and I have never desired to see

birds more true to a particular type than
they were.

* •

"In addition, everyone who saw them
on arrival was struck with the great

weight they had maintained throughout
their tedious overland and sea passage.

The drake on landing weighed nine and
three-fourths pounds, the ducks seven
and three-fourths and eight pounds re-

spectively. They had not a brown or

white feather in their plumage when
they came, but, though the drake in his

old age (he served me well for three

years) kept his sheeny purple-black un-

mixed till the last, his mates, as years

advanced, threw some white feathers, as

almost all black plumaged fowls will do.

From that trio sprang, I l)elieve, all the

Cayngas in this country that have proved
winners, though I think Mr. C.J. Naylor
made one other importation of them and
crossed with progeny he procured from
my original stock. He was often suc-

cessful at Birmingham with them."
•

The English Stock-Keeper says : "We
hear that Mr. Whitfield, of Colebridge,

Gloucester, forwarded on October i per
steamer Dunstan another consignment
of eight coops, containing 161 Indian

game, and on October, 8 per steamer
Italy, eight coops, containing 165 Indian

game, Andalusians and red caps to

Messrs. C. A. Sharp & Co., Lock port, N.

Y., thus making a total in two months
of 583 birds to America. We understand

that there have been exported from these

yards to the Continent and America dur-

ing the last nine months 780 birds."

»
» #

Some Munchhausen by the name of
Beckles has been stuffing English "ten-

derfeet" with facts (?i regarding the fab-

ulous sums of money he has made at the

poultry business. It seems Mr. Beckles

was using lil>eral bait to catch fish for a

gigantic stock company. Our bright and
esteemed contemporary, the Fe.ilhered

World, in commenting on the wonderful
Mr. Beckles remarks : "The answer to a
request for Mr. Beckles' own personal

experience is so dazzling in its array of

figures that we can only deal with it by
giving it in its entirety. Here it is : 'I

commenced first of all many years ago
with an outlay of a few pounds. I was so

encouraged by the results that I went on
increasing year by year until, in 1883, I

liegan the year with a stock part of which
I kept at a farm near Worthing and
the others at another farm near Paris. I

commenced with an outlay of /"3000 for

i2,ocx) stock. Sixty houses, 100 incu-

bators and various expenses incurred,

amounted to £baoo, leaving ^"4000 capital.

The result was as follows: 11,000 hens
and ducks laid 2,750.000 eggs ; of these

2,000,000 were sold at seven shillings six

pence per 100, /7500; 375,ooo young
fowls and ducks at two shillings six pence
*ach, /46,875 ; guano, ^1050 ; feathers,

/940, equal / 56,565 ; less food for 375,-

000 young slock, at one shilling six pence
each (twenty-one weeks), ^25,125 ; food
for 12,000 stock at three shillings six

pence each, ^'2100 ; rent, rates, wages
and general wear and tear, ^,"6000, equal

^^,"36.140. Profit, ^,20.225. In 1884 I just

doubled my profits. In 1885 was my fire.

However, you see what can be done.
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" 'Some years ago, if you remember, a

controversy arose as to the profits made
at a farm at Belairs. Since then I have
seen the nephew of the lady who owned
it, and he assured me that her profits

averaged 350 per cent per annum on her
outlay.' Now, it might be worth en-

quiring how many ofthe above were kept
at the 'farm near Worthing,' and how
many at the 'other farm near Paris.'

and where did 'my fire' occur.' What a

smell of burnt fe-ithers there must have
been ! Did the birds fly from all parts of

the farm to the scene of the conflagra-

tion, or did the fire run round the farm
afler them ? We fancy they must have
been burned up somehow, because, al-

though Mr. Beckles ha<l, in 1883, secured

a stock of 1 1.000 birds, which laid 2,750,-

000 eggs, or an average of 250 eggs per

annum each, yet in his estimate of what
the results at the company's poultry

farm are likely to Ije, he only estimates

for each hen laying 100 eggs per annum.
If Mr. Beckles can produce accounts jus-

tifying the figures he has given as being

the actual results of his own experience,

surely they would be worth much more
in inducing capitalists to invest than the

usual array of paper profits given in his

estimate, which occupies a page of the

prospectus."

• •

Some pretty good yarns have been
spun in America regarding alleged mam-
moth poultry farms, but the above fig-

ures are simply appalling. We can never
equal them, and we sincerely hope that

noonc will try. It disgusts sensible peo-

ple and kills the business.
«

» •
Speaking of the methods of hatching

chickens and the average results, the

Feathered World comments on Mr.
Beckles' prospectus as follows: "We are

obliged to refer to the prospectus for the

exact estimate of hatching results. We
are there informed that 'it is intended

to hatch the eggs by artificial means, as

the latest improved incubators give from
eighty-five to ninety-five per cent as the

actual average, one maker going so far

as to guarantee ninety-five per cent.'

Nothing is said as to unfertile eggs. Are
they guaranteed to hatch too ? Mr.
Beckles is again somewhat modest in his

figures here, as he estimates that from
800,000 eggs set only •4oo,oc» should be

reared each year.' We can nowhere find

the extent of the 'estate situated within

four miles of the metropolis,' which is to

be the residence of the 22,000, or 48,000,

or 110,000 adults, and the 3oo,(xx), or

400,000, or 424,000 chickens (for the fig-

ures are variously given, 100,000 one way
or the other UQt being seemingly of much
consequence). It should be aljout 2000

or 2500 acres at the least. We gather
from the Leader that there are to be 'one

hundred houses with runs of about five

acres each laid down at once,' so that

the extent of the estate must be fairly

considerable. There are to be 200 incu-

bators to hatch the 400,000 chickens."
Further comment is unnecessary.

»

Our esteemed contemporary, the Fan-

ciers' Gazette of P^ngland, intends to

publish a grand Christmas number. The
latter will be profusely illustrated with

the winning birds of the past year. All

fanciers on this side of the pond should
secure a copy of the Gazette.

Rations for Poultry.

Some very elaborate tables have been
prepared for the feeding of chicks and
hens. The writers who concoct these

interesting rations are either blessed with
a superabundance of time and an un-
limited purse, or they are trying to tell

us something they know nothing about—
practically. Theory is all very nice, but
practice is an inexorable teacher of facts.

"Fowls must have a variety of food,"
say these writers, and they proceed to
dish up rations for every day in the week.
This is simply superfluous. Just as well

say that man cannot live on certain

foods, but that even he must have some-
thing different every day in the week. It

IS tnie, the older the world becomes the
more fastidious it Ijecomes, and the
rugged plainness of our forefathers' food
is replaced by a sickly hash of knick-
knacks. The rugged physical powers
are similarly replaced by a physical de-
terioration. Plain food never hurt man,
and it is safe to say it never hurt a hen.
A nicely balanced ration for a hen is one
she probably picks up herself—but fowls
can be accustomed to live on a single diet
of grain. l>e it wheat, corn or buckwheat,
and, under favorable conditions, do well.
We know of excellent results in a flock
of Leghorns which had corn 365 days in
the year. This might have made Brah-
mas so fat, however, that in their case
corn would prove injurious. Still an
active flock of Brahmas, having a grass
range eight months of the year, could
be kept on coju alone during that time.
We can state another instance where a

careful feeder was compelle<i to neglect
his flock of Brahmas so much one winter
that he only fed them early in the tnorn-
ing before going to business. He heaped
up in a trough all the wheat they would
eat, threw down a few beef bones for
them to pick at and trusted to Provi-
dence and the hens to do the rest. Yet
the trust was a good one, and this gentle-
man never had as many eggs from hens
as he did that winter. These are facts,
and although they may conflict with our
theories on what constitutes a proper
ration for laying hens, they have the
merit of being founded on experience.
We have fed the same ration, consisting

of bran, oats and corn, to hens for a
whole year, and always had uniform good
results. Taking the alwve three grains
ground and mixed with cut hay aud
mashed potatoes, and adding two or three
times a week some ground meat scraps,
using either whole wheat or corn for an
aflernoon feed, even hens in small yards
will do well and pay large returns. All
other foods and tid-bits are unnecessary.
So with rearing little chicks. There is

enough written about how to feed young
chicks to kill the entire brood if all the
foods are to be used as directed. One of
the best foods is milk. A chick will not
refuse it. nay it will eagerly devour it.
Milk, diluted with an equal quantitv of
water, fed to young chicks will start them
on a healthy growth. The rolled oats of
commerce will furnish additional solid
food. When a week old a bread made of
oats, corn and fed dry will answer in
place of the more expensive oats, and
continues a suitable feed for all their
early lives, although we have seen chicks
reared to immense weight by feeding
only crack. !d corn and whole wheat from
the time they were one week old.

An Old-timer.
From Texa.s SiaingH.

Guest (attempting to carve)—What
kind of a chicken is this, anyhow ?

Waiter—Dat's a genuine Plymouth
Rocker, sah.

Guest (throwing up both hands)—That
explains it, by George ! I knew she was
an old-timer, but I had no idea she datedw ^^'',|[*\.^*''*'«'^ ^"^^y- I draw the
line on the hen house of the Mayflower.

(?WIPS FROM THE

Poultry gbocK.

BY TRIXIE.

Had not one of your compositors given
"Brittle" away in your last issue I should
"haul them over the coals" for convert-
ing the "likes" of the epicures into "dis-

likes," and he must be a piscatorial sport
or why should he "set up" "casting"
when I certeinly wrote "carting," but as
I never attempt to read my own "copy"
after it "gets cold" I will let it pass "this
once."

Many fanciers breed several breeds of
fowls ; some lay the white, others the
brown colored eggs. While I take no
stock in the assertion that one color is

preferred over another in the city

markets, I do know this that if we assort

our eggs before sending them to market
and pack each color separately we will
receive more for our eggs than were we to
put them upon the market as a mixed
lot. Nothing looks nicer than a basket
of eggs all of one color, and if clean and
having a fresh appearance they will al-
ways find a ready sale, and that, too. at
the best price that the market affords.
Why should there be a scarcity of eggs

at this season of the year ? There would
not if the poultry upon our farms were
given the same systematic care that is be-
stowed upon all other farm stock. There
is not a one hundred acre farm in this
country that could not and should not
furnish one hundred dozens of eggs for
the market every week from the first of
November to the first of April. That
would mean just I25 a week to the
farmer, and that, too, at a time when he
has but little else for sale. All the out-
lay would be the few dollars that his
houses would cost and the cost of his
hens and the food they consume. This
last it is much l>etter for him to feed
upon the farm than it is to send it to
market.
To get those one hundred dozen a week

he must not only house warmly and feed
liberally, but he must be careful in mak-
ing his selection of hens. Pullets are
preferable to older hens, and bis flocks
should be composed largely of early
hatched pullets. Dunghills, when given
the same food and general care that we
bestow upon our pure-bred flocks, will lay
many more eggs than they do with your
"devil may care" treatment, but if you
want to get that one hundred dozen from
as small a flock as possible you must have
an infusion of some blood that has been
bred for egg prwluction. Take the best,
largest and shapeliest of your common
pullets and male them to a Leghorn,
Spanish or Minorca male, and the pullets
resulting from that cross will make good
every-day layers—when properly man-
aged.
Much injury has been done the poultry

business by our over-zealous enthusiasts
who figure out colossal fortunes, and all
from a few hens. That there is money
and ^ood money, too, in a well con-
ducted poultry farm I will not deny and
neither will I deny the fact that, for
money invested, there is a larger per
cent of profit than there is in running a
dairy, but what I am afler alluding to is

that the large profits, like you or I
may be able to wrest from a flock of
fifty hens, can be made by the amateur
with a flock of from one thousand to five
thousand or more hens. It can't be
done, but if you are sanguine that it can,
just try it one season

; you'll "acknowl-
edge the corn."
What we want in this country is a large

number of poultry farmers who keep
from one hundred to three hundred hens
each

; if we can only keep within those
bounds, barring accidents, we cannot
help succeeding, providing we will give
our business one-tenth the studv that the
successful merchant bestows upon his
business. Poultry breeding is no child's
play, and while the poultry farmer does
not have to endure the hard knocks of
the grain growing farmer, he is not at all
times upon "flowery beds of ease."

Well, I witnessed some comparison
judging the other day ; it was at a small
country fair. The first premium trio of
American Dominiques were a sight to
see. The cockerel and one of the pullets
had feathered shanks and both pullets

sported single combs. Now, those were
nothing but badly bred mongrels and
should not have l)een recognized by the
judge, yet he gave them first over a score
of other birds of a like character. I had
a long chat with the o« ner of these birds,
who, by the way, has got poultry breed-
ing down fine— in his estimation. I did
not attempt to convert him to the "true
faith," but left him iu his blissful igno-
rance.

"Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to
be wise," but our fair associations should
adopt .some kind of an "iron-clad" rule
to protect themselves from having non-
descript mongrels filch from thein the
premium money intended for the pure-
bred fowls. The score card iu compe-
tent hands is the only safeguard I see
that they have. It is a perversioTi of in-
tention to squander the premium money
the way it is generally done at our county
fairs.

If we expect to secure our share of
eggs during the winter we must feed for
them. Feed a variety (did you ever hear
of that advice being given before? it is
one of my new "kinks"), give your fowls
a feed of meat scraps two or three times
a week, and l)e sure and let them have
green food of some kind or another as
often. They relish it and it regulates
the system, keeping them healthy and
vigorous. We feed oyster shells too, but
don't say a word about it, for you know
that at the present time they are "no
good except for grit." Whv is it that
laying hens eat tnem ravenously and
roosters and hens that are not laying
but sparingly, if at all ? Science is the
hobby of the crank, but it is too deep for
him.

STILL LIVES.

The New York State Poultry So-
ciety Not Dead.

Editor Fancikr.s' Journai,.

Sir : In a recent article you say "The
New York State Poultry Society has
ended its existence before it was fairly

started." Allow me to inform you that
this is not so. The New York State
Poultry Society is alive and in a flniiriah-

iug condition. It is com{K)sed of some
of the most enterprising l)reeders in the
state, and they are alive to its interests
and the iuteiestsof the poultry fraternity.

Please correct the impression which
you have formed in your next issue, and
oblige the New York State Poultry So-
ciety. F. E. Dawlky. Secretary.

Syracuse. N. Y.. Nov. 7, 1890.

The Pavian Creeper.

Who has seen the pretty Pavian
creeper ? The writer has. This breed is

a native of northern Italy, and is also

found at Genoa, Leghorn and Pisa. It is

admirably adapted for florists and gar-

deners, as there is little danger of its

injuring rootlings or garden produce by
scratching. In form it somewhat re-
sembles the Scotch dumpy, but not quite
so heavy in body. It waddles like a duck
when walking, and is fond of insects and
fallen seeds. Its legs are not two inches
long, are set wide apart, body plump, and
when well fatted its breast bone touches
the ground. The Pavian creeper, like all
of iu class, is quiet, gentle in habits and
very tame. It has none of the saucy and
consequential airs of the bantam. It is a
matter of fact fowl, and very sedate in
manner. It is a very good layer but poor
sitter

; owing to the shortness of its legs
it is apt to break eggs or displace them
coming off or going on the nest. It is a
favorite with those living in cities, or
florists and grape cultivators, as it will
stay around one's premises and do no
harm. It can I>e confined like bantams,
though it needs larger space. In color
and markings it resembles golden jjen-
cilled Hamburgs. It has the Hamburg
comb, earlc l)es pinkish white, though red
is more common when not jjurely bred.
It has full flowing hackle and tail, and
the hens in old age assume much of the
richness aud showy coloring of the male
bird. When dressed, the cocks weigh
about four and a half pounds and the
hens three and a half. I am not aware
that the Pavian creeper has reached
either England or America, although a
pretty and useful breed for city folks.

—

Joseph Wallace in Ohio Poultrv Journal.

INDIAN GAME CLUB.

Reasons Why the Meeting Should
Be Hel 1 in New York.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The Poultry Monthly for Novem
ber has a long article from Mv. H. S.
Babcock urging the Indian Game Club
to meet at Charleston. The same paper
has a few lines from George E. Peer call-

ing on several clubs to go to the same
place. Mr. Babcock's reasons are per-
sonal, but none the better for that. Mr.
Peer's reason is the essence of absurdity.
He claims that all specialty clubs should
meet at Charleston because it will have
the great show of the season.

I would like some of your readers to
make known their views 'on this subject.
Does anyone snppose that there is the
slightest possibility of Charleston eclips-
ing New York ? Certainly no man of
sound sense could make such a prepos-
terous assertion. All breeders will no
doubt acknowledge that the New York
show of 1890 was the grandest ever seen
in this countrj-.
The show of'^iSgi, judging from letters

received, promises, etc.. will probably ba
twenty-five per cent to fiftv per cent bet-
ter than the last. A large' and fine ex-
hibit in the new Madison Square Garden
will be something to be proud of, and,
compared to other shows, will be some-
thing like the Democratic of victory of
November 4.

As regards specialty clubs, I can inform
you that the Pekin Bantam Club will
meet at New York, and I am assured that
the Indian Game Club will do likewise.
The American Buff Cochin Club alao
favors New York, wishing to be at the
grandest show of the season. The Light
Brahma Club has made no choice as yet.
Let all clubs meet at New York.

G. P. Revnaud.
New York City, Nov. 6.

Ligrht Brahma Olub Meeting.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The third annual meeting of the
Light Brahma Club will Ije held in the
city of Charleston January 13 to 17. Our
president will announce the day of meet-
ing in the next issue of your esteemed
journal. This meeting will be the most
important in the history of the club.

Among the many questions to be brought
before our meeting will be the report of
the Committee on Light Brahma Stand-
ard, to consider the feasibility of a change
of name, the adoption of a pin for mem-
l)ers of the club, and, what will be of
great interest to light Brahma breeders
at large as well as club meuihers, will be
the discussion on illustrating the light
Brahma in the standard, for to the Light
Brahma Club this matter properly be-
longs. Next of equal importance will be
the exhibit of light Brahmas at the place
of our meeting, and as the South opens
up a new field for thoroughbred poultry,
the old light Brahma should naturally
take the lead, and will if "workers put
their shoulders to the wheel."
The exhibit alone should secure us a

very large attendance. Our membership
has almost doubled itself the past year,
and we hope to do as well if not better
the coming year, and we take this oppor-
tunity to again extend the call for breed-
ers' names to receive our constitution and
by-laws. The club also extends a hearty
welcome to all honorable light Brahma
breeders to become meinl>ers of the same.
Breeders can send in their names any
time before or at our annual meeting. In
this connection we extend the thanks of
the club to The Journal for past favors.
Over 200 breeders have answered the call
and requested copies of our constitution.
This shows the great popularity of the
grand old light Brahma. Respectfully,

H. A. Bridge, Secretary.

Wanted to Obliere Her.

Cottager— I ordered two dozen eggs
yesterday, Mr. Crackers, and paid for

them, but you only .sent twenty.
Mr. Crackers—Wa al, you see. four of

'em was bad, an" I knewed you wouldn't
keer fer 'em. -
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BRONZE TURKEYS.

The Bird We All Admire, Espeoi-
ally Thanksgrivinff Day.

A Parmei's Daughter in Rural New Yorker.

The first requisite for successful turkey

raising is that the stock shall be good.

First-class brouze turkeys will cost con-

siderably more per pair or trio than other

kinds, but with the same care and range

they will grow to almost twice the size of

the common stock, and having greater

stamina can be reared with far less care

and loss. In fact, until they are five

months old, the young poults will con-

sume less food than would be required

by the same number of chickens. It is

true that young turkeys are very delicate

until they are about three weeks old, but

after that time they are quite hardy, and
when reared on the farn» where they can
have access to meadows and pastu:e lauds,

they will almost keep themselves after

they are a month old ; and if one learns

to observe a few simple rules in the nian-

agemeiit of the little ones, it is possible
to rear a whole 3ock without the loss of
a single one.

I would not advise anyone, however,
to embark in turkey rearing unless the
locality be a dry one ; lor a damp.

In selecting breeding stock it is best to
use a cock not related in any way to the
hens, for turkeys are delicate to begin
with, aud in-breediug will make them
more so. Eight hens are sufficient for
one cock, and with that number nearly
or quite 200 young turkeys can be raised.
Bronze turkeys ofa good strain are great
layers. One of my hens last year pro
duced about sixty eggs. When the eggs
are properly taken care of they hatch
exceeilingly well. It is not a good plan,
however, for a beginner to attempt too
much the first year. There is danger of
becoming discouraged, should the season
prove unfavorable, or "luck" be against
him. A trio is enough to begin with.
From Christmas until the laying sea-

son begins, great care must be given to
feeding the hens, as the number of eggs
produced will, to a great extent, depend
upon the food given them during that
time. Fat-producing foods, such as In-
dian corn, cotton seed meal, etc., should
be fed sparingly ; milk, which is rich in
albumen and other egg-producing ele-
ments, oats, cracked wheat aud other
small grains may be liberally fed night
and morning. But unless the weather is

very severe, do not feed the turkeys at
all at noon, for they should I>e driven
away from the house, made to forage in
the fields and pick up whatever they can
about the barns and stables where the cat-
tle and other live stock are fed. If they
are unable to procure anything green in
the fields, something should be given

marshy, cold soil is fatal, and no amount I them from the garden, as raw cabbage
of drainage can make it fit for turkeys.

|
turnips, etc

'

No matter how rocky, sandy or broken it

may be, the fowls will be healthy ; in
fact, iftUe soil does not contain sand and
gravel, both should be provided.
The best plan for buying breeding

stock I think is to procure them in the
fall, for the usefulness of fowls iu the
spring depends to a great extent upon
the way they have l>een wintered. Be-
sides, they ought to become accustomed
to their surroundings, and to lose all fear
of the person who is to attend to them.
It 18 a great advantage that the hens
should be gentle aud docile ; they are not
thtn so likely to wand'ir off and make
their nests in out of the way places, where
the eggs would be lost. GomI judgment
must Ih; exercised in the selection of the
fowls. A healthy bird is known by the
bright red color of the hea<l and gills, and
a general appearance of life and activity.
When a turkey feels the least b.t indis-
posed, its head is drawn down l^tween
itA shoulders, and the most tempting fooil

will not induce it to eat. The plumage
must be bright and ^ lossy, aud when
pure bronze many b illiant iridescent
hues are visible as the sunlight is re-

flected from different points. Do not
buy an old bird whose legs are very scaly
or light red or pinkish ; if the tuft of hair
on the breast has become bushy that also
indicates age, and such a bird will not
prove of much service.

It is said that a turkey does not attain
its full maturity until it is three year^
old, and that it is always best to breed
from matured fowls ; but in our climate
I am inclined to think they art best
when two years, and for some years I

have had very good success with hens
one year old. The young hens began
laying earlier than the older ones in the
season, which is an advantage, as the
produce will be ready for early sale.

Their eggs, however, are much smaller
than those of the mature birds, and con-
sequently the little turkeys are smaller
and probably more delicate. At the age
of eight mouths hens should weigh
from fourteen to sixteen pounds. I would
not buy those weighing less, as they
were either hatched late in the summer
or stunted in their growth.
There is a great deal of difference in

the shape aud color of thedilTerent kinds
of bronze turkeys. What is called the
mammoth bronze is considerably lighter
in color, especially before it is fully
grown, and it is also very compact in
shape, with a broad Iwdy and short legs,
though when fully matured I do not
know that this weighs any more than the
dark bronze, which is a very hardy va-
riety, gentle, docile and easily managed,
and desirable iu many respects. There
is al.so considerable differeuce in the size
and shape of the hens in the same brood.
I have one hen, about two years old, that
1 consider a model of size aud beauty.
She is long in the body, broad in the
breast, very symmetrical in form, beau-
tifully bronzed, and without beii^g very
fat, weighsjust eighteen pounds.

The greater the variety of food they
receive the healthier wi'l they lie. Afler
the middle of February they should net
be driven out into the fields, for then
each hen will l)e looking around for a
goo<l hiding place for her nest. As an
inducement for them to remain in the
yard a light meal may be given them at
noon. Oats, barley or some other small
grain can be scattered among straw, so as
to keep them busy in scratching for it.

Never give fowls so much to eat that they
will sit down perfectly satisfied after a
meal. Keep them always on the alert
looking for something else. A hen
that grows inert from overfeeding will
soon get too fat to lay, and the next
thing she will l>e sick.

After the first of March the hens should
n^ rrififinpH fr\r a fpw hotirs each ds*' '!' "

good, dry, well-ventilated house in which
comfortable nests have been made. It is

l)est to place the nests on the ground, so
that the hens step in and out of them
easily, as in that case there will be less
danger of breaking the eggs. Above all

things, be gentle with your hens, make
them know you are tlieir best friend

;

this will tend to overcome their natural
shyness and enable you to manage them
to the best advantage.

—An Omaha man has an egg he
claims he has kept for ten years. It

must be a decade egg, of course.—Ex-
change.

—The hen should \ie looked upon as a
machine for converting raw material into
finished product ready for market, and
»>e managed so as to turn out the largest
quantity.

—Hens are apt to be broody more fre-

quently than is desirable, and where eggs
are wanted care must be taken to break
them up as soon as they show inclination
to set. We have this year successfully
used an open coop or cage made of wire
netting, placed in the shed or runs with
other hens, in which broody hens were
placed. A few days suffices to cure them
and they will lay iu a week or ten days
again if not too fat. Pullets broken up
systematically in this way lose their in-
cubating teudencies more or less as hens.

—What is wanted to insure success in
the poultry business is experience ; this
is essential to all. Experience leads to
the correction of all errors, and enables
one to do what capital canrot accomplish
with profit. No person should endeavor
to devote his entire time and expend
large sums in the poultry business until
he lias started at the foot of the ladder
and gave up by holding on to the rounds.
Failures usually occur l)ecause poultry-
men, who have but a limited experience
are too impatient and hasty in the en-
deavor to do iv. a single season that which
requires a practical effort in the direction
to which they have turned their attention,
ft is better to work carefully lh!»n to
venture too rapidly.— Mirror.

FEDERATION HOMERS OP 1887.

Summary of Plights for the Past
Three Years.

[continued prom pack 299.]

The second Interstate race of this year

occurred on the 9th of June, the compet-
ing clubs being Belmont, Star, Aerial and
Germantown, from Greensboro, N. C, a

distance of 370 miles, in competition for

the Whitely and Verrinder prizes, a silver

ice pitcher and a set of dishes. There
was an entry of eighty-eight birds,divided

as follows :

J. H.S. Million ... 5
Jame.s Ksrny i

Z. H. Whiteman ... 2

James A. StoveJl ... 4
George T. Morgan . . 5
Dan Kane 2

JameK L,. Cocker. . . 3
S. G. M. Maule .... i

John Shepherd .... 6
John I.ove 3
1,. Schreiber ..... i

F. Schreiber ... .1
W. Laycock 2

K. E. Scherr 3
C. H. Myers 5
W. S. Palmer .... 4
A . Lawsou 4
William Hargraveg . 5
A. Kiuzel 4
P P. Bolay 5
A. H. Kruger . . . . o
T. Brooks 6
J. J. Dunn 3
H. Uunsberger. ... 3
J. G. WindoTph ... 3

while over in the corner the member
from Pomroy Street puts a heavy boot
down with a force that shakes the house
and swears that the " kettledrums " will

capture all the prizes.

There is still one club, the Alpha,
flying. Their last race was from Coves-
ville, Va., 120 miles ; the entry, fifteen

birds, was liberated at 9 A. M., in a
strong northwest wind, with slight rain,
aud the first birds home were Herman,
Jr., and Frank, to Stockman's loft, at

12.57, with two to Wallace at i.co, the
remaining entries all in by 1.30 o'clock.
On October 18 Messrs. Wood & Tur-

ner sent four birds to Greer's Depot, S.

C, 401 miles, for record. On account of
rain and general bad weather prevailing
at that station they were not liberated
until October 24, the only return up to
date being black checker hen Lucy W.,
to Wood's loft. This bird has been off
the road since last May, and Turner's
entries had only been to 120 miles pre-
vious to this fly and were H-bands, so
there never was much hope for them

.

HOMKR.

The start was made at 5.25 A. M. by J.
W. Albright under favorable conditions,
and about oue-third of the entry reached
home the same day. J. C. Bockius man-
aged the race and was at 11 15 South Fif-
teeuth Street, at which place all birds
were reported. The first arrival was to
the loft of John Shepherd at 3.32.30 with
blue checker 782, making an average
speed of 1073 yards aud capturing first

prize, offered by Francis Whitley, of
Newark, N. J. It will be noticed' that
the winner of this race was the second
arrival in the Inter-state race of June.
Second came Daniel Kane with his red

checker 5746 at 3.34.15 ; speed, 1069 yards,
and carrying off the Verrinder prize. The
average speed of the next twelve birds to
their respective lofts were :

VARDS. YARDS.
L,awson 1064 Brooks 1062
Milligan 1031 Shepherd 1030
Bolay 1028

I

Morgan 1024
Coc- er 1006 Shepherd 1005
Palmer 996 Stovell 992
Milligan 971

I
Kinzel 970

This ended one of the most exciting
races flown so far that year. Ou the fol-

lowing day, June 10, the Newark's Five
and neighboring lofts came out in full

force to contest from the same distance
witli an entry of ii» birds, the competi-
tors being :

4 George H. Uowerman s
M T. P. Pittinger 4

Ben Klwell i
j

S. G. L,ambert8on . . 9
Isaac Sigler 17 Thomas Bowerman . 5
A. P. Baldwin . . . 14 | William Verrinder. . 7
Praucis Whitley . . . 28 ' William Arnold ... 6
A. A. Allen 7 I

Their liberating station was at Liberty,
Va. The birds got away at 5.53. At the
start it was clear and calm, and, strange
to relate, not a bird arrived home the
same day, the first arrival being to Pet-
tinger at 9.30 the next morning, and sec-
ond to Garrabrant an hour later. Many
of the birds came straggling in weeks
later, and some are reported home as
late as August. One of the Baldwin
birds visiting the loft of George S. Fell,
of Philadelphia, was shipped home at the
owner's request.

The next flight of any note was one of
the best ever made to Germantown with
an entry of sixteen birds by R. F. Bolay,

4 ; Thomas Brooks, 2 ; William Har-
graves, 2 ; A. H. Kruger, 4 ; C. H. Myers,
I, and A. Lawson, i. The liberation sta-
tion was Charlotte, N. C, 454 miles, and
the start was made by Signal Officer
James A. Barry, at 4.20" A. M., on June
17 (and from subsequent experience one
hour too early). Out of the total entry
one-fourth reached home the same day,
the first being Brooks' Jocko at 7.23,
speed, 886 yarils ; second, Myers' Little
Wonder at 7.39, speed, 870 yards, and two
reported for one-day record to the Bolay
loft, one of them being Black Jim.

W. B. Garrabrant
William Bennert .

Washington Ne-ws.

Washington, Nov. 13.—Pigeon mat-
ters at the Capital City are now at their

lowest ebb, for since the flying season

closed the Federation only meets twice a

month aud even then there is little for it

to do, the most of the evening being
spent iu listening to enthusiastic fanciers

speculating on the chances of their pet
strains next season. One is sure that
"Minstrels" are the "onliest," anotbet-
can see nothing but young " Skuylkills,"

Oare of Ducks.

Ducks are a very pleasant feature of

farm yard surroundings. In the last of

winter and early spring they are sociable

aud busy enough, aud especially on warm
days begin to lay very early. The duck
almost always lays her egg between six
and nine o'clock A. M., so that the flock
must be kept shut up until all have laid.

We have found ducks to do Ijetter if they
can.be confined at night, in winter, in a
shed where the horse manure is thrown
out, than anywhere else. The heaps of
manure heat somewhat, and the ducks
enjoy the warmth. It makes them laj'

early, and the eggs are not likely to
freeze, if we get severe "snaps." Barley
and oats are excellent feed for ducks. If
these or any grains are thrown into a
shallow tub or trough they will soak and
be all tl'.e t>etter relished. I'ekin ducks
are among the best layers, by far the best
in our experience, laying not unfre-
quently sixty eggs each, in the spring,
and often again in the autumn, if the
weather is warm. If<lucksare not con-
fined at night they will make nests in
some lieflin" row or nerliwled snot HiffirnU

to find, and one will liecome broody
after laying sixteen or twenty eggs, or as
soon as she has a good clutch. When
confined as we suggested they rarely
make nests, but drop their eggs about
anywhere. Ducks are very fond of
watercress, and if they have access to the
watercress bed at the spring, there will

soon be none for the salad liowl. Wire
netting, a foot in height, will form an ef-

fectual barrier.—Exchange.

Olub Meeting.

Editor Fancier.s' Journal.

Sir : The third annual meeting of the

Light Brahma Club will be held in the

city of Charleston January 13 to 17, 1891.

This meeting will be an unusually in-

teresting one, as changes in our consti-
tution are contemplated and the Commit-
tee on Standard will report, therefore we
earnestly request a full attendance. The
club welcomes to their ranks all honorable
breeders of the light Brahma. Breeders,
let us hear from you.

H. A. Bridge, Secretary.

Columbus, O., Nov. 13.

Roosts.

The best plan for roosts we have ever

tried or seen is a platform two feet wide
and twenty inches from the floor. On
this make one or two rows of roosts, if

only one, let that be about eight inches
above the platform ; if two rows, let the
rear one be a trifle higher than the front.
Keep this platform well covered with dry
roaa dust ; rake the droppings from it

every morning into a dust pan or other
receptacle. Keep your floor well raked
over, your house well whitewashed and
light, and it will always be a pleasure to
visit and show it.—Poultry Bulletin.

—A wag, on seeing an old gobbler try-

ing to swallow a cotton string, facetiously,
remarked: "That was the last attempt
to introduce cotton into Turkey."
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OARINO FOR PIGEONS.

The Proper Management of the
Loft in Autumn.

From the Exchange aud Mart.

There is no more important work than

that connected with the management of

the pigeon loft in autumn. Some fan-

ciers—seldom the old ones—encourage
the attempts of their birds to produce
late young ones. They refrain until the

last possible moment from going, over

their birds, and when this is done they

prefer to retain young pigeons which
they have bred and to which they have
become somewhat attached on that ac-

count instead of deciding to sell them at

once and so give the best birds more
room and attention, as well as make
what money they are worth at the earliest

possible moment. It cannot be too often

pointed out that there is no economy in

keeping inferior specimens in the loft in

the hope of effecting casual sales. If

pigeons which are of no use for breeding
or exhibition were rigidly sold year by
year as soon as their character was recog-
nized, the pigeon loft would be cleaner
and healthier, fewer birds would be bred
by the fancier, and the prices obtainable
would be commensurately higher. As a
matter of fact, there is no doubt that
multitudes of inferior specimens are kept
on in this way, and not being sold during
the winter, they are again mated in the
spring, and so continue to perpetuate
young ones no better than themselves, if

as good.
Now is the time to go thoroughly into

the matter, to overhaul every pigeon,
and having decided upon the lines to be
followed in next year's breeding, to rig-
idly exclude every pigeon which is of no
exhibition value or which will not be re-
quired for crossing another season. Some
birds, it is true, are of little value for
sale, but may be kept for crossing ou
account of some special feature that they
possess. This is a matter which the fan-
cier must deal with himself, and all
those pigeons which possess no special
redeeminir (jnality should he sent nff at

once to the sale rooms or disposed of to
the most enterprising dealer if they can
not Ije got rid of by any other and equally
rapid means.
The loft itselfshould also l>e overhauled

where defective and everything removed
which is used in the summer season but
which is not required in the winter. The
nest pans should be scalded and cleaned
and put away until spring. Nest boxes,
pans and other appliances of the kind
should also lie taken down, well cleaned
and lined and put away where they can
be found with readiness when next re-
quired.

A pigeon loft is so apt to become dirty
by the accumulation of filth, feathers,
sawdust and sand, that the fewer the ar-
ticles within it, the better for the birds.
The perches should also be well cleaned,
the bath (ifany)emptied and well scoured,
and the hoppers, or feeders, and the water
pans cleaned and limed. The floor hav-
ing been entirely scraped over, limed
and sanded, and the walls and ceiling (if
any) lime-washed, the place will be com-
plete for the winter season, and there is
every possibility that any vermin which
may have accumulated will be destroyed,
and annoyance and loss the next season
be prevented. There are many fanciers,
chiefly living in towns, who obtain the
assistance of more experienced men than
themselves, especially if they are mem-
bers of any of the pigeon societies, in the
selection and rejection of their birds year
by year. There is no better plan than
this

; for the judgment of men who have
had more experience than those who
seek their advice, is of the greatest pos-
sible value.

It may l)e remarked for the advanUge
of those who have no "guide, philoso-
pher and friend" at their elbow to sug-
gest what imperfections should be re-
garded as requiring the birds' dismissal,
what points are of most importance in
the regulation of this matter.
Those who breed carriers will do well

to reject all those young birds which
have not sufficient length and stoutnoss
of beak, in which the beak is imperfect
in form, the eye cere and wattle badly
formed and showing indications of slow
growth, the neck short, the flight feath-

ers wanting in length, and the whole
shape of the bird deficient in that style
and form which every carrier breeder en-
deavors to obtain. Young breeders in
particular often keep birds with the hope
that what is not present at the moment of
examination may be acquired by growth,
but this is a vain hope, and if they
are able to judge at all, they should re-
ject birds in which there is no indication
of the points which are requisite.
Next let us refer to the pouter. Speci-

mens of this gorgeous pigeon can neither
win nor breed successfully if they are of
imperfect fomi. Reference to high-class
specimens at the show, or drawings of
good specimens in any iirst-class pigeon
book, will at once show the breeder that
he has to rely on length of limb, small-
ness of girth and general shape, putting
aside other qualifications, such as color,
marking and feather. An imperfectly
marked bird may be of some use in
breeding, if he is of fine type and very
stylish

; but we believe that there is no
breeder of standing who would use a
badly built bird for any purpose, how-
ever well marked and highly colored he
might be. Undoubtedly the first thing
in a pouter is style and symmetry. We
should, therefore, suggest that birds pos-
sessing these characteristics should be
retained, even though they be mismarked
and deficient in the feather of the legs,
for it is most difficult to obtain specitniens
in which all the points ret^uired are found.

In the barb it is most difficult to judge
a young bird. Barb breeders of experi-
ence can usually tell what a young pigeon
will make ; but this is not always easy
unless they know the strain from which
it is bred. As a general rule, however, it

may be taken for granted that a young
barb is not worth keeping if the skull be
narrow in the front, or wed^e-shaped ; if
the beak be long, and wanting in stout-
ness

; if the eye ceres are small and crisp,
or if the eyes themselves are of any color
but pearl. Barbs of inferior color may
be used for breeding with success, if the
heads aud beaks are of high excellence,
but it is practically impossible to win
with, or breed successfully from, speci-
mens which are inferior in head and
beak.

Let us take the Jacobin as a good
example of high-class toys. In this breed

_. » „._ , „.„. »j«».*»»»».fc*| Maa, \Jh n*««VU
are of high importance. The first is the
type of the head, which can alone be
understood by comparing specimens at
the shows. The length and closeness of
the feathering composing the hood and
the chain must also be considered, as
well as the feathering composing the
mane. Jacobin breeders look for length
of feather and for rich coloring, and
they are willing to overlook minor faults
if they can obtain some great excellences.
Among the purely short-faced toys, the

owl and the turbit must be of the right
type, and of great excellence too, if they
are to sell well or to win. Above all,

fanciers look to the head of both these
pigeons. They want breadth and thick-
ness, which was not found in those breeds
in the early days. Perfection of bead is,

in a word, a sine qua nan. In our expe-
rience, judges will prefer to find color
imjperfect, frills partially absent, marking
deficient, and the beak of a secondary
type, to heads which are not of the requi-
site shape, and beaks and gullets which
do not correspond. The breeder who
can produce head, beak and gullet to
please them, will be certain to win, and
to sell his specimens at high prices. It is

useless, therefore, to keep young owls or
turbits in which these points are not
what they ought to be.

We come next to the toy pigeons,
which are not considered of so high a
class, and we find that in the magpie,
for example, smallness and color count
for more than anything else. The head
must be tiny and delicate in fonnation,
but beyond that there is no need for any
special shape, inasmuch as they are dove-
like in this particular. The result, how-
ever, is that the color and general form
of the magpie are immensely superior to
these points in the owl or the turbit,
which are neither so beautiful in one re-
spect nor so symmetrical in the other.
Coarse magpies therefore—especially if
the color be dull or imperfect—should
rigidly be rejected.

The same may be said of the swallows,
in which the points are more numerous,
but all of which must be near perfection.
These points are shell, foot feathering,
color and sharpness of marking. WiUi
one of these points deficient the value of

the bird is immensely decreased, and yet
if some birds are found in the loft which
will counteract the deficiencies observed
in others, one or two may be kept for
crossing. Thus a badly-marked bird may
be mated with a very perfectly marked
one. assuming that the color is perfect in
both, or a very heavily-feathered cock
may be mated with a scantily-feathered
hen, other points being good in both
specimens. It is waste of time, however,
to mate birds together which are deficient
in feather, in shell, color or in one essen-
tial point, for they but reproduce speci-
mens in which the deficiencies are per-
haps more apparent than in themselves.

Pigeon Flying Notes.

James A. Stovell has started training
a couple of his fast imported stock for
Thanksgiving fly.

The tenth annual exhibit of homing
pigeons will be held at the American In-
stitute, New York City, November 24, 25
and 26, under the management of the
Kings County Homing Club.

The success of the annual show is

apparently assured, and the Kings County
has liberally offered a special prize of
I50 to be flown for in the old bird season
of 1891. Competition open to exhibitors
only. Conditions for governing the same
will appear in the columns of Thb Fan-
ciers' Journal.
A postal card was handed to me the

other day which speaks for itself, ad-
dressed to M. L.Edwards, Lansdowne,Pa.

:

Dear Sir : I bought one of your homers, your
name upon its wing, and H band. It is red
check. Please let me know if you wish to buy
it ; irnot, let me know what it is bred from, if it

is not too much trouble. Yours fraternally,

Richard Gobrbcut.
1713 B. Preston St., Baltimore, Md.

D. S. Newhall, secretary Pennsylvania
Railroad, and one of the pioneers of
Ci^eou flying in this country, is about
uildiug a new loft, and will doubtless

stock with some of his old strain of birds,
such as Garfield, Hurricane, Napoleon
and others. Many of them came into
the possession of George V. Cresson and
A. M. Wood. At this time Mr. Newhall
urna Qas/w«iafe#t witli fli» «-,M Do^l G**..

Club, of which Dr. Clark and J. Grist
were members.

The Belmont Homing Club of West
Philadelphia held an informal meeting at
the Cherry Tree Hotel, Forty-seventh
and Baltimore Avenue, and agreed to a
three-mile fly Thanksgiving morning,
open to all fanciers in the vicinity, the
entrance to be $2 per bird, which will be
divided into two prizes. There will be
about twenty entries, and a good fly is

anticipated. Woods' McGinty is looked
upon as a very like winner. Big Robert
will be a competitor to the Cornwall loft.

There will be also some tryers in this
race, all entrance money to be paid on
Tuesday evening next, after which there
will be a social supper and a good time
iu general.

P6ultry and Pigreon Judges Meet.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : By a unanimous vote of the Ex-
ecutive Committee the American Poultry
and Pigeon Judges' Association will hold
its annual meeting in Charleston, S. C,
January 14, at 8 o'clock P. M. We ap-

pend the list of members to date : J. Y.
Bicknell, Buffalo ; B. N. Pierce, Indian-
apolis ; G. O. Brown, Baltimore ; H. S.
Ball, Shrewsbury, Mass.; Sharp Butter-
field, Windsor, Canada

; J. D. Nevius,
Swarthmore, Pa.; Charles McClave, New
London, O.; F. L. Sewell, Evauston, 111.;

F. W. Gaylor, Quogue, L. I.; J. H.
Drevenstedt, Jamesburg, N. J.; C. J.
Ward, Jacksonville, Fla.; E. P. Cloud,
Kennett Square, Pa.; A. F. Cooper,
Homer City, Pa.; F. H. Shellaberger,
Letts, Iowa ; George E. Peer, Rochester

;

F. W. Hitchcock, Greenleaf, Kan.; P.
H. Scudder, Glen Head, L. I.; William
T. Tonda, Rochester

; J. C. Long, Jr.,
New York City

; J. E. Diehl, Beverly, N.
Y.; Morgan Bates, Chicago; William J.
Stanton, New York City ; A. F. Peirce,
Winchester, N. Y. ; P. J. Keller, Tiffin,

O.; G. F. Gast, Prospect, O.; A. E.Shaw.
New Orleans ; Able F. Stevens, Welles-
ley, Mass.; H. A. Bridge, Columbus, O.

H. A. Bridge, Secretary.

C01,UMBf9, 0.,Nov. 10, 1890.

SBOTIONAL ORGANIZATION.

Deemed the Best Plan to Promote
Piffeon Plyinir.

For Thr Fanciers' Journal.

At present it is difficult to determine
the outcome of sectional organization
until after the annual meeting. That
there will be sectional organization there
is no doubt, but the question arises, shall

we have sectional or national records?
Each section can appoint their own
officers, including president, vice-presi-

dent, secretary and treasurer, and make
their races sectional, or the Race Com-
mittee could countermark and ship all

birds competing in Concourse races under
the supervision of a sectional secretary,

whose duty it would be to make a full re-

port of all entries and returns to the
national race secretary for a national
record, retaining for his services the
countermarking fee, such entry and re-
turns to be posted in a general record
book, and the office of corresponding
secretary be consolidated with that of
the national race secretary, and that he
receive for his services the dues of both
offices.

The pastime of pigeon flying is fast
gaining ground and assuming such pro-
portions that sectional management is

necessary for the advancement of the
sport, and at the same time its doubtful
policy for the general well being of the
fancy for any section to make a breach in
the Federation by going it alone. Unity
seems to be the prevailing idea.
There will be at least three strong sec-

tions, one including Boston, Providence
and Fall River in the New England
States ; another, Newark, Brooklyn, Jer-
sey City, Elizabeth, Plainfield and Key
Port, N. J., and the third Philadelphia
and vicinity, with any other locality that
has a sufficient number of active members
to form a section. Thai sections would be
fully capable of taking care of them-
selves there is also no doubt, and all that
would be neeiled would be a secretary to
make a national record iu the books of
the Federation. It is, however, the duty
nf the atrntjor tn 1r>ok af^er the ^S"*'
therefore, while the sections are strong
and capable of self-management, it is

necessary to retain the office of race sec-
retary so that clubs and isolated mem-
bers could have their birds counter-
marked and shipped to liberators aud a
record made of the flights. This must be
done to encourage and help new clnbs
and fanciers that are continually springs
ing up outside of sections. We must
look at the change iu all its relations to
the best interests of the fancy in general.
Such liberality leads to the best results of
pigeon flying and commends it to the at-
tention of respectable men and to the ul-
timate formation of other capable sec-
tions. Wings.

Quality in Oapons.

The object in capon izing is to secure

quality and size, but quality is the most
desirable, that being sought by all who
seek capons. To secure quality much
depends upon both the breed and the
feed. To secure the best capons the birds
must be given plenty of time to mature,
and cannot, therefore, be marked very
young. In fact, age does not improve
the quality of a capon, provided the bird
is not kept over a year and a half, as it

more readily fattens after reaching ma-
turity than before that time. The capon
is to the fowl what the steer is among
cattle, the wether among sheep or the
barrow among swine. It is deprived of
its organs of reproduction, and is entirely
changed in all its characteristics. A
cockerel after being caponized as.sociates

with the hens and will care for a brood
of chicks, clucking for them the same as
a hen. A capon makes a better provider
for chicks than will a hen, as it works
more industriously and stays with chicks
longer. Hence a capon can be utilized as
a brooder during the tim* it is growing.
After caponizing the cockerel do not
attempt to fatten it, but keep it in good
growing condition ; after it has fully
matured, which will be at the age of
about ' fourteen months, if of a large
breed, it may be fattened iu ten days by
con^ning it iu a coop, or in two wMks if
a number are kept in a small yartT.-^
Exchange.

m
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BtJFP LBOHORNS.

theAnother Boom Sprung Upon
Poultry V7orld.

Kugliith Correspondcuce Poultry World.

Booms lu the poultry world don't often

come in pairs, but at the present time

they bid fair to do so. The Indian game,

it appears, is booming in the States as uo

breed has done for years and years, and

now it would seem as if the buff Leghorn

will rival them iu this respect, for in-

quiries are pouring iu from all parts of

America aud Canada, and the compara-

tively small nuniljer of these birds that

are in existence will render it au utter

impossibility for all wants to be supplied.

This variety is very valuable for

several reasons : Firstly, they are scarce,

as I have just said. Secondly, they are

more pleasing to the sight and take bet-

ter with the public than anv of the other

varieties of Legh jmj>. Thirdly, they are

the only known buff breed of poultry iu

existence, with the exception of buff

Cochins. Fourthly, they are larger aud
Ijetter egg producers than most of the
Leghorn family.

The supply for several seasons is bound
to be less thau the demand and the
prices will naturally continue good.
Breeders generally realize the fact that
"they must make hay while the sun
shines." In otlier wonts, they must make
their har-vest whilst any individual breed
is iu demand, for once a breed has
boomed and l>econie well circulated,

nothing but ordinary prices need l)e ex-
pected, for as soon as competition steps

IU down goes the price.

la buff Leghorns, however, any bird of
extra quality will always fetch a high
figure, as the ]>ercenlage of firHt-class

specimens is very much less than is the
case in whites and browns. It is also a
color, as iu Cochins, specially liable to

fade, and many a perfect pullet moults
into a mealy hen. This may not effect

the breeding quality of the bird, but it

can be readily undei^too<} that a bird tl-at

goes through several moults without loss

of color is a much more valuable speci-

iiiCu, even ikAOuae&A lb nCrc iiiicnor oS a
pullet.

It is a well-known saying among breed-
ers "that birds always breed to iheir first

feathers." That may l)e so and generally
is the case, but I am confident that faded
birds must perpetuate more or less that
tendency to fade when moulting that I

have referred to.

In conversation with a well-kuowa buff
Cochin breeder the other day he said he
had not found such to be the case, and
as long as a bird had been a goo<l col-

. ored chicken he did not object to it as
an old bird if faded. I do not think he
has ever studied the effects of breeding
from faded birds, but having goo<l colored
chickens has not carried his investiga-
tion beyond the one generation.
For some time, however, in buff Leg-

horns we cannot select with this strin-

gency ; the uuml)er of first-class birds
won't admit of our discarding them, if

faded. But iis soon as it is possible,
breeders should select those birds for

breeding that maintain their color
through moult to the greatest degree of
f>erfection. In this variety the pullets
breetl very much lietter and truer than
the cockerels. The pullets, in fact, com-
ing good in almost as large a {percentage
as the browns do. But we do not get so
many of exceptional quality. Perhaps I

had lietter define this distinction. What
I mean is that from brown Leghorns one
would naturally expect more birds per
i(x> of exhibition quality, but that the
buffs would throw nearly as many that
would lie fit to breed from.

Every year will make a great differ-

ence, and l)efore long I expect to see
them breeding as true as the older va-
rieties. The best pullet of 188^ was ac-
knowle<lge<l to be equal in quality to the
browns and whites and $60 was refused
for her. Now, although we can never
hope to see a i)etter specimen thAn she
was, yet in the males there is very great
room for improvement. They invanably
are light in tail, many ha\'ing a lot of
white ; white also sometimes shows in

hnckle, but to a less extent.
I only saw two cockerels in 18^ that

were free from white, and even their tails

were not of the most desirable shade.
Still they were both very.beAutiful birds

to behold and were worth a high figure.

This year, however, chickens are much
better all around, and it can only be a

question of time in breeding the males
as good as the females.

This variety needs no special descrip-

tion. Ill all points they should resemble
the other varieties, but in color be a pure
buff throughout, the preferable color be-

ing cinnamon buff as against lemon buff,

although the latter in perfection is very
beautiful.

One point in Leghorns we differ in

from American breeders is the comb. We
must have large, well serrated, handsome
combs in the males, firmly set on and
closely following the curve of the neck,
aud ill the females larger than the Amer-
ican birds have, but very fine in texture.
Coarse Minorca coinlis are not admirable.
One word in conclusion to fanciers who
intend buying this varietx —don't try to

buy cheap ones. You can't get a reliable

breeder under ten dollars. They will

fetch all that in Kngland and in very
many cases more. Kemenilier also that
there are not enough buff Iveghonis liv-

ing to stock the smallest county of your
smallest state and that the early bird
gets all the worms.

ly

The English Carrier Pifireou.

The carrier has Ijeen designated among
fanciers as the King of Pigeons, and for

its noble bearing, power of flight, and

sagacity well deserves the title. It i3

larger than the average pigeon and en-
tirely different from hoiniiig or carrier

pit>eon8 used in war time and for travel-

lug long distances. The bird I am writ-

ing upon is distinctly a fancy breed and
kept for that purpose solely. Most
writers consider them as descendants
from the Persian or Turkish variety, aud
it may be their origin was here. Their
form indicates, however, the cross of the
Horseman and Scandorooiis, and from
this cross the beak and wattle is obtained.
The Turkish variety is not remarkable in

this respect. It is most probable the
Horseman has had a very great deal to do
with the cross that produced it.

The English carrier as it now is, is a
purely fancy breed. The Ijeak must be
long, straight and thick. If the t>eak is

bent, hooked or run out into a thin
spindly point of horn it is a defect for

which many an otherwise fine bird is

severely cut iu the show pen. The wattle
also is quite important. It should l)e

broad across the beak, short from the
head towards the apex or point of the
bill and tilting forward from the head.
The eye should be bright orange red or

fiery gravel color, the core round the eyes
broad, round and of equal width, which
is a great point and termed rose eyed. If

uneven as if it were not placed iu the
centre of the cere, it is then called
pinched eyed and is a bad defect. If the
head is rounded in form it is termed Imr-

rel headed, which is likewise a great
fault. The general form of the carrier is

also a point of great importance. The
neck should be long, thin and without
bend, shoulders wide, wings strong and
pinions long, which adds greatly to its

symmetry of bo<ly. The back should lie

rather hollow, for if it rises, it is a fault

much to lie deplored, detracting from its

beauty. The legs should l)e long and
thick well set. The English carrier as
mentioned l)efore the offspring of birds
brought originally from Persia, Turkey,
Arabia and Egypt which varied consid-
erably. But by careful breeding and at-

tention to generally accept rules it has
l.>een brought to a high standard, though
I fear the birds of the present day are
much smaller and more degenerate thau
they were some twentj' years back,
though, perhaps, they answer quite as
well to the points of the fancy, yet not
such noble and magnificent birds as their
ancestors. Their genuine plumage is

raven black and the feathers set remark-
ably close to the body. These blacks oc-
casionally throw a dun though duns are
thought generally to have the best heads.
Others, as whites, blues and pieds, are
sometimes to be met with but are rarely
very.goo<l, the white having almost al-

ways the great blemish of bull or black
eyes.—^John W. Caughey in the Michi-
gan Poultry Breeder.

— Mi.HS Gay— I wish I owned a bird.

Mr. Ling—Let me l)e your bird. Miss
Gay—I don't want a parrot, thank you.

—

Feathered World.

THE POXJTBR.

A Piereon Whose Beauty Depends
Upon Perpect Symmetry.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

[CONTINUKD.]

Pouters are among the most unsatis-

factory of all pigeons to breed, if they

are to be depended upon to rear their

own young ; for in every stage, from the

laying of the eggs to the youngsters com-

ing out of the nest, difficulties arise. The
eggs from a pair when the cock is a big

blower are very often unfertile. Then
they are clumsy and destroy more eggs

than they hatch, more particularly if they

are heavily flagged ; and if they do hatch,

they more often crush the little ones to

death than not. Furthermore, if they

get through the sitting and feed off their

soft meat, they generally fill their young
ones with wind instead of corn ; and
this is not all, for having got through the

pi^liniinary stages, and the young hav-

ing t)egun to get nicely feathered, the

breeders' hopes are banished by finding

they have lost the use of their legs, and
this happens generally to those that prom-
ise to have the longest limbs. When
this is the case, they may be got up again
byjutlicious treatment, but their linil)s

are invariably—we may say always

—

wide when they are full grown. The
plan to adopt under these circumstances
w to mix some co<l liver oil with flour to
a substance that can be made into pills,

half a dozen or more of which may l)e

given daily, at the same time feeding
them with soaked beans or peas ; this
can l)e done very easily with the hand,
care being taken not to press on their
bkcks during the of>eratioii.

The nests for pouters should always be
made on the floor of the loft in which
they are kept ; and in order to avoid
handling more than is absolutely neces-
sary, a nest pan should Ije used for the
purpose, so that when it is necessary to
assist the parents in feeding the young
the pan can be lifted to a ledge or table,

and replaced when the meai has c>een

given. The best way to feed young
pouters at this age is from the mouth,
but there is a knack in doing this which
is difficult to attain, so recourse is gen-
erally had to hand-feeding. By passing
the back of the neck of the bird between
the third and fourth fingers of the hand
with the palm upwards, the first finger
and thumb can be placed on either side of
the beak, and the mouth opened ; then
with the right hand pass the soaked beans
or peas down the gullet. To this style of
feeding the youn^ ones soon become ac-

customed, and if not roughly handled
will open their mouths themselves, and
suck the corn down, when guided with
the fingers. Young pigeons, after they
are a fortnight old, can be reared in this

way without the aid of their parents, but
then water must be given, and also a lit-

tle grit with the food. There is no diffi-

culty in getting them to drink, for they
will suck the water as soon as their beaks
are placed in contact with it.

Few breeders attempt to rear pouters
without the aid of feeders, for the
reasons which we have already stated.

To be successful with pouters, plenty of
room must be available—overcrowding
has been the cause of disaster in many
pigeon lofts. All birds as well as ani-

mals must breathe pure air, if they are
expected to do well ; and this they can-
not do when they are too closely packed
together ; not only do they suffer in
their health frctni this cause, but they in-

terfere with each other in every con-
ceivable manner. All lofts in which
pouters are kept should be well venti-
lated, for they are naturally hardy birds,

and do not suffer from cold, provided the
loft is free from draughts. There is a
fusty smell about improperly-ventilated
pigeon lofts which cannot be mistaken,
and this is fatal to pouters, whose chief
delight in life is in drawing into their
crops large quantities of air.

Pouters are exjjensive to keep by com-
parison with many other breeds of
pigeons, for it takes ten birds to produce
two pairs of young ones ; namely, two
pairs of pouters and three pairs of
feeders ; for to make success tolerably
sure, one and a half times as many foster-

parents; mnst be kept as pouters. The

plan to adopt with the feeders- is to

change the eggs as soon as they are laid
;

it is therefore necessary to always have a
pair ready, for it is not safe to leave an
egg with the pouters even for a night

;

for one egg spoilt, where very high-class
birds are kept, may mean the best pro-
duction of the season. In the event of
the pouters laying before the feeders, it

is better to chance their breaking them
rather than to take the eg^s away, as
pigeons' eggs seldom hatch if they are
kept for more than a day or two. The
pouters should be allowed to try to hatch
the feeders' eggs, and given others if

they break them, a youngster being pro-
vided at the right time, in order that
they may feetl off their soft meat. Nine
days will be sufficient for this, when it is

advisable to destroy the squabs, so that
as much vigor as possible may be left in

the birds for going to nest again.

It is a curious provision of nature that
when any aHimal or bird is deficient in

one property it generally excels in some
other, and so it is that mismarked pouters
are often more elegant in shape or longer
in limb than those that are perfectly
marked. For this reason it is unwise to
destroy a bad colored young one before
it has left the nest, for from what are

called off-colored and mismarked birds
some of the Ijest results in breeding
pouters have arisen. Judgment must,
however, be used in mating them and
their previous history known, for in-

stance, some of the best blacks have been
bred from duns when the latter have been
soft in color, without any checkering in

the feathers. Sandies, which are bad
reds with black beaks, will generally
produce good blacks. Blue checkers may
Ije bred with blues, but this alliance is

not to l>e encouraged, as the offspring are
apt to come ticked in feather, which is a
bad defect in a blue, and difficult to breetl

out Silvers are of little use for breed-
ing, as when mated with blues they gen-
erally throw kite bars. Of the standard
colors, blacks and reds may be bred to-

gether when both are very sound in color,

the advantage in this instance being that
the limbs of the blacks are made cleaner.

By matching yellows and reds together,
the color of the former is improved at the
expense of the reds, but from this cross
a yellow cock is seldom produced. We
do not, however, wish it to be under-
stood that we advocate the mixing of
colors in breeding, without it is in view
of obtaining some specific object, for ex-
perience has taught us that the four
standard colors—blue, black, yellow and
red—when bred on their own lines, all

become more intensified, as generation
follows generation, if recourse is had to
proper selection.

There are very few really good judges
of pouters—few who know where to look
for points which make the finish of a
perfect bird. An experienced eye, on the
other hand, can detect a good pouter in

whatever position it may be, whether in

the act of feeding, sitting in repose on its

block, or in full show. When the girth
of body is slender, and the shoulders and
limbs are properly placed, it cannot get
into a bad position ; whereas a fauTtv
bird can sometimes show itself to ad-
vantage.

Position is everything in a pouter, and
to get this the legs must be placed far

enough back in the Iwdy ; however good
a crop it may possess, if it does not stand
at the right angle the whole beauty is

lost. If the legs are too forward a pouter
loses height, which is an important fea-

ture. When passing along a row of
pouter pens, the bird that stands the
highest IS generally a good one, though
possibly it may not have the longest
limbs.

[to be continued.]

SCRAPPLE.

The Lanffshan Fow^l.

Many farmers are breeding Langshans
because they are a good farm fowl. The
black variety is the oldest and most
popular,though the white Langshan is an

addition within the last two years to the

new breeds. As a market fowl there is

none better, and this fully covers its good
points for a farm fowl, else they would
not find much call in market. They are
good layers of large eggs, and with equal
Attention bestowed on other kinds will

supply eggs in abundance, even is cold
weather. The hens make good mothers,
yet not inveterate sitters like Cochins.

—

American Agriculturist.

The Old Speckled Rooster—Mak-
ing Ne-vv Breeds—Poultry in

Winter—Qoose Culture.

T/ie following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
alt kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the carefnl perusal of the

readers of Thk Fancihr.s' Journai.. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore invite contributionsfrom ei'ery-

one rvho has anything to say pertaining

lo poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

The Old Speckled Rooster.
ituw dear to my heart is the old speckled rooster

Which fond recollections bring hack to my
view.

With spurs long and pointed and curving, he
used ter

Go crowing around tilt he made the air blue
;

And when some strong rooster would come to do
battle,

How quick would the old chaD get up 00 his

guard ;

He'd make the eyeballs of a strange rooster

rattle.

And scatter the feathers all over the yard ;

The old speckled rooster, the mongrel-bred
rooster,

The fifty-cent rooster that scratched in the
.vard. —TheSearon.

Makiner New Breeds.

It seems to !« the craze of both ama-
teur and professional poultrytnen to

either endeavor to get up a new breed or

help boom one just started. It is this

Yankee notion for something new that
causes it. Of what use can it be ? When
we had the Hominiques, Plymouth Rocks
and silver Wyandottes, why was it neces-
<;nv«' kf\ rvr\ Tifv^l-iAf 3 1-Tn««A ftaM. ,..\*lt ^

Plymouth Rocks eclipsed the original
barred ? Have the white, black or golden
Wyandottes Ijeen able to put the silver
laced in the shade ? We could thus re-
view the new foreign varieties, but it is

useless. There are exceptions, however,
but they are few. We believe the Indian
game is a valuable addition, but we see
no use for the white Langshan. A new
breed should prove themselves more meri-
torious than those already established.
When they fail to do that we have uo
further use for them.
The other day a prominent fancy poul-

man told us he had a new breed, the
Dominique Minorca, but he admitted
they were no better than the white or
black Minorca. Granting that they
might create a boom, would hot a swin-
dle occur? Would not the Dominique
Leghorns be used to catch unfortunate
novices? When the white Minorca boom
arrived the white Leghorns put their
best foot forward and won.
And so we could continue for some

time. When the speculator will cease
making new breeds we may be more able
to near up to perfection in what we've
got, but not before.—Nebraska Farmer.

Manila Poultry House.

To build palatial or uudulj- large or ex-

pensive houses for hens is, to say the

least, a sad example of misplaced funds,

says the Ohio Poultry Journal. And yet
we often see it. A gocnl way is to build
of uianila board, and your house is

cheap, good and durable, lasting twenty
years. This manila board is found on
the mirket at a reasonable price, is

largely used in some sections, and is a
most excellent article for light buildings.
It is about one-sixth of an inch thick,
three feet wide, in rolls of two hundred
and fifty and five hundred square feet. It
is water and weather-proof, hard and
tough, like the water pails, barrels and
Iwats that we <)Ccasionally see. I saw
such an one a few days ago on Mr. T. B.
Hill's place, in this country. He builds
for flocks of thirty fowls, with a run in-
closed, and a wire fence twenty by sixty
feet. The house is ten feet long, eight
feet wide, six feet high in front and four

feet high at the rear, with stanting roof.

A twelve-light window is iu the front
with the greatest length placed hori-
zontally, and a door in tlie end. A
small trap-<loor is placed in front near
the end, at the bottom, for the fowls.
The roof projects three inches all around,
and under the roof in the rear wall, near
to one end, is a fresh-air passage two- by
three inches. In the end wall, opposite
the door, near the front and tiie roof
another is made of the same size for ven-
tilation. The frame and floor are of
hemlock. The sills are four in number,
three by four, lai<l lengthwise on good,
firm supports, with one at each end. and
a good inch flooring covered with two
inches of $aiid. The studs can be two
by three, seven in front and the same at
the rear, while five will do at the ends.
These studs are .so placeil that we can
board up on the outside and on the in-

side, leaving a two-inch space in the walls
to be filled with sawdust as it is boarded
up, thus making a very warm and com-
fortable house.
The cost would be for hemlock lumber

frame and door, at $i$ per |iooo :

Lumber $3.67
Roll manila 2.tf>

Window, nails, etc 1.33

Total $7^
This makes au excellent house for

thirty hens, and for 300 the cost would
be but I75. The roost can be placed
across the building at the end opposite
the door, one foot from the wall or two
feet apart, with three cross-pieces, and
the nests arranged at the other end near
the door and at the rear.—G. O. Brown
in Baltimore Sun.

Soaly Leff Cure.

When fowls are afflicted with scaly leg

the Ijest way to affect a cure is to insert

a feather in the spout of a coal oil can so

that too large a stream will not run out.

Have some one hold the fowl by the
wings, then take hold of a toe of one
foot at a time and pour a fine stream
from the edge of the feathers entirely
down the leg to end of toes, taking care
that all parts of the foot and leg are
iuuruugliiy saluraleu with the oil. Usu-
allj' one application will be enough ; if

not, repeat it ; a second time will surely
effect a cure. The scaly appearance is

caused by an insect which the oil kills

and leaves the legs clean and smooth.
This cure will often answer when the legs
get to twice their usual size, which is

often the case when neg1ecte<i.—Orange
Judd Fanner.

Feed Simple Food.

Corn is one cent a pound, oats a cent

and a half, and wheat two cents ; which
shall I feed my growing chicks? Corn is

cheapest. Because corn is thirty-three

per cent cheaper than oats, and fifty per
cent cheaper than wheat it by no means
follows that it is the cheapest to feed, lie-

cause here it must be measured by its

ability to produce. One thing is certain,
the elements must be in the grain in

order to produce the same in the aniuial
tissues. A strictly carbonaceous food
would not build up the albuminoids.
Hence corn is more expensive in growing
chicks than oats or wheat. It may form
a portion of the daily diet, say perhaps
twenty per cent, but not more, for beyond
this is not profitable. Oats whole and
ground, wheat, cooked vegetables, an
abundance of clover, and a small quantity
of corn should form the rations fed to
growing chicks, and the quantity given
must be in proportion to the needs of the
creature. If a large amount of corn or
corn meal is fed there is great danger of
disturbances with the bowels. Its heating
nature is apt to produce an inflamed con-
dition of the lining membrane of the
intestines. Feed simple food free from
all condiments and note how rapidly the
chicks will grow and how they will

thrive.—Maine Farmer.

Poultry in W^lnter.

When chicks have bowel disease in

winter and crowd in the brooder, it means
that they do not have enough heat.

For cholera add a teaspoonful of liquid

carbolic acid to a pint aud a half of
water. Mix their food with the water
and give the fowls no other water to

drink. Cholera is indicated by great
thirst, greenish droppings (changing to
yellow and white color) prostrations and
a nervous, anxious expression.

Clover hay, chopped fine, and steeped
a few minutes in boiling water, makes
the l)est ami cheapest green foo<l in

winter.
If onliitarv l)owel disease occurs change

the food and give once a day calculating
for encli ten hens a teaspoonful of the
following mixture : Groun<l saffron, gen-
tian and ginger, each one ounce

;
ground

red oak bark, half an otiiire ; re<l l>ep-
per, a teaspoonful. Mix well aud give it

in the soft food.

The best way to fee<l soft foo<l is bran
one morning, corn meal and ground oats
the next, and a mixture of bran, corn
meal and middlings the next, scalded
and fed warm. Never feed quite enough
in the morning. Let the hens be hungry
.so as to compel them to scratch. At
nieht give them all they can eat. Give
noihing at noon.—Rural World.

Qoose Culture.

As conipare<l with other varieties of

useful poultry, there are but few geese

raised ; and yet those who have proper

surroundings can rai.se them profitably.

The farmer who possesses a field that is

rocky or hilly, through which flows a
brook, or that has in it a pond of water,
can raise them with profit for flesh and
feathers alone, as what is termed "live
geese feathers" are alwa}'8 in demand at

a fair price, and the young fattened in
the fall generally demand good figures.

To have them produce a good supply of
feathers of the finest quality they must
have free access to water.
To the fancier of thoroughbreds, who

has a place like the above, geese are
more than doubly profitable, as there is

always a demand for good specimens for
breeding and show purposes, particularly
of the EmMen and Toulouse varieties.
In raising geese we claim there is as much
a right and a wrong way as in raising any
other variety of poultry. If you would
raise the largest per cent possible of the
young that are hatche<l, and desire that
they should t)ecome as large and fine as
possible, it is as much a necessity that
the goslings never are allowed to have ac-
cess to a pond, brook, puddle or even a
pan of water to sit in, as it is for the
older ones to have free access to water.
Give them cups to drink from, and see
that they are supplied with all they want
at all times, but do not allow them to
swim until the breast is well feathered

;

and until they are well covered with
feathers see that they are under shelter,
as well as the chicks, during heavy
showers. Remember they are "silly iis

geese," and unless you see to it that thev
are housed the chances are they will
stand in some corner with heads up
squealing and crying and soaked to the
hide. Be careful not to overfeed the
young, or they will be troubled with indi-
gestion, weak legs, etc. Give them a
pasture with plenty of {^rass, and feed
sparingly of fattening grains. After they
are feathered turn them out with the old
ones and feed grain only once daily, and
my word for it, you will raise a large per
cent of those hatched, and they will de-
velop into large fine specimens.— F. B.

Ziinnier in Poultry Bulletin.

Plain Facta.

Many claim that fowls in confinement
will not lay as well as those having a

wide range, but as I have had a chance to

test this matter thoroughly, can say that

hens confined in yards have laid fully as
well for me as those running out, and
their eggs hatched equally as well. To
get these results requires a little extra
lalxar to l)e sure. I go to the woo<ls in
the spring with a team and shovel up a
lot of old rotten logs, leaves and wood
dirt which I haul and throw in heaps in
my pens ; this the fowls "pitch into," the
laziest old hen iu the lot working as
though her life depended on turning the
heap upside down before night. They
find many insects in this, besides I notice
they eat all the little fine roots, which
they seem to relish greatly.

Do not pamper and doctor your fowls
all the time. If a person starts into buy-
ing and using every medicine and "fancy
fixing" advertised, they will soon have
no fowls at all. Remember that just a
plain diet, varied occasionally, fecdiug

|

sometimes cooked food, is all that fowls
require when in good health. If diseased,
hunt for the cause. I'Mlth and lice cause
a great deal of uti health fulness among
fowls. Then over-feeding has something
to do with it, loo. The (owl that ranges
and hunts its ow n fo<)<l is always healthy.
The over-fed fowl is the one that always
has cholera.— Frank Knowlesin Fanciers'
Herald.

Removing: the Feathers.

On even such an apparently simple
topic as plucking fowls for market there

is much rliffereiice of opinion, and are

many different inetho<ls. Of course it is

entirely out of the way to remove them
in such a manner as to tear the skin.

Tliere are some people who object to
scalding fowls preparatory to removing
the feathers. Professor Blot, of culinary
fame, among the numlier, on the ground
that it injures the quality of the flesh.
With all respect for the renowned pro-
fessor, we do not believe the difference
is worth minding at all. There is such a
thing as being too fussy to live. The
yellow-legged chickens of our lioyhood,
stewed with an abundance of rich gravy,
were "licking good," albeit scalded be-
fore being plucked.

It has lx:en proven by us that if the
bird be taken immediately after it is

killed and the feathers plucked, they
will come out easily and quickly, but this
roust be done before the fowl is through
with the muscular twitchings which ac-
company its death.—Poultry World.

"Egg Eating.

Egg eating by fowls is often caused in

the first place by the neglect of the at-

tendant in not removing broken eggs
from the nest. As soon as an egg is dis-

covered to be cracke<l or broken, it

should be removed at once, for the con-
tents as well as the shell is much relished
by the birds, and they, like the tiger,

which has once tasted blood, will never
rest till they can have a second edition of
the savory morsel. Another cause is

allowing eggshells to ht left about where
the fowls can get at tliem, instead of coo-
signing them to the rubbish hole. This
bad habit when once contracted is very
hard to cure, therefore every precaution
should be taken to guard against it.

Comb-Estinff Hens.

We read in a recent issue of Poultry

Keeper where a correspondent stated

that he posseted a fine flock of browu
I.,eghoms, but the hens picked the comb
of the cock so badly in such a short time
that he was ruined temporarily, if not
forever. He could not devine the cause.
The editor of the English Stock Keeper
says he has noticed Plymouth Rock bens
devouring each other's combs.

It is a bad habit, but one that can be
cured. We have had experience in the
premises and obtained practical results,
and we should have spoken of it sooner
but the thought of doing so never oc-
curred to us until the al>ove attracted our
attention. The start of the habit is feather
pulling, and by accident the combs get
picked. The fowl gets a taste of the
bl(x>d and flesh of the comb, which seems
to encourage it to further indulge in the
luxury. What kind of a taste this blood
and comb produces we do not know, but
we do know that they prefer it greatly to
a nice leau piece of lieef. We cannot
solve the taste, but we can break up the
prac»-Ve and habit by catching the birds,
and with a sharp penknife make an in-

cision in the roof of the mouth at the end
of the beak, so that the blood will flow
slightly. The blood from that satisfies

them. Then put them in separate coops
for a few days and it is very seldom a biitl

has to be so treated twice. The above
method is an old feather-pulling remedy,
and we are not the founder of it, but we
do claim originality for it as applied to
comb-eating hens. It is no theory. It

has done the work for us and it will do
the same for others.—Poultry News.

—Does a hen set because she is fat ?

This we came near answering in the affir-

mative once, but find it an exploded
theory, as many of oui leanest and best
layers felt the incubating fever far oftener
than some of our fat hens.
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CAGE « BIRDS AND PETS.
VARIATIONS IN THE OAT.

The Many Varletiee of Oolor Now
Bxtant.

W. B. Tegelmeier in the Field.

The annual cat show at the Crystal

Palace affords an opportunity of investi-

gating the progress that has been made

in producing or intensifying variations

in the domestic cat during the score of

years the show has been established. On
the occasion of the first show fancy cats

were so little thought of that Mr. Wilson,

at that time naturalist to the Palace, told

me he had to make up the number of

entries by exhibiting some of the numer-

ons cats kept in the building as rat catch-

ers and showing them in the names of

the employees, while at the present time

the "cat fancy" is in the ascendant. We
have not only a National Cat Club, but

a cats' house for boarding the animals

during their owner's absence, which we
are told is supported by "sympathizing
subscribers," but the proposal for a cat

and cage bird uecropoiis, which was
gravely started by a deceased bone-setter
and supported by various titled person-
ages, proved too great an absurdity for

the public and reached no further than
the issue of the prospectus. There is

therefore little chance of the remains of
our favorites being ground into manure
for the benefit of the inhabitants of some
yet uncivilized island a few thousands
of years hence, as recently happened to

the cats entombed by the ancient Egyp-
tians at Beni Hassan. Nevertheless the

cat family progresses. Six hundred ani-

mals of the dififerent varieties of felis

domesticus were on view at Sydenham
on Tuesday and Wednesday laat, where
they were arranged in fifty classes and
competed for one hundred and fifty

prizes. This large number of classes ex-
ceeds that of the known varieties and
was formed by separating the sexes and
ages of the animals and giving a dupli-

cate set of prizes to the cats of the prole-
tarians.

The animals were arranged primarily
into short-haired and long-haired ; those
in each group being shown in classes.ac-'

cording to sex, age and color. The chief
self-colors—to borrow a term from the
florists' vocabulary—are black, white and
a smoky tint, by courtesy called blue.

The striped cats—termed tabbies—^are di-

vided into those with brown ground
color, those with a light or "silver"

f
round, and the sandy, or "red tabbies,

here are also classes for such as have
the stripes broken up into spots. The
tortoiseshell offers some singular phe-
nomena to the naturalist—in the tortoise-

shell without white the colors are mingled
black and reddish sandy. She tortoise-

shell cats are not uncommon, but males
are of extreme rarity, and consequently
of considerable pecuniary value. In the
tortoiseshell and white the colors are in

much stronger and larger patches, and
more distinctly defined. This marking
prevails in both sexes. As a show cat, a
tortoiseshell torn would be a great acqui-
sition, only one having been on view dur-
ing the whole of the Palace shows. Va-
rious attempts have been made to produce
the variety by careful selection of
parents. The result of one of these ex-
periments, which was by courtesy called
tortoiseshell, was shown at the Palace

—

a dark, badly colored grizzle, showing
that much more carefiH experimenting
must be had recourse to if the desired re-

sult is to be obtained. That this can be
accomplished there can be no doubt

;

for, a few years since, sand^ or "red"
tabby females were exceedmgly rare,

but by careful selection they have been
bred, and at the show no less than six
specimens were exhibited.
The Siamese breed, dun in color, with

all the extremities, nose, ears, feet and
tail black, has become much less defi-

nitely marked than when first imported.
The long-haired cats of various colors
—which are usually termed Persian or
Angora, afcerthe place from whence they
are generally obtained—are remarkable,
not only for the length of the hair, but
also from the fact that in many there is

incomplete development of the sense
organs. The eyes are blue, like those of
a kitten before being opened ; and in

many, but not all, the internal ear is cor-

respondingly undeveloped, and the ani-

mal consequently deaf These long-

haired varieties are more delicate than
the common breed, and are subject to

epileptic attacks, during which they dash
about in an alarming manner, but usually
recover if they are allowed to remain
perfectly undisturbed in the place in

which they endeavor to conceal them-
selves.

The origin of the domestic cat is doubt-
less of a composite character. The
ancient Egyptians mummified their do-
mestic variety, derived from Felis manic-
ulata, a North African species ; and in

every country in which the cat has been
domesticated, it has crossed with the
smaller wild Felidse of the district, and
acquired new characters ; so that the cat
of the more secluded districts of the
western world are unlike those of Europe,
which again differ from the cat of Persia,
as they do from the animals of the still

further East The exact history of the
long-haired Persian is not recorded. It

probably was derived from an animal in

which a natural variation occurred, which
was valued and carefully bred from. Long
hair is not uncommon in the Felidse.

Not long since a long-haired variety of
the cheetah (Felis jubata) was received at

the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park,
where it was immediately raised to the
dignity of a distinct species, and called
Felis lanea. It is doubtless owing to the
multiple origin of the cat, and the diffi-

culty under ordinary conditions of regu-
lating the parentage, that the numerous
varieties are due, and that so little de-
pendence can be placed on the colors of
of any particular litter.

—Old lady (to grocer's boy)—"Be them
^KK^ on the counter fresh ?" Boy

—

"Ye'm." "How 'ang have they been
laid?" "Not very long, ma'am. I laid

'em there myself less than half an hour
ago."—Gossip.

GAME BANTAMS.
Black Reds, Brown Reds,

Duckwings, Pyles.

I have won hundreds of prires during the last
few years on my games and game bantams and
at present my stock is well able to uphold its past
high reputation.
Amongst my Brown Keds are cock, id, hen, id,

at Industrial. ' Cock, ist and 2d, hen, ist and 2d,
cockerels and pullets, ist and id, at Hamilton.
Nearly all my birds are winners. I have a grand
lot for sale, all colors.

E. F. DOTY,
47 Wellington Place, Toronto.

KSTABLISITED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs? Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Caviea and i»gt Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. I.,etter*

and Notes 00 Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing wriih All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free, United States and Canada,
$2. 10.

Addresa Post-Oflice Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, ix>ndon, B. C,
England.

DIPLOIVIAS
-FOR-

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THE USE OF

Club Secretariea.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station, at-
mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and age,
name and sex of bird.

In lots of 50 or less, $2.50 ; each additional 50,
)3.oo. Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

OUR CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The Fancikrs' Journal
for one year with any of the following named
publications, post free, upon receipt of price

named :

With
Regular Fanciers'
Price. Journal.

American Angler l3'0o (400
Americ.<n Agriculturist .... 1.25 3.50
American Field 5.00 6.00
American Fish and Game War-
den 1.00 3.00

American Garden 2.00 3.50
American Poultry Yard .... 1.50 3.25
American Stock-Keeper .... 2.00 3.00
American Kennel Gazette . . . i.oo 3.00
Canadian Poultry Journal ... .75 3.00
Canadian Poultry Review . . . i.oo 3.00
Canadian Pigeon and Pets. . . .50 2.70
Century 4.00 5.50
Country Gentleman 2.50 3.50
Delaware Farm and Home . . 1.00 2.75
Fanciers' Gazette (English) . . 2.10 4.25
Fanciers' Gazette (American) . 1.00 2.60
Farm Journal 50 2.60
Farm Poultry 50 2.60
Frank Leslie's

Popular Monthly 3.00 4.00
niiutrated Weekly 4.00 s-oo
Budget of Wit 2.25 3.75
Pleasant Hours 1.73 3.25

Guide and Friend 25 a.6o
Garden and Forest 4.00 5.50
Georgia Farmer 50 a.6o
Harper's Monthly 4.00 j.oo

Weekly 4.00 5.00
Bazar 4.00 5.00
Young People 2.00 3.00

Lippincott's Magazine 3.00 5.50
New England Fancier 50 2.75
New Jersey Agriculturist . . i.oo 3.00
New York Mail and Express
(Weekly) 2.00 3.50

New York Times (Weekly) . . i.oo 3.00
New York World (Weekly) . . i.oo 3.00
Ohio Poultry Journal i.oo 3.00
Poultry Bulletin 1.00 2.60
Poultry Chum 25 j.6o
Poultry in California 50 2.75
Poultry Herald .50 2.75
Poultry Keeper 50 2,70
Poultry Monthly 1.25 3.00
Poultry News ....••.. .25 2.60
Poultry World 1.25 3.00
Practical Poultryman 50 2.75
Popular Science News i.oo 2.75
Prairie Farhier 1 00 2.75
Puck 5.00 6.00
Rural Califomian i.y> 3.00
Rural New Yorker 2.00 3.50
Scientific American 3.00 4.00

Architects' Edition . s.'o 6.00
Southern Fancier 50 2.75
Shooting Times (English) . . . 2.60 4.70
Spirit oilhe Times 5.00 6 00
Sports Afield 2.00 3.75
Stock-Keeper (English) 3.15 4.50
St. Nicholas 3.00 4.50
The Fancier i.oo 3.00
The Fanciers' Monthly .... 1.00 3.00
1*^* «?..«»:»» c—j.,.

—

— .
.^".•! """^"' *"'"" •" ••'"
Truth 4.00 5.00
Turf, Field and Farm 5.00 6.00

PUBLICATIONS.

A>rEllICAN KENNEL CLUB

Stud B^o*^-
Blanks (or registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZEUE.
the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains theJudges' reports and certifie<l prize lists
of the different shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER 18

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
RABBITS, CAGE-BIKDS, AC

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largestcirculationofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best English stock advertised m its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, »JJ. 1 5,
Officb: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

^hc •pomir\^ 6xcJ?an|e.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
PiOEONS. The official journal of 'The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." $1
per year. Address

HOMINQ EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GBRMANTOWN, PA.

INCUBATORS.

Prairie State Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the ({reat-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

CompaSeville,

76-127 Chester Co., Pa.

PINELAND
INCUBATORS
-AND

LEAD ALL OTHERS.
Five firsts, two seconds and one special at the

three great New Jersey fairs, Mt. Holly, Wa-
verly and Trenton. We manufacture the latest
and greatest novelty,

The Paragon Incubator
The simplest, cheapest and l>est hot water incu-
bator ever invented. Our mammoth catalogue,

BVBRVTHINO FOR THE POULTRY VAKI)

Ready Dec. i . Price 5 cents. Circulars free.

Address,

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

THE
-EMPIRE INCUBATOR-

AND BROODERS.
Winner of First Prizes at every Shaw where

exhibited.

This machine is warranted to hatch 90 per cent
when oiierated as directed, or price of machine
refunded. A written guarantee will be given
with the sale of each incubator. This incubatir
was invented by a man of several years' experi-
ence in poultry raising and the management ol
different makes of incubators. It is constructed
of the very best materials of their several kiuds,
and the work executed by the verv best of work-
men. Write for catologue and price list. Plea.se
enclose 2C. postage stamp.

EMPIRE INCUBATOR CO.,
HAMBfRc, NEW York.

t^Address all correspondence to Branch Office,

j/9 Edmund Street, Camden, N. J. 84-110

EXCELSIOR

INCUBATOR
Simple, Perfect, k8eir<re«ulatlHC.

.ij|»*«^;SWvrfWW»WOV'*lC

r*t«a«M u«
uiaAwtarrr, I

Hundreds In anc*
k eesafal oiieration.

I
Quaranteed to hatch
a large percentage
of fertile eraii as any
other hatcher. Send
new Illustrated Catalo^u.

GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy, IIL

1 <c. for M h

EUREKA
SEND 5 CENTS OR STAMPS

FOR
loo-PAGE BOOK OF

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS TO
J L CAMrUKLL. West Elizabeth, Pa.

This nd. is good for $r part payment for an in-
cubator 85-112

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOU lb. Bag, 9a.OO
Granulated Boiie, " lUO -i.lR
Orotind Beet
Stiriipa, - - - • 100 •I.OO

Calcito, - - . - ' 800 8.00
Crushed Flint, - ' 800 8.00
Crushed Oyster
ShellH, - - - • 800 8.0U

Send lor our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt o(

C. n. UKMPWOLF <ft CO.,

42-93 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

TORONTO GAME FOWL YARDS.

Black Reds, Captain Henton's and Sam Mat-
thews' most celebrated stock; Brown Reds, C. W.
Brierly; Duckwings, Brockbank and Chnlouers';
Pyles, Bricrly's. Black Reds, hens 1st and 2d at
Industrial: Brown Keds, cock ist and hen 1st and
jd at Industrial; Pyles, cock ist and hen 2d at
London. The recent winners are all in my yard,
also many other great winners. Also Sumatra
and White Aseel Game. E. F. DOTY,

47 Wellington Place, Toronto.
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BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

KBNNEL.
American Kennel. Burges

)

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Diseases of. DaUiel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog 'Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Euglishe Dogges. Reprint of 157(5 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XllI.each
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions

Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and crilicismsof nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $5.00; leather

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables
Moderu Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters

Monograph of the German MastilT or
Great Dane Dog

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon,
Stonehen^e on the Dog
The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer

The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored poitrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ....
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31

prize dogs; in leather
Youatt on the Dog
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

CAOE BIRDS.
~.. «*.*.J.. n..

Cloth
Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition

Native Song Birda. George J. Bamesby. .

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby

PIGEONS.
Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts

Loft Reg^i.ster, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright .

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

POULTRY.
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of orize birds and other engravings. , . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow .

Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry B(X)k. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wocxTcut*. By Harri-
son Weir

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry for the Man v Plantagenet
Poultry Doctor. J. fe. Diehl. . .

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch
'

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial
Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....

Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. •

The Philo.sophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felcli & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper ......
Poultry for the people. Comyns ...".' .'

Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Comyns

MlSCBLLANBOtJB.
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws
Cats

;
Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated)
Practical Rabbit keeper. Cuniciilus .

'.

The Art of Training Animals
; paper ; il-

lustrated
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals
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DOGS.
AdvertisemenU without display inserUd under

IMS headingfor i cents per wordfor each insertion

Beagles.

BEAGLE HOUNDS FROM TWO MONTHS
to three years old. Puppies and trained
stock

; bred from hunting qualities, not reg.
stock. Fine heads, long ears, good siie and
form. E. P Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

Bloodhounds.

^OR SALE.—A choice litter whelped Febmary
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Haven. Vt.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

thu' headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Collies.
~~

O

O

RDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups aired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displaved advertisement. W.
Atlee Rupee &.Co.,'Philadelphia, Pa. 85-tf

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyii
GaylaKS, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

YOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-
logue. Lake View Kennels, Worcester,
Mass. 75-tf

If

For 8ale or Kxchanse.

/^>OCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; mastiffs Eadbert, Eriant
and bitch pup ; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies ; Irish setters. aiicT pair puppies 6
months old, by Dick Swiveler

; greyhound
and beagle puppies. Want breach-loading
shot guns and rifl.;s, fold' "- - •
glass, telescope, lathe. J
Hornellsville, N. Y.

folding boat, field-
Otis Fellows,

ENGLISH MASTIFF BITCHES, SIRED BY
Caution, now in whelp, bred to Belmont
(by Berkshire Caution—Berkshire Zetta);
whelps will have four strains to Champion
Crown Prince. Berkshire Kennels, Hins-
dale, Mass. 84.87

PUP FIVE MONTHS OLD, WEIGHS 74
pounds, is seven-eighths mastiff, one-eighth
Great Dane, very handsome, fine and all
right. Price $25. Will exchange for har-
ness or road cart. Fred H. Hyde, Poult-
ney, Vt. 86-87

ED IRISH SETTER DOG, 2« YEARS
old, beautiful dark red, no white. Want
harmless double-barrelled shotgun or well-
bred Clumber spaniel bitch. Both parties
to approve or no trade. Box 86, Basking
Ridge, N. J. a6-3t

R

Fox Hounds.

F•X HOUNDS FROM BEST PACKSIN PENN-
sylvania. Send for descriptive li.st. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. a*tt

Irish .Setters.

NELLIE SWIVELER, YEAR OLD, DAUGH-
ter of the famous Dick Swiveler. Address
L. M. Mintess, 439 Chestnut Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa. 85-86

Fox Terriers.

*OR SALE — FOX TERRIERS OF THE
' highest breeding. Puppies and young

bitches in whelp at moderate prices. Print-
ed pedigrees on application to J. A. Hoffar,
143 N St., Washington, D. C. 81 tf.

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, PhUadelphia.

Poodles.

A'
T STUD.—FAMOUS CORDED COATED

poodle Dexter. Orders booked for pups by
Dexter—Nell. French poodles for sale.
Box 244, Salem, Mass. 83-st

PuiKS.

BREEDERS AND FANCIERS.—WE HAVE
future winners in pug puppies out of cham-
pion-bred bitch LUly (8900) and prize win-
ner Flora, sired by Lord Clover (14,005).
Little beauties, correctly marked and
prices low. East Lake Kennels, West Jef-
ferson, O. 87-88

FINE PUPS ON SALE-Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

Rabbit Hounds.

RABBIT HOUNDS.—GOOD LOOKING NA-
tive beagles, guaranteed excellent in the
field at $20 each ; same kind unbroken, |io.
Pedigreed beagles at reasonable prices.
Largest stock in the United States. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 83 tf

Setters.

FR SALE.-Sam C. by King Noble—Cricket,
winner ^nird. Setter Dert)y Central field
trials, 1889. Address H. Clay Glover, 1293
Broadway, New York City.

FR SALE.—CHOICE GORDON SETTER
pups, whelped September i, 1890, out of
Dandelion by the celebrated Rexmont, he
by Heather Harold—Champion Bellinont.
These puppies are magnificently marked,
deep chested, large boned, fine heads,
markings, etc. Printed i>edigrees and full
Enrticulars on application to Smith Bros.,
eep River, Conn. 86-2t

8kye Terriers.

FOR SALE—EFFIE DEANS (DUNBAR—
Nellie); ist New York. i8go. Dog pup by
Lovet (Sir William Wallace- Daisy), Effie
Deans, whelped April, 1890. Three bitch
pups by Champion Jim (Berkie—Highland
Eary), Eflfie Deans, whelped September,
1890. William P. Sanderson, 4202 Balti-
more Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Bernards.

FR SALE —THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains to close out. R. J Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE.—VERY FINE LITTER OF PUPS.
For pedigree and full particulars address J.
H. Gault, Gaul and Adams Streets, Phila-
delphii(. 86-tf

MENTHON KENNEI^, Phcenixville, Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

ST. BERNARDS. — Grandly bred
; perfect

markings. Lake View KenneU, Worcester,
Mass. 76-tf

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 33
South Third Street, PhiladeTp hia. Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fancier«~Pub
lisWng Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

SETTERS AND POINTERS, BROKEN AND
unbroken. Send for descriptive list, .\8soci-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St.. Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserud under

this headingfor 2 centsper wordJor each insertion.

Artists.

CjPECIAL engravings made from photographh^ of dogs. The Fanciers' Publiidiing Co., 3:
South Third St., Philadelphia.

C^

Barred Plymouth llocks.

MY ENTIRE YARD FOR SALE. THOMP-
son's strain. J. H. Drevenstedt, James-
burg, N. J.

BufT Cochins.

H EAD OF THIS PEN HAS TAKEN FIVE
firsts. Young stock for sale. Eggs in sea-
son. Fred. H. Davenport, Englishtowu,
N. J. 84.51

THE GOLDEN FLEECE STRAIN.-THE
true type with superb plumage and great
size. A few cockerels for sale. H. D. Ken-
dall, Lowell, Mass. 86-3t

KnsUsh Pheasants.

M UST BE SOLD THIS MONTH. PRICES
from $10 to $15 per trio. N. L. Rockwell.
Sanford Station, Conn. 86-^9

For Sale or £xohanare.

^TTT-ILL EXCHANGE INCUBATORS FOR
Yy pullets, or hens not more than ij^ years

old. Not less than three-fourths Leghorn
blood. Also black Spanish. Empire In-

84-tf cubator Co., si9Edmund St., Camden, N. J.

Red Caps.

CHICKS FOR SALE.
Jamesburg, N. J.

J. H. DRE'VENSTEDT,

Whlte-fbced Black Spanish.

THE HIDALGO STRAIN.—THE HIGHEST
development with rare vigor and vitality.
H. D. Kendall, Lowell, Mass. 86-2t

Various.

A

D

P. GROVES, 38 S. DELAWARE AVE-
nue, Philadelphia, Pa., has for sale golden,
silver and white Wyandottes. Pekin
Bantams. 85-88

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
E P Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

R.S. C. MOVER, LANSDALE, PA., BREEDS
white and silver Wyandottes, Plymouth
Rocks, light Brahmas and mottled Anconas.
Fine stock for sale. 84-5t

FREE TO ALL—THE LARGEST AND
most beautifully illust' ated poultry circular
ever published. George A. Preston, Bing-
haniton, N. Y. 87-it

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

MAGNIFICENT WYANDOTTES, BRAH
MAS, Lephoms, Plymouth Rocks and white
fantail pigeons George A. Preston, Bing-
hamton, N. Y. 87-it

INORCAS FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE;
Long-distance homing pigeons. Good stock
given and wanted. Michael A. Donohue,
931 Scraiiton St., Scranton. Pa.

FFICE STATIONERY FOR POULTRY-
inen, stock breeders or fanciers. Large
stock of cuts. E. S. Haniiiiell, job printer
and stationer, Jamesburg, N. J. Send for
prices. 84-41

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tendeo four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 50
cents per auzen mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philade
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor
redness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia. Pa,

M
O

POULTRY.
Advertisements without ditplay inserted tmder

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Various.

RED CAPS AND BLACK MINORCA8, WON
first and second premium at Mount Hotly
and Trenton fairs. SUndard birds for
sale. Allen H. Tyson. Lanadale, Pa. 84-4!

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion

Barbs.

BAILY, ARDMORE, PA., OFFERS TWO
red cocks, two black hens, one dun hen;
very fine birds, lot $16. 87-it

Kzolirase.

BEES FOR PIGEONS-WILL EXCHANGEmy entire apiary of ten colonies of Italian
bees, extra hives, etc., for Antwerp pigeons.
T. Warden Taylor. Langhome, Pa. fcS?

Fantalls.

wHITH PANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville, Ind. 5,.tf

Homing Plflreoms.

J

w

M. WOOD, 4910 BALTIMORE AVENUE.
^^^

West Philadelphia, Pa, breeder of speedy
homing pigeons and winners of numerous
races. WilT dispose of a few breeds at rea-
sonable price. 87-88

C. CONLEY. 4133 CHESTNUT STREET.
^

Philadelphia, breeder and fancier ot
long-di.-tance homers only ; winner of In-
ter-state and challenge races with young
birds. 1889 ; 2d diploma in old birds, season
of ;88o, from 300 miles, and first bird to
Philadelphia from 400 miles in Concourse
A few youngsters for sale at reasonable
prices.

RITE TO O. F. CONNELLY, CAiUSLE,
Pa., for homing pigeons. 83.87

Jacobins.

T^- TUtiGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
, and breeder ofJacobins. 90-106

Swallows.

A. PICK 1300 N. Washington Street, Ralti-
^
more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, ofail
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his Atfirfc of Ivirflv avf.;! h^* St^£d^ ''*'

proved them until ' he has now as"iSne'*a
stock as can t>e found.

Tumblers.

CHARLES LIENHARD, 438 W. Court Street
Cincinnati, O., breeder of flying tumblers
and Birmingham rollers exclusively.

Tnrbltsi
~

BAILY. ARDMORE, PA., PRIZE WIN-
,
nins wing turbita. All for sale. 87-st

A'

Various.

LL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilaoo's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

FOR SALE—LOPS, HIMALAYANS, ALSO
Guinea Pigs. James E. Church, Hacken-
sack, N. J. 7^.88

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

lop Rabbits.

FR SALE-Imported stock, winners in Bag
land. Fred Stahrer, 119 Abbott Street,
Lawrence, Mass. 73-124

Artists and Engrayers.

-pjRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
*-^ Letter Sheets, Bill Reads, Price Lists, Sched

'

ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schteiber ft
Sons, who are acknowledged lo be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photo

' 1

V

w
ographii
bushinr•f their dogs. The Fanciers' Publ

To.. «» Sotith Third ^t.. PWU^'eln''

Drinklns Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Fineland Fountain;
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incut>ator and

Sl-tf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Shetland Ponies.

SHETLAND PONIES.—ROYAL BLOODED
mare Victoria, sire and dam from Queen
Victoria's herd, 36-inch high bay; black
flowing mane and tail; winner first, silver
medal, Columbus, O.; first London, O. Her
stallion colt Ginger, 6 months, winner first
prize I/indoii, O. Must sell , a rarechance.
George Gillivan, East I.,ake Kennels, Weat
Jefferson, O. 87-11

Wanted.

WANTED. — BLACK MICE.
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa

ADDRESS
87-a(
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Splendid Holiday Presents

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALI, OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS

Jusi^ Out.
•••*••••••• PRICE 50c. 1 I WITHOUT A SINGLE EXCEPTION

The American Pigeon Standard
,

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

CONTAININO A COMPLKTK DBSCBIPTION OF TBK
RRCOGNIZRD VaRIKTIKS ok f IOKON8.

CHARLES TAULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mail from thin office on re-

ceipt of price.

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

BGGS FOB HATCHING.

SEND FOR PRICE UST.

H. ^^r. vahle,
313 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-'3«

Homing Pigeons

DAN WI1.U./.MS, blue checker cock.

JIMUy C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILUAMS, blue checker hen.

n

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PDBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cenfs for which send "The
Fanciers' Journal" for One fear.

NAME-

ADDRESS

?

ALSO TAILBD AND SOLID COLORS IN
OWLS AND TURBITS.

Orders fo'- youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

I AK ITOT IN THE FIQEON BITSIlfESS,

tat breed, for A FANCY . Ugh class

FAITTAZLS
In WMte, Blact,

RedandYellof,

And have for sal
at all tlmas

Very Snpeiior Blnlg,

ooexRellpd in qual-
ity nt. (2.00 each,
and up. Matigfaotion

TAKEN rHOM Lire K""""*^'*-

Am glad at all times to ahow mr stock.
DO NOT AN8W ER P08 lAL. CARD8.

H.C.NORTON,
„ _ Oermantown, Pa.
Or 827 80. Fourth St., Philada.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OKALRRS IN

GUNS, RIFLES. PISTOLS

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THB SALE OF

ADstin's Celelirateil Dog Cates.^^^^

^Gloyer's Imperial Dog Remedies

» PAMPHLET
ON

DOG . DISEASES
Mailed (grratiH) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER.
Veterinary Siir^eoii,

84-97 1«»8 BKOAI>WAY, NEW YORK.

Orange Countii

POULTRY FARM AND YARDS

Cockerels of his Famous Peerless Strains of
Single comb Brown Leghorns, White and Barred
Plymouth Rocks, from |j to fc each per pair
Trios and breeding pens a matter of correspond-
eiice. Guinea Pigs for sale at $3 per pair. Hn-
cloae »c. sump. .- i~ k- «

C. L. REQUA, Manager,
•«tf UlghUnd Mills, N. Y.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRRKDER Of'

BARRED A WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER. WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of AmericaNew York. February, 1890, I was awardc<l the
following prizes, in competition with the best
brteders

;

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four bent I'ullcts

; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock

; first and special third
fourth, and tie fifth on Barred Plymouth Rock
Hene

: first and third on Silver Wyandotte Pul-
,?.'* • ^i"^^ "• «^^"«' *™fe with first on Golden
Wyandotte Pullets.
Choice Breeding and Kxhibition Birds, bred

from my winners, for sale. Illustrated circular"'' 86-138

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. waters.

Is invaluable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

ynuhowto train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way
•o plain that all can comprehend.

STMWBRIDGE & CLOMEB

MARKET. EIGHTH and El BERT i'TS..

PHirjADKT^PHIA, P.A.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

ONLY ONK

PRICE 9ik.5o.

Address

Fanciers' PoMisliiiig Company,

3» S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

8IN6IN6 BIRDS, BIRO FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated caUlogue and price list.
No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Paper vou should send for my list of
papers. I can furni.sh you any paper published
cheaper than the publishers price, and if you
subscnt>e for two or more papers you will get n
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write"
Send ten onts for postage and I'll mail you a
large Imndleof sample copies of different papers.

ADDRESS

My homers are tested as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 525 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-mated birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sportinjf Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. 44-95

Plfi.'^
Cheaters. Berkshires, Polands. Fox

!.JL\25'.,. S°"2^"' B«*K'e».Collies,Setter8.W.OIB-
BON8 A CO..W. Cheater.Pa. Send sUmp for dT

F. D. BECK,
84tt Brilliant, Ohio.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Professional bench show handler. Dogs board-

ed and put in condition for shows.

ELM STATION,

Montgomary Co., Pa.

SPRAITS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
<»Beware ofworthless imitations,same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to |fleas, and
MEDICINES Tor all canine diaeaaes."COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING "

(Post free, j8c.).

8PRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.THE GREATEST EGG PRODUCING FOOD
TMe most .Vultilious and DigestihU Food for liv-

ing Hens a nd for Xftting all kinds of
l^ultry into Show Condi/ion.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Unequaled for renriug Early Chickens

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortatitv in rearing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap .jwr cake . 25 cents
Order from your dealer. Full particulars (rom8PUATTS PATKNT (America), LIMIT'D.

239-145 Kast 56th St., New York City. 71-97

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JWST PtlBLISHKO ""^^^ PRICK, POSTPAID, 30C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

umS^

VOL.. 5, NO. ai. tWHOIJC NO.. 88. ] PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1890. PER ANNUM, »8.80.
8INGI..E COPY, «c.

/^^.

NATIVE SETTER JENNIE, FIRST EASTERN FIELD TRIAL WINNER, 1879.
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DOC SHOWS. I' DOG SHOWS.

FIFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
POULTRY, PIGEONS, PETSTOCK and DOGS,

AT MUSIC HALL, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Premium List uow ready. If you have not reccivtil one, semi ynur iinme to tlie Secretary.
Regular premiuinii and u large list'of ca.sh specials.

R. Or. DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer,
P. O. Box 1061, Providence. R. I.

H. S. BABOOOK, President. 88 93

IN THE STUD.
Advettiienifuls inset led under this heading al the

lolUnuing rales: One inch, single insertion, tijo;
t5.4o/or the month; S15 Jor three months; t2S/or
tix months, and Sso/or the year.

KILLARNEY

LCennels
PURE BRED mii>H SETTERS EXCLUS/VELYnM-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

IN THE STUD.
Adx'erlisemfiils inserted under this heading al

the following rales: One inch, single inset lion,

tt.fo; $S-40 for Ike niunlh; S15 for three months;
$2S for six months, and tso for the year.

poiNTKR IN STUD.

LEBANON
HY TIM -O'EO.

RKCOKU: Ui\i<led fourth Eastern FieUl Trials,

188S; winner of second Kastern l"iel<t TriaU aud

first al CentrHl hiel<I Trirtls, 1SS9.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels.
lebanon, pa.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

CHAMPION "DICK 8WIVEI.ER."

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:

CHAMPION
DICK SWIVELER,
winner ol first clmllenf;e prize, >iew York sliow,

1890; also first nn<l special prizes all over the.

United States
FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show,

1B87 and iSSS (only limes shown).

FEE $25,

GARRYOW^EN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Oarkvowen

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $25.
To a limited uuraber of hitches of approved

breeding.
Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

tion.
Extra choice Irish puppies by the great Dick

SwiVBLBB for sale al reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KILLAUXKY KENXEUS,
50-101 177 State .Street, Chicago, III.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
* short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The proi>erty of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proveil him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.
Mastiff breeders should make the most of this
p-and dug while here. Photographs 25 cents.
Stud fee 475.

J. winchell,
S5-I06 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

DOUGH-COATKD ST, BERNARDS AT STUD.

PRINCE VICTOR
(18,293)

This grand youiiK dog is by Victor Joseph and 1

possesses in bone, color, head and markings the
qualities of his well known sire. Fee JJ5.

LIVERPOOL DLTKE
(17,808)

!

By Lord Warwick—Jessie, litter sister to Nero
n I, sire of Sir Bedivcre. He is goinl in color,

coat, markings, sir.e and lioiie. Fee $^5.

Red.Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—(lron.se II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials i8sa, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester. 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allisler— Ilelle of Furness.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, J35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in Kngland
last vear ann winner of .second prize, puppy
class' at London, Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, J25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton (iame by Gough
—I.,arkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, I25.

All approveil hitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Care W. H. Wkibs,

43-94 Bktiilkiikm, Pa.

IN THE STUD. T THE KENNEL.
.Advertisements insetted under this heading at Advrrtisemetils inserted under this heading a,

the follo:ving rales: One inch, single insertion, the following rales: One inch, single insetlionl

$i.S"; iS-40 for the month; $1$ for three months; $'S0: $5.40 for the month; tts fot three months
SiS for six months, and $<iO for'the year. \

SfS for six months, and $50 fot the year.

IMPORTKI)

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS
AND PUPPIES FOR S.4I.E.

Grand Comi>«nions, Ratters and Watch I>ogs.

AT STUD

THE HENATOR,
KKE. urns.

ROCHELLE KENNELS,

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

75" Box S62, New Rochelle, N. V.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NORKKN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies bv the above dogs. Ch, F;icho Jr. and

others for sn"le. ST. CI.OUD KENNELS.
62lf Tremonl. N. V.

THE KENNEL.

Fox Terriers - ^
-FOR SALK-

F'roiu thoroughbred stock and the best strains.
Circular^ on application to

80-92

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
p. (). liox. 07r,, Albany, N. Y.

FOR SALE
Collies

Irish Terriers

Dogs fior Sale

If you want to buy a good dog of sny
kind write to the

(/900DBURY Kennels,

CITY <JFFICE, 135 S. 8th STRKKT

Pmiladki.phia. Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

Rates reas<mal)Ie.

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLsiDE "Kennels,

53-'04 LANCASTER. MA.SS.

Schlpperkes

We have for sale a few first clas collie pups hy
the wonderful stud dog,

CHRISTOPHER
Al.so three grand brootl bitches(with easy terms

to any of our stud dogs.)

A KBW WELL BRKD

IRISH TERRIERS

ANIl TURKU VERY TYPICAL

SCHIPPKRKES

Fur prices, etc.,

.\I)I)RFSS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

;.VI2: Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

PUGS BUY AT HEADQUARTERS
Young stock brecif
Prize winners,

from
$20 lO $50.

If vou've a bitch to breed, here's the

STUD Eberhart's Cashier (1J901). Fee, fi.s

Bradford Ruby II (9720). Fee, $15.
John Bull,imported (17093). Fee,ji.«;.

Douglass II (11,804). Fee, jio.

Litt'-r guaranteed. .V "square deal" t6 all.

EBERHART PUG KENNKl.S. Cincinnati, O.
82-108 The leading Pug A'rnnrls of America.

PUGS

sCOXCH^-YoLLIES

FORDHOOK KENNELS

85-88

KEYSTONE KENNELS,
i?2o Carson St., PittsburK. Pa.

DIPQ Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
rlUO. Hounds, Beagles.CoUies.Setters.W GIB-
BONb & CO.,W. Chester, Pa. Scud sUmp for cir.

Dl.ACK AND TAN TERRIER,

VORTIGERN M
AT STUD

Sire. Old Cl^-impion Vortigetn. Weight, eigh-
iceii pounds Long, lean head; rich mahogany
tan This j-fand you'ig dog combines the blood
of the celebrated English Champions Hiirk, I.old
George, Prince George and Kenwood Queen.
Just the dog to breed to <l.Trk colond bitches. I

Fee, J15 Address EDWARD LEVER, '

81-107 yot) Bailey St., Philadelphia, Pa. 179-130

Are among the largest in America devoted ex-
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

,
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies

I

sired by Fordhook Stiuire, a son of Ch, The
I Squire; Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-

I

tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. SiiiiigEler,aiid Scot,

a sou of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write al once for prices and full

, descrij)tions. Also one litter sired by the world's
, champion, Scotili.a, and out of Daisy Dean.

]

j

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., >

47J North stii St., Philadelphia, Pa. 1
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FIXTURES.

Dogr ShoAvs.
Dec. 10-16 —Fifth annual bench show of the

Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock A.ssocia-
tion, at Rockford, III. John Teague, secretary.
Dec. 16-19—Second annual exhibiiion of "the

Central Michigan I'oultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Battle Creek, Mich. M. C. Heffron sec-
retary.
Dec. 29-Jaii. 1—Rhode Island Association

bench show, at Providence. R. G. Davis secre-
tary.

'

Dec. 30-Jan. 3.—First bench show of the Buck-
eye Poultry and Pet Stock Association, afCan-
ton, (). James Sterling, secretar\', w I^ojth
Market Street.

ISOi.
Jon. 6-9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry

and Pel Stock Association's bench show at
Binghamtoii, N. V. F. H, Parsons, secretary
Vestal, N. V.

:/>

Jan. 10-14.—Twelfth aiinnal exhibiiion of the
Michigan Poultry aud Pet Stock Association at
Jackson, Mich. S. H. Slifer, secretary.
Jan. 13-16—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet

Slock Assixriation. at Amsterdam, N. Y. Will C
House, Fry's Bush, N. V , secretary.
Jan, 13-17.—International F:xhi{)ition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated! Bench Show at Charles-
ton, S C. Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr., secretary.
Jan. 20-25.—First annual bench show of the

Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Association ntNew Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, secretary. Box
165S.

Jan. 21-26.—Elmira Poultry and Pet Slock As-
sociation's bench show al Elmira, N. V.
Jan. 27-30.—South Carolina Kennel Associa-

tion's inaugural bench show, al Greenville S.
C. F. F. Capers, secretary.
Feb. 24-27.— Fifteenth annual bench show of

the Westminster Kennel Club, at New York
James Morlimore. superintendent.
March i-6 —Second annual bench show of the

Maryland Kennel Club, at Baltimore, Md W
Stewart Diffenderffer, secretary.
March 10 13 —First annual bench show of the

Uuqu'sne Kennel Club, al Pittsburg, Pa, W E
Littell, secretary,
March 21-27.—Seconil annual bench show of

the Mas.sachuselts Kennel Club, at Lviin, Mass
I>. A. Williams, secretary.
March 31-April 3 —Seventh annual benchshow of the New England Kennel Club, al Bos-

ton. Mass. E. H. Moore, secretary
,,,^'',''.'^'' '6-iy.—The inaugural bench show of the
Washmatoii City Kennel Club at Washington.
L>. L. Frederick Webster, secretary.
April 8-11.—Second annual bench show of the

Mascoutah Kennel Club, al Chicago, III. John
I.. Lincoln, Jr., secretary
April 14-17.—Fourth bench show of the Cleve-

land Kennel Club, nt Cleveland, O. C. M. Muu-
hall, secretarj'.

Field Trials.
iJ}*^- VT'.S^F''"''

a""»al field trials of the Cen-
J Ivj";'^ '^•*"'''C'"''«t Lexington, N. C. CH Odell, Mills Building, New York, secretary

.n„!.'^i'P T.''i'',''',''*''P'''''
Kennel Club's seventh

annual field trials al Deatonsville, Vu.

1801.
..i^"".>"' ~^"''f'^"^ annual field trials cf the Pa-
cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
nriggs, secretary,

..Z'^ lr:y^"'^ annual field trials of the Soulh-

M?rfeua Ga"
^"'"** "^ *' Bnmby, secretary.

Poultry ami Pljureon Shows
mSfif' '^'^—.Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet^^jg Association. Rockford. A. H Currier,

aS^.\T'"7:^^°'^^"" PoiItT and Pet Stock
^J^*^^°"-^^<x:kton, Mass. William F. Bond,"*?reUry. Box 795.

Pra.wV.'"^'^-"?'"' .
*" """"al show of the Central

sweta
***^'*^'°". Kichmond, Iiid. J. O. .Myers,

S»2-*w I^"> -Central Michigan Poultry and Pet

HV5w-^*°^'*"°''' ^""'' Creek, Mich M. C.«earon, »ecretary,

Jau, 6-9 —Delaware and Sustjuchaura Poultry
and Pet Stock .Vss .cialion, at Ilinghnmt n. N, Y"
F. H. Parsons, secretary. Vestal, .\'. Y.
Jan. 7-14.—Twellth annual show of the Michi-

gan Poultry and Pel Slock Association, at Jack-
son, Mich. S. H. Slifer, secret.iry.
Jan. N-io—Connecticut Central Poultry Asso-

ciation, at Rockville, Conn. R. C. Kailey secre-
tary.

Jan. 13- 15-—Not them Middlesex Poultry and
PetSt(x:k Association, at Clinton, Mass, A A
Fillebron, secretary, 1 Ayer, Mass.
Jan. 13-16. Mohawk 'Valley Poultry and Pet

Stock Association. Amsterdam, N. Y. Mr. Wil-
linni C. Hou.ie. .secretary. Freys Bush, N Y
Jan. 13-17.—Central Ohio Poultry and Pigeon

Association, at Ml. Gilead, O. E. V. Box Ic sec-
retary.

'

Jan. 13-17 —Indiana State Poullrv Association,
al Indianapolis. In I. Ren. W Crockett scre-
tary, Delphi, Ind.
Jan. 13-17 —International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Slock Associa-
tion (not incorijorated) al Charleston, S. C. Ben-
jamin Mclnnis, Jr , secretary. H. A. Bridge su-
perintendent.
Jan. 13-18.—Cleveland Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Cleveland, O. P. P. Fiitxinger
secretary.

'

Jan. 20-25—Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock
As.sociatioii, at New Orleans. N. E. Shaw sec-
retary. Box 1658,

Jan. 20-25.—Indiana State Poultry Aesocintion
Ren. W. Crockett, cor. secretary, Delphi, Iiid.
Jan. 21-23—Woburn Fanci'-rs' Club, at Wobum

Mass. M. W. True, Secietary.
Tan. 21-26.—Elmira Poiiltrv niiH p^t <^trw-.v a«.

sociatiou, at Elmira, N. V Carl W. Hart," secre-
tary.

Jan. 26-31.— Fayette County Poultry and Pet
Slock Association, at Washington Court House
O. W. R. Dalbey. secretary.
Jan. 27-30.— Hay State Poultry Association, at

Worcester, Mass. H. A. Jones, secretary.
Jan. 27-30.—South Carolina Poultry and Pet

Slock Association, at Greenville, S. C. A. H.
Rohu, secretary. Prosperity, S C.
Jan. 27-31.—'lennessee Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Nashville, Teun. P. H. Hager
secretary

'

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

Our Illustration.

We this week give the portrait of the
black and white native setter bilcli Jen-
nie. vShe is by I.athrop's Dick ont of
Harrington's Gyp, and is of a famous
strain of dogs bred by Mr. .Samuel Scran-
ton, of Rhode Island, for thirty years.

Mr. William Tallman bought Jennie
when a pup and owned lier until her
ileath, which occurred about four years

ago.

Jennie won first prize in the All-aged

Stake of the Kastern Field Trials Club at

their first trials on Roliin's Island, in

1879, while Sniul, a litter sister to Jennie's

sire, won second, with Grouse Dale in

the Rraie Stake. Jennie is also a bench
show winner, having won second prize

at New York in 18.S0.

Mr. Tallman asserts that Jennie was
the liest dog for all roumi shooting he
ever owned or handled. Her good
qualities were common in this excellent

strain of field dogs, as her grandson
Nat, bred aud broken by Mr. Tallman,
ran against the famous Gladstone at

Robin's Island in 1880, and many present

thought Nat the winner, as will be seen

by the following extract taken from
Forest and Stream of October 9, 1880 :

"The brace was ordered up at 11. 10 A.
M., after l)eingdowii five minutes under
the hour, with Gladstone the winner.
There is no doubt that Nat three times
during the heat showed either Gladstone
or his hsndler the presence of the birds
first, but while he was carefully reading
Gladstone's handler would boldly circle

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The .Spanish Student.

The conflicting of claims of .show dates

has not been without good results. Cbibs
have shown a readiness to withdraw in

favor of others, while such generous
action on their part h.is met with public

acknowledgment and thanks by the ac-

commodated clubs. This illustrates a

commendable and fraternal feeling among
our kenrel clubs. .\s will be seen in

The Journal this week, all important
conflicting dates have lK.>en rearranged.

•
• «

Dog shows in connection with poultry

exhibitions are becoming quite popular
and frequent, and it will be positively

impossible to prevent conflict of dates,

particularly between minor shows, for

example, Jackson, Mich.; Amsterdam,
N. v.. and Oliarlp«tnn_ S C are a!!

>x>oked for the same week in January,
but owing to the great distance which
separates these cities there will actually

be no conflict. One can not h.^rin the

other to any apparent extent.

The clashing of dates between the

I^ouisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Associ-

ation and Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock

Association is regrettable because they

will draw entries from each other, conse-

quently it is the duty of the Georgia
association to withdraw in favor of Lou-
isiana. The latter association put in

its claim for dates quite early, conse-

quently Georgia has no excuse for in-

sisting upon the same date to the disad-

vantage of Louisiana.

The A. K. C. Advisory Committee in

their action in the James Watson vs

Rochester Kennel Club case leaves J. W.
quite out in the cold because his request

for a " reserve nunif>er not having been

received by the club until the fourth tlay

of s-tid show that it was not within the

power of the club to acceed to the said

request." Mr. Watson being in Phila-

delphia, could not make his request until

he learned the result of the awards, after

which he immediately wrote and tele-

graphed the club to have the reserve

numl>er taken, which could have been

done by appointing another judge, the

regular judge having left the city.

*
* •

The A. K. C. should always protect the

helpless exhibitor, and when there is any
doubt he should be favored, rather than

the dog show. If clubs are allowed on

quibbles to avoid adjusting prizes, as in

the Rochester case, the precedent now
established will be quickly taken advan-

tage of.

At the late Crystal Palace show tb«

The Knglish Kennel Club has objected
to a spitz lieing registered as a Pome-
ranian. Upon this subject the Stock-
Keeper says : "This is a foreign breed,
and in Germany, where they are most
plentiful, the designation Pomeranian is

quite unknown
; Spitz is the only name

they bear. A Spitz is a Pomeranian, a
Pomeranian is a Spitz, as much as a
boarhouiKl is a Great Dane. There are
two names, but only one breed. Conse-
<iuently an olijection such as referred to
would Ije ridiculous."

•••

The West Chester Hunt has supplied
the Radnor Hunt with a lot of fine

young dogs to take the phtces of the ani-
mals killed, because of their having been
iiilleii by a snpposel mad dog. The Rad-
nor pack will rontciin many young dogs,
and this may interfere with the sport
somewhat.

*
« •

The following item from the English
Stock-Keeper will be read with interest

by breeders of pugs in this country :

"There seems to be a l>ooni in pugs just
now. It was but a few weeks ago we re-

corded Mr. Houlker's expensive purchase
of that good dog Prince Victor, and uow
that good bitch Queen Laura has been
sold by Mp. R. Hariley to Mrs. Harris for

a sum bordering on three figures. Mr.
Hartley has al.so refused £^0 for the
bitch Connie Nelson.

The Pennbrook Harrier is the name of
a new hunting club which has l)een

started at Chestnut Hill, with Mitchell

Harris as president, Theodore Justice as

secretary, and H. P. McKean, Jr., as

treasurer. Among others who are mem-
bers and have subscril)ed liberally for

the purchase of a good pack of hounds
are John Ix>wber Welsh, H. H. Houston,
Edwin N. Benson, Walter Penrose,

Colonel George H. North, Samuel Y.

fleebner, Alfred Harrison, William Dis.s-

ton. John .Storey Jenks, William Potter

and Charles B. Dunn. It will be a sub-

scription pack, and the kennels will be
•situated on the property of the Chestnut

Hill Stock Farm. The superintendent

of the Chestnut Hill Kennels will shortly

sail for England to purchase sixteen

couples of the best harriers he can find

abroad, and the first meet of the new or-

"anization will probably be held in

February.

• «

We regret to hear that Peg Woffington,

the property of Mr. Francis S. Brown,

was prevented from running in the

Eastern Derby by being in season. This

is to be especially regretted, as she was
the only Derby entry from the Philadel-

phia Kennel Club. She will be all right

in time for the Central trials, where her

owner confidently expects her to be at

the head of affairs.

•%
The American Book of the Dog, under

the editorial management of Mr. G. O.

Shields (Coquina), is now in press and

is expected to be ready for distribution

hy the first of next month. Th issue of

this l>ook is awaited with considerable

interest, as it is the first work of this kind

undertaken in America by Americans.

At the request of the New England

Kennel Club the Cleveland Club with-

draws its claims for the first week in

April and claim April 14, 15, t6 and 17

for its fourth annual bench show.
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THE CLUMBER SPANIEL.

BYF.H. F.MERCER ("CLUMBER"!

.\ulhor of "The S|>niiic-1 and III. TruiiiiuK.'

Wliatever is the origin of the soletnii-

lookiiijj; Cluni1>er it is impossible to de-

terniine, and such is the case with nearly

ever)' breeil of dogs.

Whether, as some ))elieve, he is the

original land spaniel ami the fountain

head whence springs the Knglish setter,

or whether he is a conglomerate mess of

BaR.set hound and nondescript spaniel

none can say, but for my part I incline

to the former l>elief.

In a book called "The Maister of

Gainie," written by Edmund <le Langley,

a .song of King Kdward III of Kuglaud,

which was published in the fourteenth

century, we re.vl that they are called

"spayuels for ye nature of him cometh

from Spayue, notwithstandyng yat ther

ben many in othir countries." He goes

ou to descriV)e the best "hound" for

hawking, saying that it should not he too

"jough," but the tail should l>e "rough,"

while it must have a "greet heade" and

a "greet iKxly" and be of "faire hew.

white or tawne, for these ben ye fairest

and ofsuche heve ther bye comonly best.

"

As be further mentions many Clumber

traits in his description of the "spaniel,"

it is but natural to suppose that the

Clumber was pointed at.

I have elsewhere l)eeu assailed for my
audacity (?) in making this claim for my
favorite breed, a would-l)e crushing argu-

ment against me having l>een that de
Langley's dogs existed in the fourteenth

century, while the Dukes of Newcastle

only have had Clumljers for 200 years or

therealKjuts. It strikes me that the three

intervening centuries allow ample time

for a breed to have deteriorated in, and to

have been almost obliteratetl as far as

purity goes, for bear in mind that dogs

were not very carefnlly guarded in those

days. Whv could there not have been
Cluml>ers in England at the time the

Uuke of Newcastle obtained his dogs from

France and gave them a name ? And
where is the necessity that because a

breed had l>econie extinct perhaps, in

in one country, a like calamity should be-

fall it in all others !

Dr. Johannes Canis, court physician to

Queen Elizabeth ("Good Queen Bess"),

wrote the first book devoted exclusively

to "Dogges." In it we find "Clumbers"
described again, but from these on to the

time wl.en "Stonehenge's" books on the

dog appeared I can lind no further men-
tion of this breed. Thus it may have be-

come too obscure in the interim to excite

the notice of writers on canines.

From the outset his ;t.ssociations have
been aristocratic. The direct progenitors

of the breed, as we now have it, were
two hundred years ago in the possession

of the Dues de Noailles in France. From
tbem a Duke of Newcastle, Daniels in

his "Rural Sports" tells us, obtaine<l a

few couples, which he domiciled at his

Nottinghamshire seat, Clumber House,
whence the name is taken.

Having obtained the ownership of so

splendid a variety, is it to be wondered
at that their (J races would l)e undesirous
of allowing specimens to get into the

hands of the public generally and that

only to their immediate friends and per-

sons of position were Clumbers given !

Hence the reason of their l)eing until

within a few decades well nigh known to

the general run of doggy men.
From Colonel Hamilton's "Reminis-

cences of an Old Sl)ort8man," written of

sporting recollections in the early part of

the present century, we learn that span-

iels of the "Clumber breed" were in

great request among sportsmen for their

super-excellent working capabiliteis.

"No sycophant, although of spaniel race;

And though no hound, a martyr to the chase."

The Clumber is unquestionably the

aristocrat of thj spaniel family, in com-
parison to whom his modern black

brother of the lienches is a mere parrr-

nue, and the Irish water spaniel as an
unkempt kerne to a polished gentleman.
The grave aud somewhat weird Sussex

I
cannot compare with Kim in dignity of

' demeanor, and the busy little lOcker.

I

neat and taking though he be, is com
I monplace in comparison with the Cluin-

! Iier. whose manners—solemn, slow and
,

almost dull—are yet stamped with thai

]

repose that the least imaginative ina<

j
easily conceive rests on the prou<l con-

I

scioiisness of his long descent.—-British

i

Dogs.
.

Where spaniels are or were nse<l in

England for shooting, Clumbers were

almost invariably the ones chosen.

Among the most prominent owners of

Clumbers, past and present, are Her
Majesty Queen Victoria, on whose Wiml-
sor preserves these dogs are made use of;

the Duke of Newcastle, Duke of Port-

land. Duke of Westminster and Uuke o\

Norfolk. Ivarl Spencer, i:nrl Man vers.

Earl of .Abingdon, Lord Baleiiiiin, the

Maha-Rajah Dlinleep Singh and Messrs.

Veatman, Foljanibe, Holfcvrd. I'arlett, 1

Hincks, .Allen, .Vrkwright, Holmes, I'ar

row aud Thomas.
Since "modern iniprovemeiits" have

;

revolutionized the farming methods in

England and have so altered the charac-

ter of the country as to make shooting

over dogs unprofitable, battues aud
"drives" have iaken their places, and the

spaniel's occupation is gone. So low-

have they fallen there that nn English
sportsman replying recently in one of

our sportsman's journals to the query,

"Why are there no trainers of spaniels

in England?" wrote pithily. Don't pay."
But in America happily things are dif-

ferent and when an entry of upwards of

I20 spaniels is made at a single show
(Westminster Kennel Club show, held

in New York in 18.S9) we need not fear

for the immediate future of the spaniel.

Most of the best dog pictures painted

in the last century were of Cluml)ers, for

Morland's dogs as a rule are dogs of the

breed and very passal)le ones at that. In

the vSporting Magazine of 1807 an engrav-

ing appeared representing the Duke of

Newca.stle sitting ou his shooting pofty.

surrounded by a group of very good
Clumbers, which a writer of that time
styles "springers" or "cock-flushers."

They were also called the "Duke's" or

"Mansell's" breed, the latter after Wil-
«• «• It » t- - 1 t ] *i. :..
liaiu iTiauMCii, niiu iinM unw tiiuitt m
charge since about 1770. and who spared

no pains in maintaining the spaniels in

purity and improving through judicious

matings. I recollect seeing a steel en-

graving representing greyhounds and an
excellent and unmistakable Clumber
It appeared in some publication of the

last century, I l)elieve.

The first importation of Clumbers into

America, so far as the writer can ascer-

tain, was made by Lieutenant (afterwards

Major) Venablesj of the Ninety-seventh-

Regiment, when stationed at Halifax,

NovaScotia, in 1842. Hisdogsheobtaiued
from the kennels of Mar\voo<l Veatman,
Esq., The Stock House. Dorset, and, curi-

ously enough, the writer has now in his

kennels three direct descendants of these

pioneers.
Soon afler another Canadian, Mr. Mac-

Cathie, of Windsor, brought out a pair

or two more. These were followed by
many others, for the breed has only to

Ije known to gain appreciation, and in

those days Nova Scotia was such a won-
derful country for sport that there were
numbers of gentlemen only too anxious
to profit by the field capabilities of the

new (to them) breed.

The officers of each regiment that

came out to the garrison at Halifax

brought with them their complement of

Clumbers, so that in time quite a number
were there. P'ven to-day one or two
old Clumbers are to be seen in Montreal
and Quebec, vestiges of tiie garrisons of

bye-gone times aud their sport-loving

officers.

Some good Clumbers were imported

to Ohio and Maryland in the seventies,

and Mr. Jonathan Thome, of Pennsylva-
nia, also had a kennel of them, with

which he for some time monopolized the

prize money at the shows."'; •

Ottawa, the capital of the Dominion,
is now the Clumbers' stronghold. Fifteen

1
years ago ex-Surveyor-( jeneral Russell

I
brought out from England with him a

I

fine dog, Ben, who was of direct Clumber

I
House descent, and he, several years

later, bred to Captain Vieth's Joan, pro-

duced Chatupion Johnny. Champion Ncw-
ca.stle, Drake ancl Tyne, who since their

appearance have swept the boards of

prize money wherever shown. Added
to by inter-breedings and importations,

Ottawa has numerically a larger numlier

of Clumbers than any other .American

city, while for quality they stand aloue.

There were twenty-three entries at the

Ottawa show in Clumbers alone.

\Vithin the i)ast eighteen mouths Mr.

T. C. Rate, of Ottawa, has importetl the

celebrated English Clumber Champion
Boss in. Thi> dog is wonderfully low

on the leg aud heavy in l>oue, while his

'leather" is siinplv phenomenal ;
but he

fails greatly in head jjropertits, as «cll

iis in coat. Bromine, winner of first

prizes at Barn Elms, Warwick and Sotith-

amptoii, was soon after brought out by

the same gentleman. She is a »vouder-

fully good bitch, aud an invaluable acqui-

sition to the Cluml)er interests of this

country. Both Boss III and Bromine
are now my property. .About the same
time I purchased the celebrale4l Clumber
Snow, winner of first prizes at Birming-

ham, Brighton, Jubilee Show, Barn Elms
and numerous others. .She is a lovely,

all white bitch, though rather undersized.

It IS l)esides my intention to import

within the year the l)est trio of Clnmljers,

ilog and bftchcs, that 1 can buy in Eng-

land.

In the West, toti, ClumlHjrs are going
ahead, for Mr. A. L. Weston, of Denver,

Col., purchased a first prize Birmingham
winner, I^ss o' Beauty, from the Duke

, of Westminster, whose kennel is especi-

I

ally strong in bitches. This bitch I after-

I

wards acquired a half interest it. Lass o'

I Beauty, together with the ones he has

I
already purchased from me, will give him

I

by far"the l)est kennel of the breed west

of the Mississippi.

[to ue continued.]

A WOKU TO JUDGES.
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Th»« < olor and Markings of K\w Hlnek
anrt Tan Torrler.

Editor Fancikr.s' Joi;rnai,.

Sir : The black and tan terrier derives

his name from his coloring, and in no

breed are color and markings so essential

or considered of the same importance in

regarding merit. In the table of jx)ints

twenlv-five, or one-fourth of the whole

number ( 100), are allowed to color and

markings, so that we have to consider at

the outset in viewing a black aud tan

that one-fourth of his value is only skin

deep. In England great attention has

been paitl to this ]K)int. and for a dog

to have a successful bench career he must

l)e lacking but little in the lines of his

black and tan—the deepness of the

former and the richness of the latter.

Until comparatively recently so few of

this breed have l>een shown in this

country, and furthermore so few ol these

have p'reseiiled anything like good form,

that judges have perhaps been excusable

in disregarding color and markings, but

now that many good specimens are l)eing

shown, aud form and character are more
nearly approaching the proper degree, I

believe my brother breeders will endorse

me in demanding that Judges acquaint

themselves with the paragraph that ter-

minates this letter and allow for color

and markings the consideration, great as

it may l)e, that they are entitled to. It

is a most difficult thing in the first place

to get good color and markings, and

when these are combined with type and

character, the gauntlet of puppy diseases

and cropping have lieeii safely gone

through aud a typical specimen results ;

those who fancy this breed may appreciate

the rarity of good black and tans and the

value that should l>e attached to one that

approaches perfection—a goal that is

more distant and difficult to reach with

this bree<l than with any other known to

dogdom. ConsideriHg these facts, judges

should lie most careful to avoid injustice,

and without a proper idea of the color

and markings they arc l>ouu<l io en ni

their decisions. Yours truly,

H. T. FooTH, M. D., V.S.

the Hliirk ami Tan Tftiirr, us sel

Tan Tfriiei Club of
l\tinls of

Oie /Hack and

SMOOTH FOX TERRIERS.

The Modern Breert I>eflclent In I'ower
and Devoid of Terrier Kxpresslon.

Harding Cox in the Stock-Keeper.

Taken as a breed, I pronounce the

modern smooth fox terrier as exhibited

to l>e deficient in power, wedgy in loin,

weak in rib, Hat-sided, devoid of terrier

expression (though very sour and quar-

relsome), too narrow in front, too high

on the leg, too shallow in chest, too long

and coarse in coat and light of bone. On
the other hand, it is obvious that the

wire-hairs have advauce<l with giant

strides, and the averege merit in the

class at any important show proclaims

the fact that breeders have become thor-

oughly impressed with the type that they

have accepted, and this type the right

one. Here you find thorough terrier ex-

pression, deep chests, well-sprung rilw,

straight, strong backs, powerful and
well-turned (juarters, varmint legs and
withal legs and feet quite as good as can

be found in the smooth ring.

Perhaps those who have blundered

along after their burlesqued ideal, with

closed eyes, would long ere this have
had a rude awakening had not the F^ox

Terrier Club foolishly put a stop to the
competitions between wire and smooth

I

winners for special prizes and provided JegTto a little berow The stifle joint, and
I

a separate set of cups for each variety. ,v,.. nnto.le of the lei-s should be oerfectlv
These competitions used to excite much

From
forth by
/in/i/anii.

Color.—Black and tan as distinct as

possible, the tan should be a rich mahog-
any color. A tan spot over each eye,

and another on each cheek, the latter as

small as possible ; the lips of the upper

and lower jaws sliould be tanned, the tan

extending under the jaw to the throat

ending in the shajje of the letter V ;
the

inside of the ear is partly tanned ; the

foreleg is tanned to the knee, vith a

black patch "thumb mark" between the

pastern and the knee ; the toes have i

distinct black mark running up each,

called the "pencil-mark ;" the tan on the

hind legs should continue from the pen-

cilling on the feet up the inside of the

interest and were of service to breeders

from the day when my little champion

,

Oakleigh Toppei, l)eat the best smooth
of the day (Mr. Ark Wright's Vishnu) for

the I"ox Terrier Derby of 1.S81 . Nor was
there any sound reason why these inter-

variety contests should lie discontinued,

for the breeds are, barring coat, identi-

cal, or rather they should be so. That
they are not is, I thiiik, due to the causes

that I have already jwinted out, and in

sayiu): what 1 have I am only bla/.oning

forth vague echoes and scarcely breathed
innuendoes that have l)een filling the air

of the canine vsorld for a long time past.

Nor am I expressing simply the opinion

of the united wire-haired breeders, but

also that of a great many, perhaps the

majority, of the old-time breeders who
still can carry in their mind's eye the

ideal fox terrier of the last decade.

—D. H. McCarty, of Lexington, Ky.,

has a dog which not only trees the 'pos-

sums, but climbs the trees and brings

them down. He was seen to do the like

a few nights since, having climlied twenty

feet from the ground up a straight sap-

ling.

the outside of the legs should be perfectly

black. There should \>e tan under the

tail and on the vent, but only of such

size as to be covered by the tail. In every

case the tan should meet the black

abruptly.

BEXCH SHOW JUDGES ENGAGED.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The Rhode Island Poultry Asso-

ciation has engaged Messrs. C. Fred

Crawford and T. M. Aldrich as judges

of dogs for their coming liencli show,

which is to be held December 29 to Janu-

arv I. Mr. Crawford will judge the

spiirting classes, Mr. AUIrich the non-

sporting classes.

Anv one acquainted with the gentle-

men know that they will judge the dogs

and not their owners. A premium won
under either of the above judges is an

honor worth a great <leal to the owner of

the dog. I should be pleased to receive

the name and address of all dog fanciers

who would like to receive a premium list,

which will be ready for distribution in a

few days. Yours truly,

R. G. Davis, Secretary.

Providence, Nov. 19, 1890.

1

WHAT IS STYLE?

Cvnophilc Plucks Some Featbefs from

the Festive "Pheasant."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

•Sir : The short contribution from my
])eu which appeared in your issue of No-
veiitlier 1, upon the a1x>ve subject, seems
to have stirred up the pious soul of our

|

frieu<l "Pheasant" to an alarming extent'. '

Thii gentleman who adopts as his mom
j

de stierre the name of a bird not indi- '•

geiious to our shores, charges me. very
!

unjustly I think, with iudnlgiiig in per-

sonalities while ranging myself alongside
'

of Messrs. Bevan, .Short and McMurtlo
in the defense in your columns of that I

most valuable characteristic of the fin-
'

ished bird dog which we designate as 1

"style." I

I wish distinctly to <lisavow any inten-

tion in my last contribution to wander
"into the devious and <lubious by-paths

of invective and personality" and away
from "the legitimate realms of discus-

.sioii,"and I think your readers will agree
with me that there was nothing in my
article that wa.s calculatetl to injure the
feelings of "Phea-sant" or anyone else.

I simply said in substance tliat in my
opinion "Pheasant" must be a very pro-
saic ami matter-of-fact kiii<l of a jierson
if he could not appreciate the kiiigly
(|uality of "style" in a bird <log.

When I wrote the article upon this
subject I was not aware of the identity of
"Pheasant," nor did 1 suspect that he
was one of the most itsthetic members of
the Philadelphia Kennel Club, sitting at
our side in the meetings of that l)ody and
arguing constantly for the poetic and
ideal in dog culture, even at times con-
tending for principles that older aud
more experienced sportsmen considered
(luite too ethereal for their practical ideas!
Having <liscovered "Pheasant's" iden-
tity, I iiasten to withdraw any insinua-
tions that I may have made reflecting on
the tfsthetic culture and taste of that
l/entleman and to Hssure the rpaders of
The Journal that "Phea.sant" is pos-
sessed of a most poetic temperament,
l)earing upon his expansive brow the
impress of that "pale cast of thought"
which ever marks the individual pos-
.sessed of a reflective and senti'tiental
mind aud of an equally sensitive and
modest disposition.
This being the case. lu>w are we to ac-

count for the attack made upon "style"
in a dog by this most poetic personage ?

Is not "style" the very poetry of repose
and of motion ? .Are we to uiiderstaiui
that the full measure of satisfaction

that no successful fiehl dog can. in the
nature of things, be wholly devoid of
'"style." "Pheasant" endeavors to con-
fuse matters by asserting that no two of
the writers on this subject agree in a defi-
nition of "style." And yet reference to
these various articles will show a decided
harmony in the interpretation of what
"style" is ; and as to its value in judging
the merits of a dog all agree. Even
"Pheasant's" own handler, the man who
now has his two dogs in the South, writes
from Newfield, N. J., under the title of
"Old Man:" "Style in a fiehl dog I con-
sider a very important point!" Ou Oc-
tober 18 Mr. Bevan writes in Thk Jour-
nal: "I think that style is a most import-
ant item in the formation of a field dog."
And in the same issue Mr. H. M. Short
confirms him. Captain McMurdo also
writes: "In my humble opinion no tlog
can l)e first-class without gootl style, nor
can he habitually do good work without
it." The opinion of such authorities is

certainly valuable, aii<l should have some
weight, and when it is confirmed by the
almost unanimous concensus of the fra-

ternity of experienced and practical
sportsmen, surely the grand element of
"style" should suffer no depreciation from
fanciful attacks that may l)e made upon
it.

Granting that sportsmen do not agree
in the exact verbal definition of "style,"
no oue will deny that they do not know
what is meant by it ! .And, if anyone will
studiously examine the records of public
field trials in this and other countries he
will surely find that no dog has ever won
without manifesting that most excellent
quality in his work which is known as
"style." And this "style" embraces a
"combination of practical qualities with
the elements of success"—a senteuce
which seems to puzzle our friend "Pheas-
ant" a great deal. The "practical quali-
ties of the dog embrace his smelling
powers, eye sight aud hearing, while the
elements which are necessary to make
these qualities efficient and successful are
his range, high-headedness aiul general
activity aii<l alertness. One cannot exist
without the other.

Our friend "Pheasant" has assumed all

along that a stylish dog could not be a
good one and has drawn a distinction,
which does not evinl Iw^tMefii a stvlwl;

dog and a game-finding dog, as if the one
did not imply the other I No dog, either
in public or private life, has ever distin-
guished himself as a bird finder who did
not also manifest a great deal of "style"
in his work. .Some may have been more
showy and attractive in coat and move-
ment than others, but none ever excelled
as working dogs without affording a con-
stant exhibition of what "style" is ! .And
in the absence of any better descrioliou
I trust I will be absolved from the charge
of egotism if I repeat the definition of
"style" given in my last article as rather

which this .x'Sthetic individual obtains in
\
the fullest of any I have yet seen, namely

hunting his dog in the field is 'to be dif-
ferentiated by any examination of the

I

contents of his game bag? Shades of
Diana, gentle goddess of the chase, for-

j

bid ! Rather let us look for some other
prognosis from which we shall l>e able to 1

discern the motives which inspired '

"Pheasant's" cold and clammy disserta
tion ou "What Is Style, .Anyway ?" .Ah !

here we have it ! As "Phea.sant" aptly re-
marks, "When a crab liegins to stir up
the mud it is usually preliminary to a
change of base." Be it known, there-
fore, that our friend "Pheasant" has re-
cently adopted a new "fad" in dogs. He
has put aside as false idols a numl)er of
good dogs, belonging to a really excel-
lent breed, and has taken up with a breed
whose virtues at the field trials are as yet
unproveu in comparison with the others.
He has even been heard to express a
doubt of their "style" and the strength of
their noses, but having entered two of
these new dogs in the field trials this
.season, and l)eing naturally apprehensive
of unstylish tleportment on their part, is
he not anticipating criticism by crving
out: "What is style, anyway?" 'Oh,
"Pheasant," thou cunning wag, who
would have suspected you of such <lu-
plicity

! You, who have so often dis-
coursed in eloquent terms of the stylish
and graceful movements of your clogs,
of the merry lashing of their tails, and of
their possession of all the varied physical

style" in a field dojj is that inHuifestiitiun of
.symmetry in repose and pictnres<|neuess in mo-
lion which we sec in the best Iired and most suc-

cessful of our field (logs and uhicli further tends
to distinguish them from the cur. Die mongrel
and the poorly bred dog of ihe stone kind The

I

light and airy gallop. Ihe up-lifted head, the dis-

I
tende<l nostrils, when as the war horse he "scents

j

the battle from afar off." the merry lashing of
the stern, the <|uick turn to the right and left,

j

and the nervims and eager manner in which he
,
comes down to a stiff point on game, or crawls,

panther like, after the running ( ovey ; these and
nniny other qualities which we have all seen in

I
the field but which it is impossible to convey to

I canvas constitute what is known as "style."

I

Just as it is impo.ssible to paint an <xlor or the
terrific outburst of a storm a»sea. or the delicate

tints of the rainbow, so it is impossilile to define

in exact language all that constitutes true "style"

]

in the setter or jKiinter. It is one of those quali-

ties that we all admire in a dog. and which the

I
discerning sportsman can readily perceive, and

I

which helps to lend that fascination to sports in

I

the field which thrills the soul of the sportsman
with delight and relieves the dtsap|>oiiitment,

,
mayhap, of the day's shooting, with the memory
of the noble work of the dogs.

The element of "style" in the working
of field dogs has received the highest

' recognition of sportsmen since the earli-

est days. As early as 1697 Nicholas

i

Cox writes of the setter in "The Gentle-
man's Recreation": "The dog which you

young yet, you may very well know from
a right breed, which have been known to
Ix; strong, lusty and nimble ranjjers, of
active feet, wanton tails and busic nos-
trils, whose tail was without weariness,
their search without changeablenesse,
and whom no delight did transport be-
yond fear or ol>edience."

Again, in 1800, Sydenham Edwards,
writing of the improved pointer, says :

'This dog pos.sesses great gaiety and
courage, travels in a grand manner,
((uarters his ground with great rapidity
and scents with acuteness, gallops with
his haunches rather under him, his head
and tail up ; of strength to endure any
fatigue, and an invincible spirit."
Again, the Rev. Thomas Pearce, better

known as "Idstoue," in his work on
"The Dog," thus writes of the setter:
"The carriage of the dog ought to be gay,
cheerful and y/wi-;//. He should lash his
tail in his range, and in his gallop he
ought to seem to fly. He should carry
his head well up, his neck being well
raised, and he ought to have a free, bold
"Saunterer" gallop."
And so it is, all down through the

cycles which have marked the develop-
ment of sportsmanship, the grand cjuality
known as "style" has l>een recognized as
one of the most valuable as well as im-
portant characteristics a field dog can pos-
sess. It is indicative of kingly ancestry,
and as distinctly marks the successful
strain of dogs as does the majestic tread
of the Queen tlistinguish her from the
wood-carrying peasant woman.

It may possibly be true that the rules
of all the field trial clubs do not define
"style" no more than they do the exact
number of feet a do^ shall spring when
ranging, bnt the initiated are thoroughly
aware of the fact that quality of work,
alias "style," is taken into full consid-
eration by the judges, and that given two
dogs ecjual in nose, pace, staunchness and
retrieving, the decision will l)e given to
that one which manifests the most
"style" in his work. Cvnophilk.
Philadelphia, Nov. 19.

DEATH OF CHAMPION GUIDE.

A FamouH ist. Horuartl Well Known in
KuKiMuu mill iieif.

Hroni the Kajiciers' Gazette.

Mr. J. F. .Smith has had a serious loss

in his fine kennel of .St. Bernards in the

death of the smooth-coated Champion
Guide. It appears the tJuide when out

at exercise on Friday last, somehow or

other, not yet found out, broke his leg so

badly that the veterinary surgeon said it

would take a year to get well, and then

he would have a .short leg. Under these

circumstances Mr. Smith gave instruc-

tions that ix)or Guide was to I)e put out

of his misery. It is not only by Mr.
Smith, who highly valued Guide for his
sweet disposition, that his death will l)e

felt, but the whole of the St. Bernard
world in England, as (>uide has proved
himself to be probably the very l>est stud
dog we had, among his offspring being
Watch, who lately went to America, and
Champion Peggo'tty, who still graces the
benches in England. Guide, it will be
remeniljered, was imported into this
country in the latter part of 18S5 or the
beginning of 1886, since which time he
has won the St. Bernard Club's 100-

guinea Challenge Cup, besides numerous
other cups and prizes, his last win being
first and special in the challenge class at
Ivdinburgh.

—-—
Hull Doy; Club Mffluers.

The following is a list of the officers

of the Bull Dog Club of America :

President, John E. Thayer ; vice-presi-
dent, '1 reiior L. Park ; secretary and
treasurer, Charles D. Cugle. F^xecutive
Committee, John V.. Thayer, Lanca-ster,
Mass ; Treiior L. Park, New York City ; :

Charles D. Cugle, Baltimore, Md.; John i

H. Mathers, New York City ; E. Sheffield
Porter, New Haven, Conn.; Edwin A.

|

Woodward. Chicago, 111., and H. D. Ken- 1

dall, Lowell, Mass. !

and intellectual graces which constitute ! elect for setting must have a perfect and
:

"style !"
t good scent, and be naturally addicted to

|

Turning now from the seriocomic
leatures of this discussion to a considera-

the hunting of feathers,

of a good and nimble size, rather smafi
tion of the real merits of the question, I thau gross, and of a courageous metal

,

desire to lay down this broad proposition ' which tho' you cannot iliscern, being

.V <'urUInal I'riith for Guunei-M.
* beiUK !

I'rom the Rockland Courier-Gaiette.

When \\. umu can't tell a big hound
from a small rabbit he should leave his
guu home when he goes hunting.

THE EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.

The Weather Unfavorable and Birds

Hard to Find.

special Report for Tub Joitrmal.

The annual meeting of the Eastern
Field Trial Club inaugurated their elev-

enth trial by starting with the Members'
Stake at Amelia Court House, Va., Thurs-
day, Novenil)er 13. But few members
were present, yet those on hand came
forward with their favorite dogs. The
start was made near the town upon the

large plantation owned by Dr. Dnuu.
The weathei- was dnnip and cloudy, such
a day as puts the birds into the woods
aud briar patches. During the entire

day but seven covies were found, and
they were in such thick cover and ran so
fast that there could not be a teat of the

dogs' finding qualities.

Some of the braces were taken up
without either havi:!,.{ had an opportu-
nity to point. If birds had been found
in open this stake could easily have been
decided in one day.

The judges were Thomas Johnson, of
Winnepeg, Manitoba, a regular judge

;

Simon C. Bradley, of Greenfield Hill,

Conn., aud W. W. Titus, of Moutpelier,

Miss., two well-known field trial han-
dlers.

There are some queer things in running
dogs in trials, and the heretofore won-
derful dogs get left at some future time
very unexpectedly. Your readers have
but to turn to the pages of your journal
and there by reading the report of the
last Southern trials learn that Fanny M.
won the Derby without making one mis-
take. She ran in this stake two heats
without securing a point, and besides
had a flush charged against her. Her
bad showing was no doubt principally
owing to the fact that Mr. Stoddard^ her
trainer for this season, brought her to
the ground and turned her ov«»r \n Mr
Hulman when called to go down. Being
an affectiouate bitch, she spent a portion
of her time looking for her trainer. "Tlie

other dogs seemed familiar enough.
The winner of first prize is well known

as one of the highest class field aud stud
dogs of this country. At the late Bick-
nell, Indiana, trials one of his pups won
the Derby and another the All-age Stake.
Gath's Mark, though hunting for almost
an entire stranger, showed fine judgment,
having a good, true nose and style in
every movement. I here call attention
to the fact that Hulman killed the only
bird that was shot during this entire
stake. Not another dog save Mark had
a chance to retrieve, and only a portion
of them heard the rejwrt of a gun so
that the judges might tell whether they
were even steady tp shot.

Betty S. (Ro<lerigo—Bo Peep) ran
Gath's Mark a close race. She has fine
speed, great energy and endurance. She
ran one heat of more than one hour in
the open field without finding game, and
kept going fast to the last moment. Jack
Mwloc is not really a first-class field

trial dog ; has a wonderful fine nose,
points staunch where birds have been
perhaps an hour before, and then roads
and searches, and if given time enough
will eventually find the covey. Jack is a
son of the former first prize winner Buck-
ellew, both owned by Wash A. Coster.
The report by heats will show that a very
clever dog is Guy, and though left out of
the money will be heard from in the
future no doubt. Annie F. proved a fine
ranger, yet got so little work on birds
that she did not show up to her reputed
form. Being a sister to Rowdy Rod is

saying enough of her breeding.

MEMBERS' STAKE.
Miis Monarch, owned by Captain

Charles Gray, of Providence, R. I., and
Guy. owned by Colonel George T. Leach,
of High Point, N. C, were started in a
large stubble field on Dr. Dunn's farm.
Guy showed good judgment by starting
at once around the edge, while Miss M.
ranged across the field. Stubble drawn
blank. In woods Miss M. flushed a covey.
Dogs sent on, Guy a point, birds flushed
all around him ; steady to wing. Sent
on in heavy weeds and thicket ; Guy
pointed, birds ran. Dogs ordered out.
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After a short cast in broom straw, dogs

ordered up Down forty-five miuiites.

Oath's Mark, owned by H. Hulniaii,

Jr., ofTcrre Haute, hid., and Annie F.,

owned by F. R. Hitchcock, of New York,

were sent ofT in an open field at 10.20.

Annie showed the more speed, ranging

through the open, while Mark searched

the likelv places. Large weed field drawn

blank. Mark sticking to woods pointed

covey, birds flushed wild. Sent on,

Annie stopped, birds not found, lloth

dogsroaded. Cover high. Dogs ordered

up at IMS-
Fanny M., owned by H. Hulmau, Jr.,

and Whitie, owned by Herl)ert Merriain.

of Weston, Mass., were cast off al 11.25.

always went to such cover as neither dog
nor man could penetrate in order to do

any work on scattered birds, and covies

were too far apart to pass one by and
seek for a new one. There are birds, but

the cloud V, misty days sent them to

heavy cover. They also feed on mast at

this season of the year. Mr. JefTerson,

upon whose farm the last day's work was

done, claimed that there were twenty-five

covies upon his 1200 acres.

Movlns Further South.

High Point, N. C, Nov. 17.—After

the conclusion of the Members' Stake at

Olterburn Springs. Va., the management

SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

Fanny showed spt^fd, Whilie poltenug.
,

^^^j^,^^, ^^ ^^^^^^ j-^^j^, ^1,^^ ^^^^ before
Weetis and stubble drawn blank. In

, nn™«M
woods Whilie oointed a covey, Merriam
flushed, Fanny came up, both dogs

steady. Sent on in broom slraw and

leaves, Fanny flushed, Wiiitie pointed a

single. A majority of the birds (lusheil

by the jutlgts. Taken up at

starting the Derby, feeling that puppies

would not show to any advantage where

birds were not found in the open, etc.

So here we are, bag and baggage, dogs

12.To. i and all, and the morrow will find the

Fanny covered a large amount of ground.
|

Eastern trials being continued upon their

Not beinj; used to Hulmau showed to a
t oM stamping ground. The past few ilays

great disHdvanlage, as her trainer being

present, she spent a portion of her time

111 looking for him.
Jack Modoc, owned by Washington A.

Coster, of Saratoga .Springs, N. Y., and

Betty S., owned bv Highland Kenuel,

Red Bank, N. }.'. handled by H. B.

Durvea. were started at I 1'. M. In open
field both ranged fast and stylisiily. A
covey flushed by spectators. Dogs
worked on scattered birds, Belly flushed

a single, other liirds not located. Sent

on to brush, both pointed covey. Coster

flushed. Dogs steady. Both dogs se-

cured a point on singles. Dogs sent 011

in open field. Jack pointed, loaded and
swung around behind the judges, was lost

for some minutes. Dogs ordered up at

1.45. Jack was found working on game
ou ground passed. Bird ilushed near

wheu he was called off.

All dogs entered having run through

the first series, the judges, after consulta

lion, decided that owing to the small

amounl of work that each dog had had
on game, all would be started again.

SKCOND .SKRIHS.

Oath's Mark and Miss Monarch were
put down at 2.20. Mark made a wide
cast tnrougii grass and weeds. Mark
pointed a covey at the roadside, Hulmau

• flushed, killed, Mark retrieved finely.

Dogs up al 2.40.

Guy and Whilie started in stubble,

were brought around ,to marked birds.

Ouy flushed, steady to wing. .Sent on
dogs worked on other marked birds,

flushed by a spectator. Guy a point in

pines. Sent on, Guy secured two points

on singles. Wliitie cocked and pointed
;

Guy cocked. Dogs up at 3.15

Jack Modoc and Fanny M. started in

weecls al 3.20. After working out high

weeds and around timber were ordered

up at 3.55. No birds found. F-anny was
lost, doubtless seeking her trainer.

Annie F". and Belly S. were started at

4.05 in high weeds and briars. Annie
.showed more speed. Annie poiule<l a

Urk, Betty hacked ; dogs were worked
over a large t-tubble fiehl and also an ex-

* tensive broom slraw field for one hour
without fiiuling bir<ls. Both displayed

coniniendable speed and enduran'^e. Belly

S. being the faster towards the close.

Approaching darkness interrupted the

work and the dogs were ordered up.

THIRD SKRIIiS.

- Friday dawned with gray, misty skies.

Judges and owners reaclied the Jefl'erson

farm at 9 A. M. First brace started was
. Oath's Mark and Belly S. Mark ranged
widelv across the stubble and turning
into corn pointed and roaded. Betty S.

coming down the branch made a point

on same covey, Mark swinging around,
backed. Betty pointed on running birds.

In the woods Mark pointed, Belly backed.
Ordered up al 9.25.
- Annie F. and Jack Mo<loc were next
put down at 9.35, and ran a long and
tiresome heat. Jack flushed a covey in

com, afterwards made two points where
birds had no doubt been and then pointed

a covey. Annie had good spee(' through-
out though she failed to point game. Or-

"dered up at 11.

; After an hour's consultation held by

i'

*udges, the winners were determined as

bllowa :

Oath's Mark, first.

Betty S , second.
^'- Jack Modoc, third.

The complaint of all concerned was
that birds were scarce, and when found

has been rainy and the ground is in goo<l

condition for scent to lay. The sky is

now clear and the wuul blowing, indicat-

ing that to-uiorrow will be a fine day. If

so, then the ju<lges apprehend that the

first series will be completed by the

shades of evening. After that the sjwt-

'.iiig system will throw out those that are

not good tnough to continue, and all will

get through iu fast order. There are

twenty starters for the Derby, drawn to

run in the following order :

Ready II and Covole, Paul Bo and Zig

Zag. Nellie Blv and Tapster. Dill and

Reveler. Rupert and Phoeness, William

H. and Torv Lieutenant. Whyte B. and

Sam R.. Vaiiitv Fair and Ian, Queen Vic

and Pearl ine, Razzle and Tyke, aud Trap,

Jr., aud Maid of Kent.

High Point, N. C, Nov. 20.—The

Derbv was begun on Tuesday. The

weather was clear aud very warm and

the quality of work not satisfactory as a

whole. Birds are plentiful. The dogs

were put down as follows :

Readv IT with Covole. Paul Bo with

Zigzag,' Nellie Bly with Tapster, Dill

with Reveller, Rupert with Phreness,

William H. with Tory Lieutenant,

Wythe B. with Sam R , Vanity Fair with

Ian and Queen Vic with Pearline.

Wednesday was a fine day. The Derby
was continued as follows : Razzle ran

with Tvke, and Trap, Jr., with Maid of

Kent. Wvthe B. and Ian. Phceness and
Nellie Bly, Sain R. and Trap. Jr. Rupert
and Dill, and Tyke and Razzle were se-

lected to run a second time to see which
could go iu the second series. Sam R.

was selected.

The second series was composed of

Tory Lieutenant with Tapster, an<l Sam
R. with Maid of Kent. The winners
were Tory Lieutenant first, with Tapster

second, and Maid of Kent and Sam R.
divided third.

The drawing for the All-aged Slake
resulted as follows : Ightfield Oue'pli

with Tory Lieutenant, Daisy Hunter with

Inchiquin, Darrah Pat with Duke of Hes-
sen. Barker's Grouse with Bandana, Shot
with King's Dan, Harry C. with Sars-

field. Tillie Born with Antoine, Daisy's

Hope with Claude, El Rio Rey with

Orange Don, Edgemark with Prince

Lucifer, Fannie M. with Rio d'Or, Ight-

field Deuce with Lilly Burgess, Ightfield

Ranger with Cassio.

loteresting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Uokkv World.

Special Corrc»i>oiiclciice.

The case of Vredenburgh vs. Peshall,

which, for some reason I leave less obtuse

readers to unravel, was described in a

contemporary "the People vs. Peshall "

is, I believe, to come before the court, or

whatever the tribunal may be designated

next Thursday as ever was. Those who
have been living on "tenterhooks" for

the past fortnight, antitipaling thrilling

ex|)osures, will, I am afraid, be woefully

disappointed, at least from the quarter

from whence they are expected.

Where did I see " People vs. Peshall ?
"

Somewhere or other, I know, for I won-

dered .it the time what the devil the

scribe was driving at, and I must confess

the hidden satire, if any were intended,

was entirely lost on me. Was it some
jilayful, skittish allusion? Was the

author trying to play the giddy goat?

Or is it the legal way of desiii,natiiig this

momentous case? I give it up. Ask me
or at least, the perpetrator, another.

Perhaps he can give us a still more ob-

tuse problem to solve.

Scene—In a tony saloon off Broadway,

not many miles from "44." Well-known

dog judge to friend—What'll you have,

old man ?

Friend—Same again.

W. K. D. J.—So will I. Two internal

remedies, please.

[Enter the Socialist member (who has

case impending) in great excitement.]

W. K. D. J.—Hallo, iny Chicago plot-

ter, just in time. Have a <lrink ?

Socialist Member—Well, I am dying
(^^ ,.n...««l.;...r i;.i<,i.l t>,,f i» ouorxe ^ rl

rough to drink with a man and serve

him with a snbprena at the same time,

but here goes. More peaceful times.

Oh ! I was forgetting. Here's the sub-

poena. Be sure and be there next Thurs-

day. Au revoir. (Exit )

W. K. D. J.—Blank ! ! ! ! ! !

{Citriain.)

But all the blank blanking in the world

won't prevent the W. K. I). J. from ap.

pearing as a witness next Thursday.

all before you at New York, for hath not

this dog's great excellencies been previ-

ously extolled in a contemporary ? Let

us hope the entries will uot Buffer to any

material extent.

But seriously, the "smoothB" are likely

to take a back seat from all I can hear, as

a certain gentleman is already negotiating

for a "smash up" wire none other than

Bushey Broom, aud if he is as good now

as he was a year ago adieu to the "smooth"

craze. I only hope the would-be owner

will have pluck enough to buy him.

Then perhaps dog lovers iu this country

will realize what a worthy breed they

have been neglecting.

I know there are several men willing

to take up the breed, but for the fact that

they consider the judges ou this side will

not give them "fair do(o)es." Iu this I

believe they are right for the simple rea-

son that fox terrier men here have had

no opportunity of realizing the true ex-

cellencies of a real good "wire." But let

them have that opportunity and all I can

say is, those that don't appreciate the

varmint expression, aud "lout ensemble"

of devilment possessed by the breed,

don't know, will never kuow ; don't ad-

mire and can never admire what is so at-

tractive iu the "true" fox terrier.

The Champion Dog Story.

From the Kausas City Times.

The four-year old son of Charles Clif-

ford, the pugilist, who is now in jail for probably

fatally wounding David A. Orcever, the stock

man, is precocious and "a chip of the old block."

Police Surgeon luen, while trying to entertain

the little ftllow at the police station yesterday,

pointed to his hunting dog and said :

"There is a nice dog. He can catch a ball in

his mouth when 1 toss one to him."

"That's nothin'," said the boy. "I've got a dog

that will catch up a stick in its teeth and l>at the

hall back."

"But this dog can climb a tree,' said Dr. luen,

slightly winking.

"Tliat'.s nuthin'." again retorted the l>oy. "All

the dog's climb trees where I live. My dog goes

to school with me and is in the same class." The
police surgeon's breath was taken sway and he

had nothing further to say

The claiuiing of the same dates for the

Cleveland and Boston shows at one time

threatened to put either the A. K. C. iu

a quaudary, or else Cleveland or Boston,

one or the other, in the "thickest un-

strained pea—" but I am happy to re-

lieve readers of any disquieting appre-

hensions ou this score, as Cleveland has

kindly waived its claim and will hold its

show the week after Chicago, so that

what once looked like culminating in a

very awkward piece of business has for-

tunately been averted, partly I believe

through the intervention of Mr. Vreden-

burgh, who is a diplomatist even if he

is the secretary to the A. K. C.

Meersbrook Maiden that "wasn't,"

but "is now," has given substantial evi-

dence of her recent visit to F^ugland by

presenting her owner with seven little

additions. The result of casting eyes at

Broomfield Dick. What the latter will

have to answer for in the hereafter

!

Mr. T. C. Chalmers, of Washington,

has bought the smooth fox terrier Brock-

euhurst Quick from Mr. Wilton. I am
told he (Mr. Chalmers') considers him

the finest fox terrier he ever saw. Tremble

yc budding champioua that arc to carry

Last week I referred to some comments

made by Mr. Harding Cox at the late

Brighton show. Not satisfied to let the

matter rest, he has sent a letter to the

English Stock-Keeper, much of which is

in my opinion worthy of reproduction.

For two reasons, firstly, because there is

not a greater enthusiast ; secondly, be-

cause Mr. Cox has owned terriers for the

past twenty years and worked them with

bounds for some considerable time. After

a few introductory remarks he says :

A vear or two back I was attending a

kennel club show, when I met a well-

known breeder and exhibitor of smooth
fox terriers leading one of his bitches

from the ring.

"Hullo!" quoth I, "you have rather a

weedy one there ; not quite up to your
form, is it?"

"Well, it has just taken first in the

open, and first in the puppy class," he
replied scornfully, with a look as who
should say, "I hope you feel crushed."

"But," said I, as soon as I could re-

cover myself, "she is leggy, round in the

skull, weak in the rib, her loin runs to a

])eak, her stern is set too low, she has no
middle, no quarters "

"Slop, slop, slop ! this is the improved
Ivpe, look al her narrow chest, and her
splendid legs and feet (the latter were
undonbleilly good), and then her shoul-

tlers—she is made to gallop."

Ah, t' ere was the rul). "Made to gal-

lop," aud by galloping he meant pace.

Here was the keynote of the mischief.

An attempt was being majle to breed

terriers to live with hounds, instead of fol-

lowing after them. Furthermore, he re-

galed me with a lot of rubbish to the ef-

fect that if a terrier was uot phenome-
nally narrow in the chest he could not get

to ground, and how strong quarters were
detrimental to staying power !

The only comment I can make on the

above is with regard to the allusion of

"going to ground," for I have heard

many advocates of narrow fronts, talk

something about their dogs getting up a

twelve or a nine-inch drain pipe. But

they never stated whether the fox could

get there or not.

'^««}~*

Further on Mr. Cox says :

Compare such champions of bvgone
davs as Buffett and Nettle (Burbridge's),

Olive and Bloom, with the top-sawyers of

the day, and then let anyone who wishes

to champion the cause of the latter say

truthfully that the type, the charac-

ter, the power, and the symmetry have
been maintaiued. The deterioration can,

I opine, be traced to two notable cham-
pions, viz.: Spice and Result. Both were
good dogs, but it was possible for the
practiceil eye to imagine that a slight

exaggeration of their points would pro-
<luce the caricature that is now held up
as the living type of perfection. That is

to say, breeders, having produced a well-

nigh perfect specimen, set to work to
accentuate its ])oints of excellence, in-

stead of being content to maintain the
tvpe definite and well-balanced.
Taken as a breed 1 pronounce the

modern smooth fox terrier, as exhibited,

to l)e deficient in power, wedgy in <

loin, weak in ril). flat-sided, devoid of
terrier expression ithough very sour and

|

quarrelsome I, loo narrow in front, too
,

high on the leg, too shallow iu chest, too
loug aud coarse in coat, and light of
l>one. On the other baud, il is obvious
tliat the wire-hairs have advanced with
giant strides, and the average of merit in

the class al any important show proclaims
the fact that breeders have become
thoroughly impressed with the type that

|

they have accepted, an<l this type the
right one. Here you find terrier expres-

'

sioii. ileep chesis, well sprung riljs,

straight, strong l>acks, powerfid and well-
turned quarters, varminl heads, and
withal legs and feet quite as good as can
be found in the smooth ring.

It will be seen he blduies Spice and Re-

sult for a good deal of the smooth deteri-

oration. It may be so, but .Spice never •

got anything of much note except Mix-
ture— I am s]K-aking from memory—aud

he was no great shakes, as his head was

vile, so that few of his sons were likely

to be bred to. .Again, outside his own
kennels Result never produced a high-

class terrier up to within two years ago,

and though his owners have shown mauy
lately that more resembled whippets, yet

it is, perhaps, hardly fair to blame Result,

as it is more the fruit of breeding in than

anything else. I, myself, have always

thought Splinter has done the most harm,

and I still think so.

This is how the letter concludes :

Mr. Redmond complains that he has
never won the .Smooth Challenge Cup,and
has little hopes of doing so ; but I opine
thai the reason is that Mr. Redmonti is

too good a breeder and judge and too
true to the old type to have a fair chance,
and there is another experienced and
clever breeder who lives within hail of
me who is in the .same boat. It is not
that their dogs are not goo<l enough, but
that they are loo good. And their bril-

liant list of successes in the past is as a
monument to the memory of halcyon

'

days for the smooth fox terrier, gone for '

the present, but possibly to be revived,
when breeders work heart and soul for

the real, and no longer struggle after a
contorted ideal.

The other breeder to whom reference ,

is made is Mr. Bnrbridge, who is prob-
|

ably the oldest breeder of fox terriers. I
'

must .say the gentle laudation bestowed
upon Mr. Redmond is uot quite in keep-

ing with the latter genlleiiian's actions, as

he has always been first aud foremost of
those who "niusl have narrow fronts,"

aud much as I admire his earnestness, al
i

the same time having the greatest regard
for him personally, yet a great deal of

this deterioratitui has been brought alnxit

by him

.

The remarks which I made some lime
;

ago in this paper are so entirely in accord I

with those of Mr. Cox that I feel what I !

then said may probably have more weight,

backed up as they are by such an un-

doubted authority, and perhaps the more
skeptical will now awaken lo the fact

that there is more than one man hammer-
ing away at the pre.sent stamp of smooth
fox terriers. Britti.k.

CENTR.AL FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.

I>OKN That Will Compete In the Free-
for-all Four lIourH' Heat Hcake.

The entries of the Central Field Trial Free-fo •-

all Four Hours' Heat Stake closed with twelve
nomiuatiouH, eleven Knglish setters aud one
|>oiiiter

l*uIuterM,

kii' Kai- (King of Kent—Ho;>B). Charlottesville
Field Trial Kennels.

KnKlIah .'^ottern.

CllANCK (Roderigo—Bol'eep), J. M. .\vent.

Daisy's HopK (Oath's Hope—Daisv F.), W. W.
Titus.

Gnlh's Mark (Galh—Geni). H. Hullman, Jr.

Hakrv C. (Roderigo—Countess H uise), KImwood
Kennels.

by Lord Roseberry out of Mrs. D'Orsay's
(ihe great Fjiglish society actress) Cora.
This adds another valuable strain lo our
breeding stock. We have also just
bought fiom Miss Anna H. Whitney the
nine-pound bitch Tina (12,171), a' full
sister to our Lady Thora, who died. It

took a good deal of the "long green" to
own these two little ladies, but even if

they "do come high, we must have 'em."
Yours truly,

FyBKRHART PUG KBNNEI-S.
Cincinnati. O., Nov. 19.

KiNd's Makk (King Noble—Helle Belton), B.
Kidltway.

I.ILLV UiiKGESs (Oath's Mark—Ksthcr), Frank
Richards.

Na.nme B (King Noble—Oneen Vushli). I. A.
Mcl.eod.

Noiu,F. Count (Mac D.—Mdy .Mac), S. A. Klliott.

PiTTi SiNO (Barun Dovenedge— Norahi, Thomas
Johnson.

Rkvrrov (Oath's Mark—Rusa), P. Henry O'Ban-
non.

Rownv Ron (Roderigo—Juno A.), KImwood Ken-
nelK.

CL.XIMS FOR SHOW DATES.

Editor Fancikr.s" Joi-rnai..

Sir : The Delaware and Sustjnehanua

Poultry and Pet Stock Association claims

the dates January 6 lo 9, 1891. for their

third annual show, to I)e held in Biiig-

hainlou, N. Y. J. Otis Fellows will judge
all classes of dogs except greyhounds,
beagles and wolf-hounds. They have ap-

f)lied for membersliit> and the show will

»e under American Keunel Club rules.

J. Otis F''f:i<u)\vs.

By 01 dfr nf Ihf fiesidenl.

Editor Fancikrs' Joitrnai,.

Sir : The Mas.sachu.selts Keunel Club,

Lynn, Mass., has filed itsclaim for March
24 to 27, 1S91. for its second bench show.
The Cleveland Kennel Club has courte-

ously withdrawn its former claim for

April I lo 4, and has changed its dates to

April 14 lo 17, 1891. By this action the
New lingland Kennel Club is entitled to
it.H claim for March ti lo April %. 1S91.

Yours truly,

A. P. VRKDKNBURf.H, Secretary.

Nkw York. Nov. 18.

RESOLUTION OF THANKvS.

Editor Fancikrs' Journai,.

Sir: At a special meeting of the Board

of Governors of the Maryland Kennel

Club held this day, the following resolu-

tion was offered and adopte<l :

Resolvkd, That il is the sense of the
Board of tiovernors of the Maryland
Kennel Club that they greatly appreciate
the kindness of the Piltsl)urg Keunel
Club iu exchanging with the Marj land
Kennel Club bench show dales, and we
lierebj- leuder the Pittsburg Kennel Club
our sincere thanks for their fraternal

feeling in the mailer. Yours very truly,

W. Stf.wart Diffhndkrffkr,
Secretary.

Bautimork, Nov. 18, 1890.

Editok Fancikrs' Journal.

Sir : The Bench Show Committee of
the New England Kennel Club wish to

publicly thank the Cleveland Kennel
Club for the courtesy shown tlieiu in

withdrawing their claim to the dates April

I to 4 in our favor, and trust all eastern
exhibitors will suj)port the Cleveland
show handsomely, as it is surely com-
posed of thorough gentlemenly sports-

men. Kesjieclfully yours.

v.. H. MOORK, .Secretary.

Boston, Nov. 19, iSgrj.

SARA BERXHARDT'S XEW OWNER.

—The beagle bitch Bal)v Deaue strayed
from the home ol W. S.'Clark, Linden,
Mass. Any brother sportsman hearing
of her should nolifv him. .She is white,
black aud tan and stand* alM>ut 11 5^
inches high.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Sir : We now own tlie iniimrled pug

bitch Sara Bernhardt, brought over by

Minnie Palmer and presented lo her in

Ivondou while she was playing there last

June. Sara Bernhardt is one of the
smallest typical pug bitches living, weigh-
ing but six and one-half pounds. She is

KKNXKL IIKO'IWTKK.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form. Write
plahily.

VISIT.S.

LAKK shore KKNNELS' red cocker spaniel
bilrh Bene Silk's Blondie (Champion
OIjo II—Champion Bene Silk) to their Brush
W. (Pompadore—Champion Bene), November
8. 1890.

C. T. HfBB.\RD',S liver and white pointer bitch
Spinaway II to Idstone Kennels I.rcK of
IKSTONE, September 12, 1890,

ROCHEI.LK KKNNEI-S' black and tan terrier
buch RocHELi.E Nadjv (17,073) to their The
Senatok. October 3, i8go!

ROCHEI.I.E KKNNEI.S' black and tan terrier
bitch RocHEi,i.E I,A»v Teazle to their The
Senator, October 2, 1890.

WHELPS,
OH9R(iE H. COVERT'S red Irish setter bitch

imported Kate IX (11,504), whelped October
8, iS'jo, three, one dog. lo his Chami'io.n Dick
Swivelek (8410).

A. HASSKLMIER'.s pug bitch Pearl whelped
.September i.), 1S90, four, two dogs, to Eber-
hart Piig Kennels' Bradford Ruby II (9720)

KBRRHART PUG KKNNEI^S' pug bitch Lady
Thirma.n (13.098) whelped November 7.
1S90. five, four dogs, to their imported John
BCLL (17,093).

HENRY EICHLKR'Spug bitch LaVINIA Bblle
(15,192) whelued October 19, 1890, five, four
dogs, to Eberhart Pug Kenuels' Bradford
RCBY II (9720).

-MRS. S. E, DAVIS' pug bitch Belle whelped
November 5, 1890. six, three dogs, to Eber-
hart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II (9720).

MRS. R.STRAUSS' pug bitch Rcay S. whelped
September I, 1890, five, three dogs, to Eber-
hart Pug Kennels' Eberhart Cashier
(i3.yoil.

IDSTONE KENNELS' liver and white pointer

II), wfielped four dogs and two bitches ~Ko
Shotmaster.

EBERHART PUO KENNELS' pug bitch Bast
Lake Viroie (9727). whelped October 31, i8go,
five (four dogs) to their imported John Bull
(17.093)-

ROCHELLE KENNELS' black and Un terrier
bitch CiiAMFioN Meersbrook Maiden
(13.744), whelped October 30, seven (four dogs)
to Broomfield Dick.

CHARLES BNOB. JR.'S, fox terrier bitch Hill-
side Bounce (Champion Raby Mixer—Prin-
cess) whelped (Jctotier 22, 1890, three (one
dog) to C, D. Purioy's Champion Brcicke.v-
HURsr Quick.

SALES.

GEORGE II. COVERT. Chicago, 111,, has sold
Irish setter bitch Miss Swiveler (Cham-
pion Dick Swiveler— Kildare Ruby) to Guy
C. Hamilton. Athens, Ga,

.Master Swiveler, Irish setter dog (Dick
Swiveler—Kildare Ruby), to J. C. Cline, Los
Angeles, Cal.

MR JAMES .VIORl'lMER has sold the follow-
ing terriers :

SuFKOLK Risk, snooth fox terrier, to Mr. C.
L. Wilton, New York City,

Suffolk Spinster, .smooth fox terrier, to Mr.
John B. Thayer, Lancaster Mass.

Suffolk Syren, smooth fox terrier, to Mr.
John E. Thayer, Lancaster, Mass.

Smooth f'x terrier dog piippv, liorn July 4, by
RaftU- Siilfolk Rarity, to Miss LeRoy Jones,
New York City.

Smooth fox terrier dog puppy, born June 17,

by Veronese—Suffolk Spinster, to Mr. Allen
Wallace. New York City,

Suffolk Chaiirin, wire-haired dog, to Mr. L.
H. Rice, Philadelphia, Pa.

FRANK W, MOt;LTON. Washington, D. C, has
sold bull terrier bitch puppy (Edgewood
.Model— Libertas) to Dr. H. A. .^fallory, Wash-
ington, D, C

IDSTONE KENNELS, Dayton, Ohio, have sold
the following dogs:

Spot II, liver and white pointer dog pup by Bow
of Idstone out of Pride of Idstone, whelped
May 18, 1890, to Mr, Win. Grabe, St. Louis,
Mo.

Victor of Idstone, liver and white pointer
dog whelpe<l March 19, 1889. by Trinket's Coin
out of Spinaway II to Mr. Cfiarles S. Todd,
Te.xarkana, Tex

Liver and white pointer bitch pup,whelped May
16, 1890, by l>oncaster out of^Ladv Ceoxtethll
to H, C McReynolds, Dayton, Obio.

Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped July 5,

18911, by Leon out of Phantom to Mr. S.' S.

Traup, Dayton, Ohio

To Jacob Tntterbaiigh and J, E. Zimmerman
each a bitch pup by Lusk of Idstone out of
Trinket's Belle.

Presented to Mr. Henry Hardic, Hermitage,
Teun . Flash IV. liver and white pointer
bilch, whelpe<l May 23, 18S9. by l.usk of
Idstone out of Klash'lII

Presented to C. P. Hubbard. Broken Bow.Neb.,
liver and white pointer bitch, whelped July
S, 1S91P, bv I.eon out of Phantom

FIELD TRIALS IN CANADA.

The AVinuerfi in the Derby and AU-
Atced Stakes.

Chatham, Out., Nov. 10.—The inaugu-
ral field trials of the International Field
Trial Club were held at Chatham, Can-
ada. In the Derby Stake the eleven
starters were drawn as follows :

A. P. Havwood-Loiisdale's liver aud while point-
er dog Tyke (Ightfield Dick— PcrditU)

aoajnst
Joseph Kinie's white and liver English setter

bitch I,4idy Spot (Miiigi>—I^dy Thunder),

T. G. Davey's liver and white pointer dog West-
minster Drake (I^d ofBow—Kate VIII)

ACA INST
A. p. Haywood-Umsdale's black aud white Bn«-

lish setter bitch PhorneRslWoodhill Bruce-Lucy)

John Mercer's black and white English setter
dog Mingo H (Mingo—I„ady Thunder)

AGAINST
A, P, Havwood-Lonsdale's black and white Eng-

lish setter dog Ian (Woodhill Bruce—Lucy).

Thomas Johnson's liver and white pointer dew
Ightfield l-plon (Ightfield Dick—Peachum)

AGAINST
A. P. Haywood- Lonsdale's liver and white point-
er dog Beacon (Ightfield Dick—Polly Peachum).

Joseph Rime's black, « i.iie and tan English aet-
set bilch I^dy Patch (Mingo—Lady Thunder)

AGAINST
Dodds Ki Mather's black and white English Bet-

ter bitch Dart (Fakir—Star),

L. Hillsengarden's red Irish dog Dan O'Connell
a bye.

Secowd Series.—Tyke beat Mingo, PhoeneM
lieat Upton, Beacon beat Lady Patch, Mingo heuX
Phceness.

Result—Tyke first, Mingo II second, PhoencM
third and Ightfield Upton fourth

The All-Afced Stake Winners.

In the All-aged Stake the dogs were
draw as follows :

W. B. Wells' white aud tan English setter dof
Matane (Mark J.—Cambriana)

AGAINST
Thomas Guttridge's roan belton English setter
bitch Belle of Kent (Mark—Dyke).

Thomas Johnson's liver and white pointer bitdi
Ightfiefci Blithe (Dancer—Ightfield Bloom)

AGAINST
A, P, Haywood-Lonsdale's black, white and tan
English setter dog Ightfield Ranger |(t>ick
Wind'em—Peep-Bo),

Dr, Totten's black, white and tan English setter
bitch Carrie T. (Banker—Belle)

AGAINST

dog Clinker (icink—Fausta il).

Dr. Totten's orange and white English setter
dog Speculator (Fred W.—Queen ofibc South)

AGAINST
W. B. Wells' black and white English setter
bitch Dinah C, (Mingo— Fau.sta II).

J. L. Campbell's black aud tan Gordon setter
dog Gordo (Royal Duke—Nora)

AGAINST
A. P. Havwood-I.,onsdale's liver and white pointer
dog Ightfield Dick (Dick III—Belle of Bow).

F. W, Eddy's black, white and tan English set-
ter bitch Maggy Bee (Kink—Lucy Bee)

AGAIKST
W. B. Wells' black, white and tan English setter
bitch Cambriana (Cambridge—Romp).

R. G. Hervey's liver pointer rjog Bree/x)
AGAINST

T. G. Da%'ey'8 blue lielton English setter dog Can-
adian Jester (Knight of Snowdon-Liddersdale).

A. P. Haywood- Lonsdale's liver and white pointer
bitch Ightfield Deuce (WynusUy—Dainty)

AGAINST
W. B. Wells' black and white English setter do(
Mingo II (Mingo— I„tidy Thunder).

A. P. Havwoo<l-Lonsdalc's liver and white
English setter bitch Ightfield Rosa (Ross—Pittl
Sing) a bye.

Second Series.—Ightfield Dick against Ms-
lane, Ightfield Blithe against Mingo, Ightfield
Deuce against Carrie T., Dinah C. against Belle
of Kent, Cambriana against Ightfield Ranger,
Ightfield Rosa against Canadian Jester.

Third Series.—Cambriana against Ightfield
Dick Ightfield Dick against Ightfield Deuce,
Ightlield Blithe again.st Ightfield Rosa, Canadian
Jester against Mingo.

Fourth series.—Ightfield Blithe against Cam-
briana, Ightfield Rosa against Ightfield Deuce,
Ightfield Dick against Ightfield Rosa,

P'lFTii Series—Ightfield Blithe against Ight-
field Deuce.
Ightfield Dick, first ; Ightfield Rosa, second

;

Ightfield Blithe, third : Iglitfield Deuce, fourth.

The judges of the trials were Messn.
John Davidson, L. H. Smith and Dr. I.

L. Nichols.

—A pack of wild dogs, perhaps twentr*
five or thirty iu nnniber,ha8been Cf>nimit-

ting all sortsof depredations in and about
Glen Garden, N. J. Sheep have been
killed and the bodfies of cattle torn by
the ravenous creatures. Travel in that
section has been attended with much
danger. A party of farmers raided the
dogs a few days ago and succeeded in
killing twelve of the number and scatter-

ing the others.

f
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NOTES IN PASSING.

Mike Buyer states : There is no

heathier, happier or light-hearted class of

females in the world than the French

poultry women. Uncle Boj'er must have

had a pleasant time in "Paree" and the

sea voyage ditl him good no doubt.

»
• «

The aforesaid editor is slowly Ijecoming

a foreigner. He speaks of the Langshans,

Houdans, Dorkings and Indian games

as the best table fowls, with American

breeds a close rival. "Trixie" will annihi-

late Boyer for omitt.'ng the IvCghorns.

«

We are informed that the gallant and

genial James Forsyth has bought out his

friend, and former partner Warren N.

CrofTu s. This means that James will

have the cream of the country in the line

of thoroughbred lyeghorns and Wyau-
dottes.

•%
We were agreeably surprised to receive

a card announcing that the veteran C. C.

Montague has forsaken bachelorhood

and entered the ranks of Benedicts. We
extend our best wishes to the happy

couple and at the same time express our

personal appreciation of Mr. Montague
as one of the most honorable and

thorough fanciers of America. His suc-

cessful career was the result of applying

the stern rules of honesty in all business

transactions. It was the giMxl old way,

but tlie right way.

•

Our energetic friend Secretary Rey-

uaud says he would not l)e without The
Fancikb.s' Journal even if it cost
»...:_- . 1- ^ .t»i. : -• - - .... 1 r --. .

i.mci: luc auiii. xma ^a a naiii^ic ut UiMijy

letters we receive, and Thk Journal
exteiuls its thanks to all such kind words.

It stinmlales us to make the paper more
valuable with every issue. We Solicit

correspondence from all fanciers?, and
any suggestion regarding the improve-

ment of The Journai., will be gladly con-

sidered. It is your paper, readers, so

make the best of it.

* •

The crusade against tobacco came to a

somewhat abrupt termination at a recent

lecture in France. In order to demon-
strate' the vileness of the weed and its

pernicious effects on the human race, a

lecturer referred to experiments made
with poultry. Our contemporary, the

Fanciers' Gazette (England), comments
on the subject as follows : "It is well

known that in France the population is

stationary, if not actually decreasing,

and for this many reasons are assigned

—

climate, habits of the people and many
other causes are suggested. The latest

theory is that smoking is the cause. At
a recent meeting Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz,

a member of the Academy, read a paper

to show that among the foremost causes

is the immoderate use of tobacco. The
lecturer was at home on this subject, be-

ing deputy chairman of the Anti-Tobacco

League. He reported experiments with

cocks and hens and rabbits. He took

two families, consisting each of one male
bird and six hens of the same age, breed

and weight. They wer^i under exactly

the same treatment except that the head

of the first family was made to spend the

night ill a large box where one-fifth of

an ouiice of t-.bacco was burnt daily.

The eggs in this yard showed a nmch
larger percentage of in fecundity than in

the ol'Ker. 'The lecturer was interrupted

in the course of his lecture by Dr. Brou-.

ardel, who exclaimed, 'What about Ger-

many ?' And to this more need not be

added."

* •

The chief objection to the aljove ex-

periment is that the birds were subjected

to the fumes of tobacco and did not

smoke themselves. Every one knows
that the smoking car of an average rail-

road train is n horrible place for a man
without a cigar in his mouth. The min-

ute the weed enters between his lips he

can puff away in j>erfect blissful igno-

rance of his surroundings. Fowls can

be accustomed to eat tobacco the same
as other animals no doubt, but as to to-

bacco producing infecundity we have our

doubts.

• •

Greenville, S. C, is making determined
efforts to make its show a success. We
are informed that |iioo is offered for the

best collection of fowls, with $^0 for the

second best. All other premiums have

been increased and f25 added for the best

collection of pijjeons. These are the

regular association premiums, but many
large cash specials have been offered in

addition. Northern fanciers can attend

Charleston, Augusta and Greenville and

return in time for the New York show.

•

In another column we publish the ad-

dress of T. Wilton Hill, president of the

New Jersey State Poultry Association on

the "Poultry Interests of the Farm." It

will repay careful perusal, as Mr. Hill is

a thorough believer in the value of poul-

try as a means of revenue, and his deeds

fully corroborate his words.

«
« «

A great point made by Mr. Hill is that

of suitable buildings, and he incidentally

calls attention to the value of roofing and
«Hi»of tiincT rtarkArc W#» tiav#* itiaf ne\i-\-o t -r ~ •- J ~^-.

structed apoullrj' house, using the Indiana

roofing, and believe it to be one of the

best we have ever used. The paper is

heavy, and after being applied is coated

with a brown rubber roofing paint, which
makes it practically impervious to wind

and rain. Such buildings are cheap and
warm.

«
• *

Our friend, J. C. Long, Jr., with his

characteristic fairmindedness, has the fol-

lowing to say in the Poultry Bulletin :

"Some of our exchanges prophesy that

the adoption of comparison judging

would sound the death-knell of poultry

exhibitions. This would not necessarily

be the result ; for many large shows were

judged by comparison before the days of

the score card, and the decisions were ac-

cepted and shows thrived. But we have
no fear that comparison judging will be-

come general ; there is too nmch opposi-

tion and too much in the principle of the

score card to belijve that."

«
» »

There is considerable sense contained

in the above, and the conservative tone is

in decided contrast to the boiling logic of

the score card defenders, who masquerade
under a nom de plume. A descendant

of Henry Clay has just announced his

proclamation in favor of the score card.

To judge by his pleasantries the descend-

ant nmst have kissed the Blarney Stone.

"It's so Irish ye know."

* •

It is now in order to enlist the services

of O'Brien, Dillon and other Irish patriots

in the cause against the "English" com-
parison judging. Nothing like bunconilie

and patriotism in bolstering up a cause

The public be .

«
» *

We cougrRtulHte Editor Long also on

the able editorial in support of the com-

ing New York show, which apj)eared in

the November Bulletin. It has the true,

manly ring to it.

We spent a few days at the great horse

show held in the Madison Square Garden,

New York City, last week. The spectacle

was a most gorgeous and imposing one.

The wealth, fashion and elite of the

metroj^wlis crowded the magnificent

structure to its utmost capacity. The
fact Ijecomes more and more apparent

that our wealthy citizens are following in

the lines of the English and taking a de-

cided and healthy interest in thorough-

breds.

« •

Horses and dogs have Ijecome the rage,

and this is due notably to the efforts of

thoroughgoing fanciers of these noble

animals. Poultry shows will sooner or

later liecome a fashionable fad just the

same as the horse, dog or a chrysanthe-

mum show. The New York Poultry and
Pigeon Society is composed of men who
are well qualified to elevate and make
the next show a success. There is an

earnestness aljout their purposes that can

not fail to inspire all thorough fanciers.

•
» •

Wc regret that there should have been

a sly undercurrent of objection to the

New York show by some members and

outsiders. There should be no couflict

between Charleston and New York, nor

should there be any sentimental non-

sense about the meeting of the sptcially

clubs. The latter will probably meet in

New York excepting one or two for the

simple reason that a member likes to

attend a meeting somewhere near to

within his financial capacity.

«

Mnut nf fl1^ fii«>iii lM»r« f\F fill
^ differeis*

clul>s find New York easier and cheaper

of access than Charleston. This may
explain the votes of the different mem-
bers. Another point is the selection of

ofl[icers. Every member shouhl have a

vote whether he attends or not, and a

ticket or several tickets should be placed

in nomination a month before the annual

meetings. The majority must and should

rule.

* *

We have devoted much space to the

Charleston and Greenville shows, and
did all we could to present both sides of

the controversy fairly, and in the same
way will give the New York show fair

play. Perhaps a few deluded individuals

will immediately twist or pervert our

meaning and expatiate on a subject they

either know nothing about or which they

wilfully misrepresent.

« •

We have given it as our candid opinion

that New York should be the Crystal

Palace show of America, and that every

fancier should support that show. The
success of the latter next February

means much ; a failure means that the

poultry shows of New York City are a

thing of the past and an improbable

event of the future.
*

* *

Fanciers, make the New York show a

rouser ; never mind what critics may say

or enemies may do, but go in with a de-

termination to helj) the liberal and public-

spirited officers to win. We cannot afford

petty jealousies, and while we all pull for

Charleston, Greenville, Augusta, etc., we
must make a hard and strong pull for the

grand climax at New York.
•

* *

Remember that the Madison Square
Garden is the fittest building of Us kind

in the world ; remember also that the

very class of people who attend horse

and dog shows will attend the poultry

show. It is a show for fanciers where

the winning birds will bring honor and

money. The officers will do their share,

and now boys, do yours.
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*
« »

The interesting article upon buff Leg-

horns published in our last issue was

wrongly credited to the Poultry World
instead of to our wide-awake contem-

porary, the Poultry Monthly.

Mantes Fowls.

Among the fowls which are winning a

prominent place in France is the Mantes.

There are none of this breed in the United

States, to the best of our knowledge, but

if all that is said in its favor is true it

would prove a valuable addition to our

stock. It is, however, to be borne in

mind that some breeds do not l)ear trans-

planting to a new land, that a breed
which is near perfection in one country
seems to fall far short of it in another,
and that the great and deserved reputa-
tion they have in their native land may
suffer greatly when they are removed to

new and very different surroundings.
Whether a breed will gain or lose by re-

moval from one country to another can
not be safely predicted ; the verdict of
exjjerieuce alone can determine.
The Mantes cock is in size similar to

the Houdan, Crevcccuur and Dorking, a
most excellent size for market purposes.
Its plumage is aregular blending of black
and white, free from red, yellow or gray
feathers, the first wing feathers Ijeing

while by preference. The feet and shanks
are devoid of feathers, and in color are
pinkish gray, sjieckled with black, there
l)eing four toes upon each foot. The
beak is short and strong, and in color
black an<l while. The ear-lobes are red,

tinged with white, and covered by the
whiskers. The comb is plain, strong at

the ba.se, very massive, perfectly erect
and deeply serrated. The wattles are
sliuii, aliaigiil and iicaily liiudcu by iuc
beard or frill. In its appearance the
Mantes cock is a strong, vigorous, seduct-
ive-looking fowl, and is Iwth an orna-
mental and profitable variety.

The hen is like the cock in color and
general characteristics, allowance being
made for sex, with the exception of the
carriage of the comb, which, instead of
l)eing erect, generally droops to one side.

The short wattles of the cock wholly dis-

appear in the hen.
Mons. Le Comte V. La Pierre tie Roos,

in his monograph on fowls, thus speaks
of this breed : "The reputation of the
Mantes hen is established in France. All
those who have tried her speak well of
her. Of a small-boned, thickset make,
the breeders recommend them as the
most favorable for the formation of a
quantity of flesh of superior quality, and
having a remarkable aptitude for pre-
cocious fattening, which they heredi-
tarily transmit to their young."
The Mantes fowl, if well cared for, it is

said, can be fattened very quickly after

it reaches the age of three-and-a-half
months, a decidetily important requisite
for first-class table poultry, for usually
chickens of that age are long and lank
and lean, and refuse to be fattened.

In addition to being a superb table
fowl the Mantes has the reputation of be-
ing a good layer, making a very useful
combination of good qualities, a combina-
tion which IS eagerly sought for by prac-
tical jKJUltry raisers.

If tlie Mantes fowl is all that it is

claimed to be, and if it will maintain its

reputation upon l)eing transferred to this

country, it would be well if importations
of this breed were made and tested in

the I'uited States. We wish the best,

and our enterprising poultry breeders are
Iwund, sooner or later, to have the best,

either by making or importing. It is

not so much a matter how we come by
the best fowls as it is that we possess
them. Get the best is the American
motto.—American Poultry Yard.

—If you want new breeding fowls
never make the mistake of purchasing
because they are cheap. Quality is as
essential an item with poultry as with
any other stock.

OHARLBSTON, S. O.

The Crystal Palace Show of Amer-
ica and the Specialty Olubs.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I'or the past three or four months
one could not pick up a poultry journal
without seeing the name of G. P. Rey-
uaud signed to some article booming up
the Buff Club or trying to show why such
and such an association or club should

not meet at Charleston. Now we cannot
help but admire a man for booming up
his favorites or for working so unceas-

ingly for his club or association, but why
try to do it by trying to pull down or
injure another association ? I would
like to ask Mr. Reyuaud what has Charles-

ton or the South ever done to him, and
what has he against Charleston and the
South ? He seems to think that we can't

have a big show in South Carolina. I

wonder if the following won't convince
him otherwise

:

At our State Fair just closed there were
on exhibition over 2000 birds. At the
great New York show last year (which he
quotes so much) there were but 1729 en-
tries of poultry outside of the breeding
•"--'•• 300 or more, less than at our agri-

The leading entries were :

yards
cultural fair

NEW VUKK.
Light Brahmas . . . 125 ;

Mnff Cochins . . . . im
Barrert Plyiiioiilh R'gijt '

.'i. V. Brown L'gh'ns 99
Black LanKshans . 91 |

Silver Wyandottes . 65 '

White Leghorns . . 60
;

White Plymouth R's 27
<lanies 91
Pekin duck.s (pair.s) 22

orH STATE FAIR.
LiRht Brahmas ... 70
Buff Cochins .... 40
Barred Plymouth R'.s 91
S. C Brown L'gh'nsio?
Black Langshans . b8
Silver Wyandottes . 89
White Leghorns . . 68
While Plymouth R's 83
Games 91
Pekin ducks (pairs) 2«

Now we are willing to concede that
the quality of the exhibits were much
superior at the great New York show but
not the quantity in the aggregate, and
when we take into consideration the
place and the time, we would ask which
was the most successful as a poultry
show ?

Three ^ears ago we had an entry at our
State I-'air of a dozen coops ; two years
ago, juu cuiiics , last year, 700 ; this year
over 2000. Can any other section of the
country show a ;»reater improvement ?

At our .\ssociation show at Charleston
last year we had an entry of 700 ; this
year (last January) 1200, and next Janu-
ary at the "Great International," if we
•lon't have over 3000 entries, or nearly
double what New York had at their last
show I will make Mr. Reynaud a present
of |ioo.

It seems to worry Mr. Reynaud a great
deal about where the specialty clubs
should meet, and in speaking of why
they should meet in New York, he say's
it is Ijecause most of the members are in
New York and quotes the Game and In-
dian Game Clubs especially. We can not
but admit these facts, but in doing so we
would ask. Have these clubs been organ-
ized for the sole benefit of New York ?

If not, please tell us how can thev secure
new members or benefit the breeds they
represent by holding their meetings al-
ways in one place ?

Now, a word about games and where
there are bred to perfection. If there is
one breed of fowl the southerner is well
posted unon, it is the game, and if Mr.
Reynaud will only visit us next January
we will show him the grandest exhibition
of game he ever beheld. The South is
the natural home of the game, and I ven-
ture to say that South Carolina, North
Carolina or Georgia, either one singly,
can show up more games than the whole
of the New England and Eastern States
combined, and as a bit of information a
call has lieen issued by the Southern
Game Fanciers to hold a meeting at
Charleston during the "International
Show" for the purpose of organizing a
Southern flame Fanciers Club,and though
the above name, it will be national in its
work, and while striving for the advance-
jueut and improvement of the plucky
little game, it will know no North, no
South, no F:ast, no West.
We have invited all specialty cUd« and

r.Jf.
^^ ^- ^- ^"*' ^''^ welcome all to the

City by the Sea" in which the whole
Jsouth joins us, and in presenting our
claims we do not say other cities have not
the same right. We have every reason
to believe ours will be the grandest meet-
'ugever held by the A. P. A. and the
specialty clubs, and that the entries

prove a grand suc-

will far exceed that of any other show
ever held in this country, and though
feeling so highly elated at our briAt
prospects, we still have a good wish Tor
every other association of like character,
and hope that all, even New York and
Greenville, may also
cess.

The following official announcements
have already been made of meetings in
Charleston : Langshan Club, Light
Brahma Club and Judges' Association,
and we have every reason to believe
other announcements will be made dur-
ing the month. The Buff Club, White
Wyandotte Club, Brown Iveghoru Club,
White Plymouth Rock Club, and the
Indian Game Club will probably meet
here also.

Our premium list will be ready for
mailing December 1. Entries close Janu-
ary I- Ross A. Smith.
Charleston, S. C, Nov. 19.

How^ to Ohoose a Turkey.
From the Home Journal.

On Thanksgiving Day every American
family makes an effort to dine on turkey.
The turkey, being a gifl for which all

Americans should be thankful, seems
especially appropriate as a Thanksgiving
offering. Ifyouarea town-dweller you
must secure your bird from a poulterer,

and let me whisper to you not to rely too
implicitly on his judgment. Tastes
differ, and upon this occasion you wish
to suit yourown. Some persons prefer a
gobbler to a hen turkey, but I will advise
you a hen. The meat is whiter, sweeter
and more tender. The bill and toes
should l)e .soft, and the flesh have a blne-
ish-white cast, twelve pounds being an
exceedingly gowl weight. The fortunate
country-dweller has his own turkeys, or
should have at least, and can mould them
at will. The feed can be so managed
that the meat will be white, tender and of
a delicate flavor, or the flavor may be
greatly heightened by a change of diet.
Chopoed turnips, cabbage and parsley,
varied with corn meal, boiled rice and
chopped celery tops, impart a peculiar
gamy Havor, which to many persons is
very desirable. This food may be given
three or four days liefore killing.

An Easy Cure for Qapes.
The following from the Sharon (Pa.)

Herald may be of value to poultrymen
whose fowls are subject to the gapes.

Every poultry raiser knows what an an-
noying and fatal disease is gapes and
how rapidly it can deplete a coop. There
are various remedies of more or less
efficacy for the disease, but as simple and
effective a cure as can be devised has
Ijeen discovered by Mr. Fred. Bonacker,
of this place. He is raising a number of
chickens, and the gapes recently made
their appearance among them. After in-
quiry and cogitation of the matter he
discovered a plan which has effected a
cure with chickens afflicted with the dis-
ease on which he has tried it. He par-
tially fills a small paper bag with dry
slack lime, and into the opening he
thrusts the head of the fowl to be treated,
closing the mouth of the sack by pressing
it about the chicken's neck. He then
shakes the bag. filling it with dust, which
it is force! to breathe. This operation is
repeated twice, the fowl's head being re-
moved l)etween shakes to enable it to get
a breath of air, then it is released, and
from that on the hours of the pestiferous
little worms which are gnawing at the
windpijie of the chicken are numbered
and a speedy cure is effected, the chick
apparently fully recovering in a day or
two. The logic of the remedy is plain :

The fowl is compelled to inhale the lime
dust and it proves fatal to the worm. The
cure is permanent, Mr. Bonacker having
applied it over two weeks ago to fowls
suffering with the disease and they are
sound and healthy to-day. It is cheap,
and judging from results well worth
trying.

» .

—Two eggs a week from each hen with
prices at twelve cents per dozen will pay
her board. Every egg over and above
should be profit. Profit is what you
should aim at. If they are not doing
this at least, find the hatchet and a mar-
ket for their carcasses as soon as possible.

TARIFF ON FANCY POULTRY.

The Present Tax an Imposition
on Our Fanciers.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The new McKinley tariff bill on
fancy poultry brought from England to
the United States is, it seems to us, very
much uncalled for. In the first place we
will state that the bill largely, as it relates

to manufacturers, is all O. K., just and
proper, as we think, but its relation to

fancy poultry for breeding purposes we
believe it is all wrong, and we also be-

lieve that the tariff on fancy fowls was
placed upon them through ignorance of
the subject they were dealing with. Eng-
land has not enough of any one kind of
fancy fowl to send here that will in any
way injure the business here at this time,

and therefore the tariff as relates to fancy
fowls is uncalled for, foolish and really an
impostion upon progressive and enter-

prising American fanciers.

The intents and purposes of the Mc-
Kinley bill were to so restrict English
producte by a tariff or duty that the in-

pouring ol those products might not crip-

ple or impoverish American products of
like character. This tariff is not needed
yet on fancy poultry, but as the tariff is
now a law, it is very likely it will stand
for some time at least, for if the para-
graph relating to fowls were struck out
some others would likely follow.
One enterprising firm of .\merican fan-

ciers has already felt the injustice of
this bill as relates to the subject under
hand, I refer to Messrs. C. A. Sharp &
Co., Lockport, N. Y. Some three months
ago a tnemt>er of this firm sailed for Eng-
land, and while there selected and pur-
chased several hundred choice Indian
games, which they had shipped to this
side in several consignments. Not being
acquainted with the new law, the first

consignment of these birds was halted at
the Custom House, New York, and laid
there several days l)efore Messrs .<sham

& Co. were notified of their retention'.
This tariff and delay has called forth
severe condemnation from them, and
they have good and sufficient ground for
a grievance, at least as far as the bill
relates to fancy fowls for breeding pur-
poses.

This tariff adds an extra expense on
the fowls which must perforce be borne
by American fanciers, and besides it will
have a large tendency to curtail importa-
tions. The Indian game is a very prom-
ising fowl, and the Messrs. Sharps desired
to disseminate them in this country as
far as they were able, and in this en-
deavor they have shown great enterprise
and business sagacity, and to throw cold
water on such enterprises i.» too much
and must call forth severe condemnation
from fanciers of the Indian games. The
bill was simply uncalled for as relates to
fancy poultry, as there is no likelihood
at this time as far as I can see of Ameri-
can fanciers needing protection upon
their fancy poultry, as those varieties
that are plentiful here we do not need to
import from England, nor can England
secure a market here for fancy fowls of
those varieties that we breed largely of,

to any further extent than a few breeders
purchasing a trio or cockerel for new
blood in their own individual yards. The
fancy business here cannot be overdone
for the. very reason that American breed-
ers prefer American bred birds of the
old varieties with the exception of the
cases cited above.
Now as to the situation regarding In-

dian games and buff Leghorns. The
former we cannot get enough of at pres-
ent to go around or supply those that
want them whether they are bred here or
across the "bring," therefore the tariff
was not imposed to "protect" fanciers
but rather to "impose" upon them as
enterprising American citizens. In the
latter case (buff leghorns) the first im-
portation of them is either on the way or
has landed. We have none here of our
own, hence the tariff is of no benefit to
the fanciers of the United States. I can-
not therefore but see that the McKinley
tariff bill as relates to fancy poultry for
breeding purposes is an imposition upon
fanciers, and it must have h«en scheduleil
through ignorance of the subject it was
dealing with, and we seriously condemn

|

it as of no benefit whatever to American
fanciers and very little to the Govern-
ment.
We are for protection every time, but

we must raise our voice against a protec-
tion that does not need protecting. We
have never imported any fancv poultry,
nor do we ever expect to, but we have
within us that brotherly feeling for other
fanciers that do import and a feeling gen-
erally for the good being and welfare of
the fancy at large and the pleasure and
gain to be derived from it. As this sub-
ject is timely and effects us generally as
a body of fanciers, it is well enough that
we discuss and ventilatt! it, putting our
different views in a clear, cool manner on
record. Respectfully,

E. P. & R. K. ClX)UD.
Kbnnktt Square, Pa., Nov. 19.

Sale of HiKh-Scorinjj Poultry.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: I have sold to James Forsyth,
proprietor of the Riverside Poultry Farm,
Owego, Tioga County, New York, my
entire stock of thoroughbred poultry,
with good will, consisting of all the high-
est scoring birds which I have exhibited
for the past three years at Rochester,
Buffalo, Syracuse and all my New York
winners, including the white Wyandottes
Silver King, Silver King II, also theeight
birds, winners of the gold special offered
by the American White Wyannotte Club
for the best two cocks, two cockerels, two
hens and two pullets ; also the single
comb white Leghorns Sir Henry and
mates, winners of the gold special for
best cock and four hens ; also the ten
females, winners of the grand special for
ten best single comb brown Iveghom out-
lets, and rose comb brown Leghorns, first

prize cock and hen.
I have never in my many years of breed-

ing fancy poultry been able to show such
a satisfactory lot of young stock as this
season, and I will suggest to all who are
in want of specimens of above varieties
to correspond with Mr. F'orsyth in refer-
ence to the same, as I consider his stock
second to none in America to day, and as
I know him to be a conscientious breeder
of thoroughbred fowls and most anxious
to give satisfaction to all purchasers.

W. N. CROFFin'si.

Binghampton, N. \'., Nov. 20.

Rules for Comparison Judjaring'.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Sir : The method of awarding prizes

in the poultry department in the Madi-
son Scjuare Garden, New York City, on
February uext, will be by comparison.

The best known obtainable authority

on each breed will be appointed. The
judge will thoroughly examine and handle

each bird and check every entry as an
acknowledgment that it has received his
careful attention.

After the best specimens have been se-
lected the judge has the privilege of scor-
ing them by comparison, if in his opinion
it will assist him in determining the posi-
tion each bird should occupy.
To illustrate scoring by comparison :

With these selected birds side by side,
the judge first takes up the section "sym-
metry," aud decides by comparison,
which is the most meritorious specimen
in this section, which if not found to be
perfect, shall receive the necessary cut,
and the other specimens to l>e cut more
severe as the fault increa.ses in this sec-
tion in these individual birds. This rule
applies to every section of the bird. The
law to govern to be the American Stand-
ard of Perfection.

T. Farrkr Rackham, Secretary.

Nkw- York, Nov. 19, 1890.

He Knew.
School teacher—Johnny, what is the

second letter of the alphabet ?

Johnny—Don't know.

School teacher— What flies al>out the

garden ?

Johnny—Wlien ?

School teacher—rill lhesuui{ner.
Johpny^Ohi I ituow—brother, ^ftcjr*

the hens.
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so that it can be moved from one field,

or part of a field, to another, sheathed

with North Carolina five-eighth inch un-

dressed pine, lx)th for sides and roof, and
covered with paper that is prepared ex-

pressly for the purpose, by such houses

as the Indiana Paint and Roofing Com-
pany, the Neponset Company, A. F.

Swan and others. See to it that it is

built free from nooks, crooks and crev-

ices, with not a spot in it hut can be
readily reached with a brush of petroleum
or whitewash, and no opening for wind

POULTRY INTEREST OF THE FARM.

as address i'klivkked bv mr. t. wtuton

Hill Befurb thk Hcnterikisj Cocnty

Board ov aoricclture, .*t Flbminoton,

N. J., November 13, 1890.

I am very glad of the opportunity to

present Hunterdon County Hoard of Ag-

riculture some thoughts and suggestions

on the " Poultry Interest of the Farm" _ ^
for the reason that there are at this time

i to strike through and give your favorite

more dollars represented in the poultry
\

bird a cold. Let a window with sunny

products of our country than in any one exposure be provided with a shutter, that
** «• w J ^1 ^jj^ jj^^^ concentratetl bv dav mav not be
farm crop or pro^luct. radiated at night.

It is sound business to judge of the i^x the house set on posts, one-half

value of any enterprise bv the amount of 1 foot al)ove the ground, the ground being

monev it will prwiuce'in comparison ' fi«l slightly elevated above the sur-

';
. , , , . /j I roundings, and von will have a shadv

with the capital and labor invested and
j

p,^^^ ^^^^^j^^^, j,-^^ ^^^^^ p^^.,^ ^ij, ^.„j^,y

the risk involved. Gootl farming is
1 and flourish in. I like a generous shed

formed on business principles, and the connected with the house in which the

value of the crop or product must l^
j

fo«»s '"^y be confined duri^iig inclement
'^ '

1 .u seasons, and where bv the distribution of
judged in the same way. namely, the

j ^^j ^^^^^^^ j^^^^.^ ^,- jj^^^ j,,gy „j^y ^e
amount of dollars and cents that it will i kept active, instead of moping in tight

lum to the credit of the bank account.
]

enclosures. Have your house and shed

An hundred fowls scratching about our
|

face the southeast, and protect the back

to assist in the grinding, will give the

best results. Remember, too, that fowls

drink, and see that their water is pure,

and in winter time that it is not frozen.

Control their matings and progeny. If

any farmer wants to know why he hears

of quotations of poultry selling as low as

five or six cents per pound, let him visit

Washington Market and look at the mis-

erable, lean, nieasley nondescripts that

are sent to market by the car loads, and
their sales forced by the low figures, and
then visit the stalls where fine, plump,
juicy birds sell readily for four or five

times the price. I think he will under-
stand it, and I think will realize too that

their is much to be gained by the selec-

tion of the breeding stock.

I do not ask the fanner to confine him-
self to thoroughbred fowls just yet, but I

do maintain and advise that the introduc-

tion of thoroughbred males will add
largely to the i)rofit of the farm poultry.

Here is room for much study—first decid-

ing the object sought, meat or eggs, an«l

then forming the ideal.

Aim high, and then steadily but per-

sisteiitlj' work up to it. The man who
was satisfied ten years ago with an aver-

age dressed weight of his birds of say

three and one-half pounds jipiece, should

POULTRY AT THE CHICAGO

FAT STOCK SHOW.

Ijams and stacks, or scattered over our
i
of your runs underneath the house from ' to-day require an average weight of five

lawns and meadows, and two or three i the northwest winds.

dozen eggs gathered daily by the chil-
]
We are now provided to control them

dren, fail to strike the mind, or make
the startling impression, as does the

announcement of the careful statistician

in their house. To complete it, and to

control their food ami forage, we must
place that house in the most favorable

that the annual production in this conn-
j

place. Where shall it be ? It must be

try of fowls and eggs exceeds j5oo,ooo,-
; away from the barn and other out-build-

000, twenty-five per

entire wheat crop,

and one-half pounds, and though satis-

fied then with his hens that yielded him
seventy-two eggs a piece per annum,
should to-day require 120 per annum
from them.

But I cannot stop here. The farmer who
will give the same care, thought and in

cent more than the
|
ings—placed where the fowls can have < terest to his fowls that he has given to

and far in excess of
i
access alike to loose ground ami the

\
his cattle and other live stock, who will

the corti, hay or root crop.

Is not an interest representing such
immense figures worthy of consideration

and study ? Census figures are a disap-

pointment. The most practical question

lor each of us to ask is, how much of

that 1500,000,000 went to our individual

baak account, and how can the amount
be increased ten or an hundred fold ?

You are a successful farmer ;
your wheat

field always yields a satisfactory return
;

your corn shells out fifty to an hundred
bushels to the acre

;
your orchards, ex-

cept in an off year, like 1890, respou<l

with loads of lusciou^i fruits ; your dairy

is known in the markets for the prime
butter that Ijears your stauip

;
your

breeding stock supply the demand for

choice Ayreshires, Jerseys or Holsteins,

and your trotters carry off the blue rib-

bons. Why ? Because you have studied

the conditions of success, and, starting

with the right seed, plants and stock,

you have ^iven each its needs, the proper
care, nursing if you like, and now you
smile at your success.

The same course pursued with jKjnltry

will give like results. I consider the first

requisite for success is that you must
have control of your poultry, thorough
control. Control of their shelter at night
from improper draughts of air, from im-
proper visitations of natural foes and
human fiends, control of their shelter, too,

by day, from fierce sun rays or chilling

winds, and yet giving them proper ex-

posure to light and air. Control of the

food they eat and the water they drink,

their forage grounds, their exercise, their

matings and their progeny. Do not tire

of that word control ; after you have tried

it you will l>e ready to acknowledge that

it M the indispensable in the managenient
of the poultry. Our first control then
should be the house, built so that light

can be supplied as wante<l ; protectetl

from cold, as well as from extreme heat,

pure air admitted, foul air expelled ; in-

truders, whether bii>e<ls or quadrupeds

green so<l, where they will get a large I enthuse on the subject, set his ideals

amount of their living by foraging, while
;

high, can in two years' lime send birds to

their iKxlies are Ix-ing properly devel-
|

market that will dress eight to ten

oped and health maintained l)y the exer-
,

pounds, or can gather twelve to fourteen

cise they are thereby induced to take.
|
dozen of eggs i>er annum from his hens.

A grand place is at the end of the
i

.\nother matter to consider is the

orchard, with the openings leading into it

—the fowls will destroy many destructive

insects, flourish beneath the friendly

shade and add wealth to the soil. If you
have no orchard, give them a pasture field

and provide temporary shade here and
there. At the end of three years move
them to another field and watch the re-

sults
;
you will find that you have in-

creased the productive value of that field

ten told, and will learn mat a field de-

voted to the culture of poultry will be

one of the grandest that yon can place In

your sy.stem of crop rotations.

You will gain still another point, you
will l)e relieved from the annoyance of
fowls alx>ut your buildings, scratching
where they are not wanted, roosting on
the wagon tops ami a dozen other pro

hatching of the chickens. Science has
ontstripjjed nature on this subject, ami
the hen is confined to the laving mostly,
while the eggs are hatched artificially.

Kight years ago I was a skeptic on this

suliject, but l)econiiiig interested pursued
a series of experiments that have cul-

minated in my becoming quite success-

ful in hatching by what we termed hot
air incubators, and raising the chickens
ill t)roodcrs warmed by lamps. While
doubting Thomases shook their heads, and
the fathers in the poultry fraternity de-

clared the impossibility of producing first-

class birds, some of us went on, and it is

a fact in my own case, and I believe it

true of others, that I took first premiums
at several shows with incubator, brooder-

I

raised chickens, and mj- broilers and
vokiiig places, or hiding their eggs in un-

j

capons coniihanded five to ten cents per
' ' . . .

• ...
pound beyond my neighbors, who had
trusted their eggs and chicks to the hen.

I have found, too, that I can raise more
chickens with the machines to the 100

eggs than the average farmer does with
the hen. Of course there are differences

in incubators, and a wise man inquires

fathomable nooks and hatching chicks
you are not anxious for. In regard to

the size of your houses don't have them

I

too large—small flocks will do best, and

I
with a little experience you will find that

I you can distribute them 100 feet apart
' down the end of your orchard or field.

and that the fowls will learn to confine 1 before he invests his ilollars in the doubt-

themselves to their own flocks. I ful ones that are made to sell in a double

The food (|uestioii is probably the most ' sense.

important, and must be managed with
reference to the olyect sought in the
production of your fowls—meat or eggs.

If for meat you must fecil food calcu-

lated to assist ill the formation and
strengthening of iioiie and muscle. Re-
member that the crop of a chicken is

small and designed to receive but small
quantities of food at a time, therefore

tempt them with small quantities, but let

it be frequently, .\void soft food.

I have foun<l nothing l>etter than
crumbled bread, made from equal por-

kept out, and also so guarded that the tions of wheat and oats ground with one-

fowls themselves shall l)e under control
1
third their weight of corn, to which 1

as regards confinement or liberty; fur-

nished inside with such conveniences as

are required by the fowls, depending
upon the purposes had m view in keeping
them.

Poultry delight in bright sunshine and

Cure air, and the more thoroughly you
nild to give it to them the more profit-

able returns you will receive. At the
same time you must guard against ex-

treme temperatures that will broil your
birds by day and chill them at night ; it

is sure to engender disease and decimate
your flock. Provide for an exit of fonl air

from the bottom of the house, especially

in winter. In summer time the house
can be very largely thrown open,' the

..openings guarded with galvanized wire

!i»cre«ns.

. The most econ6mical bouse to build

will be one properly framed and braced

add a small amount of animal meal and
ground linseed meal, made into a dough
with skim milk and baked hard. As
they mature for market largely increase

the aMiounl of corn and linsee<l meal. If

you are working for eggs you must avoid
food al)ounding in fat and heat elements.
The hen is a wonderful machine, and her
management requires great skill, when
you consider that weighing but five to

six pounds she is vet expected to produce
every thirty to thirty-six hours an ounce
and a half of highly concentrated food,

composed of albumen, lime, soda, inag-

nei^ia, phosphorous, sulphur and iron.

This egg must be produced by the assim-

ilation oi the food through the blood
cells, forming the shell, with its enclos-

ures, the yolk and albumen. Wheat,
oats, wheat bran, second growth of clover,

chopped raw bone and grit of any kind.

Where the hen is still used, more care
and attention should be given than has
l)een. See first that her nest is properly
made and protected, that she has proper
food and drink at her command, and the
chicks taken charge of when hatched. I

believe even when hatched by hens that

the chicks will do better brought up in a

proper breeder. Mr. Chairman, I fear I

have tired )'ou, and will close with a

word of warning : Beware of the ever-

vigilant enemy, who never rests and will

destroj- the very vitality of even the
fowls, destroy growth, arrest egg-pro<luc-

tion and pave the \\i\y for a host of dis-

eases. Keep the floors covered with clean
sand. Dust, fumigate, whitewash. Spare
not the kerosene and carbolic acid from
the roosts to the nest boxes and crevices.

Kternal vigilance is essential.

— All laying fowls must be supplied
with jdeiity of fresh water. This is an
item most generally neglected.

—When a fowl goes lame from twisted

toes and cramped feet the disease s rheu-
matism. A thorough rubbing of the legs

with some stimulating lirimcnt is good.
Avoid cold, damp floors.

—Have you noticed how many farmers

are providing good clean houses for their

poultry ? No more fowls roosting on the
hay rack or the cow's manger, neither is

the bam floor a loafing center for them
as it used to be.

For Thh hA.NCiKRs' Jocrnai,.

The poultry show now being held in

Chicago in connection with the fat stock

exhibit is a fair sample of others that

have been held under the same manage-

ment for the past six or seven years.

There was the same delay in getting

organized, the same lack of system and

the same unsatisfactory results when one

sought for information concerning the

entries or the wherealMiuts of certain

classes. Al the close of the second day

of the show many fowls were scattered

promiscuously about and others missing

entirely. Why this was the case and

why up to the third day no judging had

been done were questions of great inter-

est to many who had been there four

days with a prospect of staying fourteen.

in saying that this is a fair sample of
the methoils or rather the lack of method
that has characterized these shows from
the first, I would make one exception,
that of 1S87. In that year the Illinois

State Poultry Association, with George
T. Pitkin as president, had the manage-
ment of the poultry exhibit, and the
show was worked up with energy, tact

and perseverance, and as a natural con-
sequence was a success from start to

finish. It was a gathering of representa-
tive breeilers, from the east, west, north
and south, and as might have been ex-
pected under these conditions the quality

of the stock show was high. Since that
time the Fat Stock Association has had
this department in hand, and by their

methods have succeeded in making it a
rendezvous for huckster, who hope each
succeeding year by entering a large num-
ber of varieties in classes where the com-
petition is generally weak to carry off a

goo<lly number of cash prizes. Add to

these the beginners in the show business
who are there mainly out of curiosity and
you have the bulk of the exhibitors at

this fat show annex. That this is the
r« .1-- . -*: - r - .... . .

case 1 nave Liic icsDiiiun v i^i Luiii|jcLciii.

witnesses who look upon it as the direct

result of the management of the associa-

tion having it in charge.

I do not wish to be understood as say-

ing, however, that the thorough fanciers

of the country were not represented here.

This would be doing injustice to such
noted breeders as Foot, Cleve, Sewell,

Corlies, Mansfield and a few others who
do a great deal towards raising these
shows aliove mediocritj-. No show could

be called a failure that ha<l the breeders

as exhibitors.

The show now in progress has some-
thing over 1200 entries, representing
nearly all classes of land and waterfowl.

Entering the immense gallery of the
Kxposition Building one finds in their

usual place on the left the light Brahma
exhibit, and as usual, in this city it is the

largest claas in the show as well as the
largest birds. This is particularly true of

K. H. Upson's stock. One cockerel
hatched in March weigheil eleven and
one-half pounds while others were nearly

as large. These specimens, however,
were rather deficient in markings, espe-

cially the hackle feathers.

J . B. Foot's birds of this variety showed
better breeding but less size. The dark
Brahma is rather an ordinary lot with two
or three exceptions.
The partridge Cochin class was the

largest and finest 1 have ever seen. The
principal exhibitors are George D. Corleis

and J. B. Foot, who have large showings
ofsome grand birds. But Bert Cleve and
one or two others with smaller entries are

likely to give these gentlemen a hot race

for first place on fowls.

Parsing on we find ourselves in the

Langshan department, and, as might be

expected, the first man we meet is Mr.
Sewell, who is busily engaged in getting

the toilets of his thirty-three entries in

show condition by smoothing a rufifled

feather here and there and a judicious use

of chicken cosmetics. By rare judgment
and correct understanding of what con-

stitutes a perfect LHiigshau Mr. S. has

succeeded in bringing out from year to

year some magnificent fowls, if they are

black ones. In looking over his stock I

found myself regretting that he did not

stick to his first love, ihc Wyandotte.and

I

I

have given that breed the benefit of his
talent instead of bestowing it all on a
solid colored breed where symmetry alone
is studied.
Owing to the fact that George T. Pit-

kin was not an exhibitor this year, the
showing of barred Plymouth Rocks was
not as large as usual, neither were there
as many really fine birds entered as here-
tofore. Sid Conger's pullets attracted
not a little attention by their distinct
markings and sharp outlines of the black
and white bars. White Plymouth Rocks
and white Wyandottes were very fine.
The silver Wyandottes were few in num-
ber, but enough in all conscience unless
they could be better. Of the females two
hens were exceptionally fine, but of the
rest the least said the better. This criti-
cism applies to their plumage, more par-
ticularly on their back and wings. Some
of the cockerels may lie passable at ma-
turity, but were too young for the show-
room. The golden Wyandottes were the
best I ever saw together. Fred C. Mans-
field had the largest exhibit, and the fine
markings of his birds speak well for his
care and judgment as a breeder. It is a
fiity that this section has not some one
ike him to take hold of and bring the

silvers up to a like degree of perfection.
I can not believe, however, this latter
variety has dropped back so lamentably
in this part of the West as the specimen's
at this show would seem to indicate. The
trouble is, they do not bring their birds
to this show.

F. M. Munger was probably the largest
exhibitor of white and brown Leghorns.
Many of the former were too late hatched
for successful show birds.

I looked in vain for a pen of Indian
game. F,vidently the l)oom on "M^ breed
of the future," the "bird of destiny" has
not struck the "metropolis of America"
Other games there were, but whether
good or bad deponent sayeth not.

I. c.
•

POULTRY AT OHIOAGO.

The Entries Very Late in Getting
to Their Places.

.Sp.'cial Report for The Journal.
Chicago, Nov. 18.—The great Fat

Stock Show opened in Chicago on Thurs-
day, November 13, 1890, under very fa-

vorable circumstances, but the entries

came in so slowly that it was Saturday
before the judging commenced, and that
being a very cloudy day, made the judg-
ing tedious and difficult. It will prob-
ably be Tuesday before the awards are
complete. Among the eastern jwultry-
men present were Mr. Irving Crocker
and Mr. P. H. Jacobs. The poultry de-
partment as a whole was not up to the
display of former years. The quality in
some classes was excellent ; in others
there was much room for improvement.

Mr. George Reed and his able assistant,
Mr. Blodgelt, did everything to make
matters pleasant for the exhibitors, but
the latter should be more prompt in mak-
ing their entries. Some of the latter
were made after most of the exhibits
were in place, but this ought not to l)e
encouraged. The exhibits of Langshans
by Mr. F. L. Sewell,the partridge Cochins,
by Mr. Buckley, the games and game
bantams by E. A. Brown and the brown
Leghorns by K E. Bast were among the
most notable features. Mr. P. A. Bart-
lett had a large exhibit of different vari-
eties.

Since writing the above the attend-
ance has improved. The poultry interest
is well represented and many breeders are
present, men of the practical sort with
whom it is a pleasure to mingle.

I find considerable objection among the
fanciers against comparison judging, but
at the same time they agree it ts a good
move to give it a trial.

I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. J.W.Burton, the secretary of the Illinois
State Poultry Association, whose annual
exhibition will be held at Peoria, Decem-
ber 30 to January 6. The State Associa-
tion, in order to improve the general
quality of fowls, has decided that a bird
must score at least 92 points to secure a
first prize, 90 points for a second, 88 for
a third and 85 for a fourth. They are
offering some valuable special premiums
for breeding pens. w. H. C.

—Give the ducks and gee»e gootl
ding of lea\-es or chaff.

bed-

AN UNINTENTIONAL MISTAKIB.

The New Orleans Show Omitted
ft-ona the Circuit.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Sir : I notice an editorial in your
issue of November 15, just to hand,
under "Notes in Passing." You say that

"Greenville, S. C, has changed its dates
to January 27 to 30, 1891. This makes it

the third in the grand circuit, beginning
at Charleston, followed by Augusta and
finishing at Greenville. It also enables
northern fanciers to return in time for

the great New York show."
Now, Mr. Editor, why have you left

New Orleans out of the list ? Is she not
entitled to a place ? If you will but refer

to the same issue of your journal you will
see on page 309 that' the Advisory Com-
mittee of the A. K. C. decided that the
Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion of Augusta could not hold a show on
the dates already awarded us.

It may be well for me to state a few
facts concerning the matter in justice to
our association in their action in the
matter.

Last March when our association or-
ganized we wrote to all of the associations
asking on what dates they would hold
their exhibitions, as we did not wish our
dates to conflict with anyone. Well, we
received answers from all but the Georgia
Poultry and Pet Stock Association. I got
our president, Mr. Sentell, to write Mr.
Vonderleith, secretary of the Georgia
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, urg-
ing him to name his dates. After waiting
sometime we received a reply that it was
not certain that AugusU would hold a
show this season. In the meantime
Charleston had selected her dates, Janu-
ary 13 to 17, so we took dates following
her, January 23 to 25, and so informed
Mr. Vonderleith. Mr. Vonderleith ans-
wered, indorsing our action, and we
heard no more from the Georgia Poultry
and Pet Stock Association until after the
A. P. A. decided to meet at Charleston,
and then they decided to hold a show on
our dates, never asking our permission
uiiiii iijv. j». XV. v.. uuiiimi lucui luai iney
could not hold their show on our dates.
We would like very much to accom-

modate the Georgia Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, but our judges have
all been engaged ; most of them will
judge at Charleston. Mr. H. A. Bridge,
our superintendent, will superintend the
Charleston show. Our dates are well ad-
vertised, all our printing is contracted
for and most of it printed. We would
change our dates willingly, but under
the circumsUnces it is impossible. It
would co^t us considerable to make a
change now, and Ije very detrimental to
the success of our show.
Our premiums will l)e very liberal.

Premiums on dogs will l)e about I1500 ;

on poultry, etc., I2600 ;
pigeons, |i20o!

And we shall spare nothing to make our
show a grand success in every particular.

Very truly yours,

A. E. Shaw, Secretary.

Nbw Orleans, La., Nov, 18.

Specials for Game Bantams.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : The American Exhibition Game

and Game Bantam Club will offer for

competition at the New York show, Feb-
ruary 4 to 10, the following specials : Ten
dollars for the best male game fowl, any
variety, and same for the best female

;

ten dollars for the best male game ban-
tams, any variety, and same for the best
female. S. W. Doublkday, Sec.
New York, Nov. 18. 1890.

—It was said by a celebrated gastron-
omist : "To enjoy a truflled turkey the
company should not exceed two—the
turkey and yourself."

—The all-important grit must not be
neglected. There isn't a season in the
whole year when a less quantity is

needed. Keep up a full supply of sharp
stuff continually.

—Much is being said against the use of
sulphiir in the feed. A number of writers
claim it is a dangerous article to use. As
we have never given it a test we are un-
able to venture an opinion.
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ON THE WING.

Our contemporary, the Fancier, dis-

putes the statement made in the press
dispatch from Milwaukee to our journal
last week, wherein Mr. T. B. Towers'
bird Apology was claimed to have lowered
the speed record by averaging 1375 yards
per minute for 100 miles. Mr. John Abel
claims the record for speed, his bird hav-
ing an average speed of 1384 yards per
minute, as will be seen by the following

extract from the Homing Pigeon of July
1883:

"John Abel, of Baltimore, Md., gave
the necessary notice of his intention of
entering for the hundred miles record
and prize. The Federation's representa-
tive in Baltimore was T. L. Hooper, and
by him the birds were marked and ship-
ped, the returns received and reported to
the secretary and his agent was timer at
the loft.

"The start was from Cumberland, Md.,
at 9.06 A. M., home time, June 20. The
returns were, one 11.35 A. M., two at
11.36 A.M. Time out, 149 and 150 min-
utes. Distance air- line, 117 miles. Average
speed, 1384 and 1372 yards per minute.
The first return, the red checker cock
Van Opstal, Sr., is Hansenne stock, was
hatched in December, 1881. Its best pre-
vious record was made in September,
1882, from Pen Mar, Md., sixty miles air-
line in eighty-three minutes, speed 1271
yards per minute."

SECTIONAL RACES

"What Is Thoufirht of the Idea Pro-
posed in Last "Week's Paper.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I read in The Fancier's Jour-
nal of last week some remarks in re-

gard to sectional concourse races for

1891. This is a subject that is receiving

much thought and consideration from
many ot the fanciers of the country.

There is no doubt but that we have
reached a stage in the history of practical

pigeon flying demanding some method of
sectional organization that will simplify

the work and bring the contests within

such an area as shall make them as near
equitable as possible, and placing the re-

sponsibility and management of the
races in the hands of a sectional organi-

zation with full and independent powers
to conduct all the races flown by the sec-

tions and annually entered in the Record
Book of the P'ederation.

We are all fully agreed as to the extent
of area that a section shall cover

—

twenty miles. The strongest sections at

this time would be, first, Brooklyn, Jer-

sey City, Newark, Plainfield, Elizaf)eth
and Keyport. Then conies Philadelphia
and vicinity. I think Philadelphia has
the largest iiunil)er of fanciers of any
city in the Union, and the fanciers are
in a healthy united condition for carry-
ing forward the work, and have seen for
some time the necessity for some change.
The last year's flights only confirmed what
we all saw must come. The question
with us has been, how can these changes
be made so that the strong centres can
be strengthened and put into a more
active and self-reliant condition without
destroying the weaker parts of the Fed-
eration who reside outside the areas of
the strong sectional centres ? This is the
problem we have to solve. We have
members scattered all over the Union,
some of them young beginners, some
clubs forming, all more or less ignorant
in rejjard to flying homing pigeons.

It is evident to me from past experi-
ence that if we want to advance, instruct
and promote the sport of pigeon flying
we can only do so by means ofa national
organization. That being true, the next
question that presents itself is, how can
we remodel tne Federation so that it

will serve both ends, that is, admit of the
formation of central sections whenever
there are twenty-five active fanciers liv-

i«K witbio an area of twenty miles, who,
upon making application and giving

proof of their integrity and ability to con-
duct races in conformity with such rules
as shall be made to govern the same.
This admits of continual growth of cen-
tral sections, as the fancy shall grow
in any locality, but I don't think it would
be wise to admit of more than one sec-
tion within the area prescribed, unless it
was clearly shown that the membership
of the section had become too numerous
and unwieldy to properly fulfill the pur-
poses of the formation. What relation
shall these sections bear to the Federa-
tion ? I think each member of a .section
should be a co-equal part of the parent
organization.
The question comes up if we members

of the central sections, who have our sec-
tional dues to pay, shall be called upon
to pay for work that others are to have
the benefit of? No, I think that each
member should pa_y a small amount an-
nually to their national organization, and
that each section should receive its equal
share in the profits that accrue from the
sale of seamless bands. In fact, we
should try to fairly distribute the gaius
and to put the cosU upon thost who want
the work and attention from the race sec-
retary and members of the Federation.
How would you organize a central sec-

tion ? Why, by the election of a presi-
dent, vice-president, secretary and treas-
urer, with a strong race committee.
By what rules should they be gov-

erned ? By a set of rules for their own
section of their own making, with full
power to mark, ship, arrange with liber-
ator, determine how their returns shall
be received, settle all disputes in regard
to any matters that may arise in regard
to the flights of birds in races and have
full and undisputed control of all the
affairs of the section of which they are
members.
The work of the officers of the Federa-

tion should be to extend the usefnlnesa
of general supervision, to give all infor-
mation, mark, ship, and attend to the
liberation of birds, keeping records of all
club or individual flights of birds belong-
ing to members of the Federation who
are not members of central sections ; also
to arrange for holding annual meetings
and shows of birds and the recording of
all the prize or record races flown by the
ceutral sectioa. John Shepherd.
Philadelphia, Nov. 20, 1890.

—Drafts and ventilation in the poultry
house are two different things ; one is
necessary to health, while the other is
detrimental.

—If you are thinking of going into the
poultry business, commence now, and
you will then have everything in good
running order for an early spring start.

—Teacher—How can you tell a young
goose from an old one ? Pupil—By the
teeth. Teacher—But geese have no
teeth. Pupil—I know thev haven't, but
/ have.

—Sunshine in winter where there is no
draught with it is excellent for poultry,
and all their houses should l)e so arranged
that sunshine on the floor during the day
may be afforded, and if it shines on the
dusting bath all the better.

—If your poultry house is full of cracks
and crevices, fjet tarred paper and line it

it on the inside. Don't wait for cold
weather to do it, but do it now and be
ready for the weather when it comes.
Delay may mean a lot of sick chickens.

—The poultryman who fastens the
nests to the poultry house will soon have
cause for regret. All nests should be
portable, in order to thoroughly clean
them and clear out the lice. There is no
possible way of eradicating lice from a
building in which the nests are perma-
neatly attached to it, as the lice will get
into the cracks and crevices an<l under
the nest. When the nests are taken out-
side the best way to clean them is to swab
them with kerosene and allow a flame of
fire to burn over each nest.

—The comb is the health indicator of
poultry. As soon as fowls begin to
sicken the comb becomes "off" in color.
An experienced fancier cen tell at a
glance when one of the hens is ailing.
Corn charred on the comb is a good cor-
rective food for hens when they first

show indications of ill health by their
combs being off color. Fresh bonea from
the butcher shop, pounded up tolerably
fine, are better for the fowls than com-
mercial ground bone.
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PHDERATION HOMERS OF 1887.

Summary of the Flights for the

Past Three Years.

One of the most iiiterestiuK races 011

record was flown to Newark, N. J., and

vicinity on June 24. There was an entry

of eighty-four birds, the liberating sta-

tion l>eing CJiarlotte, N. C, distance

about 525 miles. The entries were :

Francifi Whitlev ... 21 William AruoW ... 2

William Verrinder . 4 A A. Allen 6

H. Walker 5 George II. Boweriiian 2

B. KIwell I ! William Benuert . . 4

William Garrabmnt i ' T. K. Pittiiigcr ... a

A. r. Baldwin .... 5 Thomas Bowerman . 3
Imac Sigler .s 1 S. G. Uimbert.sou . . 6

J. Kerahaw 9 I J. R A. Powers. . . 8

The birds were cared for and liljeraled

by Lieutenant James A. Barrj-, signal

officer, af 5 A. M.; wind north and
weather clear, all birds to be reported by
certified telegram and |ioo silver cup to

go to the winner. Thomas Bowerman
carried off first honors and the cup.

Owing to an error made by the man Mr.
Whitley sent to the telegraph office to re-

})ort the arrival of his birii, the message
was not in accordance with the race rules

and at an executive meeting was thrown
out, while Mr. Whitley's friend decided
against the prize going to his loft. They
had not the .shadow of a doubt that his

position was first in the race ; however,
they could not consistently award it that

way and live up to the rules.

Tliomas Bowerman 's silver cock 70
wa« reported by wire at 5.40 30 on the

morning of June 25. Second came A. 1'.

Baldwin's red checker cock 186 at 5.51.30,

and A. A. Allen third at 5.55, with a blue
checker cock 174. J. Kershaw, of Pat-

terson, N.J., reported an arrival at 6.25

and one at 9.33, Isaac Sigler one at 1.05

P. M., and William Verrinder secured
seventh place at 2 V. M. Out of the
eighty-four birds eighteen were reported
the day after lil)eralion and twenty-two
later, giving record to forty, some of
which were rei>orled in July, .\ugust and
as late as December, Mr. Whitley report-

ing nine home the next day, June 25, out
of his entry of twenty-one.
On June i8 the Belmont Club had a

lili^raltnn at Pharlntte V (' /I50 niites^

and reported four home next day. The
entry was : J. A. Stovell, 5 ; Jacob Ber-

swanger, i ; U. Kane, 2
; Jas. L. Cocker,

3 ; George T. Morgan, 3, and J . H. S.

Milligan, 4.

On July 2 twelve of the Belmont Uirds

were liberated at Colunil)ia, S. C, 523
miles, the contestants l>eing Messrs Sto-

vell, Morgan and Milligan. The start

was at 5 07 under favorable conditions,

and the first arrival to the Milligan loft,

with his ash cock Breeze Right, at 7.24 A.

M., July 3, (ieorge T. Morgan's first ar-

rival being shortly after 8 o'clock, and
his whole entry of four were reported
houie the day after the start, July 3.

James A. Stovell's Dan Williams was re-

ported later with red checker cock 039.
The performance of the Oermantown
quartette, in which they made home from
the 50U mile station in one day, has l>een

commented upon often enough to make
all familiar with their wonderful flight.

The old bird season of 1887 closes with
the Newark's Five's attempt to break the
long-distance record .\ugust 4 of that
year. Sergeant L. Dunn, of the Signal
Office at Montgomery. Ala., liljerated

seven birds at 8 A. M., divided as follows :

Thomas Bowerman, 2; A. P. Baldwin, 1
;

William Arnold, 1 ; VVilliam Bemiert, 2,

and Cieorge H. Bowerman, 1 ; distance
lietween 880 and 890 miles. The first

arrival was to the loft of George H. Bow-
erman by his red checker cock Observer,
at 10.44 A. M., .\ugusi 14; time, ten

days, two hours and forty-four minutes.
The second bird was reported by A. P.

Baldwin at 2.40 P. M.. August 17, a red
checker cock, Pilgrim, and the third and
last arrival was Montgomery Jack, to the
loft of William Beunert, on the afternoon
of August 19.

August 28th M. B. Maguire's Mayor
Whitney, a silver cock 1409, was liber-

ated by Sergeant Bryan from the Signal
Office at Vicksburg, Miss., distance 1 100

miles, and this was the last of him. A
week latei Messrs. Bowerman and Ben-
nert shipped Observer and Montgomery
Jack to the same station, and on Septem-
ber 4 at 6.40 A. M. they were given their

lil)erty. Some time afterwards Olwerver
was picked up in a coal yard in Balti-

uiore, Md., and recognized by his couu-
termaik. The bird was cared for, I be-

lieve, by Mr. Samuel Taylor, and was
eventually tossed by Thomas Brooks, of

Germantown, Pa., who was visiting in

Baltimore. The bird, however, u^ver
made his home.
Septemlier 1 1 A. P. Baldwin had four

birds liberated twenty-two miles south of
Vicksburg, Miss., by a negro farmer
under the direction of Sergeant Byram

;

distance 1117 miles, and up to this writ-

ing none are reported home.

Scotch Grays.

I The Scotch gray closely resembles the

j
American r>ominique, both in shape and

I

color of plumage, with an upright, single

comb, instead of a rose comb. The feet

and legs are a pinky white, instead of the

rich yellov.- so much sought after by

Americans. They have proved satisfac-

tory to those who have bred them, and

although they do not produce so many-
eggs as some other varieties, tliey are
hardy and profitable. They were for

years bred largely in the upper part of
Lanarkshire, Scotland, where they are

I

yet great favorites. Their color is what we
would call in Plymouth Rocks "mealy,"

I
not distinct, without that solid barring

I

found in standard Plymouth Rocks—"a
gray color on a light ground." The
cocks soon become brassy in the hackle

I

and saddle, which is very much against

I
tbem. Their tail should Ix: large ai:d

I

full, and same color as the bo<ly. The
I meat is good, but when compared with
I the barred Plymouth Rock or Dorking
,
there is a great difference in formation

I
noticed, the Scotch gray being the lightest

of the three. We fail to find them at any

I

of our shows, and while they are held in

I high esteem abroail, their place is filled

I in America with varieties of superior

I
merit. We doubt very much if we will

]

ever see the day when the Scotch gray-

will be given classes in the shows of this

I

country, or admitted into the standard.
The above is all that can lie said for or

I against them. There is really nothing in

them to boom, and if one has a special

liking for the Scotch gray plumage and
shape, we think the barred Plymouth
Rock will more than fill the bill.—B. A.

Ventilation.

Ventilation is most im)x>rtant, and the

poultry house should \ye high, especially

if there are many fowls, for by having it

lofty a current of air can pass through it

far above the level of the fowls, and

purify the atmosphere without causing a

draught near them. They very much
dislike a draught, and will alter their po-
sitions to avoid it, and if unable to do so

will seek another roosting place. Venti-
lation may lie obtained by leaving out
some bricks in the wall or making holes
in the lioarding ; and when there is a
shed at the side of the fowl house by
boring a few holes near the top of the
wall next to the shed ; all ventilators

should l*e considerably above the perches,

in order to avoid a draught near to the
fowls ; and should l)e entirely closed at

night in severe weather. The best method
of ventilation for a fowl house of suffi-

cient size and height is by means of an
opening in the highest part of the roof,

covered with a lantern of laths or narrow
boards, placed one over the other in a

slanting position, with a small space be-

tween them like Venetian blinds.—Piper.

Qtiail Hatched by a Hen.

Fred Spencer, of Middletowii, N. J.,

' placed quail's eggs under a hen recently,

and has a coop full of the game. They
give their foster mother a "heap of

i

trouble, for the disposition to wander and
I
whistle suddenly is in them, and there is

evidence in their pensive look that they
; susfiect a fraud or a mistake has been
perpetrated somehow by 8onielx)dy."

—A Kansas man, after the expenditure
! of much time, lat>or and expeii.se, has
evolved a burglar-proof and rat-proof
hencoop. Genius often takes unneces-
sary pains to accomp'ish its end. He

' could have made any ordinary hen house
both rat and burglar-prcH)f by the iiivesl-

1 tttenVof fifty" cents' in it littlesote-fj-t'd

I
dog.—Wilton Review.-

THE POUTER.

A Ptgreon WliOBe Beauty Depends
Upon Perpeot Symmetry.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

[CONCLUDEU.]

In breeding it is always well to use

birds with long limbs, but it does not fol-

low that the result will l>e satisfactory
;

the advantage of long liml)s is lost if the

bird does not show them. Many pouters

will show six and one-half inches better

than others will seven or seven and one-

fourth. This depends greatly upon the

length from the ankle to the hock, com-

monly called the lower joint, which

should be as long as possi)>le ; then if

the high joints are close together and the

legs straight little more can l)e wanted,

as far as limbs are concerned. It is not

desirable, however, that the thigh joint

should be too prominent, but seeing that

most of the slender-bodied and closest-

limbed pouters are so formed, although
it is a defect it must not Ije too readily

condemned.
A slender waste is an important feature

in a pouter ; when taken in an ordinary
sized hand the body should l)e easily

grasped. From both the front and hind
view it should be narrow, the back Inring

slightly concave rather than convex,
round shoulders or hog back, which
causes a bird to runip when playing, be-

ing great eyesores. The wings should lie

lightly drawn up to the sides of the body,
the lower part resting just above the
thigh joints ; the tighter they are the bet-

ter will the division lietween the crop and
body be defined. The flights should l)e

broad, but gracefully lapping over each
side of the tail, without being crossed,

and reaching nearly to the end ; droop-
ing wings are a great defect. The breast-

Ijone should not be prominent, nor
should there l>e any thickness alK>iit the
vent. The tail rather full, perfectly-

straight, and carried off the ground. The
formation from set in of neck to end of
tail should 1>e spiral, except as regards
the fulness of tail.

T» i« rnnsidered \tv some admirers of
pouters that the crop is the most import-
ant feature of the bird. We would ask
those who hold these views to place a
pouter with hog back, wide limbs and
drooping w-ings, with the most perfect

crop, by the side of one that is tall and
spiry, with gracefully placed w-ings, tail

and limbs. It will then be seen that
symmetrical formation of iKxly and posi-

tion of the legs must always come liefore

crop, notwithstanding that the glol>e,

w-hen perfectly formed, adds greatly to

the beauty of the bird. The first thing
to look for in connection with the crop is

the division that marks where it is con-
nected with the botly ; it should appear,
although under the complete control of
the bird, to be attached to the botly by
such slight membranes that it could be
removed with the greatest ease. When
fully distended it should bulge out from
the neck in the shape of a perfect globe,

attached to the ThhIv in graceful lines,

slightly arched ON-er the top of the neck,
and half hiding the head, which shouhl
be small with a bold eye. In the act of
playing, the component parts of the
I)Outer should all work together in uni-
son. With the distention of the crop the
shoulders and wings become lightened,
the limbs elongatetl, the neck arched and
the eye full of fire. It will thus be seen
that the narrower the waist the more de-
fined is the crop, and that on the correct
position of the legs depends the style and
carriage of the pouter.
No pigeon takes so much preparation

for show as the pouter, for u]x>n its tame-
ness and desire to exhibit its good prop-
erties depends its chances of success.

The fancier who intends to show should
have a room fitted up with a number of
small i>ens, which should l>e at least two
feet square and three feel high. Each
pen should be divided by a sliding par-
tition, so that the latter can be drawn
out and the birds occasionally allowed to
see each other, its place supplied by a
lattice partition to prevent them getting
near each other to fight. If possible the
pens should all be on one side of the
room so that the inmatts cannot see
each other, solitude being very desirable
when training is going on.

--The chief object is to make the birds
"hail your appearance with deligVit, atid
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this can more easily be done when you
are the only object that they see. Then
the fact of associating the slides and a

peep at their neighbors gives to them a
favorable impression of a visit from their

trainer. The advantage in keeping the
birds in private during the time they are

being trained is that when put into the
show pen they are so pleasea to get into

company again that they will probably
remain in good show form until long
after they have been judged. It is not
advisable to keep the pupils more than
a fortnight in the pens, but during that

time by talking to them in the language
that pouters love they can \ye got into

show form. The more time the trainer

can spend with them the sooner his work
will be done.
The Ijest food for pouters are well-sea-

soned tares, small tick beans and maple
peas, the first named to be given in larger

quantities than the others. A little food
should always be left with the birds, and
they should have free access to water,

for a pouter, if allowed to get hungry or
very thirsty, is liable to gorge, and this is

generally done by the largest cropjjed
birds. When a pouter was gorged the
old-fashioned plan was to hang it up on a

wall in a stocking, but a l)ett"?r way to

relieve it is to put it in a box w-ith its

crop resting on hay. The food will gen-
erally digest in this way if taken in time,

but there is danger under any circum-
stances. Sometimes it is necessary to

cut the crop open and take the food out,

but this must be done verj- skilfully tol>c

successful.

One more hint to breeders of pouters :

cut the tails of the male birds during the
breeding season, leaving about one-third.

Vou will spoil the appearanceof the birds
until they moult, but you will get double
the number of fertile eggs.
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A Fe-w Points in Buyinc Breeding
Stock.

It is astonishing to us, as it is doubtless

to anyone w-ho has been in a position to

observe, how many self-termed poultry-

fanciers there are who take no special

pains in choosing stock to male. -As the

season is at hand for purchasing fowls for

breeding, a few words on that important

subject are in order.

The male bird in very many cases ex-
erts the most influence over the color of

plumage and over the external points

or marks in general, while the hen gov-
erns most of the form, size and useful

qualities of the progeny.
The poise of ihe body upon the feet

should also lie observed. If the habitual
carriage appears as thongh the bird was
balanced firmly but lightly in its tracks,

then we will warrant that it is of symmet-
rical build all over.

Excessive legginess (which term we
use because it is expressive, if not ele-

gant) in the breeding stock is not to be
tolerated, though 111 the cock it is not
quite so objectionable as in the hen ;

provitlcd the mother of the cock w-as all

right in this respect. .\nd we remark in

passing that on all points too little is

said or thought about the mother of the
cock.
There is one feature in fowls of no mat-

ter what breed, always associated in our
mind with general scragginess and
coarseness, and that is a long back. We
would not tolerate it it in either cock or
hen. Now- it often happens that in breeds
where great size is desired a tall, elon-

gated cock is chosen, simply because he
pulls down the scales surprisingly. It is

no wonder at all that he balances heavy
weights so long as l>one is heavy stuff.

Let us have squareness and depth of

Ijody in all the heavy breeds, and width
and rotundity of breast m moKt of the
lighter ones. In this way there will be
room afforded for the heart, lungs and
other vital organs, which will insure

vigor and stamina, and yet there need be
no coarseness.
We cannot give full and detailed direc-

tions for mating, as different laws govern
different varieties as to markings and the
like. But the points we have noticed are

important in the case of all breeds, and
should be taken into account when a

breeding pen is made up.—.American
Poultrv Vard.

,1

SCRAPPLE.
Quality of Food—BreedIngr Rab-

bits and O-uinea Pigs—Gen-
eral Health of Fo-wls.

V'Ar following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the Tvater, j^i7'inc their experi-

ences in raising, /'ceding and caring for
alt kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thk I-'ancikr.s' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore inx'ite contributionsfrom evety-

one who has anything to say pertaining
In ponllty. pigeons andfancy stock.

Quality of Food.
«

When we assume the duty of taking

care of our poultry stock we should not

neglect to provide them with suitable

food. As we progress in experience and
gain a more thorough knowledge of their

wants we shall find that they should be

fed on the purest and best quality that
we can obtain.

All kinds of food if sound have certain
constituent properties, but they differ in
nutritive value, which varies with their
chemical composition. The best and
purest quality of food is essential not
only for the production of eggs, but to
give flavor, delicacy and sweetness to the
flesh.

A hen should not necessarily be in
poor flesh to be a good layer. On the
contrary, she should l>e in prime con-
dition and in good flesh, but not too fat.

The production of eggs mainly depends
upon the quality and proper quantity of
food and upon the laying qualities of the
breed. The best layers will not yield a
large supply of eggs unless they have the
proper kind of food for the material.
Oats and barley, which are rich in

proieine compounds, are l)est to develop
muscular tissue and growth in young
fowls

; com, which is especially rich in
oils, is best adapted for heating' and fat-

tening ; wheat and buckwheat, being
rich in gluten and albumen, are best
adapted for egg-production ; rye, though
a wholesome grain, is not relished very
well by either young or old fowls, and if

used at all, it should be ground and
mixed with com meal. Bran and shorts
are largely used by poultrymen ; shorts
alone are too sticky, but when mixed
with bran or corn meal and scalded with
boiling water or milk makes an excellent
morning mess the year through. Let
com predominate; generally speaking, it

i s the cheapest grain.—Poultry World.

— When you go to mating up your
pens remember that small flocks always
do better than large ones.

General Health of Fowls.

There are so many things affecting the

condition of fowls that a poultry keeper
must be on the lookout most of the time.

An undermined constitution is a ready

receptacle for the lodgment of ilisease in
many forms.
The accumulation of as much vitality

and vigor as possible in feathered stock
should be stu<lied by all breeders, especi-
ally by those who breed on a large scale.
And yet this is a point to which verv
little attention is paid, the consequences,
however, of this neglect being obvious
enough in the lessons which are incurred
from epidemics of various characters.
Breeders generally calculate only for
"fair weather," the problem with" most
of them being to proportion the care
given to their stock so nicely to the im-
mediate return in eggs and weight that
nothing shall seem to be lost. But it re-
sults from management such as this that
the stock becomes gradually enfeebled,
or at least has no surplus strength, and
any extraordinary trial such as an epi-
demic carries off so large a numl)er as to
seriously deminish the profis. Who has
not heard the liability to losses of this
sort, which are not 'to be anticipated,
urged against attempts to render the
poultry yard an important part of gen-
eral farming? But such crises can be
hoth anticipated and to a great degree
neutralized by paying due attention to
the health of the flock during times

when no particular disease is prevailing.
The system practiced by many breeders
is much like building an ocean steamer
that could just keep afloat in calm seas.
Much .stress is to be laid on the value

of bright sunlight. Never put the coops
in a locality that is always in shade.
Every ray of sunlight is, besides its light
and heat, accompanied by a rav of active
chemical force that is essential to the
health of man and beast. Winter and
suninier your fowls must have access to
it. See how glowing their air of content
as they shake themselves in its genial
warmth in col<l weather, yet the value of
it is not to be measured by a thermome-
ter, neither can artificial heat supply its

place, .\llow the fowls their natural
condition as much as possible and keep
them busy by natural means. Don't
allow them to be frightened in any way
and don't overcrowd.—.American Poultry
Vard.

Breeding Rabbits and Guinea
Pigs.

The breeding of rabbits and guinea

pigs has not reached anything like the

proportions in our country which it has

attained in F^ngland, where rabbit and

cavy clubs and exhibitions abound and
where prime specimens of these valuable
pets bring exhorbitant prices. But we
are glad to notice an increasing interest
in this class of pet stock on this side of
the big pond. Many importations, espe-
cially of lops, are being made and a de-
cided improvement in the quality as well
as in the quantity of this stock recently
bred here is manifest.

Rabbits can be bred by many people
who, owing to lack rf room, cannot
breed fowls, and poultry and dog fanciers
generally might well consider the ad-
visability of adding a branch of this in-

dustry to their business. Boys are espe-
cially fond of them, and the possession
of a really thoroughbred pair of rabbits
will do more to keep them to home away
from evil companionship and out of mis-
chief than anything else we know of.

Guinea pigs are not nearly so well known
as rabbits, many of our people never
havine seen a specimen of them, but
their comparatively small cost and little

trouble caused by keeping them is rap
idly bringing them to the front as pets.

All who see the sprightly little fellows
are bound to admire them and at once
desire to possess at least a pair of them.
—New England Fancier.

Winter Arrangements.

Much attention should be given to

winter arrangements, as the fo*ls need

more care and different treatment to that

of spring and summer. One, too, can

save money by fitting up their winter
quarters comfortably, as the fowls will

consume one-fourth, at least, less food
and give better satisfaction. This item
of economy is little understood by the
average breetler of large and small do-
mestic stock, and it is strange too, as
there is no guess work about it, but it

has been proved in individual ca.ses as
well as at experimental stations, and
therefore a demonstrated fact, which
everyone can testify in his own case
when exposed all day to shivering cold.

In this month the fancier should lay up
grain and green footl for winter use.

There is a saving in this, as all such pro-
ducts can lie bought much cheaper than
later on when roots and vegetables are
stored away until spring. There is al-

ways on the farm or truck gardens more
or less unmarketable potatoes, turnips
and cabbage, that can l>e bought at less

than market prices. When sound they
are as gowl for use as the larger ones. A
general overhauling of the heu houses,
with thorough cleansing, whitewashing
and fumigation will be in place. Gather
the fallen leaves and store them in bar-
rels for winter use ; they will serve for
recreation and exercise w-hen small grains
are scattered among tlum. Provide
plenty of clover, the second clippings of
the meadow or lawn ; have it dried in the
shade and put away in coffee sacks.
Gather the road dust before the late

rains, and store it in barrels under a
shed, to renew the soiled and effete dust
of the bath and floor. With plenty of
dust for the fowls lice will soon disappear,
as it closes up the pores of breathing, and
they drop off to be buried out of sight
Of course all these things will entail some

expense and time, but one cannot expect
to raise thoroughbred fowls and profit by
their keeping without going to more or
le.s.** expense aiul trouble.—Ohio Poultry
Journal.

Nest Eggs.

There was a time when p<;oplc thought
that it was (juiie necessary to have a nest

egg in the nest at all times, to stimulate
or encourage the hens to lav, a theory
without reason, as a heu can only lay
when nature forces her to do so. It is

quite obvious that when fowls have large
range, a nest egg can l>e put to good
use, as instinct leads a hen to abandon a
nest which has been robbed, and the nest
egg deceives her into the l>elief that the
nest is all right, and thus she is drawn
back day by day to the same place,

'

which enables the owner to secure her 1

daily deposit without l)eing obliged to !

hunt up new nests repeatedly. In en-
closed yards and poultry houses, at times
when the fowls are confined, there is no
necessity for nest eggs, as the fowls will
have recourse to the nests, but even then
a porcelain egg in a nest may lead an
"old fool" of a hen to deposit her egg
properly, instead of dropping it upon the
hard floor or in the yarn.
The use of real eggs for this purpose is

not wise, as the liability of breakage is

great, and in that case the hens will ac-
quire the habit of egg-eating, which once
learned, nearly destroys the usefulness of
die flock.—.American F'anciers' Gazette.

Over-fed Hens.

When eggs are frequently found under
the roost or in the yard it is one of the

surest signs that your hens are over-fed,
and that they are too fat After awhile
they will cease to lay, or lay but few
eggs. The remedy is to shut off all
grain, and feed the hens once a day, al-
lowing a poun<l of lean meat (not fat) to
twenty hens. A slight allowance of
chopped green food may be given in the
morning, if the hens are confined in
yards. During the warm days of the
summer but little food is necessary to
easily make the hens too fat.—Exchange.

Chicken Moving Time.

When October comes in our northern

climate the birds must have some perch-

ing places to shelter them nights. The
late broods will endeavor to nestle to-

gether in the coops, and if driven or car-
ried to the roosting places they will often
fall off or return to the coops late in the
evening. It takes some time to accus-
tom some broods to a perching place
after being taken from coops. They care
not about dampness nor cold, overcrowd-
ing nor discomfort in their little habita-
tions ; the instinct of returning home to
the place which sheltered them in chick-
onhowl is as strong as is the love of
home, however humble, in the human
family. Even after the coops are taken
away some broods will pipe for hours,
searching here and there for a place to
nestle, some returning to the spot where
the coop stood and there squat for the
night. If the coops are placed far from
the perching places, begin early in the
season to move them a little nearer every
day, and when the time comes to house
them it will l)e much easier to drive them
to their roosting places.—Ohio Poultry
Journal.

Charcoal and Lime.

These two articles play a very import-

ant part in the management of fowls,

whether bred in a fancier's yard or on a

farm. Charcoal should be liberally fed,

for no one thing is more conducive to
health than is this. It should be broken
in small lumps and put where the fowls
can get at it, and they will eat it with
great relish. We have seen it fed to
pigs with the very best results, and those
which were treated to it were never
troubled with disease or sickness, while
neighboring ones were. This helps to
prove its value, not only for swine, but
for fow's. Where the birds are kept in

confinement it is a very good plan to
keep a small trough in a sheltered place,
full of small bits of fresh charcoal, and
the fowls will soon learn to help them-
selves.

The value of lime in the form of white-
wash is well known, and those who use it

liberally are the ones who keep their
flocks healthy and cleanly. To render
whitewash more effective in disloging,
driving away or destroying lice and other
parasitic nuisances, the addition of a little

carlwlic acid is invaluable, for scarcelv
anything else seems to be so distasteful to
the vermin. Air-slaked lime should be
occasionally scattered over the floor of
the chicken house to remove unpleasant
and unhealthy otlors, while a little of' it

should be .scattere<l around the yardt and
runs, for material for egg shells. Oysler-
sliell lime is the Ijest for this purpose.

—

Southern Planter.

Prospects of the Pheasant in

America.

The pheasant is an artificial production
and not a bird of the wilderness, like the
quail, the snipe, the wood cock and the
wild duck, or even the partridge and the

grouse. He has an importation, not only
in England but in Europe. Whether he
came into England through their Roman
conquerors, whose aviaries he adorned,
or through France, where he has always
been widely spread, is matter of little or
no moment. Suffice, as the Americans
say, he got here all the same, as he would,
if carried, get into and thrive in any
country where the temperature is not too
low, and where there are silent woods
with a thick undergrowth for shelter, for
he is a ready colonizer. He would doubt-
less have crossed eastward into America
from Asia centuries ago but for the in-
tervening sea. Why he has not been
introduced into the' admirably adapted
Southern States ; why the ample woods
of Virginia do not glow with his plupiage
and echo with his crow is one of those
things which, as Dundreary says, "no
fellow can find out." It is not very diffi-

cult in any suitable country to maintain
the pheasant, although it is costly to do
so. After his infantile days his natural
footl is simple. The acorn, the beach
nut, the root of the buttercup or the pile-
wort crowfoot suffice him ; but if these
fail he is quite ready—nay, more than
ready—to take from the bands of man
the fruits of artincial cultivation—the
barley com, the buckwheat, the fragrant
pea, or even the ubiquitous potato. The
difficulty with him as an adult (leaving
poachers out of the question) is not to
rear him in plenty, but to keep him at
home, so that he may be there when he
is wanted

; for he is a very gregarious
bird, especially fond of company, a bird
of many wives (relic of his eastern origin)
and much given to wandering abroad to
find them. Many are the shifts to which
the keeper is put to repress this wander-
ing instinct.—Charles Turner in Outing.

Poultry In the South.

Only a few years ago the culture of
poultry in the South was in its infancy.

In Texas this is still the case. The mass
of people have no faith in it, because

they undervalue its business as a means
of recreation and as a aource of profit.

Fowls, of all domestic stock, receive the
smallest amount of care and attention.
Those who seem most indifferent to
keeping thoroughbred fowls are the
farming class. It is evident they have
not given the subject that degree of at-

tention they bestow upon other branches
of their vocation. While in all other
stock they are quick to see the advantages
of good blood thev are slow in the march
of improvement m their poultry. Con-
sidering the small amount invested,
there is no farm product that will pay as
well when properly learned by the com-
mon-sense farmer.—Southern Fancier.

New Blood Important.

We should like to impress upon our

readers the great importance of regularly

infusing new blood into their flocks, and
at the same time the advantage of pure

breeds. Select the breed you like best,

and then this fall procure a good cock-
erel of that breed, an<l then breed bini
exclusively to your flock. The third
year procure another a little Ijetter, of
the same variety, and you will then have
a good flock of high grade, pure blood
poultry. In this way your expense is but
a trifle, and your increase will much more
than balance it.—Indiana Fanner.
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SOUTHERN POULTRY SHOW.

Awards at the South Carolina
State Fair.

Editok Fanciers' Journai..

Columbia, S. C, Nov. 13.—Tlie follow-

ing is the complete list of preuiiunis

awarded in the poultry department of the

State Fair. The poultry display was one
of the best and most interesting features

of the fair. The judge was Mr. Low-
ring Brown, of the firm of Brown & Wad-
ley, of Boliug Creek, Ga., who are the

largest breeders of choice poultry in the

South. Mr. Brown declares that he is

astonished and delighted at the poultry
display. It is the largest and finest which
he has seen in the South during six
years' exp«rience, over 2000 chickens be-
mg exhibited. He gives the credit for
the success of this department to Mr.
Ro«8 A. Smith, of Charleston. The fol-

lowing are the awards

:

Brarmas (light)—KowIb. pair, ist to Watson &
Son, xl to A. C. Haskell; p«n. istto H. T. Ferrell,
jd to T. H. Gibbcs. Dark—Pair, ist to Haskell,
2d to H. G. Seigler.
Cochins (partridge)-Fowl8 and pen ist to A. P.

Hazard, fowl*, 2d to Ferrell, pen, ad to W. T.
Reynolds. Buff—Fowls, ist to Hazard, 2d to D.
W. Addy; chicks, ist and 2d to Ferrell; pen ist
to Addy, id to Hazard. White—Fowls, ist to J. F.
Lilientlial. 2d to W. K. Babcock.
Langshans (black)—Fowls, ist, chicks, ist

and 2d and pen, i»t and 2d to Ross A. Smith;
fowls, ad to T. J. Lipscomb. White—Pair, ist
and pen, ist to J. Alwyn Ball.
Plymouth Rikks (barred)—Fowls, ist, chicks,

itt, pen ist and 2d to Ross A. Smith; fowls, 2d
and chicks 2d to D. W. Addy. White—Fowls, ist
to J. 8. Hyer, 2d to Addy; chicks, lit to R. B.
Watson & Son, 2d to T. H. Gibbs; pen, ist to
Watson & Son. 2d to Smith.
WVANDOTTKS (silver-laced)—Fowls, ist, chicks,

jd and pen, ist and 2d to J. A. Cullum; fowls, 2d,
chicks,*ist to Kiigcue F. West. Golden-Fowls,
ist; chicks, 1st and pen ist to C. C. Paine. White
—Fowls, i»t, pen ad to K'>S!. A. Smith; fowls, 2d
to R. S. Bollinger; chicks, 1st, pen, 2! to Wat-
son & Son; chicks, 2d to T. J. Lipscomb.
Black Javas—Fowls, ist and pen, ist to B. F.

Perry.
WiuTK Dorkings—Fowls, ist, chicks, ist toC.

C. Paine.
Lbokorns (single-comb brown)—Fowls ist and

2d, chicks 1st, pen island 2d to Ross A. Smith;
chicks 2d to L. J. Wakefield. Single-comb white
—Fowls, 1st to Lee, ad to Smith; chicks ist to
Paine, 2d to Addy; pen ist to Addy, ad to Watson
& Son. Dominiques—Fowls ist and 2d to Paine.
Ro«e-conib brown—Fowls ist to Dr. Kendall, ad
to B. F. Pcrrv. Rose-comb white—HnwU iH in
Perry.
MiNORCAS (black)—Fowls ist to J. V. Lihcn-

thai; chicks ist to L. D. Childs, 2d to Smith; pen
ist to childs. ad t:. Smith. White—Howls ift,
chicks 1st and 2d and pen i.st and ad to Watson
ft Son.
HouoANS—Fowls, 1st, chicks ist to Paine;

fowls ad and pen ist to William Schultze. -

Polish (white-breasted black)—Chicks rst and
pen ist to Smith: chicks 2d to Paine. Golden
Fowls ist, chicks ist and pen ist to Paine
White—Fowls ist to Paine.
Hamburgs (silver spangled)—Fowls ist, pen

ad to J. A. Graham; fowls ad, chicks ad to
Paine; chicks ist, pen ist to Smith. Golden
spangled—Fowls ist, pen ist to Paine. Golden
pencilled—Fowls 1st to Paine. Black—Fowls ist,
chicks ist to Paine.
Cambs (bro*n-breastcd red)—Fowls ist, pen

lat to Colonel R. K. Mclver; fowls ad, pen ad to
L. A. Ransom; chicks ad to J. A. Graham. Black
and red—Fowls ist. pen ist and 2d to T. B. Lee;
fowls 2d to Mclver; chicks 2d to L. J. Wakefield.
Silver duckwing and golden duckwing—Fowl*
at to Paine. Black—Fowls ist, pen ist to Paine,
Red pile— Fowls 2d, pen ist to Pninc, pen 2d to
I^e. Indian—Fowls ist and pen ist to Addy.
Gamk Bantams (brown-breasted red)— Fowls

2d to J. B. Gadsen; pen ist to H. T. Ferrell, ad to
Perry. Brown red— Fowls ad and pen ist to
John D. W. Watts. Golden duckwing— Fowls i»t
to Paine. White—Pen ist to Watts. Blsck—
Fowls ad to Paine. Red pile—Fowls ist to Addy;
chicks 1st to l*aine.

Bantamk Othrr than Game (golden Sebright)
—Fowls ist, chicks ist to Paine. Roseeomb
black—Fowls 1st to Paine. Pekin—Fowls ist to
Addy, 3d to A. P. Hazard.
Guineas (pearl) -Fowls 1st to Watts; chicks 1st

to B. F. I'erry. White—Fowls ist to I'aine; chicka
tat to Perry.
Pea Fowls—Fowls ist to Perry.
Turkeys (bronze)—Old, ist to Addy, ad to W.

H. Fraser; young, ist to Watson & Son. ad to
Perry. White Holland—Old, ist to Addy. ad to
Dr. Kendall; young, ist to D. W. Shuler. ' Buff-
Pair, 1st to D. W. sTiuler.

Geese (Toulouse)—Old, ist to H. Green, ad to
Paine; young, ist to Green, ad to Dr. Kendall,
Brown China—Hair, ist to Dr. Kendall, ad to
Paine. White China—Old, ist to Paine; young,
ist to Paine, ad to Green. Bmbden—Old, ist
and ad to S. M. Wylie; young, ist to Green.
Ducks (Pekin)—Old. ist; young, ist to Ross A

.Smith. Aylesbury—Old, ist and 2d to Dr. Ken-
dall; young, 1st and 2d to Paine. Caviiga— Pair
ist to Paine. White Muscovy—Pair i»i to Paine
Colored Muscovy— Old, 1st to J, A. Graham, ad to
Perry; young, ist to E. R. Mclver, ad to Mrs.
John U. Alexander. Rouen—Pair, ist to Paine
white-crested—Pair, ist to Paine. White call-
Pair ist to D. W. Shuber.

I.,argest display by one exhibitor—C. C. Paine.

The judge very highly commended
Mr. Ross A. Smith for the fine display of
his own and the other Charleston exhib-
itors for the neat cooping and the excel-
lent condition of the bircw.

By referring to the award list it will be
seen that Mr. Smith's celebrated Lang-
shans Dalton and mates, and Dundee
and mates, have held uo their records

by again making a clean sweep in their
class. One hundred dollars was refused
for the Langshan cockerel Dundee alone,
and two hundred and fifty dollars for the
pen. Mr. Smith's Plymouth Rocks and
brown Leghorns also carried everything
before them. Another noted pen of birds
in the Charleston display was an imported
pen of white LangBhaus belonging to Mr.
J. Alwyn Ball. They won first honors
and are the only imported white Lang-
shans in the South.

OUR CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal
for one year with any of the following named
publications, post free, upon receipt of price
named :

INCUBATORS.

—The Newark artificial egg factorv has
relinquished business, and a fowl con-
spiracy may be expected amongst the
knights of laljor of the barnyard to keep
up the price of their products. Hens, it

should be borne in mind, never lay
freely except when the price of eggs is

way down. As prices advance they fol-
low the examples of the coal barons and
restrict their output.—Evening Tran-
script

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 ofth0 GRANDEST IHDIAH GAMES

KVKR PRODUCED.

Personally selected among our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England. If
you want choice breeders or winners at the
winter shows, we can supply. Free catalogue.
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88tf Lockport, New York.
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THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE.
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best ArtisU.
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TORONTO GAME FOWL YARDS.

Black Reds, Captain Heaton's and Sara Mat-
thews' most celebrated stock; Brown Reds, C. W.
Brierly; Duckwings, Brockbank and Chaloners'-
Pyles. Brierly> Black Reds, hens ist and ad at
Industrial; Brown Reds, cock ist and hen i.st and
id at Industrial; Pyle.s, cock ist and hen ad at
London. The recent winners are all in my yard,
also many other great winners. Also Sumatra
and White Aseel Game. E. F. DOTY

47 Wellington Place, Toronto.
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-FOR-
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Cltxb Secretaries.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station, at-
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American Garden 2.00
American Poultry Yard .... 1.50
American Stock-Keeper .... a.oo
American Keuiiel Gazette . . . 1.00
Canadian Poultry Journal. . . .75
Canadian Poultry Review . . . i.oo
Canadian Pigeon and Pets. . . .50
Century 4."oo

Country Gentleman a.50
Delaware Farm and Home . . 1.00
Fanciers' Gazette (Knglish) . . a. 10
Fanciers' Gazette (American) . i.oo
Farm Journal 50
Farm Poultiy 50
Frank Leslie's

Popular Monthly 3.00
Illustrated Weekly 4.00
Budget of Wit 2.35
Pleasant Hours 1.75

Guide and Friend 25
Garden and Forest 4.00
Georgia Farmer 50
Harper's Monthly 4.00

Weekly 4.00
Bazar 4.0}
Young People a.oo

Lippincott's Mairazine 3.00
New Biiglaiid Fancier 50
New Jersey Agriculturist . . . 1.00
New York Mail and Express
(Weekly) 3.00

New York Times (Weekly) . i.oo
New York World (Weekly) . . i.oo
Ohio Poultry Journal i.oo
Poultry Bulletin i.oo
Poultry Chum 25
Poultry in California so
Poultry Herald jo
Poultry Keeper 50
Poultry Monthly 1.2s
Poultry News ....••.. .25
Poultry World . 1.25
Practical Poultryman s"
Popujar Science News 1.00

.... I 00

. . . . S-oo

.... I. .so

.... 2.00

3.00

S'o

Prairie Farmer
Puck
Rural Californinn
Rural New Yorker
Scientific American

Architects' Edition . „. .

Southern Fancier y)
Shooting Times (English) . . . a 60
Spirit ofthe Times ^.00
Sports Afield 2.00
Stock-Keeper (English) 3.15
St. Nicholas 3.CX)
The Fancier i.oo
The Fanciers' Monthly . ... i.oo
The ranciers Review «
Truth 4,M
Turf, Field and Farm 5.00

With
Fanciers'
Journal.

$4.00

350
6.00

300
350
325
300
300
300
300
a. 70
5-So

3-50
2-75
4.»5
a.6o
a.6o
a.6o

4.00
500
3-75
3.25
3.60

5-50
2.6o

500
500
500
3.00

5.50
a.75

3.00

350
3.00
3.00

300
a.6o
2.60
a.75

».75
2.70

300
2.60

300
»-75

»-75

2.7.S

6.00
3.00
3-50
4.00
6.00

2.75

470
6 00

3-75

450
4.50
3.00
300
a.70

S-oo
6.00

PUBLICATIONS.

AMERICAN KETTNTCIi CLUB

Stud gOOK.
Blanks lor registering in the official Stud Book

will b« mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KESNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains theJudges' reports and certified prize lists
of the different shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and
kennel news of an official character,
tion, two dollars per annum.

all

Subscrip-

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York,

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER >>

AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,
KAHBIT8, C'AGK-Hinns, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best English stock advertised in its columnsANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 98. 15,
Officb: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

Bngland.

'Phe |4omir\| 6xcl?an|e.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
P1ORON8. The official journal of 'The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." }i
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

OBRMANTOWN, PA.

Prairie §tate Incubafor

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send lor our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRIDGE,
General Agent,

Atco, New Jersey.
76-127

4B
MONITOR INCUBATOR.
Twenty-three first premiums

in one year. Large circular for
stamp. A. F. WILLIAMS,
88-140 Bristol, Conn.

PINELAND:
INCUBATORS
-AND-

-=^^BROODERS
LEAD ALL OTHERS.

Five firsts, two seconds and one special at the
three great New Jer.-ey fairs, Mt. Holly, Wa-
verly and Trenton. We manufacture the' latest
and greatest novelty,

The Paragon Inctibator
The simplest, cheapest and best hot water incu-
bator ever invented. Our mammoth catalogue,

KVER%TIHNr. FOR THE POUI^TKY YARD
Ready Dec. I. Price 5 cents. Circulars free.

Address,

PINELANO INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Janiesburg, New Jersey.

EUREKA'"
SEND 5 CENTS OR STAMPS

FOR
loo-PAGK HOOK OF

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS TO
J. L. CAMPBELL, West Elizabeth, Pa.

This ad. is good for )i part payment for nil in-
cubator .S6-iia

THE
-RMPTRR TlVniRATnP.

AND BROODERS.
Winner of First Prizes at e\>ery Show where

exhibited.

This machine is warranted to hatch 90 per cent
when operated as directed, or price of machine
refunded. A written guarantee will lie nivcii
with the sale of each incubator This iiiculiat >r
was invented by a man of st veral years' experi-
ence in poultry raising and the ina'iiagciiieiit of
different makes of incubators. It is constructed
ofthe very best niaterial.« of their scvcr.il kiiidh
and the work executed hy the vtrv best of work
men. Write for cntologu'e and price list. Please
enclose ac. jKistage stamp.

EMPIRE INCUBATOR CO.,
llAMniKf:. New Yoric.

tfi-.-iddress all corrrspomtfHCf In lliaMch Office,
Sig Edmund Street, Camden, ,V. J. 84-110

EXCELSIOR

INCUBATOR
Maple, Perfect,

SP*J««TtO
I
Helf>re«ulatlnc.

rM<a«MSa«

•Ikftarrr, I

nnndredsln aao-
I
eeasfnl operation. I

I
Guaranteed to hatch

1

„ large p«>rc<>ntage
|

of fertile eg^ as any
other halrtier. (Send Bo. for
new Illustrated Catalogue.

GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy, III.

T

FEIIRETH vs. RATS.
First<tass Ferrets. Sure Pop breed. Specially

broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets not
broken For sale by Adolph l.saacsen, "Sure
Pop," 92 Fulton Street, New York City. The
second edition, revised and illuvtratecl', of mv
celebrated handbook. "All About Ferrets and
Rats" mailed to any address on receipt of twen-
ty-five cents. ss-m

TH E

POULTRY MONTHLY.
best magazine of Its

Only lias per year.— - Addr

The
kind.
Single copfesi

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.
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00
00

3.00

I.SO

I.oo

.80

a.oo

50
300
50

1.00

•50

•75

2.00

•50

500
4-50
4.50

1.50

I.oo

•50

50

7-50
3-00

a.50

a.oo

J.50
.60

BOOKS FOR TANOIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Kennel. Burgea
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdun Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Di.scases of. Dalziel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Ureaking. Floyd
Dog Itrt.;' king. Hutchinson
Uog Training, Principles of. Ashinont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond.
Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged e<lition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashniont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 157(5 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

Knglish K. C. .S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XllI.each
Fox Teriier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions

Fox Terrier, Breeding a.id Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. Hy Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with .^i illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $5.00; leather

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog

Pedigree Record Book, aoo pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millaii
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog
The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer

The Dog, by Idslone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. I^verack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ....
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31
prize dogs; in leather

Vouatt on the Dog
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

CAOB MIRD8.

Canary Birds. Paper cover
Cloth

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illu.strations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition

Nativ Song Birds George J. Bamesby. .

Birds. Adams ....
Bamesby
PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Candea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, loo pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright .

Pigeon Standard (uew)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

rOITLTRY.

H. H. Stoddard
^. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Capuiii/ing. George Q.Dow.
Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 3a col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry for the Many Plantagcnet . . .

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. •

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Pclch fir Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper ........
Poultry for the people. Comyns
Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeflingand Feed-
ing. Comyns

MISCELLANEOUS.
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws
Cats

; Their Points and Classification (illus-
trated)

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cnniculus . . .

The Art of Training Animals
; paper ; il-

lustrated
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals

Cage and Singing
The Canary. G. J.

.50

•75

i-»5

a.50

I.oo

1-25

1.25

5.00
3.50

1-75
-25

4.CO
a.50

50
•75

•50

•75

15-00

••50
I.oo

•50

.50

An Egg Farm.
Book of Poultry.

8.00

a.oo
I 50
.50

5.00

•SO

•50

500
•50

•50

9*00

«5o
.50

3.00

•50

•35
I 50

•35
I.oo

I.oo

500
•50

•50

•35

50

a.oo

'•50

•50

t^so

GAME BANTAMS.
Black Reds. Brown Reds,

Duckwings, Pyles.

I have won hundreds of prizes during the last
lew years on my games and game bantams and
at present my stock is well able to uphold its past
high rcpiilation.
Amongst iny Brown Reds are cock, ad. hen, ad,

at Industrial. Ci>ck, i.st and ad. hen, ist and ad,
cockerels and pullets, ist and ad, at Hamilton,
nearly all my hirdsare winners. I have a grand
lot for sale all colors.

E. F. DOTY,
47 Wellington Place, Toronto.

MISCELLANEOUS.

IvEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every bund regis-
tered, each aVic. Open bands foi old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the hand is to be used,

SF..\D FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR, b«x ao.v

Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.

.Advertisements jvitkout display inserted under
thir headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Beagles.

BEAGLE HOUNDS FROM TWO MONTHS
to three years old. Puppies and trained
stock ; bred from hunting qualities, not reg.
stock. Fine heads, long ears, good size and
form. E. P Cloud, Keunett Square, Pa.

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
3 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Haven, Vt.

Bull Terriers.

ALITTER OF PUPPIES BY BENDIGO—
Imported Lady Melville; healthy, strong
and pure white. Breeder, Mr. Dole. Pedi-
gree card sent on application. Frank W.
Moulton, 619 14th St., N. W., Washington,
D. C. 8?-it

FINE WELL-BRED BKINDLE DOG, ONE
year old. E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

88-«9

ITCH ROSE BUD (17,431), WILL SELL AT
once for J20; color, white; ears cut in fine
shape. E. K. A., Box 157, Flatbush, N. Y.

THREE MONTHS' OLD PUPPIES FOR
sale.—One dog. two bitches, $7 and I5 each.
Peter McCormick, East Washington Lane,
and Morton St., Gennantown, Pa. 88-it

A
B

O

O

tr

Collies.

RDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Bupee &O0., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-tf

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ro»-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilta out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Koslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Koslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young

Manev 'Trefoil out of Luella, by Ma'ney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels. Philadelphia, Pa.

rOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for caU-
logue. I4ike View Kennels, Worcester,
Mass. 75-tf

For Sale or KxohauKe.

/->OCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES

R

AND
trained bitches; mastiffs Eadbert, Eriant
and bitch pup

;
pointer dogs, bitches and

puppies ; Irish setters, ana pair puppies 6
mciiths old, hy Dick Swiveler

;
greyhound

and beagle puppies. Want breach-loading
shot guns and rifl-rs. folding boat, field^
glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top desk.
J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

ED IRISH SETTER DOG, 2% YEARS
old, beautiful dark red, no white. Want
homnierless double-barrelled shot gun or
well-bred Clumber spaniel bitch. Both
parties to approve or no trade. Box 86,
Basking Ridge, N. J. «6-3t

Fox Hounds.

FOX HOUNDS FROM BEST PACKSIN PENN-
sylvania. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 8a If

NICE TWO-MONTHS-OLD PliPS FROM
Ikiss runners. E. P.Cloiid, Kennett Square,

Fox Terriers.

L^OR SALE — FOX TERRIERS OF THE
J^ highest breeding. Puppies and young

bitches in whelp at moderate prices. Print-
ed pedigrees on application to J. A. Hoffar,
143 N St., Washington, D. C. 81 tf.

Greyhounds.

DOG, DEVON TRAMP, SECOND DANBURY,
1889; H C. New York, '90; color, brindle;
price to sell at once Jaj or best offer. E. K.
A., BOXIS7, Flatbush, N. Y.

N
Irish Setters.

ELLIE SWIVELER, YEAR OLD, DAUGliN
ter of the famous Dick Swiveler. Address
L. M. Mintcss, 439 Chestnut Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa. 87-88

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALF.-PUP8 OUT OF NORNA (13,053
Vol. 6) by Fly, he out of Luray III by Des-
mond II. S. Harlan Price, lao Market St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 84-4t

FOR SALE—Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Pngrs.

FOR SALE—TWO PUPS, TEN WEEKS OLD,
by Champion Bob Ivy—Imported Topsey.
Dog, f35; bitch, $30. E. Adams, S04 South
i6t6 St., Philadelphia, Pa. 88-it

DOGS.
Advertisements without diiplav inserted under

this ktadingjor tfenisper word/or tack iustrtiom.

PUKS.

FINE PUPS ON SALB-Cheqiiaaaet Kennela,
I.«ncaster, Mass. 75-eow

BREEDERS AND FANCIERS.—WE HAVE
future winners in pug puppies out of cham-
pion-bred bitch Lilly (890Q) and prize win-
ner Flora, aired by Lord Clovir (14,005).
Little beauties, correctly marked and
{triers low. East Lake Kennels, West lef-
ierson, O. 87-fe

Rabbit Hounds.

RABBIT HOUNDS.—GOOD LOOKING NA-
tive beagles, guaranteed excellent in the
field atjao each ; same kind unbroken, |io.
Pedigreed beagles at reasonable prices.
Largest stock in the United States. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 S<nith Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 83 tf

St. Bernards.

M

FOR SALE —THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
broixi bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains toclose out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

St. Bernards.

FR SALE.-VERY FINE LITTER OP PUP8.
For pedigree and full particulars addresa J.
H. Gault, Gaul and Adams Streets, Phila-
delphia. 86-tf

ENTHON KENNEL.S, Phocnixville, Pa..
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

sT. BERNARDS. — Grandly bred
; perfect

) markings. Lake View Kennels, Worcester,
Masa. _ 76.tf_

Various.

I NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
^ shrillest whistle ever invented. Something

entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 35
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 3a
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

> LECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
^ supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
"* lishing Co., ^3 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

vETTERS AND POINTERS, BROKEN AND
) unbroken. Send for descriptive list. Associ-

ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St.. Phila-
delphia. 83 tf

POULTRY.
Advettisements without display inzerUfd under

this h^adintf ftn' 7 r^mtt A^f wM>*'/f 'f/>v ^ar^k «m««w«am

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographf
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 3a
South Third St., PhiladelphU.

Barred I'lymouth Rooks.

M Y ENTIRE YARD FOR SALE. THOMP-
son's strain. J. H. Drevenstedt, James-
burg, N. J.

Bnir Oooblns.

H EAD OF THIS PEN HAS TAKEN FIVE
firsts. Young stock for sale. Eggs in sea-
son. Fred. H. Davenport, Euglishtown,
_N.J. 84.5t

English Pheasants.

MUST BE SOLD THIS MONTH. PRICES
from $10 to $15 per trio. N.L. Rockwell,
Sanford Station, Conn. .86-^9

For Sale or Kxehanse.

WILL E-XCHANGE INCUBATORS FOR
pullets, or hens not mure than ij^ years
old. Not less than three-fourths Leghorn
blood. Also black Spanish. F^mpire In-

84-tf cub|itor Co., 519 Edmund St., Camden, N. J.

Bed Caps.

CHICKS FOR SALE.
Jame.sburg, N. J.

J. H. DREVENSTEDT.

Various.

D

r

A p. GROVES, aH S. DELAWARE AVB-
nue, Philadelphia, Pa., has for sale golden,

* silver and white Wyandottes. Pekin
Bantams. 85-88

CHOICE BARRED PLV.MOUTH ROCKS,
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
E. P Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

R.S. C. MOVER, LANSDALE, PA., BREEDS
white and silver Wyandottes, Plymouth
Rocks, light Brahmas and mottled Anconas.
Fine stock for sale. 84-5!

T?OR SALE—OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
buff Cochins, light Brahmas and white
Plymouth Rocks, including our prize win-
ners at New York, Boston, Brooklyn, Syra-
cu.sc. Albany and seversl other shows. Sale
positive. t(o reserves as we need the room
for Indian games. We shall make a
apecialty of Indian games in the future,
and are adding another importation to an
already fine stock of this variety. We
shall, however, continue to breed B. B. R.
red pile and white game bantams.and rose-
coino black and Pekin Bantams and Pekin
ducks Send for circular. F. tV. Gaylor,
Manager, Quogue, L. I. 8^it

DIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Er-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co. , 3a South Third St.,

Philadelphia, P*.

pK

POULTRY.
AdverHumenU without display instrUd undtr

this heading/or e cents per word/or each insertion

Various.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACBO WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PRINTING estlrastes given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lisU, sched-
ules labels, lags, eU. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 33 South Third St., PhiUde
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor
rectnesa, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
iBf Co.. 33 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phla, Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

thts heading/or i cenUper word/or each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER. 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-face
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. SS-tf

Barbs.

^ BAILY, ARDMORE, PA.. OFFERS TWO
' red cocks, two black hens, one dun ben •

very fine birds, lot |i6, 87-11

Exohanse.

BEBS FOR PIGEONS. -WILL EXCHANGEmy entire apiary of ten colonies of Italian
bees, extra hives, etc., for Antwerp pigeons.
T. Warden Taylor, I^inghome, Pa. 86-89

w
Fantalls.

HITE PANS ONLY. Bred for thirty years.
Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Evans-
ville, lud. 6j^f

Homing IMseons.

M. WOOD, 4910 BALTIMORE AVKNUK,
j^.

West Philadelphia. P«., breeder of speedy
hominjt pigeons and winners of numerous
races. Will dispose of a few birds at rea-
sonable price. 87-K8

C. CONLEY, 4133 CHESTNUT STREET,
^

Philadelphia, breeder and fancier of
long-distance homers only

; winner of In-
ter-state and challenge races with young
birds. 1889; ad diploma in old birds, season
of 1880, from 300 miles, and first bird to
Philadelphia from 400 miles in Concourse.
A few youngsters for sale at reasonable
prices.

CARLISLE.
83^

yVRITE TO O. F. CONNELLY," Pa., for homing pigeons.

Jacobins.

* W. TU(;GLE. Columbus, Gar
^ and breeder of Jacobins.

Importer
SO-106

Swallows.

A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, BalU-
more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, ofall
colors with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Turblts.

BAILV. ARDMORE, PA., PRIZE Win-
ning wing turbits. All for sale, 87-at

Various.

ALL KINDS of birds snd animals. Wilson's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

FR SALE-LOPS, HIMAI^YANS, ALSO
Guinea Pigs. James E. Church, Hacken-
sack, N. J. 7,.88

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 3a South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Ix>p Rabbits.

FR SALE— Imported stock, winners in En^
land. Fred Stahrer, 119 Abbott Street,
I.Awrence, Mass. 73-134

Artists and Fu^rravers.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The I-anciera' Pub-
bsbing Co., 33 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged witli Schieiber jl

Sons, who arc acknowledged to be the
best snimsl photographers in America
•hereby we are able to make special terras
for our subscribers who want photograph*'
of their dogs. The Panders' PubUahin
r>r... ,» *w»h Thit»1 «t pMl.^^lr.'. ^

w
DrlnkluB Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain;
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

fil-lf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Wanted.

wANTED. — BLACK MICE.
Box 916, PhiladelphU, Pa.

ADDRJtSS
87-at
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Splendid Holiday Presents.

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS.
GOLDFINCHES,

ANn AI,l, OTHI'.R

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

PUiiV and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Pood, etc.

£GGS rOK IIAT<HIN«.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. AA^. VAHLE,
31J Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-13'

Homing Pigeons

DAN WILM/.MS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock I *o

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

ALSO TAILKD AND SOLID COLORS IN
OWI.^ AND TURBITS.

Orders fo'- youngsters of I890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

I AM ITOT nr THE PIGEON BTJSIKESS.

bat breed, for A FANCY . Ugh cIms

FA1TTAZZ.S
In fliite, BM,

RedanilYellof,

And have for sal

at all times

Tusx Out.

it********** PRICE 500. WITHOUT A SI\(;LK KXCF.PTIOV

The American Pigeon Standard

TAKEN FROM LIFE

Very Snperlor Blnli,

onexopllpd in qual-
ity at J2 .00 each,
and up. Satiataotton
guaranteed.

Am glad at all times to show my stoek.
DO'NOT ANSWKR POSTAL CARDS.

H. C. NORTON,
Oermantown, Pa.

Or MT 80. Fourth St., Phllada.

Orange County

POULTRY FARM AND YARDS

AR AIMJPTKn IIY THI;

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

COVTAI.NINO A COMFLKTK DESCRIPTION OK THB
Kbco(;nuki> Variktiks of I igf.ons.

THE \mm STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

CHARLES TAULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid bv mail from this office on re- I

ce.ptofprice I yQ QRY GOODS

189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Encloied find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send "The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME ,...

ADDRESS — - ~

^THE

SPORTSMEN*S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms. Ammunition.
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of tKie Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND RKPTILKS

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Cockerels of his Famous Peerless Strains of
Single-comb Brown Leghorns, White and Barred
Plymouth Rocks, from |2 to J5 each per pair
Tnoi and breeding pens a matter of correspond-
ence. Guinea Pigs tor sale at $2 per pair. Kn-
cloac ac. stamp.

E. L. REQUA, Manager,

4-136 HlghUod MilU, N. Y.

B. K. LEWIS,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Profeaaionat bench show handler. Dogs board-

e<l and put in condition for shows.

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OK

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROOKS,

SILVER, WHITE 4 GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America,
New York, February. 1R90, I was awarded the
following prizes, in competition with the best
breeders

:

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Kock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, third,
fourth, and tie fifth on Barred Plymouth Rock
Hens ; first and third on Silver Wyandotte Pul-
lets ; third or equal score with first on Golden
Wyandotte PulleU.
Choice Breeding and Exhibition Birds, bred

from mv winners, for sale. Illustrated circular
free. 86-138

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

Bv B. WATERS.

Is invalnable to every owner 01 a dog. It tells

you how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way

so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' Pnl)lisliiii£ Coinnaiiy

3» 8. Third St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

EDd-ward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons.

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OP ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Stree- .v. W. Washington, D. C.

Before You Subscribe

For any Agricultural. Li»'e Stock, Poultry or
Kennel' Paper you should send for my list of
papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheaper than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe for two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten rents for postage and I'll mail you a
large bundleof sample copies of different papers.

ADDRESS

84tt

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

^^^ PAMPHLET

^•^DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary' Siirg^eon,

84-97 1»»8 BROADWAY, NKW YORK.

STBAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIEll

MARKET. EIGHTH and FIBERT i'TS..

PHILADKT.PIIIA, PA.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

My homers are testetl as record birds and as
parents of birds with records from 500, 52<i and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-materd" birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life hands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send lor Price List. 44-95

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
^Beware ofworthless imitafiom, same shnf'e

.

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP. Certain death to {fleas, and

MEDICINES '"r all canine diseases.
•COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORIN*;, '

(Post free, 28c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
THE GREATEST KGGPRODUCING FOOD.
jyie most .\iitrilinHs and DigrsliHf Food for f.nf-

inj; HfHS and for gfllins; all kinds of
Pi>HHry into Show Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Unequaled for rearing Early Chickens.

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
RediiceH Ihc usual licavv mortality in reaiiiiK

Fancy Pigrons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap . per cake . 25 cents
Order from your dealer. Full particulars (rora

8PRA1TS PATENT (America), LIMIT'D,
239-145 Bast 56th St., New York City. 71-97

HOITSB
-AND

F»EX DOOS.
Their Selection. Care and Training.

JVUT PtTBLISHBO """^--^ , PKICB, POSTPAID, JOC.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

<>. 88.1
• * ., 89.; PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1890. / PER ANXUM

I SIKGLB COP

I

1

A NEW BREED-THE SHERWOODS.
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DOG SHOWS. DOG SHOWS.

FIFTH ANNUAL^ EXHIBITION
POULTRY, PIGEONS, PETSTOCK and DOGS,

AT MUSIC HALL, PROVIDENCE, JAN. 15, 16, 17 & 19, 1891.
Premium List now ready. If you have not received one, send your name to the Secretary.

Regrular premiums and a large list of cash specials.

R. G. DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer,
P. O. Box 1061, Providence. R. I.

H. S. BABCOCK, President. 88 93

IN THE STUD.
Advertisementi imerted under this heading at the

following rales: One inch, single insertion, ti,so;

$^,40for the month; tis for three months; i2Sfor
txx months, and tsofor Uû year.

KILLARNEY

LCennels
PURE BRED IRIi>H SETTERS EXCUJSIVEL HI-

PORTED AMD DOMESTIC).

CHAMPION "DICK 8WIVELER."

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:
CHAMPION

DICK SWIVELER,
wi**^*» cf 6r?t chsllfT!'^ *^n=? Nr'.v York !*1?o^,

1890; also first and special prizes all over the
United States.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show,

1887 and 1888.

FEE $25.

GARRYOWEN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Garryowen

•'the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $25.
To a limited number of bitches of approved

breeding.
Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

tion.

Extra choice Irish puppies by the great Dick
SWIVELER for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KILLARNET KEXWELS,
50-101 177 State Street, Chicaoo, III.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY KBNNBLS FOR A
• short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
BMuTort's winnings uu the show bench and his
record as a stud dog have proverl him the best
mastiflTever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.
Mastiff breeders should make the most of this
grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.
Btad fee J75.

J. WINCHELL.

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

ti^So: SSfo for the month; tis for three months;
Sx for six months, and fso for'theyear.

55rio6 FAIRHAVEN. Vt.

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARDS AT STUD.

PRINCE VICTOR
(18,293)

Tbit grand young dog is by Victor Joseph and
poMessesin bone, color, head and markings the
qualities of his well-known sire. Fee $25.

LIVERPOOIv OUKE
(17,808)

By Lord Warwick—Jessie, litter sister to Nero
ni, sire of Sir Bedivere He is good in color,
coat, markings, size and bone. Fee $25

KEYSTONE KENNELS,
85-88 1230 Carson St., Pittsburg, Pa.

DiPC Chester*. Berkshires, Polands. Pox
rlUO. Hounds, Beagles,Collles,8etters.W.GIB-
BONB & CO.,W. Chcster.Pa. B<:nd sUmp for dr.

POINTBR IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

188S; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

*7-o8

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND If

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials i*<88, and on the bench has won, nrst,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-
delphia 1889. Stud fee, )35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir AUister—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and specia' at Philadelphia, 1S89;

first and special at London, Ont., 18S9, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog o<

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
01 numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
classl at London. Out., when out of conditiou.
A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $2$.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-
vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cars W. H. Weim,

- . - .- . _,,
_ ^

i

42-94 Bethlehem, Pa.

gLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

VORTIGERN II

AT STUD
Sire. Old Champion Vortlgern. Weight, eigh-

teen pounds. Long, lean head; rich iiiahogHiiy
tan. This ^rand young dog coiiibiiies the blood
of the celebrated English Champions Biirk, Lord
George, Prince Georee and Kenwood Qiiet-n.

Just the dog to breed to dark colored bitches.
Fee, $15. Address EDWARD LEVEK,
81-107 906 Bailey St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

t'So; $$.40 for the month; $is for three montfis;
tx for six months, and $$0 for the year.

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS
AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

Grand Companions, Ratters and Watch Dogs.

AT 8TCD

THE SENATOR,
FEE, 91a.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.
75tl Box 862, New Rochelle, N. Y.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs. Ch. Elcho Jr. and

ST. CLOUD KENNELS,others for sale.

62tf Treraont. N. Y.

pox TERRIER AT STUD.—IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474. E.K.C.SB. 218S5)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire of
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Helgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five fj) sec-

onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in his prime. Fee J15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS,
1419 F. STREET. N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D.C.
89-141

*^»f»»tf\ IkY/A^T Xf

P"
TONY WELLER sah

Address
FEE, $10.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
P. O. Box 91, Phila., Pa.

—OR

—

WM. H. CHILD, Glenside, Pa. 79-i04eow

THE KENNEL.

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLsiDE Kennels,

i
S3-«04 LANCASTER, MASS.

^^COTCH-..,|OLLIES

FORtJHOOK KENNELS

JOLI^

Are among the largest in America devoted ex-
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies, We arc now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Scjiiire. a son of Cn, The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch, SmugKlcr.and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO..

79-130 473 North }th Bt., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE KENNEL.
Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single insertiont

tl-S°: tS-4'> fo'' '*' month; S'S for three months
tx for Six months, and (50 for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

FOR SALE
Collies

Irish Terriers

Schipperkes

We have for sale a few first-class collie pups by
the wonderful stud dog,

CHRISTOPHER
Also lliiLc ^raiui UilkhI Liulics^with easy terms

to any of our stud dogs,)

A FEW well-bred

IRISH TERRIERS

AND THREE VERY TYPICAL

SCHIPPERKES

For prices, etc.,

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

75-127 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia,

BUY AT HEADQUARTERS
Young stock bred from
Prize winners. $20 to J50.

the
$>5

PUGS
you've a bitch to breed, here's

^T'TTHI Eberhart's Cashier (13901), Fee
>J *^ *-'*-' f bradford Ruby 11 (9720), Fee, $15.

'DTTP'G I John Bull,imported (17093), Fee,$i5.
X' IJ ITO I Douglass II (11,8041. Fee, lio.

I.ui.r Kiiar.inieed. A •'squaie deal" to al'.

EBERHART PUG KENNHl.S. Cincinnati, O.
82-108 The leading Pug Kennels of America.

Fox Terriers!

-FOR SALE-

From thoroughbred stock and the best strains.

Circular,-, on application to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS.
80-92 P. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.
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CLASSIFIED Advertising, without display, two
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three mouths, $28 for six months and Jw per
vear.
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insure insertion in the current week.
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Phii^dklphia. Pa.
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i
Dec. 10-T7. — Fifth annual show of the Central

I

Poultry Association. Richmond, Ind, I,0, Myers.
secretary,

! Dec, 16-19,—Central Michigan Poultry and Pet
Stock Association. Battle Creek, Mich. M. C.

I

Heffron. secretary,

;

Dec. 16-19,— Little Miami Poultry and Pet Slock
I Association, at Lebanon, O. Charles E. Mull,
secretary.
Dec. 16-19.—Livingston County PDultry Associa-

\

tion, at Geneseo, N. Y. J, O. Moore, sccretcry.
I

Dec. 16-20. —Southwestern Poultry Association,
I at Memphis, Tenn. W. H. Brocket, secreUiry,
I

Sardis, Miss.
Dec. 16-20 —Eastern Iowa Poultry Association

I

at Maouoketa. Iowa.

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece is a correct illustration

made from a photograph of a pen of
Sherwoods on Fordhook Farm, the prop-
erty of \V. Atlee Burj>ee & Co., of Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Although a novelty, the Sherwoods are
not a recent production, as they origi-

N. J. Rankin, secretary. !
"ated some forty years ago on the Slier-

Dec 17-20—Fourth annual exhibition of the I wo<k1 fami in V'iruinio U^r tU^ .»„„.Plattsburg Poultry and Pet Stock Association at
"" '" ^ "^K""*- t"^^ the past

Plattsburg, Mo J. T. Wrinkle, secretary. twelve years they have bred true to colorDec 17 20—Western Massachusetts PouUrv

Entereit at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

PHILADELPHIA. NOVEMBER 29. iSqo.

Association, at Springfield. Mass, S. W. Craig
secretary.
Dec. 22-26.—Southwestern Poultry Association,

at Lamar. Mo. J. W. Wnle. secretary.
Dec, 22-27 —Berks County Poultry. Pigeon and

Pet Stock Club, at Reading, Pa. W. S Miller
secretary,

'

Dec. 23-26.—Eastern Middlesex Poultry .\sso-
ciation, Stoneham, Mass. Mr. G, W. Cormack,
secretary.
Dec. 26-30— Miami Valley Poultry A8»<iciation.

at Dayton. O, C, C, Davidson, secretary,
Dec. 29-Jan. 3.—Buchanan Poultry As.<ocialion,

at Independence. Iowa, John M. Parker, secre-
tary.

and are slowly approaching a dislinct

type of their own.
The predominant blood is that of the

Brahma and white game, an excellent

combination. The Sherwoods are white
in plumage, have single comb and the
shanks are feathered to the outer toes.

The shape is decidedly good for a utility

fowl. The breast is large, broad and
Dec, 20-jan. .—Rhode Island Poultry Associa- 'l^ep

; the back IS long and broad. The
lion, at Providence. R, G, Davis, secretary.
Dec. 30-Jan. 3 —Buckeye Poultry aiid Pet

Stock Association, at Canton, O, James Sterling
secretary.
Dec. 30. -Jan. 6—Illinois SUte PoultrA- Associa-

tion. Peoria. J. W. Burton, secretary.
'

Dec, 31-Jan, 3,—Southern Minnesota Poultry
Association, at Winona, Minn. Henry Hess,
secretary.

1891.
Jan. 1-6.—Southern Michigan Poultry and

n. S*
Grosvenor, secretary

Readers OF The Fanciers' Journal
CORRESPONDING OK VISITING WITH AD-
VERTISERS WILL CONFER A FAVOR BY
MENTIONING THE JOURNAL.

FIXTURES.

Doer sho-w*.
Dec. 10-16—Fifth annual bench show of the

Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Kockford, III. John Teague. secretary.
Dec. 16-19,—Second annual exhibition of the

Central Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Battle Creek, Mich. M. C. Heffron, sec-
retary.

"^>-- .«/-Jaii. 1.—Rhuiie island Association
bench show, at Providence. R. G. Davis, secre-
tary.
Dec. 30-Jan. 3.—First bench show of the Buck-

eye Poultry and Pet stock Association, at'Can-
ton, <>. James sterling, secretary, 39 I^ojth
Market Street.

1891.
Jan, 6-9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry

and Pet Stock Association's bench show, at
Binghamton, N. Y. F,
VesUl, N. Y

H. Parsons, secretary,

Ian. 10-14.—Twelfth annual exhibition of the
Michigan Poultry and Pet .Stock Association, at
Jackson, Mich. S. H. .Slifer. secretary.
Jan. 13-16.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pel

Stock Association, at Amsterdam, N. Y. Will C
House, Fry's Bush, N. Y , secretary.
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated! Bench Show at Charles-
ton, S C. Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr., secretary.
Jan. 20-25.—First annual bench show of the

Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at
New Orleans, La. A. K. Shaw, secretary. Box
1658.

Jan. 21-26.—Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock As-
sociation's bench show at Elmira. N, Y,
Jan, 27-30—ijouth Carolina Kennel Associa-

tion's inaugural bench show, at Greenville, S.
C. F, F, Capers, secretary,
Feb. 24-27 —Fifteenth annual bench show of

the Westminster Kennel Club, at New York.
James Mortimore. superintendent.
March 3-6 —Second annual bench show of the

Maryland Kennel Club, at Baltimore, Md. W,
Stewart Di.Tenderffer. secretary,
March 10 13 —First annual bench show of the

Ouquesne Kennel Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E.
Litlell, secretary,
March 21-27 —Second annual bench show of

the Massachusetts Kennel Club, at Lynn, Mass.
D. A. Williams, secretary,
March 31-April 3—Seventh annual bench

show of the New England Ketlnel Club, at Bos-
ton. Mass. E. H. Moore, secrelary
March 16-19.—The inaugural bench show of the

Washiuaton City Kennel Club, at Washington,
D. C. Frederick Webster, secretary.
April 8-11,—Second annual bench show of the

Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, III. John
L. Lincoln. Jr,, secretary.
April 14-17.—Fourth bench show of the Cleve-

land Kennel Club, at Cleveland. O. C, M. Muu-
hall, tecrelary.

Field Trials.
Dec. I.—Second annual field trials of the Cen-

tral Field Trials Club, at Lexington. N. C. C.
H. Odell. Mills Building, New York, secretary.
Dec. 15.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh

annual field trials at Deatonsville, Va.

1891.
Jan. 19—Eighth annual field trials tf the Pa

clfic Keni " "" "Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.

Ifi

T. M. Brunby, secretary.

^liKKS. secreUry.
Feb. 2—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club
MarietU, Ga
Poultry and Plgreon Shows

aJ^' 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet
Mock Association, Rockford. A. H. Currier,
secretary.
Dec 10-13,—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock

Ai«>ciatlon, Brockton, Has*. WiUUm F. Bond,
••ereUry, Box 795,

-y
Pet stock Association, Monroe. Mich. Elliot O
"rosvenor, secretary.
Jan 5-9.—Wabash Valley Poultry and Pet Slock

Association, at Ml. Carmel, HI. Will F. Chip-
man, secretary,
Jan. 5-9.—Goshen Poultry, Pigeon and Pet

Stock As-ociatiou. at Goshen, O. E. H. Hager-
maii, secretary.
Jan. 5-9.—Poultry Association of Ontario, at

Bowmanville. Canada. J. M. Hern, secretary.
Jan. 5-10.—Western Indiana Poultry Associa-

tion, at Lebanon, Ind. Albert K. Warren, secre-
tary.
Jan. 6-9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry

and Pet block Association, at Binghaintin, N. Y.
F, H Parsons, secretary. Vestal, N, Y.
Jan, 6 10,— Henilricks'Coiintv Puiiltrv and Prt

Slock Association, at Plniufield, Ind. C. H.
Masten, secretary, Amo, Ind.
Jan. 7-14.—Twellth annual show of the Michi-

gan Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Jack-
son. Mich. S. H. Slifer, secrelary.
Jan. 8-10.—Connecticut Central Poultry Asso-

ciation, at Rockville, Conn. R, G. Bailey secre-
lary.
Jan. 12-17.—Olnev Poultry Association, at Ol.

ney. III. R. T, Fry, secreUry.
Jan. 12-18.—Consolidated state Poultry Show

at Topeka, Kan. J. P, Lucas, secretary,
Jan. 13 15.—Yarmouth Poultry Association, at

Yarraouthville, Me. F, E. Gore, secrelary.
Jan, 1316,— N, E, Kansas Poultry Association

at Hiawatha, Kan, G, C. Walkins, secrelary,
Jan. 13-17,—Sleul)en County Poultry Asstxna-

tion, at Waterloo, Ind W, K. Sheffer,'secretary.
Kendallville, Ind,
Jan. 1315—Not them Middlesex Poultry and

Pel Stock Association, al Clinton, Mass. A. A.
Fillebron, secretary,! Ayer. Mass.
Jan. 13-16. Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pel

Stock Association. Amsterdam, N. Y. Mr. Wil-
liam C. House, secretary. Freys Bush, N. Y.
Jan. 13-17.—Central oliio Poultry and Pigeon

Association, al Mt. Gilead, O. E. U. Boyle, sec-
relary.
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated) at Charleston, S, C. Ben-
jamin Mclnnis, Jr,, secretary. H. A. Bridge, su-
perintendent.
Jan. 13-18.—Cleveland Poultry and Pet Slock

Association, at Cleveland. O. P. P. Frilzinger,
secrelary.
Jan. 15-19.—New Haven Poultry Association, at

New Haven, Conn. E. A. Todd, secretary.
Jan. 20-23 —Androscoggin Poultry and Pel Stock

Association, al Lewislon, Me. J. F. Putnam,
secretary.
Jan. 20-2.S.—Louisiana Poultry and Pel Slock

Association, at New Orleans. N", E. Shaw, sec-
retary. Box 1658.

Jan. 20-25.—Indiana State Poultry Aesocialton.
Ren. W. Crockett, cor. secrelary, Delphi, Ind.
Jan. 21-23—Woburn Fanci'rs' Club, al Woburn,

Mass. M. W. True. Secretary.
Jan. 21-26.—Elmira Poultry and Pel Stock As-

sociation, at Elmira, N. Y Carl W. Hart, secre-
tary.
Jan. 26-31.— Fayette County Poultry and Pet

Slock Association, at Washington Court House,
O. W. R. Dalbey. secrelary.
Jan. 27-30.—Bay State Poultry Association, at

Worcester, Mass. H. A. Jones, secretary.
Jan. 27-30.—South Carolina Poultry and Pel

Stock Association, al Greenville, S. C. A. H.
Rohn, secretary. Prosperity, S, C.
Jan, 27-31.—I'ennessee poultry and Pel Stock

Association, at Nashville, Tenn. P. H. Hager,
secretary
Jan. 28- Feb, 3.—Northern Indiana Poultry As-

sociation, al Fort Wayne, Ind, A. S. Bond, sec-
retary.
Jan. .^i-Feb. 4.—Grand International Pigeon

show, Cincinnati, O George Ewald. secretary.
Feb. 2-7.- Minnesota State Poultry Association,

at Minneapolis, Minn. Franklin Beiiner, secre-
tary.

heb. 3-7.—South Carolina Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, at Greenville, S. C. A. H.
Kohn, secretary. Prosperity, S, C.
Feb, 4-10,—New York Poiiltry and Pigeon As-

sociation (limited), at New York. T. Farrar
Rackham. secretary and superintendent. East
Orange, N. J.
Feb. 10-15,—Colorado Poultry Breeders' Ass<jci-

alion, al Denver, Col, Geo, A,' Parker, secretary.
Feb. 1 1-16.—Genesee Poultry and Pel Slock

Association, at Bala%-ia, N. Y. A. C. Dewey, sec-
retary.

Feb. 17-20.— Fourth Annual Exhibition of the

carnage is graceful.

These birds are said to Ije excellent
layers and extremely hardy as chickens.
They should make a fine fowl for the

production of broilers and market
poultry. As a fancy fowl they must meet
their rivals, the white Plymouth Rocks,
but we are inclined to think that the
Sherwoods will not suffer in compari-
son. Tliey are worthy of a cartful trial.

was placed over the great Plinlimmon at
the Birmingham show in 1886, being
awarded the cup for the l)e8t St. Bernard
^n the show. Mrs. Patten's dog won in
the open cla-ss, Plinlimtnon in that for

champions. Priuce Battenberg, by Save
—Lady Winmarleigh, was about five and
pne-half years old when he died, and in
his day had a most successful career on
the bench, though considerable surpriae
was expressed at his defeat of the avowed
champion on the above occasion. Prince
Battenburg beat the giant Plinlimmon in
type and character.

•••

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS,

F. A. Mortimer, of PotUville, Pa., a
well-known Liingshan fancier, has de-
cided to abandon poultry and go into
dogs. He will shortly sail for England
to purchase a string of St. Bernards,
which breed he proposes to take up.

At a special meeting of the Maryland
Kennel Club, on November 20, this reso-

lution was passed :

"Resolved, That the vote of censure
recently passed on the A. K. C. be re-
called and that the M. K. C. hereby
tender their apolnjfies for their previous
action in the matter."

•••

The Board of Governors also held a
meeting and passed the following :

"Be'ieving that the Board of Gov-
ernors have the right to recall the vote of
censure and having the interest of the
club at heart, it is moved and seconded

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town. , , ,- /he .Spanish .stiiUfni. i

*"'''* '"^ ^'*^\^
'^J

censnre recently passed

Mr. August Belmont died Monday
morning last of pneumonia, contracted

at the recent horse show, where he took
the place of absent Mr. Burdett-Coutts as

judge. Mr. Belmont was a conspicuous
and notable figure in finance, in politics,

on the turf and as a patron of the arts.

His bereaved family have the sympathy
of all, for our country has lost an esti-

ou the A. K. C. is hereby recalled and H-e
duly apologize for said vote of censure,
the said vote of censure having been
pa.ssed on misapprehension."

• •

Mrs. Uurton gives some curious facts

about dog life in Syria and other Eastern
countries. Dogse xist there by hundreds
and thousands, without owners or care.

mable and valued citizen. We hope his *"** ^^^ " ''"'** °^ community by them-

s^n, the president of the A. K. C, will

not now abandon the kennel world for

the turf.

• •

We have given space on another page
to a communication from Mr. George
R. Krehl, in answer to statements made

selves. Each one belongs to a particular

quarter of the city, and is uot allowed to

live elsewhere. She treated them kindly

and fed them, while the inhabitants beat

and stoned them, and in gratitude they

undertook to escort her and defend her
from harm. When she went out to walk

in our columns by a correspondent. We I

" ''"^ *''*"'>'' "^^ *""• ** ^^ «PPointed by

anticipated a reply from Mr. Krehl, as '

^^^ *''°** community, accompanied her

must also our correspondent, and as a

matter of justice and fair play give Mr.

Krehl this opportunity of replying. Now
each has had his say, and any further

discussion in these columns will not be

permitted, simply because it is a matter
of no interest to our readers.

The Columbian Fair Association has

appointed a committee of eighteen to

have charge of all the live stock exhibits

and all classes have been provided for

but dogs. What is the matter with the

to the Iwrderof bis boundary, and passed

her over to one belonging to that quar-

ter, who did the same thing in his turn.

Each dog wagged his tail as if bidding

good bye when his work was done. She
says also she has often in the quiet night

heard a dog come barking from the foot

of the mountains. Meeting the dogs on
the border of the village, there would be

quiet for a few minutes, then a general

barking in concert ; then one dog would
start for the middle of the village, with a

similar result there ; then a single dog
again for the further side of the village.

Mascoutah Kennel Club that they should followed by a general barking there.

"Whatever the canine news is," she says,

"in about twenty minutes it is passeti

round to all the dogs in Damascus."

allow this neglect of "man's noblest

friend" without a protest?

ft
* *

Mrs. Langtry was recently sued in

London by Robert Buchanan for not pro-

ducing his new play while in America as

per contract. Her defenie was that she

could not get an American dog good
enough to act with her. The court gave

Mr. Buchanan I750 damages, thus vindi-

cating the rights of the American dog as

an actor, and unborn generations of pups

will rise to bark their praise.

• *

The Eastern Field Trial Club held

its annual meeting at High Point last

Saturday and re-elected the old officers.

The club is in a flourishing condition.

•%
The English Setter Club medals for

the best English setter dog and bitch

competing in the Eastern Field Trials

whose physical conformation most nearly

The English papers announce the death
j

accord with the E. S. C. standard, v»rere

FrederickcountvPoultry,Pigeonand Pel stock of the well-known St. Bernard Prince awarded to O. W. Donncr's Roi d'Or and
Club, at Frederick City, Md. a. V. Ooldsborough, „ , .,_.».. —
secretary Battenburg, who, it will be remembered,

I
F. R. Hitchcock's Annie F.
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EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.

Performance of the Dogs in the Derby

and All-Aged Stakes.

gprcUl Report for Thk Journai..

There are few organizations that have

held together and been conducted so

•quarely and almost under the same man-

agements for the length of time that has

passed since the first trial was held at

Robbin's Island in 1879 by the Eastern

Field Trial Club, and since then at High

Point. The dog men of the country will

be gratified to know that the same officers

and about the same blood with the addi-

tion of H. Hulman. Jr., have l)een selected

and that trials will be held next year

somewhere in the vicinity of High Point,

and if the trial grounds are no l>etter they

will be larger and better suited as to

birds and cover. Last year a change was

in.ide, but not proving satisfactory the
Members' Stake only was held at Otter-

bum Springs and the remainder of the
running upon the old grounds at High
Point. Now there is not much the mat-
ter with High Point grounds. There is

too nmch cover, grass too high and
plentiful and ditches hard to cross, to-

gether with an abundance of fences. All

these disadvantages can be remedied and
many more advantages added by the club
purchasing a large tract of land and cul-

tivating and preparing perfect feeding
grounds, together with secure hiding
places.

The move to High Point caused a post-

ponement of one day, an4 the Derby was
commenced on Tuesday, November i8.

Never in the history of the trials was the
weather so perfect. Not one drop of rain

during the entire week ; only one day
were any clouds visible and upon one day
did the wind blow. Under the spotting
system of judjjing two days sufficed to

get through with the Dert»y and three for

the All-aged. The Derby had twenty-
two starters and the All-aged twenty six.

At the close of the second day's run of the
All-aged stake it appeared to those inter-

ested that the Cnampion stake would
take place Saturday, but the judges did
not BO decide and all day Saturday was
taken up by a second and third series,

and not until night had they fully sifted

the chaff from the wheat.
The judges were H. B. Duryea, of New

York ; Arthur Merriam, of Memphis,
Tenn.. and Thomas Johnson, of Winne-
peg, Manitoba. They were untiring, and
so far as can be judged, entirely unpreju-
diced, and the far off cry can never be
heard that a dog with any native blood,
though the l)est dog in the stake, cannot
win at a field trial. Here is the nut,
crack it who may. Three of the winners
in the All-aged have native blood, and
not one of the four are black, white and
tan. Birds were found as a rule in quan-
tities. Sufficient though at times, a covey
or two would have helped the competing
dogs a notch higher no doubt. From one
to four covies were found during each
heat The attendance was small, though
all present were much interested in the
workings of the various dogs.
Tory Lieutenant, the winner of the

Derby, is a medium sized black and white
dog, combining great speeil with a nose to
back it up. Very quick and a sure game
finder and was skilfully handled by John
White. An examination of his breeding
reveals the fact that the Avent Kennels
own the sire of this years' winner, plac-
ing that kennel a four-time winner.
Tory is by Jean Val Jean—Princess Helen,
ownetl by F. R. Hitchcock, of New York.
The winner of second is a grand

youn^ter, and with his sister, the divider
of third, shoves the King of Kent—Hops
blood very near the topmost round. Rip
Rap does not now stand alone, having
good company in his younger brother and
sister.

Sam R. deserves a mention for good
behavior and assists in placing his dam to
the front as a breeder as well as a first

prize winner.
Daisy Hope has proved that though

having a small percentage of native blood
and a light colored coat, yet she wins.
She is a large sized orange and while,
about three years old, by Gath's Hope

—

Daisy F., owned by her handler, W. W.
Titus, of Montpelier, Miss. It pleases
him very much to have the "duffer"
win. Duke of Hesaen is a large, band'

some liver and white pointer that has

been before the people of this country

for some time, ana is well known. He
has proven that he can class with any
dog in this country.
Shot is a lemon and white pointer of

medium size, by Keno-Vic. Upon the

sire's side he traces to the Orgill strain.

Daisy Hunter comes as near a perfection

game-finding dog as has yet been pro-

duced. Finding the hiding bevy is her

delight, and with her sister, combine a

brace that cannot be easily downed.
One day sufficed to run the Champion

series, and a great day it was, for the
heretofore first prize winners were out in

full force, quite a contrast to last vear
when Chance received the award without
competition.
The winner. Gath's Mark, is well

known, has won and run in several trials

heretofore and of late his puppies are

coming to the front at a rapid rate.

Mark's whole family «re winners and
getters of winners. El Rio Rey won the
Texas Derby last year. Reveler the Derby
this year in Indiana, and Lilly Burgess
the All-aged this year and Derby last year
at the same place. The numerous win-
ners are too maii\' to mention in this

lengthy article.

Daisy Hope, first, and Daisy Hunter,
third (divided) in this year's All-aged are

by Gath's Hope, a litter brother to Mark,
and Sam k.'s dam is Daisy Hope. Gath's
Mark is a large-sized, well-made black,

white and tan dog, now aliout seven
years old and will p-^udly wear his

championship honors for the few years
he has to live. He is now at the head of

a newly formed kennel, the Blue Ridge
English Setter Kennel, of Sperrj'ville,

Va.
During the progress of the trials a

partnership was formed between H. Hul-
man, Jr., and P. Henry O'Bannon,
whereby they have consolidated their

kennels. There are now fifteen first-

class brood bitches in their kennels,
among them the wonderful high-class

Derby winner Fannie M., another All-

aged and Derby winner Lilly Burgess, as

well as Ester, the dam of Lilly Burgess.

This is expected to Ije the leading ken-
nel of our country. These gentlemen
have the means and the go-ahead neces-

sary to give the dogs every opportunity
to come to the tront.

DERBY STAKE—FIRST SERIES.

Ready II (Irish setter), handled by H.

B. Anderson, and Coyote (Eugli.sh set-

ter), handled by Charles W. Barker,
were cast at 8.30 on Tuesday morning at

the Glasshouse—a place familiar to all

the old field trial boys—in a small stubble.

Coyote showed fair speed, having a good
gallop, while Ready needed continued
urging to keep her out. Ready made a
stop in leaves, nothing found. In some
weeds Ready flushed a covey, did not
stop steady to wing. Worked in the
timber where birds were marked; Ready
stood ; Coyote making an indifiereni

back Both steady to wing and shot.

Coyote pointed in open. Ready pointed
in stubble aud followed with a road to a
flush. Barker flushed a covey. Dogs
worked on them. Coyote pointed ; also

one for Ready, who chased and did not
stop at command. Coyote flushed. Sent
on in timber. Ready flushed a covey in a
tree top alter showing signs of game.
Ordered up at 9.15. Down just forty-five

minutes.
Very little good work done and con-

siderable indifferent. Coyote came far

short of her work at Bickuell, Ind. Ready
did very little searching for game inde-
pendently of her handler.

Zig-Zag (pointer), handled by Captain
C. C. McMurdo, was pitted with Paul
Bo, handled by W. W. Titus, and went
out at 9. 25 in a stubble. Very soon Zig-

Zag slopped to a false scent. Long
search and Paul stood, then moved ; bird
flushed. Getting in grass he pointe^l

again. By a little casting Paul found
the birds getting up all around him.
steady to wing. Sent on Zag false pointed
and then made three points in pines,

Paul a good back to one of his points.
McMurdo shot, both steady. Ordered
up at 10.10, just forty-fiTe minutes. In
this heat Paul showed good speed and
range ; both were stylish and displayed
binl sense. Were under good control.
Birds not plentiful.

Tapster (pointer), handled by C. E.
Buckle, was mated with Nelly Bly (set-

ter), owned and handled by J. A. Hunter,
went away at 10.15 in high grass. After
long search Tap pointed in great form,

but on drawing nothing was found.

Then came Nelly's turn to point, which
Tap honored

;
going on, Nelly flushed.

Tap then got in some fine pointing, se-

curing four while Nelly made two back
stands. Ordered up at 11 A. M. Nelly is

a good worker, not fast. Tap showed fine

range aud pace, got out and looked for

game.
Reveler (setter), llie Indiana Derby

winner, handleil by Frank Richards, and
Dill, handled by Charles Tucker, were
started at 11.05. The cover was fine,

wind good. Considerable ground was
worked over, neither dog getting up
much animation. Reveler pointed a

lark. Dill slopped, then left and a covey
was flushed afterward by the judges.

Sent in to them Reveler nailed a single
;

steady to wing and shot.

Dogs get warmed up. Point by Reveler,

backed by Dill. In grass and pines Dill

pointed. Dill another. Reveler a point.

Dill came on, di<l not call a halt. Dogs
ordered to open and were soon ordered
up at 11.50. All the dogs started appear-
ing to lie offish, your reporter examined
Reveler and found indications of dis-

temper, which he caught at Bicknell.

Both dogs knew how to find game but
were slow and Reveler has especially

fallen off since he won the Indiana Derby.
After lunch hour Rupert (setter), owned

and handled by J. M. Avent, with Phce-
ness (setter from England), handled by
Angus Cameron, went away at i.io P. M.
The sun shone hot, grass dry. Two
fields drawn blank. Rupert got away
from the handler and Avent made much
noise with whistle while getting him in,

Phceness going a killing pace. After
false poiuting Rupert succeeded in nail-

ing a covey, and the air for a short space
of time was full of quail. Sent on,
Rupert pointed a "hare." Phceness
backed well. After a long search Phoeness
found the covey, as they had come to-

gether. On the scattered birds Phoeness
made three points with Rupert a back.
Ordered up. Down forty-five minutes.
Avent kept up a continual whistling and
calling, trying to urge his "pet" along,

but he could not get over ground like

Phceness. She has speed, good nose and
settles down staunchly 011 points. Her
handler is a model, no loud noise from
him.
At 2.10 William H. (Irish setter),

handled by H. B. Anderson, and Tory
Lieutenant, handled by John White,
made their start. Tory went away with
a hurst of speed that convince<l all that
William was not in the race from the very
beuinning. .After making a cast Tory
stopped at a creek bank. Dogs moved
over and covey flushed from leaves.

Both made game but failed to accomplish
much on the scattered birds. Getting to

edge of weeds Tory and William made
game ; large covey arose Ijelween handler
and dog. Going to pines Tory was lost,

then found on a point steady to wing and
shot. Tory then pointed a single which
William H. roaded up. Down forty-five

minutes. Tory made the best showing
of the day and his work was fine and
calculated to please, though he was a
trifle unsteady.
Whvte Bedford, handled by Charles

Tucker, and Sam R.. by W. W. Titus,

started at 2.55. It soon became evident
that Sam R. was the speedy dog and that
his mate did not go fast enough. Whyte
located a covy. Tucker shot ; dog steady.
On singles both dogs were chargeable
with a flush. Getting in fine grass Whyte
got four points to Sam R.'s one and a
back. Through corn they went where
they u*ed up their forty-five minutes.
The heat was somewhat divided, Sam R.
set the pace and was outdone on game.
Vanity Fair (setter), handled by E. H.

Hyde, and Ian, by Angus Cameron, were
started in a cornfield at 3.50. Getting
out of corn into stubble Ian made a solid

find on 'a covey. Vanity backed. Fol-
lowing scattered birds Vanity pointed.
Ian dropped to her find. In high weeds
each secured a point ; steady to wing and
shot Ian ranged well in woods. To
Vanity's point Hyde flushed and shot. A
cloud of feathers told of his mistake in

killing the bird. Up at 4.35. Both were
good rapid workers and exhibited very
fair finding qualities.

Qv.ceu Vic, handled by Charles W.
Barker, and Pearline, by Simon C. Brad-
ley, got out at 4.40. Soon Queen pointed
handsomely, well seconded by Pearl

;

both roaded, covey flushed wild. Going
to the scattered birds in high grass at

edge of ditch both dogs succeeded in
flushing singles. Ordered out in open to

seek for new covey. Getting into high
fjpver. Queen began to lag and Pearl did

not keep out with the neces,sary vim.

Ordered up at 5.25 without finding any
more game. Pearline much the faster at

the close, as Queen gave up the chase.

This ended the work for the day.

Wednesday morning the sun shone
forth brilliantly. The heavy dew gave
opportunity for the puppies to easily lo-

cate the game. An early start was made
and at 8.15 Razzle (setter), handled bv
Simon C. Bradley, and Tyke (pointer),

handled by Angus Cameron, were put
down in high grass. Soon Tyke stopped
and then roaded, but could not locate.

The heat up to the time it should have
closed was tiresome, as no birds were
found. At last Razzle stood stanchly a

small covey. Steady to shot and wing.

Going into woods Tyke stopped, but

Cameron could not put up birds. Dogs
up at 9.21 Down over one hour. Dogs
showed fair speed and stylish movement;
Cameron had trouble keeping his dog
with the proces,sion. Tyke hunted the

likely" places and pointed without having
birds. Razzle the faster dog at the close.

Bradley showed the best judgment in

getting Razzle in the lead.

Trap. Jr., handled by George Gray, and
Maid of Kent (pointer), handled by C. E.
Buckel, were cast off at 9.25. In the
ojjen Ijoth showed fine speed. About
twenty-five minutes spent hunting for

birds and Maid stopjjed. Trap swung
round and pointed yet he moved across

the Maid aud stood again ; Buckle shot.

Dogs steady. Sent on to scattered birds

in high grass Maid pointed and roaded,
two birtls flushed. Trap a point ; steady

to shot. Going to edge of woods Trap
pointed scattered covey ; then to pines.

The woods were alive with birds. Maid
secured three points to Trap one ; while
still ill woods time was called, at 10.15.

After getting on game this brace had a

lively time. Three covies were sent into

a small clamp of pines. About equal in

speeed and merry way of going. Both
steady, wind well, good style on point.

This closed the first of the opening
series, and judges repair to farm house
and consult for one hour and twenty
minutes, and announce as follows, viz :

Whyte Bedford to run with Ian, Phceness
with Nellie Bly, Sam R. with Trap. Jr.,

Rupert with Dill and lyke with KazzlP
in order to select those that are capable
of competing with Tory Lieutenant,
Tapster and Maid of Kent in the second
series.

The judges instructed Mr. Cameron,
the noted En|2[lish handler, as to the
manner of putting up his game by hold-

ing his dog on the point and putting up
the same himself.

Whyte B. and Ian were started at

11.50 in a nice stubble. Whyte made
game and cast around, getting on op{)o-

site side of covey, while Ian made an un-
excusable flush by going into the covey

;

wind in his favor. Worked to the scat-

tered birds, each made a find ; the birds
flushed and brace taken up at 12 M. Both
went fast and merrily. Whyte improved
somewhat in speed over his former heat
and was well handled by Tucker on the
flushed covey.

After a generous lunch, served in a

barn by "mine host" Leach, the bitch
Phceness was put down with Nelly Bly.

Going through high weeds covey was
sent to the woods. Working on them.
Phceness pointed where birds had b.en
flushed. Nelly pointed and nothing
found. Ordered up at 1.20 without hav-
ing accomplished much, if any, actual
work on game. Both had a pleasing way
of going and proved to be fairly speedy.
Sam R. with Trap. Jr., went away at

1.23. the wind blowing hard. Sam R.
found covey ; Trap made good back

;

both steady. Here the judges held Trap
and sent Sam on to try just how he would
work on scattered birds. Securing a
point on the covey and on a single, the
dogs were held up at 1.45. Sam's method
of standing is very good, head up. tail

straight and altogether a working dog,
and able to compete in good company.
Rupert and I)ill came now in their

turn to try conclusions. After some time
spent in trying the grass and high cover,
Rupert found a covey and behaved well.

Getting onto the scattered birds Rupert
nailed two singles and Dill made a flush.

Ordered up at 2.16. Both had better
speed than previous heat, Rupert espe-
cially much improved.
Tyke and Razzle were next sent off to

see if they could improve on the early
morning beat. Tyke improved hit op-
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portunity by making three flue points,
all of which were handsome to look at
but would have added nothing to the
"game bag." Razzle found a covey
which she stood well, but as they were
seen running may be excused for being a
A little unsteady. On scattered birds
Razzle stood a siugle finely. Tyke made
a fair poiut also. Razzle got in another
well-selected point and the heat ended at

3.45. The Chatani winning did not show
up in proper form and made so many
points without game being found as to
leave him no show for a place. Razzle,
meantime, proved a goer and stayed at
her work to the end.
The first series now lieiug ended, judges

consult in the woods. Seated upon a
fence the combined avoirdupois was too
much for the rails and they were un-
.seated, but collected their thoughts in
time to announce the true runuing as
follows :

SECOND SERIES.

Tory Lieutenant with Tapster.
Sam R. with Maid of Keut.
Tory and Tap were sent off in high

grass at 3.22, Tory showing at once su-
jwrior speed, though Tap was by no
means slow. ,\t e<lge of corn .Tap
" froze " to a covey, and same time White
claimed a point for Tory as he was stand-
ing Ijelow the covey. Following in woods
Tap made two points and Tory one.
Handlers get in a great hurry and get
over ground too fast. Sent through the
next field Tory steadied to a covey that
Tap had lieen roading. Here Tap came
up and made an indifferent back. Judges
consult at 3.47 ami stop the heat. Tory
showed his fine metal in this heat to
much lietter a<ivantage than in the pre-
vious one. Was very quick in all his
movements, catching slight scent and
wheeling rapidly. Proved obedient to
whistle and command. Tapster is a re-

markably fast going »log and carries a
nose that is liarcl to beat. He may well
i)e said to lie a worthy brother of the fa-

mous Rip Rap.
Next came Maid of Keut and Sam R.

to determine a place for third money, as
every one by this time had conceded the
first to Tory. This beat was prolonged
owing to birds being hard to find. Dogs
ordered up twice and sent some distance
lo better erounds and each made a false

point. After much delay, the Maid
nailed a pair, with Sam a good second.
Dogs up at 5. 10 and a rush is made for

the local option town. Mai<l proved to
have the most speed all through and her
style on point is great. Sam's work
hardly compared with his previous oue,
though he had the cool of the evening to
assist him.

After a good supper the judges consult
and select the winners as follows :

Tory Lieutenant first.

Tapster second.
Maid of Kent and Samuel R. third.

SUMMARY.
Mux Wenzcl's Irish setter bitch Kcndy II (Red
Dash— Really)

with
J. 1. Case, Jr. 's. black, white aud ton bitch Coyote
(King Noble—Cricket).

T. M. Bruinhys black, while aud tau ncHer dog
Haul Bo (Paul c;iadHtone—Bohemian Girl)

with
The Field Trial Kennels' liver aud white pointer
dog i^ig-Zag (King of Keut— Hops).

J. H. & J. A. Hunter's orange aud while seller
bitch Nelly Bly (Ben Hill—Daisy Hunter)

with
The Field Trial Kennels' liver and while pointer
dog Tapster (King of Kent—Hops).

1'. I.orill.ird. Jr.'s, black, white aud Ian seller
dog Dill (Toledo Blade—Dashing I.ady)

with
W. B. Hill's black and white setter dog Reveler
(Gath's Mark— Esther).

J. M. Aveut's black, white and tan seller dog
Rupert (Roderigo—Uo Peep)

with
A. P. Haywood-Lousdale's black and white sel-

ler bitch Phceness (Bruce— I.ucy).

Max Wenzel's Irish seller dog William H. (Red
Dash—Ready)

with
V. R. Hilchcock's black and white setter dog
Tory Lieutenant (Jean Val Jean—Princess
Helen)

H. Bryson's black, white and tan seller dog
Whyte B. (Roderigo—Flounce Gladstone)

with
W. W. Titus' black and white seller dog Sam K.
IDasih B. Daisy Hope).

W. W. Wilson's black, while and Ian set' er dog
Vanity Fair (Roderigo—Pel Gladstone)

with
A. P. Haywoodl.onfdale'B black and while sel-

ler dog Ian (Bruce— Lucy).

J. I. Case, Jr.'s, black, while aud tan seller
bitch Queen Vic (King Noble—Queen Vashti)

wuh
The Elmwood Kennels' black, white aud Ian btt-

ler bitch Pearline (King's Dmn—M'liss C).

H. Merriam's black, while and tau elter bitch
Razzle (Orlando—Royal Myrtle)

with
A. P Haywood-Lonsdale's liver and white pointer
Tyke ( Dick—Be&).

O. C. Grav's lemon and white setter bitch Trap,
Jr. (Ruby's Druid—Trap)

with
The Field Trial Kennels' liver and white pointer
bitch Maid ol Kent (King of Kent—Hops).

The following competed a second time
in order to select those eligible to the
second series :

Whyte B with ....
Rupert with ....
Tyke with ....
Sam R with ....
Plm-ness with ....

;
SECOND SERIES.

' Tory LieutenaiU . . . with . . . .

Srtui R with . . . .

First, Tory Lieutenant.
.Second. Tapster.
Third. Maid of Kent and Sam R.

.... Ian

.... Dill

. . . Razzle
. Trap, Jr.
. Nellv Bly

. . . Tapster
Maid of Keut

The AIl-Aieed Stake.

FIRST SERIES.

Thursday found the association eager

to get on with the All-aged dogs, so at

S.44 the first brace got away, l)eing Tory
Lieutenant, handled by John White, and
Ightfield Guelpli, by Mr. Brailsford. Go-
ing into weeds Guelph made game, but

found nothing. Tory, going very fast,

keeping up his reputation, naileda covey.

White missed. Tory steady. Going then

for the singles Tory found two and White
l>anged at both, causing Tory to be un-
steady. Guelph was sent on alone on
the remainder of the covey. She made
two points, was steatly and returned and
being sent to open she went well. Or-
dered up at 9.37 without locating any
more game. Tory did not act as well as
in his former heats, though mach superior
to Guelph in speed and quickness, yet ou
game she was plenty fast.

Daisy Hunter, handled by her owner,
and Inchiqiiiu, owned by John J. Scan-
Ian, were turned loose iu a road with
high grass ou all sides. Getting away
well, f)oth went into a ravine for a drink.
Quinn came out after l>eing dropped by
handler. Not so with Daisy, as by mov-
ing up she stood a covey. Both were
steady to wing and shot. Working ou
these birds Daisy made a numtier of
points, but Hunter failed to kill. Quinn
was probably chargeable with two flushes,

but being in leaves was not deserviug of
but oue. Being worked dowu wind,
Quinu passed near a covey that spectators
flushed. Quinu worked alone, found two
singles and a covey and was steady to
wiug and shot. Taken up at 10.23.
Daisy Hunter may be termed a daisy
hunter, while Quinn lacks confidence.
It is well to uiention here that Quinn was
imported from Ireland in September aud
only had four weeks' work ou game, and
Ijeiiig timid was afraid of the crowd be-
hind him, and not having any open
ground to go over, where speed coulcl be
displayed, failed to show his true form in

that respect. He is eighteen months old
aud was entered to show a disposition ou
Mr. Scanlau's part to help the Irish Set-
ter Special along.
Darrah I'at (Irish setter), handled by

Tallnian, and Duke of Hessen, by Johu
White, came next at 10.30. In the open,
lx)th went fast. After working over some
bare ground, where Duke astonished all

by his way of going. Pat "slipped up"
by flushing a covey. On these birds
Duke made three points, was steady and
retrieved. Pat got one, sent on by self,

Duke held, Pat made another poiut and
was steady to shot. Up at 11.16. Duke
proved to be oue of the highest
class pointers now in .-Vnierica or any
other country. His dash and nose are of
the A I order. Pat got away iu good
style until game was flushed aud then
api>eared to l)e shy. His work Entitled
him to the second prize offered by the
Irisb Setter Club.

Barker's Grouse (pointer), handled by
Tallnian. came next against Bandana, by
Hyde, and at 11.20 were going through
high grass at a fair rate of speed. Ban
found a covey in short ortler, which
Grouse ran iuto and scattered in all di-

rections. On these birds Ban made two
points to Grouse's one. Going ahead.
Ban found another covey. On these he
flushed siugle aud Grouse stood one.
Both dogs were on the slow order,
especially Ban. who had no doubt been
made too cautious by overtraiuing.

King's Dan, handled by Bradley, aud
Shot, by Meares, got oif at 11 55. Both

fast, working very wide casts. Down a
ravine vShot got on to a good point on
covey in grass and retrieved to command.
Going in pines both located a covey and
Bradley missed. Up at 1.42. There was
but little work shown up. yet for what
Shot done he was selected at once among
the best to go into the second series.

W. L. Washington's Irish setter Sars-
ficld and Harry C. handled by Bradley,
were put down close by a farm house.
Both went well, though Harry C. soon
distanced his competitors. Yet it is verj-
sure that Sarsfield hunts for the gun and
no dog yet run showed anything like the
quartering of the red-haired dog. After
a time spent, the red fellow, going down
wiud. apparently flushed a covey, be-
haved well to wing. Sent on to singles,
Harry got ou to them first and nailed
three with Sars only getting an outlyiug
bird.

Harry C. is a very fast dog, but uo dog
will he down that will take the cover and
stick to it like Sarsfield. Now it is due
to the noble red dog to say that he is

getting old and gray and has had his
aa^, yet his owner being one of the com-
mittee on the Irish Setter Club, was in

duty lx>und to start the dog, though he
well knew at the time of maki.ig the
drawing that he had lieeu out of condi-
tion for a long time and was iu no proper
shape to go, being feverish and having a
hot nose.

Tillie Born (Irish setter), handled by
Gray, aud Antonie, by Avent, were next
going down at 2.44. Tillie very soon got
a covey, but ou the singles let Antonie
"do her up." Antonie found a covey.
On this he got two points and Tillie a
back. Antonie going through a small
field stopped short, .\vent then put up
a covey. Ou these birds Tillie was
worked by herself After going through
leaves to the outer edge she pinned a
part of them and to wing and shot never
moved a muscle until told to "goon."
Taken up at 3.37. Antonie proved a bird
finder of the right sort. Tillie won the
praise of all who saw her go and may
well be entitled to wear the honors of
getting first in the Irish Setter Special.

Claude, handled by Bradley, and Daisy
Hope, by Titus, got down to work at 3.55.
It aid not take long to see that Claude
could not keep up to Hope, yet he got
the first covey, and as he stopped they
were all about him.
Hope came in and got a single and re-

trieved well. Bradley kept Claude close
and got three points and one flush, while
Hope nailed but one. After Claude had
flushed a single he roaded into a covey
that Hope was poiuting, chased, but stop-
ped to command. Here Hope f<fhud two
and Claude backed. Hope then made
three points in quick succession. Ordered
up at 4.39. Claude was a little unsteady
though a good dog in general.

Daisy Hope (Pious Jemes' "duffer")
came to the front boldly and alone.
Wonderfully fast and wide in range,
could get all the covies aud then snatch
up the singles fast enough for anyone.

El Rio Rey, handled by Titus, and
Orange I>on, by Meares, were put down
at 4.42, getting the best part of the even-
ing. Soon Mears got up a few birds in
cover. Don was roading and Mears
flushed the remainder of covey. Don
did well ou the next covey, retrieved
fairly well. Both got "onto" game iu
woods and the heat ended at the expira-
tion of forty-five minutes. Rey is the
better dog, though not so much so as
could be expected from a last year's
Derb^ winner.
Friday morning the first brace con-

sisted of Prince Lucifer, handled by
Barker, and F^dge Mark, by Bradley. A
bright sun following a light frost made
the grass damp, and hardly were the
dogs under way when Prince found a
covey. Sent into pines, Prince nailed
a single in fine onler. Mark backed
finely and soon pointed a single, and
here the judges had .seen enough and
wauled a new covey. Getting in woods,
a covey was flushed by Handler Barker
that Prince had been roading. In some
sedge ^ rass both stood on separate birds.

At flush both shot and both killed, but
Prince only retrieved, as Bradley's kill

fell in the middle of a brier thicket and
marsh. Sent on, Mark "froze" to a
single ; Bradley killed. This Mark had
some difiiculty in finding, yet retrieved
it fairly well. Going into another field

Prince made a stylish stand, and time was
called at 9.07. Mark is the handsomest
dog down so far, aud did very good work

on game, yet must have been slightly
out of condition, as he can show up a
more brilliant heat than that herein re-
corded. On the whole, this was a fine
showing of general finding qualities of
bird sensible dof s. Prince had the beat
of the work, and by getting into the firat

series with three other dogs who ulti-
mately won proves what the judges
thought of his work.
Fanny M., handled by Stoddard, and

Rio d'Or, by Buckle, started at 9.05,
lanny got away rapidly and went wide,
the cover being heavy, she was gone for
some time. Into high grass Roi found
covey, F'anny not up to back, nor locate
the retreating covey. She got in before
Roi got his bird retrieved, and, going to
woods, Roi got the first point and Fanny
the second. Fanny had a flush and then
a point, which was killed and retrieved
very finely. Up at 10.04. Roi's style on
point was poor, tail moving, but ou the
singles he stood better. Fanny is a grand
little bitch and hunts with a vim and
sureness that captivates a'l who see her.

Ightfield Duece, handled by Brailsford,
and Lilly Burgess, by Richards, came
dowu at 10.11. Lilly has an easy way of
going and yet all through it could be
seen that the sore foot of^hera kept her
back. On a marked covey she pointed
in thick leaves. Deuce, getting up, made
a fine back. Deuce going fast and quar-
tering ground in good shape, knowing
how to pick up singles if they were
thereabouts. Up to the time they were
ordered up nothing more was found.
Deuce had the best of this trial on speed
and way of going. Lilly has already
won a reputation that cannot be dimmed
by a sore foot.

Ightfield Ranger, by Brailsford, and
Cassio, handled Dy Avent, came next,
Ijeing the last of the trial series. Soon
it became evident that Avent must keep
sending Cas on, as he stopped often to
look for him. No danger of^ Cas getting
lost. Cas on opposite of creek got a
covev. and behaved well. On the scat-
terea birds he was leading Ranger and
behaved well ; each got two and Ranger
failed to pick up the bird to Brailsford's
kill. After a long search through com
and stubble, dogs up at 11.54, and the
first series was ended.

After n <r«"ni»rpnB Innrh th* iiijaM#vvm.
nienced the arduous task of summing up
and the interested ones were getting im-
patient and had collected $2 for a knock-
out among the negro boys present. Just
as a large ring was being formed the
judges got through and Mr. Duryea made
the following announcement

:

Duke of Hessen to run with Daisy
Hope, and Shot to run with Prince Lu-
cifer.

The owners and trainers of these four
dogs were happy, and there w»:re a
number of long faces among those left

out. All cannot win, and these four
were not all those called up, though it

was supposed to be so at that time.

SECOND SERIES.

Duke of Hessen and Daisy Hope went
down at 2.42. Both went out of sight

through a com field ; after short time

Duke returned, but Hope kept going,

and was ouly turned back by being fol-

lowed and called off by a man ou horse

back. After getting down again she was
lost for a time, but returning, stopped
suddenly on a covy in stubble.
The next absent dog was Duke. While

one judge was finding him the others
were interested in a point made by Hope
in the stubble. On the singles both
pMointed at the same time and were steady.
Taken up at 3 .45.

Prince Lucifer and Shot sent off at
once. Iu a few minutes Shot "centered"
a covey in a brier patch. Prince was not
getting away well, though on singles he
got a point and a retrieve. Going through
a bit of womls iuto another stubble, Shot
roaded, cast away and then came round
and stood among the horsemen. A covey
was put up, and as Barker had to all ap-
pearances lost control of Prince, time
was called.

Daisy Hope aud Duke of Hessen came
down again at 4.31. Away they flew like
"steeple chasers." In a few minutes
Duke answered whistle by returning ; not

I
so with Daisy. As the judges were pre-

I

paring to look her up she came from the
woods in her course and swung to a
stand still. Titus put up a covey, and
taking her to heel, changed her direction.
After she got through the field into the
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woods she soon "pinned" another covey.

Duke up and was stopped by White

veiling Duke ! Duke !

The continuation of the heat was now
abandoned and to all appearances the

All aged had closed, and at night nothing

would be put upon the slate except the

Winners' names. Those posted in ddgs

felt that there could be more dogs brought

up, and what a pleasant crowd might

have been seen around the hotel lobby

when the blackboard came forth and the

secretary commenced to write thereon.

It read : "To-morrow the dogs will be

put down as follows : Duke of Hessen

with Shot, Fanny M. with Deuce, Lilly

Burgess with Cassio, Harry C. with

Gaelph, Daisy Hope with Daisy Hunter
and Prince Lucifer with Antoine. This

came none too soon, as some of the boys

had made arrangements to leave on the

8.17 train, having no show for further

competition.
Tne start was at the Glass House at

8.35 Saturday morning with Dukeof He^>

sen and Shot, two great going pointers.

Passing through a stubble Shot dropped

to a covey which Duke, coming rapidly

across, ran into and flushed. Duke be-

haved somewhat better upon the scat-

tered birds, as both made a point ou al-

most bare ground.
Deuce and Fannie M. got away at 1.02.

Fannie soon got away from her handler,

though seeking birds "all the samee."

Deuce made game, roaded, left Fanny
at edge of woods, stoo<l nobly and
grandly. Deuce called up to back, but

being out in the woods did not tespond

at once and Stoddard put up the covey.

Sent ou at first, Fannie was looking for

a new covey, but being checked got in

some good work, as did the pointer from

across the "briny deep." Fanny wanted
to point so badly that she pointed "hares"

a couple of limes very staunchly. Up at

9.37. Fannie was fast and sure ©n game.
Dence has a way of quartering {ground

and getting over it fast when seeking for

singles.

Cassio and Lilly Burgess came n*xt,

and at 940 were getting away lively

through high broom straw. Both dogs
have a point at same time on a covey.

Going on to single Ijoth do well ; each
point and Lilly retrieves. Cassio false

pointed, and not being able to get onto
another covey readily, were takeu up.

Cassio is what most anyone would term
a very pleasant dog to shoot over

; goes

well but comes back often and looks to

see where his handler wants him to go
;

gets ou and over fences at command.
Lilly B. was quite lame, and in justice to

her should not have been started.

Harry C. and Guclph were off at 10.04

A. M. Going fast, Harry was all the

time leading the pointer. Guelph made
game ami a scattered covey arose from
all round her. Guelph located a covey

and retrieved to Brailsford's kill. In the

efiort to get up their birds each dog had
a point, as Guelph was a lively seeker.

Heat closed at 10.34. Harry C. was not

the phenomenal speedy dog that his

friends expected him to be ; was a fast

ranger but his work on game was not
equal to that of Guelph.
When Daisy Hope and Daisy Hunter

came down together the reporters asked
Hunter to put a flag on his bitch so that

they could \ye distinguished. A small
spot on the back was all the difference in

marking.
But little territory had been traversed

when both made game, though three hun-
dred yards apart. Daisy Hunter had the
"sure enough" find and retrieved finely.

Hope brought around and both started

equal, though Hope, not knowing that

game had arisen, got onto them first.

When Hope was sent to retrieve, Hunter
dropped to command and proved all the

way through that she was the best broken
dog among the field of starters. In an
adjoining woods Hope, after getting a

single, found a new covey. Then it conies

the judges' turn to look for Hunter. She
was found on the opposite side of the

same pine thicket lioldin|; another covey.
Such brace work from sisters may never
occur again in a field trial. The judges
gave Titus instructions to hold in Hope
and see if she could be kept in bounds.
Titus succeeded and Hope went up one
notch higher.

Prince Lucifer and Antoine got off for

the final of the series. Prince found a

covey in woods that flushed wild.

Antoine came up, stood where they
flushed. Sent on to grass, Antoine
pointed. Prince backed ; then each got a
good point with Antoine a back, both

steady ; a false point by Prince and a

true one by Antoine and the series closes

at U.35.
Reaching the old schoolhouse the hun-

gry crowd found that they were too early

for lunch, and there was time to talk dog
and look at them and speculate as to the

probable winner.
After lunch at 1.20, the following order

of running was announced : Guelph with

Shot and Harry C. with Daisy Hope.
There was now indications that Harry C.

was getting into the money possibly.

Shot and Guelph sent off at 1.20, both
going well. Shot settled down on a covey
f.nd behaved well. At same time Guelph
was slowly reading a covey in high grass

and the birds went up before she stopped.

Going to those marked by Shot each
pointed, Brailsford killed and Guelph re-

trieved. Shot took three points to

Guelph two, while on one of Shot's

points she refused to back and roaded

to a flush. Going upon new ground a

scattered bevy found. Shot following a

single was called off by handler as

Guelph was making game, and flushed

the same ; Guelph got into covey, stood.

They flushed from all alwut her. Still

the judges sent them on and stopped
them at 1.52. A great pair of pointers,

yet Guelph will need much more experi-

ence in this country before she can equal

Shot on game.
Harry C. and Daisy Hope were brought

out at '2.04. Daisy again got beyond
control of handler, ana horsemen sent

after her only caused her to go further.

When she returned it was not long before

she was out of sight again, but found

going in the same general direction that

she had been started. While this "look

up" was ou Harry C. had pointed a

covey. The judges evidently wanted to

determine whether Hope was a bolter,

and instruced Titus to send her along by
herself, not whistle or attract her atten-

tion. After going through a couple of

fields she glided down a ravine, and
when found had earned her laurels by
having the game before her. Taken up
at 3.20.

Harry C. now came down again with

the Hon. Duke of Hessen. White gets

orders that when Harry C. points, Duke
shall come around with his own accord to

test him on a back. Getting away lively.

Harry flushed a covey ill short, thin

weeds. Harry stopped and then came
the "tug of war" to get Duke on a back,

as he was determined to go another way.
Finally his attention was called and he
surprised all by making a good back.

Getting into woods Duke located a covey
and held them well. Harry came rush-

ing by and flushed them. In cover, both
fast, point a single each. In next field

Duke *vent away independently, and
after finding a scattered covey roaded up
a couple and those stood until While
put up the remainder of a large bevy.

On singles Duke l)ehaved fairly well,

while Harry C. was a "little off." This
was enough work and ordered up at 4. 1

7.

Harry C. had disappointed his admirers.

Daisy Hunter with Cassio being called

up, started in at the hour of 4. 25. Soon
Ca.ssio stopped, caugh scent and pointed,

then jumped and ran up the ditch as

though chasing fur. Daisy downed him
by coming up upon the opposite side and
there stopping oy wheeling to a point.

On the scattered birds Cassio had it all

to himself, as Daisy went off through the
wood. When Hunter returned with her,

Cassio had false pointed, flushed and
pointed and retrieved. After some time
was spent in looking through a large

field, woods and stubble, Cassio found a
covey and at the-same time Daisy was on
the adjoining hillside surely pinning a

covey that was seeking a roosting place.

After the covies were flushed to each ihe

judges announced that "go home" is the
order of running.

SUMMARY—FIRST SERIES.

R. R. LonsdalcH' liver and white pointer bitch
Guelph (Bang's Boy—Linda)

with

F. R. Hitchcock'sblack and while setter dog Tory
Lieutenant (Jean Val Jean— Princess Helen).

J. A. and J. H. Hunter's orange and while setter
bitch Daisy Hunter (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.)

with

John J. Scaulan's red Irish setter dog luchiquin
(Shaudou II—looa).

The Hudson River Kennels red Irish setter dog
Darrah Pat (Cliitf— Lassie)

with
Stephen T. Barker's k'mon and white pointer
dog Barker's Grouse( Mainspring—Swain'sFly).

The Hempstead farm Kennels' liver and white '(

pointer dog
Blarney)

Duke of Hessen (Luck of

with

Hessen

Will Wilson's black, white and tan setter dog
Bandana (Muy Dawn—Doe).

Mears & Brown's \emun and* white pointer dog
Shot (Heno—Vic)

with
The Elmwood Kennels' black and white setter

dog King's Dan (King N»ble—Elsie Belton).

The KIniwood Kennels' black, white and Un
setter dog Harry C.(Rode- igo—Countess House)

with
W. L. Washington's red Irish setter dog Sarsfield

(Garry Owen—Burrie Bell).

Georije E. Gray's Irish setter bitch Tillie Bom
(Brian Born, Jr.—Biddy)

with

J. M. Avent's black and white .setter dog An-
touio (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).

W. W. Titus' orange and white setter bitch

Daisy Hope (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.)
with

C. P. Fox's black, white and tan setter dog
Claude (Roderigo—Lillian).

R.M. Hutchin'8 black, white and tan setter dog
Kl Kio Rey (Gath's Mark—Blue Chiqua)

with
Meares & Strudwick's black, white and tan set-

ter dog Orange Don (Decatur—Juliet).

Francis 8. Brown's black, while and tan setter

dog Edgeroark (Skidmore—Flo Maclin)
with

J. I. Case, Jr. 's black, white and tan setter dog
Prince Luciler (King Noble—Elsie Belton).

H. Hulman, Jr.'s black, white and tan setter

bitch Fanny M. (Gladstone's Boy—Flame)
with

O. W. Donners' black, white and tan setter dog
Roi d' Or (Roderigo—Bo Peep).

R.P.Haywood-Lonsdale's liver and white pointer
bitch Ightfield Deuce (Wrymstay—Dainty)

with
Frank T. Richard's orange and white setter

bitch Lilly Burgess (Gath s Mark-Ester).

K.P.Haywood-Lonsdale's black, white and tan
setter dog Ranger (Dick Wind'em—Peep Bo)

with

J. M. Avent's black, white and tan setter dog
Cassio (Count Noble—Lizzie Hopkins).

Srcond Seriks.—Duke of Hessen with Daisy
Hope, Shot with Prince Lucifer, Duke of Hessen
with Shot. Fannie M. with Deuce, Lilly Burge.-s
witli Cassio. Harry C. with Guelph, Daisy Hope
with Daisy Hunter and Prince Lucifer with An-
toine.

Third Series.-Guelph with Shot, Harry C.

with Daisy Hope, Hnrry C. with Duke of Hessen
and Daisy Hunter with' Cassio.

First, Daisy Hope.
Second, Diike of Hessen.
Third, Shot and Daisy Hunter.

THE CHAMPION STAKE.

Guth's Mark Defeats Rowdy Itod aud
Carries Off the Prize.

Special Report for The Journal.

On Monday morning, November 24, at

9 o'clock the Champion Stake, first

series, began with Gath's Mark and

Rowdy Rod. Many were the predictions

that the old man would lay down his

honors heretofore won, to lie takeu up by

the wonderful Rowdy Rod, but not so.

Rowdy Rod had a very bad day and his

usual speed and amb.tion for a great part

remained dormant. Rowdy starty fairly

well and jumped over the weeds in a

springy manner, while Mark, going with

a long easy gallop, got over the ground

rapidly. At edge of wheat field Mark
stopped short, and after waiting awhile

for Ro^^dy to come up, Stcddard put up

a fine covey aud killed ; Mark very steady

and retrieved promptly and carefully.

Both sent away upon equal footing to

work out the ground where the scattered

birds lay. Mark, going fast, dropped to

a single which Rowdy honored. Handlers
and jud(^es getting anxious to see, flushed
birds, with Mark steady to wing. Rowdy
in turn nailed a single, while Mark,
swinging around fast, failed to see the
dropped dog ; birds in air Bradley shot
and killed while Mark was moving, and
was stopped by Stoddard. Bradley made
an accidental kill which Rowdy brought
in in good order. Rowdy secured another
find of a single at edge of woo<ls. Sent
away through open fields Mark chose a
ravine and stood almost concealed.
After Stoddard came up he roaded, and
while locating a covey was flushed by
Bradley. Mark, catching scent, left by
the retreating covey, stood and Stoddard
brought him out and both dogs cast away
in new fields. After searching several
small grass plots and sedge grass lots

dogs were ordered up at 9.47.

Mark performed well throughout and
gave an exhibition of hunting qualities

that are not to be excelled by any cham-
pion. Good speed aud range, a fine,

<asy movement that gets over ground
rapidly, with fine style on point and
when roading. Rowdj- was not himself

and his enthusiastic admirers were com-
pelled to lay him on the shelf.

Now came in turn the jjreat pointer,

Rip Rap, a dog that surprised everyone
last year, and Daisy Hope, the winner of

this year's All aged stake. Near a draw-

Rap found a covey and behaved both

poorly and most excellently. The first

intimation of game was a flush aud a

chase until called down by his handler.

Going back a few paces he stood staunchly.
McMurdo put up and killed, sent Rap to

retrieve, did not locate promptly and
when he did, fumbled a bit before picking

up. Coming in stopped to a grand point

upon a bare spot alongside of a gully

where all could see plainly. The gallant

Captain held him there until all could

see plainly as he stood motionless, hold-

ing at the same time the dead bird care-

fully in his mouth. Such a sight may
never again be witnessed during a field

trial. McMurdo put up the bird and
then relieved him of the one he had held

BO gently, yet so firmly all the while. All

present were delighted with the per-

formance witnessed and cheerfully for-

gave him the bad break made at the be-

ginning. Crossing this field and a creek

Hope went away for the field beyond,
while Rap pottered along the edge in a

skirt of timber. McMurdo seeing this,

urged him on. Meanwhile, Hope got

through this field aud some skirting

woodland, and was lost to her handler.

Some time was taken up looking for her,

but when found was stadding like Gib-

raltar. Titus was four miles away, and
Hope never moved a muscle until Titus

came up and flushed a covey, killed and
sent her to retrieve, which was cheerfully

done.
The judges here instruct that no one

save a judge shall assist in fiuding her
should she make another wide cast and
be away an unreasonable distance.

Dogs moved to open ground, and soon
Hope got through with the open and
sought out the adjoining hillside, and
was soon out of sight. A judge went
with handler and returned without find-

ing her, and she was ordered up together

with Rap. But while this search was
going on Rap had not let a favorable op-

portunity pass by, and in thick pines

roaded a covey 10 a stand siiii, behaving
very nicely. Titus found Hope in about
twenty minutes where she had evidently

all the while been holding a covey, as

when a covey flushed, came by him and
settled in wootl Hope soon appeared and
was not panting, indicating all the while

she had been holding game. So much
then for a dog that never stops or looks

back until game is found. Judge Loril-

lard gave out the information that any
point she might secure beyond a reason-

able distance from her handler would not
be counted in her favor.

At 1 1. 20 the last year's champion (with-

out competition) Chance, au<l King's
Mark caine down together. Both went
fast up a slight elevation into sedge grass.

Mark "froze" to a covey. Chance, com-
ing up, pointed the same; when flushed

Barker killed, and Mark did his work of
retrieving very well indeed. Sent on,

Mark pointed, then moved on ; no game
found. Now there was an opportunity
for Chance. To his point a kill was
made and the same retrieved. In grass

Chance pointed and then roaded on.

Mark coming to same locality, stood

staunch, then roaded a bit wide and the

bird conld not l)e found. Mark next
goes too near a bird that went in the air,

and he dropped to wing. Meantime
Chance had backed. Mark next found
stopping not soon enough and several

birds arose. Chance then made an ex-

cellent point on a single. In trying to

get the dogs in to woodland Avent
flushed a pair. Mark pointed false in

briers. In a grass strip near wood
Chance stoo<l a covey ; to Avent's kill

the bird was promptly brought in. Mov-
ing out, Mark got one of his character-

istic false points. Going across a field

both were seen going through a small
piece of woods, and that was the last

sight of them for over a half hour.
Handlers and judges searched the fields

and gave them up and went to lunch.
After a few minutes a farmer came lead*

ing Chance aind gave the Judges the in-

formation that he had found the dog
standing, had caught him and put up a
bevy of quail. In about ten minutes
King's Mark came in aud the handlers
ate Uieir lunch while speculating upon
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what chances their dogs would have to
be called up again. During the heat
Chance proved to have speed, though
not ranging wide as did Mark. Mark
has an easy movement in getting over
the ground, lieing fairly fast, but spoils
his record by doing a very unpleasant
amount of false pointing.

After lunch the judges consult for one
hour, and select Rip Rap and Gath's
Mark as the first brace to continue the
order of running. Getting away at 2.30
Rap scarcely got square! away when he
wheeled and stopped to a point. Being
so near a farm house that it might have
been tame chickens, all was uncertain,
until flushed, save the noble black and
white pointer. How beautiful he was up
standing, head aud tail straight out. not
in any way like the cut of him published
some time since in The Journal. Mc-
Murdo flushed a covey and kille<I, which
Rap did not find though it dropped in
open grass and was picked up by
horsemen after dog was sent on. Worked
to scattered birds Mark went to woods
and circled and back across open stood a
covey. At wing Stoddard killed. Mark
was very diligent in searctiing for the
"dead," but being only wing tipped was
not found. Sent away to try conclusions
on a new covey. Rap in high grass stood
a single and the handler, missing him

;

behaved well to wing.
Mark, going fast and wide, examines

the woods and the skirts of timber and
most likely places. After being out of
sight for some little time was fountl
staunchly waiting on all to admire him.
Stoddard walkeil up a covey in high
weeds about forty yards distant. On the
scattered birds, dogs were sent only to a
few outlaying ones, and Rap got two
points to Mark's one. Judges order them
them to new ground. Mark going well
but Rap very much after the slow order.
At edge of corn Mark was found "stiff,"
Rap came up and backed ; birds not
found there, but, loading for .some dis-

tance, a single was pinned and riders put
up another.
Going on through the field the judges

consult and in a few minutes call up the
next brace. Mark went fast and stylish
and improved every opportunity. Rap
had his good nose with him, but was de-
ficient in pace.

From the selection made it would have
-1 .1. . i« .« .t > . *appcaicu iiitiL itii liic ULiici 'logs liau

been thrown out, but not so; only one,
the noted Rowdy Rod, being the only
dog whose speed had indicated that he
hail no show.

King's Mark and Daisy Hope sent off
at 3.30. Daisy got away at once, search-
ing woods, returned in time to get in her
good work on a covev that Mark had
found. Mark was solid on the foot scent
in one field while seventy-five yards
further on Hope had the covey "down
pat." Birds went to woods. Hope found
single ; Mark backed and stood to wing.
Hope found again. After some roading
during which Hope passed the covey that
flushed ahead of Barker, who killed and
Mark brought in. Mark again stood to
a false scent. Hope cast off and searched
a couple of fields, passed through woods
aud was found on a point. Mark backed
when he came up. This was enough.
Hope ha<l done herself proud by not get-
ting out of a reasonable distance. If she
is not a "bird finder" then there are none.
Chance and Gath's Mark started in at

4.30 and Avent was happv, as it was
feared by him that Chance, King's Mark
and Daisy Hope would all be thrown out
for getting lost.. This proved a verv in-

teresting heat. Both go fa.st and use
their noses well. In a stubble Chance
stopped, and though wagging his tail,

Mark seconded him and stoo<l hand-
somely at a distance of about eighty
yards. Chance roaded aud stop]>ed and
roaded itgain. Mark swung into wootls
and did not take a hand in getting onto
the birds. Avent flushed covey and
missed. On the singles in thick cover
Chance pointed Next Mark found, an I

while standing Chance passed by him,
going across and neither backed and di(l

not notice game and caused the birds to
flush. Long cast by both dogs and at
hollow in weeds Mark was found pa-
tiently awaiting Stoddard to flush his
game. Sent to woods, Mark dropped
quickly to first scent of a single. Mark
another point, this time backed by
Chance. Chance stood, Mark backed

;

no birds found. Mark got in his grand
work on another single and the great
champion series closed at 5.15.
At the first of this heat speed was

about equal, but at the close Mark was
not so fast and Chance was if anything a
little more animated. Avent kept hurry-
ing him while Stoddard let Mark do as
he pleased. But in way of going Mark is

the better mover ; a long easy gallop
that gets him along faster than it would
appear at first notice. He glides on to
his game gracefully and is very staunch.
Chance has something of a stiffened
movement about the hindquarters that is

discernable in his movement, carries a
first-class nose and does not make many
niisiakes on game.
On the judges reaching the hotel the

announcement was made that Gath's
Mark was the champion, and so far as
learned the decision gives entire satis-

faction .

DOG STORIES GALORE.

)>iIiould Yon Give Away a Dog

!

From Drake's Magazine.

For a dude, a collie.

For a negro, a coon dog.

For a detective, a spotter.

For a singer, a yeller dog.

For a prize fighter, a pug.

For a jeweler, a watch dog.

For a pedestrian, a lap dog.

For a broker, buy a pointer.

For a sailor, a water spaniel.

For a cattle raiser, a bull dog.

For a tobacco-chewer, a spitz.

For a compositor, get a setter.

For militar}' men, dogs of war.

For a messenger boy, a terrier.

For a balloonist, a Skye terrier.

For a millionaire, a deer hound.

For an angry mother, a ma's tiff

For an explorer, a Newfoundland.

For the man who has lost his fortune, a

retriever.

A UofiT Htory from Georgrta.

Ex-Mayor Avrett, of Quitman, Ga.,

has a shrewd dog. Rip's owner is in the

habit of giving him a written order on
the butcher for a piece of beef. Not
long since an order was given the dog,
.. u:.-i. 1.^ «— 1. ;., !.;„ *i. »__.. »

VWtKCIft lit- ttjwjv (U uta lllUlllll, LlUttCU
around to the market, and, securing the
beef, carried it back to the store, where it

was fed to him. There was not quite
enough to satisfy Rip's appetite, anil he
went back to the market, where, "find-
ing the order, which the butcher ha<l

dropped, he picked it up, presented it

again, and secured another piece of
beef."

That Dreadfiil Child AkhIh.

From Shooting Times.

Dreadful Child.—Oh, you nice Mr.

Smiff, do take me with you to see your
booful puppies.

Dreadful Child's Father—What can
the child menu ?

Dreadful Child—Why, papa, you told
mamma yesterday that Mr. Smiff was
going to the dogs.

A Itnde ItoiC'

From Shooting Times.

"I don't think that dog of yours is

very polite," said the tramp. "Why?"
asked the dog's owner. "Because he
made me get up off the grass, and then
took my seat," answered the tramp, ad-
justing his coat tails to make them cover
as much space as possible.

THE LAW INVOKED.

Without Food for Three Weeks.

From the Stock-Keeper.

In the neighborhood of Lanner there
is a strain of harriers with winch Sigiior Succi,

the fasting man, should have a day now and
then. One of these huiiiids lately disappeared

in a mysterious maimer. I^st week a man who
lives in the neighborhood heard barking which
had a strange sound, and on his following it up
he found it proceeded from the lost harrier,

which had fallen down an abandoned shaft of

the Treasavtan mine. Another man was low-

ered about sixty feet down and succeeded in res-

cuing the wretched creature, which had wasted
to a mere skejcton. He is said to have been in

the shaft three weeks without food. The hound
is convalescent, aud the tale proves the remark-
able length of time a dog can live without fortd..

The Maryland Kennel Club's Dispute
to Be Settled In Court.

From the Baltimore Sun.

Dissensions have arisen recently in the

Maryland Kennel Club, and the law has

l)een resorted to in order to settle the

differences. The club encourages the

breeding of thoroughbred dogs, and
several successful bench shows have been

held under its auspices. It is managed
by a board of ten governors. Five of

of the governors—Messrs. Jeremiah D.

Mallory, R. B. Glanville, Crichton Mal-

colm, Henry R. Vonderhorst and Harry
Malcolm—have filed a bill in Circuit

Court No. 2 by William A. Hammond,
their counsel, against George W. Massa-

more, C. R. Diffenderffer, James Thomp-
son, William E. Farber and W. Stewart

Diffenderffer, the other five governors,

and the Maryland Kennel Club generally.

The object of the proceedings is to have

the court declare void, because of insuffi-

cient notice, the action of the board at

a meeting held on Saturday, November

15. The bill says that at a meeting of

the Board of Governors held on Friday

night, November 14, a resolution was

offered to repeal a vote of censure pre-

viously passed upon the American Ken-

nel Club for its action in regard to the

delegate sent by the Maryland Kennel

Cl'ib. This resolution was defeated by a
tie vote, the complainants voting in the
negative and the defendants in the affir-

mative. The complainants now charge
that after the adjournment of the Friday
meeting, at 10 o'clock at night, notices
were mailed for another meeting at 9
o'clock Saturday morning. The com-
plainants did not receive their notices in

time to attend the second meeting, and
the other five governors, at whose in-

stance it had been called, succeeded in

passing the resolution to repeal the vote
of censure. The bill also charges that at

a meeting of the club called in the same
manner new members were elected in the
interest of the defendants, with the view
of controlling the club's affairs hereafter.

Judge Wright set the case down for hear-
ing on December i

.

PITTSBURG'S BENCH SHOW.

The Pro8i)eot Very Krlirbt for a 8uc-
0€«8sfUl Exhibition.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The members of the Duquesne
Kennel Club in this city are very enthu-

siastic over the prospects of the coming
liench show. Coining, as it will, after

Baltimore and before Detroit, it should

secure a large entry list. Secretary Lit-

tell states that they are not yet prepared

to announce their judges, but will do so

at an early date. I was disappointed in

not finding Mr. W. L. Washington at

home, as I wanted to look over his ken-
nel. I, however, had the pleasure of
seeing a handsome litter of Barzois pup-
pies belonging to Mr. Hacke. They are
by Ivan—Czarina and are very handsome
aud in the pink of condition.

"Oakview."
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 20, 1890.

Mr. Irving's Dog.

Mr. Henry Irving is very fond of dogs,

and speaking a short time ago on the subject of

his pet dog Fussie, said : "My dog's name is

Fussie, which exactly describes him. He's a
great friend of mine, and a wonderful fellow—
in my opinion of course. At all events, he 'thor-

oughly knows his way about.' We were starting

for America. Just before reaching Southampton
Fussie went for a stroll upon the platform, and
was left behind. He could nowhere be found,

and we sailed without him. On arriving at New
York t found that Fussie was all right. Four
days after he was lost close to Southampton he
crawled in at the stage door of the Lyceum more
dead than alive. I alwnys think he must have
kept pretty well to the line. They're faithful

things. When he was taken home he crawled on
to my bed and lay there unable to move."

MR. MYHEW BROUGHT TO ACCODNT.

The Casting of a Boomerang and Its

Quick Recoil.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : I believe the position I have held

for many years in the kennel world
would entitle me to treat with the con-

tempt of silence any chtrge that Mr.
Mayhew could invent against me. My
reputation will parry this stigma, but I

reply because I can see that Mr. Mayhew
has placed his own character at stake.

He has published that I have "ap-
proached the boundary which precludes
men from exhibiting." This is charging
me with having been "guilty of fraudik:
leht or discreditable conduct," which is

the kennel club rule (xii) that suspends
offenders from showing. There is only
one word in the language to describe this
statement—it is a lie. I have never in
the whole course of my kennel career
f>een guilty of a thought or deed which an
honorable man should regret. To you, sir,

who have given him the countenance of
your journal, I appeal to compel Mr.
Mayhew to state the grounds upon which
he has made this accusation, and I ex-
pect your readers to judge him by the re-
sult. If he cannot do so, I submit that
he is guilty of a cowardly falsehooil,

meanly conceived, which should unfit
him for the company of honorable
men. I am known to be outspoken in
private, and in my public journalistic ca-
pacity the habit has become a duty, con-
sequently I have made enemies who,
were there rift or scan in my reputation,
would have made it known long ago.

It is going over old ground to touch
again on Mr. Mayhew's declaration in
favor of trimming, but turn and twist as
he will, the following facts remain : At
the time I commented upon his conduct
in the severest terms, and told him he
had only just escaped an interview with
the Kennel Club Committee. He was
bound to say something in reply to this
printed censure, so he put it aliout that
my remarks were libellous and he should
prosecute my paper. The next week I
mentioned his intentions and offered him
every le^al facility to bring an action. I

waited, but he did nothing, and finding
his position here had become untenable,
he "emigrated" and then took his re-

venge safely and cheaply by making me
a butt for his personal vulgarity in an
American paper. I answered this attack,
and by telling your public that he was a
man of no account in this country and
that his name was practically unknown
beyond a small and nnselect set (which
an examination of a file of English papers
or a year's catalogues would prove), I

showed that his pretensions to be con-
sidered an English kennel authority were
those of an inifKaster. Mr. Mayhew re-
torted morg sno, but bear this in mind, he
did not then mention his present accusa-
tion against me, presumably because he
did not suppose his case at that time to
be so desperate as to require criminal
falsehood. Mr. Mayhew wishes the
American kennel community to l)elieve
that the Fox Terrier Club thought lightly
of his defense of trimming, but how can
that be reconciled with the fact that a
member of the committee refused to pro-
pose a candidate for the club because he
had exhibited a trimmed dog. Upon a
subsequent appeal he consented to give
an account of the matter to the commit-
tee, and they on his assurance that the
lesson had had effect, elected the candi-
date.

To conclude. You, sir, have done me
an injustice in allowing Mr. Mayhew to
blacken my character publicly, without
furnishing a word of foundation. Any
wretch can filch my good name in that
manner. I therefore ask you now to
make me reparation by demanding
proofs or retraction from your contribu-
tor and I ask you to insert this letter
verbatim et literatim, and to condone my
warmth in repelling this insidious attack
upon what every man of honor holds
most dear. Common report has informed
you, sir, that, I have a character tolose.

I have not traveled beyond the juris-
diction of the English law to write libels,

nor have I left my country to evade my
creditors. Mr. Mayhew has done both.

Your obedient servant,

Gborgb R. KRBnu
London, Nov. 7, iS^a
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THE CLUMBER SPANIEL

Their Good <^>ualities for HuntinK Game

Finely Illustrated.

BYF.H. F.MERCER ("CLUMBER"

'

Author of'The Spaniel and Its Trainiug." j

[CONCLLUKD.] i

From the fact of Clumbers having l)een

maintained on English estates initil of.

late years for work alone, pedigrees were
|

not kept with any degree of accuracy, if,
|

indeed, they were kept at all. Thus 1

Clumbers are unable to trace back very
|

far by detailed titular line of descent,

but this need not be worried over if the

dog is known to strain back to old and

recognized kennels.

The longest pedigree in America, as

far as my knowledge serves me, is that of

Questcr and his connections and re-

lations.

The points in which Clumbers are most

apt to be deficient in are head expression

and in ear. These being among the chief

characteristics of the breed are not lightly

to be ignored. The heavy, bloodhound-

like Clumber head is peculiar to the

breed, and even in it is seldom seen, as is

the solemn, judicial looking eye and

"vine-shaped" ear.

There is no prettier sight than Clumb-

ers at theif work, questing amid copse

and thicket and fallen stems for their

feathered quarry.

But if the shady woods my cares employ,

In quest of feathered game my Spaniels beat,

Puzzling the entangled copse ; and from the

brake

Push forth the whirring pheasant, high in air

He waves his varied pliimes, stretching away

With hasty wing. Soon from the uplifted tube

The mimic thunder bursts, the leaden death

O'er takes him, and. with many a giddy whirl.

To earth he falls and at my feet expires.

—Sumervitle.

While there are no pheasants to be

shot here, we have still a noble bird to

fill their place—the ruffed grouse—whose
wiles would put to shame the shifts of
any English pheasant.

The sun shines brightly over head as I

walk toward a neigh Iwring covert early

on a November morning. There is hoar-

frost in plenty on the ground that glitters

dazziugly under the rays and crunches
under my tread and the horny pads of

the accompanying Clumbers, Champion
Johnny, Champion Boss III, Drake and
Bromine.
The dogs have had a wild scamper, all

emerging from the house to work off

the superfluous energy that has been ac-

cumulating throughout the long night
of confinement, but obedient to the
whistle and command to •"lieel," shoulder
one auother in their endeavors to keep
exactly behind uie.

Two or three fields, a like number of
fences crossed and the first covert is

reached. The dogs look up imploringly
in my face, l)ut it is not time yet to let

them go. This is an outlying thicket

and any birds that may flush there will

fly to the main woods, therefore I must
go around it and get under the line of
flight

Arrived there, I motion the Clumbers
into the cover. No verbal order is nec-
essary and eagerly they dash among the
hawthorn bushes. And what a pretty
sight it is ! The four running hither and
thither, not leaving a foot of ground un-
searched, their flags waving wildly to and
fro, Johnny and Drake racing over their

ground, never out of gunshot though,
while Old Boss and Bromine take things
more sedately ; nothing can flurry nor
esca(>e them. Their beautiful, clean
white shining coats show out well against
the background of dark shrubs, and the
bright lemon ears leud color to the pic-

ture.

Presently as we near the end of the
thicket all four seem to jostle one auother
along a scent, unlike their former inde-

pendent action, and I know there is game
afoot. And I am right.

Johnny forces his nose among the
gnarled roots of a fallen tree. Whirr !

and a grand old cock grouse springs into

CLUMBER SPANIEL CHAMPION JOHNNIE.

75k* Property of Mercer and Middlelou.

the air, his beautiful dun plumage glis-

tening in the early sunlight. He flies

overhead, but rather close, and in en-

deavoring not to "smash" him with my
"fullchoke" gun, I hold a little too much
off and score a clean miss. Bah!' But
never mind, there is another barrel still

undischarged.

The bird is well past as I pull the

trigger of ray left, but not far enough to

escape the hail of lead, and down it falls,

stone dead.

"Johnny, seek dead ! Drake, Boss,

Bromine heel," I say at once and sharply,

and all obey, though the two last men-
tioned evidently think it hard lines that

they should be left out.

The bird is bagged, and nothing more
appearing from the covert, we stroll on
to the next, the dogs much pleased, a» is

their master, for surely they have not
made a bad beginning for a country so

much shot over as is this.

Arrived at the main woods, I walk
along the edge in the clearing, as what
birds there will be are sunning them-
selves in the open, while the spaniels

work round about. A bird or two flush

wild, and not a shot is had until we come
to the old Concession Road that runs
through the swamp. Down this we turn,

picking our steps over the ro'.ten "cor-

duroy," the Clumbers working the brush
on either side.

And Clumbers cannot work ! say some.
Would that the doubters could see them
now, as they quest in covert that appears
impregnable. A footing of soft and
yielding mould and mu<T with a super
structure of fallen tree trunks and brush,
matted together in hopeless confusion,
with a dense thicket growing over all

!

Yet they get through it somehow. If

not over, under, and if neither can be
done they go around.
A bird or two is flushed, but so dense

is the cover that I cannot see to shoot.
At last one flies over the road, giving a
clear shot, and this time I score with the
first barrel. He falls into an nnusually
dense copse, unseen by the dogs, but
hearing the report, they have come out
to see what the matter is. This time I

send them all off to seek, as the bird was
only wing-tipped and will run far.

They disappear in search of the runner,
while I impatiently await their return,
for 'twould be folly to attempt to follow
them through such an undergrowth.
Clumbers are mute when at work, con-

sequently I cannot tell how far away the
dogs have gone, but that occasions ine no
uneasiness, they are far better able to
find their way about than I am. So I sit

and wait and wish for their return.

Pitter patter ! pitter patter ! down the
frost-bound road. Cautiously I peer in

the direction of the sound and see a hare.

If it gets into the brush it is lost to me,
for the Clumbers are broken against
chafing hares. I am sitting on the left

hand side of the road while the hare is

coming toward me from the right. How
to get a shot in time is the question. Is

it better to slew round slowly and get
into position ? or shall I jump up quickly

and fire on the instant ? The latter by
all means, 'tis the more sportsmanlike.

I am quick in my movements, but the

hare is speedier still, for as I pull the

trigger she has all but disappeared in the
brush. Not quite, however, and my shot

takes effect on her hindquarters. So she
is brought to bag.

Shortly after I hear a crackling in the
brush and growling. The bird is safe I

know by this, for one is carrying it, and
warning the others not to meddle with
his charge. Soon they come in sight, and
dear old Johnny lays the bird down at

my feet, unhurt beyond its broken wing.
Clumbers are wonderfully tender mouthed
and seldom injure birds they carry.

They are equally good for water work
and will retrieve a duck uo matter how
cold the water is nor how stormy the
weather.

T <if-v**1 #4 4n1 1 ••« •« •«**«^«*nVk1c» •not »*w%f*0%t» ^\(
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the intelligence of Clumbers, but dog
stories have been rather over-done of
late an<l pall upon the reader. Suffice it

to say, therefore, that their intelligence

is of t' e highest canine order.

Of all the many varieties of the spaniel
genus, the Clumber is the largest, hand-
somest and best. The breed is compara-
tively little known in America, conse-
quently his many excellencies are not
comprehended. He is faithful to an ex-
tent approached by but few of his species,

vigilant as a guard dog, strong enough
for most purposes and he is super-excel-
lent in the field. Moreover, he is emi-
nently aristocratic in appearance, a gen-
tleman's dog from head to heel.

The Cluniljer requires little training.

For so many generations has he Ijeen bred
for work that it comes naturally to him.
For instance my puppies now, without
any teaching, give up what they may be
carrying on the coniniand "dead !"

The leading Clumber exhibitors of late

years have been Messrs. Mariiiaduke
Richardson, New York ; F. H. F. Mercer,
W. B. Almon Hill, T. C. Bate and A.
Geddes, Ottawa, Canada ; H. W. Wind-
raui. Boston ; A. L. Weston, Denver. Col.

Following are the points of the Clum-
ber spaniel as drawn up by the writer
and adopted by the American Spauiel
Club

:

VALUE.
General appearance
and size 10

Head 15
Kars 10

Eyes 5
Neck and shoulders 15

VALUE.
Body and quarters . 20
I.«fgs and ieet .... 10
Coal and feather . . 10
Color and markings 5

T^tal 100

General Appearance and Size.—
General appearance, a long, low, heavy-
looking dog, of a very thoughtful ex-
pression, l)etokening great intelligence,

should have the appearance of great
power, sedate in all movements, but not
clumsy. Weight of dogs, averaging lie-

tween fifty-five and sixty-five pounds

;

bitches from thirty-five to fifty pounds.
Head.—Head large and massive in all

its dimensions ; round above eyes, flat on
the top, with a furrow running from be-
tween the eyes up the centre ; a marked
stop and large occiputal protuberance.
Jaw long, broad and deep. Lips of upper
jaw overhung. Muzzle not square, but

at the same time powerful looking. Noa-
trels large, open and flesh-colored, some-
times cherry-colored.

Eyes.—Eyes, large, soft and deep set,

showing haw. Hazel in color, not too

pale, with dignified and intelligent ex-

pression.

Ears.—Ears long and broad at the top,

turned over on the front edge ; vine-

shaped, close to the head ; set on low and
feathered only on the frout edge and there

but slightly. Hair short and silky, with-

out the slightest approach to wave or curl.

Neck and Shoui.der.s.—Neck, long,

thick and powerful, free from dewlap
with a large ruff. Shoulders immensely
strong and muscular, giving a heavy ap-

pearance in front.

Body and Quarters.—Body very long
and low, well ribbed up and long in the

couplings. Chest of great depth and
volume. Loin powerful and not too

much arched. Back long, broad and
straight, free from droop or bow. Length
an important characteristic, the nearer

the dog is in length tO' being two and
one-half times his height at shoulders

the better. Quarters shapely and very
muscular, neither drooping nor stilty.

Legs and Feet.— Forelegs short,

straight ami immensely heavy in bone
;

well in at shoulders. Hindlegs heavy in

bone, but not so heavy as forelegs. No
fe -ther below hocks, but thick hair on
leg just above foot. Feet large, compact
and plentifully filled with hair between
toes.

Coat and Feather.—Coat silky and
straight, not too long, extremely dense ;

feather long and abundant.

Color and Markings.—Color, lemon
and white and orange and white. Fewer
markings on body the better. Perfection

of markings, solid lemon or orange ears,

evenly marked head and eyes ; muzzle
and legs ticked.

Stern.—Set on level and carried low.

Ottawa, Canada, Nov., iSgo.

THE KILLARNEY KENNELS.

A Visit to Them and What the "Writer
Saw There of Interest.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: While iu Chicago last week the

writer was invited to visit the Killaruey

Kennels owned by Mr. George H. Covert,

the well-known exhibitor of Irish setters.

Owing to other engagements Mr. Covert

was unable to go to Mt. Forest with nie,

and after a ride of about an hour on the

Chicago and Alton Railroad the writer

found himself iu a typical Illinois village

with the disagreeable accompanimeut of

a dismal rain. A short walk brought

you to the kennels and residence of J.

H. Naylor, who, as a breeder and ex-

hibitor of terriers, is well known to all

regular show goers.

The kennels are situated on the side

of a hill with the usual runs, all enclosed
by a large exercising yard. Tiie setters,

as usual at this time of year, were in poor
coat. The collection of Irish setter pup-
pies, some forty iu number, were an un-
usual sight, and it would be a very diflS-

cult undertaking to pick the best from
such a number. Mr. Naylor had in addi-

tion to the Irish setters Mr. R. H. P.

Durkee's well-known Mastiff Melrose
Prince and one or two young St. Bernards.
Mr. Naylor has given up terriers, having
disposed of all of them except the well-

known Pansy. "Oakvievv."

A Uog Patient.

M. A. Homer, of Ashland, Mass..writes

to George T. AngcU, president of the Massa-

chusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Annuals, this interesting incident: "On Monday,

July 21, a valuable Scotch collie dog was run

down by a mowing machine and had his left

front paw nearly severed from his leg. He was
a valuable animal, and was at once taken to the

office of a leading surgeon of this village. Dr. J.

Redferu, who, after examination, proceeded

to close up the wound and sew its two edges

together, his master holding him during the

operation. After the first stitch was taken

his struggles ceased, and the animal, seemingly
knowing the intent of the doctor's service, licked

his hand and patiently waited until it was done.

The doctor said that be showed mure wisduu
than many of bis human patieuta."
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POULTRY an-^ PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

The Practical Poultryman remarks

:

"Judging by comparison is a lazy man's
way of scoring fowls." How unfortu-

nate ! What a lazy set our poultrynieu

are, to be sure.

« «

Editor Branday has suddenly discov-

er .:d that the slate of officers of the A. P.

A. to be elected has been made months
ago. He names Orrin Scotteu for presi-

dent and George E. Peer for secretary,

as most likely to elected. Both of these

gentlemen swing in the charmed circle

and will no doubt get the offices. Richard
Twells, however, has so many frieuds

that only his withdrawal iu favor of his

friend and partner, Mr. Scotteu, can
stem the tide that would carry him to the

presidential chair.

The National Poultry Association pro-

ject seems to have quit living. Perhaps
Editor Hunter will stir up the corpse

later in the season. The phenomenal
success of his journal. Farm Poultry, has

side-tracked him for the present.

• »
The Western Massachusetts Poultry

As.sociation will hold an immense show
at Springfield, Mass., on December 17 to

20,1890 H. S. Ball, I. K.Felch, Phi-

lander Williams, George S. Pratt, W. F.

Bacon, C. A. Ballon, E. A. Pickering and
W. B. Atherton will judge the exhibit. It

will be one of the great shows of New
F^ngland, the birthplace of the fancy.

*
* •

The Fanciers' Journal advises all

northern fanciers who possibly can to

attend the great shows in the South.

Charleston, Augusta, Greenville and New
Orleans are all striving to hold large

shows. The bitter rivalry existing down
there, while unfortunate, will stimulate

all to make the shows a financial and
artistic success. Send for the premium
lists.

* *

All fanciers should carefully read Dr.

S. T. Lea's letter regarding the coming
show of the South Carolina Poultry and
Pet Stock Association (incorporated).

The earnestness of the officers of this

association, substantially backed by the

people of South Carolina is clearly set

forth. Everything seems to have been
arranged on a liberal but safe business

plan which insures the success it de-

serves. K large show at Charleston is as-

sured by the presence of the A. P. A., but

no liberal-minded breeder should ignore

Greenville. For the benefit of the fancy,

both shows should prove a success, and
the only way to accomplish this is to

treat both fairly and then come to New
York and wind up the season in royal

style. That's business.

* •

A writer in the Southern Fancier under
the suggestive nom de plume of "Broad-
axe" cuts and slashes the Indian game
into insignificance. The chief subject

for this attack is Mr. P. H. Clarke, a de-

voted champion of the Indian game. Mr.
Clarke has no doubt been very enthusi-

astic in his statement re Indian games,
but probably no more so than breeders

of other varieties. Mr. Broadaxe, or what-
ever bis name may be, would strengthen
his arguments by revealing his identity

and not falling into the serious error of

booming the Felch Light Brahmas. It

looks a trifle suspicious.
«

* *

Broadaxe no doubt means well, but
caunot shake off his own favorites. A

critic should, iu order to be fair, be en-

tirely independent of prejudice.
. We

know it is hard for a man to acknowledge
a breed he does not keep.

*
« •

The assertion that Indian games are

poor layers is far fetched. Laying de-

pends so much on the care and feed that

a breed is easily extolled or condemned.
We have known Brahmas to average 155
eggs per annum and have also known
them to lay less than eighty a year per
hen. We have eaten Brahmas that were
fit for a kiug, and again we have eaten
Brahmas that were simply abominable.

•
« •

"Trixie" believes the Leghorns the
only fowls for a gourmand. Henry
Hales thinks a Dorking infinitely superior

to all others
; Irving Crocker extols the

Wyandottes ; Uncle Felch claims the

Brahmas as the champions, while Rudd,
Thompson and others find the Plymouth
Rock the finest table fowls in the land.

We always believed in the Wyandotte,
but past experience brings to our min^
the toothsome meat of the game fowl, and
honestly speaking, the game stands very

close to the front under all conditions.

••*

Meat is not produced without exercise.

This is an old story. The stall-fed Chester
white hog is a mass of fat, and the pas-

tured Berkshire a magnificent carcass of
sound and healthy meat. Reverse the

conditions and improvement takes place

in the Chester and inferior quality is the
result in the Berkshire. Are fowls not
equally affected ?

* •

The ludian game as we have found it

has a frame that looks like a harbor for

meat and plenty of it. It is by nature
entitled to rank as a table fowl far better

than some others, and whether we breed
Brahmas, Wyandottes or Plymouth
Rocks,we must acknowledge merit in the
Indian game as far as table qualities are

concerned.
»

* *

There are no doubt breeds that caunot
be made first-class table fowls, and again
there are breeds that would never make
first-rate layers. The small but milky
Jersey cow could hadly be expected to

ever make as large or good a beef as the

shorthorn, and we doubt if any method
of breeding would bring the Leghorn up
to as high a standard as some of our
well-knowu table breeds. The quality of

the Leghorn is undoubtedly fine when
young, but with age this quality is lost

to a certain extent by the functions which
demaud the fuel for egg production and
not for meat. We think the Leghorn,
like the Jersey, has a place to- fill in ani-

mal economy the same as the Durham
and Brahma, but iu a different sense.

»
» »

In one of the numerous incubator cat-

alogues that are as free as water, we find

the following axiom : "To get fertile

eggs not over seven hens should be put
with one cock." Such advice may apply
occasionally to the Cochins and Brahmas,
but it is a sad libel on the Leghorn race.

*
* *

The condition of laying hens is an im-
portant factor in securing fertile eggs. If

a hen is laying regularly there is apt t9

be uo trouble regarding her condition. It

must be excellent. A fat hen will not
lay well, but her eggs are often as liable

to batch as the eggs from a lean hen
forced for a large egg yield. Breeders
of cattle know that a large milker is apt
to be a hard breeder. High condition
and large milk yields seemingly conspire

to prevent proper conception. Fowls at

large with good males seldom fail to pro-

duce eggs that will hatch, and the num-
ber of hens to a cock has less significance

than is commonly supposed. A safe rule

is perhaps ten Asiatics, twelve to fifteen

Plymouth Rocks or Wyandottes and fif-

teen to twenty Leghorns to one male.

*

Pens should be mated early and the

mules never changed unless disabled.

This, iu our experience, will give the best

results. Birds are very much inclined to

colonize, and broods brought up iu a coop
will generally be found together even
when full grown and removed to other

quarters.

••
Black comb and wattles often appear

in fowls and are usually due to bad diges-

tion and to the liver. We recently saw a

very bad case, a cockerel having his comb
and wattles almost black. They looked
as if charred. The remedy usually ap-

plied is calomel, but none of the latter

being at hand, a few Mandrake pills were
giveu to the bird. The following day
both comb and wattles resumed their

natural bright red color, and the bird was
to all appearance completely restored to

health.

•••

Our esteemed contemporary the Ameri-
can Stock-Keeper thinks that Andalusi-

ans are the progenitors of black and
white Minorcas. The truth of the mat-
ter is that black and white Minorcas bred
together wilt produce Andalusians. The
latter do not breed true to color, but
black Minorcas do. It was claimed that

the Andalusians was an ancient and well-

established breed, but its antiquity, to

judge by some of the stock at large, is of
very recent origin.

**
Leghorn breeders will no doubt soon

have a poultry paper devoted to the Leg-
horn only. It is to be called the Silver

Egg and will hail from Ohio. There is

plenty of room for such a journal, and it

should meet with success.

•

We are frequently asked the ques-

tion, what it costs to raise a chicken to

the broiler age. This is one of those
questions that cannot l>e intelligently

answered, as feed and management are

variable quantities. In Hammontou, N.

J., where thousands of broilers are raised,

the authorities differ as to the cost. Mr.
P. H. Jacobs estimates the cost at five

cents per pound, Mr. G. W. Pressey con-

siders ten cents per pouud about right,

and Mr. M. K. Boyer claims the average
cost of a broiler when ready for market
to be nineteen and one-half cents.

.*
Our own observation leads us to think

that twenty-five cents is very near the
cost of a broiler at ten weeks of age tak-

ing the general average. Some no doubt
fall below this and not a few exceed it

Where eggs are purchased ii; is seldom
safe to count on more than one-third

producing marketable broilers. Such
has been the experience of one of the
largest broiler raisers in New Jersey. It

is always well in figuring out the possible

profits of any business to be guided by
average results.

«
• *

The Fanciers' Journal is enjoying
a pretty good sized boom at present. Poul-

try fanciers are realizing the value of a

weekly medium for the interchange of
ideas, and they have loyally supported
us by sending in large numbers of sub-

scriptions. Our list now contains the

best and most progressive poultrymen
and fanciers iu the country, men who
appreciate a live newspaper. The adver-

tisers also are among the most reliable in

the fancy, and it is our aim to cater to

those only. As an advertising medium
for the sale of fine stock The Journal
is unsurpassed, as its readers are buyers.

While our rates may seem high, they are

far. lower in comparison with those
papers circulating only among a limited

number of buyers. The Journal reachea

all the poultrymen and fanciers and
thousands of others that no other paper
reaches. The season for advertising is

now on hand, and we would advise all

breeders to try The Journal if they
have good stock for sale. Try a breeders'

card, no matter how small. It will pay.

«
« *

The policy of The Journal, while in-

dependent aud progressive, will always
be found conservative. It values the in-

telligence of its readers too highly to

descend to sensational and selfish means
in order to gain notoriety. It is pub-

lished for the benefit of its readers aud
advertisers, and the columus are always
open for gentlemanly discussion. We
solicit articles on all subjects of interest

to fanciers and our readers can help us

greatly to make The Journal indispen-

sable to all poultrymen.

• #

In the excitement attending the great

southern poultry shows the West has
been almost forgotten. It is well to re-

member that Indianapolis will hold its

great annual show January 20 to 25, 1891.

* •

Judging by the reports received, the

management of the poultry department
at the Fat Stock Show at Chicago was
anything but satisfactory, and the excel-
lent at>«><>. ..r iBQn

of George T. Pitkin is a splendid vindi-

cation for the latter. It pays to place

poultrymen at the helm.

•••

The American Buff Club and the Pekiu
Bantam Club will both hold their meet-
ings in New York during the show there.

Poultry and Picreon Meeting.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The Toronto Poultry, Pigeon and
Pet Stock Association held its regular

monthly meeting at Richmond Hall,

November 13, the president in the chair.

Minutes of previous meeting adopted as

read. Discussion as to changing the by-

laws was indulged in, but being out of
order at any but an annual meeting, it

was left undecided until the annual meet-
ing in Decenil>er. There were white-
crested black Polands exhibited by Mr.
D. G. Davies, and silver Polands by Mr.
Charles R. Bache, of Todmordeu. Some
lively discussion ensued on current top-
ics. Receipts 15.40.

E. F. Doty, Secretary.

Meeting Place of the A. C. A.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : From letters sent me here from
Rochester 1 fin<l that the next annual
meeting of the American Columbarian
Association will be held at Charleston,
S. C, uext January.

George E. Peer,
Secretary A. C. A.

Rochester, Nov. 19, 1890.

—"Mv dear boy," said a mother to her
son as he handed aj-ound his plate for
more turkey, "this is the fourth time you
have been helped." "I know, mother,"
replied the boy, "but that turkey pecke<l
me once and I want to get square with
him." He got the turkey.
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MR. RBYNAUD'8 RBPLY.

The Oontroversy Over the Oominir
Big Poultry Shows.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Mr. Ross A. Smith, having

through your valuable journal of Novnn-

ber 33, given to the public a long letter

in which he calls me to account for the

course I have thought proper to follow

since last spring, I humbly claim from

yon the privilege ofsayingafew words

in my own defense.

To Mr. Smith's first question, "What
has Charleston and the South ever done

to him, or what has he against Charleston

and the South ?" This is his accusation

that I am trying to pull .>own some other

association. I wish nothing but good to

Charlestou and the South. In poultry

matters I recognize no section of country,

no county or city. I acknowledge but

one world of poultry, and my first and
sole aim is to strengthen the interests of
breeders in general and to protect them
regardless of what section or man I may
hurt in so doing. . .

When Charleston was first spoken of I

worked for the City by the Sea and tried
to impress the public with the propfiety
of having all the clubs meet South.

Later on, when the facts in the case of
the quarrel between Greenville and
Charleston were fully known to me, after
a very careful study and voluminous cor-
mpondence I reached the only possible
conclusion—that Greenville was in the
rij{ht and Charleston an outgrowth of
disaensions and unworthy the attention
of the best breeders of the country.

I still worked for the South, but against
Charleston, not. however, from any per-
onal reasons, but from a sense of justice
and equity. The sectional ;.uarrel was a
mistake and a crime. For outside asso-
ciations to meddle in the quarrel was a
blunder. Common sense dictated that
both Charleston and Greenville should
be entirely cast aside and some other
locality selected for the meetings. I ac-
cordingly proposed New Orleans, Aft-

gusta, etc., and finding that my propofi-
tions were a waste of ink. I concentrated
all my energy on New York, with what
snccess remains to 1)e seen.

I hope the Charleston show will be a
snccess, but I do not expect it to l)e. As
soon as I saw that Charleston, or rather
the South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock
AHociation (not incorporated) was un-
willing to acknowledge its sin and would
hold a show no matter what happened, I

gave up the fight, not wishing to injure
the poultry interest, and would have re-
mained quiet, had I not been called up
again by the letter to which this is an
answer.
As regards Mr. Smith's comparative

table of exhibits al New York and at the
th« South Carolina State Fair, I can sav
little at present. Having just moved
from New York to New Jersey I cannot
get hold of the necessary papers to make
an intelligent reply. However I feel
certain that on an accurate count New
York will not come out second,and taking
in consideration that all the exhibits at
New York were extra fine specimens,
while at Charleston it is more than prob-
able that the standard was no higher
than at the average state fair, comparison
becomes odious. New York is not ahead
of all other cities liecause it is called
New York, but because it is the metrop-
olis of this great country and the best
market in Anicrira. Breeders who at
heart detest New York and have no faith
in the management of its shows, send
their birds on anyhow, l>ecause they are
looking for dollars, not for .sentiment.

Mr. Smith may rest assured that the
meeting place of the specialty clubs
Causes nie no worry. Personally, I care
not where they go, and I wish the ma-
jority to rule. The meetings should be
held wh^rc the majority of the mcml>er»
will attend. If a certain section wishes
the meeting, breeders from that loca'ity
sbonld join. The stand Mr. Smith took
in trying to get the meetings was far
from correct. He said in substance :

Come to us and we will join, meet else-
where and we will have nothing to do
with yon. An honorable man or society
cannot be bought, and such an offer is

t4)otamount to a bid for purchase. After
receipt of his letter I worked harder than

ever for New York against Charleston,
believing that to go to the latter city after

such an ofiler would be humiliating and
degrading. As secretary of the American
Buff Cochin Club and the Pekiu Bantam
Club I have worked hard for their pros-

perity, but my self respect would not
allow me to enter into auy bargain. The
constitutions and by-laws of both clubs
are public property, and they clearly

state the proper manner of becoming a
member, no other way is to be thought
of. In this I am sure that I will receive
the support of all honest breeders, and I

am willing to abide by their decision.
Mr. Smith's offer meant to me the re-

covery of the money I have expended
in behalf of the clubs, over the amount
received through the usual channel, but
I spurned it and preferred to pocket my
loss. Believing that it is to the interest

of poultry breeders to come to New York,
I speak and write in favor of their
coming. Time will show who is right.

January and February are not far off, and
when the show season closes let New
York and Charleston exhibitors compere
notes.

Let all clubs which have not yet made
their decision think the matter over care-
fully and go where their interests call

them. Charleston may have the Crystal
Palace show of America, but New York
will have ihe show of America.

G. P. Reynaud.
New York City, Nov. 27.

CANADIAN GOSSIP.

The Toronto Bantam, Piffeon and
Pet Stock Club Shuts Down.

Special Correspoudence.

Toronto, Nov. 19.—On the nth of

November the Toronto Bantam, Pigeon

and Pet Stock Club came to a respectable

ending. It was decided to shut down
owing to the Toronto Poultry Association.

The said association will also benefit by
the move taken by the late Bantam Club.

The cups were presented and were won
as follows : For game bantams, Mr. Geo.

McDcrmott ; ornamental bantams, Mr.

C. R. Bache ; for pigeons, high-class and
tr*vc Vw^tli c*i*^^ to Mt- Williain Fox. T*"*

show cages and fixtures belonging to the
club were presented to the Toronto Poul-
try, Pigeon and Pet Stock Association.
A meeting of those interested in mes-

senger pigeons was held on Monday even-
ing, the loth inst., at Richmond Hall,
and was largely attended. Thp object of
the meeting was to organize an Ontario
branch of the Dominion Messenger Pig-
eon Association. On motion Mr. Joseph
Dilworth was appointed chairman and
Mr. C. F. Wagner secretary. Major Ma-
son on behalf of Major-General Cameron,
by whom the association was organized,
explained the object of the meeting, and
after some discussion it was unanimously
decided to establish an as.soc:ation for
the province of Ontario in afliliation with
the Dominion Association. Nearly every
one present signed the roll of the new
association, and the election of officers
was then proceeded with . President, Mr.
Joseph Dilworth ; vice-president, Mr Jas.
Wright ; secretary. Mr. C. F. Wagner

;

treasurer, Mr. J. Mason.
The quail is known to be a friendly

bird, but its social qualities were not sus-

Cected until one walked into Joe Sharp's
arroom at North Toronto, looked around

the room and took up a position behind
the stove. It might have gone to sam-
pling the liquors ha<l not Mr. Sharp in-
terfered anil placed his quailship in a
cage, where he remains, a warning to all

dissipated birds of his kind. Anon.

Pigeons in Prance.

The French as a nation are not to

be compared with the Belgians or Eng-
lish for the cultivation of fancy pigeons.

Pigeon fanciers are very few in France,
and there are only a few societies. These
societies are Columbarian societies, a
specialist club not being known in the
whole of France. An exhibition of poul-
try and pigeons is held annually in Paris,
but the classification of the pigeon sec-
tion is very poor, and most of the prizes
are won by two or three pigaon dealers.
In the south of France, that is, along the
coast of the Mediterranean, a great many

runts are bred, and it is from that coast

that runts are imported into England.
Visiting the bird shops of Paris on the
Quai du Louvre, and other parts, one
sees only a few cross bred pigeons, and
now and then a fair jacobin or fantail,

but a .really first-class pigeon, such as we
have m England, is never seen. One
reason why the French do not cultivate

pigeons to a greater extent is that families

do not occupy the whole of a bouse as

we do in England, but live in flats, and
therefore have not the privilege, as we
have, of having a garden at the rear of
the house on which to erect an aviary.

Londoners visiting Paris would look in

vain round the large buildings, such as
N'otre Dame, the Louvre, or Hotel de
Ville, for a flock of pigeons such as can
be seen at St. Paul's, the Houses of Par-
liament, the Law Courts, Guildhall, and
othe^ well-known buildings in London.
Last year a pair of pigeons built a nest in

one of the beautiful trees on the Boule-
vard Sebastopol—thi* business quarter of
the city of Paris—and reared a pair of
young, but as soon as the young could
fly they all took leave, and have not
made their appearance again this year.

It was (juite pleasing to see what interest

the Parisians took in this pair of pigeons,
for it is a very rare occurrence for pigeons
to build in any of the trees on the boule-
vards. As the French Government has
now adopted homing pigeons for military
purposes, several lofts have been built in

different parts of the country. Each loft

is large enough to contain about five

hundred birds, which are undergoing
proper training for use in the time of
war. One loft is at Brest, and the birds
are bei)ig trained for carrying messages
between the French torpedo boats and
the Marine Perfecture of Brest. Several
trials to test the velocity and distance
have taken place, and have so far proved
quite a success—Feathered World.

POSTAL CARDS IN BUSINESS.

A Writer Endorses Mr. Noeckel's
Lietter on the Subject.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: In a recent number of your
journal I noticed an article written by
Mr. Noeckel, of Lansdowne, Pa., regard-

ing correspondence of different breeders

throughout the country in reference to

birds and eggs which they have to offer

for sale. I certainly am of the same
opinion that he is in this respect, believ-

ing that there is entirely too much neg-

lect on the part of breeders in answering

correspondence. In my opinion a postal

card is worth just as much to a dealer as

a tweuty-page letter, and in fact more so,

as it shows that the corresftondent is a

man of business and not one given to

writing lengthy letters which at times it

is almost impossible to decipher. I

would much rather for my own part have
a man write me briefly, coming exactly to
the point with one sentence than by
beating around the Lush with two or
three pages of matter and then not speci-
fying intelligently what he wants.
The breeder certainly knows exactly

what birds and eggs he has to offer, and
if an inteiTding purchaser writes him
with few words he certainly will, if he is

any business man, answer the corre-
spondent fully, and should he have a
catalogue or circular of his birds send one
to him at the same time with the corre-
spondence, drawing attention to any
niatter that may be therein stated in
reference to the subject at hand. There
is one particular firm with which I am
personally acquainted which makes it a
rule at all times to send not only a cata-
logue, but to write the parties fully and
intelligently regarding all breeds. I

will not mention the name, as you might
consider it an advertisement, but I cer-
tainly would like to know for my own
satisfaction to whom Mr. Noeckel refers
in the article as sending an elaborate cata-
logue and writing the parties fully. I

am not personally acquainted with the
gentleman, but take much pleasure in
glancing at his birds as I pass by his
house from time to time. As I am in-
terested in fancy stock, I take pride in
pointing out among his birds some very
fine specimens. H. L. Holmes.
Lansdowne, Pa., Nov. «4.

(^HIPS FROM THE

Poultry gLocR.

BREED OHARAOTBRISnOS.

BY TRIXIB.

Why is it that we must make every

new breed out to be so much better than

all of our old breeds ? The buff Leghorn

boomer has caught on, and we are told

that they are not only larger than any of

the old varieties of the Leghorn family,

but that they lay a larger egg and more
of them ; next they will be accredited

with being as persistent sitters as our old

grey mother goose of "fond remem-
brance." I want to see the buff grow in

favor, but not at the expense of bis kins-

men.

I would love to see one breed intro-

duced without the aid of the boomer, but

he appears to be a necessary evil. No
breed has ever or ever will derive any
benefit from his "quill." He creates a

false demand, feathers his nest by the

sale of poor culls that should never enter
a breeding yard, and when the l>oom is

"busted" he is ready for the next new can-
didate. I like to see a slower growth and
one that has a good, healthy root.

There is not the least doubt but that
the buff Leghorns have come to stay, and
I would like to see nothing bred but the
very best that we can get. From what
little experience I have had with buff
Cochins I know with the best of care in

selectingour breeders we cannot hope to
raise a large per cent of fine exhibition
chicks, and the buff Leghorns being a
new breed will be still more difficult to

breed the true buff.

That McKinley tariff is goiu^ to do
the poultry business no end of injury, if,

as is claimed, thoroughbred fowls have to
pay a twenty-five per cent duty. Who
will l>e l)enefitted by this duty, tariff or
tax ? Will it be the American fancier
and breeder? He may be, but I must
acknowledge that I cannot "figger" up
where he will lie a penny richer by hav-
ing to pay this twenty five per cent to
the Custom House officials.

Then there is that five rents a t\men
upon eggs—that is the "unkindestcut" of
all. Our American hen cannot lay as
many eggs as we can consume, and were
she to treble her output, there w.ould be
no glut in the market. True, our small
towns frequently receive more than they
can handle profitably, but I believe our
large cities never receive more than they
can make immediate use of. There are
thousands of poor people in all our large
cities that this duty will deprive of a nu-
tritious article of food. I am a "free
trader" when it come to eggs and pure-
bred fowls.

Your readers will doubtless consider
me "luney" on the egg question, but if we
should get no eggs we could by no possi-

bility raise any chicks ; that being the
case it should be our first care to secure
the greatest number, especially during
the breeding season. In a state of nature
poultry of all kinds lay but few if any
eggs during the winter season ; that is

one of the results of domestication and
can yet with many breeds be still further
cultivated. At this season eggs are well
up in the figures, and every breeder
should see that his hens get down to
business—it is the kind of business that
makes the balance on the right side qf
the ledger. ^'
To get eggs in winter we must breOT

for them, feed for them, house for them,
and not crowd one hundred head in a
house that is only large enough to ac-
commodate twenty-five. We all of us
lose money every season by not giving
our hens as much room as they should
have. When crowded they cannot re-

main in perfect health—give them room.

Too Many Breeds.

Amateurs often make a mistake in at-

tempting to keep too many varieties of

fowls. Many will get half a dozen or

more kinds and "park" them in small in-
closures, where they will get disease and
be worthless. Fowls must have range to
do well—the lively breeds more than the
heavy breeds. One or two .cinds, well
kept, are better than a dozen kinds poorly
kept.—American Poultry Yartl.

I

Pood for One Breed Is Not the
Food for All Breeds.

O. O. Brown in Baltimore Sun.

If farmers knew more about the char-

acteristic traits of some of the breeds of

thoroughbred poultry they would derive

more profit in raising them. Fowls of

the different breeds are quite unlike in a

great many respects. The food that will

yield excellent egg results with one breed

will cause another breed to fatten so they

will be comparatively worthless. In

keeping the Asiatics the farmer who de-

pends upon corn as the main diet, if he

is a liberal feeder, soon has a flock of fat,

lazy chickens that are very indifferent

layers. A com diet will fatten Brahmas
and Cochins the same as it will swine.

All the Asiatics except the Langshans are

inclined to be exceedingly quiet and in-

different foragers, and their food should

consist of little com. The best food for

them is, in the morning, a mixed mess of

corumeal and wheat bran at the rate of

one-third of the bran to two-thirds corn-

meal, and in the evening alternate with

oats, buckwheat and corn, but on the days

com is fed some other grain should be
mixed with it. Asiatics should be fed
sparingly in the mornings if they are run-
ning at large, which will induce them to
hunt around for insects, weed seed, grass,

etc., and thereby get the exercise they
need. If they are fed all they will eat in

the morning they will not forage at all.

Langshans are far more active than any
other of the Asiatics, and in most in-

stances have proved to be enterprising
foragers. Cochins are exceedingly fond
of scratching, and they like to dust in a
newly-sowed onion bed. As layers all

the Asiatics can be classed as moderate
except the Langshans, and they will lay

a larger number of eggs in a year than
the others. The light Brahmas' eggs
average the largest, and the buffCochius'
the smallest. The chicks are slow in be-
coming completely feathered—the Lang-
shans again excepte<l. The Asiatic chicks

„» »!.«

than any other variety,

is their forte rather
more weight
Meat production
than eggs.

The Langshan is by far the best gen-
eral-purpose fowl of the Asiatics, and its

valuable characteristics are every day be-
coming more clearly recognize<l. The
light Brahmas have stood the test of time
for years and been classed as the peers of
most Asiatics, but the Langshans, on ac-

count of their rapid growth, good egg-
laying and excellent foraging qualities,

appear to be more than rivals. Care ancl

judicious feeding makes, perhaps, greater
difference with ihe Asiatics than any
of the other breeds. There are no breeds
that are better setters, their greatest fault

being their clumsiness in breaking eggs
in coming from and returning to the
nests, and trampling the chicks the first

two or three days alter they are hatched.
To some extent this may be prevented if,

where the hen is heavily feathered on the
legs and toes, the feathers are cut with
shears close to the leg and toes, beginning
an inch below th? knee joint. They
should be cut with shears, never pulled
out.

Games of all varieties are active forag-

ers, fair layers, good setters and mothers,
the hen having been known to fight a
hawk in defense ofher young brood. There
is a rich, juicy, gamy flavor to their

meat, produced probably by their suc-
cessful foraging expeditions in securing
insectivorous food. They are good flyers,

and it is troublesome to try to keep them
in a limited enclosure without clipping a
portion of one wing. In cutting the
wings of fowls to prevent their flying the
wing quills, as is generally done, should
«<?/ be cut off at all. The proper why is

to spread open the wings, and with a
sharp knife or shears cut the feather or
web portion only, leaving the naked
quills. If half an inch of the feather
portion is left on the end of each quill the
wing will not show it has been tampered
with when it is folded in its natural po-
sition. Games are bred in many sections
of the South almost exclusively. Games,
as called for by the standard, must, in

the case of each breed, possess certain
peculiarities or colors and shades of plu-

mage. The majority of games are what is

known as pit stock.
Many farmers do not seem to under-

stand the difference between pit games
and thoroughbreds. The difference is

this : A pure game must be without the
admixture of any other game blood but
that of the variety to which it belongs

;

a pit game is the result of any two game
breeds crossed, the resulting progeny be-
ing classed as pits. In the crossing the
characteristic plumage of the pure birds
is generally mixed or nearly entirely
changed in the chicks, though sometimes
these crosses still retain in a marked de-
gree the true standard plumage. Many
of the pure-bred games are at times
classed as pits, though it is rare that they
stand the test of the pit, as do the crosses.
Pit birds are usually bred for their game
qualities,specimens noted for their pugna-
cious qualities being selected, a method
that has produced some famous strains of
pits. The practice of game cock fighting
is a barbarous one. and happily the laws
of most states forbid it.

The Spanish class is noted for its won-
derful egg-laying qualities. Large single
combs are generally indications of good-
laying qualities. Where eggs are the
main object in keeping fowls most any
of the Spanish breeds will fill the bill.

They are classed as non -sitters, are won-
derful foragers, active, very prolific and
the chicks are rapid growers, getting
completely feathered very early and the
pullets often commence laying when only
five months old. They require warm
houses where the winters are severe on
account of their large combs, which are
quite susceptible to frost. As layers they
rank in about the following order : White,
brown, black Minorca, white Minorca,
Dominique, black and white-faced black
Spanish. The last named lay the largest
eggs of the Spanish breeds.
The English Dorkings are large sized

breeds, classed as good table fowls. In
this country they do not become readily
acclimated and they appear to be subject
to the roup more than most other breeds.

Their bodies are compact and plump,
with unusually full breasts and rather
short legs ana five-toed feet. They are
good mothers.
The French fowls are justly considered

the finest table fowls. The Houdan
should be classed at the head. They are
— 1 r..il I *
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less offal than any other breed, and lay a
magnificent large white shelled egg.
They rarely ever offer to sit, though they
will do so, and indifferently care for a
brood. The chicks are remarkably
thrifty, fast growers, and at eight weeks
old make fine broilers. The great draw-
back where they are not properly looked
after is their enormous crest, which in

excessive wet weather is apt to become
waterlogged if they are allowed to roam
out all day in the storm, which they are
prone to do.

The Creve coeurs, also crested, are
among the oldest of the French breeds,
but do not do so well in this country as
the Houdans. The La Fleche, like the
Crevecoeur, is black, close-feathered and
is believed to be the result of a cross be-

tween the Crevecoeur and black Spanish.
They fatten more rapidly than other
French breeds. The La Fleche chicks
are difficult to raise in this country.
Hamburgs, though they are quite good
layers, more properly Ijelong to the or-

namental varieties and are justly con-
sidered as among the handsomest breeds
we have. In the spangled varieties each
feather uniformly terminates with a
black spangle, and in the pencilled va-
rieties the feathers are barred evenly,
with black and silvery white in the silver-

pencilled breeds, and with black and a
deep golden bay in the golden variety.

These markings with their shapely rose
comb and white earlobes render them
very handsome. The little chicks are
exceedingly handsome, but somewhat
difficult to raise, and require warm sunny
places to run in, as dampness is their
greatest enemy.

Polish or Polands, as the breed is some-
times called, are also quite good layers,

but, like all crested fowls, somewhat
troublesome to raise unless extra care is

devoted to them. When carefully bred
good specimens are grand looking, and
with their wonderful development of
crest present rather a unique appear-
ance. Polands and Hamburgs are the
breeds that show to great advantage on
fine lawns, the surroundings appearing
to improve their beauty. The only way
to realize the beauty of any pure-bred

fowls is to see them in a flock by them-
selves, with suitable surroundings.
For general purpose fowls, as near per-

haps as it is possible to breed such, doubt-
less the breeds recognized as the Ameri-
can class come the nearest to such a de-

sideratum. The Plymouth Rocks, the
barred and the white, the silver, golden
and white Wyandoltes, the Javas and
Jersey Blues and American Dominiques,
all possess qualities unsurpassed by any
of the breeds named above. Some strains

of Plymouth Rocks have been bred with
the idea of improving their egg produc-
tion, and selections have been made so
that they lay eggs with brown-colored
shells only, while the majority of the
breed lay eggs greatly varying in shade
from nearly white to dark brown. The
young chicks are active, feather quite
early, and soon learn to go on insect-

foraging expeditions of their own. Even
with the best and most carefully bred
strains, there are occasionally chicks
hatched that show feathers on their legs,

and sometimes chicks that are nearly or
quite black. This is not always a sign of
impurity or carelessness in the breeding,
but is simply a case of reverting to the
original crosses from which the breed
was produced.
The same thing happens with the Wy-

andottes, and although feathered legs
with this breed are somewhat more fre-

quent, it will not occur any oftener after

the breed has had .is much care and time
devoted to it as have been given the
Plymouth Rocks. The Javas are a fine

fowl for the table and for eggs, and
should be more generally raised than 'hey
are. The same may lie said of the Jersey
blues, an old-fashioned .\tiierican breed
that existed a long time before they se-

cured standard recognition. The breed
is very popular io the Philadelphia
markets, and many of the very large
capons for which that city in times past
was noted were caponized Jersey blues.
The American fanciers have a way of

wonderfully improving the qualities of
the imported breeds, both the utility and
fancy points, so that all these breeds as
raised by them are vastly superior to the
original importations. Although the
light Brahmas are classed as Asiatics, it

must be admitted that the breed has been
made what it is by American fanciers,

the light Brahmas breil in this country
i>eing far finer in appearance and feather,

as well as in utility qualities, than those
bred abroad. The same can be said of
Leghorns. Selection, judicious mating,
and the care of American fanciers has
so improved the breed that the first im-
portations would hardly l)e considered
worthy of a place by the side of the vi-

vacious specimens of the present day.
The large family of bantams can only be
classed among fancy breeds and as pets.

PIGEON FLYING NOTBS.

Wry Tail.

A defect which is too serious to be

overlooked, and which should not be

allowed to remain in a yard of growing

chicks, is a wry tail. If a crower has

many other good points—as pure color,

good size for his variety, a square build,

straight limbs, well-formed comb and up-

right carriage—he will throw gocKl chick-
ens, generally, from well-pointed hens.
But a wry tail is unsightly and disquali-

fies in the show pen. It should be avoided
if possible ; and for api')earance's sake if

for no other reason, the cockerels and
pullets with this deformity should be
"weeded" out of your yards as soon as

old enough for the table. It is not safe
to risk the progeny of such stock as

breeders, for unless it is the result of ex-
ternal and transient circumstances it is

liable to become hereditary and to crop
out at intervals.—American Poultry Yard.

—A correspondent of an English paper
writes : "A hen's egg was found here of
slightly peculiar shape at the sniuller end,
and on being opened was found to con-
tain another egg about the size of a
black bird's, properly formed and cov-
ered with shell."

—For the table the Indian game, Dork-
ing and Houdan are the breeds of^ fowls
preferred. No breed excels the Leghorns
as layers, and for hardiness the Wyan-
dottes and Plymouth Rocks are con.sid-

ered equal to any. The light Brahma
is the largest and the l)est breed for con-
finement.

Items of Interest fW>m All Sec-
tions of Note.

Philadelphia, Nov. a8.—J.W. Booth,

3419 Trenton Avenue, Philadelphia, has

the following strangers visiting his loft,

and is desirous of communicating with

the owners : H-16351, H-3535, H-8681 and
X- 16657.

D. S. Rogers' H-1701, the eighth re-

turn in tlie young bird Concourse, was
caught and badly wounded by a hawk,
and will not go to the exhibition as in-

tended.

Look out for the Stovell lofl in the

Beh^bnt Thanksgiving fly. Paddy sent
theiji to town on ever}' train during the
whole of Tuesday last and it kept Joe
busy meeting trains and loosing, three
minutes apart, Joe unintentionally gave
the snap away. Ask him where they
home to.

Young Russell Collins was very busy
Tuesday training

; 7.10 was the first toss
from Seventh and iValnut, and the fourth
time was late in the afternoon. Some of
them got away in great shape.
There will not be any birds in the ex-

hibition from the West Philadelphia or-
ganization owing to the fly on November
37. There are nearly fifty birds in train-

ing for this fly. The Philadelphia Item
has offered a prize for the winner.
John Hunt takes his birds to the

square, liberates them, and then goc*
home and times them. How is this,

John ? that does not bear out your con-
versation the night of the banquet.
The Belmont had their annual meeting

at the club house of the Belmont Cricket
Club on November 17 last. There were
present all the members and a few in-

vited guest who were going to compete
in the Thanksgiving fly, and it was one
of the most enjoyable evenings the boys
ever spent together. There was a full

course dinner with the following

MENU.
Blue Points on Shell.

Green Turtle. Liebfrumilcb

.

Baked Salmon. Ammontelsdo.
White Potatoes. Sherry.

Roast Quail, stuffed with Oysters.
L. Koedere'rs, Carte Blanche.

Sweet Bread Pattis. St. Estephe.
Rochefort Cheese.

Salted Biscuits.
Fruit. Grapes. Almonds. Coffiee.

Toasts to the various officers of the
club and prosperity to the Federation
and pigeon flying were indulged in,

after which Mr. Morjgan gave an im-

Cromptu song to the air of "Patience" in

is usual good style, getting in some fine

his on most of the members. He was
accompanied on the piano bv John G.
Hunt. A. M. Wood then rendered with
his usual vocal ability "The Yellow Rose
of Texas," and the recent acquisition,

Mr. T. M. Rivel, played several comet
solos. President James A. Stovell re-

cited a number of humorous anecdotes,
and in the wee hours the hilarious part^
broke up, unanimously agreeing that this

was the only proper way to conduct an
annual meeting. Much credit is due
Mr. Stovell for his untiring efforts in

making it the success it was.
Among other pigeon matters that came

in for discussion was the merits of a cer-

tain pigeon, and the outcome was the
arrangement of a fly to take place on
Christmas Day from Harrisburg, Pa., for

$50. Another meeting will be called
after the annual to penect the details.

It keeps the office busy at the North-
west corner of Washington Square, dis-

persing the crowd who congregate to
watch the start of birds in training for

Thanksgiving. He has promised to be
on hand on that day, and see that the
people keep back and do not interfere

with the start. He says birds are being
let go continually from 7.30 A. M. to 4.30
P. M., and is Komg to start a loft of his

own as soon as possible.

Among the Philadelphia fanciers who
are going to attend the show and ann'isl
are Messrs. Shepherd, Conley, Rogers,
Work, Maule, Morgan, Bockius, Eljerle,

George R. Callaghan and M. L. Edwards.

Wings.

—The red cap fowl is classed among
the best 1 wers and most beautiful birds
ever introduced into this country.

—A North Carolina hen has the hys-
terics, thus boldy asserting the preroga-
tive ofher sex.—Lowell Citizen.
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THE MALAY FOWL.

Not a Good Utility Bird, but a
Layer of Rich Effga.

Corrr»poadeuce Feathered World.

As I wrote the above title I heard iu

imagination the exclamations of disgust

with which readers will turn away to

some more congenial subject. Surely we

Malay fanciers should be able to trace

our descent from the children of Gibeon,

for truly we are a despised people. Yet,

when the fowl fence, of which my friend

Hawkins wrote the other day, assumes

the Malay type, there is nothing fitful iu

its character—rather it is most virulent

and lasting. How many times I wonder

has Mr. Hawkins moulted out since he

was "first acquaint" with our long-legged

favorites ? How many years have rolled

away since the Rev. A. Brook purchased

his first pen of the variety off an East

Indiaman at Bristol ? Still, both these

gentlemen are as keen as of old", and

only the other day Mr. Hawkins wrote to

we telling me of nearly a hundred for-

ward chickens.
As a purely utility fowl I never recom-

uieud the Malay, yet the eggs laid.by the
hens are so rich as to make a iiersou who
has once tasted ihem ill-content with any
others, and the man who turns up his

nose at a four months' pullet, nicely
roasted and served, deserves to fast

awhile. But as a fancy variety few breeds
can compete with it as regards purity of
race and ancient lineage ; its breeders
will meet with none of the disappoint-
ments so frequent with the followers of
novelties. I will guarantee my favorites
to breed as true to type in the main
points as sparrows, though of course per-
fection is no easier of attainment with us
than with others.

Previous to the great Cochin era Malays
were highly valued, not only for their
striking characteristics, but as a cross to
impart size in other varieties. Since that
date their history has t^eeii one long
struggle for existence, and their extinc-
tion has been freely prophesied. - Not
only ii.ive liieir reai bad qualities been
constantly thrown into Iheir teeth, but
they have also been the subjects of
slander and caluumy. Yet xhey still

come up smiling, and I am assured that
where there were five breeders of the va-
riety when I took it up twenty years ago,
there are now at least fifteen, and I trust
their admirers will continue to increase.
Certainly no breed can be more suitable
to a beginner ; in none are the Salient
points so striking, and so easily fixed in

the mind of a young fancier. The broad
heavy browed skull, surmounted with
half walnut-shapea comb, the wide shoul-
ders and distinctly arched back—once
.seen, should never Ije forgotten—and few
seasons with Malays ought to prove valu-
able as a lesson in the art of breeding all

kinds of fancy stock. A quarrelsome
disposition is one of the l)ad qualities
often laid to the charge of Malays, and
certainly they do not l)elong to the "turn
the other cheek" brotherhooil. Still, as
regards the chickens, I have never l>een

j

troubled with the wholesale scalping pro-
i

clivities so usual in broo«ls of old-fash- '

ioned game. "But ain't they great bul- i

lies and greater cowards?" says my
reader, if any read so far. Yes, they are
certainly bullies where they take a dis-
like, and any member of tlie flock thus
unfortunate shouM at once l>e taken
away, or he will meet with scant mercy.
Nevertheless the cocks are usually gallant
liijsl)ands, and I carry scars bearing wit-
iietw to their valor when upon occasion I

have incautiously picked up a lady of the
harem.
"The west couulree" has always been

the stronghold of the race, and down
west they love courage both in man and
bird, in illustration of which 1 heard a
story at the last Dairy show. "Fifteen
years ago," said my Cornish friend, "a
certain gentleman was carrying all before
him at the shows with Malays. 1 did

j

not like being beaten and wrote to him
'

to ticnd me a first-rate pair. The bargain
]was made and eij^ht guines was the figure 1

—a very high price in those days. I had 1

a farming friend who would always walk
my birds, and when these arrived I at
..nee sent a boy to his place with the
' "Ck Mala^. lie was turned down in
ilie yard with some young stags of the

satne variety, one of which at once threw
down the glove to the stranger. There
was a short brush, but soon the new-
comer was in full flight. Just then the
proprietor came round the corner. His
eye fell upon the recreant. 'What brute
is that?' he asked. Tlease, sir, said the
l)oy. 'Mr. T. sent him for von to walk.'
'Catch him and wring his neck,' cried

the farmer. 'But, sir,' said the boy, 'he's

Mr. T.'s.' 'Wring his neck,' was the re-

iterated order, 'I don't walk runners,'
and it was done."
"A week after," continued my fripn<l,

"I heard one evening a disturbance in

my poultry jard. It was moonlight, and
looking into the roosting house I could
see my lately purchased hen job jobbing
away at her next neighlwr on the perch.
I caught her by the head, gave her a
swing and hanged if her l)ody did not
part company, and that," added the
Cornishman, dryly, "was what became
of my eight guineas." So you see they
tolerate neither cowardice nor bullying
in the land of Drake and Raleigh. The
story, moreover, exemplifies the fact that
courage or the reverse, like other char-
acteristics, runs in particular strains, in
further proof of which I may state that
at the present time I have a hen in my
yard that I verily believe would "whip
her weight in wild cats."

In conclusion, I would call attention to
a few matters which 1 think militate
against the popularity of Malays. They
are seldom provided classes at shows,
and have therefore to take refuge in those
receptacles for the destitute, which have
been aptly called lottery classes, wherein,
being by no means favorites with .some
judges, they often meet with scant
justice. Worse still, they have of late
l)een often most unhappily married to
Indian game, with the result that their
owners not caring to court certain, if not
always merited defeat, keep their birds
at home. A third grievance is fast be-
coming a thing of the pait—namely, the
erratic judging so common a little while
since, when some of our arbitrators ap-
parently regarding long legs and shiny
plumage as the only things needful in a
Malay. Perhaps there is yet another
reason why we lovers of the variety keep
in the background, and that is we have
not enough of the dcau sabreur swagger
so ciiaracteristic of our lavorites. The
poultry world is very like the world at
large—if you don't keep pushing you are
apt to go the wall.

Exercise.

All animated nature from the lowest

creeping thing up to man needs exercise

to enable it to thrive, maintain a desirable

degree of health and reprotluce its kind.

Many of the diseases which so harass the
breeder and injure or destroy the flock
can generally be traced to lack of facili-

ties for healthful exercise. There are
many farmers as well as cottagers who
claim thoroughbred fowls, taken as a
class, are moVe liable to disease and dis-
orders than are the common fowls; that
many of the ailments now so common
and so fatal were never known at all

until the introduction of pure breeds.
Much of this may be true, but there are
many causes which would account for
all this outside of the question of pure
breeds. There is no doubt but a flock of
ten or fifteen fowls can be useful and
apparently all right in a comparatively
small inciosun; provided they are kept
clean and fed properly, but when they
utterly refuse to "shell out" and contract
the habit of feather plucking or egg eat-

ing, you can reasonably set it down that
the want of proper exercise is invariably
the cause of the trouble, and that while
appliances and treatment may mitigate
some of the trouble, it is only by remov-
ing the cause entirely that a radical cure
can l)e effected. As sure as two and two
make four so sure is agreeable exercise
essential to health, egg production ami
a vigorous offspring. Those who bree<l
many varieties can not give their breed-
ing stock i)roper exercise. Many of the
complaints about the infertility of eggs
and weakly chicks in the shell could Ix"

traced to the fowls which do not get
proper exercise.—Ohio Poultry Journal.

GREENVILLE'S COMING SHOW

—A poultry bouse twelve by eighteen
feet will accommodate forty hens during
the winter. Care should always l)e taken
to have it as comfortable a» poitsible in
order to promote laying.

Prospects for a Grand Exhibition
of Poultry and Dors.

Editor Fancikrs' Journai..

StR: The South Carolina Poultry and

Pet Stock Association will hold its first

annual exhibition at Greenville, S. C,
January 27 to 31, 1S91. The association

is incorporated under the laws of the

state, has a capital stock of I3000 and has

made application for increase to l^sooo.

If enthusiasm, energy, liberality and
hard work can make a show of national

reputation, the Greenville show will be

the Crystal Palace show of the South.

See what the Southern Fancier of Atlanta,

Ga. (November issue), our home poultry
journal, says about the Greenville show :

"One of the most seductive attractions

to the poultry breeders of America in the
long list of poultry shows for the season
of 1890-91 will be the exhibition of the
South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock
Association (incorporated) at Greenville,

January 27 to 31, 1891. The association
is composed of some of the most promi-
nent breeders of the South, has a paid in

capital stock of I3000, and has now pend-
ing an application for an increased char-
ter in order to accommodate the large
and pressing demand for shares in its

capital stock. The men at its head are
enthusiastic, full of energy and liberality

and are working hard to make it a show
of national reputation. Their efforts

command the attention of breeders every-
where, and by such conduct assures the
success of their show. Though this is

the first meeting under the auspices of
the uew corporation, breeders from all

over the country would do well to re-

member the adage about a new broom,
etc., and take advantage of their first

sweep and themselves sweep in some of
the many rich prizes offered by the new
association. We cannot see how a visit

to the show could fail to be remunerative,
and it will certainly be made pleasant bv
the mountain boys and their friends.

Don't forget that Greenville is the Chi-
cago of Carolina, and whenever she puts
her shoulder to the wheel, the wheel
hums, etc. Every breeder attending the
A. P. A. at Charleston should include in

their circuit the Greenville show, etc.

They will not overlook the fact that there
are many cash premiums of f50 just wait-
ing for somebody to pick them up.
"The South Carolina Kennel Associa-

tion, recent organized, will unite with
the Poultry Association and have a large
l>ench show under the American Kennel
Club rules with the genial and well-known
John Davidson as judge. Two large halls
have been secured, one for the poultry
and the other for dogs. Accommoda-
tions will be made for at least 3000 birds
and an unusually large number of dogs.
The services of the following prominent
gentlemen have l>een secured as judges of
the poultrv : H. S. BalK-ock and J. H.
Drevenstecft, and Franklane L. Sewell,
one of the foremost artists of America,
will illustrate twenty of the most typical
specimens of poultry and dogs. Remem-
ber that this great artist will be on hand
to photograph and make cuts of their
favorites. The association will offer
large and attractive cash premiums rang-
ing from $1 to |i(x), also many specials
from $1 to I25. The premium list is now
in press and will soon Ije issued. Send
for one to A. H. Kohii, sccre ary. Pros-
perity, S. C. No better evidence of the
nascent spirit of enterprise in the South
is needed than this matured awd richly
premiumed show, for though it is the first

exhibition under the new corporation it

starts off like a veteran in its complete-
ness of detail. It wants nothing but the
concert of action by the breeders of the
state to make it a comjdete success, for
the inducements and rewards of the show
to be held in the mountain city are of
such a substantial nature as to warrant a
grand exhibition."
We have arranged for a grand southern

circuit, each city only 120 miles apart,
Charleston, S. C, January 13 to 17 ;

August, Ga., January 20 to 25 ; Green-
ville, S. C, January 27 to 31, 1891. We
have secured H. A. Bridge to superin-
tend. We offer |ioo for best collection
of fowls and $50 for second best collec-
tion ; J25 for best collection of pigeons,
and many cash specials from $1 to $10,
all exhibits returned for one fare. Ex-
cursion rates on all railroads. Hotel ac-

commodations I1.50 to $2 per day. There
will be many attractions during the exhi-

bition week. Come one, come all, and
advance your poultry interest by being
represented at our shows. Our premium
list, which is the largest and handsomest
ever issued, is now ready for delivery.

Send name and address to A. H. Kohn,
Prosperity, S. C, or S. T. Lea, Cokes-
bury, S. C. Dr. S. T. Lea.

President.

Cokesbury, S. C, Nov. 27.

ROLLERS.

It Is a Beautiful Siffht to See
Them on the Winff.

Highflyer iu Feathered World.

I have read with much interest the let-

ters on various breeds, and will now
give my exoerience on the flying of

rollers. I feel sure many of your read-

ers will agree with me when I say that a

first-class kit of these birds is a grand

sight on the wing, and will often be the

means of the fancier spending his leisdre

hours at home. Now, fanciers who live

in a locality where it is not too thickly

inhabited, and where there is a nice bit

of garden at the back, will find a kit of
rollers very amusing, more especially in

summer time. The only objection in

keeping these is, you must have a large

stock it >ou intend being at the top of
the tree. Many old fanciers think there
is nothing so admirable as a flight of
forty birds, all good workers, and no one
can help but admire them in the glisten-

ing sun, but still I like to see about
twenty as well as any—they appear to get
over the ground Ijetter, and can lie seen
to work to advantage. A place about six

feet square would be suitable for them,
fitted up with shelves, eleven inches
wide and half-inch thick, with upright
partitions eighteen inches apart. When
the breeding commences place a nest box
at one end. The door of the place should
be opposite, so that the fancier has full

view of his birds immediately it is open.
The other two sides can l>e filled with
perches in the shape of a triangle, and
should be suflicieutly large to shelter the
birds undenieath, so that the dirt will not
drop on them. Good ventilation is also
necessary, and should be as near the top
of the roof as possible. A wire or lat-

tice-work trap will be found very useful,

not for catching others, but to place your
birds in when starting then<. This will

be the means of them all getting on the
wing together, which is of great import-
ance.
To establish a first-class kit requires

time and patience, even when you are in

|K>ssessioii of a goo<l strain. I should
think there is no other bird requires so
much personal observation. The weed-
ing out of faulty birds, such as outside
ffyers, or those that fly underneath the
kit, is of great importance. The point
the fancier should try to accomplish is to
get a kit of about twenty-five to mount
well up and fly close together—so close
that a sheet would appear to cover the
lot. Every bird shoula work at the turn,
and shoula be made up of long and short
rollers, spinners, mad tumblers and twiz-
zlers, ana by regular practice they will in

time all work together to perfection.

Now, to get a kit of this description
takes several years' careful breening

;

and, another thing, you must have a good
knowledge of the birds you are going to
breed from, and until you have had
several years' experience you will be
working in the dark. Old fanciers, who
have been in the fancy for years, know
the breed of their birds for several gen-
erations, consequently they know ex-
actly what they are likely to breed. They
know how to pair them and to breed
young stock that will turn out satisfac-

tory. On the other hand, an amateur has
to pair them to the l>est of his judgment,
and prove for himself the result of the
youngsters. There is a }jreat in the gen-
eral management; cleanliness and regular
attention is necessary, with plentv of
harp grit at their command, 'fheir
staple mod should consist of peas and
barley twice a day when snuabs are alK)ut,

and by all means try and keep them low
in flesh. The great fault with amateurs
is they overfeed them and get them too
fat to fly in anything like good style.

Work them on an empty crop, thej' will

tumble and roll much cleaner ; in fact

they appear to fly and perform with
more activity in every respect.
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scrapple;
The Dorkinpr—Cramps in Ducks.

Process of Moultiner—Black

"Wyandotte Standard.

The following extracts are from the

pens 0/fanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

slock, and elicit the cartful perusal of the

readers of The Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and 7ve

therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one ivho has anything to say pertaining
lo poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

Cramps in Ducks.

Every now and then the query comes
to us : "What are the diseases of ducks ?"

Although we have kept ducks for quite a

number of years, we have not had any
sickness excepting occasional cases of
cramps and colds in the heads. Cramps
come generally from damp quarters at
night. When we get a case of this trouble
we remove the birds to warm, dry quar-
ters, and several days' rest usually-effects
a cure. Cramps again can come from
feeding hard grain. We feed soft feed
exclusively. When the bird gets cramps
from dampness it is more of a rheumatic
trouble. But when whole corn causes it,

it is indigestion. The former case is

harder to cure than the latter. Damp-
ness likewise brings on colds in the head.
This shows itself bv a white surface
in the eye, which, if not attended to,

brings on blindness. We have cured
cases of this kind simply by removing to
warm, dry quarters. Aside from these
two sicknesses we have not had any ex-
periences. We never kept any ducks
other than the Pekins. It may be that
other breeds are less hardy. It may be
interesting to hear from those of'^ the
Telegraph that have had other troubles.
«iT- T- . 1 e - . »•
v« c 'AU iiui jk.iiu%v ui atiy couiugcous dis-

ease among ducks. Nor have we ever
read a line about any, and lielieve that
where whole grain is excluded from the
diet, and gooa housing is given, there is

no rea.son why hardly any of the ducks
should get sick at all. Prevention tells in
the duck family if it does not in any
other.—M. K. Boyer in ("iermantown
Telegraph.

The Dot*kinff.

"The Dorking," says H. S. Babcock in

National Stockman, "is a very old breed.

Just how old it is no one knows. There
are those who confidently refer to the
description of Columella as absolute
proof that it is older than English civili-

zation, while others, with more scepti-
cism, declare that it is after all a modern
fowl, and that the largest variety, the
colored, was produced by crossing with
and selection from the Sussex fowl. But
even these sceptics are willing to admit
that it is more tlian a hundred years old,
which makes it an ancient breed in com-
parison with most of those in this coun-
try. The Brahmas and the Leghorns
were introduced to public notice not
much if any more than fifty years ago,
and at their introduction were breeds
needing considerable making. If the
Dorking is but twice as old as these
breeds it is old enough to be counted
among very old breeds.
"Which is the oldest variety—the

white, the silver gray or the colored—has
never been settled. No one knows. But
this is known that not many years back
the colored variety was a trifle uncertain
as to the fifth toe, even before Mr. Doug-
las really changed the character of the
colored variety by breeding in a large
cock of an unknown breed. It would,
therefore, seem that the colored was the
youngest of the three varieties, and the
title to the oldest must be left to the
claims of the white and silver gray. All
three varieties have many points in com-
tnon. The legs are short and pinkish
white in color ; the bodies are long,
•(^uarely built, forming a parallelogram
with corners slightly rounded off when
viewed from the side ; the flesh is abund-
ant, situated in t^e moat desirable parts,

and is of fine quality ; the skin is tender,
thin and while ; the claws are five in

numl)er upon each foot.

"The differences in the varieties are
also quite numerous. The white is the
smallest, the colored the largest variety.

The white has a rose comb, the silver
gray a single and the colored both single
and rose conilw. The white is the best
layer, and between the silver gray and
colored there is little choice. None of
the Dorkings, however, are very good
layers, great table and great laying qual-
ities lieing antagonistic to each other.
Some Dorking hens, exceptions wbix4i
prove the rule, are excellent layers of
large nearly white eggs, but generally
such specimens are not the best in the
breed for table purposes. But the great-
est difference in the three varieties is

found in the color and markings. The
white, as the name indicates, solid white
in color ; the silver gray cock has a silvery
white hackle, which should be free from
black stripes, but is seldom perfectly so,
silvery white back and saddle, solid black
breast and under parts. The silver gray
hen has a silvery white hackle, silvery or
slate gray back, salmon red breast, and
is throughout of a soft and pleasing
color. The colored cock resembles the
silver gray, except that the hackle should
have a black stripe and the back should
be black and white, while the saddle
feathers are like the hackle. The colored
hen is much darker than the silver gray,
the neck being black with a narrow gray
edging to the feathers, the back dark gray
marked with black, the breast dark sal-

mon broken with black. The dark gray
of the colored hen has a decidedly brown-
ish tinge even in the best s{>ecimens.
"Dorkings are quiet iu disposition,

moderate layers, excellent sitters, hardly
equalled as mothers and capital table
fowls. The chickens are rather delicate
and difficult to rear, though the matured
fowls are sufficiently hardy for practical
purposes.
"This fowl does the best in dry situa-

tions, being very susceptible to the bad
effects of dampness. It will stand but
little in-breeding. Fresh blood is an in-

dispensable requisite to success. Persons
who must keep fowls in damp places

—

where fowls should never be kept—or
who are unwilling or unable to introduce
fresh blood frequently, will do well to
try some other breed ; the Dorking is

not the fowl for them. But those who
wish a fowl for the table, who are not
particular as to the number of eggs, who
have a good dry place for their fowls, and
who will introduce annually fresh blood,
will find in any one of these varieties of
the Dorking a fowl which will prove very
satisfactory."

Houdans.

Just why it is that there is not more at-

tention given to the popular French
breed, Houdans, is a niysterj'. The breed

stands at the head of the list as table

fowls. They are remarkably full-breasted,

and the thighs are unusually plump.
Theirmeat is of that rich, juicy nature
and flavor characteristic of game binls,

and the breast meat is not dry nor in-

clined to be striugy, as is the case in

many other breeds. The French have
devoted great study to the culture of
poultry, and have succeeded in all of
their breeds in developing invaluable
utility points, such as excellence of flesh

and plenty of it on small bones. The
fancy points have not at any time been
given undue prominence to the discredit
or loss of substantial commercial utility,

as is often the case in this country. The
Houdans are a comparatively shott-
legged breed, and have five well-defined
toes. The fifth or upper toe should curve
down and then upwards from the leg. In
plumage they are black and white
spangled, the black predominating, with
a well developed crest and beard, or, as
it is sometimes called, whiskers. Fine
bred specimens are very handsome, and
command attention everywhere. The
hens are good layers of large white eggs

;

in fact their eggs are probably the largest
on an average of any other breed, not
excepting the white-faced black Spanish,
which are especially noted for extra large
eggs. The first record of Houdans as
thoroughbreds was in 1853, a*"! the first

authentic description m English was in

1865. The chicks are remarkably hardy
and very rapid growers, and at the age of
ten weeks are in excellent condition for
the table. There is no breed that pro-

duces a greater per cent of fertile eggs
than Houdans. They bear close confine-
ment quite well ; their greatest fault

when kept thus being the habit of feather
plucking—an evil all crested breeds are
apt to indulge in under like circum-
stances. One of the most favored breeds,
or rather crosses, in England for farmers'
fowls is the Houdan crossed on the dark
Brahma. The Houdan crossed on the
Langshan would result in a magnificent
general purpose progeny Crossed also
with a nock of common fowls, the im-
provement in the progeny is remarkable.
Other hens must do the sitting or incu-
bators be used, as the Houdans rarely
ever even show an inclination to broodi-
ness. They have been exhibited more
frequently at the fairs and poultry shows
during the past two years than hereto-
fore, which makes it quite evident the
public are gradually overcoming the
senseless prejudice that yellow-skinned
birds are the Ijest, when the fact is dark
or pinkish-colored birds invariably are
the finest in texture, flavor and general
excellence. In time this French breed
will come to the front on its great table
excellence and fine eggs.—G. O. Brown
ill Baltimore Sun.

Process of Moultinsr-

It maj' be said with some show of

plausibility that nature never intended

the shedding of feathers to be attended

with injurious results, but rather a gradual

change without risk of life or health.

Under domestication the whole organic
structure of fowls becomes soft, tender
and weak, therefore the shedding process
is attended with more or less risk, de-
pendent upon the general health and
care given the birds previously. When
the process takes place early tlie danger
is lessened l)ecause the weather is not so
changeable as it is in a month or two
later. Of course old fowls moult later

than young ones. It is easy to account
for this. Old and feeble fowls have not
the feather-making material in their

blood to start a uew growth early in the
season. It must necessarily be slow both
in growth and she<l(liiig. In young,
healthy fowls the feathers are formed in

their sockets liefore the old ones drop
off. With advancing years the blood and
pigment of the skin lose their richness
and coloring matter. The plumage of
old fowls tends to a shade lighter, and
the wings and tail feathers of the hens
grow longer. Moulting birds should be
plentifully supplied with nutritious food,
plenty of"^ milk, bran, wheat and vege-
tables. They give more starch and less

oil to the blood. During moulting there
is a desire on the part of the hens for cer-

tain kinds of food and mineral matter to
repair the wastes. This is caused by so
much nitrogen needed for the new feath-
ers. During the process the males should
be kept away from the hens, so as to
save the latter from their rudeness and
useless attentions. Few hens lay during
the moulting season. Not one in fifty can
supply eggs and feathers at the same
time. Even the male birds lose their
gallantry. Song birds cease to sing, and
a general depression of spirits and system
pervades all feathered life. This is the
time they should have comfortable shelter,

suitable food, with a simple tonic occa-
sionally, and al)ove all they should be
kept from cold, drizzling rain and cold
winds till they are well covered.—Ohio
Poultry Journal.

Black Wyandotte Standard.

Mr. F. M. Clemans, Jr., gives in the

Poultry Bulletin the following is his idea

of what the standard of this breed ought

to be:

Disqualifications.—Feathers on shanks
or toes

;
pure white or yellow earlobes

(the presence of any white or yellow in

lobes to be cut according to the amount);
combs other than rose or falling decid-
edly to one side ; wry tails ; crooked
backs or other deformity ; feathers more
than half false color in any part of plu-
mage, the presence of any false color to
be cut severely.

Standard weights.— Cock, eight .niid

one half pounds ; hen, six and one-half
pounds ; cockerel, seven and one-half
pounds

;
pullet, five and one-half pounds.

The Male.—Color of plumage, rich and
glossy throughout ; head short, crown
broad ; beak black or nearly black ; eyes
bright, bay, clear ; face red ; comb roae,

low, top ov^l and covered with si^ajl. cor-
rugations or points, terminal pike small,
the whole curving so as to follow the
outline of the skull ; wattles bright red,

of medium length and fine texture, pen
dant ; earlol>es bright re<l, well devel-
oped ; neck short and arched, hackle
abundant ; back short, broad and flat at
shoulders ; saddle broad, full and rising
with a concave sweep to the tail ; breast
broad, full and round ; body short, deep
and round at sides ; fluff full and abuncf-
ant ; wings of medium s ize and cli>sely

folded ; tail well develoj»ed. well spread
at base ; sickles rather short, gracefullv
curved ; thighs short and stout iu bone,
free from feathers and in color black or
black shading into yellow or willow

;

toes straight, well spread and same color
as shanks ; the bottom of the feet yellow.
The female.—Color of plumaee, deep

black throughout ; head short, crown
broad ; beak black or nearly so ; eyes
large, clear, bright, bay ; face bright red

;

comb similar to that of the male but
smaller ; wattles short and rounded fine
in texture, bright red ; earlobes well de-
veloped, bright red ; neck short and
arched, hackle abundant ; breast broad,
full and round ; body short, deep, broad
and round at sides ; fluff full, soft and
abundant ; wings of medium size, closely
folded ; tail well developed and well
spread at base. Legs and toes same as
in male.

Pood for EJgjr Producers.

It has again and again l)een demon-
strated that wheat is the best of all the

cereals for the production of eggs. But
next to this is milk, and especially sour

milk ; and if we add to these a third
substance, namely, gravel produced from
broken granite of suitable size and quan-
tity we have as nearly a perfect food as
can l)e furnished for egg-producing fowls.
But there are some details which ought
to be attended to in order to obtain the
best results. Thus, in hot weather and
in all weather but that which is very cold,
the grain should be previously soaked for
twenty-four hours and the water salted,
but only moderately so. But shrunken
wheat or mill screenings when they are
not musty and when they do not contain
Avbt.v.tt \j\ uai.-w/wijv& iciatu, mc iJillLC Its

good as clear wheat and some say they
are better, because shrunken wheat
kernels contain more of the egg and
flesh-making principles than sound ones.

But we cannot always procure wheat or
wheat screenings, and then we must pro-
cure the bess substitute. The following
are good in the order named : Barley,
oats, cracked corn and whole corn, and
each and all should have the preliminary
twenty-four hours soaking. Buckwheat
and rye will do very well as compliments
to the other grains, but when fed alone
they are unsafe ; the former liecause it is

too stimulating and the latter because it

is too fattening and difficuU of digestion.
Meat, offals and scraps, broken victuals,

vegfetables and the like, are valuable ad-
ditions to the daily rations, but they are
unsafe if fed in large quantities, for they
not only injure the health of the fowls
but impair the quality and flavor of the
eggs. One essential point which must
not be forgotten in the make-up of the
daily rations—in case they are not princi-
pally wheat and sour milk—the constitu-
ent element of bones and egg shells must
be furnished in the shape of burned twnes
broken small, or ground oyster shells.

—

New England Homestead.

To Prevent Colds.

We have found that a piece of assafoe-

tida, about the size of a hazel nut, in the

drinking water, will serve as a splendid

safegtiard against colds—the forerunners

of distemper, roup, etc. We make a reg-
ular teat of it, that is, like our mothers
made sugar teats for us when children.
Thus wrapped up in a piece of muslin,
the fowls will not be able to swallow it

should they pick it out of the water. It

is a simple preventative and will pay any
one to try it. There is nothing like pre-
vention, and if this remedy is usecf in
change of season or damp weather it

works miracles. We leave the teat in
the water right along.—M. K. Boyer in
Germantown Telegraph.

—It will only take a few minutes to
clean up the rubbish about the chicken
yards, and now in a good time to do it.
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AWARDS AT OHIOAOO.

The Winners at the Fat Stock
Show of Last Week.

Chicago, Nov. 22 — I send you here-

with the full list of awards iu the poultry

department of the American Fat Stock

show. As usual with this show, the score

cards were retained by the secretary until

tiie close and then given to the exhibitors.

The judging was not finished until

Wednesday, the seventh day of the show.

To my mind this is the strongest argu-

ment in favor of comparison judging.

The awards :

Bkahmas (light)—Cock, ist to E. H. Upson, tA
to G. C. GriRwold, 3d to J. W. Werner &Soai
ben, ist to Griswold, 3d and 3d to P. A. Bartlett;
cockerel, mt to B. C. Hoiing. zd to Griswold, 3d
toOpson; pullet, ist to Up.<ion, zd to George D.
Corlles. 3d to Eureka Poultry Company. Pen,
lit, and id to Griswold. 3d to J. B. Foote. Dark-
Hen, ist, 2d and 3d to A. G. Humphey; cock-
erel, ist to K. M. Harwood. lA to Humphey;
Sallet. ist to Bitter Sweet Poultry Farm, 2d to A.

i. Humphrey. Pen, 2d to Humphey.
Cochins (buff)—Cockerel, ist to P. A. Bartlett.

>d to J. B. Foote; pullet, :st and 3d to Bartlett. 2d
to Foote. Pen, 2a to Eureka Poultry Company.
Partridge—Cock, ist to Foote, 2d and 3d to W. H.
Cleave: hen, ist to Foote, 2d to Cleave. 3d to Geo.
D. Corlies. Cockerel , i st and 3d to Cleave, 2d to
Corlies; pullet, ist, 2d and 3d to Corlies. Pen, ist

to Foote, 2d to Cleave. 3d to Corlies. Partridge
Cbchin Sweepstake, J. B. Foote. White—Cock,
ist to C. H. Afdrewb; hen, ist to Andrews.
Cockerel, ist, 2d and (d; pullets, ist. 2d and .;d,

od pen, 1st and 2d, all to Andrews. Swrestakc
to Andrews. Black—Hen, iM to P. A. Bartlett.
Lamoshans—Cock, ist to Frank L. Sewell, id

to Bitter Sweet Poultry Farm, id to Eureka
Poultry Company; hen, ist and 2d to F. L.
Sewell. 3d to F. C' Cleveland. Cockerel, ist and
Ad to Sewell, 2d to Griswold; pullet, ist and 2d to
Sewell, 3d to W. W. Hogle. Pen, ist to Sewell,
2d to Griswold, 3d to S. L. Lea. Sweepstake to
Sewell.
Plymouth Rocks—Cock, ist to Sid Conger, 2d

to P. M. Munger, 3d to J. B. Foote; hen, ist to
Conger, ad and 3d to Nfunger; cockerel, ist to
Conger. 2d to Munger, 3d to Burton & Shad-
rick; pullet, ist and 3d to Burton & Shadrick, 2d
to Munger. Pen ist to Burton {^ Shsdrick, 2d to
Manger, 3d to Eureka Poultry Company. White
—Cock, ist to Munger; hen, ist and 3d to Mun-
ger; cockerel, ist to Munger; pullets, 2d and 3d
to Manger. Pen, 3d to Munger.
WvAKl>OTTES (silver)—Cock, 2d to E. M. Har-

wood, 3d to Bitter Sweet Poultry Company; hen,
1st to Bitter Sweet Poultry Company; 2d to Har-
wood. 3d to J. R. Brabazon; cockerel, 2d to Bra-
bason; pullet, ist to Bartlett, tA to Munger.
White—Hen, is( Theo. E. Green; cockerel, ist
to Harwood, 2d and 3d to Green; pullets, ist
•lid 3d to Green, 2d to Harwood. Pen, ist and

' Aiittua^wii.
Golden—Cock, 2d to F. C. Mansfield; hen, 2d to
MansSeld; cockerels, ist to Mansfield; pullet, 1st
to John Brcy. 2d and 3d to Mansfield. Pen, ist to
Mansfield, zd to Brey.
JAVAS (black)— Pullet, ist to Harwood. White

—Pullet, island 2d to Harwood.
DOMINIQUKS—Cock, ist lo Brabazon; hen. 2d

to Bitter Sweet Poultry Company; cockerel. 2d to
Harwood: pullet. 2d to Harwood, 3d to Andrew
Cooke. Pen, 3d lo Bitter Sweet PoultryConipany

.

Spanish (white- faced black)—Cocks, ist to
Ha'wood, 2d to Cook, 3d to P. A. Bartlett; hen,
ist to Cook, id to Harwood, 3d to Bartlett; cock-
erel and pullet, second to Cook. Pen, ist to
Cook.
MLNORCAB (black)—Hen, ist and 2d; cockerel,

3d; pullet, ist and 2d, and pen ist to Bitter Sweet
Poultry Farm.
HODDANS— l|en. ist to Alfred Wentiler, id to

Andrew Cooke. 3d to Bartlett; cockerel, ist and
3d to Cooke; pullet, isl and 2d to Cooke, 3d to B.
H. Cook. Pen, ist to Cooke.
La Flechr—Cock, id to Bartlett.
Crrvk COBURS—Cock, ist to Bartlett, 2d to

Brabazon.
PoLiiiH (white-crested black)—Cock, ist to Bart-

lett: cuckerel, ist to Bartrazon, id to Harwood;
pullet, ist to Harwood. Golden—Cock, ist to
BarlMzon; hen,ist toBarhazon: pullet, ist to Bart-
lett. Silver— Hen, isl lo Bartlett; cockerel, ist lo
Bartlett, 2 1 to Harwood: pullet, ist to Bartlett,
3d to Harwood, 3d to Barbazon. Pen. ist to Bra-
bazon. Plain while—Cockerel, ist to Harwood,
3d to Brabazon: pullet, ist to Harwood.
LF.OBORM8 (white)—Cock, iM 'o Munger, id to

Brabazon: hen, ist, id and >• .0 Munger: cock-
erel, ist and id lo Munger, jd lo Eureka Poultry
Company; pullet, ist and 3d to Munger, id to
Richard F. Johns. Pen, rst lo Eureka Poultry
Company, 2d and 3d to Munger. Sweetwtakes—
Premium to Munger. tweuty-seven birds scoring
o«VT ninety. Brown—Cock, ist and 3d to B. e!
Bast, Id to Munger: hen. ist to Munger, id and
3d to Bast; cockerel, ist, id and 3d to Munger;
pollet. ist and id to Bast. Pen, ist and 2d to
Munger, 3d to Bast, Sweepstakes—Premium to
Monger. Black—Cockerel, ist to Harwood, id to
Bartlett. While rose-combed—Cock, ist to Bitter
Sweet Poultry Farm; hen, ist to Bartlett; cock^
erel, ist to BiUer Sweet Poultry Farm, id to
Harwood, 3d to Bartlett; pullet, ist to Robinson
& King.
HAMnrROs (golden spangled)—Cock, ist to H.

A. Beyler, id to Bartlett; hen, id to Beyler, 3d to
Bartlett; coclrerel ist and id to Beyler; pullet,
1st and id to Beyler. Golden-pe;'cilled—Cock.
1st to Beyler; hen, ist to Beyler. .Silver-spangled
—Cock, ist to Beyler, id toBureka Poultry Coiii-

ranv, 3d to Bartlett; hen, ist and id to Bitter
weet Poultry Farm. 3d to Beyler; cockerel, ist

to Beyler, 2d to Eureka Poultry Company, 3d to
Brabazon; pullet, ist to Beyler, id to William
Mansfield. 3d to Brabazon. Pen, ist to W. Mans-
field. Silver pencilled—Cock, ist to Beyler: hen,
lat to Beyler; cockerel, itt to Beyler; pullet, ist
to Beyler.
Red Caps—Cockerel, ist to Eureka Poultry

Company; pullet, ist to Eureka Poultry Com-
gany, ad to Bartlett. Pen, ist to Eureka Poultry
pmpany.
Oames (black-breasted red)—Cock, lat to Bart-

lett: hen, ist to A. E. Brown, id to Bartlett, 3d to
Brabazon; cockerel, ist to Brown, id to Bartlett-
pallet, lit to Bartlett, id lo Brown. Pen, ist to
WlRka Poultry Company. Btown-rcd—Cock,

ist to Bartlett; hen, island id to Bartlett; pullet,
1st and id to Bartlett, 3d to Brabazon. Red pile
—Cock, ist to A. E. Brown; hen. ist to Brown, id
to Bartlett; pullet, ist to Bartlett. Golden duck-
wlng— Hen, ist to Bartlett. Silver duckwiiig

—

Cock, ist to Bartlett; hen, ist and id to Uarlletl.
Game Bantams (black breasted red)—Cock,

ist to Bartlett: cockerel, ist to A. E. Brown; pul-
let, ist to Bartlett. Pen, ist to George F. Davis
& Co. Brown red—Cock, ist to Bartlett, cock-
erel, ist to Bartlett; pullet, ist to Bartlett. Red
pile—Cock, 1st to Brown, id to Bartlett; hen 1st lo
Bartlett: cockerel, iHt to J. B. Foote, id to Bart-
lett; pullet, ist to Biirtlelt, id and 3d to Foote.
Pen, I8t to Charles K. Kraner. Kose-comb black
—Cock, ist to Bartlett; hen, ist to Bartlett, id to
Brabazon; cockerel, ist to Bartlett; pullet, ist lo
Bartlett. Booted white—Cockerel, ist to Bartlett.
Cochin—Cock, ist to Brabazon, id to Bartlett:
hen, ist lo Bartlett; cockerel, i.st to Bartlett;
pullet, 1st to Bartlett. Pen, 1st to Eureka Poultry
Company. Japanese—Hen, ist to Bartlett, id to
Brabazon, cockerel island id Brown, 3d Bartlett;
pullet, ist to Bartlott. Yellow duckwing—Cock,
ist to Brown, id to Bartlell: hen, ist to Bartlett;
pullet, ist lo Barllclt. Silver duckwing—Cock,
I St to Bartlett; hen, 1st to Bartlett; cockerel, 1st
lo B.rtlett; pullet, ist to Bartlett.
Ba.ntams Other than Game (golden Sebright)

—Cocks. 1st to Bartlett, id to Brabazon: hen, ist
to Bartlett, id toBarhazon: cockerel, ist to Bra-
bazon; pullet, 1 SI to Brabazon. Silver Sebright-
Cock, 1st to Bartlett.
Ducks (Aylesbury)—Pair fowls, 1st to Braba-

zon: pair chicks, ist to Brabazon. Cayuga—Pair
rowls, ist to Brabazon, id to Eureka Poultry
Company; pair chicks, 1st to Brabazon. Rouen
—Pair fowls, ist to Brabazon pair chicks, ist to
Biirtktt, id to E. M. Harwood. Pekin—Pair
fowls, ist to D. A. Stoner, 2d to Brabazon; pair
chicks, ist to George F. Davis & Company. 2d to
Bartlett. Largest display of all varieties of
ducks. 1st to Brabazon. 2d to Baitlett.
Turkeys (broi)ze)—Male fowl, 1st and id to F.

M. Munger; male chicks, 1st to Bartlett, id to D.
A. Stoner. White—Male fowl, id to E. M. Har-
wood: female, ist to Harwood, male chick, ist to
Harwood; female chick, ist and id to Harwood.
Black—Female fowl, 2d lo E. R. Cooke. Largest
display of all varieties, ist lo Harwood, id to
Bartlett.
Displays—Largest number of fowls not less

than foui varieties, scoring eightv-eight points
or more, isl to Munger, id to Bartlett.
Incubators—Incubartor hatching largest j>er

cent of eggs, Reynolds & Frazier's.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

EVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected among our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England. If
you want choice breeders or winners at the
winter shows, we can snp^>ly. Free catalogue.

88tf

C. A. SHARP 4 CO.,
Lockport. New York.

THE CHEAPEST BOOK STORE
IN THE WORLD.

All the leading Sporting, Agricultural, Poultry,
Dog and Stock Breeders' Books at prices that
will surprise you. HOLIDAY BOOKS. Send
for Mammoth Catalogue.

LEGGAT BROTHERS,
89-9J 81 Chambers St., N.V. City.

THE FANCIER.
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY,

Devoted ezclnsively to the Interest of
Fanciers of Pigeons.

BUBSCEIPTION BATES (in advance)!
$1.00 PER ANNUM.

Foreign Subscriptions, 6s. 6d.

JOHN D. ABEL Sc CO..
52e GORSUCH KVBNUB.

WAVKRLY, BALTIMORK. MD.

DIPLOMAS
-FOR-

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THE USE OF

Clvtt> Secretaries.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station, at-
mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and age
name and sex of bird.

In lots of 50 or less, $1.50; each additional 50,
fi.oo. Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

PHTT.ADm.PHIA. PBNNA.

OUR OliUBBINO LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal
for one year with any of the following named
publicatiohs, post free, upon receipt of price

named :

With
Regular Fanciers'
Pnce. JOUHNAL.

American Angler Ijoo t400
Amenc in Agriculturist . . . . 1.50 .1.50

American Field 5.00 6 00
American Fish and Game War-
den 1.00 3.00

American Garden a.oo 3 50
American Poultry Yard .... 1.50 3.J5
American Stock-Keeper .... 2.00 3.00
American Kennel Gazette . . . 1.00 3.00
Canadian Pou'try Journal . . . .75 3.00
Canadian Poultry Review ... i.oo 3.00
Canadian Pigeon and Pels. . . .50 2.70
Century 4.00 5.50
Country Gentleman 2.50 3.50
Delaware Farm and Home . . i.oo 2.75
Fanciers' Gazette (English) . . 2.10 4.25
Fanciers' Gazette (American) . i.oo 2.60
Farm Journal 50 2.60
Farm Poultry 50 2.60
Frank Leslie's

Popular Monthly 3.cx> 4.00
Illustrated Weekly 4.00 5.00
Budget of Wit 2.25 3.75
Pleasout Hours 1,75 3.25

Guide and Friend 25 2.60
Garden and Forest 4.00 5.50
Georgia Farmer 50 2.60
Harper's Monthly 4.00 5.00

Weekly 4.00 5.00
Bazar 4.01 5.00
Young People 2.00 3.00

Lippincotl's Maeazine 3.00 5.50
New England Faiic'er 50 2.75
New Jersey Agriculturist . . . i.oo 3.00
New York Mail and Express
(Weekly) 2.00 3.50

New York Times (Weekly) . i.oo 3.00
New York World (Weekly) . . i.oo 3.00
Ohio Poultry Journal i.oo 3.00
Poultry Bulletin i.oo 2.60
Poultry Chuin 25 2.60
Poultry in California 50 2.75
Poultry Herald 50 2.75
Poultry Keeper 50 2.70
Poultry Monthly 1.25 3.00
Poultry News ...."•.. .25 2.60
Poultry World 1.25 3.00
Practical Poultrynian 50 2.75
Popular Science News i.oo 2.75
Prairie Farmer 1 00 2 75
Puck 5.00 6.00
Rural Califomian i.to 3.00
Rural New Yorker 2.00 3.50
Scientific American 3.00 4.00

Architects' Edition . 5. o 6.00
Southern Fancier 50 2.75
Shooting Times (English) . . . 2 60 4.70
Spirit of the Times 5.00 600
.Sports Afield 2.00 3.75
Stock-Keeper (English) 3.15 4.50
St. Nicholas 3.00 4.50
The Fancier i.oo 3.00
The Fanciers' Monthly .... i.oo 3.00
The Pnnri#>ra R«>vi.>w .»« ^."^
Truth 4.00 5.00
Turf, Field and Farm 5.00 6.00

P^UBLICATIONS.

AMERICATV KENNEL CLUB

Qtud Book.
Blanks lor registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly puljlication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists
of the diflerent shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official clinracter. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS. POULTRY. PIGEONS,
RABBITS, CAGE-BI1UJ8, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will fina the
best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, »3. 1 5,
Ofkice; 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

^\ie f+omir\| exchange.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
P10BON8. The official journal of The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fancieis." Si
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

OBRMANTOWN, PA.
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INCUBATORS.

Prairie State Incubator • • •

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York City,
for l>est incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest iti the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G.A. McFETRIDGK,
General Agent,

Atco, New Jersey.
76-127

jB
MONITOR INCUBATOR.
Twenty-three fir.st premiums

in one year. Large circular for
sUmp. A. F. WILLIAMS.
88-140 Bristol, Conn.

PINELANDi
^INCUBATORS
-ANI

rBROODERS=
LEAD ALL OTHERS.

Five firsts, two seconds and one special at the
three great New Jervey fairs, Mt. Holly, Wa-
verly and Trenton. We manufacture the latest

and greatest novelty,

Xhe F*aragoii Incubator
The simplest, cheapest and best hot water incu-
t>ator ever invented. Our mammoth catalogue,

EVERYTHING FOR THE POULTRY YARD

Ready Dec. 1 . Price 5 cents. Circulars free.

Address,

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

EUREKA
SEND 5 CENTS OR STAMPS

FOR
loo-PAGE BOOK OF

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS TO
J. L. CAMPBELL, West Elizabeth, Pa.

This ad. is good for fi part payment for an in-
cubator 86-112

THE
-EMPIRE INCUBATOR-

AND BROODERS.
Winner of First Prizes at every Show where

exhibited.

This machine is warranted to hatch 90 per cent
when operated as directed, or price of machiue
refund««l. A written guarantee will be giv:Li.

with the sale of each incubator. This incubatir
was invented by a man of several years' experi-
ence in poultry raising and the iiiaiiagement at
different makex of iiicut>ators. It is constructed
of the very best materials of their several kinds,
and the work executed by the very best of work-
men. Write for catologue^nd price list. Please
enclose 2C. postage stamp.

EMPIRE INCUBATOR CO.,
HAMHVRn, New York.

t^Addrets alt cnrrespotideHce lo Branch Offict,

5/9 Edmund Street, Camdtn.N. J. 84-110

EXCELSIOR

INCUBATOR
Siaiple, Perfect, gelf-re«uIatlM«.

ESTABLI8HE1> 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the I.,eading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable In advance):
One year, po«t free, United Stales and Canada,
$2.10.

Address Poet-Office Orders and communications
to the FancUrt' Gaxetit, Limited, 54 lo 57 Impe-
rial Buildinga, Ludgate Ctrcoa. Condon, 8. C,
England.

'

f
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BOOKS FOR JTANCIEIIS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

KBNNKL.
American Kennel. Burgea $ j.oo
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon I.,ee t.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait 1.00

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinsoa 3.00
Dog Training, Principle* of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training v.s. Breaking. Hammond . 1.00

Dog Training and Points of Judging; new
and enlarged edition. ' Hammond ... .jo

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel 1.00

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases JO

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training .50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; $88
pages. Cloth $5.00; leather 7.50

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great l);ine Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 300 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide, stables 75
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millaii 1.00

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50
The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer i.oo

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 2j_ponrails 5.00
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Seller. Laverack 2.75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31
prize dogs; in leather 4.00

Youatt on the Dog 2.50
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir 50
Cloth 75

CAOB BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paoer cover .to

Cloth 75
Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackslon, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations ij.oo

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstdn. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. . i.oo
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G. J. Bamesby .jo

PIOBONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8.00

Loft Register, for fancy r.nd homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50
Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

POULTRY.
An Egg Farm, H. H. Stfddard jo
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q.Dow. .jo
Duck Culture. Rankin .jo
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 9-00

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50
Poultry Yard. Miss Walls 50
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 2.00
Poultry for the Many Plautagenel ... .30
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asao. i.oo
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch * Lee 1.00

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Poultry for the people. Com^ns 50
Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Comyns 50

MI8CBLLAMBOCS.
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .as
Book of the Game Laws jo
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illua-

trated) 2.00
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus ... 1.50
The Art of Training Animals

; paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals 1.50

GAME BANTAMS.
Black Reds, Brown Reds,

Duckwings, Pyles.

I have won hundreds of prizes during the last
few years on ray games and game bantams and
at present my stock is well able to uphold its past
high reputation.
Amongst my Brown Reds ar* cock, id, hen. 2d,

at Industrial.' Cock, ist and 2d, hen. ist and 2d,
cockerels and pullets, island 2d, at Hamilton.
Nearly all my birds are winners. I have a grand
lot for sale, all color*.

C. F. DOTY,
47 WclUngton Place, Torgtita.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEO BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regia-
lered, each 2;4c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the hand is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. B. S. STARR. Box a^s.

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal. - - Per lOO lb. Bag, fS.OO
Rraniiliited Bone, " lUO S.7S
Gt^uutl Ueot
Soraps, - - - ' ' 100 8.00

Calelt«, . - - . • «oo «.oo
Crashed Flint, - ' «oo «.oo
Crutihed Oyster
ShellM, - . . • • aoo «.oo

Send for our New Price List and Sampies. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

42-93 York Chemical VTorks, York, Pa.

TORONTO GAME FOWL YARDS.

Black Reds, Captain Heaton's and Sam Mat-
thews' most celebrated stock; Brown Reds. C. W.
Brierly; Duckwings, Brockbank and Chaloners':
Pyles, Brierly's. Black Reds, hens ist and 2d at
Industrial; Brown Reds, cock island hen ist and
3d at Industrial; Pyles, cock 1st and hen 2d at
London. The recent winners are all in my yard
also many other great winners. Also Sumatra
and While Aseel Game. E. F. DOTY,

47 Wellington Place, Toronto.

^PBIRD
TbeQreat Secret of

lb* Hans Hountaln,aei
will restore the song of
Tent their ailments and
MDdftlon. Itmakeaoanarl
ihsddlngfealhers. Sent by
IS*. SnldbT<^> druggtsta.
Bird Food Co.. 4arR. 3d

MANNA
tbe Cauarr Breeders of
many. Bird Haana
' Cage Birds, wlU pre-

keap them In good
es sine, even while
mallon receipt of

frSlrecttoos 1

PhlU...St Pa.

FERRETS vs. RATS.

rirst-ciBss rerreis. sure pop breed, specially
broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets not
broken. For sale by Adolph Isaacsen,."f>ure
Pop," 92 Fulton Street, New York City. The
second edition, revised and illustrated, of m^
celebrated handt>ook, "All About Ferrets and
Rats" mailed to any address on receipt of tjven-
ty-five cents. 88^1

THE KENNEL.

Dogs for Sale^^

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

(Woodbury . j^ennels,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
tki.' heading/or t cents per word for each insertion

Beatles.

BEAGLE HOUNDS FROM TWO MONTHS
lo three years old. Puppies and trained
stock ; bred from hunting qualities, not reg.
slock. Pine heads, long ears, good size and
form. E. P Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

Bloodhonn«l».

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Wlnchell,
Fair Haven, Vl.

Ball Terriers.

AFINE WELL-BRED BRINDLE DOG, ONE
year old. B. P. Cloud, Kennett Square. Pa.

88-89

Collies.

YOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-
logue. Lake View Kennela, Worcester,
Mass. 7ylf

DOGS.
Advertiumenis without display inserted untUt

this headingJor 3 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Collies.

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See dispUved advertisement. W.
Atlet- Bupee &Co.,'Philadclphia, Pa. 85-tf

O

If

RDERS BOOKED for collie pups bred as
follows: By Metchley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion .Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gayuixs, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia. Pa.

For Sale or Bxohanite.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; mastiffs Eadbert, Eriaiit
and bitch pup ; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies ; Iri.Hh setters, ana pair puppies 6
months old, by Dick Swiveler

;
greyhound

and beagle puppies. Want breach-loading
shot guns and riflrrs, folding boat, field-

flaas, telescope, lathe, rolling top desk.
. Otia Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

Fox Honnds.

FX HOUNDS FROM BEST PACKSIN PENN-
sylvania. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fauciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

NICE TWO-MONTHS-OLD PUPS FROM
boss runners. B. P.Cloud, Kennett Square,
Pa. 88-89

Fox Terriers.

*OR SALE — FOX TERRIERS OF THE
' highest breeding. Puppies and young

bitches in whelp at moderate prices. Print-
ed pedigrees on application lo J. A. Hoffar,
143 N St.. Washington, D. C. 81 tf.

Irish Terriers.

FR SALF.-PUPS OUT OF NORNA (13,053
Vol. 61 by Fly, he out of Luray III by X>es-

mond II. S. Harlan Price. 120 Market St.,

Philadelphia, Pa. 84-41

Some fine young pups by Roslyn
Hill kennels.FOR SALE

Dennis. Address Chestnut
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Pass.

FINE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasaet Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

Babbit Honnds.

RABBIT HOUNDS—GOOD LOOKING NA-
IV live u^«|(icB, KuMiaiitccu caCciicuI iu iuc

field at $20 each ; same kind unbroken, Jio.
Pedigreed beagles at reasonable prices.
I.argefl stock in the United States. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 If

St. Bernards.

FR SALE —THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains lo close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

FOR SALE —VERY FINE LITTER OF PUPS.
For pedigree and full particulars address J.
H. Gaull, Gaul and Adams Streets, Phita-
delphU. 86-tf

ENTHON KENNELS, Phoenixville. Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

T. BERNARDS. — Grandly bred
;

perfect
markings. Lake View Kennels, Worcester,
Masa. 76-tf

Varloos.

M

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phU, Pa.

SETTERS AND POINTERS, BROKEN AND
unbroken. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 If

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display insert.'d under

this heading/or j cents per wordJor each insertion.

Artists.

OPECIAL enrravings made from photographh
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co., 3:
South Third St., PhiladelphU.^

Bntr Cochins.

HEAD OF THIS PEN HAS TAKEN FIVE
firsts. Young stock for sale. Eggs in sea-
son. Fred. H. Davenport, Englishtown,
N.J. 84-51

Encltsh Pheasants.

M UST BE SOLD THIS MONTH. PRICES
from Sio to $15 per trio. N.L.Rockwell,
Sanford Station, Conn. 86--9

For Sale or Exobanse.

WILL EXCHANGE INCUBATORS FOR
pullets, or hens not more thsn iH years
old. Not less than three-fourths Leghorn
blood. Also black Spanish. Empire In-

a4-tf cubator Co., si9Bdmund St., Camden, N. J.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 2 cents per word/or each insertion

Vartons.

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK8,
light Brahmas. brown I^eghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

CHOICE MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS,
light and dark Brahmas, white and barred
prymouth Rocks, Pekin Ducks, Ferreisand
Belgian Hares. E. F. Tiffany, Brooklyn,
Pa. 89-90

FOR POULTRY, EGGS AND PET STOCK,
address A. 8. Way, Chattanooga, Tenn. 89^r

pKDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ei-
tended four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. 'The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third Bt.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE L/.CED WY-
andotles. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, carda,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, lat>els, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Put>-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philade
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor
redness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publlab-
ing Co.. 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted undet
this heading/or i centsper word/or each insertion

Baldbead Tnmblers.

CHARLES 8CHMENNBR. 511 W. BIDDLB
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-face
beldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. gS-tf

Excbance.

BBBS FOR PIGEONS-WILL BXCHANGK
my entire apury of ten colonies of Italias
beea, extra hives, etc.. for Antwerp pigeons.
T. Warden Taylor. Langhorne, Pa. *' "

Fantalls.

WHITB FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty yeara.
Some grand birds for sale very low. Scad
for circular. Frank M. Gilbert, Bvana-
ville, Ind. 63-tr

TTomlniv IHs

/-> BORGE V. CRESSONS HOMING PIG-U

J

eons for sale. Removal from old loft com-
pels me to dispose of my birds. All my
own breeding from best strains. Full ped-
igrees given and absolute purity of blood
((uaranteed. Address Eighteenth and Ham-
ilton Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 89-it

C. CONLEY, 4133 CHESTNUT STREET,
^

Philadelphia, breeder and fancier at
long-distance homers only ; winner of In-
ter-slaleand challenge races with young
Wrds. 1889; 2d diploma in old birds, season
of 1880. from 300 miles, and first bird to
Philadelphia from 400 miles in Concourse.
A few youngsters for sale at reasonable
prices.

Jaooblns.

* W. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
^ and breeder of Jacobins. jo-106

Swallows.

A. FICK, iioo N. Washington Street, Balti-

r more, Md., breeder of Swallowsonly, of all
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadiW im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Varlons.

LL KINDS of birds and animals.
i Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

WilHM-s

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, Ugs, etc. The Panders' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Lop Rabbits.

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners In Bnic
land. Fred Stahrer, 119 Abbott Street,
Lawrence, Mass. 73-1*4

Artists and EnfrraTers.

p".

W.

NTING estimates given for Circular*, Carda
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price LisU, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tsgs, etc. The Panders' Pub.
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVE arranged with Schteltaer A
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special lemu
for our subscribers who want pholorrapb»

.

of their do(s. The Panders' Pubushmv
'

rn. ti «nn«b TfilrH et PhUo'lrln*--- Pn

Urlnklnc Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOK
chicks or fowls is the Pinrland Fountain;

.

easily clesned. Price, 75 cents each. }8 p«{'
doaen. Address Plneland Incubator sa4'^

8i-lf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jtnmf'
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Splendid Holiday Presents.

MOCKING BIRQS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS.
GOLDFINCHES,

AND Al.r. OTHKK

FANCY CAGE BIRDS.

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariut.is, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGOS FOR HATOmSG.

SE.WD FOR PRICE LIST.

H. AV. VAHLE,
3IJ Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-i3t

Homing Pigeons

DAN WILU/.MS, blue checker cock.

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MURIAL, blue checker hen

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hen.

AL80 TAILKD AND SOLID COLORS IN
OWLS AND TURBITS.

Orders fo'- youngsters of 1890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1 Al£ NOT IN TEE PIGEON BUSINESS.

but breed, for A FANCY , hi:b class

FAITTAZLS
In White, BM,

Red aai Yellow,

A''d lirtvp f»r Oftl

Hi nil linieK

JUSX Out.

«: * * « 4' « * * * * *
PRICE 50C. WITHOUT \ SIXC.I.R E.XCErriOX

The American Pigeon Standard

AS AIMII'TKn «V TIIK

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

COVTAININO A COMPLKTB DBSCR I PTION »1K THE
RKClKtNrZI'.n Varikties of Fiofo.vs.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prepaid by mnil froiii ihi* offict- oti re-
1

ceipt of price.

THE LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS

. , ._.. 189

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME ----„

ADDRESS

&

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA. PA..

DRAI.KRS IN

GUISS, RIFLES. PISTOLS

AMMUNITIOfll.

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Austin's CeieMed Dog Caies^

rGloyer's Miierial Dog Remeilies

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Profeiuional bench show handler. Doffs board-

ed and put in condition for rHow*.

ELM STATION,

Montjromery Co., Pa.

TAKEN FROM LIFE

Very Superior Blrilg,

nnexr^Ilcd in qual-
ity lit $2.00 <'»'^l».

and lip. SMtisfaction
guaranteed.

Am (tlad at nil timnn to »how mv utook.
DONOT A.VSWKR P08I ALCARD8.

H. C. NORTON,
Gfirmantown, Pa.

Or 227 Pn. rnnrtl. P» , PhllaHa.

Orange Counttj

POULTRY FARM AND YARDS

Cockerels of hi» Pamous PeerleM Strains of
Single-comb Brown Leghorns, White and Barred
Plymouth Rocks, from |a to $5 each per pair
Trioa and breeding pens a matter of correspond-
CBCe. Guinea Pigs for sale at U per pair. En-
cloae 3C. stamp.

E. L. REQUA. Manager,

Urlt/i Highland MlUa, M. T.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OK

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOHES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America,
New York, February, 1890, I was awarded the
following prizes, in competition with the best
breeders

;

W. K.VANOERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; hrst and special, third,
fourth, and tie fifth on Barred Plytnouth Rock
Hens ; first and third on Silver Wyandotte Pul-
lets ; third or equal score with first on Golden
Wyandotte Pullets.
Choice Breeding and Exhibition Birds, bred

from my winners, for sale. Illustrated circular
free. 86-ij8

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The t>est magazine of its

kind. Onlv |i,25 per year.
Single copies, iic. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N. T.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

By B. waters.

Is invaluable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

you how 10 train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in a way

so plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $2.50.

Address

Fanciers' PnWisMng Conmany,

32 8. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OH ALL KINDS HOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Slock, Poultry or
Kennel' Paper vou should send for my list of
papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheaper than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe for two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate :han if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten cents for postage and 111 mail you a
large bundleof sample copies of different papers.

ADDRESS

M'
F. D. BECK,

Box M. Wellsburg, W. Va.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG . DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Vcterlnarj' Snrjfeon,

84-^ 1«B8 BROADWAY, NKW YORK.

MARKET. EIGHTH and Fl BERT t'TS..

IMIiLADKI.PIlIA, V\.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Homing Pigeons a Specialty

ONLY ONH

QUALITY

i<iJ THEO.

My homers are tested as record birds and ns
parents of birds with records from 500. 5*5 and
700 miles. I have fifty pairs of well-'mated birds
from the above stock of 1889 hatch for sale. Also
youngsters with Sporting Life bands. Can give
a clear pedigree. Send for Price List. <M'9<S

SPRATTS PATENT BOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
f^Beware ofworlhless imitations, same shafv.

and see that each cake is stamped:
DOG SOAP, Certain death to (fleas, aud

MEDICINES f^r all canine diseases.
"COM.MON SENSE (JF DOG DOCTORING,"

(Post free. 28c.).

SPRAHS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
THE GREATEST KGG PRODUCING FOOD.
The most j\'ulritious ami nicestihU Food for Im}-

iug Hens and for getting all kinds nf
Pttultry inlu Show LonditioH.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Uneqiiak'd for rearing Enrlv Cliickrtis

SPRAHS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortality ill reaiing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap •j>er cake . 75 cents
f)rder from vour dealer. Full particulars trora

Sl'KATTS r»ATENT (America), LIMITMJ.
».V>-»45 East .sWh St.. New York City. 71-97

-HOUSE:
-AND

:pex dogs.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JtJ»T rtTSLlSHBD ^-~-.„^ PRICK, VOmTThXD, joe.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

vol.. «. NO. ««. I

WIIOI.K NO., IM). f PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1890. ( I'KIl ANNIM. fi.RO.
1 HIN'tiLK <01'V, So.

•r-^

SEBRIGHT BANTAMS.
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DOG SHOWS. DOG SHOWS.

FIFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
OF

POULTRY, PIGEONS. PETSTOCK and DOGS,
AT MUSIC HALL, PROVIDENCE,

DEC. 29, 30 AND 31. 1890, AND JAN. 1, 1891.

Premium Ll»t now ready. If you have not received one, send your name to the Secretary.

Regular premiuma and a large list of cash specials.

B. G. DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer,

P. O. Box 1061, Providence, R. I.

H. S. BA3000K, President. 88-93

S6000.00 PRIZES S6000.00

THE LOUISIANA POULTRY AND PET STOCK ASSOCIATION
(Limited.)

POUI^XRY AND BENCH SHOW.
WASHINGTON ARTILLERY HALL, NEW ORLEANS, LA..

JANUARY 20 TO 25, 1894.
ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 16, 1891.

JUDGES.—POULTRY, I. K. Felch. D. M. Owen, K. S. Comino. PIGEONS, Geokgb E.
Fbkr. dogs.—John Davidson, H. p. Schellhass, Hon. N. D. Wallace.

For Premium List, etc., address
A. E. SHAW, Secretary,

P. 0. Box 1658, New Orlean», La.
H. A. BRIDGE, Superintendent. 90-96

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion.

Stjo: Ss-40 /or the month; tis for three months;
tK for six months, and $$0 for theyear.

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS

AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

Grand Companions, Ratters and Watch Dors.

AT STCD

THE SENATOR,
rEK, »15.

ROCHELLE KENNELS,

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rates: One inch, single inserttont

$1^0; S5.40 for the month; $15 for three months
S28 for SIX months, and tso for the year.

75t« Box 862, New Rochelle, N. Y.

IN THE STUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at the

following rates: One inch, single insertion, Stjio;

ti^ofbr the month: tis for three months; tlSfor
tix months, and Ssofor the year.

KILLARNEY

K
@

ENN
PURE BRED tR/i,H SETTERS EXCLUSIVEL M-

PORTEO ASD DOMESTIC).

IN THE^TUD^
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

$1.^0; $s 40 fnr the month; tiS for three months;
Sfi for six months, and Sso for the year.

SETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND 11

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEHN.

Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Hicho Jr. and
hers for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,others

6jtf Tremonl. N. Y.

CHAMPION "DICK 8WIVELER."

NOTED DOCS AT STUD:

CHAMPION
DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challenge prize. New York show,
1890 ; also first and special prizes all over the
United States.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show,

1887 and 18A8.

FEE $25,

GARRYOWEN IV, imp.
Grandson of the great Champion Garryowen

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $26.

To a limited number of bitches of approved
breeding.

Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-
tion.
Extra choice Irish puppies by the great Dick

SwiVKLER fur sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KILLAUXKY KENNELS,
jo-ioi 177 State Street, Chicago, III.

DI.ACK AND TAN TKRRIRK,

VORTIGERN II

AT STCD

Sire. Old Champion Vortigern. Weight, eigh-
teen pounds. Long, lean ht-Hd; rich ni.ihogany
tan. This grand young dog combines the blood
of the celebrated English Champions Burk. Lord
George, Prince George and Kenwood yueen.
Just the dog to breea to dark colored bitches.

I'««, I15. Address EDWARD LEVER.
•l-i«7 707 Walnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia: first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Alhster—Belle of Furness.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Out.. 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same peiligree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton -Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year ancf winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London. Ont., when out of condition.
A grand dug in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, J25.

All approved bitches sent lo us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-
titled to free service.

Extended pcdigrrees and stud cards on applica-
tion.

' EAST Wtl> •KCfWrL'CLUB^'"
Care W. H. Weiss,

43-9« Bethlehem, Pa.

CTUD bhaole

TONY WELLER 5411)

Address
FEE, $10.

OAKVIEW KENNEI.S,
P. O. Box 91, Phila., Pa.

—OR—
WM.H. CHILD, Clenside, Pa.

pox TERRIER AT STUD.—IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer. sire of

Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-

ty). Won in England six (61 firsts, five (5) sec-

onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several

cups and specials. This grand young dog is ju.st

in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-

dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS.
1419 F. STREET, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
89-141

)01NTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

<888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, Jso-

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

47- oX

r SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
> short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his

record as a stud dog have proved him the best
mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

grand dog while here. Photographs 25 cents.

Stud fee $75.

J. WINCHELL,
55-106 FAIRHAVEN, Vt.

THE kennel.

79-l04eow

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and
prize-winning dams

yiLLsitiE "Kennels,

53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

FOR SALE
Collies

Irish Terriers

Schipperkes

We have for sale a few first clas- collie pups by
the wonderful stud dog,

CHRISTOPHER
Also three grand brood bitches (with easy terma

to any of our stud dogs.)

A PEW WELL-BRED

IRISH TERRIERS
A.ND THREE VERY TYPICAL

SCHIPPERKES

For prices, etc.,

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
75-127 P. O. Box 1630, Philadelphia.

^^COTCH....|^OLI^IEa

PORDHOOK KENNELS

Are among the largest in America devoted ex-

clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Collies. We are now tKX)king orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clif\on Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-

lacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-

ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's

champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO..

79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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D-c. 10-17.— Fifth annual show of the Central
Poultry Association. Richmond, Ind. J. O. Myers,
secretary.

I Dec. 16-ig.—Central Michigan Poultry and Pet
Stix:k Association, Battle Creek, Mich. M. C.
HefTron, secretary.

I

Dec. 16-19.— Little Miami Poultry and Pet^tock
Association, at Lebanon, u. Charles E. Mull,
secretary,

I

Dec. 16-19.—Livingston County Pjultry Associa-
' tion, at Geneseo, N. Y. J. t). Moore. secrAery.

Dec. 16-20.—Southwestern Poultry Association,
I at Memphis. Tenn. W. H. Brocket, secretary,
I Sardis, Miss.

Our Illustration.

p. O. Box. 916.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

PHILADELPHIA, DECEMBER 6, 1890.

READERS OF The Fanciers' Journal
CORRESPONDING OR VISITING WITH AD-
VERTISERS WILL CONFER A FAVOR BY
MENTIONING The Journal.

FIXTURES.

Dog: Shows.
Dec. 10-16 —Fifth annual bench show of the

Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Rockford, III. John Teague, .secretary.
Dec. 16-19.—Second annual exhibition of the

Central Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock As!K>cia-
tion, at Battle Creek, Mich. M. C. HefTron, sec-
retary.
Dec. 20-Tan. I.—Rhode Island Asanriatinn

bench show, at Providence. R. G. Davis, secre-
tary.
Dec. 30-Jan. 3—First bench show of the Buck-

eye Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at'Can-
ton, <). James Sterling, secretary, 39 Nojth
Market Street.

1891.
Jan. 6-9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry

and Pet Stock Association's bench show, at
Binghamton, N. V. H. 11. Parsons, secretary.
Vestal. N. Y.
Jan. 10-14.—Twelfth annual exhibition of the

Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock As.sociation, at
Jackson, Mich. S. H. Slifer. secretary.
Jan. 13-16,—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet

Stock A.ssociation, at Amsterdam, N. Y. Will C.
House, Fry's Bush, N. Y , secretary.
Jan. 13-17.— International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated! Bench Show at Charles-
ton, S C. Benjamin Mcliines, Jr., secretary.
Jan. 20-25.—First annual bench show of the

Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock As.sociation. at
New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, secretary, Box
1658.

Jan. 21-26.—Elmira Poultry and pet Stock As-
sociation's bench show at PMinira. N. Y,
Jan. 27-30—South Carolina Kennel Associa-

tion's inaugural bench show, at Oreeiiville, S.
C. V. F. Capers, .secretary.
Feb. 24-27.— Fifteenth annual bench show of

the Westminster Kennel Club, at New York.
James Mortimore. superintendent.
March 3-6 —Second annual bench show of the

Maryland Kennel Club, at Baltimore, Md. W.
Stewart DiffenderfTer, secretary.
March 10 13 —Hirst nninial bench show of the

Duquesne Kennel Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E.
I.ittell, secretary,
March 21-27 —Second annual bench show of

the Massachusetts Kennel Club, at Lynn, Mass.
D. A. Williams, secretary.
March 31-April 3 —Seventh annual bench

show of the New England Kennel Club, at Bos-
ton. Mass, K. H. Moore, .secrclary
March i6-i9.--The inaugural bench show of the

Washinaton Citv Kenner Club, at Washington,
D. C. Frederick Webster, secretary.
April 8-11,—Second annual bench show of the

Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. John
L. Lincoln. Jr., secretary.
April 14-17.—Fourth bench show of the Cleve-

land Kennel Club, at Cleveland, O. C. M. Mun-
hall, tecrctary.

Fleia Trials.
Dec. 15.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh

annual field trials at Deatonsville. Va,
Jan. 13.—Southern Spfirtsmen's Association's

annual field trials, at Lafayette, Ind. John K.
Renaud, secretary.

1891.
Ian. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H.
Brlggs, secretary.
Feb. 2—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Brunby, secretary-.
Marietta, Ga.

Poultry and Pigeon Shows
Dec. 9-16.—Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Rockford.' A. H. Currier,
••cretary.
D«c. 10-12.—Brockton Poultry and Pet Stock

AMociation Brockton. Mas*. WiUiam P Bond.
•<«rctary. Box 795,

There is nothing in the entire encyclo-
petiia of Taney poultry that is entitled to

more respect than the diminutive Se-

bright bantams. They certainly deserve

to be classed as the finest work of

art. Nature had given to man the birds

and pigments, but it was the art and
science of the man that gave us the won-
derful Sebright bantams. The man was
Sir John Sebright, an enthusiastic fancier

over a generation ago. It was supposed
that the cross was l>etween common ban-
tams and the Polish fowl. The years of
careful breeding to establish the correct

type is a matter of history and a monu-
mental credit to the breeder. To day the
little pets breed as true as most fowls, but
as the well-known bantam breeder, F. B.

Zimmer says: "The Sebright family is

one of the hardest if not the hardest of
all our bantam breeds to breed to standard
requiretnents, and when well bred is one
of the very handsomest." The late

Charles Darwin, an acknowledged author-
ity on all subjects relating to animals and
plants, in speaking of the Sebright ban-
tams says :

"The Sebright bantam is much less pro-

lific than any other breed of fowls, and
is descended from two very distinct

breeds, recrossed by a third sub-variety.

But it would be extremely rash to infer

that the loss of fertility was in any man-
ner connected with its crossed origin, for

it may, with more probability, be altri-

buleil either to long continued close in-

ter-breeding, or to innate tendency to

sterility correlated with the absence of
hackles and sickle tail feathers."

This again proves the many obstacles a
true fancier must be prepared to meet in

breeding up to an ideal. The Sebrights
are beautifully laced birds, both hen and
.ind cock being alike in plumage. The
great difficulty is in producing feathers

that are distinctly laced. This is especially

true of the tail feathers. The latter are

apt to be pencilled where they should be
a clear white or golden bay. Of the two
varieties, the silver and golden Sebrights,

the latter are the hardest to breed. There
is nothing, however, that will create more
pleasure than a nice pair of Sebrights,

and the difficulty of obtaining fine speci-

mens is what lends peculiar zest to the

mating and breeding. The illustration

on our frontispiece is reproduced from
our esteemed contemporary the Stock-

Keeper (England).

for the best setter of any strain at Boston,

1878; champion and special for Ijest im-

ported setter and special for Ijest setter

at Baltimore, 1878. In the field he won
first in Puppy Stake at Nashville, 1877,

and third with Dog Whip in the Brace

Stakes at the same trials ; second with

Lincoln in the Brace Stakes at Nashville,

1878, and first in the ^:a.stern Field Trials'

All-age<l Stake, i8«o.

•
• m

Mr. Peshall had half a notion to go to

prison in order that his case might be
called for trial more promptly. He has,

however, concluded to eat his Christmas
turkey with his family, and in this he
proves himself lo l)e a wise man. Besides,

while the Vredenburgh 7>s. Peshall case

hangs fire it furnishes writers to the

kennel papers with an everlasting theme
for discussion. Kindly think of these

scribes, Mr. Peshall.

•
• •

The attention of bench show commit-
tees is called to the new rules, or rather

"special instructions" for their guid-

ance, which we reprint in this issne from
the Kennel Gazette.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish .Student.

"The grandest field dog that ever lived

is dead." Mr. P. H. Bryson's Champion
Gladstone passed peacefully away on
Thursday, November 20. Gladstone,

whelped July, 1876, wai black, white and
tan in color, and Mr. L. H. Smith has

the honor of having bred him. He was
by Llewellin's Dan out of Petrel. On
the Itench he won first in the open class,

special for the best English setter and
special for the best setter of any strain at

St. Louis in 1878 ; champioD and special

Mr. A. Russell Crowell has received

from Mr. R. W. Boyd, London, England,
the following Welsh terriers : Mephisto
Dick by Mephisto Bob—Champion Ban-

gor Dan Lliw, Mephisto Maliel by Dim
Sarsonaeg—Bangor Bloden, Sainfoin by
Tym—Bangor Bloden, in whelp to Me-
phisto Bob and Rowton Vixen, breeding

unknown.
»%

Mr. J. B. Ellison has returned from a

two-weeks' shooting trip in South Caro-

lina. He says he killed a deer and no
end of s-nall game. He gives good re-

ports of his dogs tiiat are emered for the

Philadelphia Kennel Club's field trials.

*
« •

Wliat an exciting time they do have
hunting deer in New Jersey. Three deer

were killed at Millville Tuesday, and in

the excitement of the chase Walter Wool-
bert WP.S shot in the leg. B. Woodlin re-

ceived a charge in the face that may cost

him an eye, and Charles Kuhnow had a

bullet lodged in his right arm.

*
* *

A new demand for dog biscuit has re-

cently developed. An item going the

rounds of the newspapers states that a

manufacturer of dog biscuit, who has for

some time noticed the large sale of his

product in districts occupied by Italian

laborers, has recently made the discovery

that these poor people, not being able to

buy meat, have been subsisting largely

upon dog biscuit as a substitute, buying

it when freshly baked and soaking it in

their soup.

• •

In the Maryland Kennel Club contro-

versy the defendants, Messrs. Massa-

more, DiffenderfTer, Thompson, Farber

and DiffenderfTer, have filed their ans-

wer to Messrs. Mallory, Glanville, Mal-

colm, Vonderhorst and Malcolm.

•
* •

The case as it now stands is as follows :

The complainants in the original bill

said a meeting of the Board of Governors
was held on Friday night, November 15,

at which, by a tie vote, a resolution was
defeated to repeal a vote of censure pre-

viously passed on the American Kennel
Club. They then charged that without

giving them sufficient notice the five de-

fendants held a meeting next day, at 9
o'clock in the morning, and passed the

resolution. The answer says the resolu-

tion was carried, as Mr. Malcolm, presi-

dent of the club, W.1S not entitled to vote

by reason of his office, and the vote was
therefore five to four. It is also claimed
that the last meeting was in conformity
w ith the laws of the club, and that the

complainants would have received their

notices in time if they had been at their

usual places of business. The American
Kennel Club had notified the Maryland
Kennel Club that uriess the vote of cen-

sure was repealed on or before the 15th

of Noveml>er the Maryland Club would
be sus])ended. This suspension meant
ruin to the Maryland Club, and as a re-

sult the meeting was called. The answer
charges that Mr. Malcolm has threatened

to break up the club unless Mr. W.
Stewart DifTenderfTer "gets out of it,"

ami a copy oi the by-laws of the club is

filed in proof of the assertion that no
unauthorized action has Ijeeii taken. The
case IS arisigned for a hearing next
Monday.

#••

Quite a ntiiir>erof field ilogs have l)een

sold this week. Mr. P. Henry O'Bannon
has sold his English seller bitch Winnie
Davis lo Mr. E. W. Clark, Jr., of Phila-

ilelphia ; Mr. .\venl sold two English
setters, Royal C. and Rodney Royal C.
to Mr. Royal Carrol, of New York, and
Mr. Pierre Lorillard, Jr., has just pur-

chased from Mears & Brown Shot and
Joy, Jr. Mr. H. Merriam has sold his

setter bitch Pazzle.%
The great Plinlimmon is in town. We

had a glimpse of him at the railroad depot
on his arrival ; he was looking well.

•••

Last week we stated that the World's
Fair Committee, at Chicago, had pro-

vided for all live stock exhibits except-

ing dogs. Had we not gone to press a

day earlier than usual, we could have
announced then that a committee had
been named to look after kennel in-

terests. A representative of The Fan-
ciers' Journal stirred this matter up
while in Chicago, and as a result the fol-

lowing committee of three has l)een ap-

pointed : Mr. Clark, chairman ; Mr. S.

D. Thompson and Mr. J. S. Woodward.
This committee was secured mainly
through the efTorts of the prominent
poultry fancier, Hon. Sid. Conger.

«

The Philadelphia Kennel Club at its

meeting Tuesday evening perfected ar-

rangements for the field trials to be held

at Deatonsville, Va., December 15. Mem-
bers and dogs will leave here late Satur-

day night the 13th in two private cars,

in order that the trials may begin

promptly the following Monday. As ac-

c immodations at Deatonsville are limiteil,

only those who are on the list as going
have been provided for. The "do-not-

know-whether-we-are-going-or-not" men
who may accompany the club will have
a choice of sleeping quarters between a
hay stack and a dog kennel.

A meeting of the Executive Committee
of the American Spaniel Club was held

at 16 Broadway, on Wednesday. A. C.

Wilmerding, G. H. Whitehead and James
Watson were present. The allotment of

the prizes for 1891 was discussed, but no
decision was reached. The prizes consiar
of Sweepstakes, Stud Dog Trophy, do-

nated by the secretary ; I'ield Spaniel
Cup, valued at Jioo, and the Cocker
Spaniel Cup, valued at |inri. It is prol)-

able Chicago, Boston anri New York will

each have a cup. The remaining prize

will be competed for either at Baltimore
or Toronto.

* #., ,.:,..
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HOUNDS.

Description of Fox and Otter Hounds,

Harriers and Beagles.

Bv "recoil."

Of the many varieties of houiiH" i» is

our purpose to deal iu this article ouly

with fox and otter hounds, harriers and

beagles, reserving the rest to some future

occasion. The names of the first two

mentioned deuote their avocations, while

the harrier is used to hunt the hare and

sometimes the fox, and the l)eagle the

hare and rabbit.

In America the foxhound is used for

the chase from North to S«juth and from

East to West, for when not in pursuit of

Master Reynard he can \x turned to run-

ning deer, bear, wolves, well-nigh any-

thing in short. About New York, for

want of something better, he is degraded

to follow an aniseed bag trailed along
the ground by a mounted "drag" man.
In this way the hounds never "check,"
the line can be' laid over nice galloping
country devoid of "ngly" fences, and al-

together there can i>e no sa/er way of

bunting. Then, too, there is fun and
exercise in it and it is certainly an ex-

cellent substitute for genuine Ktx-hunt-

iog.
Otter hounds are not, in the knowledge

of the writer, used iu America, though it

is a sad pity for there can be no doubt but
that excellent sport could be had with
them.
The only regular pack of harriers on

the Continent is that followed by the
Country Club, whose headquarters are in

the vicinity of New York City. They
are not, however, used for hare hunting,
but for drag hunting, and their selection

instead of fox hounds is due to the coun-
try over which they hunt. It is made up
largely of small enclosures bounded by
stiff fences and walls, and large-sized

hounds would ryn away from their field

in no time in it. Isolated specimens of
the breed are to be seen here and there,

but nowhere, save in the instance already
mentioned, are there "packs" of harriers.

Beagles are the favorites of the sports-

man, for in many a place where deer,

foxes and ^ame birds have disappeared,
"cotton tatls" are found in numbers suf-

ficient to afford capital sport. This is

one of the fgjv breens of dogs in which
we excel ourEnglish cousins, and when
the comparatively short length of time
that we have been engaged in breeding
them is taken into account, it is most
creditable to us.

There are two or three different ways
of fox hunting in America. The first, as

followed outside New England and in

Canacfa at Montreal, Toronto and Lon-
don, is to follow the chase on horseback
and let the hounds catch and kill their

fox. The sectwd i« riding after t'n hunt,
but if occasion offers to head the fox and
shoot him as he passes. In New England,
the land of hills and valleys and dense
woods, where no horse could follow the
hounds, it is the custom to go on foot,

accompanied by one or two hounds,
which find the fox and chase it. The
man's part is to calculate in what direc-

tion the fox will run and intercept it at
tome "runway," when he shoots him, ;/
fu can.

Two ty|)es of foxhounds are to lie seen
therefore, the .\niericaii and the English.
The former is sprung from importations
made years ago by our forefathers, and is

a taller, lighter dog throughout than its

confrere the English hound.
We will now proceed to a description of

the different breeds in detail.

THK HN<;i.rSH FOXHOUND.
From time immemorial the source

from which the foxhound has sprung has
Jwen a source of endless discussion, and
•lespite it all there can be no certainty as
to what it is. In early days there were
iHvers varieties of hounds, and the only
conclusion to coiiie to is that it is the
product of judicious inter-breedin),'s.

Oervasc Markham, in a book published
in 1631, called "Country ContciUnients,"
gives the following description :

"Now of these hounds there are divers
kinds, as the slow hound, which is a
large great dog, tall and heavy, and are
>>red for the most part in the best coun-
tries in this kingdome, as also in Ches-
hire and Lancashire, and most woodland

and mountainous countreys. Then the

middle sized dog, which is more fit for

the chase, being of a more nimble com-
posure, and are bred in Worcestershire,

Bedfordshire and many other well-

niixed soiles, where the chanipaigne and

covert are of equal largenesse. Then the

light, nimble, swift, slender dog, which
is bred in the north parts of this king-

dome, as Yorkshire, Cumberland, North-

umberland and many other plain cham
paigne countreys.

' 'These hounds are of divers colors, and
according to their colors so we elect them
for the chase, as thus for example : The
white hound, or thL- white with black

spots, or the white with some liver spots,

are the principal best to compose your
kennel of, and will indeed hunt any
chase exceeding well, especially the hair,

stagge, bucke, roe or otter, for they will

well endure both wood and waters
;
yet

if you demand which is the best and
most l)eautiful of all colors for the gen-

eral kennell. then I answer the white

with the blacke eares, and blacke spot at

the setting of the taile, and are ever

found both of good scent and good con-

dition. * * The griffeld, which are

ever most commonly shaghaired, or any
other color,whether it be mixtor nnmixt,
so it be shaghaired, are the best verinin-

ers, and therefore are chosen to hunt the

fox, badger or other hot scent ; they are

also exceeding good and cunning find-

ers, and therefore of huntsmen not
thought amisse to have one or two couple i

in every kennell."
The foregoing is peculiarly interesting

not only because that it shows the de-

scription of hounds then iu use, but that

from it it would appear that there were
then hounds that resembled the modern.

In an article of this description I do not
think I can do better than ^ive in extenso
an article which appeared in the English
Conntrv, written in 1877 by the late Mr.

John Fisher ("Vert"), for a more admi-
rable treatise of the subject I have never
seen.
"Our Saxon forefathers hunted down

the fox, not so much for sport as to pro-

tect their slender stock of poultry, lambs
and sucking pigs from 'the subtle pilfer-

ing foe, prowling around in midnight
shades' and were wont to proclaim his

uiori-noie in joyous uIhsIs iioiii iiic so-

norous throat of the cow horn, and we
do not suppose that they would be very
particular as to the kind of hound they
employed for the purpose.
"Who ever asks where, or when, or

how the wily fox is ta'en until victorious

William and his son Rufus taught them
with horn and voice to cheer and disci-

pline the pack ? For centuries the chase
was reserved for royalty and the nobles
of the land, and it was not until 'our

George was king' that the middle classes

were allowed to join in the sport when
the yeomen and farmers in various parts

of England got up packs of hounds for

hunting the fox, each giving bed and
l)oard to one or two couples, which they
brought together on appointed days.

These were called trencher packs from
the manner in which they were billetted

out on the members of the clubs. Sev-
eral such packs are still kept in the
northern counties and afford their sup-
porters plenty of sport.

"The first pack of foxhounds with
huntsmen and whippers-in on horseback
was established about the middle of the
last century in Dorsetshire and hunted
the Cranbourne Chase country for sev-

eral years, when they were purchased by
Mr. George Bowes, grandfather of the
present Mr. John Bowes, of Streallem
Castle, after which they hunted the Dur-
ham country, and initiated northern fox
hunters in the proper way of following
the sport.

"The Brocklesly hound list, which is

one of the earliest, dates from 1786, the
first sire recorded being Dover, by Fitz-

william's Rummager.
"Mr. Farquharson hunted Dorsetshire

from 1806 to 1858— fi fly-two seasons—and
had ninety couples of hounds in his ken-
nels. He bred his bitches to about
twenty-one inches and his dog hounds to

twenty-three inches high, and they
brought 1347 brace of foxes to book in

twenty-one seasons. In the season of
of 1842-43 the nose tally of this kennel
was eighty-seven brace.

"Mr. Meyiiell, who hunted the Quorn
for twenty-four seasons, did not care to

have them under twenty-four inches, and
Mr. Assheton Smith, who succeeded
him, raised the standard to twenty-five
inches. Of the old masters the Duke of

Grafton, Lord Lonsdale and Mr. Warde
liked to have them very little under
twenty-six inches.

"Mr. Hall, the present master of the

Holderness, has hunted that country for

thirty-five seasons without intermission,

having wore his first spurs on the gray-

I

tail Screveton. with Mr. Digby Segard,

in 1820, and has since learnt the 'hang'

j
of every field from Stedmore plantation

to Lammas stream, of which local tradi-

tion avers that by sounding the depth of

that dainty-looking water-trap Mr. 'Nim-

ToA' Apperley had the freedom of the

Holderness conferred on him, and that

he carried away a luckless Lammas min-
now iu his boot as his precept of initia-

tion. Mr. Hall cares more for the work-
ing qualities of his hounds than an inch

or .so* in height, and, besids his doings at

home with the Holderness, he has also

carried his banner to the fore among the

crack riders, and at all the crack meets,

in the shires, from Lord Yarborough's at

Cainby Corner and the Quorn at Rolles-

ton, to Lord Chesterfield's at Bullock

Smithy.
"In January of 1836 a knot of twenty-

one second horses, by a lucky neck-in,

gained the rising ground and cau.ht a

head view of the Bel voir bitch pack press-

ing hard on a Piper Hole fox up the vale,

near the close of a fast forty-eight min-
utes ; the first flight being reduced to

seven horsemen, with Tom Croosey at the

flag end.
"'Lord Forrester is leading them on

the grey,' says Tom Chambers, alluding

to a grey holding a centre lead of a good
twenty lengths. Mentally, we had already

claimed the grey as one of the Yorkshire
contingent, and biding our time, as he
led down the swede ridges, and closely

scanning his charge at the ox-fence—too

stiff to bend and too tough to break—we
caught the certainty and broke out : 'It's

the Lord of Holderness that's on the grey

my lads ; and all the Lords in Leicester-

shire can't catch him !' Nor coul^ they !

And when the fox was pulled down, two
fields ahead, there were only three up for

the twenty-one fresh horses on hand, the

noble lord above alluded to not being one
of them. Will Goodall was second whip
on that day ; and when he took the hare
in 1842, he reduced the Belvoir standard

provements, the services of a favorite

hound, in most packs, being available

for anv other kennel, if properly sought,

of which we have an instance of the late

Sir Richard Sutton, who, in a letter to a

brother, M. F. H., written only a few days

before his death, says : *Sen<l bitches to

Glider'—Glider lieing considered the best

hound in Sir Richard's kennel.

[to be continued.]

inches, and in the season of 1854 killed

no foxes in 113 days.
" 'We don't call foxhounds dogs,' was

the crusty retort of Tom Parrington, the

Yorkshire secretary, to a Craven scut-

hunter, on the eve of the Skipton Hound
show. But with all due deference to the

cherished reservation of the mighty
mentor, we do not only call the foxhound
a dog, but the dog of dogs, and premise
that, from a national point of view, fox-

hounds are of more importance than all

other breeds of dogs clubbed together.

"We have weekly records of hunting
appointments from 167 packs of fox-

hounds m Great Britain and Ireland,

which collectively engage to hunt about

540 days a week ; besides which we are

cognizant of several other established

f
lacks of foxhounds, not included in the

ists, and perhaps 600 hunting days a

week would be nearer the mark—and
this goes on (weather permitting) for

nearly half the year.

"It is c'early ascertained that a country
cannot be properly hunted three days a

week for less than /'3000 a year, or four

days a week for less than ^4000 a year ;

and if we make this a basis of calculation

we have as an approximate no less a sum
than /"6oo,ooo a year spent on fox hunt-
ing establishments alone, to say nothing
of the enormous sums spent on the private

studs of those for whom the sport is pro-

vided, nearly every shilling of which is

not only spent at home but on home
pro<lucts, and filters through every branch
of the home trade.

"I do not rhyme for that dull elf

Who caniiot'picture for himself

that the chief reason why our 'flowers

of chivalry' are the finest and best field

officers in the world is owing to the
knowledge of the management of the
horse, and the courage inspired by early

lessons taken in the hunting field.

"There is no breed of dogs that have
attained to such a high degree of perfec-

tion in form and substaiioe as foxhounds.
Their pedigrees have been longer and
better kept ; their breeders have united
science with practice for many years

past, and the results show the master's

hand. They have also long been under
the control of a class with whom petty
jealousies do not stand in the way of im-

Our (^hninb Friends.

BY TRIXIE.

Of one thing I feel certain, and that is

that the ruling spirits of our kennel

clubs are not the "mud slingers" that

hold "high carnival" iu the kennel press.

A club readily gives place to the just

claims of another club and these "mud
daubers" recognize the rights of no one
—self excepted.
What is wrong with the "Milk Route"

boys? Are they trying to freeze out

the rest of the club? There is some-
thing "iu ihe wind" when we see the

statement that "Mr. Malcolm will not

resign under fire." There must be"mush-
room" breeders down there as well as

around Pittsburg.

I wonder if Mr. M. has heard that a

Pittsburgh breeder has lately sold a

dog (bitch) for |2ooo in clean cash. I

believe I could count on my fingers all

the "old-timers" that ever secured a like

sum for a single animal. "Nothing suc-

ceeds like success," and we must all

acknowledge that "success" is at present

perched upon tiie shoulders of "Kildare."

Well, to my mind, he deserves every

bit of it, for never has a man had to wade
through more filth than has l>een poured
alxint this same "Kildare." Don't imagine
that I am one of his customers and write

to boom them to my own advantage. 1

never have owned an Irish setter and
"Kildare" knows me not. My sympathies,

are with the "under dog" in the fight^

but when the "under" one makes a clean

square fight and gets "on top" I cantiot

transfer my sympathies ; I am with him
to the last.

There never were more ardent admir-
ers of the dog than Col. Skinner, "Birds"
and "P.e-Ca"r>er •" tbev have written

much for the sporting press, yet 1 have
the first sentence to see from their pens
in which they make the attempt to sup-

port their opinions by defaming the

character of those who may have diflfer-

ent views. They are universally re-

spected, and if our "young blood" desire

to be equally respected they must travel

over the same road they have. I wish
all our kennel writers would, when they

caunot say any gootl of a fellow breeder,

not say anything about him at all.

A "free lance" like "Espan" can say

what he pleases, as it hurts no one, as we
never take any account of what he does
say. but he even may go too far, and this

everlasting allusion to "J. W." has be-

come quite a "chestnut." "Espan," if

you must write, be advised and take
"Thems Tattler," or even our own "Brit-

tle" for a model ; if you study them
closely, in time you may improve enough
to be admitted into "good society."

We have quite a number of field trial

clubs for our sporting dogs, and I am
pleased to hear of the success of every

one of them. They are an advance agent
for the setter and pointer breeder and as

such should be encouraged by all sports-

men, but I have in my mind the benefits

that would be derived from the formation
of a field trial club of an entirely different

nature.

Of late years there has been great activ-

ity developed in the Scotch collie inter-

ests. Numbers of the l)est to be found
have been imported. We find them
largely represented at our bench shows,
and we are glad to see them there, but

while we think there is no handsomer
dog living than is the collie, they are a

working dog, a farmer's dog, and a bench
show record adds nothing to their value

if they are not also well-trained sheepdogs.
There are enough interested 111 the

breed to suppcjrt a good field trial club

in this country, and while such trials

would prove highly interesting to breed-

ers and spectators, they would create a

much greater demand for the useful collie

than all the bench shows ever held. This
is a subject well worth the attention of

collie breeders, and I hope to hear from
some of them upon the subject. I know
The Fanciers' Journai. will give you
space in its columns.
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DISEASES OF THE DOG.

What Treatment Should Be Followed

in Cases of Sickness.

from the Fanciers' Gazette.

[continued prom page 277.]

Before we pass to actual treatment in

disease, let us for a moment consider the

diseases which generally worry the dog
owner. Let us begin at the puppy, the

moment it is weaned.

Weaning consists of gradually replac-

ing the first footl of the puppy by an ar-

tificial one ; so gradually, that when the

dam is entirely removed from the pups

the latter do not appear either to miss

her or to be harmed by the loss of her

milk. How many breeders take the

trouble to gradually wean ? The general

idea is that when the puppy is five to six

weeks old it ought to be weaned, and
forthwith the dam is removed and allowed

to howl for nights in intense pain, caused

by great accumulation of milk, aggra-

vated by her natural desire to return to

her offspring, a habit which frequently

gives rise to disease of the lacteal glands.

The pups miss their dam, howl too, and
are solaced twice or three times a day

with bread and milk, or some such diet,

which they are perfectly unaccustomed

to. As a result they are scoured, and
from being plump, healthy, happy pups,

they lose flesh, mope and fall off. What
can one do in such a case as this ? It is

ridiculous to imagine that drugs and
dosing will remedy an evil caused by the

ignorance of the first principles of com-
mon sense.

The remedy is : "Don't do it again."

Still, it is done every week, and until

breeders learn that puppies will not thrive

if taken direct from the dam and forced

to feed on food their stomachs cannot di-

gest, and at hours which, however con-
VCillCilL lO lUC OnucT, al^ uOl. dCCcptcil 111

the same feeling by the pups, so long will
fine litters go wrong.
Let us go a step further. The puppy

recovers a bit, but he becomes pot-bellied
and worms are rightly diagnosed, for the
kennel floor leaves no doubt on the ques-
tion. Recourse is at once had to a
"Naldire" (one of the best remedies for
old dogs), which, if it gets one pup rid
of worms, destroys two. We have seen
this over and over again.

|

Now a word about kennels. If the
puppy is in nice warm kennels, with room
to play iu and outside, if the weather is

good, despite the foregoing troubles, it

may begin to get on ; but if it is in a
dark cellar of a place, damp, cold and
draughty, or tied by the neck to a cabin
outside, exposed '.o changes of climate,
it is prettv sure to get mangy and grow
worse. I'reatment, dear friends ? There
is none that will do your dog any good
until you know how to treat the dog.

Again, supposing you have reared
your puppy properly, and one day you
ol)serve he is dull, won't eat, l)egiiis to
run at the nose, and you become aware
that distemper has to be faced. Treat-
ment? Treatment is absolutely useless,
unless you intend to do more than physic
and feed him. You must see that he does
not run risks when he is getting nicely
over it, for if you don't take this care
also, down goes the pup worse than ever,
and, presto ! he is gone where no treat-

ment is of avail.

This brings us to observe that, as a
rule, treatment becomes necessary when
folly requires it. F'alling off afler wean-
ing ; worms, mange and distemper (of
the latter we shall have much to say)

;

all so-called diseases which trouble us in
the puppy's life, with canker, eczema
and mange in the old dog's life, are dis-
eases which, with a little forethought and
trouble, we could almost banish. Treat-
ment for them is necessitated because we
allow them to arise, and with them we
may class anaemia, dyspepsia and a dozen
others.

The diseases which are to be found in
the dog in the wild state are few, very
few compared with those in domesticity.
We do not say remove domesticity, but
remove the cause of the domestic diseases

which trouble the dog, and treatment for

them will not be required. Remember
that treatment, whether it be in health
or disease, is one of proper food, proper
comfort and proper management, and,
in diseases alone, proper medicine. As a
matter of fact, nature is its best veterinary
surgeon, and if we were to look to her
ana what she really requires, we should
hear less of the veterinary surgeon and
more of common sense. In many of the
diseases which we shall give the treat-

ment for, common sense is the best medi-
cine. Where it is absolutely necessary
we shall give a recognized prescription.
Drugs are all very well, but nature's
medicine is better.

Look first to your food, then to your
exercise ; see that your kennels are warm,
airy and bright, and, finally, if medicine
is really required, get it, and follow
advice to the letler.

Of food and comfort we will speak
from our own experience ; of what medi-
cal treatment we have been forced to use
we shall also speak, and that, we may
say with feelings of pleasure, we have
found almost always efficacious. At the
same time we are bound to remark that
we cannot invent new prescriptions and
new drugs. This must be obvious ; con-

treatment of distemper, cough, bron-
chitis, etc., are synonymous with cold,
cough, bronchitis, etc., when attributed
to other causes than distemp<-r, some-
what different. We shall therefore deal
with a common cold, cough, bronchitis
in its three phases, mild, severe and
chronic ; asthma, mild and chronic

;

pleurisy and pneumonia, as diseases apart
altogether from distemper, and consider
them as diseases which may occur inde-
pendently of the microbic disease.

A Cold.—What do we do when we have
a cold ? Do we stay in the house ? We
do. Do we go to bed and dose ourselves
with medicine ? Some do ; but are they
the better for it ? Not one whit. There-
fore it behooves the dog owner not to
co<ldle his animal too much, but just
enough. The dog must be kept warm,
fed moderately on nourishing but some-
what sloppy food. During the cold he
must be kept in the kennel, and the more
comfortable the kennel and the more
careful the owner is with the dog, the
sooner he will be well.

A Cough.—At times a cough ensues on
the cold, frequently after a show, when
the dog has been exposed to a variety of
temperatures, excitement, constant bark-
ing and a dislike to feed, which lowers

PUG DOG CHAMPION LORIS.
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sequently, when we give the formula of a
medicine which we consider to be of
value, we shall be bound to resort to
other authors than o urselves, and when
we do this we •shall name the author
from whose work the prescription has
been taken.

Rksmratory Diseases.—Having now
briefly approached the question of treat-

ment in these words, we commence
naturally with the respiratory tract, since
breath is life. Now the diseases of the
respiratory tract are a cold, cough, bron-
chitis (mild), bronchitis (severe), bron-
chitis (chronic), asthma (mild), asthma
(chronic), pleurisy and pneumonia, dis-
temper.

Distemper.—Distemper commences as
a cold, men cough appears ; bronchitis
may follow ; and pleurisy and pneumonia,
together with other complications which
implicate the bowels, the liver, the eye
and the nervous system, supervene. We
therefore consider that as distemper is a
microbic disease, albeit one attacking
the respiratory tract in the first instance,
it would be better to leave all these va-
rious phases of the diseases, compre-
hending, of course, the respiratory tract,

the hepatic system, the alimentary canal,
etc., to the heading under which dis-

temper comes, since the remedy and

the system. In such cases the feeding
and treatment are the same as in a cold

;

at the same time, as fever is frequently
present, there is nothing better than a
dose of tartar emetic.

Dose—Small dogs, one-quarter grain
;

medium dogs, one-half grain ; big dogs,
one grain.

*

"THE JOURNAL" AHEAD.

It Leads Its Contemporaries In Oivlnc
tho Flold Trial Result*.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Allow me to compliment yon
upon your last week's paper. It is the

only sporting paper that published a full

account of the Champion Stake at the

Eastern trials. I might add that your
account of those trials is the best that

has been published. I was glad to hear

to-day from one of your advertisers that

he had chained better returns from your
paper than from any in which he had
ever advertised. May your enterprise be

rewarded. Yours truly.

Subscriber.
New York, T>ec. i, 1890.

SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.

special Correapondence.

The attitude ofthe A. K. C.'s Advisory

Committee, requesting a withdrawal of

the "censure" passed on it by ^le Mary-
land Kennel Club has evidently rubbed

Mr. Malcolm very much the wrong way,

for it has been the means of that gentle-

man withdrawing his determination of

severing his connection with dogdom

—

for the present at least. Concerning the

actual fact of the Maryland Kennel Club
censuring the parent body I drew atten-

tion to it a week or two back when the

A. K. C. had requested the withdrawal.

Then the smaller association had not had
time to take action, but now a meeting
has been held, and from Mr. Malcolm's
letter in last week's Turf, Field and
Farm it looks as if there will be serious

ructions amongst the Maryland Kennel
Club members themselves.

Of course the first thing that strikes

an outsider is whether the Maryland
Kennel Club were pursuing a right

course by censuring a body under whose
protective wing it had or was supposed to

have taken shelter. What good it could

do I fail to see, as it was not placing the

Maryland Kennel Club in any higher

position, nor were they gaining anything.

It could only be taken in one light by
the A. K. C. and that a spirit of insub-

ordination on the part of one of its chil-

dren. If a youngster censured his father

for denying him something which he
wished he would probably get a spank-

ing, and this, I take it, is the position of

the Maryland Kennel Club.

If the action of the A. K. C. was dis-

tasteful, surely the Maryland Kennel Club
could remonstrate, but to "censure" that

seems turning things very much topsey

turvey. Supposing I as an associate were
treated by "44" in a manner that I con-

sidered unjust, what would the public

think if I "censured" them ? They would
ridicule the idea, and in a manner the

Maryland Kennel Club has placed

itself iu this predicament. Right or

wrong, the Maryland Kennel Club as

long as it is a member of the A. K. C,
must abide by the latter's decisions and
rulings. Like every other club, it has a

voice, no more, no less. And if any ac-

tion of the A. K. C. is deemed overbear-

ing, surely there is a means by which
the matter can be discussed. But as the

case stands now the Maryland Kennel
Club by "censuring" the A. K. C. not

only casts a reflection on it as a body, bat

on those who represent the other clubs,

which is tantamount to expressing an

opinion that the other clubs made gross

errors in their selection of delegates, and
that unless they agree with the Maryland
Kennel Club they are to be censured for

electing whosoever they pleased.

Mr. Malcolm argues that because their

representative was not accepted, the A.

K . C. was going beyond its bounds and
cites a case of substitution, which I infer

was countenanced, when the A. K. C.

was in its infancy. He takes this as a

precedent, but is it not possible that the

A. K. C. was wrong on that occasion ?

And if so, there is no reason for contin-

uing in that path. Two wrongs don't

make a right. I am not sufficiently

versed in the constitution of the A. K. C.

to know whether a substitute^for one
meeting—for ths regular delegate is
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allowed, but if so, it is a very (plastic way

of transacting business. I think Mr.

Malcolm would scoff at the Legislature

ifa district were permitted to sulwtitute

anyone else iu the Senate just for some

special debate because their represenU-

tive could not attend on that particular

occasion, and still more would he be

tickled if that district publicly censured

"the House" because thejr voted against

such a proceeding.

The only thing against the A. K. C.'s

action is whether they have not put on

the screw a little too tight. Nor do 1

think the Advisory Committee should be

just what its name siguifies,—a committee

for discussing cases in the interim be-

tween the Executive Committee's quar-

terly meeting, sifting the wheat from

the chaff and laying the l)are facU before

the latter. As it is constituted at present

its composition is too small. Admitting

the possibility of "one man" power, and

even if the gentlemen appointed are

actuated with the best intentions, such a

email representation is too inclined to

go the same way, and we cannot but help

feeling that all deliberate steps should

emanate from a less restricted Ijody.

To me the power with which the Ad-

visory Committee is invested is far too

extensive when one considers the lim-

ited number of men deputed to act, and

unless the A. K. C. should deem it ad-

visable to increase the necessary quorum,

none of its edicts should be recognized

until the Executive Committee has ap-

proved the decision. The wrathful out-

burst of the Maryland Kennel Club prob-

ably deserved a sharp reprimand, but its

effect was so harmless that the A. K. C.

could well have afforded to treat it as

the action of a wayward boy squealmg

because he could not wear two suits of

clothes. However, the A. K. C.'s notice

seems to have stirred up a pretty kettle

of fish among the Baltimore canine en-

thusiasts, some being for telling "44" to

go to the devil, and others inclining for

peace. How it will aH end goodness

only knows, but it seems pretty certain

that if the belligerent party has its way

the Maryland Kennel Club as it is at

present will be a thing of the past.

Owing to my last copy being written

some timt before publication I made it

appear as if the People %•«. Peshall case

were fixed for last Thursday week, when it

should have been last Thursday two weeks.

Nothing, however, was done, and it has

been postponed until this week. The
gentleman who was served with a sub-

poena in a saloon is, I hear, jubilant at

this, as it (the subpoena) was only goo<]

for the particular day, and he is praying

that no more will fall in his way.

Mr. Terry, the popular secretary of the

Westminster Kennel Club will take one

of those deliberate steps on December

3 at St. George's Church which will cause

all chaperoues and mothers to shun him.

May prosperity and happiness always

attend his bride and himself. The lady,

liccause such a "thorough" man would
choose none other than an amiable

xvoman ; the latter because he deserves

it.

Dr. Glover has sold his setter Sam C,
wfnner of third in last year's Setter

I)erby at the Central Field Trials to Mr.

P; Lewis. Also Blue Eagle by Paris III,

from Genevieve, to Mr. Wills, of New
Vork. Doth are dogs that would not

disgrace any bench show, and the Doctor

tells me their owners are delighted with

them.

Mr. R. F. Mayhew has been asked to

judge the Great Danes, Newfoundlands,

bloodhounds, all terriers (except smooth,

fox and bull), toy spaniels and other

classes at tl e forthcoming New York

show.

All doggy men will hear with regret

the death of Mr. August Belniout, Sr.,

father of the A. K. C, which occurred

last week, he having contracted pneu-

monia while judging at the Horse Show

the previous week. By his disease the

.\merican turf has lost one of its greatest

supports, for as long as the "maroon and

scarlet" was represented there was always

a feeling of security at the different

tracks. It is said the present Mr. August

Belmont is likely to continue in his

father's footsteps and maintain the

stable. I only hope this is true, as not

only will it tend to perpetuate a name

which has become world renowned in

turf matters lx)th for integrity and gen-

uine love of the thoroughbred, but it will

also keep intact one of the finest studs to

be found and one which has taken a life-

time to bring to its present excellence.

I am sure everyone will heartily sympa-

thize with the president of the A. K. C.

in his bereavement, for it does not fall to

the lot of every man to love a father

whose career has inspired nothing but

honor and respect. Brittle.

[Owing to the fact of our having gone

to press a day earlier last week the above

letter was not received in time for that

issue, but is published in conjunction

with Brittle's. letter of this week.—Ed.]

The fates ! Dispensation of Providence !

Force of circumstances ! Call it what

you will, so ordained that my last week's

copy arrived too late for publication, iu

spite of the fact that it was mailed on the

Monday prior to going to press. You,

Mr. Editor, warned me of the approach-

ing Thanksgiving, and I took, as I

thought, every rational precaution, but

the anticipation of turkey roti, turkey

bonille, turkey fricassee, turkey any other

way, must have so seriously affected those

in charge of the [>ostal department, that

they even neglected to treat my matter

with a respectful consideration.

Of course, the chief matter of interest

during the past week was the probability

of the Vredenburgh-Peshall case making

some little advance towards a definite

issue, but all such expectations were

again knocked on the head, as for the

second time it was postponed, I lielieve

sine die. When an opportunity offered

itself last Monday Mr. Peshall appeared

Ijefore Judge Fitzgerald to demand an

immediate trial. The following is the

gist of what transpired :

"I can prove my entire innocence,
yonr Honor," said Mr. Peshall, "and I

demand a trial. I have been pursued
with the utmost malevolence, and even
the gentleman, Mr. Leslie C. Bruce, of
Turf, Field and Farm, who became my
bondsman, has been assailed on account
of his friendship for nie. I want to put an
end to this. My reputation is dearer to

me than my life."

Mr. Bedford said that the entire week
must l)e devoted to pri.son cases.

"Well," rejoined Mr. Peshall, "if going
to the Tombs will help me to get a trial

I am inclined, particularly as I hear' the
food is good there, to surrender myself
and take my chances of trial with the
other prisoners there.

"

"You had better not," replied Mr. Bed-

ford. "You might have to remain there

longer than yoa wanted to."

Judge Fitzgerald suggested that Mr.
Peshall should confer out of court with

Mr. Bedford and try to settle upon a near
day for trial.

The reason for these postponements

may not be generally known. In fact, I

have met several men who had the er-

roneous idea that the first delay was

caused by Mr. Vredenburgh or his at-

torney not being sufiSciently prepared

with their case. This is not so, as the

whole matter is now entirely out of their

hands and both parties must placidly

await "the pleasure" of the court. It ap-

pears that all cases in which the defend-

ants are not out on bail have the first

call, and as there are some three or four

hunilred of these to be decided, it is no

small wonder that Mr. Peshall is still

kept in suspense. This will account for

his offer to embrace temporary retire-

ment in the Tombs, for by this means

the trial could be expedited from the fact

that he would be included among those

who had not given bail.

When my notes which were intended

for last week with reference to the posi-

tion taken by the A. K. C against the

Maryland Kennel Club were written, no

definite action bad been taken by the

latter. Since then, as has been published,

half the Board of Directors wished for a

withdrawal of their censure, while the

other half were for maintaining their ac-

tion. With this explanation I do not

think my remarks of more than a week

old will be out of place, especially those

as to the "powers invested" in the Ad-

visory Committee of the A. K. C. and

those relating to the stand taken by the

Maryland Kennel Club in censuring the

bigger body.

You published last week the fact that

Mr. Malcolm and his four supporters in

the Board of Directors had taken legal

action against Mr. Diffenderffer and his

four adherents, because the latter had

called a second meeting unknown to Mr.

Malcolm, and thereby carried a resolu-

tion withdrawing their censure. The
case was set for decision last Monday, the

judge ill the meantime giving an order

restraining any one of the "concilia-

lory" party advising the A. K. C. of its

I
caceful desires. Unfortunately for the

judge's "mandamus," it came too late,

as the sectetary of the A. K. C. had re-

ceived the withdrawal of censure before

the legal luminary's command had been

issued.

How the case has gone on I am not at

the time of writing in a. position to state,

but I do know this difference of opinion

among the M. K. C. officials is of a very

complex nature. In the first place, it

will be remembered that the original

meeting of the ten directors resulted in

an equal division ; six to one and half a

dozen tc the other, only in this case they

were one short on each side. But it ap-

peals the nine "bellicose" inclined

wouM have been in a minority had it not

l>een for Mr. Malcolm insisting on his

right to vote.

Everyone knows Mr. Malcolm is presi-

dent of the Maryland Kennel Club, and

according to the constitution its presi-

dent is not entitled to vote except when
electing officers, new members or iu the

case of a tie (on questions before the

committee, etc.). Such being the case,

the five more peacefully iuclined directors

. were actually in the majority, so that the

"withdrawal of the censure" was carried

at the original meeting. But apart from

all these side issues, as far as I can

gather, the A. K. C. will take no further

steps against the Maryland Kennel Club.

It is not my desire to dictate to Mr.

Malcolm, nor do I wish him to consider

my remarks unwarranted, but surely if

he wishes to advance the welfare of the

Maryland Kennel Club he would be aid-

ing it more by conceding to the peaceful

inclinations of its members than rending

it asunder by his present attitude. For
a house divided against itself, as this is at

present, must become enfeebled, if not

wrecked, and I do not think Mr. Mal-

colm is the kind of man who would take

pleasure in such "handiwork." Then
again, there is the show to be considered.

What is to become of that if the war

hatchet isn't buried ? No, Mr. Malcolm,

shun "the shadow dance" and smoke the

calumet of peace.

In conversation with "Brailsford," Mr.

Haywood-Lonsdale's handler, concerning

the merits and otherwise of certain

strains, he stated that the late Sam Price

said "The Graphic strain of pointers was
the worst to be found in Devonshire for

field purposes." It is only fair to state

that fortunately for "Brailsford" Mr.

Anthony was not present, or New York
might have been ringing with "Norrible

murder of a Britisher down South for

outrageous liinsult 'ginst one of our

greatist nashonal iustitooshuns."

The performance of the pointer bitch

Tray at the trials this week was a credit-

able one when it is considered she has

been suffering from sexual ailments. Jn

fact, only last Sunday she was mated to

King of Kent. She is by Tory White

from Lapford Pearl, and has been leased

by Mr. Hitchcock to John White for

breeding purposes. Brittle.

GIVE US A BENCH SHOW.

Is Philadelphia Dead In EverytblnBt
Kven Unto a Dor Mbow f

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Why is it that we do not ha\-e

any more bench shows in this city ?

Surely there are numbers of first-class

dognien who reside here who ought to

bestir themselves and restore Philadel-

phia to the front ranks once more in the

doggy world. When we read of tlie im-

mense shows held in Chicago and Boston
we naturally ask the query, why do we
not have similar shows in this city ? Can
anyone tell us the why and the wherefore
and inform us whether the show held in

1889 was the last to take place here?
With such a good kennel paper as TuB
Fancier-s' Journal to push the matter
there ought to be no trouble to make a
financial success of a bench show here,
and as far as success in other channels is

concerned, past experience ought to serve
as goml examples. Let all join in this

winter and make an effort to hold a bench
show in the spring and one that will be a

credit to the city. Yours truly,

Cinister.

Philadelphia, Dec. 4, 1890.

The I>OB Explains.

"Why do you bark at the moon ?"

asked the tomcat.
"Poor thing," answered the watch dog

as he jingled his chain ; haven't you ever
heard that the moon exerts an influence
on the tied ?"

—All About Ferrets and Rats by "Sure
Pop" ( Adolph Isaacsen) is an entertaining
little work on ferrets, rats and rat ex-
termination, and being written by a prac-
tical and experienced man is a valuable
book to persons interested in these sub-
jects. •
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GORDON SETTER CLUB.

BualneiM Transaotod at a Special Meet-
Ins of the Executive Committee.

New York, December i.—At a special

meeting of the Executive Committee of
the Gordon Setter Club of America, held

at 44 Broadway, this city, on November
28, the following members were present

:

Dr. J. M. Lordly, Dr. H. Clay Glover, F.

W. Bennett, Dr. John H. Meyer and L.

A. Van Zandt. Dr. J. M. Lordly in the

chair, L. A. Van Zandt, secretary pro
tem. The minutes of the previous meet-
ing were read and adopted. Election of
officers followed to nil the places of
Messrs. H. Malcolm, president; Dr. J.
Whitaker, vice-pfesident, and I. T. Nor-
ris, secretary-treasurer, whose resignation
took effect bctol)er 29, 1890. On motiou
the following officers were elected : Dr.
H. Clay Glover, president ; Dr. J. M.
I.^rdly, vice-president ; L. A. Vau Zandt,
secretary and treasurer. Election of
members followed, and Dr. J. F. Clarke
and Dr. George L. Lamson were elected.
The resignation of J. W. E. Clarke as
member of Executive Committee was
read and accepted with regret. Dr. J. F.
Clarke was elected a nieml)er of Execu-
tive Committee to fill vacancy caused by
the resignation of J. W. E. Clarke. The
resignation of F. M. Bennett as delegate
to the A. K. C. and as a member of the
Stud-Book Committee was read and ac-
cepted with regret. L. A. Van Zandt was
elected delegate to the A. K. C. in place
of F. M. Bennett. On motion of Dr.
Glover, Dr. Meyer was appointed a com-
mittee of one to be known as the Stud-
Boo^c Committee. On motion of Dr.
Meyer it was
Rksolvkd, That the club donate the

sum of I25 for prizes at the Westminster
Kennel Club show, February, 1891, to be
divided as follows : Ten dollars to best
dog in open class, |io to best bitch in
open class, $$ to best dog or bitch in
puppy classes.

Resolved, That a committee of one
be elected to be known as the bench
show and field trial committee, whose
duty it shall be to look after the interests
of the Gordon setter at bench shows and
neid trials, and to make all arrangements
with the clubs, subject to the approval of
the Executive Comintttee.
Resolved, That in order to facilitate

the business of the club it is desirable
that a full quorum of its officers should
l)e voted for who reside in one city or
vicinity. It is therefore
Resolved, That the secretary when

sending the list for election purposes re-

quest the members to have this com-
mendable object in view in making their
selections.

Resolved, That the secretary address
a circular letter to all owners of Gordon
setters requesting them to join our club.
Resolved, That the secretary is hereby

instructed to send a copy of the minutes
of each meeting to the principal sports-
men's papers, including the Gazette.
Resolved, That the secretary is hereby

empowered to spend whatever amount of
money is necessary to equip his office.

Resolved, That the following gen-
tlemen be elected honorary members of
the Gordon Setter Club of America.
August Belmont, president American
Kennel Club ; Pierre Ivorillard. Jr., pres-
ident Engli.ih Setter Club ; William Dun-
phy, president Irish Setter Club ; Dr. J.
Frank Perry, president Associate Mem-
bers ; Hon. John S. Wise, president
Pointer Club of America ; Dr. N. Rowe
and J. M. Tracy.
A bill for |io dues for memtjership in

A. K. C. was voted paid. The treasurer
reported a balance on hand of $53.67.
The committee then adjourned.

L. A. Van Zandt, Secretary.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.

Spotted Boy Wins the Pointer Derby
'W'ltb Tapster Second.

Lexington, N. C, Dec. i.—The Cen-
tral Field Trial Club's annual meeting
began here this morning, and the day
was occupied with the Pointer Derby.
There were ten entries. In the first series
Tapster ran with Beacon. Neither did
any first-class work. Zig-Zag and Rush
of Lad came next, Zag doing creditable
game finding. Penelope second with Tray,
compoaed a good brace, and found many

birds. Naso Bow of the Elms ran with
Maid of Kent, Naso ap{)earing fast, was
only trailiug the Maid. Maid's work on
game was not up to her form. Spotted
Boy and Tyke was the last brace, and
both made a fair showing on game, which
was plentiful.

The judges selected for the second
series Tapster against Penelope, Zig-
Zag and 1 ray. Spotted Boy and Maid of
Kent, and Tyke a bye. One heat was
run, Tapster winning. The day was fine
and birds fairly plentiful.

Lexington.N.C, Dec. 2 —The weather
was fine to-day and birds fairly plentiful.
The ground was very dry and dusty.
Continuing the second series of the
Pointer I>erby Zig-Zag, after a close heat
with Tray, won, though little work was
done oil game. Maid of Kent started
game, and after a short contest was de-
feated by Spotted Boy by getting the last
covey point. Tapster and Tyke ran such
a close heat that the judges debated, but
gave it to Tapster.
Zig-Zag an<l Spotted Boy were last

down, and after an interesting heat
Spotted Boy won.
To-morrow Spotted Boy will come

down with Tapster for first money.
Two heats of the Setter Derby were

run. The first brace was Gossip and
Datcba. Gossip was fast, Datclia slow,
though on game Datcba did the best
work. Olga and Jan were the next
brace. Hdth were fast and acted well on
game.

Lexington, N. C. Dec. 3.—The con-
cluding heats in the Pointer Derby Stake
were run to-day, Spotted Boy winning
first, Tapster second and Zig-Zag third
place. Four heats of the Setter Derby
were finished, Aveiit's Rupert getting the
best of the heats, with Atlanta next.
Sam R. had the best of it against Phce-
ness. Wliyte B. proved superior to Trap.
Peg Woffiiigton and Marguerite, the last
brace of the series, ran half an hour, and
will finish to-morrow. It is raining very
hard to-night.

WINNING PUGS OF i^ya.

the.Several That Were Forgotten In
l.lMt I'ubllMhert Recently.

The following names were uninten-

tionally omitted in the list of winning
pugs published in a recent issue of this

paper and are given here to complete the

list.

MALES.
BOH INV (champion)—Second and

special as Ijest dog owned by a member
of the .\iiierican Pet Dog Ciub, at New
York, second at Chicago, first at Roches-
ter, first at Baltimore, first at Boston,
first at London, Out., first in challenge
class at Buffalo, first in challenge class and
special at Detroit, first in challenge class
at Toronto, first in challenge class and
special at Danbury (not an A. K. C.
show).

DUDE (champion)—Equal first in
challenge class and reserve for special at
New York, to his half brother Tim and
over Kash, the pug winning equal first

with him at the same show.

KASH (champion)—Equal first in chal-
lenge class at New York and first in
challenge class at Cincinnati.

LORD CLOVER—Second at Cincin-
nati.

LORD NELSON—First at Chicago
and second in challenge class at Detroit.

MAX (champion)—First in challenge
class at Boston

.

FEMALES.
BESSIE (champion)—First in chal-

lenge class at New York, first in chal-
lenge class at Chicago, first in challenge
class at Rochester, first in challenge class
and special at Baltimore, first in chal-
lenge class at Boston, Buffalo, Detroit
and Toronto, first at London, Out., and
first in challenge class at Danbury (not
an A. K. C. show).

BO-PEEP—First at New York, first at
Chicago and first in challenge class at
Cincinnati.

MYRTLE—Second and special as best
bitch owned by a member of the Ameri-
can Pet Dog Club, at New York, second
at Chicago, first at Rochester, first at
Balfiinore, first at Boston and v. h. c. at
Buffalo.

RUSTIC QUEEN—First at Cincinnati.

TO BENCH SHOW COMMITTEES,

Special Instructions for Outdance, as
Taken from the A. K. C. Rules.

I. Every dog entered for, and received

at a show for competition, or exhibition,

must be either registered in the Stud-Book
or listed in the Kennel Gazette. If reg-
istered the catalogue must specif^ its

Stud-Book number, if listed in the Ken-
nel Gazette the catalogue must specify
the word "listed," following the name of
the dog.

II. A dog eligible to be shown in the
challenge class, must have won at least
four first prizes in the open class, and a
record of such wins must l)e published in
the catalogue.

III. Proper scales must be provided by
the club holding a show, to be used in
weighing a dog, when classes are divided
by weight.

IV. A veterinary surgeon must be ap-
pointed for each show, and he must
qualify under the American Kennel Club
rules. He must pass upon the health of
a dog before it is benched.

V. Entries cannot be accepted from
any person who is under sentence of dis-
qualification or suspension.

VI. No person cau be employed in any
official capacity at any show who has
l)een expelled from any club that is a
member of the American Kennel Club.

VII. A copy of the premium list must
be filed with the secretary of the Ameri-
can Kennel Club as soon as published.

VIII. Tl>e date for closing of entries
can be determined by the club holding
the show to suit its own convenience, but
after advertising said date it cannot be
changed ; neither can any entries be ac-
cepted rffter the said adverti.sed date of
closing.

IX. A marked catalog e containing
the jutiges' awards and the absentees,
duly certified by the secretary of the
show, must be filed with the secretary of
the American Kennel Cluli within five
days after the last day of the show.

X. All claims for show dates must be
filed with the secretary ol the American
Kennel Club. A club cannot hold a show
upon dajtes already claimed by another
club, under the penalty of susi)ension.

;,-..., TT-

governing bench shows must be puli-
lished in both the premium list and cata-
logues of shows. Electrotype plates of
these rules can be obtained upon applica-
tion and the payment of expressage lx>th
ways. These plates do not embrace the
"list of recognized shows" which must
be published iu connection with the
rules, but said list can be obtained from
a standing notice published each month
in the Kennel Gazette.

XII. All fees received by clubs, either
for "registration" in the Slud-Book, or
for "listing" in the Kennel Gazelle,
must be forwarded promptly to the sec-
retary of the American Kennel Club.
Blanks for such registration or listing
will be furnished upon application.

XIII. A corrected list of the names of
all persons under sentence of disqualifi-
cation or suspension can be found in
each issue of the Kennel Gazette.

THE IRISH SETTER.

His Experiences In the LAte Field
Trials Detrimental to Illm.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : It seems that the Irish setters

(judging from their recent performances

in the Eastern trials) are like the man
who fell out of a balloon—"not iu it,"

and, to continue the simile, possibly
that balloon was inflated with bad gas
similar to that which the breed's owners
have been blowing at each other. What
a pity that someone does not organize a
coon hupting club to give this breed an
opportunity to display their natural
qualities. It has occurred to me that in-

stead of trying "to make a silk purse out
of a sow's ear" the Irish setter men
might utilize their favorites as live
"drags" for fox hunting organizations.
Then they would be forced to "run" or
die, the latter a penalty which field trial

judges should be allowed to iuflict upon
this "true to color" breed. A friend in-

formed me to-day as something remark-
able that he had been offered an Irish
setter fpr a suit of clothes. If he had
been offered a suit of clothes for an Irish
setter it' would have been worthy of note.

I read with interest "Cynophile's" re-

ply to •'Pheasant." The latter evidently
"flushed wild" and the former could not
bring him down.
The "Pheasant" is a lordly bird, and

why he should love to visit men is diffi-

cult to understand ; but there is one
thing, and that is that "Cynophile" must
load for something larger than sparrows
when he seeks to bag that crafty bird,
our "Pheasant." Yours truly,

I'm Dead.

IRISH SETTER SPECIAL.

The Red Dog Disappoints His Followers
In tbe Field Trials.

Special Report for The JorXNAi.

High Point, N. C, Nov. 29.— The
Irish setter men will please forgive the
seemingly oversight of the writer in not
having a separate notice in regard to the
Irish Setter Special which was competed
for during the late trials held here. The
coluuius of THfe Journal are too limited

to contain so' much doggy news in one
issue, and there is a limit to a newspaper
man's working hours, though the most
of them are ever alert for news and, fig-

uratively speaking, never sleep nor rest
from their ceaseless labors.

After all that has been said in connec-
tion with the red dog it was a disappoint-
ment to find that only six came to the
front as starters, and that when started
that not one of them went further in the
trials than the first series. Seriously
there was really but one of them that was
entitled to go any further, and her show-
ing guaranteed her a place with others
that were selected for a further trial in
the second series. Tillie Born, owned
and handled by George Gray, is a medi-
um-sized stocky bitch and well deserved
the first prize. The report of her heat
published last week shows that she has
pace, style, nose and is l^esides a thor-
oughly trained dog. A number of her
kind brought out every year will assist
materially in placing the Irish setter a
long ways toward the front as a field dog.
Of Darrah Pat it must be said that he

was fairly entitled to the second prize in
the special. He outclassed the bitch
Ready II by considerable odds. Hi«
range was fair, though he ran against one
of the best dogs in the stake. He pointed
two singles and made a fair retrieve. As
he flushed a covey his slowine down on
birds indicated that he was a little bird-
shy.
Of Sarsfield it must be said that he

showed a fair amount of speed though
did not acquit himself to any great de-
gree of perfection when on game, was
steady to wing and shot, though not hav-
ing a chance to retrieve was under perfect
control.
Then as to Inchiquin, taking into con-

sideration his age and the time he waa
imported and the short time he had on
game he proved himself worthy of being
called up again to compete with Darrah
Pat for second place at least. Inchiquin
was bred and raised in England and be-
ing at the time of the trial only twenty
months old, and landing in this country
in Septemljer, and having but four weeks'
work ou quail showed up well. Again it

was true that he was out of condition,
and the whole heat was run in very high
cover where there was not any chance to
show speed. The writer has seen this
red dog in the open field and knows that
very few dogs can go any faster than he
does.
Of Ready II, the Derby entry, ihit the

judges saw fit to give the second money
to. It is true that she was not deserving.
All the reports published of the trials
will show that she flushed two covics,
roaded up a single or two, was unsteady,
and really did not do any ranging, and
made just one fair square point.

After seeing the way this special was
run and decided, that is without red
competing against red and being down
only forty five minutes, I am strongly of
the opinion that the Irish setter men
seeking to further the interets of their
particular breed should by all means hold
their own trials the coming year, and
then there will be a concentration of in-
terest and not merely a side show as was
the late special at this point. There was
but one Iiiih setter man present at the
trials, and though a member of the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Irish Setter
Club, I dare say wa* not consulted in
any way regarding the awards made by
tbe judges.
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POULTRY AN ° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

they were and where they

Ou being told he replied :

look like exiles,

came from.

"Well, they

»

• A report has been circulated that no

Rliow will be held at New York next

February. This report was traced to a

gentleman who is evidently not in sym-

pat4iy with the management of the New

York Poultry and Pigeon Association.

Suffice it to say that the report is entirely

false, and the gentleman who circulated

It should be heartily ashamed of himself,

esiH-cially as he is a promiuent member

of the A. P. A.
«

» •

. The fact is that preparatious are going

on briskly for the coming event at New

York. The officers are determined to

succeed, notwithstaniling the enormous

rental they have to meet in selecting th«

Madison Square Garden. The fanciers

m the vicinity of New York are liegin-

iiing to get thoroughly aroused, and, to

judge by their expressions, they will back

up the management in royal style. As

one fancier stated : "We must back up

pluck by pluck."

* •

Another breeder remarked to us : "The

entry fee is high, and I only intended to

enter a few birds, but I'm going to help

the show and enter not less than twenty

birds." This is the proper spirit, and

although this breeder is a score card ad-

vocate, he has the true blue sporting

blood, and will be found in the fight.

There are plenty more like him who

value the success of the Now York show

far more than their private notions.

Neither is their loyalty toward the A. P.

A. one whit less than that of the men who

oppose comparison judging because it is

falsely supposed to be disloyal to the A.

F. A.

•%
The A. C. A. is to meet at Charles-

ton. This one has beeu criticised by a

numl>er of pigeon fanciers. The great

pigeon show is to be held in Cincinnati,

and as nearly all the prominent pigeon

fanciers will lie present there, it was

thought good policy to hold the meeting

of the A. C. A. in Cincinnati. Why the

latter city was not selected is what puz-

zles some pigeon fanciers.

A very choice lot of Indian games ar-

rived at Jamesburg, N. J., from England

last week. They were consigned to Mr.

T. Wilton Hill and purchased through

Messrs. C. A. Sharp & Co., of Lockport,

New York. The latter firm certainly is

entitled to great credit for filling orders

with promptness and rare judgment. The

quality of the birds was excellent, the

cockerel being one of the finest speci-

mens seen in a long time. He is a true

Indian game.

few of the poultry are staged so high in

the upper tier as they used to be. The

requirements of game breeders have

specially been well looked after, these

l)eing staged on the lower level, which is

undoubtedly a great advantage. The

pens are provided by Spratts Patent, and

we hardly suppose any other establish-

ment could turn out so good an assort-

ment considering the number in use, or

could arrange them so well."

Judges should be on their guard as to

this. We don't think the golden Wyan-

dottes have made much advance in qual-

ity, though they are more numerous."

•%

* •

In last week's Journal, Mr. Brown in

bis excellent article ou the different

breeds gave as his opinion that the I<a

Fleche fowl is tender and difficult to

raise in this country. Mr. Habcock has

also referred to La Tleche in the same

vein. We cannot agree with either of

these gentlemen, as in our experience

during the past year with La Fleche we

have found the latter unusually hardy,

losing no chickens, and up to the present

writing have not found a case of dis-

temper or roup. The experience of other

breeders corroborates our statement. The

fact is, when birds are imported there is

the obvious trouble which occurs when

animals or birds are transferred from one

climate to another. They must be accli-

mated, and the first year is the critical

one. So far our La Fleche have Iwen

hardier than the Houdans. Our experi-

ence, however, is confined to New Jersey,

and should not be accepted as applying

to all states of the Union.

f
*

The black Russians do not seem to

strike the popular fancy. They are

claimed to be excellent fowls, but the

black appendage called the beard, does

not add to their dusky beauty. A visitor,

»eeing a pen of Russians, inquired what

Mr. E. L. Requa, who claims to be a

"crank" on Leghorns, was on an inspec-

tion tour through New Jersey last week,

aud says he was completely surprised at

the magnificent poultry establishments

in that state. Requa has a fine establish-

ment up in New York State, but he could

not help envying the Jersey boys with

their congenial climate and soil. He
rather pitied us on brown I.^ghorus,

though thinks his Peerless strain invin-

cible. The fur will fly at New York next

February, so Reque says.

•
• •

From all reports New York will have

a grand Leghorn exhibit, aud no breeder

can afford to stay away. If he wins at

New York it will mean shekels in plenty,

as a premium won at such a show will

carry the prestige no small show or

country fair can afford. There will be

no clean sweeps, that is certain

.

* •

In a previous issue we called attention

to the fact that the express companies

had raised their rates. This, of course,

means additional burdens to the shippers
. . r f, 1*-.. 1*1.

„

auu reccivcis 01 lum-v yum\.>y. in*,

latest move is that Adams and the United

States Express Companies are at logger-

heads, and the Adams refuses to accept

any stock which goes over the United

Stales Company's roads unless prepaid

to the terminal of the Adams. It is use-

less to fight these corporations, but if the

matter was fairly laid before the Inter-

state Commission there is a remote pos-

sibility that the companies could be

brought to terms. It is advisable that a

joint committee appointed by the A. P.

A. and the A. K. C. be empowered to

present their mutual grievances before

the above-mentioned board.

»

We think that the coming New York

show should provide similar arrange-

ments for the game fowl. The latter

does not show to the best advantage

when staged as high as other fowls.

#
« •

Mr. Comyus, the veteran judge and

editor of the Feathered World, comments

editorially on the Spanish exhibit as fol-

lows : "We are sometimes at a loss to

understand why the Spanish are given

the place of honor here. We fear they

are losing ground. As they were our own

first fancy we have more than a sneaking

kindness for them. We fancy the heavy,

coarse faces which have come as a natural

sequence to the demand for quantity

rather than quality, and which are so

difficult to keep in order, are largely re-

sponsible for their decline in popularity.

.\ breed which requires to be tweezered

and powdered, to say nothing of shaving

and enamelling, can never retain a genu-

ine popularity. We saw nothing very

striking here. Some of the younger

cockerels struck us as having a lot of

quality. Mr. Hyde's cup cockerel is

good, but his eyes are inclined to close

up. Mr. Cooke's challenge cup pullet is

also good, but not a wonder."

•
« *

It is a pity that such an old aristocratic

anu popuiai mccn oa m*. »» »«•>.«. icn.>.>i

black Spanish should deteriorate. We
have seen but very few good birds at our

own shows, but we know there are

enough good ones bred in this country to

make a fine showing without resorting

to show room tricks either. Our shows

should offer special inducements to

breeders of Spanish, which would bring

the breed back to its former popularity.

We wonder what has become of the

breeder of golden Wyandottes in Eng-

land, who claims to get all good birds

from a single mating, pullets that are all

silk as to lacingi of the back, wings and

breast, no mossy feathers appearing.

Perhaps he does not show the birds.

There is plenty of room for improvement

in golden Wyandottes, and it is folly to

expect them to breed uniformly good

birds before they are fairly established.

Golden Wyandottes in their second

year do not moult in single laced feath-

ers, or rarely so. We have seen even

pullets of undoubted purity show dis-

tinctly double-laced feathers, and the

supposition is that Indian game or Malay

blood has been used to make this breed.

Clean centered birds with such a cross in

view would be extremely rare.

Mr. G. P. Reynaud, secretary of the

Buff Cochin Club, states that the mem-

bership is being rapidly increased and

that he is very anxious to have it still

further enlarged. He would be pleased

to hear from any one desirous of joining

the club.

Mr. Ross A. Smith informs us that his

association has made arrangements with

the railroads whereby one fare for the

round trip will be charged from all

prominent points in the United States

and an express rate for exhibits of a free

return when express chaiges one way

has been paid. These rates will also in-

clude the New Orleans show, which fol-

lows Charleston.

Black Minorcas, on the contrary, seem

to improve in England both in quantity

and quality. Andalusians, another grand

breed, is also reported to l>e improving.

• •

The great Crystal Palace show of Eng-

land is a thing of the pa,st. To give our

readers an idea of its importance we clip

the following from the Feathered World :

"A rather dark, foggy morning on Mon-

day promised somewhat badly for the

light even in the great glass palace at

Sydenham ; but fortunately, the mist

soon cleared away and the sun came out

in fair strength. The entry in poultry

was a slight falling off on last year's

figure, the exact figure this year being

3367 as against nearly 3500 last year. We
have allowed for the dropped numbers in

this year's ca'culation, but not in that

for last, so that perhaps some thirty or

forty should be deducted from the total

of last year to arrive at the actual figure.

Pigeons last year were 2870, without

making any allowance for dropped num-

bers, which, in this section, are not nu-

merous, while this year they total 2913.

This shows a slight increase, but does

not materially affect the average, as there

was one additional pigeon class this year,

with two additional poultry classes. The
arrangement of the pigeon pens has al-

^»,y» Ijeen admirable, while this year but

Buff I eghorns are spoken of by Mr.

Comyus as follows : "We noted a very

considerable advance in the color of buffs,

a variety well worth cultivating. Mrs.

Lister Kay's first and second prize pul-

lets are rich and even in color."

*
• *

Indian games must have been a very

strong class, such noted exhibitors as

Mr. J. Frayn and G. T. Whitfield compet-

ing. Mr. Frayn won first on cock, cock-

erel and hen, Mr. Whitfield securing first

on pullet. As most of the American

breeders have purchased stock from the

above fanciers, it augurs well for the

breed in this country.

«
« »

Of Wyandottes Mr. Comyns says : "In

Wyandottes the Dairy cockerel is once

more to the front. He is undoubtedly

the best silver Wyandotte yet seen for

color and marking. We thought the

silver cockerels generally showed a steady

advance in quality, while the pullets were

on the whole a very good class. We fan-

cied we saw traces of plucking on the

backs of one or two birds in this class.

Buff Cochin Club Meeting.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Buff Cochin Club will be held during

the show of the New York Poultry and

Pigeon Association (limited) at Madison

Square Garden, New York City, Febru-

arv 5, 1891, at eight o'clock P. M., by
order of the Executive Conimiltee. Some
specials have l)een donated aud more are

requested. A large attendance is re-

quested, as business of the greatest im-

portance will be transacted. Revision

of the constitution and by-laws is pro-

posed. To the front buff Cochin breed-

ers ! Join your dub and send your

specials. G. P. Rkynaud, Secretary.

New York City, Nov. 30.

Sales of Stock.

Mr. Charles B. Gillet, of Lebanon

Springs, N. Y.. sold his entire flock of

buffPekin bantams to C. E. Rockenstyre,

of Albany, N. Y. Mr. C. F. Barker, of

Sandy Hill, N. Y., also sold to Mr. Rock-
enstyre his entire stock of imported prize

winningjapan.se bantams. This recent

purchase will give Mr. Rockenstyre a

fine collection of these little beauties.

Poultry or Water Fowl ?

The Deputy Collector of Customs at

Vance Borough, Me., collected over |2oo

duty the other day on an importation of

geese, which he classified as poultry,

subject to three cents a pound duty. The
importer has appealed to Washington,
claiming that the geese were water fowl

and entitled to free entry.

—Corn boiled six or eight hours
slowly, then mashed, to which one-fifth

in bulk of boiled i)otatoes is added,
makes an excellent food to give turkeys
and other poultry when fattening. It is

eiipecially.good for ducks.. '.'.

I
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THE SMITH-REYNAUD CONTROVERSY

A Letter from Each of the Dispu-

tantB Relative to the South
Carolina Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : As promised in my last letter, 1

now crave space to answer Mr. Ross A.

Smith's comparative table of exhibits at

the last New York show and at the South
Carolina State fair. Mr. Smith, in a

noble effort not intended to deceive the

readers of his letter, says :

"At our State Fair just closed there
were on exhibition over 2000 birds. At
the great New York show last year there
were but 1729 entries of poultry outside
of the breeding yards, 300 or more less
than at our agricultural fair."

The facts are : At the State Fair the

2000 birds comprised poultry, pigeons,

ducks, geese aud turkeys. I have not

the exact figures, but Mr. Smith can see

some of them by reading the letter of Mr.

A P. Hazard, of Georgetown, S. C, pub-
lished in the American Poultry Yard of

November 29, vol. 13, No. 48.

New York, including the same varie-

ties, had over 2750 birds, giving New-
York a clear majority of 750 birds over
the agricultural fair. Will Mr. Smith
hunt up bis majority of 300 ? Study the

following table

:

^5| figrures.

Haxaru's
figures.

Namk op \^<

Breed. 5;*^

IS

<

h
X
2.

2!

<

7r

n

2.

Games 135
122

73

9«
122

60 89

Buff Cochins
White Leghorns .... k

.

The above speaks for itself, and it is

useless to go through the whole list.

Messrs. Suiii'u and iiazard are botti fight-
ing for the same object—to show Charles-
ton's superiority over New York. How-
ever they omitted two important points.
First, to compare notes and agree on the
figures to be published ; secondly, to
ascertain the correct figures. All breed-
ers can refer to the catalogues of both
exhibitors and satisfy themselves as to
the entries. I will therefore drop figures.

Before closing I would ask Mr. Smith
what his intentions were in writing the
letter and what he expected to gain by it.

He certainly did not expect that a letter
containing so many allegations contrary
to facts would remain unanswered, and
he must have known that the refutation
of his alleged facts must hurt Charleston
rather than help it. He should l^ear in
mind the old adage, "Honesty is the best
policy," and confine himself to indis-
putable facts.

As to the Charleston show, I wish to
see it a success and would like to help it,

but under its present management I am
unwilling to link my name with it. My
opposition is not directed against the
Charleston show, which has my best
wishes, but against Mr. Ross A. Smith,
who. as far as I can judge, has constituted
himself all the powers that be, embodied
in one. His inetho<Is are distasteful to
me and will always meet with my strong-
est opposition Turn your energies in a
better channel, Mr. Smith, and you may
achieve wonders. G. P. Reynaud.
Nkw York City, Dec. 2, iSgt).

Mr. Smith's Reply to Mr. Ray-
naud's Letter of Last Week.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The article of Mr. G. P. Reynaud,
which appeared in the last issue of your
valuable journal, referring to my former
letter does not, I apprehend, require any
explicit rejoinder from me as to his patri-
otism 'o the fraternity aud the spirit that
moved him in his various articles, for the
public is already well posted upon the
matters so often referrecf to.

I do feel called upon, however, to give
to.the public the following extracts from
his letters, so all can judge /or them-

selves, all of which were written by Mr.
Reynaud in his official capacity as secre-
tary of the Buff Club:

July 3, 1H90: "Though I cannot yet
make an official announcement, I will as-
sure you privately that, barring unforseen
accident, the American Buff Cochin Club
will meet with you. An appeal, same as
one enclosed, has been sent to all the
members, aud New York members will
nearly all vote for you. I would be
pleased to have you and the other gen-
tlemen addressed (names received from
you) join the club aud send in their votes.
With eleven votes from your section the
meeting will be yours positively.

(Signed) "G. P. Reynaud."
The answer to this was, in effect : We

are quite sure we can get the new mem-
bers for you, but first, our people want to
be assured positively oi the meeting, for
it would be no advantage for them to
join, and the club always meet elsewhere.
Suppose we had sent on 100 new mem-
bers ; not one of them would have had a
vote, for the constitution and by-laws
say the "place of meeting shall be voted
for by the Executive Committee," yet
Mr. Reynaud tries to make us believe
otherwise.
August 9 : "As regards meeting of

Buff Cochin Club, I beg to assure you of
my support in favor of Charleston, and 1

hope to be able to send you official an-
nouncement very shortly." * *
August 21 : "I will say that the mat-

ter rests entirely with you and yours,
and that you can positively rely on hav-
ing the meeting if you will only show the
proper good will and interest." • • •
Now I would like to ask, how better

could we show our "good will aud inter-
est" than by working up a lot of mem-
bers for the club, and by guaranteeing,
as we did, the number that we were led
to believe would secure us the club ?

Not only did we have the names of
some eight who would positively join
did the club decide to come here, but
several of them even handed in their fees
and dues, with the instruction to pay
over the same as soon as the matter was
settled, and when Mr. Reynaud was noti-
fied of these facts he wrote us "the club's
honor was not to be bought," and also
the following very insulting letter :

Nkw York, September 8, i8yo.

Ross A. Smith. President ok the Socth Caro-
lina Poultry and Pet Stock Association
(not incorporated).

Dear Sir ;—After a careful study of the situa-

tion in your sLite, I have come to the conclusion
that I could not support your show, Greenville
being entitled to support and recognition.

I write you this simply that there may be no
misunderstanding between us, as 1 intend to

work against Charleston.

In the iuterest of the poultry fraternity uud for

the sake ofjustice and decency you should can-
cel your dales aud supjiort Greenville.

Yours truly,
G. P. Rev.n'acd.

In closing I will merely quote from his
article :

» * "An honorable man
or society cannot be Iwught, and such an
offer is tantamount to abid for purchaae."
Without further remarks I leave the

public to form their own conclusions.

Ross A. Smith.
CuARLK-STON, S. C, Nov. 30.

Pekin Bantam Club Meeting.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The annual meeting of the Pekin
Bantam Club will be held during the

show of the New York Poultry and
Pigeon Association (limited), at Madison
Square Garden, New York City, Febru-
ary J9, 1891, at eight o'clock P. M., by
onler of the Executive Committee. All
breeders iiiteresleil in Pekin bantams are
requested to join the club, donate sjjecials
and atteiul the meetings, as business of
importance will be transacted. Come
and boom your favorites.

G. P. Reynaud. Secretary.

New York City, Dec. 3.

American Lanershan Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The annual meeting of the

American Laugshan Club is called for the

evening of January 14, 1891, at eight
o'clock, in the parlors of the Charleston
Hotel, Charleston, S. C.

.-••. R6BERT Seaman, Secretary.-

BRBEDINQ PIGEONS.

Some Practical Hints of Value to

the Befflnner.

A writer in Feathered Worjd has this

to say a)x>ut his experiences in breeding

pigeons : I have bred pigeons for over

five years with more or less success, and

I should like to give a few hints on their

general management. The first thing to

be thought of is the loft. This you can

build yourself, if you have not some shed

already built. The interior of this must
be lined with nests or holes, subdivided

by boards. Each cell should be twelve

inches deep, front to back, and sixteen

inches broad. The entrance hole should

not be oppsite the centre of the cell but

on one side, so that when the pigeon is

sitting she is out of sight. Shelves and
perches should be placed on tlie walls.

As to the compartments, or nests, every

one must be furnished with an earthen-

ware nest pan of a size adapted for the

pigeons for which they are intended.

Sand or gr>»vel should be sprinkled over

the shelves aud the floor, as the small

stones with wliich it abounds are a neces-

sity for the birds. It is often remarked
that when a person commences breeding

pigeons, having only two or three pairs,

he is eminently successful ; but after hav-

ing raised his numlx:r up to perhaps

several score, his good fortune deserts
him, and he breeds but few. The explana-
tion is easy. At first his birds, being few,
were not crowded. As his stock increases
they become too numerous for his place,
and disease, especially among the young
birds, is the inevitable consequence.
Therefore thin out your birds for the
table or market at regular periods. Care
must be taken to keep your loft clean
and well aired.

In stocking your loft I earnestly ad-
vise one and all to buy birds of a good
strain. .\s for the sort to buy, that all

depends on your fancj-, but 1 should rec-
ommend the commoner sorts to begin
with. If you want amusement, buy
tumblers. You will have amusement
and gracefulness combined in nuns.
Archangels and owls. For profit, runts;
they do not fly well, and have good ap-
petites, but they breed well, and make
flesh verj- rapidly, and are cheap ; they
are also excellent for the table.

Pair your birds when about six months
old. Shut them up together for a few
days and nights. .After this you can let

them fly about without fear that they will
desert each other. Both the cock and
hen feed the young, but you should al-

ways watch that they do not neglect do-
ing so ; if they do, you had better put
the young w th some other pigeons that
have proved themselves good nurses. If
you are breeding for the table, you had
better fatten your birds artificially. The
following is the method I should advise :

Begin when the "squabs" are eighteen or
nineteen days old. Put them by them-
selves in a nest in a separate room, and
cover them with a basket or inverted
hamper, so as to keep out the light, and
yet allow a free passage of air. All birds
artificially fattened get on l)est in the
dark. Get ready a quantity of maize,
which has been steeped in water twenty-
four hours. Twice a day—early in the
morning and in the evening—take each
"squab" out of the nest, open its bill, and
each meal cause it to swallow, according
to its breed and size, from fifty up to
eighty, or even a hundred grains of^the
steeped maize. Continue this treatment
for ten days or a fortnight, and you will
have your pigeo..s as fat as the best poul
try.

Some fanciers put a lump of rock salt
in their pigeon house, but it is generally
too hard for the bird's bills. A better
plan is to mix mortar rubbish from an
old wall with an eighth of its bulk of
common salt, and keep the mixture
slightly damp in a pan for the birds to
peck out. An old sofl red brick is often
very good. Pigeons are often .accused,
antf truly, with damaging the brick work
of roofs and chimneys by picking ont the
mortar ; but if they are properly supplied
with the mixture I mentioned alx)ve they
will leave the walls al^ne.

Iti purchasing ijigcons,.the following
particulars shoula always -be home "in

mind : The eyes of young pigeons are
smaller, fainter and less prominent than
those of old ones. The neck of the old
bird is longer and harder than that of a
young bird, and an old pigeon has
harder, darker and stronger feet, with
longer spurs than the younger ones,
whose feet are soft, red and tender. It

is often very difficult to distinguish be-
tween the sexes. The cock's breast bone
is longer than the hen's ; her vent bones
are set wider apart, but this varies with
age. The coo of the cock is louder than
that of the hen, which is shorter and
more hurried, neither does the hen coo
so mnch as the cock. If you have a
doubtful bird put it into the mating pen
for a day or so, then put in a merry cock,
aud if it is a hen he will at once play' up
to her, sweep his tail on the ground, coo.
and do all sorts of odd things ; if it is a
cock, they will fight at once.
The diseases of pigeons are very often

the result of carelessness, exposure to
damp or cold, and an improper supply of
food. If you wish to keep your birds in

health you must give tliein a variation of
foo<l, and you must keep them clean.
Always keep their houses clean. Scrape
and scrub well, nests, perches, etc., ^Uh
strong yellow soap and warm water every
now aud then ; but take particular care
that every part is dry before the occu-
pants resume their dwelling. If your
birds get attacked by vermin their feath-

ers must be fumigated with tobacco
smoke, repeating the process till the binl
is quite free of them. K last word of ad-
vice as to disease—keep your pigeon loft

clean, and you will not have to play the
part of doctor.

'

My "Week's Work.
Monday counted the most of any day's

work, as in all house cleanings the first

day tells. Close observation showed how
I could do it the easiest and Itest. In real-

ity, I only cleaned a path through the

whole job. Tuesday, I did clean and
wash windows ; also put in several win-

dow lights, Wednesday, every corner
and crevice that lice could think of get-
ting into was kerosened ^ell as a pre-
ventive ; all ventilators closed, and a new
roost built to accommotiate the growth ol
the flock ; also several coops in which to
keep the extra cockerels.
Thursday the chicken coops were

cleaued and put away in a dry place,
ready to let to the first mother hen
that applied after .April ist for a summer
cottage. In tht tfternoon the yards were
spaded up and the winter supply of cal>-

bages sorted out and piled away. Friday
every yard received a coating of new
gravel, from two to eight inches deep,
the larger ones about two inches, the
smaller ones three or four times as much.
Whefe hens are confined their yards
shoitld be spaded over and several loads
of fresh earth or gravel thrown on once
or twice a year. The roosts were also
cleaned and fresh hay put in the nests,
and that night every bird had its legs
greaseti with lard and kerosene mixed
and warmed together, as a preventive of
that horrid looking disease, "scaly-leg."
Saturday the fences were looked to, pick-
ets supplied and loose ones nailed on.
Several "culls" were picked out for Sun-
day's dinner, and when I went to town
some supplies to replenish stock, as
shingle nails, condition powders, brim-
stone, etc., were bought.
Each article is kept in a box in the

hen house. Two or three times a week a
little of the powder is added to the
morning feed as a guard against diseases,
and I must say I have had but one sick
chick this year, and that one is h11 right
now ; did not do anything for her, as I

did not know of anything to do ; her
head turned or twisted to the left so that
the bill stuck up about 60° or 65°. I ex-
pected to cut her head off, but she soon
begun to turn it back, so let her run.—

A

farmer's sou in Country Gentleman.

A Wasted Lesson.

Cousin Nell (inculcating generosity s

—

Supposing your chicken would lay a nice

egg, Jommj', would you give it to m^ ?

Tommy—No; I'd sell it to Bamnm.
That chick's a rooster.—^Jiidge.

—Cooked vegetables, uiixed with bran,
will help along the laying fowls. It pays
for the labor it costs' vr)>t. . :
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THB MAQPIB FIQBON.

Rftpldly Oomlim to the Fore Owing
to Its Rlohnesa of Color.

Stcpltcn B«alc Ixf the Couulry CentlcnuD.

This variety, a member of the tumbler

family, has come to the fore remarkably

within the past few years. This is to be

accounted for by the fact of its very rich

colors and beautiful markings, as well as

its threat vivacity, making it one of the

mo«t attractive pigeons of the day. It

also yields good results to breeders, and

there is not the same disappointing ir-

regularities which are at once the despair

and the victor of breeders in other va-

rieties of pigeons. Magpies breed won-

derfully true to both color and markings,

and their richness in color is most at-

tractive. Small wonder then that they

have beed taken up with such fervor by

large numbers of breeders, than whom
we iiave none more enthusiastic on this

side the Atlantic. At some of the lead-

ing shows the classes of magpies are

very large iudeed, and the competition

most keen.

The magpie has another recommenda-

tion which is well expressed in the words

of one of its leading breeders, who says

that the magpie will thrive, and thrive

¥reU under almost any circumstances,

and being of a prolific nature will, if al-

lowed, breed all the year round, and rear

its young w ithout any difficulty even in

the most severe weather. This writer
goes on to say that during one season
when severe weather was prevalent dur-
ing the mouth of March, the birds laid

and hatched out remarkably well, the
young birds not seeming in any way §f:

fected though the thermometer registered
from 15° to 20° of frost on several occa-
liions, and the windows of the lofts where
they were kept completely blown upikith
snow. This is a great recommendation
for any variety, as too often "the breeds
which have been known for a large uum-
t>erof years are delicate and need the

amount of care and forethought, both for

old and young.
The magpie came to us from the Con-

tinent, and has been known for a long
time in Germany, but it is firmly fixed as
an English variety. They have the great
capacity for adapting themselves to al-

most any condition and circunistupce,
and are therefore as suited to the small as
to the large breeder, to one who has^'but

a ducat as to one who can command an
extensive lofl for his pigeons. They may
be kept either in a night or be allowed
to fly about. In the latter case it may
frequently be seen that they attemnT to
tumble, thus showing the origin of the
l)reed, but the suspension of this capacity
has greatly weakened it and they stlldom
succeed in getting right over. Were the
habit encourageaand the binls trained
they would soon develop it to the full.

Color and markings are the two prin-
cipal points to be bred for in the magpie
pigeon. On the former point I may be
allowed to quote from the remarks of a
distinguished breeder which appeared in
the Fancier's Gazette three or four years
ago. He says

:

"In breeding for color too much caution
cannot be exercised in the selection of
the material to commence with. On the
principle of 'like producing like' a little

extra cost in the first instance, in order
to secure birds of thoroughly sound color
and parentage, will amply repay the pur-
chaser, especially as such birds can now-
adays be had for comparatively Iktle
money from any of the leading breewrs.
Given this sound color to start with,
stick to it and avoid all crossing—a^any
rate until evident signs be discerned that
some change is necessary. I^t it then be
obtained from a reliable source, as a false

step taken at this critical period may up-
set years of careful breeding. In-breeding
is the best and safest method of ensuring
success, and it is surprising for wnt a
number of ye.<rs thift system can be tar-
ried successfully out. Breed blacks to
Marks, reds to reds, yellows to yelli^ws,

and so on, and if the produce be not up
to expectation the first cross, mate the

Soung birds back to their parents, ok to a
lood relation as near as may be poHibie.

Tf carried ont systematicallv ann peniirt-

ently, this plan is cwtatn to result io suc-

cess."

The success which has attended the

writer of the above remarks as a breeder

of magpies is a justification of his plan of

ptxiceaure, but it is essential that the

Birds so in-bred shall be healthy to begin
with, for if there is any taint of weakness
it will be developted enormously by this

process, which carried to such a length I

confess to disliking. The magpie colors

%re black, yellow, red, blue, silver and
dun, the blacks and yellows being the
best so far as perfection of color is con-
cerned, but the others show steady and
certain advance from what they were a
few years ago.

INDIAN QAMB OLUB.

Reasons Why the Meetingr Should
Be Held in Charleston.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : In looking over Tbk Journal
of November 15 I find on page 313 an

article written by Mr. G. P. Keynaud
that on the face of it is so misleading

that I simply desire enough space in

your valuable paper to correct one or two

of his assertions. It is not my intention

to enter into any arguments, especially as

I am not after any free advertising for

the New York show. Neither would it

be fair in me to attack Mr. Reynaud,

w)io is not a breeder and who, in fact,

has never kept a bird of any variety, at

le^t not to the knowledge of the great

poultry fraternity. But, when he states, as

be does in his article, that Mr. H. S. Bab-

cock has a personal motive in urging the
Indian Game Club to hold its next annual
meeting at Charleston, S. C, he shows
conclusively bis lack of knowledge in

this matter.
Mr. Babcock, it is well known, came

out and worked exceedingly hard to
secure the next meeting of the American
Poultry Association at Greenville instead
of at Charleston. However, after the
vote was taken and it had been ascer-
tained that Charleston bad secured the
A r» • ...— .:..— •< »«- Ti^< 1. tr\

a true fancier that he is, wrote the article

that appeared in the Poultry Monthly,
urging the Indian Game club to meet at
Charleston, knowing as he did and as all

breeders well know, that wherever the A.
P. A. held its meetings there the great
show of the year is bound to occur. And
having the best interest of the club at
heart Mr. Babcock put aside all personal
prejudice i^nd requested the Indian Game
Club to meet where he felt its best inter-

ests would Ije looked after.

Mr. Keynaud further on in his article
claims thut I am absurd to even think
that Charleston could ever hold a larger
shew than New York. In part I can ex-
cuse Mr. Keynaud for this assertion in-

asmuch as he evidently has never at-

tended an exhibition where the A. P. A.
has met (except at New York last winter),
an^ by his own article the reader can
easily imagine what a grand exhibition
this was. But was not this success due
in part to the meeting of the A. P. A. at
this time and place ?

But now to go back beyond Mr. Rey-
naud's remembrauce of poultry exhibi-
tions, we will take St. I^uis in 1886, In-
dikuapolis in 1887, Buffalo in 1888, and
New York in 1890. Each of these shows
were the largest of their years, and why ?

Simply because the American Poultry
Association held its meetings at each of
those places during those years, therefore,
although called al>surd by Mr. Keynaud,
I simply beg to ask the readers of your
journal if the^ think the prestige will
be changed this year ? Will not Charles-
ton loom up far ahead of any other exhi-
bition of the year 1891. Is she not now
far ahead of all others in interest to the
great majority of poultry breeders, and
why should she not be ?

If this is the case with the A. P.
A. and A. C. A. meeting, then, as they
have already voted to, and we understand
that the Light Brahma Club and Buff
Co^in Club have also decided upon this
wise piove, why should not the Indian
Game Club do likewise ? Yours truly,

George E. Peer.

HATCHED OUT OP SEASON.

—Can we improve upon I.AngBban» as
winter layers.

Chicks Should Not Be Brought
Into the \7orld Too Early.

Ceorge O. Brown In Baltimore Sun.

It appears that the holding of shows

early in the season makes it quite neces-

sary to force the stock to such a degree

that their future uesfulnessis never equal

to those that are allowed to attain their

growth in ways nearer to nature's idea.

There is with breeders much complaint,

after their stock is home from the shows,

that the early eggs laid by the hens and
pullets do not hatch a good per cent,

and the cause is generally attributed to

the fact that the cooping in the exhibi-

tions has been too confining, etc. Doubt-

less the undue forcing to get them in

show order is where the trouble lies. The
arguments of Mr. Babcock plainly pic-

ture the results of the enforced change
from nature's time to that in which a

majority of poultry hatching is done by
fanciers. A few years since the standard
allowed in scoring birds a credit in
points for birds (Asiatics) that weighed
more than the standard weights re-

quired. What was the consequence ?

Why the light Brahmas and other Asi-
atics were forced to such a degree that
their egg-laying qualities were seriously
affected, shape ruined, and apoplexy was
almost a rule. The fowls had to be
handled with care and caution by the
judges. The mistake was soon recog-
nized and the extra weight clause done
away with.
Chickens hatched out of season can

only be supplied to a limited extent with
the essentials that spring-time furnishes
for their rapid growth, and these must
be artificial substitutes at that. Favor-
able circumstances and situations may at
times go a great way towards giving ex-
cellent results with early-hatched (Janu-
ary and February) broods. The chicks
may, and often do, develop into winning
speclinens at the early fall and winter
shows. It remains, however, to be proved
that such birds are equal in vigor, pro-
uuCtiVciicaa aim pruiOii^cu iicailll lu
those hatched in the spring time. The
question arises, is not this unrea^nable
production to a great degree the prime
cause of many of the ills to which poul-
try have been heir. Is not this the great
cause of the lack of vitality among so
many flocks, that so many fanciers who
have surplus males to sell tell us is

caused by in-breeding ?

Why is it a brood may be hatched out
in February and another in April, both
from the same parents, and the latter will
generally catch up with the earlier, and
by December e(jual them in weight, and
are handsomer in appearance ? The eager-
ness with which human nature grasps
after the mighty dollar has considerable
to do with this business. The chicks are
secured early because the man who by
hook or crook gets earliest to market with
his stock secures the waiting dollars,
hence the advantage of early chicks. The
artificial hatching, which has grown to
be so extensive, and is carried on with
such remarkable success with the numer-
ous incubators, no doubt indicates marked
ability and business vim on the part of
those manipulating them, but who would
say the men engaged therein ever thought
of anything beyond the dollars and cents
their work would result in ? They are not
engaged or interested in perpetuating or
improving utility qualities ; time anddol-
lors are too precious for such considera-
tions with them.
No doubt the hatching of chicks by in-

cubators to be raised for broilers, where
ample arrangements are provided for ar-
tificially brooding them, may be carried
on with profit. That the chicks that
have been hatched in the incubators dur-
ing the winter months will ever prove as
healthy and good breeders as will the
chicks that were hatched in the season-
able months of spring is yet to be decided.
Perhaps the delicate characteristics that
some people claim to go hand in hand
with pure-bred fowls are due more to
their being hatched out of season and
their forced growth and a system of arti-

ficial brooding than to anything else.

While nature's ways may be imitated and
a marked degree of success secured, yet
when we attempt to do things out of sea-
son, ewn though the trials may be eare-

I
fully hedged with Artificial substitutes in

endeavor* to secure a seasonable combi-
nation, whatever success is attained

naturally must be at the expense of some
element, for nature has never yet been
equaled by man's imitation of her un-
varying laws. As an aid in season in

competent hands, incubators and brood-
ers are practical acquisitions in poultry

culture.
•

CLUB MBBTINO.

The New Jersey State Poultry As-
sociation's Ne-w Officers.

Special to Tbk JouRNAt.

Trenton, N. J., Dec. 3.—A meeting of

the New Jersey State Poultry Association

waa held at the State House here to-day.

The following gentlemen were present

:

T. Wilton Hill, Jamesburg ; J. E. Diehl,

Beverly
; J. H. Baldwin, Orange ; J. H.

Haynes, Crosswicks ; T. Farrer Rack-

ham, East Orange ; John Filkin, East

Orange ; Dr. J. C. Maple, Trenton
; J.

H. Drevenstedt, Jamesburg.

The following officers were elected for

the coming year : President, T. Wilton

Hill ; vice-presidente, J. Vantrinot, At-

lantic County; W.J. Andrus, Bergen
County ; Henry I Budd, Burlington
County; W. W. Hewit, Cumberland
County ; W. E. Ferguson, Essex County

;

Franklin Dye, Mercer County ; M. David-
son, Monmouth Cobnty ; E. S Hammell,
Middlesex County ; Elmer Day, Union
County ; secretary, J. H. Baldwin,
Orange ; treasurer. Dr. J. C. Maple, Tren-
ton.

Executive Committee, John E. Diehl,
T. F. Rackham, B. R. Ivins, G. P. Rey-
naud, John Filkin, J. H. Drevenstedt

;

delegate to the State Board of Agricul-
ture, J. H. Baldwin.
During the afternoon session the Ex-

ecutive Committee discussed the advisa-
bility of holding a poultry show in

Orange or Camden. After a spirited dis-

cussion Orange, N. J., was selected as the
most available place for holding the first

annual exhibition of the association,
provided proper arrangements can be
mof-ltfk-l<k fV>«» ««»/*i»«-t

r

a cut* oK1«> Kii«1rl« *^rm «t«

February, 1891, and a sufficient guarantee
fund is secured. The dates will be an-
nounced next week.

POULTRY SCRAPS.

—Hens like boiled beans.

—Meat scraps are cheap.

—Will your hens eat raw bran ?

—It's a wise hen that lays in egg coal.
—"Germ meal" is recommended as a

food for poultry.

—We have fed corn soaked in kerosene
oil with good success.—Guide and Friend.

—How may you best keep eggs from
spoiling ? By eating them while they are
fresh.

—When your hens "average" so many
eggs in a season, do you know which
ones helped out the average ?

—Anointing the fowl's body with vasa-
line and adding sulphur to the drinking
water will stimulate the growth of feath-

ers.

—The I>orkiugs are excellent for cross-
ing ; for they are sure to mark their
chickens with true Dorking character-
istics.

—Owing to a decrease in the poultry
population there was a marked dearth of
colored camp meetings this season.—Bos-
ton Times.
—"See here, waiter," said Cauliflower,

pushing away bis egg cup with disgust, "I
don't want to count chickens before they
arc hatched."

—Fat Boy :
" No, you cannot raise

chickens from egg plants. You might as
well try to raise calves from cowcatch-
ers."—Berwick Gazette.

—There is no question regarding the
excellence of the I^augshan fowls. Large
and beautiful in symmetry, fine carriage,
good and steady winter layers.

—The Indian ^ame is in every sense a
practical fowl, with beauty of feather to
make it rank high in the mind of one
who loves color accurately and richly
displayed. They are fair layers, excellent
for broilers, hardy of constitution and the
chirJts easv to rear.

m
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WINO.

Every experienced pigeon fancier, says
the Philadelphia Item, is aware of the
fact that there are two distinct classes of
homing pigeons, the long and the short
distance variety. The former gains bis

laurels from a distance of a hundred miles

and over, while the latter is speedy from
distances of one mile to one hundred,
but being lacking in the homing quality

is rarely trained to points beyond that

limit. That birds of the short distance

stock are capable of outflying the others

in a race of from one to twenty or even
fifty miles few will deny, while in flying

from any point over one hundred and
fifty miles the intelligence of the feath-

ered pets of the Federation of American
Homing Pigeon Fanciers would unques-

tionably gain them the supremacy. As
to which would do the best lying from a

hundred miles, however, has long been a

matter of dispute, and can only be satis-

factorily settled by a fair trial of repre-

sentative birds of each class. Such a

trial may be shortly made, as a challenge

was recently issued by James L. Cocker,

of West Philadelphia, to match a bird of

Mark Smith's famous Big Robert''strain

against ex-Race Secretary Munro's di-

ploma winner Black Robin, which bird

has the Federation record for one hun-
dred miles. That such a race would
prove of extreme interest to all fanciers

of homing pigeons there can be no gain-

saying, but why should the test be con-

fined to the two birds ? The Item sug-

gests that the relative merits of the long

and short distance homer from a point

within a radius of one hundred miles be

solved by a race from that distance, open
to any fancier in Philadelphia who would
be willing to pay the necessary entry fee

to provide prizes. Birds to be flown on
the same day at stated intervals apart,

three weeks or a month being allowed

for getting the birds in condition and
properly training them for the race. This

plan would undoubtedly bring out repre-

sentatives from each class, and should

the entries prove too numerous to allow

all the birds to be liberated separately

on the race day, there could be no plausi-

ble objection to dividing them into two
lots, in which case one lot would be flown

one day and the other the following day,

while the third day the two birds that had
proved the speediest in their respective

races would have to again be flown to de-

cide the supremacy, this final test being

necessary in order that the birds might
meet equal weather conditions.

•%
Three hundred and seventy-five miles

was the greatest distance a day, and 12 10

yards per minute was the best speed

from 200 miles or over made during the

past season by the birds of the Midland
Counties Club, the most important of

the English associations for pigeon flj--

ing. In the journey from 450 miles with

which the season was to close, and for

which the prize of honor wis offerefl, the

first return was the fifth day aftir the

start, and it was not until the tenth day
afterward that the fourth bird was re-

j)orted at home.
*%

The greatest distance covered in R day
to an American loft during the season of

1890 was the 450 miles made in July,

which holds the George W. Childs prize,

and the best average speed for 200 miles

or over is the 1220 yards per minute of
the Royal Blue. Both of these seem to

l>e poor work when compared with the
|

day's work of 526 miles and the speed of

1476 yards in 1889.

« *

The Western route is gaining in popu-

larity every day, and the old bird season

of 1 891 will probably see Chicago chosen

as the long distance limit of the Federa-

tion Pigeon Fanciers, the incentive be-

ing a big prize from the World's Fair

Commission of 1892.

•%
F. R. Barnes, of this city, has purchased

a batch of fine youngsters out of Wag-
ner's 500 milers, and another gentleman
who lives in a neighboring town is nego-

tiating with Mr. Wagner for one of his

best hens.

The Thanksgiving fly of the Fitzgerald

Homing Club No. i being unsatisfactory

the birds were flown again on Sunday
last. The prize winners were B. Freer,

first ; W. Freer, second, and with per-

mission from the club Mr. Morrow flew

one of Mr. Bradley's birds and won third

prize.
• » •

Blue Birds.

I am glad to see the blue bird appreci-

ated, as it ought to be, by F. K. P., of

Delavan, Wis. Of all birds he is the

most perfect. In the first place hit color

—reddish breast, white under parts and
blue back—makes him as typically

American in color as he is in range. This

extends from the Arctic regions to Mexico
and from the Atlantic to the Pacific and
in it he is represented by three varieties,

arctic, eastern and western. Moreover,
he has great additional claims on our' re-

gard owing to his perfect tameness and
trust in man, and the fact that he injures
nothing, living almost entirely on in-

sects, though towards spring he some-
times eats a few wild berries that have
hung through the winter. His soft War-
uAtllg oOfclg is very S'nCct hi cariV Spi iiig

and is continued all through his stay,

which embraces most of the year. Blue
birds will build in boxes very low or
moderately high provided they cannot be
reached by cats. A good way is to set
them on projections from the trunks of
trees like guide boards on posts, or they
may be suspended from the lower liiuh«

by stout wires about fifteen inches long
so that a cat cannot reach down to them.
Should sparrows take possession of the
boxes in either of these positions, they
can be easily dislodged. Good places
can also be selected on the sides of build-
ings. Blue birds like boxes that are cov-
ered, or that look like bark. The en-
trance holes should be one and one-half
inches in diamater. All boxes should be
single houses, as blue birds do not col-
onize like sparrows or martins.—Henry
Hales in Rural New Yorker.

—There is plenty of sulphur in cabbage.
Chop up the leaves and throw it in the
hen yard.

—The French know a few; things about
poultry, and one thing is that they do not
re-sort to drugs and condition powders
whenever a chick or a hen looks "ofF."
They have one exceedingly good remedy
for diarrhoea in chicks, and it is boiled
milk. We have tried it and found that
it did what was claimed for it.—Ohio
Poultry Journal.

—A boy in Melrose put a hen's egg
under a pigeon, which was duly hatched!
The foster mother tried to feed the
chick, but found the arrangement would
not work. She continued to sit on her
strange protege for several days, suitable
fooil was put down for it, and it is now a
pluinp chicken several weeks old. Robins
nave been known to rear nightingales
successfully, the eggs of the latter bird
having been put in Bobby's nest. But a
stranger foster mother than either of the
above was a collie bitch, when deprived
of all her pups lately, took a young pig
and nursed it. Master Piggie seemed
quite at home with his strange mother.
When Mr. "Shorthorn" Thornton saw
the spectacle he wondered what it would
be like to eat that Ao<ra«i.—Feathered
World.

FEDERATION MBBTINa.

The American Homing Pigeon
-Fanciers' Tenth Annual.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The Federation of American

Homing Pigeon Fanciers held its tenth

annual meeting and show at the Ameri-

can Institute, New York City, November
24, 25 and 26, and, thanks to L. W.
Spangehl and the Kings County Homing
Club, it was the most successful ever

held. There were over 500 birds on ex-

hibition and more than 100 of which had

records from 500 miles and over. Notably

among them were Petroleum, Waxem,
Montgomery, Bonnie Benson, Sergeant

Dunn and Buffalo Bill, all with records

from 900 to 1 100 miles, and with the ex-

ception of Montgomery they were owned
by the late Newark's Five Club.
The ratification meeting was called to

order at 3 P. M. on the 25th, with Mr.
John Shepherd in the chair and William
Verrinder, secretary. There were present
Joseph R. Husson, George B. Edwards,
L. W. Spangehl, George H. Bowerman,
J. C. Conley, H. F. Aten, James Work,
D. S. Rogers, George R. Callaghan, Wil-
liam Hargraves, Charles Hub, James S.

Iverson, C. J. Amoux, F. H. Piatt, C.

Detrick. John Fisher, G. P. Scbwenk, G.
Brann and H. A. Schweuckendick.
The annual report of the race secretary

was then called for and read, showing
the awarding of no less than forty-two
diplomas for the sea.son of 1890, twenty-
five first class for concourse winners and
seventeen second class for first and sec-
ond best average speeds from the several
distances, also the shipment of 2688 birds
during the past season. It was moved
by L. W. Spangehl that the 200-mile old
bird diploma be not awarded to J. Nick-
els, of Brooklyn, until after an investi-

gatioa by a committee appointed by the
president. Carried. The president then
named Messrs. H. F. Aten, L. W. Spang-
ehl and Joseph S. Iverson as a commit-
tee, and the race secretary, J. C. Conley,
placed in their hands all papers bearing
on the matter.

George H. Bowerman asked for infor-
mation relative to the Key Port entry
being shipped to Rocky Mt., Va., for the
400-mile liberating station, and after an
explanation by the officers of the Federa-
tion the report was unanimously adopted.
The meeting was then adjourned until

the following afternoon, and after the en-
rollment of about seventy-five members
the meeting was adjourned until evening
and WHS reconvened at 8 P. M. with these
additional fanciers : J. C. Bockius, A. H.
Kruger, S. G. M. Maule, John Love,
James Boyd, P. Prinz, William Clement-
son, C. W. Nasoii, S. Wendelt, George
A. Mahr, C. A. Mahr, H. Walker, Ben-
jamin Holder, Benjamin KIwell, Fred.
Spangehl, J. H. Watjen, John Cadoo, F.
Boersh, George E. Smith, Thomas Flock-
ton, F. Wessells, J.T.Jones, E. Riordan,
John Ballard and others.

President John Shepherd made a short
address in retiring from office. The
awards were again read by the race sec-
retary, who reported having 1 10 counter-
mark bands out of 174 sent to the 500-
niile station, and A. H. Kruger reported
issuing 19,146 H-bands during 1890.

It was moved, seconded and carried
that a rising vote of thanks be tendered
the race secretary, J. C. Conley, for bis
efficient services during the past year.
The report of the secretary and treas-

urer was then called for and read, and at
his request an auditing committee con-
sisting of Messrs. Bowerman, Maule and
Husson, were appointed to go over his
accounts, which, being found correct,
his report was adopted and committee
discharged.
George H. Bowerman and Joseph R.

Hassoii were appointed tellers for the
election of officers for 1891, with the fol-

lowing result :

For president, S. G. M. Maule, Phila-
delphia ; first vice-president. Dr. H. F.
Aten, Brooklyn ; second vice-president,
George T. Morgan, Philadelphia ; race
secretary, D. S. Rogers, Philadelphia

;

treasurer, Joseph R. Husson, New York.
Executive Committee, James Work, Phil-
adelphia, and William Bennert, New-
aJ-k, N. J.

L. W. Spangehl moved that the Fed-
eration dues for 1891 be one dollitf^.

Carried.

The «}uest!on of sect'onal organization
was then taken up and a committee se-
lected "from the various sections whose
busincM it should be to formulate some
plan whereby any locality having twenty-
five or more active members within'

a

radius of twenty miles could not only
enjoy the privilege of flying their birds
under local management, but at the same
time compete for national record as here-
tofore, the committee's plan to b* sub-
mitted to the executive and whose action
shall be final until the next annual meet'

rh^ office of secretary of the Federa-
tion Was then consolidated with that of
the rice secretary. The date of issue of
the fitiX batch of seamless bands for 1891
will be January 7, by K. H. Kruger, 325
West School S'treet, Germantown, Phila.
A vote of thanks was then tendered Pres-
ident- Spangehl and the Kings Countv
Hon^^ Club for their liberal and sue-
ces.sful management of the show, after
which a vote of thanks was also extended
to th% Federation officers for efficient ser-
vices during 1890. Wings.

Poultry Pointers.

Proper protection will keep the stock
from roup. The early moulting hens aie

the ones now beginning their egg record.

It pays to raise the chicken feed; feed

bills, even for chickens, are not small

affairs. The man with one breed only is

generally the man who succeeds with his

specialty. This is the year for mon-
strosities, chickens with one leg, three

and even four legs, no eyes, itc, are re-

ported all over the country. If the fowls
nav4 formed the habit of roosting on
tree4 during the summer, now is the time
to break them of it, and accustom them
to thft bouses. The watchful poultryman
cleaotis out the drinking vessels thor-
oughly each week. A teaspoouful of
washing soda dissolved in a quart of hot
water is the best cleanser. Small chickens
are brought up in the West during sum-
mer* by speculators and put in large re-
frigerators until the demand in the East
caf» for broilers, and prices are high.
NMv is R pood time to Khnvel nut tli^ dirt
ffom the floors of the coops and put iti

fresh earth. The manure piles are thus
incfeased and the health of the fowls
during fall and winter benefited. It
pa^^s to clean up the floors at least every
three months.—Iowa Homestead.

Poultry Breeders' Meeting.

Chicago, Nov. 29.—At the meeting of

th* American Poultry Breeders' .Associa-

tion held here on Tuesday, November
i8< the following officers were elected for

thjit ensuing year ; F. L. Sewell, Evans-
tob. 111., president; F. M. Munger, De
Kalb, 111., J. W. Burton, Peoria. III., and
H. A. Mansfield, Johnson's Creek, Wis.,.,

vice presidents. E. E. Bast, Chicago, IlL,
secretary and treasurer. ,.,

Mr. P. H. Jacot)s presented a resoln-
tion that the President of the Associa-
tion appoint a committee of fifteen to
confer with a like committee to be ap-
pointed by A. P. A., regarding the
\yorld's Fair Show at Chicago. After
considerable debate Mr. Jacol)s withdrew
his motion and the whole matter was left

for the A. P. A. to dispose of.

*Afler« vote of thanks to Mr. Reed and
the retiring officers the meeting ad-
journed. E. E. Bast, Secretary.

Change of Show Dates.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

,Sir : Please state that owing to a pre-

^ous contract by parties for Music Hall,

the Cincinnati Columbarian Association

was unable to secure it for its dates ad-

vlHrtised, and at our last meeting it was
decided to postpone our show and rut^

from February 6 to 10 inclusive, for which
dates we have this day contracted for

Music Hall. Yours truly,

George Ewald, Secretary.

Cincinnati, Dec. 3, 1890.

Transfers of Stook.

•i^ From the loft of Clem Dorscy, Wa«h»'_

injrtoo, . D, ,C, to Ji»hu yersipgw, lW'
p«iirs M yellow fantsils.
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The Peacomb White

Plymouth I^ock.

II. 8. Babcock In the Western WorlU.

There are some things iu this woiltl

which are settled beyond the chance of

change by argutnent. Among them is

the fact that the Plymouth Rock is one

of the best practical fowls which theskill

of man has ever produced. In figure it

is saticfyiiig. in table qualities it is good,

in laying it is excellent, m hardiness it

stands well to the front among hardy

breeds. But even this excellent fowl is

capable of improvement.

In the attempt to improve the Plymouth

Kock as a practical fowl it became nec-

essary to study what were its few defects.

Among them was found the fact that its

single comb was susceptible to frost, that

even when warm houses were provided

and good care was given some of the birds

froxe their comljs. \ frozen comb not
I

only causes the fowl pain, and thus ap-

peals to our humajiity, but it prevents for

the time being the growth of the fowl and
the production of eggs and that appeals

to our pocket. If we could obtain a comb
which would l>e nearly or quite frost

proof, we would succeed in strengthening

one of the weak points in the Plymouth
Rock. About the only comb which
would answer this purpose was the pea-

comb.
Fortunately peaconibs were not entirely

unknown among Plymouth Rocks. They
have appeared sporadically in various

parts of the country, but were thought-

lessly sacrificed t^ecause they were a de-

parture from the normal comb of the

breed. But at last the value of this vari-

ation having become recognized, these

j)eacombed specimens were saved, bred

from and a variety established. The pea-

combed barred Plymouth Rook thus

arose, and after the usual amount of

argument was admitted to the standard.
'

With the change of comb came another !

and somewhat unexpected change. The
j

tieacnni)>ed birds proved to l>e lietter lay-
1

er» than their single coml>ed relatives. I

This is not explicable, but it is a fact, so

far as my experience and olwervation ex-

tend, aird they are strongly corroborated
\

by the experience and observation of

others. 1 have bre<l many varieties of

fowls, and am now breeding crimson and
Indian games and golden Wyaiidottes
and can honestly state that for laying,

when confined within yards, the pea-

comb Plymouth Rocks are the best fowls

I ever had. I have had similar reports

from other breeders, one of whom kept a

}>en of peacomb barreil Plymouth Rocks
and rosecomb white I^gliorns, side by
side, gave them the same kind of care and
treatment, and carefully recorded the

eggs produced, and at the end of a year

the peacomb rocks le<l the rosecomb
I^ghoms quite a little.

The peacomb barred Plymouth Rock
thus became a very valuable practical

fowl, and is to-day one of my favorite

breeds, but the question presented itself

whether it were not possible to still further

improve it. At first the thought was to

perfect its barred plumage, but while this

was desirable from a fancier's ponit of
view and has Ijeen followeil as rapitlly as

circumstances wouUl j)ermit, yet this did

not add to its practical qualities. Then
came the happy thought of changing the

plumage and making it snowy white.

This wouhl give an advantage to the

fowl, for white feathers are worth more
»>y the pound and while pin feathers show
less upon the dressed poultry. \ pea-

comb while Plymouth Rock it seemed
would l)e alx)ut the acme of j)erfection in

a practical general purpose fowl. For-

tune favored me. One of my opponents
upon the barred birds was Mr. J. C. Har-
ris, of Pennsylvania, a breeder of single-

combed white Plymouth Rocks. He sold

A setting of eggs to a neighbor of mine, a
Mr. F. B. Butts, and from one of those
eggs was hatched a peacomJied cockerel.

Tms cockerel Mr. Butts presented to me.
I crossed him upon iny barred hens one
season, every chicken being barred from
this cross. The pullets I saved for breed-

ing another season, mating them to a

barred male. The cock I mated to some
single-combed white Plymouth Rock
.bens. From both matioga have sprang
White Plymonth RfK-ks with pearomhs,

and these have been used to produce my
strain of peacomb white Plymouth Rocks.

It will thus l)e seen that the peacomb
white Plymouth Rock is of pure Plymouth
Rock blood, coming from my barred

birds which were "sports" from the old-

fashioned single-combed Plymouth Rock,
and from the union of a white peacombed
"sport" and straight single-comljed white

Plymouth Rocks. The fowl I regard as

a valuable addition to the practical fowl

of this country. While I am a fancier,

and breed fowls for exhibition purposes,

I have always striven to make of the pea-

comb Plymouth Rocks thoroughly prac-

tical fowls. Their useful qualities are

considered of more importance than their

scores, though I have no objection to a

high scoring bird. The demand for these

fowls has lx!en large and it has come very

largely from practical men who breed

fowls for profit, an endorsement which I

highly value.
1 » I

PI&EON SHOW ATJINCmNATI.

The First Annual Exhibition of the

Cincinnati Oolumbarian

AsBOoiation.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Sir : We are finally to have an annual

exhibition of pigeons in America, and I

am delighted to be able to give some little

information on the subject, having famil-

iarized myself with the subjects and pur-

poses of what is contemplated in this line.

I have been predicting this final outcome

for years. Heretofore these exhibitions

have been identified solely with the Eng-

lish and French.

This initial exhibition to lie held at

Cincinnati, O., January 31 to February 4,

promises to l)e a pronounced success,

judging from the interest taken in it by

fanciers.

Cocks and hens of carriers, short-

faces, barbs, jacobins, fantails and turbits

will be exhibited separately, all other

varieties in pairs. The awards will be

first, second and third premiuiua, v. u. c,

h. c. and c.

• It will he necessary to have all birds on
hand promptly before Saturday in order

to arrange aiid properlv classify them.
The birds will l)e judged that day, com-
mencing early in the morning.
While the judges are awarding pre-

miums and prizes to their respective

choice no one will be permitted that has

no business there to remain in the room.
On Monday morning th>; visitors can

then regale themselves with a view of

the stock and the intelligent judgments
pronounced by the learned judges of the
exhibition. The ca^es, which are the
propertv of the association, will l)e alike.

Rules and regulations are to l)e strictly

enforced. It is to Ik; hojied for the sake
of such worthy enterprise and in suste-

nance of so meritorious an object that the
exhibition will be well patronized, as well

as show over western confreres what our
northern and eastern fanciers have been
doing in this particular direction. The
association has quite a little "nest egg"
in a financial sense to carry out their in-

tentions.

There will be five different judges en-

gaged to judge the different varieties, as

in England. It is hoped that the affair

will receive the hearty support and co-

operation ofas many fanciers as will find

it convenient to attend.

The cultivation of fancy pigeons, etc.,

has been in late years Ifirgely and excel-

lently carried on. We have yet a great

deal to learn, and there is no doubt that

these annual exhibitions will go far to

improve our knowledge and give us
"pointers" that will be of immense value

to us in many ways. I have great pride
in the success of the project and trust

that the fraternity will lend every means
i at their command to ensure the success

I

of the association's plans. I have the

j

honor to subscribe myself
I Youis fraternally,

Henrv Erdman.
Cincinnati, Nov. 26, 1890.

THE BEST DUOKS TO RAISE.

—Vinegar is one of the best tonics for

astlfraa or rattles, ablute with water and
give, grown fowls one-half teaspoon ful

every other morning.

But Three Varieties Kept in This

Country for Eggrs and the Table.

From the Exchange and Marl.

There are only three varieties of do-

mestic duck which are commonly kept

in this country for the production of eggs

and for the provision of meat for the

table. These are all large varieties, and

are kept not only in their pure state, but

are crossed under different conditions

where it is believed that t^e cross-breed

answers better than the pure-bred bird.

The leading variety for the table—at all

events it may be described as such if we

are to be guided by the opinions of Lon-

don dealers—is the Aylesbury, which is

large, very white in the skin, with a deli-

cate flesh colored bill, precocious, and

producing plenty of eggs and early duck-

lings for the table. This bird has the

qualification of attaining good weight at

an early period, a property which is not

found in so marked a manner in the

other white duck known as the Pekin.

The Pekin, which was only introduced

into this country half a generation ago, is,

if anything, larger than the Aylesbury.

Differing in form, it has a flesh-colored

bill and less delicate skin and feathering,

which, in place of the brilliant white of

the Aylesbury, is tinted with canary yel-

low. The disadvantage of the Pekin, as

coHjpared with the Aylesbury, is that

although the ducklings are as large at

three months old, they are not so heavy
;

and immediately their feathers commence
to grow, the drain upon the system seems
to be so great that, instead of increasing

in weight, they either remain stationary

or absolutely decline until the feathering

is complete.
The Rouen is very similar in coloring

to the common wild duck, but very much
larger. It often attains weights greater

than those of the Aylesbury, and is con •

sidered excellent as a layer, and ex-

tremely useful for the table. So far as

we have ever learned there is, however,
no regular industry in connection with

the Rouen which can at all compare with

that which is so intimately connected
with the Aylesbury ; for in the Bucking-
hamshire district small cottagers and
others make a regular practice of breed-

ing large numbers of the latter birds in

the winter season for delivery in London
between March and the end of May,
when prices are high.

First with regard to the egg-producing
powers of the three breeds. Strains of
birds differ in their capacity not only to

lay a number of eggs, but to lay eggs of

large size. We have frequently seen
Pekins the eggs from which were no
larger than those of the Aylesbury ; while
on the other hand we have known strains

in which the eggs were much larger

—

quite as large, in fact, as eggs laid by
small geese ; and being very numerous
as well as large in size, the birds are of
greater value for economical purposes.

We should give the palm to the Pekin as

a layer for both number and size of the

eggs, and we should recommend those
who keep ducks for laying to select from
a strain in which the eggs are larger than
ordinary, giving the birds ample freedom,
water upon which to swim and food in

abundance.
We have not found Pekins so easy to

fatten upon good food as the other varie-

ties, ana where birds are induced to take
their daily swim they seldom fatten, to

the detriment of their laying faculty.

Birds intended for fattening for the table,

therefore, should not be allowed to swim,
although they may receive their hard
food in water, from which they can re-

move it with their bills without being
able to get into the receptacle in which it

is placed. Early-hatched Pekin duck-
lings almost invariably lay early, Jiegin-

ning before winter is concluded and lay-

ing right into the summer.
The keeping of Pekin ducks has this

advantage, that iu addition to the value

of the eggs for the table or for sale, duck-
lings for the table can be reared with
considerable profit by running an Ayles-

bury drake with them. The cross pro-

duces one of the finest of known table

birds, ducklings of ten weeks old fre-

quently attaining considerable weights,
and growing so precociously that they

are fit for sale long before the Pekin
when bred pure. Moreover, it is be-

lieved by practical men that a larger bird

is obtained by the cross ; and this is

generally the case where the female is

larger in size than is common in ordinary

breeds. In other words, the produce of a

cross between an Aylesbury drake and a

Pekin duck would be larger than would
be the case were a Pekin drake to be

crossed with an Aylesbury duck, always
supposing that the birds selected for

stock were as large as could be obtained.

As a matter of fact, all the crosses that

we have known between vigorous stock

birds of either of the three varieties pro-

duce more precocious and more useful

ducklings for the table than when bred

pure.
There are strains of birds which in

some instances have long been bred for

exhibition, and which are not such good
layers as others bred for economical pur-

poses ; and, to some extent, the same ar-

gument applies to birds which have been
bred abnormally large. The forcing

which the birds seem to have submitted
to appears to have had a bad effect upon
their constitutions ; but when crossed

upon a totally different variety this defect

iu their reproductive powers disappears

to a great extent, their fertility is in-

creased, and the young are reared with
less trouble and consequently with less

loss.

Crosses between the Aylesbury and the

Pekin are, as a rule, very handsome, but

not adapted for returning the highest

profit when used for crossing again. The
first cross is always the best iu duck-
breeding, as in most other experiments
with live stock. If we were to recom-
mend one cross more than another, it

would, for the reasoi's we have already

advanced, be the Aylesbury drake and
the Pekin duck, and we believe that any
breeder who takes the trouble to produce
cross-breds of this kind side by side with
pure-bred birds of either of the three

breeds, will find that he not only gets

ducklings fit for the table at an earlier

period, but that his young ducks will lay

earlier and produce lasgereggs, and more
eggs in the season ; they will be reared

with less difficulty, and generally prove
more profitable, unless the system
adopted is that of breeding for stock or
exhibition, when, as may be supposed, a

person who has a reputation will natur-

ally realize more money by the sale of

pure than by cross-bred birds. This
class of breefiing, however, has of late

years become so general that prices have
fallen, except for a few of the highest

class of prize winners, and therefore we
think it a better plan to recognize that,

enjoyable as a hobby is, the enjoyment
is enhanced when good prices are ob-

tainable in the market for all that can Ijc

reared for a useful purjxtse ; otherwise,

when high prices are obtained for a few,

the remainder of the birds are often kept
on from month to month without finding

a customer, until they have cost more
than they ultimately realize.

In breeding ducks it is a goo<l plan to

sell the drakes as soon as they are recog-

nized, if possible before the adult feath-

ers have begun to grow ; for in all ducks,

whatever the breed, it costs more to in-

crease the weight by one-half pound
when the feathers have begun to grow
than it does to produce the last two
pounds they put on before.

—A wash of chlorate of potash dissolved

in common rum, whisky or cider vinegar

is an excellent application for canker or

ulcerated sores.

—A simple means of preventing roup
spreading among the flock through the

drinking water, is to prepare some tar

water by stirring about one pint of tar iu

two gallons of water, and decanting off

the clear water as required for use.

—

Guide and Friend.

—We do not believe in forcing the
nature of a fowl either to feather or sup-

ply eggs above the normal. Over-stimu-

lation exhausts the vital functions only

the quicker, and produces a useless hen
in less time than it ought to be. It is

like pouring kerosene on a fire. It pro-

duces more flame, fiercer combustion,
more heat ; but consumes quicker. This
is one of the great studies in all our con-

nections with the domestic animals—to

obtain a thorough knowledge of their

physical necessities as normally required.

—Dr. W V. Roth in Manheim, Pa., Sen-

tinel.
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SCRAPPLE.
The Capercailzie—Sore Feet—Soft

Food for Poultry—Black

Wyandottes.

j'he following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

<ide of the water, giving their experi-

I'nces in raising, feeding and eating for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stocky and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining
to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

The Capercailzie.

The largest bird of the grouse family

is the one bearing the Scotch name
of capiercailzie. A full-grown specimen

weighs from ten to twelve pounds, and
exceptional instances are reported of
much greater weights. The capercailzie
is found from the wooded regions of the
Pyrenees a'ld Balkans northward through
Europe to the great coniferous forests of
Norway, Sweden and Russia, and across
Northern Asia to the Pacific Ocean. In
its habits it greatly resembles its smaller
American congener, the Canada grouse
or "spruce partridge." It subsists on
such fruits, seeds and insects as the for-

ests afford, and iu their absence makes
shift upou the needles and young cones
of pine and spruce. It is exiremely
hardy, surviving intense degrees of colci,

and, like American grouse, finds shelter
by burrowing under the deep snow. It

is not a migratory bird, but if left undis-
turbed will continue to inhabit the same
piney-wood slope year after year. The
capercailzie is the noblest of all game
birds, next to the wild turkey, aud its

flesh is delicious.

But of what interest is all this to
•AIUV.»A,

is properly applied. Hon.W.W.Thomas,
Jr., United States minister to Sweden and
Norway, in a communication to the State
Department recommends that the caper-
cailzie be introduced into the United
States and properly protected until it

shall become sufficiently numerous by
natural increase to take its place among
American game birds. He states that
Scotland, where it had become extinct,

is now restocked by the descendants of
some one hundred and fifty adult birds
which were shipped across the North Sea
from Sweden about half a century ago.
If imported to the United States and set

free in the Yellowstone National Park,
in the Adirondacks and other eastern
localities, under the protection of rigid

game laws, and in private preserves, there
is no reason to doubt that in time they
would, by uatural increase, become com-
mon throughout the pine aud spruce
regions of the country from Maine to
Georgia and Oregon, making a valuable
addition to our game birds.—American
Agriculturist.

Developing the Pullets.

Those who are raising pullets for layers

should carefully distinguish between the

food that is necessary for making cock-

erels fit for market, and that which will

develop the laying pullets. A very large
percentage of layers are both temporarily
and permanently injured in ability to
produce eggs by the improper course of
feeding which many poultry keepers
employ. We rarely see large quantities
of corn or corn meal given to colts or
calves to assist in bringing them to

maturity. Oats, bran and clover are con-
sidered, and wisely so, as best for this

purpose. When foo<l is given in excess
to a growing animal, not only is the food
wasted, but its digestive apparatus is

weakened ; since, when an almost ex-
clusive diet of corn is fed, the growing
chick must eat excessive quantities of it

to get enough of the small percentage of
muscle-forming material which it con-
tains. Growing young fowls do not
readily fatten, but as the pullets become
somewhat matured there is a tendency
to take on internal fat, which can be only

a hindrance to egg production. Corn
should be fed sparingly iu the poultry
yard", both in summer and winter.
The growing pullet should be fed solely

with the view to development of her
frame and egg-producing organs, and for

this purpose the same food that is best for

laying hens is Ijest for her ; since growth
is regarded in both cases—in the one the
growth of the egg, and iu the other of
bone and tissue. The chicks and laying
stock can thus be fed with the same ra-

|

lion,which will prove a matter ofeconomy
in labor. When the cockerels become

|

troublesome to the pullets ihey can be
I

separated and fed separately upon the
|

same food or upon a diet composed more
largely of corn meal if it is desired to fat-

ten them.
There is nothing better for growth and

perfect development than milk, oatmeal,
chopped clover and bran. Every ele-

nient required is contained iu these and
in such proportions that the digestive
organs will not be overtaxed by needless
effort to secure enough of what is needed.
It is preferable to feed the milk iu the
form of sour curd, taking care, of course,
that it is not kept too long after becom-
ing sour. In this form it is highly rel-

ished by fowls, and seems to be assimi-
lated with less liability to cause bowel
trouble. It is best to grind the oats, as
they can then be digested with less tax
upon the bird.

The clover is best cut fine with a clover
cutter, or by running it several times
through an ordinary hay cutter, then
mix with an equal bulk of oatmeal and
bran. This should lie thoroughly moist-
ened with boiling water, and allowed to
stand during the day, or over night, if

possible, as it will then be so softened as
to Ije readily digested. The clover may
be cut and used in its green state, or cut
when in blossom and
sun, for use in winter,
be.st foods for growth,
its bulky character must be fed in con-
nection with more concentrated foods of
a simdar nature.

In addition to those foods an occasional
ration of cooked vegetables of various
kinds will be beneficial. If confined in

yards, a little ground meat, or lean scraps
from the butcher's shop boiled and mixed
with their soft food sboiilfl he jriven tbpni

—D. Webb in American Agriculturist.

cured out of the
It is one of the

but on account of

Fowls for Exhibition.

As the season for poultry exhibitions

is approaching, and as many persons are

contemplating exhibiting, perhaps for

the first time, they should know that

their stock will come in competition with

that belonging to old hands at the busi-

ness and should therefore be placed on
an equal footing with them so far as pos-
sible. While the following is no great
secret, it should be fully understood.

Exhibition birds designed for the com-
ing shows should be separated, males
from females, placed in commodious
quarters aud the floors of their apart-
ments covered with fine straw at least

six inches deep. For a morning feed
cooked corumeal, two pints ; wheat bran
or shorts, one pint. Into this mix a very
little linseed or oil cake ; add now and
then boiled potatoes, turnips or other
vegetables. At noon throw clean wheat
into the straw, and at sundown plenty of
corn iu the kernel should be placed in

the feed troughs. At nine in the evening,
if one is willing to take the trouble, an
additional feed may be given them of
toasted bread, well buttered, and baked
potatoes buttered, and if fed for only a
week before the show it will add greatly
to the lustre of the plumage. If fed by
candlelight, place the food on a dark
cloth or other dark foundation so they
can readily see it ; set them off the perch-
es and on returning them to the perch, if

any show weakness in the wings, see to
it that they are properly folded and
placed snugly against their sides, as this
will assist in strengthening them. A
little finely chopped fresh meat about
twice a week will improve them. Keep
water or sour milk by them at all times.
Their shanks and feet should be washed
with soap and water each week, using a
brush to take out all the dirt. Wipe them
dry and aiinoint them with a mixture of
sweet oil three parts, sulphur one part,

and then wipe off the grease to prevent
soiling the plumage. The day previous
to sending them to the show weigh them
carefully and examine the standard on

that point, you may be disappointed if

you do not ; if disqualified on weight
leave them at home. We would suggest
if there is time for the new feathers to

grow out liefore the show, say six or

eight weeks, in Asiatics, pull out clean

all stubs of feathers on the shanks and
tots so that they may be replaced by new-

ones.—American Fanciers' Gazette.

Preparing Poultry for Market.

Poultry of all kinds intended for mar-

ket should now be cooped and an admix-

ture of suet in small quantities be given

to quicken the process of fattening

;

ducks aud geese especially will be bene-

fited by this. Keep them constantly in

high feed with plentj' of clean, cold

water, so that whenever desired for the
market or table they will 1>e ready with
but little extra attention. The flesh of
fowls that have always been well fed will

be much richer and juicier in flavor than
those fattened from a low state and
"crammed" just before killing to make
them heavier. Fowls previous to being
killed should remain in their coops
twelve to fifteen hours at least without
being fed. This caution is especially
advised if they are to be taken undressed
to market, for the undigested food soon
enters into fermentation and putrifaction
takes place, thereby injuring the sale and
rendering the meat unfit for use.

In feeding it should be borne in mind
that there are three kinds of feed indis-

pensable to the well Ijeing of poultry

—

grain or seeds, such as corn, wheat, shorts,

barley, etc.; green plants, like boiled po-
tatoes, raw cabbage and other vegetables,
and insects or meat to take their place.
Many farmers substitute beef and mutton
for insects, believing that it not only
answers equally well, but makes the
fowl more acceptable to consumers.

—

New England Homestead.

Black "Wyandottes.

The black Wyandotte, originally a

sport, has ceased to be an uncertain and
erratic breeder and taken a position among
older breeds as a reliable and established

breed. In general form they are identical

with other varieties of Wyandottes, dif-

fering only in possessing a solid black
plumage and dark shanks. It is notice-
able that the old theory "black is a strong
color" is confirmed in this breed. We
have no hardier breed and no better egg
producers or table fowls. The sui)ersti-

tion relating to black fowls is wholly
groundless, as is proven by the great
value of Langshans and black Wyan-
dottes as table fowls. No better table
fowls exist among the Asiatic and Ameri-
can breeds than these two representatives
of black color in two classes.

I will undertake to demonstrate the
truth of the al)ove to any "doubting
Thomas" who will discuss with me a de-
licious broil or roast of either breed.
"The proof of the pudding is in the eat-

ing." I do not undertake to say that
black Wyandottes are the best breed of
Wyandottes, but after breeding silvers

and whites, I have selected the black as
my favorites. That is a matter of fancy
and any breeder of silvers, goldens or
whites, has a right to favor either of
those excellent breeds.

The black Wyandottes are a lieautifu)

glossy greenish-black with dark under
color. They are a strong, hearty, quick-
growing, early-laying breed and a typical
general purpose fowl. A few more years'
careful breeding will make them the
most reliable V)reeders of all the Wyan-
dottes. Their popularity is assured aud
there is a growing demand for good speci-
mens.— F. M. Clemans, Jr., in Soutnern
I'ancier.

The Gape "Worm.

After a careful investigation in scien-

tific works on kindred species of internal

parasites I come to the conclusion that

the natural history of the gape worm is

as follows : That in the spring of the
year young poultry, in their search foi

insectivorous food among decayed vege-
table matter, swallow the eggs of very
small worms, which in about four or six
weeks attain their full size and produce
their fatal effects. I have years ago
several times examined them under a
compound microscope aa taken from out

the wind pipes of poultry that had just

d.ed from this cause. They were always
found clustered together, generally be-

tween five and eighteen in number, of a
reddish color, chiefly over half an inch
in length ; a few cases of twice this size,

cylindrical in form, and, what is curious,
in all I thus examined, were forked or
divided at one end, having the appear-
ance of possessing two heads on long
necks, one of which is supposed to be
esjjecially used to fasten itself the more
securely to its place of lodgment, as may
be well known to those who have en-
deavored to detach them by means of
feathers, threads or horse hairs. They
were found to be chiefly females (the
males l>eing considerably smaller) fille<i

with eggs, and from having arrived at

their growth now desire to emerge to

enter more particularly into rich, moist
ground to make their deposits, to reap
pear the following spring. No doubt
if these worms be merely killed and
thrown on the ground the mature eggs
will probably remain uninjured, and
when decomposition sets in the young
embryos will socner or later escape from
the shell, migrate into the shell or some
congenial matter and ultimately find
their way again into the air passages of
young poultrv and other birds.—Bucks
County Intelligencer.

Soft Food for Poultry.

A writer in a contemporary says this

gives diarrhoea, and is the cause of much
sickuess and death among all domestic

poultry, whether land or water fowls. I

have fed for years past scarcely anything

else than soft food, winter and summer,
to my hens, and do not recollect a single

case of disease or death from it. Occa-
sionally there has been a slight softening
of the foeces when too much sulphur had
been added to the pudding, but this
ceased in a day or two after stopping the
admixture of sulphur. My feed has necn
wheat bran and Indian meal, half and
half, iu cold weather, and two-thirds to
three-fourths of the former with one-
third to one-fourth of the latter in hot
weather, mixed up with skim milk when
I had it to snare ; if not. with water, hot
in winter, biit cold in summer. To every
gallon of this I added four tablespoon fuls

of brine, and a spoonful of sulphur occa-
sionally, as a guard against lice. Towards
night they are fed at the rate of four
quarts of oats to fifty fowls, scattered on
the ground for them to scratch aud pick
up. They had a high roofed, well venti-
lated house to roost and lay in ; a large,

dry and sunny yard, and a grass plot to
ruu on. Cabbage leaves for green food
in winter. This is all. I kept three dis-

tinct breeds of fowls, light Brahmas,
white Leghorns and white Hamburgs.—

^

Rural New Yorker. !

Sore Feet.

This is a trouble about which much
has been written. It ap{>ears most com-
monly in Dorkings and Asiatics, and is a

swelling on the bottom of the foot, which
may harden or proceed to suppuration.

The cause is unknown, but it has been

suggested that it may be connected with

the abnormal development of the Dork- ;

ing foot, and the great weight of the
Asiatics, which renders them liable to
bruises upou the soles of their feet, in

jumping from perches and nests. The
other breeds of fowls have a less trouble-
some swelling sometimes, which is but
an ordinary abscess. If suppuration takes
place, open the tumor with a cut, taking
care to lay the whole of it open. The
same treatment is to be adopted with the
•abscesses on the feet of other breeds.
High roosting should not be encouraged,
as flying some distance to the ground
often occasions the trouble, just as mn-
niug on hard ground causes "stone-
bruises" to afflict the feet of barefooted
boys sometimes.—American PoultryYard.

— Take a pint bottle, put in a half a
pint of New Orleans mola.sses, fill the
bottle up with Holland giu. A table-
spoonful administered to your fowls b«-
tore leaving home for the fair, will take
them there in fine condition, and another
administered on their return will prevent
what too often happens after showing—
an attack of roup.—Poultry Bulletin.

I
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CAGE . BIRDS • AND^ PETS.

•WINTER BIRDS.

A Littxe Talk About Thos» That
Are Always W^ith Ua.

». F. A. io Philadelphia Times.

Birds of the migratory kind that spent

the Bumtner and nested in the region

around Philadelphia, went soath with

the swallows sometime in September or

early in October. Those that had nested

far north, around Hudson's Bay or in

Labrador, hngered with us for a few

weeks or days on their southward way,

and took their final departure about the

middle of Noveml)er. Some stragglers,

however, remain later, and e«en linger

with us until severe cold warns them to

move on southward.

The blue bird's call, for example, may
be heard at times even during the snow

squalls of December. Here aud there in

the woods a solitary chewink,. or towhee

bunting, as it is sometimes called, is

scratching among the leaves, resolved to

tay until winter is fairly upon us. In

the broad upland fields and open glades,

among the tall sheltering grasses, the

meatlow lark lingers till the last storms

of December drive him away.

In the woods the little aut-hatch is

almost an all-wiuter bird. His cheery
"hank," '"hank" greets us as he searches
truuks, limbs, branches and twigs of the

trees, peering under the barfl and into

all crevices for insects that have crawled
into wiuter quarters or have peribhed
with the cold.

In the open high ground, among the
dead wings and seared grasses, the bay-
winged sparrow, always solitary, springs
from the ground just before us as we
tramp afield, aud with a half turn in

flight alights a few yards away. He, too,

vanishes before the icy blasts of winter.

His cousins, the white-throated and the
fox-colored sparrows, also come late from
the North and remam with us as long as
tbey can.

AJoug the thicket-lined creeks and
vales the song sparrow says "chip" a!

our approach. These cheery little fellows

are wont to burst into melodious song at

sunrise, and to hail every sunny wiuter
day as a harbinger of spring. The pret-
tiest bird concert I ever heard was given
on such a day by a flock of song-sparrows
all striking up at the same moment as
they were perched together in the
branches of an elder bush.
A few of these welcome guests remain

in Pennsylvania all winter, but the
greater number disappear in a mysterious
way during severe storms. I venture to
account for this by supposing that they
rise high in the air above the storm and
wing their way southward, though I have
never heard this theory advanced by
naturalists.

But the place of honor on our list must
be reserved for our permanent winter
guests, hardy little fellows whom no
storm can dismay, no cold appall. After
all the warblers have left us for the South
and most of our native sparrows have
rone with them, when the last wandering
blue-jay is complaining of the cold and
announcing his determmation to be off
for a warmer clime, then it is that our
true winter birds first begin to arrive.
These are the exclusively northern birds
that have never summered with us at
all, such as the snow bird and the purple
finch.

Along the rows of stacked com, or
along the hedge fences of the roadside,
the snow bird, with its lead-colored plu-
mage and white tail, flits tamely before
yon. In the bleak woods the purple finch
comes and goes among the tree tops in
small and scattered flocks.
Two other interesting winter visitors

may yet be noticed, both of them rarely
met with at this season. One of these,
seen only in severely cold snaps, gener-
ally in small flocks aud seldom alone, is

the little snow bunting, a white-plumaged
bird with brown mottled wings. The
other is the Northern butcher bird, or
shrike. A keen observer will notice one
of these butcher birds, perhaps, about
every other winter, flying about bushes
and fences. Its neat outline aud mark-
ings, bUck and white on a prevailing

tint of gray, no less than its savage
piratical habits, make it an object of

more than usual interest.

Of the hawks that remain with us
through the greater part of the wiuter,

the red-tailed and the broad-winged hen
hawks are oftenest seen sailing over field

and wood, either foraging for provisions
or flying from one section' to another.
The pigeon hawk, the sharp-shinned
hawk and the handsome little sparrow
hawk all go South in October or Novem-
ber, to winter near the Gulf of Mexico.
Of the owls, the barred species is oc-

casionally heard in the deepest woods or
scared up from the meadows and fields,

where he is hunting for field mice. In
extremely cold seasons the ^reat snowy
owl is now and then met with. During
the hard winter of 1876-77 as many as six

or eight examples of this interesting

species were shot wUhin a few miles of
a farm house in Central New Jersey,
and many others were s*en within the
same narrow limits. During that winter
many were seen and killed in sections

farther south.

Of the few birds that iudividnally
abide in our state during the entire year
the only one found near Philadelphia i»

the partridge, or lx>b-white. The shelter-

ing thickets of Pairmounl Park contain
not a few coveys of these favorite game'
birds, whose cheery whistle is so familiar

in spring and summer. Some frequent
the coverts around George's Hill reser-

voir and the Chamounix woods in the
West Park, while others may be found
in similar situations on the east side

and up the Wissahickon.

Read/ Early in December.

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
—-OK THE-

FANCIERS' GAZETTE
AND F>ET STOCK

WILL CONTAIN

Three Colored Plates

KEARLYM SCORE PORTRAITS OF
PRIZE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEOMS,

Etc.. Etc., Etc.

A host of authorities have promised contribu-
tions in each section.

Price 6c.; post free. loc.; specially packed, post
free, 13c. Address

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE iLimited),

54 to 57 Imperial Buildings,

Ludfcate Circus, London, E. C.

Orders for the Christmas number of the Fan-
ciers' Gazette can be left with us. Price 30 cents
per copy, postpaid.

FANCIERS PVBUSHING CO.,

90-91 32 South Third St , Philadelphia, Pa.

TORONTO GAME FOWr, YARDS.
Hlack Keds. Captain Heaton'sandSam Mat-

thews' most celebrated stuck; Brown Reds, C. W.
Brierly; Duckwings, Brockhank and Chaloners';
Pyles, Brierly's. Black Reds, hens ist and ad at
Industrial: Brown Reds, cock istand hen ist and
3d at Industrial; Pyles, cock ist and hen id at
London. The recent winners are all in ray yard,
also manv other great winners. Also Sumatra
aud White Aseel Game. E. F. DOTY,

47 Wellington Place, Toronto.

OUR CLUBBING LIST.

THE

POULTRY MOMTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $i.J.s per year.
Single copies, I3C. Address

FERRIS PfBLISlUNG CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.

GAME BANTAMS.-BROWN reds,
BLACK KKDS, DVCKWING PILES.

I have won hundreds <>l prizes during the last
few years on my games and game bantams and
at present my stock is well at>Teto uphold its past
high reputation.
Amongst my Brown Reds are cock, id, hen. id,

at Industrial. Cock, istand id. hen, ist and id,
cockerels and pullets, istand id, at Hamilton.
Nearly all my birdsarc winners. I have a grand
lot for sale, all colors. E. F. DOTY.

47 Wellington Place, Toronto.

Pedigreea r*rinted
-IN-

•-ATTRACTIVE FORM-
AT MODERATE PRICES.

AX THIS OFFICE.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal
for one year with any of the following named
publications, post free, upon receipt of price

named :

With
Regular Fancibks'
Price. Journal.

American Angler >3 00 $4.00

Americ in Agriculturist . . . . 1.50 3.50

American Field 500 600
American Fish and Game War-
den i.oo 3.00

American Garden i.oo 3 50
American Poultry Yard .... 1.50 3.15

American Stock-Keeper .... i.oo 3.00

American Kennel Gazette . . . i.oo 3.00

Canadian Pou'try Journal ... .75 300
Canadian Poultry Review . . . i.oo 3.00

Canadian Pigeon and Pets. . . .50 2.70

Century 4 oo 5.50

Country Gentleman a.50 3..So

Delaware Farm and Home . . i.oo 1.75

Fanciers' Gazette (English) . . i.io 4.15

Fanciers' Gazette (American) . i.oo 1.60

Farm Journal 50 i-6o

Farm Poultry 50 1.60

Frank Leslie's
Popular Monthlv 3.00 4.00
Illustrated Weekly 4.00 5.00

Budget of Wit 1.2S 3 75
Pleasont Hours 1.75 3.15

Guide and Friend ...... .15 1.60

Garden and Forest 4.00 5.50
Georgia Farmer jo l.to

Harper's Monthly 4.00 5.00

Weekly 4.00 5.00

Bazar 4-0'' S-OO

Young People i.oo 3.00

Lippincott's Magazine 3 00 j.jo

New England Fancier 50 1.75

New Jersey Agriculturist . . . i.oo 3.00

New York Mail and Express
(Weekly) I.oo 3.50

New York Times (Weekly) . i.oo 3.00

New York World (Weekly) . . i.oo 3.00
Ohio Poultry Journal 1.00 3.00

Poultry Bulletin 1.00 1.60

Poultry Chum 15 1.60

Poultry in California 50 1.75
Poultry Herald 50 1.75

Poultry Keeper 50 1.70

Poultry Monthly l.ij 3.00

Poultry News ....••.. .15 1.60

Poultry World 1.15 3.00

Practical Poultryman 50 1.7s
Popular Science News i.oo 1.75
Prairie Farmer i 00 1 75
Puck 5.00 6.00

Rural Californian i.so 3.00
Rural New Yorker i.oo 3.50
Scientific American 3.00 4.00

Architects' Edition . 5. o 6.00

Southern Fancier ,so 1.75
Shooting Times (English) ... i 60 4.70
Spirit ofthe Times 5.00 6 00
Sports Afield 2.00 3.75
Stock-Keeper (English) 3.15 4.50
St. Nicholas 3.00 4.50
The Fancier i.oo 3.00
The Fanciers' Monthly .... i.oo 3.00
.*!— w*~ ;_..• T> ...t .- « »—
« *(w « a*,^iv*0 c^^vavv* ..... 'OO *'t^*

Truth 4.00 500
Turf, Field and Farm j.oo 6.00

INCUBATORS.

Prairie State Incubator

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
4how8 including first at the
890 show. New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the (jreat-

?st incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G.A. McFETRIDGE.
General Agent,

Atco, New Jersey.
76-117

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
Twenty-three first premiums

in one year. Large circular for

sUmp. A. F. WILLIAMS.
88-140 Bristol. Conn.

PINELAND:
^^==INCUBATORS

-AND

fBROODERS^
LEAD ALL OTHERS.

Five firsts, two seconds and one special at the
three great New Jersey fairs, Mt. Holly, Wa-
verly and Trenton. We manufacture the latest

and greatest novelty.

The Paragon Incubator
The simptest, cheapest and best hot water incu-
bator Vvet invented. Our luamtnoth catalogue.

KVERVTHINO FOR THE POULTRV YARD

Ready Dec. I. Price 5 cents. Circulars free.

Address.

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesfhurg, New Jersey.

PUBLICATIONS.

AMKUICAN KKNNEL CLITB

Stud BOOK,

Blanks tor registering in the official Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL QAZEUE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the difterent shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York,

C<

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS. POULTRY. PIGEONS,
RABBITS, C'AGE-HIUDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best F'nglish stuck advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, |«l. 15,
Office; 139 & 140 Fleet St., K. C, Ix>ndon,

England.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 ofthe GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

EVER PRODtlCRD.

Personally selected durnsr our eight weeks'
search amouf; the best breeders of England. If
you want choice bkf.kdf.kk or winnf.rs at the
wiuter shows, we can supply. Red Caps. Anda-
lusiana. White Wyandottes. " Free catalogue.

ntf
C. A. SHARP & CO..

Lockport, New York.

EUREKA
SEND SCENTS OR STAMPS

FOR
loo-PAGF. BOOK OF

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS TO
J. L. CAMPBELL, West Elizabeth. Pa.

This ad. is good for )i part payment for an in-

cubator 86-1 II

THE
-EMPIRE mCUBATOR-

AND BROODERS.
Winner of First Prizes at every Sham where

exhibited.

This machine is warranted to hatch go per cent
when operated as directed, or price of niachiue
refunded. A written guarantee will be given
with the sale of each incubator. This incubat ir

was invented by a man of several years' experi-
ence in poultry raising and the luaiiagenient o(

different make" of incubators. It is constructed
ofthe very best materials of their several kinds
and the work executed by the very best of work-
men. Write for catologue and price list. Please
enclose ic. postage stamp.

EMPIRE INCUBATOR CO.,
II.'VMBrRO, Nf.w York.

I
t^.iddfess all cnnfspondrnce to Rtanch Office.

! iig Edmund Streel, Camden, .V. J. 84-110

EXCELSIOR

INCUBATOR
Hlnple. Perrect, ^rlf-reculallnc.

new Illustrated Catalogue,

GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy, IIL

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits. Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leadinf^ Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
$1.10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the /iSMrtrri' Carr//*", Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, Londoo, K. C,
Bnglaad. .

VOL. S. NO. 15] THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL. 3«7

BOOK8 FOR FANCIER8.
The Fanciers' Publuhlng Company will for-

ward by mall, postpaid, any of the following
books on receipt of published price:

KXNNBL.

American Kennel. Burges f 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw S.oo
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog. with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History. Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill j.oo
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of., Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking.' Hammond. i.oo
Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .jo

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .73
Dogs, Their Management aud Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont i.oo

Knglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 .... .50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I j.oo
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.30
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions I.JO

Fox Terrier. Breeding aad Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel 1.00

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Oi»-
eases jo

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection , Care
and Training .30

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations _from life; 588
pages. Cloth $5.00; leather 7.30

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters.' j.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog i.oo

Pedigree Record Book, 100 page*, fifth gen-
eration 1.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full tei^pier So
Points of Judging; new editioh,. correct to
dale 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 73
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan 1.00
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding.
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.23

Stonehenge on the Dog j.jo
The Spaniel and Its Training. By P. H. P.
Mercer i.oo

The Dog, by Idstone 1.13
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.13
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 3.00
The Ma.stiflT. the History of. M. B. Wynn 1.30
The Setter. Lavcrack 2.73
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 23
Typical Dogs; portraits from life of 31
prize dogs; in leather 4.00

Youatt on the Dog 2.30
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir 30
Cloth 73

CAGE BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover .50
Cloth 73

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 13.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.30

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. . i.oo
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 30
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby 30

PIOBONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Practical P^eon Keeper. Lewis Wright

.

i.jo
Pigeon Standard (new) 30
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier j.oo
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer .30

POULTRY.

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard jo
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 30 platea
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q.Dow. .30
Duck Culture. Rankin 30
Poultrj; Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 31 col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 9*00

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50
Poultry Yard. Miss Watts 30
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 2.00
Poultry for the Many Plantagenet ... .30
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. ....... i.jo
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25
Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asao. . 1.00
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Fetch S Lee i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper 3.00
Poultry for the people. Coinyns .30
Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Comyns .jo

MISCBLLAlfBOt7B.

All AtKiut Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .33
Book of the Game Laws jo
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculua . . . i.jo
The Art of Training Animals

;
paper; il-

lustrated .JO
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals 1.30

tp^e j+omir\| €xcf?an^c.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
P10BON8. The official journal of 'nThe Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fancieta
per year. Address

|i

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO..

OBRMANTOWN, PA.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEG BANDS
FOIl ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band rcgria-
tered. each 2He Open bands for old bfrdl,
each IC. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. B. S. STARR. Box 295.

Philadblpuia, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone M«al, - - Per »00 lb. Bag, 9S.OO
Granulateid Bone, " UK) a. 76
Ground Beef
Scraps, - - -

Oilclte, - . - .

Crnshed Flint, -

Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " 80O " 'i'OO

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

4»-93 York Chemical Worka, York, Pa.

100 8.00
«oo 9.00
«oo a.oo

FERRETS vs. RATS.
First-class FerreU. Sure Pop breed. 'Specialty

broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets not
broken. For sale by Adolph Isaacsen, "Sure
Pop." 91 Fulton Street, New York City. The
second edition, revised and illn^trated, of rav
celebrated handbook, "All About Ferrets' and
Rats" mailed to any address on receipt of twen-
ty-five cents. 88^1

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED A WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER. WHITE ft GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America,
New York. February, 1890, I was awarded the
following prizes, in competition with the best
breeders

:

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD.

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, third,
fourth, and tie filth on Barred Plvmouth Rock
Hens : first and third on Silver Wyandotte Pul-
lets ; third or equal score with first on Golden
Wyandotte Pullets.
Choice Breeding and Exhibition Birds, bred

from my winners, for sale. Illustrated circular
free. 86-138

THE CHEAPEST BOOK STORE

IN THE WORLD.
All the leading Sporting, Agricultural, Poultry,
Dog and Stock Breeders' Books at prices that
will surprise you. HOLIDAY BOOKS. Send
for Mammoth Catalogue.

LEGGAT BROTHERS,
89-91 81 Chambers St., N.Y. City.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
thi.' heading/or i cents per loord for each insertion

Beagles.

BBAGLB HOUNDS FROM TWO MONTHS
to three years old. Puppies and trained
stock ; bred from hunting qualities, not reg.
stock. Fine heads, long ears, good size and
form. B. P Cloud. Kennett Square. Pa.

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchell,
Fair Haven. Vt.

CoIUes.

YOUNG AND OLD STOCK. Send for cata-
logue. Lake View Kennels, Worcester,
Maaa. 73-tr

RDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lic pups sired by our t>est imported stud
dogs. See displaved advertisement. W.
Atlee Bupee &Co..'Philadelphia, Pa. 83-tf

RDERS BOOKE~> for collie pups bred as
follows: Bj Meichley Wonder out of Ko»-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III. by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Koslyn
Gaylass. by Champion scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Mancy Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefou out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Cheatnnt Hill Kennels, PhlUdelphU, Pa.

O
O

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 3 centsper wordfor each insertion.

For Sale or Exohangr*.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; mastiffs Eadtiert. Eriant
and bitch pup ; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies ; Irish setters. ancT pair puppies 6
months old, by Dick Swiveler ; grevnound
and beagle puppies. Want breach-loading
shot guns and rifl.». folding boat, field-'

flass, telescope, lathe, rolling top desk.
. Otis Fellows, HomellsTille, N. Y.

Fox Honnds.

FX HOUNDS FROM BEST PACKSIN PENN-
sylvania. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St.. Phila-
delphia. 81 tf

Fox Terriers.

Y-*OR SALE — FOX TERRIERS OF THE
H highest breeding. Puppies and young

bitches in whelp at moderate prices. Print-
ed pedigrees on application to J. A. Hoflhr,

143 N St., Washington, D. C. 81 tf.

Irish Terriers.

FR SALE.—Some fine young pupa by Roalyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,
Chestnut Hill. Philadelphia.

Mastlllb.

FR SALE—REGISTERED STUD MASTIFF
and Brood Bitch, in season January. Price,
130. Frank W. Clark, Sharon, Pa. 90-91

Pointers.

W ELL-BRED POINTERS WITH PBDI-
grees for sale, broken, and puppies. W.
L. Weaver, Millersburg, Pa. 90-91

Pubs.

FINE PUPS ON SALB.—Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass. 7S-eow

Babbit Hounds.

RABBIT HOUNDS.—GOOD LOOKING NA-
tive beagles, guaranteed excellent in the
field at|>o each ; same kind unbroken, $10.
Pedigreed beagles at reasonable prices.
Largest stock in the United States. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

Setters.

FR SALE—GRAND YOUNG LLEWELLYN
Setter Bob Gates, Jr.. by Bob Gates—Flo.
Maclin, Gath's by Mark—Cosey ; is fast,

staunch, and very tractable. Box 26, New-
buryport. Mass. 90-it

SI. uemaras.

FR SALE —THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs.
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains toclose out. R. J. Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

FR SALE—VERY FINE LITTER OF PUPS.
For pedigree and full particulars address J.
H. Gault. Gaul and Adams Streets. Phila-
delphia. 86-tf

ENTHON KENNELS. PhoEnixvillc, Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

«7-"«
T. BERNARDS. — Grandly bred; perfect

markings. Lake View Kennels. Worcester,
Masa. 76-tf

M

Tarlons.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 23
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company. 32
South Third Street, PhiladeTphU. Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishinr Co.. 32 South Third St.. Ptailadel-
phU, Pa. __^

SETTERS AND POINTERS. BROKEN AND
unbroken. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 81 tf

Wanted.

wANTED TO LEASE — A THOROUGH-
bred Llewellyn bitch in season to breed to
first class native setter. Will divide litter
or pay cash for use. Bitch mukt be a fast
mover. Address Breeder, care Fancikks'
Jot-RNAU 90-tr

POULTRY.
Advertisements uiilhout display inserted under

this heading/or t cents per wordJor each insertion.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photography
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 31
South Third St.. Philadelphia.

£ncllsh Pheasants.

MUST BE SOLD THIS MONTH. PRICES
from $10 to $i.<; per trio. N.L. Rockwell.
Sanford Station. Conn. 86-^9

For Sale or Exchanare.

WILL EXCHANGE INCUBATORS FOR
pullets, or hens not more than iH years
old. Not less than three-fourths Leghorn
blood. Also black Spanish. Empire la-

84-tf cubator Co., 319 Edmund St.. Camden, N. J.

JOHN L. COST, HAGERSTOWN, MD.. WILL
sell or exchange Light Brahmas for Breech
Loading Double Varrcl Shot Om or offer*.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted un4er

this headingfor 1 cents per wordfar each insertion

Various.

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK8.
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
B. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

CHOICE MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS.
light and dark Brahmas, white and barred
Plymouth Rocks, Pekin Ducks. Perretsand
Belgian Hares. E. F. Tiflfany. Brooklyn.
Pa. 8^90

FOUR PAIR WHITE MINORCAS AT $3
per pair. Wanted. Golden Wyandottes
lor Minorcas. Small Fruit Nursery and
Poultry Yards, Nappanee, Ind. 90-u

FOR POULTRY. EGGS AND PET STOCK,
address A 8. Way, Chattanooga. Tenn 89-tf

FDIGRBE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Ex-
tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, or 30
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 31 South Third St.,
PhiladelphU. Pa.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE L/.CBO WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred bv
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, carda,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philade
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor
rectness, and printed in an attractive fom,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 31 South Third St., Philadel-
hla,

~
phli Pa.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements wit'tout display inserted undet
this headingfor 1 ce.^tsper wordfor each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNBR, 51 1 W. BIODL8
St., Baltimore, Md.. fancier of ahort-focc
tialdhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from : Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Fluitalls.

w KITE FANS ONLY. Bred for thirty veara.
Some grand birds for sale very low. Send
for circuUr. Frank M. Gilbert, Brasik
ville. Ind. fa\f

Homlnflr Plareons.

f^ EORGB V. CRF.SSON'S HOMING PIO-
\j- eons for sale. Removal from old loft com-

pels me to dis'wse of my birds. All my
own oreeding from best strains. Full ped-
igrees given and absolute purity of blood

f

guaranteed. Address Eighteenth and Ham
Iton Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 89-it

C. CONLEY, 4133 CHESTNUT STREET
Philadelphia, breeder and fancier of
long-distance homers only ; winner of In-
ter-otateand challenge races with young
birds. 1889 ; id diploma in old birds, season
of 1880, from 300 miles, and first bird to
Philadelphia from 400 miles in Concourse
A few youngsten for sale at reasonable
prices.

J

Jaooblns.

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus,
^ and breeder 01 Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
50-106

Swallows.

A. PICK. I vio N. Washington Street, Balil-

r more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, ofall
colors, with and without white bars, plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Importe<i
bis stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fin* a
stock as can be found.

Varlotw.

LL KINDS of birds and animals.
I Big Bird Store, Cleveland. O.

WUaoa>»
96

PRINTING estimates given for cirvulars, cards
letter sheeu, bill heads, i;>rice lists, sched-
ules, labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Iiop Rabbits.

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners in Bag
land. Fred Stahrer. 119 Abbott Street,
Lawrence, Mass. 73-124 -

Artists and Bnarrarers.

FINTING estimatesgiven for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched'
ules Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

B HAVE arranged with Schielher «k
Sons, who are acknowledged 10 l>c the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we arc able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers Pubrishinv
Co.. f> fVmth ThJrrI m Ph<ta'1rlt>>*-o P«

Wj

Drlnklns Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN PCMI
chicks or fowls is the Piueland Fountain:
easily eieaned. Price, 73 cents esch, $8 per
doses. Address Pinelsnd Incubator %ad

th-\S Brooder Company, Jamcaburg, New Jersey
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Splendid Holidaii Presents.

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS.
GOLDFINCHES,

ANi) AI.I. (iTHKR

PANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

P£T ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS. ' '

v

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain «nd Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGGS FOR HA'r<HIN<J.

SKSP FOR PRICE UST.

H. W. VAHLE,
31 J Market Strest and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-«3l

Homing Pigeons

DAN WILM/.MS, blue checker cock

JIMMY C, red checker cock

MUP.IAt,, blue checker heu

MISS WILLIAMS, blue checker hea..

p t
•Jl »

J
USX Qux.

« * *«#iii» «t*« *
PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

tS AtKtfrKIl IIV TIIK

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

CoNTAISIN« A COMl'I.KTK DliSL' K 1 1'TION Of THK

KKcooxizFri Vabiktifs or Ikikdxs.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Seiil preimiil hy moil from iliis nffice on re-

ceipt of price.

Edw. K. Tryon, Jr.,& Co.,

10 and 12 N. Sixth St..

PHII^ADKLl'HIA.

ALSO TAILKU AND .SOLID COLORS IN
OWLS AND TURBITS.

Ordei'8 fo'" youngsters of I890

will be booked now.

JAMES A. STOVELL,

10 South Broitd Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

-----
- - - -

J- .

i.

1

-'"'- - .-.-..

—
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i

TO THE FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

^ NO. S2 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.
|

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send '• The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.
i

i NAME
1

)

i

ADDRESS-^ t „, . 1

Guns and Ammunition

DOG COLLARS .

Austin's 4 Spratts' Dog Cakes.

Glover's Dog Soap & Medicines.

GENERAL SPORTING GOODS.

90-9J

THEO. P. GREFvN,

Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

I

THE

—

SPORTSMENS

X AJ£ NOT m T2E PISEON BUSINESS,

tat breed, for A FANCY . Wrli class

7A1TTAILS
In Whits, Blaci,

ReAaMYellow,

And hHve for gal

at nil times

Very Superior Birds,

nneufpllp^l In qual-
ity at $2.00<^n<^h,
and up. Hntiafaotion

TAKEN FHOM LIFC
g"'"-'"'*^"'^-

Am glad at nil times to iihow my stock.

DO NOT A.N8W KR P03 lAL CARDS.

H. C. NORTON.
Oermantown, Pa.

Or rjrr Pf>. Fourth St.. Phllnda

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Annmunitlon,

Sporting Goods,
Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS. AN1MAI.S. FISH AND RKPTILKS

?«pUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 20e SOUTH THIKD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Modern Training,

Handling, and

Kennel Management

PICTURE OF

ROY.\L BLUE

LINK HEN

WINNER OF TRK

SPEED PRIZE

FOR 1890

AND $25 IN GOLU.

-BV t ^« . j.r..

Is invaluable to every owner ot a dog. It tells

ynn how to train a dog properly, and how to

handle a dog after it has been trained in n way

o plain that all can comprehend.

PRICE $3.50.

Address

B. F. LBWIS.
HANDLKR OF DOGS.
Professional bench show handler. I>og» IxMird-

ed and put in condition for shows.

ELM STATION.

MontKoinery Co., Pa.

Fanciers' PnWisliiug Couiiiany

J2 S. Third St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

EdAvard S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Son<t.

Dealer in

SINGING BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND F'SH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washingftou. D. C.

I will breed youngsters from two of the best
lofts in America from proven records of five

hundred miles and over. Send for new circular
and pricv list of 1891. 4495

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food iti

the Market.
e^Beware ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

DOG SOAP, Certain death to Ifleas, and

MEDICINES '"r all canine diseases.
•CU.M.MO.N .'>KNSfi OF DOG DOCTORINO,"

(Post free. a8c.),

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
THE GRKATE.ST EOG PRODUCING FOOD.
T/ie most Niilrilious and Dif^eslibU Food for Ijty-

ing Hens and for getting all kinds of
Poultry into Show Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Unequ.'iled for rearing Harlv Chickens.

SPRATTS PATENT PI&EON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortality in reaiing

Fancy Pigeon.s.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . so cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents
Pouttrv and Pigeon Soap per cake 25 cents
Order from vour dealer. Full particulars Ironi

SPItATT** PATENT (America), MMIT'll.
»39-a45 Hast .s6th St., New York City. 71-97

Orange County

Dogs for Sale--=^

If you want to buy a good dog of any
kind write to the

O^ooDBURY Kennels,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Before You Subscribe

For any Agricultural, Live .Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Paper you should send for my list of
papers. I can fiirnish you any paper published
cheaper than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe for two or more papers you will get a
still lower rale ihan if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten cents for postage and I'll niail you a
large bundlcof sample copies of different papers.

ADDRESS—

Fox Terriers

-FOR SALK-

Dogit boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

POULTRY FARM AND YARDS

Cockerels of his Famous peerless Strains of
Single-comb Brown Leghorns, White and Barred
Plymouth Rocks, from J2 to $s each per pair
Tnos and breeding pens a matter of correspJjnd-
CDce. Guinea Pigs for sale at $3 per pair. En-
etoae x. stamp.

E. L. REQUA, Manager,

«f»l7 Highland MilU, N. Y.

r^l 1^^^ BUY AT HEADQUARTERS
t^ll CjlJ^ Young stock bred from
i^^jL,2!51iJ Pri7.e winners. }2o to fjo.

If you've a bitch to breed, here's the
OrpTT'rwt Ebcrhart's Cashier (13901). Fee, $15
iii-iliii lirndford Ruby II (9720). Fee, $15.

ported (17093), Fee, $15.
{11.804). Fee, Jig.

guariiateen. A "square deal" to all.

EBBRHART PUG KENN«LS, Cincinnati, O.
8>-io8 The leading Pug Kennels of America.

g4tt

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

OTT/'^C" I John Bull.im
X-tJVjriJ

I Douglass II

Litter guariiDteed. A "s

PAMPHLET

DOG • DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER.
Veterlnai-j' Surgeon,

>4-97 1908 BROAX>WAY, NEW TORK.

From thoroughbred stock and the best strains.

Circular.- on application to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
80-92 p. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.

AND

ji5:-^!^rr„T^rr:T::F»EX dogs.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST rtrBLISHED ^~~~-- TRICE, PO8TPAIH, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

DIPC Cbesters, Berkshirei, Polands. Pos
rlUO. Hounds, BeaKles,Collies,Setters.W.GIB-
BON8 ft CO.,W. Chcsfer.Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

XOI-. li, SO. 34. I

XVIfOI.K NO., «l. f
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13. 1890. I'KIt ANN'l'.M. •«.«<>.

.>*IN«I.K t:01'V, «c.

THE BULL BITCH QUEEN ROSE.

i
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IN THE STUD.
~Ai9€rHum*Hts inserted under this heading at the

fottowinr raits: One inch, single tnsertton, fi^o;

tS^Jvr the month: S'SM '*»^« months: $2»for

Hx mutnths, and tjofor the year.

KlLLARNEY-^

IC ennels
PURE BRED IRIbH SETTERS EXCLUSIVEL M-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

CHAMPION "DICK 8WIVELER."

NOTED DOCS AT STUD:

CHAMPION
DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challenge prize, New York show,
1890; also first and special prizes all over the
United States.

FEE $50.

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show,

1887 and 1888.

FEE $26.

GARRYO\VEN IV, imp.
Orandaon of the great Champion Garryowen

"the hero of the benches of Europe."

FEE $25.

To • limited number of bitches of approved
breeding.

Kxtended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-
tion.
Kxtrn choice Irish Duonies bv the rreat Dick

BWIVBLKR for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.),

KIL.L.AHNEY KENNELS,
So-ioi 177 Statb Strbbt, Ckicaqo, III.

IN THE^TUD.
Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rales: One inch, single insertion,

t'.So: ts-fo for the month; $1$ for three months;

$^ for six months, and S50 for the year.

BETTERS & POINTERS

DESMOND II

noiINTHB IN STUD.

LEBANON

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,
England, by Frisco—Grouse 11. This dog com-
bines both field and bench show qualities. He
won first priie in the Derby at the Philadelphia
field trials 1888, and on the bench has won, first,

Philadelphia; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, $35.

SIR TATTON
English setter by Sir Allister—Belle of Fumess.
Record: First and special at Philadelphia, 1889;

first and special at London, Ont., 1889, and win-
ner of 40 prizes and cups in England. This dog
is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, $35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog o(

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
of numerous prizes in puppy classes in England
last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class, at London, Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served
will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

iixienueu petiigrcca and siuu caiua uu n^^ilcn-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Carb W. H. Weiss,

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the follmving rates: One inch, single insertion.

tf-SO; $5.40 for the month; $15 for three months;

t^for six months, and fso for the year.

HT STUD, FOX TERRIER

I RECKON 13284)

sire. Reckoner—Tennis, by Raby Mixer. A
grand voung dog with lots of style; beautiful

neck, good head, big bone, best of legs and very
small feet, excellent body, well ribbe<l. Stud
cards on application. To a few approved bitches.

Fee, $7. Photos, 25c. Address

G. W. PRICE,
91-117 P. O. Box 163, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the following rales: One 'nch, single insertiont

ftM; $5.40 for the month; S'S for three monthsU for stx months, and fso for the year.

43-94 Bbtblbhkm, Pa.

BY TIM-PEG.
RECORD: Divide<l fourth Eastern Field Trials,

1888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

4798

TUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER
IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Monnsloiie (Chnmplon Roystcrer, sire of
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champiim Relgraviaii—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won ill Kiielaiid six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-

onds, two (2) thinlH, three (.^) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in his prime. Fee $15. For stnd card, etc., sd-
drcM

THOS. C. CHALMERS. Proprietor

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.

Puppies bv the above dog^s, Ch. Elcho Jr. and
others for ta'le. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,

62tf Tremont. N. Y.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

VORTIGERN II

AT STUD
Sire, Old Champion Vortigern. Weight, eigh-

teen pounds. Long, lean head; rich mahogany
tan. This grand young dog combines the blood
of the celebrated F.nglish Champions Burk, Lord
George, Prince George and Kenwood Queen.
Just the dog to breed to dark colored bitches.
I'ee, $15. Address EDWARD LKVEK,
81-107 707 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

)

1419 F. Street, N. W., Wasliiiigton, I). C.

89-141

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS
AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

Grand Companions, Ratters and Watch Dogs.

AT STUD

THE SENATOR,
FEE, 915.

ROCHELLE KENNELS,
75tl Box 862, New RiKhclle, N. Y.

SHALL HAVE AT MY KENNELS FOR A
short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W.
Beaufort's winnings on
record as a stm". dog lin

mnstiffever known. H
greater prize winners
Mastiff l)ree<lers should
grand dog while here.
Slud fee $75.

5S-I06

K. Taunton. Champion
the show bench and his
ve provetl him the best
e is the sire of more and
than all others living.
make the most of this
Photographs 25 cents.

J. WINCHELL,
KAIRHAVKN. Vt.

GTUD BEAGLE

TONY WELLER 5411)

Address
FEE, $1C.

OAKVIEW KENNKI.^,
P. O. Box 91, Phila., Pa.

—OR—
WM. H. CHILD, Glenside, Pa. 79-ia4eow

THE KENNEL.

pFox Terriers.

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and

prize-winning dams

yiLLsms Kennels,
53-104 LANCASTER, MASS.

Fox Terriers?

-FOR SALK-

From thoroughbred stock and the best strains.

Circular.s on application to

BEVERWYCK KEHNELS,
80-92—93-105 P. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.

-HOUSE
-ANI

PET DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JO8T PUBLISHED PRICE, POSTPAID, 50c.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

#'
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY OLOVER,
Veterinary Surpfeon,

84-97 t'-«03 BnOADWAY, THWf YOUK.

Dogs for Sales

If you want to buy n good dog ol any
kind write to the

O0OODBURY Kennels,

CITY OFFICE, 135 S. 8X11 STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for alt diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction gunratee<l.

63-114

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

FOR SALE
Collies

Irish Terriers

Schipperkes

We have for sale a few first -clas« collie pups by
the wonderful stud dog,

CHRISTOPHER
Also three grand brood bitches (with easy term*

to any of our stud dogs.)

A FEW WELL'BR ED

IRISH TERRIERS
AND THREE VERY TYPICAL

SCHIPPERKES

For prices, etc.,

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

75-H7 I*- O- Box 1630, Philadelphia.

FORt)HOOK KENNELS

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Kough-coated Scotch

Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a s<jn of Cn. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-

tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's

champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PUGS IF YOU WANT TO OWN A
GENl'INE Pl'G PUP

^^_^^^^,^^ champion bred, from prize
winmiiK slock— fine as silk—vou should act wise
and orikr from HKADgUARrKKS EBKR-
HART, the PU<i man of America, will send you
a winner, from $20 to J50, Silk is never sold'for
the price of calico. My 12-page illustrated cata-
logue sent free. Don't write uiile>s you mean
business, as time is valuable.
EBICKHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati.
leading and Ijargrst Pug Kennel \n America.

82-108
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PHILADELPHIA, DECEMBER 13, 1890.

FIXTURES.

Dog ShowB.
Dec. 16-19.—Second annual exhibition of the

Central Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Battle Creek, Mich. M. C. Heffron, sec-
retary.
Dec. 29-Jan. I.—Rhode Island A.ssociation

bench show, at Providence. R. G. Davis, secre-
tary.
Dec. 30-Jan. 3.—First bench show of the Buck-

eye Poultry and Pet Stock As.sociatioii, at*Can-
ton, (). James Sterling, secretary, 39 I^oith
Market Street.

1891.
Jan. 6-9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry

and Pet Stock Association's bench show, at
Binghamton, N. Y. F. H. Parsons, secretary.
Vestal, N. Y.
Jan. 10-14.—Twelfth annual exhibition of the

Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at
Jackson, Mich. S. H. Slifer. secretary.
Jan. 13-16.—Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet

Stock As.Hociation, at Amsterdam, N. Y. Will C.
House, Fry's Bush, N. Y , secretary.
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporntetl) Bench Show at Charles-
ton, S. C. Beiij.iniiii Mclnnes, Jr., secretary.

Field Trials.
Dec. IS.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh

annual held trials at Dentonsville, Va.
Jan. 13 —Sf>uthem Sportsmen's Association's

animal field trials, at Lafayette, Ind. John ,K.
Renaud, secretary.

1891.
Jan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bnkersfield, Cal. H. H.
Kriggs, secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Bninby, secretary.
Marietta. Ga.

Poultry ami Pljjroon Shows
Dec. i6-ig.—Central Michigan Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, Battle Creek, Mich. M. C.
Heffron, secretary.
Dec. i6-iq.— Little Miami Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Letiaiioii, O. Charles E. Mull,
secretary.

Dec. 16-1Q.— Livingston Comity PDultry Associa-
tion, at Gcneseo, N. Y, J, o. Moore, secretery.
Dec. i^ao.—Southwestern Poultry Association,

at Memphis, Teiiu. W. H. Brocket, secretary,
Sardis, Miss,

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece this week is the bu'l

bitch Queen Rose. We are indehled to

the Knglisli Stork-Keeper for the por-

trait, as well as the entertaining sketch

of Rose.

The Stock-Keeper says Rose is one
whose glorious career in the prize lists of

the future has l>een suddenly nipped in

the bud by her iiti fortunate death.

Queen Rose was lx)m in 1887, and was
bred by Herr Guniprich, of .Stuttgart,

from illustrious parents, both of whom
have had the distinguished honor of win-

ning the Hull Dog Club's Fifty-guinea

Challenge Cups. She was kept in Ger-

many until eight or nine months old,

when (together with her brother, German
Monarch) she was consigned by her

owner to Mr. Fred. Stevens, of Wands-
worth, for sale. It did not take the con-

signee long to realize that the brace of

puppies which had come to him for sale

were more than ordinary specimens of

their breed, and he wisely determined to

stick to them on his own account.

Queen Rose throve well in Mr. Ste-

venson's hands, and at the last Hull Dog
Club show she ran second to her good-

looking dam—Dryad—at which show
Lady de Clifford became smitten with

Rose's ch.Trms, and without more ado

her ladyship gave proof of that deter-

mined courage by which the genuine
fancier can always be picked out, and at

once drew a cheque for the catalogue

price of /"150, and so became the lucky
piossesser of one of the most promising

bull bitches of recent years.

Rose won several first prices for lier

fair and plucky owner, and there can be

no shadow of a doubt that but for the

fact of her untimely death from inflam-

mation of the lungs recently Queen Rose
would ere long have liecome the winner
of the club's challenge cup, for the im-

provement which was hourly taking
place in this charming little two-year-old

was so very marked that she became the

admired of all admirers, and a great

future was prophesied for her by the old-

est judges of tl.e breed. Rose posses.sed

a tremendous skull, a small ear, a broad

muzzle, with a well-finished face and
tumed-up under jaw ; and with the ex-

ception of being slightly deficient in

wrinkle, and her ears having (at times) a

tendency to a peculiar carriage, she was
undoubtedly a perfect headed bull bitch.

In all body properties she was absolutely

perfect, with a single exception of not

being quite enough out at shoulder, but

as wrinkle was fast coming to head and
her shoulders coming out, it may confi-

dently be asserted that had Queen Rose
lived another twelve months she would
have been an almost perfect bull bitch,

and one which it would have been almost

impossible to beat.

She was got by British Monarch out of

Dryad by Don Pedro, and with a judici-

ous combinations of bloofls of the best

bull dogs of the day in heir veins

she would no doubt have bred a rare

puppy, but death has robbed an en-

thusiastic and plucky owner, and the

fancy in general, of as promising a

specimen of the British bull dog as has

ever l)een seen. Throughout the "fancy"

strong impressions of sympathy with

Lady de Clifford in her great loss have
been heard on all sides, and in them we
sincerely join. Rose's best achievements

in the prize ring were at two kennel club

shows, Bath, the Crystal Palace and other

shows, where com_ etition was keen.

THE KEMNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What sin. -ige reports are current here in town.

— The .Sfianish .SIhiUmI.

At a special meeting of the American
Kennel Club, held at 44 Broadway, New
York, on Thursday, the new constitution

was adopted with few chaiige.s. The Ex-
ecutive Committee sustained the report

of the Advisory Board and suggested

that hereafter reserve nuinbers lie given

by judges. Mr. Peshall was allowed the

privilege of the floor and spoke in un-

measured terms of his disqualification.

• •

Mr. George H. Sherman, of Pough-
keepsie, N. Y., writes us he has bought
Mr. Jas. Watson's well-known stud dog
Clipper. He will no doubt soon be ad-

vertised in the stud by his new owner.

«
*

A lady called at our ofHce last week to

verify the pedigree of a dog she had pur-

chased for her little boy. We asked her

what breed the dog is, and were aston

ished to have her say it was a "Spanish

cockerel." Upon further explanation we
discovered the dog to be a cocker spaniel.

D. A. Williams, secretary of the Mas-

sachusetts Kennel Club, informs us that

the followi.g gentlemen have l>een se-

cured to judge at the second bench

show of the Massachusetts Kennel Club,

to be held at Lynn, Ma.ss., March 24 to

27, 1891 : Mr. James Mortimer, mastiffs,

St. Bernards, bloo<ihounds, collies, fox

terriers, bull dogs and bull terriers ; Dr.

H. Clay Glover, pointers, setters and

spaniels, and Mr. R. F. Mayhewall other

classes.
• «
• «

A regular meeting of the National

Beagle Club will be held January 2, in

Parlor G, Quincy House, Boston, Miss.,

at 7 P. M. All members are earnestly re-

quested to attend, as the annual election

of officers will take place at the meeting.

«
» *

Bj' the bye, what has become of the

American Beagle Club ? Has the supply

of one dollar collars rtin out that we no
longer read of it ? The ol<l club would
do well to emulate the enthusiasm of the

National Club.

F. E. Lamb writes us :
" It is my pain-

ful duty to inform you of the death of

my rough St. Bernard bitch lyady Val-

entine on the 6th instant, of consump-
tion of the lungs. Lady was whelped
March 27, 1887, being bred by Mr.

Thomas Hall, of Liverpool, Eng., and
i»<<r.^Worl »... Hf.. ri WT \r^1.,„, ^C T>..f
• •|^s,fa«-b>.s t^J *•* Vj". •• » %^aj^%. « f vf a M^\^ * -

falo, N. Y. Her Sire was Champion
Valentine, dam Bessie II, also the dam of

Champion Pliulinimon. She was over

thirty-one inches at shoulder and was of

great bone and sul)stance all through,

weighing between 155 and 160 pounds.

She was a grand brood bitch and mother,

having pro<luced several prize winners,

among whom may l>e mentioned Mr. W.
S. Diffenderffer's Lord Baltimore, who,

at 9 month's old wbs thirty-two inches at

shoulder and weighed nearly 200 pounds.

This dog won first prize in the puppy
class and St. Bernard Club medal for the

best American-bred dog in the Baltimore

show, 1890. Out of the same litter,

which was sired by Burns, is Mr. Otto W.
Volgcr's Mountain Queen, a most prom-
ising young bitch. She carried off first

prize at the Buffalo show in April, 1890,

in a mixed puppy class of dogs and
bitches and the St. Bernard Club medal
for the Ijest American -bred bitch in the

show. Lady Valentine, although shown
but twice, won third at Baltimore in iSgrj,

being lieaten by Maniion and Blodwin in

the order named, and first prize .U Buffalo

in April, 1890, in gooil company. Her
loss is the more to l>e regretted on ac-

count of her being in whelp to Mr. R.J.
Sawyer's Mascot Bernard, a full brother

to Champion Sir Bedivere."

Dr. Meyer has sold his Gordon setters

Beaumont and Bellmont to Mr. C. M.
Hunt, of Palmyra, N. Y., Dr. Mj-er re-

serving the right to run them in the

Gordon trials.

Some objection having been made by
exhibitors to the special prizes awarded
at the late Detroit bench show, we wrote

Dr. Saunders, secretary of the club, and
give his reply herewith : "The Michigan

Kennel Club has done just as it agreed in

every particular in regard to paying all

prizes advertised in its premium list and
other advertisements. In the American
Field of August 16 you will see the ad-

vertisement through which a few of our
exhibitors claim the right to dictate to

us what we shall do to please them in th»
matter of special prizes. You will note
by the advertisement that these special

prizes were announced as merchandise
prizes, our comtKittee reserving the right

to pay "cash or its equivalent as the
committee saw fit." When our commit-
tee on specials started out to drum the
city for contributions, one of our mer-
chants proposed offering a nice cup, suit-

ably engraved, for the best kennel of a
certain breed, .\cting upon this hint, the
committee concluded it would \x much
nicer to have a uniform set of prizes than
to have the usual promiscuous lot of
specials as they are donated by merchants.
The committee, accordingly, set out with
the determination of doing an elegant
thing for the exhibitors, and all kennel
prizes both in the I25 and f 15 classes (as
mentioned in the announcement in the
American Field) were provided for with
most elegant I30 cups.

•

"Our committee thought this would
please every competitor for kennel prizes
and we were much surprised to find a few
kickers. However, at the request of
some of the winners of these cups, Mr.
Cook and myself agreed to carry the
matter before the Exposition Committee
and try to persuade them to snlistitwte

cash for the cups. The Exposition As-
sociation (which was to pay all prizes and
all expenses of running the Ijench show)
refused to comply with our request ; that
as.sociation looking upon the matter as a
bu.siness transaction, and giving their

decision after submitting the whole
affair to able and unbia.sed counsel. Not
satisfied with this, and anxious to have
every detail of the l)ench show perfectly

satisfactory to every exhibitor, Mr. Cook
and myself again carried the matter be-
fore the Exposition Committee, but were
informed that the a.<«sociation could not
assume the expense of paying in cash all

the prizes donated by the merchants.
After this the cups were ordered to be
properly engraved, and will be shipped
to the respective winners within a very
short time. The whole delay was caused
by the attempt of Mr. Cook and myself
to secure cash instead of the cups to

complaining exhibitors.

• «

"These cups are l>eantiful ; the best I

have ever seen offered liy any club, and
as a breeder and exhibitor myself, lean
not but feel that the Michigan Kennel
Club has been shamefully abused by ex-

hibitors who do not know what they are

kicking about. We have not only done
all we agreed to do, but more, to try and
make everything plea.sant and satisfac-

tory to our exhibitors ; if we have not

succeeded I never want the impossible

task to rest upon me again—it can't be
done."

Commenting upon curious in.stances of

maternal instinct, "Dog Whip" says in

Sports Afield : "I rememlier an old bitch

which had never had any puppies taking

possession o.V."r daughter's offspring and
rearing them fierself, for she had plenty

of milk."

Yes, "Dog Whip," the above is quite a

"curious instance," evidently the old

bitch's daughter must have been like

Topsy— ' 'j ust growed. '

'

*i
i

i

I
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HOUNDS.

Description of Fox and Otter Hounds,

Harriers and Beagles.

BY "RECOIL."

[continued from pace 356.]

The late Mr. John Fisher's admirable

article on hounds which appeared in 1877

in the English Country, part of which was

given in last week's paper, continues as

follows

:

"The modern foxhound possesses in

the highest degree the proper conforma-

tion for courage, scenting powers, speed,

endurance, which proclaim a workman
of the first order, and a model of canine

perfection to breed up to—a model such

as Petrarch in the equine that we may
fancy to have said at the St. Leger post

:

'Tell Kisber and the gentlemen that I am
here waiting.' In short, the foxhound

is a pattern card for the breeders of

pointers, setters, retrievers, etc., to help

them to breed out chumpy heads and

lumpy shoulders, lanky backs and cranky

hindquarters, leathery necks and narrow

chests, cow hocks and weak feet and

pasterns.

"To give a list of the patriarchs of the
stnd which have taken their part in

bringing the foxhound up to his present
standard ofexcellence would fill a volume
of no mean size. Most kennels have had
their Tarquins and Furriers, their Ring-
woods and Rallywoods to make or mar
their destinies. Yorkshiremen of the old

regime would swear by Sir Mark Sykes'
Aimwell that Cbalou transferred to can-
vas, and whose grand head '^ardant' is

considered the choicest specimen from
that artist's easel, his written eulogy,

Aimwell is by judges called a haudaome hound,
And always foremost when the fox is found,

being attributed to the pen of Major
Healey, than whom few had a more cor-

rect eye for horse or huuuu, or stronger
nerve or better hand, as he proved when
he jumped the irou-spiked gate in the
Welhani carriage drive when on the swing,
without disturbing a hair on the clever

bay. Hard Bargain. Willing & Wanton
and a long array of W.'s have kept up
the dark patchy Aimwell's reputation in

this and other kennels.
"Willing was a wonder at carrying a

scent over sticky fallows, but being too
fast for Tom Carter on the wolds, she was
transferred to Brocklesby, where Will
Smith did not give her many trials before
he returned her with : 'She's of no use
to me ; we can't keep her in sight.' But
Carter had no cause to regret the return,

as she bred him Warrior and Woodman
to Splendour. The former carried home
the fox's head the first day he was out

;

and if allowed, he would always do so,

be the distance never so great.

"Of the fifty couple in the Eddies-
Thorpe hound list of 1842 l)efore the ken-
nel was transferred to Birdsall's account,
for the third time during the half cen-
tury. Wanton and her sister Willing con-
tributed ten and a half couples. The
Mennilhorpe miller never forgot his
short cut across the kennel inearlow at

Eddlethorpe when Wanton, catching
sight of his dusky figure flitting through
the early dawn, opeiie<l tongue, and, de-
serting her slimmer puppies, after a brief

run, gave him a two hours and twenty
minutes' bay in the ash tree, at the end
of which time he was released by Robert
Wise, the keinielnian, as he arose to his

duties at five A. M. 'Tak' her away,
RolH:rt,' he pleaded, 'I was runnin' ti

Bury horpe to fetch t' cow doctor, dea,
tak' her away.'
"The Bn>ckleshy hounds, like the Yar-

)x>rough estates, pa.ssed in male tail of
which the oM lord, regardless alike of
the tooth of time or the increa.se of the
gods, decreed : 'We will fall our Brock-
lesby oaks every hundred years, and our
ashes every fifty.' The Broc*tlesJ)y horn
also descended from father to son for sev-
eral generations, and old Will Smith's
last command to his son was : 'Stick to
Ranter.'
"Tom Sebright was first entered to the

chase after his father's primitive pack in

the New Forest, where they would hunt
anything from a deer to a dragon fly.

He was then caught up and schooled by

Mr. Musser; thence he passed to Sir

Mark Sykes for three seasons, when he
was transferred to Mr. Osbaldeston, with

this recommendation : 'He kills all our

horses.' In 1822 he entered upon his

forty years' service under Earl Fitzwil-

liam, and hunted the Milton hounds up
his death in 1862, having; spent well nigh
half a century in breedinj( and huntiug
hounds. He had his favorite furriers and
feudals, but the cheery face of the vet-

eran never beamed more radiantly than

when he dilated on the Quorn Tarquin
of his whipper-in days.

" 'There never were such another
hound as Trimbush,' was Will Dauby 's

rooted belief, and he had had a lifetime

of experience in the Raby, Holderness,
Ainsty and Harworth saddles. No day
was too long and 110 seduction powerful
enough for this unpledged disciple of
Father Matthew, always excepting the

Curacoa substitute in the coffee cup when
the Holderness meet was under the

Scorbro' elms ; but he took much more
kindly to this little courtterfeit than any
allusion to his fast fifteen minutes with
the Neswick badger, which he pulled

down on Tibthorp wold. The taste of
Dauby's henchman, Ned Oxtoby, also

ran in the temperance groove, and he
proved that his mother was no false

prophetess when she predicted that 'he

was born to be a huntsman,' as the Hol-
derness killed their fox under her cottage

window in the same hour in which he
first saw light ; and he himself was
strong in the faith that his mission in

life was fox hunting. When the leading
hounds once went headlong after their

fox over the Speelon Cliff he begged a
farmer to fetch a cart rope and lower
him over the precipice, and he was
drawn up first with Lavender in his

arms and then made a second descent
for Petticoat, both of which but for this

gallant rope adventure must have been
left to perish among the sea gulls and
kittiwakes.

"Will Goodall's lease of life was brief

as his hunting career was brilliant. But
his faith in the 23 inch Brocklesby Rally-

wood did good service to the Belvoir

kennel, and when he laid down his horn
in 1859 he left a pack of hounds which,
for niaiciiiiicrss iu si^c auii cuiui, as a\au

for steadiness and working qualities, has
rarely, if ever, been equalled. His last

advice to Ben Morgan was : 'Hold by the
Alfred sort ; they are such close workers
and have got me out of many a difficulty.'

"Will Derry, like Ben Morgan, pre-

ferred gay, raking hounds of the 24-iuch

stamp, and both men were quick and
clever in the field and great tillers of
foxes. Nothing delighted Ben so much
as to get on the trail of a good fox that
would take them over the Holderness or
the York and Anisty frontier, and noth-
ing short of failing scent or closing dark-
ness would prevent his being brought to

book. Both Derry and Morgan were hard
riders and proved the truth of the axiom
Ihat'If welter weights break horses' backs,
light weights break horses' hearts.'

"Puppies are mostly whelped during
the spring months, and as soon as able to

take care of themselves they are taken
out to quarters among the farmers, where
they lead a dolce far niente sort of life and
are fetched in about the next February,
when the lambs begin to drop. On their

return they are branded with the initial

of the hunt, and their ears are shortened
by rounding off the f>oints to prevent
them dipping into the feeding trough
and Incoming coated and greasy, which
would induce canker on the edge of the
ear. Each now receives a name, and
their education begins in good earnest,
being constantly schooled into submis-
sion and confidence; for even Tom, the
whip's, manner of rat'ng a delinquent is

open, decisive, cheery and instructive

and in marked contrast with Whistle, the
head-keeper's bullying and degrading
appeal to a recalcitrant pointer, which
oftener results in a fit of either the shivers
or the sulks than in any knowledge of
the fault committed or the duties re-

quired.
"The beautiful manner in which the

Quorn entries behaved at the late York-
shire Hound Show at Skipton was worth
a day's journey to witness—especially in

the case of Alice, the winner 111 the un-
entered bitch class—coming up to every
call and turning to every wave of Tom
Firr's hand, true as a magnet to the pole.

"Some of the hard-riding Holderness
farmers, whose hearts are in the sport,

are proud of l)eing entrusted with a fa-

vorite bitch l)efore she pups, when, for

her accommodation and comfort, they

cut a hole in the bieldy side of the straw

stack, where she rears her whelps far bet-

ter than in any kennel. It is customary
in most hunts to have the young, un-

entered hounds judged during the sum-
mer, when prizes, which take the shape
of silver teapots, silver cups or handsome
silk dresses, are awarded to the lady of

the house where the best-looking puppy
has been walked the previous year ; so

that every farmer's wife wants to have
charge of goo<I-looking ones to qualify

her chance for the next show day. .

"Draft hounds are such as can be
spared from the pack, and are drawn for

size as above or below the desired stand-

ard of the kennel, or for some fault, real

or imaginary. These are the perquisites

of the huntsman, and usually fetcii three

to four guineas a couple. Drafts from
the best packs are in great request, being
often bespoke long before the time, and
command higher prices.

"Promoters of monster dog shows
must have been profoundly purblind
when the placed foxhounds in their prize

schedule, or they would have foreseen

that M. F. H.'s of important packs would
never send hounds to be cribbed, cabined
and confined for the week about running
the gauntlet of all the ills dog flesh is

heir to ; to be poked and provoked by
the canes of incipient man-milliners, and
submitted to the judgment and criticism

of lap dog fanciers—the Whitby dead-
lock of '75 to wit : 'What's that langchap
wi'd fine gleaves on, keep leaking inta

their e'en for ?' asked a Bilsdale jet

miner, who had tramped ten miles on
foot and thirty-six by rail to back 'oor

Charlotte,' and lost his money iu the
first over. 'E'en !' replied his com-
panion iu travel, 'he's leaking up their

noa.ses, mun, to see which has the sharp-
est scent.'

"

From the foregoing it will be observed
that a great diversity in size exists in

foxhounds, and that it largely depends
on either fancy or the character of the
country that is hunted.

[to be continued.]

THE WHY AND THE WHEREFORE.

.Some TeillnK Itnaftoni* for Xot Wantlns
a Bench i^how In This City.

Editor Fanciers' Journal,.

Sir : "Cinister" in your last issue asks

"Why is it that we do not have any moni
bench shows in this city ?" Let me ans-

wer his inquiries, commencing at the be-

ginning.

The headline to his letter, "Give us a

bench show," is just what the people of

this city, judging from the last, wish.

They certainly have never fiatd for one,

and as each one for the past few years

has cost a few members of the Philadel-

phia Kennel Club from one thousand to

fifteen hundred dollars, they are not dis-

posed to continue to "give us (I suppose
'Cinister' included) a bench show."

"Cinister" further says, "Surely there
are numbers of first-class dog men who
reside here who ought to Ijestir them-
selves and restore Philadelphia to the
front ranks once more in the doggy
world." Permit me to inform "Cinister,"
who seems to have been doing the Rip
Van Winkle act for the past two years,

that there are more first-class field dogs
owned in the Philadelphia Kennel Club
than in any other kennel club in this

country and that there is as much, and 1

can safely say more, interest shown in

dogs by our club than by any other simi-
lar organization. As many as thirty

members of the P. K. C. will leave here
December 13 for their field trials in Vir-

ginia, more members than have attended
the Eastern and Central combined. I

can easily give "Cinister" sufficient facts

to satisfy him that this city is far ahead
of any other in doggy matters.

If "Cinister" will raise a guaranty
fund of say 1 1

5(X) to J2000 I will assure
him that the P. K. C. will hold a show
next spring that will be a credit to the
P. K. C. and to the exhibitors, but I will

not assure him, as he desires, "that it

will l)e a credit to the city."

The Philadelphia Kennel Club has lost

many thousands of dollars in giving
Ijench shows and does not intend to give
another until theroj/ oigiving is secured
to it in advance. Perhaps if "Cinister"
had to pay ftoo out of his own pocket
(as many of us have done) after each

show he would in a little while change
his tune. If the owners of show dogs
showed "only a little bit" of the interest

exhibited by the owners of field dogs,

there would be no trouble about holding a

show.
Unless the niemliers of the P. K. C.

change their minds they will never hold
another bench show unless they are fully

indemnified against loss.

Maybe "Cinister" can tell us how to

hold a show that will be self-supporting.

The one of 1889, which "Cinister" says

'.'took place here," took in addition about

I1500 more than the receipts. The pul)-

lic here are about in the same position

as "Cinister" toward the "immense shows
in Boston and Chicago"—they stiy at

home and read about them. Yours truly,

Had Enough.
Philadelphia, Dec. 10, 1890.

WHAT IS STYLE?

The Ulticnsslon 8tlll Goes On In Con-
junction With the Field Trials.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : In a late issue of The Journal
your correspondent "Cynophile" devotea

about one-third of his communication to

making personal remarks about me, an-

other third to historical quotations and

the remaining third to the subject under

consideration. Let us analyze his last

part first. Concerning the bulk of this I

do not see the necessity for any further

reply. There are some points, however,
that I would like to call attention to.

Firstly, he says : "No successful field

dog can be wholly devoid of style." To
this I would reply that I never said he
could.

Secondly, he explains that "a combi-
nation of practical qualities with the ele-

ments of success" means that a dog must
have "smelling powers, eyesight and
hearing" combined with "range, bigh-
headedness and general activity and
alertness," as if, forsooth, I was advocat-

ing dogs for the field trials that could not
smell, nor see, nor hear !

Thirdly, he says I have "assumed all
..1.....rv ft^of a o»*.lioU Ar\fr f«r»nlH r%t\f K^ a"•vj5 .."»*» — -..J o ~. -.- —

good one." I have done no such thing.

Fourthly, he refers me to the Queen for

style. I presume he means England's
Queen, as the English are quite authori-

ties on dog matters. I have never seen

the lady myself and so will have to rely

on the verdict of others. Prince Bismarck
is pretty good authority, and Cynophile
will probably recall his classic remark
concerning her. He called her " Die alte

Weshfrau" (the old washwoman), and
this is where I am to look for style ?

Truly, Cynophile, you are an "amoosiu'
cuss."

In order now to complete the subject,

let us consider some of the side issues

contained in the first part of his article.

He objects to my nom de plume ; well

he can call it pat-tridge if he likes, but
when he comes to hunt the bird over the
mountains and hills of my native and
his adopted state perhaps he will be more
content to accept it as I have written it.

Next we find him cuddling up with
Messrs. Bevan, Short and McMurdo.
That is right, Cyui. I don't blame you
for getting in out of the cold.

Finally, after having discovered jny
identity (by ray revealing it to him), he
proceeds to change his base, as I pre-

dicted he would, and we find him dis-

claiming any indulgence in personalities,

while in the next breath he attributes to

me bad motives and accuses me of du-
plicity.

Cyiiophile is not the only one that

has expressed his displeasure and disgust

that I should be guilty of abandoning
the fashionable Llewellin and adhering
to a less popular log, but never mind, I

am not the only person that thinks there

are good bird dogs outside the Llewellin

strain. I have had some of my present

stock three and one-half years ann so far

have seen no reason for changing.
Should I not l)e successful in this my
first effort in the field trials, you need not
have any fear that I shall blame the
judges for the value they place on style,

but as the Philadelphia rules do not
recognize style, I shall attribute my lack

of success to its true cause, and that will

be a want of those gocwl field qualities,

both inherited and acquired, which when
they exist in a sufficiently high state of

perfection, will enable a dog to win in a

public trial. Pheasant.
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THE CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.

spotted Boy Wins the Pointer and Ian

the Setter Derby.

Special Report for Thr Journal.

Lexington, N. C, December 10.—The
history of the work of the dogs in the

Pointer and Setter Derbys will be found

below. The trials will not be concluded

until next week, as it started in to rain

on Monday and continued for some time,

postponing the remaining trials until late

in the week. As a rule birds were plen-

tiful and most of the dogs were given

fine opportunities for showing their field

qualities. A more complete resume of

the trials will be given next week.

Pointer l>erby (spotting aeries).

There were ten starters in the Pointer

Derby. The drawing placed them as

follows : Tapster with Beacon, Zig-Zag

with Rush of Lad, Penelope II with

Tray, Naso Bow of the Elms with Maid

of Kent, Spotted Boy with Tyke.

tapster and beacon.

On Monday morning, December i, the

Central Field Trial Club began its second

annual meeting by starting with the

Pointer Derby. The day was fine as a
"fiddle." Tapster, handled by Buckle,
and Beacon hy Cameron, opened "the
ball." Some time was spent before game
was found. Meantime Beacon had false

pointed, and pointed fur, with Tapster
refusing to back promptly. Tapster stood
well on a covey. Tapster "monkied"
with an "old hare's" trail and made a

false point, while Beacon had a flush and
two false points. Beacon next pointed
and roaded up a single, pointed again
and the bird flushed wild. Up at 9.53.

Very little work had on game, neither

going fast except that Tapster made a
spurt or two.

ZIG-ZAG AND RUSH OF LAD.

Captain McMurdo handled Zig-Zag,

and A. P. Lott Rush of Lad. Mr. Lott
called his doe Rush, but I call him Lad
because he acted more like a lad and did

very little rushing, except when chasing
an "old hare." Starting at 9.58 the

judges want every nook, every corner
and every pocket hunted out carefully,

like a day's shooting. Finally a covey was
flushed wild and on these Lad pointed
and moved up, flushed bird from a tree

( judges order dogs held in close). Zag
in high grass flushed a single. Going on,

Zag made a fine stand ; I^d coming up
backed until McMurdo went on to flush,

when he broke and went ahead for fully

fifty yards and there pinned the covey.

Zag had l)een moved up and at wing
stood steady. Lad worked up to the

marked birds, and when they fluihetl

Zag stopped to wing. Among cedar
trees Zag located a single, and was steady

to shot. Up at 10.59. Zag had fair speed,

and as biros were scarce did not show
much eame work. Lad was slow. Hav-
ing a delicate skin, he "balked" on the

briers, which were plentiful.

TRAV AND PENELOPE II.

Tray, handled by John White, and
Penelope by Barker, put down in corn
at 11.02. Passing into adjoining field,

both at the same time find covey, Tray
a little unsteady. This enlivened them,
and soon Lope pointed without game and
Tray had located the covey. Lope made
a flush fooling with an old "Thomas cat,"

and then, forgetting the cat, made two
fine points. Tray made two points and
was steady. Lope halted without "«^^-

ting there." In grass both point, "Tray

going wide and Lope, roading, securely

pinned the covey and was steady. Tray
made three points to one and a back by
Lope. Taken up at 12.03. "RoXh dogs
went well, and for their age and experi-

ence, act well on game.

MAID OF KENT AND NASO BOW OF THE
ELMS.

Maid was handled by Buckle and Naso
by Richards. Maid stopped, wavered
and went away from a covey, losing a

fine opportunity. Getting on to a single.

Maid stood, Naso being up; both were a

little unsteady. Going through several

fields blank, Naso had made a false point
and they were taken up at 2.01, having
in the meantime been up one hour for

lunch. Maid went fast and so did Naso,

yet most all his exertions were in the
line of trailing the good-looking Maid.
At the very moment when ordered up
Buckle found the Maid in the high grass
stiff, flushing birds, and was greatly dis-

appointed that the find would not be
allowed.

SPOTTED BOY AND TYKE.

Richards, handling Spotted Boy, and
Cameron Tyke, came down in good cover
at 2.14. Spot was not long in proving
th|it he was a bird finder, as he pinned a
covey in the woods and to shot remained
quiet. Tyke secured a point and held
steady for Spot, which was honored,
though when Tyke moved as Cameron
went in to flush Spot was inclined td go
also. As Spot was making game, Rich-
ards '^as not satisfied to await results and
walked up a covey. Spot got another
point and Tyke backed. Spot made two
pioints and Tyke one. Spot then found
a small covey and in woods he appar-
ently flushed another covey. Each
stretched out on singles, though Tyke
kept tail moving. Up at 3.14. Both
went fast and game was plentiful and
the Boy showed that it was not his
maiden effort.

SECOND SERIES.

Tapster was placed with Penelope II.

Ziz-Zag with Tray, Spotted Boy with Maid
of Kent and Tyke a bye.

TAPSTER AND PENELOPE.
After much seeking and coming into

the same field where Lope found birds in

her former heat, she ran into a covey.
Going after these Tapster located a sin-

gle and was steady to shot, while Lope
made away and did not ol)ey comtnand.
Tapster then put up a covey. After a

false point IvO[>e, on almost bare ground,
though having roaded previously, sent a
covey flving. Sent to pines Tapster
"gobbled" on to a single and time was
up. Tapster wins. Through the heat
Tapster showed gooti speed, but Lope
was not herself.

ZIG-ZAG AND TRAY.

The start Tuesday morning was almost
within the heart of the city. After get-

ting out half a mile the dogs spent some
time "fooling" when Zag ran up against
a covey and was not as steady as he
should tiave been. Tray succeeded in

getting credit for a single and at 9.24 was
a l^aten Tray. She occupied most of her
allotted time in nosing around where
rabbits had been. Zag moved well, al-

though neither found game satisfactorily.

MAID OF KENT AND SPOTTED BOY.

Maid came out limping badly and went
through a portion of the heat upon one
forefoot. In woods Maid got a covey,
while both were steady. Going into high
grass Spot rolled up to his credit three
points and the Maid was lost for five

minutes and found on a point. Going
away to new cover Spot selected a likely

spot and there got on to a covey, and the
order came at 10.36 that the Boy had the
best of the Maid.

THIRD SERIES—TAPSTER AND TYKE.

Tyke was the lucky dog, and with
Tapster composed a good brace. Started
at the same place where covey had scat-

tered. Tyke in leaves stopped just as bird
was bidding him good evening ! Same
time Tapster had securely pinned four
among the pines. A covey flushed ahead
of Tapster in leaves ; not followed. On
new ground both found a covey at same
time. Tapster roading in pines, a covey
flushed wild. Tyke made a fine false

point and to Tapster's halt a hare was
sent going to prove that it was free from
cramps. Sent to work on marked covey
handlers put up part of them and the
dogs together flush the remainder of the
running bevy. Tyke found a single and
titne was up, yetjudges not agreeing sent
them on. "Trying several small fields

Tyke stood three times and Tapster once
without coming to the front, and at 12.07

the judges were hungry and concluded
to give Tapster the heat. There were
covies flushed without either dog getting
a point on them.

ZIG-ZAG AND SPOTTED BOY.

After lunch these two fine youngsters
went away fast as though determined to

find the festive bird. Spot getting very
near to a covey barely escaped a flush

and then on sineles poiutcd twice. Both
in a thicket and a flying covey was the
result. Next Zag took kindly to a lark.

In pines, no cover, each secured a point.

Then in grass Spot had the luck of a
covey and Zag backed, both being steady.

At 2.14 Spot was the winner. On game
he was superior but on pace about equal

.

TAPSTER AND SPOTTED BOY.

On Wednesday morning the final con-

test took place. Starting late at 9.05, both

get away grandly. Soon both made a

stand and judges put up the covey. In

stubble Spot saved himself just as a covey
arose from its hiding place. Tapster
found in woods and Spot .seconded. Get-
ting over a ditch, the marshall was
grounded and amid the hurrahs two
covies flushed wild. Spot got up a linger-

ing bird. Tapster located a covey finely

in a brier patch, well seconded by Spot.

Spot came next onto a covey and Tapster
was there to assist. Neither made a first-

class point though singles were there
before each. Tapster pinned one while
Spot flushed. In grass Spot froze him-
self into glory on a pair and Tapster
acted badly when he came up to back,
and thus terminated the heat with the
big westerner at the front. There was
not much margin to go upon in passing
judgment upon this heat, yet taking pre-

vious heats into consideration Spotted
Boy was a goo<l first prize winner.

TAP,STER AND ZIG-ZAG.

The McMurdo against the Buckle.
These two great brothers now had mat-
ters all their own way, and after going
just one hour Zag clearly out-generalled
his brother by getting a covey and three
singles, while "Tapster had to be content
with backing and besides had flushed a
covey in com field. The judges then
very properly awarde<l Zag second and
the brother third. The King of Kent-
Hops blood to the front in 189035 well
as last year.

SUMMARY.
The Charlolteville Field Trial Kennels' liver and
white dog Tapster (Kins; of Kent—Hops)

with
A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's liver and white dog
Beacon (Dick—Polly Peach'um).

The Charlotteville Field Trial Kennels' liver and
white dog Zig-Zag (King of Kent—Hops)

T. H. Gibbs' liver and white dog Rush of Lad
(I^d of Bow—Westminster Gtadiola).

The Lebanon Kennels' lemon and white bitch
Penelope II (Lebanon—Penelope)

with
N. R. Rockwell's liver and white bitch Tray (Tory
White—Lopford Pearl).

The Elms Kennels' liver and white dog Naso
Bow of the Elms (Naso of Kippen—Lass of Bow)

with
The Charlotteville Field Trial Kennels' liver and
white bitch Maid of Kent (King of Kent-
Hops).

Charles Proctor's liver and white dog Spotted
Boy (Trinket's Bang—Nellie Bow)

with
A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's liver and white dog
Tyke (Dick—PerdiU).

Second Series.—Tapster beat Penelope II,Zig-
Zag l>eat Tray, Spottea Boy beat Maid of Kent,
Tyke a bye.
Third Series.—Tapster beat Tyke, Spotted

Boy best Zig-Zag.
FovRTH SKHifcS.—Spotted Boy beat Tapster.
Fifth .Series.—Zig-Zag beat Tapster.

Result.—Spotted Bov first, Zio-Zao second,
Tapster third.

Setter Derby (spotting series).

GOSSIP AND DATCHA.

Gossip, handled by Stoddard, and
Datcha by Smith, were the opening brace
and started at 2.22 on Tuesday afternoon.
In the beginning Gossip went out and
hustled, but Datcha lingered, and not
until a hare lead her across a corn field

did she get her ambition aroused. Near
the close of the heat Datcha found a
covey, and after standing made ready to

spring, when Smith stopped her. Gos-
sip at first backed and then went ahead
and stood. At wing both performed
satisfactorily. Arriving where the birds

were supposed to have settled Datcha
stood, well honored by Gossip, when
another covey flushed. On the scattered
ones each got a point, and then Gossip
roaded to a point, giving Datcha an op-
portunity to make a fine back. Datcha,
urged on by Smith, drew to a point by
merely turning her head when to both
birds were put up. This was the last of
this trial, as both were spotted out. They
improved their opportunities on game,
ann Gossip was a good ranger and might
have been placed with fairness in the sec-

ond series.

OLGA AND IAN.

Olga, handled by Smith, and Ian by
by Cameron, were put down at 3.26.

Getting into some stubble Olga found,
stopped, and Smith let her go on. Ian
joined in the chase, and soon before her
the covey flushed. These not followed.

Ian pointed, with Olga doing the honor

act well, yet nothing came from it. Olga
stopped close to an outlaying bird and
Ian came near and stood also. At flush

both behaved well. Going on. Ian made
another positive stand,Olga, still trusting
her, backed. After the dogs were up Ian
in cover roaded and located a covey.
Up at 4.26. Neither went fast, both
merry and active and behaved well gen-
erally. Ian is well handled and very
oljedient, but keeps too near her trainer.

ANDY AND ATALANTA.
At 10.30 in high cover Andy, handled

by Avent, and Atalanta by Neabitt,

started off slowly. In weeds Andy stood,

but Atalanta, just to show her non-appre-
ciation, marched up and into the covey,
then gracefully dropped to wing ; Andy,
looking as though mortified at his
brother's conduct, stirred not. Atalanta
then showed that he could point, and
Andy promptly honored. Andy going
well, made a sudden stop, Avent killed

;

lx)th steady. Here Andy went off wrong
and flushed a covey. Atalanta came
down upon a single and Andy made a
great back. Andy soon found another
covey and proved himself equal to the
occasion. Birds were so plentiful as to
give no chance to show speed, and the
dogs were sent to open. Here Andy
had much the best of it. Getting back
again in the vicinity of scattered birds,

Andy in almost bare ground flushed a
single and was notified by a little pun-
ishment. Atalanta got the covey this
time. Endeavoring to put in the sixty
minutes' time allotted, the dogs were
worked over the same ground a second
time. Ordered up at 1 1 .30, after finding
six covies and not bothering much on
covies. Andy, much the best speed and
style in motion and on point, Atalanta
not so fast and not so good on game.
Andy was spotted out. The reader can
compare his work with that of some of
those left in and make his own conclu-
sions.

RUPERT AND TORY LIEITTENANT.

Rupert, handled by his owner, Avent,
and "Tory by White, opened up at 11.35.
After drawing a number of fields blank,
Tory stood a covey and after holding a
single was ordered out of the thick cover.
Tory had the luck to "run down" a covey
in the woods, w'uicb "pinned." In the
open Rupert found a covey and then fol-

lowed with a single. After Rupert made
two more points on singles and White
had claimed a back that he was not en-
titled to, they were taken up at 12.37.

Both were lively, esjjecially Tory, though
Rupert is much more level-headed on
game.

SAM R. AND PHCENESS.

Sam R., handled by Titus, and Phoeness
by Cameron, were started at 2.27 in the
open. Both got away fast, though Sam
was much the wider ranger. Sam found
a covey and Phceness, casting that way,
struck scent also, both steady. Sam
stood three different singles and Phoeness
made a ^rood second. Sam took a liking
to pointing fur. Phoeness then found a
covey, Sam backing, which she roaded
to a flush. Sent on not forty yards away
Phceness came close upon another covey
and in com drew to a point and moved
on. Taken up at 3.27. Sam is a fast-

going pains-taking fellow, but Phoeness,
with her quartering method, caught on
to the greater amount of game. She is

under perfect control, though she seems
to catch scent of hares and small birds
and is as steady on them as upon qnail.

TRAP, JR., AND WHYTB B.

This pair of lively movers got the word
at 3.30, Trap being steered by Richards
and Whyte by 'Tucker. A number of
fields were blank and in com Whyte
made a "tip top" point, while Trap
backed grandly. Tucker flushed and
shot, dogs O. K. At edge of brier thicket
Whyte made a beautiful stand, yet Tuck-
er could not find. Sent to try conclusions
on marked birds. Trap flushed and then
.stood. Whyte secured two singles and
Trap honored one. Birds getting up all

about the dogs proved them very well
in hand. Up at 4.34. Each ^o fast and
keep at their work. What little oppor-
tunity they had on game was improved
in a stylish manner.

PEG WOFFINGTON AND MARGUERITE.
Thoueh getting late. Peg was handled

by Bradley and Rite by Rose. They took
the cover at 4.38. Soon Peg stoodf, with
Rite playing the gallant, yet no game
#as aroused. Then in high grass Rite
found a covey. Rose shot at random,

|l
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holding muzzle hi>?h in the air aud killed

a bird which fell to the lot of Judge Wal-

lace. Going into cover Peg made two
great stops and Rite backed. Taken up
at 5.07, starting again on Thursday niorn-

ning at 8 49. Several fields were drawn
blank and at edge of high cover birds

were .seen to flusli wil<l. Rite l>egan by
flu.shing, then finding birds about made
two points and the birds apparently ran

from h^r last. Ordered up at 9. iK with-

out much time on game. The frost and
grass was not conducive of ranging qual-

ities. Peg is a merry worker, and, though
small, will yet g»ow to medium size. We
are sorry not to have .seen more of her
during the trials, as she was left out in

selecting. She has more style on point

aud seems to be more completely over-

powered at first scent of game than any
dog in the stake. Siie had poor chance
to show speed, as time of day and cover
were against her.

SKCONI) SKRIKS.

The "spotting out" cut off the heads of
Gossip, Datcha, Olga, Andy, Atlanta and
Peg Wofhngton. The selection of brace
males as placed by the judiciary con-
sisted of Tory Lieutenant with Whyte
B., Sam R. with Ian, Rupert with Mar-
guerite and Trap with Phceness.

WHVTE B. AND TORY UEUTKNANT.
After ^'.oing through corn into stubble

Tory roaded and carefully stood a scat-

tered feednlg covey. Whyte went "bang"
into them. In same field handlers are

surprised by putting up another covey
nearby where the dogs had passed. At
the sound of retreating covey still an-

other one passed out and into cover.

Whyte then got it into his head to point
aud Tory made a fine second. As dogs
were working the covey out Tory flushed

another covey down wind. Worked upon
marked biids Whyte stood to wing. Tory
flushed a single and Whyte flushed once
again. Finally, after the judges were
lenient as to lime Tory did stagger on to

a point at edge of plum thicket, and
while holding lur Whyte to come to back
iiie birds ran and were flushed by Judge
Tracy. Tory then sto<xi a single and won
the heat at 10.48. It is the opinion of
such au experienced man as J. M. Avent
that the morning after a rain aud a heavy
frost the vegetation at tins lime of the
year prevents the er'Cape ofthe bird scent
in a manner to be dclecled by a dog. T)iis

may then account for the very poor
showing made during this heat, as both
dogs can sceut birds whcu the couditious
arc favorable.

SAM K. AND IAN.

Shortly after beiug cast away Ian
dropped flat to what proved to be a covey
behind him. Sam R. beiug near should
have been brought up to back, but was
not until after the covey had been
flushet). Then he was, and starting in

the direction of their flight Ian knew they
were there, but Sam did not. Thus Ian
picked up two singles while Sam was
trying to get away to search for a covey.
Ian then stood in stubble without result.

Sam 8too<l steady backed by Ian. Nothing
materialized. Ian then pointed and drew
on with Cameron, but if she had a bird it

was flushed some distance away by
judges' horses. Going into the woods
where a covey ha«l settletl Sam found
aud was steady to shot. Ian at some
little distance off stopped to shot. Sam
stopped, pointed, then roaded, and being
in heavy cover birds ran awaj'. Sent out
a second time upon ground that was
worked l>e fore they ran until 11.55, aud
were ordered up with Ian the winner.
Admitting that Ian has a good nose aud
that he usually is in condition and carries

it with him every day, there is yet a ques-
tion as to whether the character of the
points should not be considered rather
than the quantity, aud whether wide
ranging does not cut a more decided fig-

ure than was allowed by the judges at

this meeting. Sam covered three times
the ground that Ian did and would have
found birds if his nose was not all gone,
had it not have l^een that Titus kept up a
continual whistling and calling to keep
him turning and twisting in all directions
to comply with the judges' ideas of hunt-
ing out all the "pockets" and every little

"corner." Up one side of a five-acre field,

down the other side and then back
through the middle was the common or-

der of running during the heats.

RUPERT AND MARGUERITE.
Both Stop, road awhile and fail to lo-

cate, yet horsemen flush a covey. Rupert

surely located a single. Rupert pointed

single while Rite backed and soon the

onler was reversed and honors were even.

On scattered birds Rite made three suc-

cessive points, Rupert backed, then

pointed, and both were steady Rupert,

getting away to new cover, finely stopped
to a covey. Time called at 1.57, and
Rupert had the honors. Rupert fast,

stylish, goo<l nose, certain and fairly

steady. Rite has good speed, goo<l nose
and sure oiigame ; both obedient.

TRAP, JR.. AND PHfENKSS.

Phoeness made game and quail flushed

wild. Phceness stood, then dropped to

command, but Cameron could not pro-

duce anything. Trap called a decided
halt and was steady to wing and shot.

Trap got on to a covey, with Phceness a

gootl back. Not far away the same thiug
was repeated, then on single each pointed
and each backed. Trap, crossing open
ground, stopped short and stood gamely,
attractively and patiently, while Gray
walked thirty yards in front and from
.some tall grass a covey was forthcoming.
Meantime Phceness was doing the pretty

thing on a back. On the marked birds

Phoeness stopped to wing and Trap, get-

ting among them, stood like a stone

while birds kept getting up all around
him. In the adjoining field Phoeness
called a halt by holding down a covey.

PhcEuess then false pointed and the "jig

was up" at 3 P. M. Judges consult and
after some parleying award the heat to

Trap, who had won it "hands down."
Trap ranged wide and rapid, found all

the covies save one, a deal of work on
game. Trap, the perfection of steadiness;

Phceness, perfectly broken.

THIRD SERIES—^TORV tlEUTENANT AND
IAN.

Started in open field, aud after a couple
had t>een drawn blank Ian stood without
making any showing. Again he did the

same thing. There is something as f)osi-

tive about his false points as bis true

ones, as he does not leave them until

urged on by Cameron. Tory stood to

fur. After new ground had been reached
Tory stood, and was just a little unsteady.
Ian then found a covey. Tory nailed a
single and Ian honored. Tory made
good, steady point in timlier. Searching
another tieiu, ian sioou covey, and fol-

lowing these, stopped to wing and then
others got up. Then she moved and
settled to another. This was practically

a "still hunt," as Tory had no hand or
knowledge of birds being about, and was
making a wide cast through the wood.
Dogs up at 4.16. Ian wins. Ian goes
merrily about fifty yards in front and
al>out 100 yards either side of handler,
and when coming in and across many
times passes behind his handler. He
will find no doubt all the birds that come
his way, but many times the same covies
that he finds would Ije walked up by the
handler without a dog. Tory is too fast

for the grounds,with the judges' interpre-

tation of their rules, ancfwhere pointing,
staunchness and obedience count sixty
points in 100. Tory was not handled for

a trial under these rules, and having al-

ways had his head to go out and stay out
is hard to confine and turn around upon
a five-acre lot. He needs touching up
considerably before his education is com-
plete and made a pleasant dog to shoot
over.

RUPERT AND TRAP, JR.

Started late in the evening their heat
might have l)een fiui.shed had not a very
decidedly burry corn field l>een selected
for the start. After relieving the dogs of
their troubles and getting to new grounds
a covey was found and some poor work
flone. Rupert flushed, then stootl, with
Trap backing. Then both moved on.
Rupert located singles. Trap next flushed
a single. In the stubble Rupert found a
single. Going into pines Rupert stopped
and roaded, joined by Trap, and Ijoth

went on. A covey was aftewards flushed
near the spot. Trap was lost for a time,
yet came m to the repeated blasts upon
the whistle. Dogs up at 5.26. Started
again in the morning at 8.39. Rupert
made a flush of a covey in bare corn field;

going cross wind was steady to wing.
Trap, coming up, stood to scent. The
scattered birds were searched for but not
found, as they were by this time at a
premium. Having worked up one side
of a small field the course was down the
other side and then back up through the
center and through the pines into another
corn field. After a time Rupert found
and Trap came up and had a hand iu

locating. In the stubble field Rupert
located a covey quickly and was in need
of caution to hold him down after flush-

ing. Trapgetting around the edge flushed

a covey. When Rupert arrived on that

spot he stood solidly. Going into timber
both point singles. Rupert theu picked
up two more and dogs were sent on.

Rupert stood a covey and while roading
and Avent was trying to put up. Trap
came in ahead and got the point. Rupert
in grass found covey, and sent on Rupert
nailed a single and then stood without
getting anything to arise. Ordered up
at 10.27 and Rupert wins. Rupert found
five covies and ]>oiiited all the singles but
one. Not much difference in speed but
luck all came Rupert's way ; as for the
most part Trap was doing much wider
ranging.

RUPERT AND IAN.

Last call for first money. Going
through high grass a covey was found
where both dogs were standing and the
judges said Ian had it first. Passing into

the woods, Ian being just in front of the
jud;.;es, wheeled and stoo<l finely, theu
roailed a bit and there they were. Rupert
had the luck to get up in time for a

back. Following these by a circuitous

way, bad work was done, as all flushed by
handlers save one chargeable to Rupert.
Coming to ground where many birds

were thought to be, all "corners" were
worked out. Ian stood without cause.

Ian caught scent, roaded and dropped to

a covey. Rupert was so very lucky as to

get up again and hack. By some unac-
countable way Ian flushed the next covey
he came in contact with. Rupert now
came in for a point without issue, well

backed by Ian. Ian once more stood to

some false scent. Good point by Ian,

this time another covey. Worked on
singles just for the fun of the thing
Rupert "caught on" to one and Ian two,

and at ia.09 the Setter Derby had closed

so far as the first prize was concerned,
and old Englaml wins. Mr. firailsford

addres-sed the judges in a few wjrds of
thanks and many congratulated him.
The judges thanked the handlers for the

very gentlemanly and quiet manner in

which the heat was conducted scarcely a

word was spoken. Avent never once
said, if I remember correctly, "Go on,

Phil !•

SUMMARY.

Nahiiike Kennels' black, white aud tan bitch
Datcha (Roger—Chintz)

with
P. Henry O'Bannon's black, white and tan bitch
Gossip (Roderigo—Belle of Piedmont).

Nahnike Kennels' orange and white bitch Olga
(Royal Monarch—Saddlebags)

with
A. P. Heywood-Lonsdalc's black and white dog
Ian (Woodhlll Bruce—Lucy).

J. M. Avent'g black, white and tan dog Andy
(Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van)

with
L. W. Smith's black, white and tan bitch Ata-
lanta (Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van).

J. M. Avcnt's black, white and tan dog Rupert
(Roderigo—Bo-Peep)

with
F. R. Hitchcock's black and white dog Tory
Lieutenant (Jean Val Jean—Princess Helen).

W. W. Titus' black and while dog Sam R. (Dash
B.—Daisy Hope)

with

A. P. Hevwood-Ixinsdale's black and white bitch
Phteness—Woodhill Bruce— Lucy).

Sam Grant's orange and white bitch Trap, Jr.
(Ruby's Druid—Trap)

with
P. H. Bryson's black, white and tan dog Whyte

B. (Roderigo—Florence Gladstone).

Francis S. Brown's black, white and tan bitch
Peg Woffiiigton (Ben Hill—Nora)

with
I). K. Rose's (agent) orange and white bitch Mar-
guerite (Gath's Hope—Sue J.)

SKCONn Seriks.—Tory Lieutenant t>eat Whyte
B., Ian beat Snin R , Rupert beat Marguerite,
Trap, Jr., beat Phieness.

Thirh Sf.kies.—Ian l>eat Tory Lieutenant and
Rupert beat Trap.

Foi'RTH Seriks.—Ian l>eat Rupert.

Sixth Skries.—Rupert beat Sam R.

Result.—lAN first, Rupert second and Sam
R third.

The heat between Spotted Boy and Ian
to decide the absolute Derby winner was
long but not brilliant. The grass was
covered with ice and birds hara to find,

yet Spotted Boy, by doing the best work
on game, was declared the absolute win-
ner of the Derby.

All-Aired Pointer 8tBke—(Spotting Series).

The number of entries was large, no
less than seventeen filling. The names
came from the hat as follows : Hickory

i
Staunch aud Moonshine ; Maid of Kent

and Monterey ; King of Kent aud Duke
of Hessen ; Guelph and Frank W.; Zig-

Zag aud Tempest ; Devonshire Don and
Tamarack ; I3octor and Shot ; Lass of
Bloomo and Rock II ; Deuce a bye.

HICKORY STAUNCH AND MOONSHINE.
Friday at 10.42 A. M. found honest

John Lewis with Staunch and CaptaiU
McMurdo with Moonshine getting from
the slips. Started in small open, Shine
fast. Staunch moderate. Staunch made
a very taking stop on a covey and Shine
shone forth in her splendor in the back
ground. At flush Lewis missed and
Staunch moved, but readily stopped to

command. Shine located a single and
then found fur. Both made game in

high sedge aud left a covey that specta-

tors put up. In same field Shine made
game, and going on the way from whence
birds had come the judges put them up.

Sent in the woods, both dogs found sepa-

rate birds. Lewis flushed and killed,

which Staunch brought in neatly. Shine
meantime dropped and was steady. His
bird getting away iu the meantime, was
not shot at. Shine followed with a good
stand to a hare. Working back to

where the first flushed covey had been
worked, Staunch nailed a single and
Shine promptly honored. Staunch put
up a bird and Shine very quickly settled

down to wing. Staunch followed that
bird to grass and there " froze " to it. He
stood again and moved on. Shine got
near a bird and it went whirring, making
a point, and Staunch stood motionless,
though proving barren. L^p at 11.46.

Judging from what open country they
had before them. Shine has goo<l speed
and Staunch only fair. Staunch appeared
to be in too high flesh, but John Lewis
said no, and you know he is too honest
to tell a . The hour was for the
most part spent where sedge and briers

were so high that a dog could not be
seen forty yards away. Staunch was
staunch, found the birds and accom-
plished the best of the work on singles,

retrieved and is no doubt a killing dog.
Shine would have overshadowed him, I

think, in good open ground, though was
unfortunate in not getting on to birds.

MAID OK KENT AND MONTEREY.
Maid was handled by Mr. Buckle and

Trav hv John White. I find afler going
over my note book carefully that this

good going brace of merry workers ac-

tually occupied one hour, ranging well
and found no game except that in open
corn stubble White walked up a covey
that was not followed. They were sent
on for another short test and finding

nothing more were thrown out by being
spotted. The handlers rightly claimed
that their dogs should have a showing on
game. That they were down at a time of
day aud a place where birds were not be-

fore them IS true. Both ranged well and
are known to have pointed birds. Mr.
Buckle, as well as the owner, claims that
Maid is l>etter than either of her brothers
that now have second prizes to their

credit.

KING OF KENT AND DUKE OF HESSEN.

Kent, handled ^y Buckle, and Duke
by White, brought the same two trainers

down again for another hour's walk.
Both dogs get away fast, though starad
in very high weeds. In woods, just as

Duke caught scent, a covey sprang from
leaves. Worked on these, Kent stood
promptly and at rise was the least bit un-
steady. White found to Duke's drop a
bird which he gallantly pemiitted to get
away, feathers and all, Duke steady.
Duke,going fast, dropped in leaves again
and the bird bad given him the slip.

Sent away through corn, Duke came upon
a covey near slough and dropped. White
in trying to flush did not cut a wide
enough circle ; sent Duke on, meantime
Kent was properly held. Both circling,

the covey was flushed by White just in

the rear of where his dog first stopped.
After traversing numerous likely places
they were taken up at 3.10. Both proved
fast, aud Duke exceptionally so. Duke
carried a "double barrelled" nose, and
went at his game with eagerness and a
certainty that was admirable. Kent lo-

cated his game well and stayed out at

work to the finish.

GUELPH AND FRANK \V.

The English bitch Guelph was handled
by the "daddy" of field trials, Brailsford,

and Frank W. by Aldrich. Starting at

3.19 there was no testing of their finding
merits save as to ranging qualities until

4 o'clock. Guelph, by some means,
flushed a covey in the woods. Guelph,
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following, found and roaded up a single.
Some time was spent in looking for
another covey, when Guelph located

;

Frank went up and made a poor back.
Guelph roaded a bit to locate, and Frank
was charged with the whip. At flush
and shot Guelph was very steady, not so
with Frank. He would have been away
only for Aldrich "going for him." In
woods, Frank stopped and Guelph duly
appreciated his efforts

; birds not forth-
coming. Guelph then stood staunch aud
FVauk was made to stand with the whip.
The bird proved to be winged, and was
hiding in a dead log. As it ran away
Frank got away from Aldrich and chased,
caught and brought in. Guelph went on,
pointed and figured, but did not show up.
Frank then stood for a moment and put
up single, turned about and but for Al-
drich getting astride him with a whip,
there would have been a chase. Taken
up at 4.31 with no good work save
Guelph's covey find and some fair rang-
ing by both. Frank was under good
command and appeared to turn quickly
to every commana until he came upon
game, and then he proved to be the most
at fault of any dog put down during the
whole week.

ZIG-ZAG AND TEMPEST.

This handsome pair came out at 4.45.

John White carried the whistle that

Tempest was to pay his respects to, while

McMurdo could often be heard to cry :

"Zag !" Zag was wide and fast from the

start and much superior to Tempest.
Nothing found until 5. 10, when Zag, in a
small field, stood handsomely. Tempest
marched up aud too.i the scent without
due regard for "manner's sake." Mc-
Murdo shot, but bird did not fall within
a reasonable retrieving distance. Tem-
pest, finding something worthy of his
consideration, stood, and Zag properly
seconded. Going on near farm house,
Zag got out of sight, aud after the Cap-
tain got him in line, found a covey in

high brush near by where the others had
Eassed. It was now getting very dark,
ut the judges were determined to at-

tempt a finish of the heat and kept the
dogs moviug. It was suggested to run
them the last eight minutes behind a
wagon on the road home, bui going on,
some work was accomplished. In low
cover Zag struck sceut aud roaded, stop-
ped, then went into the high grass and
pinned the covey as they had placed
themselves for the night. About this

time Tempest, after casting, had swung
around upon the opposite side, and not
Ijeiiig in a position to see Zag, stood also.

White, being quick-witted, called point,

and the judges told him to put up and
and shoot. Tempest was steady, as was
Zag. If the judges wanted to see Tem-
pest as to steadiness they had seen that
when Zag pointed and the find clearly

belonged to Zag. Up at 5.45 ; quite
dark. Zag maintained very good speed
and range throughout. Though Tem-
pest went away at time, his showing was
rather of the slow order. Zag handles
game well and is a taking young dog in

all respects.

DEUCE AND TAMARACK.

Devonshire Don had to lie withdrawu
on account of a severe attack of pneu-
monia, and Deuce was brought up from
her bye position and with Brailsford at

the helm went down at 10.07 with Tama-
rack, handled by Stoddard. Being in

the vicinity where scattered birds alx>und-
ed, both stood in without getting up
game. Next T.imarack stopped ; false

alarm. Then, a;, if to get into our good
graces he pinned a covey in a workman-
like manner ; very steady. Sent on, the
next thing was a woodcock for Tam.
Deuce did the standing act next aud the
result was " burr rabbit." In the heavy
woods. Tamarack, casting fairly wide,

stooil. When Stoddard approached him
he began roading and followed that up
for fully 100 yards and there lost the
scent. He was no doubt only headed the
wrong way. Deuce found a game bird (a

woodcock) and acted very judiciously.
Brailsford killed, showing that sixty-

nine summers have not dimmed his

vision. Deuce, going fast, pointed by
stopping very quickly, yet no game came
forth. A stern chase was kept up and finally

each got a single point and were steady.
Taken up at 1 1. 1 S. Tamarack has been
before the public heretofore and Deuce
won the highest honors at the English
Pointer Club trials. But in this heat
Tamarack was not fast, yet pointing all

that was before him. He is a grand one
on a point, head very high, body rigid.

Deuce has very good speed and a very
long easy stride j>ets her over the ground
very fast. She has the same positive
manner of holding a false point that
all the Heywood-Lonsdale dogs have
shown. When Brailsford goes in to
flush she moves also, this being the cus-
tom where she was educated to find

game.
SHOT AND DOCTOR.

Shot was brought out by his new
handler. Tucker, and Doctor by Ander-
son. As soon as they were turned down
it became evident that they knew a thing

or two, and so they did. Shot, going
down a narrow strip of grass, fell flat.

Doctor not recognizing a dropping point,
walked up and stood ^fore him. Wheu
Tucker came up Shot skipped out, and
going seventy-five yards down the side of
the grass, stopped, and then moved to
locate and there "had 'em." Tucker
showed himself a marksman and Shot
assisted the judge to increase his bag of
game. Afler this fine work what should
Shot do, after some good ranging while
Doctor was pottering, but road a bit,

make a cast and set down. Then, mov-
ing a few steps sat for the last time.
Doctor had come into the same field and
getting close onto the covey located them
seventy-five yards from where Shot was
setting. Anderson flushed and missed

;

both steady. In the woods Doctor found
single, and Shot did the honoring act.

Anderson had "blood in his eye " and
downed a bird which Doctor fetched.
Each dog found a single and Doctor was
warming up. After each scored another
point, and in passing back through the
woods, Doctor founrl a new covey. Out
in open Shot roaded to a point and Doc-
tor refused to back. Doctor next made a
flush, while Shot, getting into some sedge
grass among pines, nailed a covey and
had the opportunity to retrieve another
bird. Shot did not appear like himself,
and went as if he had eaten a pair of
mince pies. Doctor was slow until the
latter part of the heat, and here " hangs
a tale." As these dogs were Ijeiug led
out to where the last brace had been
ordered up two covies had been flushed,
Spot pointing one of them while on
chain. As soon as turned loose they l>e-

gan searching for singles, and especially
Doctor, who did not arouse to the alert-

ness necessary to get out and find a covey
for sometime after l.>eing down.

LASS OF BLOOMO AND ROCK II.

Lass of Bloomo, handled by Richards,
and Rock II, by Bradley, had a chance to
show what they could do at going and
locating. Getting away at 1.08 both went
fast and wide. Into some corn Lass
pointed, and finding nothing by his care-
lessness caused some of them present not
to witness Rock, who was doing an ex-
ceedingly clever thing. Rock found scent
laying well, and taking a farewell look
at Bradley iuviled him on, aud carefully
roaded. Taking up the retreating course
of the festive game bird, swam across a
slough, aud marching into a corn field

stood like adamant. Bradley, after get-
ting through the water aud getting his
wind, flushed a fine bevy, and to the re-

port of his borrowed Ithica one lingered.
Rock proudly brought it in and carefully
delivered to his handler. Getting the
dogs together. Lass stood to what proved
to be larks, aud Rock, being called up,
backed. Sent to try some marked birds
that settled in sedge near a thicket, neither
dogs nor handlers knowing where they
were. Both tlogs stumbled into them and
caused a majority to flush. Sent on to
grass both point staunchly, a single each,
some thirty yards apart. Richards was
told to try his hand at killing a bird. A
slight report, a dead bird and after Lass
had required steadying she retrieved quite
readily. While all this was going on
the bird before Rock had departed and
dogs after searching through sedge grass
for half a mile were ordered up at 2.08.

Both go fa.st, but Rock is superior in

speed and snappy way of going and turn-
ing to make out any scent he may catch.
Lass, though going fast, shows some un-
steadiness and lack of knowledge of the
true bird, by bothering with larks and
"sich."
The last brace having competed, the

"sjK)ttiiig out" was applied bj' the judges,
and if the reader wants to compare his
judgment with theirs it can be done by
looking over the foregoing report and
then the following list of names, l>earing

in mind the scale of points published
below.
Those given the go-by were Moonshine,

Maid of Kent, Monterey, Tempest, Tam-
arack and Doctor.
Those placed were as follows : Hick-

ory Staunch with Frank W., Guelph with
King of Kent, Zig-Zag with Lass of
Bloomo, Shot with Rock II and Duke of
Hessen with Deuce.
When dogs are judged by a scale of

points, wherein pointing counts thirty,

staunchness ten, oliedience ten, backing
ten, bird sense ten aud pace and range
twenty-five, there is, no doubt, an oppor-
tunity for a diversity of opinion concern-
ing the above selections. Up to the time
of this writing three heats in the second
series have been completed, and if the
first series did not convince au observer
of the proper classification of these dogs
surely the latter heats have done so, and
three of them could have been with pro-
priety sfK)tted out. Then take those left

out. Among them are some good "point-
ers" and well-broken dogs that were not
given a chance to show if they could
point, were staunch, would back or re-

trieve, or break iu or break shot. Some
that passed seventy-five points were de-
ficient only iu pace and passed by, while
upon the other hand one of the clogs left

in had only about twenty points out of
the one hundred to his credit, though
having ample opportunity to show up
the other eighty, failed beyond redenij)-

tion.

HICKORY STAUNCH AND FRANK W.

After beiug down one hour and forty

minutes, when the new rule adopted

makes the time thirty minutes, the result
is as follows : Frank good speed ; Staunch
slow. Frank a false point and Staunch a
back. Frank flushed a single aud at the
last minute came upon a covey which
she stood a moment or two, then marched
into, and flushing, stood fairly well to
wing. Frauk declared the winner and
shuts out a thoroughly broken dog and
one that points staunchly, backs, re-

trieves, minds well, etc., from mere luck
in not happening to get where the birds
were.

KING OF KENT AND GUELPH.

Starting away in open both fast, and
as Kent approached the edge of stubble
was seen to call a halt, and there stand
as near a perfect point as could be made
by any dog. Guelph, coming up, backed
grandly. There was something worth
going out to see. Buckle was so de-
lighted that he missed and lost Keut an
opportunity to fetch. Dogs were then
returned to woods to work upon the
covey that Frauk had flushed. There
the dogs and horsemen were successful
in flushing them, but Guelph first stood,
then roaded and found nothing. Going
a little further she put up a single, then
behaved well on a single and was credited
with a point. Guelph, in high sedge
grass, ro 'ded, stopped, theu roaded on
and the rush of wings and her crouched
fonn told the story of her tardint-ss. In
woods, Kent roading single, Guelph
came across and pinned the bird. Brails-

ford shot and missed, Guelph steady.
Up at 4.12. Both the judges could not
agree, and they were sent 011 at 4.15.
Kent cast alwut as if taking in the situa-

tion, was found solidly holding down a
covey, and enough was enough. Kent
wins. Kent moves lively and makes
grand points, possibly chargeable with a
flush in timber and not stopping to wing.
Guelph gets away iu fine order, but was
quite a bit off on her work upon game.

ZIG-ZAG AND LASS OF BLOOMO.
Starting at 4.25, Lass roaded and then

flushed a single. Then she pointed, with
Zag getting around in time to back prop-
erly. Zag stood, then moved on and
passed a bird which flushed, causing him
to change ends most awful suddenly.
Lass, standing a hare, was seconded by
Zag. Both got onto a hare and Lass was
tempted to chase, and Iwth dogs received
punishnient. Zag finally did locate a
covey. Lass came up aim seconded, but
as they were probably moving Zag made
a move and I.ass quickly rushed ahead
and put up the covey. Sent to timber,
'twas getting late and the birds ran, and
after a little roading and indicating that
birds were about in thai locality, the heat
was ended with Zag a sure winner. Zag
had shown a longing disposition to get
out and hunt for game, while McMurdo,
getting anxious about his getting out so
far, kept up a continual whistling and
calling. Lass can go fast and looks well,

but her game work is bad. She was 3500
miles from home and may have been
looking more for prairie chickens than
for quail.

Lexington, N. C, Dec. 10.—In the
continuation of the All-aged Pointer
Stake Shot beat Rock by a small major-
ity by a point on a single bird. The dogs
were down thirty-two minutes and should
have been run longer. Deuce beat Duke
of Hessen by getting most actual points
on game.
Third Series.—King of Kent beat

Prank W., the latter making several
blunders. Zig-Zag beat Shot by getting
most of the points. Deuce a bye.
Fourth Series.—Deuce beat King of

Kent, securing all the points. Zig-Zag a
bye.
Fifth Series.—After a half au hour

heat Deuce beat Zig-Zag and won first

money. Many thmk the dogs should
have been down longer.
Sixth Series.—Duke of Hessen and

King of Kent ran a heat to decide which
should run against Zig-Zag for second
place. King won.
Seventh Series.—Zie-Z;ag beatKing

of Kent and won second. Third place
was divided between Shot and King of
Kent.

AU-A^ed Setter Stake.

The drawing for the All aged Setter
Stake trial series placed the dogs as fol-

lows : Natalia II with Gene, Fred Gates
with Cash Boy, Edge Mark with Fanny
M., Harry C. with Antoine, Noble Count
with Princess Beatrice, Lilly Burgess with
Daisy Hope, Balie Gladstone with Rosa,
Kate Miller with Reverdy, Nannie B.
with King's Dan, Ranger with Prince
Lucifer, Simonides with Sam R., Sam
Miller with Cassio.

Lexington, N. C, Dec. 10.—In the
All-aged Setter Stake Natalie ran against
Gene. Both showed fair work, Natalie
the better of the two. Fred Gates easily
defeated Cash Boy, F'annie M. got the
better of Edge Mark and Antonio had
the best of Harry C. In the second
series Noble Count was beaten by Prin-
cess Beatrice. Daisy's Hope and Lilly
Buigcaa lau uexl. They uatl very bad
ground to work over, and Daisy got lost

a few minutes after starting. After wait-
ing fifteen minutes Lilly ran alone until
ten minutes before the close of the heat,
when Daisy was found. Both dogs did
very poor work. Balie Gladstone and
Rose ran au extra half hour, and will fin-

ish ill the morning. The judging is more
unsatisfactory each day.

FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.

The entries of the Southern Field Trial Club's

third annual All-Aged Stake for i89iclc«ed with
forty-four nominations, thirty-five English
setters and nine pointers.

POINTERS.
B. D., C. H. O'Dell.
Bounce, T. H. Poindexter.
Croxbill. H. S. Smith.
Lady Gay Spanker, Graphic Kennels.
Naso Peshai.l, R. C. McGinly.
NellokIustonk, Idstone Kennels.
Miss RvMOK, Graphic Kennels.
Shotmaster, Idstone Kennels.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
Antonio, J. M. Avent.
Banhanna. Will Wilson.
Blaue, C. Tucker.
Cassio, J. M. Avent.
Charlie, B. M. Stephenson.
Dai> W11.SON, Jr., J. Shelley Hudson.
Dad Wii.son's Boy, J. Shelley Hudson.
Daisys Hope W. W. Titus.
Dill, P. Lorillard, Jr.
Fannie M.. H. Hullman, Jr.
Fred Gates, D. E. Rose.
Hattie, J. M. Avent.
Jack, John H. Young.
Jack. Isaac Yearsley.
Jacques, C. Tucker.
Jubilee, J. M. Freeman.
Kenb, Isaac Yearsley.
Little Gift, BertCrane.
LiLLiE Burgess, Frank Richards.
Miss Nellie Y., P. Henry O'Bannon.
McConkey, W. K Venabfe.
Natalie II, Bert Crane.
Noble Gladstone, P.H. Bryson.
NobleG., Pat Henry.
Paul Bo, T. M Brumbo.
Reverdy, P. Henry O'tUinnon.
RoWEY B., Herbert S. Bevan.
Roder, N. B. Nesbitt.
Sam, R., W W. Titus
Samuel S., Hert>ert S. Bevan,
Simunides, D. E. Rose.
The Corsair, B. M Stephenson.
Tube Rose. W. E V.enable.
U. S. Dan. J M. Avent.
WuvTE Bedford, P. H. Bryson.

!l

—Diner : "Do you know that this bird is out
of season ?" Waiter ; "Well, fix it for yourself.

There's the pepper and salt."—Shooting Times.

i
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SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the l)«»}!gv World.

Special Correitpondfiice.

Secretaries, cotiiiuitlees, hoard of gov-

ernors, direclors (I leave readers to sup

,ply any omission wliich may occur to
' tbeni^ will soon be busy constructing

their premium lists for the forthcoming

spring shows, so that a few suggestions

may not be inopportune. The most

knottv point for all l>ench shows to over

come is the inducements which are likely

to attract a rej)resentative number ol

entries in the challenge cla,sses, and

render them worthy of the high distinc-

tion to which they are justly entitled;

The means by which this question

can be satisfactorily accomplished has

always been a thorn in the sides of the

most a<lept managt-rs, and up to the pres-

ent they are no nearer the solution of

the problem than when exhibitions were

in their infancy. By "satisfactorily ac-

complished" I moan "framing" the con-

ditions for these cla.sses in order that

they will attract not only the one or two
acknowledged champions, but those,

though not of sufficient merit to comi>ete

with them, yet who are worthy of repre-

^nting tlieir breed. Until shows have
their challenge classes represented by

the dozens of "shelvecl" specimens so

lor.g will they have ignominionsly failed

in attaining their object. Several schemes
•have l»een given a trial. Mr. Cruft at

one of his terrier shows at a suggestion

of mine gave a class for dogs entitled to

be called champirns, as well as a chal-

lenge class, the latter fur those who were
excluded from the open, but had not

attained the highest honor. This proved

a failure so far as the classes l>eing self-

sapporting, but at all events visitors were

•eaabled to see five or six good represen-

tatives instead of one or two which would
otherwise have Ijeen the case.

Such a scheme on this side would

shows are too few and far between ; nor

is competition as keen as in Englan<l—

I

am speaking of breeds generally. The
system of sweepstakes is a happy way of
avoiding pecuniary risk, but is a sorry

refntal of one of the rules of a club's

constitution "for the improvement of the

breed of «logs." Again, the ordinary

nietho<l of giving so much for first, and a

less sum for second, is only supj)orted by
owners who think their dogs have a

chance of winning, f.nd as that chance
is nearly always confined to two s|)eci-

mens, an unsatisfactory entry, 'as well as

a loss to the promoters, is the result.

'For want of a better, 1 think the princi-

ple adopte<l by the York Fox Terrier Club
in '87 or 'S8 is the only means likely to

attract a really representative collection

of challenge dogs. At this show four

pr'zes were given of an equal amount,
the distinction of first, second, third and
fourth being the rewaed of merit among
the different contestants.

The pros and cons of this scheme
offer a very wide sea of contention, but
it certainly ha.s its advantages over any
other yet adopted. In the first place, the

crack of its breed is not suffering so great

an injustice as to prevent the owner from
entering in competition. He would
naturally kick at the fact of an inferior

specimen winning the same amount, but

he would show just the same. Again,

every exhibitor, no matter how much
mercenary considerations might influence

him, takes a pride in securing first in

the challenge class, even though he
doesn't lay much store by a similar posi-

tion in the "open." And also if dollars

and cents are his sole object, his chief

source of revenue is a stud dog of repute,

which means a long string of wins. It has
always been my expyerieuce that a man
who would not go to any expense to ob-

tain an ordinary win, will incur a loss

rather than miss an opportunity of being
first in "challenge." 'laking these things

into consideration, I think one can safely

rely on the acknowledged crack putting

in an appearance, and now let us examine
.the probability of the smaller fry being

.
present, should a bench show committee
on this side sec fit to give its challenge

money on an equitable basis, say four

prizes of |i5 or $,\o each.

Every owner of a specimen who is

above the average but not of sufficient

excellence to "down" the admitted cham-
pion or champions, must have received

w ith a groan that award which gave him
but two alternatives, either perpetual

banishment from shows of any standing,

or a succession of <lefeats at a big outlay,

which bring no returns except deprecia-

tion in his dog's merits. Under the pres-

ent regime the owner of a dog a few de-

grees removed from the "stars" courts

not only certain defeat, but at the same
time is put to a lot of expense in the

irratifving pleasure of seeing his dog
beaten.

This is not a pursuit which an owner
keeps up any length of time. There is a

monoionv about it which becomes irk-

some. T'he exhilarating thrill of being

side by side with the acknowledged
champion changes to cold creeps when
the ril>bon is handed to that luminary.

A dull thud seems to have been adminis-

tered somewhere in the regions of the

heart. There is no solatium, and the

pastime is abandoned. On the other

hand, offer some inducements as a re-

ward for the crushed state of the less

fortunate owner's feelings, and he is will-

ing to experience a good many "cold

creeps." In fact, with the usual unselfish

nature of man, he consoles himself with

the fact that he has won just as much as

the more successful Brown. Herein, I

think, lies the secret by which many rep-

resentatives would be attracted by the

equal amount of principal—the "stars"

for the sake of the win and the "minor
lights" Ijecause their owners would
chortle over the fact that they could win
just as much money. In cases where
the sexes were divided a special for the

l)etler of the two might tend to alleviate

the injured susceptibilities of the owners
of the winning specimens.

Above all innovations I would like to

see the W. K C *"nibr.ir(» is the one

which has been adopted by the Crystal

Palace show in England. I refer to their

"junior class." This is for dogs eighteen

months or under, and takes the place of

one for puppies. The arguments for

such a course are so strongly in its favor

that it is to be hoped the leading l)ench

show of America will take this desirable

step and so set an example which others

are likely to imitate. The only restric-

tion which debars dogs from competing
is the exclusion of those eligible for the

challenge class. Of course wins would
not count towards the latter.

In adopting such a sulwtitution it oc-

curs to me that the W. K. C. might l>e

acting in contravention to that alisurd

and ridiculous rule of the A. K. C, which
tells bench show committees what classes

they may provide, and I am not sure

whether it also states what may nol be

provided. If the W. K. C. contemplated
such a step, and it were found that the

A. K. C. rule preventetl them from act-

ing, then would its (the A. K. C.'s) ene
mies have some fine opportunities for

"getting in" both right and left. To me
the rule has always been most unneces-
sary, for the A. K. C. don't pay the

pipers, and the club that does should cer-

tainly be free to act in the framing of its

premium list.

Bull terrier men on the other side, as

well as this, will be sorry to hear that

Frank Dole expects to lose Bendigo
every minute ; in fact, he may be dead
as I pen these lines. He is suffering

from dropsy, and the surgeon attending
him has already tapped him three times.

My exjierience of tapping is limited, as I

have only seen two dogs subjected to it,

but in both cases they died from sheer
exhaustion and weakness. Bendigo was
a good winner, but he will be a greater

loss as a sire, for several winners claimed
him as parent, and it was chiefly on this

account Frank Dole imported him from
England.

There will soon be quite a glut of black
and tans m this country. Mr. Lymmonds,

England ; Mr. Comstock lives in hopes

of importing the same numl>er, and I

believe Mr. "Buffalo General" Smith is

in treaty for some fresh blood. Add to

these intended importations the two Mr.

Comstock alreadv has. the two Mr. Lym-
monds has and Dr. Foote's new lot, the

competition at New York should be too

•ot for "h's."

I have hear of one or two successful

exhibitors at the last Daubury show who
have not received the proper amount
which they maintain their wins called for.

I draw the Danbury people's attention to

this, as of course it is either an oversight

on their pait or else the complainant's

arithmetic is at fault. For this leason I

give publicity to the matter, as it is the

surest way of determining on which side

the error lies. At the same time it is fair

to state that the only other Danbury ex-

hibitor I have met has had his money in

full.

Mr. Mayhew will judge some of the

classes at the forthcoming Lynn show,

and I believe Mr. James Mortimer and
Dr. Glover will also officiate.

Dr. Foote represented the Toledo Club
as its delegate at the meeting of the A.

K. C. last Thursdav. Mr. Lacy was
asked to act, but declined on the score of

being connected with the press.

Brailsford's allusion to the late Sam
Price's opinion of the Graphic strain, to

which I made reference last week, has

raised the "hackles" of its admirers on
this side. Mr. Heath is willing to run

one of the blood against any of Mr. Hey-
wood-Lonsdale's for Jiooo. He didn't

give me any deposit, Mr. F,ditor, perhaps

he wouldn't trust me, but it's all right

;

Mr. Heath was in earnest and meant
what he said. So at least one of my
sparks gives promise of a magiiificent

conflagration, though I myself think it is

more likely to end in a huge volume of

smoke with its accompanying gases.

\^ ^^etiuine offer of ^~'^'^ wau refn^^d for

King of Kent. His union with Hops
has been a highly successful one. Last

year Rip Rap was the result and this

year Tapster, second, and Maid of Kent,

equal third in the Derby in the Eastern

Field Trials, are the outcome of the next

venture. Considering the larger propor-

tion of setters as compared to pointers at

the late Eastern trials the latter's ad-

mirers must indeed feel jubilant. As
stated above, Tapster and Maid of Kent
were in the money in the Derby, and in

the All-aged Stake Duke of Hesseu ran

second and Shot divided third.

The smooth fox terrier Rifleman has

either arrived in this country or is on his

way. I saw him when in Hingland, but

will refrain from criticising, as I suppose

he will appear at the New York show.

WHAT IS A COLLIE?

of Salem, Mass., is expecting two from stowed on him.

The son of Mr, Wade's Elsie that re-

mained in England, won third in a va-

riety class at Cambridge show. Accord-
ing to the "critique" in the Canine World
he is light in bone and bad in feet.

A shipload, 1 mean eight, Welsh ter-

riers have arrived for Mr. Percy Ohl.

This is the first consignment, nor can I

hear whether he (P. O.) contemplates
importing a few more or not.

From the Canine World I learn with
the deepest regret of the bull dog Rustic
King's death. For me to write of his de-

cease is a much sadder task to chronicle

than that of most celebrities, as not only
were he and I on terms of cordial inti-

macy, hilt his owner and myself have a

regard for one another which far exceeds
that of ordinary friendship. When one
knew King sufficiently to fathom the
largeness of his heart and the nobleness
of his character, his title to one of the

greatest specimens of his breed dwindled
into insignificance, and he was loved for

himself. To me the subject is too pain-

ful to dwell on, but I do hope everyone
who reads these lines will vouchsafe a
kindly thought for one who so thoroughly
deserved the love which his owner be-

Britti^E.

He Is Supposed to Be a IVolf In Sheep's
Clothing-

"Corsiiicoii" in Canine World.

Mr. Lee says this dog is a usurper, who

stole the title of a black-faced wether

;

and "yere hie and mightie" authority

—

ou chops—says a collie is a beast who
"has a throat like a wolf," so that putting

the two together we get the answer, "the

collie is a wolf in sheep's clothing."

What is a collie ? Ancient authority

tell us that Aldrovandus knew. But

where is Aldrovandus now, and what's

become of him ? Alas ! the ancient gen-

tleman was not to be seen in the Egyp-

tian courts, where the collies were

judged on Tuesday. Oh, happily selected

battle ground for collie competitions ; for

does not Egypt give us the key-note to

the collie's origin ? Well, yes, by the

virtue of an if If one set of historians

nre right and the other wrong, it fell

out thus : In very ancient days there

ruled in the mystic laud of Egypt a long

line of Shepherd Kings. These men had

a keen eye to business, which was the

feeding of their flocks ; and there came

over the land of Egypt several very bad

grass years, and so the practical kings
resolved to "treck" in search of green
fields and pastures new. Slowly they

moved along the Atlas mountains, cross-

ing the narrow sea, their flocks lived and
died on the sierras and rich valleys of

Spain, and still on westward till they

found the richest gem of the sea in the

Emerald Isle, and good rough pasturage

in the fastness of the north, and there the

descendants of the Shepherd Kings and
the collies they brought with them have
lived, multiplied and replenished the

earth ever since.

Let us leave the Egyptian judging ring

for a few minutes, and take a critical

view of the collies as a whole. Oh, what
a falling off is there ! Let those who
have seen such d^gs as Trefoil, Cockie,

Hero, at their oesi, conjure up -their im-

age and compare with those of to-day.

Along the benches, dog after dog would
have Ijeen by judges, and would now by
shepherds, be declared a pretty toy, but

as a collie a weed. Many of the dogs and
a large majority of the bitches are under-

sized weaklings, that would be washed
away in a mountain storm unless carried

in the poke of the shepherd's plaid, in-

stead of working for him ; and yet we
hear constantly of these frail things l)eing

"grand in bone." A sheepdog should
not have heavy, coarse leg lione, but l)one

and muscle ; size, shape, symmetry, and
fitness for the rough work of the hills

should not be sacrificed to a pretty coat

and color an<l brainless wedge-shaped
heads, becoming a canine idiot. The
heads of many of the prize winners look
spoke-shaved, representing a plain from
occiput to nose. The heads are narrow,
long, small in volume, ami weak in ex-

pression. The best of them could l>e put
into a pint pot, if it was narrow and
deep, like the drinking vessels of the

Spon-lane gla,ss-blower, who kept a pub-
lic house at Smethwick, and sola his beer

by the yard. What things these present

day prize collies are to "bide the pelting

of the piti'ess storm"—what heads they
have to think and calculate !

Go no further back than the Collie Club
show at Hollwrn in the spring, and let

those who were there and capable of
recognizing a collie compare the head of

the veteran Charlemagne with that of
many of his degenerate progeny. Yes,

the collie of to-day, the fashionable of

to-day, is a pretty dog, even handsome,
and, at the present rate of improvement,
he will soon be fit "to caper nimbly in a

lady's chamber," and fit for nothing else.

The cause of this degeneracy is the
forced severance, the rude divorce of the
animal from the purposes of his life

;

and the true note of reform is well struck
by Mr. Rawdon B. Lee in his earnest ad-

vocacy of sheepdog trials.

Who has t>rought the collie so low ?

The great modern improvers, the breed-
ers, and exhibitors, whose knowledge of
sheep is in the form of mutton, confined
to the matinal chop and a cut from the
haunch.
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POULTRY an° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

The State Poultry Association of New
Jersey, which "hath slumbered" during
the past year or so, has suddenly emerged
from its torpor, and come to life. It hap-

pened at Trenton, N. J., December 3,

.1890.

We were not surprised to find the vet-

eran John E. Diehl present, nor the presi-

dent T. Wilton Hill, but when J. H. Bald-

win, T. Farrer Rackham, John Filkin and
others came in it surprised us.

« «

Business was promptly begun and be-

fore the clock struck three arrangements

were completed for holding the first an-

nual exhibition of the association at

Orange, N. J., February 19 to 23, 1891.

*
« •

Camden is to have the second show
almut Novcmlier 25, 1891, and all mem-
bers and poultrymen of New Jersey can

rest assured that henceforth the great

poultry interests of their state will be well

taken care of.

breetJers and

H. Baldwin,

P. Reynaud,

• •

When such well-known

gentlemen as T. W. Hill, J
T. Farrer Rackham, G.

George Purdue, W. J. Andrns, John E.

Diehl, John Filkin and others take hold.

It will l>e a success.
*

» «

All shows will be held on a safe finan-

cial basis, and exhibitors will be assured

of receiving their premium money. New
Jersey has such a world-wide reputation

on poultry that its shows will be equally

well known in the future. State organi-

zations are the proper means of encour-— : .. 1 i«t— :*.« . :.. «a

« •

We trust that the Pennsylvania State

Poultry Association will follow its n^Hgh-

bor's example and hold an annual show.

Now is the time to prepare for it.

.••

The annual meeting of the Pennsyl-

vania Slate Poultry Association will be

held Tuesday, January 27, at i P. M., in

the room of Thomas J. Edge, Capital

building, Harrisburg, Pa. All meml^rs
are urged to be present.

• •

Do not forget to attend the Springfield,

Mass., show next week. It will be a great

one. A full report will appear in Thk
Journal.

»
• *

Reading, Pa., also holds a show this

month, and Pennsylvania should support

it royally, as shows are very scarce in a

state that contains some of the finest

birds and such a large number of fanciers.

•*•

Our e.4teemed contemporary the Rural

New Yorker in large l)o1d type asks the

following conundrum : "Do men raise

bantams for broilers?" The deep sig-

nificar ce of the question may cause a lit-

tle stir among the broiler raisers.

•
• »

Mr. F. Rowland, the well-known

breeder of mammoth Pekins, has started

in on a new contract. He intends breed-

ing mammoth white turkeys and sets the

mark at forty pounds. We should be ex-

tremely pleased to hear from Mr. Row-
land how he feeds and hantlles bis stock.

It is an art of which Mr. Rowland is a

complete master.

• •

Many who profess to know say that a

white turkey is far superior to any other

in flavor of the meat. In our estimation

most any turkey is good enough, if not

too old. Feeding, however, plays a less

important part in turkey culture than in

duck or chicken culture. The turkey

does not thrive in confinement, and its

wild instincts should not be curtailed.

Roaming over the stubble of the grain-

field or over pastures and through bushes

and woods, the turkey finds its natural

foods. Augment the latter with sound
Indian corn once per day and nothing

finer in the meat line can be produced.

Turkeys have been unusually high in

price this fall, and as a rule a farmer can-

not raise a more profitable crop.

* *

about six pounds per week for every

twelve fowls.

The Journal has published all argu-

ments pro and con in relation to holding

the Indian Game Club meeting at Charles-

ton. The fact that men who will be

present at Charleston in the capacity ol

judges or officers of the A. P. A. should

favor Charleston is obvious. It will cost

them nothing to attend. The great ma-
jority of the Indian game breeders live in

the FCast, and it is wrong to deprive them
of being present at a meeting where the

new standard is to be discussed. The
committee on the standard could meet at

Elmira, N. Y., at a special meeting, and
have a full attendance. At Charleston

but few of the committee would be pres-

ent. The annual meeting if held in New
York would bring together a great many
memliers, and where a club is 011 the eve

of preparing a standard and catalogue it

is wise to heed the majority. We believe

every member should vote on the location

of meeting and on the election of officers.

This is forcibly set forth in Mr. John R.

Ayers' comiuunicatiou on another page

of this issue.

learn that the A. C. A. is to meet at

Charleston. Is this just to pigeon fan-

ciers who will flock en masse to Cincin-

nati ? Should the few members of the

A. C. A. who will be fortunate enough to

find themselves at Charleston legislate

for the large number of absentees ? We
voice the sentiments of many pigeon

fanciers when we state that Cincinnati

should have the A. C. A. If not, why
not?

•\
December started in as if it had a repu-

tation at stake. It was unusually cold

in many parts of the United States, ice

and snow being quite abundant for the

season of the year. The pleasant days of

Novemljer did much to encourage pullets

and hens into the belief that it was time

to begin laying, but the sudden cold, ac-

companied by snow, checked the ambi-

tion of many a hen, for the latter, like

ordinary man, does not relish old Boreas

blowing through the whiskers.

*
» *

Comfortable .sheds and snug roosting

places must be provided if eggs are

wanted. A diet of animal food in the

shape of fresh ground beef scraps and
bones, and a cabbage head once or twice

a week in addition to the regular grain

food will assist greatly in making hens

lay.

The new bone cutter placed on the

market last season does excellent work
in cutting up fresh bones and meat, and
every poultryman should have one. Those
who prefer somelxxly esle to do the cut-

ting can get fresih ground bone and meat
in kegs supplied every week by dealers

at a very low cost. We are using an

article that is sweet and clean. It comes
in twenty or forty pound kegs. We use

A neat and really safe shipping coop

for fowls 18 indispensable, and yet we

of\en find breeders with loud reputations

and unequalled birds who consider a

shoe box or soap Ikjx good enough for

a valuable chicken. We once received a

brown Leghorn cockerel in a small box,

and when the bird was removed the

sickle feather? were broken and the tail

feathers badly injured, yet the breeder

was a "champion," etc.

•
* «

A neat light muslin coop is cheap,

effective and sensible. The Handy Ship-

ping Coops, made by the Dean Manufac-

turing Company, are the best on the

market. They are sold in half-dozen or

more lots, knocked down for shipping

and will cost far less than l)oxes. No
breeder should be without a dozen or

two such coops. The cost is trifling, be-

sides birds nicely shipped create a favor-

able impression of the sender.

.%
Slates are very pretty things to look at,

but very apt to be broken. The zeal with

which candidates are nominated for the

presidency and secretaryship of the A. P.

A. is amusing. Thk Journal has no
slate to fix, and simply expresses the

sentiments of many fanciers when it

states that Mr. Twells is a very likely

man to elect as president. The office

really embraces him, and it cannot em-
brace a Ijetter man.

«
• *

The only candidates who are in the

field for secretary are H. S. Babcock and
George E. Peer, but there is one gentle-

man who, if the voice of many New
York and New Jersey fanciers is heeded,

will poll a very large vote. We refer to

P. H. Scudder. The latter by his devo-

tion to the A. P. A. and general high
qualifications would honor the office.

•
» •

The committee for preparing a revised

appendix to the present standard will no
doubt report at Charleston. While the

revision is exceedingly proper, it would
hardly be fair to insert it in the present

standard. The next revision of the latter

would seem the proper time, and until

then more errors are likely to be found,

but a healthy discussion during the next

two years should prove of value to our
standard makers.

• *

Mr. H. A. Noeckel in another column
of this issue hits the Houdan fowl some
hard raps. The Houdan has not been as

popular, it is true, as many other breeds

and the causes assigned by our corre-

spondent may have much to do with this

lack of popularity. Nevertheless, there

are plenty of fanciers like Mr. Noeckel
who like the Houdan for its oddity.

In France it is pre-eminently the far-

mers' fowl, but a French farmer treats

his fowls far better than the average

American farmer. Every little detail is

looked after by the "frog-eaters," and
we are safe in saying that a Frenchman
can make an American dunghill fowl

look respectable if you give him time

enough. A .iiunil>er of the so-called

French breeds in our farmers' hands

would soon become scrubs, for in reality

they are such as far as uniformity of

breeding is concerned.

»
» «

The Houdan, La Fleche and Creve

Coeurs are thoroughbreds in the sense of

the word now used, but most of the

other breeds are well selected crosses.

The Mantes fowl, which some claim is a

sport of the Houdan, is lauded by the

famous French expert, M. Voittelier, as a

distinct breed and superior to the Houdsn
on the very same grounds as Mr. Noeckel
takes. Voittelier does not consider the

Houdan a farmer's fowl when the Mantes
is more hardy and devoid of the objec-

tionable head gear. In plumage both
breeds are alike.

• •

A correspondent of the Orange County
Farmer is traveling the same ground,

and states the objection to the Houdan,
Creve Coeur and La Fleche is due to

"the peculiar head pieces." The La
Fleche have no peculiar "head pieces,"

unless the V-shaped comb is considered

such, and it is one of the few French
fowls that has neither crest nor whiskers,

the Mantes fowl having an apology for

the latter.

* «

The Courtes-Pattes, of which consider-

able was said some years ago, has fizzled

out, and only the abominable name b
left in this country. It does not breed

true to type, being a rather mixed up
cross. It's a French creeper and bred
perhaps more for its short legs and heavy
body than anything else.

•

The Stock-Keeper of England says :

"Among Messrs. Abbot Bros.' weekly
consignments of fowls to America last

week was a pair of white Indian game
fowls, the first of this variety that have
left England. We understand that an
American gentleman has purchased them
at a long figure and asks for 200 more.

The same gentleman has also purchased

from Messrs. Abbot over 200 fowls lately

of different kinds."

Latest information from good authority

states that the Indian Game Club and
White Wyandotte Club will meet in New
York.

THE INDIAN GAME OLUB.

"W. Atlee Burpee & Co. State "Why
It Should Be Held in New York.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : We have noticed in many of the

agricultural and stock pap.rs published

quite a difcussion regarding where the

Indian Game Club shall meet. We have

been figuring up in our owrt minds the

number of breeders m this vicinity, and
judging from the number we think it is

nothing more than right that the meet-

ing of the Indian Game Club should be
held in New York and not in the South,
as is being agitated by a few. We also
notice a number take the ground because
the A. P. A. meets at Charleston that the
Indian Game Club should meet there
also. Why ? We certainly cannot see
what difference it will make whether the
association meets at the same place or
not, and we believe that they should cer-
tainly come to the nearest place that will
benefit the majority of the bree<lers of
the Indian games. New York being the
centre should no doubt be the place.

We notice in one article given in some
paper that there are four breeders of In-
dian games in Pennsylvania. This seems
to be hard on poor Pennsylvania, as to
the best of our knowledge there are some
ten to twelve breeders in Pennsylvania
besides a greater number being in New
York and down East, with but very few
that we know of in the South.

Yours very truly,

W. Atleb Burpee & Co.

Philadelphia, Dec. 10, 1890.

—You will save the expense of buying
new drinking vessels by eniptying what
water is in them at night. The weather
is at hand when the standing water will
freese up before morning.
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LIME FOR HENS.

Oyster Shells and Their Value In

Forming Egg Shells.

Dr. Koth in Maiilieim Sentinel.

The Rural New Yorker wants to know

"what form of lime is best for hens ; that

is, what form will insure hard shells at

the least cost. Do finely pulverized

oyster or clam shells have anything to

do with furnishing the material for

shells ? Are these better than quicklime ?

Why ? Are they better than finely broken

l)ones, such as the fertilizer men furnish?

If so, why ?"

We confess that these questions cause

a peculiar grin to trickle over our usually

placid couutenance, and surmise the

learned editor who manufactured them

to l>e just a little behind date. However,

since we are always in a mootl to say out

when our calcareous ideas on egg shells

are disturbed, we feel just a trifle that

way now.
First of all, we are glad to know that

the Rural New Yorker believes in shells,

as we infer from the questions. The in-

ference is that they are a necessity to the

laying hen. That's right and true. Now
for the lime to be appropriated. This
we l)elieve to be best supplied in the

form of oyster shells. Why ? Because
the shell of an oyster is constituted of
almost pure carbonate of lime, and is

therefore appropriated by the physical
functions with the least effort. No
transformation need umlergo during the
eliminative process such asol)tains when
lime is introduced in the form of phos-
phate, sulphate, nitrate, or silicate. Sci-

ence has lately found out that the elimi-

native functions of a fowl have the power
of transforming any of these into a car-

)K)nate ; but since oyster shells are al-

most pure carV)onate, they go, as it were,
the easiest an<l most direct route through
the system to the shell. They also cost
about as little as any form of lime, ex-
cept perhaps, quicklime. This latter we
would not recommen 1 any poultryman
to feed. We should slake it first. Other-

phenomena might transpire down there
in the hen's gizzard. Fed in the form of
a hydrate it is also less soluble in the
gastric juices than as a pure rar1>onate in.

the fonn of oyster shells. Thus fed it

is freely soluble and assimilated without
change.

Finely ]>ulveriztd oyster and clam
shells do not essentially differ from Ihi
same when broken, only in so far that in

the former there is greater freedom of
the molecules, by reason of which the
gastric juices attack with more violence
and consequent more rapid absorption.
This accounts for the fact that hens do
not consume as much of the pulverized
as of the broken shells. The demand of
the physical economy is sooner satisfied.

We also Ix-lievc broken oyster shells
are l)etlcr for shell formation than broken
bone. The solid element in Ijone is

largely phosphate of lime. There is a
trace of carbonate present, but hardly
enough to satisfy the purpose. Bone,
however, is also a iiecessi.y to the hen as
pertains to the sustenance of its own
Eliysical structure. Hens ought to have
roken bone regularly, and it has been

demonstrated that if she has no oyster
shells to manufacture her egg shell ma-
terial out of she will do it out of bone by
decomix»sing, during elimination, the
])'uisp!iate into a carlwiiate, showing her-
self to lie a most peculiar critter in more
ways than one. She is determined to
cover her eggs with shells, and if she
can't get the pure material in the form of
oyster shells she will do it from any kind
of grits she happens to pick up. Chem-
ists will never l)e able to fathom the
wonderful mysteries of the laboratory
with which her shell-producing functions
have Ijeeu divinely endowed. I have no-
ticed bens running arouii<l blacksmith
shops and quite liberally eat the file dust
and iron chips lying around the anyil

;

and while one rarely looks for an iron
shell on an egg, the fact could not lie

denied that tlistinct traces of iron were
found fused along in with the carbonate
of lime. Iron chips not soluble in the
gastric juices? Well, I should smile.
They fairly sizzle into nothingness in this
all-con-^uming fluid.

Now, Brother Rural New Yorker, here
you have your nuts cracked in as diges-

tible a form as necessary. We don't need
experiment stations to find out these

things. We can do it ourselves if we
will. When Brother Cloud gets his poul-

try college started we'll go there in her

chemical lalwjratory. Up to that time
let us laborate at home and learn all we
can. Next.

The Fajitall.

Mr. H. C. Norton, in his new circular,

describes his ideal fantail thus : The Inxiy

is very short and plump and seemingly

small when gauged by they eye ; the

neck comparatively long, though it and
the head must appear fine. The neck is

carried extremely far back and curved
like that of a swan. The motion, or what
some vulgarly call the nerve, consists of
a vibration or heaving up and down and
forward and back, the bird being unable
to keep still and occasionally walking
backward from the same uncontrollable
impulse.
The legs rather short, clean and feath-

AMERICAN WHITE WYANDOTTE- CLUB

Some Sensible Suggestions Pro-

posed to the Club.

The following timely suggestions were

received by the secretary of the Ameri-

can White Wyandotte Club

:

/.//. Drez'enstedt, Secretary ofthe Ameri-
can White Wyandotte Club.

Dear Sir : The object of our club is

the improvement of the white Wyandotte
fowl, the protection and mutual advan-
tage of the meinl)ers. We need to have
every member feel a vital interest in the

welfare of the club. In order to do this

each member should have a voice in the

managemeiil of the club, at least so far

as the election of officers is concerned.
Only a fraction of the members of the
club ran ever be present at any annual
meeting when the ofiicers are chosen,
and affairs between annual meetings are

left in the hands of the Executive Com-
mittee. Hence I suggest that the election

The Great Indian Game Cock "SELDOM SEEN." One of the Largest of

This Variety Ever Produced. Recently Imported by C. A. Sharp ft Co.,

Lockport, N. Y. Winner of First at Birmingham and Third at Crystal

Palace, England.

ered, and when excited the bird walks on
tiptoe. The tail should spread evenly in

the shape of a shallow saucer and l>e as
nearly as possible flat and carried straight
and well up with twenty-six to thirty-
two feathers. Fantails are very hardy
birds and give little irouble in rearing.
They are my fancy of all pigeons. I have
bre<l them for fifteen years and can justly
say I have the finest stud of fantails in

the country in white, black, red and yel-
low, with smooth head and clean legs.

—The quality of food eaten has much
to do with the quality of the fowl meat.
The kind of foo<l is of much importance.

of officers should be by mail ballot,

conducted somewhat in this manner :

At least one month liefore the annual
meeting the secretary should send out a
request to each memlier for two nomina-
tions to each office on the regular list.

These nominations should be sent to

a committee of elections to l)e examined
and classified. This committee of elec-

tions should make up from the nominat-
ing ballots a list containing two names
for each office, these two names to be
those having the highest number of nom-
inating votes and forward a copy to each
member one week before the annual
meeting. The final ballots choosing
from this list of nominees should be for-

warded to the committee to be opened
and counted at the annual meeting.
Secondly. I think it would be helpful

to have a provision in the constitution

for proxies, so that any member not able

to be present might delegate another
member to act for him at the meeting.

Thirdly. The Executive Committee
when sending out the notice of the an-
nual meeting should send a schedule of
the business to come before the meeting
so far as it may be known at the time of
the notice.

Fourthly. Instead of issuing an annual
catalogue the club should publish a man-
ual which should last for five years to

receive such annual addenda as may l)e

necessary. This manual should contain
the club constitution and by-laws, a his-

tory of the breed, a standard consisting

of a series of illustrations to define shape,
accompanied by such letter press descrip-

tion as may be necessary to define color,

a history of the club, a record of club
prizes won and records to establish the
claim of the white Wyandotte of being
the best general purpose fowl for the far-

mer and villiage poultry keeper.
Such a manual would be of permanent

value to every club member and to every
breeder of white Wyandottes in the
country, and would probably meet with
considerable sale if the price was made
just large enough to cover the cost of pub-
lication.

Believing that the publications of these
suggestions will be the best method of
bringing them to the notice of club mem-
bers, I do hereby authorize you to use this

letter as you tliink best. Yours in the
interest of the white Wyandotte and of
tlie White Wyandotte Club,

John R. Ayer.
Pkkkskii:,L, N. Y., Dec. 8, 1890.

Crosses vs. Eggs.

In conversation with a traveling agent

of a wholesale grocery house recently he

informed us that their trade called for

larger eggs of a Ijelter quality than now
pro<luced, and that he firmly believes

that a cross-bred fowl was the only kind
of a hen that could produce this much
I ! 1 rt^\, /?. .. .1-: . > r .

ucaiicu c^^. A iic iiiBL Liiiij^ lu tio id 10

Study your market demands in the egg
line and cater to that demand as far as
possible. If your market demands a
large brown egg you must protluce that
egg to meet the demand made upon
you. Now the question arises what breed
or breeds of fowls will produce that egg.
The thoroughbred Cochin, Laagshan,
Brahma and other breeds and parts of
other breeds lay that variety of egg, but
do they lay an egg sufficiently large to
meet the popular demand for this kind of
egg ? The answer is some of the fowls of
these breeds do and some do not ; and
why do not all of them lay a large egg
quickly follows. The answer and natural
supposition is the birds are bred so fine

for feathers that the size of the egg has
been diminished or lost sight of^ as it

were, in the race for fine plumage and
poiuts ; therefore, as a matter of course,
the thoroughbred is not, strictly speak-
ing, the bird to sup])ly this crying de-
mand for a larger egg. Now then we
must look around for the bird that will,

and where will we find it ? Naturally, of
course, as there is no other way open, we
(quickly hit upon the cross-bre<l bird to
fill the bill, and we shall fin<l it in a
Brahma and Langshan cross, or Langshan
and Cochin cross, etc. Crossing the two
establishes a new fowl, new life, increased
vigor, hardiness, stability and a larger
fowl, with larger egg protlucing organs,
and as a result we have larger eg^s. By
careful culling each year the size and
color can be kept up to a standard. A
few large, growthy, thrifty pullets may
be kept over each year and a few of
the old hens sent to market. This will

give us an even, unbroken standard of
size. Size is more important than color,

yet color must not be lost sight of in the
struggle for size. Off-colors can be
graded as such, yet it will not 1>e healthy
to have too many such eggs. Stamina
and constitution is what we want first

—

this we cannot expect to get in thorough-
breds to anj; reliable degree, and there-

fore we must resort to crosses and by ex-
periments find out and establish what we
want.—Poultry News.
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—Breeds are what we make them by
selection and feeding.

THE HOUDAN FO^VL.

Many Reasons for Its Unpopular-
ity in This Country.

KniToR Fanciers' Journal,.

Sir : With periodical promptness, it

seems to me, the poultry press is favored
by some kind genius with a belabored
article booming the greatly under-esti-

mated merits of the Houdan. One of the

latest I have observed is from no less a

personage than Mr. G. O. Brown, of
Baltimore, republished in your issue of

November 29. He begins in alwut the

usual strain : "Just why it is that there

is not more attention given to the popu-
lar French breed, Iloudans, is a mystery."
Mystery / Bosh ! The Houdan has been
ill this country for twenty-five years, and
it is a travesty upon the good sense of

the poultrymen and farmers of this

country to infer that they don't know a

goo<l thing when they see it. But I will

not encroach upon your space with gen-
eralities, but will answer Mr. Brown with
a few farts.

JVdmiUing that the flesh of the Houdan
is of superior flavor, hut is the same not

equally true of the game or the Dorking?
or when dressed for market lay a Ply-

mouth R(x-k and a Houdan side by side,

which will sell 1)est? Ah ! But the writer

urges: "Hondanshave five well defined
toes. The fifth or upper toe should curve
down and then upward from the leg."

Exactly so. But of what earthly use is

this " well-defined extra toe ?
"

But still further he says :
" They have

a well -developed crest and l>ear<i. or, as it

is sometimes called, ' whiskers.' " Yes;
two straight-out abominations, the one
rendering their vision very defective.niak-
ing them exceedingly timid, the other a
))<)tent agent in polluting the drinking
fountain. As layers, who has bred them
who will claim that they will lay as many
eggs as the Leghorn, or will their eggs
rank in public favor with the Itralitna '

It is urged that their eggs are usually
fertile, yet it is equally true that the fer-
tility can l)e knocked out of them with
less handling than any other breed. Ship-
ping them by express is decidedly peril-
ous, and even a medium weight hen is

very apt to break them during incul)atioii
owing to the brittleiiess of the shell.

It IS also claimed that the chicks are
lianly and fledge quickly. Granted. But
it is also true that they are the most reck-
less foragers known. Even at the age of
two weeks they wander far off from the
hen, entirely oblivious of danger, to the
especial delight of hawks,cats and other
enemies, and in every flock of young
Hiuulans more or less of them will de-
velop crooked beaks, a peculiar defect I

have never noticed in rearing other
breeds.

A group of Houdans on a well-kept
lawn ])reseiits a striking picture, but who
will claim that their plumage is as exquis-
ite as the silver spangled Hamburg? I

have raised souic exceedingly haiKlsome
birds this last season, but by the time
they will have i)assed their second moult
most of them will look as though they
had Ijeeu whitewashed and were caught
in a shower before they were dry. The
greatest obstacle, however, to the popu-
larity of tlK.' Houdan is its impenetrable
dis|K>sition. Take any other breed and
you can gauge them, you can sec by the
brilliancy of their comb;! and their
sjirightlincss, which are the workers and
which are the drones. Sickness is easily
detected and its cause allayed. Not so
with the Houdan. Their sui>erfluous
headgear and retiring disposition render
it difficult to detect <lisease in its earliest
stages, and generally the first admonition
the owner receives is a dead fowl in some
secluded spot.

To point out the laying hens in a
healthy flock of Houdans would also be
a diflicult task, although an important
one with this breed, for while some hens
lay remarkably well, others are the poor-
est excuse for a laying hen on record. I

have fre<|uently s-een these philosophical
writers claim that the Houdan "is emi-
nently a farmer's breed," but this is cer-
tainly an unwarranted conclusion, for

the average farmer's flock is more or less

neglected the greater portion of the year.

and there is no breed of fowls so utterly
devoid of instinct or which needs so much
though ful attention as the Houdan.
They are not good foragers. They can

usually be picked uj) by anyone or any-
thing in broad daylight. They will
stand for hours in a drenching rain
simply because the barn don't come over
and. shelter them. They are Very small
eaters, invariably going to roost an hour
or two liefore any other breed, whether
their crops are full or empty, all of which
traits are certainly very damaging in the
eye of the thrifty farmer.

I love the Houdan, however, for its

great oddity. Oddity of development
frouj the shell up—oddity of color, od-
dity of shape, oddity in every way. But
ninety-nine men in every hundred don't
want oddity ; they want profit, and until
the breeders of Houdans lay more stress
upon the egg production and general
utility of the breed and less upon the size
of the large globular crest and whiskers
and the well-<lefined fifth toe,the Houdan
will not become a popular bree<l.

H. A. NOECKEL.
Lansuownk, Pa., Dec. 9.

Pullets Too Fat.

A correspondent wants to know why
his pullets do not l>egiii laying. He says

their heads are as red as blood and they
are nearly ten months old. He further

adds : "They are in excellent condition,
heavy as lead." And that's just the whole
secret ; they are too fat. It is a good plan
to feed corn and corn meal when the pul-
lets are growing, but when they have a
bloo<lred head it shows they are ready
for laying and you must supply them
with egg-producing food. Corn will not
make e gs, but boiled potatoes or cooked
vegetables and bran fed moist m the
morning and wheat and oats in the even-
ing will start operations. Some people
have an idea that only old hens get over-
fat, but they are wrong. We know of
pullets (lying of apoplexy caused by too
fattening food.—M. K. Boyer m German-
toAU Telegraph.

——
Selection of Layers.

One of the first re<juisites towards

profits is to keep pullets for layers and
2-year-old hens and cocks for breeders.

Good results have come from a yearling

male bird, with 2-year-ol<l hens ; the
yearling male is to be preferred to a
2-year-old bird, that has served a large
number of the season before, but other-
wise 2-year-old birds will usually give
l)t:tter satisfaction, as the chicks generally
are larger, hardier aii<l more robust.
This is especially tbe case with the

Asiatics, their growth being slow, their
development is equally slow, and long
after they have attained grossness of
size, the whole organism undergoes a
maluring process which gives strength,
elasticity and firmness to every muscle,
solidity to I)oiie and flesh, and full de-
velopment to the organs of reproduction.
The smaller breeds have five or six
months to mature after reaching ordinary
size, so full development is attained
when they complete their first year.

—

Josejjh Wallace in Poultry Monthly.

Picking Each Others Toes.

Very often chicks, artificially brooded,

form the habit of picking each others

toes, and if allowed to continue will soon
cripple their victims. FIvidently it is a
desire for meal. In fact, we feel assured
it is, for when the meat sujjply is kept up
we have no trouble. Carbolic salve
should be put on the picked toes.—Ger-
mautown Telegraph.

—Don't be afraid to sift a little raw
l)one meal into the mixed poultry food
two or three times a week. It is highly
advantageous, especially to the maturing
stock.

—The wil<l purslane that grows in all

gardens during the summer months
makes excellent green food for fowls that
are confined. Cliop it up and mix with
scalded corn meal.

—If you wish to obtain eggs this
winter when the price is highest you
must lay in a variety of food and furnish
your fowls with dry and warm quarters
for the winter.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

At the annual meeting of the Virtue

Club the following officers were elected

for the comiii;, year : President, G.

Goebel ; vice-president, John Adam ; sec-

retary, Charles Conway ; treasurer, John
McFadden ; race secretary, Frank Lane.

The course for the birds the coming sea-

son will be changed and that from the

West and with St. Louis as the distance

will probably be adopted.

•

Mr. Lane reported the death r f Paris,

reg. 100, the first imported bird to have

made a record to au American loft, and
tbe second bird to cover over 475 miles

in an American journey. Paris was

hatched in 1878, in the loft of M. Kerck-

oveu, Antwerp, and had a foreign record

from Paris, 150 miles. The next autumn
it was purchased at public sale for Mr.

Louis Offermans, of Jersey City, and for-

warded to him, arriving in New York
November 4.

«
# «

All imported birds were at this time

kept as breeders under the supposition

that they would not return to a new loft

after having made journeys to another.

In the following spring it was decided to

test this, and Paris, with others that had
made journeys in Belgium, were entered

in the races of the Hudson County Club

of New Jersey. The birds all returned,

but were so slow that foreign stock

greatly depreciated in value, and Ameri-

can-bred birds became the favorites.

•

The first bird in the race from 336 miles

arrived next day, but Paris did not put

in an appearance until the twentieth day.

Tbe reason for this is now known to be to

the bird's credit and due to certain jje-

culiarities now better understood. One
of these is that if a bird is let out of a

new loft its first impulse is to seek for

the old. If it finds it and is made to un-

derstand that it is not welcome there it

will return to the new and remain "set-

tled." If it seeks the old home in vain

it will return to the new of its own ac-

cord, but it never .seems to l>e contented,

and if flown in races will always Ije late,

as if it spent time in looking for the

other home, and only gave up when the

search proved futile.

•

Up to this time 475 miles was the

greatest distance covered to an American
loft. But this ha<l lieeii done so often

and so easily that a greater test was re-

solved upon, and Priris, with three Amer-
ican bred birds, were liljerated in Indian-

apolis, Ind., to return to Jersey City, 630

miles distant. The first return was Gar-

field, owned by D. S. Newhall, of this

city, but trained by William Vcrrinder,

Jr., of Jersey City. Time out, twenty-

one days. The second, Psris, was re-

ported at noon of May 23. Time out,

eight months, eighteen days.

•
» »

Henry Wagner, of Boston, reports the

death of his bird McLeay, reg. J. H. 242,

the first return in the Hub Club's race

from Walford, Out., last August, winning

the honors for time from the distance to a

New F^ngland loft. The start was in favor-

able weather, but just about the time the

birds were there a cyclone swept central

New York and injured all the birds it did

not kill. The bird Mcl.eay arrived at

home next day, but Mr. Wagner's second

return was not reported until the tenth

day after, thus showing the heroic effort

made by the first bird to reach home. Its

condition told this also, its wings l>eing

so stiP and swollen that for days after its

return it could not raise itself from the

floor to its roost.

McLeay was hatched in the autumn of
1888. Its brother, George W. Childs,

which, when les.s than a year old, made
the journey five hundred and twenty-six

miles in eleven hours and twenty-five

minutes, breaking all previous records

for distance in its day, was of the first

nest previous. The mother of the two is

Gamier, the bird that in 1886 made the

journey as a youngster, from London to

Boston, 526 miles, in November, part of

the way being through a snow storm, in

which two of its mates became bewildered

and were picked up exhausted. This
journey was unprecedented, and won for

the bird the honor of best for distance by
a youugster of its sex.

•
« •

The exhibition of the German societies

for the training of carrier pigeons closed

on Octot>er 21. Twelve hundred and
fourteen prize birds were shown, 265 of
which have covered distances of 240 to

360 miles, and the rest 100 to 140 miles.

A feature of the exhibition was a flock of
thirty birds from the Cologne fortifica-

tions. They have Ijeen especially trained

to keep up communication between the

varioOs fortresses, and wer^ lent to the

societies by the Minister of War. A
black female pigeon, which, during th^

Hanover manoeuvres last year, lx.at the

telegraph in getting to the Emperor a

message simultaneously, was the heroine

of the exhibition.

ODDS AND ENDS.

—The three essential things to make
the keeping of poultry profitable are :

GocmI stock, good quarters and first-cla.ss

care from the time they are hatched
until you are ready to dispose of them.

—Among the best table fowls are Hou-
dans, Dorkings, Games aud Langshans.
The recently introduced Indian games
are also classed as fine table birds, and
are much heavier than their looks indi-
cate, as they are very close-feathered.

—What is often mistaken for pip is

merely a stoppage of the nostrils by soft
food. The young bird gree<lily (lips in

too deeply. Ix>ok at him closely liefore

you condemn him. You can sometimes
save hiin with a sponge and warm water.

—Use only pleiied lumV>er]iu construct-
ing a poultry house. It is about as cheap
as the rough boards, and does not harl>or
vermin and looks better always. Paint
improves it and is more dural>le tlian
whitewash, which comes off on your
clothes at every rub. Some farmers are
short-sighted in not buying the finished
lumber.

—Some people get the idea into their
heads that nure-bred stock is more subject
to disease, but that is a very wrong im-
pression. True, any breed can be in-bred
until it is weakened in constitution, but
by infusing fresh blood every year, pure
breeds will Ije as thrifty and vigorous .ts

cross-bred fowls, aud certainly made
more pleasing to the eye, and more profit-

able to rear, as many birds can l>e sold at
much better prices than are paid for or-
dinary cross-bred or mongrel stock.

—An egg is concentrate<l food—say
weighing one and a half ounce, composed
of lime, soda, sulphnr, iron, phosphorous,
magnesia, oil, albumen. As a writer
says : "The hen is the mi[l to grind, the
crop the hopi>cr and the egg the grist.

F^very particle of the egg, yolk, albumen
and shell must come from the assimilated
food througli the blorwl cells. If we feed
fat and heat-forming foo<l there cannot
follow the largest prwluction because the
material for making eggs will not be
found. Com contains eightv six per cent
fat and heat elements, hence canuot be
perfect egg food."

n
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WHAT BREED TO SELECT.

Make Your Ohoiob Aooordintr to

Your Fancy and Pooket-Book.

In selecting breeds of fowls, whether

for profit or for pleasure, it is always best

to make a wise selection, and to do so

rightly one must be well up in poultry

matters. About this subject the Orange

Coanty Farmer says : There are so many

difierent breeds of fowls that naturally

the amateur feels puzzled which to select.

A fancier selects generally what he con-

siders suitable to his taste, and if he looks

upon a bird for feathers only, we will ig-

nore him and address our remarks to

those who want flesh and eggs.

The light Brahmas have long held the

place of honor in the show room, and for

many years were considered the most

profitable, both for egg and meat. They

are heavy birds, males weighing ten to

fifteen pounds, females eight to twelve

pounds. The eggs are dark brown and

average seven and one-half to the pound.

Light Brahmas are excellent winter lay-

ers, but the pullets must l)e hatched

early, as they require seven to eight

months to mature. Some flocks have a

iccuivl ''f 160 eggs per hen yearly, but

this is under very favorable circumstan-

ces ; ordinarily we think 100 eggs per an-

num a fair estimate. Dark Brahmas
differ only in color, as in all other re-

spects they do as well as the light

Brahmas. Brahmas as chickens and
fowls are hardy and free from disease

;

as broilers they are not suitable, lacking
plumpness and having too much bone.

Cochins are a fancier's fowl and are

seldom used for practical purposes. The
buffs are the most popular and perhaps

the best for utility. Partridge Cochins
are the most beautiful, but have a decided
tendency to sit. As incubators they are

a success. White Cochins are quite pop-

ular, but seldom attain the weight of the

Other varieties. Black Cochins are not

bred extensively, although a thoroughly
good fowl. Cochins are fair layers, and
the buffs often do well on a larm range,

laying extremely well during the cold

months. They look large, the feathers

being loose and fluffy, but they seldom
attain the weight of the average Brahmas.

Langshans, the last on the list of the

Asiatic fowls, are extremely popular and
deservedly so. They are a large fowl

with close, lustrous black plumage, hav-

ing a graceful carriage and withal are

active. They are very hardy as chicks
or fowls and are good layers of large

brown eggs, while their flesh is of excel-

lent quality.

The Plymouth Rock is now so well

known that nothing new can be said in

regard to them. Properly bred thev are

one of the best farmers' fowls, an<f are

good layers the first year, make fairly

good mothers, and as a broiler fowl rank
nigh. They have a tendency to fatten

readily, and during the second and third

year are apt to break down unless they
are very carefully fed. The eggs vary

too much, but some strains have been
carefully selected and produce brown
eggs of uniform color and of good size.

As a rule we find it takes eight eggs to

weigh a pound. White Plymouth Rocks
have become very popular of late years,

and we see no reason why their good
qualities should not equal or possibly
fxc^ those of the barred Plymouth
Rocks.

Silver Wyandottes,which are the result

of a Hamburg-Brahma cross, are now so

favorably known that a few words as to

their good qualities will suflice. As a
broiler fowl they are the best we have
among the thoroughbreds. They grow
rapidly and are ready for the table at any
time after eight weeks of age. They
feather slowly, which is of great advan-
tage in quick growing chickens. As lay-

ers they are as good as any breed. Their
eggs are of good size anrf color. They
are a very hardy breed, and the chief ob-

jection to them in the past has been a

lack of uniformity in the markings,which,
however, is fast being remedied. White
Wyandotesare sjxjrtsof the silver variety,

and in some respects are like the latter

except in plumage, which should be a

clean white. They make magnificent
table fowls, but on an average are

lighter than the silver Wyandottes, and
are claimed by some to be less hardy than

the latter. Golden Wyandottes are new,

and like most novelties, require a few

yeai-s to determine their exact value. At

present they do not breed as true as they

should. They are a handsome bird and
are the heaviest of all Wyandottes. Cocks
should weigh eight to nine pounds.

The old-fashioned American Dominique
is rarely met with since the advent of the

Plymouth Rock. They are a smaller

and trimmer looking bird than the latter

and were considerea by our fathers and
grandfathers to \ye the best of all fowls

for farm purposes. They were a hardy,

practical race of fowls, and we see no rea-

son why they should not l)e bred more
largely in the future.

The Java fowl is but little known
among farmers, yet it is one of the liest

breeds we have for utility. Remarkably
active, with a vigorous constitution, we
get a bird that has excellent meat and
plenty of it. It was the Java that ^ave
the Plymouth Rock many good qualities

and also some bad ones, notably the wild

instinct which asserts itself in the Java
fowls, ami makes the latter chafe when
confineti in small runs. The black Java
is the most popular, although the white

Java is being boometl of late.

Hamburgs are extraordinary layers,

but their eggs are small, although the

black Hamburgs often lay eggs fully as

large as those of the Leghorns. This is

owing, no doubt, to the fact that the

black Spanish has l)een used to improve
the breed in this particular. Silver

spangled and golden spangled, as well as

silver peucilltd and golden pencilled

Hamburgs are beautiful fowls, but they
are delicate and subject to roup more than
most breeds. Red caps resemble golden
spangled Hamburgs in plumage, are

much larger, are excellent layers of white
eggs and are making a favorable impres-
sion. Although an old breed they have
only recently been imported into this

country. Their chief objection, in our
eyes, is their enormous combs.
Minorcas are a hardy, non-sitting breed.

The black variety is the best, and gives

good returns in eggs. They are quite

heavy and lay eggs that are very large

and pure white in color. As a table fowl

they are fair. White Minorcas are not
to be recommended, as they do not breed
true.

Audalusians resemble Minorcas in all

particulars, except in color, which is a

slaty blue. They are a very handsome
fowl, but unfortunately do not breed true

to color. They are hardy and lay splendid
white eggs of very large size. Audalu-
sians are a good fowl for the farmer.

The white-faced black Spanish is one of

the oldest and most aristocratic fowls we
have. It was formerly an unsurpassed
layer of the finest white eggs and reason-

ably hardy, but fanciers have sacrificed

all these good qualities simply to pro-

duce a white face, and the result h^s
been disastrous, as the breed is wofully
deficient in stamina at present.

Of the French breeds the Houdans are

the best known. They have a crest the

same as the Polish, and the plum ige is

mottled white and btack. They lay lar^e

white eggs, but fail to produce them m
sufficient number when eggs are wanted
most. The eggs hatch remarkably well,

being rarely infertile. Houdans are a

splendid table fowl.

Crevecoeurs are seldom met with and
will never become popular. They do not
seem adpted to our climate.

In our judgment the La Fleche is the

best of the French breeds. This breed is

truly the king nf table fowls, and in

France the show of dressed poultry al-

ways brings out choice specimens, of

which the La Fleche is perhaps the most
prominent feature. A pair of pu'lets at

a recent Paris show weighed twenty
pounds.
Dorkings are the fowls for England,

where they are highly esteemed for the

table. They are heavy, have small bone
and large breast development. As layers

they are fair, but have never been popu-
lar in this country, although the silver

gray Dorking is a handsome and useful

The Polish are usually supposed to be
only ornamental, but they are extremely
good layers also and good table fowls.

There are many varieties of Polish, but
their susceptibility to cold and dampness
do not recommend them to any hut
favored localities.

The game is the king of all fowls and
is erroneously supposed to be good for

fighting only. This is a mistake, for

games are fair layers and for fine flavored

meat they are without a rival and are

plumper than they appear. Unfortu-

nately the breeding for fancy points has

weakened their constitutions and at

present they are not as hardy as we
would like them to be. The new Indian

games are claimed to be the best market
fowl in existence. They are certainly

handsome in plumage and remarkably
rapid growers, but the price asked for

these birds precludes the idea of farmers

investing at present except for the luxury

or fancy.
Leghorn are so well known as egg pro-

ducers that we need not dwell on their

good qualities, but believe for a non-sitter

and layer of nice eggs the white Leghorn
is still king of them all.

The above are but brief descriptions of

the leading breeds of fowls, but will enable

those unfamiliar with them to readily se-

lect what would answer their tastes and
requirements.

(^HIPS FROM THE

Poultry Block,

BY TRIXIE.

I have a short talk upon facts that I

desire "Uncle Isaac" to read with care.

Early in 1888 I wrote an article con-

demnatory of certain actions of the A. P.

A., and in defense of the cuckoo Leg-

horns "Uncle Isaac" replied, but I never

saw his reply until a few days ago, when

a Missouri friend sent me the Nest Egg

containing it.

Now "Uncle," I propose to have no

"wordy war" with you, but I do propose

to "set down" on the flimsy sophistries

contained in the said article. You may
consume quires of good foolscap but you

can never make the American fancier be-

lieve that the white Leghorn is the only

variety of the Leghorn family that is

worthy of our favor. I admit, and always

have and always shall, that the white

Leghorn is a grand breed, but it is not
«.:. i._.» •!.-„ *U- V.-„„.» »,1„^U „,

cuckoo, whatever you may say to the

contrary, and I have my doubts if they

will lay as many eggs as will the single-

comb ferowii Leghorns.
"1 believe, mind you, I believe, the

only absolutely pure Italian breed to be

the white single comb Leghorns."
"Uncle," did you ever hear of a man by
the name of Ayers who went to Italy on
a leghorn mission ? I presume from the

above that you never have, so for your
enlightenment I'll quote a few passages

from his "Quest of the Leghorn."
"They (the white) are the rarest of all

fowls in Tuscany at present. We never

saw a pure white fowlof any sort. Whites
with an occasional black flight feather

were rarely seen, but a pure white never.''

Does this help you to establish your
assertion that "white
only absolutely pure
haps this will

:

"The black fowl is

favorite fowl of Italy,

seen by the thousand outside the gates of

Leghorn, nine out 0/ every ten are jet

black, without admixture of any color,"

more evidence that the white I.reghorn is

the only pure Leghorn.
"Even the Dominiques, of which we

succeeded in finding but six all told, are

as plentiful as the whites, and more so."

Now, "Uncle," we shall leave "Quest
of the Leghorn" and turn our attention

to your long array of facts.

"The moment you go outside of them
you take up with a poorer Leghorn, and
the moment you pin your faith to the

Dominique (cuckoo) lyCghorn you pin

yor faith to the poorest of the whole six

varieties." That quotation reminds us

of some of "Uncle's" doggy wisdom

—

when the kennel press gave him such a

scorching. Friends Requa and Forsyth

are very foolish for breeding the poorer

browns. They should dispose of them
and get a fresh -.itart from "Uncle."
"The white Leghorn (single comb,

none other are pure Leghorns) lay the

largest Leghorn egg. White Iveghorns

lay a larger number of eggs in the year

than any other breed." Many strainsof

white leghorns do lay very fine large

eggs, and perhaps they do "lay the

largest Iveghorn eggs," but I know of a

make them hustle to produce larger eggs

than they do. That the white Leghorn
lays more eggs than any other breed I

do not believe, and to emphasize ray un-

belief in their ability to do so I will enter

a year's contest with "Uncle" for a stake

of sufficient size to reward the winner.

"A larger per cent of white Leghorns
will score ninety-two or more points than
any other breed." Well, well, I always

thought a parti-colored fowl was easier

bred true than one of but one color.

Please tell that to the lioys again, they

have not "caught on to" that yet, but

"Uncle," I bet you a nice "pile" that I

can name a location in the United States

where your cannot raise a ninety two
point wiiite Leghorn to save you. The
blacks would breed as true as your "pure"
whites if that old granny, the A. P. A.,

did not "reverse" them every five years.

"Dominiques Leghorns will breed a

less number to score ninety-points than

any other Leghorn." Shall we behead
all our silver-laced Wyandottes l)ecause

they breed more culls than the white

Wyandotte does? Now, "Uncle," you
admit that it is an easy matter to breed

ninety-two point white Leghorns but a
very "difficult matter to breed ninety

point cuckoos ; we do not propose to dis-

pute your assertion, but anyone who
was not "lx)m tired" or was not consti-

tutionally lazy would take more delight

in breeding a breed that required great

skill to produce exhibition birds than

one requiring none of the breeder's skill.

I am as much an admirer of white Leg-
horns as "Uncle" can possibly be, but I

am not prejudiced, and will say this and
it can be proved: First, the cuckoo
IvCghorn will lay as many and as large

an egg as the average white Leghorn.
Second, the single comb brown Leghorns
will lay more e^s than either. Third,

the highest scoring Leghorn on exhibi-

tion this winter will be a single-combed

brown. These are solid facts.

Leghorns are the
Leghorns ?" Per-

par excellence the
In the birds to be

Facts That Can Be Proven.

EDnt>R Fanciers' Journai..

Sir : When first writing you about the

South Carolina State Fair Poultry show

it was si-nply in a spirit of good feeling

and one of enthusiasm, because of the

great increase of interest in this section

in the breeding of thoroughbred stock,

and in making what comparison I did, it

was simply to prove that there was an

improvement being made in the South

in this direction ; there was nothing of a

personal matter in my letter that anyone

could take offense at, and it is to be very

much regretted that Mr. Reynaud should

feel called upon to be so personal in his

remarks,which has caused the publishing

of his letters to me ; with the publishing

of these letters, as far as I am concerned,

ends the matter, excepting as to the fol-

lowing :

As I stated in a former letter, the poul-

try exhibits at our State Fair numbered
ovtr 2000. Of these there were less than

200 turkeys, geese, ducks, etc., and no
pigeons, as at our agricultural fairs no
provision is made for pigeons. Now, by
examining the official catalogue of the

'great New York show, we find from class

I to 352, just 1729 entries,which includes

chickens, turkeys, geese, ducks, pheas-

ants, quail, etc. Let anyone interested

look at that catalogue and they will find

I have accurately stated the toUl entry

in the poultry division.

Now as to Mr. Hazard's figures, I have
not read his letter, but I do know that

Mr. Hazard took his data from that of

mine furnished him by me. If he has made
a mistake, it was done unintentionallv

on his part, and has nothing to do with

my statements. The matter stands just

here—2000 entries of poultry at the South
Carolina State Fair which can be proven;

1729 entries of poultry at New York, as

shown by their catalogue ; here are the

facts and I am done. Ross A. Smith.

Charleston, S. C, Dec. 10.

—Spirits of turpentine appear to be
taking the lead now as a good roup
remedy. It is considered a sure cure in

incipient cases. Soak grains of com in

turpentine and give two or three to the

fowl at a dose two or three times a day.—
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SCRAPPLE.
Brrors in Feedinir—Ventilation of

the Piffeon Loft— Dropping

Boards—Downy Fowls.

Tlie following extracts are front the

iens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these coltimns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

Errors in Feeding.

If you desire your fowls to do their best

when the favorable time of laying begins

you must observe regularity in the time

of feeding, and quantity and quality, to

increase and keep up egg production.

Feeding the flock just when the notion
prompts you, or when you get around to

that part of the work, is poor policy. On
the no-care no-feed plan, the no-egg pro-

duction will surely follow. He who care-

fully and untiringly attends to all the
wants and requirements of his poultry,

other things being equal, is the one who
will at the end of the season be the
gainer. It is advisable to feed well with
a varied diet of grain and green food, but
never surfeit your fowls, with the idea

that a fatty condition of the body is es-

sential to prolificacy and a vigorous off-

spring. It is a noticeable fact that the
eggs laid bv over-fed hens are more sub-

ject to being soft or thin shelled, and
will not hatch so large a percentage of

living chicks, nor so healthy and robust,

as the eggs from hens in a fair or me-
dium condition of flesh. Regularity,

and just enough of varied food to keep
the heu? itl 9 ined'"»" rnnditmn nf fl«>«li

summer and winter, will be the proper
thing for egg production aud healthy off-

spring. The male bird should be in

good condition without being fat, and
eiven all the exercise he can take. Corn
IB not proper food for egg production,
though It is the common food for poul-
try. A little mixed with other grain in

cold weather is heating, and the fowls

like it. Corn should never form the
staple food for laying or breeding fowls

;

its proper use is for fattening. Wheat,
barley, oats, buckwheat, bran, middlings,
clover, blood or coarse meat, are egg
foods.—Ohio Poultry Journal.

flock of cuckoo Leghorns that would Poultry News.

Pekin Ducks.

This variety of ducks is the most uni-

versally esteemed aud the most exten-

sively bred of all the aquatic race of do-

mestic poultry. As the name indicates,

the breed is of Chinese origin, Pekin be-

ing the capital of the Chinese Empire.

The Pekin duck was first introduced into

this country by a merchant, who, while
residing in China, with which country he
held extensive commercial relations, hap-
pened to come across some of these ducks,
which, from their large size, he thought
were geese. He secured somo eggs and
set them under hens iu Shanghai. In

due course of time the ducklings ap-

peared. Some fifteen of these were in-

trusted by the merchant to the care of a
gentleman who was about to sail for

America, with the understanding that the
gentleman should have as a remuneration
for his trouble one-half of the ducklings
he should land safely in New York City.

After a somewhat long and tedious voy-
age the gentleman arrived at his destina-

tion with nine live ducks. Measures
were immediately taken to ship the

merchant's share to his place of residence.

The gentleman's share was sent to his

country home. The merchant's share
never left the city, as by some rascality

they were slaughtered and eaten there.

Thus it was that the first progenitors of
this breed in the United States landed
on American soil.

Undoubtedly the first importations
would hardly be recognized as individu-

als of the same breed that is now seen in

the leading shows of this country, so
great an improvement in both size and
form has been effected by the skill of the
American breeder. Single specimens
now occasionally reach the enormous
weight of ten pounds, and it is not at all

unusual to nud pairs weighing fifteen

pounds. The general characteristics of
the Pekin duck are as follows : Plumage,
pure creamy white throughout ; liill deep
yellow, and free from all black spots, or
marks of any other color ; legs of rich

deep orange ; the neck should be long
and of upright carriage, the shape of the
body should be long, broad and deep,
thereby furnishing a large surface for the
accumulation of flesh. The wings are
very short and for flight purposes, use-

less, so that little fencing is necessary to

form an effectual barrier. The Pekin
duck has a great advantage as a market
variety over all other breeds possessing
colored feathers in any portion of their
plumage, namely, a much handsomer ap-

pearance, when dressed and made ready
for sale, for all fine feathers of a dark
hue, show through the skin of a dressed
bird, greatly marring its beauty and con-
sequently detracting much from its value.
The voice of the Pekin duck is very harsh
aud stridant, much more so than that of
any other variety, so that the noise of
a large flock is fairly a deafening roar.

She is also rather timid, disturbed by the
slightest sound, and agitated by the ap-
pearance of the slightest shadow across
her path.
At present there are many varieties of

ducks each of greater or less excellence
and having as well its own special admir-
ers and advocates. Doubtless there are a
number of breeds which, if sufficient

pains were taken for their full develop-
ment, would rival the Pekin in economic
qualities, but nevertheless, the fact re-

mains that the Pekin is the most popular
duck of the present age, the one culti-

vated without exception, by all those
poultrymen who have devoted the whole
or a large portion of their time to the
business of^ rearing in immense numbers
ducks for the broiler trade.—American
Home.

Ventilation of the Piareon Loft.

£\.\. ail iM^cUMJUa \J% iiv n\.

those which are wanting in that bright,

rich color, which denotes perfect health,

remove at once from the flock to a place

remote, where they should be at once
put under medical treatment.—Poultry

World.

Light Shippiner Ooops.

Trade in chicks has now opened up for

another season, and in this connection

the matter of shipping coops plays a part,

especially in the bill of express charges

at the destination end. It behooves every
sensible and good-hearted fancier anil

breeder to ship in coops that are made
as light in weight as is consistent with
absolute safety while in transit. Do unto
others as you would have them do unto
you is a good old-time maxim and one
that will apply directly in the matter
here under discussion. Every breeder,

as a matter of course, has his ideal ship-

ping coop and therefore we have ours,

which we will here describe as liest we
can with the pen. In the first place we
use seven cents per yard unbleached
muslin. For a single cockerel we make
the bottom one foot square, using half-

inch siding boards, six inches wide for

that purpose. Two cleats run along the
bottom near the edges on the other side.

They are made of thin plastering laths.

For the four posts we use selected plaster-

ing lath, the strongest and best picked
from the bundle. These are cut twenty
inches long, and they are notched in ' at

the four corners of the bottom and nailed

thereto by wire nails. For the pieces

that run around the top and bottom we
rip one of the six-inch siding boards,
making one three and one-half inches
wide, which goes around the bottom, and
the other two and one-half inches, which
goes around the tops. Now we have our
frame made ready for the canvas or
muslin. This we cut the proper width
and length and tack on with four ounce
upholstering tacks, drawing the muslin
taut as you proceed. On the top we
place one six-inch wide, half-inch thick
siding board and finish out with plaster-

ing lath, .spaced one-inch apart. The
lath is nailed on with wire nails as you
make the coop, while the board which

most urgently advise cleanliness and dry-

ness, there is one thing that should never

be neglected, which we deem of para-

mount importance to the continuous

health and comfort of our feathered pets,

and that is good ventilation of the pigeon
loft. Pigeons cau endure a great deal of
heat in summer and much cold in winter,

but at all times of the year they need
fresh air, and plenty of it. At this sea-

son, when we are compelled to house
them with more care than during the
summer months, there is nothing that is

so hurtful or which will induce roup
aud other dise.-ises more readily than will

confining pigeons in a close loft day and
night, where they are forced to breathe
the foul and tainted air all the time. No
matter how cold it is, in the middle of
the day let them have plenty of fresh air.

The loft should be thoroughly ventilated

every day. If this be done, not only will

the number of patients for the sick pen
be greatly diminished, but the condition
of the birds will be improved. Every
fancier knows that condition is a most
essential point in the show i)en, for no
matter how good a bird may be in all

other ]x>ints, if it lacks condition it stands
a very poor chance of winning. Great
care should be taken to keep the loft free

from draughts, for a draughty loft is al-

most as dangerous as a badly ventilated

one.—Feathered World.

Examine the Oombs.

It is the easiest thing in the world

—

"when you know how 'tis done"—to tell

when your fowls are in ill health, even

in the incipient stages of any disease or

ailment, if you but examine your flock

carefully. The comb of each fowl is a

true index to the workings of their sys-

tems. If they be in ill health the comb
will lose color and become far less firm

in texture ; as the malady increases the
color decreases, till a very sick bird will

show a comb almost devoid a scarlet color,

being of a livid dull crimson, or else pale

or ashy in appearance. If the cholera
or any other disease should come into

the flock, carefully examine the comb of

each bird, morning and night, and all

-.Am^^'^ie. *t.<. V..*.^ci .n.1<.x4 .^/^....^ w».t.«

are ready to ship. The board should be
plained that the express sticker may be
placed thereon. Such a coop weighs five

pounds, with litter in the bottom and
feed. In one corner of the coop is placed
a tomato can, cut down, for feed an^i

water, fastened to the post by one nail.

The alxjve is our ideal shipping coop,
and breeders have congratulated us upon
it everywhere. It is neat, light and busi-

ness like. The same style is followed in

other sizes. For a breeding pen coop
heavier posts are used by ripping a siding
board in half. As express rates are high,
we must study lightness of coop com-
bined with durability and safety.—Poul-
try News.

Droppingr Boards.

Do you use them ? If not, why not ?

They are a most useful and cleanly fea-

ture, and should be in every poultry

house, large or small. A few days since

a visitor to our fwultry house, who ar-

rived on a Monday morning, was quite
astonished to notice the amount of
manure on the boards under the perches.
They had been cleaned and sanded on
Saturday, and the hoy was just ready to

begin operations on them when our
visitor came in. He was surprised to

think how much dirt they kept from the
floor, and he remarked : "I am quite
glad you were a little late this morning,
for seeing them before being cleaned off

is a great lesson to me, as showing me
what a great advantage it is to have them
in use. I have often read in different

journals about them but never thought
they were much use. I tell you I will

have them in my house in the course of
a week or so." Now that lesson would
have been lost if we had been at our work
as early as usual that morning, for the
sight of the clean sanded boards would
not have made their usefulness so appar-
ent. We brushed away a little of the
litter on the floor, and our friend could
hardly realize that over a hundred birds

had been in the house for over two weeks,
so much difference is made by employing
simple devices to save dirt and work. As
our friend observed, "you could not step
into my house where I only keep about
thirty birds without your feet sticking to

the floor, if it were not cleaned out twice
a week, and then you have the advantage,
because this txjard saves the floor from
the accumulation of the moisture from
the droppings, and that is what smells so
badly on most board floors." Yes ! and if

in time these boards become offensive

they can be put aside in the air until

purified and free from anything disagree-
able, and then utilized again. Always
sand the boards after scraping off the
manure with a hoe into your little wheel-
barrow. The little earth put on absorbs
the noxious gases, and also makes the
cleaning quicker. The dropping boards
should extend about a foot beyond the
perches on either side, and be about
the same space from the perches, made
of light lumber, and joined together in

one piece for convenience.—Canadian
Poultry Journal.

Dovniy Fow^ls.

This new breed was obtained first as a

sport from the Plymouth Rock breed,

and entirely different from the ancient

breed called silkies. They have now
been bred several years, and the special

characteristic in regard to their downy
feathers is well established. But what
advantage have they over any otU^r
standard breeds of fowls? There are two
special points that distinguish the downy
fowls from any of the standard breeds
now before the people to choose from.
The points are : First, they are covered
with a peculiar fluffy, downy plumage, as
soft as any goose can brag of, and equally
as good for pillows or t)eds, etc. They are
unable to fly over an ordinary fence three
feet high on account of the '{peculiar cou-
struction of their wing feathers, which
are short and stubby ; almost devoid of
any web to hold the air. Their futile

attempts at flight, when frightened, are
sometimes quite laughable, as they are as
liable to come down wrong side up as

right. The downy fowls have proven
themselves better layers than the Ply-
mouth Rocks ; the eggs are good sized.

They are good sitters and make excellent
mothers, in fact, on account of their pe-
culiar dowuy plumage I claim they«re
superior to any other breed of fowls.

The dowiiies are the fowls especially

adapted for those that live in towns and
cities and wish to have chickens that
will not bother their neighbors without
extra expense of building a special en-
closure eight or ten feet high, as is re-

quired to restrain ordinary fowls. Any
good fence, three feet high, is amply
sufficient to keep the downy fowls at

home. When better known the downies
are bound to become favorites in the
towns and cities among those who have
nice yards that they do not wish marred
by an unsightly high poultry enclosure

;

aud the unsightly enclosures called poul-
try yards, eight to twelve feet high will

be a thing of the past.—W. D. Hills in

Fanciers' Gazette.

Dust Boxes.

Don't forget these necessary adjuncts

to the poultry pens. It will be no use

to employ a big "D" to condemn the lice,

or miscall the birds "lousy thieves," as

we heard lately a careless keeper dub the
poor things. If you will not give them
their natural plan for keeping clean they
will be dirty, a misery to themselves
and their owner. Put the dust box in a
light, sunny spot, and they will enjoy it

as you do your own bath. We often

find the hens too full of enjoyment to go
on the nest to lay, and they will deposit
their eggs there sooner than leave off in

the midst of their toilet to go to their ordi-

nary laying quarters. They can't thrive

without a dust box. Even if the floor is of
earth, it is not so sweet and clean as the
l>ox of earth would be, aud they will re-

fuse to dust in it when it becomes
charged with their droppings, and no
wonder. How do you think a bath would
suit you if the water used for it was con-
taminated with ever such a little refuse

sewer water? If you undertake to keep
fowls you must give in to their natural
requirements, and remember a fowl can't

be anything else but a fowl, and that it

can't change its nature to suit you, if it

was even willing.—Canadian Poultry
Journal.

— It is not best to mate a cockerel with
the pnllets of the same family, yet the
first year it will not matter so much.

II \
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WASHINGTON KENNEL NEWS.

Klectlon of Officers In the Waslilimrton

City Kennel CInb.

Washington, Dec. 10.—The annual

meeting of the Washington City Kennel

Club was held Tuesday, DeceniJ)er 9, at

which the follownig officers were elected

for the ensuing year : Samuel StinemeU,

president; Frank W. Moulton, vice-

president ; Frederick Webster, secretary,

and Mr. Barrett, treasurer.

The Bench Show Committee is just

boiling over with enthusiasm, and they

seem to have been so active in infusing

that enthusiasm in all the other mem-

bers, that even the most conservative of

them are beginning to bubble and sing

in a manner truly gratifying, and the in-

terest is not altogether local, for we are

receiving encouragement and good words

from all sides.

The hall secured for the show is the

Washington Riding Academy, which is,

to put it in two words, simply perfect,

and there will be ample room to bench

500 dogs comfortably, which numl)er8 we
hope to see on exhibition next March.

Ever since its reorganization the club

has been moving smoothly and harmoni-

ously, no discordant and antagonizing

factions existing, while among all its

raeml»ers the greatest good feeliug is

manifested, which is a notable contrast

of the condition of it under its former

management, and is of itself an assurance

of success.

One of our most active dog men, Mr.

F. W. Moulton, recently met with a

severe loss in the deith of his stud bull

terrier Trentham Sport. The dog was

being secured preparatory to cutting his

e»ra, when through the stupidity and

carelessness of the veterinary he was suffo-

cated. Trentham Sport was bv Trent-

ham Baron—Venom, by Grand Duke,

which latter dog he strongly resembled.

Much as he feels his loss, Mr. Moulton
evidently does not mean to let it inter-

r«...«. ...<*i« uia l,r<><»r1i«i<r r^rM»rntion(; as be

is making arrangements to replace him
with an importation early in the spring.

"The Dean."

Jusx^ Out.

*•**•**••*•
PRICE 50C.

The American Pigeon Standard

AS ADOPTED BV THK

AMERICAN GOLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

Containing a Complete Description of thk

Recognized Varieties of Iiokons.

CHARLES TAULMAN. Editor.

Sent prfpaid by mail from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

Ready Early in December.

OUR CLUBBINQ LIST.

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
OF THE

FANCIERS' GAZETTE
AND PEX STOCK

WILL contain

Three Colored Plates

MEARLYA SCORE PORTRAITS OF

PRIZE DOGS. POULTRY, PIGEOMS,

Etc., Etc., Etc.

A host of authorities have promised contribu-
tions iu each section.

Price 6c.; post free. loc.; specially pached. post
free, 13c. Address

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE {Umiied).

54 to 57 Imperial Buildings,

Lud^ate Circus, London, E. C.

Orders for the Christmas nunilier of the Fan-

ciers' GhxcILc c*ii» tJ<- id*. T»'ii«i Urt. « ricc 2Z ccs.s

per copy, postpaid.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal

for one year with any of the following named

publications, post free, upon receipt of price

named :

Regiilar
Price.

American Augler $3 «>

Americ in Afiriculturist . . . . 1.50

American Field 5.<»

American Fish and Game War-
den ••"'

.American Garden i-oo

American Poultry Yard .... 1.50

American Stock-Keeper .... 2 00

American Kennel Gaictte . . . 100
Canadian poultry Journal ... .75

Canadian Poultry Review . . . I-oo

Canadian Pigeon and Pets. . . .50

Century 4 00

Country Gfutleinan 2.50

Delaware Farm and Home . . i.oo

Fanciers' Gazette iKnglish) . . 2.10

Fanciers' Gaiette (American) . 1.00

Farm Journal 5°

Farm Poultry 5°

Frank Leslie''s

Popular Monthlv 3.00

Illustrated Weekly 4.00

Budget of Wit 2.2s

Pleasxtit Hours 175
Guide and Friend 25

Garden and Forest 4-00

Georgia Farmer 50
Harper's Monthly 4.<»

weekly 4.<»

With
Fanciers'
Journal.

I4.00
3.50
6 00

3-00

35°
325
300
300
300
3<M
2.70

5-50
350
2.75
4-25
2.60
2.60
2.60

4.00
5-00

3-75
325
2.60

5-50
3.60

5.00
5.00

TREASURERS REPORT OF THE A.K.C.

Special to The Journal

The following is the treasurer's report

of the finances of the American Kennel

Club, read at the meeting of said club in

New York, on Thnrs<lay :

Balance on hand January t and receipts

to date *^9 33
Rxpenses for same period 6192.18

Balance on hand 2487.15

I beg to report that every obligation has been
met, we have no outstancflug indebtedness, and
we are now closing a satisfactory and prosper-

ous year. Respectfully submitted,

A. P. Vredesburoh, Secretary.

Out of this amount on hand the Stud-

Book for 1890 has to l)e printed. The
cost will be al>out |iooo. Hastily,

Oakview.

90.92

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

32 South Third St., Philadelphia. Pa.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,

RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, &C.

It is the recognir.ed English organ on these sul>-

jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-

per of its class. American breeders will find the

best F^uglish stock advertised in its columns.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, <>;i. 15,
Office: 139 at 140 Fleet St., K. C. London,

England.

2.00

300
50

1.00

(Weekly)

.

New York Times (Weekly)

Tim "Ueal" of the Runslan Wolf-hotind
Klste.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Please allow me to say that the

statements of Mr. Huscroft in the Ameri-

can Field of Decemljer 6, as far as they

affect the bitch Elsie, Mr. Lloyd and me,

are strictly correct, barring a strict in-

terpretation of the word "bargain" as in-

corporated in Mr. Huscroft's censure of

Mr. Rosseau, there having been absolutely

110 bargain whatever. I laving succeeded

in demonstrating his ignorance of the

breed, and that the progeny of the de-

spised Elsie and Krilutt can beat his pet

Zloeem, "the best Barzoi out of Russia,"

I hope Mr. Rosseau will subside.

Yours truly,

W. Wade.
HiTLToN, Pa., Dec. 6, 1890.

Bdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C_

Mazar ...
Young People ....

Lippincott's Maifazine. . .

New England Fancier . . .

New Jersey Agriculturist .

New York Mail and Exprem
2.00

1.00

New York World (Weekly) . . i.oo

Ohio Poultry Journal I.oo

Poultry Bulletin i.oo

Poultry Chum 25

Poultry in California 5°
Poultry Herald 5°
Poultry Keeper JO
Poultry Monthly 1-25

Poultry News ....'.. .25

Poultry World . I 25

Practical Poultryman 50
Popular Science News i.oo

Prairie Farmer i 00

Puck 500
Rural Califomian i-«o

Rural New Yorker 2.00

Scientific American 3.00

Architects' Edition . 5. o

Southern Fancier 50

Shooting Times (English) . . . 2 60

Spirit ofthe Times 5.<»

Sports Afield 2.00

Stock Keeper (English) 3.15

St. Nicholas 300
The Fancier i 00

The Fanciers' Monthly .... 1.00

The Fanciers Review 35
Truth 400
Turf, Field and Farm 5.00

3.00

550
2.75
3.00

350
300
300
3.00
2.60
2.60

2.75

2.75
2.70

300
a.6o

300
2.75

275
275
6.00

300
3.50
400
6.00

2.75

4.70
6 00

3 7.S

4.SO
4.50
3.00
300
2.70
501
6.00

INCUBATORS.

Praine Sfafe Incubator

Twenty-seven. I St premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York City,

for best incubator in show
room. This was the jfreat-

est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFFrrRIDGE,
General Agent,

Atco. New Jersey.
76-127

li
KOHITOR INCUBATOR.
Twenty-three first premiunia

in one year. I^rge circular for

stamp. A. F. WILLIAMS.
Sli-140 Bristol, Conn.

PINELAND
INCUBATORS
AND

BROODERS
LEAD ALL OTHERS.

Five firsU, two seconds and one special at the

three great New Jer>*y fairs, Mt. Holly Wa-
verly and Trenton. We manufacture the latest

and'greatest novelty.

The Paragon Incubator
The simplest, cheapest and best hot water incu-

bator ever invented. Our mammoth catalogue,

evervthino for the poultry yard

Ready Dec. i . Price 5 cents. Circulars fre«.

Address,

PINEUNO INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO..

78-129 Jamesburg. New Jersey.

EUREKA
SEND 5 CENTS OR STAMPS

FOR
loo-PAGE HO(JK OF

INCUBATORS AND BROODHRS TO
J. L. CAMPBELL. West Klizal)eth, Pa.

This ad. is good for $1 part payment f"r^n in-

cubator N6-112

THE
-EMPIRE INCUBATOR-

AND BROODERS.
Winner of First Prizes at every Shaw where

exhittited.

This machine is warranted to hatch 90 per cent

when operated as directed, or price of machine
refunded. A written guarantee will be given

with the sale of each incubator. This incubatjr

was invented by a man of several years' experi-

ence in poultry raising and the mauagemenl ol

different inako of incubators. It is constructed

ofthe very best materials of their several kinds,

and the work executed by the very best of work-

men. Write for catologue and price li.st. Please

enclose ic. postage stamp.

EMPIRE INCUBATOR CO..
Hambiro. new York.

mi-.Address all corrfi/Mndence lo fltanch Officf,

itg Edmund .Sliz-el. Camden, N. J. 84-110

PUBLICATIONS.

AMEUICAN KKXXKL CIAflJ

F*edigree» Hrinted

Stud BOOK.

INCU
Himple, Perfect,

EXCELSIOR

ATOR
t<eir.recalatlBC.

-IN-

Readers of The Fanciers' Journal

corresponding or visiting with ad-

vertisers will confer a favor by

MENTIONING The Journal.

ATTRACTIVE FORM-

AT MODERATE PRICES.

AT THIS OFFICE.

Blanks lor registering in the official Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains theJudges' reports and certified priie lists

of the different shows. Stud Bojk registrations

and numlH-rs of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 llroadway. New York.

nunrtr<><lR In flnc-H
i
eewiral operation.
GuamntwHl to hatch
IBB larifp p<"roent«i?eM
of f.-rtllecRKS an any •
other liatcher. Hend «c. for

new Illuatrated ('atalo«cue,

6E0.H.STAHL,Quincy.llL

Berkshire Pigs.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both sexes), St.

Bernard Dogs. Light Hrahmas.CaiHmizing Tools,

Strawberry Plants, address r,F,0 g DOW,
47-2wm North Kppiug, N. H.

R8TAHI..ISHR1> 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry. Pig-

eons. Rabbits, Cats, Cavics and Cage Birds.

Articles by the leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Si>ecialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free. United States and Canada,
$3.10.

,

Address Post-Office OrdersBiidcommnnicatlodB
lo the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to ^^ Impe-
rial Buildings, I.udgate Circus, lA>ndon, K. C,
RnglaiKl.
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BOOKS FOR FA35fCIER8.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.

American Kennel. Burges )
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of. Asbmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6rao .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Diaeaae. By Ashmont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XIII,each
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions
Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog

Pedigree Record Book, loo pages, fifth gen-
eration

• Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog
Teufel the Terntr ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer

The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait
'The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ....
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; «i leather . .

J"8.00

3-00

1.50

t.oo

.80

2.00

•50

3.00

50
I.OO

•50

•75

a.oo

•50

5.00

4.50
4-50

1.50

1.00

•50

•50

6.00

3.00

a.50

2.00

2.50
.60

•SO

•75

Youatt on the Dog .

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir
Clotn

CAOB BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover
Cloth

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. .

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G. J. Bamesby

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts

LoA Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright

.

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

POl'LTRY.

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. I..ewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Capunizing. George Q. Dow.
Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultrjr Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Poultry Yard. Miss WatU
Practical PoutttA' Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry for the Many Plantagenet . . .

Poultry Doctor. J. B. Dlehl
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....
Standard'^ for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. •

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper
Poultry for the people. Comyns
Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-
ing. Comyns

MISCBI^LAMEOnS.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated)
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

The Art of Training Animals; paper; il-

lustrated
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals

1.25

2-50

75

I.oo

1.25
J.25
5.00
2.50

2.75
•25

4.00
2.50

•50

• 75

•50

75

15.00

1.50
I.oo

.50

50

8.00

2.00

1.50

•50
5.00
•SO

•50

5.00
•50

•50

9°oo
1-50

•50
2.00

•50

15
"•50

•25

I.oo

I.oo

5.00
•50

.50

2.00

1.50

•50

rjo

^he J4omir\^ 6xch«n|e.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and trnining of Homing
PiOKONS. The official journal of 'nPhe Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers. " |i
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GEKMANTOWN, PA.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEG BANDS
FOR AH VARIETIES OP PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every baud regis-
tered, each iViC Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. B. S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, 98.00
Griiiinlated Hone, " lOO " 8.75
Ground Ueef
Scraps, - - . " 100 8.00

Calclte, - - - - " 800 8.00
Crashed FIlut, • " 200 " 3.00
Crushed Oyster
Sbells, - - - " 200 " «.00

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

C. H. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

42-93 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

FERRETS vs. RATS.

First-class Ferrets. Sure Pop breed. ISpectally
broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets not
broken. For .sale by Adolph Isaacsen, "Sure
Pop," 92 Fulton Street, New York City. The
second edition, revised and illustrated, of my
celebrated handbook, "All About Ferrets and
Rats" mailed to any address on receipt of twen-
ty-five cents. 88-91

THE CHEAPEST BOOK STORE

IN THE WORLD.

All the leading Sporting, Agricultural, Poultry,
Dog and Stock Breeders' Books at prices that
will surprise you. HOLIDAY BOOKS. Send
for Mammoth Catalogue.

LEGGAT BROTHERS,
89-92 81 Chambers St., N. Y. City.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
Ihi! headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Beagle*.

BEAGLE HOUNDS FROM TWO MONTHS
to three years old. Puppies and trained
stock ; bred from hunting qualities, not reg.
stock. Fine heads, long ears, good size and
form. E. P Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Winchelf,
Fair Haven, Vt.

Collies.

FR SALE—A FINE BITCH "DING DONG "

(15,211), by Champion Scotilla (5962)outof
Lady Bess (13,498), in whelp to tfharapion
Clipper (13,048), will be due about January
15, '91. George H. Sherman,Box 353,Pough-
keepsie, N. Y. 91-92

RDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
do«s. See di.splaved advertisement. W.
Atlee Rupee &Co.,'PhiIadelphia, Pa. 85-tf

RDERS BOOKET for collie pups bred as
follows: Bj Meichley Wonder out of R09-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gaylass, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

O

O

tf

For Sale or Exohanse.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; mastiffs Eadbert, Eriant
and bitch pup ; pointer does, bitches and
puppies ; Irish setters, and pair puppies 6
months old, by Dick Swiveler ; greyhound
and beagle puppies. Want breach -loading
shot guns and rifles, folding boat, fielo-

glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top desk.

J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

Fox Honnds.

FOX HOUNDS FROM BEST PACKSIN PENN-
sylvania. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ate<1 Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

Fox Terriers.

f^OR SALE — FO.X TERRIERS OF THE
H highest breeding. Puppies and young

bitches in whelp at moderate prices. Print-
ed pedigrees on application to J. A. Hoffar,

143 N St., Washington, D. C. 81 tf.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cenUper wordfor each insertion.

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine young pups by RosI^

Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kenne
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

lyn
IS,

Masting.

FR SALE—REGISTERED STUD MASTIFF
and Brood Bitch, in season January. Price,

930. Prank W. Clark, Sharon, Pa. 90^92

Pointers.

W ELL-BRED POINTERS WITH PEDI-
grecs for sale, broken, and puppies. W.
L. Weaver, Millersburg, Pa. 90.91

Puss.

FINE PUPS ON SALE.-
Lancaster, Mass.

-Chequasset Kennels,
75-eow

Babbit Hounds.

RABBIT HOUNDS—GOOD LOOKING NA-
tive beagles, guaranteed excellent in the
field at$2o each ; same kind unbroken, $10.

Pedigreed beagles at reasonable prices.

Largest stock in the United States. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia^ 82 tf

Setters.

FOR SALE—GRAND YOUNG LLEWELLYN
Setter Bob Gates, Jr., by Bob Gates—Flo.
Maclin, by Gath's Mark—Cosey ; is fast,

staunch, and very tractable. Box 26, New-
bnryport, Mass. qi-it

St. Bernards.

FR SALE—THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud do^^s,

brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches tn
whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

FR SALE.—VERY FINE LITTER OF PUPS.
For pedigree and full particulars address J.
H. Gault, Gaul and Adams Streets, Phila-
delphia. 86«3

MENTHON KENNELS, Phoenixville, Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-118

VKriOBS.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, Philadelvhia, Pa.

T-^ LECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
[^. supplied ai iow prices. The raucicrs irao-
"*-' lishiug Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

SETTERS AND POINTERS, BROKEN AND
unbrokc.i. Send for descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

TVanted.
'

wANTED TO LEASE — A THOROUGH-
bred Llewellyn bitch in season to breed to
first-class native setter. Will divide litter

or pay cash for use. Bitch mubt l>e a fast

mover. Address Breeder, care Fanciers'
JOtWNAL. 90-tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this tuading/or 2 cents per wordjor each insertion.

Artists.

^FECIAL engravings made from photographr
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co., 32C5 South Third St., Philadelphia.

For Sale or Exchange.

WILL EXCHANGE INCUBATORS FOR
pullets, or hens not more than 1% years
old. Not less than three-fourths I.,eghorn
blood. Also black Spanish. Empire In-

84-tf cubator Co., si9Edmund St., Camden, N. J.

Gaines.

BLACK REDS, CAPTAIN HEATON'S AND
Sam Matthews' most celebrated stock ;Brown
Reds, C. W. Bricrly; Duckwings, Brockbank
andChaloners'; I'ylcs.Brierly's. BlackReds,
hens ist and 2d at Industrial; Brown Reds,
cock 1st and hen I st and 3d at Iiidii.strial;

Pyles, cock ist and hen 2d at London. The
recent winners are all in my yard, also
many other great winners. Also Sumatra
and White Aseel Game. E. F. Doty, 47
Wellington Place, Toronto.

Game Bantams.

BROWN REDS. BLACK REDS, DUCKWING
piles. I have won hundreds of prizes during
the last few years on my games and game
bantams ana at present my stock is well
able to uphold its past high reputation.
Amongst mv Brown Reds are cock, 2d, hen,
2d, at Industrial. Cock, ist and 2d. hen, ist

and 2d, cockerels and pullets, ist and 2d, at
Hamilton. Nearly all my birds are winners.
I have a grand lot for sale, all colors. E. F.

Dotv, 47 Wellington Place, Toronto.

Various.

BUFF COCHINS AND LIGHT BRAHMAS
for sale, cheap. Also several Brahma
Cockerels. Thos. Ridgway, 6200 Girard
Avenue, W. Philada. 91-it

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns, Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

B. F. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted unSer^

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertitfn

Various.

FOR POULTRY, EGGS AND PET STOCK,
address A S. Way, Chattanooga, Tenn. 89-tf

PEDIGREE Blanks for four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Bx-
tendea four page Blanks, s cents each, or 50
cents per dozen, mailed postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

, 32 South Third St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE L/-CED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. "The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philade
phia. Pa.

PEDIGREES carefully revised to insure cor
rectness, and printed iu an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

PhIlia, Pa.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted undet
this headingfor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion

Barbs.

THREE RED COCKS, TWO BLACK HENS-'
one Dun Hen. Pine birds. F. Baily, Ard-
more. Pa. 91

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 51 1 W. BIDDLB
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-face
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Homing Plgreons.

GEORGE V. CRESSON'S HOMING PIG-
eons for sale. Removal from old lofl com-
pels me to dispose of iiiy birds. All my
own breeding from best strains. Full pea-
igrees given and absolute purity of blood
guaranteed. Address Eighteenth and Ham-
ilton Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 91-it

C. CONLEY, 4133 CHESTNUT STREET,
Philadelphia, breeder and fancier of
longKlistance homers only ; winner of In-
ter-state and challenge races with young
birds. 1S89 ; 2d diploma in old birds, season
of 1889. from 300 miles, and first bird to
Philadelphia from 40U miles in Concourse.
A few youngsters for sale at reasonable
prices.

J

Jacobins.

T,

BAILY, ARDMORE, PA —GREAT PRIZE
winning Jacobins, from finest imported
stock. 91 -2t

W. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
and breeder of Jacobins. 30-106

Swallows.

V A. PICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-
|- more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all

* colors, with and without white bars plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier,
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of biros, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as nne a
stock as can be found.

Tnrblts.

LL FOR SALE—BLUE, YELLOW, SILVER
L winged; Black Dun Blue-tailed; Black,Duo,

Yellow solid. F. Baily, Ardmore, Pa. 91

Various.

A"
LL KINDS of birds and animals. Wilson's
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

PRINTING estimates given forcirculars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Lop Rabbits.

FR SALE—Imported stock, winners in Eng-
land. Fred Stahrer, 119 Abbott Street,
I.awrence, Mass. 73-124

Artists and Bngravers.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets. Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schieiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged lobe the
Dcst animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photoeraplis
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Pubushine
Co.. w South Third St. Phllsrlelpi..-. !»•

Drinking Fountain.

THE BF.ST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pinelaiul Fountain;
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, J8 per
dosen. Address Pinelnnd Incubator and

81-lf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey

Goldfish.

FR SALE—JAPANF„SE FANTAIL GOLD-
fish for breeding or acqiiaria. A fine lot
this year's crop just arrived from Japan.
Send for price list. Edw. S. Schmid, Wash-
ington, D. C. 91 94

f\

fe!i
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PKK 1<H)S«. FKKT COMPLKTE
KOOK FOR HKN HOUSK OK SHKO.

ROOFING
UNEQUALED

For House, Barn,

and all ont-bulldln4PU

Anybody can put It on.

PRICE LOW.
^^^^^^^^ VriUi for Sample MidBofllr

INDIANA PAINT A NOOFINQ OO.

Splendid Holiday Presents.

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND AW. OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS.

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

BG<ilS KOU HATCHING.

SBl^D FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE.
31 » Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-«3I

THEO. P. GREEN,

Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu2 Line Homers.

POULTRY & DOG SHOWS. POULTRY & DOG SHOWS.

FIFTH ANNUAL^ EXHIBITION
POULTRY, PIGEONS, PET STOCK and DOGS,

AT MUSIC HALL, PROVIDENCE,
DEC. 29, 30 AND 31, 1890. AND JAN. 1. 1891.

Premium I.ist now ready. If you have not received one, fiend your name lo the Secretary.

Regular premiums and 8 large list of caHh specialx.

B. O. DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer,

P. O. Box 1061, Providence, R I.

H. S. BABOOCK. President. 88 93

Edw. K. Tryon.Jr.,& Co.,

Wand 12 N. Sixth St..

F»HlIvAUELl^HlA.

AMERICA'S LEADING SHOW!
THE NEW YORK POULTRY AND PIGEON ASSOCIATION

(LIMITEIJ)
WIU. HOLD ITS SKCOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION IN

Madison Square Garden, New York City,

FEBRUARY 4 to .0, 1891.

Compelitioo open to the World. It is an incorporated association under the laws of the state 01

New York. Send name and address for premium li.st of the

CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW OF AMERICA,
Which will be mailed as sooo as completed, at>out December 30. '890 *'"1I particulars and in-

formation from

T. FARRER RAOKHAM, Secretary and Superintendent,

9>^ EAST ORANGE. N. J.

$6000.00 PRIZES $6000.00

PICTURE OF

ROYAL BLUE

LINE HKN

^ WINNRK OP THE

SPEED PRIZE

FOR 1890

AND $as IN GOLD.

THE LOUISIANA PODLTRY AND PET STOCK ASSOCIATION
(IJmlted.)

POULTRY AND BENCH SHOW.
WASHINGTON ARTILLERY HALL, NEW ORLEANS, LA.,

JANUARY 20 TO 25, 1891.
ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 16, 1891.

JUDGES.—POUI-TRY, I. K Kelch, D. M. Owen, H. S. Coming. PIGEONS, Georob E.
Purr. DUOS.—John Davidson, H. P. Schellhabs, Hon. N. I). Wallace.

For Premium List, etc., address
A. E. SHAW, Secretary,

1*. O. Box 1658, New Orleans, La.
H. A. BRIDGE, Superintendent. 9^96

Guns and Ammunition

DOG COLLARS.

Austin's A Spratts' Dog Cakes.

Glover's Dog Soap £ Medicines.

GENERAL SPORTING GOODS.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson. New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED 4 WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE 4 GOLDEN WYAND0TTE8.

189

TO THE FANCIERS' POBLISHM COMPANY.

NO. 32 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Enclosed find Two Dollars and Fifty Cents for which send " The

Fanciers' Journal" for One Year.

NAME^

ADDRESS^

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America,
New York, February, 1890, I was awarded the
fullowing prires, in competition with the best
breeders

:

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD.

for best Barred Plymonth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, third,

fourth, and tie fifth on Barred Plymouth Rock
Hens ; first and third on Silver Wyandotte Pul-

lets ; third or equal score with first on Golden
Wyandotte Pnllets.
Choice Breeding and Exhibition Birds, bred

from my winners, for sale. Illustrated circular

free. 86-138

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRAHDEST IMDIAM GAMES

EVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected durni; oiir eiglil weeks'
search amoiig the best breeders of KiiRland. If

you want choice brkf.derb or wi.nnkks at the
winter shows, we can supply. Red Caps. Anda-
lusians. While Wyandottes. Free catalogue.

88tr

C. A. SHARP & CO..
Lockport, New York.

I will breed youngsters from two ot the best

lofts in America from proven records of five

hundred miles and over. Send for new circular

and price list of 1891. 44-95

Before You Subscribe

For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Paper vou should send for my list of
papers. I can iumish you any paper published
cheaper than the publisher's price, and if you
ubacribe for two or more papers you will gel a
still lower rate than if you subscrilw for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents for postage and I'll niail you a
large bundle of se niple copies of diflTerent papers.

ADDRESS

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
|

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS
AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Aflstin's CeleMeil Dog Cakes:^^^

i&loyer's IiperialM Remeflics

•«tt

F. D. BECK,
Box 11. Wellsburg, W. V«.

B. F. LBWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Professional bench show handler. Dogs board-

ed and put in condition for shows.

ELM STATION,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

I AK NOT IN THE PIQEON BUSINESS,

but Ijreed, for A FANCY . Urh class

TAITTAZLS
In White, Blacl,

RedanilYellow,

Axd have for sal
at nil times

Very Simerior Birds,

unexcelled in qual-
ity iit $2.Q0*^>":'>i
and lip. SatiiifactloD

guaranteed.

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
S^Bemare ofworthless imitations, same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

DOG SOAP, Certain death to jfleas, and

MEDICINES for all canine diseases.
•CDMMUN bKNSEOFDOG DOCTORIN«J,"

(Post free, 28c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
THE GREATEST HOG PRODUCINC. FOOD.
7** most .Vuliiliiius and Dif^estihU h'ond for Ijay-

ing Hens and for gelling all iinds 0/
f\>HUry into .Sho7V Condilion.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Unequaled for rearing Early Cliiikeiis.

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the usual heavy mortalily in reaiing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . . 50 cents
Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents
Cure for (;apes per bottle so cents
Poultry and Pigeon Soap . per cake 25 cents
Order from your dealer. Full particulars Irora

SPRAITS PATKNT(America I, I..IMri''l».
i»-»45 East s6tb St., New York City. 71-97 .

TAKEN FROM LIFE

Am glad at hII timps to show my stock.

DO NOT AN8W F.R P08 I AL CA RD8.

H. C. NORTON,
Germantown, Pa.

OrZiTSo. FourOi St., PhllaHa

Orange County

POULTRY FARM AND YiRDS

Cockerels of his Famous Peerless Strains of
Single-comb Brown I.eghonis, While and Barred
Plymouth Rocks, from $2 lo I5 each per pair
Tnos and breeding pens a matter of correspond-
ence. Guinea Pigs for sale at $2 per pair. En-
close K. itaiup.

E. L. REQUA, Manager,

85-137 Highland Mills, N. Y.

DIPC Cheaters, Berkshire*, Poland*. Fox
rlUO. Hounds, Beag1eB,ColUes,Setters.W.GIB-
BON8 ft CO.,W. Cbeater.Pa. Send aUmp for cir.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onl^ |i 2.S per year.
Single copies, lac. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

\ 01.. .-», NO. «.•;, I

WIIOI.K. NO., »'i. I
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1890. / PEn ANXUM.fS.SO.

\ SINGLE COPY, 60.

PEN OF BROWN LEGHORNS.
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IN THE STUD.
AA,^tiuments insetted under this heading at the

fix months, and Ssofor the year.

fcf ILLARNEY

IN THE STUD.
'

Idvertisemenis inserted under this heading at

Ihe/ollowinK rates: 0,.e imh s.n^e ,„sert,o,,.

$'J1 $540 for the month; $15 for '""•'

a for SIX montlis, and $50 for the year.
months;

IN THE STUD.

Adfertfsements inserted under this heading at

th7 JhllowiHg rates. One inch, sn.gle insertion

$id; $5 40 lor the month; $,3 for th,ee months;

US for six months, and $50 for the year.

KENNELS

BETTERS & POINTERS ' A^ "''''''' ''"^ '"•''''''•''

DESMOND

PURE BRED IRIi>H SETTERS EXCLUStVEL

PORTED A\D DOMESTIC).

¥

sin-,

I RECKON 18284^

K8oTlfeaa.l.iKbon.M..stor IcRS and vcrv

small feet, excclk-tit body, well ril>be.V Mud
cards on application. To a few approve.! bitches.

Fee. }-. Photos, z.sc. Address

G. W. PRICE.
V. 0. Box 163, Philadilphia, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a.

the following >ates: One inch single inseitiont

Si to- S5.40 /'" the month; Us for three months

fii for s,x months, and S^o for the year.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

9111-

THE KENNEL.

CHAMPION "DICK 8WIVELER."

NOTED DOGS AT STUD :

CHAMPION
DICK SWIVELER,

t,„it«J states p£^^5o

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner 6r»t and special prices, St. Paid show.

18R7 and 18SS.

FEE $25,

GARRVOWKN IV, innp.

Grandson of the grreat Cham.-ion Garryowkn
• the hero of the benches of hiirope.

FEE $25.

To a limited niinibcr of bitches of approved
breeding.

Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

""Kxtra choice Ir*"''. P"P.P.'.!!?..'?2i!!L.*/'''''
""^^''

GEO. H. COVERT IPRop >.

KIM.AUNKY KKNNEI.S,

50-101 177 State Stkkf.t. Chicago, Ii.i-

Red Iri'^h setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan,

England by Hrisct^-Crouse II. This dog con.-

Wnes both ^eld and bench show
q'>«V,^'".

"^
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials^i«88, and on the tench ba'^ wo", his ,

Philadelphia; first. Troy; hrst, Albany, first,

Rochester. 1S88 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia iKIvj *^t'"* '"'^*' *•'?

SIR TATTON
English setter bv Sir AUister-Belle of V»nie^.

Record: First and special at Philadelphia. iS«9.

first and special at l.oadon, Out .8^9. «'y^/^'^'^
ner of 40 prizes an.l cups 111 hi'Kl«>"J- ^vJ.^
is a wonderful i>erformer in the held, ^ee, $35-

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton A voung dog ol

^eit pronVise; excellent in tlie field. Fee, $25.

CARLTON PERO

Fox Terriers.

PUPPIF;» and young HITCHES

for sale from celebrated sires and

prize-winning dams

Irish Terriers

Schipperkes

By Sir Tatton-Princess Charlotte 11. JV inner

of numerous prizes in puppy classes 111 England

last year and winner ol* second prize, p.ij.

class at London. Ont . when out of condition

yiLLsiDB Kennels,

.VV1<M
LANCASTER, MASS.

ipy

Class, Bi uuini"". ";• •••.-- ,"

A grand dog in the held. Fee. |2.s.

GAMBOL
Pointer full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to lis to be served

will be kept free of expense. Tern.s cash in ad-

vance. Bitches not proving in whelp will he en-

titled to free service.

Extended pedigrees and stud cards on applica-

tion.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Cahr W. if. Wmss,

Fox Terriers

-Ft)K SALl"-

43-94
IlKTIII.F.IIKM. Pa.

pOINTER IN STUD.

LEBANON
BY TIM -PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials.

i888; winner of second F:a»lern Field Trials and

first at Central Field Trials, i««9.

FEE. Jso-

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

47-9"

IRISH SETTERS AT STl I).

ST. CLOUD
(1J.131) CH. EI.CHO-NOREEX.

GLENMAR
(13,426) ClI. GLENCIIO-MAVOURNEEN.

Puppies bv the above dogs. Ch. l;''clio Jr and

others for sale. ST. CI.OCII KENNHl.S.

gjjj- Tremonl. NY.

From lliorouglibnd stock and tile best strains.

Circular- on sippliciilioii to

BEVERWYCK KEf^NELS.

80 92-93-io.s P. O. Pox, 6-(>. Albany, N V.

We have for sale a few first das crillie pups by

I

the wonderful stud dog,

CHRISTOPHER
Also three grand l.roo<l bitches (with easy te nis

to any of our stud dogs.)

I

A VKW WKI.I. IIRKP

1R1»H TKRRIKRH
ANI> THRF.i: VKRV TVMC.M.

«chipi'i:rkic«

F'T prices, etc..

.M)DKESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

-,.,2, V O Box 1630, Philadelphia.

AND

PKT IKKiS.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

jrsi iTiii.isni:D pkkk. rosTPAin. .soc

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

s

B

TUNLAW KENNELS STUD FOX TERRIKR
1 MI'f )RTEI>

Brockenhurst Quick

(A.K.C.S.B. 1S474. E-K.C.S.B. 2i«\"i)

Bv The Moonstone (Champion Roy^tcrcr, sire of

Result- Clmniiiion Uia(Uiii)-Brockcuhurst Dain-

ty II (Champion Belgrnviaii—Brockculinrst Dain-

Iv). Won in England six (f.) firsts, live (.s^ sec

ends, two (7) thirds, three (3) fourths and severa

cups and specials. This grand young dog is just

in his prime Fee J 15. For stud cani, etc., ad

dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS. ProDrietor,

1419 F. Street, N. \V., Washington, D. C.

89-141

LACK AND TAN TKKKIKK,

VORTIGERN II

AT STl D-

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS

AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

<;n>nd Comimnions. Rattc'-s and Watch Dogs.

.\T STUD

XHE SBNATOR,
FKK, •!«.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.

^,^11 Box^<)2, New Rochelle. N. V.

Sire Old Champion Vortigern. Weight eigh-

teen pounds Long, lean head; rich ninhog,aiiy

tan This grand vonng dog combines the bloiKl

of the celebrated English Champions Buik I.orrt

George, Prince George and KeiiwotKl yuccii.

lust the dog to breed to dark colored bitches.

Tee $it Address EDWARD LEVEK
81-107 707 W;<1uiit St., Phi ladelphia, Pa.

T SHALL HAVE AT MV KENNELS lOK A

I

I short time

I CH. BEAUFORT, I

i
l-he prope.lv nf Mr W. K Taiiiiton. Champion

j

BeaiiTort's winnings -m the show lunch /'"d Ins

record as a stud dog have prove! him Uie 1h-s

I mastiff ever known. II<- is the sire of more and I

irrcatcr prize winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should iiKike tlit most ol this

grand dog while here. Phologn.plis js cents.

St«dfee,7S J.WINCHELL,

j^ PAMPHLET

Hr DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
V«'t«M'lnary Snrjfooii,

84 97 fifri HKOADWAY. new yoiik.

C()rCH....IOLLlKS

FORDHOOK KENNELS

»,„ ^..,.»iu the Inreest in America devoted ex

clnsivelv to t e breol.ng "f Kougb coated Scotch

O^l es We are now booking or.krs foMmppjes
loiiirs.

.. ,, 1^ Suiiire. a son of Ch. 1 he

^ouketimonChref, letter brother of Ch. Carac

r r IS The Bard, a son ofCli Smuggler, and s>rol,

a^n of Ch Hopscotch, and out ..? onr best im^

norted bite les. Write at once lor prices and full

aeSriplk,ns Also one litter sired by the worl.l s

ch^iiinon, SCOTII-LA, and out of D.usy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE &. CO..

79-130 47S NorH' i"' ^^ »''''""'' H'bia. P-t

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Dogs for Sale

M you want to buy a good dog ol any

kind write to the

O900DBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICi:, l.VI S. Hth STRKHT

Plllt.AIlKI.IMlIA, I'A.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction gnarateed.

63 114

5=,- 1 of,

CTTUD lil'.ACI.K

r.MKIIAVMN Vt

TONY WELLER sah

PUGS

Address
FEE, $10.

OAKVIEW KENNTLS
P, O. Box 91, Phila,, Pa.

—OR—
WM, II. CHIIJ), r.lenslde, Pa, 79 io4eow

II- VOr WANT TO OWN A
—Cl-Nl INE Pl<". PIP
rlinnipion breil Irom prize

^vMniiiti" sroTk" lint- as siik--v<.il should o,t r<7.vc

i

a, d llrder from HKADgl ARTFRS Fl.ER-

HART the PU«; man of America, will send you
'

a winner, from $20 o$y,. Silk is ii-ver sol.l for

the price of calico. My upage illustrated ...ita

logue sent free. Dont write uiile s you mean

busine«s. as time is valuable.

EBEKIIART PIT. KENNELS. Cincinnati.

Uadinii and Uti,iif.sl Piig heniielin Amtricn

82-loS
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loiiipetitioii and at the larj^est sliows.

I5ro\Mi I.ej^hoMis, .is we found theni at

New York last winter, had the genuine
brown color descrilied in the standard,
not the dark brown and black mixture
which destroys the soft and warm brown
tint that a I<eghoin hen should have.
We are glad that this famous breed is

enjoying a new lease of life, for no breed
in existence deserves a more hearty sup-
j)ort than the handsome, sprightly and
unrivalled egg machine—the Leghorn.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS,

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Make all remittances pavable and ad-
dress all communications lo

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

„ „ P»iilaiii:lphia. Pa.
P. O. Box. gifi.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

PHILADELPHIA. DECEMBER ?>>. 1890.

FIXTURES.

Meetlnjfs.
Jan. 27.—Annual meeting <jf the Pennsvlvania

Slate Poultry Assixiation. at the Capitof Bnild-
lug, Harrisbiirg, Pa.
Jan. 2—Meeting of the National Beagle Clubat

the Qiiincv House, Boston, Mass.

Dog ShoA>'s.
Dec. 29-Jan. I.—Rhode Island Association

bench show, at Providence. R. G. Davis secre-
tary.
Dec. 30-Jaii. 3.—First l>ench show of the Ruck-

eye Poultry and Pet Stock Association, afCan-
ton, O. James Sterling, secretarv, 39 ?5ojth
Market Street.

"

18{>1.
Ian. 6-1.—Delaware and Kiisniiflinniin p..„Hr,.

and Pet St<x-k Association's "bench show a't
Biiigliamtou, N. Y. F. 11. Parsons, secretarv
Vestal, N. Y.

'

'

Jan. 10-14.—Twelfth annual exhibition of the
Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Association at
Jackson, Mich. S. H. Slifer. secretary.
Jan. 13-16.—Mohawk Vallev Poultr'v and Pet

Stock Association, at Ani.sterdam, N. Y. Will C
House, Fry's Bush, N. Y , secretary.
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultrv and Pet Stock Associa-
tion I not incorporated 1" Bench Show at Charles-
ton, S C. Benjamin Mcliines, Jr., secretary

Flelil Trials.
Dec. 15.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's seventh

annual field trials at Deatonsville, Va.
Jan. 13.—Southern Sportsmen's Association's

annual field trials, at Lafayette, Ind. John K.
Renaiid, secretary.

18{)1.
Jan. 19.—F:ig1iih annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal, H H
Urivres, secretarv.
Feb. 2.—Third annual field trials of the South-

ern Field Trials Club. T. M. Bruiiby. secretary.
.Marietta, C.a.

'

Poultry and Pigeon Shows
Dec. 1620 —F^astern Iowa Poultry .Association

at Mauiioketa. Iowa. N. J.Rankin, secretary.
Dec. 17-20.—Fourth anniinl exhibititm of "the

Plattshurg Poultry and Pet Stock Association at
Plattsbnrg, .Mo J. T. Wrinkle, secretary,
Dec. 17 20 —Western Massachusetts ' poultry

Ass(x^iation, at Springfield, Ma.ss, S. W Craig
secretary.
Dec. 22-2fi.—Southwestern Poultry Association

at Lamar. Mo. J. W. Wale, secret .ry.
Dec. 2,; 27 —Berks County Poultrv,"pigcoii and

Pet Stock Club, at Reading, Pa. W. S Miller,
.secretary.

Dec. 23-26.—Eastern Middlesex Poultry As.so-
ciation, Stoneham, Mass. Mr. O. W. Cormack
secretary.

Dec. 26-30 —Miami Vallev Poultry Assixriation
at Dayton, O. C. C. Davicfson, secretarv.
Dec. 29-Jan. 3.—Buchanan I'cuiltrv Association

at Independence, Iowa. John M. i'arker secre-
tary.
Dec. 29-Jaii. I—Rhoile Island Poultrv Associa-

tion, at Providence. R. C. Davis, secretarv.

Our Illustration.

The pen of brown Leghorns on onr
title page gives an excellent idea of what
this breed should be like. Tluse birds

were bred by James I'orsyth, of Owego,
New York, and this is suflicient guaian-
tee that the quality is of the best. Mr.
Forsyth is a true fancier and ]>robably

the largest breeder of brown Leghorns in

the world. His record in the show room
i.s a legitimate one, and the high honors
his binU have gained was iu the strongest

We have just issued Mr. Luke White's
practical little book on field trial train-

ing. The book has been published at

the request of many of our readers, just
as it appeared in our columus during the
year. While the writer does not go into
all the minutiaof training dogs for field

trials, yet he combines practical experi-
ence with common sense and gives gen-
eral rules and directions that if followed
out will be rewarded with success, and
it is especially the book for those who
wish to prepare their own dogs for field

trials, or who wish lo know how to con-
tinue their training after they have re-

ceived them from their handlers. No
lover of well-trained dogs should be with-
out this practical little volume.

« •

Owing to the severe storm of Wednes-
day, the further report of the Central
Fielil Trials has been delayed and will

appear next week. The Philadelphia
trials have also been delayed from the
same cause.

*
* »

Last vSaturday was a red-letter d<iv for

the I'hiladelphia field trial men, when
no less than thirty-five left this city in

two private cars bound for the scene of
the field trials at Deatonsville, \'a., and
many were the predictions as to what
dogs had the best chance for winning
first in the three events, the Derby, the
Members" and the Alt aged Stakes. The
defeated dog's owners will no doubt be
heard whistling "Listen to my tale of
woe" on their homeward journey. But
then, we can't all win.

«
« *

At the regular meeting of the American
Kennel Club, held in New York, Thurs-

[

day, December 11, sixteen chilis were

I

represented by their delegates. Charges

j

were filed in the office of the club as fol-

I

lows : Mrs. J. (Vrant against Mr. Frcd-

I

erick Kmken, Mr. W. K. Sandars against
Mr. William A. Bruette, Mr. K. H.
Morris against Dr. J. H. Meyer and the
Mascoutah Kennel Club against Mr. F.

W. Sheldon. A suggestion was submitted
from Mr. F. II. F. Mercer that the A. K.
C. should adopt a scale of the value of
wins at the ilifTercnt shows, so that a win
at a small show may not be of equal value
as one at one of tiie lending shows. It

was decided to hold the next meeting of
the A. K. C. Thursday, February 26, 1891,

at the Madison Square (iarden, instead

of at the office of the club. Mr. Anthony
feelingly spoke upon the death of the
president's father, Mr. August Belmont,
and it was tinanimoiisly resolved to have
resolutions engrossed and placed tipon

the minutes. The following clubs were
elected to membership) : Central City
Kennel Club, of Jackson. Mich.; Dela-
ware and Susquehanna Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, of Biiighamton, N.
Y.; Indiana .State Poultry Association, of

Indianapolis, Ind.; South Carolina Ken-
nel Association, of Greenville, vS. C, and
the Bull Dog Club of America. The resig-

nation of the Rhode Island Kennel Club
was accepted. It was resolved that a

committee of three be appointed to ex-

amine into the matter of holding a bench
show at the World's Fair at Chicago.
Mr. E. M. Oldham was granted an ex-
tension of time until January i, 1891, to

make his defense in the controversy of
Jacolis vs, Oldham. The new constitu-

tion and by-laws as adopted at the meet-
sng together with the official proceedings
will l)e published next week, as they are
unavoidably held out this week owing to

the crowded conditions of our columns.

quite successful with his F;uglisli dogs at

our trials, and his dogs showed remark-
ably well for the short acquaintanceship
on our game birds, as may be seen by
the reports of the trials.

«
« *

Mr. F. H. F. Mercer's interesting arti-

cle on hounds will be continued next
week, as all our available space is taken
up this week with the field trial reports.

»

In reference to holding a bench show
^t the World's Aiir in Chicago our repre-

sentative found on his visit there a short
time ago that nothing had been done in

the matter. He exerted his influence
upon those interested and they had a
committee appointed. We consider that
we should have credit for the first move
in this matter.

«

Owing to the crowded condition of our
columns last week we were forced to lay
aside many articles of interest. Among
them was the description of the Thanks-
giving run of a small portion of the
National Beagle Club pack near Salem
Depot, N. H. The run, we believe, proved
successful, although only ten rabbits and
two partridges were bagged.

«
» *

» »

That was a sensible suggestion offered
by Mr. Mercer to the A. K. C. which was
embodied in the president's report and
merits the attention of all dog meiL But
.ill questions admit of discussion and
carry with thetii two sides for argument,
and on this subject we would like to hear
from our subscribers, both for and against,

as much of interest can lie said on both
sides.

«
• •

A lamentable occurrence in the Eastern
Field Trials was the poor showing of the
Irish setters. This is very much to be
regretted, as there are many lovers of the
Irish dog, and they feel the recent down-
fall of their favorite i)reed very keenly,
and rightly, too, for the Irish is certainly

a noble and grand-looking dog, and he
may yet prove his hunting qualities be-
fore the rest of the trials are over. Mr.
Cheney, of Pittsfield, Mass., has appar-
ently not lost faith in them, as will l)e

seen liy his letter on another page. His
offer certainly has the true ring about it

and we hope it will be accepted. In the
meantime we may look for better reports
frcni the Philadelphia Club's trials, and
if lltey offer no more encouragement than
those of the past then we think it advisa-
ble to hold separate trials for the Irish

setter, which cannot help but prove at-

tractive and interesting.

« *

Mr. George Bell, of Toronto, the
cocker spaniel fancier, has sent to the
Rock ford. 111., bench show a team of the
merry little black dogs that will be very
hard to l>eal. The team comprises King
of Obos, Obediah (formerly Kildare),

Am.Hzcmcnt and Madam Obo.

A case of wholesale dog stealing comes
to us front Mr. J. M. Fronefield, Jr., of
Wayne, Pa., who says that on last F>i-

1

day night, the 12th inst, five of his I

Dachsbunde puppies, six months old,
j

fourof which are tan color and one black,
'

were stolen. One of the tans has a
short, crooked tail. The thief came in a

wagon, broke open the door and took the
lot, nothing else, and left his jimmy >>e-

hind. If any reader .should be offered

any of these puppies answering this de-

I scription, or hear anything of them they
will kindly communicate with Mr.
Fronefield.

Mr. Brailsford, the promoter of the
first public field trials in England, sailed

for home on Wednesday. He has been

The Waterloo Cup, "the dog Derby,"
of iSgi.will be run at the Altcar, England,
coursing meeting, beginning February
18. The cup is a stake for sixty-four sub-
scribers, and the winning greyhound
earns I2500, the second dog |iooo, the
next two 1200 each and the next four

I150 each. The total amount divided
between prize-winning dogs reaches
;f8ooo. Last year Colonel North, tht
Nitrate King, owned the last two dogs
left in the cup, and they won him I3500.
With such possibilities it is not to be
wondered at that a s*:\\ fee of |2oo is

charged for some English greyhounds.

«
» «

There are iu England, says Fanciers'
Gazette, thirteen packs of staghounds,
containing between them 320 couples of
hounds, besides three packs in Ireland,
with eighty-five couples. Of foxhound
packs there are no fewpr than ic-i in

- .J..I -—

England and Wales, containing 579Q
couples of hounds ; in Scotland, nine
packs, with 321 couples ; in Ireland, six-

teen packs, with 538 couples. Besides
foxhounds there are one hundred and
thirteen harriers and beagles in England
and Wales, with 1440 couples

; twenty-
six packs in Ireland, with 432 couples,
and six packs in Scotland, with 117. This
gives a total of 19,000 hounds maintained
in the I'nited Kingdom exclusively for

hunting purposes.
*

* *

The English correspondent of the
American Field, says :

" The committee
of the Old English Mastiff Club, at a
meeting on November 14, passed a reso-

lution empowering Mr. W. K. Taunton
to obtain a third forty-gninea challenge
cup exactly like those already in hand,
and to forward the same freight and duty
p-iid to the trustees of the American Mas-
tifl" Club, to be competed for on your
side of the Atlantic. I do not know the
conditions, having only the minutes of
the meeting to guide me, but I imagine
that this new trophy, 'The Old English
M.istifr Club's Forty-Guinea Challenge
Cup,' will be one of the specials at the
next New York show."

•
« »

There are those who decry the modern
prize-bred fox terrier, says the Field, as
not being game, and unwilling to go to
ground after a fox. That this is not
always the case, ntay be inferred from
the death of Mr. Finlay's wire-hair
Mother Bunch (24,340), who has won
several first prizes on the l)cnch. A few
daye ago she went into a wet drain after

a fox, where she fought with it for up-
wards of an hour, and killed it, too.

However, the injuries the terrier re-

ceived were such that she died soon after

crawling out of the drain.
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CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.

The Second Week's Work and Its Fi-

nal Result

Btx*l«l HetxJrt for Thr JovUnal.

LitxtNOToN, N. C, Dec. 16.

On Monday. I)ecember 1, the second

annual meeting of the Central Field

Trial Club began at Lexington, N. C.

and though two weeks have passed is

not yet over. The large nninber of entries

and the rather drawn-out way of running

by heats for one hour each after the

trial series, together with the large num-

ber left in after the spotting series, caused

unnecessary delay. The rules were

changed at the close of the Derby, and

subsequent heats were only run thirty

minutes, provided there had been ample

game worked in that time to satisfy the

judges,u«K-=. The grounds used are rather

limited and the cover dense. There is

not an over-abundance of timber, but the

sedee grass and briers are too numerous

for bringing out speed to any consider-

able extent. , . , , i-. • 1

The iudges were Colonel John David-

son, oi Monroe. Mich.; J. M^ Tracy, of

New York, and N. Wallace, of Waterbury,

Conn. Among those present were Luke

White D. E. Rose, N. B. Nesbitt, A. P.

Lott, Charles Tucker. J. M. Avent, Cap-

tain McMurdo, <;• 7-. B"^,^«^^' JJ"
Stoddard, William Brailsford A. Lam-

eron S C. Bradley, W. W. Titus, John

White Frank Richards and Wm.Tallman

as trainers. E. R. Coleman, president,

and J. M. Tracy, as vice-president ,
con-

ducted affairs to the satisfaction of the

majority present. It does fern that there

should not be more stakes added to a

trial than can be completed within a

reasonable time. Fourteen days have

passed and about six more will go like-

vJise and Christmas may find some of us

still here when we should be at home

eating turkey with our kinsfolks. Ihen

there is the Philatlelphia trials now under

way and some of their dogs, as well as

their handlers, are detained. The heat

system of judging must give way to ine

spotting system ere long.

T-he element of luck will play the

prominent feature just so long as one dog

can beat another by the iinm»)er of times

he points. Any duffer can point a bird,

but to get out and find them and keep

finding them requires a dog possessing

all the game-finding qualities. Under

the rules and the way they were applied

by the handlers the fast dog in nearly

every case was beaten by the slow dog

that ranged near to the handler. In

part then these trials upset the theory so

fotiK promulgated by all previous trials

of encouraging fast, told outgoing dogs.

DoK8traine<l for and handled at other

late trials could not come to the front in

this trial, those entered being either spot-

ted out or going by the Iward before

getting up to the winning point. A dog

well usecf to keeping the course of his

handler and going forward from field to

field, stopping not until game lie found

had little opportunity to show up in his

best form when hunting in the manner

puniued during this meeting. lor in-

stance, starting out to try a ten-acre

field the judges would direct the handlers

to work up one side then across the end

and come down the opposite side and

turn into and up the centre, crossing the

line of march and out at one of the

comers. Consider the amount of whis-

fiudingdog, and yet his speed has not

9uffere<l much if any. During the trial

he ran against and defeated the u-stlv

celebrated Kent Hops y«""g«\*^^''- j"'^-^'

in turn have defeated the l>est setters, so

at his success is proof of his ability to

tro to stay and to find. Zig-/ag, the

winner of second, and Tapster need no

other introduction than that of being

brothers to Rip Rap.

The Setter Derby will be a s»P"se to

most every one who has watched the

trials during the pa.st ten years. Ian

came from across the big pond and by

pointing what birds he came upon and

hach time having his good nose about

him won the first place in the Setter

Derby He is by Woodhill Bruce, one of

England's noted winners dam, Lucy,

whose pedigree I could not get. R"pert.

second, keeps up the reputation of the

Avent Kennel and the Roderigo-Bo-Peep

blood. He is a small-sized black, wl.ite

and tan dog and possesses good speed and

a true nose. Sam R. is a good going

black and white dog and comes from the

blood of Dash BrysMi-Daiseys Hope,

owned by W. W. Titus, of Montpelier.

Miss Not intimating that Sam was not

entitled to what he received, still it was

an oversight in the judges not to bring up

Trao Tr as a competitor for some share

of thi money. The All-aged Pointer

winner. Deuce, belongs to the Heywood-

Lousdale Kennel. She is a handsome

bitch with speed and a fair nose. The

luck of the thing came her way and she

returns to her home a winner. During

the Pointer Club trials in England in

i88q she won the first prize.

The second prize winner re-iiinds one

of the "child beating its dad"—Zag (sou)

second. Kent (father) sharing third

After two weeks have pa.ssed by the All-

aged Setter and the absolute winner of the

iUl-aged Stake and the Gordon Stake re-

mains unsettled, but the Gordon is so

near settled that it may be herein dwelt

upon. It was a happy thought of Dr.

Meyers to bring al)OUt this result. Seven

Gordons started ; they were trained and

handled by good men, and they have

surely demonstrated that no cla.ss of bird

dogs are so much in need of improve-

ment. All through this stake the sliow-

_ ...„;„! „f ;i<t<>ri>st. Fliishine was

more common than pointing, and tis

strange, too. that dogs with so litt e speed

should not have time to carefully con-

sider all the faint game odors that were

before them. Bendigo. Belmont and

Beaumont did show some sjjeed and

range, but then it did not profit theiii

much The others had to be "carried

along by their handlers. If Crordon men

intend to breed field dogs let this show-

ing be a lesson to them to try and im-

prove upon them as game-finding dogs

The invariable stvle of hunting adopted

by these dogs was nose to the ground.

Let us hope then that this test was but

the beginning, and that in a few years

the black and tan will be more after the

style of the now almost perfect English

setter. Below will l>e found a detailed

account of the work of the dogs.

such a morning no one would think of

going out gunning. Yet the trials could

uot well be postponed, even a half day.

and the order came from headquarters to

nrepare to mount and away.

Before departing for the trial ground

the indges were informed by Mr liius

that Sam R. was sick and conld not

compete during the bad weather. The

further rnnning of the Sam R. and

Rupert heat was abandoned and Rujiert

was^awarded second and Sam R. third

place Sam R. third without Rupert beat-

prize. If the judges had authority to

ing him in a thorough competition they

also had the power to consider one oi

the oest dogs in the stake that Rupert

had beaten. Sam R.. though beaten by

the winner of first, made no such show-

ing as did Trap, Jr., in her heats with

Phoeness and Rupert.
.

Under the rules the judges can bring

up any dog thev see fit to compete for or

share in third, knd how they could have

overlooked Trap will, I suppose, forever

remain a hidden mystery. Mr. Gray

came 2000 miles to compete, and having

made a showing that entitled his dog to

recognition cannot but feel as though it

ought to have r.sulted differently. If

the spotting system had been used, and

all the work taken into consideration

the chances are that Trap, Jr., would

have merited a position near, if not at,

the head of the procession.

IAN AND SPOTTED BOY.

The Setter Derby having been settled,

there remained to be run the final heat

between the winners of the Setter and

the Pointer Derbys for the absolute

Derby winner. They weie started under

the very unfavorable conditions as to

grounds above mentioned, at 8.43. Ian

made somewhat the belter progress at

first Spotted Boy is by no means "uii

sophisticated." He has l^eu hunted so

much that he acts very much like a dog ol

mature years and wastes not his strength

in boldly plunging into covey merely to

be going, caring uot what the conse-

quences may be. Ian first indicated the

nearness ot a covey by flushing one,

found upon almost bare ground. Spot

called up; dogs sent to try the singles.

Spot went a little too wide in his cast.

into the covey without giving Spot ample

opportunity to locate. Spot 8too<l qui-

etlV and looking up to his master re-

proachfully said as plainly as canine

could : "No7i\ you haz-e done it

!

As opportunities for pointing had been

limited the dogs were sent in the direc-

tion of their flight. After some search-

ing in woods where all agreed the birds

were liable to lie scattered, and finding

them not. a small grass cover was tried.

Sure enough. Spot got scent just as, a

bird flushed ; Ian pointed to wing. Spot

found two more while some flushed from

wooils close by. Leaving this place the

dogs were sent over the remainder of this

rich field, and getting no results the

heat was called to a close at 10.37. Down

one hour and fifty-four minutes. Taking

the length of time down and the a«'o.»"t

of ground gone over, the numlier of birds

found was comparatively small, yet the

judges awarded the heat and prize to

^^Considering the importance of this

heat the judges erred in starting the dogs

when all conditions were so exceedingly

unfavorable. If a postponement had been

made until the afternoon, then l>oth dogs

would have fared better and the resu t

would have be^n more satisfactory to all

concerned.

ROCK 11 AND SHOT.

LEXINGTON. N. C. Dec. 13.—During

ihe first week the weather had. ujioii the

whole been favorable, but Sunday was a

rainy day an<l in the night it changed to

sleet and snow. By morntng everything

was covere<l with ice and a sleety mist

stiil falling. Al>ont 9 o'clock the clouds

seemed to give way and the judges

thought it best to continue the trial,

(letting upon the ground as soon as pos-

sible the brace of setter puppies selected

......... ., ,
to compete for second Place was started.

tling and calling necessary to get a wide Aventand Titus were there like little

6. . r.-ij-ft«,.i.i.= fo^i,.^., ,„g„ .. ^,,,1 started their dogs.

went along as good, willing dogs
raneing dog over a field after this fashion,

and it can be readily understood how the

slow-quartering over-oljedieiit dog would

show to the best advantage.

The weather in general was fair and

birds sufficient for the purpose of testing

the finding abilities of the respective

*Of the winners. I will briefly add that

thev are good and medium in their qual

ities. Spotted Boy, the winner of the

Pointer Derby, is a good-sized liver and

white dog owned and bred by Charles

Proctor, of Union City, Ind. He is by

Trinkets Bang out of Nellie Bow. Trinkets

Bang is well known as a son of the old

Champion Croxteth. He is a sample of a

thoroughly broken dog. a dog that has

been at the death of quail and chickens

that number above 1000. In three days

during the month of October a total

iiuml^r of 115 quail were killed over his

poluu. Thii makes blm truly a game-

They
^ ^ woiihl

go unVle'r'any andall circunistaiiccs. but

after being down twenty niinntes llic

mist began to fall so heavily that the

indgcs conld not consent to a continu-

ance so ordere<l dogs n|>. and to town

went all The remainder of the day was

si>ent as each one felt inclined, but it

niav be safely said that liUle else was

discussed save the dog. in all his moods

and teiises.
TUK.Sr)AY.

The early morning being clear, prom-

ised a goo<! day. but such a morning to

try the finding (jiialities of a dog has

seldom been witnessed by field trial

goers Dame Nature's face covered wjth

an icy veil ; the bending f^nmaud weeds

everywhere forming arches that were

almost impossible for an "old hare to

navigate, much lew a bird dog. Upon

Ian. gelling into the very niii^st o. t....

covey as all had settletl together. Hushed

one, dropped flat and there remained until

Cameron put up the remainder. Follow-

ing for another trial they were not lo-

cated, though Ian stood to lalse scent,

with Spot seconding. After a long hunt

Ian stood staunch, then roaded. Spot at

first backed, then going ahead as 1 1 to say

to Ian, "you are a false prophet." leit

disdainfullv. Crossing a ravine upon

the opposite hillside, both dogs were for

a time lost, and, as Ian is scarcely ever

out of sight for a moment, suspicion was

aroused lUat he especially uiiglit lie lin-

gering l)ehind. J u.lge Wallace plunged

into the thicket and soon called : -Here

thev are." A rush was made to get the

results. Ian was dropped. Spot standing

some two rods to one side. Richards

claimed that his dog came in fiist, but

from the position of the dogs Cameron

was instructed to try what he could find.

Beating 'he bush and grass for some dis-

tance upon all sides he touched Ian, and

then wilh a little feeling for scent dogs

gave up the search. By this time the

cause of the dogs' delay had dawned

upon the mental perception ofjudges and

others. Two ot the judges expressed

their opinions as to hearing a sound as of

birds flying as they had passed that place

though Ijeiiig out in the open could of

course see nothing. Again birds were

soon found scattered near, and there was

ample foundation for crediting Ian with

a drop to a flush. Spot, in heavy thicket,

found a single and to shot was steady.

Meaiilinit Ian ha<l backed. Spot, coni-

ir.g noon scent, stood, and a bird was

piu up atKlUt twenty feet disUnt. Alter

some time was spent searching, the

judges found they were approaching a

small field where two covies had l)eeii

"found upon former occasions and di-

rected the handlers to search thoroughly

the likelv spot before them. Many were

the anxious ones who gathered about the

skirts of that small field realizing that

the dog that first found the covey would

probably be declared the winner and the

race would be over. Spot, ^oing into

what appeared the most unlikely part

Stood a moment, then moved on, and

trying to locate went round a covey.

Richards, hardly knowing what to do in

his unnerving position, walked up ana

This brace came down at 10.57, con-

tinuing the second series of the Pointer

Stake .Started in timber, l>oth going fast

soon were separated. Rock was found

holding down a covey in good order, and

meantime Shot had been lookmg the

the likely places. Cxetting dogs together

and continuing the line of march Shot

came suddenly upon a covey near a fence ;

dropping, they flushed wil.l. Rock was

not far away, either backing or pointing,

there being a possibility that 1-e had the

same covey located. Following the line

of flight Shot got the first point and

Tucker missed. Rock swung around and

made a grand point. When bird was

flushed Bradley brought up his gun and

followed the flight until noticing Judge

Wallace drop to gun. reserved fire. Rock

was backed by Shot and both were steady,

thongh to another flush made by Bradley,

Rock moved on as though nothing of

the kind had taken place. Going on, in

sedge grass, Tucker somewhat uncere-

moniously disturbed a feeding covey,

which settled near by. Neither dog lieing

present at the time, were sent 011 upon

equal terms. Shot being a few feet in

advance settled to a single. lucker

flushed and killed. The lifeless body of

the bird struck a tree and falling to the

ground Judge Davidson remarked "that

the force of the blow against the tree

would have killed it without shooting

it
" Shot was slow about finding the

bird, though bringing it fairiy well. Or-

dered up at 1 1.29 and the heat awarded

to Shot. Each a fast and cheerful hunter.

They sought for game and no fooling.

Shot the wider pace, but Rock the l>elter

range No brier patch was too thick

for Rock, no ditch so wide that he could

not jump. Having often hoped to see a

pointer dog that had the snap and quick

movements of the best English setter

brought out in a public trial, I am pleased

to say that in Rock my hopes are realized.

These dogs being down but thirty two

minutes did not have ample game work

to fully test their merits.

DEUCE AND DUKE OF HES.SEN.

Getting away at a slashing pace Duke

shortly liecame a little reckless, and com-

ing upon some outlying birds sent them

10 the four winds. Thinking he could

get nothing to his creilit there, passed on

and more t)irds were flushed nearby by

horsemen. Deuce found a single ami

remained steady. Brailsford grassed and

Deuce require.! to be "earned" to the

very spot ; then she picked it "P a"d

held for her master. Duke was held.

Deuce found a covev that trainer would

otherwise have walked up. Birds getting

up all about her, she was steady Up at

12 19 Deuce the winner. Both fast,

though Duke covered twice the amount

of giouiKl that Deuce did. Deuce had

the best of the game finding.

KRANK W. AND KINC. OF KENT.

This brace was first in the third series

and got away at 1 2 .26. Kent soon found

a covey at edge of woods. Standing in

open ground Frank closed in on him

and stood. As Buckle was alwut to

flush Aldrich brought out his whip and

1 with a loud crack yelled "charge !" This

precaution steadied Frank, and Buckle
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put up the covey, and, though crippling,
failed to down the bird selected. In grass
near tinil)er line Kent found single and
Frank came up close. Next Kent stoo<l
and when flushed Buckle shot and Frank
chased and was rewarded with lashes that
made him "cry out." Over the fence in
narrow strip of grass Frank stood steady.
Aldrich flushing, made motions as if to
shoot, yet thinking of Frank in time to
catch him breaking in. proceeded to

I
-break" him. Same time Kent had found
in a ravine below ; being held, the bird
was found some little distance away.
Frank next, upon new ground, stood a
covey well, though forgot not his chasing
properties. Frank again stood, this time
a pair, being steadied by charge! Al-
drich killed. Though not finding promptly
Frank retrieved fairly well. Ordered up
at 10. Judges take some time to con-
sider and award the heat properly to
Kent.

ZIG-ZAG AND SHOT.
Some time was spent before a find was

made by Zag in some high weeds. I'irst

he put up a single and then stoo<l the
covey. Spot stood while passing through
a stubble field and Zag promptly seconded
yet nothing came forth. Getting among
scattered birds in high cover Zag made
game, flushed ; continuing, flushed again,
and chased a wee bit. Recovering his
senses, stood well a single. Judges call
dogs off and away to other grounds to
find a new covey. In timber both dogs
were found standing, Zag to the front.
When handlers came up, both moved.
Zag, retreating a step or two, stood, and
shot moved up and passed the covey.
McMurdo flushed and killed a bird,
which fell so near to Zag as to make him
unsteady. Zag then brough the dead
bird nicely for a Derby entry. Zag soon
located a single. Shot honored. Ordered
up at 2.49. Zag won. Both dogs fast.
Zag, having all the "luck" on game,
downed the dog that many had picked
out as the ultimate winner of first place.

NATALIE 11 AND GENE.
In order to give the pointers an oppor-

tunity to rest, the All-aged Setter Stake
was introduced by starting the first brace.
Nat was handled by Nesbitt, and Gene
by Aldrich. Cast off at 2.57. Nat came
£.»4-*.~„-A 1*-* « • «
aatai i.v> a aiauu , VJCIIC CUIUC up, UaCKeil
for a time and then broke, went away

;

nothing, however, found. Nat, with rea-
son, this time made a great stand and
to shot proved steady. Gene found and
stooJ. Aldrich flushed, and appearances
indicated that he did uot care to shoot.
In high grass Nat went over a single.
Gene then made an unpardonable flush
of a covey, going into them without hesi-
tation when everything was favorable,
wind, location, short stubble, etc. Pass-
ing through some woods Gene was left

behind and found standing a single. As
Aldrich came up to put up the game,
his whip was the reminder that good be-
havior was required. Gene next stood
and was steady to shot. Gene getting so
he could be trusted had an opportunity
to retrieve after his next point. Gene
pointed. Nat began getting in his work
with a good point ; Gene backing to
order. Nesbitt killed and Nat brought
in fine style. Nat's next effort was point-
ing a bird up a tree, showing excellent
judgment in locating Bob White perched
on high. Nat soon froze to a single, and
won applause by the perfect position as-
sumed. Gene pointed and Nat made a
grand back. Taken up at 3.57. This
had Iieen something on the order of a
game-finding brace. Whilst Gene showed
fair speed he was not a match for Nat. In
motion, on game, everywhere and at all

times, style and beauty were embodied
in the intelligent Natalie.

DEUCE AND KING OK KENT.
Deuce having a bye, was placed in the

hands of Mr. Coleman and kept going
for half an hour. Starting immediately
after lunch he reported Deuce as going
well, but finding no gBMie and the pocket
full of shells that he had taken along
were to him a dead weight. So by 4.04
Deuce came out upon equal footing with
Kent as to amount of work done. Hardly
had the dogs got under way when Deuce
was missed and found behind the judges
with a covey l)efore her. It was not
practicable to follow the scattered birds,
as Kent had gone too far in the direction
first indicated by the judges to call him
back. Whilst all save one of the judges
were interested with Deuce, Kent appar-
ently flushed a covey from some plum
bushes. Going to woods, Kent stood,

then roaded for some time, yet failed to
make out the scent to the extent of ma-
terialization. As Deuce was passing a
thicket she dropped flat and Kent made
a grand secona. Brailsford flushed a
covey, and the judges considering that
Deuce was high, stopped the race at 4.43.
If previous heats cut a figure and the im-
portance of the heat be considered then
It is not too great an assumption to note
that the heat should not have ended
without giving Kent a chance on game.

FRED GATES AND CASH BOY.

T'was getting very late and some time
had beef, lost in getting the next brace of
setters put down, yet handlers urged go-
ing on, and getting Rose to pull out Fred
Gates and Aldrich to get rid of his over-
coat, this brace went away at 5.02. To a
marked covey the dogs were sent; ap-
proaching, F'red came in contact with
another covey, flushing it. Nothing more
was found until almost dark, when Fred
roaded a covey from their feeding ground
to where they had buncked for the night.
Behaving well, Rose flushed and shot; did
not kill. Just as the watch registered
5.32, the heat lieing completed, dogs were
ordered up.

WEDNESDAY.
The unfinished heat was continued by

sending the dogs away at 8.42. Soon a
covey was flushed, and Fred was found
dropped nearby, showing that he had
been pointing. Being marked in grass
about seventy-five yards away Cash made
two flushes as a starter and then stopped
well. Fred was ready to honor promptly.
Bird up and killed; same time Cash broke
shot and chased, not even stopping to
get the dead bird. As soon as Aldrich
could get him there was a good exhibition
of punishment by the whip system. After
this Cash being placed where the bird lay
fetched right well, Fred remaining quiet
through it all. Sent on, some time was
spent searching likely places without re-

sult. Ordered up at 9.13. F'red had
shown himself to be a capitally going
dog, true on game, thoroughly trained,
heeding all precautions and doing what
he did do in a manner calculated to make
a game bag grow heavy. Cash made
some bursts of^ speed, yet 'tis not going
much amiss to say that Cash did uot
merit any cash at the end of this stake.

DEUCE AND ZIG-ZAG.

At 9. 18 came up for the last time these
two pointers competing for first place.
Deuce began operations by making one
of her grand drops, Zag, not having the
entire confidence, drew a step or two,then
backed. Nothing being found, the dogs
went away lively. Deuce found game,
stood, then roaded, and about the time
all began to expect nothing, a covey arose
before them ; Brailsford shot and missed.
Going into thick cedar thicket. Zag got
away, but answered McMurdo's whistle
in time to get a good point on a single,
backed by Deuce. Deuce, going through
the centre of a small stubble, found and
stood a covey, Zag backing well. Brails-
ford killed, but Tell at some distance

;

taking Deuce to the spot, she brought
fairly. Zag, then getting out, stopped,
yet before McMurdo could reach him,
moved a few steps and the birds went to
cover. Honors were about even, and
following the covey marked to Deuce's
point, she first flushed a single, then
stood to wing. When Zag came up she
left the point, and both roading, Zag
found a single. Judges did not want to
see any more, although a covey was
scattered thereabouts in a very favorable
locality. After a consultation the heat
and first money was awarded to Ightfield
Deuce. The dogs were down just thirty-
one minutes, and having no margin to
decide upon, the heat was closed before
a sufficient time had elapsed to form a
correct estimation of all the merits and
demerits of the opposing dogs.

DUKE OK HESSEN AND KING OK KENT.
These dogs had competed once before

and each had been through the second
series, and Kent the third, so now they
came down to find which should com-
pete with Zag for second place. At 10.01
they went off over the same ground they
had run their first heat together. No
worse ground could have been found,
high, thick, sedge grass, dogs lost in ten
jumps. Birds being located in thick
woods, dogs were sent in, and all that
came of it was a false stand by Duke.
Passing back through more grass and
briers where some darkies were having a
field trial on hares, you will believe me
when I say "nothing found." Near some

woods Duke, making game, put up a
covey. In thi_ swamp each dog pointed,
and to each a bird was missed. Sent on,

Duke stood, with Kent seconding, but
game was not forthcoming. At 10.50

Kent was thought the better dog to com-
pete with Zag.

FANNY M. AND EDGE MARK.
Going off at a fair rate, Fanny was

hunting for Stoddard and Mark for the
tall, muscular genileman who has charge
of a number of the Philadelphia dogs.
Some considerable time passea ere game
could be found. Worked in close prox-
imity to scattered birds Mark stood and
Fanny signified her approval. Fanny
stood ; being sent on to locate, the bird
was disturbed while she was moving.
Mark, got a single located firmly, and
Fanny, being near, duly honored. F'anny
made a great point. Next she stopped
rather to wing. Fanny was steady to
shot at the next point and then flushed.
Mark put up a single, and getting
upon his best behaviour stood, then
roaded to purpose, and stopped with a
bird well located. Bradley missed. Fanny
placed the same kind of a record to her
credit, yet Stoddard killed and Fanny re-

trieved finely. Mark's next effort was
fruitless, as he roaded to a flush. Fanny
came in at the end of the hour with a
stand and a hold fast, but grass was wet,
and nothing more. Fanny ranged wide and
fast and kept up an untiring search for
game ; was very steady and very obedi-
ent. Mark, being a handsome dog, looks
well of course. Not so fast as Fanny but
fast enough for any practical purpose
where cover is high and thick. Just a
bit unsteady to wing yet easily stopped
by a word.

H\RUY C. AND ANTOINE.
Harry C, handled by Bradley, and Au-

toine by Avent, were off at 12.56. Very
soon Antoine had the opportunity to
show his steadiness. Pointing carefully,
the bird flushed and still he moved not
until Avent came up to him. Harry was
called from the adjoining field and both
sent away, Antoine having a decided ad-
vantage, yet after Harry had struck the
scent, he steadied "to onct." Then
quickly pinned another. Antoine stopped
to wing and then stood staunchly. Harry

*\- u mt^i^»a^\.

by flushing a covey. Antoine then made
three p)oiiits successively, one flushed
wild, the other two Harry backed. Each
came upon singles. Avent firing his gun,
failed to kill. Harry C. was delighted,
as, after pointing again, Bradley killed
and he had the pleasure of bringing in
the dead bird. After Antoine had stood
false and each had stood staunchly, time
was called, and the great finding pair
went to the wagons. Both are able to
hold their own in good company, as re-

gards speed and nose
;
yet Antoine may

be said to be a trifle the better.

KINt; OK KENT AND ZIG-ZAG.

This heat resulted in about as much
demerit as mer.' . After running forty-
five minutes the .'ogs had accomplished
little game work. Zag had flushed a covey
and pointed a single. Kent had accom-
plished nothing. F>ch had shown speed
and each had signified a willingness to
hunt for McMurdo as their only master.
Seeing that it was son against father,
'twas a little hard on the old man to be
put down a notch by the- junior.

Notice was given that King of Kent
would be placed against Shot to compete
for third place, which resulted in a con-
sultation of owners and an agreement to
divide. This closed the All-aged Pointer
Stake and no doubt, in the minds of
some, at least, there will forever remain a
doubt as to whether in reality the best
dog won.

SUMMARY—ALU-AGED POINTER STAKE.
B. R. Bellman's black and white doK Hickory's
Staunch (Ayer's Don—Lady Spotswood)

with
CharIotte.<tville Field Trial Kennels' liver and
white bitch Moonshine (Champion King of
Kent— Hops).

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and
white bitch Maid of Kent (Champion King of
Kent-Hops)

with
N. L. Rockwell's liver and white bitch Monterey
(Tory White—Lapford Pearl).

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and
white Ch. King of Kent (Priam—Kent Baby)

with
Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white dog
Duke ofHessen (Luck of Hessen-Blarney).

A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's liver and white bitch
Guelph (Bang's Boy—Linda)

with
L. Gardner's liver and white dog Frank W.
(Duke of Vernon—Royal Cute).

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and
white dog Zig-Zag (Champion King of Kent

—

Hops)
with

J. H. Winslow's liver and white dog Tempest
(Beppo III—Champion Lass of Bow).

Dr. H. J. Thomas' liver and white dog Devon-
shire Don (Molton Baron—Village Star)

with
Frank Billing's liver and white dog Tamarack
(Tarn o' Shanter—Croxteth's Rival Queen).

William Hawkins' liver and white dog Doctor
(Don Juan—Alameda)

with
Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s lemon and white dog Shot
(Hcno—Vic).

W.T. Hunter's liver and white bitch Lass of
Bloomo (Lad of Bow—Bloomo)

with
Council & Cullen's liver and white dog Rock U
(Graphic—Lady Belle).

A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's liver and white bitch
Ightfield Deuce (Winstay—Dainty) a bye.

SEcoNn Sehibs.—Frank W. beat Hickory's
Staunch, King of Kent beat Guelph, Zig-Zag
t>eat Lass of Bloomo, Shot beat Rock II, Deuce
beat Duke of Hessen.

Thikd Series.—King of Kent t>eat Frank W.,
Zig-Zag beat Shot, Deuce ran a bye.

Fourth Skries.—Deuce beat King of Kent,
Zag a bye.

Fifth Series.—Deuce l>eat Zag and won first.

Sixth Series.—King of Kent beat Duke of
Hessen.

Seventh Series.—Zig-Zag beat King of Kent
and won second.

Result.—Deuce first, Zio-Zao second, Shot
and King op Kent divide third.

All-Aared Setter Stake.

NOBLE COUNT AND PRINCESS BEATRICE.

Noble Count was handled by Aldrich
and Princess by Tallman. After some
wide ranging on the part of Princess she
stood a covey, giving evidence of her
royal ancestry. Working where birds
settled. Count began operations by first

flushing and then chasing. The Prin-
cess came too near a single without stop-
ping, then made a fine stand and Tall-
man killed, affording her a chance to re-
trieve. Count found a woodcock, and
after behaving badly was reprimanded.
At this juncture the judges' patience be-
came tiireadbare and Aldnch was re-
quested to discontinue the use of the
whip, the reply being to the effect that
he was handling the dog. £ount closed
the heat, and bis chances for tieing

Princess went fast all through and dis-
played some style and animation in her
movements.

LILLY BURGESS AND DAISY'S HOPE.
Lilly was piloted by Richards, and

Hope by Titus. Lilly's first game (?)
work was none other than pointing
"stink" birds. Five minutes after the
word go this question was passed down
the line : "Where is Hope ?" And dur-
ing the next forty minutes the same
question remained unanswered. Though
handler and judges for a time searched
for her, she was not seen until of her
own accord she returned to see what bad
become of us. What she was doing dur-
ing all this time will never be known,
and all that will be remembered is that
she was a Hopeless Daisy in the estima-
tion of the judges.

Lilly was held for fifteen minutes and
worked a large portion of the allotted
time in a cornfield, where a covey was
flushed. In sedge grass Lilly pointed,
then moved up and caused the bird to
depart. Hope, getting up in time to
catch Lill^ pointing, was unsteady to
back. This point gave Lilly an oppor-
tunity to retrieve. Sent to edge of woods,
Lilly stood, with a no bird result, Hope
this time squarely refusing to back.
Hope, crossing a field, was again lost and
time was called. Hope went wide, was
lost in her wide efforts. Very likely
kept her point for the forty minutes' time
away. Lilly was not sent out upon favor-
able ground owing to the general hurrah
connected with Hope's absence.

BABE GLADSTONE AND IGHTFIELD ROSA
At the late hour of 5.08 Brailsford,

handling Rosa, and Nesbitt Babe, came
down to try and improve the thirty
minutes of daylight yet left for trial

purposes. Nothing of any note was
done save a false point by each. Start-
ing again Thursday morning at 9 o'clock,
the showing made was something better
than that of the previous evening. Rosa
of)ened up by standing falsely twice then
approached without due caution a covey.
In grass, where birds had settled. Babe
made a false alarm and then put one to
flight. Rosa then pointed a single.

Report Continued on Pace 899.
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THE PHILADELPHIA

KENNEL CLUB'S TRIALS.

Edge Mark Wins the Members' Stake,

with Ben Hur Franklin Second.

Special from a Staff Correspondent.

I)KATONSvn.i.K, Va., Dec. 15—The

seventh annual field trial of the Phila-

delphia Kennel Club began here to-day.

The weather is simply perfect, birds are

plentiful and the judges. Messrs. H.

Merriman and \V. A. Cosier are prompt

and efficient. Under this combination

of favorable circumstances, the Members'

Stake, the first on the list, was finished

to-day with the following result :

Members* Stake.

Ten entries filled and were drawn as

follows : Kzra Noble with Rock II, Ben

Hur Franklin with Perseverance, I'lash

with Fan-Fan, Katie Noble with Rosa

Lee and Edge Mark with Tempest.

K/.R.\ NOBI.E AND ROCK 11.

The F<nglisb setter Iv/ra Nol)le, bandied

by Lawrence Shuster, Jr., and the pointer

Rock II, handled by Charles Connell,

were cast off in a grass field back of our

headquarters at 8 A. M. Alter covering

about a mile of ground, Ezra nailed a

covey and was backed by Rock. Sluister

was ordered to put up and kill, which he

did, both dogs remaining steady to shot.

Ezra, ordered to retrieve, did so after

some difficulty in finding. Following the

birds, a single was flushed by one of the

reporters. Going into a pine thicket

each dog Hushed. At the expiration of

three-quarters of an hour the dogs were

ordered up. Ezra Noble had the best of

the heat. Rock II, being lame, did not

show up in anything like his usual form.

BEN HUR FRANKLIN AND PERSKVERANCE

W. Smith handled the former and Ezra

Comfort the latter dog. These two Eng-

lish setters came down in a ragweed field,

which was^lrawn blank. Going into the

iniciLcv. mi. \_uiiiiwi t ..u>«v.i. — (« » ...-.-..,

which ran into and flushed a covey of

quail, which we followed through the

thicket and over the side of a hill, where

in sedge grass Perseverance made a

staunch stand, which was stylishly ac-

knowledged by Ben Hur Franklin. Mr.

Comfort shot and killed. His bitch broke

shot but was quickly stopped, and when
ordered to retrieve did so fairly well. Ben

was faster at the beginning of the heat,

but at this time the dogs were upon equal

terms as to range and speed. Both dogs

now secured points. Comfort shot and

killed, his bitch again unsteady to shot.

Ben was ordered to retrieve the dead

bird, which he did nicely. Ben soon

secured another point and shortly after

made a flush. He had more style when
on a point and when the dogs were or-

dered up at 9.46 was considered the better

dog.
I-XASH AND FAN-FAN.

Flash, a Gordon setter, handled by B.

F. Hall, and the pointer Fan-Fan, handled

by Charles Connell, were turned loose in

sage grass field, and shortly after a bevy

flushed near Flash but could not say it

was his fault. Following the birds into

pine woods where while Flash was mak-

ing game Fan impatiently went forward

and flushed. Flash soon found game
and Fan was brought up to back, but re-

fusing went in ahead of Flash, whereupon

the birds got up all about them and flew

over top of the hill. Following the birds

up Fan soon located them and was well

backed by Flash. Mr. Connell was told

to shoot, which he did, missing his bird.

Dogs were then ordered on. Flash soon

stood again, and again Fan refused to

back. Dogs ordered up at 10.36, Flash

having much the best of the heat.

KATIK NOBLE AND ROSA LKE.

These two English setters, the former

handled by Francis G. Taylor, the latter

by Dr. John A. Hartman, were put down
at 10.41. As we proceeded along a

swamp Katie came to a point, but no

birds were there. The dogs were worked

into the swamp, which was drawn blank

notwithstanding Mr. Taylor claimed

another point for Katie. Rosa was also

penalized for a false point. Both dogs

gave evidence that the birds were ruu-

ning or had been there but a short time

since. After leaving the swamp a short

stop was made to get the briers from out

the hair of the dogs. Both were literal y

covered with them. Rosa had frequent y

stopped to pull Iheiu off with her teeth,

while Katie went merrily along without

slackening her pace in the least. Alter

the dogs had been relieved ol the briers

they were ordered on again, when a bird

was flushed by one of the reporters.

Coming to a sleep and bushy hill we dis-

mounted and followed the dogs up 011

foot. Katie got a point here and a l)ird

flushed wild. Another got up near Dr.

Hartman, who shot and missed. Dogs

ordered up at 11.42 and lunch was served

on a pleasant, sunny hillside.

After lunch the remaining brace, Edge

Mark and Tempest were called out. The

latter dog. not having arrived from Le.v-

inglon, N. C , Edge Mark ran alone,

handled bv Francis S. Brown. iMge
Mark was cast off in a corn field at i .09

and he iminediatelv proceeded to show

himself the best dog in the stake. He
soon nailed a covey on side of hill.

Brown shot and made a double ;
Ivlge

Mark retrieved nicely and was then

ordered into woods after the birds, where

he soon had another point, but the birds

flushed ininiediately while llie dog

stood his ground staunchly. Coming out

of woods the dog stood a single. Pro-

ceeding along the bottom, Ivlge Mark
showed signs of game and was roading

to a bevy which flushed wild. Leaving

these birds we crossed over the fi.ld and

at bottom of hill another covey was

promptlv located. They were flushed by

Brown, the dog remaining steady as he

was all through his heat. He was taken

up at I.4.S.

The judges now spotted out Persever-

ance, Rosa Lee and Fan-Fan, Rock II

being withdrawn.

SECOND SliRlI'.-S.

It was then announced that I'lash

should run with Katie Noble, Ezra Noble

with Ben Hur Franklin. Edge Mark had

a bye.
I'l.ASH AND KATIE NOBI.E.

Sl'MM.\RY—Mkmiikks' St.vkk.
I

ILLINOIS BENCH SHOW.
I awreiice Shuster, Jr.s l>Iaek, while niid iau dog

K/.ra Noble (Count Noble-Alphonsinel ,

, ,. ,- 1 ••,•.• „
with

. _. „ , A Fine Uisolav of Dogs on h.vhibition
» MasdenVaURhns lemon and white dog Rock A VIUK. Ul>lMdj u. i.

II (Uuke— Nell).

Walter 11. Smith's lemon and white dog Ben Hur
Franklin (Ike— Leda)

with
Fzra Comfort's black, white and tan bitch Perse-

verance (Chalkley 1).—Cassiuo Gladstone).

B. F. Hall's dog Flash (pedigree not given)

with
Connell & Cullen's liver and wliite bitch Fan-Fan
(Graphic—Lady Belle).

The .\wards.

Special loTiiK Jocrsai.

RocKFORP, 111., Dec. 17.—The fifth

annual show of the Northern Illinois

Poultry and Pet Stock Association was

held here December 11 to 16, and was a

decided success. The exhibit of the dogs

Taylors bli;^ white and tan bitch is fine and away above the average of
Francis ('.. ........ ., -

Katie Noble (Count Noble- yueen Meg)
with . I

John A. Harlman's black, white and tan bitch
|

Rosa Lee (Berry V.—Fergusons Ruby). I

l-rancis S. Brown's black, white and tan dog

F:dgc Mark (Skiilmore— Flo Maclin)
with

J. H. Winslow's liver and while dog Tempest
(Beppo HI—Lass of Bow).

THK DEUBY WINNKKS

AUK'ft I Mifliewse < apt Ill-OS Klrnt Trl/.e

iiiitl Itoverly .•ie<-ou«l.

Srixi.vi. ro The JnrusAi,.

Deatonsvili.i:, Va., Dec. 18.—The

second day of the Philadelphia Kennel

Club trials was taken up with the Derby

Stake. There were eight starters. Four

dogs were spotted out, the results being

that .Mberl Duchesse, owned by Dr. John
;

A. Hartman, was first. She is decidedly

a good one, running without an error.

Beverly, owned by Francis G. Taylor,

was second, and Peg Woffiiigton, owned

by Francis S. Brown, third. The judging

gives satisfaction and the members are

all having a good time. Birds were

plentiful and the weather cool.

At 2 P. M. these two dogs were put

down in an open field, and several of a

similar character were passed over before

Flash finally found a covey by flushing
-.^.~„ jjf M.o birds. Hf 1in«pver stood

steadv and Katie was brought up to back,

which accordingly she did. Hall was

onlered to flush and kill. He flusheil

and missed. Going up the hill Mr. Hall

flushed a couple singles. Fh-ish was

rather unsteady, but is a rather speedy

dog. In speed and ranging the dogs

were about equal, but it was evident

neither dog would be in the next series.

They were taken up at 2.27.

EZRA noble and ben HIR FRANKLIN.

CENTR.\L CITY KEXNEL CLIB.

, (;. Hulled

When these dogs were called the for-

mer's owner was not on the ground.

Under the rules twenty minutes was al-

lowed him to put 111 an appearance.which

he luckily did. The dogs were then put

out at 2.38, Ben from the start showing the

most speed and covered the ground more
satisfactorily. Ben came to a point, from

which a rabbit had just sprung. After

ranging along the hillside Mr. Smith was

told to hold his dog until Ezra Noble

could be found, he having refused to

listen to the voice or whistle of his master.

We traveled over considerable ground

l)efore game was found. Ezra Comfort

nailed them and was handsomely backed

by Ben. Shuster shot and killed. His

dog was steady to shot, while Ben was

not. Ezra retrieved nicely. Following

the birds, Ben flushed a single, then

scored a point on another single, which

Mr. Smith failed to stop when flushed.

Ben again pointed a single, which flushed

wild. Dogs were then taken up at 3.31.

BKN HUR FRANKLIN AND EDGE MARK.

After giving Ben a short rest he was

put down against Edge Mark, the latter

scoring first by locating a covey which

flushed wild. .Soon after he ran into and

flushed a covey which we followed into

the woods, where Ben took his innings

by making a point which was acknowl-

edged by his competitor. Near top of

hill Ben made a handsome point, stop-

ping over a log upon which rested his

hind feet. Smith put up the birds and

missed. After leaving the woods Ben

pointed a rabbit. Dogs ordered up at

4.35 and after consultation the judges

announced the winners as follow :

Edge Mark, first.

Ben Hur Franklin, second.

Ezra Noble, third.

Its AdmlHslon Into the A. K
with UellBht.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Will you please call attention to

the admission of the Central City Kennel

Club to the A. K. C. All we c«n say now
is that no effort will be spared to make
this a brilliant success, an(l judging from

the pro .lises already made it will be so.

One thing surely must impress iUiilf on

the western breeder and owner, and that

is the importance of patronizing and sup-

porting these shows, and if compLteut

and honest judges are secured there is no

reason whv the awards should not stand

as high as the more pretentious exhibi-

tions. We shall have nearly all the good

ones that were at Rockford, and Cincin-

nati, Pittsburg, Toledo, Chicigo and Mil-

waukee are going to be represented, and it

looks as if there would be in the neigh-

borhood of 300 entries. At the request

of Major Taylor we have engaged an ex-

tra judge for the sporting class—Mr.

George H. Hill, widely known and uni-

versally liked.

We have splendid accommodations and

facilities, anil exhibitors who do not

come w ith their dogs may feel sure that

every care and attention will be given to

their dogs. Come one. Come all.

Yours truly.

Edwin L. Kimball, Secretary.

Jackson, Mich., Dec. 16.

shows of this class.

This association wisely became a mem-

ber of the A. K. C. since its last exhibi-

tion, and on this account alone the qual-

ity of the dogs was far above that of last

season.

The assiociation is made up of big-

he.irted, whole-souled gentlemen who <le-

scrve the support of all. Nothing was

left uiKloiie to make it agreeable and

1

pleasant for aii present. Harry L. Good-
I man, of Chicago, judged all classes of

dogs. The entries nnnibercd some 116.

but at least twenty- five or thirty more

would have l)een shown had it not been

for a most unfortnnale error in American

Field, which read : " Entries had been

extended to Fridav noon, December 12,"

when the despatch from the association

' plainly read that the time for receiving

dogs liad been extended to Friday, De-

cember 12. Had the editor of American

Field shown the slightest interest in this

show he should have known that under

American Kennel Club rules, entries

must positively close on the date first

advertised.

Mr. Charles C. .Sidler, of Milwaukee,

who is part owner in the Acme Kennels,

showed a long string of thoroughbreds,

and won a number of the most valua-

ble prizes, including the fco silver cup

for best and largest display.

Owing to our limited space this week

we cannot publish the criticism which

accompanied these awards, which were as

follows :

[R., reserve; V., very bigiily coiunieuded; H..

highly commended; C, commended.
|

^v...:.«-lfl^ r^l.t.-v t.<.i'.<

KIkson, Hiwin L. Kimball.
Prince, Shellv Blaisdell.

Max II, C. O.'Nourse.

OPKN, BITCHES.

2. Lady Victoria. L. J West.

PUPPIES—DOGS OR IllTCnKr..

I. Rlkson.Kdwlu L. Kimball.

UouBh-eoHtcHi St. KernHrds-OPfc.v. duos.

I. Casper, Peninsular Kennels.

2 Valens, Acme Kennels.

K Feruwood Bruce. N. C. Hickox & Co.

V. Argus, L. J. West.
Kiiighi, F. S. Anderson.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Empress, Acme Kennels.

SniootU-C'oat«5dSt. Borniirds-OPE.N. doos

I.

2.

V

HERE'S TO THE IRISH SETTER.

A Fair C hallenKe OfTer'ed to Prove Ills

>Ii<rlts as a Field Trial Winner.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I judge "I'm Dead" is a good

fellow in spite of his rather hasty letter

in your issue of December 6, anil would

like to make him this proposition : If

he owns a ffood dog and bitch, either I':ng-

li!^h setter or pointer, I would like to run

a (log and bitch (Irish) against them on

ruffeil grouse and wootlcock. I will give

him two (lavs' good shooting and enter-

tain as well' as I c.-^n while here. After

our hunt, if he still thinks the Irish set-

ter 110 i^ood and that the Irish dogs run

against his are not n\\\n\ to them in slylc,

nose and staunchness I will i>ay his car

fare both wavs from Philadelphia. He
can set anv time after September 15 next.

If he would prefer to run for money 1

am willing, owner to work his own dogs.

F. L. Cheney.

PiTTSFiELD, Mass., Dec. 16.

1. St. Michael. C. Gustavc Birnstill.

2. Wodaii, Peninsular Kennels.

R Ben 1,.. Walter L. Loomis.

V Audubon St. Austin Friar, C. Gustave Biiu-

still.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Ada, Peninsular Kennel.

PliPPIES.

1 Ben L ,
Waller H. Loomis.

2 Audubon St. Austin Friar, C. Gustave Birn-

still.

Jreat Danes-Open, dogs or pitches.

I. Melac, Herbert G. Nichols.

(Jreyhonnds—open, dogs.

1 Tony, T. KUis Taylor.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Clio, T. Ellis Taylor.

2. Bird, T. Ellis Taylor.

Pointers—t»pEN, ihk.s.

1. Chief, Acme Kennels.
2 Grand Duke, lames 11. Turner.

V Duke, Lnkc Shore KenueN.
C. Poiito, Will & Tracy.

Grippe, D. M. Kldridgc.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I Sal 11, Tim Donoghue.
2. Shattuc's Maude, D<«: Shattuc.

PUPPIES.

1. B.ish, Ben Green.

Kiitfllsh Hetterrt—OPEN, dogs.

1. King Gladvs, L l". Ward.
2. Zippo II, John Pederson.

OPEN, HITCHES.

1. Canadian tjuceii. Acme Kennels.

2. Flossie, Acme Kennels,

Irish Setters—Open, doi.s.

1. Max A.. Allison V. .\rniour.

2. Kildare Kennel;..

V. Dennis, F. S. .\nder8on.
earless, F. C. Vrecder

H Clareniont Palsy, Frank H. Ferry.

OPEN, BITCHES,

I. Nino. Frank H, Perry.

i. WiauietL Kildare Keiiuel.s.

I

II

PUPPIES,
1, Nellie of Claremant, F. C, McVean.
2. M. 1). Fri-;co, F, C. .McVean.

Field Spaniels—Dogs OR hitches.
I. Blackie Van, Lake Shore Kennels.

Cocker Spaniels.
CHALI.EN(.E, fKHiS UR HITCHES.

I. Champion Bene Silk, Lake Shore Kennels.
OPEN, DU(JS.

1, ob.idiah, G. Bell,
2. Brush W., Lake Shore Kennels,

OPE.N, BITCHES.
i, .\niazement,<;. Bell.
2. Nanette, Lake Shore Kennels.
3. Madam olio, G. Bell.

Beaarles—Open, dogs.
I. Snyder, J. P. Curtis,

UachHhiiiides—Open, DtKis,

I. Hundesport's Berginann, William I.icfflcr,

OPEN, HITCHES.
1. Lena K., William Lttffler.

Foxhounds—Open, dogs or hitches.
1. Nellie, Will & Tracy.
2. Jack, Will & Tracy,
H, Juinbo, Will & Tracy.

Fannie. Will it Tracy.
Pink, Will & Tracy.

Colllea—Open, dogs.
t. Hcotlund, J, P, B Jones.

OPEN, BITCHES.
2. Willis, Harry R. Smith.

PUPPIES.
1. Griefenslein, Harrv R. Smith.
2. Pine Grove (jueen, Harry R. Smith.
H. Pine Grove .Maid, Harry R Smith.

Hull Dogrs—Open, dogs or hitches,
1. Duchess of Parma, WocHlward & Herrick,
J. Toro, la nies Corcoran.

Cassella, Wotxlward & Herrick.

PUPPIKS.
I. Cassella, Woodward & Herrick.

Hull Tt-rrlers—Open, hogs.
I. DuflTerin, William J, Bryson,
J, Keiio, Matthew Wll.son.
V. Ro.scoe, Frank W. Moullon.

PUPPIES.
1. Keno, Matthew Wil.son.
2. Koscoe, Frank W. Monltoii.

Fox Terriers—Challenge, dogs or hitches
I. Bleniton Volunteer, Oriole Kennels.

OPEN, IKXiS.

I. Oriole Trap II, Oriole Kennels.
2 Valens, Oriole Kennels,
R. Le Logos, Oriole Kennels.
V, Bleniton Ransack, Oriole Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Rlemtou Vic. Oriole Kennels,
2. Bleniton Margerum. Oriole Kennel«.
v. Oriole Verona, Oriole Kennels.
H. A lie DuCiiCsn, Ldkc SiK^ic Kciillels.

PUPPIES.

I. Oriole Verona, Oriole Kennels.

Hlack and Tan Terriers.
OPEN, IXJGS OR HITCHES.

I. Vangie W., Lake Shore Kennels.

Yorkshire Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

I. Rip, Lake Shore Kennels.

Toy Terriers-Open, dogs or hitches.

1. Nellie, Lake Shore Kennels.

Piigs—Challenge, i>o<:sor bitches.

I. Lord Nelson, Acme Kennels.

OPE.N, dogs.

I. Spake. Mrs. Sarah K. Davis.
2 Tippie, Lake Shore Kennels,
v. Peggie, John Flanagan.

OPEN, hitches.

1. Beauty III, A. H. Pitts.

2. Sara Barnhardt II, Acme Kennels.
V. Lady Snuffles, Acme Kennels.

PUPPIES.

1. Lord Fauntleroy, Acme Kennels.
2. tlretchen. Acme Kennels,
v.DaHbdil, .\cme Kennels.

Kills Charles Spautels—Open, noiis.

1. Roval Duke, Acme Kennels.
2. Cafumet Ben d'Or, Calumet Kennels,

open, hitches,

1, Calumet Alice, Calumet Kennels.
2. Nell Gwynne, Acme Kennels.

Itlenheliii SiMiutels—Open, dogs ok bitches
1. Calumet Cromwell, Calumet Kennels.
2. Calunitl Dulu, Calumet Kennels.

Italian Greyhounds.
open, ik)(;s or hitches.

I, Daisy, Lake Shore Kennels.

Mlseellaneoiis—Open, mxisoR bitches,
I. Dot, Lake Shore Kennels.

KKNNKL UFXiLSTKIl.

VISITS.

GEOKGF: W. WAMBACHS pug bith Rustic
Katti 1 13.51MI to his Lord Baltimore(i,s,5o5i.

F;, H. HOWARDS black, white and tan F;nglish
setter hitch RuBV to J, Shelley Hudson's Dad
Wilson, Jr, (io,i7(), August 11, iSijo.

A, D. McPHEARSONSblue bellon ICnglish set-

ter bitch Daisev Camhridgk II (iJ.?.";!) to J.
Shelley Hudson's Ciia.mpion Dad Wilso.n
(i37"), Junes, 1^90-

J. SHELLEY HUDSON'S lemon and white Eng-
lish setter bitch Blonde (15.751) to his Ben
Hill (10,158), August 17, 1890.

JOHN ROME'S lemon and white English setter
bitch Fatima (11. .^96) to J. Shelley Hudson's
Champion Dad Wilson (.5371), October 22,

1890,

SPARKS FROM BRITTLES PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from tile l)()(js;y World.

Special Correspondence,

Last week I drew attention to the ad-

visability of bench shows changing the

age for puppy classes from twelve to

eighteen months. At the time of writ-

ing I had not a code of the A. K. C. rules

handy, but since then I have looked

them up and find that Rule xvii says:

"Bench show comniiltees may provide

for the following classes, * * *" It

then proceeds to define the eligibility

for each and thns describes what a puppy
class is : "The puppy class shall only

embrace dogs of twelve mouths and
under in age, excepting for the following

breeds which may be entered to eighteen

months of age, at the option of bench

show committees : St. Hernards, mastilTs,

deerhounds, Irish setters. Great Daues."

So that from the above any bench show
contemplating a radical change, whether

for good or evil, will be acting in direct

contravention to the head body. Not
only are they unable to frame "puppy"
classes for dogs eighteen months or

under (except for the breeds mentioned),

but also they are powerless in giving any
such class under any name whatsoever.

Observe the vast opportunities the A. K.

C. affords bench show committees to im-

prove on previous premium lists by this

restriction. What a boundless plain of

novelty it presents tc an ingenious com-

mittee ! What tempting promise it gives

for future advancement and improvement

in the classification of bench shows

!

Avaunt Rule XVII, to the depths of the

deepest dungeon with ye. Wipe it out,

trample on it, suffocate it, exterminate it

ye delegates. The shorter they spell of

life, the more honor to the kennel club.

The A. K. C. dictating to bench shows

"what classes they may provide," is

droll enough, but the absurdity becomes

intensified when only St. Bernards, mas-

tiffs, deerhounds, Irish setters and Great

Daues are granted the additional blessing

of being six months older in puppy
classes than any other breed. If size was

intended .is a sine ijua nou, have blood-

hounds, Newfoundlands, greyhounds,

pointers, Ivnglish and Gordon setters, re-

trievers, collies, wolf-hounds, foxhounds,

etc., committed any special indiscretion

which debars them from this luxury ? If

not, doesn't the rule strike the A. K. C.

officials as a jumbled up piece of incon-

gruity ? Surely the abolishment of this

unintentional " absoluteism" (if there

be such a word) is worthy the attention

of the "Advisory" Committee. They,

or it (whichever one pleases), I believe

have the power to recommend whatever

they, or it, may deem beneficial to the

club. And nothing can be beneficial

unless it is advantageous to the smaller

bodies, of which the \. K. C. is com-

posed, and as a restriction of this kind is

only a deterrent to those of its members
which hold bench shows, the " .\d-

visory " Committee will only be doing

its duty in utterly routing, boot and

spur, tooth and nail, this unilesirable,

unnecessary and vexatious hindrance to

progression. Good-bye, Mr. Rule XVII,

a long farewell. That these remarks

may have effected your total and uncon-

ditional dismissal is my fervent prayer.

It is perhaps superfluous to mention

ttiat the last quarterly meeting of the

delegates for '90 was held last week. All

the papers will be full of it, I know, but

still the fact remains. It was held, and

there's no getting away from it. I do

not want to trespass on the territory of

the editorial demesne, at the same time

I would like to touch upon one or two

matters, which I hardly think will inter-

fere with his Serene l'<)tentatesliip's

"special preserves."

To cotnmeiice with, an addition was

made to one of the rules which renders

it compulsory for judges to give a re-

serve in all cases where two or more dogs

are competing. .So far as competition in

the different classes are concerned, well

and good, but when it conies to awarding

specials such a rule is likely to get, tiot

only the show committee, but the A. K.

C. into such a tangle that the most

sapient will be unable to unravel it.

Thuswise, a sjjccial is given for the best

of a certain breed. The winning chal-

lenge dog, the winning challenge bitch

and the winners in the other classes are

brought together. For the sake of argu-

ment say the challenge dog secures the

special and the ditto bitch gets reserve.

This is all serene so far as it goes, and

also seems likely to work smoothly in

case of the dog's disqualification, especi-

ally if it happens after the show, for in

such a case the special would be tran.s-

ferred to the bitch. But unfortunately

the owner of the second prize challenge

dog, who owing to the winner's disquali-

fication jumps into first place, is being

left out in the cold entirely, and though

he eventually secures the challenge prize,

yet the special goes to the bitch, because

he was not afforded the opportunity of

competing, though he may be worth a

hundred of her. I trust readers follow me
in what I am trying to drive at, as this

matter of awarding reserves in connec-

tion with specials is a most important one

Of course it is customary when com-

peting for specials to have only three

dogs in the ring who have not been pre-

viously beaten. To do otherwise would

involve such an amount of unnecessary

time and labor that exhibitors would be

decrepit and old before the awards were

concluded. At the same time the ac-

cepted usage is liable to effect a very

great injustice. It is possible, it is prob-

able, in fact, it fretpiently happens that

the two cracks meet in the same class

—

generally in the challenge. They are

worth all the others put together. One
is bound to take a back seat—except in

cases of equal first—the other iu the

natural order of things comes out on top.

The latter wins the special, and some
winner iu another class, that cannot be

compared with the less successful crack,

is given reserve. Now if the winner of

the special is disqualified perhaps months
after—these things take time as a rule

—

the reserve dog secures it and the un-

fortunate crack has to stand on one side

and see a more inferior specimen chuck-

ling at his good fortune. To obviate this

I would advise a rule something to this

effect : "In cases %vliere a dog wins a

special all those who have been placed

second to him in ordinary competition

shall compete for the reserve card." This

is crude, but if Mr. Anthony or some
other member of the ".Vdversary" Com-
mittee would prune and remodel it, they

would be anticipating a difficulty which

at some lime or another is bound to

arise, and is certain to cause a lot of

trouble.

Another important addition to the

rules relating to " delegates " was adopt-

ed—that the secretary shall not be a del-

egate for any body. This, of course, en-

tirely precludes that official from voting

at all. This is decidedly a step in the

right direction, and one which I advo-

cated some time ago. The rest of the

time was taken up by the secretary read-

ing the constitution of the A. K. C. as it

had been, and as it would be. By the

incoherent queries of a representative,

and the objection raised by Mr. Wenzel
against his Irish setter Tim's disqualifi-

cation for a special a* the last New York
show. All this was rather monotonous and
the meeting was manifesting signs of

"ennui" and "tedium," when a hurri-

cane burst upon them in the shape of a

denunciation from Mr. Peshall.

.>>; ^ j}
i} ..a..

A correspondent from the other side,

who is more likely to be right than

wrong, writes that he believes Venio and
Vesuvienne have been sold for I3500 or

|»3oocj to come over here.

With Robert le Diable, Woolton
Game and other cracks resting on their

laurels, the Hempstead Farm Kenaels

had some field trials on their own ac-

count last week. The proprietors had a

large consignment of live quail sent

from Tennessee, which on their arrival

were liberated. After a few days' respite,

the trials took place, a lot of local dogs

competing. The result, I believe, was
great, as both Robert and Game were

knocked out iu the first round, and the

prizes were confined to more unpreten-

tious local dogs. Messrs. Cornell and
Rushmire were the judges.

It will be remembered that many of

the dogs competing iu the Indiana Field

Trials were taken sick, in fact, one of

the winners there afterwards died. This

illness has extended to the Central

Trials, Sam R. being so sick he couldn't

run for second money, and now both

Tory Lieutenant and Rip Rap have been

stricken down. The symptoms seem to

be similar to distemper from what one

can gather, but it is highly improbable

that dogs of Rip Rap's and Sam R.'s ages

who have previously had it should both

succumb to a second attack

.

Readers I am sure will deeply sym-

pathize with Mr. Terry, whose mother

died last Friday from pneumonia, which

she contracted a few days previous. All

doggy owners, I know, will bear with

him in his sad bereavement.

Brittle.

SUCCESSFUL PUG SIRES.

The Number of Times Their Proseuy
Won In 18i>U.

Below will l>e found the names of the

successful sires of the pugs that won first

prize in challenge and open classes dur-

ing 1890. Of these Othello is credited

with a total of 16 ; Dude, 8 ; Max, 5 ;

Bradford Ruby, 3 ; Joe, 3 ; Jacko, 2, and
the rest I each. The writer has be un-
able to obtain the names of the sire of
Bath, Bobby and Tortoise.

1^
NAME OK Sire. Winning Producs.

Othello

Dude
.Max

.

Bradford Ruby

Joe
Jacko ....

Duke . .
.'

.

Kash
Gussie ....
Roderigo . . .

Rustic

Bessie
Cassina
Climax
Beauty III ... .

Bob Ivy
jMyrlle
'Uudc
Tim
Kash

I

Bradford Rowdy .

Bo Peep 11 ... .

Dode
iTrix
N«p
Bt>crhart Cashier

,

Nelly Ely
Max
.Rustic Queen . . ,
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THE CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.

Continued from P»«e 389.

^^stood without result. Afterward

each flushed. Rosa closing heat wUh two

false points. Both had come in contact

with eaine, and not being able to handle

it should have had the spotting knife ap-

olied There was a fair amount of range

displayed by each, but what is the use of

that manner of ranging that places dogs

much of the time l)ebind the handlers?

This was very noticeable in the case ot

Rosa
KATE MIU-HR AND REVERDV.

Kate Miller, handled by Nesbitt, and

Reverdy by Stoddard, came forward at

q ^4. To start the ball rolling Reverdy

thought best not to bother with ' Bob

White," and roaded up three wilk tur-

keys Keeping his mind on turkey may

have caused hmi to walk into the first

covey he found. This gave Kate an op-

portunity that she gladly accented and

quickly did she make Lhree stands, niean-

Ume flushing a single. Reverdy captured

a single and did not do himself credit

when retrieving. vSent away each pointed

what must have been running birds, anrt

their exact location remained a mystery.

Crossing the railroad both made game.

stood and went on. A covey, flushing

wild, was the attraction. These birds

settling in nice cover afi"orded Kate an

opportunity to make two points and

Reverdv one. At 10.34 Kate had shown

herself'to be a workwoman. She is (juick,

active and obedient, with good pace and

fine range, will be found at all times do-

ing such work as will please her owner

Reverdy was evidently not at himself,

his nose not serving him right on judg-

ing the presence of game. He does not

have the true Oath's Mark style when

pointing, drops continually and altogether

his showing did not cla.ss him with those

that went into the second series.

NANNIE B. AND KING'S DAN.

For many days Charles Barker had

been absent from the trial ground, but

having something to say about the All-

Aged Stake came pleasantly forward with

his Nannie B. to compete with King's

tered. 10.36 found both going rapidly,

showing the King Noble bloo<l to a cer-

Uinty. Dan found what he supposed

was game, yet after Bradley had a.ssi«ted

and encouraged him all he could, nothing

came of it save the knowledge of a

blunder. Nannie B., being a-shamed of

her half brother, took occasion to show

him how to point and a fine cove;? was

the result, liesides locating and pointing

finely, was steady to wing. Getting at

once to the lying birds Nannie nailed the

most of them at one time. Then going

oflF again searching for some ten minutes

was there for sure to another covey. One

hour and two minutes found them called

in and Nannie had merited another o
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TJFlnJGS THAT WON DURING THE YEAR 1890.

. • . f ,HB Principal Sl,ow« HeUl in America witln tlie Names of the
L.st of

t-j^J^^^-^^V,, Winners in XI.eir Respective Classes.

COMPILED BY M. H. CRYER.

Cbaixbncb Class.

Where Held. Juikje.

Dot*.. Bitch. First.

-OPEN POG CLASS-

Seconi>. Thirh.

, OrKN BITCH CLAS.S

Hirst. Skcond. Thirh.

Augusta, Ga .

Charleston . .

New York . .

Chicago . . . .

Rochester . . .

Baltimore . . .

Boston . . . .

Buffalo . .

So. California.
Cincinnati . .

Detroit . . . .

Toronto . . . .

Ijondon . . . .

Wilmington .

Ottawa ...
W(X)dl>ury*

Davidson ... No entry . . No entry

Fellows .... No entry . No entry

Whitney (Miss) Dnde.Kash, a Bessie

Mortimer
Lacv . .

Mortimer
Locy . .

Mason .

Briggs.
Mortimer
Whiluev(Mis8) Boblvyt
Mason '.

. . . Bob Ivy .

No entry
One class .

One class ,

Max ...
Bob Ivy .

Kash

Mortimer .

Mayhew .

Lacy . . .

Watson . .

Davidson .

Lacy . . .

Fellows . .

No class .

No entry
No entry
No class

.

No class

.

Bob Ivyt

Bessiet •

Bessie ...
Bessiet . .

Bessie . . .

Bessiet . .

Bo Peep li.

Bessie. . .

Bessiet . .

No class . .

No entry .

.
No entry .

, No class . .

. No class . .

. Bessie . . .

Withheld ... Withheld
Timt B«'' Ivy^

Lord Nelson
Bob Ivy: .

Bob Ivy . . .

Bob Ivy . .

I ittle jewel
Bobby .

Nap

Bob Ivy .

Little Jewel .

Little Jewel .

Little Jewel .

Kirby's Puck
. . . Moss ....
. [ier Lord Clover .

Scot
Saxon . . . .

Nap
Nap. v.h.c.r

. Frank. . . .

. Budge . . . .

Tortoise
Withheld . . Lassie ....
Bo Peep II . Myrtle II. . .

Bo Peep II . Myrtle . .

Mvrtle . . . Lady Clover.

Myrtle . . Trixie ....
Mvrtle . . . Dot
Beauty III . Midget . . .

. . Patti .... Bell .....
Little jewel, r . Rustic tjuecii Daisyll

|
man

. Cheiiua.sset Ruby Cnssiua .

hv'.'Jy, S ,
" '

Kizer • Cassma . . .
Withheld

lt>e 11 ' .... Bessiet . .
Cassin.t . . .

••

Nelly Bly . . Daisy . . . .

-, -
. Punch .... Judy . * *

nVord kowdyPrinceRoya.: """"l'
i?f}.''.".'°.""

'''"''''
:

'

Dotle Cassina . . . Lothia . . .

wit^id : : : : jewei : : : : : Budge .

Eberhart'sCash-Sparke • •, „. -

. . Chequ'set CzarKizer .Climax
Bob Ivy Climax

Absent

Tortoise . . .

Midget . . .

Sateen . . .

Bessie Clover
Ku.sticKale .

Myrtle, v. li c.

Cassina, r. .

No entry . .

Sissy ....
Hly

Youngstown
Danbury* . . . , „n....^ _,,.._

Kingston .... Fellows . ^3 ^ }„ ope,, class owned by a member of

fore Simouides was kept going for one

hour with Jutlge Wallace keeping watch.

SAM MILLER AND CASSIO.

Sam Miller, handled by Richards, ami

Cassio, by Avent, made their debut at

I 27 Cassio very soon pointed, and bam,

refusing to back, passe. 1 him by. Ihe
,

point was valueless, yet Cassio, not to be
j

misunderstood, soon pinned a covev at

edge of field. This time Sam backed to

command. Following, Cassio pointed

same covev again and then a single.

Sam. upon making a fruitless point, was 1

suddenly seconded by Cassio, whoscored

another good point and Sam scored a de-

merit for not backing. Sam, getlmg

down to work, found a covey and then a

pair of singles and retrieved to Richard s

kill Cassio came forward with a retrieve.

Field trial goers may have noticed that

at times it seems impossible for a hand er
. *. ftl..* a^^^M* nnnitlPr

to kill a uini, jci y^>. >•"- -.
--

,

down with a good retrieving dog aucl

bang ' the lifeless form of the swiftest

bird lies motionless upon the cold, cold

^"^Cassio exhibited good fiel.l qualities

Ijeing rapid and accurate, steady and

true, getting into places with much

judgment. If Cassio were ever m the

zenith of his powers, it was during this

heat. Sam warmed up and Ijehaved

fairly well at the close of the race.

lileportunity to appear in competition, wli

Dan bad' not.

IGHTFIELD RANGER—PRINCE LUCIFER.

Barker came forth a second time with

calmness, knowing that in Prince he had

a clipper, and Brailsford, with Ranger

before him, went away at 1 1 .42 and Prince

being in his best form, very speedily

mshed intt> the first stubble and pointed.

Ranger failing to recognize, passetl by

him and Prince was styletl a falsifier.

Vet it was not " ever thus." Going rap-

idly upon a hillside he located a covey

grandly and was steady to wing. The

scattered birds attracted his attention

and he very soon had one of them

spotted. This was killed and returned

by Prince. Ranger made two points.and

Brailsford grassed each, though the first

one got away. The second one was

poorly retrieved by Ranger. Quite a

breathing spell before more game was

found, when both dogs, not over hfty

yards apart, stood, each having a covey.

The scattered birds were plentiful and

Prince nailed two to Ranger's one. clos-

ing a most successful heat, especially in

the case of Prince Lucifer. Prince went

out wide and ranged well, looked about

him with a purpose and displayed con-

siderable style in all his movements.

Ranger was not under good control and

took a number of opportunities to look

over the ground that horses had tramped

over to see if they, in passing, had left

the festive quail undisturhetl.

SIMONIDES AND SAM R.

Sam R. could not appear, as his sick-

ness had proved to be distemper, there-

8i>eclal Gordon Setter SUikc.

(Spotting Series.)

KING ITEM AND BELMONT.

King Item was introduced by Mr.

Fisher, and Belmont by Mr. Tallmau.

After thirty-four minutes had Ijeen spent

during which dogs had gone over ground

known to contain birds, Belmont ran

through a covev. On coming upon the

singles. King inade two flushes without

hesitating. Belmont again flushed a

covey. Here each dog stood a single. In

small stubble Belmont pointed a covey

and King backed. Following to .sedge

King flushed twice and to Belmont s

point Tallman killed, with Belmont a

fair retrieve. Being down one hour and

eleven minutes, but little good work was

done. Of course Belmont deserved

credit for what commendable work he

did, but going as slowly as these tlogs did

there was no excuse for repeated flush-

ing. Belmont at times made a gotid

effort at rauging ; not so with King. He
was content with staying where

handler would not lose him.

GORDON AND BEAUMONT.

Gordon came out with Cameron

Beaumont with Tallman. and getting ofi^

at 4 had the best of the day before them.

Gordan began his game finding by flush-

ing a single, quicklv followed by another,

then, tiring of small things, put up a

whole bevy. Following these commenced

flushing, and Beaumont, getting on to

the racket, flushed one also. Gordon

trying to improve upon his former work,

stood twice falsely. Then again he stootl.

This time he heW the bird under his nose

and stood well. Gordon, in woods, stood

after fast flushing, then jumped to a flush.

Beaumont meantime made a stand ;
mov-

ing on, failed to locate. Then, in woods,

Beaumont stood and Tallman sent him

on and a covev flushed. vSettling in sedge

gave Gordon a chance to point. Not a

very large amount of hunting intellect

was displayed by either, though game

was plenty.

AU.-AaiiD SETTER STAKE-II SERIES.

FRED GATE.S AND NATALIE II.

Friday—The day was cloudy with a

a cold north wind. The first brace did

not get away until 9.06, as the starting

point was no less than seven miles from

I

town. The second series as arranged

during the previous evening had for the

first pair Fred Gates and Natalie II. Al-

most at the outset a covey flushed and

droppeil down within a few yards. Lpon

these each dog stood singles ;
Rose shot

aud missed ;
Nesbitt .cilled and Natalie

fetched verv well. Following again each

I

pinned one. Fred then flushed while

Natalie pointed where one had l)een.

Fred next located a new cover near ra-

vine. Sent away Fred was not long in

getting upon another covey that he

winded, feeding upon a hillside. Natf\lie

fountl a single and proceeded to road it

up. but quickly made a secure point to

another. During this time fresh covey

had been flushetl bv handler, bred not

yet content stood another covey, and

Rose, apparently not trying to kill,

missed twice in succession. Reaching

the place where the covey settled Natalie

made somethtng of an undeculed point.

Fred stood where game had been and

then pinned a covey scent ; not locating

exactly the same, flushetl wild, as he was

roatliug. Dogs were down but thirty-six

minutes and Fred won. Did you ever

hear of as many birds being found in so

short a time? I-red found the covies.

went with plentv of dash and all his

work was excellent. Natalie ranged as

well, but not so lively in picking up

singles, though her nose was very true.

She has not the stvle that Fred possesses,

vet tjbevs her handler more promptly.

I Kach tlog proved steady to shot aud

wing and backed well. "Tis a pity that

Natalie could not go any farther toward

the front

PRINCE LUCIFER AND SAM MILLER.

This pair was kept down thirty-two

minutes, which was enough to prove

that Prince was the superior dog in al-

most every way. Prince found a covey

and Sam backed to order. In woods

Sam stood to no bird and Prince located

a single. Sent out in another direction,

each secured a point. Prince was so full

of point that he stood sparrows. Prince

improved all the while, going at his birds

with snap and accuracy ; as a rule his

movements portrayed very fair style.

ANTOINE AND KATE MILLER.

1

Starting at 10.24 it was but a few min-

I utes' work on the part of Kate to find

I game. To point Antoine seconded.

Kate followed the scent to sedge grass,

some sixty yards distant, and there Nes-

bitt flushed, killed, with Kate bringing

finely. Settling upon the nearest hill,

Antoine stopped where birds had lelt

their foot scent ; failing to locate, were

afterward flushed by horsemen. Some

time was absorbed before Antoine found

game • after pointing and moving on, the

crowd flushed birds. Kate came next

with a single antl tl-en a small covey.

Being down one hour antl two minutes,

game being scarce. Kate Miller was de-

clared the winner.

his

and

SIMONIDES AND LILLY BURGE8.S.

Lilly had a bad start, as very soon she

flushed a covey going down wiml.

Simonitles pointed single and then got

one up by being "too previous." After

a short run the presence of game was tle-

claretl by birds 111 air. The positions of

the dogs going to prove that Simonitles

had the point, Lilly the flush. Lilly

then fountl a single. Going through a

large stubble field, Simouides came nptm

a good-sized covey and stood, well lo-

cated. While hunting for singles Lilly

came upon a woodcock. These dogs

were about equal in many respects, Lilly

having the better pace and range. Taken
t .-. «. >1/^%«ti mat tliirtv tniiiiites.

kiiiuk «*.v.4, .*«..-* J-— - • .,

NANNIE B. AND CASSIO.

Though it was the usual lunch tinie.

these tlogs went away at 12.09. Going

forty-six minutes little was accomplished

save that Nannie had pointed twice. The
heat was decided in her favor. Whtn the

superior pace and range, together with

intelligent hunting of likely spots and

the greater style of Cassio is considered,

there was not sufficient evidence of su-

periority in the two points made by

Nannie to place her over Cassio. The
decision may l)e considered unsatisfac-

tory.

FANNY M. AND IGHTFIELD ROSA.

When this brace was called up Mr.

Brailsford came forward and asketl to

withdraw Rosa on account of indisposi-

tion on his part. This being agreed to

Fanny was sent out for thirty minutes,

with Mr. Penry as judge.

HARRY C. AND PRINCE.SS BE.^TRICE.

Getting away in cornfielti Princess

found a covev. .Seeking for scatteretl

birds, she came suddenly upon another

covey. Kach dog secured a single point.

After a1x)utten minutes' run Harry found

a covey ami behaved well. Bratlley call-

ing po'iut just as birds took wing. Al-

though the birds settleil conveniently

near, they were not followed. Going on

for some ten minutes more, no game be-

ing found, the heat ended in favor of

Princess. Now Harry i'. the better dog,

he being much superior in general hunt-

ing qualities, covers more grountl .^nd

works with more bird sense, more styli.sh

antl tractable.

FANNY M. AND FRED G.VTES.

Just why Fanny should or couhl be

put down with Fred is past understand-

ing. The fact of her brace mate having

been drawn tlid not make Fanny a bye

dog. Fred slioidd have run with Prince

Lucifier and Nannie B. with Fanny M.

Again, Fanny's handler finding that she

came up out of the order of running,

shoultl have asked for a postponement

on account of having l)een down once

previously, during the afternoon. Start-

ing at 4..V0 and taken up at 5 the heat

' resulted in Fanny finding a hare, and

Fred two ctivies and a single. Fred thus

winning the first heat in the third series.

MONT AND BENDIGO.
This brace of Gordons came out during

the afternoon to finish their preliminary
series. Mont was handled by Aldrich
and Bendigoby Tallmau. Mont pointed
a covey at the edge of stubble. He was
then just a few yards in advance of his
handler. To flush Aldrich killed, yet
Mont could not find the bird. A covey
was flushed at the expiration of some
twenty-five minutes, with the indication
that Beudigo hatl been the cause. Ben-
digo then pointed single in pine woods.
Bendigo showed up much the better in
pace antl range. Style was not promi-
nent in either.

COUNTESS ROXY.
This being the bye dog was run for one

hour under the supervision of an ap-
pointed judge.

GORDON STAKE—SECOND SERIES.
BELMONT AND COUNTF.SS ROXY.

The second series of the Gordon Setter
Stake was begun by this brace starting
at 9.05 on Saturday morning. They were
kept down their 'allotted time, during
which Belmont pointed a covey and was
steady to wing. Roxy found a single
and this was all the game located. Bel-
mont was the better in hustling, though
Roxy had the more easy movement.
Both backetl and were steatly to wing and
shot.

BEAUMONT AND MONT.
After being down about thirty minutes

Beaumont flushed some birds that he
should have pointed. When the judges
were weary, and one hour and sixteen
minutes had passed they were ordered
up to lie put down again to give them an
opportunity to point. Beaumont had the
l>est range. Mont was very slow and
had not merited a place in this series.
He woultl not go untler any circum-
stances, his handler trying all means,
such as running l>efore him, then push-

.
ing him, then whipping and finally boot-
ing. Being put down again on marked
birds Beaumont made a point and to shot
was unsteady. Beaumont won. What a
waste of time and patience. When dogs
will not hunt they should be shut off at
as early a stage as possible.

GORDON AND BENDIGO.
......

.J
.... .. .wa.^.k.^ ..... V.»V.. VAV^ta

flushed a covey. Then Bendigo found a
covey, Tallman killing was compelled to
gather the bird, as Bendigo would not do
It. Ortlered up at 11.31 with Bendigo a
winner.

BELLMONT AND BENDH'.O.

Starting at 2.28, Bendigo very soon
flushed a covey as he was passing through
bome wootls. Each made a point on a
single and heat ended at 3.04. with Ben-
iligo the winner. Now Belmont is the
best dog and had as much pace. While
not ranging tj^uite as well went over the
ground more intelligently. Neither were
" up to snufl" and besitles were disobe-
dient.

bf:ndigo and beaumont.
Being ilowii thirty minutes. Bentligo

found a covey anil Beaumont a single
and then a flush. There was very little

difficulty ill UHniing Bendigo the first

winner.
GORDO.N and BKAUMO.NT.

These two dogs were named as the
brace st-lecletl to compete for the second
])lace a. id Mr. Taliman objecting to run-
ning ;tiiy more for ilie ilay the same was
pM»tp Mied until Moutiay.

PRINCE LUCIFER AND KATE -MILLER.
Whtn the ilogs were brought out Mr.

Barker iiiatle objections to putting down
his tidg Willi a bitch coming in heat and
the t>bjectitm was sustaineil. This coming
III use at t'le time of trials causes much
vexation among tlog owners, and illus-
trates the fact that few bitches as com-
parei! to tlogs win in trials.

PRINCE LUCIFER AND PRINCESS BEA-
TRICE II.

Prince, getting away lively, found a
covey antl stood well ; to kill retrieved.
On the marked covey Princess fountl
game, roatletl. aud stood ; moved again
and several birds arose, followed by
others. Scut off again, soon both were
lost to sight and Princess was fount!
pointing. On these binls Prince secured
two points and Princess flushed. I'p at
12.28, with Prince the winner. Lucifer
had the greater pace and was more stylish.

SIMONIDKS AND NANNIE B.

After lunch both got away well. Nan-
nie B. found a covey, and moving to get

a better location flushed. Following
Nannie make two points that proved of
no avail, and Simouides flushetl one.
Simonitles fountl a gootl covey antl was
backed by Nannie. Nannie next pinned
a single; Simonitles came upon a covey,
and Rose flushing, missed. Down thirty-
three minutes, with Simouides the win-
ner. Nannie went astray in this heat.
Her flushing was after the trailing style.

AU.AGKD SETTER STAKE.—H' SERIES.
SIMONIDES AND PRINCE LUCIFER.

They were put down to see who should
ccimpete with Fred Gates for first place.
Simouides found a covey, moved up a
little and two birds flushed. Settling
ilown held until Rose put them up.
Simouides found again but Rose was not
diligent in his attempt at lushing. Both
roaded and to Prince's point was found a
dove. Simouides dropped tt) a flush be-
fore the next covey flushed. Upon the
opposite side ofrailroad Simouides roaded
a covey, and going fast was stiffened jus>l

before the covey came forth with a whirr.
Prince then made a false point and then
made a good point on a single. While
Simonitles was flushing Prince was point-
ing. Simouides then "froze" to a covey
nearby. Sent on. Prince found a false
scent, and dogs were ordered up at 5.07.
Judges announced that they must have
more work before deciding and postponed
the further running until Monday. The
work up to this time would have given
the lieat to .Simouides, which would have
been the most satisfactory way to decitle
the heat.

SUM.MAKY—All-aged Setter .Stake.

Bert Crane's black, while and tan bitch Nalalie
II (King Noble—NaUlie)

with
Charles E. Gray's black and white dog Gene
(Druid—Barley).

Hamilton & Jackson's f>lack. white and tan dog
Fred Gates (Bob Gates—Lilly B.;

with
H. A. Waldron's black and white dog Cash Boy
(Cashier— Flake).

Francis S. Brown's black, white and tan dog
F'dge Mark (Skidmore—Flo' Macliii)

with
The Blue Ridge K.;unels' black, white and tan
bitch Fannie M. (Gladstone's Boy—Flame).

The Elmwtiod Kennels' black, white and tan dog
Httiiy ».. (Ruuciigu—Cuuntess Houscj

with
J. M. Avent's black aud white dog Antoine (Kod-
erigo—Bo-Peep).

Mrs. S. A. Elliott's black and white dog Noble
Cuunt (Mac D.—Lady Mack)

with
F. WindhoU's black and white bitch Printress
Beatrice II (Royalty— Kate Westmoreland).

The Blue Kidge Seller Kennels' orange and
white bitch Lilly Burgess (Gath's Slark—
Esther)

with
W. W. Titus' orange and white bitch Daisey's
Hope (.Gath's Hope—Daisy F ).

N. B. Ne.sbitt. ag't black and white bitch Babe
f.ladstone (Paul Gladstone—Bessie A.)

with
.K. P. Hey wtxxl-Lonsdale's liver and white bitch

Ightfield Kosa (Nass— Pitti-Sing).

N. B. Nesbitt's (agent) bl.ick and white bitch
Kate Miller (Rotjerigo—Lufra Cross)

with
The Blue Ridge Kennels' orange and white dog
Reverdy (Gath's Mark— Rosa).

J. A. MeLetxls lemon and white bitch Nannie
B. (King Noble—Queen Va.shti;

with
The Elmwotxl Kennels' b'ack, white and tan
dog King's Dan (King Noble—KIsie Bellon.

A. P. HrywtxxJ-Lonsdale's black, white and tan
dog Ranger (Dick Wiiid'em—Peep Bo)

with
J. 1. Case's black, white and tan dog Prince Lutn-

fer (King Noble— Elsie Bellon).

I). E. Rose's (agent) black and white dog Simou-
ides (Gath's Hope—Gladys)

with
W. W. Titus' black and white dog .Sam R. (Dash
B yson—Daisy Hope).

W. T. Hunter's black, white and (an dog Sam
Miller (Roderigo—Dixie)

with
J, M. Avent's black, white anil tan dog Cassio
(Count Noble— Lizzie Hopkins).

Srconii Skries— Fred Gates beat Natalie II.
Prince Lucifer beat Sam Miller, Kate Miller beat
Anluine. Simonides lieat Lilly Burgess. Nannie
B beat Cassio, Fanny ran a bye. Rose Iteing
drawn. Princess Beatrice beat Harry C.
TiiiKi) Shriks.—Fred Gates bent Fniiiiv M..

Prince Lucifer beat Princess Beatrice, Siinonide.s
beat Nhuiiic B. Kate Miller whs ruled out for
being in heat.

Lexington. Dec. 17.—The drawing in
the Free-for-all Four-hour Stake was :

Rowdy Rod against Chance. Nannie B.
against Daisy Hope. I'itli-Sing against
Kings Mark. Rowdy Rod and Chance
were the first started. Rowdy found five
covies and four singles and Chance two
covies aud four singles, Rowdy winning.

|

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Mr. Robert Colgate, president of the

New York Poultry Association, states that

there is every intlication of a successful

show, and that they are promised a large

number of enties from Canada.

«
• »

The Indian Game Club holds its an-

nual meeting at New York, on February

7, 1891, during the great show to be helil

at the Madison Square Garden. February

4 to 10. The special meeting for framiug

the standard will occur at Charleston. S.

C, January 16, 1891. The official an-

nouncement will be found in another

column of this issue.

The American White Wyandotte Club
also meets at New York. Every menil)er

was requested to signify his choice, and
New York, Binghamton and Charleston

were the choice in the order named.
This was in accord with the vote of the

P^xecutive Committee, and every member
has the satisfaction of knowing that New
York was the popular choice. The meet-

ing occurs on February 4, 1891, in the

Madison Square Garden.

• •

Now that the specialty clubs have de-

cidetl where to meet, we trust that all per-

sonal feelings and prejudices be dropped
and determined efforts made to make
the Charleston and New York shows suc-

cessful. No matter what trouble there

may be between individuals, for the sake

of the fraternity, there shoultl be har-

mony aud no underhantl work at the

expense of either of the great shows.

#••

iX»Cior RouiiisOii iciiiaiks ill iiie Poul-

try Monthly : "I know of a breeder in

California who bought a breeding pen in

Indiana, and paid I25 to get it through.

He concludes that it will be a long time

before another express company bleeds

him thus, aud I verily believe that if the

express companies knew these things

they would reduce the rates rather than

deprive themselves of a legitimate source

of revenue, by placing rates upon poultry

that men refuse to pay."

«
* «

A breeding pen of binls was shipped

recently to southern California for 115.50.

Yes, the express companies "know these

things," but will they kindly explain

why they charge #25 for a pen of birds

from Indiana, and only $15.50 for a pen
of birds from New Jersey. For pure, un-

adulteratetl inconsistency ami -robbery,

the express companies "take the cake."

»
* »

The poultry papers are wheeling into

line, antl the New York show, which at

one time was "sniffed at," is attracting

the attention now it is entitled to. That
great and impartial paper, the Poultry

Monthly, comes out with a calm and sen-

sible appeal in support of New York.

•
» *

It is to be hoped that the same true

fancier's spirit will prevail elsewhere,and
the men who have tried to injure New
York will no iloubt feel that public opin-

ion is nearly as tlaiigerous as a buzz saw
to fool with.

* »

We are a member of the .\. P. A., but

not so saturated with the belief that the

latter always determines which is to be

the great show of the year. This Mr.
Peer tries to make us believe. What a

sad libel this is on the past great shows

of New York, Boston and Indianapolis.

The A. P. A., like the A. K. C, coultl

exert a powerful influence on all shows,
but not by claiming that its annual meet-
ing, which IS purely executive, makes the
show of the season. To do this is selfish.

• *

There should be no conflict between
poultry shows, and the A. P. A. has it in

its power to prevent conflicting dates,

just as well as the A. K. C. has. But
when members of the A. P. A. secretly

work against one show in the interest of

another, it is time to call a halt. Charles-
ton and New Orleans seem to be pulling
together, while Greenville and Augusta
are doing the same thing. This is un-
fortunate, but far more natural, when the
motives are known, than the opposition
to New York, which does not conflict

with any southern or western show.
«

* *

The Journal does not care to discuss
the personal grievances of officers and
members of the different • asstjciatious,

but injustice to them opens its columus
for discussions that affect the real issue.

Personalities are of no avail, but the truth

is desirable always. It is the policy of
The Journal to support all shows for

the interest of every poultryman and fan-

cier, and our correspondents will confer
a favor by considering this.

Some of the specialty clubs will make
their own standards. This will meet
with opposition no doubt by some of the
members of the A. P. A., but we believe

it is the ouly way to secure a satisfactory

standard. It will prevent the grotesque
combination committees where Asiatic

breeders make bantam standards.

«
* •

Mr. H. S. Bahrork Vias a lot!*' and in-

teresting article in the Poultry Monthly
for December on "A Neetled Reform in

Judging." He laments the fact that our
poultry judges pay loo much attention to

color and noteuough to shape. If this is

true,of what use is the standard aud score

card ? Taking the article as a whole, it

is a very strong argument in favor of
comparison judging by "the circum-
scribed route."

• •

Mr. Babcock thinks that if the color

disqualifications from the standard are

dropped it will accomplish the needed
reform, as we are apt to prize color too
much. The color disqualifications sho.ld
have been dropped long ago. They have
killed thousands of gootl birds.

•*•

At the farmers' institutes, now t^ing
held in most states, and which form a
regular winter menu of valuable thought
and experience, poultry receives a good
share of attention. Most of the papers
read on poultry topics are by practical

hen men or hen women. They are usu-

ally refreshing in their simplicity and
often provide some new ideas.

«
» »

At the Gloucester County, N. J., Insti-

tute Mary R. Brown read a paper on
"Hatching and Rearing of Karly Chick-
ens." It is more important, she said, to

have a gootl male than female bird. Jan-
uary and February are the liest mouths
for the hatching of early chickens. Said
she had never been successful in hatch-

ing in March. Care should W taken
not to over-heat the chickens and then
remove them to a cold coop. Do not
feed a chicken for twenty-four hours
after hatching, and then feed them on
chopped eggs and meal until a day or

two old. Never make the food too wet.
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Water them while they are eating, and

then remove it as soon as possible. She

said she had not been successful with in-

cubators, but thinks brooders are a sv.c-

cess if rightly con<lucicd. The remedy

she gave for the cholera was Iwiled milk

and pepper or grease. When the chick-

ens have the gapes, the parasite m the

wiudDipe lavs eggs, which are dropped

around the vard in the drinking vessels,

where they are picked up by the other

poultry, and this parasite is formed in

their windpipes. She thought it would

be advisable to use fishberry for the lice.

Put a few drops on the chickens and the

-ben before putting them in the coop,

and all the lice will be destroyed.

send for thi.s large and tempting list. The

cash premiums are very liberal and the

entry fee is only one dollar per bird.

I This includes entry for regular and siiecial

premiums. Prizes are oflFered for exhi-

bition pens and single birds.

n,= ' «iii iif delivered when payments should
i.„port. This necessitates removing the

,

^^^'I^J^^ifVoTn^UvEvLy breeder ought

birds from the coops, a proceeding not
^^ patronize this work in some way and

carculated to improve the birds, for our - • •

• *

Auother lady at the same meeting said

that the poultry industry was one that

helpsthe bank account of every farmer.

This is true, but precious few farmers

realize it.

Pigeons and cage birds are liberally

provided for and should bring out a very

large exhibit. Greenville, S. C, is one

of those thriving cities that is full of

snap. It is located on the famous Pied-

mont Railroad and easily reached from

Baltimore, Washington, Richmond and

Charleston. Special rates have been se-

cured on all railroads. Do not fail to at-

tend this show. All premiums will be

paid in full. Write to A. H. Kohn, sec-

retary, Prosperity, S. C, for premium

lists.

* »

* «

In speakihg of the value of different

breeds as egg producers she said :
"The

Wyandotles are good layers, but their

eggs are smaller and uot of as goo<i

color as the eggs of Plymouth Rocks, so

consequently do not command as high a

price. The Brahmas are very good fowls,

but not protitable to the country poultry

raiser, owing to the lack of ambition."

Farm-Poultry for December is an im-

mense number, containing thirty-six

pages of reading and advertising matter.

We know of no better combination for

the sum of 12.60 Uian Thk Fanciurs'

JouRNAi, and Farm-Poultry for the com-

ing year. It covers the eutire field of

fancy and practical poultry culture, be-

sides giving a weekly digest of the best

dog literature and news in the world.

Custom house oflicers cannot be accused
j

of being very tender toward the feathered

tribe.

« »

The loss incurred by Messrs. Sharp &

Co., Mr. Babcock and others has been

appalling, many fine birds having died

from ueglect. Out of one shipment of

sixteen Indian games only three birds

reached their destination alive. Import-

ing birds is not a pleasant dream, but

a very expensive reality. But what are

we going to do alx>ut it ?

The latest Belgian remedy for diph-

theretic roup is perchloride of iron. A

feather dipped in a solution of the latter

and applied to the mouth and throat of

the fowl is said to cure the trouble.

Next.

help make it a success. .

Do you not want to be represented in

its pages bv an advertisement? It is

hoped you may >)e induced to take one at

the low rates offered and thus help defray

the expense of a book that wi 1 be of

value to the fraternity, and that will

surely make its appearance. It has been

verv favorablv noticed by the leading

poultry and pigeon papers, also is being

well patronized by breeders in general,

and will have a large sale. Send vour

orders to Boyd's Director Co., 10-14 Pike

Block, Syracuse, N. Y.

»
* *

Some genius is stuffing susceptible peo-

ple with the statement that by feeding

certain foods to hens, he can increase the

size of the eggs they lay. There is only

one safe way and that is to select henu

that lay uniformly large sized eggs.

Over-fat hens often begin laying with

«
« *

«

The lady evidently keeps Plymouth

Rocks, but her assertion regarding Wyan-

dottes and Brahmas would make Irving

Crocker and I. K. Felch turn somersaults.

So much depends on the proper selection

of egg-laying strains that no one breed

is entitled to pre-eminence. In our own

experience we have had less trouble to

. „;„„ «„..c fmtn Brahmas and Wyan-

dottes than from Plymouth Rocks.

CHARLESTON'S COMING SHOW

The Premium List Ready to Be
Sent Out.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : We are pleased to inform your

readers, many of whom will exhibit with

us. that we have just closed a contract

with Spratts Patent to coop, bench and

feed our entire show. This step was

made necessary because of the belief that

our entries will be at least four times that

of our own cooping and benching ca-

pacity, and because it seems to be the

desire of our poultry and pigeon breed-

ers to have all their birds in single coops.

Theretore, for the sake of uniformity.

» *

Au English cousin has been over to

America and describes a visit to Long

Island, which he claims produces a large

proportion of the eggs and poultry con- I

sumed in New York City. He was not

favorably impressed with the island it

seems, but as his observations were lim-

ited to the vicinity of Flatbush, a.swampy

place redolent wilh the odor oCgoats and ,^,„^^^ ^ _„. . _

pigs he can be excused for the very poor j-^ around in baskets,

onin ion he has of our poultry.

Over-tai neub uiicn ..-.-s'" —j —e. Theretore, lor uic 3n».c ^/. - -j •

abnormally large eggs, which soon de- ^,^ j^^ ^^.^j^ ^^^^ own coops and benches,

crease in size if the hen is active and in
|

^^^j ^^^ ^j^jy gpratts.

good condition. Eggs should be sold by

weight. This would tend to improve the

egg business

A subscriber wants to know whether

eggs intended for incubation must 1)e

turned every day. No, but keep them

large end down in egg crates or on per-

ferated shelves. Never allow them to

»
« «

Mr. A. A. Halladay has a very long ar-

ticle on the white Laugshans in Farm-

Poultry. He certainly leaves no stone

uiituriied to proclaim the merits of these

white sports, and at the same time is un-

usually severe on other breeders who

have, according to Mr. H., gone wrong.

•
• *

While there may be much truth in

what Mr. Halladay says, we think it

policy not to condemn the white Lang-

shan stock in other breeders' hands too

hastily. The black Laugshan, of which

so much has been written, is very apt to

breed as badly as the white Lans"»haus.

We have seen some very nice yellow l<ot-

tomson the feet of exceptionally pure

black Langshans, and there is just as

much likelihood of such appearing in the

white sports.
^

« *

It's a difficult matter to build up a repu-

tation by ruining somebody else's. The

Langshau Club has no doubt done much

to improve the breed and the standing of

its members, but it has cost the club

many unpleasant disturbances, and judg-

ing by Mr. Halladay's remarks in Farm-

Poultry, the end is not reached,

*
« *

Linseed meal i.-> a very suitable food for

chickens, but care should \>e taken not

to feed too much of it. A gill for every

ten or twelve fowls, mixed with the regu-

lar soft food, can be profitably fed every

other day. Cottonseed meal we do not

recommend, as it requires to be fed very

carefully. An excess is dangerous.

The premium list of the South Carolina

Poultry and Pet Stock Association in-

corporated) has been received. Every

» »

The fact is, Long Island contains some

magnificent poultry farms, but they are

dot at Flatbush. The island is so large

that even an English tourist could spend

weeks there before discovering all its re-

sources. Probably the handsome poultry

farms of Mr. F. T. Underbill or Mr. Rob-

ert Colgate never pleased the eye of our

English friend. It is useless to give an

opinion until the latter is fully corrobo-

rated bv facts.

« *

The writer concludes his long article

as follows :

"Personallv speaking, the writer has

not been favoralily impressed with the

ciualitv of the poultrv in this country, as

it seei'us to lack flavor and to be insipid

eating after the English or French. This

however, is of course a mere matter ol

taste

.

Try this feed for young chicks : One-

fourth coarse Indian meal, one-fourth

bran, one-fourth bruised rice, one fourth

ground oats ; mix and feed dry in a cov-

ered trough. Twice a week add a little

ground meat to the mixture. The above

is easily prepared, will not freeze or

spoil and chickens will thrive on it.

• »

A fairly prominent breeder excused the

straw-colored plumage of a bird he sold

on account of the yellow corn he had fed

the bird. This is about as bad as the

breeder who intends feeding cayenne

pepper to white Leghorns, hoping the

plumage may turn buff.

Breeders' Directory.

There will soon be published in neat

s^e pamphlet form a complete directory of

This is hiuhly complimentary i?. to our the names and ad.lresses of poultry and ^.^lu 10 .c. u= =..^ f-"."- .."e ofinis IS nit," y »^" V }
„i„r.r,n breeders in the Inited States and 1 Dq vou want to come in Jor a snare 01

tastes. But then, things never taste as pigeon breeders
^^^ ^^^^, .^^^^^^^^^^^

thoroughbred

Mr. William Rabbits, Jr., Spratts'

traveler, has been with us for the past

week, and seemed much surprised at the

size of our mail, relative to the coming

show, and expressed the belief that ours

would indeed be the thow of America

for this season. . , . .^
We have delayed our premium list be-

cause of our desire to incorporate as many

of the specials as possible, but have nowr

concluded to close up and issue a special

bulletin later, so our premium hst is at

last l)eiug bound auu win star., cu. ..!.-

week positively. Our entries close Janu-

ary I. As a sample of the specials being

offered I here mention a few :

A friend of the association offers f 100

in gold as a graud sweepstake special for

the ten highest scoring buff Cochins. J25

in cold is offered as a grand special for

the largest and best display of Langshans

by one exhibitor. $25 in gold as a grand

sweepstake special for the best and

largest display of white Langshans.

Frank vSaumeiiig. Sprmgficld, O., offers

one «4o incubator for the largest and best

display bvone exhibitor An association

special of |ioo is offered for the greatest

number of birds by one exhibitor scoring

88 or more points. An association special

of |75 for the largest and best display, in

merit, by one exhibitor.

Many Js and f 10 cash specials are also

offered by our friends from different sec-

tions, the pigeon department coming m
for a good share of cash and (juite a num-

ber of silver cups in addition.

Come, make up brother breeders and

fanciers, the South is watching you. Do

vou want to let us see you are with us

.

well aw ay from home

.

*
» *

We publish a letter on the tariff ques-
1

tion from Mr. Crocker in this issue. It

seems that the Custom-house officials in

New York have blundered. We wrote to

Washington, D. C, for a copy of the Mc-

Kinley bill and found it clearly stated

that land and water fowl were on the free

list if intended for breeding purposes, and

Mr. Babcock, as well as most of us "treed

the wrong coon." or. in other words, ap-

plied a section of the bill to fowls which

really did not include the latter.

* *

We have a letter from a prominent offi-

cial in Wa.shington. which fully corrobo-

rates Mr. Crocker's statements. Messrs.

Sharp & Co., however, have V)een badly

treated, and even now. v ith proper con-

sular certificates, arc compelled to pay

Canada. The names will be arranged

alphabetically, and classified ^'Y .f'.t'es

and stales. The publisher. Mr. William

Bovd expects to give over 4000 names,

a list of homing stations, a list of the va-

rious poultrv and pigeon publications,

some practical receii)ls and other informa-

tion interesting and valuable.

No charge will be made for inserting

names. Send one of your circulars or

catalogues so that your own name will

appear correctly, and send a list of any

others vou may know of who are breed-

ers of poultry and pigeons, and in this

way lend a hand to make the book as full

and correct as possible. Those who wish

their names in capital letters can have

them so for fifty cents. Price of the book

fifty cents. A few unobjectionable ad

vertisements will be inserted at the fol-

lowing nominal charges : One psge. |io
;

half page, ^*6 ;
quarter page, U '

'="'*^

page, ;F3
""

' "'

that immense trade in thoroughbred

stock that is bound to be the result of

this grand meeting? If so, what better

way to prove this than by offering us a

cash special and by sending us an ex-

hibit ' You must act quickly or you will

not be in the race. The Great Inter-

national at Charleston, January 13 to 17 ;

New Orleans. January 20 to 25 ;
Green-

ville. 27 to 31. Now can you afford to

lose this opportunity? c.-r^Ross A. Smith.

Charuwton, S. C, Dec. 15, 1890-

corporated) has been received. Kvery suiar cc.w...nv... ... .--.., . -

fancier who intends to exhibit should [
three cents per pound on all birds they

Federation Meeting Postponed.

It was decided by the local officers of

the Federation of American Homing

Pigeon Fanciers that it would be inexpe-

dient to call a general meeting of Federa-

letters in the list of breed.rs and will re-
1

"'''"
"'=J»'V" ^ ,e„t out. .Action will

"z "rr»';n^='at;r'.iSe: i
^-^tsIs^u the «.. ».«. iu

but as soon as the work is completed it [January.

>

i
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AMERICAN INDIAN GAME CLUB.

The Official Bulletin and the Names
of the Members.

The next annual meeting of the club
will be held at Madison Square, New
York City, during the show of the New
York Poultry and Pigeon Association,

which will occur F'ebruary 4 to 10 inclu-

sive, 1891.

The meeting is called for Saturday,
February 7, at 2 P. M. Notice of exact
place of meeting will be posted upon the
first prize cockerel's pen, the morning of
February 7.

It is especially desired that every mem-
ber of the club who possibly can attend
shall do so, as this will be an important
meeting of the club. The officers of the

club are to be elected for the ensuing
year, a constitution and by-laws to be
formally adopted and a standard whereby
the Indian game may be properly judged
is to be presented to the club for adop-

tion, and certain rules acted upon rela-

tive to judges and the representation of

birds at the various shows, which may
choo.se to have the Indian game classes

judged under the rules adopted by the

club. Many suggestions wi'l be brought
before the meeting by different members,
and all who possibly can should be pres-
ent.

A meeting of the committee elected
last I'*ebruary at New York to formulate
a standard for presentation to the club is

also called to convene at Charleston,
during the international show at that
place, which takes place January 13 to
17. 1S91, and a special meeting of the
Indian Game Club is also to occur during
this show, and is called for January 16,

1891. This is to enable members of the
club who are not members of the Standard
Committee to offer suggestions regarding
the standard, to discuss it and to put it

in the best possible shape for presenta-
tion to the vote of the club at the aunual

With these two meetings there is no
reason why every member of the club
cannot have a hand at fixing the stand-
ard. It is for that purpose that they are
called.

It is also specially desired that breeders
of Indian games enter their birds at these
shows, and make the Indian game classes,
if possible, the largest iu the shows. If
we are to have classes provided at the
shows we must furnish them our support,
and see that the classes are well filled.

LIST OH MKMBKRS.

9-

10.

II.

12.

'3-

14-

\l:

18.

'9-

2<>.

21.

22.

H-

26.

»:•

2S.

29-

3'.

O. K. Sliarp. 32.
C. A. Sharp. )\3.

A. K Mauley. 34.
W. H. Sherry. 35.

J. Y. Bicknell. 36.
J.Sautee, Jr. 37.
H rt. Babcock. • 3S.

J. W. Alsop. 3Q.
C. A. Howmaii. 40.
H. O. Thoraawjii. 41.
B. T. P.icc. 42.
Irvii'g Crocker. 4.5.

P. H. Jiicohs. .)4.

J. H. Dri-veiistedt. 4s
H. P. Clarke. 4f),

F. W. Oiiylor. 47.
C. HHiniiierT>chiiii'lt. 4S.

A. M. H jwmaii. 4().

H. I.. Tiuiniloii. 50.
Aug. I) .AriiuUI. 51.

J. H. Krvar ^2.

H I,. Kairchild 5.1.

Shelby Kiiikeail. 54.
M. H. Norris. 55.
Frank Watson. 5*),

H. K. Milliki-11. 57.
W. Atkc Burpee. "vS.

John I). .Mercer. 59.
Charles T. .Maliet. 60.
ICdward BloonilieUI 61.
Jtihn K. Hrucc.

Adam Thompson.
W. W. Hojjie.
Horatio A. Brown.
Thos. J. Ocliiltree.
Charle.s W. Brown.
J. H. Farrington.
James Cox.
J. W. I-ierce.
George A. Fletcher.
E. A. Haslett.
A. C Keyser.
J. I. Worlev.
I>. A Moiin't.

J. E. Hazard.
W . T I'rice.

A. !• .Mullin.

J \V. Alsop, Jr.
A. J. Mowrv.
r. Wilton HiII.
Robert CiilKate.
W. C. Ctu.ser.
T. J. tVCounell.
Jesse B. Johnston.
E. H Foag.
Jtjhan (',. DeBang.
Albt-rt K. Warren.
William H. I.aw.son.
F. W. Mayreis.
A. Miller.
Charles M. Chase.

The above list of iiaines of members
represents the growth of the Indian
(iame Club since February last. Every
prediction of its founders has been veri-
fied in full and complete. Beginning
with only a half do/en members we have
grown steadily and surely, passing in
membership tlul)s that have been on
deck for years, until we are to-day the
second strongest special club in America.
Now, we must not play second fiddle to
any club. Let us wade in and be first

and the largest club in America. Make
au even 100 names before our New York
meeting. Ifyou have not yet joined do
so at once. The admission fee is so low
that its cost is no excuse for not joining.
It only costs you $1 to join, and after

that fifty cents per year for yearly dues
to pay the little incidental expenses of
the club.
Do you believe in the future of the In-

dian game ? If you do you surely can
afford a dollar to help push the bird
toward which your fancy turns, or upon
which you have staked your success as a
breeder.

Do you want to receive recognition in

the premium lists of the large and small
poultry shows of the country ?

Do you want proper regulations and
properly qualified judges to care for the
Indian game in the show rooms ?

Do you want the judges who handle
this fowl to be some members of the club
and to be governed by its rules and regu-
lations ?

Do you want a standard that will be a
fair, just and good standard, one made by
breeders of Indian games ? A standard
that receives the approval of a majority
of the Indian Game Club l)efore it is

offered to the American Poultry Associa-
tion ?

Do you think the standard for Indian
games should be made by breeders of
Indian games, or by breeders of Plymouth
Rocks, Brahmas, bantams, ducks, etc.?

Do. you believe that a club with a mem-
bership of 100 or 300 can do more good

retary Meml>ership cards are issued to
every member upon their acceptance as
member of the club.

Delays are dangerous ; send in your
application and help swell the list and
make our club what it should be, the
largest and strongest poultry club
America. O. K. Sharp,

Secretary and Treasurer.
Lockport, N. Y., Dec. 17.

in

THE MoKINLBY BILL.

And Its Effect Upon Thoroughbred
Poultry Imported from Eng^land.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Much has been said of late

through the columns of The Joi-rnai,

and other papers concerning the duty on

thoroughbred fowls imported from Eng-
land since the new tariff law went into

effect. Messrs. Sharp & Co. have had

any amount of sympathy extended to

them for having been obliged to pay
twenty percent on their last importation
of Indian games, thereby wiping out
their profits entirely. Among poultrv
breeders much condemnation has been

Indian Game Hen "MT. PLEASANT'S PRIDE," Winner of
First at the Great International Show at New York. Febru-
ary 19 to 25, 1890. Imported and Owned by C. A. Sharp &
Co., Lockport, N. Y.

lor the breed and for each member indi-
vidually than can the same uieinbers
working separately at random with no
definite plans and nothing to guide them ? I

Ifyou believe in any of these things,
come iu and take a hand, vote yes or no,
and get some of the credit of the achieve-
ments of the club.

If you don't l)elieve it will do you any
good, stay out in the cold and shiver and
kick and find fault with those who do try
to do something.
You are invited to join. F'very breeder

of good reputation is welcome ; this is
;

no back-room arrHiigement but is for all

and for the benefit of all. Officers get
no pay nor perquisites except what fault
may be found with them. There are no
dead heads taken in, every man must
plank down his dollar before his name
goes on the books. '

Now will you join? Admission $1
(stamps taken), .\fter admission yearly
dues are fifty cents per year payable at
next aunual meeting. Now is the time
to join ; send application, accompanied

|

by |i, to any member or officer of the
club, or, to save any expense, to the sec-

1

showered on the Congress that passed
this law. Who knows but some con-
gressmen-elect owe their success to this
one transaction.

Last evening I had the pleasure of
stopping at the same hotel with that ex-
tensive importer and successful breeder
of dark Brahmas, H. A. Mansfield. Poul-
try topics were discussed without limit.
The Indian game excitement was alluded
to and incidentally I mentioned the duty
that the new tariff law imposes. Mr. M.
seemed a good deal surprised ; said he
had R-ad the bill and thought he should
have remembered it if sucii was the case.
Having a copy of the bill we looked it

through and through to find if possible
some clause that would justify the criti-

cisms that have been mafleupon it in this
particular.

Here is what we found in schedule
9 under the head of "Animals, alive."
.\fter enumerating different animals,
horses, cattle, hogs and sheep, the duty
ranging from seventy-four cents to $7,0,

according to age and kind, where the old
rate was twenty per cent ad valorem, we
found this : "All live animals not spe-

cially provided for in this act ad valorem
twenty per cent. This language is the
same and the rate the same as under the
old law. livideutly it does not include
fowls as they are nowhere classed as
animals.
Turning to the free list and running

down to the b's we find: "Birds, stuffed,
not suitable A>r millinery ornaments, and
bird skins prepared for preservation, bui
uot further advanced in manufacture."

"Birds, and land and water fowl."
It strikes me that this covers the whole

ground, and leaves thoroughbred fowls
just where they were liefore. but does not
account for the stupidity of the Custom-
house official who held Mr. Sharp's fowls
for duty, nor for the bad " break " made
by the legal and editorial luminaries, not
to mention the score or more lesser lights
who have kept their pencils sharp with
which to write down McKinley and his
hill for imposing a duty on fancy fowls.
Whatever the iniquities of this bill may
be it is uot the business of the poultry
fancier to exaggerate them or to accept
as law, without questioning the decision
of a blundering official. If there were
any demagogues among fanciers we
might perhaps think that some of the
writers on this subject were inspired by
the success of the tin cup scheme which
was worked in Ohio before the last elec-
tion.

So plain is the language of the bill on
this point that it seems almost incredible
that anyone could make a mistake con-
cerning it or be imposed upon by others,
had they taken the time to do it.

Irving Crocker.

DUNNVTLLE POULTRY SHOW.
Third Annual Exhibition of Poul-

try, Pipreons and Pet Stock.
Special Correspondence.

Dunnvii.i<E, Canada, Dec. 15.—The
third annual exhibition of the Dunnville
Poultry, Pigeon and Pet Stock Associa-
tion was held here December 9 to 11, and
was a decided success. The judges were
Sharp Butterficld, fowls; L. J. Jarvis,
/>l4ir.Vo . T.* t? T'»«»— -,:, J .^•***.^*'

I •-*• * . ^'^^-Jt j^»|5*-v»iia auu PCL

stock. The president, Mr. L. A. Cong-
den, and the secretary, Mr. J. H. Smith,
as well as the rest of the members,
worked very hard to make this show
successful, and visiting exhibitors were
made welcome. The committee decided
not to hold a bench show this year but to

devote all the list to poultry and pigeons.

There were hardly as many birds this

year as lafet, but the quality in most cases
was very high.
There were alwut fifty entries in barred

Plymouth Rocks and over forty in white
Plymouth Rocks. Cochins and Brahmas
were few in numbers but the quality was
goods. There was a large exhibit of dif-
ferent varieties of pit games. The ex-
hibition of Leghorns formed one of the
main features of the show, some excel-
lent specimens being shown. Most of
the other classes were small but the qual-
ity good. All the prizes in the pigeon
classes went to a well-known exhibitor.
It was the best collection of pigeons on a
whole that has been shown at one show-
in a good while except the display at the
Toronto Industrial.

BROCKTON POULTRY SHOW.

Their First Annual Exhibition
Ends Successfully.

Brockton, Mass., Dec. 17.—The first

aunual exhibition of the Brockton Poul-

try Association closed last Friday night

after a most successful show of three

days. There were ninety-nine firsts and
sixty two second prizes awarded. There
was a very large attendance on the open-
ing night, especially of ladies,, who found
in the feathered birds much to interrst

them and to admire. Very little com-
plaint was found with the judging.

—There is no use of a chick or hen
having the gapes for twenty four hours.
A few drops of camphor and water down
the throat is a sure cure. I never knew
a second dose to fail, says a correspond-
ent of the Poultry-Keeper.
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RHODE ISLAND PODLTRT SHOW,

Fifth Annual Exhibition to Bo

Held in Providence December

29 to January 1, 1801.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Sir: The fiah aiuiual exhibition of

the Rhode Island Poultry Association

will be held at Music Hall. i« the city

of Providence. Deceml>er 29 to January

I 1891. Music Hall is on Westminster

Street, the chief business street of the

second city in New England in size, and

is easy of access for visitors and exhibi-

tors.

The association has made arrangements

that will insure the attendance of from

15 000 to 18,000 persons during the exhi-

bition, in addition to those who regularly

attend These arrangements in brief are

the distribution of free tickets to all the

pupils in the public schools of the city,

and there are about 18,000 pupils. With

many of the pupils will come some friend,

so that the estimate of attendance at from

I ^ 000 to 18.000 is a conservative and not

an extravagant one. The association was

led to adopt this course from the fact

that it is a state beneficiary, receiving an

annual appropriation from the Legisla

-

ure and because it believes that a poul-

try exhibition is an educational insti-

tution and offers an opportunity for real

and valuable instruction to the rising

generation of men. Prom them the ranks

of poultry breeders must be "-ecruited

and by enabling the pupils to attend

there is a chance afforded to make many

ooultry breeders.

Such an attendance will be of great

value to the exhibitor, placing his exhib-

its before a large class of people, some of

whom will undoubtedly prove present or

future purchasers. Indeed Providence

has always been a very good place to sell

stock at every exhibition many birds

changing owncrsi.iH "^ s"'"'^" .„,

hand^mely remunerate the breeder.

The list of specials reached the num-

ber of 41 V and many of them are cash

A few samples are mioted : For largest

and best collection o? sUrdard varieties

(not bantams'), cash fc ;
for

^'t 'Y^*^
and best collection of standard bantams

cash $5.00: for the largest collection of

one variety of not less than ten birds

entered by one exhibitor and scoring

ninety points or more each, in American

class, cash $5- This last special is

repeated for the Asiatic. an<J Mediter-

ranean, and with modification for all the

other classes, the collection premium in

each case being cash. In "early every

variety there is one or more valuable cash

specials offered, the white I'«"Kftians

having «7.5oin cash offered, and the In-

dian games' premiums aggregating iii

value $24. of which $17 will be cash.

No entry fee is required to compete for

these specials, and they are given in ad-

dition to the regular premium^ which

are more liberal than those offer.'d by

many societies.

The Rhode Island Poultry Association

has always paid its premiums promptly

and in full to all exhibitors who are not

members, and to the members when the

.association has paid expenses. On one

or two occasions, rather than make an

assessment upon the members the pre-

miums won by members were ^lonated to

the association. The fowls sent have

always been carefully cared for and

reluraed to their owners in good con-

dition. The present superintendent has

been in fact, though not always in

name, the superintendent of a number

of the exhibitions and brings to natural

qualifications for such duties an ample

fund of experience. The association is

perfectly safe in promising the oest ol

care for the exhibit*.

In addition to the exhibition of poul-

try, pigeons and pet stock, there will be

held a bench show under the auspices of

the Rhode Island Poultry Association A

practical and successful breeder of dogs

Ls l)een appointed superintendent of

the bench show, and the dogs received

will therefore have the benefit of expen-

*The Tudges on poultry are Philander

Williams, of Taunton, Mass.; William B.

Atherton. Newton Lower Palls Mass^;

George V. Fletcher, Belmont, Mass.; N.

A Knapp. Winchester, Mass., and E. A.

fickerin? Winchester, N H. The dog

judges are C. IVed Crawford the noted

breeder of English setters, and Mr. T^M.

Aldrich. men well known among breed-

ers of "the friend of man."
Everything indicates a very successful

exhibition. The premium list, which

was unnecessarily delayed by the printer,

is now ready for distribution, and If any

breeder fails to receive one a gentle re-

minder on a postal card addressed to the

secretary. R. G. Davis, P. O. Box 1061,

Providence, R. I., will remedy the failure.

Entries close December 24, so that in-

tending exhibitors should be prompt in

making their entries.

The association is doing all in its power

to make its fifth the most successful ex-

hibition in its history. To equal its

former exhibitions, which have been

large and in quality second to none in

the country, it will have to do well but

it desires to do still better. It has there-

fore offered the most liberal inducements

to exhibitors, secured for judges men who

have a reputation for honesty and ability,

and selected officers who have given sat-

isfaction in the past. It extends a hearty

welcome to breeders in all sections of

the country, and hopes to so treat those

who come that they will gladly repeat

their visit. It desires your exhibits, ana

it wishes your presence, but it you can

not come, send on your stock and be a

part of the leading poultry event in New

England this season.*
H. S. Babcock.

POULTRY MATTERS.

Send In Your Ideas.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : At the annual meeting of the

A. P. A., held in New York City, Febru-

ary 21, 1890, a committee consisting of F.

E. Dawley, Syracuse; N. Y.; Philander

Williams, Taunton, Mass.; H. S. Babcock.

Providence, R. I.; George E. Peer, Ro-

chester, N. Y. ^
E L Reaqua, Highland Mills, N. Y..

was' appointed "to devise some means

whereby the various local poultry asso-

ciations' would take new interest m com-

olving with the provisions ui i"c coiiSw

tutioii, which allows them to enter into

the A. P. A. and have representation antt

votes therein." . .

The chairman of the committee asks

that breeders will forward to him at once

their ideas on the subject, together with

any suggestions regarding representation

of "the breeders in the American Poultry

Association.

F. E. Dawley, Chairman.

Syracu.se, N. Y., Dec. 15-

News of Interest to Poultrymen.

An Immense Hen's Egg.

For Tub Hancibrb' Journal.

A large hen's egg is reported from

Australia. It is three inches long, two

inches through, six and a half inches

round the equator and eight inches round

the poles. It weighs three and a half

ounces and was laid by a Brahma, with a

touch of Dorking, weighing about eight

pounds.

A pen of white Indian game have re-

cently been sold to a gentleman in this

country by Messrs. Abbot Brothers, of

England. A large figure is said to have

been paid for them.

Sir John Sebright, the grandson of the

founder of the bantams of that ilk, died

on the first day of the Crystal Palace

Poultry Show.

According to the Stock-Keeper, an ex-

traordinary case of "hen snatching" was

witnessed lately by those who were out

with a pack of foxhounds. The pack

was in full cry, but Reynard, speeding

away in his race for life, passed a farm-

yard where the poultry were being fed,

and not being able to resist the tempting

sight, although the hounds were almost

upon him, he dashed among the fowls,

and, catching up a fine one, wm soon

off again on his headlong course, the hen

all the time shrilly cackhng in his

mouth. Reynard gave a splendid run,

even thus impeded, and when finally

overtaken and "broken up" the hen was

found to have cackled herself to death,

but nevertheless soon found a fresh rest-

ing place in the capacious pocket of a

bystander.

A correspondent to the same paper

„ n.„f tit Tarnh's oil. well rubbed

York show. A year ago he bought out

Mr Bunting Hawkins, of Bordentown,

N. j., another loft that had a reputation

all over this country.

(^HIPS FROM THE

Poultry guocK

BY TRIXIE.

Indian Game Club Meeting.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : The annual meeting of the

American Indian Game Club will be held

at the New Madison vSquare, New York

City February 7. at 2 P. M., which date

is during the show of the New York

Poultry and Pigeon Association. A meet-

ing of the Standard Committee and a

special meeting of the club is also called

to convene at Charleston, S. C., January

i<; i8qi This meeting is only lor worK

u^n our new standur.l. All breeders are

urged to enter their birds at either or

lK,Yhof these great shows, ^'^y have

each provided classes and we should do

all we can to make the Indian games the

larjjest exhibit at each show Very re-

spe'^tfully, O. K. Sharp,

Secretary and Treasurer.

LoCKPORT, N. Y.. Dec. 12, 1890.

A corresuuiiu«;iiv »" -;- —--- » «
,

writes that St. Jacob's oil, well rubbed

on the throat and about the "ostj-ils of

fowls affected with roup, is a splendid

help in the cure in conjunction with roup

pills. . .. .J
* Why is it the dittereni varieiic», «.m

and they are numerous, of the beautifu

and gorgeously arrayed pheasant, are not

more cultivated in this country ? All

who saw the splendid collection of golden ,

pheasants at the last New York poultry
]

show will admit they were a very great

additional attraction to the show, and

were quite an exhibition in themselves

The golden pheasant is now pretty well

known, as it is far the most frequently

seen of any of the varieties It is a na-

tive of China, as is also the Lady Am-

herst pheasant. The Argus pheasant, a

magnificent large bird with a number of

large eves on its wings, comes from

Malacca. There are several other very

lovely varieties. Pheasants belong to the

same family as peacocks, guinea fowls

and turkey's. Peacocks seem to have

originally' come from Persia, whence

they spread to India and the surrounding

countries. The farmyard turkey is s„j^

posed to be a descendant of either the

North American or the Mexican turkey,

probably of the latter, while the guinea

fowl was originally a native of Abyssinia.

"Busy Bee."

December 10, 1890.

A. O. A. Meeting.

The fifth annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Columbarian Asssociation will be

held m the citv of Charleston, S. C, on

Friday, January 16, 1891, at 3 o'clock in

the afternoon, in the parlors of the

Charleston Hotel, during the poultry

and pigeon exhibition. Fanciers who

are not nieniljers. but .Icsire to become

such, will kindly send their names to the

secretary.
^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ Secretary.

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 15, 189'-

-Forty millian of eggs are said to be

consumed annually in the United States.

Transfers of Stock.

The following transfers of pigeons have

been made lately : From the lofts of F.

M Gilbert, Evansville, Ind., to A. G.

Ormsby, Louisville. Ky., two pairs im-

ported white Scotch fantails ;
to Dr. L.

W Arnold, Florence, Ala., one pair

crested Scotch fans; to W. J. Darrow,

San Bernardino, Cal., two pairs "Peer-

less" white fans; to F. P. Vest, St.

Louis, Mo., one pair "Peerless" white

'^"prom the loft of Samuel W. Taylor,

Baltiniore,to Edwin S. Sclimid, Washing-

ton, D. C, twenty breedmg homers.

F M Gilbert, of Evansville, Ind.. Has

bought the entire loft of white fantail

pigeons, known as the Howland loft of

Worcester, Mass. These birds have

been bred by John and F. H. Howland

for many years, and their record as prize

winners is a grand one. Bv this pur-

chase Mr. Gilbert gets all the pr..^

winners in this class at the last New

A.ssuredly the New York show is de-

serving of the patronage and support of

every fancier in the land, not because it

is to Ix: held in New York—that of itself

is nothing, as many of our poorest of poor

shows are held in our large cities-but

New York has shown a desire to keep

abreast of the times. Comparison judg-

ing suddenly developed a large following,

and New York decided to give it a trial.

The judging in 1S92 «>" '^ conducted as

of yore—the score card will triumph.

December Poultry Monthly has a card

from T Farrer Rackham stating that m
all probability among other uttractious at

the coming show next February will be

an art exhibition. Well, we hope fanciers

will respond to Mr. Rackham's call and

eivethe proposed new innovation their

cordial support. It would not only be

an attraction of much interest to patrons

of the show but would also prove an edu-

cator. By all means let us have the art

exhibition, or as Mr. Rackham styles it,

'a poultry museum."
, , , „„^„

Mdler Purvis hits the standard some

pretty hard licks, but they are all deserved

and he could have enumerated many

more inconsistencies, but those he men-

tions are so plain that they can be de-

tected without the aid of « °'aKn'fy\"g

gla-ss. When the A. P. A. fixed the

Standard weight of Embden geese at

forty-eight pounds to the pair they should

la^^knowrifthey knew anything tha

nine-tenths of the Embdens raised would

not weigh more than thirty-eight pounds

to the pair. But a rare chance pair will

ever reach standard weight.

The A P. A. as a maker of standards

has proven a lamentable failure. Take

„..,k1q^V lx.phornsas an example ;
every

t'hiie'the statrdard has been revised since

their admission to standard bonors their

whole future is changed. They are re-

quired to have yellow legs, U»e« dark

ones and then yellow again. How wn
we breed them to conform to ^jif.

require-

ment of a vascillating standard \>ke that ?

We can't do it, and, more than that, yel-

low legs are not the proper color for the

shauksof ablick fowl.

Right, Brother Purvis ;
the idea of a

delegate association is gaming many

friends and ere long the poultry interests

will be under the control of such an as-

, Tociation. There is entirely too much
'

"one man" power m the A P- A., and

iftherewas not the A. P. A. is not the

proper association to form the standard

Sni^e different breeds. That should
^

the work of the breeders of each breed

Each breed should have a club and that

club should have the complete control

of the standard for that breed ;
when the

breeders of each breed are perniitted to

?orni their own standard we w>llj>ave «

comprehensive standard and not until

^^^What new breed will we have next ? I

see buff Wyandottes advertised, and

'another part/wants to buy a buff male he

does not care how it is bred, so it is buff.

Undoubtedly he contemplates mongrel-

L ng some of our worthy breeds w-^ien

he will blossom out as the originator of a

new breed that will lay ««o''e eggs tlian

the Leghorns ;
grow larger than Brah-

mas ; sft as persistently as a goose, and

defend her brood as courageous as the

game hen ; it will be simply perfect.

-Wheat bran and mashed potatoes

make a good food for turkeys and ducks

hi the fall. Boil the potatoes, mash

them and and the bran, stirring all to-

gether. .

—When a fowl gets lame from twisted

toes and crampeH feet, the disease is

rheumatism. A thorough rubbing of the

legs with some stimulated liniment is

g(K>d.—Ohio Poultry Journal.

— If your poultry house has a wood

floor, secure, while the weather is yet

?aTo able, some good clean sand and keep

about three inches of sand on the floor

and scatter leaves loosely over the sand.
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SCRAPPLE.
The Qoose—Ouckoo Bantams-^No

Gain By Using Stimulants.

Lilliputian Poultry.

} he following extracts are from the

tens offanners both on this and the other

side of the ivater, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore ini'ite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining
to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

The Goose.

W. P. Perkins in Farm an<l Home
says that the breeding of geese in this

country is so neglected by the majority

of poultry raisers is a matter of surprise,

when we take into consideration the

many advantages which the aquatic fowl

possesses over the land animals, one of

which is the fact that tliey are less sus-
ceptible to disease.

It is a common idea among farmers
that geese destroy more than they pro-
duce, and many farmers, on being asked
why they do not raise geese and give
them the run of their pastures, declare
that they would not have a goose on the
place, as the grass that is not eaten is

rendered unfit for the cattle and so
wasted. If geese do not belong with the
cattle as they certainly do not, it is little

work to erect a portable two-foot fence
and thus establish fixed limits.

Another ground of prejudice advanced
by some persons is the noise of geese,
and certainly there is more reason in this
than in the former, as many persons of
a sensitive, nervous tenif>erameiit might
l)e made miserable at times by it. But
this objection is easily overcome. If the
geese are well supplied with food and
kept removed from the house, this need
not trouble, as there is nothing so con-
ducive to contentment among domestic
fowls as a well-filled crop.

In regard to the profit to be obtained
in raising geese, I base my calculations
upon the massive, pure-bred Emlxlen or
Toulouse, which is far superior in my
estimation to any other breed, as they
will protluce the greatest amount of flesh

in the shortest period upon the smallest
amount of feed. Supp>osing the breeder
has pasture land of little value, a waste
swamp and bog land capable of growing
grasses and clover, and a pond of run-
ning water furnishing rushes, pond lily

stocks and other aquatic vegetation ^the
pond contrary to the general supposition,
is by no means an absolute necessity),

the only expense attached to the rearing
of geese is the little grain they will con-
sume the first month or six weeks, and
afterward a full meal of whole corn at

night. The cost, from hatching to time
of maturity, I should estimate to be fifty

or seventy-five cents per head.
Now, look at the credit side. A fair

weight at maturity would be fifteen

pounds, which at Thanksgiving, when
poultry is most plenty, would l>e worth
in the vicinity of twenty cents per pound.
There is then seventy-five cents on the
debit and ^3 on the credit side, which
leaves a net profit |2. 25, or, to lie safe,

we will call it $2 clear profit. This can
lie multiplied by as many geese as a per-
son has space and feed to accommodate,
provided he is willing to exercise the lit-

tle care required. What branch of poul-
try culture would show a lietter account,
considering the time and capital in-

vested ?

The main thought to lie kept in mind is

the worthlessness of the articles of food in

which geese delight, and which comprise
for a great part, things wasted and at

the most of little value. Cabbage, tur-

nips, potatoes and all other kinds of
vegetables and grasses form their staple
food, with only sufficient grain to give a

variety. They are distinctly a grpzing
poultry, and will keep the grass as close

as a flock of sheep. The value of their

manure upon worn-out pasture must also

not be lost sight of, as it is rich in am-

monia, and for this reason geese would
seem to rival sheep for benefitiug many
parts of our country. The feathers are
also very valuable, as the so-called live
geese feathers are worth as high as eighty
cents per pound. Geese are plucked by
some once in a month or six weeks.
While I should not advocate it as often
as this, yet they may certainly be plucked
once or twice a year and be benefited by
it, as the process of moulting is facili-

tated. The only precaution to be taken
is that no blood is drawn with the feath-
ers. If the quills contain blood it may
be inferred that the feathers are not in a
ripe condition and on no account must
ihey be disturbe<i. It will be found in a
large flock of geese, as in one of hens,
that all the members do not moult at one
stated time, but vary some weeks, so
that they should be plucked at different
periods when the feathers are in the
ripest condition, in order to get the best
results.

Ouckoo Bantams.
This variety is rare in America, and

not so popular in England as one would
expect from the nuuil)er of bantam fan-

ciers and exhibitors of almost every color
and shade of midgets. About six or
seven years ago Mr. C. J. Ward imported
a pair or trio of this variety. After
being exhibited they attracted many fan-
ciers, and for awhile it was thought that
they would become favorites. This idea
would have been realized, perhaps, if

Mr.Ward had succeeded in raising young
stock from them, but afler being bor-
rowed and neglected they lost much of
their attractiveness, and when seen by
the writer they presented a picture of
neglect and bad care.

The cuckoo bantam, in the pink of con-
dition, is a pretty bird, and, as the name
implies, is of a domiuique color. It does
not show the bright bluish tinge on the
plumage like a well-bred Dominique, nor
the close and even barring ; it resembles
the Scotch gray in color and barring,
agreeably to its origin. On this point
Lewis Wright says : "They have l>een

stated to have been introduced by a gen-
tleman ill Yorkshire, aud there is very
little doubt that his stock was prwluced
quite independently, but thev were
known in Scotland for some time previ-
ously, having been sent out by Mr.
Mitchell, of Paisley, at least as early as
1866. when Mr. Belden received a pair
from him. They are miniature Scotch
grays in every point, having white legs
and' single conil)s, and hence are known
in Scotland as Scotch gray bantams."
The single comb and white or flesh-

colored legs, red ear loljes, steel gray
plumage, barred with a shading like the
Dominique, long tail, the sickle of a
sword-like shape, represent the cock
which Mr. Ward imported. There is

another variety of cuckoo bantams fre-

quently shown with rose combs, in Eng-
land. Thej' have been probably pro-
duced by a cross of the rose comb black
aud white varieties, or a cross of the rose
comb on the cuckoo or Scotch gray
bantams. The cross of the former colors
usually produce a certain proportion of
each color pure, a certain proportion of

a slaty blue or Andalusian color, and a
certain proportion with the cuckoo mark-
ings in question.

The cuckoo bantam exhibits all the
characteristics of other bantams, color
alone distinguishing the difference. See-
ing the advance of the bantam class with
the larger varieties, and the intention of
augmenting the varieties so as to rep-
resent ill miniature all the large breeds,
it is to be regretted that others di<i not
import some more cuckoo bantams so as
to disseminate the variety and bring it

in competition with our old and well-,
known varieties.—Ohio Poultry Journal.

No Gain by Using Stimulants.

You may give stimulants to your hens

to force laying at a stated time, but after

summing up at the end of the year, as a

general rule, you will see no gain by
feeding any prepared egg food. When
you see fit to stimulate your fowls for the
purpose of laying more eggs, the old well
known way of red pepper and parched
corn is as good as any. But if we attend
to our fowls as v\e should we will have no
need of even the above-mentioned stimu-
lants or such as prepared egg foods.

Some writers say that hens like oyster
shells, but out here in Kansas I have

never seen a hen crack an oyster shell
and swallow it (probably because we
have no oyster shells here), presume
most all of the poultrymen of Kansas
ilo not give their hens even a smell
of an oyster shell, and we have just
as fine a lot of layinj^ hens as can lie

found anywhere. But it is a daily occur-
rence to see them scratch for sand and
gravel, which nature has supplied. The
rule of common sense teaches us what to
feed fowls for eggs. Fresh water, grain,
gravel, bugs and grass or green patches
of rye or oats

; these are the egg foods
which nature has supplied them with.
By using stimulants often your fowls

get too fat, especially the larger sorts.
Here I have learned by experience that
most amateurs have their hens too fat,

and wonder why they don't lay
;
probably

some among the flock get fits, as some
call it, aud do not know how to account
for the same, it is over-feeding—too fat.

You will find equal parts of ground oats,
wheat, rye and corn stirred up with boil-
ing water an excellent morning feed, or
cooked oats stirred with bran. Evening,
feed whole grain. In winter a little com
is good, but wheat is better, equal parts
of wheat and corn for evening feed will
bring good results.

A few more remarks and then I will
close. We know how to take care of our
fowls, and feed them, but will lousy hens
lay ? No. You may take ever so good
care of your flock and if you neglect this
one thing you will get very few eggs, if

any. I do not condemn any egg food
manu'acturers ; only state a few of na-
ture's supplies.—W. H. Staats in West-
ern Garden.

Lilliputian Poultry

Bantams are great favorites of mine.

I have kept them since I was seven

years old. They have afforded me as

much profit as pleasure, and with this

combination I think it would do some
people good to keep them. I give pref-
erence to the game variety, as they come
next to the larger game fowis in beauty
and elegance of make, the same animated
spirits, courage and smart plumage. Al-
though I have kept the other varieties,

as black, white, nankeen and Sebright,
yet none of them thrived so well as the
game. Their points, in my view, ought
to be exactly the same as those of the
larger game, with the exception of size

and weight. .\ cock, if pure bred, should
not weigh more than one pound. His
tail should lie full, his comb a deep
scarlet or rosy hue, and large hackles.
When buying this variety choose tlie

dark red or black-breasted red, because
this is a very superior breed. Mate a
cock of this breed with a red-breasted
partridge-colored hen, and you will have
a pair of fine, handsome, healthy birds.

Bantam hens, as all know, are good lay-

ers, and their eggs are very superior in

flavor, and are considered dainties
;

though, of course, of very small size.

They are splendid sitters and good
nurses. The flesh of a bantam is as deli-

cate as that of a partridge. When choos-
ing bantams, always see that their eyes
are bright, full and free from moisture,
and their combs and wattles rudtly, and
most important of all get sound and
healthy birds. The cocks should l)e

small, active and firm ; his bill short

;

comb, bright re<l ; wattles, large and red
;

earlobes, small and white ; breast, liroad
;

and wings strong and projecting down-
wards : his head rather small and boldly
set ; legs, short and strong, with sharp
spurs ; and the shriller and more fre-

quently he crows, a good bird he will

turn out to l>e. As for the hens, they
should be chosen pretty much to match
the cock ; tliey should lie good robust
birtls, broad, well-feathered and short in

legs.

It will not do to expose bantams to
damp, colli sheds. They must have a
warm, dry aud well-ventilated home,
which should face the south and be pro-
tected from the pievailing wiii<is. They
must be kept warm and clean. The flo »r

of their little shed should be raised a few
inches from the ground to keep it dry

;

the roof waterproof and sloping; a win-
dow to let in li>;lit. 'I'lie j)erclies should
be placed high ami in advance of each
other. The l>est perches are straight
branches with the bark on. Do not
fasten them in, but let them drop into
pieces of groovecl wood nailed to the
sides of the house ; they are thus easily

taken out to dean. Have a ladder for

them to climb to the roosts. Provide
nesting bojtes for the hens, raised at
least a foot from the ground and in a
position that the hen may not be easily
seen. Give clean straw every fortnight.
A dust bath is essential to their health.
Their staple food should be barley, with
a change now and then, as oats, but not
too mi.ch; maize, and all pigeon grains,
which will be "thankfully received."
Give them every tit-bit, as meat, potatoes,
vegetables, puddings, biscuits, etc. Plenty
of gravel, mortar and grit. Fresh water
changed twice daily. W'hen young chicks
have been hatched remove them aud their
mother and coop them. They will do
well if put on a hot l)ed in the garden,
because they will scratch it and pick
up the minute insects which abound in
it.—A. E. M. in Feathered World.

A Special Food.

During the cold days of winter the
laying hens want a mess of meat to help
them to shell out the eggs aud the poul-

tryman, as a rule, wants the meat bill to

be as small as possible and yet be suf-
ficient to cover the needs of the fowls.
This item of meat may l>e brought down
to a very nominal figure. Every poul-
tryman who lives near a hog slaughter-
ing establishment can easily procure a
cake of cracklings, which are the pressed
lard refuse. A cake costing ninety cents
will make four feeds for a flock of one
hundred hens. Quarter the cake, put a
pail of water in a portable farmers' boiler
and put one quarter of the cask in also.
Fire the boiler up and when the crack-
lings dissolve add some corn meal and
bran, salt and pepper slightly and cook
the whole mess up to a stiff dough. After
it cools it is ready to feed to the hens.
Some small potatoes may be added if de-
sired. Another cheap meat may be pro-
cured at the same establishment, and
that is hogs liver and lights. They can
be cooked and crumbled up and mixed
in the soft feed. The cracklings can
l)e fed in the cake by placing the cake
where the hens can get it and peck at it.

Ivard that is unfit for table use, melted
and mixed through the food is also good.
One or two times a week is often enough
to feed mpflt —Pmiltrv N«>«w«

To Make Hens Lay.

First a warm sunny hen house 8Upplie<l

with pure drinking water ; second a good
warm breakfast of l)oiled vegetables,

wheat middlings and corn meal about

equal parts, season with salt aud pepper
and serve hot but not wet, warm and
moist but not sticky nor soppy. Let the
mush steam and cook fifteen or twenty
minutes (over ni^ht is still better) before
feedi g. Mix it thoroughly and add
occasionally a few handfuls of finely
chopped meat scraps. Make it an ap-
petizing comf>ound that on a pinch you
think wouldn't be so h&A for your own
breakfast. Hens are greedy creatures,
but they appreciate a toothsome meal
even though they've not a tooth in their
heads. It's the morning meal that tells

the egg story . A variety of grain may
be fed them at the day's end, but I always
gave their breakfast the most credit for
that surprising record of eggs laid by fif-

teen hens in three winter montsh.—Pin-
feather in Fanciers' Monthly.

Cleansing the Hen House.

It is dangerous ground we tread on
when we caution our poultry fanciers

against too great a degree of cleanliness,

or rather too much exertion in the secur-
ing of clean quarters for the poultry,
when less labor, methodically and rea-
sonably applied, would answer all pur-
poses ; but this may be carried to as
great an extreme in the management of
poubry as in household affairs, and be-

come a nuisance, instead of an advantage.
The daily cleaning of tiie hennery, the
roost especially, though frequently in-

sisted on, and possibly sometimes prac-
ticed, does not appear to lie really neces-
sary. The object is to prevent the of-

fensive accumulation of filth, and to in-

sure the safety of the fowls from the
depredations of vermin. This is a good
time to attend to this work, aud no one
who keeps fowls should neglect keeping
the premises clean and sweet. Now aon't
quote us as authority for untidy
apartments.—American Poultry Yard.
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AMERICAN KENNEI. CliUB

§TUD QoOK.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains thejudges' reports and certified prize lists
of the different shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

Berkshire Pigs.
For pefligreed stock (all ages, both sexes), St.

Bernard Dogs, Light Brahmas,Caponizing Tools,
Strawberry Plants, address GEO. y. DOW,
47-awm North Kpping, N. H.

INCUBATORS.

Prairie Sfafe Incubafor

Twenty-seven 1st premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show. New York City,
for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McFETRlDGE,
Geueral Agent,

Atco, New Jersey.
76-127

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one //re. Twen-

ty-three first preiniunis in one
' A.

;onn.

ly-inree nrsi preniiunis in 1

year. Large book for stamp.
F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Co

PINELAKDi
rr^^3^INCUBATORS

AND

BROODERS
LEAD ALL OTHERS.

Five firsts, two seconds and one special at the
three great New Jersey fairs, Mt. Holly, Wa-
verly and Trenton. We manufacture the latest

and greatest novelty,

The Paragon Incubator
The simplest, cheapest and best hot water incu-
bator ever invented. Our mammoth catalogue,

everything FOR THE POULTRY YARD

Ready Dec. I. Price 5 cents. Circulars free.

Address,

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jtr.sey.

EUREKA
SICND 5 CENTS OR STAMPS

FOR
loo-PAGE BOOK OF

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS TO
J. L. CAMPBELL, West Elizabeth, Pa.

This ad. is good for $1 part payment for an in-

cubator 861 12

THE
-EMPIRE INCUBATOR-

AND BROODERS.
Winner of First Prizes at every Shaw where

exhibited.

This machine is warranted to hatch 90 per cent
when operated as directed, or price of machine
refunde<l. A written guarantee will be given
with the sale of each incubator. This incuoat >r

was invented by a man of several years' experi-
ence in poultry raising and the inanagement of

different makes of incubators. It is constructed
of the very best r.;rterials of their several kinds
and the work executed by the very best of work-
men. Write for catologue an<t price list. Please
enclose 2c. postage stamp.

EMPIRE INCUBATOR CO.,
Hamiu'rc, Nkw York.

t^'Address all coiffspondence to Branch Office

.

S19 Edmund Street, Camden, N. J. 84-110
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INCUBATOR
miin>ii

, I'l iifi I, MillMa"''"'" iiimimi

P>t«llM ud
Bal*

Haamteetiirvr, I

IMPdOVCO IXCClSlca INCVUAIO

Hiindrpdsin nnc-

i

CeHHful OlMTIllldll.
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THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Does, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies anei Cage Birds.
Articles by the I.eadiii)^ Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. I'rompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
)2.10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
\.o\\\K Fanciers' (/arir//r. Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, Loudon, E. C,
England.

VOt. 5, 1^0. 25.] 'THIft I^ANCtttR^' JotTRNTAL. 590

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.
The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following
books on receipt of publishetl price:

KENNEL.

American Kennel. Burges ) 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Kawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait 1.00

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel .80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of Aslimont . . 50
Dog TrpMiiug vs. Breaking. Hammond. i.oo
Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Haiiimoiid ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Maylicw, 161110 . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment

ill Disease. By Ashmont 2.00
Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 .... .50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C.S. Book, Vols. XI to XIII,each 4.50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding aiid Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection , Care
and Training .50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly looo
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, Gflh gen-
eration a.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan 1.00
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPliiilimmou, 1.25
Stoneheiige on the Dog 2.50
Teufel the Term r ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog .75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer 1,00

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25
The Greyhound. Stoneheiige; 25 portraits 5.00
The Mastiff, the History of M.'b. Wynn 2.50
The Setter. Laverack 2.75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated .... .25
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. . 4.00

Youatt on the Dog 2.50
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir .50
Cloth . .75

CAGE UIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds George J. Barncsby. . i.oo
Cage and .Singing Birds, .\daiiis .... .50
The Canary. G.J. Barnesby 50

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others, .so colored plates, Bhowiiig.diffcr-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

I,of\ Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. Ry'Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50
Pigeoii Standard (new) .50
Pigeon Book. W. B. 'fegetmeier 5.00
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer .50

I'orLTRY.

An F;gg Farm. H. H. Stoddard .50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Capoiii/iiig. (icorge y. Dow . .50
Duck Culture. Rankin .50
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegctmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wootlcuts. By Harri-
son Weir 9-00

Profitable Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50
Poultry Yard. Miss Watt.s .50
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 2.00
Poultry for the Many Plaiitagenet ... .50
Poultry Doctor. J. I'C. Dielil 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. . ... 1.50
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin .... .25
Standorcf for Poultry. Am. Poultiy A sso. • i.oo
The Philosophy of Judging. By Ilalicock,
Felch 8r Lee . .

'
i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Poultry for the people. Comvns .50
Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breedfngand Fee(i-

ing. Coinyns .50

MISCni.LANEOVS.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25
Book of the (iaine Laws .50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cunicnlus . . . 1.50
The Art of Training .\iiinialH

;
paper; il-

lustrated .50
Glimpses of Animal Life; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals t..so

([\\Q ftomiril Exchange.

A monthly iiingaziiie of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of HoMlNO
PiiSKONH. The official journal of "The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Faiicieis." fi
per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GKRMANIOWN, PA.

MISCELLANEOUS.

I^EG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every bond regis-
tered, each 2j^c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In onlering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SE.XD FOR SAMPLE.

MRS. E. S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Hono Meal.
Gfaiiiilatod Hone,
Uroiiiid Heet
.Scraps, - - •

<;alolt«, - - -
Crushed Flint,
C;riiBlied Oyster
^Shells,

Per 100 lb. Bag, 9a.OO
1(M>

100
SOU
SiOO

9O0

a. 75

.3.00
a.oo
8.00

«.o<>
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. n. WEMPWOLF & CO.,

2-93 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

THE CHEAPEST BOOK STORE

IN THE WORLD.
AH the leading Sporting, Agricultural, Poultry,
Dog and Stock Breeders' Books at prices that
will surprise you. HOLIDAY BOOKS. Send
for Mammoth Catalogue.

LEGGAT BROTHERS,
89-92 Si Chambers St., N. Y. City.

DOGS.

Advertisements wilhnut display inserted under
thi.' headingfor 2 cents per tvord for each insertion

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped Febmarj-
2 by Belhu»—Rosemary. J. L. Wiuchell,
Fair Haven, Vt.

ColUes.

FOR SALE-A FINE BITCH " DING DONG '

(|<;.2I I), by Champion Scotilla ("icjfi^WiMf nf
Lady Bess (13.498), in whelp to Champion
Clipper (i3,04.S), will be due about January
15, '91. George H. Shenuan,Box 353,Pough-
keepsie, N. Y. 91-92

RDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See ilisplaved advertise;iicnt. W.
Atlee Bupee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Ss-tf

RDERS BOUKF » for collie pups bred as
follows: Bj Meichley Wonder out of Ros-
lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Roslyii Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
Gay laj-8, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, V>y Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Mancy Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address

tf Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale or £xchaii8:e.

O

O

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; mastiffs Flndbcrt, F;riant
and bitch pup ; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies; Irish setters, and pair puppies 6
months old, by Dick Swlveler

; greyhound
and l>eagle puppies. Want brcach-loailing
shot guns anil rifl-s, folding boat, fiel<r
glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top desk.
J. Otis Fellows, Hoi-nellsville, N. Y.

French Poodles.

FOR SALE -T( )V W 1 1 ITE I"R ICNCH POODLE
Puppies; sire, Lonl Bute (nine pouiidsi,
dam. Pearl ileu pounds). John E. Morgan,
Box 134, Martins Ferry, Ohio.

Fox Hounds.

Fox HOUNDS FROM llEST PACKS IN PENN-
sylvania. Sen<l f.r descriptive list. Associ-
ated Fancier.s, 140 South JCighth .St., Phila
delphia. 82 tf

Fox Terriers.

,-^OR SALE— l'f).\ TERRIERS OF THE
j^ hij^lust lircedine Puppies and young

bitches in whelp at moderate prices. Print-
ed pedigrees 011 application to J. A. Hoffar,

14i N St., Washington, D C. Si tf

Irish Terriers.

^OR SALE.—Some fine yoniigpups by Koslyn
' Dennis, .\ddress Chestnut llill kennels.

Chestnut Ilill. I'hiladelphia.

MastinVi.

FOR SALE—REGISTER KD STUD MASTIFF
and Brood Mitch, in season January. Price,
$30. Frank W. Clark, Sharon. Pa. yo-92

*INE PUPS ON HALE.-Cheqnasset Kennels,
Lancaster, .Mass. 7,S eow

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJar 1 cents per word/or each insertion.

Kuhbit Hounds.

ABBIT HOUNDS—GOOD LOOKING NA-
tive beagles, guaranteed excellent in the
field at$2u each ; same kind unbroken, Jio.
Pedigreed beagles at reasonable prices.
Largest stock in the United States. Associ-
ated Fanciers, 140 South F^ighth St., Phila-
delphia, 82 tf

Stolen.

R

STOLEN.—ON FRIDAY NIGHT, 12TH INST.,
Five Dachshunde Puppies, about 6 months
old, four of which are tan color and one
black. One of the tans has a short crooked
tail. The thief came here in a wagon, broke
open the stable door, and took the lot,

nothing else, and left his jimmy behind. If

any reader sliould see or hear anything of
them he will confer a favor by wiring me.
J. M. Fronefield, Jr., Wayne, Pa.

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE—THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
broo<l bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

FOR SALE.—VERY FINELITTF:R of PUPS.
For pedigree and full particulars address J." Gault, Gaul and Adams Streets, Phila-

M
H.
delphia. 86-03

KNTHON KENNELS, Phoenixville. Pa.,
breeders and importers of St. Bernards.

67-1 18

Varlona.

A NF;w dog whistle. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. .Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street, PhiladeTphia, Pa.

A LECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
^ supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
"* lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

VETTERSAND POINTERS, BROKEN AND
) unbroken. Send for descriptive li.st. Associ-

ated Fanciers, 140 South bighth St., Phila-
delphia. 82 tf

Wanteil.

wANTED TO LEASE — A THOROUGH
bred Llewellyn bitch tii season to breed to
first class native setter. Will divide litter

or pay cash for use. Bitch must be a fast

mover. Address Breeder, care Fancikrs'
Journal. 90-tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserl.'d under

this heading /or 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographt-
of dog"). The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

BuflT CocTlilns.

FOR sale:. — ENTIRF: lot ; FIFTEEN
choice birds, mostly pulltts. Also St. Ber-
nard puppies. Swiss Mountain Kennels,
Gennantown, Philadelphia..

For ."«»ale or K.xchanice.

-TTT^ILL E.VCHANGE INCUBATORS FOR
YY pullets, or hens not more than \% years

old. Not less than three-fourths Leghorn
blood. Also black Spanish. F^mpire In-

84tf cubator Co., si9F:dmnnd St., Camden, N. J.

Games.

B
LACK REDS. CAPTAIN rfEATON'S AND
Sam Matthews' inosl celebrated stock;Brown
Keds. C. \V. Brierly; Duckwings, Brockbank
andChaloners'; Pyles. Urierly's. Hl.^ckReds,
hens 1st and 2d at Industrial; Brown Reds,
ci>ck I.St and hen isl and ,id at Industrial:
Pvles.cock isl !. nd hen 2d at London. The
recent winners are nil in my jard. also
nuiuy other great winners. Also Siimulra
and While A-icel Game. V,. F. Doty, 47
Wellington Place, Toronto.

(iaine llantains.

BROWN REDS, BLACK REDS. DUCKWING
piles. I have won hundn dsof prizes during
the last few years on my games aiul game
bantams unci at present my slock is well
able to upholil its past hi'gh repiilatioii.
Aniungst iiiy Brown Reds are cock, 2d, hen,
2d, at Indiisirial. C.ick. istniidad. hen. ist

and 2d, cockerel sand luillets. ist and 2d, at
Hamilton. Nearly all my birdsare winners.
I have a grand lot for s.ole, all colors. E. F.
Doty, 47 Wellington Place, Toronto.

Various.

CHOICE HARRKD PI.YMt)UTll ROCKS,
light Uralimas. brown Lcglioriis, Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
v.. P. Clou'l, Kenucll S<|U;'ire, Pa.

F>OR POULTRY. EGGS AND PET STOCK,
address .-V S. Way, Chattanooga, Tenn .S9 tf

PF;DIGREE Blanks f.ir four generations at 10
cents per dozen, or 75 cents per 100. Fix-
tended four page Blanks, j cents each, or yt
cents per dozen, maileij postpaid. The
Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32 South Third St.,
Philailelphia. Pa.

NDIAN <'.AMES ANDSINtW.E LV.CED WY-
andottes. Finely niarke<l birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

I

POULTRY.
Aivertisemenis without display inserted under

this htadiug/or i cents per word/or each instrlion

A''arlons.

jRINTING estimates given forcirculars, cards,
letter sheets, bill heads price lists, sched-
ules, labels, lags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philade
phia. Pa.

jEDIGREES carefully revised to Insure cor
rectness, and printed in an attractive form,
at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-
ing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements un'tkout display interled under
this heading/or » centsper wordfor each insertion

Blondlnettes,

J
MANDER, 1144 NORTH SFXOND STREET
Philadelphia, has some goo<l birds for sale
reasonable. it

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDOLR
St.. Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-face
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from

; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

J

Fnellsh Carrlors.

MANQER, 1144 NORTH SECOND STREET^
Philadelphia, has all colors, fine blrda, todUpoM of.

Homing IMseoiis.

J
C. CONLEY, 4133 CHF.STNUT STREET
Philadelphia, breeder and fancier of
long-distance homers only ; winner of In-
ter-state and challenge races with young
birds. 1889 ; 2d diploma in old birds, season
of 1S80, from 300 miles, and first bird to
Philadelphia from 400 miles in Concourse
A few youngsters for sale at reasonable
prices.

Jaoobina.

T.

W

BAILY, ARDMORE, PA.-GREAT PRIZE
winning Jacobins, from finest imported
stock. g,.jt

W. TUGGLE, Columbus,
and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
50-106

HITE, BLACK, YELLOW, RED. FINE
.stock. J. Mander, 1144 North Second Street,
Philadelphia. ,t

Swallows.

G . rivi^i ,j^.x* *.. n ,t..>ti4iiKLuu jsiicrl, naiii-
more, Md., breeder of Swallows only, of all
colors, with and without white bars plain
snip and full head. He is a true fancier
keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
stock as can be found.

Satlaettes.

J
MANDER, TM4 NORTH SECOND STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa., has the above variety at
all times. 'it

Wilson>
96

Varions.

LL KINDS of birds and animals.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O.

jRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lisU, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

H. PERKINS, WATERTOWN, MA^^S .

has Pouters (Ure stock); Jacobins, im-
p<}rted stock. Fantails, booted and

plain. 9J.31

A

W
White Fantails.

M AlENTHAL BROS., DEALERS IN FINE
White Fantail pigeons only On sale at all
times from S5 per pair up. Address 1 u
F^ast Spring Street, New Albany, Ind. 92-95

I.<op Rabbits.

FOR SALE—Imported stock, winners in En^r
land. Fred Stahrer, 119 Abbott Street,
Lawrence, Mass. 73-124

Artists and Entrravers.

PRINTING estimatesgiven for Circulars. Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Isabels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

E HAVF; arranged with Schi»iber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to lie the
be.st animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Pubfishing
On.. v> South Third St.. Ph)1flHelD'i<« P«

w
Drinking Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain;
c-asily cleaned. Price, y,"-, cents each, $8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

Sl-lf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey

Ooldflsh.

FOR SALE-JAPANESE FANTAIL GOLD-
fish for breeding or acquarla. A fine lot
this year's crop just arrived from Japan.
Send for price list. Kdw. S. Schmid, Wash-
ington, D. C. 91 94
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' KOOK H)KHKN HOUSK OR SHKD.

UNEQUALED
For HouHo. Uiirn.

all out-buildlnga. 1

"^Anylio*!/ <iin put It on.

PRICE LOW-
I

WritB for Sample and Boot

INDIANA PAINT A ROOFING CO.

POULTRY & DOG SHOWS. POULTRY & DOG SHOWS.

Splendid Holiday Presents.

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES.
TALKING PARROTS.

GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALI. OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS.
FANCY PIGEONS.

FIFTH ANNUAL^ EXHIBITION
POULTRY, PIGEONS/PET STOCK and DOGS,

AT MUSIC HALL. PROVIDENCE,

DEC. 29, 30 AND 31. 1890. AND JAN. 1. 1891.

premium List now ready. If you have not receive.! one. send yo.n name to the Secretary.

Regular premiums and a lartfe list of cash specials.

R. O. DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer,

P. O. Box 1061, Providence. R. I.

H. S. BABOOCK. President. ^"^-^

Edw.K.Tryon,Jr.,&Co.,

Wand 12 N. Sixth St.,

PHlIvADEUPHlA.

$6000.00 PRIZES $6000.00

THE LODISIASA POULTRY AND PET STOCK ASSOCIATION
(Limited.)

POULTRY AND BENCH SHOW.
WASHINGTON ARTILLERY HALL, NEW ORLEANS, LA.,

JANUARY 20 TO 25, 189-1.

ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 15. 1891.

For Premium List, etc., aduress^
^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

l». O. Box 165H, Now OrJeaiif., La.

H. A. BRIDGE, Superintendent. ^"^

Guns and Ammunition

DOG COLLARS.

Austin's 4 Spratts' Dog Cakes.

Glover's Dog Soap & Medicines.

GENERAL SPORTING GOODS.

90-93

PE1 ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

K««S FOR IIAT<HINtJ-

SF.Vn FOR PRICE LIST.

PIGKONS, r.EOHr.E K.
1.LACK.

AMERICA'S LEADING SHOW !

THE NEW YORK POULTRY AND PI&EON ASSOCIATION
(LLMlTKll)

H. W^. VAHLE.
313 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-'3l

WILL HOLD ITS SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION IN

Madison Square Garden, New York City,

FEBRUARY 4 to 10, 1891.

r„m«>litioii open to the World. It is an incorporated association under the laws of the state 01

Competition open
'"J^^^^or^. Send name and address for premium list of the

CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW^ OF AMERICA,
Which will be mailed as soon as

"""P'^^^-^fj'^^Vronr"""'
"" ""^'

"
-" ""

T. FARRER RACKHAM, Secretary and Superintendent.

9,9s EAST ORANGE. N. J.

J. H.Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRKKDKR OK

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANOOTTES.

\t the r.reatCrystaJ Palace Show of America,

New York, l-ebriiarv, iSqo, 1 was awarded the

following prizes, in competition with the best

breeders

;

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE. $100 IN GOLD.

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel ami

four be>t Pullets ; first and special on Barred

Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, thin!

fourth aud tie fifth on Barre.1 Plymouth Rock

Hens first and third on Silver Wyandotte Pul-

lets ; third or equal score with first on Colclen

Wyandotte Pullets.
, .^.,. „, ^ v.,-^

Choice Breeding and Exhibition Birds bred

from my winnere. for sale. Illustrated rijcular

free.
^'*'

THEO. P. GREEN,

Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

PICTITRE OF

'» ROYAL BLl'R

LINE HEN

WINNBK OF THE

SPEED PRIZE

FOR 1S90

AND $2.S IN <;OI.D.

THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL SHOW

POULTRY. PIGEONS AND DOGS,
UNDER THE A L SPICES Ol- THE

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Association
(Not Incorporate*!.)

At Charleston, S. C ranuary 13 to 17. 89'-

'"'^^''S^ES OF POUI TRV-G. O. Brown, J. V. Bicknell. B. N. Pierce, Philander Williams. I. K.

Felc^h and^D °r Owens PIC.EONS-OeorRi E. Peer. DOtlS-H. Clay Glover.

BBNJ. MoINNES, Secretary and Treasurer.

ROSS A. SMITH, President.

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
a»o«<Mf« nf-mnrthli>^<:iniitnti(ms. same shat>e.

and see that each cake is stamped:

DOG SOAP, Certain death to |flea», and

uc-niriNCS for all canine disease*.
• CcfMMtJN " SE OF DOG DOCTORING,"

(Post free, 28c.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.

THE GREATEST EG(i PKODyCING FOOD.
The most .Xutritious and [hgtsttbU load for JMV-

itig Hens and forgetting all kinds of
Poultry into Snow Loudilion.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Unequaled for rcarinR Kaily Chickens.

SPRATTS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Keduccs the usual heavy mortality m reaiiiiR

Fancy pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box . 50 cents

Condition Paste per box .. 50 cents

Cure for Gapes per bottle 50 cents

Poultry and Pigeon Soap . per cake 25 cents

Order from your dealer. Full Pai^'lcVl"VJ.I?™
aiiRATTS PATENT (America), LIMI\l'l».

I3^M5 East 56th St., New York City. 71 97

H. A. BRIDGE, Superintendent.

I will breed younsrsters from two ol the l^st

lofts in America from proven records of five

hundred miles and over. Send for new circular

and price list of i8<ji. 44-95

CREAM OF ENGLAND.

600 of the GRANDEST IMDIAN GAMES

EVEa PHOnUCED.

Peraonallv selected dnmg our eight weeks'

March among the best breeders of England. If

you want choice iikf.ei.krs or winnkrs at the '

winter rhows, we can supply. Red Caps, Anda-

luaians. White Wyandottcs. Free catalogue.

C. A. SHARP 4, CO.,
Lockport, New York.

a3axa««i23aK*»«j«»»2M«M'^M'**J«^^»^

ACATH A POULTRY FOOD Fi;?dofl.TM. fi 6 ««i lo u. ,.k^
VaTiV^'

MAOOCOAPF.rrRK-Apo.ltiw en. of I |.repnred PonltrT Meats. »« T^P" «.?** 'V.*'

ri«Kl for 8pert.l PotiltfT Sopply Oiroular I OTrter and »•» HhelL - 3.00 per bbK

JOHNSON & STOKES,2 1 7jUjiMEikiKK^

88tr

B. F. IvBWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Professional bench show handler. Dogs board-

ed and put in condition (or shows.

ELM STATION.
Montgomery Co., Pa.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

vour dogs for the field trials and a l>ook that no dog-

man can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Send In Your Orders to This Office.

_ THE

SPORTSMEN'S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMAI^. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

ninO Chestera. Berkshire*, Poland*. For

rluO. Hounds, Beagles,Colliea,9etterB.GEO.B.

HICKMAN, W. Cheater. Pa. Bend stomp for dr.

vol.. 5, NO. 86.

)
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IN THE STUD.
Adt^tiumenU insetUd under thu ktading at tht

ttUowing raUs: One inch, single »«*?'/."'" -,54?:^^for the month.- SisM three months; SiS/or

tur utontht, »nd tsofor the year

.

I^ILLARNEY-^

fcf ENNELS
PURE BRED IRIi>H SETTERS EXCLUSIVEL M-

PORTED AND DOMESTIC).

INJTH^^STUD.
"^Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

Si so- $5*0 for the month; $15 for three months;

$iS for six months, and $50 for the year

SETTERS & POmTERS

DESMOND II

IN THE STUD.

Advertisements inserted under this heading at

the following rates: One inch, single insertion,

t'-so; tS-40 for the month; $1$ for three months;

tig for six months, and tso for the year.

KT STUD, FOX TBBRIHR

I RECKON (18284)

Sire. Reckoner—Tennis, by Rabv Mixer. A
rrand voung dog with lots of style: bemutiful

neck good head, big bone, bent of legs and very

small feet, excellent body, well ribbed. Stud

cards on application To a few approved bitches.

Fee, $7. Photos, 25c. Address

G. W. PRICE,
91-117 r. O. Box 163, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

Advertisements inserted under this heading a,

the follovnng rates: One inch, single tnsertiont

ftSO- S5-40 for the month; ttS for three months

SjS for SIX months, and tso for the year.

CHAMPION "DICK 8WIVELEII.*'

NOTED DOGS AT STUD:

CHAMPION
DICK SWIVELER,
Winner of first challenge prise, New York show,

itfo • also first and special prtzes all over the

tJ-ited States. ^^^ ^^^

RED RIVER GLENCHO,
Winner first and special prizes, St. Paul show,

1887 and 1888.

FEE $26.

QARRYOWTEN IV, imp.
Orandaon of the great Champion Gakryower

"the hero of the benches of Europe.

FEE $25.

: To • limited number of bitches of approved
breeding.

Extended Pedigrees of each sent on applica-

0.U~> ^y,n-<r^ Triuh minnies hv the great DiCK

SwiVBLSR for sale at reasonable prices.

GEO. H. COVERT (Prop.).

KILLAllNEY KENNKL8,
Statb Strbet, Chicaoo. Ii-i~

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Red Irish setter, bred by Rev. R. O'Callaghan.

Bnglaud, by Frisco—Grouse II. This dog com-

bines both field and bench show qualities He
won first prize in the Derby at the Philadelphia

field trials 1888, and on the bench has won. hrst,

PhiladelphU; first, Troy; first, Albany; first,

Rochester, 1888 and first, challenge class, Phila-

delphia 1889. Stud fee, (35.

SIR TATTON
Bnglish setter by Sir Allister-Belle of Pur"|»8

Record: First and special at Philadelphia, i»»9;

first and special at London, Ont.. 1889, and win-

ner of 40 priies and cups in England. 1 his dog

is a wonderful performer in the field. Fee, J35.

DASHING KENT
Same pedigree as Sir Tatton. A young dog of

great promise; excellent in the field. Fee, J25.

CARLTON PERO
By Sir Tatton—Princess Charlotte II. Winner
01 numerous prizes in puppy classes in England

last year and winner of second prize, puppy
class at London, Ont., when out of condition.

A grand dog in the field. Fee, $25.

GAMBOL
Pointer, full brother to Woolton Game by Gough
—Larkspur. A superb field dog. Fee, $25.

All approved bitches sent to us to be served

will be kept free of expense. Terms cash in ad-

vance. BUches not proving in whelp will be en-

titled to free service.

tlon.

EAST END KENNEL CLUB,
Carb W. H. Weiss,

CFox Terriers.
tm ^i»wpai<^*M^'Vxwya^ntmm»mMmmw *i'%>

PUPPIES AND YOUNG BITCHES
for sale from celebrated sires and

prize-winning dams

90-101 177

yiLLsmE Hbnnels,

53-'04 LANCASTER, MASS.

FOR SALE
Collies

Irish Terriers

Schipperkes

We have for sale a few first-cUs- collie pups by

the wonderful stud dog,

CHRISTOPHER

Fox Terriersi

PlUJTBB IN STUD.

43-9* Bbtrlehem, Pa.

J)
-FOR SALE-

From thoroughbred stock and the best strains.

Circulars on application to

tStVcrivVTorv r\c.i«i'«E.k.a.

80-92—93-105 P. O. Box, 676, Albany, N. Y.

HOUSE

LEBANON
BY TIM-PEG.

RECORD: Divided fourth Eastern Field Trials,

888; winner of second Eastern Field Trials and

Srat at Central Field Trials, 1889.

FEE, $50.

Lebanon Kennels,
lebanon, pa.

RISK SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO-NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN

Puppies b;

47-98

STUD FOX TERRIERTUNLAW KENNELS
IMPORTE

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. ai8R5)

By The Moonstone (Champion Koystercr. sire of

Result—Champion Uiadeiii) -Brockenhurst Dain-

ty II (Champion lielgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-

ty) Won ill KiiRliiiul six ('>) firsts, five (5) sec-

OTids two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several

cups and specials This grand young dog is just

in his prime. Fee J15. For stud card, etc., ad-

THOS. C. CHALMERS. ProDiletor,

by t

others' for sale

62tf

Ch. Elcho Ji

1995 Main St, West Farms. N. Y.

the above dogs,
ST. CLOUD KENNE

r. and
iS,

Also three grand brood bitches (with easy terms

to any of our stud dogs.)

A FEW WELL-BRED

IRISH XBRRIERS
AND THREE VERY TYPICAL

SCHIPPERKES
For prices, etc.,

ADDRESS

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

75-"7 P. O. Box 1630, i'hiladelpBia.

-ANI

PET DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUBT PUBLISHED PRICE, POSTPAID, 50c.

FORtJHOOK KENNELS

Are

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

DLACK AND TAN TERRIER,

VORTIGERN II

AT STUD

Sire. Old Champion Vortigern. Weight, eigh-

teen pounds. Long, lean head: rich mahogany
tan. This grand young dog combines the blood

of the celebrated English Champions Burk, Lord
George, Prince George and Kenwood Queen,

lust the dog to breed to dark colored hitches.

Vee, »I5. Address EUWARI) I.EVKR.
81-107 707 Walnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

#'
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES

Are among the largest in America devoted ex

clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Colhes. We are now booking orders for puppies

sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch The

Sauire; Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-

tacuB The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best ini-

Write at once for prices and full

e litter sired by the wor

champion, Scotilua, and out of Daisy Dean.
descriptions. Also oneU'trer'sired by the world's

KENNELS FOR A

1419 F. Street, N. W
89-141

Washington, D. C.

IMPORTED

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS

AND PUPPIES FOR SALE.

Grand Companions, Ratters and Watch Dogs.

AT STUD

THE SENATOR,
F£K, 915.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.

T SHALL HAVE AT MY
1 short time

CH. BEAUFORT,
The property of Mr. W. K. Taunton. Champion
Beaufort's winnings on the show bench and his

record as a stud dog have proved him the best

mastiff ever known. He is the sire of more and
greater prixe winners than all others living.

Mastiff breeders should make the most of this

grand doc while here. Photographs 25 cents.

Itudfee»75.
J.WINCHELL.

Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER, .

Veterinary Surgreon,

84-97 1«»3 BROADWAY, NBW YORK.

79-130

W. ATLEE BURPEE A. CO.,

475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Pane.

D098 for Sale=

If you want to buy
kind write to the

a g^ood dog ot any

0€)OODBURY KENNELS,

CITY OFFICE. J35 S. 8th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

55-106 HAIRHAVEN, Vt.

?>
tut) BKAGLB

TONY WELLER 5411)

TSM Box f<03. New Rochelle, N. Y.

Address
FEE, $10.

OAKVIKW KENNELS,
P. O. Box 91, Phila., Pa.

Dogs boarded and treated for all diseases.

Rates reasonable. Satisfaction guarateed.

63-114

PUGS

WM. H. CHILD, Glenside, Pa. 79-i04eow

IF YOU WANT TO OWN A
GENl'lNE PUG PUP

^^^_^^__^,^^ champion bred, from prize

wTuTTTiiK stock- fine as silk—you should act ifise

and <.r<Ur from HEADQUARTERS. EBER-
HAKT, the PU<i man of America, will send you

a winner, from |2olo$.so. Silk is never sold for

the price of calico. My 12-page illustrated cata-

logue sent free. Don't write unle.-s you mean
business, as lime is valuable.
EIIERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati.

leading and iMrgtsl Pug Kennel in America.
82-ioa
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PHILADELPHIA, DECEMBER 27, 1890.

FIXTURES.

. Jan. 27.—Annual meeting of the Pennsylvania
State Poultry Association, at the Capito' Build-

.. lug, Harrisbiiffr, i>a. i

Jan. 2 - Meeting of the National Beagle Clubat
' the Quincy House, Boston, Mass.

DojDf Shows.
Dec. 29-Jan. I —Rhode Island Association

bench show, at Providence. R. G. Davis secre-
tary. '

Dec. 30-Jan. 3.—First lieuch show of the Buck-
eye Poultry and Pet Stock Associatfon, afCan-

'

iV"',"; o.J"""^* .Sterling, secre^ry, 39 jioJth
Market Street. •

1801.
Jan. 6-9.—Delaware and SusqnehannA toiiltry

and Pet Stock Association s bench show at
Binghaniton, N. Y. P. H. Parsons, stcretarw
Vestal, N. Y, .

,,J*" 'o-'4.—Tweiah annual exhibition of the
Michigan Poultry and Pet Slock Association at
Jackson, Mich. S. H Slifer. secretary.

,: Jan. 13-16.—Mohawk Val'ej- Poultry atid Pet
t Stock A.ssociation, at Amsterdam, N Y Will C
,
House, Fry'sBush, N. Y., sccriti>ry.
Jan. 13-17.—International Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not incorporated) Bench Show at Charles-
ton, S. C. Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr., secretary.

Field Trials.
Jan. 13.—Southern Sportsmen's Association's

annual field trials, at LafayetU, Ind. John K
Renaud, secretary.

18J>1.
Tan. 19.—Eighth annual field trials cf the Pa-

cific Kennel Club, at Bakersfield, Cal. H H
B''KKS, secretary.

Vevi 2—Third annual field trials of the South-em Field Trials Club. T. M. Brtnby. secretary
Marietta, Ga.

_

Poultry and PIjLfeon Hhow^
Dec. 26-30 —Miami Valley Poultry Association

*t Dayton. O. C. C. Ddvirfson. wcretnrv.
Dec. 29-Jan. 3.—Buchanan Poultry Association

.at Independence, Iowa. John M. Parker secre-
tary.
' I>cc. 29-Jan. •—Rhode Islnnd Poultrv Associa-
tion, at Providence. R.G Davis, secretary

. Dec. 30-Jan. 3 -Buckeye Pvullry and Pet
Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Stcrline
Secretary. •

• *'

Dec. 30.-Jan. 6—Illinois State Poultrv Associa-
tion. Peoria. J. W. Bnrlon, secretary.

'

Dec. 31-Jau. 3.—Southern Minnesota Poultry
Association, at Winon.i, Minn. Henry Hess
secretary.

j ,

1891.
Jan. 1-6.—Southern Michigan Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, Monroe, Mich. Elliot O
Grosvenor, secretary.
Jan 5-9.—Wabash Valley Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Mt. Carmel, 111. Will F Chip-
man, secretary,

*^

Jan. 5-9.—Goshen Poultry, Pigeon and Pet
Stock Association, at Goshen, O. B. H. Hager-
man, secretary.
Jan. 5-9.—Poultry Association of Ontario, at

Bownianville, Canada. J. M Hern, secretary.
Jan. s-io,—Western Indiana Poultry Associa-

tion, at Lebanon. lud. Albert K. Warren, secre-
tary.

Jan. 6~o.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry
and Pet stock Association, at Bingharaton, N. Y
F. H. Parsons, secretary, Vestal, N. V.
Jan.6-io.—Hendricks County Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Plainfield, Ind. C H
Masteii, secretary, Amo, Ind.
Jan. 7-14.—TwelUh annual show of the Michi-

gan Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Jack-
son, Mich. S. H. Slifer, secretary.
Jan. ft-ic—Connecticut Central Poultry Asso-

ciation, at Rockville, Conn. R. G. Bailey secre-
tary.

Jan. 12-17.—Olney Poultry Association, at Ol-
ney. III. R. T. Fry, secretary.
Jan. 12-18.—Consolidated State Poultry Show,

at Topeka, Kan. J. P. Lucas, secreUry.

Jan. 13 IS —Yarmouth Poultry As.sociation, at
Yarinoiithville. Me. F. E. Gore, secretary.
Jan. 13-16.—N. E Kansas Poultry Association

at Hiawatha. Kan. G. C Watkins, secretary. '

Jan. 13-17 —Steuben County Poultry Associa-
tion, at WalerUx), Ind W. K. Sheffer, secretary
Kendallville, Ind.
J«". 13 15—Notthern Middlesex Poultry and

PetStix;k Association, at Clinton, Mass. A. A
Fillebron, secreLiry,! Ayer. Mass.

Jail. 13-16. Mohawk Valley Poultry and Pet
St'.ck Associalion. .\msterdani, N. V. Mr. Wil-lum C. House, secretary. Freys Bush N Y
Jau. 13-17.—Central Ohio Poultry and Pigeon

Association, at Ml. Gilead, O. E. U. Uovie sec-
retary, •"

'

Jnfi 13-17—International Exhibition of theSouth Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion (not iiicor|>or:ited) at Charleston, S, C. Ben-jamin Mclnnis, Jr , secretary. H. A. Bridge su-
perintendent.
Jan. 13-1H.—Cleveland Poultry and Pet Stock

A.->sociiitioii, at ClevclHiid. O. P. P Fiitzinser
secretary. * '

Jan. 15 19—New Haven Poultry A>i80ciation, atNew Haven. Conn. E. A ro<ld. secretary
Jan. 20 23—Ontario Poultry and Pet Stf>ck

Ass<xiati()n, at C.inaiidaigua, N. Y Everett O
Wader, secretary.
Jau 20-23.—Androscoggin Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Lewislou, Me. J. F. Putnam
secretary. '

Jan. 20-25.-Louisiana Poultrv and Pet Stock
A.ssociation, nt New Orleans. N. E. .Shaw sec-
retary. Box 1658.
Jan. 2o-25.—liidiana State Poultry Aesooiation

Ren. W. Crockett, cor. secretary, Delphi, Ind
Jan. 21-23—Woburn Fauei'-rs' Club, at Woburu

Mass. M. W. True, Secretary.
Jan. 22-26.—Elmirn Poultry and Pet Stock As-

sociation, at Elmira, N. V Carl W. Hart secre-
tary.

Jan. 26-31 —Fayette County Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, at Washington Court House,
O. W. R. Dall>ey. secretary.
Jan. 27-30 —Bay State Poultry Association, at

Worcester, Mass. H. A. Jones, secretary.
Jan. 27-30.—South Carolina Poultry and Pet

StocK As.sociation, at Greenville S C W A
Schrock, .secretary, Camden, S. C.
Jan. 27-31.—Tennes,see Poultry and Pet Stock

A.ssociation. at Nashville, Tenn. P. H Hater
secretary '

captured, with five other generals and
2000 meti.

•%
At the expiration of the Edge Mark-

vSue Nolile heat, Itiiicliepii was eaten near
liy, when Mr. Jacob Pente picked tip au
oUl rusty bayonet, which he carried home
as a highly prizetl relic.

»
» •

Our Illustration.

The Airedale terrier Chalmondeley
Bondsman, whose portrait, taken from
the English Stock-Keeper, we give on
our first page, is considered one of the
liest of this breed. The Stock-Keeper
descril^es him as a dog with wonderfully
small ears, eyes black as coal and as
much varmint look, character and ex-
pression as could be well crammed into
him

;
Ins color is excellent, and his coat

as hard and straight as pinwire. Indeed
there are but few faults to be found with
him, as may be seen from the reports
which hp.ve lately appeared in the lead
ing fanciers' journals.

Owing to the raiit on Wednesday the
P. K. C. trials could not be Continued
upon that day. A l^ench show of dogs
was gotten up with Maj. Taylor as judge,
Mr. Jacob Peutz acthig as superintendent.
The awards were as follows : English
setter dogs, Francis G. Taylor's Breeze
Gladstone, first ; Francis S. Brown's
Euge Mark, second. Bitches, John Hart-
man's Albert's Duchess, first ; Francis G.
Taylor's Katie Noble, second. Pointers,

dogs and bitches, Connell and Cullen's
Fan-Fan and Rock II, first and second
re-.pectively. Gordons, H. F. Smith's
Countess Roxie and King Item first ^nd
second as written.

»*.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The field trials of the Philadelphia
Kennel Club this year were far ahead,
both in number of entries and quality of
dogs, of any heretofore held by the club,

and compare very favorably with the
trials where competition was open to the
world.

• «

Judge Farrer's mansion, the head-
quarters of tl»e club, is about six miles
from the railroad station of Jetersville

and two miles from Deatonsville Post-

office. The surrounding country is well
adapted for field trials, plenty open fields,

while the woods are free from under-
brush. There is little ground that is wet
or marshy; even after the heavy rains of

Wednesday, the grounds were drained
dry before wc turned out the next day.

Taken altogether the P. K. C. never had
land a.s well adapted for the purpose nor
were quail ever as plentiful as at their

late trials.

The heat between Edge Mark and Sue
Noble was run upon historic ground—the
battle field of Sailor's Creek, where, on
April 6, 1865, a fierce and hotly con-
tested fight took place between the k rces

commanded by Sheridan and Ewell. The
latter was outnumbered, and after an im-

petuous charge he was overpowered and

After the judging a discussion took
place as to whether these wins would be
recognized by the A. K. C. We think
not, as it was only a little private affair

which had not been advertised, and con-
sequently only open to the few dogs
present at the time.

•%
Wednesday evening we were enter-

tained by music. Mr, Polk Miller, ac-

companying himself upon the banjo,

sang negro dialect songs with effect. Mr.
Miller, his brother, and Judge Farrer per-

formed upon violins delectab'y, while the

character sketches of Messrs. Wiiislow
and Conuel brought down the bouse.

***

Mr. Jacob Jfentz made his hrst appear-

ance at a P. K. C. field trial as a repre-

sentative of the American Field, while
Major Taylor looked after the interests

of Shootiug and Fishiug. W. T. Irwin

represented the press in general. Edi-
tors who think field trial reporting is

next thing to amusement should have
seen these scribes wearily but busily

transcribing their notes until the early

hours of the approaching day, while all

others in the house were courting "na-
ture's sweet restorer" and acquiring new
strength for the fatigues of another day.

•*.

Dog owners riding with the judges and
reporters while their dogs are running in

charge of handlers, should not forget,

notwithstanding they are excited over
the work of their dogs, that it is to say

the least, bad taste to keep up a con-
stant comment of the work done by the

brace under judgment. This is particu-

larly so when their remarks are not only
commendatory of their own dog, but
deprecatory of their opponent's animal.

our Shores on tlie Majestic, December 24,
wen; presented with an address before
leaving their friends in the South, which
read as follows :

7o Mr. ly. Brailsford and A. Cameron t

The undersigned owners and handlers
participatintc >» the trials of tlw Central
Field Trial Club, now in progress at Le»*
ington, N. C, beg to express to you on
your departure for yoUr home across the
ocean, our lasting esteem of yourself fof
your gentlemanly and endearing quali^
ties and appreciation of your courteous
bearing and fair handling in the compe>
tilions. We sincerely hope that this visit
to .-Vmerica is but the first of many, and
that we will have the pleasure of welcom-
ing you again as a friend and competitor.
May your journey be safe and pleasant,
and prosperity and happiness attend you,
is the fervent wish of FMward Dexler, D.
E. Rose, W. W. Titus, J. B. Slotldard,
Charles W. Barker, Frank Richards, J.M. Aldrich, Geor^e tJrav, T. M. Aldrich
W. Tallman.S C. Bradlt-'y, Charles Tuck-
er. N. H. Nesbitt and J. M. Tracy, N.
Wallace, John Davidson, thejiitlges.

•••

Premium lists of «log shows in con-
nection with poultry exhibitions are now
arriving at our office daily. The third
annual exhibition of the Delaware aud
Susquehanna Poultry and Pet Stock As
sociation will be held at Binghamton, N.
Y., January 6-9. Entries close jamiary
3. Mr. J. Otis Fellows will ju<1ge, A. K.
C. rules to govern. The Rhode Islaiid

Poultry Association will hold its fifth

annual exhibition at Providence, R. I.,

December 29-Jauuary i. Entries close
December 24. Mr. Michael Flynn. Jr.,
will superintend the dog department and
Messrs. C. Fred. Crawford and T. M.
Aldrich will judge.

••
Entries to the third annual bench shpw

of the South Carolina Poultry and Pet
StOf»lr ABA/\r.io»«^M if. l.«. U^.1.1 _* /-»! »,.«.., vs* .>^ la^au at V.JUailCB-

ton, S. C, January 13 17, will close Janu-
ary 1. The judges will T>e Dr. H. Clay
Glover, of tht sporting classes, and H.
W. Lacy, of the non-sporting classes. ,A.
K. C. rules will govern this show and
wins will count. The prizes in the chal-
lenge classes are |io ; in open classes, I5
and %i. The premium list is quite a good
one. It covers 157 classes.

• »

As will be seen in a communication
from Mr. Huntington, published else-

where, the National Greyhound Club in-

tends holding a one-day show for grey-

hounds, deerhouuds and Russian wolf-

hounds at the American Horse Exchange,
on Saturday, January 17. This new de-

parture in dog shows will lie looked upon
with interest, and we hope the venture
will prove successful.

*
* »

We have just received a despatch say-

ing the Pcshall case has been again post-

poned.

«

The English handlers, W. Brailsford,

who sailed for home on the City of Berlin

December 17, and A. Cameron, who, re-

fusing the offers to locate in Canada, left

»•
Following Charleston we have the

New Orleans premium list. Their dates
are January 20-25, entries closingJanuaqr
15. One hundred aud twenty-four classes

are provided for. Prizes in challenge
classes are I15, in open classes Jio, and
Is, and in puppy classes I5 and I3. The
judges announc^ are Messrs. Johq Da-
vidson, H. F. Schellhase and N. D. Wal-
lace, n

*
* •

Next comes the Greeu ville, S. C, show,
January 27-30, entrieit closing January
20. In the most important classes the
prizes are |io and I5, iu the remaililiig

classes I5 and I3, John Davidspn wjfl

judge all classes.

•%
At the Elmira, N. Y., show, the dales

of which are changed to January 2?-a6,

J.Otis Fellows will ju<lge all classes ex-
cept lieagles, greyhounds and wolf-
hounds, which will Ije handled by C. A.
Bowman. Mr. S. C. Wixoni will super-
intend the show.

•••

The steamship Virginia, which arrived
in Boston port from England on Tnesday
morning, brought over a valuable piece
of dog flesh. It was the rough-coated St.

Bernard prize bitch, Plinella, which is by
Champion Save, aud was purchased in

England by E. H. Moore. Plinella is

rich orange in color, with jierfect white
markings and black facings. She has a
grand head and perfect legs and feet

l!

v\

}'
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HOUNDS.

Description of Fox and Otter Hounds,

Harriers and Beagles.

BY "RECOIL."

[CONTINUBD FROM PAGE 372-]

No variety of the canine race has been

bred for the same number of years in as

large numbers or with such care as the

foxhound. When we consider the work

this dog is required to do and the admir-

able way in which he does it, we cannot

help remarking what a wonderful crea-

tion it is. At day-dawn he is taken to

the place where the "meet" has been

announced, perhaps having to trudge

many miles to reach it. Then after per-

haps a long wait the dense covert is

drawn and when the fox breaks after

ktanhe must go as top speed, running

on scent at the same time, over lowland

and hill, through valleys and rivers,

over fences and walls until the quarry is

either lost, gone to earth or—killed ;
this

•t a pace that few horses can keep up

with. If the "kill" is made early in the

d«y another covert is drawn and perhaps

another run is had. When evening

falls he is many miles from home, where

he has to return footsore and weary after

a fast of eighteen hours !

"Nimrod" writes in 1822: "Harriers

now go the pace of foxhounds, and fox-

hounds that of greyhounds, and the style

of horse, and the seat upon him, all

have been revolutionized." And nowa-

days they have become much faster !

In the old days the hound was so desti-

tute of pace that foxes were frequently

"bolted" from their earths by terriers and

chased with relays of hounds.

Although scarcely relevant here, I

think it will be a matter of interest to

give a description of the dress of a fox-

hunting celebrity of 150 years ago.
..vv:- 1 A.. ......A MA«T«k.- w«-hrn Kilt noon
XllA UWfcO «._.%- ..w.^. ••--— "" «

very particular occasions. They con-

stituted his full dress and had served him

for twenty years, and when well greased

would have defied a week's rain. Thev

came up to the point of the knee pad,

and were well secured with a str^p round

the thigh. The spurs were just large

enough in the necKs for the rowels to

turn. The favorite breeches were made

of the skin of a tup, dressed with the

fleshy side outwards, which in addition to

being very handsome would never grease

or wear out. The waistcoat was made of

an otter skin trimmed with gold lace.

The coat, which had braved the storms

•ofmanv a winter, made to come well over

the knees, and with the addition of an

old hunting cap and a pair of Welsh

gloves, a leather girdle round the waist

and an immense whip, completed a dress

which might defy the elements them-

The subjection under which a large

pack of foxhounds is kept is most re-

markable and well worthy of the emula-

tion of the owners of other dogs, sporting

and non-sporting. You visit the kennel

with the huntsman or whip after the dogs

have been "benched." There they sit,

. and stand and lay on the straw, a paut-

• ing parti-colore<l crew. "Here, Melody,"

•^calls out .the huntsman, and Melody

'comes obedient to the call. "Here,

-Methodist! Back, Melmly. Chimer,

come." And the hounds mentioned

; some and go without a moment's hesita-

ion, until a youngster, impatient at not

leing noticed, jumps down unordered.
'

'Back Minstrel !" Minstrel doesn't back.

Vgain and still more sharplv the huiits-

^^ -nan speaks to him, but still the hound
V>fu8estoo»>ey. A quick step forward,

''. a whip raised in the air. a report as of a

"^^ pistol fired and Minstrel is whining on

• 5ie 1)ench again, being sympathetically
^' icked by her neighbors.
•- Still more notable is it to see them at

- (feeding time. They are famished with

^hunger, but none venture near the trough

antil called by name, and in the middle
• of their mea', after one parting gulp,

*> leave the food immediately when called.

• A hound's working life is short. He
• begins to hunt when about eighteen

^ months old, and if all goes well will last

- 'for six seasons, though in his prime
> When four years old. Though they some-

times hung out longer, such instances are

rare, and the hound usually fails after

his fifth season. It is necessary there-

fore to recruit the ranks annually with

voung blood. These are generally bred

by the owner of the pack or are drafts

from other kennels.

A dog is fruitful to a later age than a

bitch and can be used in the stud his

first year. Both parents must be 111 the

enjoyment of perfect health and the bitch

low lu flesh rather than the reverse. No
more than four puppies should be left

with the mother. If you desire to keep

more, a foster mother should be provided.

She should suckle her whelps as long as

her milk lasts, but after the third week

they should be fed as well with the best

oatmeal and dog biscuit, mixed in milk

or soup. After thev have ceased to suckle,

minced horse flesh should be given them

after being parboiled.

When four months old or thereabouts

the puppies are put out "at walk," i. e..

are distributed about among farmers and

cottagers to be kept until the autumn,

when they are returned to the kennel

and the serious business of their lives

begins. ,

As soon as it is light, year in and year

out the kennelman takes the hounds out

for a walk, and while they are away their

sleeping room is cleaned. It is infinitely

better, by the way, to have two kennel

rooms, to be used day about, so that one

can be drying and airing while the other

is occupied. At about seven they are

fed save those hounds that are to be

hunted that day. After the meal they

have another run, and then are kenneled

up, to be let out again three or four times

in the course of the day.

To prevent noise in the kennel many
kennels have a "riot bell" which when

rung generally quells the uproar, for the

hounds know that if they neglect the

warning the kennel huntsman will appear

with his whip.
^ . . ,

In the summer time the hounds are

allowed more liberty, being left in the

open air enclosures most of the time, and

are given road exercise.

Beckford gives the following directions

on "entering" hounds :

"It is now time to stoop them to a

scent. You had better enter them to

their own game—it will save you much
trouble afterwards. Many dogs, I believe,

like that scent best which they were first

blooded to ; but be that as it may, it is

certainly most reasonable to use them to

that which it is intended they should

hunt. It may not be amiss when they

first begin to hunt to put light collars on

them. Youug hounds may easily get out

of their knowledge, and shy ones, after

they have been much beaten, may not

choose to return home. Collars, in that

case, may preven ttheir being lost.

"You say you should like to see your

young hounds run a trial scent. I have

no doubt that you would be glad to see

them run over an open down, where you

could so easily observe their action and

speed. I do not think the doing of it

once or twice would hurt your hounds,

and yet, as a sportsman, I dare not recom-

mend It to you. All that I shall say of it

is that it is less bad than entering them

at a hare. A cat is as good a trial as any,

but on no account should any trial be

used after your hounds are stopped to a

scent.

"I know an old sportsman, a clergy-

man, who enters his young hounds first

at a cat, which he drags along the ground

for a mile or two, at the end of which he

turns out a badger, first taking care to

break his teeth. He takes out about

three couple of old hounds along with the

young ones to hold them on. He never

enters his young hounds but at vermin,

for he says : 'Train up a child in the way

he should go. and when he is old he will

not depart from it.'

"Such young hounds as are most riot-

ous at first, generally speaking, are the

best in the end. A gentleman in my
neighborhood was so thoroughly con-

vinced of this that he complained bitterly

of a young pointer to the person who
gave it to him. because he had done him

no mischief However, meeting tlie

same person some time after, he told him

the dog he believed would prove a good

one at last. 'How so.' replied his friend,

'it was but the other day that you said

he was good for nothing.' 'True, but he

has killed me nineteen turkeys since

that.' . ^_ •

"Hounds at their first beginning can

not be encouraged too much. When
they become handy, love a scent and

begin to know what is right, it will be

soon enough to chastise them for doing

wrong, in which case one severe beating

will save a good deal of trouble. You

should recommend to your whipper-in.

when he flogs a hound, to make use of

his voice as well as his whip, and let him

remember that the smack of a whip is

often as much use as the lash to one who
has felt it. If any are very unsteady it

will not be amiss to send them out to ex-

ercise the horses. If you have hares m
plenty, let some be found sitting and

turned out before them, and you will

soon find the most riotous will not run

after them. If they are to be niade

steady from deer they should see them

often and thev will not regard them,

and if after a probation of this kind you

turn out a cub before them with some old

hounds to lead them on, you may assure

yourself they will not be unsteady long."

See there, with countenance blythe,

And with a courtly grin, the fawning hound

Salutes them cowriug ; and his wide op'ning

nose

Upwards he curls, and his large sloe-slack eyes

Melt in soft blandishments and humblejoy ;

His glossy skin, or yellow pied, or blue.

In lights or shades, by Nature's pencil drawn,

Reflects the various tints ; his cars and legs

Fleckt here and there in gay enamel'd pride.

Rival the speckled pard ; his rush-grown tail

O'er his broad back bends in an ample arch,

On shoulders clean, upright and firm he sUnds,

His round cat feet, straight haras aud wide-

spread thighs

And his low, drooping chest, confess his speed.

His strength, his wind, or on the sleepy hill

Or far extended plain, on every part

So well proportioned, that the nicer skill

Of Phidias himself can't blame thy choice

Of such compose thy pack.
—Somerville.

turned in nor out, are a sine qua non.

They must be well let down by means of

the long true arm above mentioned.

Legs and Feet.—Every M. F. H. in-

sists on legs as straight as a post and aa

strong; size of bone at the ankle being

specially regarded as all important. The

desire for straightness is, I think, car-

ried to excess, as the very straight leg

knuckles over, and this defect may al-

most always be seen more or less in old

stallion hounds. The bone cannot, m
my opinion, be too large, but I prefer a

straight ankle at the knee to a perfectly

straight line. The feet in all cases

should be round and catlike, with well

developed knuckles aud strong horn,

which last is of the utmost importsuce.

The color and coat are not regarded

as very important so long as the former

is a "hound color" and the latter is short,

dense, hard and glossy. Hound colors

are black and Un, tan and white, black

and white, and the various "pies" com-

pounded of white and the color of the

hare and badger or yellow and tan.

The stern is gently arched, carried

gaily over the back and slightly fringed

with hair below. The end should taper

to a point. , .

The symmetry of the foxhound is

considerable, and what is called "qual-

ity" is highly regarded by all good

judges.
[TO BB CONTINUED.]

Many stories are told of the ferocity of

foxhounds, the most gruesome that I

have heard being to the effect that an M.

F. H. went into the kennel without his

whip and alone, and all that was ever

found of him afterward, so my informant

told me, was some metal buttons and a

jack-knife. This was supposed to have

happened many vears ago, and was told

me by the victim's grand-niece, neverthe-

less I should be inclined to take this

cum "rano "nlis, and several grains at

that.
" '

,

The number of hounds necessary for a

five days' a week hunt is aljout seventy-

five couples, allowing a pack of twenty

couples for each day. Fifty-two couple

will suffice for a four-day hunt, and twen-

ty-six couple for a two-day hunt.

The Badminton pack consume annually

(seventy-five couples) forty tons oatmeal,

three tons dog biscuit and one hundred

and fifty horses.

POINTS OF THE FOXHOUND.

«g8
ofoi

VALCB.
... 10

Color and coat ... 5
Stern 5
Symmetry 5

ToUl 100

VAI-UE.

Head '5

Neck 5
Shoulders 10

Chest and back ribi

.

10

Back and loin .... 10

Hindquarters 10

Elbows 5

The HEAD should be of full size, but

by no means heavy. Brow prominent,

but not high or sharp. There must be

good length and breadth, sufficient to

give ill the dog hound a girth in front of

the ears of fully sixteen inches. The nose

should be long, fully four and one-half

inches wide, with open notrils. Ears set

on low aud lying close to the cheeks.

The nkck must be long and clean,

without the slightest throatiness. It

should taper nicely from the shoulders

to the head, and the upper line should be

slightly curved.

The SHOULDERS should be long and

well clothed with muscle, without be-

ing heavy, especially at the points.

They must be well sloped, and the true

arm between the frout and the elbow

must be long aud muscular but free from

fat or lumber.
Chest and Back Ribs.— The chest

should girth over thirty inches in a twen-

ty-four inch hound, and the back ribs

must be very deep.

The back and loin must both be

very muscular, running into each other

without any contraction or "nipping" be-

tween them. The couples must be wide,

even to raggedness, aud there should be

the very slightest arch in the loin, so as

to be scarcely perceptible.

The hindquarters or propellers are

required to be very strong, and as en-

durance is of even more importance

than speed, straight stifles are preferred

to those much bent, as in the greyhound.

Elbows set quite straight, and neither

GORDON FOR GORDO.

A Similarity In Names Causes a Mla-

take In Our Keports.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : Owing to some resemblance your

reporter of the Gordon Setter Field Trials

at Lexington, N. C, has mixed up the

names of Mr. J. L. Campbell's Gordo

with that of Gordon (Stubble—Countess

of Devonshire). Gordo ran and divided

third money with Monte. Gordon, al-

though entered, did not run, he being an

untrained dog when sent to Mr. John

White, who found it impossible to get

him »eady in the short time he had him—

two months.

And herein lies, I think, the chief rea-

son that the Gordons made no better

show at the trials. The idea of competing

there was Uken up in the autumn by a

few friends of the Crordon setter, finding

that the officers of the Gordon Setter

Club intended to do nothing (althoueh

urged to do so in the summer) m the

way of encouraging competition of Gor-

dons at field trials, as requu-ed by the

constitution of the club. There was not

time to give the dogs practice and train-

ing enough for the peculiar requiremenU

of field trials, although some of the com-

peting Gordons were good for the private

shooting of their owners in the kmd of

country they generally hunted in—hiU

and swamp, thickete and woods, where

close ranging was actually necessary.

And the poor showing of Irish setters at

High Point, I think, was due to some ex-

tent to the same cause—lack of field trial

practice in a field trial country. Next

year we will start in time, for we have

now officers of our club who will attend

to their duty early in the year.

For we Gordon men intend having an-

other trial next year. Already several

subscriptions have been promised, and we

hope, by the same care and attention to

selection and breeding, to show in time

the improvement in our favorite that

owners of English setters and pointers

have succeeded in obtaining.

Member Gordon Setter Club.

New York, Dec. 22, 1890.

"Only Loving Them."

From Youth's Companion.

A baby carriage stood in front of a

small shop. In it slept a pretty, dimpled baby.

A drowsy puppy lay on the pillow, its black nose

close to the baby's cheek. By the carriage stood

a ragged little waif, dirty, with scarcely enough

clothes for decency. She stroked in turn the

baby and the puppy. A lady, passing by, noticed

the strange picture—the beautiful baby, the cun-

ning little dog, the ragged child. The baby'a

mother was in the store.

"Are you caring for these ?" said the lady to the

waif.

A wonderful smile lit up the dirty little face.

"No, please, ma'am, I'm only loving them."
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THE P. K. C. FIELD TRIALS.

The Derby and the All-Aged Stakes

Finished Last Week.

Dbatonsville, Va., Dec. 16.—The
weather to-day was colder and the birds

not so plentiful, still the Derby Stake was
decided shortly after 3 P. M., aud not un-

til after every dog in the stake had been
satisfactorily tested.

Derby Stake.

There were but eight starters in the

Derby Stake. The drawing placed them
as follows : Jean with Old Smed, Albert's

Duchess with Clementine, Beverly with
Peg Woffington and Lucy Noble with
Bob Toland.

OLD smed and jean.

Old Smed, handled by George Green,
and Jean by Alexander Woolstencroft,

were the first brace put down. The start

was late, 8.32 A. M. Traversing a few
fields the dogs made game as we ascended
a hillside, and reaching top of hill Jean
came to a point upon a rabbit which
sprang from its bed, and was chased by
Jean. Presently Old Smed discovered

that birds were in the vicinity, and in

trying to locate them flushed a small

covey. Going along the hillside, Jean
made game, but could not locate. Sud-
denly a covey rose nearby, but not from
any fault of the bitch. Following the
scattered birds down the hill, in the bot-
tom a single bird rose behind Jean. Ar-
riving at bottom of another hill. Old
Smed began working his way along
cautiously, whereupon he was stopped by
his handler and came to a point, which
was honored by Jean. A bira was flushed
and missed by Green. Dogs ordered up
at 9.16. Old Smed had the better of the
heat as far as range, speed and style
went, but both dogs seemed to lack bird
sense.

ALBERT'S duchess AND CLEMENTINE.
Albert's Duchess, handled by a man

new to held trials, J. C. Schuyler, while
the veteran Green took charge of Clem-
entine. They were cast off' at 9.20. The
Duchess set a rattling pace, and while
on a full gallop stopped suddenly on a
grand point by side of hill. Schuyler
shot aud killed ; his bitch steady to shot.
The judges told Schuyler it was not nec-
essary to have Duchess retrieve, but the
little bitch went forward, found the dead
bird and brought it in as well as any old
dog in the Members' Stake yesterday.
Duchess soon got a point in pine wooils.
Clementine came roading up and flushed
the birds. Duchess got another point,
then a single was walked up by one of
the handlers. The dogs were then or-
dered up at 10.06, Duchess winning hands
down. She is a brilliant performer, a
faultless worker and has been thoroughly
trained by her handler. She is certainly
a credit to him as well as her owner. While
not a particularly wide ranger she is a
confident game finder and did not make
single mistake during the heat.

BEVERLY AND PEG WOFFINGTON.
"Old man" Thomas handling Beverly,

tjd her owner Peg Woffineton, were the
next brace out. Beverly flushed a covey
which we followed, but could not find a
single bird. After a short heat of fifteen

minutes the dogs were ordered up.

LUCY NOBLE AND BOB TOLAND.
Lucy Noble, handled by Jim Shew-

brooks, and Bob Toland, the only pointer
in the stake, handled by Alex. Woolsten-
croft, were put down on open ground,
and it was some time before game was
found. Lucy Noble passed by a patch of
sedge without showing signs of game,
but her handler in following flushed a
covey which she certainly had found.
Moving on a few hundred feet Lucy
Noble managed to distinguish herself
again by flushing a covey. In the next
field Lucy showed she had a nose by
coming to a point. She paused but a
moment, and moving on into the woods
she again pointed, but no game was
found. Returning to the field Bob flushed
a single, then he was ordered on by his
handler and he flushed a covey owing
to his handler's mistake. He could have
scored a point had it not been for that.

la corner of the field Lncy mftde a false

point. Dogs were then ordered up and
were no doubt spotted out by the judges.

SECOND S£K/JiS.

ALBERT'S DUCHESS AND BEVERLY.

After lunch the judges announced that
Albert's Duchess should run with Bev-
erly and Peg Woffington with Old Smed.
The first brace were turned loose on side
of hill. Duchess soon made a beautiful
point, which Beverly refused to back.
Passing up on top of "hill, Beverly going
down the wind made an excusable flush
and attempted to chase. Dogs were
only down uine minutes when they were
ordered up at i.io.

PEG WOFFINGTON AND OLD SMED.
This brace went down at 1.22 on top

of hill in sedge grass. Peg soon made
a false point, and later while roadiug
down the wind flushed a covey. Peg
pointed aud Old Smed was ordered up to
back but refused. No game was found
in front of Peg, but some distance ahead
where they had run, while Peg was held
on point. After several fields were drawn
blank dogs were taken up at 2.09. Peg
was much the better of the brace.

BEVERLY AND OLD SMED.
After giving Old Smed a rest he was

put down again with Beverly, but the
"old one" was not in it. Soon Old Smed
pointed, as did Beverly at the same spot;
a lark arose from the place. Green then
claimed a point for Old Smed, but at the
same time the dog moved and advanced
into thicket. Beverly then made a
staunch point. His handler shot and
missed. Dogs ordered up at 3.03.

CLEMENTINE AND PEG WOFFINGTON.
Clementine was now given another

chance aud was put down against Peg.
The latter pointed on side of hill, Clemen-
tine came up and a single was flushed.
Going down the hill, Clem made a flush,

and going a few feet further, came to a
point upon which she remained but a sec-
ond, then she sprang forward and flushed
a bird. Dogs taken up at 3.15.
The judges after a short consultation

decided the winners as follows :

Albert's Duchess first

Beverly second.

Peg WOFFINGTON third.

SUMMARY—Derby Stake.
Lawrence Shuster, Jr.'s, black and white Eng-

lish setter dog Old Smed, whelped Octol>er 2,
1889 (Ezra Noble—Cornelia O.)

with
John B. Ellison's black, white and tau English

setter bitch Jean, whelped October 8, 1889 (Frit*—Hazel.

John A. Hartman's black, white and tan English
setter bitch Albert's Duchess, whelped Febru-
ary 14, 1889 (Warwick Albert—Princess Belton)

with
Lawrence Shuster, Jr.'s, black, white and tan
English setter bitch Clementine, whelped Oc-
tober 3, 1889 (Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.).

Francis G. Taylor's black, white and tan Eng-
lish setter bitch Beverly, whelped February,
1889 (Roi dOr—Mildred)

with
Francis S. Brown's black, white and tan Hnglish
setter bitch Peg Woffington, whelped March 17.
1889 (Ben Hill—Nora).

Walter B. Smith's black, white and tan English
setter bitch Lucy Noble, whelped 1889 (Count
Noble—Alphon sine)

with
John B. Ellison's pointer dog Bob Toland, whelp-
ed October la. 1889 (Victor the Blue Stocking-
Charlotte Corday).

Second Series.-Alt>ert's Duchess with Bev-
erly, Peg Woffington with Old Snu-d.

Third Series.—Beverly with Old Smed, Clem-
entine with Peg Woffington.

Result.—Albert's Duchess first, Beverly sec-
ond. Peg Woffington third.

All-Aged Stake.

DeaTonsville, Va., Dec. 19.—Owing
to the rain on Wednesday no work was
done at all. A dog show in the morning
and music in the evening were the

amusements gotten up to kill time. The
result of the dog show and other com-
ments on the trials will be found in our
"Current Reiwrts."

WHITE FAWN AND INSPIRATION.

White Fawn, handled by J.Shewbrooks,
and Inspiration by N. B. Thoiiias, were
started at 9.31 in a sedge grass field, where
White Fawn soon came to a point, and
Inspiration, on being brought up to back
did so handsomely. Sliewbrooks then
walked in to shoot, but found nothing to
flush. The dogs then advanced a few
yards when the birds flushed wild. Soon
White Fawn pinned another bevy which
Shewbrooks flushed and killed one,
whereupon both dogs broke and made

for the dead bird, which Inspiration se-
cured and brought in. Passing through
several fields, both do^ pottered over old
scent, but found no birds. Finally White
Fawn made a false point, as did also In-
spiration. White Fawn refused to back
the latter. At 10.43 the brace was or-
dered up, and it was evident to all that
they would be left out of the next series.

So much for the first brace, both of which
were pointers.

PERSEVERANCE AND COUNTESS ROXIE.

The English setter bitch Perseverance,
handled by Shewbrooks, and the Gordon
setter bitch Countess Roxie, handled by
Sam Fisher, was the next brace to try
conclusions. As we came out of the pine
woods into a com field Roxie dropped
onto a point. Perseverance, refusing to
back, roaded on and stole the point from
Roxie, who then backed Perseverance.
Fisher was then ordered to flush and
shoot, which he did, and three quail
dropped at the shot, one crippled and
two aead. This was too much for Per-
severance, who broke shot, ran after and
caught the crippled bird. Roxie, who
had remained steady, was ordered to
fetch dead, which she did fairly well.
No more game was found until the ex-
piration of the three-quarters ofan hour,
when the dogs were ordered up, with
Perseverance badly beaten, much to our
surprise, for we had known her to be a
well-broken bitch last year, while in this
heat quite faulty aud headstrong, even
more so than in her heat with Ben
Hur Franklin in the Members' Stake on
Monday.

EDGE MARK AND SUB NOBLB.

Edge Mark, handled by his owner, aud
Sue Noble, by Shewbrooks, were cast off'

at 1 1.8. After crossing a field Edge Mark
made game on edge of woods, then
pointed and was backed by Sue. Mov-
ing on again the dog finally located the
birds which were flushed by Mr. Brown,
who failed to stop one. Both dogs were
steady to shot. Following up scattered
birds Edge Mark made game, pointed,
then moved into thicket where a single
flushed. Shewbrooks then claimed a point
for his bitch, but nothing was there.
Mark then pointed, then Sue. Birds
were running and it was difficult to flush
ibem in ihis thicket. Keporters walked
one up, after which we went into the
open, where a pause was made to allow
Shewbrooks to find Sue, who had disap-
peared. After she turned up we proceedeu
down the road into a com field, where
close to clump of woods Edge Mark
found a covey, which judges ordered
Brown to flush and shoot. He flushed
and missed, both dogs remaining steady.
Dogs were ordered up at n.50. Edge
Mark was the better dog in pace and
range, hunting his ground with best
judgment aud found more game.

PRINCB AND SHOT.

Prince, a big liver and white English
setter dog, of unknown pedigree, han-
dled by R. Voshall, and the Gordon
setter bitch Shot, handled by E. I. Mar-
tin, were turned loose in a corn field
where Shot soon made game and found a
covey, which flushed wild. Following
the birds Shot made a flush and Prince a
point. Prince then made a flush. Fol-
lowing birds into swamp Martin flushed
a bird, then another was flushed prob-
ably by the dogs, as they could not be
seen in the high weeds. More birds
then rose, flushed by either dogs or
handlers. Both dogs seemed unable to
locate the birds. Moving up on side of
hill. Shot ^ot a point. Martin flushed,
shot and missed, both dogs steady. Shot
again pointed and was backed by Prince,
who then moved on and also pointed.
Martin walked up and flushed a single.
Going up hill Prince showed signs of
game, then Shot pointed. A bird flushed
wild as Martin went forward to shoot.
Proceeding over top of hill to graveyard
Prince pointed, moved forward, then
flushed. Going into thicket, Martin
following the dogs, flushed a bird which
the dogs should have found. Martin
killed and Shot retrieved dead bird
nicely. Dogs taken up at 12.43, with the
Gordon having the best of the heat. He
not only found more birds, but being
much faster he covered more ground in a
more systematic mannei.

SILK AND PAN FAN.

Silk, handled by N. B. Thomas, and
the only Irish setter in the stake, was
now put down with the pointer Fan Fan,
handled by W. Tallmau, Along edge of

swamp the judges flushed a covey, whicb
we then followed into thicket where thejr
flushed, with the dogs in the midst of
them. Following the birds up the hiU,
Silk flushed a small bevy, then Tallmaa
claimed a point but could not find th«
game. Silk then dropped in her peca-
liar manner upon a point, and while Pao
was being brought up to back the quail
left Silk ; she was steady to wing. This
completed the work done on game, but it

was enough to show that neither dog
would be in the second series. The
pointer had the best of the heat, being
a better and faster ranger. Silk had, we
think, the better nose.

EZRA NOBLE AND HAZBL.
Ezra Noble, in charge of George Green,

an-l Hazel, taken care of by Alexander
Woolstencroft, were the next brace to
run, or rather potter, for the first quarter
of an hour the brace did little else, but
after getting warmed up Ezra Noble de-
veloped into a speedy and pretty ranger,
while Hazel during the entire heat kept
close to her handler. This heat was un-
important, but the stylish hunting of
Ezra Noble brought him into the second
series.

FLASH AND KING ITEM.
A brace of Gordons was now put down.

Flash, handled by E. J. Martin, and King
Item by Sam Fisher. It was some time
before we found game. After moving
from field to field for probably thirty
minutes Flash finally nailed a covey and
was backed by King Item. Martin flushed
and missed. Following the birds into
woods Flash dropped onto another point
and was backed by King Item to order.
Martin flushed and again missed his bird;
both dogs were steady. Flash secured
another point, Martin shot and killed.
Martin ordered Flash to retrieve. In
doing so he made an excusable flush, but
brought her dead bird in nice style. Doga
were then ordered up. Flash winning the
heat hands down. He is a very fast dog,
staunch on game and altogether street*
ahead of any Gordon run in this year's
trials. King Item does fairly well on
game, but is entirely too slow for a fi«Id
trial dog.

KATIE NOBLE AND SLBBPV NOBLB.
Katie Noble, in the care of Thomas,

auu Sleepy Noble, under the guidance of
Green, were the next brace in order.
Katie scored the first point and was
backed by Sleep3r. Thomas shot and
killed. Katie retrieved bird nicely. Fol-
lowing the birds Sleepy stiffened up and
began roading, then came to a staunch
point. Katie roading towards him from the
left also came to >• point. Thomas then
walked in and flushed the birds. Slee|>7
again secured a point. Green flushed
covey, shot and missed. Both dogs steady
to shot. Dogs were ordered into thicket,
but as it was almost impossible to get
through, the judges ordered them out
again. Sleepy Noble came out, but Katie
could not be seen. When found she waa
on a point. Thomas flushed and missed.
Crossing small stream Katie nailed a
covey on hillside. Sleepv was brought
up to back, which he dia at command.
Thomas flushed the birds and the doga
were moved on. Katie soon roaded up
and located another covey, which Thomaa
flushed. Sleepy had also winded the
birds and pointed. Green was ordered to
flush, but found no birds. A couple hun-
dred yards further on Katie found another
covey, shortly after which the brace was
ordered up. Katie showed herself in
grand form this year as compared with
her work in last year's trials. She now
locates her birds with confidence and
accuracy and has overcome her tendency
to false pointing. She did much better
in this heat than when handled by her
owner in the Members' Stake.

ROCK II AND VICTOR THE BLUB STOCK.
ING.

The last brace down on Thursday was
the two {winters Rock II, handled by
Tallman, and|Victorthe Blue Stock ing.by
Woolstencroft. They were cast off" upon
the scattered birds flushed at the enmng
of the last heat. Victor got the firat

point and Rock was brought up to back.
In bringing Rock up, 'Tallman flushed
several singles. Rock finally caught
sight of Victor and backed very prettily.
Woolstencroft then flushed and missed,
both dogs steady. Rock pointed where
the birds had beea, then several arose
from around him. Rock then came to a
staunch point and Victor was brought up
to back and did it well. He then turned
around and pointed. Going 00 Rock



Boioted. «« did Victor also. A bird was

Sushed and killed by Talltnan,whereupon

Rock broke shot and chased, Victor re-

maining steady. ... .,

Tallman wHh his whip then gently

chided Rock, after which he was sent for

the dead bird, but could not find it.

Going along edge ofwoo<ls Victor pointed

and roaded up to game which Woolsten-

croft flushed and killed. Victor steady to

allot* Rock not so. Victor then sent to

retrieve, and after some trouble he did

so iudifferentlv. Rock then jwinted m
the w6ods and was backed by Victor. No
birds were found. Victor then made

game and roaded, but could not locale

the birds, which were evidently running.

It was now growing dark and the dogs

were ordered up.

TEMPEST AND RaSA LBK.

The last brace of the first series. Tem-
pest,, handled bv Shewbrooks, and Rosa

Lee by Schuyler, were the first to try

conclusions on Friday morning. Both

dogs started off" wilhout vim at a slow

gate. The judges flushed a covey, which

were followed. Tempest pointed and

was barked by Rosa I/Ce. In pine woods

Tempest flushed a single, after which he

flushed a V)evv. Rosa l.ee then pointed

and was indifferently backed by Tempest.

Coming out of woods a single flushed in

front of the dogs, which were then taken

np and without doubt spotted out.

SECOND SERIES.

KATIR NOBI.K AND EDGE MARK.

It -was anticipated that this would prove

an exciting and interesting heat, but it

did not prove so, for Edge Mark, being

out of condition, did not cover the ground

with his usual energy and dash While in

speed the contestants were about equal,

Katie proved the better ranger and cov-

ered the ground more systematically.

Some ground was traversed, and we
finally, in moving along edge of woo<ls,

missed Katie, and going back she was

found on a pohit. Edge Mark was brought

up to back, but not seeing Katie he also

came to a point on the same covey, which

was flushed bv Thomas. In following

the birds several singles were flushed by
•.« : 3^^» *t'.n» o'»r'Vi t\r%€T rtMkAf* O flllRn

and dropped to wing. Dogs were then

carried on chain through woods and

)yere cast off again in sedge grass field,

where Katie made a point. Thomas
ordered to flush, hut he found nothing.

Crossing road into another field Katie

dropped on a point, which was acknowl-

edged by Mark. Thomas shot and missed.

Dogs taken up at 10.50, the heat being iu

favor, pf Katie.
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B RidKway'g white and black English setter

bitch Sue Noble (Count Noblc-Fanuie W).

J. A. Stovell's liver and white setter dog Prince

(pedigee not given)
with

B. V. Hill's Gordon setter dog Shot (pedigree not

given).

G G Davis' Irish setter bitch Silk (Chief—Gipsy

""""'
with

. ^„^
Connell ftCullen sliver and white pointer bitch

Fan-Fan (Graphic—Lady Belle).

Lawrence Shuster, Jjr.'s, black, white an<l^|^^

English setti " " - "-'-- 'r>-...-»

Alpnousine)
English setter dog Ezra Noble (Count Noble—
loh

with
^ ,. ^

John B. Ellison's white, black and tan English

getter bitch Haiel (Baron—Hazel).

B. F. Hall's Gordon setter dog Flash (pedigree

not given)
with

H F. Smith's Gordon setter dog King Item (Ch.

Little Boy—Ch. Roxie.

Francis G. Taylor's black, white and tan Eng-
lish setter bitch Katie Noble (Count Noble-
Queen Meg)

with
Lawrence Shuster. Ir.'s, black, white and tan

English setter bitch Sleepy Noble (Ezra Noble
—Cornelia G.)

Connell & Ciillen's liver and white pointer dog
Rock II (Graphic—Lady Belle)

with
John B. Ellison's liver and white pointer dog

Victor the Blue Stocking (Beaufort—Zuba).

John A. Hartnian's black, white and t«n English

setter bitch Rosa Lee (Berry V—Ferguson's

Ruby)
with

J H Winslow's liver and white pointer dog
Tempest (Beppo III—Lass of Bow).

Sbcond Series.—Katie Noble with Edge Mark
Sleepy Noble with Flash, Ezra Noble with

Countess Roxie.

Result.-KatieNoble first. Edge Mark second,

Flash third. ^

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.

Third and Final Week—Prince Lucifer

Wins the All- Aged Setter Stake.

Special Report for The Journal.

LEXINGTON, N. C, Dec. 22.—Monday,

December 15, found the trials starting

upon their third week. The weather was

pleasant, just cool enough to cause the

dogs to pass through their heats without

fatigue. The opening start was made al

the Irvin place, six miles out.

^ FLASH AND SLEEPV NOBLE.

Before this brace had gone one hun-

dred yards Flash dropped on a point.

Martin flushed a covey, iu the midst of

which the dog had dropped and very

luckily f^v\ not flush, A short distance

Sleepy Noble got a point which was ac-

knowledged by Flash. This same per-

formance was presently repeated. Green

fluslifid the birds and Sleepy was unsteady

to whig. No more birds were found

during the heat. Flash is a speedy ranger

and a sure dog on game. Had he run off

with E<lge Mark for second place it is

probable that their relative positions

given by the judges would have been

J«versed.

EZRA NOBLE AND COUNTESS ROXIB.

This was the last brace run in the stake,

as well as in the trials. Countess was the

first to make game, but ended in a false

point, f^ing through thicket Countess

pointed and was backed by Ezra. Birds

flushed, dogs steady to shot. Roxie

goon flushed a single. Neither dog did

very well in this heat and were ordered

up in twenty-two minutes.
" After consultation the judges an-

nounced the winners as follows :

, Katie Noble, first.

Edge Mark, second.

Flash, third.

SUMMARY—All-Aoed Stake.

ALL-AGEO SETTER-FINAL SERIES.

PRINCE LUCIFER AND SIMONIDES.

It must be remembered by your readers

that when the week's labors closed there

was an unfinished he.it between the

above-mentioned dogs. As to their point-

ing instincts the judges had, no doubt,

about come to some conclusion, but as to

their range and speed there was not that

same unanimity. Therefore an open field

was selected and they were cast off.

Prince made rather the best showing,

going fast and very merrily. The amount
of ground covered was not of vast differ-

ence. Simonides, though going a very

little slower, really appeared to work his

ground with better judgment. Only five

miuutes time was thus spent, and the

heat that began at 9.31 closed at 9.36.

This enabled the judges to place Lucifer

as the winner of the heat.

third. Then did it dawn upon some of

those present that Belmont, the best dog

of all the Gordons that had been in the

stake, was left out in the cold.

Taking the showing made by the

Gordons as a whole, it was very meagre.

ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE-CONTINUED.

PRINCE LUCIFER AND FRED GATES.

After the judges had unloaded the

Gordon Stake from their mintls the con-

tinuance of the English Setter All-aged

Stake was Uken up. Starting at 10.46

in an open weed field. Prince was there

to a point on a covey. Fred, standing

some twenty-five yards to the rear, backed

grandly. Barker shot, and not aiming

truly the death knell was not rung until

the bird had gone some sixty yards.

Sent on to find other game. Prince found

the dead bird and retrieved well. Fred,

being absent for some minutes, was de-

tected in the composed attitude that at

sight suggests the nearness of something

to shoot at. After false pointing, Fred

then worked upon running birds and lo-

cated them in a thicket. Going to open.

Prince roaded finely to a bevy point, and

Fred was there to pay proper tribute.

The next thing that was worthy of note

was the position that they occupied upon

a point. Prince's position gave him the

preference, and Barker, beating the

bush, raised a lovey. This was enough,

and at 11.25 Prince Lucifer was declared

the winner. Prince's style and speed

excelled.
The judges annonuced that Princess

Beatrice, Antoine and Simonides would

be run, in order that one might be se-

lected to go against Fred Gates for sec-

ond place. Antoine being called ujp was

something thought to be out of the

regular order of selecting dogs, yet when
Kale Miller was drawn, Antoine being

the last dog beaten by her, was under

the rules permitted to come forward.

PRINCF.SS BEATRICE AND ANTOINE. -

Getting out at 11.40 Antoine was first

to begin the game locating by staunchly

holding a covey. Princess backing. Both

were steady. When sent to location of

scattered birds Antoine stood, yet Avent

failed to bring out the desired bird. Soon

he found a bird or two sure enough. Thej?

lx)th stood, though no game icsulld.

At 12.11, without deciding this heat or

bringing up the other dog, the judges

find that Simonides is the proper dog to

go with Fred Gates, and they are starteti

at 12 20.

FRED GATES AND SIMONIDES,

Rose, handling both, lost Fred very

soon alter starting. When he found Fred

then Simonides was not to lie seen, and

when Simonides was found then Fred

was lost for good. After a search extend-

ing for some time an adjournmeut was

had for lunch. When 2.08 had arrived

and still no tidings of Fred, the judges

announced the following as winners

:

Simonides second, Fred Gates and An-

toine third. As soon as some of the in-

terested ones had time to collect their

thoughts there arose a (juestion as to

whether a dog that could not be proiluced

in the stake could have a place.

neatly and with dispatch. Deuce, while

ranging in ofien field, forgetting her cun-

ning, approached so near a covey as to

commit an unpardonable flush and the

jig was up. The Deuce was low. Prince

had the heat won and wa£ declared the

absolute winner.

The style in motion and also standing

was gowl, though Prince showed superi-

ority. Deuce seemed to use better judg-

ment as she was nearing the close of the

heat. This was the third time for Prince

to go down during the day, and he must

have felt the fatigue that such exertion

would cause.

FOR ABSOLUTE WINNER.

J, H Winslow's lemon and white pointer bitch

White Fawn (GraRon—Ethel)
with

yrancis G . Taylor's lemon and white pointer dog
Inspiration (Bang Bang—Telle Doe).

Kzra Comfort's black, white and tan English

setter bitch Perseverance (Chalkley D.—Cas-
ino Gladstone)

with
M. F. SmUh's Gordon setter bitch Countess

RoxVe (Champion Little Boy—Champion Roxie).

fTrancis S. Brown's black, white and tan English

setter dog Edge Mark (Skidmore— Flo Maclin)

GORDON STAKE—FINAL HEA T.

BEAUMONT AND GORDO.

They were cast off at 9.45, being the

brace selected to test their merits regard-

ing second and third place in the Gordon
stake. Both started as though they had

been sent for. After some time had

been spent the handler, Cameron', went

into a covey, no doubt being out of

patience with Gordo for not finding any-

thing. A diligent search upon the part

of the dogs failed to reveal their hiding

place, although the horsemen found no
difliculty in bringing them forth. One
of the judges tried his hand at flushing a

covey and marking them down that if

possible a point might be secured, worked

on these. Beaumont did po'.nt, though

it would have Ijeen as well had he not

done so. In woods Beaumont stopped

to a flush and Tallman, by heroic efforts,

succeeded in putting up a bird that lin-

gered near. Beaumont, having performed

so well, was awarded the second prize.

The best that can be written about this

heat may be put down thus : A very poor

exhibition of bird finding in every respect.

The judges then considered further

running unnecessary and placed Gordo

and Mout each equally as to a division of

The pointer Deuce came forth to battle

with the setter in the final wind-up of the

All aged stake. Prince came first upon

scent and was grandly seconded by the

clever bitch. Barker sent Prince on, but

he was so tardy in locating that Deuce

crossed the ravine and when forty yards

away halted, and there from l>efore her

was flushed the covey. Deuce them came
upon a single secreted among briers, and

Prince paid due homage. Going down
wind Deuce found scent and attempting

to locate found, to the displeasure of her

handler, that she had ventured too near.

Prince found a single and the dogs were

sent to try for another covey. In grass

Prince found. Deuce coming within

twenty yards, out of sight, pointed, and

then roading, located what was in reality

a find for Prince.

Barker sent Prince ahead and he again

stopped. Once more going on there were

some birds put up, and Prince anil Bar-

ker were so closely connected that it was

hardly the correct thing to charge Prince

with carelessness. .Sent away Prince

stood and nothing turned up. But soon

he found in weeds some scent and then

drew finely to a staunch point on a covey.

Here Barker pointed his old Fox gun

straight at "em" and Prince brought

Free-for-All Stake.

There were twelve entries in this stake,

and just half that number came to the

scratch. They were placed by the draw-

ing as follows : Rowdy Rod with Chance,

Nannie B. with Daisy's Hoi>e, Pitti-Sing

with King's Mark.

ROWDY ROD AND CHANCE.

Starting at eight near the city, the

morning being very disagreeable, owing

to clouds and cold winds threatening

rain Rowdy was handled by S. C. Bradley

and'CViance by Avent. Getting a start

through an open sedge field both go well.

Their speed, and range was of the highest

order. Worked on scattered birds Rowdy
made two finds. In oj>en field Chance \x-

haved finely to a single, then took a cast

up a side hiH where he drew and kept

pointing and attempting to locate a covey,

but unfortunately with respect to getting

theni solid he got up the wind of it.

Rowdy going down wind at a lively rate

flushed an out-going bird and Bradley go-

ing to him flushed the covey. In woods

each found and after pointing each moved
up. Rowdy about thirty yards from first

stopping place, nicely pinned a single

with Chance promptly honoring. Rowdy
being lost for a time was found pointing

a l)evy among piues. Bradley's kill gave

him an opportunity to retrieve. Rowdy's

next exploit was ^o stand while in the

roadway, aud his find proved a covey.

Each dog coming upon scent, 8too<l, yet

locating proved a failure. Rowdy finding

seen), iu open .field followed same, ana

wlieii he finally located it was discovered

that Chance bad the same covey pointed

previously. A judge flushed a single.

Rowdy looking out wcil lOUiiu anGn.cr

covey among pines. In an open weed

field' there was some scent lying that

stopped Chance, taut nothing resulted

that would fin the game bag.

Dogs being separated for a time each'

placed a covey point to his credit. * On
the marketl birds both pointed and were

steady to shot. Bi'adley detained one

that Rowdy might retrieve. Each then

came upon singles. Sent forward. Chance

again found a single, an<l followed that

rapidly with another. Orderetl up at 12 M.

The reader must remember that the day

was cold and damp, ihat a drizzling rain'

fell during a portion of the time, that the

birds were in the pines, hard to find, and

that they did not lie, but kept running.

Then niiich time was taken up between

covey, finds, during which dogs were rang-

ing wide and fast. Much of the time

they were so much hid as to hardly en-

able the writer to come to a satisfactory

estimate of their relative speed and range.

They covered a very large territory and

kept up going during the whole four

hours. Nearing the end of the heat some

laggiug was observed, yet not to be

thought of ill the sense of quitting. Tak-

ing all things into consideration it is safe

to put it down that the exhibition of

high-class work shown throughout the

entire heat has rarely ever been equalled

in such a competition.

NANNIE B. AND DAISY'S HOPE.

Nannie B., handled by Barker, and

Daisy's Hope by Titus, were put down in

sedge grass near town at 8.05. Daisy

scored first point ; Titus flushed, shot and

killed. Daisy retrieved. Following the

birds both dogs pointed singles. Barker

flushed and killed, Nannie retrieving.

Daisy pointed covey in sedge. Nannie

backecf and Titus flushed. Following

the birds into the woods Nannie made a

false point, then roading on she again

pointed false. Daisy backed her when
brought up. Dogs were then taken up

and put down on border of woods half

mile away. Going into the woods Nan-

nie pointed, then roadeil up but could not

locate. Considerable ground was gone

over when Daisv pointed, then drew on

and located the'birds,wliich flushed wild.

Following scattered birds Nannie found

a single, was backed by Daisy. Barker

4
I
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flushed but did not shoot. Daisy then
found a bevy on the edge of a woods,
Titus again flushing and missing. Nan-
nie was now about to break down and
Barker asked permission to withdraw
her, but the judges would not allow it.

She was fagged out and laid down.
Barker finally took her up at 11.05.
Going back through woods Daisy pointed,
and as Titus could not kill. Judge David-
son attempted to show him how it was
done, so taking his gun he flushed, but
notwithstanding both barrels were fired,
not a feather dropped. Daisy made a
false point at edge of woods and was
ordered up at 12.05, and the heat
awarded to her.

PITTI-SING AND KING'S MARK.
The former, handled by Cameron, and

the latter by Barker, were put down at
12.48. King's Mark was the hrst to point.
It proved a false one. Then Pitti pointed,
aud was backed by Mark. Cameron
flushed and missed. Both dogs steady to
shot. Mark then pointed in sedge grass
and was handsomely backed by Pitti.
Barker could not find. Going on Mark
again pointed falsely. Then Pitti pointed
and was backed by Mark. Cameron
flushed. Both dogs steady. Mark then
made a false point, then he stood a single
aud was backed by Pitti. Pitti then false
pointed and was backed by Mark. Dogs
roaded throueh woods, but failed to lo-
cate. In fielJ Mark pointed, backed by
Pitti. Barker started a rabbit. In sedge
Fitti found a covey and was backed by
Mark. The birds flushed wild. Dogs
steady to wiug. Mark then found a single.
Barker flushed and missed. Further on
both dogs pointed. A single was flushsd
in front of Mark but nothing before Pitti.
Mark then found a single and Pitti made
a false point, then she pointed again aud
Cameron flushed two birds. Then Mark
poiuted. Barker flushed a single, shot
and missed. After some time birds were
agaiu found. Pitti got a point. Cameron
shot and missed. Then Mark poiuted
where birds had been. Pitti again poiuted
aud a single was flushed. Mark made a
false point. He then moved on aud
finally located a covey. Pitti backed

;

Barker flushed. In woods Mark got two
points, Pitti one. In sedge grass Mark
found game, Pitti backing. Barker .shot
anH UiiipH Mnrlr retrieved. Then '••**•

found single in pines, then pointing agaiu
roaded on but failed to locate. Mark was
now about done up. The dogs were
taken up aud put down about half a mile
up the road. Pitti was still game but Mark
had quit for good, he refusiug to move.
Pitti was worked alone until the con-
clusion of the heat at 4.48.

SECOND SERIES.

ROWDY ROD AND DAISY'S HOPE.
The brace was cast off Friday morning

at 8.23. Daisy was the first to point and
was backed by Rowdy, but nothing came
of it. Daisy, in woods, located a covey
which Titus flushed, shot and killed.
Daisy retrieved. It was some time be-
fore more birds were found, aud this
time it was to Rowdy's credit. Bradley
killed and Rowdy retrieved. In pines
Rowdy pointed, Daisy backed ; nothing
found. Rowdy then roaded up aud lo-
cated birds, which flushed wild. Bradley
shot and missed. Then Rowdy false
pointed, while Daisy found a single.
Further in the pines. Rowdy found a
covey, was backed by Daisy. Bradley
shot and missed. Going into sedge field,

Bradley flushed a covey. Rowdy dropped
to wing, Daisy pointed, then roaded and
pointed a single. Titus killed and Daisy
retrieved. On the hill birds were located
by Rowdy. Bradley killed a bird, which
was nicely retrieved by Rowdy. Then
Daisy found another single and Rowdy
got a bevy in cornfield, which Bradley
flushed and missed. Daisy then got a
single and Rowdy a couple of birds.
Daisy then pointed falsely. In sedge.
Rowdy pointed, then roaded on. Finally
a single got up, which Bradley killed
and Rowdy retrieved nicely. Dogs taken
up at 12.24 aud heat awarded to Rowdy
Rod. During this heat Pitti-Sing ran a
side heat with the guide, Cameron bag-
ging three birds.

KOWDV ROD AND PITTISING.
Saturday morning was cold and raw.

The brace was put down in stubble at
8.38, and both started off at a good gait.

Pitti shortly came to a point and a Ijevy
flushed wild. Then Rowdy pointed and
a single flushed. In sedge, Pitti made
two false points, then she run into a

bevy and flushed, dropping to wing.
Pitti pointed, aud Cameron not finding
anything, ordered dog on and flushed a
single. Rowdy was making game in
sedge, stopped, roaded on, when birds
flushed wild ahead. Across track.
Rowdy going down wind, flushed a covey.
In pines, Pitti pointed a single, followed
by another

; going into rag weed she
flushed a bevy. Then roading up hill she
pointed again, but nothing found. She
then pointed a single, and going into
sedge grass located a bevy, which Cam-
eron flushed. Rowdy flushed a single,
then found a bevy on edge of woods.
Bradley shot and killed ; Rowdy retrieved
nicely. Pitti now false pointed, while
Rowdy found a single, which Bradley
killed and Rowdy retrieved well. Then
Pitti pointed and was backed by Rowdy

;

nothing found. Rowdy then pointed and
was backed by Pitti. Bradley flushed
and missed ; both dogs steady. Going
on to woods, both dof s made false points.
Dogs ordered up at 12.39. A dead bird
was thrown to Pitti to retrieve, but she
failed to do so. Judges then decided in
favor of Rowdy Rod.
Summary.—Rowdy Rod beat Chance,

Daisy's Hope beat Nannie B., Pitti-Sing
beat King's Mark.
Second Series.—Rowdy Ro<l beat

Daisy's Hope, Pitti-Sing a bye.
Final.—Rowdy Rod beat Pitti-Sing

and won first prize, |iooo ; Pitti-Sing, sec-
ond, won |ioo.

SPARKS FROM BRITTLE'S PEN.

Interesting Facts and Fancies Culled

from the Doggy World.
Special Correspondence.

By the time this appears in print

Christmas and its festivities will be re-

garded with a shudder by many readers

whose good nature got the better of dis-

cretion, and instead of plum puddings,
mince pies and other allurements for the

destruction of the liver, Beecham, Carter,

Cockle, etc., will predominate. Every
household affecting "home comforts"
has t'Ae only recipe for Christmas pud-
ding, and he is a man of iron ofinstitntion

who can withstand the ravages resulting

from this great family mystery. Whether
in the olden days the profound secrect of

the requisite ingredients for a pudding
was only to be utilized when the death of

a wealthy relative was desirable, I know
not, but if such were the case, we of the

present decade have to pay the full

penalty for our ancestors, omitting such
an important injunction. I am not aware
of any family which possesses such a

relic for dogs, and they, thank goodness,

are as yet in blissful ignorance of the

evils which accompany a good Christmas

self-indulgence. To all who have fru-

gally partaken of the gootl things I would
say you have been there, aud "once bit-

ten, twice shy," but to those who have
not heeded previous experiences I would
recommend Glover's vermifuge, or any
other mild remedy, specially intended

for the liver.

Many owners aud exhibitors have
probably expected to receive the premium
list for the forthcoming New York show
before now, but there has been a difficulty

iu securing the services of a judge for

mastiffs likely to be acceptable to every-

one. In fact, up to the present this po-

sition has not yet been filled. Except
for his extreme opinion about movement
and his decided abhorrence to "pug"
faces, surely Mr. Wade would fill the bill.

Or if he would be likely to scare away
"frog faces" and "weak hindquarters,"

isn't it about Mr. Moore's turn to pre-

side ?

Talking of mastiffs, I see Mr. Wade
somewhere or other speaks of Turk and
Colonel as being long faced, in compari-

son to many of the present specimens.

This only shows what changes a few

years will bring about, as wbeu Colonel

was being shown, Mr. Kingdon, refer-

ring to him aud others, wrote :
" Where

will this bull type cease ? " And appar-

ently it hasn't ended yet, in fact there is

every probability of there being no end
at all—attached to the skull—if some
breeders have their way. But with re-

gard to Mr. Kingdon, he of course ad-

mired nothing but his " Lyme Hall,"

which was a long, sharkey-faced animal,

of the yard dog tyi)e.

It is an established fact that the Old
English Mastiff Club has donated a forty-

guinea cup to be competed for on this

side, and it will be offered for the first

time at the New York show for the best

in all classes.

Cameron, who assisted Brailsford in

handling the English dogs at the recent

trials, did not accompany the latter

back to England, but is, I hear, likely to

remain on this side. In fact he has had
two good offers from Canada, one of
which he is likely to accept. He has
Pitti-Sing (the dam of Ightfield Rosa,
and, I believe, a field trial winner on the

other side) with him. From all accounts

the best of the English string was Ight-

field Eaton, who was unable to run,

owing to having staked himself badly

prior to the Eastern Trials. In both
Brailsford's and Cameron's opinion he
was as fast, if not faster, than anything
they saw run at either of the trials.

The Atnericau-English Setter Club, if

this reads too Irish, the English Setter

Club of America, has set an example
which might be followed by other spe-

cialist bodies with advantage. At the

next New York show they will have an
attendant of their own, specially de-

puted to look after the welfare of all

exhibits of that breed, whether they

are the property of members or not. He
will be in addition to the keepers pro-

vided by the management, and under the

personal supervision of one of the mem-
bers. Those unable to accompany their

dogs will thus be enabled to send them
with a feeling of greater security than

heretofore. If all clubs were to adopt
this course, thereby showing an inclina-

tion to consider the comforts of the

specimens themselves, instead of qnib-

bling with a bench show secretary as to

whether a man is on the list of judges or

not, I think they would be giving some
evidence of studying the welfare of the

breed in which they were interested.

The committee of three to look after

the interests of the bench show to be

held at Chicago during the World's Fair

consists of Messrs. Logan, Whitney and
Whiton. They are the delegates for the

Youngstown, Rochester and National

Greyhound clubs. The former is the son

of the well-known vice-president, and as

the other two gentlemen have great

political influence, the choice must be

considered a most judicious one.

Mr. Mortimer has, I hear, gone in for

Dachshundes, at least he has only one at

present, but as he is long enough for

three ordinary dogs, bis owner considers

he has quite a kennel.

I see "Dog Whip," with his usual

euergy and enthusiasm, has started a

fund to defray the expenses of sending

Elcho, Jr., Doc and Royal Krueger to

represent their breeds in competition

across the pond. With the former I am
sure all Englishmen would be delighted,

nor would his errand be a fruitless one,

but as regards the other two I think they

would do better to remain where thejr

are. In speaking thus of them I don't
mean they are not good specimens, but I

don't think they come up to that high
standard of perfection which would war-
rant a country in saying to another

:

"There
; there are two specimens which

show how faultless we can prodoc*
dogs," for of such calibre I think should
dogs sent on such a mission be composed.
But Elcho, Jr., can certainly lay claim to
have approached near the standard of
perfection, and of him this country caa
be justly proud.

He had just imported an English win-
ner and was content with the world ia
general, and himself in particular, when
he saw for the first time his stud adver-
tisement in all the papers, and his name
in print—yes, actually in print—as th«
owner of this great dog. Of course it

was not to be expected that the thousands
of owners who would be frantic to avail

themselves of the blue blood coursing
through the dog's veins would write hioi

the very day of publication, but in two or
three an extra staff would be reqnired at

the post-office, at least five more carriers

would be necessary. It was the close of
the second day and no owner had re-

sponded. Eventide o'ertook the third,

and still no response. The fourth and
the fifth had come and gone without
even a post card. On the sixth the merrjr

twinkle in the eyes had changed to a doll,

leaden stare
; the jaunty air had become

dejected and shuffling
; dry Spratts' in-

stead of chicken broth, and a "rare" ten-

derloin was now the dog's fare, but oa
the seventh a shout of exhultation pro-
claimed a reply. At last his dog's service*

were to be called into requisition. He
knew it was only a matter of time. Th«
envelope was sent asunder and — holy
suiukc, what's this, 'The Mugwump
Whistler is the best advertising medinia
in the whole of Dead Man's Gulch."
Poor fellow, they took him to the hooM
for inebriates. The doctors mistook his

malady. Brittle.

NATIONAL GREYHOUND CLUB.

A One-day Show to Be Held In Neir
York Next Month.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Sir : The National Greyhound Clofc

will hold its inaugural show of deer-

hounds, greyhounds and Russian wolf-

hounds at the American Horse Exchange,
Broadway, N. Y., vSaturday, January 17,
1891, under the A. K. C. rules. It will be
but a one-day show and devoted entirely
to the above breeds. Prizes will be

;

First, champion class (each breed), |io

;

first, open class (each breed), |io ; sec-
ond, |5 ; first, puppies (each breed), %^ ;

second, %i ; b«8t (each breed), clnb's
silver medal. Each sex will have its owa
class. Yours truly,

H. W. Huntington, Secretary.

Brooklyn, Dec. 22, 1890.

INDIANA BENCH SHOW.

The Premtam List Almost Ready ft>r

Distribution.
Editor Fanciers' Journai:„
Sir : The premium list of the Indiana

State Poultry and Pet Stock Associatioa

has gone to press and will be ready to

mail very soon. The association is offer-

ing |20, Jis and |io for the three best
kennels, |2o for best champion dog ia
show, I15 for best dog in open class, ^10
for best toy dog and |tio for best kennel
of fox hounds. Seventy-five per cent of
all entry fees will be paid back to exhib-
itors, fifty per cent for first and tweuty-
five for second in each class. Harry D.
Goodman will judge the dogs.
The association made application to

join the American Kennel Club, but
withdrew on account of dates clashing
with Louisiana show. Lonm.
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DISEASES OF THE DOG.

Treatment for Bronchitis, Pneumonia,

Pleurisy and Asthma.

From Ihe Fanciers" Gaielte.

[CONTINl'KD FROM PAGE 357-]

Miia bronchitis is generally the result

of a neglected cold and if not taken in

time is liable to end in severe or chronic

bronchitis, or it may run into inflamma-

tion of the lungs. Keyondthat at pres-

ent we do not feel inclined to wander.

The first step—j"st as we found it

necessary in cold-is to shut the animal

up in warm quarters, but there is this

difference, whereas it was not necessary

to put the patient, so to speak, to bed, it

is here advisable. The same medicine

as use<l in cold may be also advantage-

ously administered, but if this does not

have' any effect and the cough beconies

continual and worrying, try a ppultice,

such as a linseed meal with a spnnklnig

of mustard in it.
.

Let us here observe that poulticing a

dpK is a very easy thing if you only know

how to do it. If you do not, the dog

quickly gets rid of what is intended for

his good, and more harm is done than

good. To poultice a dog, get an old

Mck make two holes in for his front legs

to pass through. Then take the poultice

and place it on the sack between the

holes and spread out so as to fit round

the chest when the dog's feet are placed

in the holes. When this has been done,

sling the dog in the sack and sew the

ends together over his back. This treat-

ment generally affords great relief. Dur-

ing it and after the poultice has been re-

moved the dog must be kept indoors, ju-

diciously fed on a sloppy yet nourishing

food and his bowels kept open if inclined

to constipation.
.

If at the same time the cough is very

troublesome, a steam kettle is of great

advantage, and the following prescrip-

tion :

Accti. scilla-, half an ounce.
Oxyniclis, one ounce and a half.

'Dose.—Small dogs, a teaspoon ful . Big

SEVERE BRONCHITIS.

If bronchitis is not stayed by the treat-

ment we have given for a mild attack,

the owner must take stronger steps. In-

stead of the mild linseed poultice with a

dash of mustard in it. recourse must "be

had to more mustard than linseed, or

blistering. Tartar emetic, in the same

proportions as given for a cold, is also nec-

essary. The steam kettle should also be

kept going. The following prescription

will also be found of advantage :

PuKv ipecac, twelve grains.

Calomel, four grains.

Confec. Rosa: qs ut fiant 8 pit.

Half a pill in puppies or small dogs

every fourth or sixth hour. A whole pill

for big dogs. .... ...
Chronic bronchitis is, as a rule, the

result of badly attended or neglected

bronchitis. It is not often found in

in young dogs, but generally, like in our-

selves, in elderly patients. Treatment as

before. In addition, port wine in tea-

spoonfuls. Chronic bronchitis, however,

isdiffic'ilt to cure, and varies very much
according to the weather. In mild it

becomes l)etter ; in cold, wet and foggy

it naturally becomes worse.

Should, however, such prescriptions as

we have given fail, then let the owner

try the following, and, failing it, call in

a, veterinary surgeon :

Mist, aminoniaci. seven ounces.
Oxmel. sciltte, six fluid ounces.

Tinct. camphorse co., four ounces.

turpentine liniment. At the same time

open the bowels freely with castor oil. or

one of the hvdrogopues we prescribe.

Feed well on the most nourishing sub-

stances, such as beef tea, milk with eggs

beat up, port wine in teaspoon fuls. This

food must be given every two hours, in

three tablespoon fuls at a time. If the

dog will feed, well ami good, but if not it

must l)e put down his throat. As medi-

cine the following prescription is invalu-

able : , .

Amnion, chloridi, two drachms.

Kxt. glycyrrhizae, three drachms.
Antinion.' tart., two grains.

Aqua distil., eight fluid ounces.

Small dogs and puppies, half a tea-

spoonful every two hours. Big dogs, a

teaspoon ful.

Both pleurisy and pneumonia are dis-

eases of a very deadly character in dogs,

and if it is found that good is done by the

above prescription, at once discontinue

the tartrate of antimony ;
but if not.

send for a good veterinary surgeon at

once.
ASTHMA.

We have classified this disease as one

of respiration. At the same time it is in

reality one of a nervous character ;
still,

as it has to do with the respiratory tract,

we must treat it as such. It is a most

painful disease to witness, though hardly

as dangerous as it might appear, owing

to the convulsive attacks of breathless-

ness. The object in treatment is natu-

rally to allay the paroxysms which arise,

and secondly to stop a recurrence. We
rarely find asthma in young dogs ;

it is

generally the obese favorite of ripe years.

Should it occur in the young, we must

look at once to proper diet, exercise and

tonics ; for the latter see further on. An
alterative is also required. Should the

dog then be young, provided that diet

and exercise are looked to, the following

prescription will be valuable :

Ext. scm. stramonii, twelve grains.

Vini antinionialis, half an ounce.

Ten drops every three hours in water.

Dr. Gordon Stables gives a very good

alterative of iodide of potassium in con-

junction with quinine and dandelion.

Chronic asthma, such as is to be found

in old dogs, is largely a question of diet.

Underfeeding and exercise, with a ionic,

is the best remedy , but if it cannot be

found, the following prescription may be

of use, as well as the one we have given

al)ove :

Mist, nmmoniaci, four and a half fluid ounces.

Vini antimou., four fluid drachms.
Tinct. camphorx CO., lour fluid ounces.

Syr. tolulosi, one fluid ounce.

For small dogs, one teaspoonful, when
wanted. For big dogs.one tablespoonful.

[to be continued.]
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GLEANINGS FROM THE KENNEL

tea-

For
For puppies or small dogs, one

spoonful every two or three hours,

big dogs, one tablespoonful.

In all cases of bronchitis care must be

taken not to expose the dog to chills or

fatigue, and the owner must, after an

attack has passed off, be careful in accus-

toming him to his daily work or exercise.

PLEURISY AND PNEUMONIA.

As we have previously said, bronchitis

of an acute nature, together, we now say.

with cold, accidental damage to the lungs,

etc., lead on to the above diseases. In

both the treatment is analogous. If the

dog has the symptoms already observed,

and appears panting, with dry nose and
.injeoted eye, treatment is of momentary
necessity.

In the first place blister, put on the

hottest mustard poultice, or mb in with

News and Notes of Interest—Dublin

Scot and Charleroi II.

For The Fanciers' Journal.

The St. Beruard Princess Regent has

returned to his former owner, Mr. H. S.

Smith, of Sheffield, England. This dog

is a great loss to American breeilers, more

particularly as he has proved himself to

be such a sterling stud dog, being the

sire of many winners of note in the Old

Country, inimberiiig among them the

well-kiiown bitch Princess Florence.

Poor old Dublin Scot ! Oh, the vicis-

situdes of this mortal life ! even dogs ex-

perience its ups and downs. No better

example of this could be given than this

erstwhile redoubtable champion collie of

America. He is now for sale for I125 or

offers. Methinks that Mr. Harrison

would not have accepted eight times that

sum for him two years ago ; even twelve

months since I wonder what his price

would have been? Charleroi II is also

in the market, price :f25Q. It will be re-

mem»)ercd that these two dogs returned

to F.nglaiid as part of the $5000 paid for

Christopher.
"They say that .\incrican journalists

should follow 'Manhattan,' and write

more on dogs as spurt and less about one

another ; that they employ all their time

in trying to find out who is who, and

not doing it."—Canine World.
Whoever are the "they" that ".say"

the al)ove speak the truth, for too many
of our sixjrting journals are either filled

with personalties, as a rule vulgar in the

extreme, or else with the "you-tickle-me-

ftnd-PU-tickle-you" sort of stuff, both of

which are equally objectionable and of

no earthly interest to anybody, saving to

a "select clique."

With regard to "Manhattan's" notes, I

have heard this same opinion expressed

by more than one, in fact it was only last

week someone away up in "doggy" circles

expressed himself favorably about them,

and concluded with : "Who'd have ever

thought it of ," but stop; I won't

give "Manhattan" away yet ;
but I am

not trying to find out who he is ;
I have

done so.

Mr. George Raper was lately unfortu-

nately obliged to destroy his noted bull

dog Champion Rustic King. He was

nearly nine years old, and was stricken

with paralysis, so his owner reluctantly

but mercifully ended his miseries by

having him shot. He was a large brindled

and white dog, and was a great winner

in his day and has sired many good speci-

mens. He was bred by his owner, who
never parted with him in spite of many
tempting offers.

The following story comes to me of a

dog that was in the habit of laying by

for a rainy day : The landlord of a village

inn owned a small half bred spaniel, who
had been taught to beg for money from

the customers to buy cakes with. If.

when you gave him the money, he was

was not hungry, instead of taking it to

the cake shop he concealed it. If you

refused him a coin when he wanted a

cake he would go to his store, take out a

penny, walk off to the shop and pur-

chase what he wanted. Several times

his store was found in the coal hole, or

some outhouse, and sometimes amounted

to as much as twenty-five or thirty cents.

He eventually was poisoned, and when
the amount of his savings from time to

time were added up they were found to

amount to the astonishing sum of I6.25.

The colored picture of Mrs. Fergus,

the lady who judged the St. Bernards at

the late Glasgow show, and her St. Ber-

nard Coralie, which recently appeared in

the Canine World, is not only a charming

picture, but is also an admirable portrait

of the fair one herself, which renders it

doubly interesting. .

Messrs. Wharton and Woodiwiss, the

former the fox terrier, and the latter the

1.1.;!! Hrio- man in Kngland. both seem to

V>e going in strongly for rabbit coursing,

and moreover from latest reports are both

fairly successful, the former having won
several stakes at Blackheath and Put-

ney, and the latter at Hornsey. So what-

ever may l)e the opinion of New Yorkers

on the subject, it is evident that Lon-

doners at least have a different one, for

each of the three above-named places are

within ten miles of that city.

By the bye, what has become of the

Hempstead Coursing Club, or whatever

its title was ? Has it collapsed ? or has

rabbit coursing been declared illegal in

New York State ? If not, surely the gen

tlemen connected with it are not going

to give up on account of the opinions of

old women, cranks or whaever you like

to call them, who, if they had their way,

we .shou'd'have no sport at all, and per-

haps not even a l)ench show ; but may
the fates preserve us !

The Clumber bitch Snow has not yet

left the Old Country to join "Dog
Whip's" kennels in Canada, but it is

probable she will do so in time to form

one of his team at the New York show,

and from all accounts that team will in-

deed be worth going on a journey see.

The Great Dane Hannibal, who, if 1

mistake not, took second at the Chicago

show in the spring, has recently been

sold for 1 1000, to go to St. Petersburg.

The London Stock-Keeper describes him
as "one of the l)est Great Danes that has

ever been exhibited."

This is just the weather when special

care should be taken of kennels and

their inmates. See that the kennels are

kept comfortable and warm and free from

draughts. See, too, that the benches are

provided with abundance of straw, and

be very careful that the latter is not the

least damp. It is very liable to become

so by allowing the dogs to be turned

straight into the kennels after exercising.

Especially is this the case with long-

coated dogs, through their carrying snow,

mud or rain in their coats. So care

must be taken to see that all dogs are

well rubbed down before shutting them
up. Kennels should not be washed down
in frosty weather, although they should

be daily cleaned and a good disinfectant

used. Lastly, but not least, be careful

that the drinking water does not remain

frozen. " Busy Bke."

MR. MAYHEW .\ND MR. KREHL.

The Former's lleply to a Letter I'ub-

IlHbed a Few Weeks Aieo.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : In a late issue Mr. Krehl de-

mands a justification of my remarks

which appeared a few weeks back. He
shall have it to his heart's content. At

the commencement of his letter Mr.

Krehl says "I have never in the whole

course of my kennel career l)eeu guilty of

a thought or deed which an houorable

man should regret." Let us see how
this tender exotic, this timid dove, has

interpreted the fulfillment of an " hon-

orable •areer."

To thoroughly justify his assertion I

will hark back a few years when " Lille-

bulero " contributed to the Forest and

Stream. Did those who read such mat-

ter consider it the wails of a guileless soul

or the outpourings of a vindictive spirit ?

The answer I leave to the many who are

able to judge for themselves. I will now
examine Mr. Krehl's accusations against

myself In England it would be unneces-

sary, but in America, where I am scarcely

known bis assertions may be given cre-

dence.
I am an imposter, this "flower" of the

English Canine World says. If attend-

ing shows for twenty years places me
in such a position, then indeed have I

earned the title ; if claiming as uncle a

man who wrote one of the standard works

on the diseases of dogs warrants such an

assertion, theu for once Mr. Krehl ad-

hered to the truth ; if claiming as father

a man who showed dogs when Mr.

Krehl was being initiated into the least

hazardous manner of carrying dishes

justified uiy being an imposter, then I

must admit the soft impeachment ; if

claiming as mother one who is quoted in

Vero Shaw as being amongst the princi-

pal breeders of pugs is a likely qualifica-

tion for an imposter, then 1 stand ex-

posed. Yet with all these associations I

do not claim to be an authority on Ship-

perkes, or even on the "bell-like tone of

a Virginian foxhound," but I know that

nine-tenths of regular exhibitors and es-

tablished breeders in England would take

my opinion on any breed in preference

to this "hie and miety authority." ^
^

I will now refer to Wr. krehi s mteuueu

thrusts at my companions, which offers

a good pretext to draw attention to the

most interesting part of Mr. Krehl's ken-

nel biography. By speaking as he does

he would lead one to infer that men like

Rawdon Lee, William Carrick, Authur

Maxwell, George Raper. W. E. Alcock,

secretary of the Bedlington Club ;
C. J.

Barnet, secretary of the Irish Terrier

Club; F. Gresham, E. Nichols, Tom
Scott, J. Evans were friends of whom one

could be ashamed. They speak for

themselves, as anyone versed in English

doggy affairs can judge. I will now treat

his charge of the liljel episode. He has

referred to it before and I have denied it,

yet once again will I repeat that it was

George Raper who expressed an opinion

that Mr. Krehl's paragraph against me
were libellous, and not I. How many more

times does Mr. Krehl want me to in-

form him of this fact ? Why does he re-

peatedly make false interpretations of

my letter two years ago to the I'ox Ter-

rier Chronicle? My explanation appeared

two years ago. Why does he everlastingly

harp on the one string and that all out

of tune, because he knows in all my long

associations with dogs I never did a

mean or disreputable act, let alone coun-

tenance one, therefore he is at a loss in

what direction to attack me.

"Mr. Mayhew wishes the American

community to believe that the Fox Ter-

rier Club thought lightly of his defense

at trimming, but how cau that lie recon-

ciled with the fact that a member of the

.'ommittee refused to propose a candi-

date for the club 'because he had ex-

hibited a trimmed dog.' " What is Mr.

Krehl driving at ? In the first place I

have previously denied my letter was for

the object of defending trimming, and as

regards his last sentence, it is Greek to

me. Who was the candidate refused ad-

mittance to the club? Now, Mr. Krehl,

if you are not inventing, give the name

of the man to whom you allude. To
summarize, I have been known in the

kennel world for twenty years, iny com-

panions au<l friends still bear an un-

tarnished name, and I am still respected

in England, and taking one thing in

another I am beginning to think Mr.

Krehl is the imposter and I am not.

R. F. MavhEW.

4
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NOTES IN PASSING.

Scoring birds at the Springfield, Mass.,

show, while quickly done, resulted in a

series of complications that tickled the

advocates of comparison judging hugely.

The judges were assisted by a clerk who
marked the cuts or outs on the page of a

score book, having a carbon sheet for

duplicating them. The original was torn

from the book and tacked on the coop
without footing up. The duplicates were
entrusted to the tender mercies of four

young ladies, whose arithmetic in a few
instances wa.s a trifle peculiar.

«
* *

A magnificent light Brahma hen was
honored by a score of 94, while a washy
t.'iiled and hackled bird appropriated 95^4
points. Investigation, however, proved
the fact that the outs as recorded on the

card of the latter bird were 6% points,

wliich deducted from a possible hundred
would leave 93?.^. This little discrepancy

was corrected, but the ladies were not to

blame for the very numerous ties that

were found among the birds in the differ-

ent classes.

* «

In one class, we understand, there were
seven ties. In partridge Cochins four

hens scored alike, and each was entitled

to the premium. In buff Cochins three

cockerels tied for first, two tied for sec-

ond ami two tied for third premium. A
glance at the awards published in another

column will convey an idea of strange

equality of so many birds.

•
« *

It was scoring with a vengeance, no
comparison about it. and we are sorry to

<»av it rri»ated r'nft<sif1eral>lf> HiaeatisfactioU.

It brings us back to Nature's law that in

order to do full justice to a bird we must
compare it with others and not trust to

the temporary and vacillating ideas that

hover among the cobwebs of our minds.

To judge by the vSpringfield awards, it is

better to fit the score to the birds by
comparison.

« »

We say this frankly and regretfully, as

the officers from Colonel Hamilton down
were anxious to get the scores up on the

first day. and the rule of taking away the

judge's scores as fast as he made them
did not give him time to verify his work
or prevent the rather too frequent ties.

There are no two birds alike, and no
amount of fine spun theorizing on the

score cartl will make them so. One must
be better or inferior than the other in

some place.

* »

The light that tried to enter through

the small and milky windows of the City

Hall at Springfield was insufflcieut and

the strangely placed electric lights were

relied on to assist the judges in valueing

defects. Under the circumstances it is

lianlly fair to criticise the judging.

•
» »

Barred Plymouth Rocks were at a de-

cided dis.idvantage and as T^ncle Isaac

said :
" Impossible to judge birds in such

a light." One barred Plymouth Rock,

however, was disqualified for having

a f'/at/: feather. This was a sur-

prise to us, as no such disqualification

exists in the present standard. The
judge certainly should send for one at

once.

« •

The Rocks were, however, the feature

of the show, and the display of white

Plymouth Rocks was the best we have

seen both in numbers and in quality.

The once famous favorites of New Eng-
land, the Light Brahmas, were rather dis-

appointing in numbers, only forty-two

having entered.
«

« •

The dark Brahmas were even fewer
than the lights, only eleven being en-

tered. Why this magnificent breed is

allowed to sink away from sight is a

mystery. It is a true fancier's fowl and
a beautiful one when well bred. The
males are unquestionably the handsomest
of all the Asiatics, and while the hens
may not rival the beautiful light Brahmas,
they are nevertheless beautiful when cor-

rectly pencilled.
»

« *

The silver Wyandottes at Springfield

were as much neglected as the dark
Brahmas, only a few birds being in com-
petition. What has become of all the

famous Wyandottes that usually were a

feature at a New England show ?

*
* *

It seems that our younger fanciers take

to solid colored birds more readily. They
are easier to breed and consequently

more profitable. But the cunning hand
of a man that loves to produce ideal

birds of color is missing in white and
black plumaged birds. The artistic

blending of colors and delicate pencilling

of the Hamburg, Brahma and other parti-

colored breeds was a great delight to our
veteran fanciers. The latter cared more
for fine birds than for shekels.

*

Money is the everlasting goal most
breeders are after, and nothing deterio-

rates a breed quickerthan the dissemina-

tion of inferior specimens simply for the

few dollars that are in it. The Indian

game, which we believe is the most diflfi-

cult of all breeds to get finely marked
feathers in, is in a fair way of being con-

demned before it is really known. Some
of the specimens sold as first-class are

veritable scrubs.

* *

At Springfield there were some forty

Indian games, and from the best yards at

that, yet no intelligent observer could

deny the fact that perfection was a greiit

many moons away in even the very best

specimens on exhibition. A lenient

standard for Indian games will do the

breed irreparable injury.

*
* •

The white Indian games appeared on
the scene at Springfield, but they were

too young to estimate their true value.

The craze for Indian games may create a

boom for the albinos and the commercial

value will be as usual far more consid-

ered than anything else. Breeders of the

older varieties should not let go of their

favorites too hastily for doubtful new
comers. True, white Indian games are

very scarce, but like white Minorcas a

few j'ears ago, could be manufactured in

a very short time.

» *

We have received feathers from the

new variety of buff Wyandottes. The
latter were the result of crossing several

l)reeds, and we are informed b}' the orig-

inators that they breed quite true to

color. The feathers in our possession are

excellent in color, the buff being confined

to the entire feather. We would sug-

gest, however, that the name Wyandotte
be dropped and another one a.ssumed.

It has suffered too much in the past by
the introduction of sub-varieties.

The golden Wyandottes, I. K. Felch

says, would have fared better if the old

name of Winnebagos had been given to

them. In this we agree with Mr. Felch,

and trust that the new buff Wyandotte (?)

may make its debut under a new and
euphonious American name.

» »

I. K. Felch was on the war path at

Springfield. He refused to judge, claim-

ing that the society had no right to

announce the rule that a breeding pen
prize should be awarded on the five

highest scores but that the standard rule

of considering the male one-half the pen
should be applied. Here's where Uncle
Isaac made a mistake, as the society did

not offer a prize on breeding pens, but

for the best exhibition pen, and if the

five best birds don't make the best pen,

what does ?

••»

We were pleased to meet Mr. W. B.

Atherton, of the Stock-Keeper. He was
assigned to the brown Leghorns and in

applying the standard disqualified many
birds for having white in the tail coverts.

It has been an unwritten law to admit
these birds in the past, but the standard

says white at the root of the tail only is

admissible. The tail coverts are not the

root of the tail literally speaking, but if

the white in the coverts is to disqualify,

nine-tenth of the brown Leghorn cocker-

els will go to the wall.

« *

Mr. George S. Pratt, who is a very

severe judge, disqualified seven white

Wyandottes for having black in plumage.

These birds lielonged to one exhibitor,

and one of them, a cockerel, was clearly

the best bird in the whole class. It was

a pity to throw him out, especially when
an exhibitor is honest enough not to

pluck the disqualifying feathers. As Mr.
Pratt remarked, "the only way to get a

good standard is by heroically applying a

bad one.
*

« »

This is true, but until we get a good
one, many breeders will suffer, and others

will lose their honesty. Color disquali-

fications should go. This seems the ver-

dict of most judges and breeders. In a

first-class show like the Springfield, where

the cream of the New England birds

were gathered, 52 disqualifications out of

811 birds is enormous.

«
» *

That little thoroughbred. A. F. Pierce,

was a strong exhibitor in the game class.

His love for games and game bantams is

that of a genuine fancier, and his birds

reflect the care and skill of the master.

Pierce, however, sprung a novelty on the

Ixjys in the shape of a pair of bare-necked

fowls.
«

« «

These oddities have no feathers on the

neck, the latter being as red as a well-

boiled lobster. Bald patches are also

found on the wings. They come from

Germany, but are really natives of Sibe-

ria. Mr. Pierce says they can stand any
amount of cold, notwithstanding their

baldness.

* «

We are requested to slate that Jim
Seeley. of Bridgeport, Conn., won the

Holstein bull calf offered as a special

premium. The calf was a centre of

attraction at the show, and bawled his

approval at his new owner. He will

probably go down in history—or Bridge-

port.
«

» »

Arthur E. Felch was omnipresent at

the show and The Fanciers' Journal
is indebted to him for many courtesies.

"Ike's boy" is a favorite, and certainly

kept the boys in good humor with hb
fairy tales.

• «

W. H. Hamilton represented his spicy
and newsy paper, the New England Fan-
cier, while young Mr. Darrow took cate
of the business end of the Fanciers' Re-
view. Mr. Atherton handled the Stock-
Keeper, Mr. W. H. Child and J. H. Dre-
venstedt representing Thb Fancibrs'
Journal.

»

The fifth annual show of the Rhode
Island Poultry Association begin.% next
Monday and closes on the first day of
the new year. Providence is easily

reached and the show should prove a
grand success.

• *

The veteran Philander Williams thinks
seriously of retiring from the A. P. A.
He deprecates the wrangling and attacka

that have occurred in the past five years.

Mr. Williams believes the A. P. A. should
be a fraternity where good fellowship

should reign supreme. The New York
racket, the Chicago somersault and the

contemplated Charleston vindication are

a trio of inconsistencies hard to swallow.

•
• •

We have received quite a number of
premium lists this week as follows

:

Third annual exhibition of the Delaware
and Susquehanna Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, to be held at Binghamton,
N. Y., January 6-9. 1891. Entries close

December 31. Mr. I. K. Felch will judge
poultiy. Fifth annual exhibition of the

Rhode Island Poultry Association, to be
held at Providence, R. I., December 29
to January i, 1891. Entries close De-
cember 24. The judges of poultry and
pets are : Messrs. Philander Williams,

W. B. Atherton, George V. Fletcher, N.
A. Kuapp and £. A. Pickering. The
great International Show of poultry,

pigeons and dogs, at Charleston, S. C,
January 13-17, 1891. Entries close Janu-
ary I. Judges of poultry are : Messrs.

George O. Brown, J. Y. Bicknell, B. N.
Pierce, I. K. Felch, Philander Williams

and D. M. Owens. Mr. George E. Peer

will judge pigeons. Third exhibition of
the New Haven Poultry Association, at

New Haven, Conn., January 15-19. En-
tries close January 12. Judges. Messrs.

J. Boardman Smith, C. A. Ballou, George
S. Pratt and A. F. Pierce. Louisiana

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at

New Orleans, La., January 20-25. En-
tries close January 15. Messrs. I. K.
Felch, D. M. Owen and E. S. Comings
will judge poultry, and George E. Peer

pigeons. South Carolina Poultry and Pet

Stock Association, at Greenville, S. C,
January 27-31. Entries close January aa
Judges, H. S. Babcock and J. H. Dreven-

stedt.
•

To Prove It "WaBii't Veal.

Guest (in restaurant)—Waiter, there's

a lot of feathers in this chicken salad I

Waiter—Yes. sir. We puts 'em in not
ne'ssarily for publication, but as a guar-
antee of good faith.—Texas Siftings.

More New Olubs.

A call is extended to breeders inter-

ested in Houdans and barred Plymouth
Rocks to join in the organization of

specialty clubs for both these breeds. The
first meeting will be held during the
Charleston. S. C, show. For further
particulars address G. O. Brown.

Baltimore, Md.

—Sour milk, whey and butter milk
are excellent liquids for mixing with tkc
soft food of poultry. They are good
drinks. More will lie consumed if a little

bran and salt are stirred in it.
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THE MoKINIjBY BILL.

Potatry Fanciers Think the Pres-

ent Act Needs Revision.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

It has always been considered that

lawyers were good game to go gunning

for, apd probably they have been more

shot ',ftt than any other class in society.

Bat it is one thing to flush your game

and quite another to bring it down. Now

it is piwsible that the official who collected

duty on the fowls imported by Messrs.

Sharp, Babcock and others, committed a

stupid official blunder ; it is possible that

the "legal and editorial luminaries" who

have condemned the McKinley act on

account of the so-called "official blun-

der " have made a great mistake ;
and it

is possible that Mr. Irving Crocker is

entlr^y correct in bringing them to

book as he does in No. 25 of The Fan-

CiRR.s' JouRNAi^ But then Mr. Crocker

will find that legal mailers, and especially

the rtiten>reUtion of UriflF acts, are not

alto|0!ther so simple as he imagines, ifhe

will nievote some more study to the Mc-

Kinley bill.
. ,^ .,„

At first blush it would seem as if Mr.

Crocker was absolutely correct, and that

those who had been condemninj? the re-

cent tariff act on account of its imposing

a duty on fowls, were very much in error,

that as the poultrv editor of this publi-

cation remarks, they hart "treed the

wrong coon," or, as it used to be ob-

serv^ in the countrv where I passed nvy

boyhood days, they were "barking up

the wrong tree."

But a little further examination of

tariff legislation will convince anyone

that there is at least a question about

such a conclusion
Under the old Uriflf act, in the free list,

occurred these words: "Birds, singing

and other, and land and water fowls."

(See statutes, page 487.) But under the

old tariff act, as it was interpreted, it was

necessary to show to the satisfaction of

the Custom's officer that poultry was im-

ported for breeding purposes in order to

get it admitted free ot rtuty. Had these

words been interpreted to include do-

mestic fowls, the requirement that they

were for breeding purposes was absolutely

uncalled for. But they were not so in-

terpreted, and fowls were admitted free

uniler the section devoted to animals for

breadingpurpo*^-
In the McKinley bill this language is

repeated in a slightly abbreviated form,

viz: "Birds, and land and water fowl,"

hut as if to make the McKinley bill

stronger and the interpretation of these

words impossible to include domestic

fowls, under Schedule G., we .find

"Poultry, live, per pound, three cents

;

dressed, per pound, five cents," thus mak-
ing a distinction between "poultry" and

"land and water fowl." If "land and

water fowl" really includes "poultry,"

then the duty on poultry, alive and

dressed, could not be collected, for in the

free list there is no requirement whatever

that the "land and water fowl" are to be

imported for breeding or for any other

purfKise. The provision is absolutely un-

qualified. Now, one of two things are

certain, either the legislators blundered—
which is bad for the professed author of

the bill—bv making contradictory re-

quirements, or a duty on poultry, is de-

mandable and collectable, and the term

"land and water fowl" must l>e so con-

strued as to exclude domestic fowls. In-

asmuch as it is a well-known principle of

law that a statute shall be so construed

as to give effect to all of its provisions if

possible, and inasmuch as the old tariff

act was construed in the manner con-

tended for by the aforesaid "legal and

editorial luminaries," it is very probable

that importers of thoroughbred fowls will

have the melancholly satisfaction of pay-

ing a duty on their stock and of having

them delayed in the Custom House at the

risk of their health and life, for the col-

lection Of this duty.

Mr. Crocker may not be aware that at

the Boston port this question has been

raised by an importer of geese, he claim-

ing them to come under the term "water

fowl," and therefore not dutiable, while

the collector holds them for duty as live

poultrv. In my opinion, following pre-

redeut and the rules for interpreting

statues, the collector is right. I am sorry

that it is so, and hope that a different in-

terpretation may be given to the act, but

I see no reasonable chance for such a

result. The McKinley act needs modi-

fication in this as well as in other re-

spects, and will not be likely to satis^'

the American people until proper amend-

ments are made. I do not think that

poultry fanciers have exaggerated ' the

iniquities of this bill" in respect to the

importation of thoroughbred fowls, nor

do I think that the language of the bill

on this point is so plaiu that it is almost

incredible that anyone could make a mis-

take concerning it. H. S. Babcock.

THE SPRINGFIELD SHOW.

AN BOG WINS A HUSBAND.

Romantic Proposal Received by a

Pretty Maine School Teacher.

From the Lewiston Journal.

A proposal came to a pretty Maine

school teacher in a rather novel manner.

While at her father's home in Sydney a

few years igo she wrote her name and

address upon an egg, which she had se-

cured in all its warm freshness from the

maternal nest. The egg went to market

and the fact that it bore an inscription

was forgotten. In the course of weeks a

letter came to the schoolma'ani, and to

her amazement she learned that that par-

ticular egg had hatched strange results.

The son of a big commission merchant in

a Massachusetts city had seen the name,

and had written to say that " if the young

ludy was as pretty as her name he would

like to form more intimate acquaint-

ance." With the characteristic modesty

of the Maine schoolma'ara, our heroine

discouraged the advances of the strange-

ly-acquired admirer. However, he was

persistent and came down to Maine.

It is to be supposed that he found his

ideal, for an engagement and wedding

followed in quick succession.

Increase of Egg Production.

As men gain knowledge in the poultry

business they begin to realize that there

is some truth in the saying that a hen is an

"*t»w tnarhine " ranable of bein^ worked

by care and proper food to produce a

marvelous "crop of hen fruit," one year

with another. There are many cogent

reasons to sustain this saying, one of

which is that fowls in a wild state do not

lay more than a nestful of e^gs ;
that do-

mesticated fowls, left to shift for them-

selves, will not lay as many eggs as those

that are well fed, well housed aud well

cared for. These facts are so plain and

so common that they are beyond being

questioned, and they support the con-

clusion that our domesticated fowls are

capable of producing a large number of

eggs if aided by selection, proper food

aud care.

It is certain that domestication, selec-

tive breeding aud care have developed

and stimulaied the egg organs of fowls,

which have been rudimentary or in abey-

ance through the natural laws limiting

their development. But the breeder, by

skill and intelligence, has brought the

organs of production into active play ; he

has by feetling proper food and liberally

supplying them with bone, t.hells, lime

and gravel, furnishing them with com-

fortable quarters to sleep in, and every

attendance to aid them in the work of

utility, demonstrated beyond doubt the

fact that selective breeding, care and

proper food are the "moving springs" to

the stimulation and development of the

egg organs to their fullest capacity.

The art of fowl raising is to study the

nature of the fowls and to aid them in

filling the egg basket. It is poor policy

to pamper them, but ordinary care will

suffice when the fowls have liberty, coni-

forUble quarters and food within reach.

In winter aud early spring the breeder

should give extra care in order to help

the hens produce eggs when they are

valuable.—Ohio Poultry Journal.

Western Massachusetts Poultry

Association Awards.

New England is naturally the birth-

place of the fancy and its shows are

nearly always large and excellent. The

Western Massachusetts Poultry Associa-

tion held its annual exhibition at Spring-

field, Mass., December 17 to ao. It was

a success, and to Colonel R. J. Hamilton,

the president, a large portion of the suc-

cess is due. He is a hard worker, and

being of a genial and hearty nature, is

extremely popular. The birds were

promptly cooped and well classified.

Placards with the names of each class

were attached to coops on the end ofeach

aisle. This enabled visitors to readily

find each and every breed. Something

like 1200 birds were represented, the

quality in most classes being excellent.

The largest class was that of the barred

Plymouth Rocks, 94, white Plymouth

Rocks coming next with 84, white Leg-

horns brought out 80 birds, brown Leg-

horns coming next with 54, white Wyau-
dottes, 50; light Brahmas, 46; Indian

games, 37 ; buff Cochins, 30 ;
golden

Wyandottes, 22 ;
Langshaus, 20 ;

par-

tridge Cochins, 21. Most of the other

breeds fell below twenty entries, Domi-

uiques having five, white Minorcas only

one. , _
The leading exhibitors of New Eng-

land were out in good force, augmented

by C. A. Bowman, of Elmira, N. Y., and

P. A.Webster, of Cazeuovia, N. Y., who
showed Indian games, Webster exhibit-

ing the first trio of white Indian games

ever seen in this country.

Philander Williams exhibited light

Brahmas andp artridge Cochins ;
D. A.

Nichols took a fine lot of buff Cochins to

the show, and also captured most of the

premiums on black Cochins. Halladay

& Arms, Halladay & Paris aud Kirby &
Smith filled the Laugshan class, both

white and black. The white Leghorn

exhibit was remarkably fine, many
really choice specimens being exhibited.

Brown Leghorns were not as numerous,

but the quality was excellent. A mag-

nificent display was the silver spangled

Hamburgs of S. O. Miner. The awards

were not on the coops as promptly as

was expected. Following is the list with

comments

:

pullets. i»t to Foulds Bros., k1. tie, Koiilds Bros..

Kinney, 3d to Tinney; hens, ist to Foiilds Bros.,

^SU VEr^«ks,3d to G.W.Whitehead; hen 3d

to Whitehead: cockerels, ist to Whitehead. 3d to

Callalan, pullets, ist and 2d to Whitehead, 3d to

"DoiaiNlQUES.—Cockerels. 3d and pullet, 3d to

"^

LEGH°ORN8 (single-combed »"-own).-Cock8 ist

to W. J.
Blanclisra; hens, ist to fait & Baldwin^

2d and 3d to Blanchard; cockerel, ist. tie. Tajt &
Baldwin (2). 2A and id Tail & Baldwin; pu e^

1st Tail & Baldwin. 2d Crehore, 3d, tie. Tait &
Baldwin (2), Howe & Blanchard.
RoseComheo brown -Cockerels '^t. »d. 3d,

to Montague & Bro.; hens. 1st and 2d to Mon-

Ugue; pullets, ist to Montague. 2d and 3d to

"'black-Cockerels, ist to Gardner, 2d, tie, D.

F. Blum and Kuft & Son, 3d to 9"dner, hens.

1st, 2d and 3d, Gardner; pullet, ist, tie. Gardner

Kuft & Son, 2d, tie. Gardner (3), W. Woodruff, 3d

'°BLACK'MiNOBCAS.-Cocks, ist and second.hen,

ist and 2d to Albert Bingham.
SILVER SPANGLED HAMBlIROS.--C<^kS. ISt tO

S. O. Miner, 2d. to Booth Bros 3d to Bagg hen

ISt and 3d to Miner. 2d to Bagg. Austin; cockerel,

ISt to Miner, 2d to Austin, 3d to Booth Bros.

- -

Wyandotte Club Meeting.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir: The American White Wyandotte

Club will hold its annual meeting on

February 6, 1 891, at the Madison Square

Garden, New York City. This will en-

able the members of the club to attend

the great poultry exhibition of the New
York Poultry and Pigeon Association,

February 4 to 10, 1891. The hour of the

meeting will be announced on a placard

attached to one of the coops containing

white Wyandottes. New officers will be

selected and important changes in the

standard suggested. All members and

others interested in white Wyandottes

should attend. Yours truly,

J. H. Drevbnstedt, Secretary.

JAMESBURC, N. J., Dec. 22.

BRAHMAS (light).-Cockerel, ist to D. W.
Mowry, 2d,tie, to B. F. James and Lrehone, 3d to

Randall; cock, ISt to P. Williams, 2d and 3d to

Randall hen, ist to Randall. 2d, tie, to Williams

and Randall, 3d to James. Williams' hen was a

magnificent specimen, s-oring 94 points She

was universally admired and conceded to be the

best hen in the class. Her hackle and tail were

almost perlect. Pullet, ist to Randall, scored

ab\i- 2d, tie, to Williams (2) and Randall, 3d to

Williams. G. I,. Kent had his tine old Brahma
Porapey entered, but failed to win anything. A
cockerel entered for exhibition only. No. 325H.

was a beauty. The symmetry was elegant the

comb almost perfect, color grand. H. S. Ball,

iudge Dark—Cockerels, hrst to Joseph S.

Loomis, 2d to Attleton; pullet, 1st to Loomis;

hen ist to Attleton. 2d to Loomis, 3d to Ames
Hill Poultry Yards; cock. 3d to Ames Hill Poul

"^^otliiNS (bufl).-Cockerels, ist, tie, to J. C. &

Royal Blue Dead.

The bird Royal Blue, owned by Theo-

dore P. Green, of Woodbury, N. J., win-

ner of the speed prize for homing pigeons

the past season, is dead. The supposition

is that the famous young flyer was killed

by a cat, as it was partly eaten when
found in one of the buildings on Joseph

Pedrick's farm, near Woodbury, la.st week.

A N Sharp (3), Thomas & Hopkins, 2d, tie, to

Sharp, Nichols (2), 3d. tie. to Sharp, Nichols;

hens, ISt and 2d to Sharp; cocks, ist to Sharp,

2d tie. to Thomas & Hopkins and Nichols; pul-

lets, ist. tie, to Sharp {2), 2d to Sharp, 3d, tie, to

Thomas & Hopkins and Nichols.

PARTRiDGK—Cocks, ist to P. Williams. 2d aud

id to G. W. Mitchell; hens, ist, tie, to Wil-

liams (2), 2d, tie. to Williams, Mitchell, Ballon (3),

id to Williams; cockerels, ist and 2d to Mitchell,

3d to Williams; pullets, isl and 2d to Mitchell, 3d

to Ballou. ,,.. . ,, ,

White.—All premiums went to Mitchell and
Russel The display was very fine.

Black —Cocks, ist to Nichols, 2d to Lovell;

hens. i8t, tie, to Nichols (2), 2d and 3d to Lovell;

cockerels, ist aud 2d to Nichols, 3d, tie, to Lov-

ell (2): pullets. ISt to Nichols, 2d, tie. to Nichols.

Lovell. 3d to Lovell.
. . „• v. «.

LANGSHANb (white).—Cocks, ist to Kirby &
Smith a large bird, rather Cochiny tn shape;

2d to Halladay & Paris, rather small, but a typi-

cal Langshan in shape, comb in poor condition;

«1 to Halladay & Parts; hens, ist to Halladay &
Paris- a large bird, but plumagein bad condition;

2d to' Kirbv Sl Smith; 3d to Halladay & Pans;

cockerels, ist to O. W. Phelps; pullets, isl to

Phelps. , . „
INUIAN Games.-Cocks, ist to C, A. Bowman;

hens, 1st to K A. Howe; cockerel, ist ovrner un-

known- tall rangv bird, needs time to fill out;

2d to C.'k. Crehore; pullets, ist, owner unknown;
good shape, too black in plumage; 2d to Crehore.

PLYMOUTH R<x:K8 (whitc).-Cocks. ISt to

George Graves & Sou; on elegant large bird; 2d

to A. A Fillebrown; a close second; 3d to Ches-

ley- cockerels, 1st to Fillebrown; fine corah and
good shape; 2d and 3d to Chesley ; hen 1st and 2d

to Fillebrown; fine shape, large, good legs; 3d to

H F Blum; pullets, ist, lie to Chesley and Fille-

brown, 2d to Fillebrown, ^;d to P. Williams

Running a Poultry Farm.

No business can prosper unless pursued

intelligently imd energetically. To this

calling a man's whole time must be given,

and that devotedly. He cannot sit down

in his cushioned office, and give orders to

others evnerting every little detail, so in-

separable' from poultry keeping, to be

properly attended to by hired help, with-

out further trouble on his own part. He

himself must be up and doing, superin-

tending and directing not only the daily

routine of duties but seeing to it that

everything additional is promptly per-

formed that would in any way contrib-

ute to the welfare of his fowls. In fact,

in this business more directly, perhdps,

than any other, does success depend upon

the man at the head of affairs ; for with

a fair amount of capital to start with,

the result, barring everything not to be

forseen, rests virtually with him. His

adaptability, or not, to the position, in-

dicates in a great measure the future of

the enterprise for, in the plan chosen,the

arrangements and construction of the

various buildings, the general system of

labor adopted, and numerous other

things incident to such sn establishment,

the character of the man will unmistak-

ably be evinced if he is at all original. It

is scarcely needful to say that a person

who considers fowls as something be-

neath his notice, and the care of them as

unbecoming, and lowering to the dignity

of a man, would not be the proper one to

run a poultrv farm, even if he could lie

induced to do so.—How to Raise Poultry

on a Large Scale by W. H. V.

own, itll I.J I- i.iv. .,..".., .!. --_

Wyandottes (golden).—Cocks, ist to N B.

Hartford; cockerels, ist to F S Tmiiev', 2d, tie,

Hartford, Foulds Bros. (2), 3d to Foulds Bros.;

—Poultry manure is one of the best

that can be used, especially for the gar-

den. A good plan is to store it away in

old boxes or barrels and keep in the dry

until you are ready to make your garden

in the spring, then use it.

—Mortimer says : "A quart of coal tar

in half a barrel of water should always be

kept on hand. Stir it up well and

sprinkle the water over the floors of the

house and against the sides ;
it will kill

the lice and purify the house."

—If you have not already done so, .se-

lect out your next year's breeders with-

out more delay and if possible, give them

a little extra care, and in case you should

wish to exhibit them this season you

would have them in condition to do so.

4

INDIAN GAMES.

Should a Flexible Standard Be
Adopted by the Olub ?

F. W. Hitchcock in Western Poultry Breeder.

It is a question in the mind of the

writer whether it is a wise thing to make
a flexible standard for the Indian game
fowl. Mr. Babcock seems to favor such
a course, but his reasons for so doing are

hardly convincing enough. Because the

breed is comparatively a new one to

American fanciers and should therefore

be treated more leniently is hardly reason

enough, neither is there reason enough
in the fact that our English friends use a

flexible standard and that as a conse-

quetibe we should follow in their foot-

steps. I believe that a standard should
be made at the very commencement that

shaH be moderately rigid in its require-

ments of form and color, at the same
time giving due regard for nature's re-

quirements. In Mr. Habcock's standard

disqualifications for this breed he only
requfres that decidedly wry tails, crooked
baci^< duck foot and any artificial color-
ing,:trimming or plucking foul feathers
shoold disqualify. I would add to this
claiis^ solid white feathers in wings or
tails jand combs other than pea.

Mr.' Babcock objects to the pea comb
clause, giving as a reason that the breed
produces very few approximately perfect
cotirbs,'and some combs which really be-
long to the class of pea combs would by
somt; judges be regarded "other than
pea,^' and thus birds fully entitled to
compete thrown out. Does Mr. Babcock
thin^c that judges would be any more se-
vere with the pea comb of an Indian
game than with that of the light Brahma?
In description of comb Mr. Babcock re-

quires an "irregular pea," the more reg-
ular the better. With such a standard
requirement a judge could pass an irreg-
ular 'pea comb as being just as goo<l as a
regular pea comb. I don't l)elieve the ma-
jority of our fanciers will favor a stand-
ard quite so flexible as this would be.

Mr. Babcock 's standard further requires
an at»oiutely straight hack on top, ironi
hackle to tail ; now is it not a fact that
the back of an Indian game, at least a
majority of them, is slighly convexed ?

Kxainine the backs of your birds carefully
brother fanciers, by running your hand
down their backs from base of neck to
tail, and see if they are not slightly con-
vexe<4 ; if that is the case would it not
be lietter to adhere a little more closely
to nature and describe the shape of back
as it is found ? I would also differ
slightly from Mr. Babcock in his descrip-
tion of'^tail ; he requires it "rather short,
compact and close, folded when the bird
is standing at ease." I would add in place
of "Compact and close" slight fanned.
This, I think, is nearer the proper de-
scription. My idea is that the tail is not
and consequently should not be expected
to be'as compact and close as that of our
othefstandard games.

In regard to color, there seems to be a
wide diversity of opinions as to which is

the most desirable, also as to whether
double or single lacing is the most de-
sirable. As to the former, I think it is

purely a matter of taste, and as a matter
of taste on the part of the writer, would
suggest that the ground color be described
as a golden bay instead of cinnamon
browh, each feather laced with lustrous
black, the lacing following the contour of
the web of the feather on the back, breast
and body of the females ; this certainly
would be the most brilliant combination
of the two colors now required.
As to the single and clouble lacings, I

think from all that I can gather in rela-
tion to the matter, that the double lacing
is most desired and best liked by a ma-
jority of the fanciers interested m this
variety, and if such is the case, it is the
humble opinion of the writer that the
coming standard should show a prefer-
ence for the double lacing by requiring
judges to cut, say one-half point for each
section for single lacing, where double
lacing is required. This plan would have
a tendency to make fanciers strive to
breed out sooner the single laced speci-
mens, an<l yet it is not so radical as to
force them out without a rea-ionable
showing ; at any rate, I do not think it

would be advisable to make a standard
so flexible that judges can show their in-

dividual preferences by dividing in favor
of one style as against the other ; keep
them within bounds, and there will be
far less fault-finding by the exhibitor. It
may suit the English exhibitor to be
obliged to keep both styles on hand in
case he wishes to exhibit under the rul-
ings of more than one judge, but I hardly
think that such a necessity will ever be-
come very popular with the American
exhibitor.

«

Awards at Dunnville.

DuNNviLLR, Ont, Dec. 22.—This show
closed successfully last Thursday, the as-

sociation paying dollar for dollar dues on
prizes, etc. The following is the prize list:

Brahmas (light).—Cock. ISt to C. S. Jackson;
hen, ISt to Robert Minto, id to C. S. Jackson;
Bullet, ISt to Jackson. Dark—Cock, ad to J. H.
iouser: hen, 2d to Houaer.
Cochins (biiff)-Pcu, ist to C. S. Jackson. 2d

to O'Brien and Caldwell; hen, ist to Jackson, 2d
O'Brien and Caldwell; cockerel, ist to Jackson,
ad to R. KauLsey; pullet, ist and 2d to Jack-
son. Partridge—Cock, ist to Jackson; hen
ist and 2d to Jackson. Black—Cock, ist
to W. Mawhinney; hen, ist to Mawhinney.
White—Cock, 2d to O'Brien and Caldwell; hen
and pullet, ist to O'Brien and Caldwell.

Langshans (black).—Pullet, ist to J. H.
Houser.

JAVAS—Pullet. ISt to Hugh Crawford.
DoRKiNO (silver gray) —Pen, ist to Mawhin-

ney; cock, ISt to Mawhinny; hen. ist to O'Brien
and Caldwell, 2d to Mawhinney; cockerel, ist to
Mawhinney, 2d to O'Brien and Caldwell. White
—Pen, ISt to Mawhinney; cock, ist to Mawhin-
ney; cockerel, ist to Mawhinney; pullet, ist and
2d to Mawhinney.
Plymouth Rocks (barred).— Pen. ist to I. B.

Clark; cock, 1st and 3d to Clark, 2d to Hiram
Bender; hen, ist. 2d and 3d to Clark; ccKkerel, ist
and 3d to Clark. 2d to Leon Requegnat; pullet,
ISt and 2d to Bender. 3d to Clark. White—Pen,
est to S. Clemo, 2d to Bender; cock, 1st, 2d and
3d to Bender; hen, ist to Clemo. 2d and 3d to
Bender; cockerel, ist and 2d to Clemo. 3d to
Bender; pullet, ist and 2d to Clemo, 3d to
Pequegnat.

Wyandottes (golden).—Cock, ist to Clemo.
Silver—Cock, 1st to O'Brien & Colwell; hen, ist
to O'Brien & Colwell; cockerel, ist and 2d to
Clemo; pullet, ist, 2d aud 3d to Clemo. White-
Hen, ISt to R. J. Gracey; cockerel, ist to Gracey;
pullet, ISt to Gracey.

Minorcas (black).—Pen, ist to C. H. McCrae;
cock, 2d to McCrae; pullet, ist to McCrae. White
—Pen, ist toOwcn Fathers; pullet, ist to Fathers.

Leghorns (single-combed white).—Pen, ist to
R. H. Marshall; cock, 1st to Marshall; hen, ist
and 2d to Marshall. 3d to Robert Minto; cockerel.
ISt and 3d to Marshall, 2d to Peter Moote; pul-
lets, ist to Minto, 2d to Marshall, 3d to McCrae.
Brown—Pen, ist to A. Stevens; cock, ist and 2d
to McCrae; hen, ist and 3d to Stevens, 2d to Mc-
Crae; cockerel. 1st and 2d to Stevens. 3d to
Moote; pullets, ist and 2d to Moote. 3d to Stevens.
Black—Cockerel, ist to Clemo; pullet, ist to
Clemo. Rose-combed Brown—Pen. ist to R. J.
Gracey; hen ist, cockerel ist, pullet ist and 2d,
to Gracey.

Games (black breasted red).—Pen. ist to Oscar
Sheehan; cock, ist to Sheehan. 2d to O'Brian &
Colwell; hen, ist to Sheehan; pullets, ist, 2d and
3d to Sheehan. Pyle--Cock, 2d to O'Brian & Col-
well; hen, ist to O'Brian & Colwell. Indian

—

Pen, i.»t to L. A. Congdon; cock, hen and cock-
erel, ISt. 2d and 3d to Congdon. Pit—Pen, ist to
J. Haney &Son; cock, ist and 2d to David Ly-
ons, 3d to Haney & Son; hen. island 2d to
Haney, 3d to Lyons; pullets, is, ad and 3d to
Haney.
Bantams (black-breasted red game).-Cock, ist

to O'Brian & Colwell, 2d and 3d to R. Cameron;
hen, ist to Cameron. 2d to O'Brian & Colwell. 3d
to Robert Minto: pullet, ist and 2d to Cameron.
Pyle game—Cockerel and pullet, ist to O'Brian
& Colwell; hen, 2d toR. H. Marshall. Duckwing
game—Cock, ist to O'Brian & Colwell; hen. 2d to
O'Brian 8:. Colwell. Sebright—Cock 2d and hen
1st to O'Brian & Colwell. Pekin—Pen, ist to S.
M. Clemo; cock, ist to Clark; cockerel, ist and 2d
and pullet ist and ad to Clemo.
PoLANDS (golden) —Cock, hen and pullet, ist

to O'Brian & Colwell.
Hamiiukgs (golden spangled).—Cock, ist and

hen ISt to O'Brian & Colwell.
HouDANS.—Cock. 2d to O'Brian & Colwell;

hen, ISt to J. Houser.
Turkeys (bronze).—Male, ist and ad and

female ist and 2d to F. Docker. White Holland-
Male, ISt and female ist to J. H. Houser.
Geese (Toulou.se).—Male, ist and female ist to

R. J. Gracey. Kmbden—Male, ist and 2d and
female ist and 2d to R Ramsey.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—Male, ist to O'Brian &

Colwell. Rouen—Male, ist and 2d and female
ISt and 2d to O'Brian & Colwell. Pekin—Male,
1st to C. H. McCrae, 2d to Gracey; female, ist to
McCrae; 2d to Gracey.

PIGEONS.
Mr. William Fox secured the following prizes

on pigeons: Carrier pigeon, black cock and hen,
ISt and 2d; any other color, cock and hen, ist and
2d; pouter pigeon, white, cock and hen, ist and
2d; blue or black pouter, pied, cock and hen, ist
and 2d; pouter pigeon, any other color, cock
and hen, ist; tuniblcr, cock and hen, ist and 2d;
blue fantail, cock and hen, ist and 2d: white
fantail, cock and hen, ist; A. O. C. fantails, cock
and hen, i.st and 2d; jacobins, A. O. C, cock and
hen. ISt and 2d; barb, cock and hen. ist and ad;
trumpeter, c<x:k and hen, ist and 2d; magpie,
cock and hen, ist; swallow, cock and hen, ist
and ad; owls, cock and hen, ist aud 2d; Ant-
werps, cock and hen, ist and 2d; any other va-
riety pigeon, cock and hen. ist and 2d; carrier
pigeob, A. O. C. hen. island 2d.

SPECIALS.
S. M. Clemo's special, won by J. B. Clarke: J.

G. Bicknel's by S. M. Clemo; E. T Wright&
Co 's by A. Stevens. Wm. Mawhinney's by L. A.
Congdon; Arthur Stevens' by S. M. Clemo; C. J.
Daniels' by Leon Pequegnat; Dr. W. H. Mon-
tagiies by Jas. B. Clarke; James B. Clarke's by
Hiram Bender.

STATE POULTRY SOCIETY

OF NEW JERSEY.

Business That "Was Transacted at

a Special Meeting Held
Last Monday.

A special meeting of the society was
held in the Jamesburg Opera House on
Monday last. It was held at the call of

the president, T. Wilton Hill, of James-
burg, in pursuance of the plan adopted
at the annual meeting at Trenton, and
for the purpose of perfecting plans for the

first annual show of the society. And in

the opinion of members present it did

more solid work for the benefit of the

poultry interests of New Jersey than all

the other meetings previously held. The
new ofiicers were determined to see if

New Jersey, with a larger proportion of
thoroughbred poultry than any other

state in the Union, could not have a poul-

try show that should demonstrate this
fact. And having decided upon an annual
exhibition, and at the alternate places,
yearoff and on, they got together to ar-
range details and adopt rules for the
show at Orange, N. J.. February 14 to 20.

This is just after the New York show and
will without doubt receive many entries
of birds exhibited there.
The morning meeting was called at 11

o'clock with President Hill in the chair.
Secretary Baldwin read call and minutes
of previous meeting. Mr. Hill made an
address of welcome aud expressed the
hope that the interests of the great poul-
try State of New Jersey would soon be
properly c^red for and the facts published
to the world. After the reading of let-

ters of regret from absent members, Mr.
Rackham, secretary of the New York
show, invited the State Society to hold a
special meeting at Madison Square Gar-
den, New York, during their show. The
invitation was accepted with thanks and
Saturday afternoon, February 7, at 2 P.
mr .--.-..- J — .t. - -1 - t 1 .* .

,
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It was decided to hold the State So-
ciety's show at Orange, N. J., February
19 to 24, and to engage the Orange Rink.
A guaranty fund was thereupon pledged
for the rental and Messrs. Baldwin, Fil-
kin and Rackham were made a commit-
tee to secure the rink. It was decided
to award show premiums on the percent-
age plan—fifty per cent to first, twenty-
five per cent to second, and the remain-
ing twenty-five per cent to go to the so-
ciety for cooping and feeding birds, etc.
The entry fee for fowls per pair was
fixed at f,i, with the same fee for pigeons,
as it costs the same for cooping and car-
ing for the latter. It was voted to issue
free tickets to all memliers who subscrilie
to the guaranty fund, but all others, un-
less exhibitors, must pay same as the
general public. The admission fee to
show was fixed at twenty-five cents.
Ten new members were elected and the

enthusiasm of the memliers was un-
bounded as to the success of the coming
show. Messrs. Baldwin and Rackham
were appointed a committee to get up
the premium list and catalogue of the
show. T. F. Rackham was made super-
intendent of the show.
Mr. Child, president of the Fanciers'

Publishing Company, of Philadelphia,
was present and was elected an honorary
member. Mr. Child has shown a great
interest in the Jersey society and has
already offered a special premium.

—

Jamesburg Record.

Light Brahma Olub Meeting.

PvDiTOR Fanciers' Journal.

SiK : Our president has named January

15, six o'clock P. M. as the time of hold-

ing the third annual meeting of the Light
Brahma Club. Breeders, let us hear from
you. Haven't you anything to suggest
for the benefit of the "Old Bird ?" The
light Brahma has no boom, never had a
boom and tiou'/ need booming. Ten
years ago the Brahma was popular, is

popular to-day and ten years hence when
many of the varieties that are now being
pushed will lie nearly forgotten the old
Brahma will l>e just as popular as ever

;

you can't give "em" up after you have

once bred them successfully. Again I
say breeders, let us hear from you. We
want your help to continue the Light
Brahma Club what it is now—the most
popular club in the world. Send in your
name. If you cannot in time for our
Charleston meeting, do so as soon after
as possible. Members can Ite taken in
any time. Respectfully,

H. A. Bridge, Secretary.

Columbus, O., Dec. 23, 1890.

Pigeon Plying.

Probably the largest meeting that was
ever held in the city of Philadelphia to

discuss matters appertaining to the sport
of pigeon flying was the one that as-

sembled at the hall over the residence of
James Elliott, southwest corner of Third
Street and Lehigh Avenue,Tuesday night,
to perfect the arrangements for the hnn-
dred-mile race proposed about two weeks
ago. All of the seats in the hall were
occupied and all the available standing
room was filled with pigeon flyers anxious
to hear where the race would l>e flown
from and what would be the entrance
fee.

The meeting was called to order shortly
after 8 o'clock. The first matter brought
up for discussion was the naming of the
liberating station, and upon motion of
James Boyd, seconded by Mr. Schmeis-
ser, Odenton, Md., a point a few miles
southwest of Baltimore, was quickly
agreed upon.
The proposal of Mr. Travis to make

the entrance fee $5, and $1 per week
until the day of the race, brought forth
a storm of opposition, and a motion
made by John Nuskey fixing the entrance
fee at $1 per bird was carried, being the
only alteration offered.

It was then moved by Mr. Conway, and
seconded by Mr. Lane, that the fly take
place on Baster Monday. Carried.
A lengthy discussion then ensued as to

whether the birds should be liberated
separately or altogether, those present
being nearly evenly divided on the ques-
tion. Upon a vote being taken, however,
it was found that those in favor of the
birds being all liberated together were in
a sli^iii niajorily, and it was so ordered,
the proviso being added that prior to the
day of the race each contestant should
name a watcher, who should he delegated
to time the arrival of the birds of some
other lofl.

Messrs. John Nuskey, D. S. Rogers,
James Elliott, J. C. Conley and Mr.
Schmeisser were then appointed a com-
mittee of five to act with the representa-
tive of the Item in the management
of any other details of the race, such as
placing the watchers, arranging the
prizes, etc.

A motion having been carried that the
Item's representative act as treasurer and
receive the $1 entrance fee of all those
desirous of competing in the race, the
meeting adjourned.
Among those present were : C. Collins,

A. M. Wood, J. A. Stovell, J. W. Miller,
R. Drinkwater, F. R. Barnes, M Green-
wood, W. H. Whiteman. W. C. Gerary,
D. S. Rogers, Frank Rogers, C. Hub, J.
R. Homberger, J. E. O'Donnell, J. Skel-
ton, William Schwartz, Frank Jeager,
Andrew Schlechtwegth, J. F. Durbicter,
G. Hangsterfor, H. B. Miller, John Fox,
M. C. Wharton, G. W. Abbott, M. Oease,
Edw. Tustin, Robert Schaller, C. Friday,
Samuel Tasker, Thomas Gill, James El-
liott and a host of others whose names
could not be secured.

Election of Officers.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : At the annual meeting of the Em
pire City Flying Club of New York and
vicinity, held the 17th inst.,the following

officers were elected for 1891 : President,

Francis Whiteley, Newark ; first vice-

president, George H. Bowerman, New-
ark ; second vice-president, W. B. Garra-
brants, Newark ; treasurer, S.Von Moers,
New York City ; secretary, T. Fred.
Goldman, Brooklyn ; assistant secretary,
George L. Mahr, Newark ; Race Com-
mittee, Newark section, William Bennert,
George L. Mahr ; New York and Brook-
lyn section, T. Fred. Goldman, S. Von
Moers. Respectfully,

T. Fred. Goldm.vn, Secretary,

New York, Dec. 23, 1890.

ii
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THB AROHANQBL.

Mauy Fanciers Who Do Not Un-

derstand the Points Required.

H. W. Webb in Feathered World.

It is not known whence the Archangel

derived its name. I have heard several

sUtements respecting it, one of which is

that of all the heavenly angels the Arch-

angel is supposed to be \\\e most beauti-

ful. Hence, as this bird is the most re-

splendent of our tame pigeons, it has been

called an Archangel. I dare say this

theory is as near the mark as any other.

Thty have always been great favorites of

mine. It is somewhere about seventeen

years since I first exhibited them, during

which period I have never been without a

good stock. At that time we seldom

saw a class at a show, and the majority of

birds were an inferior quality. V)eing too

light in bronze, with absence of lustre.

This has, to a great extent, been remedied

by careful selection and matching of the

most lustrous birds together. I know, at

the present time, there are many fanciers

that would keep this variety if they un-

derstood the points required. This they

cannot learn at the present time by at-

tending our shows and examining the

prize winners. I have seen very poor

specimens win over first-class birds that

have been unnoticed, and if the judge is

asked his reasons for his awards he tells

you that "you don't understand anything

"about them," and he is -too busy to talk

to you then."
. . , r

Now, I think if any man is a judge of a

variety he should alwavs be able to point

out tu a disappointed exhibitor his rea-

sons for his award, and I include myself

amongst them, not because I do not win,

but because I very often do with my
worst exhibit. In giving my opinion

respecting what I consider an Archangel

ought to be, I shall l)e very much pleased

similar to the bloom on a plum. I care-

fully avoid these in breeding.

The Archangel is a wild shy bird, but

very hardy and a good breeder if not dis-

turbed. The young do not get their

plumage until they have moulted, being

a dull black tinged with brown. I find

the best colored young are the best when

moulted. The hen is a trifle smaller than

the cock, finer in head and beak, slimmer

ill body and the bronze weaker in ground

color especially underneath. The most

common faults are shelly peak, pearl

eves sooty hackle, checkered wmgs
grey flights, black thighs, blue tail and

grey back. The following is the value I

attach to the points in judging Arch-

angels :

Rich copper bronze from head to vent lo

Black rump and tall
"

Shape of peak °

Color of shoulders 4

Color of eyes and beak 3

Color of flights 3

Shape of head
^

Clean legs and feet
^

Carriage and general shape
_^

Total .40

I give the bronze the greatest number ;

it is very difficult to keep a clear, even

bronze. Next to it I value the black,

rump and tail, which, if good, is a great

test of quality. A good peak sets a bird

off' wonderfully,and 1 value it accordingly.

I only allow two points for head and beak.

I like to see a good shaped head as well

as anyone, but I never breeii for it, and I

do not think anyone else does. It is quite

a matter of chance. I shall be happy to

answer the questions of any fancier, and

if any knowledge that I may possess helps

him to breed a better bird I shall feel

amply repaid. The motto of all fanciers

should be : "May the best bird win."

^ • «

SOME VERMONT DUOKS.

if bree<lers will criticise my remarks on

them, and should also take it as a great

favor if all our present judges would give

U8 their opinion, if liicy aic able to ».o

so Do they consider grey backs, blue

tails, sooty hackle, grey flights, dark

thighs and vent, liesides being slightly

ticked on the wing, are points to be de-

sired in an Archangel ? I lately saw one

win with all these points combined.

The Archangel should be about the size

of the wild rock pigeon ; not too small,

or they are weak and no use for stock.

If large, thev are too coarse. Head dove

shaped, not" too high in forehead
;
the

peak should l)e high, ending in a fine

point, eye bright gravel, very small, neat

wattles, beak pale, with dark streak at

point, legs and feet clean, no feathers be-

low hocks. In make and style it should

be like the homer, standing firm on its

feet, tight in feather with a look in its

eye as if ready to das-h away at aiiv

moment. The bronze parts are the head,

neck, breast, thighs and vent, to the

feathers under the tail. This bronze

should be a clear, rich copper, and even

in color, shoulders deep black, flights

bronze on inner web, appearing black

when closed ; tail dark, as near black as

possible ; back and rump dark, showing

no signs of grey or blue. This is what I

call color ; but the great point to obtain

is lustre, which I will try to describe.

The difference between color and liistre

is the same as when you black a pair of

boots and only i>olish one; both are

black, but one is lustrous, the other only

color. It is the same with Archangels.

We want the ground color, but they must

have a goml polish, viz.. lustre. There

are a great number of shades in lustre. I

prefer pink and green ; the pink on the

bronze part, the green on the dark por-

tion of the bird. The back and rump
should be intermixed with both shades,

which should shine like burnished metal,

every feather on the shoulders tipped

with green.

Many of our best birds have the lustre

reversed, the green being on the bronze

part, the pink on the black portion.

This makes the bronze appear too dark

,

but thev are valuable as stock birds.

There is also what I call a sooty bronze.

This is caused by the black under feather

of the bronze showing through it. This

color should \ye avoided as much as pos-

sible in breeding and should never l)e ad-

mitted to the show pen. Some otherwise

lustrous birds have a foggy appearance

Actual Experience Demonstrates

Their Profitableness.

Carrie T. Meigs in Rural New Yorker.

After raising ducks three years with

success and profit, as well as pleasure, I

think I can give some new ideas gleaned

froni "iv i»Ynerience and observation. I

have always raised the Pekin ducks.

There may be other breeds equally hardy

and profitable, but the Pekins are my

choice and very near perfection. They

are hard to beat when properly raised

and dressed for market. One of my cus-

tomers called them canary birds because

they presented such an attractive appear-

ance. I kept four ducks and a drake last

winter, and this summer marketed over

200 ducklings when ten weeks old, sell-

ing the last of them in October. More-

over, we used about four dozen eggs for

coo.iing and I sold forty more. I am in

about the same predicament as the old

farmer who complained to another that

he was losing money right along beciust

corn was selling at one dollar per bushel

and he had not raised any, only I raised

all the ducks I could care for and still

could not supply the demand here in

town. It is not necessary to take off one's

hat and almost beg the people to buy, as

a farmer sometimes must do in order to

sell his other products. I get my price

instead of the purchaser giving what he

pleases. I keep ducks, hens and turkeys

all together in the same building, and

use hens and turkeys for hatching the

duck eggs. Hens are preferable to

turkeys, as thev are not so liable to hurt

the little ducks" with their feet. I usually

let the old ducks sit too, though they are

easily kept laying if their nests are re-

moved, feather's and all, and a few boards

are placed over the place where the nests

order to keep rats and skunks away,

otherwise all the beauty of the nest will

be destroyed some night, and only shells

and a headless duck will remain, as I

found to my sorrow one morning.

Ducklings endure the cold much better

than chicks, and the eggs can be set much
later in the season. Some of my ducks

were hatched in September, 1889, and

wintered all right and began laying early

enough in the spring. Old ducks are

considered the best layers, but mine lay

too early, as I always find some of the

first eggs frozen, for my house is not very

warm. During the last week of incuba-

tion, if a hen is hatching the eggs, moisten

the nest and eggs about three or four

times ; if a duck is engaged in the busi-

ness don't attempt to do so, as she un-

derstands her duty perfectly, and sup-

plies plenty of moisture by reluming to

her nest while her feathers are dripping

wet. For an atomizer I use an old brush

wet in lukewarm water. During the last

two or three days it will be necessary to

keep close watch over the eggs and re-

move the ducklings as soon as hatched,

as they are very liable to get killed if left.

To save every one, procure a basket,

and the more open work in the weaving

of it the better. Don't on any account

use a box. thinking it will do as well, for

it is too close, and the little things must

have plenty of air. Arrange a soft piece

of flannel in the basket, and if you have

any hen feathers put in a few to make it

like a nest, place the basket in the sun

or near the fire, and be careful not to

cover the little things too closely. Look
at them often to see that they are not too

warm, and renieniV)er the more duck-

lings in the basket the less artificial heat

they require. When they are dry and

downy, which will be in a few hours, get

a shallow dish and fill it with tepid

water. Take each one and give it a drink

by dipping its l)eak in the water ;
sprinkle

around some hard-boiled eggs chopped

fine and the ducklings will eat at once.

When a day or two old I put them all in

a pan of water for a swim, and it will do

no harm if they hop in the water before

they are a day old, as they often will,

only they mus't have a warm place where

their down can get dry. If any are in-

clined to remain in the water until their

down is drenched, take them out and put

the water away. After their meal and

bath they are capable of taking care of

themselves without the aid of a mother,

but you must not forget and let them go

hungry and thirsty.

I never allow a hen or old duck to go

with the little ones ; they are only a nui

sanceand the ducklings thrive just as

well or Ijetter alone. Ducklings don't

care to lie brooiled like other fowls, and

when with an old duck they lie around

among her feathers instead of under her.

Give them a dry, rat proof coop with

plenty of chaff and straw and a little

yard and there will be no need whatever

of anv brooding. They cuddle up to-

gether and are as quiet and contented as

one could wish. I raised all of mine this
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summer in this way and found it much
Vietter than the old plan. All who saw

the ducklings were surprised to see so

many litth: ones without a mother. I

have no running water for them and use

pans filled from the pump. If a half

barrel is used or anything very deep,

large stones should always be placed in

the bottom, and spaces s'hould be left l)e-

tween them so that the ducklings can

plunge in their heacls over their eyes

and ears. Then they can stand on the

stones and get out. A neighbor manu-

factured a pond and failed to provide the

stones, and one morning he took ten

dead ducks out of his pond—all of his

brood but one.

Before this reaches the eye of the read-

er we shall all have enjoyed the Chriat-

mas fea.st, and I feel like wishing every

one connected with Thb Journal—even

the "devil"—many returns of the feative

season and may The Fanciers' Jour-

nal long continue as the advance agent

of the progressive fanciers whether of

dog, fowl or bird.

As this is the first time we have ever

been with you and your readers during

the Christmas festival, we would remind

your readers that when we drain our

Christmas egg-nogg it will be with a

blessing for all fanciers, whether fur or

feather. Let us drown our differences even

if we nearly drown ourselves in the effort

and commence the New Year with love

and best wishes toward all our brethren

of the fancy.
What narrow minds some have been

endowed with ; they act as though Amer-

ica could support only one poultry show

and for fear that if Charleston should

have a big one, the New York show will

be a failure they are trying to injure the

former in the hope of benefiting the lat-

ter. For shame, gentlemen ! New York

deserves a big show and will have it, too,

unless the slush some of ite friends are

getting off should sicken the true friends

of New York.
. ^ u

Every fancier north and south shoum
work for Charleston and New York and

work harmoniously. I had strong hopes

that every specialty club would meet at

Charleston. The South is a new field and

one well worth cultivating. When the

members of a club attend the club meet-

ing they will, as a rule, exhibit a few of

their fowls and that insures a large ex-

hibit of that breed.

Many worthy breeds are bred as yet but

to a limited extent in the South and in

all probability will be poorly represented

at the Charleston show unless the

Northern breeders "do their duty." Let

the fanciers of the South see lor them-

selves and you will open up a first-class

field for future sales. The men of the

South are liberal with their money when

they can get what they want.

We must advertise our goods or the

purchasing public will not know that we

have them for sale, and while the preM

is not to be neglected or under estimated,

the show room, as an advertising medium,

has no superior. As a disinterested partjr

I would say to every fancier in the land,

exhibit at Charleston and New York.

I wish to say a word to those who
answer my advertisements. I have a

letter that I have submitted to a score or

more, and no one as yet has been able to

decipher the name or post office. The

body of a letter can be guessetl at, even if

badlv written, but with proper names it

is different, and when signing your name

or writing your address you should be

careful to make each letter distinct, so as

to be easily read. Reader, this means

you—no one else.

were.
When making a nest for a hen about to

hatch duck eggs, make it as nearly like

a duck's nest as possible. When the hen

is off her nest eating always cover the

duck eggs about two inches deep, as a

duck does. The o'd duck makes a deep

nest, the foundation of which is of straw,

sticks and leaves, which she gathers up

and arranges about five or six inches

deep, and then she covers these so

thickly with feathers and down pulled

from her body that the nest appears to be

all made of feathers. It is a pretty sight

to see her sitting under a bush in the

green grass. One must, however, never

forget to turn a box over her at night, in

Every poultry house should have a

feed box. It saves food, and it is a very

poor plan to throw tiie food, especially

the soft food, in the dirt or in shallow

dishes. The latter are liable to be upset

and the contents trampled under foot

and wasted. Besides such slipshod

methods do not show the true spirit of

the fancier.

The New ICngland States are noted

for the large number of fine i>oultry

raiserl. In and about Boston the hen

fever is strongly seated, and some hand-

some incomes are the result. Large flocks

of several thousands surround the homes

of many enterprising breeders. They are

kept for profit and principally for eggs.

Leghorns are quite numerous among
them.

Specialty Olubs.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Sir : I am an admirer of buff Cochins

and possess some fine specimens of that

variety. I have been reading Mr. Rey-

naud's article on specialty clubs and beg

space in your valuable papers to express

my appreciation and endorsement of his

views. I am a believer in snecialty clubs

myself. Properlv managed they are a

great boon and benefit to the breed

they represent. But success means hard

work, a continual rallying of forces to

revive the interest of old members and to

gather in new ones.
^ ^. ^ .u^

There is no question but that tne

progress made by the American Bufif

Cochin Club is almost entirely due to

the untiring energy of its clever secre-

tary The recent onslaught on the way

in "which Mr. Reynaud discharges the

duties of his office I consider both unwise

and ungrateful, and were it not that he is

amply able to wield his own battle axe, I

would Uke up the cudgels in his de-

fense. J- ''• •
PHUADBLPHIa, Pec. 2r,
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SCRAPPLE.
Somethlngr About Bgrffs—Orierin of

Wyandottes—New Species of

Fraud—A Special Food.

7he following extracts are from the

tens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

tnces in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fanciers' Journai,. It

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons andfancy stock.

About Efirgs.

The eggs of fowls are of similar con-

struction, VIZ., an outer porous shell, a

quantity of albumen in liquid form, and

a yolk. These several parts are sub-di-

vided into other parts. The paper-like

membrane lining the shell is double, the

outer layer predominating in thickness,

with a small air cell between the two, at

one end. The white, so called, probably,
because it forms a white mass of greater
solidity when subjected to a temperature of
146° Fahrenheit, is composed of alternate
layers of albumen, elastic in character.
The office of both the shell and the white
is, principally, to protect the yolk which
contains the germ and its means of sus-
tenance during development. The yolk,
which consists of colored oil-globules, is

surrounded by an envelope called the
vitelline membrane. Suspended in the
yolk is a small p>ear-shapea sac, widening
out at the small or stem end, which just
underlies the vitelline membrane. This
outer end resembles a transparent disc,

on the surface of the yolk, and close in-

spection reveals an opaque circle sur-

rounding it. In this transparent disc
ciiu be uia'iiu^uislicu u auitiii while spui,

of irregular shape. This is called the
serminal vesicle, and at this point, in a
fertile egg, the development of the germ
will commence, when subjected to the

Eroper temperature.—From Strong's Arti-

cial Production of Poultry.

Origin of Wyandottes.

This breed, not new, but recently ad-

mitteed to the American standard, has

been the result of the following breeding

and circumstances, having had many
names and suggestions of names : It

was without doubt the intention with the

first cross to produce an improved Cochin

bantam, the cross being a Sebright ban-
tam cock with a Cochin hen. When the
size proved too large they were offered
and illustrated as Sebright Cochins. This
suggested the cross of silver spangled
Hamburgs with buff Cochins. These two
croases mingled with another cross with
a half-Buder and Cochin hen, became
the blood mixture of the early birds
offered to the American Poultry Asso-
ciation as American Scbrights. Their
friends could not agree as to the comb
being single or double, as it was then
expressed, and the name being so sug-
gestive of an American bantam, the re-

quest was refused and the matter referred

back to a committee. About the same
time a cross of a silver Hamburg with a
dark Brahma hen produce a still more
desirable type, having pea coniljs. Mr.
Kidder, of Northampton, cpntended earn-
estly for this characteristic being accepted
as the regulation. But these crosses,

while being bred by themselves, presented
troublesome features of Iwth feathered
and smooth legs, sitigle and rose*, also pea
and rose combs. The best birds were
called Eurekas. When these two wings
or original crosses were brought together
more uniform specimens were produced,
the Hamburg blood being in the greatest
proportion, the combs, in the majority of
cases, assumed a more rose appearance,
though smaller and closer to the head,
the leathers disappeare<i from the legs,

yet the golden color of skin and legs re-

mained. The males, in color, reverted
strongly to dark Brahma color, and the

females gave evidence of their Hamburg
ancestry by presenting a laced plumage.
—The Wyandotte Fowl.

Abotit Oross-Breeding.

The first lesson in cross-breeding I re-

member to have learned was when my
father, nearly fifty years ago, told me
one should never keep a cockerel for

next year's breeding that he had himself
raised, but exchange with some neighbor.
I think uiy father at that time would
have felt he was doing an unchristian act
in keeping over a cockerel of his own
raising, a deed something akin to giving
consent to an intermarriage of cousins,
an act he then greatly abhorred. In
those days the poultry stock of New Eng
land, though without any distinct breed-
name, was quite uniform in character if

not in color ; the game blood was very
prominent, and almost every farmer had
a handsome red rooster with black points,
and tail feathers that afforded a model
for every weather vane on barn or church
steeple. The practice of swapping roost-
ers had the sole object in view of increas-
ing vigor, or rather preventing degenera-
tion. After the Brahinas were introduced
I took a fancy to the light ones and bred
them almost exclusively for along period,
but with my earlj' ideas regarding cross-
ing I believed it necessary to procure a
new male bird every year, and for several
years did so, though incurring consider-
able expense and without making in mv
stock the improvement I felt I ought to
obtain.

My new crop of birds were always dis-

appointing me more or less till a friend
who had gained a reputation for breeding
choice Brahnias told me confidentially
that if I would stop buying male birds
and use my own best selections for a few
years I would improve the stock, particu-
larly in regard to uniformity. The hint
proved valuable, not only in poultry
breeding but later on in producing my
herd of polled dairy cattle. I think there
are a good many incorrect indeas con-
cerning the true principles of breeding.
But it IS for the interest of modern breed-
ers who are producing stock for sale to
emphasize the importance of buying a
new male annually, or at brief intervals,

otherwise trade will grow dull in a short
time. I am not surprised that most of
our agricultural societies have refused to

award premiums on grade bulls. The
neat stock of the country at present is

far less uniform than were the barnyard
fowls of half a century ago, and an indis-

criminate crossing among the herds of
the country is by no means to be recom-
mended. Vigor of constitution, the aim
ofour fathers when exchanging cockerels,
is not the only nor the chief object now
in the selection of breeding bulls, but it

is to introduce if possible new blood that

will prove better for the purp>oses desired
than the old.—A. W. Cheever in New
York Tribune.

New Species of Fraud.

I am tempted to write to you to expose

what is to me a new and most ingenious

system of fraud and which should be fully

exposed, and will perhaps prevent some
of your numerous readers being taken in.

Last week I purchased from a man, with
whom I had often previously dealt, a pair

of fowls for roasting, properly drawn,
trussed and prepared for the kitchen.

They were very good, of a fair size, and
plump birds. We had them roasted last

Saturday for cold dinner on Sunday. On
cutting one of them for a slice out of the
breast and afterwards to sever the wing
I observed there was—apparently mixed
with the white meat of the breast—

a

brown substance like forcemeat, or liver,

streaking the meat. My family ate it

with some ham, and we all remarked it

was somewhat strange and dry eating. I

afterwards cut the other fowl, and then
discovered that the whole of the white
flesh had been cut and abstracted clean
from the breast-bone, close down to the
pinion and merrythought, and the space
filled up with two pieces of roasted lean
pork. The skin of^ the breast had l>een

cleverl)' cut and brought back, either
from the point of the breast near the tail

to the neck, or vice versa, and the space
filled up and beautifully rounded, and
the fowl looked more than ordinarily
plump and attractive. I am a very good
carver and could not be deceived after

cutting into it. I have therefore felt sure

that the fowls had had their white meat
taken from them to make a supreme de
volatile, or other expensive entree, and
instead of the frame of the bird being
thrown into the stock pot, was reserved
and sold perhaps at about nine pence,
and beautifully doctored, at a cost of

another three pence and then sold to me
at halfa-crown. This is so ingenious a

plan, and was so cleverly done, that an
old soldier like myself has been thor-

oughly taken in, and I think this should
be made public and a warning given to

others that thfy may not be so thoroughly
deceived as your contributor;—J. K.
Fowler in Stock-Keeper, England.

A Special Food.

During the cold days of winter the lay-

ing hens want a mess of meat to help

them to shell out the eggs, and the poul-

tryman, as a rule, wants the meat bill to

be as small as possible and yet be suffi-

cient to cover the needs of the fowls.

This item of meat may be brought down
to a very nominal figure. Every poultry-
man who lives near a hog slaughtering
establishment can easily procure a cake
of cracklings, which are the pressed lard

refuse. A cake costing ninety cents will

make four feeds for a flock of loo hens.
Quarter the cake, put a pail of water in

a portable farmers' boiler and put one
quarter of the cake in also. Fire the
boiler up and when the cracklings dis-

solve add some cornmeal and bran, salt

and pepper slightly and cook the whole
mess up to a stiff dough. After it cools

it is ready to feed to the hens. Some
small potatoes may be added if desired.

Another cheap meat may be procured at

the same establishment, and that is hog's
liver and lights. They can be cooked
and crumbled up and mixed in soft food.

The cracklings can be fed in the cake by
placing the cake where the hens can get
it and peck at it. Lard that is unfit for

table use, melted and mixed through the
food is also good. One or two times a
week is often enough to feed meat.

—

Poultry News.

Nest Effffs.

</*V»-/1 looiioa^r\ ^r\r\\r* g^\T^^\r

family where the hens receive attention,

is one upon which more depends than

might be thought by the uninitiated. No
well-ordered hennery will be without a

supply of nest eggs of some kind. There
are many kinds and varieties. Porcelain
and wooden may be bought. The addled
egg is an old institution in this line. One
of the newer, perhaps, but also one of the
best, is to be had by filling egg shells

with plaster of Paris. For Brahma hens
we would select Brahma egg shells, and
so on for each breed, thereby making
the nest eggs look as if they really be-

longed to those particular hens. Cal-

cined plaster wet up with water to a pasty
consistency, will, under ordinary circum-
stances, harden in a few minutes, but the
albumen of an egg, or any glutinous sub-

stance mixed with plaster, prevents it

from hardening properly. If an unpre-
pared egg shell is filled with plaster the
albumen that naturally adheres to the
shell mingles with the plaster, so that at

least the portion near the shell does not
harden, and by use the shell soon breaks
up and is destroyed. To avoid this, after

saving and drying shells that are broken
at the ends only, coat them upon the in-

side with shellac, and after drying the
lactjuer fill them with plaster, when the
shellac prevent the albumen and plaster

mmglitig, so that it hardens in a short

time. The end where the plaster was
put in is smoothed off, and a nest egg is

thus formed that will last you for years,

as has been proved by a practical test.

Five cents' worth of plaster will fill one
dozen egg shells. Do something to "fill

the bill," as it is a very slack way to get
in the habit of leaving one of the new-
laid eggs till the next day, trusting that

the same one will not be left twice in the
nest. During this weather, however, it

would be very easy to tell, as the fatal

cracks in the shell would settle the ques-
tion.—American Poultry Yard.

ing before shipment. All or nearly all

the eggs imported into this country go
into our manufactures and not upon out-

tables. We want larger eggs and we
want our eggs graded as to size and sold
as graded in two sizes. We want our
dark colored eggs graded and sold in
their colored grade ; the same with whites
and mixed colors. By this classification
and grading better prices can be ol>-

tained. Some markets want all white
«Kgs, other markets want all dark or
mixed col >r eggs. You go into a gro-
cery and ask for "one dozen No. i brown
^KK**/' "or "one dozen No. 2 brown eggs,"
and the same with whites. In the No. i

article you get all one size smooth large
eggs and in No. 2 you get all uniform
small eggs. Irregular shaped eggs should
be kept at home and used in pastry and
custards. By these methods the con-
sumer gets a better article and the pro-
ducer a better price. The mackerel
catchers in Nova Scotia grade their goods
and as a matter of course get more cash
for their labor. They don't propose that
a few small fish in a barrel of large ones
shall lower the price of the barrel, and
why should the producer of eggs, the
poultryman, allow two small eggs among
ten large ones in a dozen force the price
of that dozen down several cents. Right
here is where the beauty of grading comes
in. The wholesale grocers would be glad
to have their eggs come graded and the
storekeeper or retail grocer would be glad
to receive the eggs graded from the
farmer and poultryman, and he would
pay accordingly. In these times of bustle
and sharp competition it behooves the
{Kmltryman to look sharp to his interests
and make the best of everything he pro-
duces. The News believes that it is the
first journal to advocate this important
subject of grading, both in size and color.
We have pointed out the way, now let

our brother, the producer, be up and do-
ing, and carry out his part.—Poultry
News.

Prolific Breeds.

The Wyandotte seems to exceed every

other as a rule in the number of eggs

laid. A lady wrote that from Christmas,

1S80. to July 24. this year, her four Wyan-
dotte hens had laid more than 500 eggs,
and had never shown the least signs of
broodiness. The breed seems to do well
in almost every variety of climate in this
country, and to combine in a rare degree
the three prime qualities of useful fowls
—hardiness, winter laying and early ma-
turity of chickens. The under-mentioned
breeds are also good layers, yielding ap-
proximately each year eggs as follows :

leghorns . . . 150 to 200
Hamburgs 170
Houdans 150
Black Spanish. . . . 150
Creve Cceuers .... 150

Polish ijo
La Fleche 130
Uominiques 130
Game fowl 130

It has been calculated that there are
twenty-four million hens in the United
Kingdom. The annual production of
eggs is estimated at not less than twenty-
six hundred millions, making, with eleven
hundred millions foreign eggs imported,
the annual consumption of eggs in this

country, as calculated by experts, to be
one hundred eggs annually per inhabi-
tant.—London Farmer.

About Gradinsr Effsrs.

What this country needs more than

anything else in eggs is a better quality

egg, a larger egg and a richer colored egg,

and add to this a better system of grad-

Avoid Dampness.

Select for the site of your poultry-

house and yard a dry soil. Dampness
causes or intensifies that scourge of poul-

try, the roup ; it renders cleanliness next

to impossible, and is directly the fruit-

mother of a variety of diseases. If the
soil is not naturally dry, drain it, and
make it as dry as possible. Then do not
commit the too common error of setting

your house so low that the first rain will

cause a miniature flood, and make the
inside of your fowl house resemble a
duck pond. Set your house above the
natural level of the soil and fill up to it,

so that the land will slope from it each
way, and form a good water shed. Dry
earth used within the house, scattered
over the floors, helpts to render the at-

mosphere dry, besides Ijeing an admirable
absorbent of those gases which are a
valuable component of fertilizers, but
deadly to our stock.—From Babcock's
Compendium.

•

—Dry, sharp grit and plenty of sand
provided, and then you need no powdered
oyster shells for your poultry.
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DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WSITE FOR
PAKTICULAR8.

~^"f. hope,
464 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

IjLMwoot) Kennels.
ST. BERNARDS!

We have .'or sale a fine litter of St. Bernard

••^piippiesout of Mascot Mbda, '•i'^«=<».l'y Mascot
ivfiiaiiARi., a worthy son of grand old Nero III

2S*» fuli brother oft;he world-renowned biR

Bj^tVBRB, the best livtHg St. Bernard. These
" Diepuppies combine grand blood "on both sides and

wUl please the most exacting fancier. Send

^mp for descriptive circular and price list.

.99-I45 FRAMCIS A. MORTIMER, Pattsville, Pa.

jusT_0y2jL

•••••*•••••
PRICE 60C.

The American Pigeon Standard

INCUBATORS.

Prairie Stafe Incubafor .^

AS ADOPTED BY THB

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION.

Containing a Complete description of the

rbcoonized Varieties of fioeons.

CHARLES TAULMAN, Editor.

Sent prepaid by mall from this office on re-

ceipt of price.

Roady Early in December.

1 AV NOT IN THE PIQEON BTJSINESS.

tttt breed, for A FANCY ,
iigli class

jrJSLXTTAZLS
In fliite, Blacl,

RedaadYellow,

And have for sal

at all times

Very Snpenor Blr^

nnexopUeii In qual-

ity at $2 . 00 o»ch,
and lip. SutivfacUoD
guaranteed.

CHRISTMAS NUMBER

FANCIERS* GAZETTE
AND PETT STOCK

OUR CLUBBING LIST.

We will sendThe Fanciers' Journal

for one year with any of the following named

publications, post free, upon receipt of price

named :

-WILI. CONTAIN-

TAKCN rnoM \.\Tt.

Am Klad at nil times to show
DO NOT AN8W EB PCS lAL CABUa

my 8t04Sk.

Or 227 Bo. Fourth St.. Thilada

H. C. NORTON.
O«rmaiitown, Pa.

Three Colored Plates

HURLYA SCORE PORTRAITS OF

PRIZE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,

Orflnop,
a

Countu

POULTRY FARM AND YARDS

Cockerels of his Famous Peerless Strains of

Single-comb Brown leghorns, White and Barred

Plyraoutli Rocks, from $2 to $5 each per pair

Tiioa and breeding pens a matter of correspond-

ence. Guinea Pigs for sale at %2 per pair. Hn-
doic ac. stamp. _

E. L, REQUA, Manager,

85.137 Highland Mills, N. Y.

- Etc., Etc., Etc.

A host of authorities have promised contribu-

tions in each section.

Price 6c.: post free. loc.; specially packed, post

free, 13c. Address

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE {LimiuO),

54 to 57 Imperial Buildings,

Ludgate Circus, London, E C.

Orders for the Christmas number of the Fan-

ciers' Gazette can be left with us. Price 20 cents

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

3a South Third St., PhUadelphia, Pa.
90-92

Before You Subscribe

For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or

Kennel Paper you should send for my list of

papers. I can fiimish you any paper published

cheaper than the publisher's price, and if you
obscribe for two or more papers you will get a

•till lower rate than if you subscribe for only

one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents for posUge and I'll mail you a

Urge bundle of sample copies of different papers.

ADDRESS

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS,

KABBITS, CA«K-Brni)8, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub-

jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany }»-

per of its class. American breeders will find the

best English htock advertised "'

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, fS
Office : 139 8c 140

«4tl Box

F. D. BECK.
II, Wellaburg, W. V«.

Fleet St.,

in its columns
15,
E. C, London,

England.

DIPIvOMAS
-FOR-

h

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THB USE OF

Club Secretaries.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station, at-

mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and age,

name and aex of bird.

In lots of JO or less, $2.50 ; each additional 50,

$3.00. Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

PHILADELPHIA, PBNNA.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, K. W. Washington, D. C.

Regular
Price.

American Angler. *3«>

American Agncullurist . ... 1.5°

American Field • • • • • „ • 5°°
American Fish and Game War-
den '

°°

American Garden ....... 2.00

American Poultry Yard .... 1.50

American Stock-Keeper .... 2.00

American Kennel Gazette ... i 00

Canadian Poultry Journal ... .75

Canadian Poultry Review ... 100

Canadian Pigeon and Pets. . . .50

Century *°°

Country Gentleman 2.50

Delaware Farm and Home . . i.oo

Fanciers' Gasette (English) . . 2. 10

Fanciers' Gazette (Amencan) . 1.00

Farm Journal 5"

Farm Poultry 5°

Frank Le»lle'» ,^, , ^
Popular Monthly 3-oo

Illustrated Weekly 4 <»

Budget of Wit a-«
Pleasant Hours i-75

Guide and Friend »5

Garden and Forest 4.00

Georgia Farmer 50

Harper's Monthly 4-o°

Weekly 4«>
Bazar 4 <"

Young People 2-<»

Lippincott's Masrazine 3 00

New England Fancier 5°

New Jersey Agriculturist . . . 1.00

New York Mail and Bzpreas
(Weekly) ,

• • »•<»

New York Times (Weekly) .1.00

New York Worid (Weekly) . . 1.00

Ohio Poultry Journal 100

Poultry Bulletin l-«>

Poultry Chum »5

Poultry in California 5"

Poultry Herald S"

Poultry Keeper *>

Poultry Monthly l-»5

Poultry News ....•'.. -25

Poultry World >»5
Practical Poultryman 5°

Popular Science News 100

Prairie Farmer i 00

Puck 500
Rural Califomian i-.V

Rural New Yorker 2.00

Scientific American 3«>
Architects' Edition . s.'O

Southern Fancier y>

Shooting Times (English) . . . 2 60

Spirit ofthe Times 5 <»

Sports Afield »•«>

Stock-Keeper (English) 315
St. Nicholas 3°o
The Fancier '<»

The Fanciers' Monthly .... 100
The Fanciers Review 35

Truth • 4 00

Turf, Field and Farm 5 <»

PUBLICATIONS.

Twenty-seven ist premi-
um.s awarded at the leading
shows including first at the

1890 show, New York City,

for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-

est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our larg'
catalogue. Address

G.A. McKKTRIOGB,
General Agtut,

At«o, New Jersey. —
76-127

fl
KONITOR ///CURATOR.
How to obtain one free. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
year. Large book for stamp. A.

F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Cpun.

PINELAND^
INCUBATORS
-ANI

BROODERS
With

Fanciers'
Journal.

$4.00
3-50
6.00

3.00

3-50
325
3.00

3.00
300
3.00

2.70

5-50
3-50
2 75
425
2.6o
2.60

2.60

4.00
5.00

3-75
3- 25
2.60

5-50
2.60

500
500
500
J.uu

550
2.75
300

3-5°
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.60
2.60

a- 75
3.75
2.70
3.00
3.60

300
3-75
2-75
2.75
6.00

300
3-50
4.00
6.00

2-75

6 00
3-75
4-5°
4-50
300
3.00
2.70
500
6.00

LEAD ALL OTHERS. 't

Five firsts, two seconds and one special at the

three great New Jersey fairs, Mt. H"lly, Wa-
verly and Trenton. We manufacture the litest

and'greatest novelty,

XJie Paragon Inctibator
The simplest, cheapest and best hot water !hcu-

bator ever invented. Our mammoth catalogue,

everything for the POULTRY YARD

Ready Dec. i. Price 5 cents. Circulars frt*.

Address,

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.;

78.129 Jamesburg, New JtTSfy-

EUREKA
SEND 5 CENTS OR STAMPS

FOR
loo-PAGR BOOK OF .

INCUBATORS AKU BROODKRS TO
J. L. CAMPBELL, West Wizabeth, Pa.

This ad. is good for $1 part payment «>r^_Jn-
cubator »6ai2

THE
TWriTRATOl^.

AND BROODERS. )

Winner of First Prizes at every Shaw where

exhibited.

This machine is warranted to hatch 90 per cejit

when operated as directed, or price of machitie

refunded. A written guarantee will be given

with the sale of each incubator. This incubatir

was invented by a man of several years' experi-

ence in poultry raising and the niaiiBgeincnt of

different makes of incubators It is constructed

ofthe very best materials of their several kinds

and the work executed by the very best of work-

men. Write for catologue and price list. Please

enclose 2c. postage stamp.

EMPIRE INCUBATOR CO.,
HAMBt'RO, NBW YORJC.

tS-Address all correspondence to Branch Ofine,

itg Edmund Street, Camden, N. J. 84-110

EXCELSIOR

INCUBATOR
simple, Perfect. Stftlf-recalotlBC.

AMERICAN KT5NNKL CLUB

Pedigrees Printed

TUD OOK.

-m-

ATTRACTIYE FORM-

AT MODERATE PRICES.

AX THIS OFFICE.

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains thejudges' reports and certified prize lists

of the difterent shows. Stud Book registrations

and numtjers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

.,.»i»*ovf.b.,i«<:t;-;:«''<,'*"*»^."'

HnndredB In aao-
[ oeaaful operation.

1 Ouarantee<l to hatch
large p«T(-<'iit««p

' of fertile eeiifs as any •
other hatcher. Bend 6c. for

new Dlustrated Catalogue. _
GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy, III

Readers of The Fanciers'Journal

corresponding or visiting with ad-

vertisers will confer a favor by

MENTIONING The Journal.

KSTABLISHBD 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialist*.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advan«):
One year, post free. United SUtes and Canada,

Address Post-Office Orders and communicatiooa
to the Fatirirrs' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-

rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C
Bngland.

K
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BOOKS FOB FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

KENNBL.

American Kennel.
Book ofthe Dog.

00
,00

3.00

MISCELLANEOUS.

1.50

1.00
.80

a.oo

•50

300
50

1.00

•50

•75

2.00

•50

5.00

450
4-50

1.50

•50

50

2.50

Burges 13.'

Vero Shaw 8.<

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee : • •.

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait
Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1570 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to Xlll.each

Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions .••••,••••,•
Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing ;

col-

ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dia-

easca
House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth J3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. SUblea 3<»
Modem Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters. ... • • • •

Monograph of the German MastifiT or

Great Dane Dog . .

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-

eration
Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to

date
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan , • •

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeedlng,

poinU, etc.; cold portrait ofPlinlimmon,
Stonehenge on the Dog ..........
Teufel the Terntr ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. P.

Mercer
The Dog, by Idstone ..........
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The MasUfT, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick I>ogs; illustrated ....
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. .

Youatt on the Dog .-.•••
Bob, the Spotted Yerrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

IvEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-

tered, each 2>4c. Open bands for ol,d birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variely of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS B. S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.
AdvertiumenU without display inserted under

this headingJor t cents per wordfor each tnserlton.

Babbit Hoands.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, f3.00
Granulated Bone, " lOO 2.76
Ground Beet „
Scraps, - - - " 100 a.oo

caicit?., - - - - ' aoo a.oo
Crushed Flint, - " aOO " a.OO
Crushed Oyster

"

„ „„
Shells, - - - ' aoo , "

,
«-oo

Send for our New Price List and Samples. AU
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

**
'^'

C. H. DEMPWOLF <fe CO,,

42-93 York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

RABBIT HbUNDS.-GOOD LOOKING NA-
tive beagles, guaranteed excellent in the

field at $20 each ; same kind unbroken, $10.

Pedigreed beagles at reasonable prices

Largest stock in the United SUtes Associ-

ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-

delphia. ^a tf

POULTRY.

St. Bernards.

I.J5

a.50

•75

I.oo

1.25
•a5

5^00
2.50

^•75

• J5

4.00

2.50

.50

75

WITTY AHD E/ITERTAINIMG.

assssTeufel the Terrier5es:x5K

, OR

—

The Life and Adventures

of an Artist's Dog.

rR SALB.-THE ENTIRB S-TOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dog*,

brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches^
whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

rR SALE.-VERY FINE LITTER OP PUPS.
For pedigree and full particulars address J.

H. Gault, Gaul and Adams Streets, Phila-

delphia. 86-4.3

MENTHON KENNELS, Phoenixville, Pa.,

breeders and imiwrtera of St. 9emaTda.
67-118

Advertisem4Mls wiihout display inseried iinder

this ktodingftr t cents per wordjbr ettetm^wn

Varlons.

-r-kBOIGRSE BUnka for foar genenttivt^s« 10

r'^cenUper dosen, or 75 cent* per uf..Kx-
"•• tended four page Blanks, 5 cents each, tif 50

cents per doaen, mailed postpaid. vThe
Fanciers' PubliabingCo.,3aSoutli'rbir'8t.,
PhiladelphU, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE Li-CBD WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, NY.

PRINTING esUmates given for circulars, cards,

letUr sheets, bill heads, price lists, «*ed-
nles, labels, lagi, etc. The Fancler4' »ub-
lUhing Co., 33 South Third St., Philade

-r°>BDIGRBS8 carefully revised to Inaiire cor
r"^rectne«». and printed in an attractive form,

at moderate prices. The Fanciers' Publish-

ing Co., 32 South Third St., PhiUdel-
phia. Pa.

Vartons.

PRICE 75 CENTS.

-Ann nmna.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

32 South Third Sti"«et,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA,

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cenU. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 3a

South Third Street, PhiUdelphU, Pa.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons

, supplied at low prices. The Fanciers; Pub-

lishing Co., 3a South Third St.. Philadel-

phia, Pa.

GREAT DANES, ENGLISH MASTIFFS,
fox terriers, lUlian greyhounds, toy, black

and Un terriers. Shenango Kennels,

Sharon, Pa. 93-*'

GREAT DANES, PUPPIES. $ao EACH. ITAL-
iau greyhound puppies, $io^nd $15. She-

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted undet
this headingfor a centsper wordfor each insertion

Baldhead Tamblent.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDDLB
St., Baltimore, Md., fanaer of short-face

baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
elect from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

naugo kennels, Snaron, Pw 93-tf

-f-xOINTERS AND SETTERS TRAINED FOR

r

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
thi.' headingfor 1 cents per word for each insertion

An Egg Farm.
Book of

Canary Birds. Paper cover 50

Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations IS-OO

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition >50

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. . i.oo

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 5°

The Canary. G. J. Bamesby .50

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts • 8-W

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

cons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark. . . 2.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 5°

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tcgetmeier 5.00

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer JO

POULTRY.

H. H. Stoddard 5°

Poultry. Lewis Wright, soplatea

of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Cap<jnizing. George Q. Dow . .50

Duck Culture. Rankin 5°

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir 900
ProfiUble Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale i.jo

Poultry Yard. Miss Watts .50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 2.00

Pi-ultry for the Many Plantagenet ... .50

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25

Standard for Poultry. Am. Poultry Asso. • i.oo

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee ' 00

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5-«>

Poultrv for the people. Comyns 50

Fancy Poultry, Part I ; Breeding and Feed-

ing. Comyns . . 50

MISCBLLANEOUS.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25

Book of the Game Laws 5°

Cats Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) ...... 2.00

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus ... 1.50

The Art of Training Animals ;
paper ; il-

lustrated •. • • J
-5°

Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals i.SO

Bloodhounds.

FOR SALE.—A choice litter whelped February
2 by Belhus—Rosemary. J. L. Wlnchell,

Fair Haven, Vt.

field trials and private use. Best quail sec-

tion South. Four hours from High Point

and Lexington. References given. For
Information write to Horace Smith, Mon-
roe, N. C. 93-«t

SETTERS AND POINTERS, BROKEN AND
unbroken. Send for descriptive list. Associ-

ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-

delphU. 8»tf

Homing Pigeons.

J-

C. CONLRY, 4133 CHESTNUT STREET
PhUadelphia, breeder and fancier of

long-diMance homera only ; winner of In-

ter-atate and challenge races with young
birds. 1889 ; 2d diploma in old bbrls, season
of t88o, from -fpo miles, and first bird to

PhUadelphia from 400 mUes in Concourse.
A few youngsters for sale at reasonable
pflcea.

Jaooblns.

Wanted.

WANTED TO LEASE — A THOROUOH-
bred Llewellyn bitch in season to breed to

first class native setter. Will divide litter

or pay cash for use. Bitch must be a fa»t

mover. Address Breeder, care FANCiaas'
Journal. y***'

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordJot each tnsertum.

ArtUts.

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus,
and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. la^^orter
50-106

Swallows.

GA. FICK, 1300 N. Washington Street, Balti-

more, Ma., oreeder of Swallows only, of all
• colon, with and without white bars, plain

snip and full head. He is a true teucier,

keeps pigeons for pleasure only. Imported
his stock of birds, and has steadily im-
proved them until he has now as fine a
tock as can be found.

Tumblers.

FR THE WANT OF ROOM I OFFER FIVE
pairs for I5. G. Beecher Orcutt, Three
Elver, Maaa. ^ M-«t

Vartons.

ColUes.

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud

dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Bupee & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-lf

O

tf

RDERS BOOKBT for collie pups bred as

follows: Bj Metchley Wonder out of Ros-

lyn Primrose, by Champion Scotilla out of
Champion Flurry III, by The Squire out of
Ro.slyn Clara, by The Squire out of Roslyn
GaylaitS, by Champion Scotilla out of Young
Meg, by Charleroi II out of Cora II, by
Maney Trefoil out of Luella, by Maney
Trefoil out of Metchley Surprise. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale or E^chanoe.

fpi^e j+omin^ 6xcl?an|e.

A monthly magazine of information concern-

ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Piokons. The official journal of 'T'he Federa-

tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." )i

per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

OBRMANTOWN, PA.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; mastiffs Eadbert, Eriant
and bitch pup ;

pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies ; Irish setters, nncl pair puppies 6

months old, bv Dick Swiveler
;
greyhound

and beagle puppies. Want breach-loading

shot guns and rifl-^s, folding boat, fiela-

glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top desk.

J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

Fox Honnds.

SPECIAI/ engravings made from photographs

of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., PhUadelphia.

Buir Cochins.

FR SALE.- ENTIRE LOT; FIFTEEN
choice birds, mostly pullets. Also St. Ber-

nard puppies. Swiss Mountain Kennels,
92-tf

puppies.
Germantown, Philadelphia.

For Sale or Fxcbange.

FORWILL EXCHANGE INCUBATORS rw
pullets, or hens not more than i % yeara

old. Not less than three-fourths leghorn
blood. Also black Spanish. Empire In-

84-tf cubator Co., 5i9Edmund St., Camden, N. J.

Games.

B

FX HOUNDS FROM BEST PACKSIN PENN-
sylvania. Send for descriptive list. Associ-

ated Fanciers, 140 South Eighth St., Phila-

delphia. 8» "

Fox Terriers.

.-»OR SALE— FOX TERRIERS OF THE
H highest breeding. Puppies and young

bitches in whelp at moderate prices. Frint-

ed pedigrees on application to J. A. HoSar,

143 N St., Washington, D. C. , 81 tf.

Hounds.

LACK REDS, CAPTAIN HEATON'S AND
Sam Matthews' most celebrated stock ;Brown
Keds, C. W. Brierly; Uuckwings, Brockbank
andChaloners'; Pylcs.Brierly's BlackReds,
hens I St and 2d at ludustrial; Brown Reds,

cock ist and hen )»t and 3d at Industrial;

Pyles, cock ist and hen 2d at London. The
recent winners are alt in my yard, also

many other great winnera. Also Sumatra
and White Aseel Came. E. F. Doty, 47

Wellington Place, Toronto.

Game Bantams.

BROWN REDS, BLACK REDS DUCKWING
piles. I have won hundreds of prizes during
the last few years on my games and game
bantams and at present ray stock is weU
able to uphold its past high reputation.

Amongst my Brown keds are cock, 2d, hen,

ad at Industrial. Cock, 1st and ad. hen, 1st

and ad, cockerels and pullets, ist and ad, at

Hamilton. Nearly all iny birds are winners.

I have a grand lot for aale, all colora. B. F.

Dotv, 47 Wellington Place, Toronto.

ALL KINDS of birds and animals. WUabn'f.
Big Bird Store, Cleveland, O. 96

PRINTING estimates given for circulars, cards,

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciere' I'ub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St, PhiUdel-
phia. Pa.

rUL W. KROUSB, 326 NEW MARKET ST..
Philadelphia, Pa., will have for sale in sea-

son young birds from the best and speedi-

est fong-disUnce strains. Winner ist di-

ploma for young birds from 150 miles 1890.

Am breeding from 12 pairs, twelve having
records over 500 miles^ balance having
records from aoo to 400 miles. 93-lt

WH. PERKINS, WATERTOWN, MA=S.,
has Pouters (Ure stock); Jacobins, im-

* ported stock. Fantails, booted aud
plain. 9a-3t

White Fantails.

MAIFNTHAL BROS., DEALERS IK PINE
White Fantall pigeons only. On sale «t all

times from Is per pair up. Address 132

East Spring Street, New Albany, lud. sa-js

Lop Babbits.

FR SALE—imported stock, winnera In Bag
land. Fred SUhrer, 119 Abbott Streel,
T AW...Lawrence, Mass. 73-«>»

Artlsta and Bncravers.

HOUNDS TRAINED ON COON, FOX AND
rabbit. J. M. Shaffer, Wooeter, O, 93-96

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE.—Some fine youngpupsby Roslyn
Dennis. Address Chestnut Hill Kennels,

Chestnut Hill, PhUadelphia.

Pnacs.

FINE PUPS ON SALE—Chequasset Kennels,

Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

Various.

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns. Brazilian

ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

E. P Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

FOR POULTRY, EGGS AND PET STOCK
address A S. Way,ChatUnooga, Tenn. 89-tf

MAGNIFICENT WYANDOTTES.-WmTE.
laced and golden. Also standard Leg-

horns, both brown and white, and a splen-

did lot of white and barred Plymouth
Rocks and lovely light Brahmas for rale

reasonable. Excellent fowls and perfect

beauties at genuine bargains. George A.

Preston, Binghamton, N. Y. 93-94

1-kRINTING estimatesgiven for CircuUra, Cards.

K^ Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price LisU, Sched-
-* ules. Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

Ushing Co., 3a South Third St., PhiUdel-

phia.

WE HAVE arranged with Schielber fc

Sons, who are acknowledged to be the

best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special term*

for our anbacrflwrs who wantphotojp-aphs

of their dog*. The Fandera' PubrishmK
Co V South Third St.. PhilsdelpWs. po

Drinklnar Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland FounUin

;

easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per

dosen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8a-tr Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jeraey

Goldfish.

FANTAIL
AFR SALE-JAPANESE

fish for breeding or acquaria. A hne
this year's crop just arrived from Jap
Send for price fiat. Edw. 8. Schmid, Wa
ington, D. C.

GOLD-
fine lot

>an.
rash-

9«94
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ER ROOFING .

. UNEQUALED
For IIouHi<. Uivrn,

and all out-buildlngs.

Anybody <"an put It oo.

PRICE LOW.
, Write for Sample •ndBojk.

INDIANA PAINT A. ROOFINQ CO.

Splendid Holiday Presents.

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS.
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS,

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Oold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc. .

BGOS FOU HATCHING.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

POULTRY & DOG SHOWS^
I J?^i!l5LL^,.?*?5L^!15^?^^^

FIFTH ANNUAL^ EXHIBITION
POULTRY, PIGEONS/PETSTOCK and DOGS,

AT MUSIC HALL, PROVIDENCE,
DEC. 29, 30 AND 31, 1890, AND JAN. 1, 1891.

Premium List now ready. If you have not received one, send your name to the Secretary.

Regular premiums and a large list of cash specials.

R. Or. DAVIS, Secretary and Treasurer,

P. O. Box 1061, Providence, R. I.

H. S. BABOOCK, President. 88-93

$6000.00 PRIZES S6000.00

THE LOUISIANA POULTRY AND PET STOCK ASSOCIATION
(Limited.)

POULTRY AND BENCH SHOW.
WASHINGTON ARTILLERY HALL, NEW ORLEANS, LA.,

JANUARY 20 TO 25, 1891.
ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 15, 1891.

JUDGES —POULTRY, I. K. Felch. D. M. Owen, E. S. Coming. PIGRONS, George E.

Peer. " DOGS.—John Davibson, H. P. Scmellhass, Hon. N. D. Wallace.

For Premium List, etc., address
A. E. SHAW, Secretary,

P. t). Box 1668, New Orleans, La.

H. A. BRIDGE, Superintendent. 90^96

Edw. K. Tryon, Jr., & Co.,

10 and 12 N. Sixth St..

PHILADELPHIA.

Guns and Ammunition

DOG COLLARS.

Austin's & Spratts' Dog Cakes.

Glover's Dog Soap £ Medicines.

GENERAL SPORTING GOODS.

9"93

H. W. VAHLE,
913 Market Street and 46 N. gtn street,

PHUiADELPHIA.

AMERICA'S LEADING SHOW!

THE NEW YORK POULTRY AND PI&EON ASSOCIATION
(LIMITED)

WILL hOLD ITS SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION IN

Madison Square Garden, New York City,

FBBRUARY 4 to 10, 1891.

Competition open to the World. It is an incorporated association under the lavf s of the state 01

New York. Send name and address for premium list of the

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

79-13'

THEO. P. GREEN,

Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

PICTURE OF

ROYAL BLUK

LINE HEN

WINNEa OF THE

SPEED PRIZE

FOR 1890

AND $25 IN OOLD.

CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW OF AMERICA,
iich will i>e mailed a» soon as L-oiupicieu, auuui Dectait>cr 30, ;S9g. .u.. par.icu.srs nuc.

formation from

T. PARRBR RACKHAM, Secretary and Superintendent,

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America,
New York, February, 1890, I was awarded the

following prizes, in' competition with the best

breeders

:

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, third,

fourth, and tie fifth on Barred Plymouth Rock
Heus : first and third on Silver Wyandotte Pul-

lets ; third or equal score with first on Golden
Wyandotte Pullets.
Choice Breeding and Exhibition Bird.s, bred

from mv winners, for sale. Illustrated circular

free. »(-'i»

91-98 EAST ORANGE, N. J.

THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL SHOW
OF

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND DOGS,
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Association
(Not Incorporated.)

At Charleston, S. C, January 13 to 17, iSgr.

ftlOOiu Kold for ten highest scoring Buff Cochins by one exhibitor. «100 in gold for the

greatest number of birds scoring 88 or more points by one exhibitor, f75 for best and largest dis-

''%heS^uth*'ex"e"nd"''waV'm welcome to all to the CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW OF AMERICA.
Competition Open to the World. More Liberal Cash and Special Premiums than ever oflcred by

'"'^lu'miFs'oF POULTRY—G. O. Brown, J. Y. Bicknell, B. N. Pierce, Philander Williams. I. K.

Felch and D. M. Owens. PIGEONS—George E. Peer. DOGS-H. Clay Glover and H. W. Lacy.

BBNJ. McINNBS, Secretary and Treasurer.

ROSS A. SMITH, President. H. A. BRIDGE, Superintendent.

SPRATTS PATENT DOG CAKES
The Best and Cheapest Dog Food in

the Market.
ta-Beware ofworthless imitations,same shape,

and see that each cake is stamped:

DOG SOAP, Certain death to Ifleas, and

MEDICINES <"r a" canine diseases.

•COMMON SENSE OF DOG DOCTORING."
(Post free, aSc.).

SPRATTS PATENT CHALLENGE POULTRY MEAL.
THE GREATEST EGG PRODUCING HOOD.
The most Nutritious and Dif;fslihle Food for /My-

ing Hens and for gfltitif; all kinds of
Poultry into Show Condition.

Poultry in confined runs thrive wonderfully on it.

Uuequalfd for rtariiig; E.itlv Chickiii'^.

SPRA'ITS PATENT PIGEON FOOD.
Reduces the u.sual heavy mortality in reaiing

Fancy Pigeons.

Poultry Medicines and Soap.
Roup Paste per box .. 50 cents

Condition Paste per box . . 50 cents

Cure for Gapes per bottle ,so cents

Poultrv and Pigeon Soap .j>er cake 25 cents

Order 'from vour dealer. Full particulars I roni

SPUATTS PATENT (America), M.VIIT'I*.
239-245 F.asl 56th St., New York City. 71 97

1 wilt breed youngsters from two of the best

lofts in America from proven records of five

hundred miles and over. Send for new circular

and price list of 1891. 4495

CREAM OF ENGLAND.

600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES
EVER PRODUCED.

Pentonally selected dumg our
search among the best breedi. - „
YOU want choice breeders or winners at the
J . . . i_. 11 I ....... . ».,.

ir eight
of Engl

ht weeks'

rJ^CHICK MANNAaHri
Ly^LJ A Complote FOOD for littlo Chicks.

^P>—^g
I
^^^^-iJ A r,,rf«rt fivid f.)r Chicks when first Iwtched «nd t/i h«> pf>ntiini<>d .^k^Jl^^t a

AGATHA POULTRY FOODTS^„gt?'^filiidloih pSj'7c."p«ib.

I MADOr «APK rORK-A psjritWepriTe of I |>r«p«red Poultry ffleaU, »8.75 per lOO Ib«.

I^draaddiaeue Peroan.Sftc. Brnufl.dOc. 1 pe^li^ted Fish - - 3.00

I
B«idfor8poc1»lPooltiy8nppl7 0hr>nl»r. I Oyster and Nea Hhell. - S.OO

JOHNSON & STOKESJ 1 7 & 219 Market St.. Philadeli

and.

winter shows, we can .Mipply. Red Caps. Anda-
Ittslans, White Wyandottes. Free catalogue.

C. A. SHARP & CO.,
88tf Lockptort, New York.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Professional bench show handler. Dogs board-

p\ and put in condition for shows.

BLM STATION,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

A mCTICtL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog
man can afford to be without.

.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

Kennedy & Curtis

708 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

DEALERS IN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS
AND

AMMUNITION.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

AiHtiii's CeleMeil Dog Caies ^^^^

&loyer's ImiierialM Remedies

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onl^- $1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

moo Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
rluO. Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Setters.GEO B.

HICKMAN, W. Cheater, Pa. Send sUmp for dr.
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